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FOREWORD

The National Symposium on Natural and Manmade Radiation in Space was held at the

Frontier Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, March 1-5, 1971. The initial plans for the

Symposium were formulated with the intention of structuring a meeting similiar in

content to previous symposia on Protection Against Radiations in Space which were _

held at Gatlinburg, Tennessee in 1962 and 1964. There were, however, two main

differencesbetween the Las Vegas and Gatlinburg meetings: First, the scope of the

Las Vegas Symposium was enlarged to include papers related to manmade radiation ,

sources associated with space nuclear propulsion systems and isotopic and reactor

space electric power systems. Second, at Las Vegas more emphasis was placed on the

operational aspects of radiation problems in space.

The Symposium was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

and the U.S. Atomic Energy Con_nission. Co-sponsors of the meeting were the Aerospace

and the Shielding and Dosimetry Divisions of the American Nuclear Society and the

Sacramento Section of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company of Sacramento, California served as the host organi-

zation for the symposium.

The symposium provided an excellent interdisciplinary forum for the discussion

of radiation in space, including radiobiologists, dosimetrists, radiation shielding

and radiation effects experts, and space scientists involved in the measurement of

the space radiation environment. The large response from the radiobiology community

to participate in the meeting was especially rewarding as the papers in that area were

most interesting and provided the highlight of the symposium.

The symposium was attended by approximately 300 scientists and engineers who

came to hear a total of 140 technical papers in 24 sessions over a four-day period.

Three special plenary sessions of invited papers were held during the mornings of

the first three days; the afternoons of these days and the entire fourth day were

devoted to concurrent sessions of both invited and contributed papers. In addition

an excellent luncheon talk was presented by a special guest speaker each of the

four days of the symposium. The speakers were: Milton Klein, Manager of the NASA/

AEC Space Nuclear Systems Office; Dr. Russell C. Drew of the Office of Science and

Technology, Executive Office of the President; Dr. Douglas Grahn, Associate Director,

Division of Biological and Medical Research, Argonne National Laboratory, and

Dr. Charles Berry; M.D., Director of Medical Research and Operations, NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center. Mr. Klein discussed the status of the NERVA program and the _

possible impact of current decisions to reduce the funding support for the program.

Dr. Drew's luncheon address, "Where Do We Go From Here?" was directed to the future

development and plans for the nation's space activities. Dr. Grahn, reporting as

Co-Chairman of the National Academy of Sciences' Radiobiological Advisory Panel,

summarized the panel's findings and recommendations regarding nuclear radiation pro-

tection guides and constraints for manned space missions. Dr. Berry reviewed the

medical aspects of the Apollo XIV flight and discussed some of the less publicized

operational aspects of manned missions.

The complete manuscripts of the papers delivered at the symposium are included

in these proceedings. In general, papers are grouped within the session in which

they were presented at the symposium. In the addendum to the proceedings are two

papers which arrived too late to be listed in the proceedings proper. Also in the

addendum is a special report by Dr. Philip K. Chapman and his associates on the

investigation of cosmic ray induced eye flashes as witnessed by the Apollo XIV

astronauts.

Arthur Reetz, Jr.

NASA Headquarters

Washington, D.C.
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SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS

FRANCIS C. SCHWENK

AEC/NASA Space Nuclear Systems Office

The basic principles of the operation of a nuclear rocket

engine are reviewed along with a summary of the early his-

tory. In addition, the technology status in the nuclear

rocket program for development of the flight-rated NERVA

engine is described, and applications for this 75,000-

pound-thrust engine and the results of nuclear stage studies

are presented. Advanced research and supporting technology

activities in the nuclear rocket program are also summarized.

INTRODUCTION

In presenting a paper on Space Nuclear

Propulsion Systems and Applications for

this National Symposium on Natural and Man-

made Radiation in Space, I am going to as-

sume that general remarks describing a

nuclear rocket engine would give a valu-

able perspective for this distinguished

audience of specialists in many fields. In

addition, I will review the nuclear rocket

program and discuss the use of the NERVA

nuclear rocket engine in space flight mis-

sions.

Let me summarize a few important points

before discussing details. For 15 years or

so, the nuclear rocket program has been en-

gaged in providing the necessary technology

for development of the initial nuclear

engine for flight. This engine is known as

NERVA. Based on a successful technology

program, the development of NERVA was ini-

tiated in 1969 and received limited funding

for two fiscal years, 1970 and 1971. At

this time in history, March I, 1971, the

budget for FY 1972 proposed by the Adminis-

tration contains a rather low funding level

for the nuclear rocket program, and the

full development of NERVA now. There are

many programs that must be done before the

capabilities represented by NERVA can be

used -- these are the programs that are in

our budget for FY 1972."

DESCRIPTION OF

THE NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINE

The essential features of a nuclear

rocket engine system are shown in figure i.

After the liquid hydrogen propellant is

pumped from storage in the rocket vehicle,

it flows through the double-walled Jet noz-

zle and the reflector to cool these compo-

nents. Appropriately designed passages

guide the hydrogen through the turbine to

drive the pump, through an internal shadow

shield, and through the hot fuel elements

of the solid reactor core. Fuel elements,

containing uranium-235, are heated by the

energy released during fission. This ener-

gy is transferred to the hydrogen which is

accelerated to high velocities as it flows

through the jet nozzle to produce the de-

sired thrust.

Nuclear rockets offer performance ad-

vantages over chemical rockets because a

NERVA program and other important activities nuclear rocket has a specific impulse ap-

must be cut back substantially. It is im- proximately two or more times that of a

portant to realize that development of the

NERVA engine is to be continued. Although

maintained at a much reduced pace, we will

try to retain som e of the program capabili-

ty and to make progress on essential areas

of a very important, versatile, and useful

propulsion system for a variety of space

missions of the future. The budgetary

high-energy chemical system. While nuclear

rocket engines are heavier than equivalent-

thrust chemical rockets and while the pro-

pellant tankage of a nuclear stage tends to

be larger because of the use of the low-

density hydrogen propellant, these penalties

do not compromise the gains derived from

the high specific impulse of nuclear rockets.

problem stems from the limited resources al- In general, the net effect is a nuclear ad-

located for advanced technology activities vantage of about 50% or more per stage for

and the Space program and the need for funds missions of moderate energy and over 100%

in near term missions. This situation is for hlgh-energy missions. These gains are

summed up by a statement released by George

Low, Acting NASA Administrator: "There is

a need for the NERVA program. This need

exists because nuclear propulsion repre-

sents a major breakthrough in the efficien-

cy of space propulsion; and because many

advanced space missions depend on this.

But there is not a need to proceed with the

possible for the initial nuclear rocket

engine; greater gains can be expected with

advanced propulsion concepts.

This description of a nuclear rocket

engine highlights certain important fea-

tures that have set the course for the pro-

gram to date. In order to achieve the



d e s i r e d  h igh  s p e c i f i c  impulse, t he  r e a c t o r  
must hea t  hydrogen t o  ve ry  h igh  tempera- 
t u r e s ,  approximately 4000°F f o r  a s p e c i f i c  
imoulse of 825 seconds.  (Rocket engines  

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  a h igh  performance reac-  
t o r ,  t he  nuc lea r  rocke t  program had t o  p i -  
oneer  i n  cryogenic  engineer ing ,  development 
of l i q u i d  hydrogen turbopumps, f a b r i c a t i o n  
of rocke t  nozzles  and, gene ra l ly ,  u n i t e  

engine development. 

t h a t  consume hydrogen-oxygen p rope l l an t  Can 
reach s p e c i f i c  impulse va lues  of 460 seconds.) l i q u i d  rocke t  engine technology w i t h  nuclear  
Therefore ,  t h e  rocke t  r e a c t o r  must be Con- technology t o  provide the  b a s i s  f o r  NERVA 
s t r u c t e d  of a h igh  temperature  m a t e r i a l  
having an a p p r o p r i a t e l y  low neutron absorp- 
t i o n  c ros s - sec t ion .  The r e a c t o r  must be HISTORY 
compact t o  conserve weight ;  however, t he  
s t r u c t u r a l  design must permit t h e  ex t r ac -  
t i o n  of l a r g e  q u a n t i t i e s  of power from the  we can now move on t o  a b r i e f  h i s t o r y  of 
mass of t h e  r e a c t o r -  To ga in  Some perspec- t h e  program which has provided t h e  b a s i s  

as to the magnitude Of the reactor de- f o r  development of a f l i g h t - r a t e d  nuc lea r  
problem, cons ide r  t h a t  a rocke t  reac-  rocke t  engine.  Add i t iona l  information on 

tor produces 1500 Megawatts i n  a volume not t h e  ope ra t ion  of t h e  nuc lea r  rocke t  and t h e  
llluch l a r g e r  than a n  o f f i c e  desk.  During h i s t o r y  of the  program a r e  conta ined  i n  
every  minute of opera t ion ,  t he  r e a c t o r  heats r e fe rence  1. 
a 3-ton-per-minute f lood  of hydrogen from a 
temperature  of -300°F t o  4000°F. 
i ng  cond i t ions  t h e  r e a c t o r  m a t e r i a l  glows 
wi th  a wh i t e  hea t  l i k e  t h a t  of t h e  f i lament  
i n  an incandescent  l a m p .  

rQw??@us s e r v i c e  i n  a rocke t  r e a c t o r  i s  a r e s u l t  of an  i n t e r e s t  i n  cons ide r ing  
g m p h i t e .  This  m a t e r i a l  has d e s i r a b l e  nuc lea r  rocke t s  f o r  long-range m i s s i l e s .  
l3Uelear p r o p e r t i e s  and, more important ly ,  When i t  was decided t h a t  nuc lea r  rocke t s  
r e t a i n s  mechanical s t r e n g t h  a t  extremely were not  requi red  f o r  missiles, t h e  nuc lea r  
high temperatures* Graphite, at the rocket  program was cont inued f o r  l a t e r  ap- 
va ted  temperatures  requi red ,  r e a c t s  r ead i ly  p l i c a t i o n  t o  space missions.  I n  March 1957, with hydrogen at a rate that 

t he  Los Alamos S c i e n t i f i c  Laboratory (LASL) l y  destroy the reactor in a few minutes was s e l e c t e d  a s  t h e  s i n g l e  AEC l a b o r a t o r y  
lees 'Om' form Of corrosion protection is f o r  the  nuc lear  rocke t  program and Lawrence 
provided. The necessary protection is Radia t ion  Laboratory was ass igned  the  re -  
plied by carbide that s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  r e sea rch  on nuc lea r  ramjet  
r equ i r ed  r e a c t o r  l i f e t i m e s  t o  be achieved 
i n  tests a t  r a t e d  cond i t ions  as s h a l l  be 
d iaeussed .  

Having descr ibed  a nuc lea r  rocke t  engine, 

A t  Operat- Program I n i t i a t i o n  &Technology Phases 

A j o i n t  A E C - A i r  Force nuc lea r  rocke t  pro- 
gram, known a s  ROVER, was i n i t i a t e d  i n  1955 
a t  t h e  AEC's  Los Alamos S c i e n t i f i c  Labora- 
t o r y  and Lawrence Radia t ion  Laboratory a s  phs mater ia1 i n i t i a l l y  chosen for this 

propulsion. 

3 



I n  October 1958, upon t h e  es tab l i shment  
of  t he  Nat ional  Aeronaut ics  and Space A d -  
m i n i s t r a t i o n ,  A i r  Force r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  
f o r  ROVER were t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  t h e  new agen- 
c y  i n  keeping with the  dominant space r o l e  
expected f o r  nuclear  rocke t s .  The NASA Ad- 
m i n i s t r a t o r  s t a t e d  the  view t h a t  t h e  ROVER 
program should proceed a s  f a s t  a s  t he  tech-  
nology would allow and NASA cont inued t h e  
development, i n i t i a t e d  by t h e  A i r  Force, of 
t h e  hydrogen turbopump requi red  f o r  t h e  K I W I  
r e a c t o r  t e s t s .  (The name K I W I  was taken 
from t h e  f l i g h t l e s s  b i r d ,  Apteryx a u s t r a l i s ,  
of New Zealand, because t h e s e  r e a c t o r s  were 
not  in tended  f o r  f l i g h t  systems.)  

The K I W I - A  ser ies  of  r e a c t o r  t e s t s  gave 
d a t a  on r e a c t o r  des ign  and c o n t r o l  and 
demonstrated t h e  va lue  of ca rb ide  coa t ings  
f o r  p r o t e c t i o n  of g r a p h i t e  from c o r r o s i o n  
a g a i n s t  t h e  hot  hydrogen p r o p e l l a n t .  

Another important  s t e p  was t h e  e s t a b l i s h -  
ment i n  1960 of  t h e  j o i n t  AEC-NASA Space 
Nuclear Propuls ion Off ice  f o r  management of 
a l l  nuc lea r  rocke t  propuls ive  a c t i v i t i e s  i n  
bo th  agencies .  The name of t h i s  organiza-  
t i o n  was changed t o  t h e  Space Nuclear Sys- 
tems Of f i ce  i n  1970 i n  r ecogn i t ion  of  i t s  
expanded r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  nuc lea r  power 
a s  w e l l  a s  propuls ion .  

I n  May 1961, Pres iden t  John F. Kennedy, The program i n i t i a t i o n  phase of t h e  
nuc lea r  rocke t  program was h igh l igh ted  by i n  an announcement t h a t  e s t a b l i s h e d  the  t h e  KIWI-A s e r i e s  Of p roof -o f -@r inc iQle  r e -  A p o l l o  program a s  a n a t i o n a l  goa l ,  recom- 

mended development of nuc lea r  rocke t  pro- a c t o r  t e s t s  conducted a t  t h e  Nevada Tes t  
Site by Figure shows the size Of p u l s i o n  technology and reques ted  Congress the K I W I - A  r eac to r  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  o t h e r  re- to add $30 million to the FY 1962 pro- 
actors at These tests were gram budget. The NERVA (Nuclear  Engine f o r  

Rocket Vehicle  App l i ca t ion )  p r o j e c t  was born as fo l lows:  
and NASA and AEC awarded a c o n t r a c t  t o  
Aerojet-General  and Westinghouse f o r  t h e  de- 
velopment of  t h e  Los Alamos K I W I - B  r e a c t o r  
i n t o  a NERVA nuc lea r  rocke t  engine f o r  

1959 - K I W I - A  Reactor: Operated f o r  5 
minutes a t  a power l e v e l  of 70 
Megawatts a t  high temperature .  

U t e s  a t  85 Megawatts. 
K I W I - A 3 :  Operated f o r  5 minutes 
a t  100 Megawatts. 

1960 - K I W I - A  Prime: Operated f o r  3 min- f l i g h t  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  

B RfWt (I 
H)Ob64 
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Late i n  1961 the  f i r s t  of the KIWI-B 
s e r i e s  of r e a c t o r s  was t e s t e d  a t  t h e  Nuclear 
Rocket Development S t a t i o n  (NRDS) by LASL. 
T h i s  s e r i e s  of r e a c t o r s  was intended t o  ex- 
amine, more s p e c i f i c a l l y ,  des ign  f e a t u r e s  
t h a t  would be r equ i r ed  i n  a f l i g h t  system 
and t o  o b t a i n  experience w i t h  opera t ion  on 
l i q u i d  hydrogen. A second KIWI-B r e a c t o r  
t e s t ,  KIWI-BlB, showed t h a t  rocke t  r eac to r s  
could be s t a b l y  opera ted  w i t h  l i q u i d  hydro- 
gen a t  h igh  p res su res ,  high-power l e v e l s  
and high-flow r a t e s .  This t e s t  was fol- 
lowed by a t es t  of a f l i g h t - t y p e  r e a c t o r  
des igna ted  KIWI-B4A which su f fe red  a s t r u c -  
t u r a l  f a i l u r e  l a t e r  proven t o  be caused by  
mechanical v i b r a t i o n s  induced by t h e  flow 
of h dro  en i n  t h e  r e a c t o r  core .  Fu r the r  
"hot  r e a c t o r  t e s t i n g  was postponed u n t i l  
s o l u t i o n s  t o  t h e s e  s t r u c t u r a l  problems were 
found a s  demonstrated by t h e  r ecen t  h i s t o r y  
of t he  nuc lea r  rocke t  program. 

was e s t a b l i s h e d  t o  def ine  t h e  needed out-  
pu t  f o r  a program t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  b a s i c  
technology of t h e  nuc lea r  rocke t .  These ob- 
j e c t i v e s  of t h e  technology phase of the  pro- 
gram a r e  shown i n  f i g u r e  3 .  I n  t he  r e a c t o r  
a r e a  we had two s e t s  of ob e c t i v e s .  The 

c i f i c  impulse ( I s p )  w i th  an endurance of an 
hour a t  1100 Megawatts power. I n  add i t ion ,  
we s e t  goa l s  of h ighe r  performance t o  be 
achieved, i f  technology permi t ted ,  of up t o  
825-seconds I s p  and i n c r e a s e s  i n  endurance, 
power-densi ty  and power-level up t o  more 
than 4000 Megawatts. The engine system ob- 
j e c t i v e s  encompassed the  t o t a l  known needs 
f o r  o p e r a t i o n a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  c o n t r o l  and 
performance. I n  a d d i t i o n  we had t o  a s su re  
t h a t  necessary  non-nuclear technology, i n  
such th ings  a s  pumps, va lves  and o t h e r  hard- 
ware was a v a i l a b l e .  I n  August of  1969, we 
completed t h i s  program when t h e  t e s t s  of a 
ground experimental  engine ( t o  be  discussed 
l a t e r )  f u l f i l l e d  i t s  ob jec t ives .  

i f g  

I n  the  e a r l y  1960ts a set  of ob jec t ives  

f i r s t  s e t  was t o  achieve 7 2 0-seconds of spe- 

Since t h e  end of 1963, t h e  nuc lea r  rocket 
program has  opera ted  s u c c e s s f u l l y  10 reac-  
t o r s ,  a breadboard engine system l abe led  
NRX/EST, and a ground-experimental  engine 
(XE) .  F igure  4 i s  a l i s t  of major tes t  
even t s  i n  t h i s  program. Among t h e  10 d i f -  
f e r e n t  r e a c t o r s  were r e a c t o r s  opera ted  a t  
500, 1100, 1500, and 4200 Megawatts of  t h e r -  
mal power,covering a spectrum of des ign  pos- 
s i b i l i t i e s .  . A s  shown on f i g u r e  5, t h e  tes t -  
i n g  program has accumulated more than 14 
hours  of ope ra t ion ,  of which, over  f o u r  were 
a t  o r  near  f u l l  des ign  power. R e s t a r t  was 
demonstrated i n  r e a c t o r  t e s t s ;  t h e  NRX/EST 
was started 10 t imes ,  t h e  XE, 28  t imes.  
Fuel-element performance, a s  demonstrated 
i n  t h e  l abora to ry ,  has been extended from 
1964 ' s  10-minutes endurance t o  a po in t  a t  
which now s e v e r a l  elements have opera ted  
600 minutes w i t h  60 cyc le s .  A s  a r e s u l t  of 
t h e s e  e f f o r t s ,  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  and opera- 
t i o n a l  s t a b i l i t y  of nuc lear  rocke t s  have 
been shown t o  be ve ry  high, w i t h  a success-  
f u l  record of ope ra t ions  a s  planned. I n  
t h e  process  of ga in ing  t h i s  exper ience ,  
l a r g e  amounts of des ign  da ta  have been ac- 
cumulated and vary ing  des ign  concepts  ex- 
amined. 

Ground Experiment a 1 
Engine (XE)  Technology 

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  r e a c t o r  a c t i v i t i e s ,  t h e  
technology program a l s o  has had the  ob j ec -  
t i v e  of unders tanding  the  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
of an i n t e g r a t e d  engine system. T h i s  aim 
was p a r t l y  accomplished i n  the  breadboard- 
engine system t e s t  program (NRX/EST) con- 
ducted i n  1966 i n  r e a c t o r  Tes t  C e l l  A a t  
t h e  Nuclear Rocket Development S t a t i o n  and 
completed w i t h  the  t e s t i n g  of t h e  Ground 
Experimental  Engine (XE) u s ing  the  Engine 
T e s t  Stand, ETS-1, a t  NRDS. 

NUCLEAR ROCKET PROGRAM 
Technology Program 60als 

REACTOR 

NRX OBJECTIVES: kmrc4lrhd In 

60 Minute5 in 1100 MW Ruder 
55, am Pound mrurti I 
lncrrsed Specific lmpula W5 Sa) - 
h e r  incrsase l4OW- MOOMWI 

T a t  - 
upaliny sharrn 

in Phoebus - IB 

Phabus - 2A 

PHOEBUS OBJECTIVES: 

h e r  Density increase IWW a d  

E N G I N E  S Y S T E M  

rEXPERIMENlA1 ENGINES: 4 - 
Determine System Characterlrtlu 

During Starl-Up. Full-Parsr. 6 
Shut-Dorm Conditions (55.m) I Pound Thrust1 
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FIGURE 5 

Figure  6 i s  a comparison of t h e  XE con- 
f i g u r a t i o n  wi th  t h a t  of  t h e  breadboard- 
engine system t e s t  (NRX/EST). The funda- 
mental  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of bo th  t h e s e  sys-  
tems are t h e  same; t h e  r e a c t o r ,  t u rb ine ,  
pump, nozzle ,  l i n e s  and va lves  a r e  q u i t e  
s i m i l a r .  However, i n  t h e  XE engine,  t h e s e  
components a r e  arranged i n  a c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
c l o s e r  t o  t h a t  of a f l i g h t  system, and t h e  
u s e  of  a c losely-coupled l iquid-hydrogen 
run t ank  and t h e  ope ra t ion  i n  a p a r t i a l l y  
evacuated t es t  compartment a r e  new a s p e c t s  
of t h e  XE t e s t  i n  ETS-1. All of t h e s e  f e a -  
t u r e s  r e f l e c t  a c l o s e r  s imula t ion  of t h e  
c o n d i t i o n s  which a r e  expected t o  p l a y  a 
r o l e  i n  NERVA development. 

NERVA ENGINE TECHNOLOGY TESTING 

"BRLAOBOARD" ENPIWE SVSTLY TEST 
lWRX/EST] 

The a c t u a l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  of  XE i s  shown 
i n  f i g u r e  7 which i s  a photograph taken of 
t h e  engine i n  t h e  t e s t  s t and ,  ETS-1, a t  
NRDS. An i n t e r n a l  view of  t h e  X E  engine i s  
shown on f i g u r e  8. It i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  t e s t  
s t and  adap te r  and p r o p e l l a n t  shu to f f  va lve ,  
t h e  upper subassembly i n c l u d i n g  t h e  turbo-  
pump, and t h e  lower subassembly i n c l u d i n g  
t h e  r e a c t o r ,  nozzle  and va r ious  l i n e s .  
F i n a l l y ,  t o  complete t h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  of 
t e s t  equipment, f i g u r e  9 i s  a r e c e n t  photo- 
graph of ETS-1 showing t h e  engine t e s t  com- 
partment,  s i d e  s h i e l d s ,  run t ank  and exhaust 
duc t  . 

u 
CROUNO LXPERIYENTAL ENGINE IXE) 

FIOURF 6 
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On August 28 of 1969, the  XE experimental 
nuc lea r  rocke t  engine was Q U t  through i t s  
l e s t  two t e s t  opera t ions .  These t e s t s  were 
h igh  impulse s t a r t - u p s  t o  determine how the 
engine could be brought t o  power whi le  main- 
t a i n i n g  an  e x i t  gas  temperature  a s  high as 
poss ib l e  t o  minimize the  impulse l o s t  while 
t he  engine i s  a t  low power. These t e s t s ,  
t h e  f i n a l  i n  t h e  XE engine s e r i e s ,  made a 
t o t a l  of 28 t e s t s  on t h i s  engine i n  t he  
per iod  beginning March 20, 1969. The t o t a l  
ope ra t ing  t ime was j u s t  under f o u r  hours a t  
va r ious  power l e v e l s  i n  a t e s t  program sum- 
marized i n  f i g u r e  10. During t h i s  per iod 
of t ime, we had only  one s i g n i f i c a n t  com- 
ponent f a i l u r e  and t h a t  component was re-  
placed t o  permi t  con t inua t ion  of the  t e s t  
progm m. 

During t h e  XE engine s e r i e s ,  the  opera- 
t i o n  of ETS-1, a unique t e s t  f a c i l i t y  capa- 
b l e  of t e s t i n g  nuc lea r  rocke t  engines  i n  a 
down-firing a t t i t u d e ,  was a l s o  demonstrated. 
The two s p e c i a l  cond i t ions  which made the 
Operation bf ETS-1 of more than  normal d i f -  
f i c u l t y  compared t o  chemical rocket  t e s t  
s t ands  were (1) t h e  h igh  r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d s  
surrounding t h e  t e s t  s tand ,  which made it 
necessary  t o  ope ra t e  t h e  e n t i r e  s t and  re- 
motely and r e s t r i c t e d  subsystems t o  those 
capable  of ope ra t ing  r e l i a b l y  i n  r ad ia t ion  
f i e l d s ,  and ( 2 )  t h e  down-firing of an  engine 
wi th  a pure hydrogen exhaust under condi- 
t i o n s  of  near  vacuum s t a r t u p .  The XE t e s t  

7 

GROUND EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE [XE] TEST SUMMARY 

TEST PERIOD, u20169 -8/28/69 

EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED 

STARTUP INKSTICATIONS 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
- AT HIGH WWER 

ENGINE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE lo 
FACILITY EVALUATION 4 - 

- 28 TEST OPERATIONS. 
3 HOURS UI MINUTES OF OPERATION 
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s e r i e s  was an exce l l en t  t e s t  f o r  t h e  ETS-1 
f a c i l i t y .  The tes t s  exe rc i sed  t h e  f a c i l i t y  
over t h e  f u l l  range of i t s  c a p a b i l i t i e s .  
Experience was gai;ed i n  remotely rep lac-  
i ng  r ad ioac t ive ly  warm" components, and i n  
ope ra t ions  involving t h e  f u l l  range of 
c o n t r o l  dynamics f o r  t he  t e s t  s tand  a s  w e l l  
a s  the  engine.  

I n  summary, from t h e  da t a  gathered dur- 
i ng  the  XE s e r i e s  and t h e  preceding t e s t s ,  
we have learned a g r e a t  d e a l  about how t o  
des ign  a r e l i a b l e  f l i g h t  engine.  We have 
a l s o  demonstrated t h a t  t he  nuc lear  rocke t  
i s  b a s i c a l l y  a h ighly  r e l i a b l e ,  s a f e ,  and 
p r e d i c t a b l e  engine. 

NERVA ENGINE DFVELOPMENT 

During t h e  past  year  t h e  des ign  of t h e  
NERVA engine has proceeded on schedule .  We 
have completed the  b a s e l i n e  design and have 
n e a r l y  completed t h e  formal  design review. 
The design base l ine  and s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  
t he  o v e r a l l  engine and nuc lear  subsystem 
have been thoroughly documented i n  accord- 
ance w i t h  t h e  s t r i c t  systems engineer ing  
approach be ing  employed. 

The r e s u l t i n g - o v e r a l l  engine design i s  
p i c tu red  i n  a photograph of t he  engine mock- 
up on f i g u r e  11 and t h e  cutaway drawing on 
f i g u r e  12. The t h r u s t  w i l l  be 75,OOOpounds 
and the  s p e c i f i c  impulse 825 seconds. The 
engine w i l l  be highly r e l i a b l e  and s a f e  i n  
ope ra t ion  due t o  t he  use of ve ry  conserva- 
t i v e  design and employment of a high degree 
of redundancy i n  t h e  moving p a r t s  such as 
va lves  and tu rb ines .  The endurance goa l  i s  
10 hours and the  engine w i l l  be capable  of 
many s t a r t  and stop cyc le s ,  based on the  
.requirements of an o r b i t - t o - o r b i t  s h u t t l e  

Figure 13 i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  systems engi- 
neer ing  approach be ing  used f o r  t h e  NERVA 
engine des ign .  The des ign  s t a r t s  w i th  t h e  
es tab l i shment  of requirements  and then i n  
o r d e r l y  sequence proceeds through t h e  s t e p s  
of developing f u n c t i o n a l  requirements ,  a l -  
l o c a t i n g  those  requirements  t o  s p e c i f i c  
components o r  systems, conduct ing des ign  
and t r a d e  s t u d i e s  t o  s e l e c t  des igns  which 
meet t h e  requirements ,  developing designs 
of bo th  t h e  o v e r a l l  system and the  compo- 
nents  based on the  s e l e c t e d  concepts ,  and 
producing s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  and ex tens ive  engi- 
neer ing  da ta  t o  provide the  b a s e l i n e  f o r  
t he  development of t h e  engine.  All of the  
a c t i v i t i e s  shown on t h i s  c h a r t  w i th  t h e  ex- 
cep t ion  of d e t a i l e d  component design and 
development a r e  f i n i s h e d  o r  scheduled t o  be 
f i n i s h e d  t h i s  f i s c a l  year .  

With t h e  completion of the  o v e r a l l  de- 
s i g n  we a r e  now i n  a p o s i t i o n  t o  i n t e n s i f y  
e f f o r t s  on d e t a i l e d  design of t h e  compo- 
nents  and t o  r e l e a s e  long lead-t ime m a t e r i a l  
procurements and f a b r i c a t i o n  a c t i o n s .  Be- 
cause of budget l i m i t a t i o n s ,  progress  can 
only  be made on some of t h e  most c r i t i c a l  
of t h e  development hardware i tems,  inc luding  
t h e  turbopump, t h e  nozzle  ex tens ion ,  t h e  re-  
a c t o r  f u e l  elements and suppor t  system and 
t h e  eva lua t ion  and c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  of v i t a l  
m a t e r i a l s  i n  r a d i a t i o n  and o t h e r  app l i cab le  
environments.  These components w i l l  be fab-  
r i c a t e d  and t e s t  programs t o  eva lua te  some 
of them w i l l  be s t a r t e d  i n  FY 1972. I n  t h i s  
manner, some t e c h n i c a l  progress  w i l l  be 
made and a c a p a b i l i t y  w i l l  be r e t a i n e d  which 
w i l l  p e r m i t  resumption of t h e  f u l l  develop- 
ment program when t h a t  becomes poss ib l e .  
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least some of these missions will occur

early in the 1980's. In fact, it is pos-
sible that nearly all complex missions be-
yond those in low orbit could be planned

around the use of the NERVA stage in much
the same manner that the space shuttle is
considered to be the launch vehicle for
virtually all purposes.

NERVA MISSIONS

ORB ITAL M I SS 10NS_
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/

/ \

/ \
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_ _ MARS
_ _ VENUS

_ _ MERCURY

ASTEROIDS

O

o °
1 1 _OUI_R PLANET

/ i PROBES AN D ORB ITERS

NERVA APPLICATIONS

The NERVA engine is the only practical

propulsion system which can be made avail-
able to meet the requirements of many mis-
sions in prospect for the 1980's. The re-
port of the President's Space Task Group

proposed a space transportation system to
cut the cost of access to space. One ele-

ment of this system is a space shuttle to
deliver payloads at low cost to an orbit
about the Earth. The other major element
is a NERVA-powered nuclear stage to go be-
yond the orbital range of the space shut-

NASA N 5071-3453

2-3-71

Nuclear Stage Definition Studies

In order to provide information on

nuclear stages needed for mission analysis,
engine design, and program planning, studies

with the NERVA engine. Illustrative of
this work are the sketches (figure 15) of
the various nuclear stage configurations

under study. These range from the single,
large-tank version to the cluster of multi-
ple small tanks each one sized to fit with-

in the cargo bay of the orbiter stage of
the space shuttle.

The configurations on the left side of
figure 15 show how shielding considerations
affect stage design. The long conical aft
bulkhead provides added distance between the

certain asteroids. The return of samples source of radiation and a detector at the
to the Earth will be possible in some cases, payload end of the stage and eliminates the

In addition, the nuclear stage could send scattering centers that would be present in
spacecraft on fast trips to the distant

planets, reducing trip times by several
years in comparison to other propulsion
units. Another application would likely

be to move large payloads between low and
synchronous orbits or from one orbital

plane to another. It is expected that at

a conventional ellipsoidal aft bulkhead. The
modular tank concepts achieve desired dis-

tance and tank geometry through proper ar-
rangement.of the tanks. Vehicles with large
single propellant tanks could be launched
into Earth orbit with the Intermediate-21

or an equivalent disposable launch vehicle

When it becomes appropriate to resume
manned lunar exploration after the Apollo

program is completed, a system with the
capability of the NERVA engine will be
needed to transport men and equipment to
and from the moon (figure 14). The NERVA-

propelled nuclear stage could provide trans-
portation of automated spacecraft for ex-
ploration of the surfaces of Mars, Venus,

Mercury, some of the moons of Jupiter and

economical propulsion system for a wide
range of applications.

tie. The high specific impulse of the
NERVA engine, with the potential for further are conducted under contract to define the
performance growth, makes it a flexible, characteristics of a complete system for use
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and then reloaded with propellant by space

shuttle flights. Other nuclear vehicle

configurations might be launched by the
space shuttle (figure 16). These modular
vehicles launched the the shuttle are par-
ticularly versatile since the size of the

vehicle can be changed to fit many types of
lunar and planetary science missions by
varying the number of propellant modules.
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FIGURE 16

Lunar Shuttle Applications

A typical use of the nuclear vehicle in
the reusable orbit-to-orbit mode would be

in support of manned lunar operations in
which lunar stations or bases, equipment

and supplies are delivered from Earth orbit
to the lunar vicinity and personnel are ro-

tated on a regular basis. A nuclear vehicle
with a usable propellant capacity of 305,000

pounds (8 propellant modules) would support
a minimum manned lunar program with an av-

erage of six flights per year. A two-stage
chemical vehicle capable of supporting the
same lunar program would require a total

usable propellant of 520,000 pounds; the
corresponding Earth-orbit departure weight
would be nearly 705,000 pounds.

Solar System Exploration With
NERVA Engine and Stage

The nuclear stage concept formed by as-

sembling shuttle-launched propellant tanks
has some interesting prospects for conduct-

ing missions to explore the solar system
with automated spacecraft. First, the sys-
tem could be made available to perform

prospective energetic missions in the early
1980's. Second, the nuclear stage could be
tailored to suit the mission requirements

of payload and energy by choosing the num-
ber of propellant tanks needed. Third, the

NERVA engine could be operated at high spe-
cific impulse since short operating times
would be required. Fourth, additional per-
formance gains can be achieved by disposing

of propellant tanks as they are emptied.
The'sum of all these features is a propul-
sion system that is flexible and economical

with the capability to perform a range of
missions, including very demanding ones.

One mission we have examined is the re-

turn of samples from the surface of Mars by
means of an automated spacecraft. A nuclear

stage configuration consisting of 5 propel-
lant tanks can deliver a payload of 35,000 -
65,000 pounds into orbit around Mars. This

payload would allow 160-240 pounds of materi-
al to be selected by roving vehicles from
two or three different locales of the Martian

surface for return to Earth. The mission

duration would be about 600 days.

Studies of sample return missions from

other bodies in the solar system are in pro-
cess or planned. Preliminary results show
that this nuclear stage could make it possi-
ble to recover samples of the Venusian at-

mosphere (if not the surface), of the surface
of Mercury, and of many asteroids.

Another interesting application for the
reusable nuclear stage would be to deliver
orbiting automated laboratories to the dis-

tant planets. A preliminary study of such
missions shows that the NERVA-propelled

stage of only 4 propellant tanks could car-
ry 4000 pounds of payload to an orbit about

10



J u p i t e r  on a t r a j e c t o r y  t h a t  consumes on ly  
500 days of t r a v e l  time. The s h o r t  t r i p  
time of t h e  nuc lea r  rocke t  i s  p r e f e r r e d  f o r  
t h e  sake of an i n c r e a s e  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  of 
mission success  and t o  speed t h e  r e t u r n  of 
d a t a  t o  t h e  s c i e n t i f i c  i n v e s t i g a t o r s .  

would a l s o  be much d e s i r e d .  The NERVA- 
p rope l l ed  s t a g e  could d e l i v e r  about 4000 
pounds of s p a c e c r a f t  t o  Neptune i n  approxi- 
mately 6.5 yea r s  on a d i r e c t  f l i g h t  and i n  
4.8 yea r s  w i t h  an ass i s t  from a J u p i t e r  
swingby, a performance c a p a b i l i t y  compara- 
b l e  t o  a 100-kilowatt  e l e c t r i c  propuls ion 
system having a s p e c i f i c  weight i n  t h e  range 
of 30 kilograms p e r  k i l o w a t t .  

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h i s  proplj.lsion c a p a b i l i -  
t y ,  i t  appears  t h a t  . the  NERVA engine could 
a l s o  be designed, i f  des i r ed ,  t o  provide 15 
t o  25 k i l o w a t t s  of e l e c t r i c a l  Dower f o r  long 

Short  t r i p s  t o  t h e  p l a n e t s  beyond J u p i t e r  

the a t t a inmen t  of t h e  u l t i m a t e  i n  perform- 
ance. The e x i s t e n c e  of t h i s  v a s t  p o t e n t i a l  
f o r  n u c l e a r  p ropu l s ion  s t i m u l a t e s  programs 
t o  extend technology and t o  exp lo re  t h e  
f e a s i b i l i t y  of  new concepts  f o r  u t i l i z i n g  
nuclear energy t o  t h e  maximum p r a c t i c a l  
extent .  

S t r u c t u r a l  l i m i t a t  i ons  a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  
s o l i d  f u e l  elements r e s t r i c t  t h e  s p e c i f i c  
impulse of NERVA-type systems t o  1000 sec-  
onds. For many yea r s ,  t h e  n u c l e a r  rocke t  
program has conducted r e s e a r c h  and s t u d i e s  
t o  a s c e r t a i n  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  and perform- 
ance p o t e n t i a l  of  n u c l e a r  f i s s i o n  r e a c t o r s  
i n  which t h e  f u e l  i s  i n  t h e  gaseous s t a t e  
and f o r  which t h e  p o t e n t i a l  s p e c i f i c  i m -  
pulse  i s  a s  h igh  a s  5000 seconds. These 
systems a r e  c l a s s e d  a s  gas-core n u c l e a r  
rockets .  T7;'e concepts  a r e  r e c e i v i n g  a t t e n -  
t i o n  a t  t h i s  t i m e ,  t h e  c o a x i a l  flow and 
l i gh t -bu lb  r e a c t o r s .  

1 per iods  of t i m e .  
Space F l i g h t  Center  has desc r ibed  a technique The c o a x i a l  flow r e a c t o r  c o n s i s t s  of a 
f o r  g e n e r a t i n g  t h i s  much power from t h e  mRvA l a r g e  n e a r l y  s p h e r i c a l  c a v i t y  surrounded 
r e a c t o r  w i th  o n l y  r e l a t i v e l y  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  by a modera to r - r e f l ec to r  system ( f i g u r e  17). 
mod i f i ca t ions  i n  t h e  b a s i c  engine and wi th  
l i t t l e  or no ex tens ion  of power-conversion 
technology. I n  t h e  power-generating mode, 
t h e  NERVA r e a c t o r  would be operated a t  low 
power l e v e l s  (100 k i l o w a t t s )  and low temper- t he  f i s s i o n i n g  uranium plasma would be 
a t u r e s .  A s e p a r a t e  flow-loop through t h e  
r e f l e c t o r  r eg ion  would c a r r y  t h e  energy from a t i o n .  The l i gh t -bu lb  r e a c t o r  c o n s i s t s  of 
t h e  r e a c t o r  t o  a power conversion u n i t .  I n  s e v e r a l  c y l i n d r i c a l  c a v i t i e s  each con ta in -  
a d d i t i o n  t o  p rov id ing  power, t h i s  kind of i ng  a t r a n s p a r e n t  wal l  of fused s i l i c a  used 
system would reduce and s i m p l i f y  t h e  a f t e r -  t o  s e p a r a t e  t h e  gaseous uranium from t h e  
h e a t  removal from t h e  NERVA r e a c t o r  follow- hydrogen p r o p e l l a n t  ( f i g u r e  18) .  ( I n  con- 
i n g  ope ra t ion  i n  t h e  high-power, rocket-  t ras t  t o  t h e  c o a x i a l  concept ,  no uranium 
engine mode. would be c a r r i e d  away w i t h  t h e  hydrogen 

A s tudy  managed by Marshay1 

Vaporized uranium would be c e n t e r e d  i n  t h e  
cav i ty ,  he ld  t h e r e  by t h e  a c t i o n  Of t h e  
hydrogen p r o p e l l a n t  f lowing through t h e  por- 
ous w a l l s  of t h e  c a v i t y .  Heat generated i n  

t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  t h e  hydrogen by thermal r a d i -  

s t ream.)  Thermal r a d i a t i o n  must pass t h r o w  

hydrogen t o  d e s i r a b l e  temperatures .  
SUPPORTING AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY t h e  t r a n s p a r e n t  wall i n  o r d e r  t o  h e a t  t h e  

The n u c l e a r  rocke t  program con t inues  t o  
fund r e s e a r c h  and advanced technology ac- 
t i v i t i e s  aimed a t  r e a l i z i n g  t h e  f u l l  poten- 
t i a l  of n u c l e a r  energy f o r  space propulsion. 
Some of t h i s  work extends t h e  technology of  
so l id -co re  n u c l e a r  rocke t  engines  t o  high 
l e v e l s  of s p e c i f i c  impulse and power densi-  
t y .  Other a c t i v i t i e s  a r e  providing a base  

s t age ,  and s t u d i e s  a r e  conducted t o  d e f i n e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and c a p a b i l i t i e s  of nuc lea r  
s t a g e s .  A program of a p p l i e d  r e s e a r c h  and 
eng inee r ing  s t u d i e s  i s  conducted t o  evalu- 
a t e  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  of advanced nuc lea r  
p ropu l s ion  concepts  i n c l u d i n g  both f i s s i o n  
and f u s i o n  r e a c t i o n s  as  sources  of energy. 

COAXIAL-FLOW GAS-CORE 
NUCLEAR ROCKET 

of techn9logy f o r  development of a n u c l e a r  ERYLLIUM OXIDE 

DEUTERIUM OXIDE 

Advanced Propuls ion Concepts 

While m R V A  r e p r e s e n t s  a major advance- 
ment i n  space  propuls ion,  nuc lea r  energy 
can p o t e n t i a l l y  p rov ide  even g r e a t e r  imprwe 
ments i n  performance of space missions be- 
yond t h a t  p o s s i b l e  w i t h  NERVA. I n  t e c h n i -  
c a l  terms, n u c l e a r  p rocesses  y i e l d  t h e  high- 
e s t  known s p e c i f i c  energy (energy per mass 
of r e a c t a n t s )  r e l e a s e s .  T h e o r e t i c a l l y ,  
n u c l e a r  ene rgy  could produce a s p e c i f i c  i m -  

a r e  major t e c h n i c a l  problems t h a t  p r o h i b i t  

\ 

Pul se  of 1 m i l l i o n  seconds; however, t h e r e  FIGURE 17 
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I n  bo th  concepts we a r e  d e a l i n g  w i t h  
v e r y  d i f f i c u l t  ques t ions  of f e a s i b i l i t y ,  
and t h e r e  a r e  a number of NASA-sponsored 
r e s e a r c h  programs involved i n  g e t t i n g  an- 
swers.  While t h i s  work i s  broad i n  scope 
i t  i s  l i m i t e d  t o  s t u d i e s  of fundamental 
problems. Basic s t u d i e s  a r e  conducted t o  
d e f i n e  t h e  emission and abso rp t ion  of t h e r -  
mal r a d i a t i o n  i n  uranium and hydrogen p l a s -  
mas a t  h igh  temperatures and p res su res .  The 
use  of u l t r a - f i n e  p a r t i c l e s  t o  "seed" hydro- 
gen t o  make i t  opaque i s  t h e  s u b j e c t  of ex- 
per imental  programs and cons ide rab le  e f f o r t  
i s  devoted t o  p rov id ing  e l e c t r i c a l l y - h e a t e d  
plasmas ho t  enough t o  explore  thermal prob- 
lems of  gas-core r e a c t o r s .  Other r e s e a r c h  
inc ludes  f l u i d  mechanics, r a d i a t i o n - e f f e c t s  
on t r a n s p a r e n t  m a t e r i a l s ,  system a n a l y s i s ,  
and s t a b i l i t y  of high-densi ty  plasmas. 

Progress  i n  t h e s e  gas-core programs has 
been encouraging w i t h i n  t h e  con tex t  of t h e  
l i m i t e d  funding a p p l i e d  i n  t h i s  a r ea .  Some 
of  t h i s  progress i s  a s  fol lows.  Plasmas 
have been produced w i t h  equ iva len t  r a d i a t -  
i n g  temperatures h o t t e r  t han  t h e  Sun. I n  a 
sma l l  b u t  s i g n i f i c a n t  f i r s t  s t e p ,  seeded 
hydrogen has been heated f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  
i n  a l a b o r a t o r y  b y  thermal  r a d i a t i o n  alone 
t o  temperatures  i n  excess of 40000R. Small 
s c a l e  t e s t s  of a c o a x i a l  flow r e a c t o r  con- 
f i g u r a t i o n  have been conducted w i t h  induct ion-  
heated plasmas, and a porous wa l l ,  and vapor- 
i z a t i o n  of a s o l i d  t o  s imula t e  formation of 
a uranium plasma. I n  t h e  a r e a  of systems 
s t u d i e s ,  analyses have shown a coaxial-flow 
gas c o r e  r e a c t o r  may be capable  of ach iev ing  
a s p e c i f i c  impulse i n  t h e  range of 5000 
seconds. 

Other concepts  bes ides  t h e s e  gas c o r e  re- 
a c t o r s  a r e  be ing  s t u d i e d  i n  t h e  n u c l e a r  
rocke t  program. This  p a s t  yea r  we i n i t i a t e d  
a sma l l  program t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  a dust-bed 
r e a c t o r  concept and i t s  p o t e n t i a l  f o r  a high- 
power d e n s i t y .  A u n i t  such a s  t h i s  would be 
u s e f u l  i n  a p p l i c a t i o n s  where h i g h - t h r u s t  and 
moderate engine weight a r e  e s s e n t i a l .  I n  ad- 
d i t i o n ,  w e  began sponsorship of some r e s e a r c h  
a t  t h e  L e w i s  Research Center  i n t o  t h a t  a r e a  
of plasma physics  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  product ion 
of  p ropu l s ive  t h r u s t  from a con t ro l lCd  f u s i o n  
r e a c t i o n .  This  s t ep  appeared a p p r o p r i a t e  i n  
view of t h e  p rogres s  r epor t ed  r e c e n t l y  i n  t h e  
f u s i o n  r e s e a r c h  programs throughout t h e  world.  

Recent ly  r epor t ed  advancements i n  pulsed-  
l a s e r s  and p r e d i c t i o n s  t h a t  f u s i o n  plasmas 
could be produced the reby  have generated in -  
t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  form of energy product ion.  
LASL has begun s t u d i e s  and r e s e a r c h  i n t o  t h e  
means by which a l a s e r - i g n i t e d  f u s i o n  r e a c t i o n  
could be a p p l i e d  t o  p ropu l s ion  and power gen- 
e r a t i o n .  I n d i c a t i o n s  a r e  t h a t  h igh  s p e c i f i c  
impulses could be produced a t  h igh  t h r u s t  
l e v e l s .  

It i s  no t  p o s s i b l e  t o  say a t  t h i s  t ime, 
a s  we can f o r  t h e  NERVA engine,  whether any 
of t h e  advanced systems desc r ibed  above can 
be s u c c e s s f u l l y  developed. The technology 
i s  extremely d i f f i c u l t .  I n  s p i t e  of  t h e s e  
d i f f i c u l t i e s ,  w e  a r e  of t h e  opinion t h a t  re- 
s e a r c h  i n t o  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t  of  a l l  t h e s e  ad- 
vanced conce t s  should confinue a t  a modest 
l e v e l  of funs ing .  
r e sea rch ,  breakthroughs may be s t imu la t ed  
or w e  may f i n d  t h e  job i n  some a r e a s  t o  
be less  d i f f i c u l t  t han  now expected. Even 
if t h i s  does not  happen, t h e  v e r y  n a t u r e  
of  t hese  advanced propuls ion concepts  
p l aces  t h e  r e s e a r c h  a t  t h e  f r o n t i e r s  of  
technology i n  high temperature  plasmas, 
r a d i a n t  hea t  t r a n s f e r ,  l a s e r s ,  f l u i d  me-  
chan ic s ,  m a t e r i a l s ,  e t c .  The ou tpu t  of 
t h i s  r e sea rch  w i l l  be b e n e f i c i a l  i n  many 
a r e a s  even i f  a new propuls ion c a p a b i l i t y  
i s  not  produced. 

Through suppor t  of t h i s  
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SPACENUCLEARPOWERSYSTEMS

by
R. T. Carpenter

AEC/NASASpaceNuclearSystemsOffice
Abstract

Space nuclear power systems have been, are being and will be developed for use in

those particular spacecraft applications for which nuclear power systems offer unique
advantages over solar and/or chemical space power systems. Many of these advantages
are discussed relative to the past and future applications of nuclear power systems
in our space program. Both isotopic and reactor heated space electrical power units
are described in an attempt to illustrate their operating characteristics, spacecraft
integration aspects, and factory-to-end of mission operational considerations. Much

experience has been gained with nuclear space power sources which have been flown.
This experience is being used to guide current developments to make those units more
attractive for operational use.

The status of technology developments in nuclear power systems is presented. Some
projections of these technologies are made to form a basis for the applications of
space nuclear power systems to be expected over the next 10-15 years.

I. Introduction

Some of the major sources of manmade
radiation in space which you will hear
much more about in the next few days are
the nuclear power sources being used or

expected to be used in non-propulsive
nuclear space power systems. In the next

few moments I will describe various space

nuclear power systems which are designed
to produce electricity for spacecraft
payloads. Nuclear heat sources are also
being developed which will be used for

thermal power applications in space to
provide thermal control and/or process
heat for various spacecraft. The space
nuclear electric power program, which I
will discuss, does not include these

thermal power applications except,
possibly, in the case where waste heat

from the heat-to-electricity conversion
equipment is used to provide thermal
control for the spacecraft.

Some examples of purely thermal
applications of nuclear (only isotope)
sources in space include the radio-

isotope heaters used on the Experimental
Scientific Experiment Package left on the
moon by the Apollo ii crew or the isotope
heater used on the Russian lunar rover

(Lunokhod-l) where the nuclear heat main-
tains the electronics at a survivable

temperature during the long, cold lunar
night. The electrical power for the two
missions is provided by solar cells

during the lunar daytime. Another
thermal control source is the radio-

isotope heater unit planned for use on
Pioneer spacecraft. A typical process
heat application is the use of an isotope

heater with the life support/waste manage-
ment system which can regenerate potable
water from body wastes in manned space

vehicles. As you can readily conclude,

these thermal sources are being omitted
here not because they are unimportant,
but because of the short time I have and

because what I will cover in terms of

nuclear heat sources for electrical power
systems is generally applicable to

thermal power sources for use in space.

So, nuclear space power systems, as
used through the remainder of this paper,
refer to the combination of a nuclear

heat source and a heat-to-electricity
power conversion subsystem for the pro-

duction of electrical power in space.
Two types of heat sources are used:

Radioisotopes, which generate heat by

their own spontaneous decay; and reactors,
which derive their heat from the con-

trolled fission process.

As you will see, there is more than
one isotope and several types of nuclear
reactors which can be used in space
power systems. There are many different

types of power conversion concepts which
have been developed for use with these
nuclear heat sources. My intent here
is to concentrate on those systems which

have survived the elimination process
rather than dwell on why certain other
systems are not being pursued in this

program. We have lots of ways of
building these systems which are good
enough; but, because of budgets and other
constraints, we attempt to build a few
versatile systems using what we consider

the best available technology and try to
advance the state-of-the-art at the same

time we are building systems to fly.
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11. General Appl ica t ions  

Space nuclear power systems have 
been, a r e  being, and w i l l  be developed 
f o r  use wi th  those p a r t i c u l a r  s p a c e c r a f t  
a p p l i c a t i o n s  f o r  which nuc lear  e l e c t r i c  
power systems a r e  a t t r a c t i v e  a s  l i s t e d  
i n  Figure 1. 

Typica l  missions which have these  
cond i t ions  are  shown on Figure 2 and 
inc lude  p l ane ta ry  missions t o  J u p i t e r  
and beyond or missions of extended 
d u r a t i o n  on the su r faces  of the  p l a n e t s  
o r  t he  moon. These missions r equ i r e  the  
use  of  nuclear  power. I n  add i t ion ,  h igh  
performance e l e c t r i c  propuls ion  missions 
r e q u i r e  the  use of nuc lear  r e a c t o r  power 
systems. The requirements  of these  few 
types  of  missions d i c t a t e  the  need f o r  
t he  development of space i so tope  and 
r e a c t o r  power systems. The s e l e c t i o n  of 
t hese  nuc lear  o r  non-nuclear power 
systems f o r  those many missions which 
can be done with competi t ive chemical 
and/or s o l a r  power systems a r e  made on 
the  b a s i s  of supe r io r  mission c a p a b i l i -  
t i e s ,  spacec ra f t  i n t e g r a t i o n ,  technology 
r ead iness ,  cost e f f e c t i v e n e s s ,  and o t h e r  
mission program cons ide ra t ions .  

There i s  no ques t ion  t h a t  t h e r e  w i l l  
be a cont inuing need f o r  nuc lear  power 
i n  space which w i l l  i nc rease  a s  the  space 
missions become more ambit ious i n  t h e  
f u t u r e ,  Therefore, t he  space nuc lear  
e l e c t r i c  power program conducted by the  
AEC and NASA w i l l  provide i so tope  heated 
power systems i n  the  lower range and 
r e a c t o r  heated power systems i n  the  
h ighe r  power range a s  d i c t a t e d  by the  
mission needs. 

Figure 1 

C Q N D I T I O N S  U N D E R  W H I C H  
N U C L E A R  P O W E R  S Y S T E M S  A R E  A T T R A C T I V E  

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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L A C K  OF S U N L I G H T  

H I G H  R E i D l A T l O N  F I E L D S  

LOW CROSS-SECTION A L A R E A  

H I G H  P O W E R  L E V E L  & LONG L I F E  

H E A T  R E Q U I R E D  IN P A Y L O A D  

EX T R E M  E 

DENSE M E T E O R I T E  F I E L D S  

TE M PE R A T U  R E S 

111. Systems i n  Use 

space was the  SNAP-3A launched on the  
T r a n s i t  4 A  Navy Navigat ion S a t e l l i t e  i n  
June 1961. This 2.7 wat t ,  ~ lu ton ium-238  
fue led ,  5 pound, PbTe the rmoe lec t r i c  
gene ra to r  paved the  way f o r  a s e r i e s  of  
nuc lear  power systems which have been 
launched i n  the  p a s t  t e n  yea r s  a s  l i s t e d  
i n  Figure 3. SNAP-3A i s  s t i l l  ope ra t ing  
a s  a r e  a l l  the  i so tope  u n i t s  which have 
been s u c c e s s f u l l y  launched. 

launched t o  d a t e  have used PbTe thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  conve r t e r s  and PU-238 h e a t  
sources  ( see  F igure  4 ) .  Pu-238 was 
s e l e c t e d  f o r  space use  r i m a r i l y  because 

low r a d i a t i o n  l e v e l s .  A s  l a r g e r  h e a t  
sources  were used, t h e  aerospace nuc lea r  
s a f e t y  phi losophy changed from burn-up 
i n  t h e  atmosphere t o  i n t a c t  r e e n t r y  which 
forced  an e v o l u t i o n  of  f u e l  forms and 
h e a t  source des igns .  Plutonium metal  
was used i n  SNAP-3A and SNAP-9A; PuO 
microspheres were used i n  SNAP-19 an$ 
SNAP-27. The i n t r o d u c t i o n  of  the  oxide 
inc reased  the  neu t ron  l e v e l s  of  t h e  
sources ,  bu t  provided a h igher  melt 
temperature ,  lower i n h a l a t i o n  hazard,  
and l e s s  so lub le  o r  r e a c t i v e  f u e l  form. 

The f i r s t  use of nuc lear  power i n  

A l l  of  t he  i so tope  power systems 

of  i t s  long  h a l f - l i f e  ( 8 7.5 y e a r s )  and i t s  

14 
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Figure 5 shows a cutaway view of 
SNAP-15 t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  genera tor  
conf igu ra t ion  used i n  a l l  of these  
i so tope  systems where the  hea t  i s  gen- 
e r a t e d  i n  a c e n t r a l  hea t  source,  about 
5% of i t  i s  converted t o  e l e c t r i c i t y  a s  
i t  passes  through t h e  s t a t i c  thermo- 
couples  and the  r e s t  i s  r a d i a t e d  away 
t o  space.  F igure  6 shows the  two 
SNAP-15's on the  Nimbus 3 weather 
s a t e l l i t e  which a r e  s t i l l  supplementing 
the  main s o l a r  c e l l / b a t t e r y  power system. 

SHAP 19 RADIOISOTOPE ELECTRIC G E N E R A T O R  

20 --------------& 

i 
-- 

4 
I 
9 

- t-- 

T W t R l H O l l  E f T P l C  

' :LAD ' I tL 'JRiOE 
ELEMENTS 

DESIGN POWER OUTPUT 25 WLTTS 
DESIGN WEIGHT 30 LBS 

r 1 w r e  > 

N I M B U S  I l l  SPACECRAFT 
WITH SNAP-I9 RAOlOlSOTOPT TtERMOELICTRlC CEIXRATOJ 

SNAP I Y  CHARACTERISTICS 

bunched April IW 

No 01 Units 2 

Indial Paver 54 W a t s  

Fuel Pu 7 3  

Neqhl Y) Pounds 

Lilelime 1 Year 

Figure  7 shows the  SNAP-27 being deployed 
on t h e  moon t o  p r o v i d e , t h e  t o t a l  power 
t o  the  Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments 
Packages. The Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 
s t a t i o n s  a r e  both working very wel l .  I n  
f a c t ,  i f  t h e  f i r s t  SNAP-27 powered 
s t a t i o n  had not  l a s t e d  wel l  beyond i t s  
des ign  l i f e  of one year ,  we would not  be 
g e t t i n g  t h e  added b e n e f i t s  of two 
s imultaneous s t a t i o n s  on the  moon which 
we a r e  now rece iv ing .  
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A LS E PI 5 N A P  ~ 27 D E P L O Y  M f N 7 

APfll10 I7 . NOVEMBER 1W 

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS ____--- 
INITIAL POWER 7 3 W a S  
L l f f I l M f  1 Yoar 
FUEL Pu 238 
WEIGHT 

FUEL CASK n 2 ias 
FUELTO GENERATOR 43.5 Ibs. 

The r a d i a t i o n  l e v e l s  from SNAP-19 
and SNAP-27 a r e  shown i n  Figure 8. The 
predominant emissions from these  sources  
a r e  t h e  neutrons from spontaneous 
f i s s i o n  and the Alpha-neutron r e a c t i o n s  
w i t h  t h e  l i g h t  elements i n  the  f u e l ,  
such a s  oxygen and i m p u r i t i e s .  You can 
see  t h a t  measurements made on SNAP-27 
a f t e r  about two yea r s  shows a f a c t o r  of 
two inc rease  i n  gammas which i s  due t o  
a build-up of gamma e m i t t i n g  products  
such a s  thallium-208. The gamma l e v e l  
from PU-238 can be 7 o r  8 times h ighe r  
a f t e r  15 t o  20 yea r s .  

Rsdistlon Level8 for S N A P - 1 9  and S N A P - 2 7  
(Dose Rate at 1 meter) 

The f i r s t  r e a c t o r  power system used 
i n  space was t h e  SNAP-1OA launched i n  
1965 ( s e e  Figure 9). This r e a c t o r  
operated s u c c e s s f u l l y  f o r  43 days a t  
which time it  was i n a d v e r t e n t l y  shu t -  
down due t o  a f a i l u r e  i n  the vo l t age  
r e g u l a t o r .  This 500 wat t ,  SiGe thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  system was powered by a 40 K w t  
Uranium-Zirconium-Hydride r e a c t o r  which 
has been the  co rne r s tone  f o r  t h e  
technology i n  space r e a c t o r  power 
systems. The r a d i a t i o n  l e v e l s  f o r  t he  
SNAP-1OA f i i g h t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  a r e  shown 
i n  Figure 10. The r e a c t o r  systems 
r e q u i r e  s h i e l d i n g  t a i l o r e d  t o  the  pay- 
load requirements,  a s  w i l l  be i l l u s t r a t e d  
l a t e r .  

SNAP 10A SYSTEM & CYCLE 
THERMOELECTRIC 

SUPPOR 

.T 

T E CONVERTER RAOiATORs 

EXPANSION COMPENSATOR 

T LEG 7 

STRUCTURE a RING STIFFENI 

LOWER NaK MANIFOLD 

INSTR IMENTATION COMPARTMENT 

REACTOR 

ERS 

6w walls THERMALPOWER- 
AVG RADIATOR TEMP - 

POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM 
REACTOR 

VOLTAGE F J 8  

~ 64. 
6-4-55 

ncutrone gemma8 Total 
( oremfir) (mrem/hr) (orem/hr) 

S N A P - 1 9 6  
(630r.. PUOp microspheree) 

Cepsule 402/432 Side 39 2.8 41.8 
EXd 27 1.3 78.3 

(2.5 1 0 7 " / ~ ~ ~ )  

Cepsule 453/454 Side 37 3 40 
End 26 1.8 27.8 

(2.4 1 0 7 n / ~ ~ = )  

S N A P - 2 7  
(1480 I.. puo, microspheres) 

capsule No. 4 Side 
(6/68) 99 7 106 

:I::., 

I V .  Isotope Power Systems Under 
DeveloDment 

F l i g h t  Systems 

Three near-term missions f o r  which 
r ad io i so tope  t h e r m o e l e c t r i c  gene ra to r s  
( R T G ' s )  a r e  now being developed a r e  
shown i n  Figure 11. The primary reasons 

R T G ' s  a r e  t o  be used on these  missions 
a r e :  For Trans i t - long  l i f e  and 
r e s i s t a n c e  t o  r a d i a t i o n  l e v e l s  expected 
a t  t h i s  o r b i t a l  a l t i t u d e ;  f o r  Pioneer - 
independence of s o l a r  f l u x  and r e s i s t a n c e  
t o  r a d i a t i o n  t o  be encountered on t h e  
way t o  J u p i t e r ;  and f o r  Viking - inde- 
pendence of t he  environment on the  s u r f a c e  
of  Mars. Fueled ground t e s t  u n i t s  have 
been b u i l t  f o r  T r a n s i t  and Pioneer and 
f l i g h t  systems w i l l  soon be b u i l t .  
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SNAP 10A NPU AGENA RADIATION LEVELS 

PROGRAM 

NPU 
INSTRUMENT 

COMPARTMENT 
NPUIAGENA 

105 R GAMMA ISKINI 
ENING REQUIRED NOTE- 

LEVELS SHOWN ARE MEASURED 
RATES EXTRAPOLATED FOR 
ONE YEAR OPERATION 

2.2 x 101' Nvtf. 3.7 x 104 R GAMMA ISKlNl 
INSPECTION HARDENING REQUIRED / 

i 

SELECTED POWER 
L1m'ME PWR. SUPPLY SCHEDULE REQUIREMENT 

OBJECTIVE AGENCY LAUNCH 

Figure  10 

R A D 1  O I S O T O P E  T H E R M O E L E C T R I C  GENERATORS 

NAVIGATIONAL NAVY 

T R A N S I T  P I ONEER 

30WAl lS 5 YEARS TRANSIT 

V I  K I N G  

T R A N S I T  1 SATELLITE RTG (Dm) , Classified ' 
I Ea 

1 FOUR i P I O N E E R  
' 

JUPITER ~ NASA 1 1972 120WAlTS ' 3 YEARS s ~ ~ p - 1 9 ' ~  
(Modified) j ' (F & G I  FLYBY ! &1973 
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The Transit RTG, shown in Figure 12,
is 24 inches in diameter and about 18

inches high. It is to be mounted
directly on the satellite so as to pro-
vide up to i00 watts of heat to the
satellite to help maintain fairly con-

stant temperatures in the electronics
of the payload as it passes into and out
of the shadow of the earth. The RTG is

to produce 37 watts at B0L and 30 watts
after 5 years. It is fueled with 850
watts of Pu-238. Heat is radiated from
the heat source to the light-weight 2N/

3P PbTe Isotec panels which operate
between 752 and 288°F. The total weight,

including the mounting cone, is about 30
pounds.

\#
+

J, .I

Figure Trantit Heat Source

TRANSIT RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR

SYSTEM CHARACTER, STtCS

POWER LEVEL

BUt 37 WATTS

EOL 30 WATTS

LIFETI_E 5 YEARS

FUEL Pu 238

WLIGHT 21 LUS.

CONVERTER ISOTEC

SAFETY IMPACT
CAPSULE

SURVIVAL

Fig'&re i.

The Pioneer RTG is a modified SNAP-
19, shown in Figure 14. It is 15.8

inches across the fins, ii.i inches high,
and weighs 29.2 pounds. It is fueled

with 645 watts of PMC and produces 38

watts at BOL or 30 watts after 3 years or
at Jupiter encounter. The thermoelectric
converter employs 2N/TAGS materials
operating between 950 and 350OF. The

Pioneer RTG is filled with a cover gas
and welded shut. The heat source for

Pioneer, shown in Figure 15, is made of
almost identical materials as that for

Transit. The reentry protection design
is somewhat different because of the size
constraints of the SNAP-19 heat source

(3.5 inches across the flats by 6.75

inches long) and the more severe heating
environments of the possible Pioneer

mission aborts which could lead to super-
orbital reentry. Since the generator is
sealed, no can is used around the heat

source. The heat source weighs 11.3
pounds.

PIONEER (MOOIFIED SNAPIg) RADIOISOTOPE

THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR

The heat source, which is designed
to contain the fuel during reentry and

impact, is shown in Figure 13; it weighs
about 14 pounds. The fuel, a plutonium
oxide-molybdenum cermet (PMC), is con-
tained in layers of refractory and noble
metals surrounded by graphite for pro-

tection from reentry heating. The
assembly is canned in a thin superalloy
to prevent deterioration of the materi-
als in the heat source while exposed to
air before launch and to maintain a back

pressure of gas in the gaps to minimize
operating temperatures in space.

System Characteristics

Number of Generators 4

Power Level (per Gen, )

BOL 38 ,atlS

EOL _) _atts

Uletlme 3 Years

Fuel Pu-23_

Weight (per Oen. I 29 Ibs.

Converter SNAP lg

SMety Impact

Capsule
Survlwl

Launch Schedules

FEr_. - PIA,_. 1972

APR. 1_73

.1.8

Figure l&



Figure 15 

The gene ra to r s  t o  be used on Viking 
a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  Pioneer  RTG'S.  The 
f u e l  l oad ing  w i l l  be 675 wa t t s  t o  g e t  35 
wa t t s  a f t e r  2 yea r s  and the  thermal  

des ign  ( f i n  l e n g t h  and housing th i ckness )  
w i l l  be t a i l o r e d  t o  t h e  Viking mission 
environment. 

An en larged  cross  s e c t i o n  of the  PMC 
f u e l  i s  shown i n  Figure 16. The PMC i s  
made from Pu02 p a r t i c l e s  105-250 micro- 
meters i n  s i z e  wb'ich a r e  coated wi th  about 
3 micrometers of molybdenum, a s  shown on 
the  l e f t .  These a r e  pressed  i n t o  d i s c s  
2.14 inches  by 0.2 inch  t h i c k  which pro- 
duce 40 wat tq  each. The PMC i s  17.5% MO 
and has a power d e n s i t y  of  3.5 wat ts /cc ,  
and i s  shown on the  r i g h t .  

The,.radiation l e v e l s  which have been 
measurea f o r  t h e  T r a n s i t  and Pioneer  
capsules  a r e  g iven  i n  Figure 17. The 
average neu t ron  a c t ' v i t  i n  t i s  PMC f u e l  

GM PU-238, even though it  i s  made from 
oxygen enr iched  i n  0-16. It can be 
improved by us ing  a MoC15 coa t ing  process  
i n  p l ace  of  the  MoF6 process ,  a s  w i l l  
probably be expla ined  i n  d e t a i l  i n  
Sec t ion  VIII-2 on Thursday a f t e r  oon. 
Using a neut ron  a c t i v i t y  of  4x10' N/SEC/ 
GM Pu-238, t he  neut ron  f l u x  on the  
Pioneer  s p a c e c r a f t  ( 3  meters away) i s  
c a l c u l  t ed  t o  be about  28 N/SEC/Cm2 o r  

ranges from 3.29xlOt - 5 . 5 ~ 1 0  ft n/Sec./ 

1 . 8 ~ 1 0  $ N/Cmzover t h e  2-year mission. 

FLlITONIlIM-MOLYBDENUM - CERMET 

F i g u r e  16 

For h igher  powered a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  
such a s  t h e  two shown i n  Figure 18, the  
Multi-Hundred Watt (MHW) modular RTG i s  
being developed. The Grand Tour missions 
t o  t h r e e  d i f f e r e n t  o u t e r  p l a n e t s  a r s  good 
examples of the  unique c a p a b i l i t y  of  
RTG's .  These missions r e q u i r e  on the  
order  of t e n  t imes a s  much power f o r  
mission l i f e t i m e s  up t o  twice a s  long  
a s  any o t h e r  mission t o  da t e  wi th  very 
t i g h t  c o n s t r a i n t s  on s i z e  and weight t o  
explore  a reg ion  of space where we have 
never been before .  
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Radiation Levele from 
PMC Capsules lor Tranalt S Pioneer 

neutrons Dose Rate (mredhr)  n t  1 ueter 
Bare Capsule 1 n / s e c )  Neutrons gamlnaa Total 

Trnnsit TF-1 5 . 1 1 3 ~ 1 0 ~  YO 2.6 82.6 

Pioneer PF-1 5.15~10' 70.9 3 73.9 
(350 u) 

1645111 . - .  
Ploneer PF-2 4 . 2 6 ~ 1 0 ~  53.3 2.7 63 

(645w) 

(645~) 

(645w) 

Pioneer FF-3 3 . 7 7 ~ 1 0 ~  53 1 . 5  54.5 

Pioneer PF-4 3 . 7 3 ~ 1 0 ~  53 1.6 54.6 

Tot91 Do?e Rate 
Capeule in Cask a t  Surfece (urem/hr) 

Tronclt TF-1 123-166 30.3 0.9 31.2 

Mul t lp l i ca t im 

Capaule neutron 

Pioneer PF-4 330-410 27 0 . 7  27.7 

Factor i n  fue l :  

count : 

1.P4 t o  1.3'2 

3 . 2 9 ~ 1 0 ~  - 4 .5~10 '  n/sec/gm Fu-238 

MlHrl-HUNDRED W A l l  RADlOlSOTCPE GENERATOR APPLICATI(EIS 

The thermal  des ign  uses  r a d i a t i v e  
coupl ing  between the  hea t  source and the  
thermocouples. This  a l lows f o r  some 
f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  h e a t  source design.  The 
r e fe rence  i n s u l a t i o n  i s  r e f r a c t o r y  metal  
f o i l s  wi th  ceramic sepa ra to r s .  The very 
h igh  ope ra t ing  temperatures  of  t h e  MHW 
RTG and t h e  s a f e t y  goa ls ,  t o  withstand 
the  environments of  any launch veh ic l e  
and any mission and s t i l l  remain i n t a c t  
a f t e r  r e e n t r y  and impact, r e q u i r e  a more 
advanced hea t  source design.  One of t h e  
des igns  being considered f o r  MHW i s  shown 
i n  F igure  20. This  hea t  source i s  6.85 
inches  i n  diameter  by 15.0 inches  long,  
and it weighs over  40 pounds. It 
maximizes the  use o f  g r a p h i t i c  and 
ceramic m a t e r i a l s  and shapes t o  b r ing  t h e  
f u e l  through r e e n t r y  and impact. 

The hea t  source 
des ign  w i l l  no t  be f rozen  u n t i l  l a t e  
t h i s  year .  One of the  changes i n  MHW 
may be i n  the  f u e l .  Pure Pu02 i s  being 
considered a s  a replacement for t h e  PMC. 
With 2200 wat t s ,  o r  66,000 c u r i e s ,  per  
module, the  Grand Tour s a c e c r a f t  w i l l  

264,000 c u r i e s  of  PU-238. This  !ill be 
a neut ron  source of  about 1.6~10 N/SEC 
(based on 10,000 N/SEC/GM PU-238) t o  be 
reckoned with.  

r equ i r e  an inventory  of 5 800 wat t s ,  o r  

MULTI-HUNDRED W A l l  

RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR 

Power Level 145Wlel 
Weight Is pounds 
T I E  Material S iGe  
Fuel Pu-238 
Safety Qualilied to 

Composite Mission 
Environment 

Figure I U  

The MHW RTG (or module) i s  shown i n  
.F igure  19. It w i l l  produce a t  l e a s t  145 
watts a t  BOL from 2200 wat t s  of PU-238. 
It i s  11 inches i n  diameter  by about 21 
inches  h igh  and weighs about  75 pounds. 
The thermoelec t r ic  conver te r  employs 
80% GeS i A i r  vac thermocouples ope r a t i n g  
a t  1832O~ ( o r  h ighe r )  i n  a Be housing 
which i s  sealed f o r  ope ra t ion  i n  a i r .  
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If Curium-244, another  long- l ived  
a lpha  e m i t t e r ,  were used i n  t h e  MHW, t he  
power t o  weight r a t i o  would be inc reased  
about  10-15g. cm-244 has  a h ighe r  power 
d e n s i t y  than  PU-238 because of  i t s  
s h o r t e r  h a l f - l i f e  ( ~ 1 8  y e a r s )  and a 
promise of  about  1/5 t h e  c o s t  p e r  
thermal  wat t  ( s ee  F igure  22) .  The 
pena l ty  t o  be pa id  wi th  Cm-244 which i s  
o f  i n t e r e s t  he re  i s  t h e  h igher  neu t ron  
count  due t o  spontaneous f i s s i o n  
(approximately 1000 t imes h ighe r  f o r  
cm-244 than  f o r  PU-238). This  could 
in f luence  t h e  use  o f  Cm-244 fue led  
systems on r a d i a t i o n  s e n s i t i v e  
s c i e n t i f i c  payloads and manned missions.  

WEIGHT lb per thermal br)* 

Small HeA bum UMI 
WHhan shkld 

25 hr( H1 Sarm wlrlm(ry Vehkb 
Without shkld 

F'igure 20 

15 

120 

Future Systems 

f l i g h t  systems can be p ro jec t ed  f o r  
f u t u r e  systems t o  make them more 
a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  some a p p l i c a t i o n s .  The 
MHW SiGe RTG can be cascaded with the  
PbTe o r  TAGS I s o t e c  pane ls  s i m i l a r  t o  
those  used on the  T r a n s i t  RTG t o  provide 
a h igher  power, a wider u s e f u l  power 
range, and more e f f i c i e n t  use o f  the 
f u e l  meaning lower c o s t  and r a d i a t i o n  
l e v e l s  per  e l e c t r i c a l  wat t .  
of  such a cascaded.RTG i s  shown i n  
Figure 21. This cascaded RTG would 
produce over  200 wa t t s  a t  +lo$ 
e f f i c i e n c y  a t  over  2 watts/pound with 
the  same PJ-238 hea t  source.  

Some improvements i n  these  c u r r e n t  

A drawing 

DUAL STAGE MHW-RTG SEALED DESIGN 

With mned shbld 
C l a a t 3 m b n  
cnrr 1 Is raetcn 

650 W A Y  Mo lUDAY 

Mo OBECTIW IC0 Pu-@CYCLE FUEL COST ((per thwmal ultll 

im 3-a 
uo Irn - 120 

5 

32 

For power l e v e l s  above t h a t  which 
i s  p r a c t i c a l  with t h e  MHW, above 1 Kw, 
more e f f i c i e n t  power conversion 
technologies  a r e  being cons idered  f o r  
i so tope  power systems. These a r e  the  
s t a t i c  thermionic  system and the  dynamic 
Brayton system. Design s t u d i e s  have 
been completed on a 110 wat t  Cm-244 
fue led  thermionic  module. This  program 
was an outgrowth of the  SNAP-13 
Thermionic gene ra to r  development which 
was completed i n  1965. These s t u d i e s  
have shown t h a t  thermionic  modules i n  
the  2OO-5OOw range o f f e r  a module 
e f f i c i e n c y  about  twice t h a t  of  thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  and a s p e c i f i c  power of  about 

a s  f o r  t he rmoe lec t r i c  gene ra to r s .  The 
thermionic  gene ra to r  i s  a l s o  sma l l e r  i n  

watts/pound - a l s o  about twice a s  good 

F i g u r e  21 
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HEAT SOURCE REENTRY VEHICLE ASSEMBLY 

s i z e  because o f  t he  high r a d i a t o r  
temperature .  This f e a t u r e  makes 
thermionic  genera tors  very a t t r a c t i v e  
f o r  missions c l o s e  t o  the  sun o r  on the  
su r face  of  the inne r  p l a n e t s  where h igh  
ambient temperatures a r e  experienced.  
To achieve these advanta e s ,  t he  h igh  

used and the h e a t  source ope ra t ing  
temperatures must be i n  excess  of  3000°F. 
Quite a b i t  more development work must 
be done i n  i so tope  thermionic gene ra to r s  
t o  demonstrate t h e i r  ope ra t ing  pe r fo r -  
mance and l i f e t i m e s .  This development 
a c t i v i t y  i s  c u r r e n t l y  being de fe r r ed  
due t o  budgetary c o n s t r a i n t s .  

cyc le  allows e f f i c i e n c i e s  a s  high a s  
2 5 2 8 %  a t  heat source temperatures  
comparable to  those  f o r  the  MHW i n  the  
power range of 2-10 Kw. It can use 
PU-238 o r  Cm-244. The Brayton con- 
ve r s ion  machinery has  been under 
development a t  NASA's Lewis Research 
Center f o r  s eve ra l  years .  An 
e l e c t r i c a l l y  heated system (minus the  
r a d i a t o r )  has been t e s t e d  f o r  over 
2500 hours  and the combined r o t a t i n g  
u n i t  i s  s t i l l  undergoing a l i f e  t e s t  
a f t e r  some 5000 hours, most of which has  
been unat tended.  A j o i n t  NASA-AEC 
program i s  underway t o  conduct an 
isotope-heated t e s t  of  t he  system under 
si mulated space condi t ions .  

The i so tope  hea t  source assembly 
f o r  t he  Brayton system i s  shown i n  
Figure 23. An a r r a y  of hea t  sources ,  
probably based on the  MHW technology, 
a r e  c a r r i e d  i n  a r e e n t r y  veh ic l e  which 
provides  double p r o t e c t i o n  du r ing  r e -  
e n t r y  mishaps and maximizes the  chances 
of  recovery of the  l a r g e  i so tope  inven- 
to ry .  A 12.5 Kw power system, which has  
been s tud ied  f o r  use on t h e  manned 
o r b i t a l  space s t a t i o n ,  would c o n t a i n  
52.8 Kw ( thermal )  o r  1 .6  Megacuries of  
PU-238 a t  beginning of l i f e .  The re-  
e n t r y  vehic le ,  i nc lud ing  the i so tope  
h e a t  sources ,  wcl l ld  be about 8 f e e t  i n  
diameter  and would weigh about 3900 
pounds. The t o t a l  12.5 Kw system would 
weigh about  6,000 pounds or about 2 
watts/pound. This  type o f  system i s  
e s p e c i a l l y  a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  low o r b i t ,  
man-tended spacecraf t  which can be 
launched and recovered by the  planned 
space s h u t t l e .  

power dens i ty  f u e l ,  Cm-2 ! 4, must be 

The use of  t h e  dynamic Brayton 

V. Reactor Power Systems 

up, t he  nuclear  r e a c t o r  heated power 
systems come i n t o  play.  Space a p p l i  
c a t i o n s  expected t o  r equ i r e  such h igh  
power l e v e l s  a re  shown i n  Figure 24. 
These inc lude  unmanned s a t e l l i t e s  
(communication and m i l i t a r y  u s e s ) ,  
manned e a r t h  o r b i t a l  space s t a t i o n s  o r  

A t  very high power l e v e l s ,  5 Kw and 

HEAT SOURCE UNIT 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE\ 

REENTRY AEROSHELL, 

. 
-. 

F i g u r e  ~3 

bases  and l u n a r  o r b i t  s t a t i o n s  o r  l u n a r  
bases which r equ i r e  a u x i l i a r y  power 
l e v e l s  up t o  100 Kw.  These requirements  
can be met with the  uranium-zirconium- 
hydride r e a c t o r  i n  combination w i t h  
e i t h e r  t he rmoe lec t r i c  o r  Brayton power 
conversion systems. To meet the  r equ i r e -  
ments f o r  nuc lea r  e l e c t r i c  propuls ion  
missions,  which cannot be done any o t h e r  
way, a more advanced space r e a c t o r  
system w i l l  be requi red  which has  a 
s p e c i f i c  weight of  about  50 pounds/Kw a t  
power l e v e l s  g r e a t e r  t han  100 Kw. 
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The uranium-zirconium-hydride 
( U Z r H )  r e a c t o r  program ( see  f i g u r e  25) 
has  t h r e e  main th reads  of e f f o r t  - the  
r e a c t o r  technology, t h e  the rmoe lec t r i c  
power conversion system (PCS) technology, 
and the  l a r g e  Brayton PCS technology.  
The U Z r H  r e a c t o r  technology extends the  
c a p a b i l i t y  which was f i r s t  f l i g h t  
demonstrated i n  SNAP-1OA. Work being 
performed has  t h e  goa l s  of  a long-l ived 

5 y e a r )  r e a c t o r  which w i l l  p rovide  100- L 00 Kw of hea t  a t  ope ra t ing  temperatures  
between 1000 and 1200'F. The U Z r H  
r e a c t o r  des ign  i s  shown i n  Figure 26 
where the  SNAP-8 development r e a c t o r  i s  
compared wi th  the  long  l i v e d  r e fe rence  
des jgn  with the  new r e f l e c t o r s  t h a t  
a l low f o r  sma l l e r  s h i e l d  weights  i n  a 
manned mission.  The r e fe rence  r e a c t o r  
i s  about 36 inches  h igh  and 22 inches 
i n  diameter .  

The U Z r H  r e a c t o r  (us ing  t h e  number 
of f u e l  elements and r e f l e c t o r  des ign  
s ized  f o r  the  j o b )  i n  combination wi th  
the t u b u l a r  compact conve r t e r  thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  modules i s  very  a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  
5-20 Kw unmanned s a t e l l i t e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
i n  terms of  s i z e ,  weight, and c o s t s .  A 
two-loop system ( see  f i g u r e  27) can be 
used f o r  unmanned missions because t h e  
ac t iva t ed  NaK coo lan t  i n  the  pr imary loop  
does not  have t o  be sh i e lded .  For manned 
missions, a s p l i t  s h i e l d ,  3-loop system 
i s  used t o  a l low the  PCS t o  b e  main- 
t a i n a b l e  by the  a s t r o n a u t s .  The U Z r H -  
Brayton power system r e q u i r e s  3 loops  
because of  t he  need f o r  NaK and gaseous 
working f l u i d s  on the  hot -s ide  of t he  PCS. 

the  use of  U Z r H - T E  systems i n  unmanned 
s a t e l l i t e s  i n  the  l a t e  197Ols. Work i s  
a l s o  p rogres s ing  on a l a r g e  Brayton PCS 
f o r  demonstrat ion with a U Z r H  r e a c t o r  
f o r  h igher  powered missions,  such a s  the  
space s t a t i o n ,  t o  be flown i n  the  1 9 8 0 ~ ~ .  

S tud ie s  a r e  going on cons-i-dering 

COHE 

L '  

REACTOR-SPACE POWER 
SYSTEM S C H E M A T I C S  

ELECTRICAL POWER .. 

CONVERSION RADIATOR 

c 
ELECTRICAL POWER .. 

1 1  - 
HEAT REJECTION 

The U Z r H  r e a c t o r  technology a l s u  
forms a bu i ld ing  block f o r  moving on t o  
the  advanced thermionic  r e a c t o r  ( see  
F igure  28)  which i s  requi red  f o r  nuc lea r  
e l e c t r i c  propuls ion  missions,  such a s  
H a l l e y l s  Comet rendezvous. The key 
element of the  thermionic  r e a c t o r  i s  the  
thermionic  f u e l  element (TFE) which i s  
t e s t e d . i n  a U Z r H  moderated r e a c t o r  and 
w i l l  be c l u s t e r e d  t o  make a f a s t ,  
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thermionic reactor (shown i n  Figure 2 9 ) .  
Each TFE contains 6-10 thermionic diodes 
i n  s e r i e s .  The f u e l  i s  i n s ide  the diode 
and the e l e c t r i c i t y  i s  formed d i r e c t l y  
i n  the TFE i t s e l f .  This same TFE 
technology i s  the basis  f o r  a s e r i e s  of 
advanced reactors  shown i n  Figure 30. 
The use o f  TFE's i n  a moderated U Z r H  
d r i v e r  r eac to r  would provide u s e f u l  
s t a t i c  power systems which overlap the 
power range of the UZrH-Brayton power 
system. An a t t r a c t i v e  f ea tu re  of t h i s  
r eac to r  i s  t h a t  the only very high 
operat ing temperature encountered a r e  i n  
the TFE i t s e l f .  The emi t t e r  temperature 
i s  about 310O0F. The coolant outs ide 
the TFE i s  a t  the same 1000-1200°F where 
the U Z r H  reactor  operates.  This allows 
much higher r ad ia to r  temperatures and 
therefore  smaller r ad ia to r s  than the 
U Z r H  r e a c t o r  power systems using the 
thermoelectr ic  or Brayton PCS. I n  
add i t ion  only one or  two coolant loops 
a r e  required because the PCS i s  i n  the 
r eac to r  core (see Figure 31). Currently 
the thermionic r eac to r  program e f f o r t  
i s  concentrating on the development of 
the TFE and the f i r s t  f u l l  s ized TFE i s  
b u i l t  and awaiting t e s t  i n  the TRIGA 
r eac to r .  - 

Figure 31 

The o the r  advanced space r e a c t o r  
technology concept which i s  being 
pursued a s  an a l t e r n a t i v e  t o  the 
thermionic r eac to r  f o r  g r e a t e r  than 100 
Kw type systems i s  the Advanced Liquid 
Metal Reactor. This i s  a f a s t  r eac to r  
which w i l l  operate  a t  1 8 0 0 ~ ~  or  higher 
and w i l l  be cooled by molten l i t h ium 
metal. The a t t r a c t i v e  f e a t u r e s  of such 
a high temperature r e a c t o r  a r e  t h a t  it 
i s  appl icable  t o  many d i f f e r e n t  types of 
power conversion and t o  many d i f f e r e n t  
high powered missions ( see  Figure 32). 
The cu r ren t  e f fo r$s  a r e  d i r ec t ed  
p r imar i ly  toward the ma te r i a l s  develop- 
ment and neutronic  measurements, such 
as the f a s t  c r i t i c a l  experiment. 



V I .  Conclusions 

I have at tempted t o  desc r ibe  the  
c u r r e n t  and fo reseeab le  r a d i a t i o n  
sources  t h a t  a r e  o r  w i l l  be i n  space a s  
t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  use of  nuc lear  space 
power systems.  Our primary concern 
over r a d i a t i o n  i n  space i s  due t o  our 
p l ans  t o  conduct more numerous and 
ambit ious ope ra t ions  i n  space.  To do 
t h a t  one needs e l e c t r i c a l  power which 
can be, and i n  some cases  can only be, 
provided by nuc lea r  power and r a d i a t i o n  
sources .  
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NUCLEARAPPLICATIONSIN MANNEDSPACESTATION
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ABSTRACT

Current and future NASA Space Station studies will place a great deal of emphasis on economical

systems which can start small and grow as the station itself grows. Space Station Electrical Power

Systems based on nuclear sources will have to be increasingly adaptable to the lower power ranges to

be competitive with other systems, while at the same time exploiting their inherent growth capability.

Power growth capabilities as high as three of four-to-one will be required to meet the needs of a space

station which is initially manned with a small crew and grows incrementally to a large station capable

of accommodating a very complex experiment program.

The zirconium hydride reactor, coupled to a thermo-electric or Brayton conversion system, and

the Pu 238 isotope/Brayton system, are considered to be the viable nuclear candidates for the Modular

Space Station Electrical Power System.

This paper reviews the basic integration aspects of these nuclear electrical power systems,

including unique requirements imposed by the buildup and incremental utilization considerations of the

modular station. Also treated are the various programmatic aspects of nuclear power system design

and selection.

INT RO DUC TION

Nuclear devices of various types have

played an important role in numerous NASA space

missions over the last decade. These applica-

tions have ranged from use of nuclear materials

to measure heat shield ablation during early nose

cone reentry tests, to the relatively large and

complex SNAP Z7 generator used on the Apollo

moon missions.

In the late sixties a new and prime candidate

for the use of nuclear power appeared on the

horizon. This application has been studied under

the various names of Manned Orbiting Laboratory

(MOL), Manned Orbital Research Laboratory

(MORL), Earth Orbiting Space Station (EOSS) and,

lately, simply the Space Station. In January 1971

NASA formally completed the Phase B (Prelimi-

nary Design) study of the 33-foot diameter Space

Station. This station, with a 10-year lifetime,

1975-78 initial operating capability (IOC), IZ-man

crew, and Z5-30 Kwe power requirement, was a

prime candidate for the application of nuclear

electric power, and the two parallel Phase B

studies emphasized definition of the large isotope

and reactor power systems in addition to solar

array system.

Several factors influenced NASA to discon-

tinue effort on the 33-foot diameter station and

turn instead to the concept of an evolutionary

modular space station consisting of several

modules delivered to orbit by the space shuttle

and assembled on-orbit to form an integrated

space station. Among these factors were the

suspension of Saturn V production, increased

shuttle utilization and the overriding considera-

tion of minimizing funding for the space station

in the .early years of the program.

In addition to meeting the requirement for

low initial funding, the modular concept also

lends itself well to early use of the station

through incremental manning. Although the

modular station concepts now under study have

the capability of growing to the equivalent capa-

bility of the 33-foot diameter space station, they

are intended for manning and limited experimental

work at the intermediate levels of three and six

man crews. Thus, the six-man modular station

has come to be known as the Initial Space Station

(ISS); the twelve-man version is known as the

Growth Space Station (GSS); _n.d the three-man

version if known as the Initial Space Station with

incremental manning. Representative modular

stations are shown in Figures I, Z and 3.

The two primary areas of interest for

nuclear applications are the electrical power

generating system and the process heat generating

subsystem of the environmental control and life

support (EC/LS) system. The electrical power

system (EPS) will be treated in more detail

below. Before discussing these applications, how-

ever, it is useful to review the mission require-

ments of the modular space station as they affect

the selection of subsystems for which nuclear

applications are candidates.
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MODULAP. SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS

A minimum cost ISS which in addition mini-

mizes early development costs yet meets the

mission requirements and is designed to allow

efficient expansion to at least the equivalent capa-

bilities of the 1Z-man, 33-foot diameter station is

a primary consideration. Although the IOC date

for the ISS is later than for the original 33-foot

station, thus allowing more time for development

of technology, the cost constraints imply less

optimistic technology advancements over this

perio_l, thereby reducing the development risk

that can be tolerated. The 10-year mission life-

time constraints imposed on the 33-foot sp_ce

station have now been broken into time periods at

various manning levels. One timeline un4er sL-a_y

retains the 3-man level for four years, 6 men for

two years, and finally reaches 12 men in 1984.

With a maintenance philosophy permitting the

addition or replacement of entire modules, sub-

system lifetimes are less related to mission life-

times. It is conceivable that mission lifetime

will exceed ten years, depending only on hew much

of the NASA Blue Book experiment program NASA

is able to accomplish and funding available. Even

with an indefinite mission lifetime and the capa-

bility for module return/refurbishment, long life

subsystems will still be required, but this constraint

is somewhat softer than it was for the 33-foot

station.
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Missionflexibility, in terms of one design

accommodating a variety of missions such as

polar, synchronous, lunar and low earth orbits,

has been reduced for the modular space station

program. This implies that development costs

for the station will be written off against a

smaller number of missions and tends to favor

those subsystem approaches _ich have a lower

non-recurring to recurring (--_-) cost ratio.

The space shuttle has a significant impact

on the modular space station program. Besides

module weight and volume constraints, the shuttle

has a direct impact on such things as resupply,

maintenance philosophy, and even subsystem

selection. The degree of EC/LS loop closure is a

strong function of the cost per pound for delivering

expendables and other supplies to orbit. High

resupply costs tend to favor subsystems with low

resupply requirements. Current values being

used for maintenance launch cost vary from $140

to $250 per pound delivered to orbit.

The requirement for artificial-g, which was

a particularly strong configuration and subsystems

selection driver on the 33-foot station, has not

been retained in the modular space station

program.

In the 33-foot diameter space station study,

commonality meant commonality of the space

station structures, subsystems, etc., to those of

the fifty-man space base and the Mars inter-

planetary mission. As it is being developed in the

modular station study, commonality has a dual

meaning: commonality of structures and sub-

systems of the modular space station with those

of the research and applications (RAM) experiment

modules and the crew/cargo module; and,

secondly, structural and assembly level com-

monality between the various modules of the

modular space station itself.

The requirement for flexibility in crew

manning level imposed on the modular space

station results in a variable electrical power

requirement. Figure 4 shows an early estimate

of power required at various times in the mission.

As compared to the 33-foot station, the electrical

power requirements have increased due to the

dispersed configurations of the modular space

station, revised Blue Book experiment electrical

power requirements, and changes in subsystems

requirements such as limiting the cabin COg

partial pressure to 3 MM of mercury as opposed

to 4 MM. The 1984 IZ-man growth version of the

modular space station, although equivalent to the

IZ-man, 33-foot diameter station in its ability to

conduct experiments, will likely have an electrical

power requirement in excess of 40 Kwe.

The 33-foot station was somewhat limited in

radiator area available, and was only marginally

capable of satisfying both the EC/LS and primary

electrical power system requirements without

utilizing more extreme measures such as deploy-

able radiators. The large amount of surface area

available on the modular stations relieves this

problem.
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Aerospace nuclear safety, while still an

irnportant consideration, has been shown in the

recently completed 33-foot space station Prelimi-

nary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) to have a less

significant impact than previously anticipated.

Although the systems sized were one-to-two

orders of magnitude larger than present systems,

it has been shown that the mission risk attributable

to these large systems can be reduced to the level

of that for systems previously flown.

These are the mission requirements for the

modular space station, summarized in Figure 5.

They exert a strong influence on subsystems

selection and design.

MODULARSPACESTATION
REQUIREMENTSSUMMARY

• COST

OEVE LOPMENT

TOTAL PROGRAM

• DEVELOPMENT RISK

• MISSION FLEXIBILITY

• SPACE SHUTTLE COMPATIBILITY

• ZERO-G

• MISSION LIFETIME

ISS (INCREMENTAL MANNING)

ISS

GSS

• COMMONALITY

• POWER LEVEL

FIGURE 5



CANDIDATE POWER SYSTEMS/GROWTH OPTIONS

The applicability of nuclear power candi-

dates to the modular space station will now be

examined. Due to the intimate relationship

between the issue of which of the candidate systems

to consider and the growth options that exist for

each candidate, these subjects will be discussed

together. Furthermore, past studies have

indicated that from the standpoint of vehicle

integration, the real issue in nuclear electrical

power system definition and comparison is the

energy source itself, and that the choice of a

power conversion system is somewhat of a second

order consideration. Nevertheless, certain

energy source/conversion system combinations

have classically been linked together, as shown in

Figure 6. The growth options for these electrical

power systems are shown in Figure 7. Based on

considerations of lowest initial development cost,

development risk, initial and maintenance launch

weight, and general suitability in satisfying the

mission requirements, only Options I to 3 have

been retained for further consideration in the

modular space station study.

MODULAR SPACE STATION
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Option Z is considered to be a somewhat

unlikely candidate whose position could only be

improved upon by significant changes in mission

requirements such as reinstatement of artificial-g

requirements or the requirement for commonality

with some other mission for which it is desired,

such as the Mars interplanetary mission.

With this initial selection of power systems

and growth options as a function of modular sta-

tion buildup, the evaluation process can continue

by the application of tradeoff criteria such as

those derived for electrical power system evalua-

tion in the 33-foot space station study, to each

specific option. However, it is beyond the scope

of this dissertation to evaluate these criteria for

each power system. Rather, we would prefer to

make selected comments about how the various

options fit into the modular space station program.

Option I typically uses a minimally sized

array for the ISS in the 1978-82 period, but with

booms, structures, gimbal drives, etc., sized to

accommodate a slightly larger array with which it

could be replaced for the 1982-84 period. Two of

these arrays, one at each end of the station, pro-

vide the required power for the IZ-man GSS in

Option 1. Option 3 would typically start (1978-84)

as in Option 1. In the period 198Z-84, however,

a Z0-40 Kwe reactor system would replace one of

the arrays and the other array would be retained

as the backup system. In this option the solar

array backup system pays its way, so to speak,

by providing primary power for a period of time

and its development cost as a backup to the nuclear

reactor need not bias the nuclear system cost

comparison.

MODULAR STATION

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Solar Array/Battery S)rstem: It is pertinent

to the present discussion to evaluate the technical

and programmatic implications of the use of a

solar array system on the initial modular space

station and to evaluate the by-product benefits to

a later, add-on nuclear system. The solar array/

battery system is significant since, if used as a

primary power system on the initial station, it

may serve as the backup electrical power system

when a nuclear reactor is added, provided that the

end-of-life output of the array is suff iclent. The

characteristics of this system are shown in Figure

8. Such a system might cost from $40 to $100

million dollars, with the low end of the range

corresponding to a rigid Skylab-type array and

the upper estimate resulting from advanced,
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• 1 YEAR LIFE

FIGURE 8

flexible roll-up arrays and increased capacity

battery technology and development. An advan-

tage of this system is its cost flexibility, enabling

it to conform to varying budgetary constraints.

Cost sensitivity analyses conducted in past studies

have indicated that solar arrays are more sensi-

tive to high power levels than the nuclear systems.

This is due to two factors. First, the recurring

costs for solar arrays are a near-linear function

of array size. Secondly, the non-recurring costs

increase rapidly for very large arrays due to the

introduction of new technology. These factors

are strong drivers toward use of a nuclear

system for the GSS.

Past studies have also shown the solar

array system to be the lightest by a comfortable

margin. For the modular space station, however,

the requirement for launching the arrays on a

power module in a single shuttle payload will

diminish that margin. If the batteries are kept

centrally, in the power module, the supporting

active cooling system with its radiators and

other structures may also be charged to the

system weight.

The relatively large maintenance launch

weight required for the solar array system wipes

out any initial weight advantage. This is largely

due to frequent replacement of the batteries

used for peaking and darkside operation, and an

estimated three to five year replacement cycle

for the array itself. Here again, the desirability

of replacing the array with a nuclear reactor

three to five years into the mission is clearly

indicated. Just as the initial solar array became

the backup to the reactor when it was added and

in so doing eliminated that cost penalty, so can

an advantage be realized in use of the solar array

for primary power in the first three to five years

of the mission, thereby eliminating the cost of

replacing the reactor.

Isotope/Brayton System: It is difficult to

evaluate the role of the isotope/Brayton system

in the modular space station program. Those

particular constraints which made the system

attractive from the mission/systems integration

viewpoint on the 33-foot station are lacking in

the modular station program. Artificial-g

requirements have been removed. Commonality

with the Mars interplanetary mission module

with implied writeoff of development cost has

been deemphasized. In turn, significant unfavor-

able programmatic impacts associated with use

of an isotope heat source are becoming apparent.

Early commitment to a large fuel development

and procurement program, involving extensive

new processing facilities, is required to meet

1978 launch dates. The long lead time projected

for fuel production implies a slow response to

increased or decreased requirements late in the

program; a significant disadvantage on the

modular space station with its requirement for

high flexibility in buildup and growth. A higher

safety-risk-to-capability (STTR) factor is indicated

for the large isotope source as compired to the

nuclear reactor.

On the other hand, with the exception of the

radiator interface, the physical integration of the

Isotope/Brayton system results in less impact on

other station subsystems than either solar arrays

or reactor systems. The external station config-

uration imp'act is minimal. The system is more

amenable to IVA or shirtsleeve maintenance. The

major areas of interface impact are in the ground

handling, launch and recovery phases of the

mission, as there must be a constant heat dump

after the source is assembled. This requires

extensive ground support equipment {GSE) for

cooling and monitoring status in the launch, pre-

launch, and recovery phases of the mission.

Studies to date have indicated that credible backup

heat dump modes are a problem to design. For

the 33-foot station, the solution to this problem

involved a meltdown of the multiple layer insula-

tion between the heat source and shield, followed

by a meltdown of the shield itself, enabling the

heat source to radiate its heat directly into the

subsystems compartment. The redundant heat

dump problem is particularly critical for the

recovery phase of the mission in which the heat

source must be transported in the shuttle.

System characteristics for a nominal 15 Kwe

unit are as shown in Figure 9. For higher power

levels multiple units would be required, as this is

about the largest system one could conceivably

use.

Isotope/Brayton system costs are very

sensitive to high power levels as compared to

reactors, although not as sensitive as solar arrays.

The system has a fairly large non-recurring to

recurring cost ratio and the recurring cost is a

linear function of power output. These recurring

costs can be reduced by about one-third if the

3O



MODULAR S PACE STAT ION

ISOTOPEIBRAYTON SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

HEAT SOURCE

• 52 KWt/14.9 KWE SYSTEM

• PU-238

• 190@ ° F OPERATING TEMP.

• 10 YR. LIFE ASSUMED

SHIELD

• 5,500 LBS. LiH + TUNGSTEN

BRAYTON CONVERSION

• 1600 ° F TURBINE INPUT

• 63 FT2/KWE RADIATOR AREA

• 32% EFFICIENCY

• GAS-BEARING BRAYTON "B" ENGINE

• 2 1/2 YR. LIFE ASSUMED

SYSTEM (14.9 kWe)

• 16.970 LB, (0.88W/LB.

• 938 FT 2 RADIATOR

• 28.6% SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

FIGURE 9

fuel can be rented and/or costs prorated over the

isotope's 86-year half-life. However, as system

size increases this practice becomes less

credible.

Although relatively light in weight and requi_-

ing minimum maintenance launch weight, the

isotope/Brayton system weight is quite sensitive

to higher power levels. Again, the relationship

is near-linear. The initialsystem weight is also

sensitive to separation distance and fuel purity.

The development risks of the isotope/Bray-

ton system are hard to assess. Although the

turbine inlet temperatures run to 1600°F and the

air-bearings are definitely new technology, initial

performance of the conversion subsystem has been

better than projected. The high (3Z%) cycle effi-

ciencies demonstrated in relatively short term

(2,000 hours) tests are remarkable for space-

applicable systems. The endurance test results

are awaited for projection of degradation rates.

The disturbing factor with dynamic conversion

subsystems is the number of series elements

with single point failure possibilities in an

individual conversion subsystem coupled with the

expense involved in demonstrating the reliability

and production uniformity of a statistically signi-

ficant number of flight-type units. Present

implementation schemes usually have two or

three redundant conversion subsystems on hand

as installed or stored spares. This is at best

an optimistic approach for the first use of such

a system in a five or ten year mission. If the

system may be maintained in space, even by

complete conversion system replacement,

relatively significant problems, apparent late in

the program, may be tolerated by earlier-than-

planned replacement. However, maintenance

weight-to-orbit, on-orbit replacement manhours

and launch costs must be considered soft

constraints.
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The heat source is vulnerable to questions

concerning development risk. The long term,

slow response processing chain for the fuel is

significant in considering fuel availability for

the development program. Of greater concern

is the capability to track changes in station

power requirements as the program evolves.

Unless large quantities could be stockpiled

without prohibitive costs, the real possibility

exists in having to launch a power-limited

space station. If net conversion system effi-

ciencies change, due to larger heat leaks, para-

sitic loads of redundant supporting subsystems,

or larger-than-expected degradation in heat

transfer elements or machine efficiencies, the

required power would not be available from a

relatively fixed fuel quantity, sized several

years previously. If power requirements

increase and system net efficiencies do not, a

hard power level constraint exists. A backup

development option should be retained to

decrease the program impact in case this should

happen.

The isotope heat source design, although

static in nature, operates at 1600°F to 2000°F.

The probability of materials problems is high.

The reduced selection of materials with which

to evade problems is considered a hard constraint

softened only by unpredictable development

times. This risk can be assessed by implemen-

tation of a representative source and endurance

testing.

The isotope/Brayton system, although not

as well suited to the mission requirements of the

present modular space station as it was to those

of the 33-foot station, is still a viable candidate

for this type of long-life mission. With a

reinstatement of artificial-g requirements and

reemphasis of commonality with 50 years of

NASA missions, its relative position could be

significantly improved.

Nuclear Reactor Systems: The modular

space station concept might well have been pro-

posed to exploit the nuclear reactor's best

points, namely an insensitivity costwise and

weightwise to high power levels. This system,

as shown in Figure 7, forms the basis for meeting

the electrical power requirements of the growth

version of the modular space station under Option

B.

One of the primary disadvantages of the

reactor system, as shown in the previous Phase

B study, was the necessity of providing a backup

power system. Under Option B, the solar array

which provides primary power to the initial space

station is retained and fulfills this requirement.



Figure 10 shows system characteristics for

the nuclear reactor and two candidate conversion sys

systems. The two systems are very similar from

the integration standpoint. Weight, cost and

impact on other subsystems are very near the

same. The separation distance required, heavy

shields, non-redundant source and safety impli-

cations require special integration consideration.

The main differences are in the required operating

temperature and power level of the reactor.

This leads to different system lifetimes, power

growth capabilities, shielding weights, and

separation distance requirements'.

The potential for power growth within the

space station's lifetime and the potential growth

within reactor technology are the main advantages

reactor systems offer. The initial investment in

development and support equipment is large but

the delta costs for growth thereafter are small

compared to the other candidates.

MODULARSPACESTATION

NUCLEARREACTORSYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS

Weightwise, the nuclear reactor is at a

disadvantage, being the heaviest of the three

candidates. However, this is partially offset by

a low weight sensitivity at the higher power levels.

The requirement for keeping shuttle launchable

modules to Z0,000 lbs requires launching the

nuclear reactor in at least two modules, thus

incurring a double launch penalty. At SZS0/lb

each launch costs $5 million. Because of its

initial weight the total weight-to-orbit is higher

for the reactor also, for systems under 40 Kwe.

The use of the solar array for primary power on

the ISS could _lirninate the need for replacement

of the reactor if the mission lifetime was kept at

ten years; however, it is likely that if the GSS is

made operational in 1984, it will function beyond

the 1988 point in time and reactor replacement

would have to be considered.
J

MODULAR SPACE STATION
POWER SYSTEM COST COMPARISON
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USING 15 kWe FOR 10 YRS.

A major programmatic difference between

the nuclear reactor system and the other two

candidates is (_ cost ratio. This ratio is much

higher for the reactor, and has significant

results. First, it means that for multiple appli-

cations, the total cost of using a reactor de-

creases in relation to the other candidates. As

shown in Figure 11, at 15 Kwe no system is

cheaper than the solar array, irrespective of the

number of missions flown. However, as shown

in Figure 1_ for more thanthree Z5 Kwe, 10-year

missions, the reactor system costs less. Above

40 Kwe, the crossover occurs earlier and the

reactor is cheaper,_from the very first mission.

Secondly, a high (_ ratio is desirable from the

standpoint that whereas recurring costs involve

large capital expenditures for materials, non-

recurring costs provide jobs for people and

expand technology_a preferable situation.
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The development risks of the reactor sys-

tems vary according to the conversion system

considered. Experimental and development

models of the reactor have greatly contributed to

mapping remaining development problems. Since

remaining problems have "graceful" failure

modes, the reactor would appear to be a small

development risk for one to two years of opera-

tion. Due to development time available, the

two year plus turn-around time in the problem-

solution cycle is not as critical as when earlier

station use was considered. The thermoelectric

conversion subsystem appears also to have

"graceful" failure or degradation modes. The

temperature vs. performance vs. degradation

characteristics appear to be amenable to statis-

tical mapping so that once these trades are made,

predictable performance can be expected.

Although any higher _fficiencies ( 5%) attained

will be a function of success in the technology

program, the flexibility of the reactor source,

larger radiator area, and variations in system

weight can be considered soft constraints for

this subsystem.

The Brayton conversion system for the

reactor source is in an anticipated development

stage. If scaleup from the 2-15 Kwe machine to

a 25-40 Kwe size is successful and if projected

performance at reduced turbine inlet tempera-

ture is demonstrated, then comments before for

the Brayton in the isotope/Brayton case are

applicable here. Due to increased reactor pro-

blems at greater than 1100 ° - I200°F, and due to

Brayton efficiency or radiator problems below

1100 ° - I200°F, the reactor and Brayton suc-

cessful operation range do not overlap signifi-

cantly. Higher "maintenance weight-to-orbit,

radiator area and cost are considered soft con-

straints in case a problem develops in this area.

CONCLUSIONS

The modular space station program is

ideally suited to the application of nuclear power.

While the impetus for this application is not

present in the ISS to the degree that it was in the

33-foot station, certainly the growth flexibility

and higher ultimate power levels required for the

GSS support this conclusion. Many technical and

programmatic advantages accrue which tend to

make the overall consideration of nuclear power

more attractive when growth options such as

outlined here are considered.

The nuclear systems lack the experience

under a variety of space flight conditions that

would berequired to justify as low a development

risk as for the solar array-battery system. How-

ever, contrary to the usual case, time can be

considered somewhat of a soft constraint in

solving the development problems of either system

because of the evolving nature of the modular
station its elf.
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR OUTER PLANETS GRAND TOUR MISSIONS

R. Ivanoff and E. Royal

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The planetary alignment of the solar system during the latter half of

the 1970's makes it possible to utilize planetary swingbys for unmanned

explorations of the outer planets. The lineup of the planets during that period

will provide the rare opportunity to use this "gravity assist" swingby technique

which significantly reduces flight times over the direct trajectory approach.

The three planet Ground Tour missions encounter Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto (JSP) and

Juplter-Uranus-Neptune (JUN). These missions will require a spacecraft system

design that provides long life reliability of up to ten years in flight with the

ability to safely traverse the asteroid belt and perform multiple planet encounters

in hostile environments with large uncertainties.

The sun-spacecraft distances after Jupiter flyby, will be too great to

efficiently utilize the sun as a source of power, so these spacecraft must carry

their own on-board generated power. Several existing Advanced System Technology

projects, which had previously unrelated objectives, were coordinated and focused

to a common objective to develop elements of a Thermoelectric Outer Plants Space-

craft (TOPS). This development project was sponsored by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration and has been under study at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

for the past two and one-half years.

This presentation covers some of the advanced development activities of

TOPS that relate to RTG development and RTG-spacecraft system interfaces. These

include development activities on the multi-hundred watt RTG unit, simulation studies,

radiation mapping, shielding criteria and radiation effects testing on component

parts. Emphasis will be placed on describing the natural space and RTG radiation

environments, the effect this environment is expected to produce on the spacecraft

and the steps being taken to assure mission success. Science instruments will monitor

the interplanetary environment during the long cruise periods in addition to planetary

encounter experiments that will be performed at each planet. Without proper system

design the scientific experiments on the spacecraft would experience severe inter-

ferences to their measurement functions, so development activities include efforts

to establish design restraints which will insure that desired interplanetary and

planetary space measurements are not degraded by on-board generated RTG radiation.

(MANUSCRIPT NOT AVAILABLE)
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FIGURE 1. Four-Planet Grand Tour Trajectories 
Used in Early Mission Designs 

FIGURE 2. Three-?lanet Grand Tour Trajectories 
Proposed for Outer Planet Exploration 
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FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT
CONFIGURATION 12L

• LONG L I FE

• LONG DISI"ANCE COMMUNICATIO_i

• STRUCTURE TO INTEGRATE SUBSYSTEMS

• PROPULSION FOR MULTIPLE TRAJECTORY
CORRECTION MANEUVERS

• ENVIRONMENTAL IMMUNITY

• SOLAR INDEPENDENT POWER

\

',\

\

'\' \,\

FIGURE 3. Some o5 the Fundamental Require-

ments of a Spacecraft Design for

Outer Planet Missions

FIGURE 5. Spacecraft Conceptual Design

PRESENT ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

• TECHNOLOGY SELECTION FOR ENGINEERING SUBSYSTEMS

• LONG LIFE RELIABILITY CONCEPTS

• SCIENCE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS

• COMPUTER CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS FOR AUTOMATIC
SPACECRAFT

• MAGNETICALLY CLEAN REQUIREMENTS

• SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION

• MULTI-HUNDRED WATT RTG

• RADIATION MAPPING AND ANALYSIS

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR

OUTER PLANET MISSIONS

• LAUNCH

• ACOUSTIC NOISE, SHOCK, VIBRATION, AIR-TO-
VACUUM TRANSITION AND STATIC ACCELERATION

• ON BOARD GENERATED

• RTG RADIATION (GAMMA RAYS & NEUTRONS),

EXCESS REJECTED HEAT AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

• ASTEROID BELT

• PARTICLES AND MICROMETEROIDS

• LONG INTERPLANETARY CRUISE

• DECREASING SOLAR CONSTANT, SOLAR FLARES

AND SOLAR WIND

• PLANETARY

• RADIATION/TRAPPED BELTS AROUND PLANETS AND

PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS

FIGURE 4. Advanced Development Activities

Requ£red for Outer Planet Missions
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FIGURE 6. Environmental Considerations

for Outer Planet Missions



(EARTH,JUPITER

AND SOLAR)

(JUPITER AND

EARTH)

NATURAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

ENERGY

RADIATION (MeV)
PEAK FLU_X FLUENCE

(PARTICLES/crn_Isec) (PARTICLESIcm 23

PROTONS

ELECTRONS

1-10 4.0 x 108 8.6 x 1010

10-100 7.0 x 106 4.0 x 1012

>100 1.5 x 108 1.6 x 1012

3-10 1.2 x I08 5.1 x 1010

10-30 2.2 x I0/ 2.2 x 1011

>30 3.5 x 10/ 3.5 x lOll

POWER SOURCE ISODOSE DISTRIBUTION

FIGURE 7. Natural Radiation Environment

Produced by Solar and Interplanetary

Radiation; Jupiter Trapped Radiation

FIGURE 9. Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator

Power Source Radiation Free Field

Dose Rate

POWER SOURCE ISOFLUX OlSTRI6UIION

,_ -a- -u-6 _,

CONCLUSIONS

• SPACE AND PLANETARYRADIATION CHARACTERISTICS AND MAGNITUDE

• RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPACECRAFT POWER SOURCES

• RESPONSE SENSITIVITY OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

• EFFECTSON COMPONENTSAND MATERIALS

• SPACECRAFTRADIATION DISTRIBUTION

• DETERMINATION OF RADIATION ffFECTS ONTHE SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS,

COMPONENTSAND MATERIALS

• ACCELERATEDTESTING

• DETECTOR TESTS

• RIM TESIS

FIGURE 8. Radioisotope Thermoelectric

Generator Power Source Free Field

Radiation Flux Distribution

FIGURE i0.
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IMPACT OF RADIATION DOSE ON

NUCLEAR SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION

C. A. Goetz and M. P. Billings

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - West

Huntington Beach, California

ABSTRACT

This paper assesses the impact of nuclear radiation (from the NERVA propulsion system) on the selection of a

reference configuration for each of two classes of the Reusable Nuclear Shuttle (RNS). One class was

characterized by a single propellant tank, the shape of whose bottom was found to have a pronounced effect

on crew radiation levels and associated shield weight requirements. A trade study of shield weight versus

structural weight indicated that the minimum-weight configuration for this class had a tank bottom in the

shape of a frustum of a 10°-half-angle cone. A hybrid version of this configuration was found to affect crew

radiation levels in substantially the same manner.

The other class of RNS consisted of a propulsion module and eight propellant modules. Radiation analyses of

various module arrangements led to a design configuration with no external shield requirements.

CREDIT

The material presented herein was generated by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company West in

support of the Nuclear Flight System Definition Study conducted under contract NAS8-24714 for the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.

Calculational techniques used in generating these data were developed under the Independent Research and

Development Account No. S.O. 80205-007.

INTRODUCTION

Current interest in space nuclear propulsion is centered on the

Reusable Nuclear Shuttle (RNS). Prospective missions include

transportation of large payloads between low earth and

synchronous orbits and between low earth and lunar orbits.

Interaction with other vital components of such a transportation

network is illustrated in Figure 1 for the lunar shuttle mission.

Two classes of the RNS are under consideration, these being a

single-module class and a multi-module class, as shown in Figure

2. Each class has a total propellant capacity of about 300,000

pounds of liquid hydrogen. They may be distinguished as

follows:

Single-module class--A single propellant tank, 33 ft in

diameter (or a hybrid version using a

small run tank in combination with

the single main tank), placed in earth

orbit by the Intermediate-21 launch

vehicle

Multi-module class--An arrangement of a propulsion

module plus 8 propellant modules,

each of which is compatible with the

15-ft-dia by 60-ft-long cargo hold of

the Space Shuttle, which transports

them into earth orbit for subsequent

assembly there

NUCLEAR SHUTTLE SYSTEM OPERATIONS

5. LUNAR OR BIT TO LUr']AR ,4_

SURFACE SHUTfLE ---,_ _

2- SPACE SHUTTLE /'_ _./_-_h

,BOOSTER'- ,. EUSABLENUCLEAR \|

// k '_",-_._ _---1-qt'4.EARTH ORBIT

[/ I_ /T Q_-':_I_;Pf/ SPACE BASE

_ "5,._._/ _ L----- REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE (RNS)

•.- ,i.=,_ /_--'X_'-_"'_"_"C::_/S PACE TUG 2_-- SPACE SHUTTLE (EARTH TO ORB IT)

_'_-- _'L"_ _PACF SHUT__'E ...... 3.-- LUNAR ORBITAL SPACE STATION

/. _L. (_OVRABL_.E_Rr_u 4.-- EARTH ORBITAL SPACE BASE

t_ PROPELLA_/MAINTENANCE 5 .... LUNAR ORBIT TO LUNAR SURFACE SHUTTLE

DEPOT SURFACE BASE AND RETURN SHUTTLE

Radiation analyses were conducted on these concepts to identify

the effects of propellant tank geometry on crew radiation levels

and consequent shield weight requirements. Results from these

investigations had a substantial impact on the selection of a

reference configuration for each RNS class.
FIGURE i.
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SINGLE - MODULE CLASS MULTI - MODULE CLASS

@
@

STANDARD HYBRID CLUSTER CRUCIFORM

O
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SELECTION OF POINT KERNEL METHOD

• EASE OF USE FOR SURVEY WORK

• ACCORD WI IH EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON SIMULATED

NUCLEAR ENGINE/LH 2 TANK CONFIGURATION

PATCH CODE FEATURES

• DIRECT EVALUATtON OF UNCOLLIDED RADIATIONCD

TRANSMITTED THROUGH PROPELLANT TANK

• AUTOMATED CALCULATION OF SCAIIERINGC_ AND

SECONDARY EVENTS I N PROPELLANT TANK

• DETECTOR RESPONSE TALLIED BY SHIELD ZONE C_ TRANSMISSION

DOSE T

ATTER

INT

'_ SOURCE

POINT

The potential influence of tank geometry on crew radiation levels

arose from the fact that the propellant could provide significant

reduction of crew dose due to nuclear engine radiation over the

entire time period of the mission. Thus there was an incentive for

effective utilization of the propellant to reduce the weight of

3hielding needed to meet the stipulated crew dose.

CALCULATION METHODS

The calculational techniques shown in Figure 3 were used in

these analyses. Data on the engine and its radiation sources were

based on the May 1969 Common Radiation Analysis Model, _

except as modified in Reference 2. These data, together with

data providing a model of each propellant tank design, were

supplied as input to the PATCH point kernel code 3 (or the

SOBER Monte Carlo code*) to calculate dose rate as a function

of propellant level in the tank. These dose rate data were broken

down into the contributions from each particular zone of a disk

shield, located between engine and tank, through which the

radiation had been transmitted (Figure 4).

V

FIGURE 4. PATCH POINT KERNEL CODE

The next step in the procedure was to equate propellant level to

drain time and to use the DOSE code to perform an integration

of the dose rate over time. The resulting dose by shield zone was

then coupled with data on shield geometry and shield material

attenuation and, using the Lagrange multiplier formulation

incorporated in the ZONER code, an optimum distribution of

shield material was calculated for the external disk shield. The

filial result was payload dose as a function of shield weight.

The bulk of the dose rate analyses were accomplished using point

kernel techniques. Selection of this method was based on (l) the

utility of the point kernel technique for survey work and (2) the

general accord shown between point kernel calculations and

experimental data on simulated nuclear engine/propellant tank

configurations. 4 The PATCH code (see Figure 4) provided the

requisite utility and accuracy and, in addition, offered unique

features of particular benefit to this study:

(1) direct evaluation of the dose from single-scatter and

secondary production events in the tank, as well as the

usual calculation of line-of-sight contributions,

(2) tallying of detector response by the specific shield

zone through which the radiation had been

transmitted,

(3) rapid determination of fluxes at scattering centers by

interpolating tabular data in lieu of integration over all

volume sources.

FIGURE 3. MDAC COMPUTER CODE OPERATIONS SEQUENCE

*.4 McDonnell Douglas adaptation of the FASTER Code s .
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EFFECTS OF CONFIGURATION ON DOSE RATE

Detailed calculations of crew dose rate, integrated dose and

attendant disk shield weight requirements were performed for a

number of candidate configurations for each RNS class. For the

single-module configurations, this activity necessitated a

continuing, intensive evaluation of results in order to develop an

understanding of the effect of the tank configuration on the

radiation protection requirements. Through this understanding, a

family of tank configurations of interest with respect to potential

reduction of shield weight were identified for detailed evaluation.

Single-Module Class

The configurations investigated for potential application in the

single-module class are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The designs

shown in Figure 5 were distinguishable solely by the shape of the

tank bottom, which was either ellipsoidal (with a x/2:l ratio of

radius to depth) or basically conical (with a half-angle of 8, 10,

15 or 30 degrees). The tank designs shown in Figure 6 employed

baffles which retained a portion of the propellant in a

configuration which enhanced its time-integrated shielding

worth.
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Tank geometrical differences were found to affect the crew dose

and attendant shield weight requirements in several ways. Figure

7 exhibits one of these geometrical effects: the difference in

terminal dose rate due to tank bottom shape. The data displayed

correspond to a residual propellant weight of 3,500 lbs. This

represents the minimum amount of liquid hydrogen reserved for

final aftercooling of the engine. The shape of the tank bottom

determines the level of this liquid in the tank. The narrower tank

bottoms result in higher LH 2 levels and correspondingly lower

direct radiation levels above the tank.

Figure 8 illustrates another important geometrical

effect: differences in the rate at which the propellant is

decreasing. A rapid drop rate means that less time is spent at high

radiation levels. It should be noted that the configurations with

the highest drop rates are the same ones which have the lowest

terminal dose rates.

The configurations shown in Figure 6 represented a conscious

attempt to exploit such phenomena. These so-called internal tank

designs employed baffles which retained a portion of the

propellant in a configuration which enhanced its time-integrated

shielding worth. The idea was to simulate the behavior of the

narrow-angle tank bottoms by artificially producing a fast drop

rate and low radiation transmission through the inner tank near

the end of engine burn. These configurations had the possible

advantage of reducing overall stage length relative to the

low-angle conical designs.
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FIGURE 6. CANDIDATE LH 2 TANK CONFIGURATIONS
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Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 shows the different variation

with time of the dose rates for configurations with and without

an internal tank. The direct dose rate represents the radiation

which reaches the dose point without making any collisions in

the propellant tank. The variation of this dose rate with LH2

level is identical in both configurations. The variation of this dose

rate with drain time, however, is substantially different. This

difference is solely attributable to the difference in drop rates

between the liquid in the central column in one case and the

liquid in the unbaffled tank in the other.
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The advantage of the internal tank design in reducing the direct

dose is partially offset, however, by scattering events. Such

scattering is particularly significant during drainage of the inner

tank, when the outer tank is empty (or nearly so). During this

time period, radiation scattered from the walls of the empty

outer tank can reach the dose point without interference from

the propellant in the inner tank, except when the latter is nearly

full. Hence there is a plateau in the scattered dose rate, extending

over a wide range of propellant levels in the inner tank - from

the nearly-full condition to the nearly-empty situation, where

direct transmission through the inner tank propellant begins to

dominate.

Multi-Module Class

Radiation analyses of configurations for the multi-module class

RNS concentrated on the effects of module arrangement on crew

dose rather than the effects of individual tank shape. The module

diameters were restricted by launch considerations to 15 feet, at

which value the effect of tank shape on crew radiation protection

requirements was significantly diminished from that associated

with the single-module class. In the survey of several candidate

designs for a reference configuration for this RNS class, two key

factors which affected crew radiation levels were identified:

the 8 propellant modules should be arranged so that a

minimum of two propellant modules, plus the run

tank, are between the engine and crew while outboard

tanks drain

the crew dose is then due almost entirely to dose

transmitted through these in-line tanks as they drain

and, hence, is directly related to engine/crew

separation distance.
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These findings are illustrated by the dose rate data for various

inboard tank arrangements shown in the following table. The

indicated dose rates would be obtained throughout the period

when the outboard tanks are draining, this being ~400

seconds/tank.

Number of Dose Rate Transmission

Inboard Modules Through Inboard Tanks, Rem/hr

1 + Run Tank

2 + Run Tank

1

2

Cluster Cruciform

16 3

0.5 <0.1

_37 _9

_1 _0.1

RESULTS

Single-Module Class

An overall comparison of the relative shielding merits of a

representative selection of tank configurations is provided by

Figure 11. These results demonstrate that conventionally

designed tanks which subtend large solid angles (with respect to

the engine source center) require impractically large shield

weights. This result is particularly evident for the ellipsoidal tank

bottom configuration and, to a lesser extent, for the 30 °

half-angle design.

It can also be seen that the use of internal tanks is an effective

means of reducing shield weight requirements. Part of this

reduction is offset, however, by increased structural weight and

by supplementary shield weight to reduce off-axis doses. Such

weight penalites are not shown in this illustration.

The simplest and most effective means of achieving the radiation

criterion is through the use of narrow-bottom tanks. Reduction

of the tank bottom cone angle produces the following effects,

which act in concert to reduce shield requirements:

• Lower terminal dose rate due to higher level of residual

LH2

• Decreased time of exposure to high dose rates due to

faster LH2 drop rate

• Increased separation distance

Smaller fraction of engine leakage radiation

intercepted by LH2 tank and scattered to the crew

location

• Smaller cross sectional area of external disk shield

A trade study of structural and shield weight indicated a broad

minimum in total weight below a cone half-angle of about 10 °. A

hybrid version using a small tank in combination with the main

tank showed similar effects on crew radiation levels while

conferring some operational benefits in the area of propellant

management. This configuration, shown in Figure 12, was

selected as the McDonnell Douglas reference design for the Class

1 (or Single-Module) RNS.

DOSE VERSUS

SHIELD WEIGHT
SINGLE. MODULE

CLASS RNS

zo4 -

103 _ _._

101 _ _ _ _'_ 15O/cYL
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CLASS 1 SINGLE-MODULE HYBRID RNS

COMMAND O?dO  RO,LL, O?U,6

PROPULSION MODU IF (60 FT)

NEFI

FIGURE ii. DOSE VERSUS SHIELD WEIGHT

Slngle- Module Class RNS FIGURE 12.
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Figure 13 shows the variation of dose rate with time for the

reference design. Figure 14 presents the minimum shield weight

requirements as a function of radiation level forward of the main

tank. These data reflect no credit for inherent radiation

attenuation by the crew compartment structure and equipment

and neglect secondary gamma radiation due to neutron capture

in the disk shield (estimated at approximately 3 rem 6).

In determining disk shield weight, a radiation criterion of 30 rem

was used, based on a crew allowable dose of 10 rem per mission

and a crew compartment dose attenuation factor of 3, which is

representative of a modified Apollo command module.

Allowing for a 10 percent uncertainty in the calculated dose, the

total shield weigh t needed to reduce the crew dose to 10 rem is

6,200 lb, signifying a disk shield weight of 2,900 lbs. This result

is based on (1) a 3,500-1b LH2 residual; (2) a 3-zone disk shield

with radii of 25.5, 40 and 50 inches; and (3) a 160-in.-dia run

tank. Table 1 compares the required shield weights for other

values of propellant residual and run tank diameter.
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SHIELD WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS
FOR SINGLE-MODULE CLASS HYBRID RNS

1%25

RUN TANK DIAN_[TER, IN- _2 1121 112/ 160 1 160

*SHIELD WEIGHT TO REDUCE CALCULATED DOSE U FT ABOVE TANK TO 27 REM,

USING A 3,300-LB INERNAL SHIELD AND AN EXTERNAL 3-ZONE DISK SHIELD

WITH RADII OF 25.5, 40 AND 50 IN.

TABLE i. SHIELD WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SINGLE-

MODULE CLASS HYBRID RNS

Multi-Module Class

Several arrangements of propellant modules, in conjunction with

a propulsion module, were investigated for potential application

to the multi-module class. A comparison of the u'nshielded doses

11 feet in advance of the forward propellant module of each of

three different configurations is provided in Table 2. The

difference in dose between different configurations is due to the

difference in separation distancgs, which, as indicated, has a

major effect.
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DOSE PER MISSION FOR MULTIMODULE

CLASS RNS CONFIGURATIONS

MODU_ ARRANGEMENT

ENGINEICREW
SEPARATION 529FT

GAMMA DOSE

DIRECT

INBOARD SCATTER

INBOARD CAPTURE

OUTBOARD SCATTER

TOTAL GAMMA

CLUSTER CRUCIFORM
DESIGN DESIGN

169FT 289FT

]q REM 14 REM

33 8

g 1

6 1

87REM 23 REM

_DOSECORRESPONDINGTO3500-LBLH2 RESIDUAL,3300-LB INTERNALSHIELD

AND NODISK SHIELD

TANDEM
DESIGN

4 REM

2

O

O

6 REM

TABLE 2. DOSE PER MISSION FOR MULTIMODULE

CLASS RNS CONFIGURATIONS

The results in Table 2 are based on a drainage sequence in which

the outboard propellant modules are drained first. The reverse

situation would expose the crew to high dose rates over the

drainage period of the outboard modules. Such high dose rates

would result from the transmission of radiation through the

empty inboard modules. As noted previously, the time-integrated

crew dose is essentially due to dose transmission through the

inboard propellant modules, this being accumulated during the

period of drain of the mn tank and the last two full inboard

modules. This result is illustrated for the cluster configuration in

Figure 15 and is invariant with module arrangement for the

configurations indicated.

19540

The cruciform configuration was selected as the McDonnell

Douglas reference design for the multi-module class RNS. This

configuration, illustrated in Figure 16, meets the crew dose

criterion without the need for external shielding.

Figure 17 shows the variation of the gamma dose rate with LH2

drainage time for the reference design. The neutron dose rate is

not shown as it is appreciable only when the propellant is nearly

exhausted and is not a significant contributor to the overall dose.

Most of the dose is due to radiation which is transmitted without

collision through the inboard tanks or which undergoes some

scattering or capture interaction there. A recognizable but small

(_ 1 rem) dose contribution is due to scatter from the structural

materials of the empty outboard tanks. Most of this contribution

is accumulated during the drain period of the last three inboard

modules plus the run tank. When the fourth, most forward

inboard module is full, it provides appreciable attenuation of this

scattered radiation. Thus scatter from propellant and structural

materials in the outboard modules is insignificant during the

entire period of drain of the outboard tanks.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study was initiated when it became evident that the RNS

propellant provided potentially significant attenuation of

radiation emitted by the nuclear engine. It was recognized that

large shield weight savings could be realized by the effective use

of the propellant in protecting the crew. Consequently shielding

analyses were made to identify the effects of propellant tank

geometry and drainage sequence on crew radiation levels and

attendant shield weight requirements.

The results of this study clearly demonstrated that overall weight

savings were possible through enlightened design of propellant

tank geometry and drainage schedule. The conclusions

summarized in Figure 18 provided a substantial impact on the

selection of a reference configuration for each RNS class. The

Single-Module design ultimately showed a rdduction of several

thousand pounds over the previous 15 ° baseline design while the

Multi-Module design obviated the need for an external shield.

19539

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
IN RNS SHIELDINGANALYSES

SINGLE-MODULECLASS

• LARGE-SOL)D-ANGLE CONVENTIONAL TANK BOTTOMSREQUI RELARGE SHIELD WEIGHTS

• INTERNAL TANKS ARE PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE IN REDUCING SHIELD WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS

• SMALL-ANGLETANK BOTTOMSOFFERSIMPLEST, MOSTEFFECTIVEWAY TOCUT SHIELD REQUIREMENTS

• LOWERTERMINAL DOSE RATEDUE TOHIGHER LEVELOF RESIDUAL LH2

• DECREASEDTIME OFEXPOSURETO HIGH DOSE PARS DUETO FASTERLH2 DROP PATE

• INCREASED SEPARATION DISTANCE

• SMALLERFRACTION OF ENGINE LEAKAGEPAD IATION INTERCEPTEDBY LH2 TANK AND
SCATTEREDTO CREWLOCATION

SMALLERCROSS-SECTIONAL AREAOF EXTERNALDISK SHIELD

• HYBRID (RUN TANK) DESIGN PROVIDES COMPARABLYLOW SHIELD WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS

MULTIMODULECLASS

• INHERENT FLEXIBILITY OF CONCEPTCAN BE EXPLOITEDTO ELIMINATE NEEDFOR EXTERNALSHIELD

• SEPARATION DISTANCE PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE

• MINIMUM INBOARD PROPELLANTINVENTORY SUPPLIED BYTWO PROPELLANTMODULES PLUS RUN TANK

• OUTBOARDPROPELLANTMODULES SHOULDBEDRAINED FIRST

FIGURE 18. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS IN RNS

SHIELDING ANALYSES

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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EFFECTS OF RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

ON REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE SYSTEM

A. G. Lane

Space Division, North American Rockwell

Since radiation protection for a manned nuclear rocket represents the most significant design constraint, major

emphasis has been placed upon parametric tradeoff analyses of a wide spectrum of alternate tank configurations to minimize

both primary and secondary, direct and scattered radiation sources emanating from the NERVA (nuclear engine for rocket

vehicle application). The analytical approach utilizing point kernel techniques is described and detailed data are presented on

the magnitude of neutron/gamma doses for different locations. Dose rates are presented for both engine firing and

post-shutdown periods. Conical aft bulkhead geometries employing a range of included half cone-angles from 5-15 degrees

and end cap radii from 25 to 125 inches were evaluated. Single-tank configurations utilizing smaller cone angles and end cap

radii were found to minimize integral radiation levels, hence, stage shielding-weight penalties for shuttle missions. This is due

to the greater payload separation distance, reduction of the effective energy disposition and scattering centers in the aft end

of the tank, and greater depth of the liquid hydrogen propellant for radiation attenuation at any given time during the

draining cycle for a fixed tank propellant capacity. Hybrid configurations employing an upper tank with a reduced cone angle

and end cap radius results in low integral payload doses primarily due to the increased separation distance caused by the

elongation of the larger capacity upper tank. A preliminary radiation damage assessment is discussed of possible reusable

nuclear shuttle (RNS) materials, components, and subsystems, and the possible effects of the radiation environment on

various phases of RNS mission operations, i.e., maintenance, rendezvous, docking, and engine disposal.

One of the major problems in designing nuclear propulsion vehicles is

providing adequate shielding from the system's radiation environment. The

prime mover behind the design definition of the reusable nuclear shuttle

(RNS) has been the design of configurations that minimize neutron and

gamma radiation levels to the man-rated payloads and radiation sensitive

components and subsystems.

Since radiation protection for a manned payload represents the most

serious design constraint, a major emphasis has been placed upon a

parametric tradeoff analyses of a wide spectrum of alternate tank

configurations to minimize primary and secondary, direct and scattered

radiation sources emanating from the NERVA engine.

The discussion of tank configurations presented in this paper is

primarily concerned with two promising classes of RNS configurations

recently evaluated; (1)a single conical tank configuration employing aft

bulkhead geometries with included half cone-angles less than 15 degrees and

closing end-cap radii from 25 to 125 inches, and (2)hybrid configurations

employing a separate large-capacity propellant module which includes a

smaller capacity, small diameter propellant tank adjacent to the NERVA
engine.

Also discussed are the possible effects of the radiation environment

for a selected RNS vehicle configuration on various mission operations for a
reference lunar shuttle mission.

Finally, a preliminary radiation damage assessment of candidate RNS

materials, components, and subsystems for a selected candidate vehicle

configuration is briefly reviewed. The damage assessment is based upon

requirements for a maximum lO-hour NERVA engine operation imposed by

engine design requirements.

ANALYSIS APPROACH TO

TANK CONFIGURATIONS

The majority of the radiation calculations for this study were

performed utilizing point kernel techniques on the IBM 360, model 65

computer system at North American Rockwell's Space Division. The point
kernel techniques represent the most efficient and least costly method of

preliminary analysis of the radiation environment of a wide variety of

nuclear stage configurations and tank geometries. A flow chart summary of

the computational methods employed in this study is shown in Figure 1.

The QAD-B and GR-34 point kernel programs, originally developed

by LASL (Reference 1 ), were the basic tools employed in the analysis. The

Space Division version of the QAD-B program is designed to calculate

neutron or gamma radiation levels at detector points located within or

outside a complex radiation source geometry which can be described by a

combination of quadratic surfaces. The program evaluates the material

thicknesses intercepted along the line-of-sight from the source point to the

detector point. These material thicknesses or path lengths then are

employed in attenuation functions to calculate the multigroup flux levels,

dose rates, or heating rates at the detector. The attenuation function for

gamma rays employs exponential attenuation with an infinite medi_tm

buildup factor. Two neutron attenuation functions are included: (l)a
modified Albert-Welton function for calculating fast neutron dose rates

using removal cross-sections and (2) a monovariant polynominal expressioll

for computing neutron spectra and dose rates using infinite media moments
data.

I CRAMREFERENCEDATA]
PVARA.EXTRA'?VARASOURCES

DIRECT,SINGLYSCATTERED
GAMMA DOSERATES

SIMULATESOURCEANISOTROPY
EVALUATEPARAMETRICSHADOWSHIELDS
SINGLYSCAITEREDDOSERATES

SHIELDWEIGHTOPTIMIZATION
PAYLOADDOSEVS SHIELDOR SYSTEMWEIGHT

tCONSOLIDATEDINTOG4SCATPROGRAM

Figure 1. Computational Methodology

NEUTRON.GAMMADOSERATES,
HEATINGRATES,ISO-CONTOURS
SPECTRA
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The Space Division version of the GR-34 program calculates the direct

gamma radiation levels from a point source to a point detector as in QAD.

Similarly, the attentuation function for gamma rays also employs exponen-
tial attenuation with infinite medium buildup factors. Hence, the difference

between the direct radiation levels with buildup and without buildup, can

be taken (in most instances) to be a somewhat conservative estimate of the

scattered radiation level. However, the GR-34 program allows a calculation

of the first photon or gamma ray scattering event analytically. The

scattering medium for the first photon collision is described by a series of

spatial points representing volume elements. Gamma scattering prediction is
based on multigroup Klein-Nishina differential angular cross-sections. The

source energy groups are degraded according to the Compton relationship of

energy ratio versus scattering angle. A scattering event contribution is

calculated for each volume element and the gamma levels at the detector

point are generated by summing contributions from the first scattering

event. The radiation levels may be calculated for cases either" with or

without tl_e application of an infinite medium buildup factor along the

scattered leg. Thus, the GR-34 is analogous to the Monte Carlo method for

treating line sources until the occurrence of the first collision event.

The SCATBLOCK program, originally developed by Aerojet Nuclear

Systems Company (Reference 2), has been modified by Space Division and
is included as an optional subroutine within the GR-34 program. The

resulting program which requires no tapes is called G4 SCAT. SCATBLOCK

uses an array of scattered gamma dose rates calculated by the main program

and calculates gamma kerma rates when disk shields of arbitrary location

and radius are placed between the source and scatter points. This allows the

calculations necessary for the design of a scatter gamma shield to be carried

out parametrically for each shield configuration without the complicated

problem setups and longer computer run times of the ,more general

G4 SCAT or QAD-B programs.
The WANG-R is a Space Division modification of a program originally

developed by Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company (Ref. 2) which is used to

generate values of integral radiation doses as a function of shield and/or

system weight. The principal input parameters are doses from individual

PVARA (pressure vessel and reactor assembly) and from sources external to
PVARA, tables of shield weight as a function of size, and matrices of trans-

mission factors for each source as a function of shield size. Since these

inputs are easily varied, parametric shield studies may be accomplished

rapidly and inexpensively.

Mathematical models for the various tank propellant configurations

were sized for an initial LH2 propellant capacity of 300,000 pounds with an

LH 2 residual capacity of 5000 pounds after engine shutdown for post-

shutdown cooling requirements. Tank propellant drainage curves were
developed on the basis of a nominal LH 2 flow rate of 91.4 pound-second "1

A 3300-pound internal engine shield was assumed for all calculations. The

G4 SCAT point kernal program was utilized in the determination of

tank-top gamma kerma rates from both PVARA and external sources.

An extrapolation of the multiregion PVARA volume source to a single

point source at the core midplane, as well as the utilization of anisotropy

factors for the PVARA point source extrapolations, was the general

technique employed in the current analysis, for PVARA source contribu-

tions to tank top integral dose. A more detailed discussion of technique may

be found in Reference 3. Identical photon thirteen-group energy structures,

energy spectrums, and source strengths were utilized in all calculations.

Multigroup source data for the external sources analyzed, i.e., the

PDL (pump discharge line) and TCA (thrust chamber assembly) were

developed from the CRAM data (Reference 4).

The multipoint source distributions in this reference were collapsed

into three effective PDL sources and four effective TCA sources, respec-

tively. Similarly, the LH2 capture gamma sources were derived for four

effective point sources.
The integral-tank top gamma doses represent the summation of each

effective source contribution for the three aforementioned external sources.

The general geometry model for the various tank configurations is

shown in Figure 2. The on-axis separation distance from the PVARA

midplane to .the tank bottom was 200 inches for all tank configurations
evaluated.

TANK TOP

TANGENT PLANE / I /

HALF CONE-ANGLE "x_ /

CAP RADIU! I"_ /

ENGINE-STAGE INTERFACE / 200 INCHES

ENGINE CORE CENTER /

Figure 2. Tank Configurations Geometry Model

SINGLE CONICAL TANK CONFIGURATIONS

Early RNS parametric design analyses as discussed in Reference 5 led

to the preliminary conclusion that the optimum single tank configuration

for manned applications was one employing an aft bulkhead geometry with

an eight-degree half cone-angle and an end cap radius of 25 inches.
The shield weight data utilized in the parametric tradeoff analyses was

derived from this preliminary screening which considered tank top dose

contributions from the PVARA source. Conical aft bulkhead configurations

were evaluated that employed varying half cone-angles of 5 to 15 degrees

and end cap radii of 25, 50, 75, and 100 inches.
However, a more detailed analysis of selected single-tank conical

configurations was undertaken to substantiate the results of the preliminary

screening analysis. The computations were performed with the G4 SCAT

pgint kernel program for tank configurations with an initial LH 2 capacity of

300,000 pounds. More detailed drainage curves were developed based on the

evaluation of tank-top gamma kerma rates at five representative propellant
levels during the course of the tank drain.

Comparisons of the more detailed calculations for PVARA tank top

dose with similar results obtained during the preliminary screening analysis

confirmed the effectiveness of the earlier approach (Table 1).

The more detailed G4 SCAT point kernel calculations for both

PVARA and external source contributions are shown in Table 2 for single

tank conical configurations with aft bulkhead geometries employing half

cone-angles of 8, 10, 12, and 15 degrees and end cap radii of 25, 50, 75, and

100inches. The on-axis tank-top integral gamma dose values in Table 2

represent the summation of the PVARA and external source contributions.
The aforementioned dose values are all based on the common assumptions

of an initial LH 2 tank capacity of 300,000 pounds, a terminating LH 2

residual of 5,000 pounds at engine shutdown, and a 3300-pound internal

NERVA shield. Similarly, the relative gamma kerma levels are displayed in

Figure 3 as a function of varying half cone-angles from 8 to 15 degrees and

end cap radii extending from 25 to 100 inches. Both Figure 3 and Table 2

further substantiate the results of the earlier preliminary screening analysis

which indicated three reasons that single tank conical configurations with

aft bulkhead geometries employing both reduced half cone-angles and end

cap radii minimize integral tank top dose for a fixed propellant capacity:

(1) greater source-to-tank top detector separation distance, (2) reduced

effective energy deposition and scattering centers in the aft end of the

propellant tank, and (3) greater depths of the LH2 propellant column for
radiation attenuation at any specified time during the tank draining cycle.

For example, the single tank configuration employing an eight-degree half

cone-angle and 25-inch end cap radius exhibits a source-to-detector

separation distance of 561inches greater than a configuration employing a
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15-degree, 100-inch cap radius for a fixed LH 2 tank capacity of

300,000 pounds. Additionally, the depth of the LH2 column at the end of

the engine burn (5000-pound LH 2 residual) is 198 inches greater for an

eight-degree half cone-angle, 25-inch end cap radius aft bulkhead geometry

than a conical configuration employing a 15-degree half cone-angle,

IO0-inch end cap radius. This increased column depth represents approxi-

mately two photon relaxation lengths in LH 2.

Additionally, an extension of the analysis to a cap radius of
125 inches would demonstrate that the tank-top integral dose values tend to

converge at this radius regardless of the half cone-angle since the three

principal factors described become nearly equivalent in a practical sense.

This premise is evidenced in Table 2 which shows a variation in tank length

of only 85inches (1,297inches to 1,212inches)at a cap radius of

125inches over the range of half cone-angles from 8 to 15degrees.

Similarly, the depth of the LH 2 column near the termination of the tank

drain tends to converge near a cap radius of 125 inches (Figure 4) for a

propellant level of 7500 pounds near the end of the engine firing. Hence,

the drainage rate histories are nearly equal during the time interval where

the most significant portion of the total tank top integral dose is

accumulated. Additionally, the geometric surface area and, consequently,

the energ_ deposition near the tank bottom is controlled principally by the

magnitude of the end cap radius for large values of cap radii, within the

range of the evaluated half cone-angles.

The parametric data also illustrates the dominating influence of

reduction in cap radius on minimizing the tank top integral dose. For

example, it is shown in Figure 3 that the aft bulkhead geometry employing

an 8-degree half cone-angle and a 25-inch end cap radius lowers the tank

top integral dose. However, the aft bulkhead geometry employing a

lO-degree half cone-angle and 25-inch end cap radius has about a 20-percent

lower relative tank top integral dose than an aft bulkhead geometry

employing an 8-degree half cone-angle and a 50-inch end cap radius

although the tank lengths are approximately equal for the two configura-

tions as shown in Table 2. This effect is principally due to the longer LH 2

column and, hence, great shielding effectiveness afforded by the smaller

25-inch cap radius during the latter stages of the tank drain cycle.

In ord¢r to determine whether an appreciable "viewing" effect around

the shadow of the LH 2 column occurs in the 8-degree half cone-angle

geometry employing the 25-inch end cap radius, PVARA and PDL tank top
integral doses were evaluated at radial detector locations of 132.5 and

196.85 inches, respectively. Comparisons with on-axis tank integral doses

are shown in Table 3 for an axial detector location 2067 inches abovethe
core's midplane and LH 2 residual of 5000 pounds. The PVARA tank top

integral doses are shown to increase from 22.6 rem on axis to 26.5 rem near

the outer radius of the tank, a factor of about 1.16. Similarly, the PDL tank

top integral dose varies from 6.58 rem on axis to 8.41 rem near the outer

radius of the tank, a factor of about 1.28.

Table 2. Tank Top D_ Comparl_n fm Conical Geo_lr_:s
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External disk-shield weight variations with end cap radius and half

cone-angle for the single tank conical configurations are shown in Figure 5

for a tank-top integral dose criterion of 10 rein. Aft bulkhead geometries

employing half cone-angles from 8 to 15 degrees and end cap radii from 25

to 100 inches were evaluated.

The external shield weights were derived from the data for the on-axis

integral dose (both PVARA and external sources) shown in Table 2. The

xtemal disk shield weights are shown to vary from about 4,000 pounds for

,.le 8-degree half cone-angle and 254nch end cap radius aft bulkhead

geometry, to about 13,000 pounds for a 15-degree half cone-angle, 100-inch

end cap radios aft bulkhead geometry using a lO-rem tank top dose

criterion. As expected, the external shield weight curves shown in Figure 5
have similar characteristics to their counterpart, the relative tank-top dose

plots shown in Figure 3 as a function of half cone-angle and end cap radius.

COMPARISON OF RNS CONFIGURATION CLASSES
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The previously discussed parametric analysis of single conical tank

configurations established the basis for comparison of three classes of

candidate RNS tank configurations: single tank conical, modified dual cell,

and hybrid (shown in Figure 6). It has been established that the aft

bulkhead geometry is the dominant factor in reduction of the tank top dose

for a fixed LH 2 tank capacity, internal engine shield, and separation

distance between the engine (reactor core) midplane and tank bottom.

Three tentative baseline configurations representing the three compar-

ison classes are:

I. Single-tank conical configuration, employing an 8-degree half cone-

angle and a 25-inch end cap radius

2. Modified dual-cell configuration, employing the single-tank aft bulk-

head geometry of (I) with a "shortened" 50-inch radius inner cell

3. Hybrid dual-tank configuration, employing a small tank (9300 pound

LH 2 capacity) that interfaces with the NERVA engine and a larger
tank (290,000 pound LH2 capacity) utilizing an aft bulkhead

geometry with an 8-degree half cone-angle with a 40-inch end cap

radius.
The evaluation of the tank-top integral direct and scattered gamma

dose contributions from both the PVARA and external sources for the three

configurations is summarized in Table 4.
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SINGLE-TANK CONICAL CONFIGURATION

The table shows the increased relative importance of the external

source contributions to the total dose for the single conical tank

configuration. The external source contributions represent about 43 percent

of the total on-axis tank top integral dose of 38 rein. This point is illustrated

in Figures 7 and 8, which depict on-axis tank-top gamma kerma rates and

integral gamma doses, respectively, as a function of time prior to

completion of the tank drain for the 8-degree, 25-inch conical tank

geometry.

A Monte Carlo analysis of this tank configuration (Reference 6)

generally confirms Space Division's assessment of the influence of half

cone-angle and end cap radius on tank top radiation levels.

MODIFIED DUAL-CELL CONFIGURATION

The modified dual-cell configuration employs the 8-degree half
cone-angle, 25-inch end cap radius, aft bulkhead geometry with a shortened

inner cell of 50-inch radius and an "effective" column length of 427 inches

from the tank bottom at the vertical midplane. The inner cell can contain

5950 pounds of LH 2. This particular dual cell design precludes any neutron

dose contributions at tank top since the aft bulkhead is completely

immersed in LH 2 during the engine burn to an LH 2 residual of

5000 pounds. The on-axis integral tank top doses are comparable to those

obtained for the single-tank conical configuration (Table 4). Slight differ-

ences were obtained in PVARA direct and PVARA scattered contributions.

The PVARA direct gamma dose is about 13 percent lower for the dual cell

due to a small increase in the depth of the LH 2 column near the end of the

tank drain cycle. The increase in depth at the 5000-pound LH2 residual

level is about 34 inches, or less than one-third of a photon relaxation length

in LH 2. Little difference was noted in the PVARA gamma scattered dose.

Since the tank drain history for the modified dual-cell configuration

parallels that of the single-tank conical configuration to the 5950-pound

LH 2 level, only about 10seconds is available for secondary gamma

scattering effects in the GH 2 in the region between the outer boundary of

the inner cell and the inner boundary of the outer tank wall prior to engine

shutdown with an LH 2 residual of 5000 pounds. Additionally, there are

fewer scattering centers available due to the drastically reduced volume of

the region between the inner cell and outer tank (small cone angle and

small, cap radius aft-bulkhead geometry). However, the modified dual-cell

configuration has additional structural weight penalties of 1275 pounds

(added complexity of the inner cell design as indicated in Reference 7).

Thus, the modified dual-cell configuration offers no particular advantages in

radiation shielding for RNS applications when compared to its single tank

counterpart.

HYBRID DUAL-TANK CONFIGURATION

In the hybrid configuration, the on-axis tank-top PVARA integral

gamma dose of about 72 rem represents about 82 percent of the total

integral tank-top dose of about 88 rem (Table 4 and Figures 9 and 10).

The hybrid configuration exhibits appreciably higher PVARA direct

and scattered integral gamma-dose levels than either the single-tank or

modified dual-cell configurations irrespective of an increased source-to-

detector separation distance of about 209 inches. However, the energy
deposition and available scattering centers are greater in the aft tank for the

hybrid configuration primarily due to its 77-inch end cap radius. Con-

comitantly, the LH 2 level in the tank is less at any given time during the

engine burn and tank drain. For example, the 5000 pound LH2 residual
level is about i76 inches less in the hybrid tank than it is for the baseline

single-tank conical configuration. This residual level is only about three

inches greater than a single tank configuration employing the 8-degree,
75-inch end cap radius, aft bulkhead geometry. The shielding effectiveness
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of the greater depth of LH 2 column is also observed by comparison of the

dose rate and integral dose curves shown in Figures 9 and 10, with identical

curves for the single tank configuration shown in Figures 7 and 8.

The slightly lower tank-top dose levels for the PDL and TCA sources

are attributed primarily to the larger source-to-detector separation distance

in the hybrid configuration. The relative LH 2 column thickness and aft

bulkhead surface geometry characteristics for energy deposition are less

effective since the external sources, especially the PDL (and also the TPA if

included) are located off the vertical axis of the tank configuration.

Consequently, these sources do not derive the maximum benefits from the

shadow shielding effect of the LH 2 column. However, since the magnitude

of any single external source is considerably less than that of the PVARA

source, it is a simpler design task to shield the external sources locally or to

relocate the particular component or line if necessary.

Thus, the hybrid configuration employing an upper tank with a

reduced cone angle and end cap radius results in relatively low tank-top

integral doeses primarily due to increased source-to-detector separation
distance, since the smaller aft tank adjacent to the NERVA engine is

constrained by the size lin,.itations of the space shuttle (used for delivery to

orbit) and the propellant requirements for end-of-life engine disposal. The

present cargo bay of the space shuttle is sized to have a clear volume of

15-foot diameter by 60-foot length. Therefore, the possible geometrical

variations in the design of the small tank are limited if (1) a 9300-9500

pound LH2 capacity is required and (2) the small tank and NERVA engine
are to be launched as a unit with the space shuttle. It is concluded that

further reduction of integral tank top dose might be possible by reducing

the cone angle and end cap radius of the aft bulkhead of the upper tank in

the hybrid configuration, thus elongating the total vehicle configuration.

This, in turn would increase the source-to-detector separation distance, and

could represent the a_hievable upper limit for minimization of integral tank

top dose with the hybrid configuration under the present RNS ground rules.

However, the subtleties introduced by the coupling of the larger

forward tank with a smaller capacity aft tank of larger radius should be

examined in greater detail than was possible in this study.
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The external shield weights evaluation for the three tentative baseline

configurations was based on a nominal lO,000-pound lead disk shield,
located 81 inches forward of the core center. The baseline shield design

model was taken from March 1970 CRAM data, Reference(4), and is shown

in Figure 11. Parametric shield weights as a function of integral tank-top

gamma dose were developed utilizing the WANGREV computer program.
The external disk shield model was treated by the program in two segments,

i.e., a central segment of constant 25-inch radius and varying thickness, and

a peripheral section of varying thickness and varying outer radius from 25 to

50 inches. The on-axis integral tank-top dose values shown in Table 4 were
utilized as initial dose levels for the computations. Comparative integral

dose values as a function of external shield weight for the three tentative

baseline configurations are shown in Figure 12. Since the initial integral

dose values for the modified dual-cell configuration are almost identical to

the single tank configuration, the shielding weights may be considered

equivalent for the two configurations for all practical purposes. The curve

for external disk weights versus tank top dose for the ANSC 15-degree

conical baseline configuration is extrapolated from another study

(Reference 8). Since the integral dose levels for this configuration were
computed on the basis of a 7500 pound LH 2 residual, the external shield

weights were normalized to correspond to a common LH2 residual of

5000 pounds (Figure 12).

Assuming a payload attenuation factor of 3 (study guidelines and
constraints document, Reference 9), an integral tank top dose of 10 rein

would be within the allowable dose criteria of 3 rem per crew member, and

10 rem per passenger per round-trip shuttle mission. The external disk-shield

weight requirements for an allowable tank top integral dose of 10 rein are
summarized in Table 5 for the three tentative baseline configurations as well

as the ANSC 15-degree conical configuration and ANSC results for the

10-degree hybrid configuration, both normalized to a common LH 2 residual

level of 5000 pounds. Table 5 shows that the baseline single tank conical

configuration and modified dual-cell configuration result in the lowest

external shield weight requirement of 4050 pounds.

The Space Division hybrid configuration requires .an external disk

shield weight of 5900 pounds which re_resents an additional external shield

weight penalty of 1850 pounds when compared to the single tank and
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modified dual cell baseline configurations. The 10-degree hybrid configura-

tion requires an additional 800 pounds more of external shield weight than

the NR-SD hybrid configuration. The ANSC 15-degree conical configuration

requires an 11,950 pound external shield based on the aforementioned

study criteria. This represents a delta shield weight penalty of about

7800pounds when compared to Space Division's single conical and

modified dual-call configurations.
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The after-shutdown gamma kerma rates (rad/hour'l) following the

last engine burn (EOI) are shown in Figure 13. The rates are given at a

separation distance of 20 feet from the NERVA core center for three polar

angles of O, 90, and 180 degrees, respectively, for varying after-shutdown

decay times.

The gamma kerrna rates for after-shutdown decay times of 8 hours,

24 hours, 1 week, and 1 month (Figure 13) are summarized in Table 7.

Gamma kerma rates for a nominal engine operating power level of 1575 Mw

are also included in Table 7 to illustrate that the dose rates are reduced by

about 3.5 to 4 orders of magnitude during the first 8-hour post-shutdown

time period. Thereafter, incremental reductions reductions by factors of

about 4, 9, and 5 due to natural decay are evidenced for after-shutdown

decay times of 24 hours, 1 week, and 1 month, respectively, as illustrated in

Figure 13 and Table 7.
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RNS MISSION OPERATIONAL

CONSIDERATIONS

The preliminary assessment of the after-shutdown radiation from

NERVA engine operation was conducted on a representative lunar shuttle

mission (Reference 3). Summarily, the shuttle mission entails a total

duration of approximately 25 to 27 days with the utilization of four

NERVA engine burns during the entire mission cycle. Table 6 itemizes the

elements of the mission and their duration. The four engine burns occur in

the mission phases identified in the table; (1) translunar injection (TLI),

1750 seconds; (2) lunar orbit insertion (LOI), 310 seconds; (3) transearth

injection (TEl), 146 seconds; and earth orbit insertion (EOI), 740 seconds.
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After the fourth engine bum for EO1 there is a 14-hour engine

cooldown operation prior to the EO rendezvous orbit segment which has a

duration of slightly less than 14 hours. After-shutdown isodose contours

24 hours after the EOI engine firing are shown in Figure 14 to further

demonstrate a typical after-shutdown radiation environment in the vicinity

of the NERVA engine. As in Figure 13, gamma kerma rates (rad/hour-1) are

given as a function of separation distance in feet from the engine core

midplane with reference to a polar angle, o. = 0 degrees, along the vertical
axis in the forward direction.

Figure 14 illustrates that only minor stage maintenance operations

(limited to the 0-15 degree quadrant forward of the engine core midplane)

appear to be feasible near the engine-stage interface without additional

shielding provisions up to 24 hours after the last engine shutdown cycle.

This observation is predicated on the current basic criterion of a

25-rem/year allowable dose to maintenance personnel from the RNS

(Reference 9).

For example, an operation involving rendezvous maneuvers with a

space tug for engine removal would require rather extensive additional

shielding provisions for protection of the crew, remote handling equipment,

and manipulative techniques. However, if an unmanned tug vehicle were

contemplated for this operation, the primary concern is possible radiation

damage to its components, subsystems, and systems due to the aftershut-

down gammas from the engine. Integral gamma doeses were determined for

the removal operation after one and ten RNS lunar mission cycles,

respectively, for a 0-degree polar angle orientation between the midplanes of

the engine core and tug during the docking maneuver (as well as for a

90-degree orientation). Cumulative gamma doses of 857 rads (C) and

2.43 x 105 rads (C), respectively, were derived for the O-degree and

90-degree orientations after one complete mission cycle.

For the engine removal after ten mission cycles, integral gamma doses

of 2.14 x 103 rads (C) and 6.08 x 105 rads (C) were derived, respectively,

for the 0-degree and 90-degree orientations. Thus, the 0-degree orientation

of the engine and tug prior to docking affords significant radiation shielding

advantages, principally due to the presence of the internal engine shield in

the 0-15 degree quadrant with respect to the engine core midplane.

Similarly, an additional attenuation factor of 3-4, attainable in the above

quadrant if the 4,000-pound external disk shield, is included in the stage

configuration. Utilizing the preferred 0-15 degree orientation between the

engine and the tug during the docking maneuver, it can be concluded that

the integral gamma doses are several orders of magnitude below anticipated

radiation damage thresholds for "most of the candidate materials and

components. The above calculations assumed a separation distance of

20 feet between the engine core midplane and the location of the nearest

tug component. Additionally, it was assumed that the engine removal

operation was initiated 24 hours after the last engine burn (EOI) and was

terminated one week later with the insertion of the NERVA engine into a
660 n mi "safe" orbit.

It may be concluded that any contemplated manned mission

operations (maintenance, repair, logistics, engine removal) involving a near
approach to the engine in either the radial or aft directions will dictate

additional fixed shielding requirements. These fixed shielding requirements

will be significantly reduced (previously shown in Figures 12 and 13 and

Table 7) if such operations are performed 8-24 hours after the last engine

firing. Tentatively, this doctrine does not appear to compromise presently

conceived traffic models or the mission time tables for subsequent shuttle
trips.
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RADIATION DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

A radiation damage assessment of candidate materials, components,

and subsystems has been initiated for the single-tank conical configuration

(8-degree half cone-angle and a 25-inch end cap radius). Iso-contour plots of

fast neutron flux densities (E > 0.9 Mev) and gamma kerma rates are shown

in Figure 15 for the single-tank conical configuration as a function of

distance from the NERVA engine core midplane. Early analysis indicates

that those components located in the forward bulkhead region (astrionics

bey) appear to be well protected, in general, by the inherent shield design of

the vehicle previously discussed in this paper. In fact, the neutron flux

densities are relatively insignificant during the total engine operational cycle

due to the appreciable LH"2 column and the large attenuation afforded by

the internal and external shields. Similarly, integral tank-top gamma kerma

rates would be about 50-75 rad (C) per hour -1 of engine full-power

operation or about 500-750 rad (C) for ten RNS lunar missions. Several

guidance, navigation and control components (horizon scanners, star

trackers, RCS thruster modules, and the rendezvous radar antenna) when

deployed appear to be the only components, based on the current design,

that would be subjected to higher radiation levels by virtue of their location

external to the periphery of the outer tank wall. A neutron fluency of

5.4 x lO 13 nvt and integral gamma kerma dose of about 8 x 104 rad (C)

appear possible for these components based on unperturbed neutron flux

densities and gamma kerma rates from general iso-contour plots for ten RNS

lunar mission cycles.

However, those components located in the tank aft bulkhead region

will be subjected to appreciably higher radiation levels. In particular, the
unattenuated fast neutron flux densities range from about 1 x 1011 to

5 x 1011 n-cm'2 second'l and the gamma kerma rates from about 4 x 105

to 9 x 105 rad (C) hour'l in the region between the tank bottom and the

engine and stage interface. For ten RNS lunar missions, this would represent

a neutron fluency of about 3.6x 1014 to 1.8x 1015 nvt and a gamma

kerma dose of about 4 x 106 to 9 x 106 tad (C). Therefore, organic valve

seals, gaskets, and organic adhesives in the insulation subsystem, etc., could

be marginal in the aforementioned region. Similarly, sensors 0iquid level,

temperature, pressure transducers), electrical components, and lines must

alSo. l_ more thoroughly evaluated as part of the radiation effects test

progt_n. However, none of the aforementioned radiation levels include the

adititional attenuation afforded by the inclusion of an external disk shield

below the engine and stage interface for manned missions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The single-tank conical and modified dual-cell configurations, both

employing aft bulkhead geometries with an 8-degree half cone-angle and a

25-inch end cap radius, represent the configurations with it minimum

integral tank-top dose of 37-38 rein and a minimum external shield weight

of about 4000 pounds on the basis of an allowable dose criterion of !0 rein

at the tank top. However, the insertion of the inner cell in the modified

dual-cell configuration creates an additional structural weight penalty of

1275 pounds. From a radiation standpoint, the optimum hybrid configura-

tion exhibits a tank-top integral dose of about 88 rem. The higher integrM

dose for the hybrid configuration is principally due to larger dose
contributions from the PVARA source arising from the geometrical

constraints on the small tank adjacent to the NERV#, engine. These

constraints tend to limit the end cap closure to a radius af77 to 80 inches

to meet the space shuttle's dual requirements of 9300 pounds of LH2 tank

capacity for end-of-life engine disposal, and an allowable cargo volume of
15-foot diameter by 60-foot length for the space shuttle are satisfied.

Consequently, further reductions in the tank-top integral dose and, in turn,

external shield weight, appear possible for a fixed total propellant capacity

by decreasing the aft bulkhead cone-angle and end cap radius of the large

forward tank in the hybrid configuration, thereby increasing the soItrce4o-

detector separation distance for the total vehicle.

In general, single tank configurations utilizing smaller cone-angles and

end cap radii were found to minimize integral radiation levels, and stage

shielding-weight penalties for shuttle missions. For a f'Lxed tank propellant

capacity this is due to the greater source-to-payload separation distance,

reduced effective energy deposition and scattering centers in the aft end of

the tank, and greater depth of the liquid hydrogen propellant for radiation

attenuation at any given time during the draining cycle.

Hybrid configurations employing an upper tank with smal|et cone-

angles and end cap radii result in minimum integral payload doses primarily

due to increased separation distance, since the smaller aft tank adjacent to

the NERVA engine is constrained by the size limitations of the earth-orbital

shuttle and the mission propellant requirements.

It may be concluded that any contemplated mission operations

involving a near approach to the engine and stage interface area of the RNS
in either the radial or aft directions will dictate additional fixed shielding

requirements. However, a preferred approach oriented toward the forward
end of the vehicle will minimize shielding requirements for such operations

as rendezvous, docking, maintenance, and engine disposal.

A preliminary radiation damage assessment of possible RNS materials,

components, and subsystems has revealed a number of areas requiring more
detailed future examination. The RNS requirement for 10-hour NERVA

engine operation imposes detailed perusal of astrionics/electronics, measure-
ment and insulation subsystems as well as materials for gaskets, seals, and

adhesives. Replacement of some of the existing candidate stage materials

and components with radiation hardened materials and components and/or

local shielding appears to present a reasonable design approach.
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS ABOUT REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE VEHICLES

A. O. Burford

Lockheed-Georgia Co.

Radiation environments about reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS) vehicles

produced by a 1575 MWNERVA engine, in both operational and shutdown modes,

are presented. Payload location environments are compared for three SO0,000

pound propellant capacity RNS vehicle concepts: a single 32-foot diameter

propulsion module with a 15 degree half angle ellipti-conical tank bottom contain-

ing a full height, ten foot diameter standpipe; a hybrid tank configuration

of i0 degree half angle, consisting of a small propulsion module attached to a

32-foot diameter main propellant tank; and a modular vehicle employing seven

propellant tanks, each 15 feet in diameter by 60 feet long.

Analyses of radiation effects to stage components near the NERVA

engine will be discussed, and survivability estimates for ten missions are made.

Dose rates resulting from radioactivation of the RNS are discussed, and the major

radiation sources are identified. The impact of radioactivation on manned

operations about the RNS is evaluated.

(MANUSCRIPT NOT AVAILABLE)
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RadiationAnalysisof VariousVehicleandPayload
Configurationsfor theReusableNuclearShuttle**

W.E.Preeg
AeroJetNuclearSystemsCompany,Sacramento,California

Radiationanalyseswereperformedandshieldingweightrequirementswereestimated
for variouscandidatevehicleandpayloadconfigurationsfor usewith thereusablenuclear
shuttle.TheanalysesincludedbothPointKernelandMonteCarloapproaches.Theeffects
on reducedshieldweightweredeterminedfor propellanttankswithpointedconicaltank
bottomsandfor onecaseof a clusterof small(15ft diameter)tanks. Thislater case,
however,hadanarrangementwhichhadnocentertankin theuppertier of tanks. This
effect negatedmostof thegainof goingto the smallertanks. A rangeof shieldweights
is presentedfor variouslight andheavymannedpayloadconfigurationswhenusedin con-
junctionwith a singleliquid hydrogenpropellanttank, 33ft in diameterwith a 15° conical

tank bottom.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of a minimum weight system

in the nuclear rocket program requires that the

maximum shielding benefit be obtained from the

large liquid hydrogen propellant tank or tanks.

The effects of various tank shapes and drainage

patterns on the required weight of biological

shielding have been examined.

The analyses were based on use of the

75,000 ib thrust NERVA* engine in a reusable

nuclear shuttle between earth orbit and lunar

orbit which requires a propellant tank capacity

of 300,000 ibs of liquid hydrogen. The NERVA

engine includes (a) an internal shield within

the Pressure Vessel and Reactor Assembly (PVARA)

designed to meet the requirements of protection

1
of some of the engine components , and (b) provi-

sion for a mission-dependent uncooled disk shield

forward of the PVARA designed to limit crew

exposure during manned missions with very light

payloads. A recently completed study of engine

shield requirements based on a reference 33 ft

diameter LH 2 tank with a 15 ° half-angle conical

tank bottom, resulted in selection of a reference

upper limit disk shield weighing i0,000 ibs. 2

This shield limits the tank top dose to 20 Rem.

This is equivalent to a i0 Rem crew dose if the

light payload has an attenuation factor of two.

**Public Release Approval: PRA/SA - SNPO-C,

dated 24 November 1970.

* The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

(NERVA) program is administered by the Space

Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the

USAEC and NASA. Aerojet Nuclear Systems

Company is prime contractor for the engine system

and Westinghouse Electric Corporation is

principal subcontractor responsible for the

nuclear subsystem.
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Shield weights determined for alternate propellant

tank configurations were based on providing tank

top radiation exposure equivalent to that predicted

with the reference 15 ° conic tank and 10,O00 ib

disk shield (i.e., 20 Rem at the propellant tank

top payload interface). The PVARA used in this

analyses has an internal shield weighing approx-

imately 3300 ibs. 3'4

The transport results were obtained using

two-dimensional discrete ordinates 5 to calculate

the flux in the PVARA. Three-dimensional Monte

Carlo calculations 6 were used outside the PVARA

using the emergent flux from the PVARA as the

source. Since these transport calculations require

a large amount of computer time, the dependence of

the tank top dose rate as a function of liquid

hydrogen level for the various configurations was

obtained using point kernel techniques 7. These

"drainage curves" were normalized to the Monte Carlo

results at specific liquid levels. By far, the

largest contribution to the tank top dose comes

from the PVARA for the current engine. Therefore,

for most of the trsnsport calculations, only the

PVARA source was considered.

The resulting doses for the various designs

for the unshielded cases were used to estimate

the shield requirements. Parameter studies with

various shield thicknesses and radii were cal-

culated with the point kernel techniques. Monte

Carlo calculations were made for two cases with

an external shield and for the basic configuration

with no external (disk) shield.

Even though no definite payload has been

defined, the attenuation of some hypothetical pay-

loads was examined. Transport calculations for

two different payloads for the 15 ° reference tank



wereperformed.
II. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PROPELLANT TANK

CONFIGURATIONS

In the course of manned shielding studies

performed at Aerojet in recent years, the tank

top dose has decreased from several thousand Rem

predicted with a hot bleed cycle engine close-

coupled to a _ elliptical bottom tank to

roughly 400 Rem with the present full flow engine

with a single 300,000 Ib capacity liquid hydrogen

reference tank with a 15 ° conical tank bottom. A

large part of this reduction has resulted from a

concentrated effort to reduce or eliminate major

propellant lines and changes in the nozzle and

pump discharge llne which reduced the secondary

gamma sources. The shape of the tank bottom has

also had a large affect on the tank top dose.
/

For example, the tank top dose from the PVARAwlth

a 30 = half angle conical tank bottom is 1680 Rem

compared to 790 Rem for a 15 = half angle conical

tank bottom for a 190,000 ib capacity tank. Other

parameters varied included the separation distance

between the PVARA and tank, amount of residual

liquid hydrogen and weight of internal shield.

In support of the vehicle definition

studies being conducted for the Marshall Space

Flight Center by Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas and

North American Rockwell, AeroJet has more

recently examined various tanks for the reusable

nuclear vehicle. With a reusable engine, the

tanks with smaller half angles become more

attractive since impact of the added interstage

weight (due to the longer tank length) is greatly

reduced since the engine is reused many times.

Figures l(a) and l(b) provides a comparison

of the 15 ° conical bottom reference tank with a

30,000 ib llquld'hydrogen capacity and one with a

170,000 ib capacity. The integral tank top dose

for the larger tank is about half that of the

short tank, primarily because the tank top location

is further from the engine. The dose rate versus

liquid level has been calculated by point kernel

techniques for each of the gamma ray sources

as shown in Figure 2. By far, the largest

contribution to the dose comes from the PVARA.

Also, over half the total dose is accumulated

during the last 10% of engine operation.
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Transport calculations were made for this

tank at the 7500, 38,800, and 70,000 ib liquid

hydrogen levels. A comparison of the dose rates

from the point kernel and transport calculations

is given in Figure 3. It can be seen that the

point kernel technique overpredlcts the center-

line dose rate but provides a good estimate of the

average tank top dose rate for the case without

an external disk shield. ,For the disk shield case,

agreement is excellent both on and off axis.



Asthehalf angleof thetankbottomis
reduced,the tanktopdoseis reducedbya combina-
tion of severaleffects. Thesmallerangleresults
in a longertankandhencethetanktoplocation
is further fromtheengine.Withthesmallerangle,
fewerparticlesscatterin thetankandtherefore
reducethescatteredcontributionto thetank
topdose. Also,thenarrowangleresults in more
liquid hydrogenshieldingdueto a largerdepth
of liquid hydrogenfor anygivenweightof
propellant. Transportcalculationsweremadefor
a tankwith the8° half angletankbottomalso
shownin Figurel(c). Thetanktopcenterline
integral dosefromthePVARAwas33Remfor this
casecomparedto 210Remfor the 15° reference

tank (with no disk shield in the engine).

Several tanks with alternate drainage

patterns have also been examined. A tank similar

to the 15 ° reference tank was run with a i0 ft

diameter internal cylinder or "standpipe". (See

Figure 4(a)) This "standpipe" would be drained

last, providing a column of a liquid hydrogen

shielding. This concept was found to be effective

in reducing the tank top centerline dose, but

radiation levels off axis were higher than the

reference tank. Also, the neutron dose which is

negligible in all the other configurations,

amounted to 40 Rem for the standpipe configuration.
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A "hybrid" configuration consisting of a

small run tank below the main tank (see Figure 4(b))

was also investigated. The small tank, which is

drained last, has a liquid hydrogen capacity of

about 9500 ibs. The tanks were designed such that

the included half angle is i0 °. The tank top

centerline PVARA dose for this case was calculated

to be 46 Re_. The largest factor in reducing the

dose compared to the reference tank was the reduction

in solid angle from 15 ° to i0 °.

E
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FIGURE 4

NUCLEAR SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS
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A clustered arrangement of smaller tanks

that could be launched in the Earth to Orbit

Shuttle (EOS) and assembled in orbit was also

investigated. The multiple tank arrangement

consisted of seven tanks as shown in Figure 4(c).

The tank top centerllne dose from the PVARA for

this case was calculated to be 138 Rem. This

multiple tank configuration has a void on center-

line above the lower tank; a substantial fraction

of the total dose was accumulated after the lower

tank was filled. The tank top dose could be

reduced substantially by placing a larger column

of liquid hydrogen on centerline. Such an arrange-

ment has been considered by the McDonnell-Douglas

Astronautics Company. The tank top dose was

greatly reduced by this arrangement.
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A comparison of the centerline tank top

"point kernel" dose rates versus time for the

four tank configurations is given in Figure 5.

From Figure 5 it would appear that the standpipe

is the most attractive design from a shielding

standpoint; however, it should be pointed out

that the dose rate forward of tank top and the

dose rate off axis are much higher than the

centerline curve in Figure 5. The multiple tank

arrangement has a rather high dose rate compared

to the other tanks from the initial burn to a

time 500 seconds prior to empty tank condition

since the depth of liquid hydrogen on axis is

never greater than the length of one of the tanks

in the cluster. The point kernel integral dose

for these configurations is given in Table i.

The amount of residual liquid hydrogen was

assumed to be 7500 ibs.

Calculations were made _ determine the

tank top dose with a i0,000 lh external disk

shield for each of the configurations. The

variables of the do_e along the tank top plane

for the case with an external shield is quite

uniform for each of the configurations except

the standpipe case. Table 2 provides a

comparison of the tank top doses for each con-

figuration with the disk shield.

15° 15 ° 15 ° 10 ° 10 ° _l_.ple

I0 root 15 Pt.

_DI_I_T 169 169 5.9 _.5 74.7 77.5

U_Ca_K_ 12.5 _.5 O.5 S.S 5.O 10.4

Nozz_ssmm_YDn_r 2.5 o.8 o.3 1.5 o.s 1.0

NDZZLE_SS_S_y_ 26.O 3.7 2.7 4.5 i*i 9.2

_DI_T 2.4 4.9 0.S 4.2 1.6 1.7

_SC_n_ 5.9 4.5 le.2 4.O 1.7 4.1

_s.2 445.4 _.S _5.5 165._ 224.S

•Based _ _%D f_t _u_n fl_ with DOT l_ka_ _z_m.

•*_ _ Neu_rcm _ Carlo ,_zzle _nal_.

{NOT_: May '70 _ _ used for alternative tanks)

III. COMPARISONS OF PAYLOAD ATTENUATION

Analyses were performed on typical payload

configurations with the 15 ° reference tank to

ascertain the payload attenuation 8. The Monte

Carlo technique was chosen for d_ese studies

because of the large effect of multiple scatter-

ing associated with complex geometries.

The payloads examined were the modified

Apollo and the Mission B module. The Mission B

module is representative of a heavy payload com-

prised of a manned space station module weighing

over 80,000 ibs. The level of detail included in

the mathematical model for the Monte Carlo cal-

culations is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for

the Modified Apollo and Mission B module

respectively. Kerma rate distributions at the

various manned payload attenuation factors at

different locations in the payload. The payload

attenuation factors shown in Table 3 are defined

as the ratio of the dose in the payload to the

dose at tank top.
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IV. SUMMARY

(a) 15 ° Reference Tank

Monte Carlo calculations for the 15 °

conical bottom reference tank confirmed the

validity of the point kernel calculations used

in this analysis as well as the shielding trade

studies. The point kernel results should be inter-

preted to be a good value for the average tank

top dose for a standard tank design. The agree-

ment between the point kernel and Monte Carlo

calculations with a i0,000 ib disk shield were

excellent and confirmed that this shield would re-

duce the tank top dose to approximately 20 Rem.

(b) Alternative Tank Designs

Investigation of various tank designs

has shown that the tank top dose can be sub-

stantially reduced by alternative tank configura-

tions. The most important parameter in this study

was found to be the tank bottom angle. The 8 °

conic resulted in a centerline tank top dose of

36 Rem compared to 246 Rem for 15 ° reference tank.

A i0 = hybrid tank configuration resulted in a

tank top centerline dose of 70 Rem.

A 15 ° conic with an internal standpipe

concept was found to be effective in reducing

the centerline tank top dose. However, it was

demonstrated that the shieidlng requirements for

locations above the tank top plane or off axis

resulted in no net weight saving over the

reference tank.

The results of the cluster configura-

tion examined, indicated a disk shield weight

of approximately 7600 Ibs would be required.

It could be seen from this analysis that other

cluster configurations would result in further

shield weight reductions.

The results of the tank top doses and

shield weights are summarized in Table 4.

(c) Payload Radiation Attenuation

A i0,000 ib engine shield is a reasonable

shield configuration to assure a i0 Rem crew dose

in a 16,000 ibs six-man modified Apollo command

module payload, with an approximate attenuation

factor of two. The large mission module payload

(>i00,000 ibs) with a mission module of 82,000

ibs, results in crew doses less than i0 Rem

with no disk shielding at the engine. The crew

in this case was located in a modified Apollo

conunand module located at the forward end of the

payload. Payloads with weights intermediate

to these would have engine disk shielding require-

ments which would be greatly dependent on the

payload mass arrangements. In no case would

they be expected to require shield weights approach-

ing the i0,000 Ibs figure.

T._k top _s_

_k Sh_e:_ wt
T_ _'a_ lank

_o_ w_:ous ram< _m:G_s

V. ADDENDUM

This addendum is intended to provide a

reference source of data pertaining to the 75,000

ibs thrust NERVA engine shielding weight as a

function of allowed crew dose.

Table 5 appears in the National Academy

of Sciences publication entitled, "Radiation

Protection Guides and Constraints for Space-

Mission and Vehicle-Design Studies Involving

Nuclear Systems". These data should be replaced

by Table 6 for reference purposes for the full

flow 75,000 ibs NERVA engine with a reference

300,000 ibs capacity LH 2 tank. The earlier data

reported in the NAS publication were for some

earlier engine sources and an earlier tank con-

figuration, which had a propellant capacity of

190,000 Ibs. The newer data are applicable

for the Reusable Nuclear Shuttle Mission.
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The tissue dose at the top of this larger

tank is approximately 400 Rem with no engine disk

shielding and 20 Rem with a i0,000 ibs engine

disk shield.

Table 7 shows the shielding weight as a

function of various possible crew exposure

criteria per mission for a hypothetical payload

with a factor of two payload attenuation (which

includes both the material attenuation and the

relatively minor geometric attenuation to a crew

location approximately Ii ft forward of tank top).

'toTAL
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13, _oo

l_,ooo

7,50:
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The ORNL-SNAP Shie ld ing  Program 

F. R. Mynatt, C .  E. C l i f f o r d ,  F. J. Muckenthaler, and M. L. Gr i tzner  
Oak Ridge Nat iona l  Laboratory 

The e f f o r t  i n  the  ORNL-SNAP sh ie ld ing  progmam i s  d i r e c t e d  toward t h e  development 
and v e r i f i c a t i o n  of computer codes using numerical s o l u t i o n s  t o  t h e  t r a n s p o r t  equat ion 
f o r  the design of optimized r a d i a t i o n  s h i e l d s  f o r  SNAP power systems. A b r i e f  discus-  
s i o n  is given f o r  t h e  major areas of t h e  SNAP s h i e l d i n g  program, which are cross-sect ion 
development, t r a n s p o r t  code development, and i n t e g r a l  experiments. Deta i led  r e s u l t s  
are presented f o r  t h e  i n t e g r a l  experiments u t i l i z i n g  t h e  TSF-SNAP r e a c t o r .  
r e s u l t s  a r e  compared with experiment f o r  neutron and gamma-ray s p e c t r a  from t h e  bare  
reac tor  and as t ransmit ted through s l a b  s h i e l d s .  

Calculated 

The purpose of t h e  ORNL-SNAP sh ie ld ing  program 

is  t h e  development of t h e  technology f o r  t h e  nuc lear  

design of rad ia t ion  s h i e l d s  f o r  r e a c t o r  power sup- 

p l y  systems on spacecraf t .  The emphasis i n  t h e  

program is  on the development and v e r i f i c a t i o n  of 

computer programs f o r  t h e  design of optimum s h i e l d s  

and t o  p r e d i c t  throughout t h e  spacecraf t  system t h e  

a b s o l u t e  spectra  of r a d i a t i o n  r e s u l t i n g  from reac-  

t o r  operat ion.  

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of t h e  

SNAP sh ie ld ing  program. The three  major areas 

which are shown a r e  cross-sect ion development, 

t r a n s p o r t  code development and i n t e g r a l  experiments. 

Five years  ago the  c a l c u l a t i o n  of deep-penetration 

neutron t ransport  i n  l i th ium hydride i n  a one- 

dimensional geometry w a s  a chal lenging problem. 

The c a p a b i l i t i e s  s i n c e  t h a t  t i m e  have increased 

rap id ly .  

FIGURE 1.-A Schematic Descr ipt ion of t h e  OWL-SNAP 
Shielding Program. 
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The s i g n i f i c a n t  s t e p s  i n  t h i s  development in-  

c lude (1) t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  c a l c u l a t e  neutron and sec- 

ondary gamma-ray t r a n s p o r t  i n  a coupled mode, (2) 

t h e  development of t h e  DOT ( r e f s .  1 and 2) d i s c r e t e  

o r d i n a t e s  code f o r  deep-penetration two-dimensional 

t r a n s p o r t  c a l c u l a t i o n s ,  (3) t h e  development of a 

s h i e l d  opt imiza t ion  program, ASOP ( r e f .  3), u t i l -  

i z i n g  one-dimensional t r a n s p o r t  c a l c u l a t i o n s ,  and 

(4 )  t h e  development of t h e  multigroup Monte Carlo 
MORSE ( r e f .  4) and t h e  coupling of MORSE and two- 

dimensional DOT c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  a n a l y s i s  of 

d i f f i c u l t  two- and three-dimensional problems. 

The cur ren t  development work inc ludes  MORSE- 

DOT coupling and t h e  optimum shaping of s h i e l d s  

which is a rudimentary form of multidimensional op- 

t imiza t ion .  The v e r i f i c a t i o n  of t h e  s h i e l d  design 

and a n a l y s i s  methods is e f f e c t e d  through comparison 

wi th  i n t e g r a l  experiments. Two types of i n t e g r a l  

experiments have been performed a t  t h e  ORNL Tower 

Shielding F a c i l i t y .  I n  t h e  f i r s t  type of experi-  

ment t h e  measurements are of a b s o l u t e  gamma-ray 

pulse-height s p e c t r a  produced from t h i n  s l a b s  which 
are exposed t o  a f i l t e r e d  neutron beam. 

son with t h i s  experiment, t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of t rans-  

p o r t  e f f e c t s  i s  minimized and t h e  emphasis i s  

placed on t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of t h e  product ion of sec- 

ondary gamma r a y s  ( r e f s .  5 and 6 ) .  

I n  compari- 

The second type of  exeriment is more prototyp- 

ical i n  t h a t  a b s o l u t e  neutron and gamma-ray s p e c t r a  

t ransmi t ted  from s l a b  s h i e l d s  placed ad jacent  t o  

t h e  TSF-SNAP r e a c t o r  are compared. These compari- 

sons test t h e  t r a n s p o r t  c a l c u l a t i o n  of neutrons and 

gamma r a y s ,  as w e l l  as t h e  product ion of secondary 

gamma rays .  

iments, it was  soon v e r i f i e d  t h a t  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  

c ross -sec t ion  d a t a  f o r  product ion of secondary 

gamma r a y s  w e r e  g r o s s l y  inadequate  f o r  most mater- 

i a l s .  This  s i t u a t i o n  has  now been g r e a t l y  imptoved 

i n  t h a t  d a t a  f o r  production of secondary g a m a  r a y s  

I n  t h e  comparison w i t h  i n t e g r a l  exper- 



from neutron capture  as a func t ion  of neutron energy 

have been produced by use of nuclear  model theory 

codes ( r e f s .  7 and 8) and by measurements f o r  tung- 

s t e n  ( r e f .  9) and uranium ( r e f .  10) .  Current work 

is d i r e c t e d  toward t h e  v e r i f i c a t i o n  and improvement 

of d a t a  f o r  secondary gamma-ray production due t o  

neutron i n e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g .  

As t h e  techniques developed i n  t h e  bas ic  tech- 

nology program have become es tab l i shed ,  they have 

been incorporated i n  an optimum-shield-design pro- 

cedure which is exercised and demonstrated through 

d e t a i l e d  s h i e l d  design s tudies .  

have been pcr fowed i n  which t h e  reac tor  t-fpe a d  

power and t h e  r a d i a t i o n  dose c o n s t r a i n t s  are speci-  

f i e d  and an optimized s h i e l d  i s  designed ( re f .  11) .  

Through these  e f f o r t s ,  t h e  techniques f o r  s h i e l d  

design are being r a p i d l y  improved. 

Several s t u d i e s  

Also of i n t b r e s t  are parametric opt imizat ion 

s t u d i e s  i n  which t h e  e f f e c t  of reac tor  s i z e ,  type 

and power and t h e  r a d i a t i o n  dose c o n s t r a i n t s  on the  

optimum s h i e l d  conf igura t ion  and weight have been 

s tudied.  These s t u d i e s ,  of course,  incorporate  

considerable  s i m p l i f i c a t i o n  of t h e  geometrv as 
compared t o  t h e  more d e t a i l e d  design s t u d i e s  f o r  a 

s p e c i f i c  configurat ion.  

Other papers  by the  ORNL group a t  t h i s  meet- 

ing w i l l  cover, i n  more d e t a i l ,  t h e  i n t e g r a l  exper- 

iments f o r  secondary gamma-ray d a t a  t e s t i n g  ( r e f .  

121 ,  the  use of coupled MORSE Monte Carlo and DOT 

c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  three-dimensional problems ( r e f s .  

13  and 141, and t h e  design of optimized shaped 

asymmetric 47 s h i e l d s  ( r e f .  15) .  I n  t h i s  paper, 

the  s t a t u s  of t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n a l  comparisons with 

the  TSF-SNAP i n t e g r a l  experiments w i l l  be  summar- 

ized.  

The source f o r  these  experiments i s  the  TSF- 

SNAP r e a c t o r  shown before  assembly i n  f i g u r e  2. 

The reac tor  is a modified SNAP-2 which was designed 

and constructed by A t o m i c s  In te rna t iona l .  The 

pressure  v e s s e l  shown on t h e  l e f t  is 9 i n .  i n  diam- 

eter, 16  in .  long, and contains  the  uranium-zircon- 

ium-hydride f u e l  i n  36 rods with a c e n t r a l  s t a i n l e s s  

steel rod containing a small quaritity of boron car- 

bide. 

lium and has four  r e f l e c t o r  cont ro l  vanes. The 

coolant  i s  NaK and t h e  hea t  is removed by n a t u r a l  

c i r c u l a t i o n  t o  a NaK-to-air heat  exchanger above 

the  reac tor .  

The r e a c t o r  i s  r e f l e c t e d  r a d i a l l y  by beryl-  

I n  t h e  dry c r i t i ca l  runs during t h e  

FIGURE 2.-The TSF-SNAP Reactor P r i o r  t o  Assembly. 

s t a r t  of the  reac tor ,  the  i n t e r n a l  power d i s t r i b u -  

tion was measured by gamma-ray scans of t h e  f u e l  

elements,by copper, uranium, and gold f o i l  ac t iva-  

tion and by a c t i v a t i o n  of copper s t r i p s .  Compari- 

sons of t h e  power d i s t r i b u t i o n  deduced from these  

measurements with 05R-Monte Carlo c a l c u l a t i o n s  and 

DOT d i s c r e t e  ord ina tes  c a l c u l a t i o n s  show very good 

agreement f o r  t h e  r a d i a l  and a x i a l  power d i s t r i b u -  

t ions ( r e f .  16) .  

After  t h e  assembly of the  r e a c t o r  was completed 

and i n  i t s  f i n a l  operat ing s tage ,  the  f irst  measure- 

ments which were made w e r e  of t h e  neutron angular 

current  leaking from t h e  bottom of t h e  assembly. 

Figure 3 shows the  SNAP reac tor  without t h e  hea t  

sh ie ld  suspended from its boom. 

tor  tank contains  a s p e c i a l  2-in. by 2-in. square 

collimator which was designed t o  view only 10% of 

the a r e a  of t h e  core. By moving t h e  col l imator  

along t h e  t r a c k  and varying the  angle  p o s i t i o n ,  

several  measurements were made of t h e  angle-depen- 

dent neutron leakage. Data from t h i s  experiment 

showed t h a t  except f o r  those measurements where the 

collimator w a s  v e r t i c a l  and viewing t h e  outer  extrem- 

i t y  of t h e  core  and r e f l e c t o r ,  t h e  s p e c t r a l  shape 

and i n t e n s i t y  which w e r e  measured w e r e  very similar 

for  each run. Comparisons of t h e  measured absolu te  

spec t ra  with very d e t a i l e d  05R c a l c u l a t i o n s  showed 

s u b s t a n t i a l l y  good agreement ( r e f .  1 7 ) .  

The l a r g e  collima- 
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FIGURE 3.-TSF-SNAP Reactor With NE-213 Detector  
Collimator Used For Measurement of the  Angle- 
Dependent Neutron Leakage. 

FIGURE 4.-Comparison of Calculated and Measured 
Radial  Neutron Dose P r o f i l e s  Below t h e  SNAP Reactor. 

B -  
O 

Figure 4 shows comDarison of measurements and Figure 5 shows a l ist  of t h e  experiments f o r  - 
which c a l c u l a t i o n s  have been performed. 

many o ther  experimental runs which have been made 

There are 
c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  l a t e r a l  neutron dose t r a v e r s e s  

below t h e  SNAP reac tor .  The measurements w e r e  made 
b u t  not  y e t  ca lcu la ted .  From f i g u r e  5 you can see 

that  neutron measurements and c a l c u l a t i o n s  have been 

performed f o r  t h e  bare  r e a c t o r ,  and lithium-hydride, 

wi th  a s m a l l  Hornyak but ton ,  and the  c a l c u l a t i o n s  

were made with the two-dimensional DOT code f o r  t h e  

r e a c t o r  coupled, i n  one case  with t h e  SPACETRAN rav- . .  
deple ted  uranium, l e a d ,  tungsten powder, heavimet 

a l l o y ,  and laminated lithium-hydride lead-uranium 
t r a c i n g  code t o  obtain t h e  dose a t  t h e  s p e c i f i e d  

p o i n t s ,  and i n  the o ther  case  t h e  coupling a t  a 

p lane  j u s t  below the  r e a c t o r  w a s  made t o  t h e  MORSE 

Monte Carlo code which then determined t h e  dose a t  

t h e  s p e c i f i e d  points. 

c a l c u l a t i o n s  and experiment i s  s u r p r i s i n g l y  good. 

I n  t h e  DOT-SPACETRAN coupling, however, some r a y  

e f f e c t s  can b e  observed f o r  l a r g e  r a d i i  on t h e  plane 

c l o s e  t o  t h e  bottom of  t h e  reac tor .  

The agreement between t h e  

Addit ional  neutron and gamma-ray s p e c t r a l  mea- 

surements f o r  the b a r e  r e a c t o r  are included i n  t h e  

s l a b  s h i e l d  t ransmission series. The neutron and 

s l a b s .  

c a l c u l a t i o n s  have been performed f o r  t h e  bare  reac- 

t o r ,  and lead ,  depleted uranium, heavimet a l l o y ,  

tungsten powder, and laminated lithium-hydride and 

uranium s l a b s .  

More d i f f i c u l t  gamma-ray measurements and 

Figure 6 shows a scale drawing of t h e  geometric 

conf igura t ion  f o r  t h e  fast -neutron s p e c t r a l  measure- 

ments. The NE-213 d e t e c t o r  is loca ted  deep i n  a 

room beneath t h e  concre te  pad. The area of t h e  s l a b  

which i t  views is def ined  by t h e  inner  w a l l  of t h e  

w a t e r  tank. I n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n s ,  t h e  leakage angu- 

l a r  f l u x  from a DOT c a l c u l a t i o n  of t h e  r e a c t o r  is 
gamma-ray s l a b  transmission measurements have been 

performed wi th  la rge  s l a b  s h i e l d s  supported such .. 
used as a boundary source f o r  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of t h e  

s l a b  s h i e l d .  The leakage angular  f l u x  from t h e  

bottom of t h e  s l a b  s h i e l d  is then in tegra ted  wi th  

SPACETRAN code t o  o b t a i n  t h e  absolu te  neutron f l u x  

t h a t  they are located d i r e c t l y  under t h e  SNAP reac-  

t o r .  

fas t -neutron s c i n t i l l a t o r  and t h e  sodium-iodide 

gamma-ray de tec tor .  

Measurements have been made with t h e  NE-213 
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at theNE-213detector. In theexperiment,the
pulse-helghtdistribution fromtheNE-213is
unfoldedwith theFERDORcodeandcompared
with thecalculationat thedetectorpoint. The
comparisonsarealwayson an absolute basis wlth

the reactor power monitored by foils during each

run.

EXPERIMENTSWHICH HAVEBEENCALCULATED

NEUTRON

BARE REACTOR

6" LiH

12" LiH

I.5" U-238a

4. 5" U-238

1. 5" Pb

3" Pb

6" W b

IZ'W

2" HEAV IMEIc

1.5" U-23B-6" LiH

6" LiH - I.5" U-238

6" LiH - 1.5" Pb- 1.5" U-238

6" LiH-4. P" U-238

6" LiH- I.5" Pb

3" Pb-6" LiH

au-238 is depleted uranium.

bw is tungsten powder (P--, 6 gm./cm. 3).

CHEAVIMET is tungsten-copper-nickel alloy.

FIGURE 5.-A Llst of TSF-SNAP Slab Transmission

Experiments Which Have Been Calculated.

GAMMA

BARE REACTOR

2" Pb

3" Pb

6" Pb

3. 5" U-238

4. 5" U-238

2" HEAVlMET

6" W

6" LiH - 1. 5" U-238

EXPERIMENTCONFIGURATIONFORNEUTRONMEASUREMENTS
SNAPREACTOR...,_

SAMPLE_ --

WATER TANK@

2[. II
_36"

3.125"

i 171_/CONCREI'E

223.75"

2" NE-213

DETECTOR%_

FIGURE 6.-Experimental Configuration for Fast-

Neutron Measurements.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of experiment with

DOT-SPACETRAN calculation and Monte Carlo 05R cal-

culation for the fast-neutron spectra for the bare

core. The agreement is very good except that the

calculations are somewhat high below 1-1/2 MeV.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of DOT calcula-

tion wlth a recent measurement of the neutron leak-

age from the bare core using the Benjamin spectro-

meter which uses spherical hydrogen-fllled detec-

tors. The measurements were made at approximately

36 in. below the reactor core. The calculation

uses DOT coupled with SPACETRAN in the usual manner,

and the agreement in intensity is quite good except

that the calculation is somewhat high between 600

keV and 1-1/2 MeV. Also shown is the result of

scaling the NE-213 measurements to the hydrogen

counter locatfon. The agreement between the NE-213

spectrometer and the Benjamin spectrometer in the

overlap energy range is excellent.

.... _ EXP_,M_NI

\

_i

II

-  t11Itr.,._ I I I I I I I I I ,_]
, 2 3 e _ 13 ,_

FIGURE 7.-Comparlson of Calculated and Measured

Fast-Neutron Spectra From the Bare TSF-SNAP

Reac tot.

_r_v ORNL-DWG 7f-t753
r_

8 TSF SNAP BARE BEAM tn;_ R

_------RUN _O62B-¶O62D (I otm) J

4 • RUN 4628-NE-213 DETECTOR "LCO'_',T,ON
_ nr'% !

....._1I I ,-7n

6 8 t0 -_ 2 4 6 8 I0 0 2

ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 8.-Comparison of Calculated and Measured

Intermediate Neutron Spectra From the Bare TSF-

SNAP Reactor.
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Figure9 showsa comparisonof measurement
withDOTand05Rcalculationsfor a 12-in.-thick
slabof lithiumhydride. Theoverall agreementis
verygood;however,thecalculationsaresomewhat
highbelow2 MeVandsomewhatlowat thehigher
energies.Themultigrouplithium crosssections
usedin theDOTcalculationwereprocessedprior to
theavailability of lithium in theENDF/Blibrary
but usedthe samedataasusedfor theENDFevalua-
tion. It is importantthat all of theneutron-
producingreactionsin lithiumbetreatedin order
to obtainreasonablygoodagreement.In this mul-
tigroupset, thesecondaryneutrondistributions
fromthenonelasticreactionsareassumedto be
isotropic in thelaboratorysystem.However,in
theMonteCarlocalculationtheangulardistribu-
tions of thesecondaryneutronsare treatedexplic-
itly. Previouscomparisonsin one-dimensional
spheregeometrybetween05RandmultigroupANISN
calculationshaveshownexcellentagreementin
lithium hydrideto a depthof 90cm(ref. 18).
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Figure i0 shows a comparison of experiment and

DOT calculation for the fast-neutron spectra trans-

mitted through a 2-in. slab of heavimet alloy. The

agreement for this case is the best for any of the

metal slabs which have been calculated. For lead,

the calculated spectra are consistently 15% low,

and for uranium at large slab thicknesses the calcu-

lations are a factor of 2 to 2-1/2 low. This result

for uranium is anomolous since comparisons of DOT

calculations with experiment using the same slabs in

a beam source geometry have previously shown good

agreement when the fission multiplication in the

slab is treated (ref. i, page 144). Experiments are

currently in progress to attempt to determine the

reason for this disagreement in this case.

Figure ii shows a scale drawing of the geometry

for the garmma-ray measurements and calculations.

The 5-in. sodium iodide detector is also located

deep in the room beneath the concrete pad. In the

gamma-ray measurements a 10-in. thickness of borated

polyethylene is in the beam at all times to reduce

the neutron background in the detector.

,I I '

--'? /',11, 1'°'

*[ _ 2=_-,[0 L ,!o -;_,_ io ,,!.... L_-,

FIGURE 10.-Comparison of Calculated and Measured

Fast-Neutron Spectra From a 2-in. Slab of Heavimet

Under the SNAP Reactor.

EXPERIMENT CUNFIEURATION FOR 6AMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS

FIGURE 9.-Comparison of Measured and Calculated

Fast-Neutron Spectra From a 12-in. Lithium Hydride
Slab Under the SNAP Reactor.

D_TECTDR_

FIGURE ll.-Experimental Configuration for Gamma-Ray

Measurements.
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Calculations have been performed with DOT using

a 27-neutron group - 60-gamma-ray group coupled

library. Some of the calculations use the angular

flux distribution beneath the reactor as a fixed

boundary source for the slab shield calculations.

In other cases, it has been necessary to calculate

the reactor and shield as a single unit and include

the effect of the shield on the power distribution

In the reactor. The angular flux from the lower

surface of the shield is integrated with the SPACE-

TRAN code to determine the flux at the detector in-

corporating the uncolllded flux attenuation of the

borated polyethylene. The gamma-ray flux incident

on the detector Is folded wlth the detector response

function so that the calculated pulse-helght distri-

bution Is compared directly wlth the measurement.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of calculated and

measured absolute pulse-height distribution for the

bare core. The agreement below 4-1/2 MeV is excel-

lent. Above 4-1/2 MeV, the experiment Is hlgh by

almost a factor of 2. Thls disagreement is at pre-

sent believed to be due to epithermal capture in

structural materials in the reactor which are not

adequately described. A comparison of dose or total

energy flux would agree very well since the inten-

sity is much greater at the lower energies.

Figure 13 shows a comparison for experiment

and calculation of the absolute pulse-height spectra

for a 2-in. slab of heavimet placed directly under

the SNAP reactor. Over most of the energy range

the calculation is 20-25% low. At the higher ener-

gies above 7 MeV, the calculation is a factor of 2

low. However, the integral energy flux of the cal-

culation and experiment agrees to within 15% due to

the fact that the calculation agrees best with the

experiment below 2 MeV where the intensity is the

highest. This is the best comparison for any of

the metal slabs.

FIGURE 13.-Comparison of Calculated and Measured

Gamma-Ray Pulse-Height Spectra From a 2-in.

Heavlmet Slab Under the SNAP Reactor.

The secondary gamma-ray production matrix used

in this calculation, which included energy-dependent

yields or epithermal capture, has been checked with

the TSR-2 secondary gamma-ray experiment and shown

to give substantially good results (ref. 19).

For the other gamma-ray shields the situation

is not nearly so good. For lead, the TSR-2 gamma-

ray experiments have shown that the secondary

gamma-ray production data for neutron inelastic

scattering is entirely inadequate. For uranium,

the comparisons of calculation and measurements for

the SNAP reactor experiments show that the calcula-

tions are low by about a factor of 2. This disa-

greement may be related to the anomaly In the neutron

spectral comparisons since the TSR-2 gamma-ray ex-

periment shows good agreement for 238U foils.
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In conclusion,the comparisonsandcalcula-
tionswith theTSF-SNAPexperimentshaveshownthat
the transport codes can accurately predict the neu-

tron and gamma-ray radiation from the bare reactor.

Also, the prediction of neutron transmission through

shield slabs of lithium hydride, lead,and tungsten

are adequately calculated. For secondary gamma-ray

comparisons, the present status is not satisfactory

in that relatively good agreement is only obtained

for the heavimet alloy and tungsten powder assem-

blies.

The work presently in progress may _oon re-

solve the difficulties experienced in neutron and

gamma-ray comparisons for depleted uranium slabs,

and the disagreement for lead constitutes a low

priority problem in that lead has been ruled out as

a likely candidate material in an actual SNAP shield.

Future experiments using the TSF-SNAP reactor

will be for the verification of shield optimization

by comparing measured and calculated dose deriva-

tives and for verification of shield shaping pro-

cedures.
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The Design of Asymmetric 47 Shields for Space Reactors*

W. W. Engle, Jr., R. L. Childs, and F. R. Mynatt

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

A one-dimensional shield optimization program based on the method of discrete

ordinates has been developed and is used to determine material thicknesses used in

asyrmaetric 4_ shields for space power reactors. The two-dimensional discrete

ordinates program DOT is used to check the design and the information generated

in the DOT calculation is used as a guide in shaping the shield which may be con-

sidered a first step in two-dimensional shield optimization.

Introduction

The design of space reactor shields based on

minimum weight for a specified s_t of dose con-

straints is important for obvious reasons. A one-

dimensional shield optimization program, ASOP (ref.

i), has been developed and is used in conjunction

with the two-dimensional discrete ordinates pro-

gram, DOT (ref. 2), for the design of such shields.

The next section describes briefly the ASOP optimi-

zation technique an_ the last section discusses the

process of combining the results of two or more

ASOP calculations in a 4_ shield design and the

significant weight savings which have been obtained

using results of DOT calculations of the 4_ shield.

The ASOP Technique

Most methods available for shield design or

optimization based on minimumweight and specified

dose constraints require analytic functions to

describe the radiation transport through the shield

and use complex mathematical methods to effect the

weight optimization. To adequately describe the

effects of spectral shifts in transition regions

near interfaces and the production of secondary

gamma rays the analytic function must be quite

complex. Typically coefficients must be determined

for each of the several sources of neutron and

gamma radiation. These coefficients are usually

derived from many separate transport calculations

and must, or should, be reevaluated for each sig-

nificant change in shield configuration. It was

felt that a better, more general approach would be

to include the transport calculations directly in

the optimization process and, therefore, calculate

precisely the radiation transport in the shield for

each change in configuration.

*Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy

Cormmission under contract with the Union Carbide

Corporation.

Recent advances in technique have caused the

discrete ordinates method to become widely accepted

as a tool for performing deep penetration or shield--

ing calculations. Two developments in particular

made the method attractive for a shield optimization

program where repetitive calculations of both neu-

tron and gamma-ray transport are required. First

the technique of space-dependent scaling (ref. 3)

has significantly accelerated the convergence of the

inner iterations or flux calculation, and second,

the development of combined neutron and gamma-ray

multigroup cros s section sets (ref. 4) has made

simultaneous neutron-gamma-ray calculations routine.

The optimization technique is relatively simp-

le. If one considers the design of a shield composed

of layers of different materials, the derivative

of the dose at some external point with respect to

the shield weight may be determined at each material

interface. If the dose-weight derivatives are dif-

ferent at two or more boundaries, it is possible to

move those boundaries such that the dose remains

constant and the net shield weight decreases. If

all'dose-weight derivatives are equal this process

is not possible and the shield weight is at least

at a relative minimum. It is this condition of

everywhere equal dose-weight derivatives which forms

the basis of the ASOP technique.

Equations (i) and (2) describe the local ap-

proximations used in the ASOP program. First, for

small perturbations the logarithm of the dose is

approximated as a linear function of each material

boundary position, r i,

in D = _ A i ri + B (I)

i

Second, the dose-weight derivative at each boundary

is approximated as a linear function of the posi-

tion of that boundary.

(AD/AW). = E. r. + F. (2)
1 1 1 1
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In order to determine these coefficients for each

ASOP iteration an automated series of ANISN (ref.

5) calculations is performed including the initial

configuration and two displacements of each movable

shield boundary. The set of n+l equations (3) may

then be solved for a new set of boundary positions,

r I through rn. The solution attempts to maintain

the dose at some design level, D d, and also produce

a configuration in which all the dose-weight deriv-

th
atives are equal to l, which is the (n+l) un-

known. The superscript zero denotes conditions of

the initial configuration.

Alrl+A2r2 + .... +A r = in (Dd/D O) + [ A r°
n n i i

Elr I -I = - F 1

E2r2 . -l = - F 2

_E r -I= -F
nn n

(3)

Since the new boundary positions may involve pertur-

bations for which the approximationsin Equations (i)

and (2) are not accurate, the entire process is

repeated with the new r.'s as the initial configura-
l

tion. Convergence of both the dose and dose-weight

derivatives is usually obtained after three to five

such cycles of calculation.

Asymmetric Shield Design

47 shields for space power reactors are typic-

ally asymmetric because in the interest of conserv-

ing shield weight there are relatively large dif-

ferences in the crew dose requirements and in the

dose requirements outside the crew quarters which

allow docking manuvers or other extra-vehicular

activities. If mission requirements such as power,

dose constraints, and system configuration are

well defined, an ASOP calculation may be performed

for each of the separate dose constraints and the

resulting material thicknesses combined, with some

intuition, in a three-dimensional shield. The

symmetry of the shield usually permits a detailed

calculation with DOT in two-dimensional R-Z geom-

etry. In general, however, mission requirements are

not well defined and a set of survey calculations

is performed with ASOP covering a wide range of

dose rate to power level ratios. Figure 1 shows

the results of such a survey for a two-cycle,

tungsten-lithium hydride crew shield. Material

thickness is plotted versus the dose rate to power

level ratio for a crew-reactor separation distance

of one hundred feet. With curves of this type fo_

each separate anticipated dose constraint, it is

possible to compute weights for a variety of shield

configurations as a function of power level, dose

constraints, crew-reactor separation d_stance, size

of crew quarters, etc. Variation of shield weight

may then be considered in determining the final

system configuration.
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FIGURE i.- Crew Shield Dimensions vs. Dose-Power

Ratio.

The relative merits of any shield designed from

several one-dimensional calculations are determined

from a DOT calculation of the complete shield as

mentioned previously. The DOT calculations of two

specific shields will be discussed. Figures 2 and

3 show respectively neutron and gazmna-ray isodose

contours obtained from a DOT calculation of a

tungsten-lithium hydride shield. The reactor

assembly -- in the rectangular region centered at

r = 0 and z = 0 -- is the zirconium hydride ref-

erence reactor similar in design to the SNAP-8.

The relatively thin bands in the thickest portion of

the shield are tungsten and the remainder of the

shield is lithium hydride. The reactor power is

600 kWt and the dose constraints on a 100-ft radius

sphere are 6 mrem/hr within the 60 ° cone angle of

the thick portion of the shield and I00 rem/hr

elsewhere. The material thicknesses were determined

from ASOP calculations and the absence of tungsten
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around the side and top of the reactor is due to

the relatively high i00 rem/hr dose constraint. The

DOT calculation indicated that the shield met or

exceeded the dose constraints.

In general the isodose contours are plotted

for each factor of ten decrease in dose through the

shield but it is the shape of the contour, rather

than the magnitude, which is important in this

discussion. It should be noted that the sporadic

shape of the contours near the shield surface is

due primarily to mesh effects in the calculation

since diagonal and curved lines must be represented

by a series of rectangular steps. This effect is

most pronounced when the dose gradients are very

flat causing increased uncertainty in the location

of the isodose lines. It appeared obvious from

figure 2 that the lithium hydride at the bottom of

the core could be trimmed to conform to the last

neutron isodose contour without sacrificing the

dose constraint within the cone angle. Because

there is relatively little attenuation of gamma rays

in lithium hydride the same reasoning seemed ap-

propriate with respect to the last gamma-ray isodose

contour completely contained in the last tungsten

layer.

L,

L0

.......................... ,..,..._:q\",.

FIGURE 3.-Asymmetric Shield Configuration with a

60-deg Cone Angle - Gaa_a-Ray Isodose Contours.

The trimmed configuration and the resulting

isodose contours are shown in figures 4 and 5.

While the doses on the 100-ft sphere were slightly

higher the original dose constraints were still

satisfied. The shield weight was reduced from

28,000 ibs to 19,000 ibs primarily because the

outer tungsten layer accounts for a significant

portion of the total shield weight.

FIGURE 4.-Trimmed Asymmetric Shield Configuration
FIGURE 2.-Asymmetric Shield Configuration with a

with a 60-deg Cone Angle - Neutron Isodose Con-
60-deg Cone Angle - Neutron Isodose Contours.

tours.
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FIGURE 5.-Trimmed Asymmetric Shield Configuration

with a 60-deg Cone Angle - Gamma-Ray Isodose

Contours.

The second example of an asymmetric 4_ shield

is shown in figures 6 and 7. The reactor in this

case is a small, fast spectrum core, reflected by

niobium and cooled by heat pipes dispersed in the

uranium nitride fuel matrix (ref. 6). The reactor

power is 450 kWt. The dose constraints are 3 mrem/

hr within the 90 ° cone angle and 300 mrem/hr

elsewhere, all on a 100-ft radius sphere. The

major portion of the shield is a three-cycle

tungsten-lithium hydride design. Because of the

high temperature of the heat pipes they could not

be allowed to penetrate a lithium hydride shield.

That portion of the shield at the top of the core

surrounding the heat pipes was designed by ASOP

from considerations of total thickness rather than

minimum weight and consists of an iron-B4C mixture

followed by a BeO-B4C mixture. The portion of the

shield between the heat pipe region and the 90 °

cone was reduced to a two-cycle tungsten-lithium

hydride configuration by ASOP because of the

higher dose constraint and the fact that the inner

boundaries of the tungsten layers were constrained

to the positions determined for the 3 mrem/hr

shield in order to avoid discontinuities.
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FIGURE 6.-Asymmetric Shield Configuration with a

90-deg Cone Angle - Neutron Isodose Contours.

The DOT calculation showed that the configura-

tion did meet the design dose constraints. The

isodose contours did not indicate obvious trimming

of any significance however. This is attributed

to the fact that the large cone angle and the

wrap-around design within that cone angle cause

the heaviest portion of the shield to approximate

a hemisphere for which the one-dimensional ASOP

calculation was quite adequate. Both the outer

lithium hydride boundary and the outer tungsten

boundary were trimmed slightly ±n the curved por-

tion and because of the apparent direction of the

gamma-ray streaming in the outer lithium hydride

along the side of the core, the outer tungsten was

trimmed in the side region. The resulting shield

weight decreased from 28,000 ib to 25,000 ib and

a DOT calculation confirmed that the design dose

constraints were satisfied.



!

;_(15 cm

_IGURE 7.-Asymmetric Shield Configuration with a

90-deg Cone Angle - Gamma-Ray Isodose Contours.
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A PRELIMINARY SHIELD DESIGN FOR A SNAP-8 POWER SYSTEM

I. M. Karp, L. Soffer and M. R. Clark
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

A preliminary shield design for a nuclear power system utilizing a SNAP-8 reac-
tor for space base application is presented. A representative space base configura-

tion was selected to set the geometry constraints imposed on the design. The base

utilizes two independent power packages each with a reactor operating at 600 kwt and

each producing about 50 kwe. The crew compartment is located about 200 feet from

each reactor and is large enough in extent to intercept a total shadow angle of 60 °

measured about the center line of each reactor.

Reactor dose constraints for the shield design were: (I) the dose to the crew over

a 6 month mission was set at 150 mrem/day, (2) the dose along the side of either

power system was set at 30 mrem/hr at a distance of 200 feet, based on considera-

tions of exposure during repair to one power system while the other is operating, and

(3) the dose constraint elsewhere around the reactor was set at 5 rem/hr at a distance

of 200 feet. Personnel are not expected to be in this region during operation of the

power systems except possibly for very brief periods during approach and departure
from the base.

The shield design presented incorporates the results of calculations and some

preliminary engineering considerations. The weight of the idealized layered lithium
hydride and depleted uranium shield layout used as the calculational model was about

35,000 pounds whereas the preliminary engineering layout of the shield which includes
structure, canning materials, clearance gaps between layers, etc. weighed about

41,000 pounds.

INTRODUCTION

The SNAP-8 reactor has been designed as the heat
source for a space nuclear power system. Several power

conversion systems compatible with the SNAP-8 reactor

have been built and tested. An important component that

is still required for the system is a nuclear radiation

shield designed to maintain a desired set of radiation dose

constraints. The purpose of a shield design, in addition

to providing the desired radiation constraints, is to pro-
vide a structure that is of minimum weight and will main-

tain its mechanical integrity over a desired lifetime. Al-

though minimum shield weight is desired, some trade offs
between weight and good engineering design are often re-

quired. Many calculations have been made of estimates
of shield weights, however, little has been presented con-

cerning an engineered design of such a shield.
At NASA Lewis Research Center a design study is

being made of an engineered flight rated shield for the

SNAP-8 power system for application on a space base.
Many of the engineering aspects involved in this type of

shield design were considered and are discussed in Ref.
1. The present paper presents a preliminary shield de-
signed for a specific space base configuration and a se-
lected set of dose constraints around the power system.

These constraints were based mainly on crew dose con-

straints recommended by the Radiological Advisory Panel

of the committee on Space Medicine of the Space Science

Board, Ref. 2. This design incorporates the results of
calculations which involved simplified parametric optimi-
zation studies as well as more sophisticated two dimen-

sional transport analysis and some preliminary engineer-

ing considerations.

SPACE BASE CONFIGURATION AND

RADIATION SOURCES

Configuration- The space base configuration consid-
ered for this study was one investigated in a McDonnel-

Douglas study, Ref. 3. The model chosen for this study
is shown in Fig. 1. The space base uses two SNA.P-8

power systems, each mounted at the upper end of a 200

foot long boom. The booms meet at their lower ends and

make an angle of 30 ° with each other, so that the power

systems are about 100 feet apart. The lower ends of the

booms meet at the midpoint of the crew compartment

which is 240 feet long. The crew compartment intercepts

a total angle of 60 ° with each power system.

Sources - The SNAP-8 reactor and the primary cool-

ant loop are shown schematically in Fig. 2. The reactor

operates at a power level of 600 kwt and the system gen-

erates about 50 kwe. The primary coolant is NaK which

removes heat from the reactor and releases this heat to

an intermediate coolant in the heat exchanger.

The reactor operating at 600 kw for a desired life-
time of five years is the main source of radiation that

has to be shielded. The primary coolant loop containing
activated NaK and possibly some leakage fission products

is also an important radiation source that has to be

shielded (the primary_ coolant has been estimated to con-
tain 450 curies of Na 24, 180 curies of K42, and 0.1 per-

cent of the volatile fission products generated by the reac-

tor).
In addition to the shield required around these

sources to maintain desired dose constraints around the

power system, there has to be sufficient shield between
the reactor and primary loop components (pumps, heat

exchangers, expansion tanks) which are located in a re-

gion called the gallery, so that the radiation limits of the
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components are not exceeded, and the intermediate cool-

ant is not activated to a serious level.

The reactor and pressure vessel are contained with-

in a cylindrical region (reactor cavity) which is 24 inches

in diameter and 32 inches high, around which the shield

is placed.

A cylindrical shaped gallery 66 inches in diameter

and 24 inches high is required to contain the primary loop

components.

DOSE CONSTRAINTS FROM NUCLEAR

POWER SYSTEMS

Dose in crew compartment - In order to establish

dose constraints, it is assumed that the mission is to be

of about six months duration, and further that the crew

would not be exposed to any additional radiation for the

following six months. The total permissible dose as rec-

ommended by the Radiobiological Advisory Panel, Ref. 2,

for this exposure-time schedule is 70 rein. This dose is

sufficiently large to permit a dose to the crew from the

nuclear power systems of 150 torero/day (6.2 mrem/hr)

and still leave an at]equate allowance for the expected

dose from natural radiation. This value of 150 torero/day

is recommended as an upper limit in Ref. 2 and by the

NASA Radiation Constraints Panel, Ref. 4.

The permissible dose rate from each power system

(taking into account the space base geometry) varies from

3 mrem/hr at the center of the crew compartment (200

feet away) to 4 mrem/hr at one extremity (205 feet away)

and 2 mrem/hr at the other extremity (260 feet away).

Fig. 3 illustrates this exclusion region of half angle 30 °

at a nominal distance of 200 feet.

Side dose constraint - The side dose rate constraint

was based on considerations of maintenance on one shut

down power system while the other is operating. The

total dose to be received during this operation was arbi-

trarily set as 1 rein. Further assuming that the repair

requires about 8 bouts, the equivalent dose rate at a
distance of 200 feet from the side of the shield is 30

torero/hr. This region is shown in the figure as extend-

ing from a half angle of 30 ° to 90 °.

Above the shield a dose rate of 5.0 rem/hr (2.5 rein/

hr from each power system) at a distance of 200 feet was

set as an upper limit. This region is shown in the figure

as extending from a half angle of 90 ° to 180 °. The pres-

ence of personnel in this region is not anticipated except

possibly for short periods during approach and departure
from the base.

Coolant loop component constraints- The allowable

radiation constraints to the primary coolant loop compo-

nents {located in the gallery region) integrated over a

lifetime of 5 years were:

1010 tad gamma dose and a fluence of

1018 neut/cm 2 of E>0.1 MeV

C ALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

In general, the method employed at Lewis Research

Center for the shield design is as follows:

1. A parametric study is first made to determine the

best reactor-gallery orientation, the shield materials, the

number of shield layers, an estimate of their thicknesses

and their arrangement around the sources.
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2. A two-dimensional transport analysis is made of

the shield selected in step 1 to check heating rates and
dose rates within and around the shield.

3. The effects of shield penetrations and three di-

mensional geometry on radiation leaking out of the shield

are then analyzed.

4. A fairly detailed engineering layout is made and
from this another two-dimensional calculational model is

constructed and further analyzed (iterations of steps 2

and 3).

The parametric study step 1 involves a multiplicity

of layouts to be investigated and so requires simpler and

more rapid methods of shield radiation transport calcu-

lations. Briefly, for each layout, the method involves

determining the shield weight as a function of all shield

layer thicknesses for the actual distribution of layers

around a reactor and gallery orientation. One-dimen-

sional transport calculations are made using the ANISN

code, Ref. 5, to estimate the doses and change in doses

with any change in shield layer thickness in either the

radial or axial directions. These doses and weights and

their changes with every shield layer thickness are input

into an optimization code, D'OPEX. This code uses the

method of steepest descent to determine the optimum set
of thicknesses for a desired set of radial and axial dose

constraints which are also input into the code. D'OPEX

is the NASA Lewis extension of an Atomies international

code OPEX, Refs. 6 and 7.

Some engineering design considerations are also

factored into the parametric study, for example heating

rates and fabricability can affect the material selection

and layer arrangement.

The two dimensional analysis of the shield uses the

two dimensional transport code DOT, Ref. 8, to evaluate

dose and heating rates and fluxes throughout the shield.

A code, MAP, Ref. 9, which utilizes the angular fluxes
at the outer surface of the shield is used to calculate

doses at distant detectors. The results of this phase of

the analysis indicate whether any revisions to the shield

are necessary (either additions to reduce doses at cer-

tain locations, or removal to increase doses or redis-

ribution of shield to further optimize the shield weight).

An iteration of the transport calculations is required to
check the effects of these shield revisions.

To analyze the effects of shield penetrations and

complex geometry, either a Monte Carlo approach or

other methods are applied locally to the region of the ir-

regularity to estimate the effect on radiation leakage out

of a shield surface region as compared to that of the un-

perturbed two dimensional transport analysis. Revisions

to the shield necessitated by these effects are then esti-

mated.

The engineering layout of the shield based on the for-

going computational model includes additional materials
such as structure and canning material. These addition-

al materials, clearance gaps, and changes in the shape

of some shield layers necessitated by fabrication limi-

tations, result in the engineering layout being larger in

size than the computational shield model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As seen in Fig. 3 the crew region intercepts a half

angle of 30 ° with the axis of the reactor-shield assembly.



Because for the present system, the side dose constraint

is only a factor of ten greater than the crew dose con-
straint for each reactor, it was decided to base the

shield weight optimization on a cylindrical shaped
shield model rather than a shadow shaped shield model.

This shape would simplify the engineering design.

Parametric Study

From the parametric study it was determined

that:

1. The gallery located above the reactor (away
from crew) resulted in lower shield weight.

2. Depleted uranium was to be used for gamma

shield material and lithium hydride for neutron shield
material.

3. Depleted uranium could not be used as the first

layer (where it would be in a very high flux region) be-
cause the high fission rate produced excessive heating in

the layer.
4. There was less than one percent effect on total

shield weight ff lithium hydride was used as the first
layer instead of heavy gamma material.

5. For the thick shields required, five shield

layers both radially and axially toward the crew were an

optimum number; three layers were sufficient between

the reactor and gallery.

For the cylindrical shaped shield, it was estimated
that to obtain a dose of 4 mrem/hr at the extremity of

the crew region (30° position), an axial dose constraint

of i mrem/hr (0° position)and a radial dose constraint

of 30 mrem/hr (90° position)were required (thelatter

consisting of 15 mrem/hr from the gallery source and

15 mrem/hr from the reactor and secondary sources).

These axial and radial constraints were used in the

DtOPEX code to determine the specificlayer thicknesses.

The results of the parametric study are presented

in Fig. 4 which shows the various shield layers arranged

around the reactor and gallery in a symmetrical two-

dimensional configuration. The radial and axial layers

are connected together by ellipsoidsof revolution.

Two-Dimensional Analysis of Initial

_ield Configuration

The two-dimensional calculations were performed

in two separate parts. One calculation involved the

transport of the primary coolant gamma source which
was assumed to be distributed uniformly over the gallery

region. The other caiculation involved the transport of
the reactor sources which included the generation and

transport of secondary sources throughout the shield.

Due to the size of the problem the spatial mesh size,

angular quadrature, and scatter order, had to be relaxed
from those typically used in the one-dimensional trans-

port calculations made in the parametric study. The
values used in the two-dimensional DOT calculations were

as follows:

i. For the gallery gamma calculation, 15 energy

groups, P-2 scatterorder, S-8 angular quadrature, and

43 radial by 47 axialspatialmesh intervals. Only the

top halfof the configuration (above the reactor and shield

midplane) was considered for this calculation.

8O

2. For the reactor calculation, 26 neutron energy

groups coupled with 15 gamma energy groups, t)-2 scat-

ter order, S-6 angular quadrature, and 43 radial by 88
axial spatial mesh intervals, were used.

Results from this initial two-dimenstonal shield cal-

culation are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Dose rates were
evaluated at detectors positioned around the shield at a

reference distance of 200 feet as shown in Fig. 5. The

dose rate values are also presented in the figure. Dose
rates in the crew compartment vary from 1.4 mrem/hr

at 0° to 7.7 mrem/hr at 30o; along the side from 7.7
mrem/hr at 30 ° to 41.3 mrem/hr at 90o; elsewhere
from 41.3 at 90 ° to a peak value of 510 mrem/hr at 180 °.

The crew constraint is exceeded in the crew com-

partment in the range from about 15 ° to 30 ° and the side

constraint is exceeded in the region from 70 ° to 90 ° . in

the region from 90 ° to 180 ° the doses are well within the

constraint of 2.5 rein/hr. These results indicated that

shield revisions were necessary.

Revisions to Shield

As part of the calculations, contributions to the dose

at each detector from radiation leaking out of various

portions of the shield surface were determined. This

information was useful to help guide where adjustments

to the layered shield should best be made. Fig. 6 shows

the outline of the shield surface and the portions of the

surface of the DOT calculation model (labelledI - VITI)

thatwere investigated. The figure also presents the

neutron, reactor and secondary gamma, and gallery

gamma dose contributions from each surface region for

detectors at 30° , and 90° .

The high gallery gamma contribution to the 90° de-

tector from surface VIII indicatedthat additionalshield

was required along the side of the gallery. The high

gallery contributions to the 30° detector from surfaces

VII and VI_ were also due to inadequate shield along the

side of the gallery. High gallery contributions from sur-

faces V and VI indicated thatthe connecting piece of ura-

nium between the gallery side shield and outer radial

uranium layer was not sufficientlythick. The reactor

and shield gamma dose contribution from the surfaces
H and HI to the 30° detector were also excessive and

indicated thatthe connecting ellipsoids at the corners of

the uranium layers needed thickening. Relatively large

neutron dose contributions from surfaces VII and VIII

to the 30° detector, and from surface VIIIto the 90° de-

tector indicated thatthere was appreciable scattering of

neutrons by the gallery side shield. In addition to ana-

lyzing these surface contributions, plots of gamma and

neutron isodose lines throughout the shieldwere also

used to guide shield revisions.
The revisions made to the shield shown in Fig. 4

were as follows:

I. The gallery side shield thickness was increased

from 2.2cmto 3.0cm.

2. The outer radial uranium layer thickness was in-
creased from 2.0 cm to 2.5 cm.

3. The connecting piece of uranium between these
was thickened proportionately.

4. The entire ellipsoidal corner of the outer uranium

layer was thickened by an average of about 1.5 cm.



5. Theuraniumlayerbetweenthereactorandgallery
was reduced in thickness from 5.2 cm to 4.2 cm.

A two-dimensional transport calculation of the re-
vised shield was made and the results are shown in table

I. The dose rates in the crew region now range from 0.8
mrem/hr at 0° to 3.6 mrem/hr at 30 ° and are within the

permissible crew constraint everywhere. The dose rates

along the side of the power system vary from 3.6 mrem/
hr at 30 ° to about 23 mrem/hr at 90 °, and are within the

permissible side constraint. Above the gallery, in the

90 ° to 180 ° region the maximum dose rate is about 0.6
rem/hr, well within the desired constraint of 2.5 rem/hr.

Radiation dose levels in the gallery were calculated
to be 3x108 rad gammas and 2×1014 neuts/cm 2, E>0. 1

Mev, over a 5 year period. These are well within the
allowable constraints.

The weight of the revised shield configuration used
as the calculation model is 35,000 pounds.

computed shield configuration is 35,000 pounds. This

compared to a weight of 41,000 pounds for an engineered
shield layout.

Before the design can be finalized, the effects of

shield penetrations and any changes in the shield geome-

try necessitated by these has yet to be determined and

incorporated into the engineered layout. A calculational
model of the shield based on the engineered layout has to
be made and two dimensional transport calculations of

this configuration performed. As the design becomes
finalized finer spatial mesh size, angular quadrature,
and scattering order should be used in the calculations

in order to improve the accuracy of the design.

Engineering Design Considerations

The results of the shield analysis discussed so far
were used to produce an engineered layout of the shield.

In this layout, considerations of shield cooling, structur-

al support for the entire shield, containment for the

shield materials as well as fabrication of the shield

layers, clearances between layers, the assembly of the
entire shield, etc. were taken into account.

A simplified sketch of the engineered layout which

shows some of the features of the design is abown in

Fig. 7. Although some of the uranium layers are utilized
as structural members, much additional steel structure

is required. Shown in the figure are also the coolant
ducts, control drum actuator penetrations, and about a

1/2-inch clearance gap between the removable and sta-
tionary portions of the shield. This latter feature was

designed into the shield for replacement of the reactor
when required. A portion of the shield which contains the

reactor is removable. Thus the replacement package

contains the new reactor and only a fraction of the entire
shield. A sketch of this replaceable section with respect
to the permanent section of the shield is shown in Fig. 8.

Incidentally, although the actuator shaft penetrations en-

hance the radiation streaming toward the crew, their lo-
cation in this position in the shield make them accessible

for repair.

The structure, canning materials, and clearances,
as well as some revisions in the shield layer shapes, ne-
cessitated by fabrication considerations, result in the

engineering layout being larger in size and weight than the

computational model of the shield. As a comparison, the

engineered layout shown in Fig. 7 weighs 41,000 pounds

compared to a weight of 35,000 pounds for the revised
computational model.

TABLE I. - DOSE RATES AROUND REVISED

SHIELD CONFIGURATION

Detector Reactor Gallery Total
e dose dose dose

degree mrem/hr mrem/hr mrem/hr

0 0.8 --- 0.8

10 1.2 0.1 1.3
20 1.9 0.3 2.2

30 2.7 0.9 3.6
40 4.1 2.0 6.1

50 5.6 3.9 9.5
60 7.3 6.3 13.6

70 8.8 9.1 17.9
80 10.3 11.4 21.7

90 11.4 11.8 23.2

120 30. 145. 175.

150 295. 225. 520.
180 360. 245. 605.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A preliminary shield design for a SNAP-8 nuclear

power system has been evolved to meet a set of selected

dose constraints for a specific space base configuration.
This design incorporates results of calculations involving

a preliminary parametric optimizational study, iterated
two-dimensional transport analysis, and some engineer-

ing design considerations. The weight of the idealized
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SNAP 8 POST-SHUTDOWN GAMMA RADIATION APPROXIMATIONS

N. R. Byrn and H. T. Smith, Teledyne Brown Engineering

H. S. Manning, NASA/MSFC

An evaluation was made of an approximate method for calculating the

dose rate resulting from fission product gamma radiation after reactor shut-

down. Safety analyses for advanced nuclear missions in space have used this

technique for determining radiologlcally safe operations. This method

assumes that the dose rate Dl(r, t), received from a shutdown reactor is

directly proportional to the residual gamma power level at that time.

To check the validity of this "power ratio" assumption, energy-

dependent detector responses were calculated for normalized sources in the

Perkins and King energy group structure for a SNAP 8 power system on a NASA

space station. Gamma decay rates were then calculated by using an expanded,

updated list of isotopic decay data, and from these, actual detector

responses D2(r, t) were found for the SNAP 8 system. The two detector

responses, DI and D2, were then compared at several times after shutdown

and at detector positions around the space station. An error of several

thousand percent was found for many detectors at times greater than one

year; it was also found that an increase in material attenuation produced

an increase in error and that energy-dependent detector response, such as

dose rates, showed greater discrepancy between DI and D2 than did the

energy flux.

It was concluded that these discrepancies were caused by a decrease in

the proportion of hlgh-energy gammas released at longer shutdow_ times. This

softening of the decay gamma spectrum with time caused an increased attenua-

tion of decay gamma energy; invalidating the power ratio assumption. Because

of the complexity of the space station geometry, these conclusions were

checked and verified by a point source in infinite water calculation. The

results indicate that energy-dependent calculations must be made to determine

decay gamma dose rates for actual reactor configurations. A simplified method

for making these calculations has been devised.

This paper summarizes the results from the

determination of the nuclear environment produced

by the SNAP-8 reactor on the space station. The

study was concerned with determination of the gamma

radiation environment produced by the reactor in

its shutdown mode, and its variation with respect

to time elapsed after shutdown.

The general approach to this and similar shut-

down reactor radiation problems, which has been in

use prior to this study, involves two steps. The

first step is to research the available literature

and obtain data, generally in graphical form, which

gives the ratio of residual shutdown gamma power to

operating power, versus the two parameters of reac-

tor operating time prior to shutdown and the time

elapsed after shutdown at which one is interested

in determining the radiation environment. The

second step is to assume that the gamma dose rate

is directly proportional to the residual gamma

power level, determine the constant of propor-

tionality, and use it to determine the gamma dose

rate from the residual gamma power level found in

the first step.

The accuracy of this approach depends on the

accuracy of the graphs from which the gamma power

ratio is found and the reliability of the assump-

tion that the gala dose rate is directly propor-

tional to the residual gamma power level. Both of

these matters were investigated. The investigation

has yielded new power ratio curves which incorporate

more recent isotopic data than had been used pre-

viously, a determination of the problems encoun-

tered, and the error incurred in relating gamma

dose rate directly to residual ganlna power, plus

a simplified method of performing these calcula-

tions in the future.

In addition, a radiation transport analysis

was made of the nuclear power system for the space

station, using the Point Kernel technique to deter-

mine the radiation attenuation characteristics of

the space station. The results of this portion of

the study show the relative magnitude of the geo-

metric and material attenuation, by energy group,

of gamma radiation in and around the nuclear-

powered space station. These results will be very

useful in later investigations in that the gamma

radiation environment at any of the detector posi-

tions may be quickly found for a U-235 reactor by

"de-normalizing" them. i.e., by multiplying the

normalized detector response in each energy group

by the ratio of the actual source in that group to

the source used in the normalized calculation.

This process is applicable to future analysis of a

U-235 reactor at any power level in both the operat-

ing and post-shutdown phases.

REVISION OF POST-SHUTDOWN POWER

VERSUS TIME DATA

The General Dynamics data on post-shutdown

gamma power as a function of reactor operating
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timeandtimeelapsedafter shutdown(ref. i) has
provento beaveryhelpful tool in performing
radiationanalysesonSNAP-typenuclearpower
systems.Theoriginal informationwascompiled
for a NERVA-typenuclearpropulsionreactor,but
if thesamereactorfuel is used(U-235),thedata
maybeappliedto anynuclearsystem.Thereare
a fewdisadvantagesin usingthis material;first,
it is basedon fission productdatawhichwascom-
piled in 1958and1959,and,second,the graphs
containinformationfor reactoroperatingtimes
onlyupto 104seconds(approximately3hours).
It wasfelt that a majorimprovementcouldbe
madeto thepost-shutdowngarmnapowerdataif
thesedatawereupdatedto includethelatest fis-
sionproductdecayinformationandif results for
longerreactoroperatingperiodswereincorporated.
References2 and3 list thedatain useupto 1963,
with reference3havingthemorerecentinforma-
tion, includingthe fission productdatafor 125
nuclides.

Burrell andWatts(ref. 4) suppliedmoreup-
to-datefission productdata,whichincludeda
library of decaydatafor 200nuclides,plusa
computerprogramfor utilizing thedata. Modifi-
cationsweremadeto thecode,andanoutput
plotting techniquewaswritten andaddedto it.
Figurei showstheresultsof thecalculationwith
this codein the formof total shutdowngamma
powerversustimeafter shutdownandoperating
time. Operatingtimesfromi to i × 109 seconds

(approximately 30 years) were included in the cal-

culations. The time after shutdown began at

i × 102 seconds, since this was the minimum that

could be used from the basic input data without

extrapolation, and it was felt that periods of

time shorter than this were not of interest at

present.

Figures 2 through 8 display similar data, but

in this case, separately for the seven Perkins and

King energy groups. By presenting the data in

this format, with a separate graph for each energy

group rather than for each reactor operating time,

the effect of operating time and shutdown time is

more apparent. In this form, the results are more

applicable to future calculations, as described

in the next section.

EVALUATION OF POST SHUTDOWN

DOSE APPROXIMATIONS

An evaluation was made of an assumption used

in earlier radiation environment studies of reac-

tors for nuclear missions. This assumption is that

the dose rate received from a shutdown reactor is

directly proportional to the residual gamma power

level. For example, at a given time after the

reactor has been shut down when the decay gamma

power level is P(tl) watts, a calculation deter-

mines the dose rate at a detector to be Dl(r, tl)

rads. Then, at any other time after shutdown when

the decay gamma power level is P(t2) watts, the

dose rate at the same detector can be found from

the simple equation

Dl(r, t2) = Dl(r, tl) P(t2)
e(tl)

Note that the ratio of dose rate to residual power

level at t becomes the constant of proportionality

by which the new residual power level is multiplied.

The obvious advantage of this technique for calcu-

lating decay gamma dose rates is its simplicity.

0nly one transport calculation need be performed;

it can then be scaled to apply to any time after

shutdown.

The following approach was used to check the

validity of this "power ratio" assumption. As with

the original assumption, only one transport calcu-

lation was made for each detector point; however,

the desired information from this calculation was

the dose rate as a function of energy. In particu-

lar, the doses, Dl, received from a unit source

(i MeV/sec) in each of the seven Perkins and King

energy groups were calculated. Then, using the

revised gamma energy release data, Fi, as described

in the previous section, the dose at detector point

r and at time t was calculated by

D2 (r, t) =

7

I ri(t) Di(r) ,

i=l

where the summation is over the seven Perkins and

King energy groups.

The doses calculated, DI and D2, were then

compared for several times and detector points

around the space station. The discrepancy between

doses seemed to depend on three different factors:

time, position, and type of response. First, the

error between the two methods increased greatly

with increasing time since shutdown, reaching over

1000 percent for some detectors at times greater

than i year. Also, at a fixed time, the error

became larger as the amount of attenuating material

between source and detector increased. Finally, the

error changed at the same detector point and at the

same time for different response units; for example,

rads (tissue) versus reds (silicon) versus energy

flux. Examples of each of these three results are

given below.

For the detector located 170.7 centimeters

above the center of the SNAP reactor, the tissue

dose rate error between DI and D2 is shown in

Table i. The percent error did not change signi-

ficantly after 4 × l0 s seconds.

TABLE i. TISSUE DOSE RATE

Time After Shutdown (sec) Percent Error

i x 102 0

i x 103 26

1 x 104 66

! × l0 s 283

i × 106 155

i x 107 590

1 x 108 509

1 × i09 771

1 x 10 I° 770
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Fori x 105secondsafter shutdown,typical
detectorsshowedthediscrepancybetweenDl andD2
for doseratesin fads(tissue)persecond(table2).
Thesedetectorpositionsarealsoorderedin increas-
ing amountof attenuatingmaterialbetweensource
anddetector.

Forthedetectorlocatedat 170.7centimeters
abovethe centerof theSNAPreactorat 1 x iOs
secondsafter shutdown,theenergyflux showedan
error of 283 percent, while the tissue dose showed

an error of 214 percent. Similarly, at i x 109

seconds after shutdown, the energy flux showed an

error of 771 percent, while the tissue dose showed

an error of 567 percent.

The physical phenomena causing the large dis-

crepancies can be understood by examining the gamma

power versus shutdown time curves (figures i through

8). These curves show that at early times after

shutdown most of the gamma energy is coming from

the higher energy gamma groups. As the time after

shutdown increases, the percentage of gamma energy

emitted in the higher energy groups decreases.

For example, approximately one day after shutdown

(lO s seconds), the energy emitted in the highest

energy group, VII, is only 0.15 percent of the

total. At 102 seconds after shutdown, energy

group VII contributed 30 percent of the total

gamma energy release. As the time after shut-

down approaches 108 seconds (approximately 3

years), only energy group II contributes signifi-

cantly to the total decay gamma energy release.

Group II covers the energy range from 0.4 to 0.9

MeV. In this energy group, the energy absorption

coefficients for all materials are greater than

those for the higher energy groups. Hence, this

softening of the decay gamma spectrum with

increasing time, coupled with the greater absorp-

tion coefficients for softer gammas, caused an

increased attenuation of the total decay gamma

energy. For detectors that are shielded from the

decay gamma source, e.g., in a shutdown SNAP-8

reactor, the power ratio assumption for calculating

the shutdown gamma dose would not be expected to be

very accurate. In fact, the accuracy of the doses

calculated by this technique should become poorer

as time increases, because of the softening of the

decay gamma spectra, and, as the shielding increases,

because of the selective attenuation of the lower

energy gammas. Also, these phenomena would cause

the energy-dependent response functions to show

variations.

Although the explanation of the cause of the

discrepancies between DI and D2 seemed plausible,

the complexity of the source term and the shield

geometry in the SNAP-8 reactor system required a

check of the validity of the above conclusions.

This check was made by calculating the dose from

a normalized point source (i MeV/sec) in each of

the Perkins and King energy groups in an infinite

water medium. Detectors were located at nine

different radii from the point source, beginning

at 5 centimeters (5 g/cm 2) and ending at 500 centi-

meters (500 g/cm2). Five different responses were

calculated; however, only the results of two of the

response calculations will be given. These

responses are the energy flux (MeV/cm2-sec) and

tissue dose rate [rads(T)/sec]. The effect of

time after shutdown and shielding on the tissue

dose rate is very similar to the effect on the
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TABLE 2. DISCREPANCY BETWEEN DI AND D2

Relative

Number of

Detector Mean Free Percent

Number Paths Error

i 1.0 214

2 1.47 333

3 7.90 1,413
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other three responses. Table 3 shows that, in

general, the results of thedecay gamma point

source support the conclusions reached above.

The percent error increases with increasing time,

hut not monotonically. The error at 106 seconds

after shutdown decreases because gamma group IV

dominates gamma group II at this time. Thus, this

hi_her percent of high energy garmuas emitted at
i0 seconds more closely approximates the original

spectrum (at 102 seconds), hence the decrease in

percent error between DI and D2. Also, the percent

error increases for more shielding, i.e., distance

from the source, except at 25 centimeters. The

reason for this apparent anomaly is that the build-

up of dose is greater than the material attenuation

until some point between i0 and 25 centimeters,

causing Dz to be greater than DI in this range.

From 25 centimeters on, the original conclusion is

valid, as expected.

Considering the original results for the

SNAP-8 system and the infinite water-point source

calculations, the following conclusions wer_

reached:

The discrepancies between D I and D2 were

caused by a decrease in the proportion

of high-energy gammas released at longer

shutdown times.

The softening of the decay gamma spec-

trum with time causes an increased

attenuation of decay gamma energy,

invalidating the power ratio assumption.

Energy-dependent calculations need to be

made to determine the decay gamma dose

rate at various times after shutdown.

Obviously, the energy-dependent calculations

of the dose rate are more tlme-consuming than using

the power ratio assumption. However, by using

detector positions for which a normalized source-

point kernel calculation has been made, and by

using figures 2 through 8, the dose rates can be

calculated as described below.

Suppose the reactor has operated at a power

level of P watts for T seconds. The conversion

factor, C, for data taken from figures 2 through 8

is computed by

C = 6.25 × i012 [(MeV/sec)/W] • P (W) " T (sec)

= 6.25 × 1012 • P • T MeV.

For time of shutdown, t, and for each energy Kroup,

determine the corresponding ordinate values from

figures 4 through 8. If T, the operating time,

does not equal the operating times on the figures,

then use logarithmic interpolation between the

given values of T. The ordinate values are the

normalized shutdown gamma power, GPI, for each of

the seven energy groups. Then, for the selected

detector position, r, and response, the dose rate

at shutdown time, t, operating time, T, and power

level, P, is computed by

7

D (r,t) -- C • [ GPi(t) • Di(r) ,
i=l

where Di(r) is the energy-dependent detector

response from the normalized source-point kernel

calculations. It should be noted that the above

process is valid for any shutdown reactor as long

as the dose rates are determined for a normalized

source (i MeV/sec) in each of the Perkins and King

energy groups.
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SPACE REACTOR SHIELDING FABRICATION

FRANK H. WELCH

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

NORTH A)V._ICAN ROCKWELL

Atomic Energy Co_ission. The ultimate goal of

the program is the fabrication of a family of

neutron and gmmaa shielding components for the

reference ZrH reactor, as illustrated in Fig. I.

The fabrication of ground based reactor shielding, steel, concrete,

water tankage, etc., is generally simple, based upon well-known

engineering data and construction experience. This is not true in the
case of the reactor shielding needed for space application. The demand

to provide the most efficient shielding materials has forced the nuclear

engineer to consider the so-called "exotic" materials.

A new facility has been constructed at the Atomics International

Nuclear Field Laboratory, funded by the Atomic Energy Commission, for

the fabrication of space reactor neutron shielding by a melting and

casting process utilizinE one of these "exotic" materials, lithium hydride.

This facility is equipped to handle lithium hydride not onlw under the

exacting conditions dictated by the nature of the reactive, moisture

sensitive material, but also under the stringent requirements of the

nuclear shielding engineer for high purity, maximmn density, good structural

integrity, etc.

This facility, believed to provide the largest capacity in the world,

is capable of producing lithium hydride neutron shields up to 8 feet in

diameter weighing lO, O00 lbs.

In addition, the facility contains a 1650 cubic feet nitrogen

atmosphere, glove-ported room capable of handling these massive shields

during a destructive examination to determine the internal characteristics

of the shield after thermal and vibrational tests simulating operational

conditions.

The first neutron shield fabricated in this new facility was a large,

pancake shape 86 inches in diameter, containing about 17OO pounds of

lithium hydride. This shield, fabricated by the unique melting add

casting process, is the largest lithium hydride shield ever built.

A program of shielding materials and fabri- L__

cation development has been conducted at Atomics ,UE,,CE __'°"

ZrH I[AC,OI AIIO SHIELD 1 ,KSO_T_

International for about ten years funded by the .ii01 _\

Figure l.--Reference ZrH Reactor and Shield
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This ffmI.4 of shields consists of uranium - 
8 weight percent w m e n u m  and tantalum - 10 
weight percent tungsten for the attenuation of 
gamma, and lithium hydride for  the attenuation 
of faat  neutrons. 

The developmnt of the technology for the 
fabrication of lithium hydride shapes as  l ight 
weight, high efficiency neutron shielding for 
space reactor application has been the prime 
6fsSort of +he pmgrar. 
hydride (LIA) as the neutron shielding material 
was based pr imari4 on its high hydrogen content, 
s tab i l i ty  a t  high temperatures, a d  low density. 

The high hydrogen content of lithium w e  

The selection of lithium 

provides an effect i re  meu~s of shielding men and 
equipant against the neutrons f m t h e  reactor; 
the high temperature s tab i l i ty  permits the 
material t o  be used in the high thermal environs 
of the reactor without melting or decolpoaition; 
and the low density (approximately three-fourths 
that  of water) makes it attractive for use in a 
space syatem in  which weight is cr i t ical .  
Lithium hydride is a br i t t l e ,  aalt-IlLe material 
which i e  translucent and a pale-whitish blue in 
color. 
(686°C)  and a dissociation pressare of about 20 

torr a t  the malting point which pennits the 
material t o  be melted and frosen m e r  a s l ight  
pressure of hydrogen without degradation. 

waa corpleted at the Atomics International 
Nuclear Field Laboratory, designed specificdlly 
for the fabrication of large lithium hydride 
shields by a melting and casting procesa. This 
fac i l i ty  is equipped t o  handle l i t h i u m  hfiride 
not only under the exacting conditions dictated 
by the nature of the reactive, moisture sensi- 
t ive  material, but also under the stringent 
rnquiramsnts of the nuclear shielding engineer 

It posseares a melting point of 1 2 6 7 O F  

Recently a new 3600 aquare foot fac i l i ty  

for  high ptwitr, aaxb tm d a a i t y ,  .rd good 

stmctural  integrity. 
provide the largest capacity in the world, is 
capable of producing l i t h i m a  hydride neutron 
ahields up t o  eight feet in diameter weighing 

The facility believed t o  

10,Ooo pounds. 
In addition, the f ac i l i t y  contains a 1650 

cubic foot nitrogen atmosphere, glove-ported room 
capable of hardUng these maasive shields during 
a destructive examination t o  determine the In- 
ternal characterlatics o€ %ha dii6k! 6s)ar the& 

aad vibrational t e s t s  simrlating operational 
conditions. 

new fac i l i t y  waa a large, pancake ahope 86 inches 
in diarster,  con tabhg  about 1700 poonds of 
l i t h i u m  m r i d e .  Figure 2 ahom .II artist’s 
interpretation of the shield. 
reactor-shield ayatea, the shape would be inverted 
from the as-caat d e w  and would be located a t  the 
baaa of the ayntem shown In F’lgure 1. 

The f i r a t  neutron shield fabricated in t h i s  

Inda l led  i n  a 

l . ” ) ( w R Q I ~  f ~ n K A I I o w o N R ~  
rm <*I<”Ov1 mmo 

1 --> 

Figure 2. -U Neutron Shield Fabrication 
Developant 

Figure  3 i l lus t ra tes  the steps in the load- 
ing, mel t ing  d f reedng cycle t o  fabricate the 
shield. The q t y  shield vessel was placed i n  the 
shield casting hardware (figure 4), consisting of 
a large reservoir, a filler tube-bello- assembly, 
a supporting structure, and a safety vessel. The 
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latter is  necessary i n  the event of an accidental 

s p i l l  of molten lithium hydride from a ruptured 

weld, e tc .  
vessel  l i f t e d  from the safety vessel. The therm- 

couples a n  used t o  monitor the temperature of the 

lithium hydride during the cycle. 

w a s  rolled in to  place over the top of the reser- 
voir. A rubber sleeve w a s  used t o  connect the 
top of the reservoir with the bottom of the dry 

box. The air was purged from the  reservoir and 
shield u n t i l  the O2 content was less than 3 
percent. 

Figure 5 shows the empty shield 

e--- 
Figure 

LIH SHlElD llLllNG AND CASTING STEPS 

3.-LiH Shield Fi l l ing and Casting Steps 

SHIELD ASSEMBLED IN THE CASTING HARDWARE 

ShlllD CASllNG HARDWARE ASSfMRLY 
ON I H f  VIBRblOR 1bBLE 

Figure 6.--Shield-Casting Hardware Assembly on 
Vibrator Table 

The bags of LiH were removed from the sealed 
drums, weighed and loaded into the dry box ante- 

chamber (Figure 7). 
an 0 
transferred in to  the dry box where 
open and the lithium hydride crystals  poured into 

The antechamber w a s  purged t o  
content of 3 percent or leas  and the bags 2 

Figure &.-Shield Assembled in the Casting they w e r e  a l i t  
Hardware 

SHIELD VESSEL REMOVED FROM THE SAFETY CONTAINER 
the reservoir (Figure 8 ) .  

pounds was loaded, the reservoir was  sealed and the 
assembly waa moved t o  the r e to r t  base. 

temperature e l e c t r i c a l  conductors were connected 
between the base terminals and the auxiliary 
heaters located around the f i l l e r  tube-bellows 
assembly and on the bottom of the reservoir. These 
heaters provide the f ine  control necessary during 
the f i n a l  stages of freeeing. Themcouples a lso 

After the required 1900 

High 

Figure 5 . 4 h i e l d  Vessel Removed from the 

The casting hardware-shield assembly was  

were connected t o  t h e i r  base terminals. (Figure 9 ) .  
Safety Container 

placed on a 10,OOO pound capacity vibrator plat- 
Iom (Figure 6) and a nitrogen atmosphere dry box 
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LOADING BAGS OF LiH INTO THE DRY BOX 
ANTECHAMBER 

The Incoloy retor t  was lowered over the 
asssnb4, the retor t  sealed, evacuated t o  about 10 
lnicrons pressure, and backfilled with H2 t o  1.6 
psig pressure. 
lo), rolled into place over the re tor t ,  and lowered 
onto the retor t  (Figure ll). 

The furnace was elevated ( F m  

ELEVATING THE FURNACE 

Figure 7.-hcrrli% -8 Of LiFI into the D1.y 
Box Antechamber 

TRANSFERIING 1Hf BAGS 0 1  LIH 
INTO THF N. &TMOSPHERE BOX 

Figure 10.-Elevating the Furnace 
MONITORING THE CASTING CYCLf 

Figure 8.-Trcmsferrbg the Bags of LiFI into 
the ti2 Atmosphere Box 

INSTALLING THE RElORT OVER THE SHIElD-CASTING 
HARDWARE ASSEMBLY 

Flgure ll.--ltonitoring the Casting Cjrc le  
The power t o  the four temperature control 

sones of the furnace was turned on ud the re tor t  
and contents heated t o  about W O O F  (Figure 12). 
The temperatures of the shield and casting hsrdwua, 
the gas flow and pressure, and the O2 content of 
the Ii2 wm monitored throughout the cycle (Figure 

U). 
19OO-pound charge of lithium hydride and raise the 
melt temperaturn to  about -OF. 

About 30 hour8 were required t o  malt the 

Figure 9.-Installing the Retort over the Shield- 
Casting Hardrare Asmmb4 
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FURNACE TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANEL 

Figure U.-Furnace Temperature Control P u l e 1  
GAS PRESWRf AND ROW. 

AND AUXLIARY HfAlfR CONTROL PANELS CAS1 

L +,,. d..n&& 

i~rm,*oco~ml - t  -- -+- 

casting cycle (Figure 14). 
vessel w a s  not found t o  have barn distorted in any 
significant manner by the heuting and cooling cycle. 

Visually the shield 

CAS7 LiH SHIELD LlFlfD FROM WE SAFEN CONTAlNfR 

Figure U.--Cast LIA Shield Lifted from the 
Safety Container 

Twenty-eight radiographic exposures were made 

covering the ent i re  cross-sectionul m a  of the 
shield. Evaluation of the radiographs revealed 
tha t  the shield was  the  soundest e w r  produced, 
exhibiting less than average of the normally occur- 

Figure U.-Gas Pressure and Flow and Auxiliary 

Cooling was accomplished by raising the 

ring smal l  crucks and fissures between the lithium 

hfiride crystals.  Heater Control Panels 

The f i l l e r  tuba-bellows assembly was cut from 
fFlrnace stepwise and edjustiw the furnace the shield and a temrarJ closure of the  stub 
temperature downwards t o  permit the lithium made. A series of void volume measurements were 

made by evacuating the shield, then backfil l ing it hydride t o  freese radially inwurds and axially 

The lithim hydride in the reservoir and to atmospheric d t h  hef im from il tank of 
the f i l l e r  tuba-bellows assembly w a s  kept hot ter  known volnme and pressure, and cslculatiw the 
than the lithim hydride in the using the percent void using the  Perfect gag law.  A void 

volume of 5 percent w a s  obtained whereas the  aver- 
age void volume for  all previous shields is about 
6 percent. This measurement confirmed the visual 

appraisal from the radiographs. 

auxiliary heaters. Adjustment of the auxiliary 
heater power was used t o  force the freezing front 
upwards in to  the f i l l e r  tube-bellows assembly. 
Seventy-five hours were required t o  freese the 
lithium hydride i n  the shield. The next s t e ~ s  i n  the normal develouwnt 

When the assdb hd to about room be a series of the& ,.files 
rrmbient, the '2 was from the the vibration tes t ing e w a t i n g  n e - u ~  conditions; 
re tor t  backfilled with argon, and the re tor t  however, this shield m a  not a prototype design, 

and remved' The casting ha*wara-shield but was  designed and b d l t  specifically t o  check- 
assembly was removed from the retor t  base, and the  
cast  shield w a s  l i f ted  from the safety vessel und 
photographed i n  the same position as before the 

out the new f a c i l i t y  and equipment, and t o  investl- 
gate the  d i f f icu l t ie8  which might arise in the 
casting of the thin, large diameter shape. The 
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70-06 -103-20  

NEUTRON SHIELD 
CASTING CAPABllll lES 

next planned step, therefore, i s  a destructive 

examination in  the Shield Examination Room. 
Figure 15 shows 
installation in the nitrogen-filled room (Figure 
16). 

the campletad shield readied for 

Figure 15.-The &mpleted LIA Neutron Shield 

F i e r e  16.-The H f i l l ed  Shield Exfmination 
2-Room 

Table I coaporas the capability of the new 

fac i l i ty  with the older, smaller fac i l i ty  which 
ha8 been u d  for  laaq yS.rS t o  C M t ' l l ~ ~ S  

smaller shields. 
system (Figure 17) required for  supplslng reactor- 
produced electr ical  power for  manned application 

will be fabriaated i n  t h i s  large faci l i ty ,  
although the smdlar fac i l i ty  remains operational 
for  the fabrication of muallor l i th ium hydride 
shielding components. 

The envisioned fhture shield 

BUILDING 3 BUILDING42 

RETORT ID bn.1 4 8  10s 

RETORT HEIGHT bn.1 bO 125 

0 SHIELD OIAMETER, MAXIMUM h . l *  4 2  96 

SHIELD HEIGHT, MAXIMUM hn,)* 4 0  8 0  

*MAXIMUM DIAMETER AND MAXIMUM HEIGHT CANNOT BE USED IN THE 
SAME ASSEMBLY 

+.--. 

F'igure 17.-Reactor/Shield Assembly 
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NUCLEAR REACTOR DESCRIPTIONS FOR SPACE POWER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS*

E. W. McCauley and N. J. Brown

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

For the small, high performance reactors required for space electric

applications, adequate neutronic analysis is of crucial importance, but In
terms of computational time consumed, nuclear calculations probably yield the

least amount of detail for mission analysis study.
It has been found possible, after generation of only a few designs of a

reactor family in elaborate thermomechanical and nuclear detail to use simple
curve fitting techniques to assure desired neutronic performance while still

performing the thermomechanical analysis in explicit detail. The resulting
speed-up in computation time by three orders of magnitude, permits a broad
detailed examination of constraints by the mission analyst.

INTRODUCTION

Space research in general and Space nuclear
electric systems in particular are in a period of
priority reassessment and technological retrench-

ment. Even so, n_ concepts and different com-
binations of older concepts are being put forth
for possible application. In order to provide
any hope of progress, the mission analyst, faced
with a restricted list of missions and of vehic-

les, must develop a set of analyses more consis-
tent and credible than those to date. One of the

chief obstacles in his path is the state of

nuclear reactor heat source data which is usually
presented as a pointwise design or as a set of

parametric statements so overgeneralized as to be
effectively useless.

Mission analysis can hardly optimize a point,
or give a reasonable estimate of specific re-
search potential on systems where it has neither

breadth nor depth of knowledge. On the other
hand, the designer of the nuclear reactor heat

source has insufficient information to optimize
his system to the particular mission since it in
turn lacks definition.

To be effective, the reactor descriptions

must be presented to the mission analyst in con-
siderable detail. However, the parametric con-
straints must be held to an absolute minimum or
the surface to be fitted will be as full of con-

fusing depressions as a lunar landscape.
Some years ago the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory developed a method of parallel-
optimization-path reactor design for cylindrical
reactors, which coupled thermo-mechanical design
to multi-group neutron transport analysis to allow
rapid assessment of the effects of acquired re-
search data and potential lines of research on
reactor performance. It was found practicable to

rapidly convert from one type of reactor to
another. Beyond this, the consistency inherent
in a single pass computerized design produced con-
figurations significantly superior to those that
the same group achieved by traditional reactor
design methods.

This method requires approximately 5 to lO

minutes of CDC-6600 time to produce a design point
which is too long to be suitable for inclusion in

mission analysis work. The neutronic routines are
called 30 to 40 times in a typical iterative de-
sign sequence and require three to four orders of
magnitude more computation time than the thermo-
mechanical portion.

The obvious approach is then to attempt to
eliminate the detailed neutronic analysis if pos-
sible. As a demonstration case, we have selected

a heatpipe-cooled reactor type previously studied
at LRL. _ We selected the criticality-limited de-
sign region and designed a family of 12 reactors
in detail at power levels of .6, 2., and 4.6 Mwth.
Fueled core aspect ratios (L/D) were chosen as
.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0.

This paper purposely avoids extensive tables

and reactor descriptions so that it may not be
construed as a description of a particular reactor

system, but as an approach to a particular design
problem, applicable to a variety of systems,
whether liquid metal convectively cooled or heat-

pipe cooled cores for Rankine systems, or in- core
or out-of-core thermionic systems. However, it is
necessary to consider some parameters and features
of the system selected to demonstrate that the

study was not made on an over-simplified students
model.

DESCRIPTION OF THE HEAT SOURCE

Tilemodel selected was as detailed and sophis-
ticated as any published in connection with the LRL

Space Reactor Technology Program. The correspond-
ing model here actually has its outermost radius

within the fueled core radius of the SPR-4 design,
yet it has been designed with a greater safety
margin.

A cross section is shown in Fig. l. Both the
reactor and the heatpipe boiler sections on the
ends w_re designed in the code. The design in-
cludes a dual control system, either of which could
carry the mission to completion. The core is not

represented by a simple fuel matrix but is designed

*'Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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1.2 VERSION B

_'0.8

U VERSION A' " "
00.6

.-, FUEL LOADING, %

VERSION A VERSION B

__.0.4 I 2 I 2 3

U-233 24.7 44.5
:: 0.2 U-235 87.1 99.0 93.5 70.4 51.9

O U-238 12.9 1.0 6.5 4.9 3.6

z I I i I I I I
2 4 6 8 I0 12 14

CORE RADIUS - cm

16 18

.__Fig.2 Po_lerDensityProfiles

as a discrete number of fuel elements arranged in
a hexagonal pattern in a discrete number of
dodecagonal rows. Zonal boundaries coincide with
fuel element boundaries and fuel 1oadings of

U-238, U-235, and U-233 are varied to give radial
power flattening. Material properties are tem-
perature dependent and in cases where creep is
involved, both time and temperature dependent.

Fuel elements were designed with both thermal

stress and peak temperature limits. Provision was
made for differential thermal expansion and burn-
up dependent fuel swelling. The heatpipes for
each system were tailored to the reactor and

optimized for the specific ase, Their design
limits included peak or boiloff flux limits, and
a safety margin to carry the load on failure of
any single adjacent heatpipe as well as a I0%

factor for power surges, 20% for transport prop-
erty data scatter, and 10% for radial power
variations.

The units were designed to have a maximum

multiplication factor at room temperature of .96
when fully immersed in water and flooded in the
absence of blowoff side reflectors. Appropriate
neutron filters to accomplish this were placed

between core and pressure vessel in this case.
The design code could and in the past has, de-
signed these filters into the metallic structure

within the core as alloying elements or as
plating.

The design code also checks zero power tem-
perature coefficients as a function of temperature,
and power coefficients for control as a function

of lifetime including fuel burnup effects, pro-
duction of daughter fissile species, etc.

The pressure vessel and structure were de-
signed for each case using time and temperature
dependent creep data.

The remaining figures show additional details
of the system. Figure 2, previously published 2

shows the compactness and the degree of power
flattening achieved by the U-233, U-235 system
(version B) compared with the SPR-4 design
(version A). The remaining carpet plots,

Figures 3 - 10 show some of the more significant
parameters of the system. In particular the
readers attention is directed to the nonlinear be-

havior of many of the variables.
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It should be obvious from the detail de-
scribed above that thermionic elements could have

been designed within the core instead of heat-
pipes, or outside the core in the boiler regions.

Similar families of liquid metal cooled reactors
have been designed to similar criteria and others
including specific pressure drops, coolant tem-
perature rises, etc. These have been even better
behaved than the heatpipe reactors shown. They
could just as easily have been gas cooled reactors

for Brayton cycle applications.
This listing of the detail considered in the

design is not presented with a view to convincing
the reader of the credibility of this particular

set of design calculations or the feasibility of
this particular design concept which has been
published in the past; it is presented as a demon-
stration that a rather complex design can be
described in considerable detail employing a

reasonable number of limits or weighting factors.

SHORT FORI,IOF THE COHPLETE SYSTEII

In place of the neutronic analysis we pre-

dicted the fuel mass using average core fuel

burnup data from the twelve designs• This was
purposely done in the simplest fashion by fitting
second order curves ti_rough the twelve data points

to produce expressions for burnup and the spacing
parameter _ as a function of power and aspect ratio.
The details of this fitting are shown in Appendix A.
Using these functionals to replace the neutronic

analysis, the thermo-mechanical code portion pro-
duced fifteen additional designs at points inter-
mediate to those of the previous detailed analysis.
These fifteen cases were repeated using the full

neutronic analysis and the data were compared.
They agreed within a few percent in all cases. We
therefore conclude that this analysis could be
used for this family of reactors within the
specified parameter ranges for mission studies.

Running times averaged less than I/lO second per
"fitted" design.
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Table I shows typical results. These data
were selected from the larger set as quantities of

particular interest to the mission analyst, re-
actor physicist, and engineer. For the mission
analyst fueled core radius, maximum package radius,
and reactor-boiler mass were selected. For the

physicist the hot-core full-power start of life
and cold-core water-immersed and flooded multipli-

cation factors are presented. For the engineer the
heatpipe inside radius and a fuel element porosity

parameter were selected as variables representative
of areas subject to possible future constraints in
view of, e.g., fabrication difficulties. The
factors shown in percentages are the maximum and
rms deviation of the predicted value from that

established by the complete analysis. Also shown
where applicable is the ratio of the maximum value

of the parameter to the minimum encountered in the
field, demonstrating that we were not fitting near
constants. Fuel mass varied by a factor of 5.4.

Table I

Core React Keff Keff Heatpipe Bfa_,_Radius Radius Mass Hot _ Radius

Max Oev % 2.74 2.57 5.86 2.52 2.21 .255 2.39

Rms Dev % 1.27 1.13 3.20 1.62 1.23 .12 1.13

F max/F rain 1.79 1.60 5.18 2.89 1.80

(a)B is a fuel element porosity parameter representative of a design detail

and is the ratio of the fuel inside radius to the outside hexagonal-flat

radius.

Fig. 9. U-233 Mass

CONCLUSIONS

2.5

l.5

1.0 _-._

Fig 10 Reflector Thickness --

As a demonstration the results indicate the

promise of the method. This becomes n_re evident
when the reactors are examined in detail. The

simplicity of the fitting method selected is not
meant to apply to the designs. The simplest possi-
ble representation was used to predict a complex

design, to get across the point that it is neither
impossible nor impractical to implicitly formulate
reactor designs so that they can be meaningfully

employed by the mission analyst. It is obvious
that a more sophisticated set of formulae could be
developed covering such parameters as reflector
thickness, zone loading fraction, etc., to give even

closer predictions. As an example of this, the
parameter B was included above as a starting point
to reduce the number of iterations in the thernw)-

mechanical analyses.

By using these methods, reactor analysis and
reactor system surveys can be broadened in scope so
as to pass from company and academic circles to
interact meaningfully and credibly with the space

systems analysts who must provide input data for tile
decision making process.
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Appendix A

THE FITTED FUNCTIONALSB AND BU

In order to providea direct path to the
explicit, mechanical characterizationof an
implicitly critical and optimized nuclear reactor
heat source of power Q and ratio L/Do it is
necessary to describe the spacing paran_ter, B
and the burnup fraction, BU as functionals. The
data used are abstracted from the detailed
analyses.

As is clear from Figure 5, B is a function of
L/D and Q, or

B = B(LID,Q) = D(Q) + E(Q)(L/D) + F(Q)(L/D)2

with

2

D(Q) = _ diQi

i=O

2

_-_
E(O) = 2. eiQ1

i=0

2

fiQiF(Q) = L

i=O

where, for constant Q,

2

B (L/D)Q = /_.

j=O

1.1

1,2

gi(L/D)J 1,3

Performing the indicated least squares fit in

equation 1.3, the gi are used to fit the dl, el,
and f_, respectively, of equations 1.2 thu_
producing the coefficients of equation l.l. They
are listed, for reference, in Table A.l.

The burnup (Figure4) is treated in a similar
manner with

BU = BU(L/D,Q) = A(Q) + B(Q)(L/D) + C(Q)(L/D)z

1.4

where

2

A(Q) = _ akQk

k=O

2

B(Q) : _ bkQk

k=O

2

C(Q) = _ ckQk

k:O

and

2

BU(LID)Q : _. _ (LID)_
_:0

The resulting coefficients of equation 1.4 are
listed in Table A.2.

Table A.I

The. Functional_.Coefficients of

i=O

D 2.59217E-I
(d)

, ml m i

E 4.27773E-2
(e)

, i i

F -8.41595E-2
(f)

i

i=I i=2

m.

1.23627E-I -l.19133E-2

i i

3.74926E-2 -7.96442E-3

-l,06819E-2 2.64808E-3

i i i llmli i

Table A.2

The..Functional Coefficients of BU

k=O k=l k=2
i i m m ii i

A l.20680E-2 2.39719E-2 -3.53083E-3
(a)

i • u i i l

B -I.07593E-2 -l.36532E-2 2.53387E-3
(b)

i ii m lilmllll

C 3.09971E-3 2.41979E-3 -5.07874E-4
(c)

i m i i i

*Burn Up
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAY HEAVY PRIMARY SECONDARY DOSES*

M. C. Wilkinson (Boeing), S. B. Curtis (UCLRL - Berkeley)

The free space dose rates from the various components of the

galactic cosmic rays can be determined from the particle energy

spectra and energy loss data. Depth-dose profiles in material

shields or in body tissue are complicated by the nuclear cascade

set up in the material by the incident primaries. While consid-

erable work has been done on the proton induced particle cascade,

the heavy primary secondazy dose from the galactic cosmic rays,

which also fragment and cascade, has not been estimated.

In this paper we present the results of a calculation which

estimates the heavy primary secondary doses from cosmic ray inter-

action data. The incident galactic cosmic ray heavy primary spec-

trum is represented as the sum of helium, nitrogen (M group), mag-

nesium (light heavy), and iron (very heavy) components. The inci-

dent iron nuclei are allowed to fragment into lesser Z secondaries,
which are assumed to travel in the same direction and start with

the same energy per nucleon as the interacting primary. The total

emergent particle energy spectra and dose are then presented for

the galactic heavy primary spectrum incident on aluminum and tis-

sue slabs. The importance of the fragmentation parameters assumed
is also evaluated.

The total dose from the heavy primaries and their secondaries

is found to be reduced by only a factor of two in 20 g/cm 2 of

shielding.

*Work supported by NASw-1963

We present here a method for the cal-

culation of the secondary particles pro-

duced by heavy galactic primaries. The

galactic cosmic ray spectrum consists of

protons, helium and higher Z elements, all

with a similar energy spectrum, but of re-

duced intensity with increasing Z. As

these particles pass through matter, both

nuclear interaction and ionization reduce

the intensity and energy of the incident

spectrum. While the electromagnetic inter-

action for the particle energies of inter-

est are well understood, and their effects

readily calculated, the nuclear interac-

tions lead to complex cascades of secon-

dary partlcles. While a great deal is

known about the cascade products of pro-

ton induced reactions, the cascades in-

duced by the higher Z elements of the gal-

actic cosmic rays have received less atten-
tion.

The fraction of the yearly free space

dose resulting from the various components

of the galactic cosmic rays are shown in

Table I, as determined from the particle

energy spectra given in Reference i.

In Figure i, we show the depth-dose

profiles for the helium and higher Z par-

ticle groups under two assumptions: i) that

only electromagnetic interactions attenuate

the flux, and 2) that the particles suffer-

ing nuclear interaction are removed from

the beam (uncolllded particle dose only).

The wide range between these estimates in-

dicates a need for further analysis.
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Component

H (Z=l)

He (Z=2)

M (6<Z_9)

LH (I05ZS14)

VH (26<Z<28)

TABLE I

Yearly Dose

4.6

3.5

1.9

1.3

1.3

TOTAL: 12.6 rads/

year

- (LH)

\ |

I i : ) co- _Ilil ,J
I0 20 30 40 _0

GM/CM 2 - AL

Figure I: HEAVY PARTICLE GALACTIC DOSES



FORMULATION OF THE CALCULATION

Let _i (E,x) be the differential num-

ber flux of ions of type i at a point x in

the absorber. Then it is easy to show that

the relation between the incident flux and

the flux at a point in the absorber is

given by

S(E)

_i(E' ,xl=_i(E,Ols (E,)

neglecting nuclear interactions.

If we include nuclear interactions,

and change variables to energy per nucleon,

T, we have

(i) _i (r''x)=_i(T'O)x

S(T) _ _i (r) dt

S (T') exp-J
T

where S(T) is the stopping power of the ion

of type i and energy per nucleon T. If _

is energy dependent, then we have simply

exp[-_ix] for an attenuation factor. The
uncollided flux can then be determined at

points of interest in the absorber.

Now ions of type i produce secondary

ions of type J at points in the absorber

at the following rate

(2) d_J(T,
dx

where

_i(T,x)

ai(T)

Pij (T,T')

N
o

M =

_(T',x)=

No

,x)=_i(T,x)_-- aI(T)Pij(T,T')

is the energy spectrum of ions

of type i

is the interaction cross sec-

tion for ions of type i and

energy T

is the fragmentation parameter,

giving the probability for an

interaction of type i ions at

energy T to produce a secon-

dary ion of type J and energy

T'

Avogadro's number

the atomic weight of the ab-

sorber

the rate at which particles

of type J and energy T' are

being produced in the absorber

at point x

Particles of type J are slowed and

attenuated as they pass through the re-

mainder of the absorber and they emerge

with an energy related to their initial

energy T, and remaining path length in

the absorber, X-x, of

RJ (T)=RJ (Tf)+X-x

and with an intensity reduction of

S(T)

S(Tf) exp [-uj (X-x) ]

The emerging flux of type J particles pro-

duced by type i primaries is then
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X

(3) _j(Tf,X)=? _i(T,x) X

O

S(T)

°i(T)PIj(T) S-_-f) x

exp[-uj (X-x)]dx

Now we apply these basic relations

to the problem of determining the final

penetrating energy spectrum of the gal-

actic heavy primaries and induced secon-

daries in an absorber. First, we con-

sider a maximum Z of 26, as only a small

number of higher Z particles are present

in the galactic cosmic ray flux. The

penetrating flux of 2_Fe particles at any
point in the absorberVcan be determined

by expression (i). Once _Pa (T,x) is

known, then the rate at whl6h lower ato-

mic number particles are being produced

at points in the absorber can be deter-

mined bv expression (2).

The total production rate of particles

of type j is given by the following sum

26

No (T)
_x--_(T'x)= Z ¢i (T 'X)M--_i (T) Pij

i=j+l

where _(T,x), the total flux of particles

of type-i, depends on both the incident

flux and the accumulated secondary flux.

To determine the penetrating flux of

particles, a computer program was devel-

oped to evaluate the expressions discussed

numerically. This program evaluates the

production rates of the secondaries at a

set of thickness points in the absorber for

a suitable energy grid. Then by sequential

transporting the highest Z element through

the absorber and determining the production

rates for all lower Z elements, we obtain

the final penetrating number energy spec-

trum.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE CALCULATION

The preceding section has developed

the formations used in the calculation of

the secondary particles produced by the

heavy galactic primaries. Now we discuss

the basic assumptions used in this analy-

sis, and some of the resulting limitations

in the present calculations.

First we employ the straight ahead,

or one dimensional approximation. This

can be Justified by use of cosmic ray in-

teraction data as discussed in Reference 2

which shows that the heavy fragments emerg-

ing from the interaction site are strongly

peaked in the forward direction. It is

well known that the primary heavy parti-

cles suffer little angular deflection while

passing through matter.

Second, we use the energy independent

overlap cross section model used by Cleg-

horn, et al. (Reference 3) to fit his cos-

mic ray emulsion results. It was found

that cross sections were essentially inde-

pendent of energy in the energy range i00

MeV/nucleon to 30 GeV/nucleon. At energies

below i00 MeV/nucleon, the higher Z pri-



maries havea small range, but their cross ,C3
section will probably be underestimated
in this energyregion.

The fragmentation function, Po.(T,T')
represents the least well knownquantity
required in the calculation. Since the
energy dependenceof the secondaryfrag-
mentshas not yet beendescribed, wemake i_4
the simple assumptionthat T=T', that is
the fragmentshave the samevelocity as
the primary ion. This assumptionis in
agreementwith an interaction model in
which the heavyprimary is stripped of
somefraction of its mass, and proceeds
on with unchangedvelocity. Twosets of
fragmentation parameterswere then used

10 -5

to explore the effects of various assump-
tlons on the final results. In the first

approximation, we have used a set of frag-

mentation parameters which assume one IH,

one 2He,and an equal probability of higher
Z fragments normalized to conserve Z in

the incident heavy primary. This approxi-

mation, when coupled to the equal velocity IC 6

approximation, leads to approximate con-

servation of energy, neglecting nuclear

binding energies and plon formation. The

second set of fragmentation parameters

are described in the paper by Curtis in

these Symposium proceedings.

Both sets of fragmentation parameters

are assumed to be independent of the pri- i0
0

mary particle energy, a conclusion that

is consistent with the results of Cleg-

horne.

Finally, the calculations have neg-

lected the interactions of primary and io-_

secondary ions with hydrogen. While the

I

results of Bertini's internuclear cascade

calculation can be applied to this prob-

lem by a proper transformation of rest

frames this has not yet been incorporated

in the calculation. The results given

for tissue thus neglect the fragmentation

induced by hydrogen. I0-4

RESULTS

Typical results of this calculational

method have been developed with the assump-

tions discussed. First, using the VH

group heavy particle spectrum presented

in Reference i, depth dose profiles for

a unidirectional beam of particles inci-

dent normally on a slab of water and alu-

minum are shown in Figures 2 & 3. The

total tissue dose, the 9_Fe (VH) dose,
and selected lower Z seCOndaries are

shown. For H20 , the two sets of fragmen-

tation parameters are represented by (i)

solid li_s and (2) dotted lines. We see

the expected rise and more gradual fall 1°-e

of the secondary dose components.

See I Frasmentatlon
Parameters

Set II Fragmentat£on
Parameeers

10 20 30 40 50

CM/CM 2 H20

Figure 2: HEAVY GALACTIC PRIMARY VH GROUP DOSE

60

26 Fe

70

i0 20 30 40 50 60 70

GM/CM 2 Aluminum

Figure 3: HEAVY GALACTIC PRIMARy VH GROUP
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With the complete GCR spectra, as

represented by VH, LH, M and Helium com-

ponents, the results are as shown in Fig-

ure 4.

-r-

11 TM

He

l x

GMICM2_O
Figure 4: H_" GA_IC PRI_ T_ _SE

Meyer (Reference 4) has reviewed the

galactic cosmic ray data available up to

1969, and has presented an estimate of the

intensity of all the heavy primary compo-

nents below _ Fe. From this compilation

we have calculated the total depth dose

profiles in water for incident primaries

He to _.Fe9 and presented the results

n Figure°5.

,0-3

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented indicate the

general nature of the total depth-dose pro-

files we can expect in tissue and alumi-

num absorbers. Uncertainties in the frag-

mentation parameters lead to significant

changes in the total dose, as well as the

dose distribution among the secondary com-

ponents. Further work in defining the

fragmentation parameters and incorporation

of the hydrogen interaction results for

tissue would improve these dose estimates.

While only dose results are presented

in this paper, the penetrating particle

energy spectra are also calculated, and

can be used to examine the LET spectra for

further study of the biological implica-

tions of the galactic cosmic rays.
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METHODS OF SPACE RADIATION DOSE ANALYSIS WITH

APPLICATIONS TO MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS

R.W. Langley and M. P. Billings

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

Huntington Beach, California

ABSTRACT

The full potential of state-of-the-art space

radiation dose analysis for manned missions has

not been exploited. Point doses have been over-

emphasized, and the critical dose to the bone

marrow has been only crudely approximated,
despite the existence of detailed man models and

computer codes for dose integration in complex
geometries. The method presented makes it

practical to account for the geometrical detail of

the astronaut (which typically provides as much

protection to the internal organs as does the

vehicle) as well as the vehicle. This paper dis-

cusses the major assumptions involved and pre-

sents the concept of applying the results of

detailed proton dose analysis to the real-time

interpretation of on-board dosimetric
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Present state-of-the-art methods for space

radiation dose analysis have been routinely used

on a number of existing and proposed manned

space systems. The experience gained in.apply-

ing the involved analytical techniques, the extent

of agreement between analytical results and

experimental investigations, and the increased

knowledge of the space radiation environment

have resulted in reasonable confidence in the

ability to predict space radiation doses to specific

points in a vehicle used for manned missions. A

summary of the state-of-the-art and current

practices is given in reference I; the current

experimental approach and experimental results

are summarized in reference 2.

The most troublesome and important space-

radiation protection problem continues to be that
of biological hazard, and one of the most difficult

aspects of the biological hazard problem is

onboard dose monitoring. The most stringent bio-

logical dose criterion is generally that associated

with the internally distributed blood-forming
organs (BFO) or bone marrow, and the critical

radiation environment for practically all manned

missions is protons, both solar protons and

trapped protons. It is in the context of these

generalizations that this paper is presented.

SCOPE OF PRESENT DISCUSSION

Considerable theoretical and experimental

effort has gone into establishing and improving

the accuracy of present methods for calculating

point doses, and there seems little to be gained

in further efforts along these lines at this point.

Emphasis should instead be placed on improving

the application of these methods to preflight and

in-flight dose estimation. The two major points

of this paper concern (1) astronaut self-shielding

of internally distributed organs, and (Z) the

realistic interpretation of on-board dosimetry.

The aspect of dose analysis that in particu-
lar deserves more attention is the effective

utilization of detailed astronaut (as well as

vehicle) geometry. Available methods for esti-

mating point doses are rather accurate for

geometrically well-defined systems, particularly

for protons. However, the application of these
methods to the estimation of doses to the

internally distributed organs (such as the BFO)

of a mobile astronaut has not exploited the avail-

able potential for obtaining accurate dose esti-

mates. This is because the complexity involved

in the combined geometrical mockup of a vehicle

and a mobile detailed man-model requires exces-

sive time and effort to integrate over the several

space and time variables involved in the dose

integrations. The geometrical complexity

involved can be appreciated by viewing a model

or mockup of the NASA Space Station and con-

sidering a man-model described by over 2200

geometrical shapes (ref. 3). The alternative to

precise "brute-force" integration that has seen

widespread application is the use of gross simpli-

fications, such as characterizing the average BFO

dose by a few point doses calculated at a 5-cm

depth in a phantom. Because the protection pro-

vided to the BFO by the vehicle may well -be less

than that provided by the self-shielding of the

astronaut and because the protection provided by

both is highly spectrum dependent, this degree of

simplification largely negates the care normally

taken with other aspects of dose analysis; for

example, in specifying the quality factor and the

vehicle mass distribution. The approach pre-

sented utilizes the available capability of detailed

man-n_odels and circumvents the problems of

excessive effort on the one hand and excessive

crudeness on the other.

Another area requiring attention is the

application of the significant dose analysis capa-

bility that has been developed over the past ten

years to the problem of on-board dose monitoring.

The uncertainty associated with preflight dose

estimation, in decreasing order of importance,

is due to (1) the space environment encountered

during the mission, (2) the distribution of mass

providing protection, and (3) methods of radiation

transport and dose analysis (ref. 4). In situ

measurements, however, remove the major

source of uncertainty (that associated with the

radiation environment) so that the main dose

uncertainties are then due to the combined mass

distribution of the vehicle and astronaut. An

accurate treatment of the overall geometrical
arrangements ot mass will therefore enhance the

overall accuracy of dose estimation. It is pre-
cisely this sensitivity of dose to mass distribution
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for mannedspacesystemsthatmakesdirect
dos[metricmeasurementsimpracticalin real-
timedosemonitoring. Anapproachis presented
for makingpracticaluseof availabledoseanaly-
sis toolsanddetailedman-modelsto providea
meansof realistic, real-timeinterpretationof
on-boarddosimetricmeasurements.

REPRESENTATION OF ASTRONAUT

GEOMETRY AND MOTION

The usual method of estimating dose to the

BFO (for example) of a mobile astronaut has been

to create a geometrical mockup of a man-model

inside the space system, and to perform dose

integrations about several points in the body,

each of which is erroneously assumed to be at a

uniform depth of 5 g/cm 2, for several man-model

locations within the vehicle. This procedure

represents a compromise in the spatial and

astronaut time-line integrations, and makes it

impractical to use both a detailed mockup of the

vehicle and a detailed man-model of the type

described in reference 3.

The alternative method that has been developed

yields improved dose estimates by accounting for

the actual organ distribution within the body, the

dose distribution within the organ, and the astro-

naut time-line. Such a detailed integration is

made practical by decoupling the mass distribu-
tion of the vehicle from the mass distribution of

the astronaut. This is accomplished by using

mass-distribution data generated from an existing

detailed man-model to express the shielding

effect of the body on critical organ dose. Typical
mass distributions for the BFO are shown as

curves 2 and 3 in figure 1. When fully imple-

mented, each curve generated would be volume-

averaged over some portion of theBFO; that is,

each curve would represent a part of the BFO

(e. g., upper limbs, lower limbs, ribs and trunk,

spinal column, and skull) rather than a point, as
in figure 1. Other distributed radiatlon-sensitive

organs (e. g., the gut) could be treated similarly,

and if it turns out to be important, these data

should be generated for both the standing and the
sitting positions. Doses to the skin and lens of

the eye are essentially surface doses for which

body self-shielding can be adequately estimated

without the explicit use of a man-model (ref. 5).

The mass distribution data of figure 1 were

generated by tracing several hundred randomly

selected rays. Curve 1 is the time-averaged

distribution for a simplified astronaut time-line

made up of five dwell stations in the Skylab
vehicle that account for most of the time, with

the remainder of the time spent in uniform transit
between the station locations. A more detailed

time-line could be constructed from measured

data like those presented in reference 6. Curve 1

was generated with the use of the SIGMA code

(ref. 7). Curves 2 and 3 were generated for an

isolated, standing astronaut with the MEVDP code

(ref. 8), which contains the man-model of
/'eference 3.

Such astronaut mass distribution data have

been combined with the vehicle mass-distrlbution

data in two ways. One way of combining them in
a dose analysis has been to use them in the same

manner that a man-model is now used; i. e.,

using the organ mass distribution to calculate

depth doses for each ray as it is traced, and then

summing the desired results. Another way,

which is more efficient when integration over

astronaut time-line is involved, has been to gen-

erate the time-line averaged vehicle mass distri-

bution separately (such as indicated by curve 1,

figure 1), and then obtain the final results by

convoluting the mass distributions and integrating

over the dose kernels and organ response (i. e.,

the distribution factor or other dose-modifying

factors). This latter approach is illustrated in

figure Z, in which the utilization of man-model

geometrical mockup is shown in dashed lines to

indicate that it is used only once and not in every

dose analysis.

The advantages of the decoupling method over

the present method are:

1. Dose estimates to such organs as the

BFO are significantly more accurate and realistic.

2. Application of the available detailed man-

model capability is made practical.

3. Much greater detail in dose analysis for

either the final design or preliminary analysis i's

obtainable with a small increase in engineering

effort and with reduced computer time.

4. Ability to interpret data from on-board

monitoring is enhanced.

The implementation of the proposed method

involves the following assumptions: (1) the

effects of an astronaut's actual orientation on

dose are not significant on the average, (X) the

error involved in using a single reference

material in the dose kernels is not significant,

and (3) the vehicle mass distribution at a point

is representative of a region of space (occupied

by one or more organ segments, as necessary).

A series of calculations indicates the validity of

the first two assumptions. The third assumption
is not considered restrictive, since vehicle mass

distributions can be generated on the basis of a

single coordinate time-line for an astronaut or

as many as one coordinate time-line for each

organ mass-distribution curve of interest,

depending on how a specific situation affects the

accuracy•

EVALUATION OF DOSE INTEGRATION

TECHNIQUES

A 44-region geometrical mockup of a

manned space station (ref. 9) and a simple

man-model consisting of one elliptical cylinder
for the head and another for the trunk were used

to perform a series of calculations with the

SIGMA code. Doses were calculated for a point

representing the lens of the eye at a single man-
model location. A surface dose was chosen to

emphasize any effects of man-model orientation

with respect to the vehicle• Two proton spectra

were used: an exponential rigidity spectrum

(P = 91 MV) for solar cosmic rays and an
O •

exponential energy spectrum (E = 94 MEV) for
• O .

trapped protons. The calculations illustrate

several possible approaches to dose analysis,

indicate the effects of vehicle/man-model

orientation, and provide a comparison between

random and systematic ray-tracing. The results
are summarized in table 1.
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The conventional method of dose analysis

corresponds to case 1, for which a combined

geometrical mockup is used for both the vehicle

and the astronaut, thereby maintaining a fixed

specific vehicle/man-model orientation. The

method of dose integration uses a systematic

sectoring and ray-tracing procedure. Case 2

provides a comparison with case 1 with respect
to random versus systematic ray-tracing. This

is of interest because the more variables or

dimensions involved in an integration, the more

advantageous the Monte Carlo technique will be

from a computational standpoint. Therefore,

the generation of astronaut mass distributions

and the dose integration for a detailed time-line

using random ray-tracing (i.e., Monte Carlo

integration) would significantly reduce the compu-

tation cost relative to that required for system-

atic ray-tracing (i.e., direct numerical

integration) for the same precision. Table 1
shows that, even for a simple example with

integrations employing 500 rays, Monte Carlo

integration is superior; a more complex integra-
tion would show a greater advantage. Case 2

was also run, using 5,000 rays to obtain an

accurate result as a basis for comparison. In

this case, the solar cosmic-ray dose calculated

by the Monte Carlo technique (using 500 rays)
was more accurate than that obtained with

systematic ray-tracing.

For dose integrations of reasonable accuracy,

at least 100 rays are required (as shown later).

For this many rays, there is no mathematical or

practical justification for elaborately sectoring and

tracing rays through sector centroids; this approach

is attractive only because it corresponds to a

mental construct. For systematic ray-tracing,

parts of the solid angle space will always be

inaccessible to rays; this is not true of random

sampling. If there are thin regions or "windows,"

the bias used in sectoring can easily be applied

to Monte Carlo integration, although this is

unnecessary for all sizable space vehicles

examined to date (including several configura-

tions of MORL, MOL, Skylab, and the Space

Station).

Cases 3 and 4 are similar to cases 1 and 2,

except they demonstrate the use of a man-model

mass distribution (defined by a histogram)

applied as indicated in figure 2. The doses are

slightly higher for cases 3 and 4 because of the
lack of a fixed vehicle/man-model orientation.

The higher doses thus obtained are to be

expected because the minimum in the astronaut

mass distribution is exposed to the direction of
maximum flux (as well as all other directions).

It is also true that the larger conservative dose
is the desirable one to use except in a special

(and unlikely) situation in which an astronaut's

orientation is severely and reliably restricted

for a significant period of time.

Case 5 indicates how little computation is

involved in dose integration aside fronl ray-

tracing computations. Once mass distributions

are available, it is a trivial matter for a large

computer to perform the dose integrations, and

the amount of time involved is independent of

geometrical complexity. The vehicle histogram

used in case 5 was generated from the ray-

tracing analyses performed for case 4. There-

fore, the dose results from case 5 should, and

do, agree with the case 4 results, in which some

portions of the mass distribution data were

obtained by ray-tracing instead of sampling a

histogram.

Summarizing, the conclusions supported by

table I are as follows:

1. The doses for oriented cases closely

agree with those for unoriented cases, the
unoriented cases giving slightly higher doses

because the use of a separate man-model mass

distribution exposes the minimum mass thickness

to the direction of maximum flux; use of a

surface dose in the examples emphasizes this
effect. Because of the unlikelihood of being able

to confidently predict a nonuniform astronaut

orientation in most phases of the astronaut time-

line, and because an unoriented man mod_l will

usually yield a slightly conservative dose, this

as sumption is gene rally de sirable.

Z. The use of random ray-tracing for

performing dose integration or generating mass

distributions is virtually always advantageous,

relative to direct numerical integration, even for

a one- or two-variabie integration, such as the

ones performed here, where the two variables

are spherical angular coordinates. When the
vehicle mass distribution is calculated for a

detailed astronaut time-line, the use of random

sampling in time and solid angle to establish
the origin and direction of rays is much more

efficient than the conventional systematic-

sectoring procedure.

CONVERGENCE OF DOSE INTEGRATION

A general aspect of dose calculations that
relates to the above discussion is the convergence

of the dose estimate with the number of rays

traced and the associated uncertainty in the dose

estimate. The standard deviations in table 1

indicate consistent convergence, and assuming

that the number of rays traced is large enough

for the central-limit theorem to apply, confidence

limits and corresponding dose intervals can be

readily determined by using a normal distribution

with the calculated variance.

The rate of dose convergence decreases as

the steepness of the dose attenuation kernel
increases, so that a soft solar cosmic-ray

spectrum converges slower than a relatively

hard trapped-proton spectrum. The McDonnell

Douglas DACP code was used to in_/estigate the
statistics of a dose estimate using the idealized

but realistic mass distribution of figure 3 and the

12 November 1960 solar-flare event (ref. 10).

DACP performs repetitive convolutions of

probability density functions by numerical

integration to obtain exact statistical results, as
described in reference 11.

The dose probability distributions obtained

for three sample sizes (i.e., number of rays

traced) are shown in figure 4. These curves

represent the frequency of results that can be

obtained with all possible combinations of rays,

for this particular case. For 128 rays, a very

good approximation to a normal distribution is

obtained (i.e., the central-limit theorem applies).
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Figure 5 shows the convergence in terms of
confidence levels as a function of the number of

rays in a sample. For example, for a 90-percent

confidence level, the actual dose has a 90-percent

probability of falling somewhere between the

5-percent confidence limit curve and the

95-percent confidence limit curve. These curves

can be calculated by assuming a normal distri-

bution for sample sizes greater than approxi-

mately 100 rays.

It is concluded that Monte Carlo dose

integration converges as the calculated variance

implies for reasonable sample sizes (greater

than approximately a hundred rays). For typical
mass distributions, this is true for both random

and systematic ray tracing. For this example,

figure 5 shows that 1, 500 rays are required to

obtain a dose that is 99-percent probable of

being within ±1 percent of the actual

(theoretical) dose. It is emphasized that for

Monte Carlo integration, the statistics are

essentially the same for a single point dose or
for a dose calculated for a detailed astronaut

time-line. This is because for typical vehicles

the average mass distribution does not vary so

drastically from point to point that the rate

of convergence is ,significantly affected by

including the effect of a time-line. This is in

marked contrast to conventional dose analysis,

which requires convergence for each of a number

of point doses, which are then appropriately
summed.

VALIDITY OF EQUIVALENT

ALUMINUM CONCEPT

In implementing the foregoing dose evaluation

technique, it is extremely advantageous to repre-

sent proton dose attenuation kernels in terms of

a reference material like aluminum. While the

use of equivalent aluminum seems generally to

be accepted for preliminary analysis, the ques-

tioh often arises about its validity for detailed

analysis, particularly with regard to secondary

nucleon dose.

Briefly, the equivalent aluminum concept

refers to the practice of performing charged-

particle dose-transmission calculations through

a single reference material, usually taken to be

aluminum, and using these results to describe

the dose transmission through any laminated

arrangement of different materials. Its applica-

tion simply involves modifying the actual mass

density of a shield material by its relative stop-

ping power, which is the (practically energy-

independent} ratio of the stopping power of the

material to that of aluminum. This relationship

must be used to give accurate results for primary

proton dose; expressing fhe material in actual

areal density is not adequate.

The question of validity must be answered

in terms of the environment, maferials, and

calculational methods relevant to the subject.

Four cases, which were chosen for analysis,

represent fairly extreme but reasonable arrange-

ments of dissimilar materials that might be

encountered in a manned space system. These

cases were analyzed with the CHARGE code

(ref. 12), which compares well with ORNL NTC
code results (ref. 13). For these cases, a

typical solar proton spectrum (exponential

rigidity spectrum with Po = 91 MV) was used, and

the results were compared to those for an alum-

inum shield. This energy spectrum is soft enough
for secondary nucleon dose to be dominant at

shield thicknesses approaching 50 g/cm 2, thus

posing a rather severe test.

The results are shown in figure 6, which also

describes the shield configurations. The aluminum

represents vehicle structure, the water repre-

sents tissue, the polyethylene represents stored

food and waste, and the iron represents equip-
ment. The curves, which show only a ?.6-percent

difference at 50 g/cm 2 are surprisingly sim-

ilar considering that the dose at 50 g/cm a is

approximately 90 percent due to secondary

neutrons. Similar curves for solar cosmic-ray
primary proton dose and for total dose from a

typical trapped proton spectrum (not shown) are

represented within a few percent by a single

curve, equivalent aluminum shield thicknesses up
to greater than 50 g/cm 2. Little difference for

the primary proton dose would be expected because

the functional dependence of stopping power with

particle energy is nearly the same for all mate-

rials. A large difference in total dose, however,

and particularly for dose equivalent, might be

expected when secondary neutron dose dominates,

as it does for typical solar cosmic-ray spectra

and large shield thicknesses, because neutron

production and attenuation are material dependent.

Fortunately, as indicated by figure 6, this is not
the case.

One reason for this fortunate coincidence is

that the density correction factor for proton stop-

ping power is also approximately correct for

neutron attenuation. Figure 7 shows the relative

stopping power of some materials. Also shown is

the approximate relationship for the macroscopic
neutron removal cross section, which varies

inversely as the cube root of the atomic number

(except for hydrogen}. Because these relation-

ships are similar, the same material density

correction factor is applicable to both phenomena

for the range of material thicknesses of interest.

Another reason is that secondary neutron

production in common materials is not strongly

material dependent. It varies a factor of two

between aluminum and lead, and differs by only

25 percent between aluminum and iron, as indi-

cated in figure 8. For the cases shown in fig-
ure 6, about two-thirds of all neutron secondaries

were formed in the first 2 g/cm 2 of aluminum

The small differences among the cases at 50 g/cm 2

are due primarily to the differences in neutron

production among the materials beyond Z g/cm 2.

The conclusion drawn from these calculations

is that the use of equivalent aluminum based on

relative stopping power in proton dose calcula-

tions is sufficiently accurate for the detailed

design of manned spacecraft. This is because the

relatively small error in the dose kernel at large

shield thicknesses is unimportant to the total dose
because most of the dose involves transmission

through only a few _/cm 2. In addition, the

spread in the curves in figure 6 is only 2.6 per-

cent at 50 g/cm 2, well within the uncertainty

of any calculational technique when secondary

nucleon dose is dominant.
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It shouldbenotedthatthenegligibleerror
indicatedbythiscomparisonis in terms of total
dose,thequantityof interest. Thecomparison
givenin reference14is presentedasa function
of protonenergy,whichresolves{calculated)
variationsthatareinsignificantin their contribu-
tion to total dose.

ROLE OF DETAILED DOSE ANALYSIS

IN REAL-TIME DOSE MONITORING

Detailed dose analyses have a proper role

in real-time interpretation of on-board dose-

monitoring information, as welt as in the more

commonly applied area of preflight dose predic-
tion. Direct on-board measurement of the

dosimentric quantities of interest (i.e., critical

organ dose) is not feasible, and dose analyses

must be performed to accurately relate the data

that can be measured to the dosimetric quantities
on which mission decisions are based. The tech-

niques discussed previously, particularly the

technique for making effective use of detailed

man-model geometric data, can be applied to gen-

erate the required relationship between, for

example, spectrometer measurements and

expected organ response.

Solar cosmic rays provide the primary

impetus for establishing a dose-monitoring system
that can assess the dose and dose rate that have

been received and that can project the dose and

dose rate to be expected (ref. 15). There is a

distinct possibili W of exceeding emergency doses

when one considers solar cosmic-ray environ-

ments for orbital missions with inclinations

greater than 40 degrees (ref. 16), or for inter-

planetary missions. Because operational deci-
sions based on dose-monitoring information can
result in severe restrictions or even in mission

abort, it is necessary to be as definite as possible

about interpreting dosimetric data in terms of

actual organ dose and anticipated organ response.

For practical reasons, the significant geometri-
cal factors cannot be accounted for by direct

measurement, but can be determined only by using

the results of detailed calculations to properly

interpret the measurements that can be made.

Regardless of how carefully dose, LET, or any

other similar quantity is measured at a point

or at several points, either on a phantom fixed
in the vehicle or on the astronaut, these data

alone give only a vague indication of actual BFO
dose from solar cosmic rays. The dose behind

5 g/cm 2, regardless of whether it is measured

by a tissue-equivalent dosimeter with good scat -

tering geometry or whether it incorporates other

refinements, does not adequately represent actual

BFOdose from solar cosmic rays (although it is

not unreasonable for neutrons and gamma rays).

Because of the complexity of the geometrical fac-
tors involved, a precise correlation of such

measurements with actual dose or human response

can be established only by detailed dose analysis.

(A discussion of some of the problems and

requirements of dosimetry for manned vehicles

is given in reference 17; a more general survey

is given in reference 18. )

For dose calculations to be made, the radia-

tion environment at some point in the vehicle must

be known. That is, the flux intensity and energy

spectrum must be known; it has not been estab-

lished that incident flux anisotropy is important,

and an attempt to account for it in any detail

would complicate things considerably. Incident

flux, differential in energy, can be measured

directly by a proton spectrometer or it can be

inferred from depth-dose measurements in a

phantom. In either case, the flux at a location

can easily be described as a piece-wise repre-

sentation so that doses anywhere in the vehicle

or astronaunt can then be easily correlated in

real time by using the parametric results of

detailed calculations. Instrument design, opti-

mum dosimetry location, and interpretation of

redundant information are important considera-

tions in the design of a dose-monitoring system,

but they are not the subject of this discussion.

The point of this discussion is to introduce the

idea that combining the versatility of proton-dose

analysis with the reality of direct measurements
can alleviate some of the difficulties of

dosimetry.

GENERAL TECHNIQUE FOR INTERPRETATION
OF DOSE MONITORING DATA

The on-board measurements of proton spectra

will provide data on the flux in several energy
bands or channels at a location in the vehicle, as

indicated by the histogram in figure 9. These
in situ radiation-environment data can then be

converted to astronaut organ dose or dose equiv-

alent through use of a dose transfer function

(DTF) that is generated by using detailed dose

analysis techniques, but is expressed only in
terms of the measured data, i.e., flux magnitude

and energy spectrum. To minimize the error in

the dose estimation, the DTF must represent
these data as a continuous function. The discon-

tinuous data can be converted to a continuous

function (as indicated in figure 9) by assuming a

functional representation within each channel.

The form is relatively unimportant and can be a

power law in energy, an exponential in rigidity,
or some other form for the proton environment.

It can be shown that the measured data can be

quickly converted to a continuous spectrum.

For an isotropic incident flux, which is

piece-wise fitted, with a spectral parameter for
each channel, a total dose response can easily be

obtained by applying the DTF. The DTF consists,

for this example, of I+Z curves (if extrapolations

outside the two spectrometer energy limits are

used) where I is the number of spectrometer
channels. The curves are the normalized dose

per channel as a function of the spectral param-
eter, as shown in figure 10. If there are J dose

responses (e.g., BFOdose, eye dose, etc.),

the DTF for this example would be J(I+2) curves

similar to the curves shown in figure 10. For the

jth dose response, the dose would be given by

I+ 1

Dj = y_ q_i Dij (ai)

i--0

where qJ. is the flux in channel i, where Dij is the
DTF cu#ve for channel i and dose response j, and

where oq is the spectral parameter of channel i.

This same idea can as easily be applied to depth-

dose measurements, rather than spectrometer

measurements, since a given depth-dose curve

represents a unique proton spectrum.
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With this approach, the DTF can include any

level of detail in its generation, without compli-

cating its expression or use. The use of a con-

tinuous piece-wise spectrum defined by a spectral

parameter simplifies the dose conversion and

reduces the error that can be introduced by using

a flux-to-dose conversion, which is a continuous

function of energy.

The accuracy of the doses thus predicted

could be improved by normalizing them to a small,

battery-operated, active, personal dosimeter.

That is, the BFOdose would be scaled to get
the value

where D B is the BFO dose estimate, D_ is the

BFO dose calculated from measured data, D_1is the

the surface dose measured by the personal dosi-
and DC_ is the surface dose calculatedmeter,

from measured data. The value D B could, of

course, represent either accumulated dose or
and D C could be usedinstantaneous dose rate,

for both an average time-line and for specific
fixed locations. Since all the detailed dose

analyses required to construct the DTF would be

precalculated, the simple operations involved in

the application of the DTF could be performed by

a small on-board computer. If necessary, it is

probably practical to perform the conversion by

hand, using nomograms.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions have been made:

1. Accurate dose estimates require

accounting for:

a. Organ distribution within the body.

b. Dose distribution within an organ.

c. Astronaut time-line.

2. A practical method of implementing

detailed dose analyses is to decouple
vehicle and astronaut mass distributions.

3. Monte Carlo ray-tracing is generally

superior to systematic sectoring.

4. The equivalent aluminum concept is

adequate for proton dose kernels.

5. A DTF using spectral parameters can

provide rapid, real-time, in situ dose
conversion.

The following are recommended:

1. Mass distribution should be generated

for radiation-sensitive organs.

2. The role of dose analysis as it relates to

dose monitoring should be extended to

include the described DTF technique on

future manned space missions.
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MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEON-MESON CASCADES

AND APPLICATIONS TO GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY TRANSPORT 1

T. W. Armstrong

R. G. Alsmiller, Jr.

K° C. Chandler

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830

Results obtained using a recently developed calculational method for

determining the nucleon-meson cascade induced in thick materials by high-

energy nucleons and charged pions are presented. The calculational method

uses the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model to treat nonelastic collisions

by particles with energies _ B GeV and an extrapolation model at higher

energies. The following configurations are considered: (a) 19.2-GeV/c

protons incident on iron, (b) 30.3-GeV/c protons incident on iron, (c) solar

and galactic protons incident on the moon, and (d) galactic protons incident

on tissue. For the first three configurations, experimental results are

available and comparisons between the experimental and calculated results

are given.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleon-meson transport calculations that uti-

lize Monte Carlo techniques in conjunction with the

intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model for treating

nonelastic collisions were previously carried out

for a variety of problems involving solar protons

and other sources (refs. 1 to 3, for example). The

calculational method employed for these problems is

restricted to particle energies _ 3 GeV because of

limitations imposed by the particular intranuclear-

cascade model used (ref. 4). To enable transport

calculations to be performed for galactic protons

and other high-energy sources, the calculational

method has been extended to higher energies by us-

ing an extrapolation model (ref. 5) to obtain the

description of products from nonelastic collisions

3 GeV. This extrapolation method uses the dif-

ferential cross sections for the production of nuc-

leons and pions from 3-GeV nucleon-nucleus and

2.5-GeV pion-nucleus collisions as predicted by the

intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model, together

with energy, angle, and multiplicity scaling rela-

tions that are consistent with the sparse experi-

mental data available for high-energy interactions,

to estimate the particle production at the higher

energies.

iThis work was partially funded by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Order H-

38280A, under Union Carbide Corporation's contract

with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

This recently developed high-energy transport

method has been applied to compute the nucleon-

meson cascade induced in thick targets for several

source-geometry configurations, and the purpose of

the present paper is to present some of the results

obtained. The following cases are considered:

(a) 19.2-GeV/c protons incident on a thick iron

target, (b) 30.3-GeV/c protons incident on a thick

iron target, (c) galactic and solar protons inci-

dent on the moon, and (d) galactic protons incident

on tissue. For the first three cases, experimental

data exist so that comparisons with the calculated

results can be made in order to check the validity

of the calculational method.

RESULTS

19.2-GeV/c Protons Incident on Iron

Citron et el. (ref. 6) have measured the longi-

tudinal and lateral development of the nucleon-meson

cascade induced in a thick iron target by a narrow

beam of 19.2-GeV/c protons. Figure 1 shows a com-

parison of the experimental results, the results

from the present calculations, and the results

available from calculations made by others for the

longitudinal development of the cascade. The cas-

cade development is given in terms of both the star

density and track intensity. For the present cal-

culations, the star density was calculated using

the cross sections for nuclear star production in

emulsion given by Hess et el. (ref. i0), and the

track intensity was taken to be the flux due to pro-

tons above 500 MeV and charged pions above 80 MeV.
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In the experiment,the iron absorberconsistedof
slabsof iron of variousthicknesseswith air gaps
betweenthe slabs. Resultsfor the presentcalcu-
lations in figure1 aregivenwithandwithout
theseair gapstakeninto account.Asindicated
in figure l, theresultsof thepresentcalcula-
tions for the longitudinaldevelopmentof the cas-
cadeagreereasonablywell with the experimental
resultsandwiththe results fromothercalcula-
tions.
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30.3-GeV/c Protons Incident on Iron

The lateral development of the nucleon-meson

cascade induced in a thick iron target by a narrow

beam of 30.3-GeV/c protons has been determined ex-

perimentally by Awschalom et al. (ref. ll). The

quantity measured was the 18F production in alumin-

nm foils placed at various depths in the iron.

Calculations have been carried out to determine the

energy and spatial distributions of the nucleon and

charged-pion fluxes for this configuration. These

fluxes and available cross sections for producing

18F from aluminum (ref. l) were then used to com-

pute the 18F production as a function of distance

from the beam axis. The energy dependence of these

cross sections is such that, roughly speaking, the

18F production can be interpreted as a measure of

the nucleon and charged-pion fluxes above _ 50 MeV.

A comparison of the calculated and experi-

mental results is shown in figure 2 for several in-

termediate depths in the iron. The agreement is

quite good although the calculations give a con-

sistently higher production near the beam axis.

However, because of the small area and alignment of

the aluminum foils used in the experiment, the ex-

perimental 18F production is expected to yield an

underestimate of the actual production very near

FIGURE l.--Star density and track intensity versus

depth for 19.2-GeV/c protons incident on iron.

Results from the present calculations are com-

pared with the straightahead calculations of

Alsmiller and Barish (ref. 7), the Monte Carlo

calculations of Ranft (ref. 8), the calculations

of O'Brien using Passow's approximation (ref. 9),

and the measurements of Citron et al. (ref. 6).

The lateral distribution of the track inten-

sity at various depths has also been calculated

and compared with the measurements of Citron et al.

The calculated and experimental results for the

lateral distributions are not in good agreement.

The reason for this discrepancy is not known at

present. However, as discussed later, the calcu-

lated lateral development of the cascade is in good

agreement with other experimental data (ref. ll)

for 30.3-GeV/c protons incident on iron. In prin-

ciple, there is no reason that the calculational

method should be less accurate for 19.2-GeV/c in-

cident protons than for 30.3-GeV/c incident protons.

g/cm 2

D_STANCE FROM BEAM AXIS (g/cm 2)

FIGURE 2.-- Calculated and measured (ref. ll)

lateral distribution of 18F production in alu-

minum foils at various depths in iron for 30.3-

GeV/c incident protons.
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thebeamaxis (ref. 12). Theagreementat the in-
termediatedepthsshownin figure 2 is fairly typi-
cal of the agreementobtainedfor othercomparisons
that havebeenmadeat depthsrangingfrom0 to
1045g/cm2. The laterally integrated 18F production

is not available from the experiment, so the calcu-

lated longitudinal development of the cascade cannot

be compared with experiment for this case.

Galactic and Solar Protons Incident on the Moon

The depth-dependent radionuclide activity in-

duced in the moon by galactic and solar proton bom-

bardment has been calculated and compared with

measurements made on Apollo ll and 12 samples. As

an example of the calculated results obtained, fig-

ure 3 shows the depth dependence of the 26A1 activ-

ity. The total 26A1 activity (i.e., the sum of the

solar and galactic contributions) is shown in fig-

ure 4, together with the measured activity in two

moon rocks. Additional comparisons between calcu-

lated and measured activities are given elsewhere

(ref. 15).
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FIGURE 3.-- 26A1 activity versus depth in moon due

to solar cosmic rays (SCR) and galactic cosmic

rays (GCR) at solar minimum and solar maximum.
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FIGURE 4.-- Comparison of calculated and measured

(refs. 13, 14) 26A1 activity induced in the moon

by cosmic-ray bombardment.

The depth dependence of the neutron spectra in

the moon has also been calculated. The thermal-

neutron flux in the moon has been inferred from the

Apollo measurements (ref. 16) and is in good agree-

ment with the calculated flux.

The same calculational method as used here to

determine the induced activity in the moon has been

applied recently by Gabriel and Santoro to determine

the induced activity in the soil surrounding a 500-

GeV proton accelerator (ref. 17).

Galactic Protons Incident on Tissue

The absorbed dose and dose equivalent induced

by galactic protons in an infinite slab of tissue

30 cm thick have been calculated using the high-

energy transport code. An isotropic flux of galac-

tic protons having a solar minimum energy spectrum

(ref. 15) was taken to be incident on one side of

the tissue slab. The nucleon-meson cascade in the

tissue produced by incident protons in the energy

range from 30 MeV to 200 GeV was calculated, and

the depth dependence of the absorbed dose and dose

equivalent was determined as described in reference

18. The electron-photon cascade resulting from the

decay of neutral pions and the electrons and posi-

trons from muon decay were taken into account in an

approximate manner (ref. 18). The following com-

position (in at. %) was used for the tissue: H,

63.3; O, 25.8; C, 9.5; N, 1.4. A tissue density of



1.0g/cmSwasused.
Theabsorbeddoseandaveragequality factor

asa functionof depthin thetissueareshoe in
figure 5. Theaveragequality factor wascomputed
bydividingthe doseequivalentin a givendepth
interval bythe absorbeddosein that interval. In
determiningthe doseequivalent,the quality fac-
tors for eachtypeof particle asa functionof
linear energytransferwereobtainedin thesame
mannerasdescribedin reference17. Fromfigure 5,
the absorbeddosefor anomnidirectional(over27
solid angle) flux incident on one side of the tis-

sue slab is approximately _ rad/y at all depths.

For a h_ incident flux (i.e., 27 incident flux on

both sides of the slab), the dose would be 8 rad/y,

which is in agreement with the value of I0 rad/y

quoted by others (refs. 19 and 20) for a h_ flux at

solar minimum.
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FIGURE 5.-- Absorbed dose and average quality factor

in tissue from galactic proton bombardment.

The contributions to the absorbed dose and

dose equivalent, respectively, from various kinds

of particles are shown in figures 6 and 7. The

total dose is obtained by adding all of the contri-

butions shown in the figures. The histogram lab-

eled "primary ionization" in figure 6 gives the ab-

sorbed dose from the excitation and ionization of

atomic electrons by those incident protons which

have not undergone nuclear collision. The histogram

labeled "secondary protons" gives the absorbed dose

from the excitation and ionization of atomic elec-

trons by protons produced from nonelastic nucleon-

nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions and from the

elastic collisions of nucleons and pions with hy-

drogen nuclei. The histogram labeled "heavy nuclei"

gives the absorbed dose from particles with mass

number greater than one produced from nonelastic

nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions and the

absorbed dose from the recoiling nuclei produced

from elastic neutron-nucleus collisions and from

nonelastic nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus colli-

sions. The histogram labeled "charged pions" gives

the absorbed dose from the excitation and ioniza-

tion of atomic electrons by both positively and

negatively charged pions produced from nucleon-

nucleus and pion-nucleus nonelastic collisions.

The histogram labeled "photons from neutral pions"

gives the absorbed dose from the electron-photon

cascade produced by the photons which arise from

the decay of neutral pions. The histogram labeled

"electrons, positrons, and photons" gives the

10'
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FIGURE 6.--Contribution by particle type to the ab-

sorbed dose in tissue from galactic proton bom-

bardment.
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absorbeddosefromthe electronsandpositronspro-
ducedbymuondecayandthe absorbeddosefromthe
photonsproducedbynucleon-nucleusandpion-nucleus
nonelasticcollisions. Thehistogramlabeled"muons"
givestheabsorbeddosefromthe excitationandion-
ization of atomicelectronsbybothpositivelyand
negativelychargedmuons.In figure 7 the histo-
gramshavesimilarmeaningsbut givethe doseequiv-
alent fromthesevariouskindsof secondarypa_--
tic les.

SECONDARy PROTONS
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"_" ELECTRONS, POSITRONS, PHOTONS

] _ MUONS.... 1 1 L I
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FIGURE 7.--Contribution by particle type to the

dose equivalent in tissue from galactic proton

bombardment.

It should be realized that only the protons in

the cosmic radiation have been considered in calcu-

lating the dose. Cosmic-ray nuclei heavier than

protons can contribute significantly to the dose,

especially at small depths. At present, the trans-

port code used for these calculations is not capable

of transporting particles heavier than nucleons.
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CALCULATION OF THE ABSORBED DOSE AND DOSE EQUIVALENT

INDUCED BY MEDIUM-ENERGY NEUTRONS AND PROTONS AND

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT I

T. W. Armstrong and B. L. Bishop

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830

Monte Carlo ealculationshave been carried out to determine the absorbed

dose and dose equivalent for 592-MeV protons incident on a cylindrical phantom

and for neutrons from 580-MeV proton-Be collisions incident on a semi-infinite

phantom. For both configurations, the calculated depth dependence of the absorbed

dose is in good agreement with experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleon-meson cascade calculations were re-

cently carried Out for monoenergetie neutrons (60

to 3000 MeV) and protons (400 to 3000 MeV) normal-

ly incident on a semi-infinite slab of tissue (ref.

1). For several incident energies, the calculated

depth dependence of the absorbed dose was compared

with available experimental results (ref. 2),

which were obtained using somewhat different source-

geometry configurations, and substantial differ-

ences were found. It was not clear from these com-

parisons whether the theory was in error or whether

the differences could be ascribed to the different

configurations used in the calculations and experi-

ments.

The calculations have been carried out for two

configurations: 592-MeV protons incident on a

cylindrical phantom, and neutrons from 580-MeV

proton-Be collisions incident on a semi-infinite

slab phantom. The calculated depth distributions

for the absorbed dose are compared with the mea-

sured distributions of Baarli and Goebel (ref. 2)

for these same configurations. The depth distribu-

tions for the dose equivalent have also been calcu-

lated.

The method of calculation used is summarized

in the next section, and the results are presented

and discussed in the last section.

CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The method of calculation is the same as that

described previously (ref. 1), so only a brief ac-

count of the calculational method will be given

here. The calculations were carried out using the

Monte Carlo code NMTC (ref. 3). This code takes in-

to account charged-particle energy loss due to ioni-

zation and excitation of atomic electrons, elastic

_nd nonelastic nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus col-

lisions, pion and muon decay in flight and at rest,

and negative-pion capture at rest. The electron-

photon cascade resulting from the decay of neutral

pions and the electrons and positrons from muon de-

cay ar_ included in an approximate manner (ref. i).

At energies above 15 MeV for nucleons and 2.2 MeV

for charged pions, the energy, direction, and mul-

tiplicity of particles produced in nucleon-nucleus

and pion-nucleus collisions are calculated using

the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model of nuc-

lear reactions (refs. 4, 5). Proton-nucleus col-

lisions below 15 MeV and pion-nucleus collisions be-

low 2.2 MeV (except for the capture of negative pi-

ons at rest) are neglected. Neutron collisions be-

low 15 MeV are treated using experimental cross-

section data (ref. 3) in conjunction with the evap-

oration model (ref. 5) to determine particle pro-

duction from neutron-nucleus nonelastic collisions.

A detailed description of the method of calculation

is given elsewhere (ref. i).

The calculations have been carried out using

tissue for the phantom composition. The following

concentrations were used for the tissue (in at. %):

H, 63.3; 0, 25.8; C, 9.5; N, l.h. A tissue density

of 1.0 g/cm 3 was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Incident Protons

The geometry for the case of 592-MeV incident

protons is shown in figure i. The protons are in-

cident normally on one end of a cylindrical phantom
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200cmin depthby50cmin diameter.Theexperi-
mentalspatial variationof the incidentprotonin-
tensity (ref. 2)wasapproximatedin the calcula-
tions asa Gaussiandistributionwith a full-width-
at-half-maximumvalueof 30cm.

ORNL- OWG 7t-t244
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FIGURE l.--Configuration for incident protons.

The depth dependence of the absorbed dose is

shown in figure 2. The experimental absorbed dose

is not given in absolute units, and thus only the

shapes of the calculated and experimental distri-

butions can be compared. Also shown for comparison

in figure 2 is the absorbed dose calculated for a

cylinder of infinite radius. This case corresponds

to the configuration considered in the previous

calculations (ref. 1), i.e., an infinitely broad

beam incident on a semi-infinite slab. As shown in

figure 2, the shape of the calculated distribution

is in very good agreement with the experimental

distribution when the cylindrical geometry used in

experiment is simulated in the calculations. There-

fore, for a meaningful comparison with the experi-

mental absorbed-dose distribution it is necessary

that the finite radius of the phantom be taken in-

to account in the calculations.
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FIGURE 2.-- Depth dependence of absorbed dose for

592-MeV incident protons.

The contributions to the absorbed dose and

dose equivalent from various kinds of particles

have also been calculated, and these are shown in

figures 3 and 4 for the finite-radius geometry.

The total dose is obtained by adding all of the

contributions shown in the figures. The histogram

labeled "primary ionization" in figure 3 gives the

dose from the excitation and ionization of atomic

electrons by those incident protons which have not

undergone nuclear collision. The histogram labeled

"secondary protons" gives the absorbed dose from

the excitation and ionization of atomic electrons

by protons produced from nonelastic nucleon-nucleus

and pion-nucleus collisions and from the elastic

collisions of nucleons and pions with hydrogen nuc-

lei. The histogram labeled "heavy nuclei" gives

the absorbed dose from particles with mass number

greater than one produced from nonelastic nucleon-

nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions and the ab-

sorbed dose from the recoiling nuclei produced

from elastic neutron-nucleus collisions and from

nonelastic nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus col-

lisions. The histogram labeled "charged pions"

gives the absorbed dose from the excitation and

ionization of atomic electrons by both positively

and negatively charged pions produced from nucleon-

nucleus and pion-nucleus nonelastic collisions.

The histogram labeled "photons from neutral pions"

gives the absorbed dose from the electron-photon
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cascadeproducedby thephotonswhicharise from
thedecayof neutralpions. Thehistogram labeled

"electrons, positrons, and photons" gives the ab-

sorbed dose from the electrons and positrons pro-

duced by muon decay and the absorbed dose from the

photons produced by nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus

nonelastic collisions. The histogram labeled

"muons" gives the absorbed dose from the excitation

and ionization of atomic electrons by both posi-

tively and negatively charged mu-mesons.
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FIGURE 3.-- Contribution of various particles to the

absorbed dose for 592-MeV protons incident on a

cylindrical phantom.

The histograms in figure _ have meanings simi-

lar to those of figure 3 but correspond to the dose

equivalent from various kinds of secondary particles.

The calculation of the dose equivalent was carried

out taking the quality factor to be a function of

the linear energy transfer as in the previous cal-

culations. In the case of protons, the damage

curve given in reference 6, which is based on the

recommendations of the National Committee on Radi-

ation Frotection and Measurements, was used. In

the case of charged pions and muons, the quality

factor as a function of linear energy transfer was

taken to be the same as that for protons, and dam-

age curves for charged pions and muons, constructed

in a manner similar to the proton damage curve

given in reference 6, were used. A quality factor

of 20 was assigned to the energy deposited by all

heavy nuclei and a quality factor of unity was

assigned to the energy deposited by electrons, posi-

trons, and photons.
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FIGURE h.-- Contribution of various particles to the

dose equivalent for 592-MeV protons incident on a

cylindrical phantom.

The contributions to the absorbed dose and dose

equivalent by various kinds of particles have also

been calculated for the case of a cylinder with in-

finite radius, and these results are given in

reference 7.

Incident Neutrons

The experimental arrangement used by Baarli

and Goebel (ref. 2) to measure the absorbed dose

from incident neutrons is shown schematically in

figure 5. The neutrons produced from proton-Be

interactions at angles of 18 ° and 56 ° with respect

to the proton beam were directed toward an absorb-

er of tissue-like material, and the depth depen-

dence of the absorbed dose was measured. The

neutron intensity on the absorber was approximately

uniform over a circular area 15 cm in radius. The

energy spectrum of the incident neutrons was not

measured. A "nominal" energy for the neutron beam

was calculated by Baarli and Goebel assuming only

elastic collisions in the target. These nominal

energies are 525 MeV and 180 MeV for scattering

angles of 18 ° and 56 ° , respectively (ref. 2). In

the previous calculations for the depth dependence

of the absorbed dose (ref. 1), all of the incident

neutrons were assumed to be monoenergetic at ener-

gies of 525 or 180 MeV.
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FIGURE 5.--Configuration for incident neutrons.

To obtain an estimate of the incident neutron

spectrum, the energy distribution of neutrons from

580-MeV protons incident on Be was calculated using

the intranuclear-cascade model (ref. h). The re-

sults, in terms of the differential neutron pro-

duction cross section, are" shown in figure 6. In

calculating the neutron production spectrum, the

production averaged over the angular intervals from

15.5 ° to 20.5 ° and from 51 ° to 61 ° were used to

represent the production at 18 ° and 56 ° , respec-

tively. It is evident from figure 6 that repre-

senting these spectra by monoenergetic neutrons at

180 MeV and 525 MeV, as was done in the previous

calculations (ref. 1), is a gross oversimplifica-

tion.

The depth dependence of the absorbed dose for

the case of incident neutrons is shown in figures

7 and 8. The histograms labeled "180-MeV spectrum"

and "525-MeV spectrum" were calculated using the

incident neutron spectra shown in figure 6. The

histograms labeled "180 MeV" and "525 MeV" are

taken from the previous calculation (ref. l) for

monoenergetic incident neutrons. Since the ex-

perimental results are not reported in absolute

units, they have been normalized to the present

calculated results at a depth of 8 cm. The mea-

sured and calculated depth dependences of the ab-

sorbed dose are in good agreement when the energy

distribution of the incident neutrons is taken in-

to account in the calculations.

The results in figures ? and 8 have been nor-

malized on a per-incident-neutron basis. The re-

sults could have been normalized per proton-Be

interaction. Letting N be the number of neutrons

incident on the absorber per proton-Be interaction,

N= Aa, f=d_ _ ,
°inel o

where (A2a/AEA_) is given in figure 6, _inel is

the Be inelastic cross section for protons at

580 MeV (= 210.7 mb, from the intranuclear-cascade

calculations), and AG' is the solid angle for neu-

trons from the target hitting the absorber, which

can be obtained from the geometry of the experiment

[A_' = _(15)2/(1800)2]. The values of N are

0.95 x l0 -4 and 0.29 x l0 -4 for the production

angles of 18 ° and 56 °, respectively.

100 _NL-_ 7t - _Z41

ANGULAR NTERVAL 15¸5°-205 °

Io-
L_

to=] - I I .L_

0 _00 20O 300 4OO 500 600

NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 6.-- Calculated differential neutron production

cross section for 580-MeV protons incident on Be.
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The contributions of various kinds of particles

to the absorbed dose and the dose equivalent have

also been calculated for the case of incident neu-

trons, and these results are given in reference 7.

In stLmmary, the good agreement between the

present calculations and the measurements indicates

that the disagreement between the previous calcu-

lations (ref. l) and measurements Was a result of

not taking into account some of the details of the

experiment in the calculations and not due to any

shortcomings of the calculational method.
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PRIMARY- AND SECONDARY-PARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEPTH-DOSE

DISTRIBUTION IN A PHANTOM SHIELDED FROM SOLAR-FLARE

AND VAN ALLEN PROTONS*

R. T. Santoro, H. C. Claiborne, and R. G. Alsmiller, Jr.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Calculations have been made using the nucleon-meson transport code NMTC to

estimate the absorbed-dose and dose-equivalent distributions in "astronauts" inside

space vehicles bombarded by solar-flare and Van Allen protons. A spherical shell

shield of specific radius and thickness with a 30-cm-diam. tissue ball at the geo-

metric center was used to simulate the spacecraft-astronaut configuration. The

absorbed dose and the dose equivalent from primary protons, secondary protons, heavy

nuclei, charged pions, muons, photons, and positrons and electrons are given as

a function of depth in the tissue phantom. Results are given for solar-flare protons

with a characteristic rigidity of i00 MV and for Van Allen protons in a 240-nautical-

mile circular orbit at 30 ° inclination angle incident on both 20-g/cm2-thick aluminum

and polyethylene spherical shell shields.

INTRODUCTION

In planning missions for manned space vehicles,

it is necessary to have detailed information on the

absorbed dose and dose equivalent received by the

astronauts as a result of exposure to the natural

radiation of space. This paper gives the results

of calculations made with the nucleon-meson trans-

port code N_C (ref. l) for the contributions of

solar-flare and Van Allen protons to the dose dis-

tributions in a tissue phantom in a geometric model

that simulates a "spacecraft-astronaut" configura-

tion.

Calculational methods have been available for

treating the transport of nucleons with energies

below 400 MeV (ref. 2) for some time, but only ap-

proximate results (refs. 3-7) could be obtained for

greater energies because of the lack of data on

particle production from nucleon-nucleus and pion-

nucleus collisions. Recently, however, calculated

particle-production data for these interactions at

high energies have been published (ref. 8). These

data have been incorporated into the nucleon-meson

transport code NMTC (ref. i), and the results of

calculations using NMTC have been shown to be in

good agreement with experimental data for energies

up to _3 GeV (refs. 9-11).

These improvements in the code permitted a

more accurate representation of high-energy nucleon

and pion transport and provide an accurate estimate

of the contribution to the dose from charged pions

and muons, as well as from the lepton component

produced through muon decay. An estimate of

the absorbed dose and dose equivalent from

nucleons and charged mesons and their progeny

was reported by Alsmiller et al. (ref. 12) for

nucleons incident on tissue slabs. The results

reported here give corresponding dose estimates

for protons incident on a shielded spherical,

tissue phantom.

In the following sections, the calculational

methods and the spherical spacecraft-astronaut con-

figuration are described. The incident proton spec-

tra from both solar flares and the Van Allen belts

are presented. A brief discussion of the transport

calculation and the dose determinations are included.

Finally, the results of the calculations are pre-

sented and discussed.

SPACECRAFT-ASTRONAUT CONFIGURATION

Depth-dose distributions were obtained for the

geometric model shown in figure i that simulates a

spacecraft-astronaut configuration. In this model,

the spacecraft is considered to be a spherical shell

having a fixed inner radius of 150 cm which gives a

constant internal volume for all shell thicknesses.

At the geometric center of the spacecraft is the

astronaut who is represented by a 30-cm-diam. sphere

of tissue. The composition of the tissue is shown

in Table I.

TABLE I. COM2OSITION OF TISSUE

Density of Nuclei

Element <Nuclei/cm 3)

H 6.265 x 1022

0 2.551 x 1022

C 9.398 x 1021

N 1.342 x 1021

*Research funded by the National Aeronautics and

Space Admi.,Listration (Order H-38280A) under Union

Carbide Corporation's contract with the U. _ S.

Atomic Energy Commission.
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FIGURE i. - A Schematic Diagram of the "Spacecraft-

Astronaut" Configuration.

PROTON ENERGY SPECTRA

Solar-flare and Van Allen belt proton spectra

are characterized by their nearly isotropic angular

distributions and steep energy gradients. Since

the intensity and energy spectrum vary markedly

with altitude and geomagnetic coordinates in the

Van Allen belts and from event to event for solar

flares, it is essential in the shielding analysis

of manned space flight mlsslons that the represen-

tation of these spectra simulate those that might

reasonably occur during a mission.

Solar Flares

At the higher particle energies, accurate

solar-flare representations are realized when the

time-integrated proton spectrum is expressed as an

exponential function of magnetic rigidity; that is,

J(>E) = Jo exp(- P(E)/Po), (i)

where

J(>E) is the omnidirectional fluence (p/cnr2)

with kinetic energies above energy E,

P(E) is the magnetic rigidity, and for protons

P(E) = (Z2 + 2MpE) I/2,

M is the proton rest energy,
P

P is the characteristic rigidity of the flare,
o

J is an intensity parameter.
o

Differentiating equation 1 with respect to the

kinetic energy, E, yields the differential kinetic

energy spectrum

129

_ dJ(>E) = --J° (R_p) exp( - P(E)/Po)
dE P P(E)

o

(2)

The intensity is normalized such that

10 9
J =

E

i max(E+Mp )

E
o

exp(-P(E)/Po)dE

(3)

where E
o

trum.

is some lower cutoff energy in the spec-

Figure 2 is a plot of equation 2 for a flare

of characteristic rigidity P = i00 MV and J(>E o) =o

109 p/cm 2 in the energy range from 30 to 3000 MeV.

The energy intervals and the values indicated des-

ignate the fraction of time that protons in the

given energy interval were sampled for the trans-

port calculations.
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Van Allen Belt

In the Van Allen belt, the average flux of

protons above energy E that a spacecraft receives

in orbit after time T is expressed by

T

J(>E) = T -I IJ[(>E;B(t),L(t)]dt,
J

O

where

(4)

J[(>E;B(t),L(t)] represents the functional

dependence of the omnidirectional flux above kinetic

energy E in (B,L) coordinates and with time along

the orbit path.

The omnidirectional flux can be approximately

(5)

expressed by

J(>E;B,L) = J(>EI;B,L )

× exp[-(E - EI)/Eo(B,L)] ,

where

Jo(>EI;B,L) is the number of protons above an

energy cutoff El, and

E (B,L) is a fit parameter to the proton spec-
O

trum at each point in (B,L) space.

Equation 4 was solved by numerical integration

using the computer code TRECO (ref. 13) developed

by Vette and his coworkers (refs. 14-16), which

utilizes previously determined flux maps and spec-

tral fits of the Van Allen radiation field as input.

In the code, the time dependence for J(>E;B,L) is

obtained using Kepler's Laws to determine the geo-

graphic coordinates of an orbit as a function of

time and transforming to the (B,L) system using a

spherical harmonic expansion of the geomagnetic

field. For the results given here, the AP7 flux

map (ref. 16) and spectral parameters that give

the best fit to the experimental data for proton

energies >50 MeV were used to obtain the proton

flux in the energy range 30 < E < i000 MeV. Use

of this model for energies down to 30 MeV leads to

a small overestimate of the flux in the 30- to 50-

MeV range.

Figure 3 shows the proton flux for a 240-

nautical-mile circular orbit obtained using TRECO

(ref. 13) for orbit inclinations of 30 ° , 60 ° , and

90 ° to the equatorial plane. (At this altitude,

negligible flux is obtained for a 0= orbit.) These

data give the proton fluence averaged over an orbit

time of one day. The larger values of the fluence

observed for the 30 ° orbit arise from passage

through the South Atlantic Anomaly. As in figure 2,

the divisions on the energy scale and the values

indicated between them represent the fraction of

time that protons in the energy interval were sam-

pled from in the transport calculation. The dose

distributions presented in this paper were obtained

using the 240-nautical-mile 30 ° orbit flux spectrum

shown in •figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. - Van Allen Belt Proton Spectra at a 2hO-
Nautical-Mile Circular Orbit for Inclination

Angles of 30 ° , 60 ° , and 90 ° to the Equatorial

Plane. For the 30 ° orbit, the spectrum is nor-

malized to contain 2.56 x l06 p/(cm 2 day) with

kinetic energy > 30 MeV.

Method of Calculation

The details of the transport calculation are

described by Coleman and Armstrong (ref. i) and by

Alsmiller et aZ. (ref. 12). For the results given

here, the incident proton spectra were taken to be

an omnidirectional fluence of 109 p/cm 2 for the so-

lar flare and a time-averaged fluenee of Z.56 x ]06

p/(cm 2 day) for the Van Allen spectra having kinetic

energy >30 MeV. The energy of the protons incident

on the shield was determined by sampling from the

spectrum according to the frequencies indicated in

the energy bands shown in fiKures 2 and 3.
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The incident protons, along with the secondary

protons, neutrons, charged pions, and muons, were

transported through the shield and tissue taking

into account the energy and angular distributions

of these particles. The energy loss in passage

through the various media by means of excitation

and ionization of the atomic electrons was treated

in the continuous slowing-down approximation using

known energy loss per unit distance for the charged

particles (refs. 9 and 17). Heavy ions (mass > I)

were assumed to deposit all of their energy at

their point of origin. Since the range of a heavy

particle is short in all materials, this assumption

is reasonably valid. The same assumption was made

for electrons and positrons from muon decay and

photons emitted through nonelastic nucleon-nucleus

collisions and the decay of _" mesons. This

assumption, though not entirely valid, is accep-

table on the basis of the small contribution to the

total dose by these particles.

For nucleons having energies >15 MeV and for

plons above 2.2 MeV, the differential cross sec-

tions for nucleon and pion emission from nucleon-

nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions were obtained

from the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model of

nuclear reactions (refs. 8 and 18-20). This model

gives the energy and angular distribution of the

pions and nucleons emitted following a reaction, as

well as an estimate of the energy of emitted deu-

trons, tritons, 3He, alpha particles, and photon_

and an. approxlmate value of the kinetic energy of

the recoiling residual nucleus from a nonelastic

collision. The nucleon and plon nonelastic colli-

sion density was also obtained using this model.

Except for capture of negative pions, proton-

nucleus collisions below 15 MeV and pion-nucleus

collisions below 2.2 MeV were ignored.

The intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model has

been shown to be applicable at energies well below

50 MeV (ref. 21), and in all the calculations

reported here the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation

model was used to describe nucleon-nucleus colli-

sions at energies >15 MeV, and the evaporation model

was used to describe particle production from neu-

tron-nucleus nQnelastic collisions at energies below

15 MeV. Particles resulting from neutron-nucleus

nonelastic collisions below 15 MeV were obtained

using the evaporation code EVAP-4 (ref. 20) in con-

junction with the total nonelastic cross-section

data on the 05R master cross-section tape.*

In these calculations, the absorbed dose and

the dose equivalent were computed as a function of

depth in the simulated tissue astronaut. In com-

puting the dose equivalent, the quality factor was

taken to be a function of linear energy transfer.

For protons, the LET curve (ref. 23) based on the

recommendations of the National Committee on Radia-

tion Protection and Measurement was used_ For

charged pions and muons, the quality factor as a

function of LET was taken to be the same as that for

protons, and the quality factor vs LET curve was

constructed in a manner similar to the proton curves

as described in ref. 23. A quality factor of 20 was

assigned to the energy deposited by all heavy nuclei.

For electrons, positrons, and photons a quality fac-

tor of unity was used.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Calculations to estimate the absorbed dose and

dose equivalent as a function of depth in the tissue

have been carried out for solar flare and Van Allen

protons incident on 20-g/cm2-thick aluminum and

polyethylene shields. The incident spectrum for

solar-flare protons is given in figure 2 and the

incident Van Allen proton spectrum for an altitude

of 240 nautical miles at a 30 ° inclination to the

equator is shown in figure 3. The depth-dose dis-

tributions presented here are normalized to an iso-

tropic incident fluence of 109 p/cm 2 for the flare

data and to a tlme-averaged fluence of 2.56 x 106

p/(cm 2 day) for the Van Allen protons.

Figure 4 gives the contributions to the ab-

sorbed dose when solar-flare protons are incident

on the 20-g/cm2-thlck aluminum shield. The largest

contribution to the dose arises from primary pro-

tons, that is, protons which have not suffered any

nuclear interactions in the shield or tissue. For

these protons, the dose is due entirely to excita-

tion and ionization of atomic electrons in the tis-

*The master cross-section tape for use in the 05R

Monte Carlo code (ref. 22) is available on request

from the Radiation Shielding Information Center,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830
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sue. The histogram labeled "secondary protons"

gives the absorbed dose from the excitation and

ionization of atomic electrons by protons produced

by nonelastic nucleon- and pion-nucleus collisions

in the shield and the tissue and from the elastic

collisions of nucleons and pions with hydrogen

nuclei in the tissue. The histogram labeled

"heavy nuclei" gives the absorbed dose from par-

ticles with mass number greater than unity pro-

duced from nonelastic nucleon-nucleus and pion-

nucleus collisions, from recoiling nuclei from elas-

tic neutron-nucleus collisions, and from nonelastic

nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions. The

histogram labeled "charged pions" gives the absorbed

dose from the excitation and ionization of atomic

electrons by both positively and negatively charged

pions produced from nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus

collisions. The histogram labeled "photons from

neutral pions" gives the absorbed dose produced by

the photons arising from the decay of neutral pions.

(The assumption was made that photons were absorbed

at the point of origin.) The histogram labeled

"electrons, positrons, and photons" gives the ab-

sorbed dose from electrons and positrons produced

by muon decay, and the absorbed dose from the pho-

tons produced by nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus

nonelastic collisions. The histogram labeled

"muons" gives the absorbed dose from the excitation

and ionization of atomic electrons by both posi-

tively and negatively charged muons.
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The absorbed dose from primary-proton ioniza-

tion is given as the average over each depth inter-

val (i c_m) except for the central region of the

tissue ball when the value is the average over 3 cm.

For all secondary-particle contributions to the

absorbed dose, the results are given as an average

over the first two-centimeter and second two-centi-

meter depth intervals in the tissue. The remain-

ing intervals are presented in the same manner as

for the primary dose contribution.

Figure 5 shows the dose-equivalent distribu-

tions from the various particles for the solar-

flare protons in the 20-g/cm2-thiek aluminum spher-

ical shell shield. It should be noted that the dose

equivalents for secondary protons and heavy nuclei

are comparable (within a factor of _2). The

increased contribution to the dose-equivalent

results from the large quality factor (20) asso-

ciated with these particles.
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Figures6 and7 showtheabsorbeddoseand
dose-equivalentdistributions, respectively,from
thevariouskindsof particlesproducedwhenthe
P = i00 MVsolar flare is incidentona 20-g/cm2-

O

thick polyethylene spherical shell shield. Figures

8 and 9 are the absorbed dose and dose-equivalent

distributions, respectively, due to primary-proton

ionization and the total secondary-particle contri-

bution to the dose for the aluminum and polyethy-

lene spherical shell shields for the incident flare

protons. These data indicate the reduction in the

absorbed dose and dose equivalent realized using

a polyethylene shield. This reduction is due pri-

marily to the increased differential stopping power

vs proton energy associated with polyethylene. The

reduction in dose is gained at the expense of

increased linear dimensions because of the addi-

tional thickness of the polyethylene shield (_3).
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Vs Depth in Tissue for Po = i00 MV Solar-Flare

Protons Isotropically Incident on a 20-g/cm 2-

thick Polyethylene Spherical Shell Shield.
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Depth in Tissue for Po = 100 MV Solar-Flare Pro-
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Polyethylene Spherical Shell Shield.

FIGURE 8. - Comparison of the Absorbed Dose Vs

Depth in Tissue From the Primary-Proton Ioniza-

tion and the Secondary Particles for Solar-Flare

Protons (Po = 100 MV) Isotropically Incident on

20-g/cm2-thick Aluminum and Polyethylene Spheri-

cal Shell Shields.
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Depth in Tissue for Van Allen Protons (240-

Nautical-Mile Circular Orbit at 30 ° Inclination)

Isotropically Incident on a 20-g/cm2-thick Alum-

inum Spherical Shell Shield.

Figures i0 and ii show the absorbed dose and

dose-equivalent distributions, respectively, vs

depth in the tissue when Van Allen protons are incl- I°-_

dent on the 20-g/cm2-thick aluminum spherical shell

shiel d . As for the incident solar-flare protons,

the principal contributidn to the dose distribu-
E

tions is from primary-proton ionization. The dose

component from secondary protons created in the

shield, as well as the tissue, is down approxi-

mately one order of magnitude. In figure ii, the

dose equivalent from secondary protons and heavy
d

nuclei are comparable. The large value of the dose

equivalent from the heavy nuclei component is caused
g

by the large (20) quality factor associated with

these particles.

Figures 12 and 13 give the absorbed dose and

dose-equivalent distributions, respectively, vs

depth in the tissue when the Van Allen pratons are

incident on the 20-g/cm2-thick polyethylene shield.

As in all the previous results, the largest contri-

bution to the dose is due to the primary proton

ionization.
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FIGURE ii. - Dose Equivalent for Various Particles

Vs Depth in Tissue for Van Allen Protons (240-

N%utical-Mile Circular Orbit at 30 ° Inclina&

tion) Isotropically Incident on a 20-g/cm2-thick

Aluminum Spherical Shell Shield.
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Figures 14 and 15, which are based on the re-

sults of figures 12 and 13, compare the_rimary io-

nization dose and the total secondary-particle dose

contributions to the absorbed dose and dose equiva-

lent, respectively. The reduced dose achieved with

the polyethylene shield is from the larger differ-

ential stopping power of polyethylene compared to

aluminum.
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FIGURE l_. - Comparison of the Absorbed Dose Vs

Depth in Tissue from the Prim_z'y-Proton Ionization

and Secondary Particles for Van Allen Protons Iso-

tropically Incident on 20-g/cm2-thick Aluminum and

Polyethylene Spherical Shell Shields.
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The absorbed dose and dose-equivalent results

reported here indicate clearly that for thin shields

(<20 g/cm 2) the principal contribution to the dose

from solar-flare protons in the energy range from

30 to 3000 MeV and Van Allen protons in the energy

range from 30 to i000 MeV is due to primary-proton

ionization. Up to _i0% of the total absorbed dose

is due to secondary protons. The contributions to

the absorbed dose from electrons, positrons, and

photons compare with that due to heavy nuclei and

are approximately two orders of magnitude lower than

the primary-proton dose. The contribution to the

dose equivalent from heavy nuclei is comparable to

that of secondary protons. However, the contribu-

tions to the absorbed dose and dose equivalent from

charged pions, photons from the decay of neutral

pions, and muons are small compared to the primary-

particle dose. The fluctuations in the distribu-

tions arise from generally poor statistics.
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SUMMARY

A method of detecting radiation damage tracks due to heavy particles in large single

crystals of the silver halides is described. The tracks, when made visible with

simple electrical apparatus, appear similar to tracks in emulsions. The properties of

the crystals, the technique of printing out the tracks, and evidence concerning the

threshold energy for registering particles indicates that this method may find applica-

tion in heavy ion dosimetry. The method has been found to be sensitive to stopping He

nuclei and relativistic M group cosmic rays. Some impurities strongly influence the

"decoration" or printout of the tracks, and the effects of these impurities are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The hazard from the heavy particle component of

space radiation has been considered for some time,

and interest in this component has recently in-

creased, particularly due to reports of "light

flashes" in the closed eyes of the Apollo astro-

nauts. The particles of charge greater than one in

the galactic cosmic radiation and from solar flares

require special emphasis in measurement due to a

number of factors: The mode of biological damage

due to the densely ionizing heavy particles is

different from that due to the much more abundant

Z = 1 particles, and the radiation hazard from the

heavy particles has been predicted to be very signi-

ficant (ref. i); the heavy particles must be

measured in the presence of a flux of electrons and

protons which is often many orders of magnitude

more abundant, causing saturation in detectors sen-

sitive to Z = 1 particles; due to the high energy

of the cosmic ray flux, typical spacecraft shield-

ing is not very effective, and predictions from

transport calculations on the heavy particles is not

very accurate due to uncertainties in fragmentation

parameters. Also in a spacecraft, each crew member

encounters a different shielding situation which

varies with time, requiring individual heavy ion

dosimeters on extended space missions.

We will discuss a technique for detecting radia-

tion damage tracks in large single crystals of the

silver halide. This method has features which make

it a potentially attractive candidate for measure-

ments on the heavy ions.

The radiation damage tracks produced by energetic

heavy particles in silver halide single crystals

can be made microscopically visible, and the tracks

appear superficially similar to those produced by

heavy primary cosmic rays in the nuclear track

emulsions. The process by which these tracks are

registered and made visible has been investigated

for some time (refs. 2 and 3), but the method has

not been generally used for heavy charged particle

identification due to past inconsistencies in the

printout of the tracks in different samples of

*Research sponsored by Advance Research Projects

Agency of the Dept. of Defense (Contract SD-IO0),

NASA Grant NGL34-003-040, and Contract NAS8-26601.

crystals. Recently the study of the effects of

impurities and other factors affecting track regis-

tration has advanced to the point that reproducible

results now appear feasible.

In lead-doped silver chloride, the track regis-

tration is completely insensitive to electrons and

recent evidence indicates that stopping protons are

not registered. Stopping He nuclei and relativis-

tic nuclei of the CNO group have been observed in

the crystals. The radiation damage tracks may be

erased by annealing, and the tracks may be "deco-

rated" or printed out in a short time with simple

electronic apparatus raising the possibility of a

detector that will allow the heavy particle flux to

be observed for a definite time period.

The ability to decorate the heavy particle tracks

in silver halides depends upon the nature of the

radiation damage tracks, the properties of elec-

trons in silver halides, and impurities in the

crystals. We will briefly discuss these topics, a

procedure for preparation of silver chloride crys-

tals for track detection, and summarize the experi-

ence with radiation damage tracks in lead-doped

silver chloride single crystals.

PROPERTIES AND PREPARATION OF SILVER

CHLORIDE CRYSTALS

Silver chloride is an ionic conductor, transparent

in the visible region, and has a density of 5.56 gm/

cm 3. Its index of refraction of 2.07 (5890A) in-

creases microscope working distances by 35% compared

to emulsions. It melts at 455°C. and has a hardness

of 1.3 while lead has a hardness of 1.5.

Our crystals are grown by the Bridgman method in

quartz crucibles 2 cm x 2 cm x 25 cm. The starting

material contains only one detectable impurity,

iron in concentrations less than .07 ppm. The

dopant is lead which is added to the molten AgCI in

the crucibles. The melt is then treated by bubbling

through it a N2-CI 2 mixture, the crucible sealed in

its Pyrex envelope, and placed in the Brldgman fur-

nace for growth at 1 or 2 mm/hr. Samples 8 mm thick

are cut perpendicular to the crystal growth axis.

These samples are polished on silicon carbide polis-

hing papers until about a 2 mm depth is removed from

each of the two largest surfaces. They are then

etched with a 3% KCN solution to give transparent
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surfaces. The samples are placed on quartz plates

and annealed in air at 425°C. for 12 hours, follow-

ed by cooling to room temperature at 4% per hour.

pRODUCTION OF POSITIVELY CHARGED

IMPERFECTIONS BY RADIATION

The localized energy deposited by a heavy charged

particle passing through the crystal may produce

what Seitz and Koehler have termed "thermal spikes"

(ref. 4). These spikes are regions in which some

of the localized energy loss is converted into heat

and the material is heated to several hundred de-

grees and then rapidly thermal quenched. This

heating process takes place in less than i0 -I0

seconds and produces "large" concentrations of

_oint defects which may form stable clusters during

the subsequent rapid cooling. In addition, these

defects can produce a disordering which causes a

local volume change. This volume change plus the

intense temperature gradients produce a stress

field which results in plastic flow near the spike

and thus forms permanent imperfections (disloca-

tions) at distances much greater than the radius of

the molten core of the spike.

Another type of spike concept has been formulated

by Brinkman (ref. 5). He proposed that since the

time of the molten spike is greater than the mech-

anical relaxation time, there is sufficient strain

energy, released after density fluctuations have

relaxed, to raise the temperature even higher and

thus extend the period of existance of the liquid

state. This temperature extension produces turbu-

lent motion so that most of the atoms will occupy

new lattice sites. Such a region which has under-

gone melting and resolidification is a "displace-

ment spike."

Regardless of which model might best describe the

processes involved in radiation effects in silver

chloride crystals, the particle's path will be sur-

rounded by a core of positively charged clusters of

point imperfections and arrays of line dislocations

which are stable at room temperature.

DECORATION OF TRACKS

Figure i shows the apparatus used in the labora-

tory for decorating tracks. The crystal is placed

between blocking electrodes (E) on quartz plates

(Q) and forms the major dielectric of a capacitor.

The top electrode is a quartz plate covered with an

ultraviolet transmitting electrically conducting

thin film. That film is connected to the positive

terminal of a high voltage supply (2,000 volts)

which charges the pulse-forming network (P.F.N.).

Above the ultraviolet transmitting electrode is a

mercury flash lamp. This flash lamp is connected

in series with the network and the plate of a hy-

drogen thyratron. The sequence of events is:

i. The high voltage supply charges the pulse-

forming network and produces an external electric

field on the crystal. The crystal polarizes, re-

suiting in the surface toward the transparent elec-

trode having negative surfaces charges.

2. When the charging cycle of about 1,000 micro-

seconds is completed, a trigger pulse is applied to

the thyratron grid discharging the network through

the lamp and removing the external field on the

crystal.

3. The lamp gives a i0 microsecond light pulse

which forms photoelectrons at the crystal surface.

These photoelectrons are then forced towards the

opposite surfaces by the decaying internal polariza-

tion field.

4. Some of the electrons are trapped at the posi-

tively charged imperfections produced by the ioni-

zing particle. These trapped electrons may then

capture an interstitial silver ion, resulting in

formation of silver atoms.

5. The newly formed silver atoms can capture

other electrons so the process of silver atom for-

mation continues until the particle's path is de-

lineated by microscopic silver grains. This pro-

cess continues until the silver grain size is limi-

ted by the mechanical stress in the crystal.

Lamp

0.25 IJsecI& Tr,oo.r

Fig. i. Apparatus For Decorating Tracks in Silver

Chloride Crystals

Since the silver grains reach a saturation size,

it is possible to decorate tracks which occur after

the initial decoration without affecting the origi-

nal tracks.

In a crystal 5 mm thick, tracks of heavy primary

cosmic rays can be made visible in 2 hours at a

pulse frequency of 103/sec with the laboratory

apparatus described above. In principle, the pulse

repetition rate could be increased to around 105/

second (limited by the electron lifetime) and the

crystals decorated to saturation in a few minutes.

OBSERVATION OF TRACKS

The experience with radiation damage tracks in

silver halide crystals has been too limited to

allow an accurate determination of the minimum LET

observable. In addition, it is yet uncertain to

what extent impurities may influence the threshold

for observable track decoration. We will summarize

here some of the data available for silver chloride

crystals.
Tracks have been observed at the surface of AgCI

crystals resulting from alpha particle exposures

(ref. 6). The tracks have consistent ranges of 16p

corresponding to the 5.3 MeV polonium alpha.

Tracks in the interior of lead-doped silver chlo-

ride crystals have been generated by exposing them

to high energy proton and pion beams and generating

"stars," and by some limited exposures of the cry-

stals to the primary cosmic rays on balloons (ref.

2).
Figure 2 is a photograph of stars produced by

1.8 GeV/c _- mesons which indicates tracks due to

evaporation alpha particles and other heavier frag-

ments.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the ranges of

all visible tracks from 50 stars produced by a

1.8 GeV/c _- beam. The tracks can be attributed to

He nuclei and other heavier fragments (silver evap-

oration He4 nuclei of 16 MeV would have a range of

92_). Evaporation protons from silver (8 MeV)
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would have a range of 290p, and a peak is c l e a r l y  
n o t  observed there ,  i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  the  c r y s t a l s  
are n o t  s e n s i t i v e  t o  protons of 8 MeV and g r e a t e r .  

Fig. 2. A S t a r  Produced By 1.8 G e V / c  'TI- Mesons. 
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Fig. 3. Range Dis t r ibu t ion  of Tracks From 50 S t a r s  
1.8 GeV/c T' Mesons. 

Recently w e  have exposed some samples of AgCl 
crystals dopes with 4 ppm lead  t o  a s topping pro- 
ton beam. The 70 MeV beam entered  t h e  s i d e  of a 
0.5 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm c r y s t a l  and stopped wi th in  
t h e  c r y s t a l .  Control samples w e r e  exposed t o  158 
MeV protons t o  generate stars and check f o r  consis- 
tency. Although tracks c o n s i s t e n t  with alpha 
ranges w e r e  observed, no t racks  of t h e  s topping 
protons were found. 

Small c r y s t a l s  (2 cm x 2 cm) with  nuc lear  t r a c k  
emulsions a t tached  have been exposed t o  t h e  heavy 
primary cosmic f l u x  on bal loon f l i g h t s  i n  Texas. 
Due t o  t h e  s m a l l  area-time f a c t o r ,  t h e  number of 
observed events  has been s m a l l .  Figure 4 shows t h e  
t r a c k s  of two heavy primary cosmic rays i n  G 5 
emulsions and tracks of t h e  same p a r t i c l e s  i n  sil- 
v e r  ch lor ide  c r y s t a l s .  The clearness of t h e  back- 
ground and t h e  lack  of d e l t a  rays  i n  t h e  c r y s t a l s  
a r e  obvious. It was a l s o  observed t h a t  t h e  t r a c k  
dens i ty  i n  t h e  c r y s t a l s  var ied  c o n s i s t e n t l y  with 
t h e  t r a c k  width i n  the emulsions. I n  t h e s e  ex- 
posures, t r a c k s  due t o  r e l a t i v i s t i c  CNO group 
n u c l e i  were observed, bu t  no minimum ioniz ing  He 

n u c l e i  w e r e  seen. 

* +  

Fig. 4. 

It has  

Two Dif fe ren t  R e l a t i v i s t i c  P r i m a r y  Cosmic 
Ray P a r t i c l e s  as Seen i n  G 5 Emulsions 
(Top) and S i l v e r  Chloride Crys ta l s  (Bottom) 
( r e f .  8) .  

IMPURITY EFFECTS 

been found t h a t  t h e  decorat ion of t r a c k s  
and t h e  v i s i b l e  background is very s e n s i t i v e  t o  
trace impur i t ies  i n  t h e  c r y s t a l s .  For example, i n  
c r y s t a l s  containing one p a r t  per  m i l l i o n  (ppm) of 
e i t h e r  i r o n  o r  copper, inherent  l i n e  d i s l o c a t i o n s  
are made v i s i b l e  by sweeping i n  e l e c t r o n s ,  bu t  no 
r a d i a t i o n  t r a c k s  a r e  made v i s i b l e .  On t h e  o t h e r  
hand, t r a c k s  can be  made v i s i b l e  i n  c r y s t a l s  con- 
t a i n i n g  4 ppm lead ,  but no d i s l o c a t i o n s  are obser- 
ved. One f e a s i b l e  explanat ion of t h i s  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  
impuri ty  e f f e c t  i s  as fol lows.  

Before exposure t o  r a d i a t i o n ,  samples are c u t  from 
t h e  c r y s t a l s  and annealed a t  425°C. t o  decrease t h e  
s t r a i n  introduced during growth and cu t t ing .  Since 
t h i s  temperature is only 3OoC. below t h e  melt ing 
poin t ,  t h e  impur i t ies  are r e l a t i v e l y  mobile. As t h e  
samples are cooled t o  room temperature, t h e  impuri- 
t ies  se t t le  p r e f e r e n t i a l l y  a t  d is loca t ions .  
when t h e  samples are a t  room temperature, t h e  im- 
p u r i t i e s  are r e l a t i v e l y  immobile and remain a t  t h e  
d i s l o c a t i o n s .  With an impuri ty  concentrat ion of 1 
pprn of  e i t h e r  copper o r  i r o n ,  t h e  d i s l o c a t i o n s  have 
a p o s i t i v e  charge s o  they t r a p  e l e c t r o n s ,  l eav ing  
few i f  any e l e c t r o n s  f o r  t r a c k s .  

e n t l y  than i r o n  and copper. When lead  is present  i n  
about 4 ppm, i t  too p r e f e r s  t o  se t t le  a t  d is loca-  
t i o n s  but  with t h i s  d i f fe rence :  through complex for-  
mation, t h e  presence of t h e  lead  leaves  t h e  d is loca-  
t i o n  regions with a negat ive  charge. 
t h a t  few e l e c t r o n s  are captured by t h e  d i s l o c a t i o n s ,  
l eav ing  most e l e c t r o n s  t o  be  captured by t h e  posi- 
t i v e l y  charged imperfect ions produced by t h e  ion i -  
z ing p a r t i c l e .  

While a few ppm lead  are required f o r  good t r a c k  
decora t ion ,  i t  should not  exceed its room tempera- 
t u r e  s o l u a b i l i t y  l i m i t  of about 8 ppm. 

So, 

On t h e  o t h e r  hand, lead  impuri ty  behaves d i f f e r -  

The r e s u l t  is 

A l l  l ead  
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g r e a t e r  than t h i s  concentrat ion merely p r e c i p i t a t e s  
ou t  of s o l u t i o n  and increases  t h e  background as 
shown i n  Fig. 5. 

w *- 

-0.4mm- 

Fig. 5. Ef fec t  of Lead Concentration. Top photo- 
graph shows c r y s t a l  containing 50 ppm lead  
a f t e r  exposure t o  1.5 GeV protons and de- 
corat ion.  Bottom photograph i s  c r y s t a l  
containing 15 ppm lead  a f t e r  a s imi la r  ex- 
posure and decoration. 

ERASING PARTICLE TRACKS 

The s i l v e r  specks de l inea t ing  the  p a r t i c l e  paths  
can be redissolved by heat ing t h e  c r y s t a l  t o  300°C. 
t o  400°C. Heating t h e  c r y s t a l  w i l l  cause t h e  sil- 
v e r  specks t o  d isso lve  and anneal ou t  the  imper- 
f e c t i o n s  produced by t h e  ion iz ing  p a r t i c l e .  
with proper annealing, the  c r y s t a l s  could be 
erased and reused f o r  p a r t i c l e  r e g i s t r a t i o n .  

Thus 

TRIGGERING CRYSTALS 

Schopper ( r e f .  7) has proposed t h a t  it might be 
poss ib le  t o  t r i g g e r  a c r y s t a l  t o  p a r t i c l e s  having 
c e r t a i n  predetermined proper t ies  such as v e l o c i t y  
and charge. H i s  proposal is based on Henig's ( r e f .  
8) s t u d i e s  of cadmium-doped c r y s t a l s  i n  which 
t r a c k s  could be made v i s i b l e  only immediately a f t e r  

exposure t o  p a r t i c l e s .  
Henig's observat ion s i n c e  we have found t h a t  t h e r e  
is a cadmium i o n  complex r e l a t i v e l y  mobile a t  room 
temperature which would r a p i d l y  n e u t r a l i z e  p o s i t i -  
vely charged imperfect ions.  
Schopper should be pursued with c r y s t a l s  containing 
var ious concentrat ions of cadmium and o ther  impuri- 
t i es  t h a t  produce a negat ive  i o n  complex which i s  
mobile a t  room temperature. 

W e  are i n  agreement with 

The proposal  of 
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A REAL-TIMESPECTRUM-T0-DOSECONVERSIONSYSTEM

B. J. Farmer,J. H. Johnson,andR. G.Bagwell
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TheResearchCenterfor LTVA_rospaceandL_7Electrosyst_ms

Asystemhasbeendevelopedwhichwill permitthe determinationof dose
in real timeor nearreal timedirectly fromthepulse-heightoutputof a
radiationspectrometer.Thetechniquehasbeendemonstratedin the laboratory
usingtheoutputof a NaI(TI)antieoincidencegamma-rayspectrometeranda
beta-gammaspectrometerwhichwasflownonGeminiXII andalso in spacewith
the electron-protonspectrometeronthe RadiationandMeteoroidSatellite.

Thetechniqueinvolvesthe useof the resolutionmatrixof a spectrometer,
theradiationenergy-to-doseconversionfunction,andthegeometricalfactors,
althoughthe orderof matrixoperationsis reversed.Theusualmethodrequires
that acompletepulse-heightspectrum(whichis reasonablyaccuratestatistically)
beaccumulated.Theinstrumentresolutionis thenremovedfromthis distribution
givingthetrue radiationenergyspectrum.Thissteprequirestheuseof an
invertedinstrumentresolutionmatrixor amoreaccuratebut moretime-consuming
iterative process.A geometricfunctionandthe radiationenergy-to-dosefunc-
tion mustthenbeappliedto obtaindose. Thisrequirestheuseof a significant

remote or on-board computer and unnecessary and time-consuming computer operations

if only the dose is required.

The new technique yields a result which is mathematically identical to the

standard method while requiring no matrix manipulations or resolution matrix

storage in the remote c_mputer. It utilizes only a single function for each

type dose required (e.g., physical dose, biological dosel and each geometric

factor involved (e.g., surface dose at a specific location inside a space vehicle).

The dose functions are generated using the same resolution functions, geometric

factors, and dose curves that would be used in the standard technique; however,

the matrix manipulations are made only once for each function instead of each

time a new pulse-height spectrum is obtained. Also, the dose may be calculated

and accumulated while the data is being received, since it is not necessary to

have a complete instrument spectrum before making a ca!culatJon.

For many years attempts have been made to

measure physical dose (energy deposited per unit

mass) in radiation fields in order to relate and

predict radiation effects. For simplicity, devel-

opments have tended toward integrating devices so

that a single number, dose, could be read directly

from the device. Direct reading dosimeters are

usually based on ionization measurements and have

utilized both ionization chambers and solid state

detectors. The reliability of the measurements

from these devices is dependent upon the assump-

tion that the system is wholly responsive to

energy deposited, exclusive of radiation quality

and/or the equivalence of the calibration and

measured fields. These devices yield a single

value, physical dose, which when applied to

biological effect, must be converted to biologi-

cal dose. Since it is generally accepted that

biological dose is a function of radiation type

and energy, no relationship can be established

between a measured physical dose and a biological

dose unless the radiation types and spectra are

considered. No system is currently available which

does distinguish particle type and spectra and

yield a direct dose readout.

The technique to be described in this paper

permits the determination of dose in real time or

near real time directly from the pulse-height out-

put of a spectrometer. The technique has been

applied in the laboratory to the Beta-Bremsstrahlung

Spectrometer which was flown on Gemini XII (refs.

1 and 2) and a NaI(TI) anticoincidence gamma-ray

spectrometer (ref. 3). A system based on the tech-

nique was flown on the Radiation and Meteoroid

Satellite late in 1970 (ref. h).

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

The technique involves the use of the instru-

ment resolution matrix, the radiation energy-to-dose

conversion function, and the necessary geometrical

factors, although the order of matrix operations is

reversed from the standard procedure. The dose D

is related to a source spectrum S by the following

matrix equation:

D = CGS (i)

Where C is a row matrix representing the dose per

unit flux as a function of energy for a specific

type of radiation and G represents the geometrical

effects such as vehicle shielding. The source

spectrum S is related to the pulse-height spectrum

P from the radiation spectrometer by the following

equation:

P = RS (2)

Where R represents the response function of the

spectrometer. Solving for S gives,

S = R-1p. (3)
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Combiningeqs. (i) and(3) gives,
D = C[G(R-1p)] (4)

It is customary to solve for D in the order of matrix

operations indicated. In this order each step has

physical meaning. For example, an instrument on

the outside of a space vehicle would obtain a pulse-

height spectrum P. The operation R-Ip would yield

S, the source spectrum outside the ship. The opera-

tion GS would yield the spectrum S' at the point

where the dose is desired and the final operation

CS' would yield the dose. Thus, at each step there

is a physically meaningful parameter to consider.

The new technique involves the calculation of a

function, which when applied directly to P will

yield the dose. Consider eq. (h) in which the

order of matrix operations is reversed.

D = [(C G)R-1]P (5)

The product CG becomes a row matrix C' which is a

dose conversion function modified to. include

geometrlc factors. The product C R defines

the pulse-height spectrum to dose conversion

function F,

F = C' R-I (6).

Then we have

D = FP (7)

Thus_ if dose is required irmnediately, the only

computation required is F times the pulse-height

spectrum. Perhaps the most important point,

however, is that it is not necessary to have a

complete pulse-height spectrum to determine the

dose. One may think of F as a set of weighting

values F1, F 2 ... Fn where n is the number of

pulse-height channels. Then as each pulse is

analyzed the appropriate weighting value may be

applied and the resulting values summed, giving

n

Z F.P. = D (8)

i=l 1 i

As soon as D is statistically significant, one has

a reliable dose. Using the standard technique one

must wait until a statistically accurate spectrum

is accumulated before dose can be determined. This

virtually eliminates the ability to make remote or

on-board dose calculations, since a rather large

computer capability is required.

BETA-BRENSSTRAHLUNG SPECTROMETER

As mentioned earlier the technique has been ap-

plied to the Beta-Bremsstrahlung Spectrometer (refs.

1 and 2) which had been flown on Gemini XII. The

instrument consisted of a S/h-inch diameter by 1/2-

inch long CsI(T1) crystal with a thin plastic

scintillator behind the electron collimator. By

utilizing the different decay time constants in

CsI and plastic the instrument could differentiate

between electrons and gammas. Examples of the

response of the instrument to gamma rays and elec-

trons are given in figures 1 and 2, respectively.

These response curves indicate that the studies

using this instrument represented a very severe

test for the method. It is apparent, due to the

complex interactions of particles in the small
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trometer to 2-MeV electrons.

crystal, that the response functions are irregular

in shape and do not lend to description by analytic

means. Another factor influencing the severe nature

of the test was that large grid elements wi%h energy

widths of 200 keV were utilized in the computation.

(This is somewhat arbitrary and can be increased to

give higher resolution; however, in this test., the

previously determined response matrices for elec-

trons R e and gammas R¥ were employed without modi-
fication). The dimensions of the response matrices

were 15 x 15 with Ry extending over the range from

O.1 to 3.i MeV and R e from 0.3 to 3.3 MeV. The



inversionto obtain--P_IandR21wasaccomplished
matrixinversionroutine.with theaid of anIBM7090

Theenergyto doseconversionvaluesCe andCywere
obtained from the literature (ref. 1 and 2) and

are consistent with those being used in the national

laboratories. Gamma conversion to roentgen exposure

dose was used to allow comparison with the R-Meter

measurements. The electron conversion chosen was

to rad in carbon, which is the most common absorbed

dose reference. It may be noted, however_ that at

this point the actual dose unit is irrelevant and

any one may be used to satisfy a given requirement.

The above matrices were then multiplied to give

the products R_lCe and R_lcy. which correspond to

F e and Fy, respectively. Each function contained

15 terms. Inspection of these functions revealed

not only an erratic nature, but some of the values

were even found to be negative. This is a common

characteristic of the solutions of matrix equations

where the inverse is used to solve for an unknown

matrix. This characteristic comes about from sev-

eral causes:

(a) uncertainties in the response matrix,

(b) nature of the inverse (many large

positive and negative terms),

(c) tendency of the inverse to magnify

small fluctuations, and

(d) finite number of terms in the matrix

(grid size).

After a detailed inspection verified the accuracies

of the matrices and their inverses, and the product

R R-1 was shown to produce the unit matrix to within

0.1%, this technique was abandoned and an alternate

approach was taken to determine F. The method is

based on rewriting eq. (6) as

F = CR -I (9)

where the geometric factor is considered to be unity.

If we multiply both sides by R, we get

FR = C, (i0)

This equation lends itself to a solution using a

standard iterative process. We must first write

R as

R = N_ (Ii)

where e represents the efficiency of the spectrometer

and N is a normalized response matrix. Then

FN = Ce -I. (12)

Eq. (12) states that there exists a function (or

matrix) F that when multiplied by the response matrix

N, giYes CE -I. Since Ce -1 and N are well known, by

making an intelligent estimate of F (which we will

refer to as F l) and multiplying the estimate by N,

which has been suitably normalized, it is possible

to compare the result with Ce -1. The degree of

agreement between FIN and Ca -I is a direct measure

of the degree of agreement between F 1 and F. Thus,

by successively correcting F i by the difference

between FiN and Ce-i and remultiplying the corrected

F i by N, an iterative method is arrived at which

generates a function Fn which approaches F when

(FN - Cg -I) = 0. Since it is known that the response

normalized functions Ne and N7 are such that the

pulse-height and true-energy spectra are not

drastically different, the first estimate of F

for each radiation was taken as the respective

CE -1. Throughout the iterations FiN was compared

to CE-1 on the rms basis with the average rms

difference computed after each iteration. When

the average rms difference reached a minimum the

computation was stopped. The function determined

for the gammas had an rms difference of 1.2% while

the same for the electrons was 2.6%. The resulting

functions were then smoothed with a three point

average routine. Plots of these functions are

shown in figures 3 and 4. It is seen that these

functions are smoothly varying and non-negative.

This is the result of working directly with N e and

Ny instead of their inverses.
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FIGURE 3. - Pulse-height spectrum-to-dose conversion

fuction for gamma-rays.
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FIGURE 4. - Pulse-height spectrum-to-dose conversion

function for electrons.

For electrons the experimental verification of

the accuracy of the function was made using a B-MeV

Van de Graaff accelerator. The electron beam was

scattered by a series of aluminum foils and allowed

to pass into the air. At this point the beam was

approixmately 2 inches in diameter. After passing

approximately one foot through air the beam was

mapped with a solid state detector and found to be

uniform in intensity for a distance of 2 inches on
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either sideof eenterline. TheBeta-Bremsstrahlung
Spectrometerwasplacedin this beamanda series
of runs was taken at various energies. Using

electron dose values calculated from the energy

loss curves for electrons in ref. 5, the pulse-

height spectrum-to-dose measurements were compared

to those calculated (true dose) from the electron

flux as measured with a collimated solid-state

detector, the results are shown in table i.

TABLE i. - Pulse-height spectrum-to-dose comparisons

for monoenergetic electrons.

Electron Measured

Energy True Dose Spectrum-to- Error

(Mev) (Rad) Dose (Rad) (Percent)

0.40 7.47(-3)* 7.06(-3) -5.5

0.50 7.06(-3) 6.93(-3) -1.8

0.75 6.62(-3) 6.61(-3) -0.i

1.00 6.43(-3) 6.32(-3) -1.7

1.25 6.35(-3) 6.06(-3) -4.6

1.50 6.32(-3) 5.@5(-3) -7.4

2.o 5.28(-3) 5.18(-3) -1.8
2.5 3.05(-3) 2.90(-3) -4.9

*Denotes 10 -3

For gammas a number of radioactive sources and

a bremsstrahlung spectrum produced by a Van de

Graaff Accelerator were used. Results of these

measurements compared to calculated values are

given in table 2.

TABLE 2. - Pulse-height speetr_m-to-dose

for gamma- and x-rays.

Energy True Dose Measured

Source (Mev) (R) Dose (R)

Cs-137 0.662 1.14(-4)* 1.04(-4)

Mn-54 0.835 1.17(-4) 1.17(-4)
Hg-203 0.279 8.23(-5) 7.72(-5)

Na-22 i.28 1.85(-4)
0.511 1.62(-4)

3._?-Y('/D- 3.1o(-4)
Y-88 0.9 8.50(-5)

1.8 17.0o(-5)

2.76 0.12(-5)

2.56(-4) 2.26(-4)

X-Ray 2.0 4.40(-5) 4.66(-5)

Spectrum

*Denotes 10 -4

comparisons

Error

(Percent)

-8.0

0.0

-6.1

-i0.7

-12.0

+6.1

The above tests were performed to show the

accuracy of the technique; however, the actual

dose calculations from the F functions were made

after all the data had been taken. As a next step

in the studies, a real-time system was assembled

(figure 5) which used the Gemini XII Beta-Brems-

strahlung Spectrometer as the sensing head. The

same pulse-height spectrum-to-dose functions deter-

mined above were used for dose conversion.

In operation the linear signal from the spec-

trometer was pulse-height analyzed and a binary

channel number produced. This binary number,

along with the radiation identification binary

bit, produced an address for the computer. An

interrupt was produced and the computer acquired

the address for processing in buffer storage.

The computer then processed the radiation event

. in real time by adding a number representing the

I PDP-81_

L COMPUTER

LOGIC _ PULSE-HEIGHT

LEVEL ANALYZER

CONVERTERS

I
..__BETA-BREMSSTRAHLUNG

SPECTROMETER l

FIGL_E 5. - Block diagram of real-time dose

conversion system using the Beta-Bremsstrahlung

Spectrometer as the sensing head.

single event dose for the particular pulse-height

channel to a dose accumulator. The value in this

accumulator then represented the integrated dose

for the period of time the data was accumulated.

In addition by properly setting the switch register

of the computer, pulse-height spectra were also

accumulated in the computer for comparison purposes.

The pulse-height analyzer also produced a clock

pulse that interrupted the computer and caused termi-

nation of the run when the end of the requested data

period had been reached. The system was compensated

for computer and analyzer busy time.

The gamma sources, cesium-137, cobalt-60, and

sodium-22 were placed individually at various

distances from the spectrometer. In addition, the

spectrometer was exposed to the same cesium and

cobalt sources simultaneously. Dose was integrated

over a l0 second period and then displayed in rad/hr

by the computer. These results were compared to the

doses calculated from the known curie strength of

the sources and the use of the gamma radiation levels

specified in ref. 7. These levels were corrected for

source strength and distance and are shown in table

3 along with the measured values. The errors shown

are well within the limits anticipated considering

the large grid size of the resolution matrix which

was used. This system embodied the basic features

of a space radiation monitoring device by providing

the capability for measurements in separate or mixed

radiation fields and providing both dose rate and

total dose measurements.

TABLE 3. - Real-time spectrum-to-dose comparisons.

Calculated Measured

Dose Rate Dose Rate

Strength at 0.5 at 0.5

(Micro Meters Meters Error

Source curies) (MR/HR) (MR/HR) (Percent)

Cs-136 91.2_+1.0 .120 .119 -0.8

Co-60 41.2_+0.8 .218 .203 -6.9

Na-22 21.3+-1.0 .102 .I00 -2.0

Cs-137 _+2% .338 .321 -5.0

and

Co-60

IC_
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10. 4 " I I .

LABORATORY NaI(TI) ANTICOINCIDENCE SPECTROMETER

To further substantiate the uniqueness of the

pulse-height to dose function F, a set of measure-

ments was made using a NaI(T1) crystal spectrometer

which was surrounded by an anti-Compton coincidence

annulus. The response of this system is very good

as seen from the response curve for 1.28 MeV gamma

rays which is shown in figure 6. The pulse-height

spectrum-to-dose function F as obtained by the

iterative process discussed above and the corres-

ponding first guess, CE °l, are shown in figure 7.

4000

3oo0

8

2000

IOOQ

, | I

0.5 i .o 1.5

PHOTON ENERGY (HeV)

2.0

FIGURE 6, - Response of a 2" x 6" NaI(TI) anti-

coincidence spectrometer to 1.28-MeV gamma rays.

As a test of F, bremsstrahlung spectra were

observed from thick aluminum targets which were

bombarded with monoenergetic electrons. The total

dose due to each spectrum was obtained in two

different ways for comparison. In one case the

pulse-height spectrum F was multiplied by the pulse-

height spectrum-to-dose function F, the terms then

being summed to give the dose. In the other case,

the pulse-height spectrum was converted'to an

energy spectrum as described in ref. 8. The energy

spectrum was converted to a dose spectrum and the

terms summed to give the total dose. Comparisons

were made for photon end point energies of 1.0 and

2.5 MeV. In both cases the total dose agreed to

within two percent. Figure 8 contains a plot of

one of the pulse-height spectra used and the

corresponding bremsstrahlung energy spectrum.

This is a typical shape for the spectra used from

a thick target and represents a somewhat ideal

spectral shape for the type of comparison made.

It is seen that there is very little distortion

in the pulse-height spectrum at low energies. This

is due to the rapidly increasing shape of the spec-

trum at low energies. This shape makes the tail

contributions at low energies, due to the high

energy photons, insignificant. Also, it is seen

in figure 6 that F and Ce -I practically coincide

at low energies. Thus, spectra of this shape
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test only the low-energy portion of F, since the

dose contribution is weighted very heavily at low

energies.

To test F over a greater range of its values

and specifically in the region of higher energies,

a series of hypothetical "true" spectra were smeared

with N and _ to produce "theoretical" pulse-height

spectra. Doses were then calculated from the curves

by the two methods. This was accomplished for four

15o

10o

I | I I | I I I I | I |

-- TRUE SPECTRUM - S

..... PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRUM - P

,P
-''/ "'!

\
\

I ! I I I I I I i ,. |

1.0 2.0 3.0

PHOTONENERGY(_V)

FIGURE 9. - Effect of smearing an increasing ramp

with the response matrix.
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..... PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRUM - p

200 TRUE SPECTRUM - S
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w
>

i lOG " _'

5C " _' "'_.

0 I

1,0 2.0 3._

PHOTON ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE I0. - Effect of smearing a decreasing _amp

with the response matrix.

cases and the total doses for each case agreed with-

in 1%. The cases chosen are shown in figures 9, i0,

ii, and 12. In each figure the "true"spectrum and

the resulting"theoretical" pulse-height spectrum

are shown. The cases chosen represent the most

extreme cases which would be encountered. The

results of these mathematical tests and those of

the actual data are considered to he sufficient

to establish the validity of the technique as a

simple and accurate method for converting pulse-

height spectra to dose.

RADIATION AND METEOROID SATELLITE

The most extensive test of the pulse-height

spectrum-to-dose concept was made with the proton-

z.5

TRUE SPECTRUM " S

2.0 ...... PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRUM- P

1.5 I

'x

1.0 2.0 3.0

PHOTON ENERGY (HEY)

FIGURE ii. - Effect of smearing a flat distribution

with the response matrix.

t.2,

I

-- TRUE SPECTRUM - S

..... PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRUM - P
I.O

0.8

0.6

0.4 "-

0,2 s_

0 . .

PHOTON ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 12. - Effect of smearing square plateau with

the response matrix.
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electronspectrometerontheRadiationandMeteor-
oid Satellite (RMS).Thesystemis discussedin
detail in the final report of thesatellite pro-
gram(ref. 4). Apreliminarylookat dataobtained
duringthesatellite missionindicatesgeneral
verification of thedose-conversionsystemcapa-
bilities; however,the reductionof the datais in
averyearly stateandsystemaccuraciesareyet to
bedetermined.

CONCLUSIONS

Thisnewtechniqueyields a result whichis
mathematicallyidenticalto previousstandard
methodswhile requiringnomatrixmanipulations
or resolutionmatrixstoragein a remotecomputer.
It utilizes only asinglefunctionfor eachtype

doserequired(e.g., physicaldose,biological
dose)andeachgeometricfactor involved(e.g.,
surfacedoseat a specific locationinsidea space
vehicle). Thedosefunctionsaregeneratedusing
the sameresolutionfunctions,geometricfactors,
anddosecurvesthat wouldbeusedin thestandard
technique;however,thematrixmanipulationsare
madeonlyoncefor eachfunctioninsteadof each
timeanewpulse-heightspectrumis obtained.Aiso,
the dosemaybecalculatedandaccumulatedwhile the
datais beingreceived,sinceit is not necessary
to havea completeinstrumentspectrumbeforemaking
a calculation. Theapplicationof this technique
canbemadeto anymonitoring system which functions

as a spectrometer. Further, if any remote compu-

tations are made, the technique may be employed

by the addition of software only.
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HIGH Z PARTICLE APOLLO ASTRONAUT DOSIMETRY WITH PLASTICS

E.V. Benton & R. P. Henke

University of San Francisco, San Francisco
California 94117

On Apollo missions, the individual astronauts' high Z particle
exposure is measured by means of Lexan polycarbonate plastic.
These layers form one component of the passive dosimetry packets
worn in the constant wear garment. They serve as threshold type,

high Z, charged particle track detectors, recording only the very
highly ionizing particles such as E < 6 MeV/amu _C, E < 45 MeV/amu
28Si, E < 250 MeV/amu 56Fe, etc. The detectors yield information
on the particles' charge, energy, and direction of travel. This
data, in turn, is used to obtain the track fluence, the stopping

particle density as an integral Z distribution, and the particles'
integral LET spectrum. In this paper some of the data gathered

on Apollo missions 8-13 is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Recently,considerable interest has been

expressed in trying to assess the radiation hazard

to astronauts arising from the bombardment by

energetic, multicharged particles of cosmic radi-

ation. Although a number of investigators have

been interested in this problem for some time,

the observation of light flashes by astronauts on

Apollo II and subsequent missions contributed

significantly in focusing attention on this

problem. Our interest in this area dates back

to 1961 when we started investigating various

means of measuring the multicharged particle

exposure that astronauts experience in space

travel. This has been accomplished on the first

lunar orbiting mission, Apollo 8, and all subse-

quent Apollo missions by means of plastic nuclear

track detectors located in the passive dosimetry

packets worn by the astronauts.

* Work sponsored by NASA, Manned Space Craft
Center, Houston.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The passive dosimetry packets measuring 5.3 x

4.3 x 0.64 cm consist of a 2-mii - thick FEP

Teflon bag which contains 50Q mg of LiF (TLD)

powder, 600_ thick nuclear emulsions, standard

beta, gamma, and neutron - sensitive films, and

three 190_ thick layers of type 8070-I12 Lexan

polycarbonate plastic (Table I). The Lexan

layers (about 8 cm 2 in area) are heat sealed at

the edges to insure that they remain stationary

with respect to each other. The packets are worn

by each astronaut in the pockets of the constant

wear garment.

The Lexan plastic detectors have several

features which make them well suited for heavy

particle dosimetry. They are tissue equivalent.

Their sensitivity range is such that they are

insensitive to singly and doubly charged

particles. Consequently, very long exposures

of months, or even years are possible to cosmic

rays without developing detector saturation, tll'_
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TABLE I The open and closed p o i n t s  i n d i c a t e  the s t a b i l i t y  

Sequence o f  layers i n  t h e  pass ive dosimetry packet 

Te f l on  p r o t e c t i v e  pouch 
Thermoluminescence pack 
Black f o i l  wrap o f  emulsion s tack  
Black paper wrap o f  emulsion s tack  
Double component f i l m  badge emulsions 
6.5 emulsion 
Lexan 3 
Lexan 2 
Lexan 1 
6.5 emulsion 
K.2 emulsion 
NTA f i l m  
B lack paper wrap o f  emulsion s tack 
Black f o i l  wrap o f  emulsion s tack  
Label w i th  number 
Te f lon  p r o t e c t i v e  pouch 
Astronaut I s  garments 
Astronaut I s  body 

Perhaps the s i n g l e  most impor tant  and 

unique f e a t u r e  o f  t h e  de tec to rs  i s  the 

character  o f  the response as a f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  

p a r t i c l e s '  LET.(*) Both i n  t h e  unsensi t ized,  

and t h e  sens i t i zed  form the  response va r ies  

very r a p i d l y  w i t h  LET (see F igure 1). This  

p roper t y  makes poss ib le  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  

p a r t i c l e  charge, Z, even from the  r e l a t i v e l y  

s h o r t  t r a j e c t o r y  segments ava i l ab le .  The 

s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  the unsensi t i z e d  de tec to rs  has an 

e f f e c t i v e  threshold such t h a t  p a r t i c l e s  w i t h  

LET below t h a t  o f  about 9 MeV/nucleon, 20Ne ions  

are n o t  recorded. We use t h e  photo-ox idat ion 

t e ~ h n i q u e ' ~ )  t o  s e n s i t i z e  Lexan such t h a t  

p a r t i c l e s  w i t h  LET above t h a t  o f  about 12 MeV/ 

nucleon, l 6 0  i ons  are recorded. 

Examples o f  a c a l i b r a t i o n  curve and t racks  

are shown i n  Figures 1 and 2. 

shown t h e  corrected t r a c k  e t c h  ra te ,  VT, o f  10 

MeV/nucleon l60,  20Ne, 28Si  and 40Ar p a r t i c l e s .  

"Corrected" s i g n i f i e s  t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  UV 

a t tenua t ion  i n  the de tec to r  have been removed. 

I n  F igure 1 i s  

O f  t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  f rom one 40 h r  UV i r r a d i a t i o n  

t o  t h e  next. Etched t r a c k s  o f  10 MeV/nucleon 

l60, 20Ne, 28Si ,  40Ar i ons  are shown i n  F igure 2. 

I n  a l l  f o u r  cases the  same standard UV i r r a d i a t i o n  

t reatment  was g iven w i t h  e t c h i n g  performed i n  

6.25 N NaOH s o l u t i o n  con ta in ing  0.5% Benax f o r  2.0 

hours a t  70.4OC. 

two o f  them a t  t he  approximate cen te r  o f  t he  

photomicrograph. 

Four l 6 0  t r a c k s  can be seen, 

1 I I I I I , / 1 ,  

L E X A N  
(UV sensitized) 

100 

50 / 1 

Figure 1. The corrected track etch rate. VT (micronr/hour). as I 

function of LET (I*Vlmlcron) for four Io r ~ v i n v c l e o n  

partlcler i n  Lexan. 

"Ne '*si 40Ar 

1 

' F  x 

i ' '4 
, 5OP 

Figure 2. Tracks of four 10 MeV/nucleon I n c i d e n t  energy p a r t i c l e s  

I n  Lexan w i t h  etching performed i n  6.25 N NaOH solut ion,  

containing 0.5 per cent  Benax for 2.0 hrs a t  ?0.4Dc. 
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The flight detectors are UV sensitized

prior to etching in the same manner as above. The

processing is identical to that described above,

except that the etch time is 8,0 hours. When

processing flight units, calibration tracks,

obtained from the Hilac, are always included in

the entire processing cycle.

We have investigated a number of techniques

for increasing the detector sensitivity. The

nature of detector response is such that a small

increase in sensitivity increases considerably

the number of tracks that are recorded, and hence

improves the counting statistics. The use of

the UV enhancement technique increases the

recorded track fluence by about a factor of 3.

Also, it was found that increasing the etch time,

from 2 to 8 hours for the sensitized Lexan,

produces a further threefold increase in the

measured track fluence. However, the extended

etch time, together with the UV treatment

utilized,.result in a considerable deterioration

of the detector surface such that many back-

ground etch-pits become visible. These in turn,

significantly increase the labor required in

scanning. Thus the present detector sensitivity

is such that the LET required for track

registration is just below that of a 12 MeV/

nucleon, 160 ion. A further increase in

sensitivity of Lexan does not seem likely.

Tracks are located by scanning with an

optical microscope usually at 200 X magnification.

All detectors are scanned independently by at

least two different observers. Measurements are

performed at 600 X in each of the surfaces where

a visible etch cone is found. Charge identifi-

cation is accomplished either by measuring the
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particle's LET at a given residual range (for

particles stopping in the detector), or by

measuring the LET and its rate of change with

the residual range. (1) From these observations

and measurements it is usually possible to

determine the particle energy, its direction of

travel, and in the favorable cases make charge

identification to ± l unit of charge.

RESULTS

Some preliminary results from Apollo 8 and

lO Missions have been published previously. A

detector worn by astronaut Borman on the Apollo

8 missions was found to contain 0.62 ± O.ll

tracks/cm 2 of Z _ lO particles. (4) On Apollo lO

mission, a detector worn by Cernan yielded 1.24 ±

0.23 tracks/cm2. (5) These two detectors were

processed in the same manner (2.0 hr etch). Taking

into consideration the longer exposure of Apollo

lO, the data still implies that the cosmic ray

heavy ion flux was somewhat higher during the

latter mission. The increase in flux is presumably

accounted for by the decrease in the degree of

solar modulation. The Apollo 8 result is in

agreement with the work of Comstock and coworkers (6_

who used the Lexan Apollo 8 and 12 helmets to

record Z _ lO particles. For Apollo 8 and 12

helmets, they found a track fluence of 0.56 ±

0.053 and 1.48 ± 0.15 tracks/cm 2, respectively.

However, since their processing and scanning

procedures differed significantly from that of

ours, the agreement for Apollo 8 track fluence

appears fortuitous.

In order to make track fluence inter-

comparisons between various missions meaningful,

an effort was made to standardize as many

processing parameters as possible. One,



previouslyunprocesseddetector, from each

mission was selected. All detectors were

simultaneously UV irradiated, and processed at one

time. Each detector was scanned, independently, by

at least two different observers. Only tracks

which appeared on both surfaces of the Lexan

detector were recorded. This somewhat arbitrary

but rigid criterion automatically insured that

only primary, Z _ lO particle exposures are

intercompared. It should be noted that this

criteron differs from that used in references

4 and 5. In the past, all tracks of primary

particles were recorded. However, the exposed

detectors contain short tracks, the majority of

which are energetic, proton induced recoils

with 3 s Z S 8. Without a complete charge

identification of every track found, these are

difficult to separate from the short tracks

produced by some of the primary particles. Thus

it is difficult to separate the low energy,

3 _ Z < 8 primary particles, from the same

charge group of energetic secondaries.

The track fluences found in this manner,

corrected for individual scanning efficiency,

are shown in Table If. These nu_ers represent

the total track fluence for the mission arising

from the Z _ lO particle component. It is

observed that the Apollo 8 fluence still lies

significantly below that of the other missions.

Therefore the increase in the heavy cosmic ray

particle flux as recorded by subsequent missions,

appears to be real.

The data in Table II are about a factor of 3

higher than that previously reported for the

fluence of Z _ I0 particles. (4'5) This arises

from the fact that lower LET, Z > lO particle

tracks are now observable; it is not due to a

contribution from the Z < lO component. As

previously stated,tracks due to Z < lO particles

were systematically excluded from these measure-

ments. This means that the previously reported

results (4-6) represent only a fraction of the

total fluence of Z _ I0 particle tracks observable

with Lexan detectors etched for 8 hours.
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After charge identification of tracks, and

taking into consideration the natural bias of the

detectors toward registration of the higher Z

particles, the density of enders (stopping

particles) as an integral spectrum in charge

number, Z, can be computed. An example, for

Apollo II, is shown in Table III, and Figure 3.

Here, the number of stopping particles/cm 3 with

Z _ Zo are given as a function of Zo. For all

particles Z has been taken to have the even value

most consistent with the track measurements. The

errors indicated are those due to counting

statistics. Primary particles with 6 _ Z <lO are
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also included. In order to eliminate low energy

recoil particles, particles with Z < 6 were

excluded. The stopping particle densities in

Lexan can be converted to values appropriat_ for

tissue by multiplying by the density of tissue

(- l g/cm3) and dividing by the density of Lexan

(l.17 g/cm3).

IOO

50

A

Al

2O

0.2

0.1

'----'-_T I I I

m

iL ENDER DENSITY

- _ral Z distribution

_ I ;

- !
- !

5 10 15 20 25

Z 0

30

Ftgu_ 3. Stopping particle densi_ in Lexan, p(z>zo) (particles/_3

with Z • Zo) for Apollo 11 detector (2C).

Perhaps the biologically most meaningful

expression of the data is a particle LET spectrum.

An example, for Apollo l], (2C) detector is shown

in Figure 4. This is an integral LET spectrum

giving the number of particles/cm 2 - ster. with

LET > LET o. The effective LET cutoff value is

LET c = 0.177 MeV/u. The errors indicated are

those due to counting statistics. The LET

spectra measurements with Lexan can be extended

to higher LET values by either reducing the

degree of detectorLsensitization, or by using

unsensitized material. However, for lower LET

values, other, more sensitive detectors must be

utilized.

/%
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E
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Ffgure 4.
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Integral LET spectrum, particles/cm2-ster with LET > LET o,

as a function of LET o (MeV/micreet) for Apollo li detector (2C).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The most interesting results and observations

obtained to date with Lexan detectors can be

summarized as follows:

I. Comparison of track fluences measured

on Apollo lO-13 as compared with Apollo 8 mission,

suggests an increase in the high Z cosmic ray flux.

This increase may be due to a decrease in the

9egree of solar modulation.

2. Although the detectors are heavily

biased toward the higher Z particles, fewer Z =

26 (Fe) particles are observed than expected as

compared with lighter particles. This suggests a

break up of Fe particles in passage through the

spacecraft shielding. Thus the Z spectrum inside

the spacecraft is shifted toward the lighter

particles.

3. Only the fraction of the Z > lO

particle flux that corresponds to essentially

stopping particles are recorded. These are the

highest LET particles (and probably the most

biologically significant) that either stop in

the detector or the astronaut.



4. Fromthesemeasurements,stopping

particle densitiesin the formof integralZ
distributionscanbeobtained.

5. HighZparticle, integral LETspectracan

becomputed.

6. Preliminarydataindicatesthat con-

siderablevariationsexist in therecordedhighZ
track fluencesasa functionof detectorlocation

on theastronaut'sbody.
7. Thefrequencyof the light flash

phenomenonreportedby theastronautsis consid-

erablyhigherthanthefrequencywithwhichthe Z

> lO, stoppingparticlesare incidentontissueas

recordedwith Lexan.This impliesthat lowerLET

particlesareat leastpartially responsible.

8. Tracksof the heavyion recoil particles

producedbythescattering(mostlyinelastic) of

protonsarealsoobservablein theLexandetectors.

Higherrecoil trackdensitiesareobservedon

m@ssionswith trajectoriesthat takethespace-

craft throughtheintenseregionsof trapped

protons. Theseheavyrecoil particlesmayhavea

role in the light flash phenomenonsinceTobias

andcoworkershavereportedobservinglight

flashesinducedbybeamsof highenergyneutrons.(7)

It followsthenthelight flashesshouldbe

observablewhilethespacecraftis in theearth
orbit, with thefrequencyof eventsbeing

greatestin thevicinity of theSouthAtlantic
Anomaly.

It is interestingto comparethe different

responseto highLETparticlesof nuclear

photographicemulsionandof plastic track

detectors. In Figures5 and6 areshowntracks

fromtheApollo8mission.(4) In Figure5 is
showna trackof aZ = 26 ± 2 particle traversing

from left to right a G.5 emulsion and an adjacent

plastic detector. The nearly equal lengths of

the etch cones imply a fast particle. In Figure

6 is shown a track of a Z = 23 ± l nucleus

traversing from left to right a G.5 emulsion and

two adjacent plastics. The observed rapid change

in the lengths of the etch cones implies a slow,

stopping particle. From the similarity of the

two tracks in the nuclear emulsion, it is clear

that in this detector a measurement of the change

in the particles ionization rate (over these

short ranges) is not feasible.

In order to obtain greater accuracy in the

measurement of the high LET particle fluences,

stopping particle densities, and LET spectra, and

also to extend the measurements in both the Z and

the energy, a considerably larger stack of Lexan

was flown on Apollo 14. This stack was composed

of some lO0, lO X lO cm sheets of Lexan of the

same batch as used on the previous missions.

Positioned against the side of the spacecraft the

stack remained stationary during the flight.

Since the amount of data obtainable is

approximately proportional to the volume-exposure

time factor, this experiment should result in

about a factor of 50 increase in the number of

recorded tracks with a corresponding increase in

the accuracy of the measured statistics.

For measurement of lower LET particles such as

the 2 _ Z < 9 group or the more energetic Z > lO

group, more sensitive detectors are needed. Of the

plastic detectors, cellulose triacetate, and

cellulose nitrate have sensitivities which fall in

this range. However, further development of

these detectors is necessary, since considerably

less is known of their behavior and response as

compared to that of Lexan.
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Figure 5. A t rack  o f  a fast ,  Z = 26 ?: 2 p a r t i c k  i n  a detector from the I I 
50w 

Apollo 8 mission: 

(b) entrance t rack  i n  adjacent Lexan sheet; ( c )  e x i t  t rack 

i n  Lexan. 

(a) i n  I l f o r d  6.5 nuclear emulsion; 

Figure 6. A t rack  o f  a stopping Z = 23 f 1 p a r t i c l e  i n  a detector from 

Apol lo 8 mission: 

two adjacent plast ics.  

(a )  i n  6.5 emulsion; (b-c) and (d-e) i n  
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TABLE III

Stopping particle density in Lexan p(Z_Zo) (particles/cm 3 with Z Zo)

for Apollo II detector (2C).

zo p(_Zo)

6 74 _+29
8 50 _+16
lO 32 _+ 9
12 23 _+ 6

14 15 _+ 4
16 8_+ 2

18 5.0 _+1.4
20 3.6 _+l.l
22 2.6 _+0.9
24 1.2 _+0.5
26 0.4 -+0.3
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FLUCTUATIONS IN ENERGY LOSS AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY*

Norman A. Baily and John E. Steigerwalt

Department of Radiology
University of California, San Diego

ka Jolla, California 92037

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally all of dosimetry has been based on the
measurement or calculation of the average energy depos-

ited in a small volume expressed originally by the
Roentgen, a unit of exposure for x and v-rays, and more

recently and of wider applicability by the absorbed dose
expressed in Rods. Both are macroscopic concepts since

they presume a sufficient number of ionizing events so

that statistical fluctuations of energy loss by charged

particles (primary or secondary) may be ignored. In the
case of very small volumes such as those of importance in

radloblology and where most effects are considered to be

due to a very small number of events taking place in this
volume the probability of transferring an amount of

energy equal to or nearly equal to the average energy
loss computed from the charged particle stopping power
in most instances is very small. The energy transferred

to any particular biological entity is given by a frequency
distribution function which in many cases is skewed

toward high energy events and therefore the most probable
energy loss is considerably less than the average. This is
of fundamental importance in predicting radiation damage
to the individual cells, chromosomes, molecules, etc.

whose cumulative effect we observe. Generally, then,
the absorbed dose would only be applicable as a measure

of energy delivered when large numbers of individual
events are pertinent such as might be found in large masses

of material or where the effect observed is due to many
events.

In most instances where biological material is being

studied, the individual transfers of energy from incident
particles to atomic electrons are subject to wide statis-
tical fluctuations 1-3 In these cases, the usual concept

upon which doslmetry is based (average energy loss or
stopping power of charged particles) breaks down, except

for the most densely ionizing particles. This is always
the case when one considers volumes as small as those

associated with the various biological structures of interest

in fundamental radioblology, radiation therapy, and
health physics.

As a consequence in almost all cases, energy deposition
in the biological volumes involved have a wide separation

of the most probable and average energy losses. This
state usually exists for most of the radiations currently of

interest. Only in the case of very densely ionizing
particles such as heavy ions can these considerations be
neglected.

There are multiple reasons why this approach has

persisted. First, physical determinations of statistical
distributions of energy loss have been restricted to path-
lengths large compared to those of biological interest and

second, many have been examined using instruments which

accumulated data over many pathlengths simultaneously

thereby masking fundamental physical phenomena. Over
• artially Supported By NASA Grant No. N GL 05-009-103.

the past few years, the work of Baily and his collabor-
ators 4-6 has shown the importance of such considerations

for high energy protons (_ 45 MeV).

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

Despite certain discrepancies between experiment and
theory which have been found for energy loss distributions

due to single charged particle traversals through small
volumes, a rather good representation of the experimental

data is given by the theory for those energy losses occur-

ring at and about the most probable value. The discrep-
ancies appear as an excess of high energy events with a

subsequent dearth of events lying below that of the most
probable energy loss. The average energy loss obtained
from theory and experiment show agreement within

experimental error. Since the discrepancies mentioned

are not large (_ 20% excess of high energy events),
calculations made using the Blunck-Lelsegang corrected

Vavilov or Landau theories are sufficiently accurate to
examine current dosimetry and radioblological concepts

in the light of these distributions. Major among these are:
a) Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and its role in predicting

Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) or b) the reliability
of the use of the average energy deposited to describe the
local microscopic dose for a small number of events. As

we shall show, the energy range over which these broad
distribution functions is important is fairly extensive for

most charged particles. Even Compton electrons generated

at conventional x-ray energies and protons generated in
tissue by fast neutrons fall within the group of particles to

which these statistical concepts and associated physical
phenomena apply.

Perhaps, in a qualitative way, the extent of the statis-

tical fluctuations are best illustrated by an examination of

the distribution functions of the frequency with which
energy losses of a given magnitude take place in a given

pathlength. Fig. 1 shows such frequency distributions for

various charged particles corresponding to a pathlength of
approximately 1 /_ of tissue. The degree of the statistical
fluctuations are well illustrated by the four particles chosen.

Curve A is that expected from a 50 keV electron; B from a

50 MeV proton; C from an 8 MeV alpha particle; and D
from a 24 MeV stripped 12C ion. The spread about the

most probable energy loss is also given. This is expressed

by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) as a percentage
of the most probable energy loss. The ratio of the average
to the most probable energy losses for the two lighter classes
of particles is given in Tables I and II. These two values

will coincide for very densely ionizing particles.

A number of things important to the production of radio-
biological effects take place as particle charge and mass

increase and similarly with decrease of particle energy.

First, as shown for a heavy charged particle of energy
2 MeV/amu, the distribution function has a gaussian shape

and is narrowly distributed about the average energy loss

(-'_]_. Second, as charge and mass decrease, the

FWHM increases, but its shape is still primarily gausslan.
The peak or most probable energy loss coincides with the

average energy loss. Third, as the magnitude of the energy
loss decreases relative to the particle's kinetic energy, the
curve becomes quite skewed on the high energy end. As a
consequence as this trend continues skewness increases and
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TABLE I

A comparison of average energy Joss versus most probable enGrg-/ Iols for protons

traversin 0 1 micron of soft tissue (muscle).

TABLE II

A comparhon of average energy lo_s versus most probable energy Jos_ For

IJec_roni traversing 1 micron of soft til._ue (muscle).

I EP (MeV)
_, Average Energy Loss (KeV) _,np, Most Probable

Energy Loss (KeV)

1.0 27.1

2.0 16,9

5.0 8.26

I0.0 4.64

50 1.26

100 0.736

150 0.549

600 0. 257

27.0 1.00

15.7 1.08

6.31 1.31

3.11 1.49

0.669 1.88

0.360 2.04

0.258 2.13

0.109 2.35

Electron Energy (MeV) _, Averoge Energy Loss (l<eV) Z_rnp, Most Probable
Energy Loss (KeV)

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

h0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

0.667

0.415

0.281

0.216

0.196

0.189

0.185

0.184

0,189

0.193

0.196

0,198

0.367

0.210

0.133

0.0981

0.0886

0.0848

0.0832

0.0824

0.0843

0.0855

0.0863

0.0868

1.82

1.98

2.11

2.20

2.22
2.22

2.23

2.23

2.24

2.25

2.27

2.28

the most probable energy loss becomes increasingly less

then the average. Since the ratio of these can become
quite large, this is of great significance in dealing

with fundamental radioblological (and therefore the
ultimate overall) effects involving single or only a small
number of interactions.

A measure of this physical phenomena and its possible

consequences for dosimetry can best be appreciated by
noting the ratio of the average energy loss to the most

probable. Tables I and II give this ratio for protons and
electrons respectively over a wide range of energies for

particles traversing distances approximately equal to
1 /4 of tissue. It should be pointed out that this ratio,

in most cases, would be even larger if shorter path-
lengths were involved.

The combination of the size of the tJmblologlcal

meterial and the patterrt of energy deposition which is

due purely to the physics involved, prompts one to
m-examine the use of macroscopic dosimetry units such
m the rad asking if it is really suitable for use as a

biological measure of radiation effects. Indeed if an
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adjustment of this unit were to be made representative
of the actual probability for delivering a specified

amount of energy to a small volume, we might even
appear to question some of the attributes usually

associated with parameters such as LET, rate effects, etc.
While we do not mean to suggest fhat a more proper

parameter would be based on one simple number such as
the most probable energy loss, we do feel that a more
careful consideration of fundamental physical phenomena

should be given to the associated probabilities for energy
deposition before ascribing certain biological factors to

various types and energies of ionizing radiation since
most biological effects seem to be caused by a relatively
small number of events. The requirement for having

only a small number of significant events as indicated
by the magnitude of the exttapolatlon numbers combined
with the small volumes involved when considered in

light of the energy deposition frequency distributions

gives a high probability for many types of radiation to
deliver a total effective dose considerably less than

that to be expected from the macroscopic (tad) dose.
The magnltude of the discrepancy will, of course,

depend on the type radiation and its energy.



CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVING R.B.E.

A consideration of the actual energy likely to be

absorbed in a biological structure as compared to that

ordinarily specified by the absorbed dose leads one to

question the validity of many values of R•B. E• reported
or even to ask the question is the effect real. It is
therefore of interest to examine this problem by assum-

ing some other value of energy absorbed other than that
measured or calculated by macroscopic concepts.

Although an exact treatment would require a rigorous
statistical treatment we have found that a simple

adjustment of the dose gives values in agreement with

those found experimentally by assuming that the most

probable energy loss is more representative than the
average energy loss. Looking at this problem then
from the viewpoint of the initial experiment if the dose
to the small biological volume had been specified by
the actual amount of energy absorbed then many

differences in R. B.E. values attributed to a true

biological effect would not have been found.
To explore this hypothesis, we have assumed that the

ratio of

where: _rnp = the most probable energy loss, and

= the average energy loss

is a measure of the effective dose delivered to the

individual elements of which the test mater_al is composed
and that the observed effect is the accumulation of

damage to these elements.
The values of the inverse quantity given in the

Tables I and II show a striking parallelism to many

reported _.B.E. values for these radiations. We have
therefore util;zed these in the manner postulated above
to calculate values of the R. B. E. we would have expected

to have been found. This was done by adjusting the dose

ratio from which the t_. B.E. was obtained by the ratio of

the _np/'_ratlos of the test radiation to that of the
standard radiation.

Baarli and Bonet-Maury 7 using 592 MeV protons'found
an R.B.E. of 0.98 for thls radiation when they compared

the dose for obtaining LD50/30 survival of mice to the
dose required for a simil,,rsurvlval level using 250 kVp
x-rays. In other tests, values of 1.06 were found.

Adjusting the magnitude of the dose in each case by the

ratio of Z_,mp/_assumlng a mean electron energy of
100 KeV for the 250 kVp x-ray spectra gives a value of

1.19. Since the frequency distribution of the energy
depositions for 600 MeV protons is a more h_ghly skewed
distribution than would be found for the mixed electron

energy spectra associated with a 250 kVp x-ray generator
the answer obtained is not unreasonable. If one were to

include as highly probable events those close to but

greater than Z_mp, we should improve the agreement.
We have done slmilar comparisons for a group of biological

experiments using various proton energies and fast neutrons.
The results are shown in Table III. While these are

selected references and by no means represent the bulk
of the llterature, no special effort was made to pick

biological data to match that obtained from the physical

1_59

TABLE III

ComparTson of normalized values of the ratio _/_ to some R.B.E. values
reported for LDs0/30 surv;val experiments in m,_e and surv;vaf _d
proliferation of Chinese harr_ter cells.

Proton Energy !M#b0 _rrnd_avi_ _art_cle _/_ _-.B.E.

and E_rgy (normall zacl)

592 MeV Pmt_$ 7 0.?8, 1.06,Mice

(relative to 250 kVp x_ayl)

6O0 1.19

13g MeV Protons8 1.07,Mice 60
(relative to Co)

55 MeV Protons9 1.3 -2.3,M_
(relative to Co)

5O 1.19

Fast _4eutrons 10 2.1B, Chlrm_ kl_stor Cells

(relative to 280 kVp x_ay$)

1.0 1.97

measurements. The correlation with our oversimplified

analysis is striking particularly in view of th_ fact that

_rnp is almost certainly too low a value to be considered
as a single parameter doslmetrlc value.

A similar approacl_lcan be used with the data presented
by Barendsen, et al. for electrons and x-radlatlon.
Assuming an averag-'---eenergy of 700 keV for the beta

spectrum used and an effective energy of 100 KeV for•the
200 kVp x-rays used, we can compare the difference in
biological effects produced with the ratio of _b//_n for
electrons having these energies. The blotogical effects

(R.B.E.'s) showed a dlffel'ence of 12%. The difference
in the energy loss ratios is also 12%.• • _ 12

A recent series of experiments by Cercek, et al.

using 380 MeV protons and 6gCo "y-rays obtaln"edR.B.E.
values of 1.3 - 1.4 for these protons in several biological

materlg]s. Using the data in Table I and that of Wright,
et al. I_ for the fraction of dose delivered by heavy ions

and--_pions, we would obtain a dose ratio (based on Z_mp)

of 1.13. If the narrowing of the frequency distribution
which occurs with very dei_sely ionizing particle,_ was

taken into account agreement would be even closer

(Fig. 1). Many other examples where such agreement
is found could be cited.

Examination of Table II together with the reasoning

suggested would also explain the fact that in many
instances, no significant changes in R.B.E. were found

for k.l:.T.'s as widely different as those associated
with 60Co and 200 kVp x-rays (0.27 I_eV/_ in the case

of 60Co and a mean L.E.T. of 1.8 KeV//_ for a 200

kVp lightly filtered x-ray beam). In fact, with
increases in photon energies up to 22 Mevp, R.B.E.'s
have been found to change by only 10 to 15 per cent.

It should be reaLized_ however, that for any mean-

ingful application of the physical factors that we have

pointed out requires a theory incorporating the
probability for events of a given slze in the volume of



interestcorresponding to the number of events expected

or required for damage or death.
Another aspect of this problem has to do with the

possible requirement for deposition of a minimum amount

of energy in the critical site. In an unpublished paper,
Katz and his collaborators 14 have obtained very good

agreement with published R.B.E. values based on cell
survival curves when values of 5 to 250 KeV are used

as the minimum required value of the energy deposition

in the sensitive site. Frequency distribution functions
automatically provide: first, the fraction of events de-
positing energy greater than a certain energy and second,

the fraction of the total energy deposited in event sizes
greater than a given value. Two typical curves of this

type are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In addition to furnish-

ing a ready source of information which can be used in
Katz's 14 or similar formulations, the data when presented

in this manner serves to further illustrate the importance

of taking into account possible differences in the values

of _and _mp and the associated changes in probability
for events close to the average energy loss. For example,
the data illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 represent the

frequency distributions for 46.4 MeV protons passing
through I .33 x 10 -4 g/cm 2 of a tissue-equivalent gas

(equal electron densities). The fraction of the total

energy delivered to the gas by the proton in its passage
through it in event sizes greater than 4(1.56 KeY) is
60%, while the fraction delivered by events having

energy losses greater than _rnp (0.90 KeY) is 88%.
Similarly, Fig. 3 shows that the fraction of events
occurring with energy losses greater than /% is only
35%, while those occurring with losses greater than

Amp is 73%.
This type of data also lends itself to interpretations

of the shape of survival curves in lieu of the simple
concepts of the hit theory. Both shoulder extension and

slope of the expor_enfial portion can be analyzed using
data similar to that shown.
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Rate effects can a.so oe considered in the same light.

For example, if the critical energy required for recording
of damage corresponds to a low probability event,

recovery should be more probable since the time available
for it would be greater. Low dose effect data should

therefore shed much light on this interesting possibility•

In fact, an obvious consequence, which is, of course,
observed experimentally, is the relatively larger rate
effects found for low L.E.T. radiations. In terms of the

distribution functions, this might be explained by the

relatively lesser fraction of the dose being delivered by
events having large energy depositions in instances where

the critical energy required to produce the effect is

considerably larger than the most probable energy loss.

DISCUSSION

The treatment presented has ignored the fact that

under certain conditions many biological effects studied

yield R.B.E. values considerably in excess of the ratios
tabulated. This definitely shows the naivety of the

approach and the need for considerable refinement or
possibly a total change in concept. Further, one should
not take this presentation as a basis for the elimination
of all real biological differences. It is most likely that

to properly account for the experimental data, a
combination of real biological differences and a correct

and rigorous accounting of energy deposition patterns

are required.
Further, if one considers that frequency distributions

having a high degree of skewness have higher probabil-

ities for large events than do for example a narrow

gaussian, irradiation by a beam having such a distribution
will contribute some events although they might be rare

to an effect having a threshold requirement far above

C'_mpor even _. When compared to a heavily ionizing
particle beam having a narrow gaussian spread at or

above this threshold, we might then flnd very large
values of the R.B.E. The smaller the critical site the

greater the apparent effectiveness of the more densely
ionizing particle would become. Similar considerations

were used by Rossi15 to elucidate the probability of

scoring a hlt within a sensitive volume b_the secondary
electrons produced in irradiations using "'Co gamma rays

and for the secondary protons produced by irradiation
with 1 MeV neutrons.



A further test of these concepts requires a theory

incorporating the probability for a given size energy
deposition in specific biological entities when single
or relatively few events are postulated for production

of an observed biological effect. This statistical
treatment of the individual components would then have

to be averaged over the large number of cells, chromo-

somes, etc. in an attempt to reproduce experimental
survival curves, numbers of breaks, deletions or even

overall effects on whole organs or organ systems.

CONCLUSION

Serious consideration of the physics of energy

deposition seems to indicate that a fundamental change

in the interpretation of absorbed dose is required at
least For considerations of effects in biological systems.
In addition, theoretical approaches to radlobiology and

microdoslmetry would seem to require statistical con-
siderations incorporating frequency distributions of the
magnitude of the event sizes within the volume of interest.
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ABSTRACT

The principal gamma-ray-emitting radioisotopes produced in the body

of astronauts by cosmic-ray bombardment which have half-lives long enough

to be useful for radiation dose evaluation are 7Be, 22Na, and 24Na. The

sodium isotopes were measured in the preflight and postflight urine and

feces, and those feces specimens collected during the manned Apollo

missions, by analysis of the urine salts and the raw feces in large

crystal multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometers. The 7Be was chemically

separated, and its concentration measured in an all NaI(T1), anticoincidence

shielded, scintillation well crystal.

The overall sensitivity of the experiment was reduced by almost'all

variables such as low concentrations of excreted cosmogenic radionuclides,

high concentrations of injected radionuclides, low sample sizes, long

delay periods before analysis, and uncertain excretion rates. The

astronaut, radiation dose in millirads, as determined by this technique,

for the Apollo 7, 8, 9, 10, ll, 12, and 13 missions was 330, 160, <315,

870 _ 550, 31, ll0, and <250 respectively. In view of these limitations

this technique would be best applied to cases of unusually high exposures,

such as that encountered from solar flares.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of space flight, it has

become necessary to determine the radiation

dose to man from exposure to the galactic, Van

Allen, and solar flare particles. The high-

energy galactic portion of the spectrum is

fairly constant and has a relatively low inten-

sity. The high i_tensity Van Allen radiation

is of medium energy and localized in space.

However, the solar radiation is not so predic-

table, and the flux and energy of particles

from the sun can vary tremendously depending on

solar activity. Since high levels of radia-

tion exposure are possible, radiation dosimetry

which will properly define radiation exposures

is essential in space research programs. Dos-

imetry methods employed thus far, such as nuc-

lear emulsion films, thermoluminescent dosim-

eters, and ionization gauges provide very use-

ful indirect methods for estimating radiation

dose but are subject to limitations. They

measure only a surface exposure at a specific

point(s) in the spacecraft or on the astronaut's

body rather than an integral whole body expos-

ure, and they have a limited sensitivity to

large variations in particle energy. Some of
the inherent limitations of these external dos-

imeters are avoided by using the induced radio-

(a)

activity in the body of an astronaut as a meas-

ure of his radiation exposure. During a space

flight, radionuclides are produced throughout

the entire body of an astronaut, and the pro-

duction rates are related directly to the cosmic

particle flux within the body. The absolute and

relative amounts of the various radionuclides

bear a direct relationship to the intensity and

energy spectrum of the particles which are doing

the biological damage.

The radiation dose received from the cosmic

particles can be determined _rom the quantities
of induced radionuclides _I-_). The amounts of

these induced activities can be determined by

direct measurement, i.e., whole body counting of

the astronaut, or by indirect measurement, such

as counting the radionuclides excreted in the

feces and urine. The latter approach was used

for evaluation of radiation activation during

the course of the manned Apollo missions.

The principal gamma-ray-emitting radioiso-

topes produced in the body by cosmic-ray bom-

bardment are 7Be (t_-=53 da_), IIC (_=20.5 min),
13N (_=9.96 min),_2Na (t_=2.60 _r), and 2_Na

(t½=lS.0 hr). The primary mode of production

of 7Be and IIc is the spallation of carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen in the body. The 13N comes

This paper is based on work supported by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, under

contract AT(45-1)-1830 between the USAEC and Battelle-Northwest.
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principally fromthespallationof nitrogen
andoxygen,the22Nafromthe spallationof
sodium,phosphorus,andcalcium,andthe 24Na
fromthe neutronactivationof naturalsodium.
Of these,IIC and13Naretoo short-livedto
bemeasuredby anymethodotherthana direct
determination,andthis direct countingwould
haveto bedoneassoonaspossibleafter re-
covery. Thisis unfortunate,sincethese
radioisotopesareproducedin the largest abun-
dance.Theradionuclides7Be,22Na,and24Na
are,however,sufficiently long-livedto facil-
itate their usein makingdoseestimatesfrom
measurementof their quantitiesin urineand
fecal samples.

Otherradioisotopeswerealsoexpectedto
bepresentin thebioassaysamples.In addi-
tion to theaforementionedcosmogenicradio-
nuclides,measurementsof naturallypresent
40K;normallyoccurring7Be,22Na,and13?Cs;
and51Orand59Fewhichwereinjectedfor med-
ical studieswerealsomade.Anotherradio-
isotope,60Co,wasdetectedandquantitatively
measuredin someof the specimens.Corrections
to the cosmogenic7Beand22Namustbemadeto
accountfor the_quantitiesof theseradioiso-
topesnormallyoccurringin thebodybecauseof
fallout, foodintake,andotheringestionpro-
cesses.Thequantitiesof thenaturallyoccur-
ing _0Kandthe injected51Crand59Fein the
bioassaysamplescouldserveasbiological
tracersof variouschangesof metabolicpro-
cessesduringthe courseof amission.

In previousstudies,inducedradioactivity
to radiationdoserelationshipshavebeenes-
tablishedfor theradionuclides7Be,22Na,and
24Naasa functionof.energyfor protonbombard-
mentof muscletissue(2). Fromtheserelation-
shipsandfromtheratios in whichtheseradio-
nuclidesareproduced,the "effectiveproton
energy"of cosmicradiationincidentonanas-
tronautcanbedetermined.Thisallowsthe
direct estimationof thewholebodyradiation
exposurereceivedbyastronautsfrommeasure-
mentsof theradionuclidesproducedin their
bodies.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preflight and postflight urine and feces

and those feces specimens collected in flight

were analyzed. Due to the quarantine period

following lunar landing missions, all samples

were not immediately available for analyses,

thus allowing the short-lived radionuclides to

decay. The urine specimens which were of

small volume were solidified prior to analy-

sis by the addition of caSoh to 25 ml or less

of the raw urine in order to form a standard

counting geometry. Any samples of initial

volume greater than 25 ml were treated by re-

peatedly boiling to dryness with nitric acid

to destroy the organic matter present. The re-

maining salts were counted in large crystal

multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometers (5-7)

for determination of 22Na, 24Na, 40K, 51Cr,

59Fe, 60Co, and 137Cs. The salts were then

redissolved in a weak HCf solution and diluted

to known volume. An aliquot of this solution
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was taken for neutron activation analysis to

determine the concentrations of stable elements

in the sample. The remainder of the solution

was reduced in volume to approximately 15 ml

and transferred to a 100 ml polyethylene cen-

trifuge tube. Approximately 5 mg of Be ++ car-

rier and 20 mg of Fe +++ carrier were added,

and the solution was neutralized with concen-

trated NH40H. After centrifugation the super-

natant solution was discarded. Thirty-five ml

of 3 N Na0H were added to the remaining pre-

cipitate and stirred vigorously until well

mixed. After centrifugation the supernatant

liquid was transferred to a clear centrifuge

tube, saturated with NH4CI , and heated in a

water bath. If necessary, additional NH4CI

was added until a Be(0H)2 precipitate settled

from the solution. The solution was then cen-

trifuged, and the supernatant fraction was

discarded. The resulting quantitative precip-

itate containing the 7Be activity was counted

in an all NaI(TI) anticoincidence shielded,

7-inch diameter scintillation well crystal in

the absence of all interfering activities. This

was necessary in order to measure the rela-

tively small quantities of 7Be present.

Fecal samples were thoroughly mixed in

their collection bags to ensure homogeneity of

the specimens. A small corner was cut off each

bag and aliquots were extruded into standard

counting geometry containers for measurements

on multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometers to

measure the radioisotopes 22Na, 40K, 51Cr, 59Fe,

60Co, and iS7Cs. Separate aliquots were wet

ashed with nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide

to destroy the organic matter present. The re-

sulting salts were dissolved in dilute nitric

acid, and the same procedure as above was fol-

lowed for separation of the 7Be activity.

A luminous material composed of 147pm

microspheres mixed with a scintillator is used

extensively in the spacecraft in acrylic switch

tips and sighting figures used in docking man-

euvers. Because of the high rejection rate of

switch tips caused by promethium leaks, there

is some concern about the possible presence of

147pm in the weightless space capsule environ-

ment. For the later missions, approximately i0

mg of mixed rare earths were added to the feces

prior to wet ashing. These were to serve as

carriers for IW7pm, which could possibly have

been ingested by the crew members. This rare

earth fraction was separated from the beryllium

fraction after the initial NH40H precipitation

by dissolving the precipitate in approximately

8 ml of 3M HC1 and adding 2 ml of 49 percent HF.

Centrifugation separated the rare earth precip-

itate from the beryllium in the supernatant so-

lution. The rare earth fraction was then dis-

solved in two parts concentrated HN03 and three

parts saturated boric acid solution and reprecip-

itated with NH40H. After centrifugation and de-

cantation, the precipitate was dissolved in di-

lute HC1; and saturated oxalic acid solution was

added to precipitate the rare earth oxalates.

The solution was centrifuged; the supernatant so-

lution was decanted; and the quantitative precip-

itate was washed with alcohol, transferred to a

1-inch diameter stainless steel dish and counted

in an end window, gas flow beta counter for the

measurement of 147pm.



RESULTS
Theresultsof the individualdeterminations

aregivenin TablesI throughIV. All datahave
beennormaliledto a gramof feces,amilliliter
of urine, or a gramof the respectivestable
elementasdeterminedby a techniqge,ofinstru-
mentalneutronactivationanalysisLS) All data

have been decay corrected to the time of splash-

down of each respective mission. The results

of all the radionuelide measurements in the

excreta are given in the tables although only

the concentrations of the cosmogenic radionuelides

7Be, 22Na, and 24Na are of importance for the

subject matter of this communication. The

various samples in the tables are listed by the

letters A, B, and C or LMP, CMP, and CDR to

identify an individual astronaut. Those samples

listed by numbers are unidentified and arbitra-

rily coded. The collection time for each speci-

men is given as Pre-, In-, or Post-flight unless

more detail is known, in which case a number

refers to elapsed time into the mission in hours,

the letter F followed by a number indicates that

number of days prior to flight, post+0 refers

to the first voiding after splashdown, post+l

is the first 2h hour collection after splashdown

and day 2 is the following day after splashdown.
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TABLE II
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TABLE IV

RADIONUCLIDES IN URINE FROM APOLLO ASTRONAUTS

ACTIVITY IN DISINTEGRATIONSIMINUTE/GRAM
INERT ELEMENTON DAY OFSPLASHDOWN

SAMPLE FLIGHT

IDENTIFICATION PERIOD 22NakJ Na 24Nagg Na 60Co/g Co 1BTcs/gCs

A POST L_O, 8 2_13

B POST 4._L6

B POST 1._L2

CMP PRE Q. 2_1.4). lO6

IMP PRE O. 51±0, 40 (L 01±6 12). 107

CDR PRE LS.17:tO,82). lO6

CMP POST 0,48±_30 (I._L1}" lO6 (7.2_k8)- lO5

IMP POST (2.4:_1.4) • ]06

CDR POST {_43_0. 23 (Z O_0. 80) - l06

CMP F-30 (Z _:0 2"/I . ]07

LMP F-30 (L 8(_(I lTl' 107

CDR F-30 0. 49_0.19 (5,7_0. _l • 106

CMP F-L5 G. _(l 31)" IO7

LMP F-15 (L 77±0.16)' lO7

CDR F-15 (t. LS_O.17}' 107

CMP POST*O (L 45:L0.43). ]07

IMP POST_O (L _t 12l' 108

CDR POST_ (4,5_0.41). 107

CMP DAY 2 4. _3, 6

IMP DAY2 (5.7_3.0}. 1O6 (L 97±0.3B). 107

CDR GAY2 Z_LI

The average values of the cosmogenic radio-

nuclide concentrations in each basic flight per-

iod are summarized in Table V according to the

various methods of normalization. The increase

in the activities from preflight to inflight

and postflight periods should be indicative of

the exposure to cosmic radiation. The concentra-

tions of each radionuclide increase rather

regularly for the Apollo T mission regardless of

the method of normalization. However, the fecal

data for the Apollo 8 mission are quite irregular,

with only the urine data demonstrating increases

in the eosmogenic radionuclides. The Apollo 9
and 13 missions show increases in the 7Be concen-

tration in the urine but demonstrate decreases

in the 22Na concentrations while the reverse is

true for Apollo ll. Regular increases are

shown for Apollo lO and 12.

The increases in cosmogenic radioactivity

from preflight levels to those after exposure to

the space environment are almost certainly due

to cosmic particle activation. Equating the

magnitude of the increase with the radiation dose

delivered by the particles is still fairly

difficult, particularly when the dose is quite

small as has been the case on all manned Apollo

missions thus far. Concentrations normalized to

the unit mass or volume of excreta are subject

to variation in the biological dilution of the

specimen. Concentrations normalized to the unit

mass of stable element in the feces are also

subject to variations in the quantities of

unmetabolized elements passing through the

gastrointestinal tract. 0nly the quantities of

radionuclides in the urine normalized to the

amount of stable element present can be ex-

pected to be reasonably representative of the

specific activity in the whole bcdy since the

urine contains only metabolized material.
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Indeed, it is necessary to make some assump-

tions regarding the percentages of the body bur-

den of an element excreted in the feces or

urine, the relative dilution factors of feces

and urine, and the "contamination" of feces by

unmetabolized elements in order to compare the

data with the experiment@l results for proton

irradiated muscle tissue _I, 2) proton irradiated
(3)radiotherapy patients • , and neutron irradiated

radiotherapy patients . In this manner, the

average effective proton energy incident on the

astronauts and the radiation dose received by

them can be estimated. The details of these

calculations will be omitted here since they are

given elsewhere (9-12) . The results indicate an

average effective proton energy of 38-40 MeV

incident on the Apollo 7 mission astronauts and

<38 MeV on the Apollo 8 mission astronauts.

Radiation doses of h80 + 310, <B15, 870 + 550,

<_80, and <250 millirad_ for the Apollo _, 9,

10, 12, and 13 missions respectively are calcu-

lated.

Since the specific activity of the cosmo-

genic radionuelides in the urine should be a

more accurate representation of the whole body

burden of induced radioactivity, the specific

activity of the 22Na in the postflight urine of

astronauts is compared to the specific activity

of 22Na in the urine of radiotherapy patients

who have received a known radiation dose. This

comparison leads to estimated cosmic radiation

doses received by the astronauts on the Apollo 7,

8, ll, and 12 missions of 330, 160, 31, and llO

millirads respectively. It should be pointed out

here that the uncertainty of the data given in

Table V, and hence of these results, is quite

large in some instances.

DISCUSSION

In principle the relationships between in-

duced activity and radiation dose are straight-

forward. The probability for production of a

certain isotope in the body of an astronaut is

basically a function of the energy of the proton.

Similarly, the radiation dose from a cosmic proton

is also a function of its energy, and therefore,

the induced activity is logically related to the

radiation dose. Such relationships have been

empirically deSermined for several different

situations \I-4#, and it remains only to measure

the quantities of induced radionuclides in a

particle irradiated person to determine the dose

he received.

In practice, however, the procedure is not

quite as simple as that just described. A cali-

brated whole-body counter is required to deter-

mine the quantities of induced radionuclides,

and a high sensitivity-low background instrument

would be required to measure the small quantities

of radionuclides induced by the low levels of

cosmic radiation encountered on a normal space

flight. In lieu of the availability of a suitable

whole-body counter, an indirect approach such as

that used in this work can be applied. The prin-

cipal limitations to this method have already

been touched upon above. Only a small and

uncertain fraction of the induced activity is

eliminated in the excreta. Thus only the



ACTIVITY

7Be/g Feces

7Be/g Feces

7Be/g Feces

22Na/g Feces

22Na/g Feces

22Na/g Feces

22Na/g Na in

Feces

22Na/g Na in

Feces

7Be/ml Urine

7Be/ml Urine

22Na/ml Urine

22Na/ml Urine

24Na/nLl Urine

22Na/g Na in

Urine

22Na/g Na in
Urine

24Na/g Na in

Urine

TABLE V

AVERAGE RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN EXCRETA FROM APOLLO ASTRONAUTS

NORMALIZED RADIOACTIVITY IN DISINTEGRATIONS PER MINUTE

FLIGHT
PERIOD APOLLO 7 APOLLO 8

Pre 1.12 3.25

In 1.59 1.78

Post 2.94 2.33

Pre 0.025

In O.OOlh O.0014

Post 0.0026 0.040

In 0.26 0.26

Post 2.8

Pre O.159

Post 0.755 1.20

Pre

Post 0.0038 0.0009

Post

Pre

Post 3.2 1.6

APOLLO _ APOLLO lO APOLLO ii APOLLO 12 APOLLO 13

1.25 0.36 0.i0 2.79 0.98

0. 015

7.8

0.0007 o.0039

0.O14 0.264 0.233

0.o55 0.077 0.051 0.68

0.0005 0.O004 O.00O3 0.0003 o.oo13

0.0002 0.0009 0.0008 0.0016

O.04

0.17 0.08

0.30 i.i

Post 20

specific activity of an induced radioisotope in

the urine can be extrapolated to the whole body

burden with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

While the efficiency of low-level sample

counters is routinely several orders of magnitude

higher than whole-body counters, the small frac-

tion of the total body activity in any bioassay

sample reduces the sensitivity of a specimen

measurement to the point where it is little

better than that of a whole-body count. " To com-

plicate the situation in this work even further,

there is a large demand for aliquots of post-

flight urine specimens from the astronauts and

typically only 10% or less of a 24-hour collection

has been available for radionuclide concentration

measurements. An additional complication in the

case of non-lunar-landing missions (Apollo 13

excepted) was the injection of radioisotopes into

the astronauts for medical studies. Although

these isotopes were not the same as the cosmo-

genic radionuclides measured, their presence in

the excreta lowered the overall accuracy of the

measurements. Finally, the quarantine require-

ments of the lunar landing missions caused a

delay in the analysis of postflight specimens

which allowed substantial decay of the radio-

nuclides present. These factors all contribute

to the reduced accuracy and sensitivity of the

measurements reported herein. In an effort to

improve the situation, a high sensitivity com-

bination whole-body counter and sample counter

has been proposed which could be rapidly utilized

after a mission (even onboard the recovery vessel)

to make accurate measurements of the whole body

burden of radionuclides in the astronauts. The

combination of direct measurement of whole body

burdens of radionuelides and the early measure-

ment of relatively large quantities of excreta

should make much more accurate dose estimates

possible.

This technique for measurement of radiation

dose should be perfected during routine space

missions-so that'in the event of an unusually

high exposure, such as might be expected from a

solar flare, an accurate determination of the

radiation dose can be obtained. This situation

would be _nologQus to those nuclear criticality

accidents L13-15) where conventional dosimetry

techniques were saturated and induced radio-

activity was measured to interpret the radiation

dose received by the exposed individuals.

_. •

!./ i'
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THE GEO_AAONETICALLY TRAPPED RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

---A RADIOLOGICAt POINT OF VIEW---

F. Eugene Holly, Ph.D.

Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB, New Mexico

The regions of naturally occurring, geomagnetically

trapped radiation (Van Allen Belts) are briefly reviewed

in terms of physical parameters such as; particle types,

fluxes, spectrums, and spatial distributions. The major

emphasis is, however, placed upon a description of this

environment in terms of the radiobiologically relevant

parameters of absorbed dose and dose-rate and a discussion

of the radlological implications in terms of the possible

impact on space vehicle design and mission planning.

These descriptions are based both upon direct measure-

ment and calculation using the more fundamental parameters

of particulate energy and flux. Comparison of such cal-

culations with measurements emphasizes that, depending

upon the location in space, that calculational techniques

are extremely dependent upon detailed knowledge of either

the energy spectrum or material (shielding) distribution

about the dose point -- or both.

INTRODUCTION

Since Van Allen's (ref. I) discovery of

areas of geomagnetically trapped radiation in

1958, there has been a tremendous amount of

attention focused upon this phenomena. Upon

only a cursory examination of launch records

(refs. 2-5), it is easy to identify over a

hundred satellites and several times that many

non-orbital vehicles, during the 10 year period

1958-1968, which contained radiation measuring

instrumentation. These experimental packages

ranged from emulsions and simple/geiger systems,

with which the discovery of the belts and the

first identifications of electrons and protons

were made (refs. 1, 6, 7)t to extreme complexity.

Some satellites carried several dozen different

experiments. Many excellent reviews concerning

the trapped radiation environment have been

written (refs. 2, 8-16). White's (ref. 8) is

perhaps the most succinct and easily read, while

those interested in a rigorous treatment may

consult Hess (ref. 2). Reference 16 is a compi-

lation of all exuerimental data dealing with

radiological parameters.

PHYSICAL P ARA_ETERS

Largely due to the efforts of Vette (refs. 17,

18), the results of a large number of satellite

experiments have been combined to form a model

of the geomaonetica11y trapped radiation zones.

These environmental models are available in the

form of synoptic maps of flux and energy spec-

trums (refs. 12, 16, 17, 18, Ig, 20) and use the

systematic coordinates B and t or R and_ , which

were developed by McIllwaln (ref. 21). B is

the magnetic field strength and L is a "magnetic

she11" parameter relating the distance from the

center of the earth through the magnetic equator

to the point of interest. R is related tq L
through the expression R = LCOS 2 _ , and _ is

the angle to the geomagnetic equator. R and

are not the same as the geographic altitude and

latitude and can be obtained only from the B-L

system. For further discussions of these co-

ordinate systems, the reader is referred to
reference 21 and Chapter II of reference 16.

In general, the parameters which are of

interest to designers and planners are those
which will cause detectible influence on man

or machine and these will be given the more

thorough scrutiny by this writing.

Protons: There are distributions of high

energy (I0 to many hundred MeV) protons whose

intensity varies with spatial location and has

a maximu_ intensity at about L = 1.5 (L is ex-

pressed in units of earth radii). The intensity

decreases to about 10-3 to 10-4 of maximum in-

tensity at L = 3.0 with a smaller secondary maxi-

mum occuring at L = 2.2. At the position of the

primary maximum, the integral flux above 34 MeV

is approximately 2 x 10 4 cm -2 sec-I The

spectral shape, although dependent upon spatial

location, generally may be represented as de-

creasing exponentially, as shown in Figure I

(ref. 16). Secondly, there are multilayers of

low energy protons (0.1 to 10 MeV) surrounding

the earth like "concentric skins on an onion"

(ref. 8) with increasing energy toward the earth.
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Electrons= There are two intense electron

belts widely separated by a "slot" of considerably

less and varying intensity. The "inner be!t"

maximum intensity occurs at L = 1.4 and has an

integrated intensity above 0.5 MeV greater than

108 cm -2 sec "l and consists of electrons with

energies from a few key to several MeV. This

region is made up, primarily_ of artificially

injected electrons from the Starfish high-altitude

nuclear explosion (19621 and does not fluctuate_

however, the intensity decreases slowly with time

as the electrons are lost into the atmosphere.

The "outer belt", extending from L = 3 to L = 6,

consists of natural electrons of lower energies

and fluctuates with time. The integrated inten-

sity above 0.5 MeV, at the maximum of this belt

(L = 4.5 to t = 5), is in excess of 106 cm'2sec -I.

Although there were no extensive spectral measure-

ments prior to the Starfish event, the inner belt

electrons were identified in 1959, and the dif-

ferential energy spectrum measured at L = 1.3,

B = 0.25 (ref. 7). This spectrum decreased by a

factor of 20 over the energy range from I00 to

450 keV and less than 3_ of the measured electrons

could have had energies in excess of 1MeV.

Cladis, et. al., (ref. 22) found that, in 1960,

the outer belt could essentially be characterized

exponentlally with a 60 keV e-folding between

50 and 7C0 keV, a much steeper spectrum than the

inner belt. These pre-Starfish spectrums may be

compared with the 1962 (ref. 23) and 1966 (ref.241

spectral determinations shown in Figure I, which

include the Starfish electrons. Qualltatively,

one may conjecture that the soft component shown

is natural and that the harder component is the

artificial contribution.

Heavy Ions= Krimigis and Van Allen (ref.25),

in 1967, first established the presence of heavy

ions (helium nucleii) trapped in the geomagnetic

field out to distances of 4 earth radii. The

energy spectra are not unlike exponential func-

tions and their intensity varies from 0. I to 10_

of the trapped proton component, depending upon

spatial location. If, however, the intensities

of both components are integrated above a common

0.5 MeV/nucleon energy, the helium to proton

flux ratio is approximately 2 x 10-4 at L = 3.1,

B = 0.19.
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A composite pictorial representation of the

more penetrating components of the trapped en-

vironment is shown in Figure 2. The distri-

butions of electrons with energies in excess of

0.5 MeV are displayed on the right side of the

figure and proton distributions with energies ex-

ceeding 34 MeV are shown on the left. These

distributions, of course, are contours of rev-

olution around the earth and neither the many

layers of low energy protons nor the heavy

nucleii are represented.

RADIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

The mission planner or spacecraft designer,

who must determine potential material damage or

bioloaical hazards, is concerned with the energy

that is deposited per unit volume at points of

interest which are usually located within hetro-

geneous shield configurations. In such cases,

an expression of absorbed dose at the point of

interest is a highly useful parameter. This

necessitates transport through surrounding

shielding and calculation of energy deposition

at a specific location. The trapped radiation

environment with particle types, fluxes, and

energy spectrums changing kaleidoscopically with

spatial position (not to mention time) poses an

extremely onerous task. This is further com-

pounded, in the case of calculation of biological

hazards, where the critical location may be in-

fluenced by spectral shape (i.e., a steep spectrum

is more likely to reach an internal organ, with

a low tolerance, than a soft spectrum). If the

physical parameters are known in sufficient detail,

these tasks may be accomplished with the aid of

sophisticated computer programs_ however, it is

expensive and time consuming. In cases where the

dose or dose-rate is needed only at selected

points in space or the determination of only

maximum levels is necessary, an environmental

model expressed in terms of absorbed dose or

dose-rate is the most practical tool. Such a

model, Includlng shield thickness as a parameter,

obviates the necessity for lengthy computer cal-

culatlons except where complex orbltal parameters

are involved or where extreme accuracy is

required.

Contributions in this area have been made

by the Biophysics Division of the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory (ref. 16). Between July 1961

and May 1969, thirteen satellites and two sub-

orbital probes were instrumented with combinations

of instrumentation for the slmultaneous measure-

ment of both radlologlcal and physlcal parameters.

The dosimetric instrumentation consisted of

tlssue-equlvalent ionization chambers, which

responded with better than 90_ accuracy (in mixed

gamma, electron, and proton fields) from a few

mr/hr to several hundred r/hr and advanced devices

for the measurement of linear-energy-transfer

(LET) in small volumes (refs. 16, 26, 27, 28, 291.

These instruments were _urrounded with varying

amounts of either tissue-equivalent or elemental

shields. The OVl-2 and 0V3-4 satellites were

typical of these vehicles and were designed for

two specific purposes: (I) to provide a com-

prehensive synoptic dose-rate map of the trapped
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environment and (2) to study the effects of radi-

ation spectra, anisotropy, and shielding hetro-

geneity on the calculation of electron, proton,

and bremsstrahlung doses (refs. 16, 30, 31, 32).

The instrument complements of these satellites is

shown in Tables I and 2. In addition, further

data was obtained by active and passive dosimetry

systems flown in a number of Gemini and Apollo

missions (refs. 16, 33, 34).

Dose-rate maps based on data from four of

these satellites and the Gemini flights have

recently been made available by reference 16.

These are in either the B, L isodose format of

Figure 31 the Dose-rate, B, Iso-t format of

Figure 4; or geographic projections, of isodose

contours at different altitudes. These are

plotted in terms of dose rate beneath shielding

material or in a more universally usable form of

thickness of aluminum equivalent material. Table 3

gives a concise summary of the maps which are

available in terms of B, L, dose-rate, and

and shlelding thickness ranges. Data reduction

efforts currently being performed will result

in t_e production of comprehensive synoptic dose-

rate maps covering the following ranges of para-

meterss (I) i : I - 5 earth radii, (2) B = .05-

0.36 gauss, and (3) 0 - 16 gm/cm aluminum equiva-

lent thickness of shielding material (ref. 35).

TABLE 2

TYPICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT

of

RADI OLOGICAL PARAMETERS

Instrument Sstelllte

Proton Dosimeter OV1-2

X-ray/Bremsstrah- OVI-2

lung Dosimeter

Tissue Equivalent OVI-2

ionization chamber

(Tissue Equlvalent

shield material)

OV3-4

Tissue equivalent OV3-4

ionization chamber

(Elemental shield)

LET Spectrometer OV3-4

Type of Measurement Dynamic Range

Energy deposition 0.5 to 2 x 104

at known depths in MeV/see (each

simple geometries detector)

Energy deposition 1.62 x 102 to

from bremsstrahlung 1.62 x I06 MeV

production In known per second

shields

Absorbed dose in 0.2 to 200 Rad/hr

rads/hr at depths

of 0. , 3.2 and 8.0

qm/cm _

Depths of 0.722.9 l0 -2 to 103Rad/hr

and 4.7 gm/cm

Absorbed dose in

rads/hr at depths:

0.2 gm/cm 2 A1 10 -2 to 103 rad/br

10 -4 to I0 rad/hr

4.5 9m/cm 2 brass 10-3 to 102 rad/hr

Linear Energy trans- 8 to 300 KeV/micron

fer at depths of 2.5 in 16 log channels

and 5.0 qm/em 2

TABLE 1

TYPICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREmeNT

of

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Instrument satellite Type of Measurement Range

Electron OVl-2 EleCtron flux, energy

spectrometer spectrums, and angular

distribution

Proton 0v1-2 Proton flux, energy

spectrometer spectrums, angular

distribution

Proton OVI-2 Integral proton flux

Spectrometer between limits, ang-

ular distribution

Ol_Idirectlonal OVI-2

Proton/Electron

Spe_tromeners

OV1-2

Charged Particle 0V3-4

spectrometer

Integral proton flux

between limits

Integral electron

flux between llmlts

Proton flux, energy

spectrums, angular

distribution

EleCtron flux, energy

spectrums, angular

distribution

Heavy Partlcle flux,

energy spectrums.

angular distribution

0.5 to 5.0 MeV in

eight channels

49 to 120 MeV in

four channel°

1-20 MeV and 20-

49 HeY

6-20,40-80, 100-150

and greater than

i00 MeV

15-30,30-55, 55-105,

105-170 and greater

than 170 MeV

Greater than 0.3

and greater than

4.5 MeV

10.5 to 320 MeV in

nine channels and

greater than 320 MeV

0.5 to 4.8 MeV in

six channels and

greater than 4.8 MeV

11-300 MeV/nucleon

in four channels

to , .t ..... ". , t ", , . ". , ". $ . .

o.54 m m _ II U, I L6

m L=_

, (,.,_
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Figure 3. Typical Iso-L dose-rate profile

map. The dose-rates are given 2
in terms of amount (0.54 gm/cm )

of aluminum equivalent material.
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equivalent material.

TABLE 3

DOSE-RATE MAPS pRESENTLY AVAILABLE

Shielding Range of B Range of L Dose-rate Range

(qm/cm 2 AI) (qauss) (Earth radii} (Rad/hr)

0.4 0.12-0.28 1.2 - 2.0 i0 -_ - 102

0.5 0.06-0.36 1.2 - 5.0 10 -2 - 103

1.0 0.20-0.26 1.2 - 1.5 10 -4 - 100

1.35 0.06-0.36 1.2 - 5.0 10 -2 - 50

1.40 0.12-0.28 1.2 - 2.0 10 -2 - 102

1.50 0.16-O.30 1.2 - 2.0 10 -4 - I01

2.8 0.06-0.30 1.0 - 2.6 10 -2 - IO 1

3.4 0.12-O.28 1.2 - 2.0 10 -2 - I01

4.0 0.14-0.23 1.2 - 2.0 10 -2 - 101

4.15 0.06-0.36 1.2 - 2.2 10 -2 - 103

4.9 0.06-0.30 1.0 - 2.6 10 -2 - 101

I_,Q 0.16-0,26 1.2 - _.7 10 -2 - I01

COMPARISON OF DOSE-RATE MEASUREMENTS WITH

CALCULATIONS BASED ON PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

In those cases where extensive computer cal-

culations using physical parameters must be per-

formed, it is necessary to estimate the accuracy

of the techniques. In order to better understand

uncertainties in the transport calculations and

the reliability of the available physical para-

meters, data from four satellites and two Gemini

flights were extensively analyzed (refs. 12, 16,

19, 20, 31, 32). Data from three of the satel-
lites included simultaneous measurements of both

physical and radtologtcal parameters and, thus,
could be used to check both transport calculations

per se, and dose calculations which were based on

previously available data (refs 12, 17, 18). It
was determined that the available physical en-

vironment was inadequate, in many cases, to

accurately predict the dose-rates which were
encountered. The use of simultaneously measured

flux, spectrums, etc. yielded much better agree-
ment. These data were then used to "update" the

available maps and, as a check, dose-rate calcu-

lations were performed for the remaining satellite

and the two Gemini flights.

The results of calculations using both the

old and new environments, shown in Figure 5 and

Table 4, indicate that calculations based on the

old (Vette) environment underestimated the dose-

rate in heavily shielded detectors where high

energy (E > 80 MeV) protons contribute heavily

to the dose-rate.

It was also determined (refs. 16, 31, 32)

that to correctly evaluate the results of lightly

shlelded detectors, which are either omni-

directional or do not provide "active collimation';

a very sophisticated knowledge of the surrounding

shielding (satellite and instrumentation) is

necessary to adequately understand the data. This

was also laroeIy due to the much greater fluxes

of high energy protons than had originally been

estimated.

SUN_AARY

Although nearly thirteen years has elapsed

since the discovery of the trapped radiation

environment and thousands of experiments performed,

the data are insufficiently understood to

accurately make estimates of radlological hazards.

Accurate calculations of doses have been

possible only where precise determinations of the

physlcal environment and spacecraft shie16ing

were made. The only calculated results for a

manned fllght which were accurate to a factor

of 2 were obtained using a simultaneously .....
measured environment. In an unmanned craft:bn

which a 1280 solid angle sectoring analysis of

th_ shielding about the dose point was performed,

the calculated and measured doses usually agreed

to 50_. This latter used the new proton environ-

ment of contributions from protons with energies

greater than 170 MeV.
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Thedata from both manned and unmanned

spacecraft show that the largest uncertainty

is consistently in the knowledge of the radiation

environment. The inner trapped region (L = 1 to

2°0) was divided into a high B and a low B region

for comparison of calculation and measurement and

very poor agreement was sometime found at the

high magnetic field regions of the L shells,

regardless of the generation of the environment

used. At low magnetic field regions of the L

shells, the Vette environment consistently under-

estimated the dose-rate by as much as a factor

of 7; and the new environment, while better,

yielded only a factor of 2 agreement in some

regions.

The areas where manned flights occur are

areas where the environmental data are most

insufficient and the B-L coordinate system tends

to fail. There is clearly a need for further

definitions of environmental parameters.

TABLE 4

AVERAGE RATIOS OF CALCULATED TO MEASURED DOSE-RATES

for

CALCUI_TIONS USING THE VETTE

and

THEDE PROTON ENVIRONMENTS*

Instrument L Vette Thede Threshold Energy

shielding (Earth- Environment Environment above which 50_

(gm/cm 2 AI) Radii) Ratios Ratios of the dose is

contlrbuted (MeV)

1.4 1.3 0.48 0.48 64

1.4 0.88 0.92

1.6 0.91 0.93

1.8 0.83 0.75

2.0 1.08 0.70

3.4 1.3 0.24 0.61 94

1.4 0.31 0.68

1.6 0.35 0.69

1.8 0.39 0.77

2.0 0.21 0.75

4.0 1.2 0.25 0.63 152

1.3 0.28 0.74

1.4 0.36 0.81

1.5 0.33 0.91

1.6 0.36 0.99

1.7 0.39 i.ii

16 1.2 0.31 0.70 190

1.3 0.29 0.83

1.4 0.29 0.84

1.5 0.28 1,00

1.6 0.31 i. II

1.7 0.24 1.27
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ARTIFICIALPERTURBATIONSOFTHERADIATIONBELTS

JohnB. Cladis

LockheedPaloAlto ResearchLaboratory

Areviewis givenof thepropertiesof theradiationbelts whichhavebeen
producedbyhigh-altitudenucleardetonations.Thelow-yield,Argusdevices,i,
2, and3, andtheSoviettest of 1 November1962injectedintenseelectronfluxes
in narrowL-shell intervals, with peaks at L = 1.72, 2.11, 2.17, and 1.77, respect-

ively. The energy spectra of the electrons were indistinguishable from the equil-

ibrium fission beta spectrum, and the fluxes initially decayed at rates approximately

proprotional to (time) -l'i. Across L shells the electrons diffused very slowly

(A[full width of peak at half maximum]2/A[time] _ 10 -4 [earth radii]2/day). The

high-yield devices, Starfish and the Soviet tests of 22 October and 28 October 1962,

injected electrons over wide ranges of L -- extending from L values near the burst

locations (i _l.14for Starfish, L _ 1.8 for the Soviet tests) to L _ 6. At L

values near the lower boundary, the electron spectra were similar to the equilibrium

fission beta spectrum; but the spectra appeared to be softer at the higher L values.

The decay rates at L _ 1.25 were in agreement with predictions based on atmospheric

scattering theory; but at L > 1.25 the decay rates were higher, indicating the

predominance of electromagnetic interactions. In addition to injecting energetic

electrons, a high-altitude detonation may also cause previously-trapped particles

to be redistributed. Evidence for the occurrence of such a redistribution is pre-

sented and mechanisms which may have caused the redistribution are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Major changes in the population and redistri-

bution of energetic particles in the radiation

belts have resulted from the detonation of nuclear

devices at high altitudes. In regard to radiation

damage, the most important particles which have

been added to the radiation belts are the high-

energy electrons emitted by fission fragments

undergoing beta decay. Other particles, such as

the protons and electrons emitted by neutron decay,

are neither significantly penetrating nor suffi-

ciently concentrated to form damaging fluxes.

Redistribution and loss of trapped particles also

occur because of the interaction of the particles

with electromagnetic disturbances initiated by

the nuclear explosions.

In this report the characteristics of the

artificially-injected electrons and an observed

redistribution of the natural trapped particles

by Starfish are discussed. Nearly all of the data

available on the artificial belts were obtained at

times after the electrons had spread approximately

uniformly around the earth. It must be remembered

that within about an hour or so after a burst the

electron flux east of the burst is much higher

than indicated by these data. If the burst is

west of the South Atlantic geomagnetic anomaly,

the flux is higher, not only because the "perm-

anently"-trapped electrons are more concentrated

during their initial drift motion toward the east,

but also because it includes the "transiently"-

trapped electrons. Transiently-trapped electrons

are defined as those electrons which have mirror

points so low that they become absorbed by the

atmosphere, west of the anomaly, during their

initial drift motion around the earth. An esti-

mate of the early-time flux is given in the

following section.

A good reference for this subject material is

the Trapped Radiation Handbook (ref. i), particular-

ly Section 6: "History of the Artificial Belts,"

by M. Walt, and Section 7: "Particle Injection by

Nuclear Detonations," by G. T. Davidson and R. W.

Hendrick_ Jr.

EARLY TIME FLUX

A model for the injection of electrons into the

earth's field by high-altitude nuclear explosions,

as well as a calculation of the resulting flux of

trapped betas as a function of B,L, time and geo-

graphical coordinates, are given in ref 2. In

figure 1 the distributions of the beta flux at

early times, based on a simplified model (ref. i),

are presented. These distributions were computed

by assuming that all of the electrons which finally

reached the equilibrium distribution were initially

in the longitudinal sector_ A_. Moreover, a dipole

magnetic field and an exponential energy sepctrum

which approximates the equilibrium fission beta

spectrum were used in this analysis. The upper

figure gives the equatorial flux as a function of

longitude at various times for a source at L = 1.2,

and the lower figure gives the same information for

a source at L = 1.6. In both figures A9 is

about the width of the sector that contained the

Starfish magnetic bubble (ref. 3). The flux is

given in units of the equilibrium flux. In addi-

tion to the magnitude of the enhancement, it is

interesting to note frGn these figures that the

maximum value of the flux moves toward the east

at a rate that is about the same as that of a low-

altitude satellite. Hence, a satellite in a direct,

equatorial orbit may remain in the enhanced flux

for the entire time required for the flux to become

uniform in longitude.

In order to estimate the early-time flux from

the longitudinally-uniform fluxes given in succeed-

ing sectors, higher factors than those shown in

figure i are required. This is necessary because

the early-time fluxes also contain the transiently-
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Table 1

Proper%kes of Electron Shells Formed by the Argus Tests

Altltude L Value RE2/day t"n deca_ rateDevice Date Location km at Peak .....

Argus 1 27 Aug. 1958 12°W 3_S _ 200 1,72 2.O x 10-5 1.17

ArgUs 2 30 Aug. 1958 _W 50°S _ 250 2.11 _.i x iO"1_ 1.15 • .S3

Argus 3 6 Sept. 1958 iO°W 50°S _ 500 2.17 5.5 x iO"]_ 1.o9

I00-=

................ A_IY,-5 _ ......50- k ,l&

_.-_

-25 90 iS0 270 37_.5

LO_TUD£ (OEG)

FIGURE l.--Longltudinal distribution of injection betas at the indicated

times. At t=O the betas were assumed to be in the longitudinal sector

A_ [from Davidson and Hendrick, ref. 1].

trapped electrons, which are not included in the

simplified analysis, and the electrons which are

subsequently lost by scattering processes.

THE ARGUS TESTS

The Argus tests, which were conducted in the

fall of 1958, were specifically designed to pro-

duce intense electron belts (ref. 4). Three

devices were detonated at altitudes higher than

about 200 km in the vicinity of the South Atlantic

anomaly, where the injection altitude for "perman-

ent" trapping is a minimum. The yields of the

devices were in the range 1-2 kT. Information on

the electron belts formed by the explosions was

obtained with the Explorer 4 satellite (refs. l,

5-7) and with sounding rockets (refs. 8 and 9).

Each device produced a narrow electron shell which

was approximately centered at the L value of the

burst location.

Table i lists the locations and dates of the

bursts; the L value of the maximum electron intens-

ity; the apparent cross-L diffusion coefficient,

A(93WHM)Z/At, where 9WHM is the full width of the

shell at half maximum; and parameters of the power

law decay rate. Most of the entries in this table

are from the analysis of the satellite data by

George (ref. iO) and Manson et al. (ref. 7). The

data, as reduced by these authors, are given in

figures 2-4. Figure 2 pertains to the Argus 1

shell. Figure 2a gives the time variation of the

counting rate of Channel 3 (geometric factor =

0.6 am 2, energy threshold _ 3 MeV) after corrections

are made for background and the dead time of the

detector. The satellite pass numbers are given at

the data points. The Channel 3/Channel 1 ratios in

figure 2b give a measure of the energy spectrum.
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A ratio of about i00 is appropriate for the equil-

ibrium fission beta spectrum. (Channel i had an

energy threshold of about 5 MeV and a geometric

factor similar to that of Channel 3.) Figure 2c

shows the square of the measured width of the

shell at the various passes. Similar data for the

Argus 2 and 3 shells are shown in figures 3 and 4.

Note that the scatter of the satellite data in

figure 3a is so great that a decay curve for the

second event is not drawn. For this event the

entry in the table, n = 1.15 i 0.03, is from the

sounding rocket data which were analyzed by Cladis

and Walt (ref. 9).

The satellite data, as well as the sounding-

rocket data for the second event, revealed that

the energy spectra of the Argus 2 and 3 electrons,

in space and time, were indistinguishable from the

equilibrium fission-beta spectrum. A somewhat

harder spectrum of the Argus 1 electrons is indi-

cated in figure 2b.

Pitch-angle distributions of the electrons

injected by Argus i and 2 were measured with a

directional d_ector (Ch 2) on the satellite.

Early after Argus i the pitch-angle distribution

changed rapidly during a rotation period of the

satellite. But after about a day, the distribution

was approximately normal, i.e., it was about the

same as that of the natural radiation. The Argus 2

electrons were found to have a normal distribution

at the time of the first measurement, 1.87 hours

after the burst. The maximum directional fluxes

measured at 90o to the field 1.8 hours after Argus

1 and 1.87 hours after Argus 2 were 1.5 x lO 6 and

5.28 x lO 5 electrons/cm2-sec.ster, respectively.

The corresponding widths-at-half-maximum of the

pitch-angle distributions were 20 ° and 18 o.

STARFISH

The Starfish device was detonated on 9 July

1962 at an altitude of about 400 km above Johnston

Island (190.5°E, 16.7°N). On the basis of the

information obtained from the Argus tests, signifi-

cant trapping was not expected. Over Johnston

Island the minimum injection altitude for "perman-

ent" trapping is higher than i000 km: However,

because of the high yield (1.4 MT) of the device,

fission fragments jetted across field lines (ref.

ii) and injected electrons to L values of 6 or

more (ref. 12). The radiation damaged several

satellites which were in orbit at that time. More-

over, the duration of the radiation was much great-

er than expected.

The distribution of the injected electrons is

still controversial as discussed by Walt in ref. i.

The satellites in orbit at the time of the burst

were too low (< lO00km) to observe the full dis-

tribution and they did not contain detectors which

were designed to detect high fluxes of fission-

fragment betas. It appears that the best data on

the Starfish injection was obtained by the Telstar

satellite, which was launched the next day after

the Starfish burst. The satellite was in a good

orbit (aposee, 5630 km; perigee, 955 km; inclina-
U

tion, 44.7 ), but the data are still somewhat

ambiguous because of the uncertainty in the back-

ground electron flux. The flux contours in R,X

coordinates shown in figure 5 were obtained by

Newkirk and Walt (in ref. i) from an analysis of

the Telstar data taken 2 days after Starfish.

These data were taken with a solid-state detector

which had an energy threshold of about 400 keV

(ref. 13). It was not possible to subtract the

background; therefore, these fluxes include the

natural electrons of energies greater than 400 keV.

However, since these fluxes were observed to decay

at later times and no unusual geomagnetic activity

was recorded several days before the event, the

background contribution may have been small.

By using the jetting-debris model described in

ref. 14, a distribution of betas similar to that

shown in figure 5 was computed for a Starfish-type

burst° The daily fluence of the betas incident on

circular-orbit satellites is shown in figure 6

(ref. i), where the daily fluence _s plotted as

a function of the altitude of the satellite for

various orbital inclination. Satellites in the

inclined orbits receive high fluences at low

altitudes, as shown in the figure, because they

traverse the region of the South Atlantic anomaly.

The energy spectrum of the electrons, as dis-

cussed by Walt in ref. l,was similar to an equili-

brium fission beta spectrum at L values less than

about 1.25, but it became softer toward higher L

value s.

The decay rate of the trapped betas was found

to depend sensitively on B and L. At L _ 1.25, the

decay rate was found to be in good agreement with

theoretical results (ref. 15) based on the scatter-

ing of the electrons by the atmosphere. An example

of the experimental data on the decay rate and the

comparison with the theoretical curves is shown in

figure 7 (ref. 16). The experimental data taken at

the lower altitudes are displaced downward, as shown

in the figure, when corrections are made for the

enhanced background of high-energy protons produced

by Starfish. This background, which was observed

by Filz and Holeman, ref. 17, will be discussed

later. A compilation by Davidson (ref. i) of the

apparent, e -I decay time, as determined from data

on the decay of betas injected by various nuclear

detonations, as a function of L, is shown in figure

8. The theoretical curve of Walt (ref. 29) is also

shown in the figure. Note that above L values of

about 1.25, the apparent loss rate is higher than

that which results from collisions. In this region

the increased importance of electromagnetic inter-

actions is indicate_.

THE HIGH-ALTITUDE SOVIET TESTS

In late 1962 the Soviets detonated three

devices which injected high fluxes of betss into

trapped orbits. The bunsts occurred on 22 October,

27 October, and i November. Contours in R,k coor-

dinates of the omnidirectional flux derived from

the Telstar data for the first and second events are

shown in figures 9 and i0, respectively (from refs.

i and 14). The dashed lines are extrapolations of

the flux from the measured regions. Note that, as

in the case of Starfish, the betas were distributed

over a wide region of the magnetosphere. In each

event the intensity increased sharply at the inner

boundary, L _ 1.8, reached a double maximum with

peaks at L _ 1.8 and 2.2, and decreased monotoni-

cally toward higher L values.
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FIGURE 7.--Comparison of experimental and theoretical (solid lines) values

for the time decay of the Starfish radiation belt (ref. 16). The lower

sets of points for B = 0.20, 0.21, and 0.22 gauss have been corrected for

the enhanced proton background observed by Filz and Holeman (ref. 17)

[from Walt, ref. i].
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The daily fluences of betas incident on cir-

cular satellites were evaluated (ref. i) for a

distribution, derived from the jetting-debris

model, which was similar to that shown in figure 9.

These fluences are given in figure ii.

The 1 November event produced a narrow elec-

tron belt similar to those formed by the Argus tests.

It was centered at L = 1.766 with an initial full-

width-at-half-maximum of about 250 km. Two days

after the test, the omnidirectional flux of elec-

trons greater than 0.5 MeV was about 1.5 x i0°/

cm2.sec, as discussed by Brown (ref. 13). From

observations on the increasing width of the elec-

tron shell, with time, Brown determined the cross-L

diffusion coefficient to be 7 x 10 -5 RE2/day.

The energy spectrum of the electrons injected

by the i November event was similar to an equilib-

rium fission beta spectrum. However, the spectra

of the electrons injected by the first and second

events differed appreciably from the beta spectrum

in some regions of the magnetosphere (e.g., see
ref. 13).

EARLY-TIME REDISTRIBUTION EVENTS

A nuclear burst in the magnetosphere, with

super-Alfv4nic plasma streaming from the point of

detonation and high currents along field lines,

creates hydromagnetic disturbances such as shock

waves, turbulence, and hydromangetic waves. Inter-

actions of the injected betas, as well as the

natural trapped particles, with these disturbances

may cause the particles to be redistributed. The

redistribution may occur not only by diffusion, but

also by transport due to large-scale electric and

magnetic fields (refs. 30 and 31).

The redistribution of emitted betas is indi-

cated by the electron belts produced by Teak and

Orange (refs. 1 and 32). These events occurred

in 1958 on 1 August and 12 August over Johnston

Island. Although the yields of the devices were

in the megaton range, beta trapping would not

normally be expected: the altitudes of the bursts

were too low, with Teak at 77 km and Orange at h3

km, and the earth's field in the region of Johnston

Island is high, requiring injection at altitudes

greater than iO00 km. Nevertheless, Teal formed

a narrow electron belt, centered at L = 1.2 with

a full-width-at-half-maximum of about ii0 km, which

was observed for about 3 days. The maximum direc-

tional intensity, normal to the field, was about

1.2 x 105/cm2.sec.ster. Orange produced a similar

belt, but of lower intensity, which was observed

for about a day.

The redistribution mentioned previously of

natural trapped protons by the Starfish burst was

observed by Filz and Holeman (ref. iZ). The ex-

perimental data of Filz and Holeman, obtained in

a series of experiments with nuclear emulsions

recovered from low-altitude polar-orbiting satel-

lites, are shown in figure 12. The abrupt increase

of the flux, especially at low altitudes, after the

Starfish event is evident from these data. A the-

oretical investigation of the redistribution (ref.

33) revealed that two processes were capable of

accounting for the observations. One was the in-

teraction of the protons with the hydromagnetic

waves produced by the burst. The other was the

Fermi mechanism whereby the protons were acceler-

ated along the field line by multiple reflections

from a magnetic field inhomogeneity that propagated

along the field line with the local hydromagnetic

velocity.

Moreover, large-scale electric fields, arising

from the early-time azimuthal-drift motion of the

injected betas (ref. 30) would cause the betas to

be convected to higher L values. This convection

process, which would lower the energies of the

electrons, may be responsible for the softening of

the betas observed at high L values after the

Starfish and the first two Soviet events.
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SOLAR FLARE PARTICLE RADIATION

L. J. Lanzerotti
Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey

I. INTRODUCTION

The sun is a source of copious fluxes of

charged particles which escape into inter-

planetary space. These particles range in
energy from the few ke_ solar wind parti-
cles to the several hundreds of MeV parti-
cles produced by the larger solar flares.

There is even growing evidence that the
sun may be a nearly continual emitter of
low energy (several tens of keV) protons.
This review is limited in that it concerns

itself essentially entirely with the cha-
racteristics of the solar particles accel-

erated by solar flares and subsequently
observed near the orbit of the earth.

The number of solar flares and the

fluxes of energetic (_ 20 MeV) solar
particles observed at the earth varies
in a manner similar to that of the sunspot

number during the eleven-year solar cycle.
This is illustrated bY the data of Fig. i
where the smoothed sunspot numbers for
cycles 19 and 20 are plotted as a function

of time. Also shown are histograms of the
yearly integrated proton intensities for

rotons _ 30 MeV for both solar cycles
A. J. Masley, private communication).

These particle fluxes are obtained from
riometer measurements of solar proton-

produced PCA events in the polar-cap re-
gions. The solar particle fluxes peaked
in total intensity a year or more after
the sunspot maximum during cycle 19. It
remains to be seen if this same phenomenon

holds during the current cycle.
This review discusses in order solar

particle intenslty-time profiles, the com-
position and spectra of solar flare events,

and the propagation of solar particles in
interplanetary space. The last section,

dealing with the effects of solar parti-
cles at the earth, discusses riometer ob-
servations of polar cap cosmic noise ab-

sorption events and the production of so-
lar cell damage at synchronous altitudes

by solar protons.

II. INTENSITY-TIME PROFILES

Detectability Limits

The first observations of energetic par-
ticles due to solar production were the
sea-level measurements of Lange and For-

bush (1942), and _orbush (1946). Using
shielded ionization chambers built to ob-

serve galactic cosmic rays, large enhance-
ments in the chamber counting rates on 28

February 1942 (_i day prior to a large
magnetic storm), on 7 March 1942, and 25
August 1946 were observed. The develop-
ment of the cosmic ray neutron monitor in
the late 1940's and the super neutron mo-
nitor in the late 1950's and early 1960's

have enabled many more solar particle in-
creases to be observed on the ground. The

neutron multiplicity monitor (Nobles et
al., 1967) enables particle spectral in-
formation to be obtained from a single
station.

Other pre-spacecraft observations of
solar cosmic rays were made during the IG¥

period by polar cap radio absorption tech-
niques (Bailey, 1957) and by balloon mea-
surements. The balloon observations of

Anderson (1958) provided the first direct
identification of solar protons.

INTEGRATED SOLAR PROTON INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION
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Theneutron monitor has continued to be
a valuable tool for the detection of ener-
getic solar particles. The world-wide
deploymentof stations provide data for
studying both the direction of incidence
of the primary particles as well as their
energy. An exampleof the difference in
responseto anevent by super neutron mo-
nitors at two different energy (or rigidi-
ty) cut-off latitudes is shownin Fig. 2
for data measured during the 28 January
1967 solar event (Bukata et al., 1969).

The vertical cut-off rigidity for the
Churchill station is 1.0 GV (determined

essentially entirely by the atmospheric
cut-off) while that of Dallas, at mid-
latitudes geomagnetically, is 4.35 GV.
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Fig. 2 Neut_n monitor obse_atlons at _. Churchill and

_llas of the 28 January i_7 solar event

The time-lntensity profile of the
Churchill monitor response to the January
1967 event is quite typical of the classi-

cal, diffusive-like profiles recorded by
high energy flare-particle detectors and
will be discussed in more detail in Sec-

tion V. In general in diffusive-like

events, a rapid rise to the peak particle
intensity is followed by a slower, ex-
ponential or power-law decay with time.

With the advent of instrumentation flown

on spacecraft, the energy sensitivity
threshold for the detection of solar parti-
cles was dramatically reduced. This reduc-

tion in the lower limit of the energy of
particle detectability has continued until
today measurements of 300-500 keV solar

protons are routinely carried out. Accom-
panying this decrease in the energy sensi-
tivity of particles that can be measured
was an increase in the number of solar

events that were observed. Furthermore,

at the lower energies measured, the time
histories of the events became complex
with no simple relationships often evident
between events.
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The data plotted in Fig. 3 illustrates
the enormous differences in the descrip-

tion of the interplanetary particle inten-
sities that could be made during a one-
month perlod depending upon the energy
sensitivity limits available for analysis.
The data were obtained by the solar proton

monitoring experiment on the Explorer 41

satellite (C. O. Bostrom, private communi-
cation). If only the higher energy channel

(E > 60 MeV) were available for analysis,
only one large event (March 27) and a small
event (March 24) would have been apparent.
Although the decay times are longer, both
of these events had a diffusive temporal

appearance similar to the neutron monitor
event of Fig. 2.

As the particle energy threshold in Fig.
3 _s lowered, more solar events are detect-
ed. The event beginning on March 6 (when

viewed in the E > i0 MeV channel) no longer

has a diffusive shape. The solar fluxes

in the i-i0 MeV channel of Fig. 3 are ob-
served to remain above their background
level through out the entire 31-day period
plotted.
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Figure 3. Solar protons measured in inter-

planetary space by the solar proton

monitoring experiment on Explorer 41

during March 1970. Data courtesy
of C. O. Bostrom.



Not all of the interplanetary particle
enhancementsresult from discrete flare
events. In general, flare-assoclated
events occur in close association with so-
lar X-ray andmicrowaveemissions. Fur-
ther, as noted above, the time-lntenslty
profiles of flare-associated events tend
to have a diffusive appearance. Three
other types of particle enhancements,in
addition to the flare-associated events
considered in this paper, have beenclassi-
fied and discussed extensively in the ll-
terature. Theseare:

a) Particles associated with active
centers: The onsets of these par-
ticles at the earth display no velo-
city dispersion and appear to be
co-rotatlng with solar-active cen-
ters. Suchenhancementshavebeen
observedto occur eachsolar rota-
tion for manysuccessive rotations
(e.g., Fan et al., 1968; McDonald
and Desai, 1971).

b) Recurrent events: These particle
increases occasionally occur in the

next solar _otation following a
flare. They appear to originate

from the same active region as that

producing the flare (e.g., Bryant
et al., 1965).

c) Energetic storm particles: Enhance-
ments of low energy protons that
appear for several hours around the
time of occurrence of interplanetary

shock waves (e.g., Axford and Reid,
1963; Bryant et al., 1965; Rao et

al., 1967). Proton enhancements
lasting for several minutes, appar-
ently resulting from acceleration
at the shock front, have been re-

ported (e._g__, Singer, 1970; Lanzer-
otti, 1969a, 1970a; Armstrong and

Krlmisis, 1970; Oglivie and Arens,
1971).

Although the three solar particle en-
hancements listed above are important for

understanding solar processes and inter-
planetary propagation, they will not be

elaborated upon here.

Data 0rsanlzation

Although the intenslty-tlme profiles of

high energy flare particles are similar in
their overall diffusive appearance, abso-
lute differences as a function of particle
energy are common. Cline and McDonald

(1968) have shown that the time history

of the high energy proton and electron
fluxes from the 7 July 1966 solar flare
is dependent upon particle velocity. This
is evident in Fig. 4 where the observed-

time profiles for three proton and one
electron channel are plotted in Fig. 4a.

In Fig. 4b, the four particle flux channels
have been normalized to their peak values
and the abscissas have been transformed to

represent the distance traveled from the
flare occurrence.
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Although the higher energy particle
fluxes from this flare can be organized
quite well by considerations of velocity-
dependent travel, Lin (1970a) has shown
that when electrons of energy > 45 keY
from this event are included in the anal-

ysis, they show a broader curve than those
in Fig. 4b. Furthermore, the E > 45 keV

electrons appear to arrive earlier than

the protons and electrons considered by

Cline and McDonald I1968) Lin and Ander-
son (1967) and Lin k1970ai have interpreted

this earlier arrival to low energy electron
production either higher in the solar at-
mosphere or prior to the proton production.

III. COMPOSITION

The most recent reviews of solar cosmic

ray composition are those of Biswas and
Fichtel (1965) and Fichtel (1970). They
discuss in detail the several counter and
emulsion measurements made on balloons and

rockets beginning during the maximum of
solar cycle 19. The discussion here will
be limited primarily to observations of
solar alpha particles and electrons. Ob-
servations of hlgher-Z elements will be

briefly outlined.



Solar Alpha Particles

The primary characteristic arising from
the observations of solar alpha particles
is that the ratio of the fluxes of solar

alphas to solar protons appears to vary
widely between individual events and even

within a single event. Both of these char-
acteristics can be seen from Fig. 5 (Durga-
prasad et al., 1967). Here are plotted the
proton to alpha ratios for several differ-
ent events as a function of particle kinet-

ic energy.
More recently, using satellite instru-

mentation, the solar alpha measurements
have been extended to lower energies and

the time resolution during a single event
has been substantially improved (Armstron_
et al., 1969; Lanzerottl and Robblns, 1970).

A comparison of the intensity-time profiles
of solar protons and alphas from the series
of flares on 21 and 23 May 1967, is shown
in Fig. 6 (Lanzerotti and Robblns, 1970).
The overall appearance of the intensity
profiles of the two species are similar

although differences do exist. In parti-
cular, the energetic storm particle en-
hancement at the time of the sudden com-

mencement (SC) on May 24 is not strongly
evident in the alpha fluxes.

The detailed alpha to proton ratios

throughout the May 23 event are shown in
Fig. 7. Large changes in the ratlos are

observed, particularly at the low energies,
for protons and alphas when compared as to

equal energy and equal energy per nucleon
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Fig. 5 Ratlo of protons to helium nuclei as _ function of kinetic energy per nucleon

measured at different times in several so]at events. _e event_ in vhlch the
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(equal velocity). However,the central
panel of Fig. 7 indicates that after the
increases in the ratios following the May
24 suddencommencement,the ratios remain
constant throughout the remainderof the
event for particles comparedas to equal
energy per charge. Lanzerotti and Robbins
(1970) have interpreted the increases in
the alpha to proton ratios observed after
the sudden commencement on May 24 as a

source effect. They suggest that the so-
lar particles observed prior to the SC

were predominantly from flares on May 21
whereas _hose particles observed after the

May 24 increase were from flares on May 23.

They also suggested that the constancy of
the ratios for equal energy per charge may

indicate an important role for electric
fields in low energy particle propagation

and/or acceleration. Similar behavior of
the alpha to proton ratios following other
flare events have been noted (Lanzerotti,

1970a; Lanzerotti and Graedel; 1970).

Heavy Nuclei

Heavy solar cosmic ray nuclei (Z_3) were
first detected in nuclear emulsion stacks

flown on a rocket during the 30 September

1960 event (Fichtel and Guss, 1961). The
evidence gained from a number of balloon,
rocket, and satellite experiments in the

early 1960's indicates that the spectral
forms for solar heavy nuclei and solar

alpha particles are the same in any one
event for particles down to _30 MeV/nucle_

(Fichtel, 1970).
A statistical study using satellite data

has been made of the ratio of solar alphas

to Z>3 nuclei for a number of events in

1967-21968. The study indicates that for
particles of E > 0.5 MeV/nucleon, the
spectral behavior observed at the higher
energies continues to hold (Armstron_ and

Krimisis, 1971). It was found that the
event-integrated alpha to heavy ratio was
_20 ± i0 for most events, a value substan-

tially smaller than the ratio of 48 ± 8
reported by Durgaprasad et al. (1968) after
the 2 September 1966 event in the 12-35

MeV/nucleon range. It is also smaller
than the weighted mean of 58 ± 5 deter-
mined from six large events in 1960-1969

(Fichtel, 1970) •

Solar Electrons

The first direct observation of solar

electrons was made from data obtained on

a balloon flight by Meyer and Volt (1962)

three days after a large flare on 20 July
1959. They detected highly relativistic
electrons of energy !00-I000 MeV. Non-
relativistic electrons (E > 45 keV) were
first measured in interplanetary space by

Van Allen and Krimigis (1968) using an in-
strument flown on Mariner IV. Since that

time, the time-intensity profiles of rela-

tivistic solar electrons (e.g., Cline and
McDonald, 1968; Simnett et al., 1969) and

non-relativistic solar electrons (Anderson

and Lin, 1966; Lin and Anderson, 1967;

Anderson, 1969; Lin, 1970a, 1971) have been

intensively studied.
The temporal characteristics of relati-

vistic electrons following the 6 July 1966

flares are shown in relationship to the

proton component in Fig. 4. It was found
that for this flare the electron and proton

components could be organized in time by
considerations of particle velocities alone.
However, it was noted that Lin (1970a).
showed that the low energy _--> 45 keV)
electrons apparently arrived first, before

the more energetic particles.
An example of a comparison of the elec-

tron intensity-time profiles for a single

event is shown in Fig. 8 (Lin, 1970b, pri-
vate communication; Lanzerotti, 1970a).
These data, from a West limb flare, show

rather similar time profiles for a wide
range of electron energies. The similari-
ties in the temporal profiles are in con-
trast to those observed in the case of

protons (e.g., Fig. 3; see also Lanzerotti,
1970a, for proton temporal profiles mea-
sured during the same period as the elec-

tron data of Fig. 8). This could be due
to a more direct propagation of electrons
to the earth with less interplanetary dif-
fusion and scattering than in the case of

protons.
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IV. SPECTRA

As might be expected, solar flare partite
spectra have large variations in intensities
and spectral shapes both between individual

events as well as within a single event.
Representative proton, alpha particle, and
electron solar flare particle spectra are

discussed separately.

Proton Spectra

q"ne solar proton spectra, particularly

for higher energies, generally steepen with
time after the flare. That is, as time

progresses, relatively few higher energy
particles as compared to the lower energies
are present. The proton energy spectra

measured in several of the large events
during the last decade were found to fit
very well a spectral representation with

a rigidity dependence. This spectral shape
can be expressed as (Freier and Webber,
1963 )

dJ dJo
dR - d-R-- exp[-R/Ro(t)] (i)

O

where R = Mv/c is the proton rigidity. It
was found that this spectral representation
was particularly applicable during the de-
cay phase of an event for protons of ener-
gies > 20 MeV.

Six'proton energy spectra obtained during

several large events of the last solar cycle
are plotted in Fig. 9. These spectra exhi-
bit the exponential-ln-rigidlty spectral
shape (Freier and Webber, 1963). Solar

cosmic ray spectra such as those of Fig. 9

are very steep compared to the galactic
cosmic ray spectra (e.__, Fichtel and
McDonald, 1967).
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Esse_-tially all of the solar flare parti-
cle spectra taken during the last solar

cycle were obtained by rocket or balloon-
based instruments. Frequently, little of
the time history of an event was obtained.

Hence, relatively greater emphasis appears
to have been placed on the spectra of the
different events. During the present so-
lar cycle, with essentially continuous
monitoring of an event's time profile and

with the measurement of lower energy par-
ticles, less emphasis has been placed on
the individual event spectra. This neglect

of spectral emphasis partly arises, of
course, because the spectra changes
during an event, particularly for the
events which do not exhibit a diffusive

temporal profile at the lower energies

(e.g., several of the events in Fig. 3).
Hence, it is impossible to categorize an

event simply with only one or two spectra.
However, unlike the more energetic parti-
cles, and as will be discussed in Section

V, the decay of low energy particles dur-
ing events that do have a diffusive char-
acter appears to be energy independent.
In this case, a single spectral shape
would indeed describe much of the event's

spectral form.

A single power-law in energy was fit by
Lanzerotti (1969c) to the half-hour aver-
aged proton spectra (E = 0.58 to 18.1 Me_
measured during the event plotted in Fig.

6. He found that the spectra became sig-
nificantly softer during the storm parti-
cle event on May 24 and for the next two
and one-half days following the SC on May
25. At both times the exponent n changed

from _1.3 to _2.0.

The low energy proton spectra measured
by Bell Laboratories' instruments on
Explorers 34 and 41 near the intensity
maximum of several solar flare events in

the past several years are plotted in Fig.
I0. The spectra are plotted on log-log
scales to emphasize deviations from simple

power-law relationships at these energies.
In particular, the spectrum from the 2
November 1969 flare has a pronounced peak

at E _ 3.5 MeV which may signify particle
propagation delays from the flare region
(on the extreme west limb).

A study of the response of the world-
wide network of neutron monitors to the

28 January 1967 event (see Fig. 2) has
been made by Heristchi and Trottet (1971).

They used the global distribution of neu-
tron monitors as an energy spectrometer to
determine a possible upper cutoff in the

energy spectrum of the flare-produced
protons from this event. They found an

energy cutof_ of 4_3 ± 0.5 GeV. This
energy is lO _ - i0o eV lower than that

predicted by a flare acceleration model
of Friedman and Hamber_er (1969).
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Alpha Particle Spectra

High energy (E _ 30 MeV/nucleon) alpha
particles were observed in a number of so-

lar events to have spectra similar to those
of the protons. Frequently, differential
rigidity spectra (Eq. I) were applicable
to both particle species during an event,

although the e-folding rigidity value R o
might at times be different for the two

species (e.g., Biswas et al., 1963; Durga-

prasad et al., 1968).
Solar alpha particles were studied over

a very wide energy range during the 12
November 1960 solar event. The differen-
tial alpha fluxes measured between _31 and

_i00 MeV/nucleon by several workers are
presented in Fig. ii (Biswas et al., 1962;

Ney and Stein, 1962). _ sEow-nare two
high energy alpha flux measurements from
the work of Yates (1964) during the same
event.

The flux measurements of Yates (Fig. ll),
if expressed on an exponentlal-in-rlgldlty
basis, would fall considerably above what

would be predicted by an extrapolation of
the lower energy data (Yates, 1964). Yates'

measurements were challenged by Waddinston
and Freier (1965) as perhaps being conta-

As noted in Section III, recent years
have seen an increase in the time resolu-

tion of low energy solar alpha particle
observations by satellite. Studies of

the changes in the alpha spectra during a
single event have become feasible, although
little emphasis has been placed on this as-
pect of the observations. Lanzerottl (1969
c) studied the power-law exponent of the

alpha spectra for the May 1969 event (Fig.
6). He found that during the period be-
tween the two sudden commencements (May 24
and May 25), the alpha particle spectra
were somewhat harder than that for protons;

however, after the May 25 SC, both proton
and alph_ particle power law exponents in
Eq. (2) were _2. The low energy alpha par-

ticle spectra measured by Bell Laboratories,
instruments on Explorer 34 and Explorer hl
near the maximum of several solar events of

the last several years are plotted in Fig.
12. These spectra, give a representative

example of low energy alpha spectral shapes
and intensities.

Electron Spectra

Since the number of published observa-
minated by the high fluxes of slow protons tions of solar electrons is substantially
present during the event. The controversy less than for protons, detailed Infbrmatlon
appears still to be unresolved (Yate____s,1965); on electron spectra is less plentiful. Lin

very high energy measurements of solar al- (1970a) has compiled electron spectra from
pha particles need to be made during other four solar events in 1967 as measured by
large events.
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instruments on Explorers 34 and 35. These

spectra are shown in Fig. 13. Lin finds
that if he fits the spectra to a power law
(Eq. 21, the events in Fig. 13 have expo-

nents n _ 2.3-3.5.

V. PROPAGATION

After acceleration, the flare-produced
solar particles must escape from the active

region and propagate through interplanetary
space to the earth. Interplanetary space
is permeated by the solar magnetic field.

The nature of this field configuration was
predicted by Parker (1960) to consist of

spiral lines emanating from the sun. This
prediction was subsequently confirmed by

extensive satellite measurements (e.g.,
Ness et al., 1964). This spiral inter-

planetary magnetic field controls much of
the propagation of the flare particles.
The guiding center of the solar particles
tend to follow the spiral nature of the
field. However, the small-scale irregu-

larities in the field act as scattering
centers and perturb, or scatter, the par-
ticles, moving them to other field lines.
Extensive theoretical work (not discussed
here) has been carried out in recent years

in determining the solar particle diffu-
sion coefficients due to these random

scatterings (e._, JokIpii, 1966, 1967,
1968; Roelof, 1_9 6, 1968; Hasselmann and

Wibberenz, 1968; JokIpii and Parker, 1969).
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The propagation characteristics of solar
particles have been reviewed recently
(Fichtel and McDonald, 1967; Axford, 1970).
The first considerations of a diffusion

model for solar particle propagation was
that of Parker (1956) and Meyer et al.

(1956). The broad considerations and
the development of isotropic diffusion
theory for solar particles, i.e., solu-
tions to a diffusion equation of the form

(3)._ = r o._- ,

have been due to Parker (1963). In Eq.

(3), n(r,t) is the mean density of s_lar

_articles with velocity v and _ = _v • =
}_v is the diffusion coefficient and is,
most generally, a tensor quantity (Jokipii,

1966). T is the mean particle "collision
time" for interaction with the interplanet-

ary magnetic irregularities and can be
determined from the interplanetary field

fluctuations (Jokipii and Coleman, 1968).

Most commonly, solutions to Eq. (3) have
assumed m = _ (T)r where T is the parti-
cle kinetic e_ergy and _ is time-independ-
ent.

Solutions to Eq. (3) have chiefly con-
sidered two different boundary conditions.
The first of these that has been used has
taken _=0 and has assumed a perfectly ab-

sorbing boundary (n=O) at some)r a- r >i a.u. The solution to Eq. (3 t t_mes

t >> r_/K after the flare yield an expo-
nentia_ d_cay for the fluxes

_r [_ 2 _ot_
I s in exp

n(r,t) _ _ _b L---_--- j (4)
%



where the decay time is given as

2
rb

(5)
_D = '_2K

o

This solution to the model has been util-

ized by Bryant et al. (1962) and Hofmann
and Winckler (1962) in analyzing solar
particle events. They found that the ab-

sorbing "boundary" rh was at r _ 2 a.u.
Although the 2 a.u. 5oundary may indicate

that the hydromagnetic waves producing the
interplanetary irregularities are being
damped out at this distance (Jokipli and
Davis, 1969), Axford (1970) has maintained
that an exponential decay of _ with dis-
tance r will also produce the same results.

A number of solar events have been fit

by Krimi@is (1965) using a solution of Eq.
(3) assuming a radial dependence to the

diffusion coefficient (i.e., _ / O) and no

boundary r b (Parker, 19_. This solution

can be express-e-d a-s (6)

n(r,t) _ f(Ko,_,T)[t3/(2-_)]-lexp[- r2-6 _t](2-_)2

A plot of inKn(r,t)t 3/[2-#)] versus t-i

should yield a straight llne for the pro-
per choice of _(<2). Krimigis found that
for protons in the energy range 50-500 Me_
good agreement with observations was ob-

tained for _ _ i and _ _ 0.i a.u.

Anisotropic Diffusion

The isotropie solar particle diffusion
model discussed above is not able to ex-
plain several important characteristics

of the solar particles observed at the
earth. One of these is the direction of

the non-radial anisotropy of the particles
measured at the earth. The anisotropy at
the beginning of events is aligned along
the spiral field direction, outward from

the sun (McCracken, 1963; McCracken _t al.,
1967). [Later in the events the anisotro-
py becomes much less and the direction
changes to radial or nearly so (McCracken
et al., 1967; Rao et al., 1969),) The

second problem with isotropic models is
that they can not treat the observations

that show that the particle fluxes arising
from flares in the eastern hemisphere of

the sun tend to increase more slowly to
maximum intensity than those that origi-

nate from west hemisphere flares (e.__u5_,
Flchtel and McDonald, 1967; Burlaga, 1967).

Reid (1964) has considered_tlon to

the east-west effect by postulating a thin
diffusing shell around the sun. Particles

originating from flares in the eastern
hemisphere would diffuse (isotropically)
across the solar surface to the spiral
field lines connecting the sun to the

earth and then propagate along the field
lines to the earth (Fig. i_). Reid's mod-
el of diffusion across the solar surface

must be combined with an interplanetary
propagation model to provide a complete

description of the particle event as seen
at the earth. Since inclusion of the
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solar-surface diffusion increases the num-

ber of parameters that can be adjusted, it
is likely that most diffusive-type obser-
vations could be fit with such a model.

Indeed, a solar diffusing layer was one
of the features included in a recent com-

putational model for solar flare propaga-
tion (En_lade, 1971).

The consideration of an anisotropic dif-
fusion coefficient to solve the east-west

problem was first made by Axford (1965).
Burlaga (1967) solved the diffusion equa-
tion considering particle diffusion trans-

verse to the spiral interplanetary field
as well as along it and neglected Reid's
diffusion layer around the s_m. Expressed
in spherical coordinates, Burlaga solved
the equation

_n 1 I-_ 2 _l _--_,(1-_ ) _]

r2sin2@

where _ = cos @ and KU' KI' and K are the
components of the diffusion tensor.

Burlaga (1967) took the parallel diffu-

sion coefficient KII to be a constant, In-
dependent of the r_dial position, the

transverse coefficient _( proportional
to the square of the radial distance
K _ 2( . r ), and an absorbing boundary at

rb±> i a.u. Solving Eq. (7) with the
above boundary conditions and assuming n
to be independent of _, he obtained quite

satisfactory fits for a number of differ-
ent flare events distributed over the so-

lar disk. The event decay time resulting
from his solution can be written as

2
rb

,% (8)
- __2

II



Eq. (8) is of the same form as the decay
time derived for isotropic diffusion (Eq.

5) with the isotropic diffusion coeffi-

cient _0 replaced by KH"
Two examples of Burl_ga's fits to parti-

cle fluxes resulting from flares at two
separate solar locations are shown in Fig.

15. The angle 8 noted on the figure is
O

the angle, measured from the center of the
sun, between the flare location and the
location on the sun of the interplanetary
field line passing through the earth. Fits
of the model to both the neutron monitor
observations of the 23 February 1956 event

and the balloon observations of E > 80 MeV
protons from the 20 July 1961 event are

seen to be quite good.

t' _ °03_ UT
\,\ e..O".1<

°\\

t

.,_45UT

_._.

I , ' , ,_ J i , L , J r

Low Enersy Propasation

It is clear from data such as those of

Fig. 3 that at lower energies solar flare
particles do not often have diffusive in-
tenslty-time profiles. Substantial modu-

lation of these low energy particles by

solar wind discontinuities, shock waves,
and magnetic field sector boundaries must

be occurring. Although there are events
where the low energy particles exhibit

diffusive-type profiles, the applicabillty
of an anisotropic diffusion model such as

Burlaga's to these observatlons is highly
suspect (Forman, 1970). Forman has maln-

rained that the "equilibrium" anisotropy
present during the decay phase of an event

(McCracken et al., 1967) and the evidence
that the diffusion coefficient becomes

small at low energies (Joklpii and Coleman,
1968) indicate that solar wind convection,

and the resulting particle energy loss, is
an important mode of low energy particle
propagation. (The anisotropic diffusion

• model of Burlaga (as well as the isotropic

models) considersconvection effects to be

negligible for the higher energy particles,
and rightly so.) Forman (1971) cites as

further evidence for the importance of
convection the fact that the reported de-

cay times for both protons and alphas were
essentially energy-independent for 1-20

MeV/nucleon particles after the 28 May
1967 flare {Lanzerotti, 1969a).

Forman (1971) has solved the Fokker-

Planck equation first derived by Parker
(1965) for particle transport including
convection and diffusion:

i _

_ +V" {<n-._ _(aTn))-_._n}

v _ _
--_ _ _(_) (9)

Here V is the solar wind velocity, T is

the paFticle k_netic energy, and _ =
(T+2Mc_)/(T+Mc_). The diffusion models
discussed above all neglected the terms
in Eq. (9) containing the solar wind velo-

city V. Forman obtained an analytic s_lu-

tion to Eq. (9) assuming that _I = _i r •
_I_ = K2r' and that there was a _iffusing
b4undary at r = r_. Forman's model pre-
dicts very well t_e equilibrium residual
anisotropy during the decay phase of an
event as observed by McCracken et al.

(1967) as well as the magnitude (_14-18
hours) of the energy-lndependent decay

time for both alphas and protons as ob-
served by Lanzerotti (1969a)-

From her solution to Eq. (9) Forman (1971)
has shown that in the decay pha'se of the
event

<_b_r (V/R_2 -1)N(r,t) = f exp(-t/TD) (i0)

where the decay time TD is given as

4r b V/KR 4r b

_D - V u _[j_,l(V/x2)]_ = _ g(V/Kp). (Ii)

In Eq. (ll) j_ ] is the first zero of the
Bessel functid_of order I]. Forman has

found that for rb = 2.3 a.u. (a representa-

tive value determined from the model fits

of Burla_a, 1967), T_ has a broad maximum ]o
of _15-i_ ho_rs f_r _, : _r between _3.10 _
and 3.10_cm sec -_ (r_ason_ble values for

KU as determined from the power spectra of
t_e interplanetary magnetic field near the

earth by Jokipii and Coleman, 1968). For-

man, s model has recently been applied su----c-
cessfully to the low energy proton obser-

vations from the 7 June 1969 event (Mur_
et al., 1970).
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The energy-independenceof the decay
times for both protons and alpha particles
during a diffusive-type event is shownin
Fig. 16 for the 13 April 1969event (Lan-
zerotti and Graedel, 1970). The intensity-

time profiles of the proton fluxes in the

0.56 < E _ 0.60 MeV channel is shown as an
inser_ in the figure. This event, probably

originating from a flare behind the east
limb, demonstrated a diffusive-type appear-
ance even in the lowest energy-channel mea-
sured. This was quite unlike the 28 May

1967 diffusive event where energetic storm
particles greatly enhanced the lower energy
proton fluxes (Lanzerotti, 1969a). Also

plotted in Fig. 16 are the decay times for
E > i0, >30, and >60 MeV protons measured
by the solar particle monitoring experiment
on the same satellite (Solar Geophysical

Data, 1969). The decay time varied from

_28 hours at 0.58 MeV to _19 hours at 60

MeV. Over the range 0.58 MeV to 20 MeV,

the decay time decreased by only _4 hours.

Riometer Absorption

The first indication of the production of

enhanced ionosphere ionization by solar

flare particles was the strong absorption
of cosmic radio noise in the polar cap re-

gions that Baile_ (1957) correlated with
the flare of 23 February 1956. Since that

time, enhanced riometer absorptions in the
auroral and polar cap regions during solar
events have been studied as basic geophysi-

cal phenomena and as diagnostic tools for

studying solar and magnetospheric processes
(e.g., Baile_, 1964; Reid, 1970). Indeed,
the significance of energetic storm parti-
cles was first outlined by Axford and Reid

(1963) using riometer data.
Through the work of Potemra et al. (1967,

1969, 1970) good agreement has been achieved
in calculating the expected riometer re-

sponse from a measured incident solar flux.
Potemra and his collaborators have calcu-

lated the expected total absorption A at a

radio wave angular frequency _ from the

formula

i0 t

10 0

10 -I

10 6 , , , ,

; ; i I I I I I I I I _ 0.56$E.cO.6OMeV H,2ooUTO,3APR,L oo_o

0000 UT t7 APRIL _ _E tO2

o t2 14 16 t8

APREL 1969 UT
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Fig. 16 Proton and alpha particle decay times following the

13 April 1969 solar event. The Intenslty-tlme profile

for the 0.56 _ E _ 0.60 MeVproton channel is shown

as an inset to the figure (Lanzerotti and Graedel_ 1970).

Vl. FLARE PARTICLE EFFECTS

Two consequences of solar flare particle
effects are discussed below. The first of
these is the effect of energetic flare par-

ticles in producing polar-cap cosmic noise

absoDption and the detection of this en-
hanced absorption by riometer techniques.
The second is the effect of solar parti-

cles, penetrating into the outer magneto-
sphere, on satellite solar cell lifetimes.

2o3

= ne C_A(dB) i'16Xi06 _mm dh (12)

obtained from the theory of Sen and Wyller
(1960). In Eq. (12) _ is the angular
gyro frequency, dh isZhe increment of

ionization height in lO-km units, Cx/o is
an integral function, n^ is the eled_Pon

density and v is the m_an electron colli-
sion frequency. Using specific ionization
rates due to G. W. Adams and Adams and

Masley (1965) and v and recombination
c-$efficients deduce_ from the September
1966 event, Potemra et al. (1970) have
predicted the observed absorption for high
latitude rlometer observations during a
number of 1967 PCA events. Their calcula-

tions, using satellite measurements of the
solar proton fluxes over the polar caps,
are compared in Fig. 17 to the observed
riometer day and night absorption measure-
ments following the 28 January 1967 solar

event. The agreement is quite good for

both the day and the night observations.
(It is interesting to compare these lower
energy proton observations of Fig. 17 with
the neutron monitor profile for the same
event in Fig. 2.)

Several authors (Van Allen et al., 1964;

Juday and Adams, 1969; Reid, 1969, 1970)
have used the empirical relation

1

(F)_ : RxA (13)

to relate the integral fluxes F of protons

above some energy E __ to the riometer ab-
sorption A at a giv_frequency. In Eq.
(13), R is a constant, dependent only upon
E _ . Potemra and Lanzerotti (1971), using
s_[_r p_ d-_ f-_ t-_nchronous

equatorial ATS-I satellite, deduced R as
a function of E - from the 30 MHz riometer
absorption obse_d at Byrd during the 28

January 1967 event. (Byrd (L_7) is at
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solar proton data t_m sate111te 1963-38C Ourlng the

28 J_n,&ry 1967 event (Fotemra et. al_. 1970).

nearly the same latitude as ATS-I (L_6.4)
but three hours earlier in local time.)
They found Eq. (13) to be an excellent

fit to the data, essentially independent

of the value of E i " The values of
R(E _ ) they foun_ _or E i between 5
andm_ MeV are plotted i_ _ig. 18 as a
function of E . . Such R-values should
be quite usef_nfor the new solar proton

event classification scheme (Shea and
Smart, 1970).

Solar Cell Damage

Solar protons appear to have ready access
to the outer regions of the magnetosphere
other than through the polar cap regions.

The solar particles at synchronous altitude
are observed to have essentially the same

intensities and spectra as the particles

in interplanetary space for protons as low
as 1 MeV in energy (Lanzerotti, 1968, 1970b;

Paullkas and Blake, 1969). These low ener-

gy protons could cause significant damage

to unshielded solar cells on a synchronous

satellite. It was pointed out by Lanzer-
otti (1969b) that the damage to unshlelded
ce--_s from relatively low intensity solar
events could dominate the normal synchron-
ous altitude radiation (predominantly
electrons) in producing damage. Indeed,

anomalous, step-like changes in the short
circuit current of unshielded cells in the

ATS-I solar cell damage experiment are ob-

served in conjunction with solar flare
events (Waddel, 1968).

An example of the solar proton damage to
an unshielded solar cell on ATS-I during
the May 1967 events (Fig. 6) is shown in

Fig. 19. The two lower bar graphs show
the values of the short circuit current

(in ma) measured each day for two i00-cm
n-on-p type solar cells (R. C. Waddel,

private communication). One cell was un-
shielded while the other had a I mil shield

of 7740 glass. At the top are plotted the

daily average of the integral half-hour
average proton fluxes (E > 2.4 MeV) mea-

sured by the Bell Laboratories experiment
on ATS-I. (No data were received on days

143, 144, and 147.)
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Prior to the major interplanetary en-
hancement on day 145, the proton fluxes
at ATS-1 were very low. The day after
the large ATS-1 enhancement on day 145
the short circuit current in the unshield-

ed cell decreased sharply whereas only a
slight decrease in the current was observed
in the shielded cell.

Since a 1 mil shield will stop _0.5 MeV

protons, the data of Fig. 19 are indicative
that protons with energies as low as this

were producing the most significant damage.
This could be due both to the penetration
of 0.5 MeV solar protons to the synchron-
ous orbit as well as to the fact that the

magnetosphere boundary was pushed within
the ATS-1 orbit for periods of time on

days 145 and 146.
Even if shields were provided for syn-

chronous satellite solar cells, the fluxes
of low energy (0.5-3 MeV) solar protons

penetrating to this altitude could still
play an important role in the damage con-
siderations. This is because in the manu-

facturing process the shields are often
not deposited uniformly over the cell
surfaces, leaving a small fraction of
some cells uncovered (R. C. Waddel, pri-

vate communication). Such partially un-
shielded cells would then be subjected

to unexpected damage by the low energy
protons.
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The Chemical Composition and Energy Content of the Energetic Cosmic Radiation*

C. J. Waddington

School of Physics and Astronomy

University of Minnesota

A brief survey is made of our present knowledge of the composition

and energy spectra of the primary cosmic radiation. The total energy

carried by all forms of cosmic radiation that have appreciable pene-

trability into matter has been evaluated. This information, when

combined with a knowledge of the rate at which the different components

deposit energy in traversing matter, would permit calculations of the

radiation dose that would result from exposure to the primary cosmic

radiation. It is concluded that overall these radiation effects are

rather small but it is emphasized that local damage can be of much

greater significance.

Introduction.

Any detector or object placed outside

the protection of the earth's atmosphere

i_ irradiated by cosmic electromagnetic

and corpuscular radiation that can pene-

trate deeply into the object. The

radiation effects produced by this

exposure depend critically on the

physical and biological conditions in-

volved and are one of the main topics of

this conference. In this paper I present

some of the data concerning the nature of

this cosmic radiation that is relevant to

any calculations of the magnitudes of

these effects. Specifically I have

summarized our current knowledge of the

primary cosmic radiation and have dis-

cussed some of the factors that should be

of importance. In what follows I have

neglected radiation of solar origin and

that present in the radiation belts,

since these will be discussed by other

authors.

The majority of the cosmic radiation

is corpuscular in nature and is con-

sequently subject to the effects of

solar and geomagnetic modulation. Geo-

magnetic modulation is relatively well

understood in that at any point in space

within the magnetosphere, the geomagnetic

field simply imposes a cut-off rigidity

b_low which particles coming from a

particular direction cannot penetrate.

Solar modulation has been extensively

studied as a temporal phenomena and

examples of the resulting variations

in particle intensities are given later.

However, spatial studies have been less

successful and at present we do not

really know either how the intensities

vary throughout the solar system, nor

what they are in interstellar space.

Measurements of the cosmic ray gradient

have been conflicting and we have to rely

on theory to calculate the demodulated

spectra. Fortunately these solar

*Work supported by the Office of Naval

Research under Contract

N00014-67-A-0113-0021.
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modulation processes mainly affect the

lower energy particles and therefore it

is probable that the total energy content

of the cosmic radiation is not seriously

influenced by these uncertainties.

In addition to the corpuscular

radiation, there are also X and y-ray

components and these will not be

appreciably temporally or spatially

dependent unless some cosmic cataclysm

occurs, such as a nearby super-novae

explosion. In what follows I will first

outline our current knowledge of the

Composition and energy spectra and then

evaluate the amount of energy carried by

each component. A knowledge of the

incident energy, combined with a know-

ledge of the absorption characteristics,

permit an evaluation of the gross, or

average radiation effectiveness of any

particular cosmic ray component. Such

an averaging approach does, of course,

neglect the fact that when we consider

the cosmic radiation we are concerned

with particles that have a spectrum of

energies and a small fraction in any

component will be of extremely high

energy. Indeed, in fact, a single

particle may have up to 10 _ ergs.

These particles, or quanta, have the

potential of delivering all or most of

their energy into a very small volume,

producing localized radiation effects of

much more serious consequence than those

suggested from the overall level. A

similar phenomena can be produced by

the highly charged particles in the

cosmic radiation, which because of the

Z 2 dependence of the ionization energy

loss, can also deliver a large amount

of energy into a very localized volume.

The effects produced by these large local

radiation doses on biological or solid

state systems can be much more serious

than would be inferred from the values

for the average doses.

X and y-Rays.

The emission of cosmic X-rays has been

observed from various point sources and

as a diffuse background of galactic or

metagalactic origin. High energy,



E > 50MeV,y-ray observations have gen-
er_lly shownthat the energy spectra
observedat X-ray energies either
extrapolate sensibly or steepenat higher
energies. It is thus not unreasonableto
integrate the observeddifferential X-ray
spectra to infinity to obtain an upper
limit to the energy input. In all cases
the energy intensities are rather small.
Table I showsthe values for the in-
tensities above10 KeVfor the repre-
sentative point sources ScoX-I and
TauX-I as well as for the isotropic
background. Clearly, irrespective of
howthe energyis deposited the average
radiation effects must be small although,
once again, individual energetic gamma
ray photonsmayproducelarge local
effects.

Table I

(x-Ray Incident Energies)

Tau X-I (Peterson (1970)).

dN 20 E-2"3_E 2= photons/cm .sec.keV

I(>E) = 67_ -0"3 keV/om2.sec.

I(>10 keV) = 4.6 x 10 -3 ergs/cm2,day.

Sco X-I (Peterson (1970)).

I _ II0 e -E/4'3 keV/cm2.sec.keV.

I (>E) = 470 e -E/4"3 keV/cm2.sec.

I(>10 keV) = 6.3 x 10 -3 ergs/cm2.day.

has collected various estimates which

suggest that probably the energ[ density

does not greatly exceed 3 eV/cm=,i.e.

about an order of magnitude greater than

that of the corpuscular cosmic radiation.

(Note that for ultra relativistic

particles i00 ergs/cm2.sr, day =

0.3 eV/cmS.)

Charged Particles.

i) Electrons.

The true spectrum of the electrons

in the cosmic radiation is somewhat

controversial at the present time.

Figure 1 shows the spectra reported in

a recent paper, Marar et al. (1971), from

which it can be seen that there are at

least two plausible representations of

the true spectrum at energies above

5 GeV, which differ in intensity by at

least a factor of five. At lower

energies the situation is equally

complicated, although in this case the

principal cause appears to be the effects

of solar modulation rather than experi-

mental inconsistencies. Figure 2 shows

a schematic representation of the data

available in this energy region. These

results permit us to evaluate the in-

cident energy carried by the electron

component. The resulting energy intensity
spectra for the various cases are shown

in Figure 3.

Diffuse Background (Schwartz (1969)).

dN l = 10 E-1"5 dE photons/cm2.sec.sr.keV

for E < 25 keY.

dN 2 = 225 E -2"5 dE photons/cm2.sec.sr.keV

for E > 25 keY.

I(>E) = 20 (5-EI0"5) + 450 E2-0"5 keV/cm2.sr.sec.

I(>10 keV) = 1.75 x 10 -2 ergs/cm2.sr.day.

(A possible bump in the spectrum at 1-5 meV, Vette et al. (1970),

would only raise I (>i0 keY) by a few percent).

Here, as in the remainder of this

paper, the energy intensities are

expressed in units of ergs/cm2.day or

ergs/cm2.sr.day. Remembering that a Fad

corresponds to the absorption of 100 ergs

per gram of irradiated material, one

could calculate the radiation effects

from these energy intensities, if one

knew the absorption rates as a function

of energy. Of course this is a big if

and represents one of the principal

problems in this field.

Neutrinos.

For completeness it is appropriate to

discuss neutrinos here, since they are

certainly a penetrating form of cosmic

radiation. Obviously their extreme

penetrability implies negligible energy

deposition and hence, unimportant

radiation effects. This is fortunate

since we know very little regarding the

flux of cosmic neutrinos. Burbidue {1970)
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Figure i. The integral energy spectrum of primary cosmic ray

electrons above about 2 GeV, as measured by various

authors. For references see the original paper by

Marar et al. (1971).
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2) Hydrogen and Helium Nuclei.

The energy spectra of these nuclei

have been extensively studied by many

workers. Figure 4 shows the differential

energy spectra at times typical of solar

minimum and solar maximum as recently

compiled by Lezniak and Webber (1970) from

selected data. At higher energies,

> 2 GeV per nucleon, the spectra of both

_omponents can be well represented as a

power law in total energy with

(T+moC2)-2"5dE. If the kineticdJ=K

energy per nucleon T, is expressed in GeV

per nucleon then K=4500 for protons and

400 for s-particles. At very high energies,

> i0 *s eV, deviations do occur from these

Epectra, with apparently a steepening to

an exponent of about _.0, followed at

around i0 le eV by a flattening to the

original exponent. However, the total

energy carried by these energetic

particles is a negligible fraction of

the total.

Both components contain small frac-

tions of isotopes other than the main one.

Deuterons make up 1 or 2% of the total

hydrogen component while about 10% of the

helium component is probably He 3. In

both cases We only know these proportions

at low energies, < 500 MeV per nucleon,

but there seems little reason to expect

that they would be much larger at higher

energies.

3) Heavy Nuclei.

The energy spectra of the cosmic ray

nuclei in the range between lithium and

nickel, 3 < Z < 28, have been studied by

a large number--of workers and detailed

comparisons exist between these spectra

and that of the helium nuclei. For

example, Figure 5 is from a recent review,

Waddington (1970) and shows the ratios of

the helium abundance to those of various

groups of heavy nuclei expressed as a

function of energy. It can be seen that

while there is some suggestion that at

least some of these ratios are energy

dependent below about 1 GeV per nucleon,

it is not unreasonable to use as a working

assumption th_ concept that all nuclei

have similar energy spectra. The apparent

deviations from this that are seen do not

seriously affect our estimates of the

total energy carried by each component.

At very high energies, > 1016 eV/nucleon,

composition changes do _ccur that probably

result in all the particles above =1018 eV

being protons. The value assumed here

for these ratios are given in Table II,

together with an estimate of the-mean mass

number in each group. From these values

we can calculate the incident energies

carried by each component. As an example,

the table also gives the total incident

energy carried by nuclei with T _ i00 MeV

per nucleon.
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that those nuclei that we believe are

predominately the consequence of secondary

production during interstellar propa-

gation from the 'source' of cosmic rays

to show energy dependent abundances, since

we know that the nuclear parameters des-

cribing their production are energy

dependent.

Energy Intensities.

The data summarized in the previous

sections has been used to calculate the

energy intensities, both integral and

differential, carried by each major

component of the cosmic radiation. The

enerqy spectra of these intensities are

shown in Figures 5 and 6. For comparison

it is possibly relevant to note that the

total energy intensity of cosmic ray

particles at sea level and high latitudes

is about 5 ergs/cm_.sr.day, Hayakawa

(1969), or 3-4% of that above the

atmosphere. Although the radiation dose

due to sea level cosmic rays is about

30 mrem/year, this cannot be taken as

implying that the space cosmic ray dose

is just 25 to 30 times greater. First of

all there is the factor due to the iso-

tropy of space cosmic rays compared to

the non-isotropy of those at sea level.

Secondly, and more important, is the

greatly different nature of the particle

TABLE II

Charge Group Abundance Ratio _ I (>0.1 GeV/n)

Relative to Ergs/cm2.sr.day

Helium

L-nuclei 3 _ Z _ 5 1/48 9 1.53

M-nuclei 6 _ Z _ 9 1/16 14 7.07

LH-nuclei I0 < Z < 14 1/75 22 2.38

MH-nuclei 15 _ Z < 19 1/600 35 0.475

VH-nuclei 20 < Z < 30 1/200 52 2.12

SVH-nuclei Z _ 30 1/8 x 105 _i00 1 x 10 -3

Helium Nuclei 32.5

The abundances of individual elements

are still imperfectly known, with the

uncertainties generally increasing at

higher charges. A recent survey by

Shapiro and Silberberg (1970) probably

represents the best values currently

available, although several of the

abundances quoted are still controversial

and the values are somewhat inconsistent

with the ratios quoted above. Table III

shows the abundances reported by the

above authors, normalized to carbon=100.

These values should be regarded as being

typical of those for energies between

2-5 GeV per nucleon and are uncorrected

for the generally small effect of geo-

magnetic cut-offs on nuclei of different

Z/A ratios. Physically we would expect

212

TABLE III

(After Shapiro and Silberberg (1970))

Abundances of HeaVy Primary Nuclei at the Top of the Atmosphere

(Normalized to Carbon = I00)

Element Z Relative Element Z Relative

Abundance Abundance

Lithium 3 16 + 2 Sulphur 16 3.5 + 1

Beryllium 4 ii + 3 Chlorine 17 0.5 + 0.3

Boron 5 27 + 3 Argon 18 2 + 0.5

Carbon 6 100 Potassium 19 0.6 + 0.3

Nitrogen 7 27 +_ 2 Calcium 20 2 + 0.3

Oxygen 8 86 + 4 Scandium 21 0.3 + 0.2

Fluorine 9 2 + 1 Titanium 22 2.0 + 0.5

Neon 10 20 + 2 Vanadium 23 1.0 + 0.3

Sodi_u ii 3 + 1.5 Chromittm 24 3.5 + 1.0

Magnesium 12 21 + 2 Managanese 25 0.9 + 0.3

Aluminum 13 2 + 1 Iron 26 11.3 + 1.4

Silicon 14 15 + 2 Cobalt 27 <0.2

+ 1.4

Phosphorous 15 0.6 - 0.5 Nickel 28 ~0.2
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radiation at the two locals. At sea

level the particles are predominately

muons, and the rate of energy deposition

is small, while in space the deposition

rate is considerably higher. This rate,

which of course determines the dosage

received by a sample immersed in the

radiation, depends in a complex way on

the charge, energy and nucleon interaction

parameters of the incident particle. How-

ever, in no case can one envisage it being

so high that the total energy of a compo-

nent would be dissipated in traversing as

little as one gram of material. Hence

the average cosmic ray doses must always

be very small, never exceeding a few

rad/day. The localized dose, on the other

hand, as pointed out before, may well be

very considerable, since a single particle

may release a great deal of energy in a

small volume. As an extreme example, a

nucleus of U 23e having a total kinetic

energy of 55 GeV has a range of 1 g/cm 2

in carbon of density 2.0 gm/cm 3. This

energy is mostly dissipated by producing

electrons of less than i0 keY that are

absorbed within 10Um of the primary

trajectory and hence in a volume of
1.5 x 10- cm . The energy deposited is

thus equivalent to about l0 s ergs/gm and

gives a localized dose of 103 rads, which

is sufficient to produce serious damage

in many systems.

While this is admittedly an extreme

example it is clear that these highly

charged nuclei may well produce a line

of damage. Similarly very energetic

particles can produce either small

volumes of damage, by nuclear inter-

actions, or lines of damage, by pro-

duction of cascades, nuclear or electro-

magnetic. The effects of producing

these localized regions of damage in

radiation sensitive systems do not appear

to be well known and it seems important

that further research should be under-

taken to clarify our understanding of

these problems.
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APOLLO MISSION EXPERIENCE

Herman J. Schaefer

Naval Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory
Pensacola, Florida

The preceding papers have drawn a detailed

picture of the natural radiation environment in space.

It is the purpose of this presentation to proceed to a dis-
cussion of the doslmetric implications far manned space
missions. In other wards, it is to be analyzed what the

radiation field behind the heavy shielding of a manned

space vehicle on a near-Earth orbital or a lunar mission
will look like and how it compares with actual exposure

levels recorded on the Apollo missions. In llne with this
objective, emphasis will shift from flux densities and

energy spectra of the incident radiation to absorbed doses
and dose equivalents as they are recorded within the ship
preferably at locations close to the crew members.

On all missions, the Apollo astronauts were

equipped with a number of different active and passive
dosimeters intended for a twofold purpose. On the one

hand, the astronauts should be able to carry out, at any
time, in-fllght readings of instantaneous radiation levels.
On the other land, accurate data on accumulated absorbed

doses and dose equivalents were to be collected. From

the radiation safety viewpoint, the latter data, i.e., the
grand total mission doses, are of main interest. Turning
to this information we see in Table I a tabulation of the

grand total mission doses as they were recorded with TLD
dosimeters carried by the astronauts under their space

suits. Taken at face value, the picture looks very re-
assuring. The highest dose, encountered on Apollo XIV,

remains under one tad. Another interesting fact seen from
Table I is that the mission dose shows no correlation at all

to mission duration, i.e., to exposure time in space. The
reason for this lack of correlation is to be sought in the

greatly different trajectories through the inner radiation
belt as will be discussed in detail later.

Table I

Average Doses on Apollo Missions

Launch I_ratlon, Mission Dose,

Mi_slon Type Date Hours mi II irads

Apollo 7 Earth-orbital 11 Oct 1968 260 160

Apollo 8 Circumlunar 21 Dec 1968 147 160

Apollo 9 Earth-orbltal 3 Mar 1969 242 200

Apollo 10 Circumlunar 18 hey 1969 192 470

Apollo 11 Lunar Landing 16Jul 1969 195 180

Apollo 12 Lunar Landing 14 Nov 1969 245 577

Apollo 13 CTrcumlunar tl Apr 1970 143 237

Apollo 14 Lunar Landing 31 Jan 1971 216 [_ 900 est. ]

repeatedly throughout the past ten years when we monitored
the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo flights. Therefore, we

can proceed directly to the final result of the nuclear

emulsion analysis for a particular mission and present in
Table II a breakdown of the total dose on the first lunar

landing mission Apollo XI. It is seen that the make-up of
the total exposure is indeed quite complex. Problems

arise especially if one tries to establish Quality Factors
(QF's) for the conversion of the various dose fractions

from absorbed doses to dose equivalents.

If we attempt to convert the mission dosef in
Table I to dose equivalents, the situation becomes more
complicated. Radiation exposure in space is mainly due

to nuclear particles of a large variety of different kinds

each, in turn, covering a broad energy spectrum. As a
consequence, the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) spectrum is
extremely complex. In fact, it extends from minimum

ionization to values exceeding by more than a factor of
10 the highest LET obtainable from terrestrial sources.

The most accurate and sensitive LET analyzer is

nuclear emulsion. In view of the very wide LET spectrum

encountered in space, combinations of different emulsion

sensitivities are usually applied in order to ensure sustained
resolution over the full LET scale. The details of the

nuclear emulsion technique as it applies to measuring the

astronauts' radiation exposure have been described

Table II

Components of M_sslon Dose on First Lunar Landing MTsslon Apollo XI

Absorbed Dose, Dose Equivalent,

Component rnflHrad miHirem

Protons 150 220

Stars 15 94

Fast neutrons _ T _ 12

Heavy nucleT 5 46

Electrons and gamma rays _30 _30

Tom I 201 402

*The paper is based on measurements carried out

as contract work for the Manned Spacecraft Center,
NASA, Houston, Texas.
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No special difficulties exist with regard to the

proton dose. By far the largest part of the dose results
from trapped protons in the radiation belt. On standard

near-Earth orbital missions such as the preparatory missions

Apollo VII and IX, trapped protons are encountered in
repeated passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly. On
lunar missions, they are encountered in two complete
traversals of the radiation belt on translunar and trans-

Earth injection. Since the angle of inclination of the
plane of the geomagnetic equator to the plane of the
coplanar orbits of the Moon and the vehicle around the

Earth varies continuously on a daily and monthly cycle,

the geomagnetic trajectory through the radiation belt
varies from crossing to crossing. Sometimes the trajectory

traverses the inner belt more peripherally, sometimes more
centrally. The two crossings on the Apollo XII mission
are typical in this respect as seen from Figure 1. Without
carrying out any tabulation and adding of isoflux line
values, one sees by inspection that the dose on the return

trajectory from the Moon must have been disproportionately

larger than on the way out.

TLI

30

TH RADIt

GEOMAGNETIC TRAJECTORIES OF TRANSLUNAR AND
TRANS-EARTH INJECTION OF APOLLO "ZIT MISSION Fi.,ol

Figure i. Geomagnetic Trajectories of
Translunar and Trans-Earth

Injection of Apollo XII Mission

Energy spectrum and LET distribution of a proton

flux traversing a nuclear emulsion can be established by
track and grain count analysis. It was mentioned above
that by flying emulsions of different sensitivities in the

same pack, a sustained resolution for the entire energy
scale from zero to relativistic energies can be achieved.
Figure 2 shows the result of the combined evaluation of

emulsions of three different sensitivities (llford G .5 and

K.2 and Eastman Kodak NTA) in the radiation pack on
Nell Armstrong's ankle on the first lunar landing mission
Apollo XI. Dosimetrically the essential feature is that a

substantial fraction of the total dose is produced by low-

energy protons. Since these protons have short ranges the
flux density depends sensitively on the local shield dlstri-
bution and shows sizeable variations at locations with

different slant or shadow shielding geometry within the
vehicle.
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To what extent the shield distribution makes

itself felt in directional effects of the population of
enders, i.e., of protons reaching the end of their ion-

ization ranges has been analyzed in detail on the unmanned
missions Apollo IV and Vl. These flights combined several

traversals of the South Atlantic Anomaly with the two
traversals of the core of the inner radiation belt when the

vehicle swung out, on its last orbit, to an Apogee well

beyond the inner belt. On Apollo VI with a total proton

dose of 1.56 tad the density of enders in the emulsions

reached a level which allowed a directional analysis in
all three dimensions. Figure 3 shows the result of this
analysis for a K.2 emulsion from one of two emulsion

spectrometers flown on Apollo VI. It is clearly seen that
there is a solid angle of minimum shield thickness within

which eight times more proton enders arrive than within

the solld angle of maximum shield thickness subtended by
the heavy base of the command module and the heat shield.

Zenith Hemisphere Nadir Hemisphere

0 = 0 •

270= 70 =

180 ° 18(7'

• Proton Enders/cm 2 sterad, tel. Units

DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PROTON ENDERS IN UPPER CHAMBER

OF PROTON SPECTROMETER S/N5 FLOWN ON APOLLO VI

Figure 3. Directional Distribution of

Proton Enders in Upper Chamber
of Proton Spectrometer S/N5
Flown on Apollo VI



Radiobiologically more interesting are the large
microdoslmetrlc fluctuations of the proton dose reflecting

the Polsson distribution of the fluence of low-energy
protons. At first sight, one might expect that the spon-
taneous statistical fluctuations in the fluence of low-

energy particles through small target volumes would entirely
vanish in the much larger fluences of medium and high-

energy protons. As far as fluences, i.e., mere particle
numbers are concerned, this assumption is indeed correct.

For the total dose, however, it is not. Since a low-
energy proton traversing a small target volume contributes

a substantially larger share to the total dose than a medium

or hlgh-energy particle, the local Polsson variations of the
enders fluence show up quite strongly in the total dose.

Figure 4 shows the quantitative aspects of the effect, again
for the radiation pack on Neil Armstrong's ankle from
which also the data presented in Figure 2 were taken. It

should be emphasized that the dose distribution of Figure 4

hold for a comparatively large target volume comprising
some 30 cells and that it pertains to the total dose. Since

the fluctuations are exclusively due to low-energy particles

they affect only the high-LET fraction of the total dose.
Therefore, the corresponding Poisson variations of the

dose equivalent must be substantlally larger than those of
the absorbed dose shown in Figure 4.

It should be pointed out that the uneven distrib-
ution of the local dose due to the Poisson variations of

the fluence of low-energy protons is superimposed upon

the ununlformity of the energy dissipation in the micro-
structure of tissue due to the dense columns of ionization

of the individual particles which finds its dosimetric

expression in the LET. The Poisson variations of the
fluence added to the latter ununiformity is bound to lead
to a further increase of the biological effectiveness which

is not adequately expressed in the conventional QF/LET

relationship as set forth by the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP). It would seem an

important task to design radiobiological experimentation

which would furnish quantitative data on this peculiar
characteristic of proton radiation in space.

A peculiar component of any radiation exposure
in space is the dose from disintegration stars in tissue.

The name star stems from the characteristic microscopic

appearance of nuclear disintegrations in nuclear emulsion.
Well known are the spectacular multlpronged stars from

disintegrations of the heavy elements silver and bromine

in emulsion. Obviously, they cannot occur in tissue.
However, stars with smaller prong numbers originate from

disintegrations of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms in

the gelatin matrix. Since gelatin is a tissue-equivalent
material, these stars allow a direct determination of the

tissue dose from the star phenomenon. The additional star
production in gelatin makes itself felt in a steepening of

the slope of the integral prong spectrum in the region of
Z = 6 to 8 according to the heaviest constituent elements

of gelatin. Figure 5 shows the integral prong spectrum for

Apollo XI based on a total of 1395 analyzed stars in the
K.2 emulsions. The change in slope in the region of 6 to

8 prongs is clearly seen.
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The star prongs represent protons and alpha

particles of low energies coming to rest locally in tissue.

Accordingly, the LET spectra of star particles center on
rather high values. In the Bragg peaks of protons and
alpha particles, the LET reaches 90 and 270 key/micron T,

respectively. Corresponding, the mean QF for the star

dose is quite high and the dose equivalent substantially
larger than the absorbed dose. As indicated in Table II,
the star count on Apollo XI leads to an absorbed dose of

15 millirad and a dose equivalent of 94 millirem.

Closely connected to the star phenomenon is the
neutron dose. Neutrons are generated in disintegration

stars in the same way as protons and alpha particles. How-

ever, since neutrons themselves do not ionize, their paths
do not appear as visible prongs originating in the star
center hence the neutron dose cannot be determined from

the star count. The, bulk of the neutron dose in space is
due to fast neutrons. In the hydrogen content of the gel-

atin of nuclear emulsion, fast neutrons release recoil
protons which in turn produce short tracks that can be

identified easily. Also produced are heavy recoils with
extremely short ranges that disappear completely in the

comparatively heavy background of emulsions exposed to
radiation in space. However, since the proton recoil

dose is by far the larger dose contribution, the e._ror due
to omission of the heavy recoils is small.
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The last component of the mission dose to be
discussed is the most difficult and controversial: the dose

from galactic heavy primaries. All through the years when
we flew nuclear emulsions on the Mercury and Gemini

misslonst we kept a wary eye on the heavy tracks that were

interspersed as infrequent events among the dense popula-
tions of proton tracks. The picture changed dramatically
when we examined the emulsions from the first circumlunar

mission Apollo VIII and compared the counts to those from
the standard near-Earth orbital mission Apollo VII. We
had been aware than in deep space outside the magneto-

sphere flux densities of heavy nuclei should be substantially
higher because the energy spectrum would extend to much
lower energies in the absence of any geomagnetic cutoff.
We had estimated that the flux densities should increase

by about a factor of 2.5. What we actually found was a
sixfold increase. Table III shows a comparison of the flux
densities on the two missions. Because of the substantially

higher flux density in deep space1 heavy nuclei in emulsions
from lunar missions are no longer occasional events, but

appear quite frequently in the emulsion scan1 sometimes as
doublets and triplets in the same microscopic visual field

at high power.

A much more serious handicap in the determina-
tion of the neutron dose results from the large population

of trapped protons. Since the spectrum of these protons

reaches all the way down to zero energy with a substantial
flux fraction being of short range_ the neutron recoil pro-

tons are masked by large numbers of true primary protons.
The only clue for direct identification of a recoil proton is
the test whether its track begins and ends in the emulsion.

Naturally, this criterion allows only the establishment of a
lower limit of the neutron dose since an unknown fraction

of tracks ending in the emulsion yet entering from the out-
side represents recoils released in the material surrounding

the emulsion. Within limitations_ additional clues can be

derived from the range distributions of enders and suspended
traces: However_ this analysis is costly in time because it

requires evaluation of large track populations for statistical
significance. It is beyond the scope of this presentation

to discuss the method of spectral discrimination in more
detail.

Doslmetrically, the failure of the emulsion
method to furnish direct clues as to the origin of low

energy protons is irrelevant as long as tissue equivalence

is preserved, i.e., the assurance is given that the neutron
recoils entering the emulsion from the outside originate

in tissue equivalent material. If this condition is fulfilled

the total "proton" dose as it follows from the trqck and
grain count analysis represents the correct sum of the doses

from galactic and trapped protons and from neutrons.

Expressed in terms of Table II this means that the neutron
dose is underrated but the missing part, although unknown
as to its magnltude_ is correctly contained in both the

absorbed dose and the dose equivalent of the proton

component.
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Table III

Flux Den=itles of Heavy Pr[rnarles on Earth Orbltal Mission Apollo VII

and CTrcumlur_r Mission Apollo VIII

Nuclel/(cm 7 24 hrs.)

Z-Class Apollo VII Apollo VIII

3-9 24.6 148

10-20 16.5 99

21-30 2. I 1.2.6

Radlobiologically I the higher fluxes of heavy

primaries on deep space missions do not constitute the main
reason for concern. As far as tissue damage is concerned

the extension of the spectrum to lower energies in the
absence of a geomagnetic cutoff and the associated exten-

sion of the LET spectrum to substantially higher values
weigh much more heavily. Within the magnetosphere_

the cutoff effect excludes low-energy primaries completely.

As a consequence_ the very high LET values in the
terminal sections of heavy nuclei tracks near or in the

Bragg peak are not encountered at all on standard near-
Earth orbital missions of low inclination. Heavy nuclei
enders or thindowns do reach the Earth in the polar

regions1 but we have never seen any on the Mercury
and Gemini missions. The first thindowns appeared on the

first deep space missionr the circumlunar flight of Apollo
VIII.



Thequantitative relationships governing flux
densities of heavy primary thindowns within and outside

the magnetosphere are presented in Figure 6. It shows the
incident and local differential range spectra for the heavi-

est component of the Z spectrum, the iron group (Z = 24
to 30), for solar maximum and minimum. The local spectra
show fractional flux densities of nuclei escaping nuclear

collisions and spending their kinetic energy entirely in

ordinary ionizations down to zero energy. In other words,
the local spectra show the thlndown flux densities. With

regard to the attenuation geometry, one has to realize

that for a parallel beam the indicated thindown flux

densities would occur at depth R in a target exposed to the

incident spectrum. The essential feature of Figure 6 is the

two vertical lines ;ndicating the geomagnetic cutoff ranges
for 30 ° and 40 ° latitude. These cutoff values mean that

the flux density is zero for bat h the incident and local
spectrum for the entire range scale below the cutoff
values. Comparing the flux densities of the incident and

local spectra for a given range to the right of the cutoff

ranges, one immediately sees that for the indicated sample
latitudes the thindown fluxes are by more than a factor of

100 smaller than the incident fluxes. A quick estimate of
thindown hit frequencies for a ten-day mission and the

small target areas of the radiation packs flown on all

manned missions shows an extremely small hit probability
and explains why no thindown hits have been observed
so far on manned near-Earth orbital missions.
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Heavy nuclei thindowns and near-thindowns
constitute a radiation exposure which is well described

with the term mlcrobeam irradiation. Present knowledge

in radioblology is inadequate for a full understanding of
the mode of action of this type of radiation exposure on

living matter, especially as far as long-term effects from
total body exposures at low dose rates are concerned. As

the ICRP has stated expressly the conventional dosimetric
concepts underlying the definitions of the .rodand rem

units are not applicable to microbeams. Satisfactory
alternate methods of measuring the biological effective-
ness of microbeam irradiation have not been proposed so

far. Recent experiments of Tobias with alpha particle
enders indicate that thindowns and near-thlndowns of

heavy primaries are responsible for at least two of the
three dlfferent types of eye flashes experienced by the
astronauts during periods of dark adaptation outside the

magnetosphere on lunar missions.

In summing up the Apollo mlssion experience one

can safely say that the natural environment of ionizing
radiation in space did not impose constraints or create

problems on any of the missions. While transitory radiation
levels in passing through the radiation belt have reached

several rads/hour accumulated doses remained well within
official limits set for Radiotlon Workers. As no flare event

of a large or medium size was encountered on any of the
missions, no operational experience could be gained in

that area. However, nobody is sorry about this particular
issue remaining unsettled. Since we know very well that

every flare event and the associated solar particle beam
have their special characteristics with regard to time

profile and configuration of the energy spectrum, not
much could be learned anyway from a mission experiencing
a major event. As far as the normal radiation envlronment

in space is concerned, the single major source of exposure
is the radiation belt. Since it dips down, in the South

Atlantic Anomaly, so closely to the outer fringes of the
atmosphere that near-Earth orbits of longer life times will

have to encounter increased radiation levels, trapped

protons will pose a problem for long or repeated duty
cycles on skylabs and space platforms especially if an

additional exposure from nuclear poweT" sources has to be
taken into consideration.

Figure _. Differential Range Spectra for

Iron Group at Solar Maximum

and Minimum
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AREVIEW:SOMEBIOCHEMICALEFFECTSOFHIGHLETRADIATIONS

AlbertL. Wiley,Jr., M.D.

RadiotherapyCenter,Universityof WisconsinMedicalCenter
Madison,Wisconsin53706

Abstract l.

The natural environment of outer space may

theoretically produce a significant exposure of

high LET radiation to_e space traveler. The use

of nuclear reactor power systems may increase this

exposure.

Since biological endpoints of radiation dam-

age are inevitably due to biochemical changes, it

becomes of interest to consider the effect of high

LET radiations at the biochemical level. There

are qualitative and quantitative differences in

the bio_og ical damage observed after exposure to

high LET radiation (such as heavy ions, protons,

neutrons and It-mesons) as compared to that caused

by low LET radiations (such as electrons, x-rays,

and gamma rays). This review is concerned with

these differences, which are ultimately reflected

at the biochemical, cellular and even whole animal

levels. In general, high LET radiations seem to

produce biochemical damage which is more severe

and possibly less reparable. Experimental data

for these effects will be presented in terms of

biochemical RBE's with consideration of both early

and late manifestations.

An LET independent process by which signifi-

cant biochemical damage may result from protons,

neutrons and lit mesons will be discussed.

Introduction

The natural environment of outer space may

produce a significant exposure of high LET* radia-

tion to the space traveler. This exposure consists

of a wide variety of particles including high ener-

gy heavy ions, and perhaps some neutrons. The in-

teraction of these particles with the space capsule

may produce secondary particles such as_T-mesons

which may have significant mean life and penetra-

tion ability to be of some hazard (ref. I). The

contemplated use of nuclear reactor power systems

as propulsion systems may further increase the ex-

posure, since it is probable that weight require-

ments will necessarily restrict the shieldlng s%

there may be some exposure to epithermal and ther-

mal energy neutrons.

In a review of radiobiology literature one be-

comes impressed by some general aspects in which

there are significant differences in the biological

response to high LET radiations (such as neutrons,

heav_ ions, protons, and11_rmesons) and low LET

radiations (such as electrons and_I1rays):

*LET can be defined as the rate of energy loss

along the track of an ionizing particle with units

such as KeV/micron.

The incidence of mutations and chromosome

abnormalities after high LET radiation is

impressively higher than that observed af-

ter low LET radiation. The type of genetic

change observed is quite variable ranging

from subtle almost undetectable mutationsto

rather drastic endpoints such as carcino-

genesis and reproOuctlve death.

2. There is apparently a deficiency of cellu-

lar repair following radiation damage from

high LET particles which is contrasted with

significant or complete repair after low

LET radiations (ref. 2_.

3. There is relatively little oxygen depen-

dence in the production of cellular damage

with high LET radiations, contrary to a

great oxygen dependence of low LET radia-

tion (ref. 3).

From this general information, one may specu-

late that there are some rather significant differ-

ences between the effects of high and low LET radi-

ations at the biochemical level. The purpose of

this review, therefore, is to explore some of the

currently available literature in this field (which

is remarkably sparce). Also, since the purpose of

a symposium is not only to exchange ideas, but per-

haps to attempt to define further areas of needed

research, I would like to offer some speculations

and opinions.

One of the problems in discussing the biochem-

ical effects of high LET radiation is that the bio-
chemical effects of low LET radiation are not well

understood. T_e term "high LET" radiation itself

introduces complexities since this covers a variety

of types of radiation and, as will be seen from

some of the data, the physical and biological mani-

festations of high LET radiations are highly depen-

dent on the energy and type of particle being dis-

cussed. However, there are some points that can

be made by giving a brief summary of some of the

types of biochemical experiments being done.

In attempting to describe the types of exper-

iments that have been done with high LET radiation

on biochemical processes, it seems useful to dls-

cuss these experiments in terms of biochemical

RBE's*; since, although one has to be very specific

in using this term, it has both fundamental and

practical implications. The studies that will be

absorbed dose of standard radiation (60Co or

220 KV x-rays) required to produce a biologi-

*RBE= cal endpoint
absorbed dose of test radiation required to

produce the same biological endpoint
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discussed are those that were directed toward the

study of DNA and RNA metabolism, since these macro-

molecules are involved in the master coding proces-

ses of the cell and_therefore, ultimately responsi-

ble for the transmission of genetic information

and for cellular reproductive processes. And,

there is substantial evidence that low LET radia-

tion causes a perturbation of the functional integ-

rity of DNAjwhich somehow is related to reproduc-

tive death of the cel] (ref. 4).

As an introduction to some known sites of

radiation damage at the biochemical level, Fig. I

demonstrates, in a simplified manner, three proces-

ses by which DNA is ultimately related to cell

function and reproduction. These processes are:

l, DNA replication, the process by which DNA

duplicates itself, so that at mitosis (cell

division) two genetically identical cells

are produced.

2, RNA transcription, the process by which

several types of RNA (messenger, ribosomal,

and transfer RNA's) are formed from one of

the DNA strands. These RNA's have variable

lifetimes and functions within the cell

and are essential intermediate molecules

for transferring the DNA instructions for

ultimate protein synthesis.

3, Translation, the process by which proteins

are made through the appropriate assembly

of a sequence of different amino acids.

This diagram is indeed oversimplified since

there are many other intermediate steps involving

various enzymes and energy providing compounds,

but it is useful for illustration of some general

sites and mechanisms of radiation damage by high

and low LET radiation.

TRANSLATION DAMAGE

TRANSCRIPTION f POLYRIBOSOMES ( RIBOSO_$

DAMAGE LEADING m_ARN ÷ mRNA) PROTEIN

TO FAULTY OR (SEQ_NCE

INSUFFICIENT OF
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BASE DAMAGE _ .... _ /_ J--'__

{LEADING
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REPLICATIoNDNA_ SOME KNOWNSITES OF BIOCHEMICAL DAMAGE
BY HIGH OR LOW LET RADIATIONS

There is considerable radioblological data

indicating that double and single strand breaks

of DNA are produced by ionizing radiation (ref.

13). There is also some evidence that double

strand breaks occur in DNA more frequently

from hlgh LET radiation than from low LET radiation

and thls is an attractive means of explaining the

deficiency in repair noted for hlgh LET radiation

(ref. 14). (One example of this repair deficiency

is demonstrated in cellular "survival curves" where

high LET radiations have smaller or absent shoulder

regions (ref. 15). These aspects of cellular radio-

biology will undoubtedly be discussed in more de-

tail in other parts of this symposium.) However,

the full significance of single and double strand

breaks to ultimate cell death is at present un-

knownjsince there is also evidence that both of

these leslons may be reparable (ref. 16), and even

that double strand breaks may not be as well corre-

lated with "LET" as has been assumed (ref. 17).

However, it is conceivable that either double or

single strand breaks, if they are not repaired,

could cause drastic perturbations of either DNA

replication or transcription.

There is also evidence that the bases of DNA

can be slgnificantly damaged by either hlgh or low

LET radiation (ref. 6), and thls type of damage

could be expressed functionally as either inhibi-

tion of replication and transcription or by causing

the production of a defective quality of DNA or

RNA --- and either of these types of damage could

lead to various biological endpoints.

With this background we can now discuss some

specific experiments on the blochemical effects of

high LET radiations. One such experiment by Yatvin

et al. (ref. 18), involved the study of fission

neutrons as compared to x-rays on polysomes. In

Fig. t, it is seen that polysomes are messenger

RNA-ribosonal RNA complexitles which are involved

in the transmission of information at both the

transcription and translation levels. It had been

shown by Curtis that fast neutrons (which in tissue

produce energetic protons by elastic scatter and

protons and l_,'s by nuclear reactions with nitrogen
and oxygen) that there was a significant deficit in

the ability of regenerating liver to repair induced

chromosome abnormalities (ref. 19). It was there-

fore of interest to study in thls same system the

DNA-RNA transcription function by studying polysomes.

The details of the experiment are a little complex

for this discussion, but essentially it was found

that fast nertron radiation was not signlflcantly

more damaging than x-radlatlon --- speclfically,

the polysome pattern following both types of radia-

tion showed an initial decrease, but followed by

a recovery in the number of heavy aggregates at 36

hours after irradiation (implylng the possibillty

that if the DNA-RNA transcription apparatus is dam-

aged, then it would seem to be temporarily damaged,

and _'repalred" to the same extent for both types of
radiation). Whenever whole animal irradiations are

done, however, there are many abscopal effects to

be considered and, in general, there are usually
many interpretations.
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As another method of looking for transcrip-

tion damage following high and low LET radiation,

we utilized the regenerating liver system. The

system and experiments are described elsewhere

(ref. 7), but, in general, these experiments were

concerned with immediate and delayed damage (follow-

ing fission or 2.6 MeV cyclotron neutrons as com-

pared to x-rays) in addition to the possible cell

cycle dependence of biochemical damage. Our conclu-

sions following 2.6 MeV cyclotron neutrons, was that

there appeared to be immediate inhibition of rapidly

labeled RNA synthesis rate (which probably is m-RNA

synthesis due to the design of the experiment in

this semisynchronous system.) It is known that

cell reproductive death has variable sensitivity

to low LET radiation as a function of cell cycle

(ref. 20), but our studies with fast neutrons seem

to indicate an inhibition of RNA synthesis rates

during early G I and early S, and G2, while no inhi-

bition at any stage was observed following x-irrad-

iation. In addition, comparing either fission or

cyclotron neutrons versus x-rays at one month or

nine months following irradiation, we observed sta-

tistically significant depressions in the rapidly

labeled RNA synthesis rate at early G I and early S

phases following the neutron radiations, but no

significant change was noted with x-rays. Our con-

clusions were that there appears to be both immedi-

ate and delayed inhibition of rapidly labeled RNA

synthesis rates (probably reflecting inhibition of

transcription) in a rather cell cycle independent

manner and at low doses (300 rads) following fast

neutron radiation, but not for x-ray irradiation.

These results, along with other experiments to be

described, are summarized in Fig. 2.

_ ,_o_._ _ ,_.... _ _ _..,I_ o_ _ _ ,_,_

Figure 2: TabYe of _i_h_ml:al R_E'S for v_rlo_s _ar_ic]e_ am_ energle_,

Another whole animal experiment was done by

Tsuya and Okano (ref. 5) in which the effect of

fast neutrons on DNA synthesis was studied. Their

procedure was to irradiate mice with various ener-

gies of fast neutrons ranging from 0._3 MeV to

1.8 MeV and then to label with 3H-Thymidine approx-

imately 2½ hours after irradiation. Specimens

were then taken from spleen, thymus, bone marrow

and intestine and the rate of DNA synthesis as

compared to control was determined in each of these

organs. In this system the RBE for inhibition of

DNA synthesis was found to vary according to cell

type, and neutron energy, i.e., for bone marrow
cells the RBE value for 0.43 MeV neutrons is 3.6

(at 500 fads) and was approximately 1.2 (at 90

reds) for 14 MeV neutrons. The RBE for DNA syn-

thesis for 14.1MeV neutrons was also found to be

l.l for thymocytes and 1.8 for intestine cells.

The value of the experiment is that it points out

that biochemical RBE's are very dependent on cell

type and neutron energy.

In other experiments by Tokarskaya and Kuzin

(ref. 6), a reactor (which had the usual signifi-

cant gamma contamination) was used to study the

effect of fission neutrons on DNA synthesis in pea

sprouts. The technique of this experiment was to

irradiate dry seeds and to cause them to germinate

several days later. The DNA synthesis rate was

then compared to control and it was found, for

doses of radiation from lO00 to lO,O00 rads, that

the inhibition of DNA synthesis rate by fission

neutrons was always greater than that of the gamma

irradiated seeds. The comparison between the fis-

sion neutron and gamma irradiated DNA synthesis

rates was variable, but the RBE was 7-I0, with

gamma dose around lO,O00 rads, while it was approx-

imately 1.3 with doses around l,O00 rads. In ad-

dition biochemical analysis of the DNA after the

neutron irradiation showed that neutron irradia-

tion Of lO,O00 rads led to rather selective damage

to the adenine base by deamination and conversion

to hypoxanthine. This resulted in an ultimate

shift of the AT to GC ratio in the DNA from l.Ol

to 0.67. However, for lO,O00 rads gamma dose,

the AT to GC ratio changed from l.Ol to 0.92, so a

"qualitative" RBE of .92/.67 = 1.4 was obtained.

Thus from both a "quantitative" and "qualitative"

point of viewaneutron damage to DNA was more severe

than gamma. This qualitative change seen with neu-

trons and not by gamma rays makes the enhanced mu-

tation rate from neutrons in many animal and plant

systems more understandable, since a change in the

coefficient of specificity in DNA could easily al-

ter transcription and thus invite mutations.

Duzin and Vainson (ref. 8) irradiated Hela

cells with particles or x-rays and one hour later

studied the effect on DNA synthesis rate by radio-

autography. They found an RBE of l and thus could

not associate a depression in DNA synthesis rate

with cell death. This correlates with the low LET

results of others in that it supports the concept

th_ the process of DNA replication may not be res-

ponsible for cell death.

Hutchinson (ref. Ill also found a "qualitative"

RBE change in DNA as a function of LET when he ir-

radiated, with various heavy ions, streptomycin-

resistant pneumoccus bacteria and then extracted

the DNA, which was subsequently tested for ability

to transform streptomycin-sensitive pneumococus.

He found that the RBE for inhibition of transform-

ing activity rose tO 2.5 when the LET was increased
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to _O0-500 MeV/cm2/gm and then decreased to 1.0

again at about 3,000 MeV/cm2/gm.

There has been only one experiment regarding

the possible effects of _}7"mesons* on DNA (ref.

12). This was done by Raju et a1., where they

studied some genetic changes of specific Ioci in

dlplold yeast cells. The RBE obtained for inducing

these changes was 1.5, so again one may postulate

a change in the quality of the DNA, which is reason-

able when one considers that 11_mesons can modify

DNA by annihilation of atoms_ _St_/e]7 ashy _l_L LeT

p_r_acte _cks.

Some interesting experiments were done by

Huston and Pollard (ref. 9) in which they irradia-

ted E. Coli (prelabeled with 3H-Thymldine) with

several energies of protons as compared to 60Co.

They immediately post radiation measured the degre-

dation of the DNA and found that 1.3 MeV protons

(LET = 240 MeV/cm) was degraded much more rapidly

as a function of dose than for 4.75 protons (LET =

ilO MeV/cm) or 60Co rays. Biochemical RBE's can

thus be obtained (by dividing slope ratios) and for

1.3 MeV protons the RBE = 6, while for 4.75 MeV

protons, the RBE = 2. Thus, this system again

proved to be very energy dependent and those changes

observed in DNA may be thought of as qualitative

changes. Also, the authors raised the possibility

that the results may be due to some damage at the

transcription level.

As was mentioned Jnltially, there is a great

tendency in the literature to associate qualita-

tive changes (such as cell death and mutation) wlth

the concept of LET. There certalnly is justifica-

tion for this when one looks at data such as that of

Barendsen (ref. 21) and Skarsgard (ref. 22) where

these end points seem to be well correlated wlth

LET changes. However, LET concepts do.not completly

explain some biological effects, so it/,may be use-
ful to look for other mechanisms than LET associated

electron orbital ionizations, when trying to explain

partlcle radiation effects. There is some evidence

for a type of radiation damage that need not be cor-
related with ionization and LET associated events.

This can be described by the following experiments:

Esochard (ref. I0) used thermal neutrons to

irradiate tomato seeds, studied the resulting

genetic mutations, and found RBE's from 1.5-3.0.

HIs conclusion was that an important part of the en-

hance_.RBE of thermal neutrons was due to the 14N
(n,p) _C nuclear reaction where 14N is naturally

present in the giant cell (and in the DNA). He

found that if IbN was substituted in the plant nu-

trients that the enhanced RBE did not occur (since

15N does not absorb thermal neutrons). Also by

controlling the lOB concentration in the plant,

the lOB (n,_)TLi reaction effect was studied and

by analysis, he found that the 14N reaction had a

larger effect per rad on RBE (since the IOB reac-

tion usually occured in the membrane or cytoplasm)

and the 14N is to some extent in nuclear DNA. Thus,

when the 14N(n,p)14C reaction _cc_rs _n DNA, two

:'_f mesons are classified as "high" LET radiation
since, when they are captured by atomic nuclei (C,

N,O,P, etc. in tissue), they form an unstable meslc

atom which disintegrates, giving off energetic par-

ticlesCheavy ions, protons, neutrons and_rays_

types of damaging events can occur.

I. The ejected proton has an energy of 0.59

MeV and an LET of 45 KeV/Jlla and this could

cause double strand breaks (which, how-

ever, might be reparable_

2. The 14C atom formed has enough energy

(42 KeV) to recoil and break all chemical

bonds, thus leaving an empty space in the

DNA strand --- the efficiency of biologi-

cal systems to repair thls kind of damage

is unknown (and perhaps is non-existant,

since only in recent history have living

things been exposed to particles such as

neutrons and _mesons, so there may have

been no evolutionary development to cope

with this type of lesion).

Another fascinating type of experiment by Jung

and Zimmer (ref. 23) and more recently by Watt

and Hughes (ref. 24) is the study of the inactiva-

tion of enzymes such as ribonuclease by very low

energy (less than lO0 KeV) protons. They have

noted that the enzyme inactivation is highly depen-

dent on energy as is shown in Fig. 3. The curve

denoted by "S" signifies the enzyme inactivation

cross section reaches a minimum at I KeY, but

then rises again steeply below I KeV. The elec-

tronic stopping cross section lre is noted to fall

and become negligible at I KeV, while the nuclear

stopping cross section,If'n, begins to rise at I0

KeV and thus rises in conjunction with the enzyme

inactivation cross section, indicating a very

strong correlation between nuclear elastic scatter

(displacing a hydrogen or heavy atom from the en-

zyme molecule) and the blological inactivation

of ribonuclease! Thus, this type of damage really

had nothing to do with LET concepts (except the

casual association that low energy protons do in

fact provide falrly high LET's). There is of

course no reason why this type of physical lesion

is not induced in DNA and RNA by irradiation with

various energies of neutrons, protons,_mesons,

(and eveno(particles and other heavy particles)

and such damage must be of real significance to

the functional integrity of the macromolecule.

It is known that even small changes in the hydrogen

atom movement perturbs hydrogen bonds in DNA and

may be responsible for tautameric shifts in base

pairing and mutations (ref. 25) Thus, even a

gentle elastic co111sion could cause major alter-

ations in the DNA. One might argue that an LET

dependent ionization type of damage is still the

most significant_and this is usually hard to dls-

prove, since the system is "saturated" wlth LET

dependent electronic ionizations. The answer to

this question will have to come from experiments

like those of Jung and Zimmer and Watt and Hughes.

The point is, however, (as originally implied by

P1atzman) (ref. 26), that ionization related dam-

age may be much more reparable than nuclear type

damage is interesting and should be vlgorously

pursued. It is certainly conceivable that even

very small perturbations (such as the removal of

a single key atom) in the DNA or RNA structure

could lead to drastic endpoints, since these mole-

cules are capable of great biochemical amplifica-

tion of damage.

If nuclear interactions and reactions, there-

fore, are important (and it seems they m,_ be)

when evaluating biochemical responses to particle
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radiation, then new avenues are opened to investi-

gators in many fieldsl as an example, a better

knowledge of these reactions and their biochemical

effects might enable and promote the synthesis of

new types of drugs ("neutron sensltizers") which

might then be used to supplement the possible value

of fast and lower energy neutrons in the treatment

of human malignancies. (Attempts to develop such

drug sensitizers for thermal neutrons (ref. 27)

and low LET radiations-_. 28) have already been

made, but the results thus far are disappointing.

However, the development of drugs that might uti-

lize nuclear reactions associated with higher neu-

tron energies, such as resonance and threshold re-

actions, might be rewarding.)

When discussing neutrons (which due to their

neutral charge have the capability for producing

an especially large number and variety of nuclear

reactions), it is possible to group their reaction

types into several categories, (a) elastic scatter,

(b) inelastic scatter, (c) resonance absorption,

(d) thermal absorption -- and all these reactions

are _ and (as in the case of resonance absorp-
tion) energyprecisely dependent. For biochemical

purposes, their reactions can be more simply cate-

gorized into reactions which cause atomic di_

ments or atomic transmutations.

As theoretical examples, the mechanism and

possible significance of damage to an A-T base pair

of DNA by some possible nuclear interactions and

reactions are described in Fig. 4, 5, or 6. The

actual significance of these types of interactions

and reactions is at present unproved. But, in re-

viewing the data of Fig. 2, one becomes impressed

at the rather large _ and particle dependence

of the RBE's observed, (by comparing the results

of the proton-ONA degredations experiments

(ref. 9), the thermal neutron effect on tomato

seeds genetics (re_ lO), the fission neutron base

ratio experiments (ref. 6), the immediate and de-

layed inhibition of RNA synthesis experiments

(ref. 6, 7), and the experiments of transformation

of DNA) (ref. 11). Such particle and energy de-

pedence is highly suggestive of nuclear process

cross sections. Also, in each of these cases

(although there is a wide range of biological

systems utilized from bacteria to the whole animal)p

there is direct correlation between the implied

and measured functional integrity of DNA. In

addition, there is great variation (from irm_ediate

to 9 months later) in the time from radiation to

observations, suggesting the possibility that

these findings reflect the presence of a DNA or

RNA lesion(s) which might not be reparable, even

over long periods of time. An interesting

experiment would be to try to correlate nuclear

damage (_n) to DNA with lack of repair (as shown

by lack of a high LET s.c.* shoulder).

In closing, it is relevant to mention some

ways in which the better knowledge of biochemical

effects of ionizing radiation (and in particular

"high" LET radiation) is applicable to problems

such as manned space flight. As has been mentioned,

one biological endpoint that is accentuated by

"high" LET radiations is cell death and we should

learn more about this endpoint by study at the mol-

ecular level. (The development of good, quick

response, RBE dependent, biochemical dosimeters

should also be stimulated by this type of research).

Life threatening, massive cellular death, however,

will occur only with large exposures; and for the

lower does that are currently being recorded in

manned spacecraft, perhaps this endpoint is not

the most realistic hazard. A more incldious

hazard which might be observed with chromic low

exposures to "high" LET particles is carcinogene-

sis. From the data presented, it seems likely

that even very small perturbations (such as per-

haps a single atom displacement, transmutation,

or annihilation) in DNA or even RNA (in view of

Temin's recent work) (ref. 29) could theoretical-

ly be directly related to the development of an

endpoint such as carcinogenesis. Thus, by further

study at the biochemical level and by acquiring ac-
curate, specific biochemical RBE's such diverse

fields as space flight health physics (where this

information would be very useful in assigning

quality factors) and the radiotherapy of human

malignancies might be mutually benefitted.

* s.c. = survival curve
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SOME POSSIBLE ATOM TRANSMUTATION REACTIONS
IN DNA (A-T BASE PAIRS) RESULTING FROM THERMAL

AND RESONANCE NEURON CAPTURES

FTg. 5: Fast neutrons (_1 fast), resonan_ neutrons (0 res), or thermal

neutrons (J thermal) causing nuclear reictlons _ th vtlrJous atoms
and creating new elemnts (i.e., C, 2H, lJC, B and _bPal) which

probably will cause unstable bonds with probable breakdown Of the

bases. (Note: Fe may be a functional part of a DNA lattice., ref, 30)

/

SOME POSSIBLE CHANGES IN DNA AFTER

1T- ANNIHILATION OF O, N, OR C ATOMS
Fig. 7: _r" _sons capture by O, N, or g atoms causing annihilation of these

at_$ and ultln_te chemical breakdown of the bases. The diagr_ in

the upper rlght corner demonstrates how the_- produces I "star"

formation (as seen on photographtc emulsion) conslsting ofw_, pro-

tons and heavy ions after capture by tke target atoms.

BASE--SUGAR--7 BASE--SUOAR--7 BASE--SUGAR--7
0 0 0 _ 30_Z_s_O--+

o" o

BREAKS

BASE-- SUGAR---7 BASE-- SUGAR-- 7
O O

, V

I'o- ,_"O-
FAST"_p BROKEN STRAND

""''_'RECOIL t_/

/ OXYGEN /
/ ION

SOME POSSIBLE ATOMIC DISPLACEMENTS AND ATOMIC

TRANSMUTATIONS FROM NEUTRON INTERACTIONS

WITH THE PHOSPHATE LINKAGES IN DNA

FI 9. 6: Fast neutron (0 fast) and thermal neutron (0 thermal) reactions wlth atoms

in the 2hosphate linkage of DNA. The )lp absorbs a thermal neutron and

3zforms P which is radioactive and decays to _2S, which is not able to main-

tain proper chemical bonds and the strand breaks. The _,_ispiaces the oxygen

atom, leaving an atomic void and a broken DNA strand.
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EFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON HUMAN SPERMATOGENESIS

T.W. Thorslund and C.A. Paulsen, (University of Washington)

Direct cell kill and inhibition of mitosis have been suggested as mechanisms

to explain the occurrence of absolute sterility following the irradiation of the

testes. In order to obtain information on the existence and dose dependency of the

mechanisms for man, a controlled study was initiated in 1963. A total of 209 normal

adult non-Catholic inmate volunteers at the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla

Walla participated in the experiment. Sixty-four of the men received a single mid-

organ dose to both of their testes ranging from 7.5 to 400r (f - .95). The remaining

men served as various control groups. Testicular function was evaluated primarily on

the basis of weekly seminal fluid examinations where the response or end-point was

taken to be azoospermia or complete sterility. In order to obtain direct information

on testicular morphological changes, periodic unilateral testicular biopsies were also

performed on a number of individuals in both theexposed and non-exposed groups.

It was deduced from the resulting length of the pre-sterile period and sterile

period data that both cell kill and mitosis halting mechanisms were operating. Estimates

of ED50 of 75r and 27r for cell kill and mitosis halting, respectively, were obtained.

The maximum observed sterile period was 501 days with eventual recovery observed in

each individual where the follow-up was complete. Thus man appears to be highly radio-

sensitive in regard to temporary sterility but quite radioresistant in regard to

permanent sterility.

Various mechanisms suggested by animal

experiments have been postulated to ex-

plain the phenomenon of absolute steril-

ity or azoospermia resulting from irra-

diation of the testes.

Oakberg (ref. i) attributes the

observed depletion or total absence of

germ cells in the epithelium of the

seminiferous tubules to be due to direct

cell kill. Under thishypothesis the

length of the pre-sterile period or time

to first azoospermia would be determined

by the time required for the resistant

cells to complete development and reach

the ejaculate. The duration of azoosper-

mia or length of the sterile period is

considered to be made up of two compo-

nents. The duration of the first compo-

nent is equivalent in length to the age

of the youngest cohort of germ cells

that was not totally decimated. The

second component of the sterile period

is the time required for the surviving

stem cells to multiply sufficiently to

reach a critical density or cluster size

necessary for differentiation to take

place.

Jones (ref. 2) postulates that an

inhibition of mitosis may be the mech-

anism responsible for the Sterile period.

Under this hypothesis the time to first

azoospermia would be equivalent to the

total maturation time plus the time

post-irradiation required for mitosis

to be halted. The duration of the

sterile period is identical to the time

required for the mitotic mechanism to

reDair itself.

The existence and dose dependency of

the postulated mechanisms with respect

to human beings is of obvious scientific

interest and growing medicolegal impor-

tance as human exposure to radiation

increases. The variability in sperma-

togenic kinetics observed among various

species in regard to their gonadal re-

Sponse to dfiferent levels of radiation

(refs. 3 to 5) renders any human

sensitivity estimates based on animal

data highly questionable.

NORMAL HUMAN SPERMATOGENIC KINETICS

In recent years a series of experiments

were performed that allow one to estimate

the time required for a human germ stem

cell to mature and be passed into the

ejaculate.

Clermont (ref. 6), Heller and Clermont

(ref. 7) have devised a highly explicit

model for the mode of development and

timing of human spermatogenesis. The

mode of development portion of the model

is based on the observed ratios of germ

cell types in various stages of matura-

tion counted in biopsy specimens. The

timing relationships were determined by

using radioautographs of testicular sec~

tions following intratesticular injections

of H3-thymidine. The maximum transport

time of the mature spermatozoa from their

release from the Sertoli cell cytoplasm

into the ejaculate has been determined

by Rowley et. al. (ref. 8) to be no more

than twenty-one days. Freund and Davis

(ref. 9) observed a thousand fold de-

pletion of sperm count at the fifth

ejaculation post vasectomy. Thus the

time required to evacuate ductal storage

of spermatozoa is virtually equivalent

to the time to the fifth ejaculation.
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Theminimumtime required For the mature
spermatozoato reach the ejaculate under
certain conditions is considered to be
less than oneday.

A model for the maximumtime required
for a maturating humangermstem cell to
reach the ejaculate basedon the preced-
ing considerations is presented in a
schematicmannerin figure i. This
modelwill be utilized to test the
plausibility of the various suggested
disrupting mechanismsin regard to human
spermatogenesis.

nGUEl MODEL FOR MODE OF DEVELOPMENT AND TIMING

OF HUMAN SPERMATOGENESIS

Time From New Ad (doys)

_12.7_31.2_39.9_63,9_ 863 _107.3 _142_3

I I I i i I
/ / Component Time Intervols (doys) /

-12 7-,-P,-- 18.5 -_,.-_8.7 -,._-q_- 2410 _ 22.4 _ 2L0-_--,_55.0
/ / / / I Mox_r.m I Mox...m

T . port Ei_otio.

Stem Ap or 8 PI So Spermotozoon Ouctol Into
Cell Ad Storoge Ejoculote
Ad

Abhrevl_,lnn_ A._, A dark s;'ermato_osl3: A9, A pa[_ S_ll;,_h,_,_,,_o; B. B

HUMAN EXPERIMENT OF THE EFFECT

OF X-RAYS

In order to obtain a reliable estimate

of the existence and dose dependency of

the postulated spermatogenesis disrupting

mechanisms for man, a controlled experi-

ment was undertaken in 1963. This study

utilized a group of 209 healthy non-

Chatholic inmate volunteers at the

Washington State Penitentiary in Walla

Walla. Each inmate selected for the

study had to express a desire for a

vasectomy. This was to be performed

at the completion of his involvement

in the study. The inmate and, if married,

his wife both signed a written consent

form authorizing all experimental pro-
cedures.

Extensive pre-irradiation sperm samples

were obtained by masturbation for each

inmate and sperm density estimates of

ejaculate made to demonstrate normal

spermatogenesis. The testes of sixty-four

of the men received a mid-organ dose of

X-rays ranging from 7.5 to 400.r. (f

factor = .95) administered acutely by a

Maximar 250 Kv unit. The remaining 145

men served as various types of controls.

In addition, in order to obtain direct

information on testicular morphological

changes, periodic unilateral testicular

biopsies were performed on a number

of individuals in both the irradiated

group and non-irradiated group. Weekly

sperm samples were collected post-

irradiation and sperm density estimates

made even though the end point of central

interest was azoospermia.

The number of inmates in each biopsy-

radiation group and the number of these

that were observed to have achieved

azoospermia by 142 and by 210 days is

shown in table i. The duration in days

of the pre-sterile period and the sterile

period for each inmate in his biopsy-ra-

diation group that became azoospermic

is given in table 2. The question marks

(?) indicate that the individual was

lost for observational purposes while

still azoospermic.

Toble I

DATA USED TO ESTIMATE PARAMETERS IN POSTULATED M(MM_LS

X-Roy Number of Froction Sterile Fmctioe Sterile

(r) Biopsies by 142 Ooys by 210 Ooys

400 0 2/2 2/2
I I/I I/I
2 2/2 2/2

,00 0 _/7 7/7/9 9/9
3 2/2 2/2

50 0 I/8 5/R

Lo U 0/5 0/5

0 0 0/96 0/96

I 0/29 0/29
2 1/18 1/18
3 0/I 0/I

Toble 2

TIME SEQUENCE OF AZOOSPERMIA AS A FUNCTION

OF RADIATION AND BIOPSIES

X-Roy Number of Pre-Sterile Sterile

(r) Biopsies Period in Doys Period in Doys
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o

3o

5o

IOO

IOO

IOO

IOO

4oo

4oo

4oo

38 ?>509

95 182
194 7

115 70

160 91

171 84

195 21

202 49
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The 142 day time period was selected

since it represents the maximum pre-

sterile period possible if the mechanism

causing sterility is complete cohort

decimation. This estimate is based on

the observation that if an inmate mastur-

bated only at his prescribed collection

time evacuation would be accomplished in

7 x 5 = 35 days. Thus the maximum pre-

sterile period is 35 + 21 + 86 = 142 days.

The 210 day time period was selected since

no new occurrences of azoospermia were

observed after that time.

MODELS FOR THE EFFECTS OF X-RAYS

From figure 1 we note that a pre-sterile

period of less than 86 days can only be

explained in terms of the postulated

mechanisms by assuming death of a cohort

of differentiating germ cells. For two

inmates azoospermia occurred at 65 and 76

days confirming the existence of that

mechanism. If the pre-sterile period was

greater than 142 days then complete co-

hort decimation did not occur. A lower

limit on the dose dependency of the

cohort decimation effect can be determined

by assuming that if azoospermia occurs by

142 days the effect occurred. Thus the

observed fraction of inmates becoming

azoospermic by 142 days shown in table 1

can be utilized to estimate the EDs0 of

the effect.

A model relating the probability of

total cohort decfmation to the dose of

X-rays can be derived under the following

assumptions:

i) The probability of the most

sensitive cell type being killed

given a dose of X-rays of size x

follows a one-hit-curve of the

form

P = (i - e-eX).

ii) The cohort size of the most

sensitive type of germ cell of

an individual is a random variable

N which has a poisson distribution

with parameter _.

iii) A person is azoospermic if all N

of his most sensitive type of cell

are killed.

Under these assumptions the probability

of total cohort decimation is

= -_e -@x
P(x) = [ (i - e-SX) N e-_ N_ e

N=0 N!

and the dose of radiation that results in

50% of the population becoming azoospermic

due to cohort decimation is

__e-OXs0
1/2 = e

or

xs0 = EDs0 = [-in(In 2) + In _]/0

The dose required (LDs0) to kill 50% of

the most sensitive type of germ cell can

also be estimated from this model. It

follows directly from the assumption of

a one hit curve for cell kill that

-0Xs0
1/2 = 1 - e

or

Xs0 = LDs0 = in 2/8

The parameters of the model (I,8) were

estimated from the observed data by the

maximum likelihood method (ref. i0), ad-

justing for the probability that a

testicular biopsy could also independently

couse azoospermia by 142 days. The

estimate of EDs0 was found to be 74.6r

with a 95% confidence interval obtained

by using Fieller's Theorem (ref. ii) of

57.2 to i03.6r. In addition, it is of

interest to note that this rather indi-

rect method of estimating the LDs0 of

cell kill gives an estimate of 23.2r

which is in remarkable agreement with

Oakberg's estimate (ref. 12) of an LDs0

of between 20 and 24 rad of X-ray for

spermatogonia.

The longest observed pre-sterile period

was 209 days with i0 out of the 32 in-

mates who became azoospermic having a

pre-sterile period greater than 142 days.

The maximum observed sterile period was

501 days where a maximum of 142 - 127

= 15 days could be explained by cohort

decimation. To explain these results by

the cell kill hypothesis several addi-

tional assumptions are needed. We need

to assume that some stem cells are

capable of functioning normally for at

least 209 - 142 = 67 days post-irradia-

tion and then die. For one individual

we must assume that the total time where

stem colony growth took place if 501 - 15

= 486 days and thus the number of doubl-

ings was 486/12.8 = 38 and the total

restored stem cell population for an

individual tubule is at least 238 before

differentiation took place. Neither of

these assumptions appear to be very

tenable.

Oakberg (ref. 13) suggests upon viewing

similar results of length of the sterile

period for humans based on a preliminary

report by Heller (ref. 14) that differ-

entiation of the stem cells produces

non-viable daughter cells causing the

stem cell population to build up slowly

thus prolonging the sterile period.

However, on inspection of our testicular

biopsies (ref. 15) we observe a period

of very low stem cell density followed

by a rapid doubling of stem cells in line

with the 12.8 day doubling time, which in

turn is followed by the differentiation

of the stem cells and eventual recovery.

In the light of these results it appears

reasonable to assume that mitotic divi-

sion is also halted in some manner by

the radiation.
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If we assumethat individuals have a
normal distribution of log dose toler-
anceswith regard to somemitotic divi-
sion mechanism,then the probability of
azoospermiagiven a log dose of radia-
tion of size x is to a very close
approximation

1
P(x) = -(e+_x)1 + e

and -_/8Xs0= EDs0= e

If we assume that a critical volume

in the testes exists that has an over-

riding control over the mitotic division

mechanism and is damaged with one hit,

or if we assume that tolerances to dose

have the exponential distribution, then

the
-0x

P(x) = 1 - e

and

xs0 = EDs0 = in 2/@.

Estimates of the parameters (_, B) or

(8), for these models was obtained by

maximum likelihood estimation adjusting

for the probability of a biopsy causing

sterility, using as data the fractions

of individuals who became azoospermic by

210 days. Estimates of EDs0 were 36.3r

with a 95% confidence interval of 19.8

to 50.3r for the normal distribution of

log dose tolerance model and 27.2r with

a 95% confidence interval of 18.8 to

48.8r for the one hit model. The varia-

tion in the confidence intervals for

these two models are minimal while the

differences in the EDs0 estimates are

primarily due to different dose scales.

A summary of the ED50 results is shown

in table 3.

Simulation experiments were run on

these models to verify that the asymp-

totic approximations used to obtain the

confidence intervals were valid for the

sample sizes used in the experiment. In

all cases a close agreement was obtained

between the observed and expected results

which virtually assures the statistical

validity of the stated intervals.

CONCLUSIONS

In men the occurrence and length of

azoospermia or complete sterility

following X-ray irradiation is made up

of a number of components. It appears

reasonable to assume that complete cohort

decimation of some germ cell type does

take place following exposure to suffi-

ciently large doses. However, doses that

are not large enough to cause total

cohort decimation are still able to stop

spermatogenesis by halting mitosis of

the surviving stem cells for extended

periods of time needed for repair. The

repaired stem cells multiply until a

critical cluster size is reached after

which differentiation occurs followed by

the reappearance of sperm in the ejaculate.

Man also appears far more sensitive to

radiation than the rodent who needs al-

most ten times the dose to become

azoospermic. The time needed for man to

recover is also much longer than would

be expected from animal experiments,

ranging up to a year and a half after

exposure. However, the evidence does

point to eventual recovery even for doses

of 400_.

In short, man is very radiosensitive in

regard to temporary sterility periods as

long as one and a half years but very

radioresistant to complete sterility.
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Toble 3

EDso ESTIMATES FOR POSTULATED MODELS

AND ITS 95% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Model Doys Post Lower Upper

P (x) Irrodiotion Limit ED5o r. Limit

e -ke-ox 142 5Z2 74.6 103.6

I

i +e-(Cc+ _ln x) 210 19.8 36.3 50_3

I - e -ex 210 18.8 27.2 48.8
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INTRODUCTION

Each source of information whicn tlas contributed to our

knowledge of human responses to total body irradiation has

characteristic advantages and disadvantages. For example,

the people exposed to atomic bomb radiations in Hiroshima

and Nagasaki were random samples from a presumably nor.mal

population, but estimation of the precise radiation dose that

each individual received is difficult, and the confounding

effects of blast and heat have made it nearly impossible to

obtain an accurate dose-response relationship (_!). For the

analysis of data from patients given therapeutic exposures,

the situation is exactly the reverse: dosimatry and clinical

follow-up have been extensive, but the patients constitute a

nonrandom sample whose usefulness in making extrapolations

to the population at large may be seriously questioned. ]f

precise response patterns can be determined for a variety of

disease states, it may be possible eventually to combine these

estimates with our knowledge of the disease processes and

thereby to arrive at a rational prediction of the average radia-

tion response of normal individuals.

Toward this end, a variety of investigators have attempted

to describe the average radiation response of the patient given

total body therapeutic exposures _, 3), but none has been

able to estimate the radiation responsewithin acceptable

confidence limits. This has resulted largely from the fact

that therapeutic exposures are often complex combinations of

total exposure, number of fractions, and time between frac-

tions, and very few individual patients have received exactly

the same combination. The individuality of clinical records

pre_ents the construction of discrete "treatment grou_" for

IResearch supp6rted by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation and by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

dose-response analysis, so pooling procedures are required, such

as separating patients who received their total exposure in less

than 8 days from those who were exposed over longer periods __).

While this type of treatment may be adequate for gross responses,

it has proved to be totally unsuitable for analysis of human blood

cell responses.

Standard techniques are available (4), however, which

allow the simultaneous study of the effects of total exposure,

independent of the time factor, and the effects of time, inde-

pendent of the total exposure factor. These multiple regression

analyses have been applied successfully to the study of the effects

of exposure, number of fractions, and time on such quantal re-

sponses as tumor control (5) and skin injury (6). The present

report demonstrates the potential of these methods for the anal-

ysis of human blood cell responses and provides preliminary

estimates of the effects of total amount of exposure and time of

protraction in determining the minimum white blood cell (WBC)

concentration observed after exposure of patients from four

disease groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

More than 2700 clinical records of patients who had re-

ceived single or fractionated total body exposures for a variety

of diseases were collected from more than 30 participating hos-

pitals (2). Deletion of records that contained inadequate ex-

posure or response information reduced this number to approxi-

mately 1000. Additional requirements were imposed on'th_

records for the purposes of the present analysis: only those

records which were for the first treatment a patient received

were included, since we have'preiiminary indications that the

responses to second and later exposures differ slightly from the

responses to first exposures; records for patients who received

total exposures of less than 50R were deleted due to the
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questionable nature of the responses observed; records from

those patients in whom the minimum concentration could not

be determined with certainty were omitted Cin order to be

considered a true minimum, the concentration must persist for

a reasonable period of time or be followed by an elevated con-

centration other than the occasionally observed abortive rise

(7) "_; and disease categories in which there were fewer than

ten records were omitted. These qualifications removed all

but 518 records, which were distributed among four disease

categories: chronic myel0genous leukemia or CML (131 rec-

ords); chronic lymphatic leukemia or CLL (200 records); lym-

phosarcoma or LSAR (66 records); and diseases which have no

direct effects on the blood-forming tissuesor NORMAL (121

patients). The NORMAL group is normal only in a relative

sense and includes patients with disseminated solid tumors, as

well as patients in the late stages of nonmalignant diseases of

the bones, joints, and genitourinary system.

Data were stored and analyzed on a simple time-sharing

computer system (Call-A-Computer, Raleigh, North Carollna),

which proved entirely adequate for the requirements of this

study.

RESULTS

Table I summarizes the number of patients in each disease

category who were given single or multiple exposures. We

were unable to obtain any data on CLL patients who had re-

ceived single exposures in excess of 10OR, soa meaningful

analysis of their single-exposure response curve could not be

conducted.

Table I

Disease category Single Multiple
exposures exposures

Chronic myelogenous leukemia 15 ] 16
(CML)

Chronic lymphatic leukemia w 200
(CLL)

Lymphosarcoma 16 50
(LSAR) .

NORMAL a 92 29

Numbers of patients in each of the four disease categories
studied who received single and multiple total body exposures.

apatlents with diseases that have no dlrecteffects on blood-
forming tissues.

Table ]I summarizes the exposure and response data for

patients from the three disease categories in which a single-

exposure analysis could be performed. The mean total exposure

varies among the three diseases, reflecting the differences in

accepted treatment levels for each of the diseases.

Table II

NORMAL a CML LSAR

No. of patients 92 15 16

Mean total exposure 195R 1|7R 108R

Mean WBC at nadir 21.6% 27.7% 39.9%

Predicted tolerated exposure 19 R 18 R 34 R

Slope (WBC/E) -1.04 -0.99 -1.12
:l: .16 b + .19 b + .65

Correlation coefficient 0.572 c 0.823 d 0.419

Exposure and response data for patients from three disease

categories who were given single therapeutic exposures.
apatients without diseases which have direct effects on their

blood-forming tissues.
bP < 0.001.
cP < 0.0005.
dP < 0.005.

The data for each disease were fit to a variety of equations,

with the most satisfactory being a simple power function,

% WBC = k [ !00-] I'E] a

where % WBC is the WBC count at the nadir as a percentage of

the preirradiation levels, k is a constanb E is the midline air

exposure in Rs and a is the slope of % WBC on E.

Individual slopes were tested for significance by use of t-

tests, and the overall correlation coefficient by use of F-ratios

(4). The slopes and correlation coefficients are highly signifi-

cant for the NORMAL and CML groups (Table II), but not for

the LSAR group. In each cases however, the slope does not

differ significantly from -1.0, indicating that with response

measured as the nadir concentration of white blood cells there

is no demonstrable difference in radiosensitivity among these

three groups, once the tolerated exposure has been exceeded.

The predicted tolerated exposure is given by

Predicted tolerated exposure = EXP ( log k - log 100 ).
/v
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Figure ] gives the plot of % WBC concentration at the nadir as

a function of radiation exposure for the three disease categories.

The displacement of the LSAR group to a higher exposure level

is not statistically significant and requires further study.

I00-_

50-

z2 O-
i-
<I

nm

_o-

5-

\

\'_LYMPHOSARCOMA

NORMAL_X _ \\
CHRONIC _ \\

2b 2bo
MLAD(R)

Figure i. Percent white blood cell concentration at the nadir
as a function of radiation exposure for patients with chronic
myelogenous leukemia (CML), lymphosarcoma (LSAR), or with-
out any disease which has direct effects on fhe blood-forming
tissues (NORMAL).

For the analyses of multiple exposures we define the time of

protraction as the number of days over which the exposure is

given. For example, a patient who received one fraction on

each of two consecutive days would have a protraction time of

two days. Table II[ summarizes the exposure and response data

for patients from the four disease categories who received mul-

tiple exposures. Mean total exposures are logically greater,

since the exposures were protracted over times of 27 to 36 days

on the average. As was the case with the single-exposure

data, the most adequate fit proved to be a power function:

%WBC= k [ I00] [E]_ET] 8,

where T is the time of protraction in days and 6 is the slope of

% WBC at a given E on T. The slope of % WBC on exposure

does not differ among the NORMAL, CML, and LSAR groups in

this multiple-exposure analysis, and it is essentially equal to

-1.0, as was observed in the single-exposure groups (Table lI).

Theoretically, the identity of slopes in the two sets of data is

expected, since by our definition the protraction time in the

single-exposure studies is one days and one raised to any power

equals one. In other words, the single-exposure data should

fit the multiple-exposure equation with T set equal to one.

This indicates, therefore, that there are no qualitative differ-

ences between the two sets of data (single versus multiple ex-

posure).

Table III

NORMAL CML LSAR C LL

No. of patients

Mean total exposure (E)

Mean duration of exposure (1")

Mean WBC at nadir

Predicted tolerated exposure

Slope (WBC/exposure)

Slope ONBC/time)

Multiple correlation coefficient

29 116 50 200

233R 152R 217R !i6R

27. 9 days 28.9 days 32. I days 36.9 days

55.2 % 44.4 % 43.8 % 52.9 %

16 R 7R 25 R i ] R

-].07 + .39 b -0.82 +. 12d -i.04 ± .22 d -0.75 ± .08 d

0.63 ± .24 c 0.39 ±. I0 d 0.23 ± . 18 0.22 ± .06 d

O.535 c O.569 e O.567 f O.583 e

Exposure and response data for multiple exposures in four patient samples.
apatients without diseases which have direct effects on their blood-forming tissues.
bp < 0.025. cp <0.01 , dp < 0.001. eP < 0.0001. fP < 0.0005.
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TheCLL group, on the other hand, demonstrates a response

on exposure slope which is significantly less than -].0, but

which is not significantly different from the slopes observed

for the other diseases. We are unable, therefore, to demon-

strate any difference among the disease categories studied in

the slope of response on exposure.

The slope of WBC concentration on time at a given expo-

sure presents the most interesting of the results obtained from

this analysis. At a given exposure the % WBC at the nadir

increases as the 0.63 power of the number of days separating

the first and last fractions. Figure 2 illustrates this effect for

exposures of 60, 100, and 200R given over periods of 2 to 32

days. In the CML group, the slope of WBC on time, or more

loosely the recovery constant, is smaller but not significantly

below that of the NORMAL group. The recovery factor for

the two diseases which affect lymphatic tissues, LSAR and

CLL, are each approximately one-third of that observed in the

NORMAL group (P < 0.5 and P < 0.05, respectively). Figure

3 illustrates this variation in the time factor for the four groups

given |00R in 2 to 32 days.

100- "NORMAL" PATIENTS

60R

z - OOR A

0

TIME (days)

Figure 2. Percent white blood cell concentration at the nadir

as a function of radiation exposures of 60, 100t or 200R given

in 2 through 32 days (NORMAL patients).

DISCUSSION

It is quite clear from the foregoing that multiple regression

analyses can extract important information from complex expo-

sure-versus-response data. It should also be pointed out exactly

what this type of analysis cannot do. The data on which these

analyses are based cover an exposure range of 50 to |0OOR

given over i to nearly |00 days. Since we are dealing at

present with dividing cell populations which are subject to a

variety of dose- and time-dependent compensatory mechanisms,

it is clear that any inferences regarding the effects of other

exposure patterns must be confined to the range of exposures

and times from which the equations have been derived. The

analyses do not provide a means of estimating average responses

to exposures less than 50R accumulated in times in excess of

|00 days.

In the present report we have considered only two vari-

ables: total exposure and time. The number of fractions in

which the total exposure was delivered was deleted for two

reasons: it would require more space than is available to us to

discuss this factor adequately, and the number of fractions and

time of protraction are closely correlated. Even with this

simple two-factor analysis we have uncovered certain character-

istics of the radiation response which obviously merit further

study. Two observations, in particular, should be pointed out.

IOO-

o: 50-

Z

I--

¢..)
gO

20-
l MYEL. ] LEUKEMIA

TIME (days)

Figure 3. Percent white blood cell concentration at the nadir

as a function of the time over which a i00R exposure is pro-

tracted for patients from the four disease categories.

First, there is very little variation among the disease states in

regard to the sensitivity to exposure level (¢f. Tables I[ and Ill).

This might appear to contradict the well-established radiosensi-

tivity of the mature lymphocyte (8), but it should be remembered
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that response in the present study does not refer to the rate at

which the white blood cells disappear from the circulation.

Response is measured as the lowest concentration following ex-

po6ure, independent of the amount of tlme required to reach

thls nadir. The radiosensitivlty of the progenitor compartments

is more important in the determination of the nadir concentra-

tion than is the radlosensitlvity of the mature element, and our

preliminary data are compatible wlth a conclusion of equal

radlosensitlvity in the progenitor compartment of the four dis-

ease categories.

The fact that the sparing factor associated wlth protraction

of the exposure in tlme varies as a function of the disease state

is quite clear, at least for comparing diseases that affect the

lymphatic tissueswith those that do not. This corresponds to

theoretical expectations (9) as well as to experimental data

from lower animals (1__0)regarding the effects of exposure pro-

traction on lymphatic versus nonlymphatic blood-formlng

tissues. We will continue to analyze this time factor in the

hope of determining what, if any, correlations exist bet_veen

human and lower animal responses to similar exposure regimens.

Acknowledgment.--The authors wlsh to thank Mrs. J. O. Proctor
and M. G. Hayes for their excellent assistance.
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Pulmonary-Impedance Power Spectral Analysis: A Facile Means of Detecting

Radiation-lnduced Gastrointestinal Distress and Performance Decrement in Man I

Robert C. Ricks, C. C. Lushbaugh, Earl McDow

INTRODUCTION

It is common practice in routine physio-

logic monitoring of patients in intensive

care units to measure respiratory rate and

amplitude along with other vital signs by

electronic means. In most respiratory

studies the data are obtained through the

use of impedance pneumography. This tech-

nique of measuring respiratory phenomena

by means of electrical impedance has been

previously described (refs. 1 and 2).

These devices and techniques provide con-

tinuous analog and digital records of the

patient's functional status and constantly

updated visual displays of the data. Most

often the values for the various vital

sign measurements are displayed numeri-

cally on a cathode ray tube so that the

nurse or physician can make assessments of

pulse, respiratory rate, and temperature

as often as desired without having to

count the number of waves per time inter-

val. In precarious clinical situations

upper and lower bound alarms are used to

alert the staff when changes Occur that

could require responsive action. Such

systems, while serving well their purpose

of continuous surveillance of the patient,

produce large amounts of taped data that

contain a wealth of clinical information

often difficult to analyze in retrospect.

Usually these data are stored untilthe

tapes are needed for recording the data of

other cases when they are erased. Little

_Research supported jointly by USAEC and

NASA.

Oak Ridge Associated Universities

and

Edward Frome

Emory University

of them have been put to use in physiologic

research or applied physiology because few

methods have as yet been developed for

reducing the data into a condensed form

that provides clinically useful information

beyond that of the analog trace itself.

Recently we reported preliminarily (ref.

3) a data reduction and analytical system

for the electronic impedance pneumograph.

This computerized analysis provides the

investigator a power spectrum of the res-

piratory trace from the patient over a

chosen time interval. Since, as is well

known, respiratory rate and amplitude can

be modified by direct, as well as reflex

neural pathways from other systems, changes

in impedance pneumograph traces are not

unique for each kind of systemic stress

that modifies breathing. These changes,

however, can indicate that respiratory

activity is being modified by external

stimuli or extra-respiratory stresses.

Examples include the common ear cough that

results from irritation of the sensory

endings of the auricular nerve by plugs of

wax in the auditory meatus; altered res-

piratory patterns caused by sudden immer-

sion in cold water, painful stimuli,

nausea, vomiting, muscular effort, and

blood pH and gas changes. These changes

in respiratory amplitude and frequency are

mediated through autonomic neural elements

in the various organs concerned and are

presumed to be primarily of parasympathet-

ic (vagal) origin, best described as

"vagal looping."

The purpose of our study was to see if

pulmonary-impedance power spectral
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analysis could be used to detect the onset
and course of gastrointestinal distress
inducedpharmacologically or by total-body

irradiation; to see how typical the com-

puted power spectra and their variances

were for such well defined respiratory

states as exercise induced hyperpnea, res-

piratory acidosis, and hyperventilation in

volunteers and in patients exposed to ther-

apeutic levels of total-body irradiation;

and, if possible, to use this system to

detect radiation induced decrements in

physical performance to study their rela-

tion to exposure rate.

These observations could have some medi-

cal usefulness during extended manned-

space missions (e.g., orbiting platforms

and interplanetary expeditions) in a

potentially hostile environment. The po-

tential hazards of space radiation (proton

fluxes, heavy primaries, X- and gamma-

radiations, solar activity) have been

previously reviewed by others (refs. 4, 5,

6, and 7). In addition to potentially

high-flux space radiation, on-board power

reactors will increase the environmental

background and crew exposures on extended

manned space missions. While the types

and intensities of space radiation are well

defined, if not predictable, the response

of man to these ionizing events is not well

known because of the absence of experimen-

tal observations. However, the general

sequence of events involved in the radia-

tion prodrome (nausea, vomiting, fatigue)

are well documented for man (refs. 6, 8, 9,

and I0), but the majority of quantitatively

related radiation-induced changes ha?e been

studied in lower animals where psycholog-

ical testing was primarily involved (refs.

ii and 12). The effects of radiation on

the performance of rats subjected to swim

tests, however, have shown that exposures

of 300-1000 R depressed performance ability

in a dose-rate dependent manner (ref. 13).

Thoma and Wald (ref. 14) reviewed the clin-

ical signs and symptoms of radiation

accident victims and report that postexpo-

sure fatigue may be evident for 4 days to

several months following exposures estima-

ted to have been 240-600 rads to the total

body. Fatigue was not measured quantita-

tively nor produced by objective testing;

each victim described his own feeling of

malaise.

A review of pertinent literature on human

performance ability after radiation expo-

sure has been published by Zellmer (ref.

15). Psychological testing of patients re-

ceiving total-body irradiation therapy has

been reported by Payne (16) and demonstrat_

that no decrement occurs in man's ability

to perform well-directed tests (e.g., USAF

SAM rotary pursuit test and USAF SAM com-

plex coordination test) after exposures of

15-50 R of X rays (0.95/min). Likewise,

the same conclusions were reached after ex-

posures of patients to 25-200 R given in

25 R fractions at 3.8 R/min. All individ-

uals (ages 23-76 yr) exposed were being

treated for malignancies (ref. 16).

Our studies, on the other hand, dealt

with nondirected tests (bicycle ergometry)

for assessing performance abilities during

and after radiation exposure. While highly

motivated individuals (e.g., trained astro-

nauts) might be expected to demonstrate

continued performance on well-directed

duties even in the event of accidental in-

capacitating radiation exposures, their

ability to perform nondirected (general

activities) might be reduced. This is one

question our investigation seeks to answer.

METHODS

Traces of pulmonary impedance were ob-

tained before, during (in the case of expo-

sure protraction), and after therapeutic

levels of total-body irradiation of leuke-

mic patients with 1_?Cs or 6°Co gamma rays.

The radiation facilities used have been

previously described (refs. 17, 18, 19, and

20). Briefly, fractionated exposures of

30 R/day were carried out in a 137Cs
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total-body irradiator at a rate of 1.5
R/min, while protracted (30 R/day) and
fractionated (I0 R/day) exposureswere
administered utilizing a 6°Co total-body

irradiator at the rate of 1.5 R/hr. An

electronic physiologic monitoring system 2

was used to obtain the pulmonary impedance

traces. Three surface (skin) electrodes

were attached to the subject, one to each

anterior lateral axillary line on each

side of the subjects chest and over the

xyphoid sternal process. The impedance of

a i00 uamp current passing between the

axillary electrodes is measured simultan-

eously with the cardiac current changes

(EKG). The xyphoid electrode is the

grounding circuit. This configuration of

electrodes ha_ been described previously

by others using it to monitor the physio-

logic status of astronauts in space flight

or in simulated tests (refs. 21, 22, 23,

24, 25, and 26). Impedance pneumograph

traces were also obtained on a normal vol-

unteer who ingested an emetic (ipecac); on

normal unirradiated volunteers and patients

(undergoing total-body therapeutic irrad-

iation) all of whom exercised periodically

on a bicycle ergometer. The voltage changes

in pulmonary impedance were recorded on

strip chart and on analog tape from which

4-minute data segments were selected, con-

verted into digital form and analyzed us_g

an IBM-1800 computer. In our system, in

its present stage of development, digital

data processing can be done in real time

or in retrospect. After digital conver-

sion, the data were processed with a power

spectral analysis program which computed

power spectral estimates and respiratory

variances that were graphed automatically.

RESULTS

Selected impedance pneumograph traces

obtained from a patient receiving 30 R/20

2Beckman Type R dynograph, Beckman

Instrument, Inc. Palo, Alto, California.

240

hr day at an exposure rate of 1.5 R/hr are

shown in Fig. i. The total exposure was

250 R over an 8-day period. These traces

illustrate that normal, regular breathing

occurred throughout all monitoring periods.

The regularity of these impedance pneumo-

graphs is reflected by low-power spectra

and nonvarying frequencies as shown in Fig.

2. During the entire exposure the patient,

who had received no previous radiation

therapy, felt well and did not develop

nausea or loss of appetite. In Fig. 3 the

pre- and postexposure pulmonary impedance

traces are shown for a patient who received

rapidly-delivered fractionated exposures of

30 R/day (1.5 R/min) on each of 5 consecu-

tive days for a total exposure of 150 R.

The pulmonary impedance traces became in-

creasingly irregular postexpOsure with in-

creasing exposure accumulation up through

day 4. The effect of the last fractional

dose (30 R) appears to have been suppressed

by 20 mg chlorpromazine administered prior

to exposure. The changes in pulmonary im-

pedance are more easily visualized in the

power spectra computed from them (Fig. 4).

All 5 postexposure pulmonary impedance

traces were obtained within 50 min after

irradiation. Subjective levels of postex-

posure gastrointestinal distress experienc-

ed by the patient are shown in Table i.

These symptoms correlate well with the

strip chart traces and the changes in their

power spectral reductions. There is (Fig.

4) a progressive increase in the shift of

pulmonary impedance waves to lower frequen-

cy and higher amplitude and power as radia-

tion exposure accumulates. The patient

reported that recovery from the postexpo-

sure nausea, reflected by these changes,

occurred 2-8 hours later. The relative

absence of symptoms and pathologic pulmo-

nary-impedance patterns and power spectra

also correlated, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4,

for day 5. The daily pretreatment pulmo-

nary impedance traces and their power

spectra are remarkably uniform and normal,

substantiating, apparently, the patient's
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Figure 1. Strip chart tracings of pulmonary impedance

recorded before, during (mid-treatment), and after

treatment with 50 R daily at 1.5 R/hr.
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Figure 5. Strip chart tracings of pulmonary impedance

following 150 R in 5 equal daily fractions at an

exposure rate Of 1.5 R/min.
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of pulmonary impedance

power spectra obtained before, during [mid-treatment),

and after treatment with 50 R daily for 8 days at 1.5

R/hr for a total exposure of 250 R.
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Figure 4. Graphic correlation of severity of nausea with

pulmonary impedance power spectra before and 15 minutes

after 20-minute exposure to 30 R (I.S R/min on S

consecutive days, total exposure 150 R). On the Sth

day the patient was administered oral chlorpromazine

_20 mg) therapy for radiation sickness.
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claim that symptoms of radiation sickness

were absent at those times.

TABLE I

PATIhNT EVALUATION OF GI DISTRESS THAT FOLLOWED

TREATMENT WITH 30 R (1,5 R/MIN) DAILY FOR 5 DAYS

Accumulated Exposure Described GI Distress

resulted in a mean vomiting-onset time of

144 ± 66 min. Gerstner (ref. 9) has pre-

viously indicated that nausea and vomiting,

if present, will occur approximately 6 hrs

after doses below 600 fads. While this

particular patient may have a low radia-

tion-induced GI distress threshold, the

dose rate influence on the human radiation

prodrome is illustrated.

Post 30 R None

" 60 R Mild

" 90 R Moderate

" 120 R Severe

" 150 R Mild

The comparison of dose rate effects was

enhanced by the fact that the patient who

received the fractionated radiation ther-

apy (see above) returned for additional

radiation treatment but the exposure (150

R) was protracted (1.5 R/hr) over a S-day

period. Pulmonary impedance strip chart

traces recorded before, during, and immed-

iately after the therapeutic irradiation

period indicate that respiratory altera-

tions occurred prior to and early into

treatment and consisted primarily of high

amplitude (deep) breathing (Fig. 5).

Power spectra of pulmonary-impedance wave

forms (Fig. 6) reflect these findings and

show that no significant pulmonary altera-

tions occurred throughout exposure after

the initial changes. No low-frequency

components are present in the power spectra

obtained in relation to this dose protrac-

tion, however, low frequency shifts did

occur in this same patient when the ex-

posure (150 R) was fractionated (see above_

These findings are interpreted as being due

to psychologically-induced nausea related

to the severe nausea experienced previously

by this same patient when given fractiona-

ted irradiation therapy 6 months prior.

The fractionated exposure (150 R) which in-

duced nausea in this experiment is well be-

low the 300 tad dose (single exposure) re-

ported by Lushbaugh, et al. (ref. i0) that

i BEFORE TREATMENT

EARLY TREATMENT (6 R)

MID- TREATMENT (75 R)
if

_-'........! LATE TREATMENT (130 R)

I ' ¢' 4 _ r ' _ I ........... _ POST TREATMENT

Figure 5. Pulmonary impedance tracings from patient

exposed to 150 R {30 R daily) at 1.5 R/hr. Figures

in p&re_the$is indicate accumulated R at time of

pulmonary monitoring.

/ POST _ATUENT

t ,_////
/ / A_9_ TREATN_NT (I_ _I

.5 ,/" / //

t tATMENT

CYCLES/MJN

Figure 6. Power spectra of pulmonary impedance wave

forms obtained at specific intervals before, during,

or immediate after exposure to 150 R [30 R/day) at

1.5 R/hr. Figures in parenthesis indicate accumulated

R at time of pulmonary monitoring.
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In order to compare radiation and phar-

macologically induced gastrointestinal

distress, we obtained power spectra of

pulmonary impedance wave forms from a

normal male volunteer, aged 22, who was

administered an emetic (ipecac). Power

spectra of these pulmonary traces are shown

in Fig. 7 and illustrate shifts to high-

power, low-frequency components at those

times when the subject experienced severe

nausea (17-20 min) and when emesis occurred

(49-52 and 57-60 min, respectively). These

data demonstrate similar respiratory phe-

nomena occurred (as measured by our method

When this number is plotted as it chan_

with time, a continuous graph is produced

of the variance in respiratory effort

throughout the monitoring period. This new

method requires one-half the previous com-

puting time; the output consists of two in-

dices (a mean and the variance of the power

spectrum) that can be used without graphing

the individual power spectrum. In this cas%

the mean is the average transthoracic vol-

tage as measured by the impedance pneumo-

graph coupler, while the variance is di-

rectly proportional to the area under the

power spectrum. The power spectrum of the

of analysis) in our experiments when gastro- pulmonary impedance wave form is not

intestinal distress occurred regardless of

its means of induction. The quantity of

analog data obtained in this experiment en-

couraged us to modify the computer program

to afford greater data reduction. This

modification is based on the fact that the

area under a pulmonary impedance power

spectrum is the total variance in terms of

amplitude and frequency of respiration.

This single number can be computed and used

as a one-dimensional expression of the

level of respiratory efforts.

] i
I

, I
I I I Y-N_-.-_

16

" / "12 _ "/ N I

Lf__MINUTES I*

CYCLE$/MIN

Figure 7. Power spectra of pulmonary impedance wave

forms obtained over a 1 hr time period in a normal

vo]unteer following administration of an emetic

(_pecac) .

graphed in this new system unless requested

by the investigator or clinician. In addi-

tion, this new method provides separate

analysis of each of 4 consecutive minutes

of.pulmonary impedance data instead of one

combined analysis of 4 minutes of data. An

average mean and average variance (four

1-minute data periods /4) also is provided.

We have defined the minute-by-minute vari-

ance as the continuous variance and its av-

erage over 4 minutes as the average variant.

Data obtained from the volunteer with

pharmacologically induced GI distress (see

above) and analyzed by the new method are

shown in Fig. 8. Increased continuous

variance corresponds exactly to the minute

with the occurrence of severe nausea (18th

min) and emesis (SOth and 59th min). These

changes in respiratory function are also

well protrayed by the average variance

which tends to smooth the data without

losing fidelity. Inferences drawn from

data analyzed by both the old and new

methods would be the same.

We anticipated this new method would

have a useful purpose in the analysis of

long-term pulmonary studies and have

applied it to pulmonary impedance data ob-

tained from patients receiving total-body

therapeutic irradiation, all of whom exer-

cised on a bicycle ergometer. Figure 9

illustrates the pulmonary impedance var-

iance obtained from a normal volunteer
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before, during, and after exercising to

tolerance (_8 min) against a work load of

75 watts. Shifts in both continuous and

average variance occurred during the ini-

tial phases of exercise and increased to a

maximum late in the exercise period. Post-

exercise variances decreased periodically

returning to preexercise levels at about

35 minutes.
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Figure 8, Time-_eries graph of average and co:Itinuous

pulmen=ry impedance power spectral varisnces ohtalncd

over a 6O minute period in a normal subject following

ingestion of ipecac.
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Figure 9. Pulmonary impedance variance from a normal

individual obtained before, during, and after

exercise on a bicycle ergometer. The exercise work

load was 75 watts; pedaling speed was 60 RPM.

In order to determine the effect of

total-body irradiation on performance dec-

rement, pulmonary impedance data were ob-

tained from selected patients receiving

protracted or fractionated exposures (1.5

R/hr) and who exercised periodically be-

fore, during, and after exposure. Patients

were selected on the basis of their will-

ingness and ability to exercise and that

their disease was not acutely debilitating.

No aspects of radiation-induced fatigue

were ever discussed with these patients.

Data from two patients exposed to protrac-

ted radiation therapy (30 R/20 hr day) at a

rate of 1.5 R/hr are shown in Figs. I0 and

ii. Only the average variance of the

pulmonary impedance power spectral data is

illustrated. Increased respiratory demand

during and immediately after exercise was

reflected by changes in pulmonary impedance

wave forms in both patients studied and

closely resembled changes noted in exer-

cising volunteers. Increased power at

various respiratory rates (generally >20/

min), seen as a large increase in total

variance, was amplified after total-body

exposures of 100-150 R. A decrement in

performance ability was indicated by a

greater increase in respiratory variance,

after radiation, when measured at 3 and I0

days postirradiation in one patient who

received i00 R (Fig. i0), and at 5 days in

another patient who received 150 R (Fig.

11).

Radiation-induced performance decrement

was also studied in two patients receiving

fractionated exposures of I0 R daily at a

rate of 1.5 R.hr and who exercised on a

bicycle ergometer. The results are shown

in Fig. 12. Subject A is the same individ-

ual exposed (6 months earlier) to 100 R

(30 R/day) at 1.5 R/hr and who demonstrated

no decrement until 3 days postirradiation.

Subject B received a total exposure of 140

R (i0 R/day) at 1.5 R/hr but postexposure

exercise was not accomplished due to unex-

pected thrombophlebitis. While no postex-

posure performance decrement was noted,

slight increases in respiratory variance

did occur during exposure of both patients.

The signficance of these changes is not

understood at this time.

These data demonstrate that pulmonary

impedance power spectral analysis is cap-

able of detecting and predicting the onset

and severity of radiation-induced gastroin-

testinal distress. The approach also serves
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Figure I0. Pulmonary impedance variances obtained from

a 62-year-old patient exercising on a bicycle ergometer

before, during, and after total-body exposure (100 R)

at 50 R/day (1.5 R/hr). The exercise work load was 50

watts; pedaling speed was 60 RPM. Exercise lasted 8

min for each test period,
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Figure 11. Pulmonary impedance variances obtained from

a 6S-year-old patient exercising on a bicycle ergometer

before, during, and after total-body exposure (150 R)

at 50 R/day (i.5 R/hr). The exercise work load was 25

watts; pedaling speed was 40 RPM. Exercise lasted 5

min for each test period.

o
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EXERCISE TEST PER{OOS [MIN/DAy (ACCUMULATED FRACTIONS)]

Figure 12. Treatment windows showing pulmonary impedance

variance obtained from two patients before, during, and

after total-body exposure to daily _°Co fractions of 10

R at 1.5 R/hr. Subject A (aged bZ yr) received a total

exposure of 100 R; subject B (aged 70 yr), 140 R. Each

patient exercised periodically on a bicycle ergometer

before and during exposure. Subject A exercised after

exposure. The exercise work loads for A and B _ere 50

watts, 60 RPM and 40 watts_ 40 RPH, respectively.

Exercise lasted 5 min during each test period.
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to illustrate the dose-rate influence on

the human radiation prodrome and reflects

the effectiveness of its chemotherapeutic

control. In addition, it provides a facile

means of measuring the performance decre-

ment effects of total-body irradiation in

man. The results indicate the necessity for

similar studies over more extended post-

irradiation time periods and a correlation

of the data with biochemical changes. In

experiments underway width unirradiated vol-

unteers and with patients who receive

This system for quantitating respiratory

effort can also be used to detect altera-

tions in one's ability to perform under

controlled exercise conditions. Perfor-

mance decrement due to various stresses is

difficult to quantitate because of a lack

of objectivity in most tests and bias due

to different levels of motivation. In our

tests the end point of increased respira-

tory variance and the method of measuring

it is too obtuse for the test subject to

recognize and falsify. Increased fatiga-

total-body irradiation we are attempting bility has been reported after total-body

to correlate these changes in the pulmonary irradiation but little is known about doses

impedance pneumograph during controlled required and the time for its occurrence.

exercise with levels of expired CO2, plasma Using pulmonary impedance power spectral

lactic acid dehydrogenase , plasma creatine analysis we found while observing 4 irrad-

phosphokinase,, and plasma glutamic-oxalace-

tic transaminase.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Changes in respiratory variance revealed

by power spectral analysis of the pulmonary

impedance pneumogram can be used to detect

and measure stresses directly or indirectly

affecting human respiratory function.

When gastrointestinal distress occurred

during a Series of 5 total-body exposures

of 30 R at a rate of 1.5 R/min, it was

accompanied by typical shifts in pulmonary

impedance power spectra. These changes

did not occur after protracted exposure of

250 R (30 R daily) at 1.5 R/hr that failed

to cause radiation sickness.

iated patients that increased fatigability

could occur during prolonged fractionated

exposures to 10 R daily and after comple-

tion of continuous exposures to 30 R/day

for 5 days. The performance decrement

detected by this means occurred at lower

total doses than previously reported for

radiation-induced fatigue and at lower

exposure rates than those that cause gas-

trointestinal distress.
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MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF IN-FLIGHT NUCLEAR PROPULSION MODULE RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS

K. D. Kirby

Lockheed-Georgia Company

Monte Carlo results of radiation environments through the complex

geometry of a reference nuclear propulsion module and the influence of propellant

tank design parameters on payload doses are presented. The reference configura-

tion consists of a 32-foot diameter propellant tank with a 15 ° half angle

ellipti-conical bottom and a capacity of 176,000 pounds of liquid hydrogen and

a 1575 MW NERVA engine (full flow propellant feed cycle). Tank design parameters

investigated to determine their influence on payload doses are propellant tank

diameter (15-32 feet), propellant tank bottom cone half angle (9°-15°), and

propellant tank-payload separation distance (0-40 feet).

Radiation environments were determined throughout the reference vehicle

with particular emphasis on radiation levels at the tank top. Averaged over a

plane tangent to the tank top, the radiation dose for an entire drain cycle

(to propellant depletion) is 2.4 rads (tissue) from neutrons and i010 rads (tissue)

from gamma rays. Ga_m_a radiation from the Pressure Vehicle and Reactor Assembly

(PVARA) was found to be the largest contributor to tank top dose, but gamma

radiation from sources external to the PVARA (propellant feed lines and nozzle

assembly), incident on the conical section of the tank bottom where PVARA radiation

was not significant, was also determined to be an important contributor.

Utilizing the Monte Carlo technique of correlated sampling the baseline

results were further analyzed to determine the influence of changes in propellant

tank design parameters on payload doses. Variation in propellant tank diameter from

32 feet to 15 feet, for constant tank capacity,results in a reduction of tank top

doses by a factor of 17. Increased spacecraft separation distance above the

propellant tank top is an effective means for reducing doses for the larger diameter

tank examined. A 40-foot separation above the 32-foot tank yields a reduction

factor of 2, but the factor drops to 1.25 for the same separation above the 15-

foot tank. Doses above a 176,000 pounds capacity, 32-foot diameter tank are reduced

by factors of 1.7 and 3.6 if the tank bottom cone half angle is reduced from 15 °

to 12 ° and 9 ° respectively. Reductions in environments by these changes were due

primarily to increased tank length and more rapid draining of low levels of

propellant.

(MANUSCRIPT NOT AVAILABLE)
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The nuclear rocket's unique energy source affords unusually high performance while requiring special protection for

manned flights. If maximum capability is to be achieved without compromising development or operating costs, stage designs

must employ efficient methods for minimizing radiation shield requirement. With this objective, alternate reusable nuclear

shuttle (RNS) configurations were synthesized and evaluated. Particular attention was given to design factors which reduced

tank exposure to direct and scattered radiation, increased payload-engine separation, and improved self-shielding by the LH2

propellant. The most attractive RNS concept in terms of cost effectiveness (unit payload delivery cost) consists of a single

conical aft bulkhead tank with a high fineness ratio (eight-degree half cone-angle with a 25-inch cap radius). Launch is

accomplished by the INT-21 with the tank po_itioned in the inverted attitude. The NERVA (nuclear engine for rocket vehicle

application) engine is delivered to orbit separately where final stage assembly and checkout are accomplished. This approach
is consistent with NERVA definition criteria and required operating procedures to support an economically viable nuclear

shuttle transportation program in the post-1980 period.

The attractiveness of a space transportation system is usually

measured in terms of performance, nonrecurring cost, cost effectiveness

(i.e., dollars per pound of payload delivered), and development risk.

Achievement of a promising design concept requires effecting a compromise

between diverse factors (e.g., technology, stage geometry, launch vehicle

compatibility, maintainability, and end-of-life disposal). The nuclear rocket,

no exception to this logic, is unique among space propulsion systems due to

the radiation field inherent to this compact, high efficiency energy source.

Thus, protection of on-board personnel, sensitive equipment, other in-space

personnel, and earth's population is of paramount importance. This paper is

addressed generally to the task of designing a reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS)

for safe, post-1980, manned space transportation while meeting the criteria

of attractiveness. Of specific concern is the interaction between

requirements for protecting payload-carrying personnel, launch of the stage

to earth orbit, and subsystems design.

For the past 20 months, the Space Division of North American

Rockwell (NR) has been conducting a Phase A study (Nuclear Shuttle

System Definition Study, Contract NAS8-24975) for NASA's Marshall

Space Flight Center. The study's objective is to establish conceptual

definition for a 1974-technology RNS with emphasis on minimizing

development and operating cost. Candidate concepts are characterized by a

33-foot diameter propellant tank launched integrally to orbit by a Saturn V

1NT-21 booster. Total propellant (LH2) capacity is baselined at

300,000 pounds. The RNS is powered by a 75,000 pound thrust full-fiow

NERVA engine with a nominal specific impulse of 825 seconds. To provide

logistics support for the RNS, the earth-to-orbit shuttle (EOS) is assumed to

deliver expendables (including main propellant), engines, and stage spare

parts.
A convenient method for classifying candidate RNS concepts

(employing the above guidelines) is to use the Saturn V as the standard of

reference. Thus, one configuration category (1) contains all single tank

designs with forward and aft elliptical bulkheads. These designs permit

launch of the stage as an integral unit (engine plus tank) by the currently

designated NASA 1NT-21 baseline (Reference 1). The other category (I1)

employs some form of conical tank bottom and encompasses designs which

may require alternate launch and operational modes. Early studies

(Reference 2) indicated that the simplest Saturn-type (viz, S-11) configura-

tion is most efficient geometrically (and weight-wise) as a propellant

container; however, it is limited to unmanned missions unless a severe

weight penalty is accepted in supplementary radiation shielding. This

deficiency can be partially overcome by modifying the internal tank

geometry to increase the effectiveness of the LH2 propellant as a radiation
s_d.Such designs, designated dual cell, control the llow path of hydrogen

so that a column of propellant is interjected between the tank top and

engine especially during the critical period just preceding the last run engine

shutdown (Reference 3). However, detail radiation field mapping has

indicated6that payload location is quite sensitive in such stage designs due to

radiation scattering from propellant vapor and tank bottom. This effect
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would probably be too restrictive in designing practical manned payloads

for RNS transport.
Category II configurations, the subject of this paper, tailor tank aft

bulkhead geometry to minimize payload shielding requirements. This is

done by (1)controlling the incident angle for radiation interception of the

tank, (2)using the conical aft bulkhead to achieve dual cell benefits, and

(3) taking advantage of the inverse square law to attenuate radiation beamed

to the payload. These gains are achievable at the expense of reduced
structural efficiency and increased operating complexity. However, radia-

tion shielding for manned flights represents the major design driver and

controlling factor in achieving best overall performance and cost effec-
tiveness.

Stage design concepts attractiveness can be measured in terms of

development cost and cost effectiveness maintaining cognizance of the

design considerations. Low development cost can be attained by maximizing

use of existing technology, hardware, and facilities, as well as by minimizing
modifications to the launch vehicle. Cost effectiveness (in terms of unit

payload delivery cost) is a function of both performance and recurring

expenditures. Performance is measurable in terms of components weight

which include radiation shield, structure, thermal and meteoroid protection,

as well as mechanical, fluid and astrionic subsystems. Recurring cost can be

subdivided into hardware and operational expenditures. The former can be

minimized by simplicity of design, manufacturability, ease of Quality

Assurance, and low maintenance of equipment and facilities while

maintaining cognizance of component weight implications. Recurring costs

include delivery of the stage, propellant, and other supplies to orbit, as well

as orbital assembly and maintenance. Propellant delivery, even using the

EOS at currently projected operating rates, is a major cost driver.

A number of attractive RNS design concepts have been synthesized

and these are compared to illustrate how the radiation environment can be

accommodated while maximizing performance and cost effectiveness for

manned shuttle applications.

CONICAL AFT BULKHEAD DESIGN CONCEPTS

In the conical design, radiation attenuation to the tank top is attained

by the shadow shield cone created by the aft bulkhead, depth of LH 2

column at any given point in the mission, and distance from the radiation

source.

The three Category II configuration classes investigated are shown in

Figure 1. One is a single tank design. A second is a modified dual cell which
maximizes the column of propellant available for radiation attenuation

during the critical last engine burn when the radiation dose rate is reaching

its peak. The third is a hybrid or two-tank design which was conceived with

the primary objective of aiding in end-of-life engine disposal while

minimizing radiation dose to the payload.

The analytical approach taken'was to optimize the performance of the



singletank design for the lunar shuttle mission and then assess the

operational impact including the launch to orbit. Also, the single tank

optimum design point has been employed to evolve attractive dual cell and

hybrid concepts, aimed at improving an already acceptable overall

performance.

The design issues shown in Figure 2 relate to performance and cost

evaluation criteria and serve as guides in design investigations. For example,

stage length is inversely proportional to the aft bulkhead cone angle and end

cap radius. As stage length increases so does surface area and weight. On the

other hand, the weight of the external shield required for radiation dose

attenuation to the payload decreases with increase in fineness ratio of the

cone. Consequently, the tradeoff yields a point of minimum total weight

which denotes the stage design with the highest flight performance. Yet, to

complete the tradeoff, the resulting stage geometry has to be evaluated for

impact to the launch vehicle, orbital operations, and facilities in order to

arrive at a realistic and attractive solution.

Other design issues that must be considered in the system evaluation

include stage and engine interface and NERVA disposal requirements. As

shown in Figure 2, interface design must respond to a wide range of

considerations when applied to hybrid and single tank designs. These

include the inherent complexities associated with mating fluid lines and

electrical receptacles in earth orbit. Engine disposal also presents a wide

range of design considerations when related to a hybrid stage concept. In

this case, the maximum propellant capacity that can be accommodated in

the EOS with the engine is 13,200 pounds. However, this results in an

auxiliary tank geometry which is unattractive for radiation attenuation to

the payload. Additionally, 13,200 pounds of propellant is inadequate for

heliocentric orbit disposal of the engine from a low altitude earth orbit, if

this is desirable. On the other hand, it is larger than necessary for safe high

altitude earth orbit disposal.
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Figure 1. RNS Configuration Classes
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SINGLE TANK

The necessary parametric analyses were initiated by investigating the

influence of aft bulkhead geometry variations on stage height and surface

area. The bulkhead half cone-angle was varied from 15 to 5 degrees and the

end cap radius from 125 to 25 inches. The propellant tank was sized for

300,000 pounds of LH2 with 5 percent ullage volume. The tank configu-

ration employed consists of three segments: forward elliptical bulkhead of

1.5 aspect ratio, cylindrical section 33-feet in diameter, and a conical aft

bulkhead. The resultant stage length variation, including engine and

astrionics bay, is presented in Figure 3(a). Stage length maximum variation

is approximately 90 feet (190 percent) between the 5 degree half cone-angle

with a 25-inch cap radius and the 15-degree counterpart with a 125-inch cap

radius, accountable to both the change in half cone-angle and cap radius.

The tank total surface area variation over the range of the parameters

considered is less than 25 percent as shown in Figure 3(b). Since surface

area can be related to weight, this result implies that a relatively small

weight variation can be expected between the tank geometries under study.

This is evident in the stage weight variation as a function of the half

cone-angle and cap radius shown in Figure 4(a). The weight includes

forward and aft skirts with four-foot long heat blocks, foam and high

performance insulation (I-IPI) for ground and space thermal protection,

double wall meteoroid protection for three years at 0.995 probability of no

impact to the tank wall, and fixed weight components consisting of

auxiliary propulsion, astrionics, thrust structure, etc.

The resultant weights indicate that the maximum difference between

extremes is approximately 2,600 pounds and that the majority of this

weight difference is in the meteoroid and thermal protection system which

responds to the surface area variation. In addition, the variation in surface

area increases the heat input to the tank and, therefore, increases weight in

terms of boil-off. The boil-off penalty presented in Figure 4(b) is shown to

have a maximum variation of approximately 1,300 pounds between
geometry extremes.

Figure 4(c) presents the external shield weight required for a tank top

integral dose criterion of I0 rem. The shield weights were derived from

pressure vessel and reactor assembly (PVARA) and external on-axis integral

tank top dose contributions for an initial LH 2 tank capacity of 300,000

pounds. An LH 2 residual capacity of 5,000 pounds at the termination of

the tank drain (for after-shutdown cooling requirements) was also assumed.

The shield weights vary from approximately 2,000 pounds for the 5-degree

half cone-angle and 25-inch cap radius to 13,000 pounds for the 15-degree,

lO0-inch cap radius design point. The reduction in tank top radiation dose

and external shield weight is principally due to (1)greater source-to-tank
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top detector separation distance (high fineness ratio tank), (2)reduced

effective energy deposition and scattering centers in the aft end of the

propellant tank, and (3) greater depths of the LH 2 propellant column for

radiation attenuation at any given time during the draining cycle, for a fixed

propellant capacity. As can be seen in Figure 4(c), the shield weight is

essentially insensitive to cone angle variations at large end cap radii

(>_100 inches). This is due to the very small variations in the three radiation

factors at large cap radii.

The results of the parametric analyses including structure, thermal and

meteoroid protection, boil-off penalties, and external shielding are

expressed in Figure 5 in terms of payload weight variation with tank

geometry. An 8-degree half cone-angle with a 25-inch cap radius was found

to yield near-optimum performance. It is possible that performance may

continue to increase somewhat beyond this point as shown by the dotted

lines in the figure; however, only parametric radiation analysis has been

performed beyond the noted design point and consequently the results need

further verification.

The data as depicted in Figure 5 show the 8-degree half cone-angle,

25-inch cap radius configuration to have a 21,000 pound payload gain over

the reference 15-degree half cone-angle x 100-inch cap radius. This payload

gain results from a 9,000 pound variation in external radiation shield weight

between the two designs, less a 1,300 pound increase in structure weight for

the longer tank. The net weight difference of 7,700 pounds, with a lunar

mission payload exchange factor of approximately 2.8 pounds of payload

per pound of equivalent inert weight (fixed weights plus effective boil-off),

yields the gain previously quoted. The 2.8 pounds exchange ratio is derived

by letting the moon-bound payload vary with the performance mass ratio of

the vehicle while maintaining the return payload constant.

The resulting single tank baseline is shown in Figure 6. The 396-inch

diameter cylindrical section is 426 inches in length and the total tank length

is 1,827inches. Retaining the distance of 200 inches between the engine

core center and aft end of the tank results in a 42-inch separation between

NERVA and tank interface. With the 60-inch astrionics unit length added at

the forward skirt, the total stage length less the engine is 1,929 inches

(approximately 160 feet); and with the engine is 2,326 inches (194 feet).

Both facility size (maximum permissible height in KSC VAB) and

INT-21 strength capability constraints were then imposed on the selected

single tank design. The former consideration limits RNS launch configu-

ration to 190 feet. NASA-MSFC has recently established a baseline INT-21

booster consisting of the S-IC, the S-II and a 33-foot diameter, 141-foot

long payload with a biconic nose cone, and retaining the present Saturn V

attitude-attitude rate control system (Reference 1). This launch configu-

ration results in increased loading at max (q_) over the present boost stages,

requiring therefore, structural modifications. To minimize these

modifications on the current S-IC's and S-lI's, NASA established a lower

wind criterion of 50 meter/sec maximum wind profile. This reduces the

launch availability to certain months of the year.

Although the INT-21 has been ground-ruled in this study as the RNS

boost vehicle, consideration can be given to integral (engine-stage mated on

ground) as well as nonintegral launch as shown in Figure 7. In the latter

case, the main propellant tank is launched by the INT-21 (preferably

inverted to minimize aerodynamic loads including flutter) and the NERVA

or propulsive module (in the case of the hybrid configuration) is launched

by the EOS. The nonintegral launch requires in-orbit mating and checkout

of the engine or propulsive module with the main LH2 tank, but it must be

remembered that NERVA design criteria specify engine and stage assembly

and disassembly capability in earth orbit. To effect this capability the active

assembly of a r_euter docking system designed for the Space Station (and

adapted by other space elements) has been attached to the stage thrust

structure. The passive assembly of the docking system has been in turn

adapted to the NERVA upper thrust structure. In this manner, orbital

mating is accomplished employing the EOS, and demating, if necessary is

done with the space tug.
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In employing tire baseline INT-21, tile acceptable size of an RNS tank

with inverted launch and 8-degree, 25-inch cap radius aft bulkhead is 190

feel, as shown in Figure 8. This height capability is due to the lower

combined all loads resahing from tire slender 8-degree nose cone and the aft

shift in center of pressure. It should be noted that tire loads derived for this

configuration are conlpatible with the 75 meter/see wind profile (or

95 percent probability of no occurrence) corresponding to 100 perce,t

launch time availability during the year.

Tire limit height of a right side up RNS launch configuration with no

engine but with a nose cone, must be restricted to 141 feet and is shown in

tire lower right hand corner of Figure 8. The launch availability of this

conGguration is the same as that of the NASA baseline INT-21, that is, less

than I00 percent. 'lqre data show that to preclude fllrther modifications

(and increased cost) to the INT-21 baseline, this configuration must be

limited to _i 12-degree half cone-an'gle with approximately a 90-inch cap

radius. Therefore, an inverted launch of the stage is necessary to maximize

payload and cost effectiveness without increasing the development cost of

the baseline booster. Furthermore, only with an inverted launch of the

nuclear stage less NERVA, relaxation of tire wind criteria, or an off-

optimum performance deaign concept such as a larger half cone-angle and

tank cap radius can the impact on the booster be avoided.

MODIFIt:I) D[k\L CELL

Figure 9 depicts the configurational arrangements of tire RNS using an

inner cell with a capacity commensurate with the last cooldown plus

residual propellant requirements, identified as 5,950 pounds. The objective

is dual in nature: (1) by t_apping propellant within the inner cell, propellant

management during periods of zero gravity might be simplified, and (2) the

resultant column of propellant could be used effectively as a radiation

attenuation shield in the critical latter seconds of burn when tank top

radiation dose rate is reaching its peak.

Since the single tank baseline of 8-degrees and 25-inch cap radius was

shown to be optimum, tile inner cell concept study was confined to that

configuration only. A number of inner cells geometries were considered by

varying the radius of tile cylinder. The limiting upper radius is 60 inches

when the bulkhead becomes tangent to the side walls of the cone.

The optimum cell geometry is based on the minimization of the

algebraic sum of the tank and inner cell structure as it increases with

pressure, and of shield weight as it reduces with increasing inner cell height.

The pressure increase is equal to the propellant transfer line height from

outer to inner cell, nmltiplied by the density and acceleration, and reaches a

maximum when the outer cell is near depletion. Losses in and at the transfer

line intake are relatively small. The results of the analysis indicated that the

optmmm configuration has an inner ceil'top radius of 50 inches.

HYBRID

The hybrid class of RNS configurations was conceived primarily to aid

in engine end-of-life disposal. After the last operational flight, the auxiliary

tank is filled with LH 2 and the propulsion module - consisting of the small

tank, NERVA, guidance and navigation, and reaction control system-

propels itself to a safe disposal orbit. Other potential benefits include

ground mating of the engine with the small tank resulting in reduced orbital

assembly operations, and amelioration of start-up pressurant requirements

when the main tank has a large ullage.

In addition, consideration must be given to other significant design

drivers that affect stage cost effectiveness. These include nuclear radiation,

system weight, and EOS cargo bay compatibility for the auxiliary tank. A

spectrum of hybrid configurations as shown in Figure 10 was synthesized

for an initial screening prior to a more detailed tradeoff study to identify

the most attractive candidate in this class. As also shown in the figure, a

wide range of auxiliary tank geometries and capacities was screened on the

basis of EOS cargo bay dimensional compatibility, producibility, radiation

scattering, LH2 capacity in relation to disposal capability, and interface

compatibility with the main tank. Various main tank cap radii and half

cone-angles were considered in tire context of radiation attenuation and

stage moldline symmetry.

llle results of the single tank study-indicating significant weigllt

reductions for designs with small half cone-angles and cap radii-were used

to guide the hybrid design screening.

The evaluation of the most promising hybrid vehicle configurations is

summarized in Table 1. The evaluation criteria include vehicle length and

weight, external shield weight, and disposal capability from low earth orbit.

The minimum empty vehicle weight, integral tank top radiation dose and

external shield weight are seen to occur for the hybrid configuration

employing a 3,000 pound capacity LH 2 auxiliary tank (8-degree half

cone-angle, 25-inch cap radius). Shielding weight advantages of about 2,800

to 3,400 pounds are derived from the 25-inch end cap radius in the lower

auxiliary tank of this hybrid configuration as well as the overall vehicle

length of 208 feet. However, the reduced LH 2 capacity of 3,000 pounds

precludes the possibility of engine disposal to a safe orbit. If the dual

requirements for 9,300 pounds of LH2 tank capacity for engine end-of-life

disposal and an allowable cargo volume of 15-foot diameter by 60-foot

length for the EOS are to be satisfied, one of the other three hybrid

configurations listed in the table must be selected. Therefore, the hybrid

configuration employing an auxiliary tank with a 7.5-degree half cone-angle

and 68-inch end cap radius aft bulkhead geometry and a 7.5-degree half

cone-angle, 112-inch end cap radius aft bulkhead geometry for the main

tank affords the optimum selected hybrid arrangement. This configuration

represents the minimum weight system while maintaining a higll earth orbit

NERVA disposal capability.
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Figure 10. Hybrid Configurations

ALTERNATE CONCEPTS

COMPARISON

Table 2 presents a brief summary of the most attractive design

concept in each of the configuration classes considered. The burnout weight

including shielding-directly relatable to payload performance and cost
effectiveness-shows that the single tank design has an advantage of over

6,000 pounds over the hybrid, and 1,500 over the modified dual cell. In the

case of the latter the weight difference is due to the higher tank design

pressure resulting from the additional losses in feeding propellant to the top
of the inner cell plus the weight of the inner cell assembly.

Over 2,500 pounds of the penalty for the hybrid are due to the higher

external shield weight as shown in Table 2. The other 3,500 pounds are due

to increases in stage empty weight over the single tank design. These are

basically in structures, and meteoroid and thermal protection and are due to

increases in surface area of both pressurized and unpressurized shells as well

as a slight increase in tank design pressure due to losses accrued by

transferring propellant from the main to auxiliary tank.

Of concern also is design compatibility with operational requirements,

particularly those derived t_om earth launch of the RNS plus its logistic

supplies, and orbital activities to support a program dependent on

reusability to substantially reduce cost. It is particularly pertinent to

determine if there are critical operational drivers which favor certain

designs.

As previously indicated, the MSFC booster baseline configuration,

employing Saturn V's attitude and attitude rate control mode, does not

constrain the RNS length as long as the tank is boosted in the inverted

position. Although this approach necessitates a separate NERVA launch

with orbital mating and checkout, no requirements are imposed beyond

those to support a reusable shuttle program. Furthermore, NERVA design

criteria specify engine assembly and removal capability in earth orbit.
Engine replacement may be necessary due to limited lifetime or unrepairable

damage considerations and many common operations exist in payload

mating and checkout, propellant transfer, maintenance and repair, etc.,

requiring development of similar in-orbit capabilities. Lastly, the limited

benefit of an integral engine-tank launch (permiting ground mating and

checkout) must be weighed against use of a new flight control approach-

load minimum- or alternately more extensive structural design changes to

the 1NT-21.even for the shortest conical RNS.
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Like the recommended single tank concept, the hybrid design

employs a separate engine launch. However, since the engine is attached

to an auxiliary tank on the ground, somewhat fewer connections should be

required in orbit for mating with the main tank. A preliminary assessment

did not show any significant reliability benefits. A main attraction of the

hybrid is the built-in auxiliary tank to permit NERVA end-of-life

self-disposal. Maximum tank size is limited by EOS cargo bay dimensions

and radiation attenuation requirements. Nevertheless, 9,300 pounds can be

efficiently accommodated and is sufficient for a safe high altitude earth

orbit engine disposal. If the disposal module is to be autonomous, it will

require addition of astrionics equipment and an RCS system for flight
stabilization, guidance, and control. Unless these items can be designed for

installation initially with the auxiliary tank (which imposes stringent
radiation-hardened and lifetime requirements), they will have to be mated in

orbit just prior to disposal. This requires support by another vehicle such

as the tug. With all of the other concepts, either the disposal tankage/

equipment must be delivered and mated to the engine just prior to

disposal or the tug can be used to deliver NERVA to a safe location.

Although the choice is not clear-cut for a normal disposal, if NERVA is

inoperable the tug appears to be the only practical alternative. With this

contingency as the key driver, tug disposal is recommended under all

conditions, thus eliminating any significant operational benefit in the hybrid
design.

One additional factor of concern is the effect of using a high fineness
ratio tank with a small end cap radius. Interface studies indicate that a

suitable couplin_ can be made without impactin_ NERVA requirements.

Furthermore, the slender conical tank geometry should aid in zero g

propellant control through migration and retention of the LH 2 at the aft
end.

Payload delivery cost (cost effectiveness) is perhaps the most
significant parameter in concept evaluation. The three bar charts shown in

Figure 11 indicate the relative worth of the three alternate designs. As can

be seen, the 8-degree single tank concept (1) is superior in terms of

maxinmm performance and rmnimum payload delivery cost. On the basis of

current RNS performance and cost estimates, this could amount to a savings

of 10-15 million dollars per lunar shuttle flight. Although the modified dual

cell (2) affords somewhat better radiation protection, it is more complex,

structurally heavier, and thus more costly than the single tank design.

On the basis of the data summarized in "Fable 2 and Figure 11, the

single tank design employing 1NT-21 launch of the RNS tank in an inverted

attitude is clearly the most attractive configuration while meeting current

standards of on-board personnel protection.
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RADIATION ENVlRONMENT FOR RENDEZVOUS AND

DOCKING WITH NUCLEAR ROCKETS

D.R. Rogers, E.A. Warman, B.A. Lindsey

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company

Sacramento, California

Planning for operations such as rendezvous and docking of a vehicle powered by a

nuclear rocket engine with a space station requires consideration of the radiation

environment produced by the engine in addition to the natural space radiation

environment. Thls paper provides radiation environment data for the NERVA engine

which may be utilized in estimating radiation exposures associated with various

space maneuvers. Spatial distributions of neutron and ga_--na tissue kerma rates

produced during full thrust operation of the engine are presented. The corresponding

biological dose rates will be due predominantly to neutron contributions except

within the region in space which is shadowed by the liquid hydrogen propellant.

Forward of the vehicle, dose rates will depend on the characteristics of the propellant

module and payload as well as those of the engine and will vary during a mission as

propellant Is consumed. Final rendezvous wlth an orbiting space station would be

achieved subsequent to full thrust operation during a period of i0 or more hours

duration in which impulse is delivered by the propellant used for removal of decay

heat. _onsequently, post operation radiation levels are of prime importance in

estimating space station exposures. Maps of gamma kerma rates around the engine are

provided for decay times of 4 and 24 hours after a representative firing. Typical

decay curves illustrating the dependence of post operation kerma rates on decay tlme

and operating history are included. Examples of the kerma distributions around the

engine which result from integration over specific exposure periods are shown.

Thls paper sur_aarlzes data pertaining to the

radiation environment which is produced near the

NERVA* engine. The radiation environment during

full thrust operation and durlng post-operatlon

periods has been considered. These are presented

in a format intended to make the data useful in

considering the radiation exposures associated

wlth rendezvous and docking maneuvers.

The NERVA engine employs a graphite moderated,

beryllium reflected reactor which heats and

exhausts liquid hydrogen propellant to develop

75,000 ibs thrust. The NERVA flight engine con-

figuration is illustrated in Figure I. Minimal

radiation attenuation is provided for radiation

emitted In directions other than along the for-

ward centerllne axis. An internal shield is

included within the Pressure Vessel and Reactor

Assembly (PVARA) to provide protection for

critical engine system components. Some potential

manned missions may require additional biological

shielding. The manned mission shielding require-

ments depend on the characteristics of the entire

nuclear stage, including the propellant module

and payload as well as the engine. The engine

design has provision for inclusion of an external

disk shield at the location indicated in Figure i,

* The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Applica-

tion Program (NERVA) Is administered by the Space

Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the

USAEC and NASA. Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company

is prime contractor for the engine system and

Westinghouse Electric Corporation is principal

subcontractor responsible for the nuclear sub-

system.
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if additional protection is required for manned

payloads. The engine is coupled to a propellant

module with 300,000 ibs liquid hydrogen capacity.

The payload is located forward of the propellant

module.

When operating at full thrust, the reactor fission

power is a little over 1500 megawatt s. The

radiation energy which escapes from the system is

equivalent to about 1% of the total fission power.

Thus, the magnitude of the NERVA engine as a

source is such that radiation exposure may be an

important consideration in planning rendezvous

and docking maneuvers.

NERVA ENGINE WITH DISK SHIELD

DISK SHIELD

PROPELLANT TANK INTERNAL SHIELD

DISCHARGE LINE

CORE CENTER I

I EXTENSION

NOZZLE

PRESSURE VESSEL & REACTOR ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 1



I. OPERATING RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

The spatial distribution of gamma radiation

emerging from the engine during full power operation

is shown in Figure 2. The data shown are iso-

KERMA rate contours expressed in units of rads

(tissue)/second. These controus provide a pictorial

representation of the directional dependence of

the intensity of radiation leakage from the engine.

It is apparent that there is no strong dependence

on direction except in a relatively small cone

about the forward axis, due to the effect of the

shadow shield in the forward end of the pressure

vessel. The highest intensities external to the

pressure vessel occur at reactor midplane where the

peak value is about 3 x 105 rads/sec in contact

with the pressure vessel. The radiation leakage

from the PVARA in the aft or nozzle direction is

only slightly less than the radial leakage, but

the nozzle assembly provides some additional

attenuation. In the forward direction, the gamma

leakage is reduced by a factor of approximately

30 by the combined effects of the internal

shield and the fuel element support plate.

Figure 3 presents the neutron leakage rates at

full power conditions. The right half of this

figure shows isoflux contours of fast neutrons

(energies greater than 0.9 Mev) emerging from

the engine in units of neutrons/cm2-sec. The

left half of the figure contains contours of

KERMA rate resulting from neutrons of all

energies in units of rads(tissue) per second.

In the case of neutrons, intensities in the aft

direction are slightly higher than to the side,

because the beryllium reflector shields more

effectively against neutrons than against gamma

rays. The dependence of neutron leakage on

direction is not strong except within the region

of influence of the internal shield. If the

neutron KERMA rates are compared with gamma

KERMA rates of Figure 2, it is apparent that the

tissue KERMA rate due to neutrons is as high

or higher than that due to gama rays at all

locations. Hence, in biological dose considera-

tions, in which the biological effectiveness

of the radiation must be considered, the neutron

contribution will clearly dominate. Reduction

of biological dose rates through means other

than distance (i.e., by shielding) is a combined

neutron and gamma shielding problem. However,

it is important to point out that the liquid

hydrogen in the propellant tank provides a

tremendous indigenous neutron shielding effect.

As a result, almost all of the dose to the pay-

load is due to gamma radiation.
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Thefull poweroperatinggammaradiationenviron-
mentis extendedin thegammaKERMAratemapof
Figure4 to distancesof approximately200ft
fromthereactorcenter. TheNuclearFlight
PropulsionModule(NFPM)depictedin this
figure includesa 33-ft diameterpropellanttank
with 15° half-angleconicaltankbottom. These
datawerecalculatedfor a minimumshieldconfigura-
tion; i.e., noexternaldiskshieldwasincluded.
Furthermore,the contoursnearthe forwardaxis
donot includeanyattenuationbythepropellant
moduleor payload.Theactualintensities
within thefairly narrowconeinfluencedby
the propellantmodulewill varyduringthemission,
increasingasthemassof liquid hydrogenremain-
ing in thepropellanttankdecreases.The
contoursshownarerepresentativeof the limit
approachedasthe liquid hydrogennearstotal
depletionat theendof the last firing. Con-
sequently,theyrepresentworstcaselimits
for gammaKERMAratesexperiencedduringa nose-
onapproach.

!

Figure

GA_ _ RATES _JRING FULL POWER 0PER_TION

Units: Rads(Tlssue )/Second

OO

Distance From Centerline (Feet)

A corresponding neutron map covering the same

spatial region as Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5.

The fast neutron intensities were obtained with

the same assumptions: the minimum shield con-

figuration with no attenuation in regions external

to the PVARA. In the area shadowed by the

propellant module, this places a quite con-

servative upper limit on the neutron KERMA rate,

because the liquid hydrogen is such an effective

shield against neutrons. Even at end of burn,

the liquid hydrogen required for cooldown plus

the hydrogen vapor in the tank are sufficient

to reduce the neutron KERMA rate to a relatively

insignificant level.

_ _ _D _ .... _0 _ _n_7 ....
Neutro_ KENMA _te Units: Neutrons/6_ .see

Units: P_ds (Tissue)/$econd

I,,
i_-+_ I -_-_ _o_ !

Distance fr_ Centerline (Feet)

Extensive calculation of tank-top gamma KERMA

rates have been performed for the reference

300,000 lb capacity 15 ° propellant tank, with

various liquid hydrogen levels in the tank.

In Figure 6, the results of some of these calcula-

tions for a point on centerline at the top of this

tank are plotted as a function of residual propell-

ant mass. The neutron KERMA rate at this location

varies very rapidly with the mass of liquid

hydrogen and is significant only when the tank

is almost entirely drained. Since approximately

five thousand pounds of liquid hydrogen are

required for cooldown after the last burn, the

neutron exposure above tank top is negligible

compared to the gamma exposure. This is true only

for the fairly narrow cone in space which is

shadowed by the propellant tank.

The KERMA rates expected along the forward center-

line axis can be seen to vary through about three

decades depending on how much propellant is in

the tank. Thus, during most of a mission, the

on-axis KERMA rate is much less than the KERMA

rate at the end of the last burn. As an example,

the tank top KERMA rates occurring at the end

of each of four burns of a typical mission (un-

manned) reusable interorbit ferry) are indicated

in Figure 6. The KERMA rate during a nose-on

approach following the second burn is about a

factor of i0 lower than for such an approach after

the fourth burn. In a manned mission which in-

cludes a biological shield at the engine, the on-

axis KERMA rates will, of course, be further

reduced. A typical 10,O00 lb disk shield at the

engine would reduce the tank top KERMA rate by

about a factor of 20 during most of a mission.

Near the end of the last burn, when line-of-sight

contributions to the tank top KERMA rate are more

important relative to contributions from scatter-

ing in the propellant, the effective attenuation

factor would increase somewhat. Again, the on-

axis environment pertains only in a fairly narrow

cone and increases rapidly toward side leakage

values as the detector location moves out of the

influence of the tank and/or the protection of

the disk shield.
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The data from the extremities of Figures 4 and 5

may be extrapolated with little error by

inverse r 2 from the engine to obtain estimates

of KERMA rates at greater distances. Figure 7

illustrates the I/r 2 extrapolation of side and

aft gamma leakage data from Figure 4 out to

distances of i00 miles from the engine. At I mile

to the side, the gamma KERMA rate has dropped to
5 x 10 -2 rads(tissue)/sec and at I00 miles is

only 5 x 10-6 rads(tissue)/sec. The data shown

for the forward direction was extrapolated from

the dose rate at tank top (126 feet from reactor

center) with no residual hydrogen. No payload

attenuation or disk shield is included.

Extrapolated neutron KERMA rates are plotted in

Figure 8. The neutron KERMA rate at i mile

ranges from 3 x 10-11rads(tissue)/sec in the aft
direction to i x i0- rads(tissue)/sec at the

side. These fall to 3 x 10-5 and i x 10 -5 rads

(tissue)/sec, respectively, at I00 miles.

i
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II. SHUTDOWN RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

In lunar shuttle missions, full power operation

would ordinarily terminate anywhere from a

hundred to several hundred miles from the space

station. The subsequent maneuvering to close

the distance with the station would be performed

using the impulse delivered by the propellant

used for afterheat cooldown. Final docking would

occur after most of the cooldown impulse has been

expended. This would be at least i0 hours after

shutdown. The problem of estimating space station

exposures during rendezvous and docking, there-

fore, primarily involves the post-operation radia-

tion environment.

The magnitude of the ganlna source in the engine

drops rapidly after shutdown, but remains quite

significant in terms of biological dose rates

in the vicinity of the engine. The fission

product source strength and resulting ganlna

intensities external to the engine are quite

dependent on time after shutdown and the operat-

ing history. Post-shutdown ganm_a KERMA rates

have beenexamined for representative periods of

operation and decay. Figure 9 contains gan_a iso-

KERMA rate contours near the engine which are

based on a 30-min continuous full-power firing.

The data shown on the left half of the figure

are KERMA rates calculated for a decay time of

4 hours after the 30-min firing. KERMA rates

after an additional 20 hours or a total of 24

hours decay shown for comparison on the right

half of the figure. Only gamma KERMA rates are

significant because the photoneutron production

in beryllium after shutdown is insufficient

to result in neutron intensities which compete

with the gamma rays.
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The gamma KERMA rate maps for 4 hours and 24 hours

after a 30-min firing have been extended in

Figure i0 to cover an area which encompasses the

entire vehicle. These contours are for a minimum

shield configuration (internal shield only).

The levels near the forward axis do not include

any propellant module or payload effects.

At 4 hours after shutdown, the KERMA rate i00 ft

to the side is 1.7 x i0 -I rad/sec and this decays

to 1.5 x 10 -2 rad/sec at 24 hours after shutdown.

On the forward axis, in the shadow of the internal

shield, the KERMA rate is about 2 decades lower.

FIGURE I0

C_KERMA RaTES FOLLOWING 30 MINUTE FULL POWER FIRING
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For distances beyond those covered in the previous

map, the data may be extrapolated by inverse r 2.

This extrapolation is shown for the forward, side,

and aft directions from the engine in Figure ii

for distances out to i00 miles. At 1 mile to the

side, the KERMA rate is about 5 x 10 -6 fads

(tissue)/sec at 24 hours after shutdown.
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The data of Figure 12 illustrate the dependence

of KERMA rate on time after shutdown for

representative operating histories. The data

are normalized such that the KERMA rate 24 hours

after a 30-min burn is 1.0. Thus, KERMA rate

data of Figures 9, I0, and Ii for 24 hours decay

may be scaled to other operating and decay

conditions. For example, at i00 ft to the side

of the engine, the KERMA rate 1 hour after a

30-min firing is a factor of 65 greater than the

KERMA rate at 24 hours or approximately 1.0 rads

(tissue)/second. In Figure 12, the KERMA rates

after a 30-min burn are compared with those after

a 60-min burn and those following a sequence of

ten 60-min operations. The latter represents

the total rated lifetime of an engine. KERMA

rates for other burns can be scaled from the data

for 30 minutes at full power in direct proportion

to the power integral for the burn so long as the

decay time is long compared to the burn time.

Cumulative radiation exposures may be obtained by

integrating the KERMA rate versus time curve over

the exposure duration. Iso-KERMA contours around

the engine are shown in Figure 13 for exposures

which would be accumulated during the periods from

4 hours to 30 days after shutdown and from 24

hours to 30 days after shutdown following a 30-

min burn. These might represent exposures result-

ing during a 30-day docking, starting at 4 hours

or 24 hours after termination of the firing. Data

for the minimum shield configuration, consistent

with Figure i0.

FIGURE 13
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III. SUMMARY

In surmnary,theoperatingandshutdownradiation
environmentin the vicinity of the NERVA engine

is presented in such a manner as to facilitate

calculations of accumulated dose for rendezvous

and docking maneuvers. The units of tissue rads/

sec were chosen for two reasons: (i) the dose

due to the stay time at any one point in traversing

these maps would probably be best calculated from

a per second value, and (2) the use of the tissue

rad value permits one to proceed at the present

maturity of mission planning by simply assuming a

single conversion to rem dose based on an assumed

quality factor. These data are tissue KERMA

values, with no attempt to compute secondary

radiation contributions in the tissue. Much larger

uncertainties in radiation levels are associated

with the design evaluation of a flight engine than

those introduced by assumptions normally made in

KERMA to dose conversion calculations.

The preponderance of the neutron levels during

operation should be pointed out. If an average

conversion from Rad(T) to Rem were to be based on

an RBE of 7, the Rem dose from neutrons would

eclipse that from gamma radiation in all but the

forward direction (i.e., the region affected by the

presence of the liquid hydrogen propellant tank).

Use of these data in detailed planning for specific

missions will have to take into account the

indigenous shielding and secondary gamma production

in the approaching vehicle, while the NERVA engine

is operating, and the indigenous shielding for

the relatively soft gamma radiation after shutdown.

For a first approximation, the operating radiation

environment at less than full thrust would be in

direct proportion to the full power/partial power

thrust levels,

An "approach corridor" concept could be adopted

in which access and egress to and from the shutdown

NERVA engine would be made along the propellant

tank within a band of a few feet from the tank outer

surface. This would allow approach from the pay-

load vicinity for maintenance in the tank bottom

vicinity with possibly no additional shielding over

and above the engine disk shield provided the stay

time is very short and a combination of engine

operating time and decay time did not result in

prohibitively high radiation levels.

Remotely operated equipment (such as teleoperators)

would be required for maintenance of most, if not

all, portion of the engine, except after only

short durations of operation at full power.

Cumulative exposure calculations for specific

rendezvous and docking maneuvers have not been

attempted herein, but enough data have been

provided to allow this to be done in a relatively

straight forward manner, as the details of such

maneuvers with NERVA are developed.
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RADIATION EXPOSURE TO THE ORBITING LUNAR STATION AND LUNAR SURFACE

RELATED TO REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE OPERATIONS

by Paul I. Hutchinson

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

The radiation environment created by the Reusable Nuclear Vehicle (RNS) in performing its
normal mission functions while in the lunar vicinity and the impact of that environment on
the Orbiting Lunar Station (OLS) and/or the lunar surface are examined.

T raj ectory data, representative of nominal lunar arrival and departure maneuvers, reflecting
the unique operating characteristics of the nuclear engine, provide the basic geometry model
for the evaluation of the radiation exposures. Other factors included in the evaluation are

the operating source term (neutron and gamma radiation), shutdown source term (fission
point gamma radiation), view angle (shielding effects of stage and engine hardware), separa-
tion distance, exposure interval, time after shutdown, and prior reactor operating history.

To permit recovery of the impulse available from the coolant flow required by the high de-
cay heat rates at reactor shutdown, the main engine LOI burn is terminated with the RNS in

elliptical orbit and the coolant impulse used to circularize the orbit and complete OLS ren-
dezvous. This circularization maneuver may take up to 40 hours or more, depending on the
percent of cooldown impulse recovery planned. Radiation exposures at the OLS were eva-

luated for two conditions: (1) final orbit insertion 10 km ahead of the OLS, and (2) 10 km
behind the OLS assuming a 90-percent cooldown impulse recovery about 12 hours of
cooling).

Radiation exposures to the OLS during the lunar orbit departure burn (TEI) were evaluated
for RNS startup 10 km behind the OLS and 10 km and 20 nm ahead of the OLS. Exposures
received at the OLS for these cases are higher than for the LOI burn, since the reactor

operation occurs much closer to the OLS_ indicatinggreater initial separations will normally
be desirable.

Lunar surface exposures from the operating reactor were evaluated for both the arrival and
departure burns and while there is little probability that manned bases would lie along the
paths in which measurable exposures would be recorded, the analyses do indicate the need
to consider this possibility in planning such operations.

Conclusions supported by the analyses and recommended operational constraints for the RNS
are presented.

One of the recommendations contained in the Space
Task Group Report to the President (September 1969) was
for continued lunar exploration with significantly increased

capability and flexibility. Critical to achieving the pro-
posed goals of the program will be the establishment of an
Orbiting Lunar Station (OLS) and development of a space
transportation system with emphasis on low cost and max-
imum payload flexibility. A major element being consid-
ered for the proposed system is the Reusable Nuclear

Shuttle (RNS) designed to transport men, spacecraft, and
supplies between earth orbit and lunar orbit as well as to
other space destinations.

The NERVA nuclear engine, presently being devel-
oped, represents a major advance in propulsion and pro-
vides the basis for the RNS concept definition and mission

operation planning used in this study. Nuclear engines
differ considerably from chemical engines in operating
characteristics and also represent a source of ionizing
radiation which must be considered when planning any

operations in their vicinity. To confirm the feasibility of
using the RNS for lunar shuttle operations the effects on
the OLS and lunar surface were examined for normal
lunar arrival and departure maneuvers.

Trajectory data and reactor operating history for
lunar orbit arrival and departure developed during the

Nuclear Systems Definition Study (Contract NAS 824715)
and the Lunar Mission Safety and Rescue Study (Contract
NAS 9-10969) provided the basis for the evaluation.

The OLS is assumed to be in 60 nm polar orbit.
Current planning does not call for actual docking of the
RNS with the OLS; therefore, on lunar arrival it will only

be necessary to inject into orbit in the near vicinity of the
OLS from which position payload exchange can be accom-
plished either with lunar tugs or with propulsion units
contained within the payload itself.

An RNS-OLS separation distance has notbeen estab-

lished; however, it must satisfy two conditions: (1) the RNS
must not be located so as to interface with operations
around the OLS such as lunar lander arrivals and depar-
tures, and (2) it should be sufficiently distant that radia-
tion from the engine, even in the worst attitude would not
restrict activities at the OI__. Two RNS positions were
used in the evaluation, 10 km ahead of and behind the OLS,
which should satisfy the first condition.

To minimize mission velocity requirements trans-
lunar trips will normally be scheduled to coincide with
opportunities for coplanar earth departure and lunar
arrival. Such opportunities occur twice each lunar month,
although trip frequency would probably not exceed one
every 54.6 days. Earth return opportunities permitting
coplanar arrival in earth orbit will also be selected; how-
ever, to avoid extended waitingtime in lunar orbit, most
lunar departures will require some out-of-plane maneu-

vers. These departures will normally be performed
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using a 3-impulse maneuver to minimize energy require-
ments, although single burn departures may be selected
if the total plane change requirement is less than
20 degrees.

RADIATION ENVIRONMENT CREATED BY THE

NUCLEAR ENGINE

The radiation environment related to normal engine
operations will be most severe during periods when the
reactor is operating at full power (1575 mw) and both
neutron and gamma radiation are present. The intensity
will depend on distance from the reactor and the presence
of intervening mass such as shielding and stage and
engine components. These effects are shown in Figures
1 and 2. These data were generated using the Common
Radiation Analysis Model (CRAM}*. The sharp reduction
in dose rate in the forward sector (0 to 15 deg) is related
to the NERVA engine internal shield. Neutron dose rates
assumed an RBE (radiobiological equivalent) factor of 8.

When the reactor is shutdown and the source of

neutrons eliminated, the radiation environment created
by the engine will be considerably diminished, consisting
primarily of gamma radiation clue to fission product de-
cay in the core. Since the fission product source term is
dependent on reactor operating history, time after shut-
down, distance, and view angle, all these factors must be
considered in the definition of the environment. Figures
3 and 4 give the dose-distance data following shutdown in
lunar orbit for the first shuttle trip. Operating history
assumed full power cycles of 1773 seconds and 367
seconds at leave earth and arrive moon with a 4-1/2 day
coast between. The effect of view angle is presented in
Figure 5. From these data it can be seen that the dose
rate at 100 ft (30.48 meters) 100 seconds after shutdown
is 20.5 R/sec, or more than two orders of magnitude
less than the combined neutron-gamma dose rate of
3325 R/sec at the same distance during full power opera-
tion. Furthermore, at the end of the first day this rate
will have dropped an additional 3 orders of magnitude.
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For the first 10 to 20 hours after shutdown the
fission product source term will be dominated by the
short-lived fission products from the last burn and not
until a week or more has elapsed will the build up of
greater inventories of longer lived fission products re-
lated to multiple burns have any pronounced effect on the
source strength. Since the operations evaluated in this
study are concerned with relatively short decay times,
results based on the first trip analysis can be accepted as
representative of subsequent trips as well.
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Figure 3 - Effect of Vi_ Angle on F_sAIon pr_ue_ G.mm_ _o R_t¢
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For a typical LOI burn, cooling pulse trains will
last from 25 to 40 hours and consume from 1500 to

2500 lb of propellant. To minimize the impact of this
coolant demand on mission performance, most of the
impulse produced will be applied toward the AV required
for orbit insertion. The effect of the delayed impulse on
the trajectory at lunar orbit arrival is shown in Figure 6,
in which about 12 hours of cooling impulse recovery was
used. Impulse from the cooling pulses not used for AV
must be nullified to prevent orbit perturbation. In addition
to minimizing the performance impact by utilizing coolant
impulse for AV, an added benefit is realized in that the

RNS-OI-S separation distance during full power operation
will be greatly increased over that which would result if
little or no impulse recovery was planned.

A three-impulse departure maneuver, using a 36-
hour intermediate ellipse to perform a 90-deg plane
change maneuver, is illustrated in Figure 7. Although
the intermediate ellipse and plane change may vary for
different departures, only the first burn will occur close
enough to the OI_S or lunar surface to be of concern from
a radiation standpoint.

8CRAM--=_ _ P_'MP TAILOFF AV =56 FI_
BEGIN SHUTDOWN i :

MAIN BURN 0

10S HOUR _

Tn^NSI_R I _ _ _ _V • 2727 FPS

_ 26

15

ZS 1G

7 Pt'_ED

- _ _ -- COOLINC

• "_ "" / 28 18 AV - 126 Fr_

2 _ 2O

Figure 6 - Lunar Orbit Insertion Using C_ldown Pulses

EFFECT OF DECAY HEAT ON RNS
PROPULSIVE MANEUVERS

In addition to the radiation environment created by
the decaying fission products in the reactor core, a con-
siderable quantity of heat is released which must be re-
moved to prevent damage to the engine. For example, at

the end of shutdown (SCRAM) for a typical LOI burn the
decay heat release is about 3.7 x 105 Btu/sec which
would be sufficient to vaporize core material and destroy
the engine if a continuous flow of coolant was notprovided.
After about 5 minutes the heat release rate will have

dropped to about 6.8 x 103 Btu/sec and coolant can be
provided at a much lower rate. In practice, to avoid the

need for continuously reducing the coolant flow throughout
the cooling period, an intermittant or pulsed flow techni-
que is employed in which engine and reactor components
are held within safe temperature limits by fixed flow

pulses initiated when the upper temperature limit is
reached and terminated when the lower bound is reached.

These pulses are fairly uniform in thrust and duration,

but decrease in frequency until the decay heat rate has
dropped low enough to permit cooling by radiation alone,
at which time active cooling can be terminated.

*Full Flow Flight Engine Common Radiation Analysis
Model, " Aerojet General Corp., RN-S-0551, Sacramento

California, 1969
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RADIATION EXPOSURE TO THE OI_ DURING

NORMAL RNS LUNAR MISSION OPERATIONS
- LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION

The integrated neutron and gamma dose levels
which would be received at the OI.S during RNS lunar
orbit insertion were evaluated for two conditions previ-

ously mentioned; (1) final LOI 10 km ahead of the OIl,

and (2) 10 km behind the OI__.

During the main engine burn the separation distance

(RNS to OI__) and view angle for both cases are virtually
the same and are presented in Figure 8. The total dose

delivered to the OLS during the period ]from startup t, TM

SCRAM was computed to be 1.94 x 10-_Rem, of which
1.44 x 10-4Rem was attributable to neutrons and 5.03 x

10 -5 Rein to gamma radiation.

Almost coincident with shutdown the view angle

becomes less than 15 deg for both eases and remains so

during most of the cooldown insertion. Thus, even
though the RNS-OI_ distance is diminishing, the protec-
tion provided by the engine internal shield effectively
eliminates any radiation problem at the OLS. Separation
distance and view angle for the latter half of the case in
which final LOI occurs 10 km behind the OI.S are shown

in Figure 9. View angle for the alternate case is also
shown.
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Figure 9 View Angle and Separation Distance to OLS I)Jrlng C_ld_n Ph_e of tiNS LO! M_euver

For arrival 10 km behind the OLS a total fission

product gamma dose of 7.03 x 10 -3 Rem, roughly 36
times the dose received during the main burn, will be
received at the OLS. Most of this dose will be delivered

during a 20-minute interval (37,800 to 39,000 seconds)
when the RNS is making a close passage with the OLS

(1.5 nm) and the view angle is in the 60 to 140-deg range.

For the alternate arrival condition, 10 km ahead of

the OLS, the RNS would not pass the OLS during the
maneuver and would always remain oriented such that the

OLS is within the engine shield cone, effectively elimina-
ting any measurable dose at the OLS.

Increasing the separation distance at final LOI
would have little effect on the fission point gamma dose if

arrival behind the OLS is selected, unless the distance
was increased to the point that the close passage was

eliminated. It can reasonably be concluded then that
unless mission conditions dictate otherwise, arrival of
the RNS ahead of the OLS would normally be selected.

LUNAR ORBIT DEPARTURE

The lunar orbit departure operation may be accom-

plished using a single-burn or a 3-burn maneuver,
depending on the amount of plane change required to
satisfy the trans-earth injection (TEI)conditions. During
the 3-burn departure the second and third burns will

occur at such high altitudes (see Figure 7) that no effec-
tive dose will be received at the OLS.

The neutron and gamma dose received at the OLS
was evaluated for three departure startup conditions;
RNS 10 knu behind the OLS, RNS 10 km ahead of the OLS,

and RNS 37 km (20 nm) ahead of the OLS.

Separation distances and view angles for startup
10 km ahead of and 10 km behind the OLS are presented

in Figures 10 and 11. Startup 37 km ahead would be
similar to the 10 krn ahead case except that the distances

would be greater by about 15 nm.
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Integrated neutron and gamma doses at the OLS
for these cases will be:

Position at Startup Neutron Dose Gamma Dose

10 km behind OLS 42.9 Rein 5.41 Rein
10 km ahead of OLS 2.52 Rein 0.139 Rem
37 km ahead of OLS 0. 266 Rein 0.015 Rem

nose-to-the-sun orientation, which in the worst case
could result in a 90-deg OLS view angle for the entire
period.

From Figure 3 it can be seen that the average dose
rate would be less than 5 x 10 -8 R/sec, which over the

full 30 days would only result in a dose at the OLS of
0.13 Rem. From a fission product gamma radiation

standpoint the 10-km separation appears more than safe.
No hazards would be associated with this standby period,
except in the event of an RNS system malftmction.

RADIATION EXPOSURE TO LUNAR SURFACE DURING
RNS ARRIVAL OR DEPARTURE

Men or installations on the lunar surface along the
RNS trajectory trace could be exposed to radiation
during periods of nuclear engine operation for the lunar
arrival and departure burns. The most severe arrival
situation would involve a single-burn LOI maneuver in
which a minimum recovery of after-cooling impulse was
planned. This type of insertion would result in the lowest

altitude during the burn. For evaluation, an incoming
trajectory was selected for which no after-cooling impulse
recovery was employed. Such an approach is represented

pictorially in Figure 12. RNS altitude at the beginning of
steady-state operation is about 85 nm. Neutron and
gamma doses delivered to various positions along the

surface track were evaluated using the separation distance
and view angle data given in Figures 13 and 14.

The high dose for the case where startup occurs
10 km behind the OLS results from the very close OI.S

passage (about 0.29 nm) during the reactor operating
period. The benefits of even modest increases in separa-

tion distance are readily apparent from the other two
cases evaluated.

The high neutron and gamma doses during engine
operation for startup behind the OLS could be eliminated
if the initial distance was increased to about 30 nm

(56 hn); however, a close OLS passage would still be
required when fission product gamma rates are near

maximum. Additionally, the risk of collision during the
flyby would also represent an undesirable hazard.

The analyses support the conclusion that if startup
near the OLS was required, a position ahead of it in
orbit would be favored. A distance of at least 20 nm

would be desirable. On the other hand, since the RNS

requires no direct OLS support for the TEI maneuver, a
more desirable condition for startup would be with the
RNS beyond the lunar horizon (about 680 nm for 60 nm

orbit altitudes) such that the engine burn could not be
seen at the OLS and none of the low altitude operation
would occur near the OIl. RNS transfer to such an

orbit position can be accomplished at minimal expense

in terms of AV during the waiting period in lunar orbit.

SIIUTDOWN COMPLETE

/-
IA NAt_. ORIWF INSERTION - /

END CONTINL OIs _ I BEGIN SIIt'TI)OWN
FLOW C(_(_LING_ • _E( N

_pLL. N."TM . , I _ _ _ STE AI)Y -STATE

RADIATION EXPOSURE DURING RNS
RESIDENCE IN LUNAR ORBIT

On arriving at the moon the nuclear shuttle will be
divested of its outbound payload by lunar tugs or using
propulsion units in the payload itself. Sometime prior to
departure an earth-return payload will be delivered to
the RNS and docked to it. Residence time of the RNS in

lunar orbit can vary from about 4 days to as much as 30
days, during which time no NERVA engine operation will
be required. During this period the RNS will maintain a

Fil.mrc 12 Relative Location of Lunar Surface Positions With Respect to IINS Incoming

Trajectory-- [.ow A|tittldo Allpl'O,'lch
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The neutron and gamma doses received along the
ground track reach maximums of 2.35 x 10 -2 Rem and
2.9 x 10 -3 Rein at position 3, vertically below the RNS at

shutdown (see Figure 15). Uprange positions 1 and 2
benefit from the change in view angle after the overflight,
while downrange positions 4 and 5 benefit from increased
range, and even more important are hidden by the lunar
horizon during the early portion of the burn with position

5 not coming into view until shutdown is initiated.

Normal LOI burns will start at altitudes of about

125 nm and shutdown at about 95 nm, in which case the
lunar surface dose will be reduced to perhaps one-third
to one-half the values computed for the low altitude
approach. Lunar orbit departure burns, on the other

hand, would always start at 60 nm and remain low during
most of the burn. For three-burn departures the first
burn would rarely exceed 100 seconds duration; however,
for single-burn departures burn times of 300 to 400
seconds could be required, most of which time the RNS

would be at or near the 60 nm altitude. Although a speci-
fic case was not evaluated, the similarity to the low alti-
tude arrival case suggests that the surface exposures
would not be too different, although peaks might be
slightly higher due to the slightly lower altitude during
full power operation.

In any event, surface doses from either LOI or
TEI burns do not appear high enough to be of concern
unless experiments with sensitive measurement instru-

ments were involved and then only if they happened to be
located at very specific locations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analyses quite clearly support the conclusion
that there is nothing in the RNS lunar operation either
related to radiation or unusual operating constraints
which would challenge its feasibility or practicability in

supporting advanced lunar exploration. With the exception
of the lunar orbit insertion maneuver, in which the engine
cooldown extends the time interval for the maneuver, the
nuclear and chemical shuttle operations would be nearly

the same. Separation distances in orbit between the RNS

and OLS will probably be established more on the basis
of clearance required for other OLS operations than for

control of radiation environment. Radiation exposures
related to normal RNS operations at either the OLS or on

the lunar surface do not reach levels high enough to be of
concern, either for a single trip or for the accumulated
dose from multiple trips.
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INTEGRAL DOSE DURING CONSTANT VELOCITY MOTION NEAR A SPACE POWER REACTOR

H. S. Manning, NASA/MSFC

The dose rate in a rotationally-symmetric radiation field near a space power reactor

is assumed to be inversely proportional to separation distance squared and directly propor-

tional either to a constant or a constant times the sine-cubed of a polar angle. Constant

velocity motion (constant speed and direction) is examined in both cases in both two- and

three-dimensional geometries. The two-dimensional geometry occurs when the line of

motion and the field axis of symmetry are co-planar. The dose integral in the sine-cubed

region may be integrated directly, but a more useful form is obtained after a change of vari-

able. A coordinate system rotation greatly simplifies the results. The three-dimensional

problem is integrated after a change of variable. Finally, tables of normalized functions are

presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A key problem associated with the study of

nuclear energy sources in space is the evaluation of the

leakage radiation reaching the astronauts or other radio-

sensitive detectors. This paper discusses a solution to

the problem of constant velocity motion near a space

power reactor with a specific leakage radiation pattern.

The term "constant velocity" is intended to be under-

stood in the vector sense implying constant speed and

constant direction.

and

= constant ,

al = constant ,

_b = constant ,

dp = V = constant
dt

In region II, the dose rate is

The radiation field description was derived from

material presented by Atomics International in Refer-

ences 1 and 2 and is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 3 depicts an isodose contour in the (x, +y) half-

plane. The radiation source is represented as a point

source located at the origin O. The radiation field is but

assumed to be comprised of three regions. Region I

represents the field due to an unshielded isotropic

source or leaking through a relatively thin shield.

Region HI represents the field behind a thick "biological thus,

shield" of half-angle E. In both regions, the shield is

assumed to be of approximately uniform attenuation with

azimuth angle so the dose rate is a function of distance

alone. Region II represents the transition between

regions I and HI. Because of variations in attenuation

and/or source strength, the dose rate has an azimuthal

dependence. The field studied here varies as the sine- where

cubed of a polar angle _ measured from an abscissa

inclined an angle 6 to ,the x-axis.

MOTION WITHIN A SINGLE PLANE

Consider first the case where the detector moves

with constant velocity along a line p contained within a

nonrotating plane which also contains the x-axis. Let us

first examine the case where all motion is in region II,
or

?r

(E-6) -<¢-<_

Let the motion be outward along p from an initial posi-

tion P1. Then, from _igure 4,

r(P1) = rl = constant

DII = K1 sin s
al}

¢=(_-D ;

sin s c_ sin c_

13i/ =A _+ B rT

sin _'

--+C r-- _

A = K 1 cos 36 ,

B = K 1 cos 6sin 2'3

C = K 1 sin 6cos 2 6

D = K 1 sin 35 ,

oLT = 2 - O_ t

and

r = RII

Consider the first term. Referring back to

Figure 4 and introducing initial conditions,
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(NOTE: MULTIPLY DOSE RATES BY 0.58 TO GET GAMMA DOSE RATE IN mrad/hr)
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FIGURE 4. CONSTANT VELOCITY MOTION IN A PLANE
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r sinc_ = r I sinc_ 1 + psin

Also,

r 2 = p2 + rl2 + 2prlcos(_ - c_ 1)

We now write

• A (r I sin c_ 1 + p sin _)3 dp
DIIA V

[rl 2 + 2pr 1 cos (_ - _l) + p2]"/2
dt

The limits for the complete integral along the line are:

p(1) = 0

and

p(2) : oo

By integrating and inserting the limits and simplifying,

the equation above eventually yields

A { ( sin3 _'1 + sin3 _)DIIA = 3rl---'-V It + cos (_ - c_l)]

(sin c_1 + sin _)3 /

+ [1 + cos (_ - o_1) 2]

CHANGE OF VARIABLE

This general form is somewhat cumbersome to

handle. A more useful, if somewhat restricted, form

may be obtained through a change of variable before

integration. Referring again to Figure 4, we observe

that

rcosc_ = r lcos_l + pc°s

Taking this in conjunction with the expressions above,

we find that

sin (_ - Oil)
r = r 1 sin (_ - _) '

sin {o_ - ai)

P = rl sin (_ - oz)

and

dp = sin (_ - al) dc_

dt sinZ (_ - (_) dt

Substituting into the dose rate expression,

• _ sin 3 c_ dc_

DIIA sin (_ - _1) dt

The limits will be in general

and

(2) = _2

By integrating and inserting the limits, we have the com-

plete first term,

A F3(cos c_1 - cos c_z) -,(cos 3 c_l - cos 3 (_.) ]
DIIA = 3-_V L sin (_ - c_l) J

The second term of the expanded dose rate equa-
tion is

• B sin c_

DII B - r2

which yields immediately

B (cos _1 - cos _2)

DIIB = rl---V sin (_ - _1)

using the limits above•

The doses DII C and DII D may be evaluated using

the arguments above but with the complementary angle

(_'. The complete dose expression can now be written as

K1 {cos 3513(cos c_1 - cos _2)
DII - 3rlV sin (_ - (_1)

- (cos 3 o_1 - cos 3 o_2) ]

+ 3 cos 6 sin 25 (cosc_ 1 - cosc_)

- 3sinScos25 (cosc_ 1' - cosc_')

+ sin3513(cos_ 1' - cosc_)

(c°sa a_' - cos3 a2')l}

This iorm is valid except in the case of radial motion

discussed below. An additional minor constraint is that

_i _ £.

This expression can be greatly simplified by per-

forming a coordinate system rotation through an angle 5.

Thus,

oz * = o_ - 5 = 4) ,

_::_ = _ - 6 ,

_5. = 0 ,

and, constraining the point Pl , to lie along the nc_ = 5

line,

Dii(0, q5 ) = K....__[cos3_ - 3cos_5 + 2]3rlV sin (_ - 5)

where the parentheses on the left are used to indicate the

angular limits. The radial case may be integrated

directly from the dose rate equation. It is unaffected by

the coordinate system rotation;

K 1 1 sin3 4)
DII(@,4)) - V r I r
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The case of constant velocity co-planar motion in

an inverse square field has been solved before and is

included here only for completeness and notational con-

sistency. Referring to Figure 5, we again let the motion

be along a line p, and, as before,

r(p1) = r 1 = constant ,

= constant ,

s t = constant ,

_t = constant ,

and

dp = constant = V
dt

The dose rate is given by

15_ K
r 2

We observe that

7r

n--_-(_ -c,) ,

r = r tcos_i sec_ ,

p = r t cos _t (tan _ - tan _l)

and

thUS,

dPdt= r lcostlt sec2_ d_dt ;

K[ o,-otlD = r-_ sin (_ - _I)

MOTION IN THREE DIMENSIONS

If isodose contours such as in Figure 3 are

rotated through 27r radians around the x-axis, a complex
three-dimensional radiation field will be produced.

Assume constant velocity motion along an arbitrarily

oriented straight line, as in Figure 6. Again, let us

first examine the case of motion within region II along

the line P1P = p outward from an initial position PI.
The radiation field polar angle is again

_:Ol -5 ,

and, as before,

sin 3 _ sins sin _'

-r_f_II=A_+ B_+ C _ + D_

sin3 _v

r 2

The direct integral of the cubic term has not been

obtained; however, the term has been successfully inte-

grated after performing a variable change similar to that
in the restricted solution of the co-planar case.

p
""., J //

x /

Po

FIGURE 5. CONSTANT VELOCITY COPLANAR MOTION
IN AN INVERSE SQUARE FIELD

X_ °'1

FIGURE 6. CONSTANT VELOCITY MOTION
IN THREE DIMENSIONS
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Theradiusvectortothe initial point can be
written

^ 4 _ cosTl)rl ,r i = (icosa I + jcos_i +

where r i -- I_i) and cos cq, cos ill, and cos Yi are

direction cosines. Similarly, the vector traced by the
moving point is

= (fcos ÷  eos % ÷ cos p)p'

Since the direction is constant, p/p is constant. The

angle between these two vectors is also a constant,

cos X = cos _1 cos _ + cosfll coSflpP

+ cos "YI cos Tp

Figure 7 illustrates the nonrotating plane contain-

ing the vectors r, ri, and p. This plane contains the

variable angle 0 between the vector r and the (x,y)
plane. Consider the nonrotating plane containing the

x-axis and ffl and the rotating plane containing the
x-axis and r. In the former, there is the constant angle

_l and in the latter the variable angle _. If a unit

sphere is constructed at the origin, these three angles

become the sides of a spherical triangle. If the face

angle opposite side _ is called k, then

cosc_ = cosalcos (8 - 0 i)

FIGURE 7. PLANE OF MOTION IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

sin (0 - Ol)
P = rl sin (_ - O) '

+ sincr 1 sin (0 - 01) cosk and

But, X is also the angle between the planes containing

POP 1 and PlOXI. Thus,

\ rlp r i /sin

and

COS A.=

X sin cq

cosc_ sinZ_i - coscq(cosflpcos_i + cosypcosTl)

sin × sin cq

Continuing, we simplify

coso_ = kcos [0 - (O1 - ¢)]

where the phase angle ¢ is defined by

tan_ = tana lcosk

and the modulus k is found from

k 2 = cos 2a 1 + sin 2cq cos 2X

= sin (_ - 0 l)d0dp rt
dt sin 2 (_ - 0) d-[

The dose rate is now

i {! - k2c°s2[O - (01 + ¢)]} 3/2 d...O0
buA - riV sin (_ - 0) dt

Let

and

sin 2_ = cos2[O - (0 l+ _)1

1/
A = (I - k 2sin 2#)_2 , k_ _'_ t

and the expression integrates to

A [k2A sin g cos
DIIA = 3rlV sin (_ - 01)

- (1 - k2)F(k,#)

We note in passing that 01, ¢, and k are defined by
initial conditions only and that k 2 -< t.

+ 2(2 - k2)E(k, lz)] _(2)
u(i) '

Returning to Figure 7, we may write

sin (_ - Oi)
r = r l sin (_ - 0) '

where F(k, p) is the incomplete ellipticintegral of the

firstkind and E (k,/z) is the incomplete ellipticintegral

of the second kind. The limits of integration are indi-

cated outside the bracket on the right.
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Using the substitutions above, the second term in
the expanded dose rate equation becomes

thUS,

and

• B A cl_
DHB = rtV sin (_ - el) dt ;

B u(2)

DHB = rtV sin (_ - 81) [E(k'/_)]/_(I)

The third term may be written as

d__• Ck sin/_ •
DIIC = rtV sin (_ - 81) dt '

Ck (cos/_ (I)DHC = riV sin (_ - 01) (2)

The lastterm is

Dk3 d_
[)IID = rtV sin (_ - 0i) sin3/_ dt

which yields

Dks
DIID =_ 3rtVsin (_ - eI) _(1)(3 cos/_ - cos3/_ (2)

The complete expression for the three-
dimensional case could now be constructed using the

components above. Regrettably, no simplifying step .....

such as the coordinate system rotation used in the planar
case has been found.

The restriction against radial motion applies

here as in the planar case. However, as radial motion
is necessarily co-planar with the x-axis, the special
form given earlier will apply•

APPLICATIONS

Many problems involved with close-in operations
near a nuclear power source can be adequately approxi-

mated by assuming constant velocity co-planar motion.
The integral dose in this case can most easily be found

from the expression for DII(0, _b) developed above. The

expression can be normalized as

Dii(0,_b) rIV sin (_ - 6) _ (cos3 _b - 3cos ¢ + 2)
K l 3

This expression is tabulated as a function of the angle
in Table 1. This table is organized in standard math

table format and allows five significant figure values of

the function to be read corresponding to three significant

figure values for the angle _b. Linear interpolation is
used for intermediate values.

TABLE 1. NORMALIZED DOSE INTEGRALS

FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

0 1 2 3

".0 00000 00000 00000 00000

1o0 00000 00000 00000 00000

2.0 00000 00000 00000 00000

3.0 00000 00000 00000 00000
#,0 00001 00001 00001 00001

5,0 00001 00002 00002 00002

6,0 00003 00003 00003 0000#

7,0 00006 00006 00006 00007

8.0 0000_ 00010 00010 00011

9,0 00015 00016 000%6 00017

iO.O 00023 00024 00025 00026

11,0 00034 00035 00036 00037
12,0 00047 000#9 00051 00052

13,0 00065 00067 00069 00071
1#.0 00087 00090 00092 00095

15,0 00115 00118 00121 0012#
16,0 001#8 00152 00156 00159

17,0 00188 00193 00197 00202

18,0 00236 002#1 002#6 00251

19.0 00291 00298 0030# 00310

20*0 00356 00363 00371 00378

21.0 00#31 00#39 00##8 00#56

22,0 005%7 00527 00536 005#5
23.0 00615 00626 00636 006#7

2#,0 00726 00738 00750 00762

25,0 00850 0086# 00877 00891

26,0 00990 01004 01019 01035

27,0 011#5 01161 01178 01195

28,0 01317 01335 01353 0%372

29,0 01506 01526 015#6 01567

30,0 01715 01737 01759_01781

31,0 019#3 01967 01991 02015
32,0 02192 02218 022## 02271

33.0 02#63 02491 02520 025#8

3#,0 02756 02787 02818 028#9

35,0 03073 03106 03140 03173

36,0 03#15 03451 03#87 03523

37,0 03783 03821 03859 03898

38,0 0#176 0#217 _#258 0#300

39,0 0#59? 0#641 04685 0#729
#0.0 050#7 05093 051#0 05187

41,0 05525 05574 0562# 0567#
#2"0 06033 06085 061.38 06191

#3,0 06571 06626 06682 06738
##'0 071#0 07199 07258 07317

0 % 2 3

# 5 6 7 8 9

00000 00000 00000 00000 OCO00 00000

00000 00000 00000 C0000 00000 00000
00000 00000 00000 CO000 00000 00000

00000 00000 OCO00 00000 00000 00001
00001 00001 00001 00001 0000% 00001

00002 00002 00002 00002 00003 00003
0000# 0000# 0000# 00005 00005 00005

00007 00007 00008 C0008 00009 00009
00011 00012 00013 00013 0001# 0001#

00016 00019 00020 00020 00021 00022

00027 00028 00029 00030 00031 00032

00039 000#0 000#1 00043 000## 000#6

0005# 00056 00058 00059 00061 00063

00073 00076 00078 00080 00083 00085
00098 00100 00103 00106 00109 00112

00127 00131 0013# 00137 001#1 001#5

00163 00_67 00171 00175 00180 0018 #

00206 002_1 00216 00221 00226 00231
00257 00262 00268 0027# 00250 00285

00916 00323 00329 00336 003#3 003#9

00385 00393 00#00 00#08 00#16 00#23

00#6# 00#73 00#82 00#90 00#99 00508

00555 00565 00575 00585 00595 00605

00658 00669 00680 00691 00703 0071#

0077# 00786 00799 00812 0082400837

0090# 00918 00932 009#6 00961 00975

01050 01065 01081 01097 01112 01129
01211 01229 012#6 01263 01281 01299

01390 01#09 01#28 01#47 0%#67 01#87

01587 01608 01629 01650 01672 01693

0180# 01826 018#9 01872 01896 01919

020#0 0_065 02090 02115 02140 02166

02298 0_325 02352 C2379 02#07 02#35

02577 0B607 02636 0266602696 02726

02880 07912 0294# 02976 03008 030#_

03207 032#1 03276 03310 033#8 03380
03559 03596 03633 03670 0370? 037#5

03937 03976 0#016 C4055 04095 04136

04341 0#383 04#86 C##68 04511 0#554

0#77# 04818 0486# 0#909 0495_ 05000

0523# 05282 05330 C5378 05#27 05#76

0572# 05775 05826 05877 05929 05980
062#4 06298 06352 06406 06461 06516

06795 06852 06909 06966 0702# 07082

07377 07#37 07#97 07557 07618 07680

# 5 6 7 8 9

TABLE 1. (Concluded)

0 1 2 3 # 5 6 7 8 9

#5.0 07741 07803 07865 07928 07991 0805# 08117 08181 082#5 08310

#6.0 0837# 08440 08505 08571 08637 08703 08770 08837 08905 08972

#7.0 09041 09109 09178 092_7 09316 09386 09#56 09527 09597 09669

#8,0 097#0 09812 0988# 09956 10029 10102 10176 10250 10324 10398

#9.0 10#73 105#9 1062# 10700 10776 10553 10930 11007 1108# 11162

50,0 112#1 11319 11398 11#78 11557 11637 11718 11798 11879 11961
51,0 12043 12125 12207 12290 12373 12#57 125#0 12625 12709 1279#

52,0 12879 12965 13051 13137 1322# 13311 13398 13486 1357# 13662
53.0 13751 13840 13929 14019 1#109 14200 1#290 1#382 1#473 14565

54,0 14657 1#750 1#8#3 14936 15030 1512# 15218 15313 15408 15503

55.0 1559_ 15695 15792 15888 15986 16083 16181 16279 16378 16477

56,0 16576 16676 16776 16876 16977 17078 17179 17281%7383 17485
57,0 17588 17691 17795 17898 18003 18107 18212 18317 18423 18529

58,0 18635 187#2 18849 18956 1906# 19172 19280 19389 19498 19607

59,0 19717 19827 %9937 _0048 20159 20271 20383 20#95 20607 20720
60,0 20833 209#7 21061 21175 21290 21#04 21520 21635 21751 21867

61,0 2198# 22101 22218 22936 22#54 22572 22691 22810 22929 23049

62.0 23169 23289 23#%0 23531 23652 23773 23895 2#018 24140 2#263

63,0 24387 24510 2#63# _4758 24883 25008 25133 85259 25385 25511

6#,0 25638 2576# 25892 26019 261#7 26275 26#0# 26533 26662 26791

65,0 26921 27051 27181 _7312 27##3 27575 27706 27838 27970 28103
66,0 28236 28369 28503 _8637 28771 28905 29040 29175 29310 29##6

67_0 29582 29718 29855 29992 30129 30266 30#04 305#2 30681 30819

68.0 30958 31098 31237 31377 31517 31658 31798 31939 32081 32222
69*0 3236# 32506 326#9 32791 32934 33078 33221 33365 33509 3365#

70,0 33798 33943 3#088 3#23# 3#380 34526 3#672 3#819 34966 25113

71,0 35260 35408 35556 3570# 35852 36001 26150 36299 36##9 36599
72.0 367#9 36899 370#9 37200 37351 37502 37654 37806 37958 38110

73,0 38263 38#15 38568 38722 38875 39029 39183 39337 39#91 396#6
74,0 39801 39956 #0112 #0267 #0#23 #0579 40735 #0892 #10#9 #1205

75,0 #1363 #1520 41678 41836 4199# #2152 42310 #2469 #2628 #2787

76,0 429#6 43106 43266 #3426 #3586 #37#6 43907 #4068 44228 ##390
77,0 #4551 4#713 ##87# 45036 45198 #5361 #5523 #5686 #5849 46012

78,0 #6175 46339 #6502 #6666 #6830 #6994 _7158 #7323 #7#87 #7652

79.0 47817 #7983 #81#8 #8313 #8479 486#5 48811 48977 491#3 #9310

80.0 #9476 #96#3 #9810 ¢9977 501## 50312 50#79 506#7 50815 50983
81,0 51151 51319 51#87 51656 51825 51993 52162 52331 52500 52670

82,0 52839 53009 53178 539#8 53518 53688 53858 54029 5#199 54369
83,0 5#5#0 5#711 5#882 55053 55224 55395 55566 55737 55909 56080

84,0 56252 56#2# 56595 56767 56939 57111 5728# 57#56 57628 57801

85,0 57973 581#6 58318 58_91 5866# 58837 59010 59183 59356 59529

86,0 5970_ 59876 600#9 60222 60396 60569 60743 60917 61090 61264
87,0 61438 61612 51786 61960 62123 6_307 62#82 62656 62830 63004

88,0 63178 63352 63527 63701 63875 64050 6#22# 64398 64873 6#747

89,0 64922 65096 65271 654#5 65620 6579# 65969 661#3 66318 66492

0 1 2 3 # 5 6 7 8 9
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Values from this table give the integral dose

along a line originating on the _ = 0 or _l = 5 line
and proceeding outward until _ - 5 = ¢. The inclina-

tion of the line is accounted for in the normalizing con-
stants. Integral dose accrued between the points at _bl

and _2 on the same line as [Dii(0,_b2) - DII(0 - _1)].

This allows one to correct for the small differ-

ence between _ = c, the closest the axis may be

approached in region II, and c_ = 5, the abscissa of
the extended field contours.

Another useful form results from constraining P1

to lie along the ¢ = _ line; thus,

DH 3'_b = 3rlV cos (_ - 5) "

This dose is related to the tabulated dose by

0/:[o 0,]oo 0,
The three-dimensional problem in region II con-

tains too many variables to allow simple parametric
representation. To obtain sample results, a specific

field pattern was chosen and values of the integral above

were obtained. The field axis offset angle, 6 = 8.663

degrees, corresponds to the field illustrated in

Figures 1 and 2. Generalized values of the resulting
integral are shown in Table 2 as functions of the modu-

lus k and the field angle # defined above. The table

is read in a manner similar to Table 1; thus,

Dii(k, lzi,/z2) = DII(k, p2) - Dii(k,p l)

where it is understood that the normalizing factor
[rlV sin (_ - 0)/k] has been divided out of both sides

of the expression.

T^SL_ _ NOrO_UZED _ _T_Cr_ FO_ ^ THREE-D_SmNAL C^SE,
6 - _ 6_7 DEOa_ES
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TELEOPERATORS FOR REMOTE OPERATIONS IN SPACE*

L. E. Little and F. L. DiLorenzo

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company

INTROBUCTION

Early in 1970 a NASA Task Team was assembled to

evaluate the potentia] application of teleoperators/

robots to the integrated space program requirements.

The term teleoperator as applied to space programs

is generally defined as general purpose, dexterous,

cybernetic, man-machine systems that augment man by

extending his capabilities across distances and

through physical barriers into hostile environments

and amplify his energy and force capability. Tele-

operators are a prime candidate to augment or poss-

ibly eliminate Extra Vehicle Activity (EVA).

EVA operations will also be limited by natural

space radiation environment and will be eliminated

from some operations due to manmade radiation

environment. The NASA Task Team recon_nended the

development and application of teleoperators for a

variety of space tasks whose missions were broadly

divided into four areas: inspection and servicing

of spacecraft; construction in space; mission opera-

tions; and emergency operations.

The report described eight major classes of tele-

operators, which included:

Remote Maneuvering Teleoperators (RMT)

Lunar Roving Vehicle - Unmanned Operation

Space Station/Shuttle Teleoperator

Mars Roving Vehicle

Tug

Reusable Nuclear Shuttle Teleoperator

Space Assembly Teleoperator

Planetary Support Teleoperator/Robots

One of the major classes required is the develop-

ment of a teleoperator for nuclear programs. Some

of the typical tasks identified by NASA for this

teleoperator system were nuclear-engine replacement

and maintenance, propellant transfer and refueling,

cargo handling for the reusable nuclear shuttle,

and the package and disposal of spent reactors.

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company, under the

direction of the Space Nuclear Systems Office, is

conducting detailed analysis to:

i. Establish requirements for a Remote Nuclear

Teleoperator (RNT)

2. Establish engineering concepts for the RNT

3. Establish a development and qualification

plan for the RNT

The analysis has been based around the concept

of the Reusable Nuclear Vehicle. The concept of

the RNV involves many normal and maintenance opera-

tions in space which could require either an EVA

mode or a teleoperator.

Once the propulsion system has been activated

the radiation level essentially precludes any EVA

*The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

(NERVA) program is administered by the Space Nuclear

Systems Office, a joint office of the USAEC and NASA.

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company is prime contractor

for the engine system and Westinghouse Electric

Corporation is principal subcontractor responsible

for the nuclear subsystem.
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operations; therefore, similar to the ground test

program, any operations performed on the propulsion

system will require a teleoperator. Many teleopera-

tor concepts exist, from on-board the RNV to a

flyable unit. The on-board units appear to esta-

blish large weight penalties on the RNV, so the

original teleoperator concepts have been led to a

flyable unit.

NERVA TELEOPERATOR PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

System engineering documentation has been

generated for both the ground and flight phases of

the NERVA engine. Also, a maintainability design

trade study has been completed and a maintenance

concept has been formulated and published. Using

this basic information, which has identified many

requirements allocated to the teleoperator system,

a systems analysis approach was continued to further

delineate NERVA Program teleoperator requirements.

Many guidelines were used in generating these func-

tional requirements; the most important being:

No planned EVA operations in space for NERVA

operations and maintenance, and

Teleoperator and NERVA engine design must be

interrelated for maximum compatibility

The following specific tasks were identified for

the normal and maintenance operations from the

analysis:

Normal Operations

i. Install and remove external shield

2. Checkout nuclear engine (visual inspection)

3. Install or remove cargo as required

4. Remove launch support equipment

5. Disposition of spent engine

Maintenance Operations

i. Remove engine from stage, dispose/acquire,

install engine to stage

2. Remove and replace engine hardware modules

3. Replace engine electronics modules

4. Support verification of maintenance actions

and checkout

The teleoperator system analysis indicated (based

on all ground rules, guidelines, and both normal and

maintenance tasks determined from engine system

analysis) that the teleoperator should consist of

two or more separate parts: (i) a control unit

which may be in space or earth-based; and (2)

orbiting satellite teleoperators which can be

maneuvered and operated by the teleoperator con-

troller. Other requirements identified by the

analysis were:

i. The teleoperator must have docking arms to

attach to the engine, stage, and other

devices at points to which the teleoperator

must be secured as a working or transporting

platform for the various tasks assigned.

2. The teleoperator must attach to the stage/



engine,disengageandseparatethe engine
and/orenginemodule/component,disengage
fromthestage/engineanddeliver it to a
point orareaof disposition.

3. Theteleoperatormustacquireandthentrans-
port theengineand/orenginemodule/compo-
nentsfroma spacesourceto thestage/engine
andattachthemto the stage/engineas
required,andeffect their alignment,mating,
andsecuringasrequired.

4. Thecontrollermustremotelycheckout,
control,maneuver,andsecurethetele-
operatorslave.

FLIGHTCONFIGURATIONCONCEPT

Theplanidentifies developmentof teleoperator
subsystems(i.e., manipulators,controls,andsen-
sors)utilizing a groundtest configurationvehicle
(Figure4). Thisvehiclewill bea test bedfor
theadvancementof teleoperatortechnologies.

Thisvehiclewill alsobeusedastest support
equipment(TSE)for theNERVAengineprogram,thus
providingprogram-requiredsupporthardware.Con-
ceptually,this systemwouldconsistof a prototype
teleoperatorslavewithall spacesubsystemsoper-
able (exceptthoseof propulsionandenvironmental
control, andtheinterface), a conveyorvehicleto
providesupportandmaneuverabilityto theTOS,and
thecontrolconsole(representingtheTOC)behind
a barrier to simulateremoteconditions.

Tomeettheidentified requirementsanadvanced
teleoperatoris required. Teleoperatorsof today
canbebuilt andflownbut their capabilitieswill
be limited. Theremotehandlingtechnologieshave
beenadvancedto meetthe"hot cell" requirements
but arestill consideredfirst generationandwill
requireadvancementto meettheouterspacerequire-
ments.Totruly transmitman'ssenseof presence
andinstinctivecontrolto a remoteteleoperator,
advancementin manipulators/controls,sensors,and
displayis necessary.

Thepresentremotenuclearteleoperatorconcept
(FigureI) consistsof a systemof integral or
separablespacevehiclesthat arecapableof per-
formingthe requiredflight preparationandmain-
tenancetasksontheNERVAengine(Figure2) while
in earthorbit. Theteleoperatoris a closed-loop
systemwith manin controlat all timesfor surveil-
lanceanddecision-making.

Theconceptconsistsof a teleoperatorcontroller
(TOC)system,a teleoperatorslave(TOS)effector
and,asrequired,a supportsystem.

TheTOCcontainshumanoperatorsandall subsys-
temsnecessaryto controlthe functionsof theTOS
in theperformanceof spacetasks(Figure3). It
receivesdatafrom,andtransmitscommandsto, the
TOS.TheTOCis alwaysmannedbutmayor maynot
belocatedin space.

Thesubsystemsconsistingof actuator,sensors,
controlandcommunicationsappearto requirethe
mosttechnicaladvancement.Propulsion,environ-
mentalcontrol, computersandpowersystemshave
hadsignificantadvancementin themannedspace
flight program.

Theneedis for anadvancedteleoperator,and
withdevelopmentin thementionedsubsystems,a
totally remotespaceteleoperatorcanbemadeavail-
able. Suchthingsas three-dimensionaltelevision,
forceamplification,logarithmicforcefeedback,
tactile sensors,light-weight,powerfulactuators,
andhigh-densitycommunicationsystems,aresome
of theadvancementswhichWill enablea teleoperator
to performtaskswhichwouldrequirea manin an
EVAmodeplusmanyothers.

Todevelopaspaceteleoperator,ANSChasformu-
lated a programplanidentifyingtheareasof
advancementrequiredanda logical approachto
developingthesystem.

GROUNDTESTCONCEPT

Thetimerequirementsfor a remotenucleartele-
operatoraresuchthat a qualSfiedspaceteleopera-
tot will berequiredbyabout1980.A development
andqualificationplanhasidentified a detailed
sub-planto advanceteleoperatortechnologiesto
meettheremotenuclearteleoperatorconcept.

CONCLUSIONS

Theprimaryobjectiveof theremotenucleartele-
operatorstudyprogramwasto definein detail a
programplanwhichwouldprovidea qualifiedopera-
tional spaceteleoperatorsystembyabout1980.

Theconceptandphilosophypresentedprovidesa
productconsideredto beanadvancedteleoperator
whencomparedto today'sstate-of-the-art. Previous
studieshaveshownthat anoperationalspacetele-
operatorcouldbedevelopedin twoto threeyears,
but sucha teleoperatorwouldcontaintoday'stech-
nologyandbeconsiderablyrestricted in its capa-
bilities.

Theteleoperatorconceptwasformulatedto meet
NERVArequirements.Thisconceptis considered
preliminary,permittingflexibility duringthe
developmentperiodandthetimeat whichtile total
integratedspaceprogramis beingdefined.

Considerableeffort canbeexpendedin theareas
of subsystemdevelopment(e.g., actuators,sensors,
communications,andcontrols)assuringa programof
developedbasicsubsystemsprior to final concept
selection. Theareasof propulsion,attitudecon-
trol, andlogistics canfollow.

Thefollowingconclusionsaremade:

i. Anadvancedqualified remotenucleartele-
operatorcanbeavailablebyaboutIq80o

2. Anintegratedprogramfor thedevelopmentof
a nuclear/spaceteleoperatoris requiredto
meetthecommonalityandcost-effective
requirementsof the integratedspaceplan.

3. Tomeetreliability andoperationalrequire-
mentsof today'sspacevehicles,withoutEVA,
a teleoperatoris requiredto performthe
plannedspacemaintenance.

4. Teleoperatortechnologymustbeadvancedto
meettherequirementsfor a remotely
operatednuclear/spaceteleoperator.

5. Newinventionsarenot required,onlyan
advancementof today'stechnologyto develop
a teleoperatorto meetrequirementsof the
nuclear/spaceteleoperatorconcept.

6. Utilization of existingfacilities canmeet
teleoperatordevelopmentandqualification
requirements.

7. Thedesignphilosophyof a nuclear/space
teleoperatormustbeoneof self-repair and
maintenancewithmodularconstruction.

8. Throughthedevelopmentof a nuclear/space
teleoperator,technologycanbeutilized in
developmentof planetarysurfaceroverunits
andalso "spinoff"applicationsto industrial
robotsfor remote,hazardousoperationson
earth.
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Teleoperator Systems for Manned Space Missions

ALFRED INTERIAN SPACE PRODUCTS DIVISION GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

In November, 1969, the President's Science Advisory Committee under the leadership of the distinguished

Dr. L. DuBridge, unequivocally called for development of remote mechanical systems to augment man's

capabilities in our manned space effort. A "teleoperator system" would extend man's innate intelligence and

sensory capabilities to distant hostile and hazardous environments through a manipulator-equipped spacecraft

and an RF link. This paper examines space teleoperator system applications in the Space Station/Space Shuttle

Program, which is where the most immediate need exists and the potential return is greatest.

INTRODUCTION

As the space station and space shuttle

development proceed, the necessity of apply-
ing teleoperator systems to extend man's
innate intelligence and sensory capabilities to

distant, hostile, and hazardous environments

becomes apparent. The teleoperator system is
a remote, eiectromechanical and visual system

that utilizes video and manipulator-equipped

spacecraft and an RF link to extend human

capabilities across many miles in space.
The possibility of using manipulators in

space environment has been suggested by
space technologists for the last de_;ade. Recent
work in this area has:

1. Detailed the success of teleoperator
systems on earth and described the

extension of their technology to space.

2. Examined the feasibility and cost effec-
tiveness of a ground controlled tele-

operator system for refurbishing on-
orbit satellites.

3. Described a teleoperator spacecraft de-
sign made up primarily of space-

qualified components and with a high

system reliability.

4. Described the space mission analysis

and laboratory work performed to fur-

ther prove feasibility and establish de-

sign criteria and concepts.
As a result of recent studies (References 1

through 4) conducted by the General Electric

Company on remote manipulation, a teleoper-

ator system concept was evolved that has
many applications in the Space Station/Space

Shuttle program. Three views (Figure 1)of

the concept are illustrated, pictured within

the volume envelope of the standard space
station airlock. The system has a free flight

capability with the appropriate attitude con-

trol and propulsion subsystem, and the sys-
tem is controlled through the RF communica-

tion control subsystem either in the space
station or in the shuttle.

The teleoperator is positioned at the work-

site with sufficient accuracy and low enough
drift rates to allow the manipulator arms to

grasp the worksite and attach ihe docking
legs. Of course a video subsystem is needed to
see the worksite. Several cameras and an

illumination subsystem are used to give the
needed visual information despite the harsh

visual condition in space. When properly
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SECTION A-A 

Manipulator 

Docking Tethers 

Communications 

Propulsion 
(including fuel) 

Attitude Control 

secured to the work site the manipulator arms 
can perform the needed repairs or refurbish- 
ing with the use of tools and techniques 
previously worked out. 

Estimates of the weight and power for this 
system are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Space Station Teleoperator 
Weight and Power Summary 

86.0 40 Video and 
Illumination 

18.0 - 
69.0 30 Power 

81.3 46 Structure 

40.2 35 Total 

Weight 
(Ib) 

44.1 

305.0 

100.0 

743.6 

Average 
Power 

195 

Several methods for station/shuttle main- 
tenance and support are under consideration. 
One of these concepts would be designed 
around intravehicular activity, and another 
method would provide for maintenance 
through extravehicular activity and the use of 
special purpose mechanisms and designs. 

While the current approaches do not con- 
sider general purpose teleoperators, we would 

like to describe their potential application and 
advantages. These applications will be present- 
ed first for the space station program and 
then for the space shuttle program. 

SPACE STATION PROGRAM 

On board a space station, teleoperators 
would support operation and maintenance of 
both the space station and station experiment 
program. A teleoperator of the type evolved 
from the General Electric investigation would 
be useful in performing inspection, mainte- 
nance, mass transfer and assembly. 

Inspection 

Periodic visual inspection of the exterior of 
the station would include a check for punc- 
tures, breaks or fouled deployment mecha- 
nisms. By taking along leak detectors, IR 
cameras, or contamination sensors, the tele- 
operator could carefully search for leaks from 
within the station, or from the RCS system, 
and for local hot spots. The environment in 
the vicinity of the station could also be 
measured in this way. 
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Main tenan ce Mass Transfer 

RCS Quadjets wear out and will have to be 
replaced periodically. Currently they are con- 
figured for IVA replacement, but these units 
could be replaced more simply from the 
outside of the station (Figure 2). The present 
technique requires large internal crew tunnels 
and work volumes and deployable outside 
covers or seals to maintain the station airtight 
integrity and environment in the work vol- 
ume. Degraded thermal coatings could be 
replaced with properly coated tapes. Fouled 
deployment mechanisms usually operate 
with spring force.levels of about 5 pounds and 
motor torques of about 200 inch-pounds. 
This is within the force capability of the 
general purpose teleoperator in the system 
anticipated by GE, so these devices could be 
overridden and deployed or undeployed by a 
teleoperator . 

r 

For those cases in which complete modules 
would not be transferred from the shuttle to 
the station, teleoperators could be used to 
transfer packaged logistics and equipment 
from the shuttle cargo bay to a station airlock 
(Figure 3). This operation would eliminate 
the need for docking the shuttle to the 
station. 

Assembly 

In addition to the assembly of such systems 
as antennas or solar arrays, a teleoperator 
could be used to assist in assembly of a 
modular space station in orbit and aid in the 
evolutionary operations of growing the sta- 
tion into a base. 

Figure 2. RCS Quadjet Replacement 
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Figure 3. Logistics Transfer 

EXPERIMENT PROGRAM SUPPORT 

The diverse experiment program planned 
for the space station calls for the deployment 
and positioning of sensors and equipment on 
the station exterior. Some of these sensors 
will be grouped in modules that are attached 
to the station. Others will be part of free 
flight modules remote from the station. In 
order to accomplish this operation, use will be 

made of many special purpose booms, posi- 
tioning devices, and special purpose subsatel- 
lites as well as frequent revisits and docking of 
detached modules to resupply the expend- 
ables. 

Table 2 is a summary of the potential 
teleoperator applications that might be used 
in support of the experiment program; The 
techniques being considered are shown in the 
right-hand column. 

Table 2. Teleoperator Applications on the NASA Space Station 

Technique Presently 
Considered Functional Program Elements Teleoperator Applications 

5.1 Grazing Incidence Film and tape retrieval Module docks to Space 

5.5A and High Energy Routine Maintenance and Astronauts enter module 
X-Ray Telescope and change Station periodically. 

Stellar Survey Servicing through docking port 
(X-Ray) Refueling and service 
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Table 2. Teleoperator Applications on the NASA Space Station (Cont)

Functional Program Element Teleoperator Applications Technique Presently
Considered

5.2 Stellar Astronomy
Module

5.3A Advanced Solar

Astronomy

5.3B Advanced Solar

Astronomy

5.4A Ultraviolet Stellar

Astronomy

5.4B Ultraviolet Stellar

Astronomy Survey

5.5B High Energy Stellar
Astronomy Survey
(Gamma-Ray)

5.6 Space Physics
Airlock

5.7 Plasma Physics
and Perturbation

Investigation

Film and tape retrieval
and change
Routine Maintenance and

Servicing
Refueling

Film and tape retrieval
and change
Routine Maintenance and

Servicing
Refueling

Film and tape retrieval
and change
Routine Maintenance and

Servicing
Refueling

Film and tape retrieval

and change
Routine Maintenance and

Servicing

Refueling

Film and tape retrieval
and change
Routine Maintenance and

Servicing
Refueling

Repair of fouled deployment
mechanism for detectors

Deployment and installation
of sensors and instrumenta-
tion outside station

Repair of fouled deployment
mechanisms (booms)

Deploy Langmiur probes.
Faraday cups, and
cyclotron harmonic
resonance mechanism

(boom)

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Deployed on boom through
airlock

Some deployed on boom
through airlock

Dedicated subsatellite is

presently used to deploy
others
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Table 2. Teleoperator Applications on the NASA Space Station (Cont)

Functional Program Element

5.8 Cosmic Ray

Physics
Laboratory

5.11 Earth Surveys

5.12 Meterology Sub-
satellite

5.14 Man System

Integration

5.16 Materials Science

and Processing

5.17 Contamination
Measurements

5.18 Exposure
Experiments

5.20 Fluid Physics

5.21 IR Stellar Survey

Teleoperator Applications

Photographic plate

retrieval and change
Resupply of liquid cryogen

and plate emulsion
Refueling
Routine maintenance

and service

Retrieve and replace film

Repair fouled deployment
mechanism

Transport sensors,
probes and instrumenta-
tion to new orbital

position

Experiment calls for
maneuvering subsatellite
and teleoperators

Deployment of processing

equipment outside station
during experiment operating

Deploy and install sensors
and instrumentation outside

station

Deploy, install and retrieve
sensors and instrumentation
outside station

Film retrieval and change
Routine maintenance and

Servicing
Refueling

Resupply of liquid cryogenics
Routine Maintenance and

Service Refueling

Technique Presently
Considered

Module docks to Space

Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service

Module is unpressurized

during operational phase

and is pressurized during
maintenance phase

Dedicated subsateUite

is presently used

A teleoperator system
is called for

Space chamber is built
into laboratory area for

experiment operating mode

Deployed on boom through
airlock

Deployed on panel pallet

through airlock and in-
stalled on outer skin of

station - retrieved again
using panel pallet.

Module docks to Space

Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port and
service

Module docks to Space
Station periodically.
Astronauts enter module

through docking port
and service
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Table 2. Teleoperator Applications on the NASA Space Station (Cont)

Technique Presently
Functional Program Element Teleoperator Applications Considered

5.22 Component Test

5.24 MSF Engineering

Deploy and install equipment
and instrumentation outside

station

Conduct space welding

experiment in space

Experiment calls for a
maneuvering subsatellite
and teleoperator
Maintenance of isotope

Brayton power system

Equipment installed in
space chamber in station

and operated

Conduct space welding

experiment in space
chamber

Use teleoperators

No extensive maintenance

planned

A listing is made in Table 3 of the
estimated weight and volume of current tech-

niques considered for performing experi-
ments.

The weight and volume summary of special
purpose booms and subsatellites is shown in
this table but no attempt has been made to

include such special mechanisms as: tunnels,

structure, or gases, which will be necessary to
environmentally seal-off work areas or pro-
vide access and habitability in work areas.
These items are not completely defined or
estimated yet but will clearly be large and
heavy.

A comparison is made in Table 4 of weight
and volume between current techniques for
experiments and the use of a teleoperator.

Table 3. Currently Planned Techniques

Item Weight (lbs) Volume (ft 3)

|t , ,,, ,,,

Articulated Booms

Panel Pallet

Materials Processing Vacuum Chamber

Remote Maneuvering Satellite - FPE
5.7 & 5.12 (Mobility Package Savings)

Remote Maneuvering Satellite - FPE 5.24

TOTAL

170

35

5O0

100

80

885

120

120

72

m

5.0

317
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Item Weight (lbs) 

General Purpose Teleoperator 750 

Other Techniques 885 
i 

This same teleoperator lighter and more 
compact wouid be capable of pcrforrring the 
maintenance missions previously described in 
addition to supporting the experiment pro- 
gram. 

Volume (ft3) 

60 

317 

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM 

Some of the applications mentioned for the 
station are also applicable to the shuttle. 
Additional applications arise from the 
shuttle’s ability to inject and maneuver into 
many different orbits. Some important appli- 
cations are now being considered: 

Visual Inspection 

Visual inspection (Figure 4) will include 
the condition of the shuttle heat shield and 

the condition and operation of the aerody- 
namic control surfaces and doors prior to 
de-orbit and re-entry. 

On-Orbit Resupply of Unmanned Satellites 

The life of operational satellites may in 
many cases be economically extended by 
resupplying spent consummables such as fuel, 
cold gas, or batteries. Close rendezvous with 
the target satellite would be accomplished by 
the shuttle followed by deployment of the 
teleoperator from the shuttle, and terminal 
rendezvous and docking of the teleoperator to 
the target satellite. The teleoperator would 
then perform the resupply operations and 
return to the shuttle. 

Figure 4. Inspection of Space Shuttle Re-entry Shield 
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On-Orbit Refurbishment or RetrievallDeploy- 
ment of Unmanned Satellites 

general purpose teleoperator but the tasks 
would be greatly simplified if consideration 
were given to designing satellites for maintain- 

An extension of the resupply mission would ability. The teleoperator would transfer the 
be to change satellite payloads or perform satellite to the cargo bay for complex tasks 
diagnosis and repair on-orbit. These missions for operations by the astronaut crew or 
(Figure 5 )  would again be performed by the perhaps for return to earth. 

Figure 5. Satellite Retrieval 

GROWTH POTENTIAL 

The same teleoperator systems would play 
an important role in the space program of the 
next decade. Such studies as “The Nuclear 
Rocket in the Space Future,” which was 
prepared for NASA by D. S. Gabriel, have 
shown that great savings can be achieved if 
the nuclear shuttle is made reusable. One 
limiting item, however, is the engine life. By 
replacing the engine in orbit (after approxi- 
mately 10 reuses) the life of the nuclear 
shuttle could be greatly lengthened. This mis- 
sion is illustrated in Figure 6. The radiation 
environment in the vicinity of the spent 
engine presents a hazard for man-attendance 
methods but is an ideal application for the 
mechanical teleoperator. A similar situation 
will exist on the space base where nuclear 
reactors will be used for electrical power and 
require replacement every two years. 

Teleoperators with surface roving mobility 
units could be used to perform lunar or 
planetary surface explorations (Figure 7). 
These teleoperators would include many of 
the same subsystems as their orbiting rela- 
tives, such as: manipulators, video, power and 
communications. They could be deployed and 
controlled from lunar landing space tugs or 
from orbiting space stations. As teleoperators 
with limited artificial intelligence (robots) are 
developed, extensive exploration activities can 
be envisioned on distant planets without the 
detrimental effects of long transmission time 
delays. 

Spsce teleoperator systems can be made 
ready for the first space station/space shuttle 
missions currently planned for about 1977. 
Complete on-orbit checkout and test would 
be performed following launch to evaluate 
predicted teleoperator performance in space. 
Based upon the results of this phase, system 
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Figure 6. Nuclear Shuttle Engine Replacement 

Figure 7. Teleoperations on the Lunar Surface 
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operating procedures, crew work schedules,
and final system adjustments could be made
in preparation for its operational deployment.
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NUCLEAR RADIATION PROBLEMS, UNMANNED THERMIONIC REACTOR

ION PROPULSION SPACECRAFT

+ #
J. F° Mondt, C. D. Sawyer, A. Nakashlma

i Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

A nuclear thermionic reactor _ the electric power so_ce for an

electric propulsion spacecraft int_odue_ a nuclear radiation

environment. The radiation environment effe_ the spaceeraft

configuration, the _e and location of electrical insulato_ and

the s_ence experiment_. The spacecraft is conceptually configured

to mi_Lmize the nuclear shield w_ght by (I) a large length to

diameter space,raft, (2) eliminating piping penetratio_ through
the shield, and (3) _ing the merc_y propella_ as gamma shield.

The alumina mater_al is damaged by the high nuclear radiation

environment in the rea_r. For the more ambitious (250 kwe,

30 to 40,000 ho_) electric propulsion missio_ it is d_sirable

to locate the _a i_ator out_ide the reflector or develop

a more radiation r_istant insulator. The net spacecraft nu_ear

environment is now b_Lng investigated to determine if thee is

a problem. It appears some experiment_ may requi_e local radiation

shi_eding .

INTRODUCTION

Some of the nuclear radiation problems which

have been, or will be, encountered during the

technology development of a thermionic reactor

ion propulsion spacecraft (TRIPS) are described.

A thermlonic reactor ion propulsion spacecraft

(Ref. i) provides an electric propulsion system

with the potential for delivering large payloads

(Viking class-2000 Kg) to the outer planets.

TRIPS consists of an in-core thermionic reactor

and mercury bombardment engines configured into

a propulsion system. The spacecraft configuration

and the reasons for the configuration is explained.

An electrical insulator for in-core thermlonle

reactors is located in the high nuclear radiation

environment. The effects of the nuclear environment

on this insulator have been investigated in some

detail. The insulator effects_ how it relates

to the spacecraf_ and various solutions which

are mission dependent is described.

The nuclear radiation shielding requirements

for the power conditioner are discussed. The

spacecraft arrangement is such that dual use of

the spacecraft propellant is possible. The power

conditioner is part of the propulsion system_

and has been used as the most sensitive radiation

component in designing the nuclear shield. The

nuclear radiation shielding requirements also

influence the spacecraft arrangement. The shielding

requirement and how it affects overall propulsion

system weight is also explained.

A preliminary look at the science payload

environment and its possible problems are briefly

described. The science payload is not well defined

at this time; therefore, the environment and problems

are Just now being investigated.

DESCRIPTION OF SPACECRAFT

A Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) spacecraft

consists of an electric propulsion system, _ propel-

lant system, and a net spacecraft. The arrangement

of these systems must be such as to increase relia-

bility, reduce the weight, simplify interfaces,

and maintain maximum flexibility for scientific

information return. An isometric of a NEP space-

craft, identifying the major components, is shown

in Fig. i. This spacecraft configuration has

a large length to diameter ratio (L/D) which

reduces the nuclear shield weight and the overall

propulsion system weight. This configuration

also simplifies the thermal interfaces hy having

the high temperature components (power subsystem)

all at one end of the spacecraft. The thrust

subsystem and propellant system is in the center

of the spacecraft_ an intermediate temperature

environment, and the low temperature net spacecraft

at the other end of the spacecraft. The net

spacecraft being at one end also allows maximum

field of view, and allows the science equipment

to be operational during the thrusting. This

side thrust configuration, as shown in Fig.

i, has the thrust perpendicular to the long

axis of the spacecraft. Therefore, the mercury

propellant used for thrust is expelled away from

all spacecraft components.

PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsion system is divided into two

subsystems - power and thrust. The power subsystem

consists of a primary radiator, a thermlonic

reactor, electromagnetic (EM) pump and (NaK)

liquid metal heat rejection piping. The thrust

subsystem consists of power conditioner modules,

mercury ion bombardment thrusters and bus bars

or power cables. The power distribution for

This work presents the results of one phase of research carried out in the Propulsion Research and

Advanced Concepts Section of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under

Contract NAS7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

#Member Technical Staff _Senlor Engineer
+Group Supervisor
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THERMIONIC

NUCLEAR ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT ISOMETRIC

SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS

SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA _

POWER CONDmONER AND _

LOW TEMPERATURE RADIATOR \ _\_

\
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/ / ANTENNA
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_K-- _ "J3 kwe PUMPING

8,4 kWt

l kwt ,_

_AL RAI)IATION

1 l('_eNU

SPACECR.Q7 IO. 6 kw(

Fig. 2 70 k_NEPPOWER SCHEMATIC

a 70 kw nuclear electric propulsion system, including

all components, is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed

lines on the figure indicate liquid metal piping

loops, The solid lines indicate electric power

distribution. The accordion lines indicate heat

rejected to space.

The power subsystem produces 75 kw of electric

power at the thermlonlc reactor terminals. The

reactor thermal power level is 695 kw. The thermlon-

ic reactor is cooled by liquid metal, sodlumpotas-

slum (NaK_, at a coolant temperature of about 1000°K

(730°C). A complete power balance for the propulsion

system is also shown by Fig. 2. The overall

reactor efficiency is approximately 11%. The

efficiency of the power conditioner is approximate-

ly 88%. The overall thruster efficiency in

converting electrical energy to thrust is approxl-

mately 83%. All NEP components include a minimum

of 20% redundancy at the beginning of mission

llfe. For instance, the radiator can lose 20%

of its effective area and still rejects the

619 kw thermal at design temperatures.

The primary radiator, which cools the thermi-

onlc reactor, operates at an average temperature

of 700°C, has an area of 12.5 square meters

(120 square feet) and rejects approximately

620 kw of thermal power to space. The radiator

required to reject the heat from the power condi-

tioner is actually larger in area than the primary

radiator. The power conditioner radiator operates

at an average temperature of 80°C, rejects 8.4

kw thermal, and has an area of 14.4 meters 2

(140 square feet). It is also assumed that

1 kw of electric power is used by the net spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT ARRANGEMENT

The major subsystems and their major components

are shown in Fig. 3. The NEP spacecraft is

shown located on the Centaur stage of a Titan

3D-Centaur launch vehicle. This configuration

allows the three major spacecraft subsystems

to be developed independently because of the

simple interfaces. The nuclear shield, part

of the power subsystem, is located between the

power subsystem and the thrust subsystem. The

thrusters and mercury propellants are located be-

tween the power subsystems and the power condition-

@r. The power conditioner has nuclear radiation-

_nsitlve components. Radlation-sensltlve components

are also located in the net spacecraft which

is beyond the power conditioner. The mercury

propellant is used as gam=na shield, as well

as propellant.

The nuclear radiation levels can be divided

into three main categories within the spacecraft.

The power subsystem operates in the highest

nuclear radiation environment. The thrust subsystem

and electronics must operate in an intermediate

nuclear radiation environment. Some specific

payload scientific experiments will probably

require a very low nuclear radiation environment.

As shown in Fig. 3, the overall length

of a 70 kw propulsion system is approximately

50 feet and the spacecraft diameter is about

3 feet. This size spacecraft can be arranged

very effectively on the ll-foot diameter Centaur

stage. Simple easily defined interfaces between

the three major subsystems of the spacecraft

allows independent subsystem technology development

with prototype configurations.
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NUCLEAR ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
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The NEP systems weight is very important

in the performance of electric propulsion missions.

The specific weight variation of this large L/D

side thrust spacecraft is shown as a function

of electric power output in Fig. 4. The one

curve labeled, "NO LIMITS, _ is the minimum specific

weight of the slde-thrust propulsion system with

no launch vehicle constraints. Given, for example,

the constraint of a 60-foot maximum length Titan

Centaur shroud or shuttle payload bay, then the

weight variation is quite different. The weight

variation with a 60-foot length llmlt is shown

hy the curve labeled, "LENGTH LIMIT," in Fig.

4. This illustrates the effect on weight of

a launch vehicle constraint. The nuclear radiation

constraint at the science payload will eventually

be another constraint which must be examined.

The propulsion system specific weight with

no limits CFig. 4) is 25 kg/kw at 120 kw power

level. With a length limit constraint, the specific

weight is 28 kg/kw. A_ investigation based on

possible constraints from radiation at the science

equipment will be necessary to determine their

effect on the overall propulsion system weight.

The weight effect can then be used to determine

the effect of science equipment radiation constraints

on the overall mission performance.

-_ LIST OF POTENTIAL NEP PLANETARY MISSIONS
2000-3000 kg

FULL
POWER THRUST FLIGHT POWER

MISSION LAUNCH THRUST LEVEL DURATION TIME
DATE MODE kw DA DA HR x IO"3

HALLEY'SCOMET AND '83-'_5 Hi-tO 50-150 600 g00 IT

JUPITER ORBITERS

JUPITER - ORBITERS '85-'87 LO-LO 15,0-250 500 _ 15
SATELLITERENDEZVOUS

SATURN- ORBITERS '87-'89 LO-LO 150-250 600 1700 24
SA'I'ELL}TERENDEZVOUS

GALACTICPROBE '89-'91 LO- I50-290 -4_ _1_0 -20

URANUS - ORBITERS '89-'91 LO-LO 1.50-250 800 2800 31

SATELLITERENDEZVOUS

JUPITER ORJUPITER '90-'W LO-LO-LO 150-250 -900 -I?O0 -30
sATELLITESAMPLERETURN

FIB. S POTE_IAL t_EP (_'TER PLANET _ISS_ONS

POTENTIAL NEP MISSIONS

The incentive for the NEP system is the

desire to explore in some detail the outer planets

of our solar system. A list of potential missions

with projected launch dates, power level ranges

and required full power hours (FPH) is shown

in Fig. 5. The assumed net spacecraft (science

payload) are Viking class payloads of 2,000 to

3,000 kg. The net spacecraft would probably

be designed as outer planet circular orbiters

wlth large data return capability. The thrust

mode shown in Fig. 5 as '_I" is chemical propulsion

and as "LO" is electric propulsion. The full

power hours (FPH) are determined by assuming

full reactor power during thrust operation and

33% thermal power during coast periods of the

mission.

This potential llst of missions is thought

of as two classes of missions based on propulsion

system lifetimes. The first class includes the

first four missions and requires a 15,000 to

20,000 FPH propulsion system wlth from 2-1/2

to 3 years of flight time. Th/s is considered

the first class of outer planet missions for

which nucleer electric systems would be useful.

The second class is the more ambitious mission

to the more distant outer planets, and possible

sample return missions from Jupiter satellites.

These missions required 30,000 to 40,000 FPH

propulsion systems and flight times of five to

eight years. The second class of missions is

considered second generation NEP systems with

the capability of operating for longer times.
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RADIATION EFFECTS ON INSULATOR

One of the nuclear radiation problems for

the thermionic reactor ion propulsion system is

the need for an electrical insulator In the high

radiation environment. The electrical insulator

environment and effects have been investigated

in some detail. The nuclear radiation environment

in the reactor is very high. The electric insulators

can be located in basically three locations within

the reactor. The radiation flux level is different

for different locations and the insulator damage

then varies wlth tlme at these locations.

The neutron flux at three different locations

in a typical fast thermionlc reactor is shown

for different power levels In Fig. 6. The first

location is designated as core center. The core

center Is the highest neutron flux location within

the core. If the insulators are required in core,

then insulators at core center receive the highest

radiation dose, and are the llm_ting insulators.

The second location is designated center of lead.

This location is outside the active core, but

inside the reflector. The center of lead location _

is in an intermediate nuclear radiation environment.

The third location is designated outside reflector.

The outside reflector location has 3 inches of

beryllium oxide (BeO) between it and the active

core. A BeO region wlth a denslty 50% of theoretl_

cal density was assumed.

The calculated flux for a i00 kwe NEP system

is then 4.65 x 1013 n/cm 2 sec > 0.I mev at core

center, 2.12 x 1013 n/cm2 sec > 0.i mev at center

of lead, and 0.246 x 1013 n/cm 2 sec > 0.i mev

outside reflector. The total accumulated neutron

fluence with neutron energy (E) greater than 0.I

mev is the neutron flux times he full power hours.

Experimental irradiation damage of electrical

insulators has been investigated by Oak Ridge

National Labs and Los Alamos Scientific Lab.

The insulation irradiation experiments were perform-

ed in both a thermal reactor (ETR) and a fast

reactor (EBR-2). The results of these experiments

are reported in Ref. 2 and 3. A summary of the

insulator damage results is shown in Fig. 7.

The damage is reported as volume swelling of

insulator material as a function of total neutron

fluence wlth neutron energy greater than 0.i

MeV. The percent swelling where insulator cracks

are severe enough to cause insulator leaks Is

shown as a band In Fig. 7. The insulator samples

were irradiated at 700°C, which approximates

operating temperature of insulators in the thermion-

ic reactor.

The summary of results, Fig. 7, is based

on many samples of alumina material and two samples

of yttrla material. As shown by the figure,

the alumina insulators are alwaY_lleak-tight
at a neutron fluence of 4.2 x i0 nvt or less.

Therefore, a useful limit for any alumina insulator-

seal is 4.2 x 1021 nvt.

The two samples of yttrla irradiated in the

same test reactor as the alumina samples show no

swelling at 3 x 1021 nvt and very little, if any,

swelling at 9.8 x 1021 nvt. However, the yttria

results are based on two samples and many more

samples must be irradiated with similar results

in order to gain confidence in these results. Also,

the yttria material has lower strength than alumina.

The bonding techniques and joining procedures

for yttria are not well known and must be developed.

The alumina is a well developed material, with

well developed bonding techniques and can be

reproducibly fabricated today.
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The useful application limits of the alumina

insulator material, based on today's technology,

was determined. The insulator damage criteria,

the insulator location within the reactor, and

the required mission lifetimes were combined.

By combining these three factors - insulator

damage, mission lifetime and reactor location -

the insulator technology status and its usefulness

for missions can then be assessed.

The fast neutron fluence at the core center

for i0,000, 20,000 and 30,000 FPH is shown in

FIg. 8 for various power levels. The alumina

leakage limit criteria (seal limit) is shown

as a vertical band, from 4.2 to 4.7 x 1021 nvt

> 0.1 mev. So for a 30,000 FPH mission, a fast

thermionlc reactor with alumina insulator-seals

at core center would be limited to a power level

of 75 kw electric. A mlssion requiring 20,000

_H would be limited to a 150 kwe power level.

A 10,000 FPH mission could use alumina insulator-

seal at core-center for power levels as high

as 350 kw electric.

Also shown in Fig. 8 is the one yttria sample

result which would withstand the radiation environ-

ment for 30,000 FPH at core center if other proper-

ties can be developed. The yttria development

requires a Joining technology program, investiga-

tlons of how to llve within the low strength

properties, and designs to accommodate the low

electrical reslsivity,
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If the alumina insulator seal location is

now restricted within the reactor, then the alumina

insulator seal usefulness becomes dependent on

the location. Figure 9 is a plot of NEP system

power level as a function of neutron fluence

after 30,000 FPH Of reactor operation for three

locations within the reactor. An insulator seal

at core center is limited to about 75 kw electric,

as also shown by t_e previous figure. If the

insulator seal location is limited to the center

of lead, then the power level can be raised to

ZT0 kwe for a 30,000 FPHm_ssion. With the insula-

tor seal located outside a 50% dense 3 inch BeO

reflector, there is a factor of i0 safety margin

for 30,000 FPH missions up to power levels of

350 kwe. This kind of safety margin (factor

of i0) is what a user looks for in the early

technology phases of any program. The yttrla

result is still good, but as stated previously,

requires a technology effort to make it useful,

or to find the limiting criteria for its use.
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NUCLEAR SHIELD INFLUENCE ON SPACECRAFT

The spacecraft (S/C) arrangement can minimize

the shield weight requirement for the power condi_

tloner. This discussion will demonstrate how

nuclear radiation imposed requirements influence

the spacecraft arrangement and weight. The nuclear

shield is designed to limit the nuclear dose

to the thrust subsystem power conditioner..^
The total neutron fluence is limited to i0 Iz nvt

greater than l.O_Mev and the total gaama fluence
is limited to i0 # RAD at the power conditioner

at the end-of-mlsslon life. The neutron shield

material is lithium hydride (LIH) with 20% allow-

ance for stainless steel structure. The mercury

propellant is used as the primary gamma shield.

The spacecraft arrangement to shield the closest

power conditioner components is shown in Fig.

I0.
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RE1JTRONFLUENCE ON PROPULSION AT THE POWER CONDITIONER
SYSTEM WEIGHT

1013

The shield (designated shielding and tanks

in Fig. i0) is nearly the same diameter as the

spacecraft. The shield thickness is fixed

by the neutron and gamma fluence limits at the

power conditioner, so the diameter of the shield

then determines the shfeld weight. The shield

must shadow all the equipment on the power subsystem

side from all equipment on the thrust subsystem

side of the shield in order to be effective.

Any shield penetrations, such as liquid metal

piping, will increase the shield weight. The

component arrangementshown in Fig. I0 eliminates

liquid metal piping penetration and therefore

allows a redundant reactor coolant syste_wlthout

increasing the shleldwelght. The only penetra-

tions through the shield or around the shield

is the bus bar required for carrying the electric

power from the power subsystem to the thrust

subsystem.

The weight savings as a result of no piping

penetration and using the mercury propellant

for gamma shielding is shown in Fig. ii. The

reference propulsion system's relative weight

Is 1.0 at a fast neutron fluence Of 1012 nvt >

i Mev for a cylindrical shield with no piping

penetrations and mercury as ga_mna shielding.

With a conical shield, including piping penetration

and separate gamma shielding, the electric propul-

slon system weight is increased by 20%.

The effect of total allowable neutron fluence

at the power conditioner on propulsion system

weight is also shown in Fig. ii. Decreasing
the allowable neutron fluence to i0 II nvt at

the power conditioner will increase the propulsion

system weight by 5%, while increasing the allowable

neutron fluence to 1013 nvt will reduce the

specific weight by 4%. This illustrates one

of the radiation shielding problems and its

influence on spacecraft configuration and propulsion

system weight. All of the nuclear radiation

factors must he eventually included before the

propulsion system and spacecraft can be developed.

NET SPACECRAFTENVIRONMENT

The net spacecraft nuclear environment

for the spacecraft arrangement described above

is now being defined to see if there is a radiation

problem. The nuclear radiation environment

must also be defined so that outer planet science

experts can evaluate the effect of this radiation

environment on their experiments. The neutron

flux at t_ree locations within the spacecraft

has been calculated. The resultant neutron

fluxes with neutron energies greater than a

specified neutron energy for three locations

are shown in Fig. 12. Since the NEP spacecraft

science equipment and experiments cannot be defined

this earl_, it is important to know the flux at

various energies. Also, the neutron and gamma spectrum

at the payload will be important to the selection

of electronic equipment and science experiments.

Based on these initial calculations, the

specific experiments that require very low nuclear

radiation background will probably be locally

shielded. The amount of local shield will be

determined by the actual nuclear radiation environ-

ment from the t_nermlonlc reactor and from space

radiation. The total radiation environment is

an area which Is now belng investigated, so the

allowable radiation environment from the reactor

can be def]med.

As shown in Fig. 12, the neutron flux greater

than i Mev at the power conditioner (location

B) is approximately 8 x 103 neutrons/cm2/see.

This results in a total neutron fluence of 0.86

x 1012 nvt > i Mev for a 30,000 FPH mlss_on as

designed. The neutron flux greater than i Mev

at the scientific experiments is then 102 (i00)

neutrons/cm2/sec, which results in i010 nvt> i Mev

total neutron fluence at the end of a 3_,000 FPH

mission from the thermlonlc reactor. If the neutron

flux at the science equipment greater than 0.i
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Mevis important,thentheneutronflux is 7
x 102(700)neutrons/cm2/sec,andthe total nvt >
0.i Mevwouldbei0II at theendof a 30,000FPH
mission. Thelimits andradiationproblemsat
thescienceequipmentmustbeexaminedin detail.
Theeffectsof theselimits ontheNEPspacecraft
andthethermionicreactorion propulsionsystem
technologywill thenbedetermined.
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CONCLUSIONS

The side thrust spacecraft arrangement reduces

the nuclear radiation problems by making use of

mercury propellant as the gamma shield and eliminat-

ing liquid metal piping penetration through the

shield. The mercury propellant as a gamma shieid

improves propulsion system specific weight.

The alumina insulator-seals at core center

are leak-tlght up to a 75 kw thermionic reactor

power level operating for 30,000 FPH. If the

alumina insulator-seals can be located outside

the axial reflector, then there is a large safety

margin for NEP system power levels up to at least

350 kwe for 30,000 FPH. Therefore, the thermlonic

reactor technology program should investigate

ways to eliminate insulator-seals at core center

and also investigate new insulator-seal materlals.

The neutron radiation environment at the pay-

load is considered low enough not to cause electron-

ic problems, but local shielding requirements for

specific experiments must be investigated.
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THERMIONICREACTORPOWERSYSTEM:
EFFECTSOFRADIATIONONINTEGR_IONWITH

MANNEDSPACESTATION

A. J. Gietzen,C. A. Heath,andL. W.Perry
GulfGeneralAtomicCompany

Theapplicationof a thermionic reactor power system to the modular space

station is described. The nominal net power is 40 kWe, with the power system de-

signed to be applicable over the power range from 25 to 60 kWe. The power system is

designed to be launched by the space shuttle. The lifetime goal is 5 years.

The reactor contains thermionic fuel elements, in which electrical power is

produced, and U-ZrH driver fuel elements. The thermionic converter design is the

same as that presently being tested in the Gulf General Atomic thermionic test

reactor. There are enough fuel elements in the reactor to provide a high degree of

redundancy at the nominal 40 kWe design point. Reject heat from the fuel elements

is removed by forced convection NaK loops to the primary radiator where it is radi-

ated to space at about 810OK (IO00QF). Electrical power output from the reactor at

about 9 V is carried to a modular power conditioning system where it is processed to

higher voltage for transmission to the spacecraft.

Radiation protection is provided by LiH neutron shielding and W gamma shielding

in a shaped 4_ configuration, i.e., the reactor is shielded on all sides but not to

equal extent. Isodose contours are presented for the region around the modular space

station_ Levels and spectral distribution of radiation are given for later evalu-

ation of effects on space station experiments, parametric data on the effects of

separation distance on power system mass are presented.

An alternate concept in which a reactor system is connected to the Space Station

by a tether at a distance of 1 to 2.5 miles is discussed. The effect upon power sys-

tem performance and shielding requirements of the tethered concept are presented.

INTRODUCTION

A recent study on design and integration of re-

actor power systems for extended capability Space

Stations (Ref. l)recommended a power system capa-

bility of 40 to 50 kWe. The study identified the

key criteria for the power system as growth capa-

bility and the ability to adjust to varying Space

Station requirements.

The thermionic reactor power system for the

Space Station is designed to a nominal power of 40

kWe with a beginning-of-life capability of 55 kWe.

The power output is controllable over the entire

po_er range from zero to 55 kWe. The same fuel ele-

ment design used in this system is applicable over

a wide power range and has been applied in specific

design studies for 25 kWe and 100 kWe systems (Refs.

2,3). The thermionic fuel element (TFE) design has

evolved from over 80,000 hr of laboratory testing

and 64,000 hr of testing in the TRIGA thermionic

test reactor of single and two-cell fuel elements.

Two complete six-cell prototype fuel elements have

been fabricated and are ready for testing in the re-

actor.

In the in-core thermionic reactor, the electri-

cal power is produced by direct conversion of heat

to electricity within the fuel element. The TFE

serves the dual role of containing the fuel in the

reactor as well as performing the power conversion.

In the Gulf General Atomic concept, the power from

each pair of TFEs is coupled to an independent power

conditioning module to become a single power

production unit. The 40 kWe Space Station system

contains 30 of these power production units, with

23 required for 40 kWe, to provide a modular power

system with active redundancy.

The Space Station power system is described in

detail in Ref. 4. This paper presents the guide-

lines and constraints applied to the power system

design, and a general description of the overall

system and of each subsystem. The shield is consid-

ered in more detail with a description of the con-

figuration and data on dose rates, radiation spec-

tral distribution and tradeoffs on _eight and

separation distance.

GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS

The requirements imposed on the power system

design by integration conditions include:

- Radiation dose rate at the station of 25 rem

or less in a 6-month period

- Consideration of both rigid boom mounting at

separation distances of iO0 to 200 ft and

tether mounting at 1 to 2.5 mi.

- Power system _%11 be made up of i or more

modules, each weighing no more than 20,000

lb.

*This work was sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under Contract AT(04-3)-167, Project

Agreement 14.
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- Thepowersystemwill beconfinedwithin a
12ft diameterby50ft longpackage.

- Thenominalnetpowerdeliveredto the space-
craft will be40kWe.

Additionaldesigngroundrules adoptedfor the
referencepowersystemaesigninclude:

- Designlifetime goalof 5yr.

- Redundancyin powerproductionunits (TFE
pair pluspowerconditioningmodule)of at
least 25%.

- Thebasicfuel elementdesignandmaterials
the sameasthosepresentlybuilt for testing
in-pile

- EutecticNaKcoolant

- Stainlesssteel vesselandheatrejection
system

- IIO0°Freactoroutlet temperature.

SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

Thereferencedesignpowersystem(Fig. i) con-
sists of four majorsubassemblies:reactor, radia-
tion shield,heatrejectionsystem,andelectrical
powerconditioningsystem.Thereactoris madeup
of thereactorcorecontainingthe fuel elementsand
a neutronreflectorwhichsurroundsthe core. Both
the coreandthereflector arecontainedwithin a
stainlesssteel reactorvessel. Thereactorsub-
assemblyincludesthe gaseousfission productstor-
agetrapsandcontroldrives.

REACTOR --\

\

HEAT REJECTION

RADIATOR

!,

POWER CONDITIONIN(

SYSTEM ---

\

Support boom
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The thermal power produced in the reactor which

is not converted to electricity is removed by the

heat rejection system. This system consists of

circulating liquid metal (Na/_) loops, a heat ex-

changer, and a radiator. The NaKpassing through

the reactor becomes radioactive and would be a radi-

ation hazard to personnel in the spacecraft if it

flowed directly to the radiator. The heat is trans-

ferred to 5 radiator loops in a heat exchanger which

is in a region around the reactor, shielded both

from reactor and spacecraft. The radiator loops

carry the heat to the radiator panels, each of which

consists of 220 heat pipes making up an isothermal

radiating surface.

The radiation shield protects space station

personnel from nuclear radiation emanating from the

reactor and from the activated reactor coolant. The

reference shield is a shaped 4w shield giving a dose

rate of 5 mrem/hr at 200 ft over a dose plane dia-

meter of 130 ft. It consists of two portions; one

surrounding the reactor which reduces the dose rate

at the side and end of the reactor to lO0 R/hr at

100 ft, and the other which provides the low dose

shadow cone covering the Space Station.

The power conditioning system takes the electri-

ca& power from the reactor at approximately l0 V dc

and converts it to higher regulated voltage, meeting

space station requirements. Power is carried from

the reactor to the power conditioning by insulated

transmission lines cooled by direct radiation to

space. The power conditioning system consists of 30

modules in each of which the mounting plate serves

as a direct radiating heat sink for the electrical

components.

The 40 kWe rating is net output capability of

the system at end-of-life (EOL) after deduction of

parasitic loss. The major system losses are the

power dissipated in the transmission lines and power

conditioning equipment, and the electrical power

requirements of the electromagnetic pumps which cir-

culate coolant.

The constraints on dose rate and dose plane

diameter result in shield weights which preclude

launch of the entire initial system on a single

shuttle vehicle (with 20,000 lb. capacity). The

system is designed to have a separable portion of

the shield which can be launched with the support

boom, reducing the power system module to about

12,000 lb. The station shield and boom become a

permanent part of the space station. A replacement

power system is easily accommodated on a single

shuttle launch. The power system-station shield

separation is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A summary of reference design power system par-

ameters is given in Table 1. Descriptions of the

major component assemblies are given in the follow-

ing sections.

An alternate configuration for attachment to

the station by a cable tether (1 to 2.5 miles) was

also evaluated. This configuration (Fig. 3) offers

potential advantages of reduced total system weight

and minimum interaction with space station config-

uration and operations. Orbital mechanics and

deployment techniques are being evaluated. A sum-

mary of the tethered system for a separation dis-

tance of 2 miles is given in Table 2.
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TABLE i

POWER SYSTEM SU_Y

Net conditioned power

Beginning of life capability

Overall length

Maximum diameter

Power system weight

(includes 4300 lb shield)

Station shield and boom weight

Total power subsystem weight

40 kWe

55 kWe

33 ft

12 ft

11,200 ib

18,900 ib

30,200 ib

TABLE 2

TETHERED POWER SYSTEM DESIGN SUMMARY

Net conditioned power

Beginning of life capability

Overall length

Maximum diameter

Power system weight

Cable tether weight (approx.)

Total power subsystem weight

40 k-We

65 kWe

40 ft

8 ft

ll, 000 lb

4oo ib

11,400 ib

Reactor Design

The reactor subassembly is shown in Fig. 4.

The reactor core contains thermionic fuel elements

and uranium-zirconium hydride (U-ZrH) elements.

The core contains 60 thermionic fuel elements (TFE)

which produce the required electrical output. U-ZrH

elements are added to achieve nuclear criticality.

The core is surrounded by a radial reflector region

containing 18 control drums which are composed of

beryllium oxide reflector material with segments of

neutron absorber. Nuclear control of the reactor is

achieved by small rotational movements of the drums.

Each of the 60 thermionic fuel elements in-

cludes a vessel head feedthrough for passage of the

electrical lead and radioactive gaseous fission pro-

ducts. Gaseous fission products produced within the

TFEs are vented from the fuel element to prevent

pressure buildup during long term operation. These

gases (Xe and Kr) are vented to storage canisters

filled with activated charcoal. The charcoal ad-

sorbs the gases minimizing the containment volume

required. Connection of a transmission line to each

TFE is made in the region just below the gas storage
chambers.

The control drives and control drum bearings

use the technology developed for the U-ZrH reactor

(Ref. 5). The drives are located outside the end

shield where the radiation levels from the reactor

are reduced and the drive motors are cooled by

radiation to space.

A midplane cross section of the reactor is

shown in Fig. 5. The core consists of two regions;
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Fig, 4. Reactor Subassembly

The core and reflector regions are separated

by a shroud which directs the incoming coolant

through the reflector region before it flows back

through the core. The control drums, which are cdn-

tained in dry wells within the vessel, contain a

segment of boron carbide neutron absorber which is

rotated towards the core to shut down the reactor

and away from the core to increase reactor power.

The fuel elements are supported at the top end

by the vessel head and at the lo_er end by a grid

plate (see Fig. 6). The grid plate is supported by

the control drum dry wells.

A primary ganmm shield is contained within the

reactor vessel and is cooled by the circulating

reactor coolant.

The NaK coolant enters the side of the vessel

near the bottom, distributes in the small plenum

area, and flows up through the reflector region to

remove neutron and gan_na heating energy. The cool-

ant enters the core region through openings in the

shroud, distributes in the region between the vessel

head and upper end of the fuel elements, and flows

down through the core. It passes through holes in

the grid plate and through the shield block to the

reactor outlet pipes. The coolant and vessel mater-

ials (NaK-78 and 316 SS) are the same as those in

the reference U-ZrH reactor thermoelectric system.
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Fig, 6. Reactor Elevation Cross Section

the inner region contains both thermionic fuel ele-

ments and U-ZrH elements, and the outer region con-

tains only U-ZrH elements. The U-ZrH elements

apply the fuel technology developed for the U-ZrH

reactor but are slightly smaller in diameter and

operate at conditions which are less demanding than

those for the U-ZrH thermoelectric system, i.e.,

clad temperatures 200°F lower and surface heat flux

a factor of 2 lower.
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The significant performance parameters and di-

mensions describing the reactor are given in Table

3. The number of TFEs required to produce the nom-

inal output power_ assuming operating conditions

comparable to those of present in-pile TFE tests,

is 46. The additional lh TFEs allow operating at

derated beginning of life (BOL) conditions to pro-

long life, and provide redundant power capability

to compensate for potential TFE failures. The oper-

ating mode is such that if TFE performance degrades

or failures occur, the power can be increased to

maintain constant system power output. End of life

(EOL) for the reactor is defined as the point at

which an equivalent of 14 fuel elements have failed

and the remaining 46 are operating normally.



TABLE 3

REACTOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Reactor outside diameter

Reactor length

Reactor mass

Number of thermionic fuel elements

Number of U-ZrH fuel elements

Number of control drums

Control drum diameter

Gross electrical output (kWe)

'Ii?Esurface heat flux, W'/cm2

Thermal power output, kW

Coolant inlet temperature, OF

Coolant outlet temperature, OF

26.5 in.

25. 0 in.

2176 lb.

6O

813

18

3.24 in.

BOL EOL

53 58

25 31

1230 1510

890 960

1030 llO0

Fuel Element Design

Two types of fuel elements are used; thermlonlc

fuel elements in which the electrical power is pro-

duced, and U-ZrH fuel elements. The number of TFEs

required for the 40 kWe output is less than required

to achieve nuclear criticality on TFEs alone. The

U-ZrH elements provide the additional uranium to

achieve the required neutron multiplication as well

as providing hydrogen for neutron moderation which

enhances reactor safety.

The TFE is illustrated in Fig. 7. The TFE

design has evolved through a development program

which has included laboratory and In-reactor testIng

of experimental and prototype single cell and two-

cell converters. Experimental eleetrlealLvlheated

converters have accumulated over 80,000 test hours

with the longest single test continuing after 33,O00

hours. Over 6h,OO0 test hours have been accumulate_

on in-reactor converters with longest single tests

of lO,000 hours on experimental converters, 7,700

hours on prototype single cells, and 6,600 hours

(continuing) on a 2-cell TFE. Two 6-cell TFEs,

which are essentially the same as the reference

design (Fig. 7), but without the neutron reflector

pieces, have been fabricated and are ready for test-

ing in the TRIGA thermionic test reactor.

Each TFE contains 6 identical thermionic con-

verters which convert about 11% of nuclear heat

generated in them into electricity. Each fuel ele-

ment produces about 1 kWe at 4 volts. Two TFEs are

connected in series to a power conditioning module

providing 30 independent power production units.

The TFE is 1.31& in. in diameter and 25.3 in. long,

including reflector pieces.

The U-ZrH'element uses the same materials as

the fuel elements developed for the U-ZrH reactor

program but operates at lower temperatures and heat

fluxes. The reactor outlet temperature is 1030OF at

BOL and ll00°F at EOL. The diameter of the U-ZrH

element is 0.45 in. in the TFE zone where the sur-

face heat flux is 2.5 W/cm 2 at EOL. The diameter

is 0.46 in. in the driver zone where the peak heat

flux is lOW/cm 2 at EOL.

F(SSION PRODUCT i

VENT TUBE _"_ _- CESIUM
RESERVOIR

ELECTRICAL LEAD _

_ VESSEL

FEED THROUGH

_r REFLECTOR

Fig. T. Thcrmionic Fuel Element

n=az Rejection System Design

The heat rejection system (shown schematically

in Fig. 8) consists of reactor and radiator NaK

loops, a heat exchanger, and heat pipe radiator

panels. The reactor loop is divided into two cir-

cuits (each having its cwn electromagnetic induc-

tion pump) to reduce the size of shield penetrations

and provide improved flow distribution in the reac-

tor. Reactor loop temperature at the reactor outlet

is 1030OF at BOL and llO0°F at EOL. Heat is trans-

ferred from the primary reactor loop to five radia-

tor loops in a counterflow tube-in-shell heat

exchanger located around the reactor shield. Each

of the radiator loops is independent and carries

the heat to one of five radiator panels which are

arranged in a cylindrical configuration. The heat

is distributed over the surface of each panel by

heat pipes using potassium as the working fluid.

The heat pipe panels are placed on the outside

of the radiator laops and provide meteoroid protec-

tion for the liquid metal loops. Failure of one of

the five secondary loops results in a average heat

rejection system temperature increase of about 80OF

at the reference operating power level. A summary

of heat rejection system parameters is given in

Table 4.

Power Conditionin_ and Transmission Lines

The power conditioning (P.C.) system consists

of 30 individual modules, one for each pair of ther-

mionic fuel elements. Each module consists of an

inverter to convert low-voltage dc to square-wave

ac, a transformer to increase the voltage, and a

rectifier to convert the high voltage ac to dc.

Analysis of the basic P.C. module circuit is given

in Ref. 6. The output from some or all of the mod-

ules is fed to a common bus for transmission to the

spacecraft.
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SHIELD DESIGN

TABLE 4

HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Radiator area

Radiator diameter

}{eat pipe material

Radiator weight

Total he_t rejection system w_ight

Average reactor loop temperature, OF

Average radiator loop temperature, OF

Average radiator temperature, OF

810 ft 2

12 ft

K in 316 SS

1990 ib

3600 ib

BOL EOL

96O 1030

920 990

900 975

A "direct radiatlng" " concept is used in which

hea_ dissipated in the P.C. components is radiated

directly from the mounting plate of each module.

Transmission of the power from the reactor to

the power conditioning is through four bundles of

aluminum busbars which run along the outer surface

of the shield and power conditioning structure and

radiate the ohmic losses directly to space. All

busbars in a bundle are insulated from one another

to remain independent in the event of fuel element

failures.

Shield Configurations

Shield designs have been prepared for the two

basic concepts considered, the reactor placed on a

boom attached to the space station or at the end of

a long tether at a distance of 1 to 2.5 miles. The

basic dose constraint of no more than 25 rem to be

received at the space station during a 6-month per-

iod applies to either concept. This total dose

corresponds to an hourly rate of 5.7 mrem/hr.

As shown in Table 3, the thermal power of the

nuclear reactor may increase throughout the mission

to compensate for any failures of the independent

power modules. In order to provide adequate shield-

ing without regard to the actual time of failure of

the redundant elements, radiation protection is des-

igned for the highest reactor power level corres-

ponding to end-of-life conditions. In this parti-

cular case, therefore, the allowable dose rate at

the space station was taken to be 5 mrem/hr at a

reactor power level of 1740 kW.

Beyond the nominal requirement for the allow-

able dose at the space station, consideration has

to be given to the radiation field in all directions

around the reactor because of requirements for ren-

dezvous and docking maneuvers, possible placement

of experimental modules outside the actual space

station, and other possible activities in the vici-

nity of the space station. The radiation dose

environment around a U-ZrH thermoelectric reactor

placed on a space station is shown in Fig. 9 (Ref.

1). The shield for the thermionic reactor system

has been sized to provide a radiation environment

equal to or less than that shown in Fig. 9.

\ r]
5 / C-2 rem/hr///5

Fig. _. B_li_tion E1_viro_ut Irom Nucle_ Reactor
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Theshieldconfigurationfor the thermionic
reactorsystemmountedona rigid boomis illus-
trated in Fig. 10. A relatively thin shieldis
providedat thesideandtopof the reactorto meet
the requirementof nogreaterthanlO0R/hrat a
distanceof lO0feet. Amultilayerstationshield
is providedto shielda doseplaneof 130ft dia-
meterat a separationdistanceof 200feet. The
resultinghalf-anglefor theshieldconeis 17.3o.

Theintermediateheatexchangerandother
liquid metalloopcomponentshavebeenplacedadja-
centto the reactorrather thanin an intermediate
gallery region. Eliminationof thegallerypermits
a weightsavingbyreducingthe diameterof the
secondlayer of gammashieldingsinceit is placed
closerto theapexof the shieldingcone.The
amountof activationof the secondaryNaKpassing
throughthe heatexchangerwasincludedin evaluat-
ing thedoseratesat the spacestation. Thesecon-
daryNaKis distributedoverthe areaof the radia-
tor whichbecomesagammasourceoutsidethe reactor
shield. Thisproblemis consideredfurtherbelow.

TABLE5
SHIELDDIMENSIONS

BoomMountedReactor
CrewShield

SideShield

Tungsten
LiH
Tungsten
LiH

Tungsten
LiH

5.08cm
21.60em

8.38 cm

51-30 cm

0.63 cm

31.00 cm

Tethered Reactor

4w Shield LiH 33.00 cm

Power Condition- LiH 88.20 cm

ing Shield
Tungsten 7.60 cm

J

/
/

LOCATION

OF /

INTERMEDIATE

EXCIIANG/_

/
/

/

/
/

LiH

_AC_R

J

LiH

LiH

Fig. i0. Shield Configuration for Boom Mounted Reactor

\
\

\
\
\
\

10 4

i0 _

TOT_J_

_ I I t I I i]co ,u

Sep_ation Distant÷ (ft)

Fig. Ii. Mass of Rcactor Shield and Boa] for Var_in£

Sop_'ation Distance

The dimensions of the thermionic reactor shield

are summarized in Table 5 for a separation distance

of 200 feet and a dose plane diameter of 130 feet.

Total shield mass for this configuration is 19,200

lb. (8700k g). The effect of varying the length of

the boom between the reactor and the space station

is illustrated in Fig. ll. The masses of the boom

and the propellant required by a reaction-control

system for varying separation distances were sup-

plied by NASA MSFC personnel (Ref. 7). The result-

ing total mass of shield, boom, and propellant has

a broad minimum between 150 and 200 ft. separation.

The shield configuration for the tethered reac-

tor concept is 'illustrated in Fig. ]2 with dimen-

sions given in Table 5. A 4n shield is provided to

meet the space station dose limits at a separation

of 2 miles. A thicker shaped shield at one end of

the reactor protects the power conditioning equip-

ment from direct reactor radiation and backscatter

from heat rejection radiator and components. This

shield is designed to reduce the dose to the power

conditioning equipment to l06 rads of gamma rays and

1012 nvt of fast neutrons over a five-year operating

lifetime. Total shield mass for the tethered sys-

tem is 5733 lb. (2606 kg).
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LOCATION OF RADIATOR

TUNGSTEN

/

REACTOR CONDI Tl ON I NG

MODULES

Fig. 12. Shield Configuration for Tethered Reactor System

Contributions to Radiation Dose

Nuclear radiation from the power system in-

cludes neutrons and gamma rays generated in the

reactor core, secondary gammas generated by neutron

interactions within the shield, and gamma rays from

the coolant activated by neutron absorption in the

intermediate heat exchanger. Table 6 presents the

differential spectrum of neutrons and gamma rays for

radiation received from primary and secondary sources

in the reactor and shield, for the boom-mounted

reactor system. The data is normalized to 1 mrem/hr

of that particular radiation type. Although the

highest values of the neutron spectrum appear in

the lower energy groups, it should be noted that the

major contribution to the dose comes from the fast

neutrons. For example, the four highest groups,

representing those neutrons with energy above 1 MeV,

contribute 80% of the total dose from neutrons in-

side the shielded cone.

TABLE 6

SHIELDED I_UTRON AND GAMMA RAY SPECTRA

}roup

2

3

4

6

?

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

15

16

Upper

Ener g_' (eV)

1.49 + 7*

8.19 + 6

5.49 + 6

3.68 + 6

l.OO + 6

?.43+ 5

3.02 + 5

2.24+ 5

8.65 + 4

2.48+ 4

5.53+ 5

2.61+ 3

1.23 + 3

583 + 2

4.79 + i

238

Neutrons (l)

(n/szs-sec-eV)

Inside Outside

Shield Cone Shield Co_e

i,t0 - 7 1.04 8

L.19 - 7 i. IO ?

4'88 " 7 2,53 7

1.O3 - 6 1.56 6

2.19- 6 3.80 6

2._1 - 6 5.45 6

279 - 6 516 6

5.80 - 6 1.12 5

iil0 - 5 2,18 5

5,42 - 5 6,94 5

1.o4 - 4 2,16 4

2.14- 4 4,49 4

4,38- 4 9,31 4

1.60 I 3 3.49 3

1.39 - 2 3.12 2

3.91 - 2 8.77 - 2

s&mmas(S)

(photons/cm2-see-eV)

Upper I InsideEnergy. (eV) Shield Con,

9 x iC 6 2.190 - 8

? x 106 6.230 - 8

5 × 106 2.600 . 5

x it 6 4.480 . 5

2, 5 X 106 6.070 I 5

2 x 106 8.660 - 5

1.5 x lO 6 1.281 - 4

i x 106 2.115 - 4

.5 x 106 8.980 - 6

l.&9 + T equals 1.49 x 137

(i) normalized to i rm/hr of neutron dose

(2) normalized to 1 mr/hr of ga_z_a dose

The secondary coolant fluid, NaK-78, is also a

source of radiation to the space station when it is

distributed throughout the heat rejection radiator.

It is important, therefore, that the side shielding

shown in Fig. l0 be thick enough to reduce the neu-

tron activation of secondary NaK in the heat ex-

changer to tolerable levels. For the system design

shown in Fig. l, the total volume of NaK-78 in the

secondary loop is 0.042 m3 (1.5 ft3). The dose

received at the dose plane frcm the activated cool-

ant in the radiator is shown in Fig. 13 for separa-

tion distances of 150 and 200 feet. For the refer-

ence side shield thickness of 12.2 in., the dose

received at a separation distance of 200 ft is 0.17

mr/hr. It is concluded that placement of the inter-

mediate heat exchanger in the location shown in Fig.

l0 is feasible from the standpoint of dose levels

from activated secondary coolant.

i°

2.

3"

4.

5.

.
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The Risk of Solar Proton Events to Space Missions

Martin O. Burrell

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARy

The total dose in rads-tissue from solar protons was tabulated for weekly time intervals, and the

number of weeks which gave a dose above 25 rads behind i0 g/cm 2 of aluminum for the active 6 years of the

19th cycle were called dangerous or large event weeks. The number of such event weeks was found to be

only 3 weeks for the past 20 years. Even though the chance for smaller events is examined, it was found

that for any reasonable high confidence level (95%), the smaller events could be ignored. Consequently,

the total particle flux for the 19th cycle was divided by a factor of 3 and determined a single large

event week. Using this spectrum, the tissue dose in rads is calculated at the center of an aluminum

spherical shell. To correct for geometric effects and self shielding, this dose may be reduced by a

factor of about 3. To predict the probability of an event occurring, the Poisson distribution was the

most logical choice. The confidence one can use in employing the Poisson process and arriving at confi-

dence levels for the experimental value of the mean is investigated. Several examples are given for dif-

ferent mission lengths, and comparisons are made to other authors' results. An extension of the Poisson

process is made to incorporate the concept of small sample theory and arrive at the expected distribution

function which answers the following question. If x o events are observed in time to, what is the proba-

bility of seeing x events in any observation time t?

INTRODUCTION

This study is concerned with the practical

treatment of hazards from solar proton events out-

side the magnetosphere of the earth. It is not con-

cerned with prediction of flares as such nor the

long-range solar cycle indicators such as sun

spots. The study of all solar proton events as

such is only casually related to the problem of

large dose rates inside realistic spacecraft. For

example, in reference i, there are 76 events listed

from 1942 through 1963. Since 1963, there are pro-

bably an additional 24 more yielding a statistical

sample of some I00 events. However, the corre-

lation of this large sample with the events which

are of real danger to space flight is very poor.

For example, only 6 large events from 1950 to 1969

would have given about 85% of the total 20-year

proton dose behind a thin wall of only 2 cm of alu-

minum. In addition, these 6 flares occurred in 3

weekly periods. Thus, 3 of these 6 large events

occurred from July 10-16, 1959, 2 occurred from

November 12-18, 1960, and on February 23, 1956, 1

large event was observed. The duration of an event

is from 1 to 3 days. Even with this small sample,

it seems that if conditions are sultable for a

large event, the odds are very good that it will be

followed within hours by another large event. Per-

haps a time span of at least 1 week should be used

to depict a total solar event, and it would be des-

ignated as the solar proton flux or dose per week.

Under this definition, there are only 3 sample

weeks of large solar events from about 1950 through

1969 (i,000 weeks). We are not dealing with an

ordinary problem of statistical analysis, but with

rare large events.

The reason that the writer has undertaken the

awesome task of predicting the improbable is not by

virtue of his background in solar physics or sta-

tistical analysis but because of his concern with

protection of man and his radlation-sensltive

equipment from space radiations for realistic

spacecraft and missions. However, the reader should

ask, why not leave this field of statistical astro-

nomy to the experts. The answer is that the en-

vironmental scientists do not have to design or

evaluate realistic shields for sensitive film or

radiation-consclous astronauts.

The consequence of having several solar pro-

ton prediction models (which I do not wish to

evaluate) has led to a wide disparity in results,

especially when a reasonably high level of statis-

tical certainty is desired. For example, at the

99% probability (percentile) level, the predicted

dose behind 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum for a 1-year

mission may vary by a factor of i0 or more between

different writers[2]. Now this may not sound too

bad considering the nature of the problem, but if

a mission is planned with the requirement that the

astronauts should not receive doses exceeding i00

rads skin dose with a 99% probability, and if one

solar proton dose prediction model requires a

shield of only 15 g/cm 2 and another model 50 g/cm 2,

the radiation analyst has to make a vital decision,

possibly affecting the life of an astronaut. Since

no one wishes to be responsible for making a de-

cision which could lead to dire consequences, the

most pessimistic model is often chosen. This

writer would not question this approach except

that the desire to be on the safe side may readily

get out of hand with the subsequent loss in mission

capability.

A PRIMITIVE DOSE MODEL IS PROPOSED

The most direct measure of the hazard of a

given solar proton event is the rads (.01 J/Kg) -

tissue absorbed dose that would be measured behind

various thicknesses of a typical spacecraft mater-

ial such as aluminum. The simplest method is to

find the point tissue dose at the center of a

spherical shell of aluminum. However, due to self

shielding by the astronaut (approximately a factor

of 2) and spacecraft geometry as well as on-board

equipment, the actual skin dose may be less by a

factor of 3 or more than the point dose at the

center of a spherical shell. This factor varies

depending on the solar proton spectrum, the space-

craft geometry, and the location of the astronaut

in the craft. This writer suggests using a factor

of about 3 reduction for the solar proton point

dose at the center of a spherical shell in order to

estimate the likely skin dose to an astronaut in a

real spacecraft of a given average thlekness._(It
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should be noted that this factor of 3 may be too

large for a very "hard" spectrum such as seen in

the trapped radiation belts, when a factor of 2.5

may be more in order.) To correct for depth dose

(bone-marrow depth), a thickness of 5 cm of tissue

is often employed. This is approximately equal to

6.5 g/cm 2 of aluminum in equivalent shielding

effectiveness.

In order to clarify the exact assumptions

which are to be employed, the following infor-

mation is pertinent. The only adequate data avail-

able at this writing for solar proton predictions

are from the 19th cycle (1954-64). However, there

have been observations of sun spots (indicator of

solar activity) for about 200 years. Based on 200+

years of observations, where the first cycle would

date back to the middle of the 18th century

(average cycle length is about ii years), the 19th

cycle had the highest maximum sun spot count yet

recorded. In fact the average maximum sun spot

count is more than a factor of 2 lower. The 20th

cycle, which we are now well into (past the peak

activity), has a sun spot count somewhat above this

average. There has not been a large solar proton

event comparable to the eight largest events of

the 19th cycle (dose behind i0 g/cm2). At this

point, one may be,led to believe that the 19th

cycle is a fairly'rare type cycle. With the pre-

sent low occurrence of large solar proton events

and the rather extensive sun spot counting dating

back over 200 years, one might conclude that the

probability of getting a solar cycle as active as

the 19th is on the order of 1/20 or 0.05. This,

of course, cannot be objectively demonstrated, and

will not be, unless considerably more knowledge is

obtained about the physics of the sun. One valid

objection to the above is that the sun spot number

is a poor indicator of large solar proton events.

Also, the sun spot indicator may have changed

during the last 50 years due to better observa-

tions, so that possibly the first 15 of the 20

observed cycles should not be used. The purpose

of this paper is not to attempt to evaluate the

above but to present the information for the

reader's consideration. At any rate the reader

may not find it difficult to believe that the use

of the 19th cycle solar proton flux data may yield

a pessimistic estimate of the solar proton hazard.

With the above background, we can at least study

the proton events characterized by the 19th cycle

and infer proton events for future cycles similar

to the 19th cycle.

Next we consider the observation that during

the 19th cycle, the large solar proton events did

occur on the whole around the most active years of

the ll-year cycle, however not necessarily in

proportion to sun spot count. It is generally

assumed that there were only about 6 years of

observed large solar proton events. Thus the

following analysis is based on the so-called

active 6 years (300 weeks) of the cycle. The

second assumption is that it is fair and logical

to lump the actual dose rates over an active week

into units of total dose per week (see Introduc-

tion). This may include up to 3 proton events in

a given week. Thus, instead of dealing with fun-

damental units of proton events, we propose to

deal with observed weekly dose rates behind

various aluminum thicknesses. The data available

from various sources gave a total of 24 proton

events worth considering. (The 30 or more events

discarded gave less than 3 rads total behind 5 g/

cm 2 of aluminum). The results of grouping this

data into weekly time periods gave a total of 18

weeks with the frequencies of 13 weeks having i

event, 4 weeks having 2 events, and i week having

3 events. Most of this data is recorded in NASA

TND 4404 [3] on pages 16-23. The only major

revision in reference 3 is in the use of the

spectrum of A. J. Masley[ 4] for the November 12,

1960, flare.

One note of explanation should be made re-

garding the dose rates which are used in this

study. They include a correction for secondary

particles and thus are the sum of the primary

proton dose and the secondary particles (neutrons

and protons). This total dose at 20 g/cm 2 is

about 20% and at i0 g/cm 2 about 10% above the

primary proton dose rates.

Now we come to a very treacherous part of the

analysis. How do we choose a rational and suffi-

cient model for an event dose-week for solar

protons? Table i is presented as a summary of

the weekly solar proton doses of the 19th solar

cycle which the writer will consider. The absorbed

doses in rads-tissue were calculated at the center

point of a spherical shell of aluminum with the

shell thickness being designated as the shield.

TABLE l: WEEKLY DOSES OY Tile 19TH SOLAR CYCLE

Number Shield (6-Year Dose) I

Number Week Year FLares _906j a I0_251_ Remarks

1 _ov _2 _ I_ 1960 2 456 S3_4 17 0 Category 1 _ Large Weekly Doses

2 J_iy I0 - I_ 19_9 3 21G 75_0 21 2 _l 0_I

3 Feb_ 23 _ _ _ 50_ 0 _ 8

_4 2_ _ _ _ _ro×_m_ely _ P_r_ent of _Y_a_ T_a_S_ed D_e

_er_e_t _ T_

_ _y_r Do_

_y _ _9_91 _ _ _ _ 1 _ C_ry _ - _d_ _ek_y D_e_

_u_y _ - 2_ _ _ 22_0 _2 _ _ _'_

_h _ _5_ _ _0_ _ 2 _ o_ 4

J_y_ _9_ _ _0_ _ _

tD
Summed Dose I t5. I 34.9 8. _ Approximately 13 Percent of fi-Year Total

Percent of To*

tal _-Year Dose 12.7 13.9 11.8

Au K, 22 - 26 1958 2 5. 9 t. I) 0.2 Category 3 - Small X_eekty Doses

Aug. 29 1957 1 4. 2 o. 8 0, t _3 0, ,_

Nov. 20 _960 1 3.6 1.5 o.o_

Aug. 3 195_ 1 2. Z 1.o [
0,4

sept. _3 1960 1 2.9 1,2 0.5

,.4 0.1
Aug. I_; 195S 1 1._ '"" I

July 3 1957 1 1. 2 _). 43 0.03

JuLy I Z 1 _;t l 1.4 ,J, 30 0. ,)4

Apri[ 2_ - 29 1_o 2 0.77 0.27 0

ta[ _-Year Dose (11)

_;. 9, 1.42 Approximate[y 2 Peree.t of ,-Year Total_ummed Dose 23.97

Pe reent of To-

The lira, number _s me shield thickness m g, cmC;du,,,iaom

the ,umber _n parenthesis is the (_-year dose behind the shield.
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The data of Table i have been grouped into

three categories: (i) large weekly doses, (2)

medium weekly doses, and (3) small weekly doses.

Category (i), consisting of only 3 weeks,

gave mory than 84% of the total 6-year dose.

Category (2), with 6 samples, gave about 13%, and

Category (3), with 9 samples, gave less than 3%

of the total dose.

The grouping which is shown is certainly not

unique, and the last 2 weeks of Category (2) per-

haps should be in Category (3), or perhaps the

largest dose week of Category (2) should be in

Category (1). The following work has attempted

to provide for various combinations which the

reader may wish to investigate by making the

methods of approach more important than the choice

of a precise set of data.

Since over 84% of the total solar proton

dose is grouped into the 3 weeks of the first

category, it would seem that one feasible solar

proton dose model for an active week could be

depicted by dividing the total 6-year dose behind

the various shields by 3. Since the most active

phase of the 19th cycle is about 6 years, it seems

sufficient to use 300 weeks as the basic period

of major solar activity. With this assumption,

which will be used throughout this study, it

follows that the estimated weekly expectation of

a dangerous large solar proton dose would be %o =

.O1 (event/week).

In any case, the chance for an event of

Category (2) or Category (3) is more likely to

occur than one of Category (i) for a short ex-

posure time. For this reason, a model will also

be developed to reflect medium and small flare

doses as well as large events. Thus, two solar

proton dose models will be constructed and results

compared in the following work.

The next part of our approach is to choose

the best composite 19th cycle solar proton flare

data which is available and arrive at total tissue

dose in rads from primary and secondary particles

at the center of spherical shellsov_th varying

thicknesses. T.T. White, et. al [0] have develop-

ed a composite model (MSC model) for the total

proton flux during the 19th cycle. This model

gives a larger dose for energies less than about

115 MeV than a model based on Webber's work[5].

Above i15 MeV, a composite flare model based on

Webber's work (to be designated as the MSFC model)

gives a larger dose. The 19th cycle composite

6-year proton spectrum which will be used in this

work is the following:

(MSC) I. J(>p) = 5.28 x 10 ll e -p/73

(30 < E < 115 MeV) (i)

(MSFC) II. J(>p) = 1.14 x i0 II e -p/_O0

(E > i15 MeV),

where p is the rigidity units of MV and J(>p) is

the integral spectra (proton/cm 2) with energies

above p. For protons, the relationship between

p(MV) and E(MeV) is given by p =_/E 2 + 1876E

(ref. 3, page 15).

Using the spectrum above, the best estimate

of the 6-year (300 weeks) total dose (primaries

and secondaries) is given in Fig. i. From Fig. i

and Table i, the solar proton one-week-dose event

models are constructed (Fig. i gives the magnitude,

and Table i gives the fractions). Model I will be

the dangerous solar event model which is represen-

ted by 3 large events over a period of 300 weeks.

ii(

< i
= !

lo

_ABOVE DATA

The expected number of events in i week is given

by %o = .01 (event/week). Model II will depict

the possibility of a large, medium, or small dose

in a week where the percentages of the total dose

in Table 2 are used to determine the relative

size of a dose week in the three groups. For the

three categories of Table i, the values _i = .01,

_2 = .02, and _3 = .03 are the mutually independent

weekly expectations of large, medium, and small

doses, respectively. Table 2 sumarizes the dose

models. It should be clear that the writer has

presented in Table 2 only the primitive elements

of a probability model. Thus the table gives the

small sample estimates of the weekly expectations

(_) and the consequences (fads/week) if an event

occurs according to Model I or II. It should also

be made clear that the values of % are valid only

for the 300 most active weeks of a solar cycle

similar to the 19th. The major unknown factor is

an estimate of the chance of obtaining a solar

cycle that would give total proton doses as large

or larger than the 19th cycle.

The values of % should be smaller for the so-

called quiet sun (260 weeks) or else the magnitude

of an event reduced to one of Category (3). Per-

haps one might assume that _ = .02 (one event per

year) during the 260 weeks of the quiet sun, but an

event should be depicted by the D 3 column (small

event) of Model II.

As a final conclusion to this section, it is

of interest to recall that Fig. i represents the

total dose versus spherical shell thickness for the

19th cycle. If for the data of Fig. I as described

above, an effort is made to correct for the self

shielding of an astronaut and the complex geometry

of a spacecraft which has aluminum walls of 13.5

g/cm 2 (assume that a 5 cm depth dose corresponds

to an additional aluminum thickness of 6.5 g/cm 2)

then the 5 cm depth dose is estimated by dividing

the dose at 20 g/cm 2 by a factor of 3. Thus one

finds that the total dose from the 19th cycle was

25 rads at 5 cm tissue depth. Of course, this

value is for the solar proton dose and does not

account for the galactic cosmic ray dose which may

range from 5 to 12 rads per year behind 20 g/cm 2

depending on how much dose is contributed by the
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heavycosmicrayparticles (Z > 2). Theimpli-
cationsof all theabovearesimplythat sincethe
19thsolar cyclewasanexampleof a veryactive
sun,andif onebelievesthat thehighenergypro-
ton fluxesreceivedduringthis cycleareassocia-
tedwith this activity, hemustbecautiousin
drawingcertainconclusions.Forexample,the
sameastronautabovemayhavereceivedfrom30to
70radsfromgalacticcosmicraysduringa 6-year
trip whereasthe abovedosefromsolar protonsat
bonemarrowdepthwas25rads(13.5g/cm2- al.
walls). Hereoneassumesthat thegalacticcosmic
ray spectrumis soenergeticthat geometryfactors
arenegligible for dosereduction. Thusthe
cosmicraydosecomponentmaydeterminethelimi-
ting dosefactor for longdurationspacetravel.
Thepurposeof the foregoingis not to minimizethe
importanceof solar protoneventsbut to point out
that it maybequite feasibleto shieldagainst
solarprotonsbut probablyimpracticalto consi-
der shieldingagainstgalacticcosmicrays,and
this very fact maybemoreimportantin determining
man'sexposuretimeto spaceoutsidethe earth's
magneticfield thanthesolarprotons.

APROBABILITYMODELISDERIVED

In this section,weshall addressourselves
to theproblemof choosingandusinga probability
densityfunctionin orderto arrive at theproba-
bility of getting "x" eventsin "t" weeksandthe
associatedproblemof probabilityor percentile
levels. Theimportantquestionof establishing
confidenceintervals for thebasicstatistical
parameterswhichareobtainedfroma smallsample
will beundertakenin thenextsection. In this
section,wewill bemakingthenaiveassumption
that thebasicstatistics or populationparameters
(meanandvariance)arewell known,either by
experienceor apriori knowledge.

In orderto derivetheprobabilitymodel,
whichseemsto be themostnaturaloutgrowthof
the solar protondoseweek,the processwill be
describedin termsof probabilitiesPn(t) that
exactlyn eventsoccurduringa timeinterval t
(weeksin ourcase). Thus,Po(t) is theprobabi-
lity of noeventin the interval t andi - Po(t)
is theprobabilityof oneor moreevents.Nextwe
defineXto be themeanor expectationof an
eventfor a unit timeinterval. Thatis,

= no. of eventstotal weeksof observation (2)

is a statistical estimateof E. Moreprecisely,
%is a constantwhichdeterminesthedensityof
pointson thet axis. Thusfor a smallinterval
of timeAt the probabilityof oneor moreevents
is givenby:

i - P (At) = EAt+ e(At), (3)
O

where e(A t) is an infinitesimal and small compared

to EAt such that

lim e (At) 0 (3a)
at->o At

Now we make the following postulate:

Whatever the number of events during (o,t) the

probability during (t, t + At) that one event

occurs is given by PI(At) = EAt + go(At), and the

probability that more than one event occurs is

given by Pn>l(At) = el(At).

These conditions are the basic assumptions of

the Poisson process (Feller[7], pages 400-402). It

should be clear that we are stating that for a

small time interval At, the chance for one event

is approximately EAt, and the chance for more than

one event is very small compared to EAt. Since t

is for a relative time scale, it is not contradic-

tory that At of I week can be small on our time

scale. The above conditions lead to _ system of

differential equations for Pn(t). They are:

dPn(t)/dt = -lPn(t ) + lPn_l, n > i , (4)

and

dPo(t)/dt = -lPo(t), n = 0
(5)

From Equation (5) and Po(0) = i, we get:

P (t) = e-lt (6)
O

Using Equation (6) and PI(0) = 0, Equation (4) can

be solved for Pl(t) = Ete -lt. Using the fact that

Pn(0) = 0, (n>O), Equation (4) becomes a recursion

equation and successive values of Pn(t) can be

found. The resulting solutions give the terms of

the Poisson distribution:

-lt (_t) n (7)
Pn(t) = e n!

If the reader accepts the postulate following

Equation (3), the Poisson distribution is the

natural outcome. The foregoing arguments have

been presented in order to minimize the illusion

that the author has pulled a distribution function

out of the sky. For a more rigorous treatment,

reference 7 is recommended.

There are many interesting uses of the

Poisson distribution in addition to the occurrence

of rare events in a continuum of time. The

distribution is used to approximate the binomial

distribution for the case of rare events (p < .05).

The word rare means individually rare. In a large

population, several such events may occur, but the

probability of occurrence of each individual event

is small. For example, the number ?f people

killed by horses in 1969. An important feature

of the Poisson distribution is that for large

values of the mean (It >> 20), the distribution

approaches the normal (or Gaussian) distribution.

There are many applications of the Poisson distri-

bution given in any standard text on probability

and statistics. The most common include such

studies as the number born blind in a large city,

radioactive disintegration, bacteria on plates,

telephone traffic, etc. The remainder of this

section will be devoted to a discussion of the

Poisson distribution and how to apply it to our

class of problems.

If a discrete variable x has a Poisson dis-

tribution, then the probability that [X = x] is

given by the expression:

--m X
m

P[X = x] e x! , x = O, l, 2 ...... (8)

and P[X = O] = e-m, since 0! = i.
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Themean(or expectedvalueof thevariableX) is
givenby_ = m, thevariance02is givenby02= m,

and the standard deviation is simply given by o =

%r_-. The summation equation,

l e -m mX/xt = 1 , (8a)

x=O

is satisfied. Since we are primarily interested

in the time-dependent form of the Poisson, m = At

becomes the mean. Even though the Poisson is dis-

crete in the variable x, it is continuous in t.

For our purpose, we shall write the Poisson dis-

tribution as:

-It

P[X = x] = e (It) x
x! , x = 0, i, 2, ..., (9)

where t = number of weeks, x = number of events

in t weeks, % = mean number of events per week

with (At) becoming the expected or mean number of

events in t weeks, and P[X = x] is the probability

of exactly x events in t weeks.

If one wished to find a value of x which

would not be exceeded say at least 99% of the

time (1% chance at most of exceeding x) for a

given At, the accumulative distribution function

P[X < x*] is utilized. The value of x which we

seek is the smallest x* which satisfies

x* -At
Pr[X < x*] = _ e (%t) x (i0)

-- x! -->P '
_=0

where P = .99 for the case in question.

Since we are dealing with a discrete distri-

bution function, the inequality is necessary, and

one usually obtains a value of x* which corresponds

to a value slightly above P (.99). This discre-

pancy is usually circumvented by the proper use

of the words "at least" and "at most."

Next, we will examine how to apply the above

information to our problem of predicting the solar

proton dose that would be seen on a space mission

at various percentile levels. For simplicity, let

us assume that if an event occurs, it is depicted

_--u__,= so-called "large" event model or Model i

of Table 2. Using this model, the sample statis-

tical estimate of %o = .01 event/week, and for

convenience, assume the duration of exposure to

large solar events is i00 weeks, then the value of

%t = 1.0 for the Poisson distribution. Now assume

that we wish to find the dose levels that would be

exceeded 27%, 2%, and 0.1% of the time. Applying

Equation (i0) with P taking on the values 0.73,

0.98, and 0.999, we see that the values of x are

i, 3, and 5 events. So to find the dose at the

respective levels, we multiply the doses behind

the various shield thicknesses of Model I by the

values of x above. The results are plotted in

Fig. 2. Note that the 73.6% level corresponds in

our model to the mean or expected value of the

Poisson distribution function. The percentile

level at the expected value is found only when %t

is an integer. It becomes smaller approaching 50%

as %t increases to large values. For example,

when At = 20, the percentile at x* = 20 is 55.9%.

A similar computation can be carried out

using event Model II. The values of the Poisson

mean become respectively _it = 1.0, _2 t = 2.0, and

_3 t = 3.0 where t = i00 weeks4 Tables are con-

structed, and the following results are found at

the expected value, 98% and 99.9% level. For the

TABLE 2: MODELS OF A ONE-WEEK DOSE EVENT FOR THE ACTIVE 300 WEEKS OF THE 19TH

SOLAR CYCLE

MODEL I

N - 3*

100%**

ko - .01%

D Radsx(g/_2>o(_,) x('/_2)

2 1420 2

5 340 5

i0 93 I0

15 43 15

20 25 20

30 II 30

40 6 40

60 2 60

MODEL II

N(Large)=3 N(Med.)=6 N(Small)=9 3

84% 13% 3% l NIDI
kI - .01 kI - .02 k3 - .03 I-I

1195 95 15 4290

286 24 3.4 1032.6

78 7.5 0,9 281.1

36 3.5 0,43 132.87

21 2.0 0.25 77.25

9.3 0.80 0.11 33.69

5.03 0.45 0.06 18.33

1.70 0.15 0.02 6.18

* The N indicates the n_ber of weeks used in dose category.

** The % gives the percent of total dose in the category.

# The "_" gives the expectations (probability) of category for one week.
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large events, x = l, 3, and 5; for the medium

events, x = 2, 5, and 8; and for the small events,

x = 3, 7, and i0. The percentile values at the

expected or mean value levels (x* = At) are 73.6%,

67.7%, and 64.7%, respectively. In order to reduce

the necessity of repetition, this set of levels

could be denoted as approximately 70% level. The

comparison of results from these totals to Fig.

2[ 8] indicate very good agreement. A useful rule

would be: Empirical Rule - If at a given probabi-

lity level there is at least one large event, then

Model I is sufficient to describe the radiation

hazard. If no large event is found at the given

probability level, then Model II should be used.

At this point, it might be useful to depict

several curves similar to Fig. 2 for various

mission times t, with A = .01 eventiweek, at

given probability or percentile levels. In order

to do this, arrays could be constructed for

various values of At, and the number of events,

x, necessary to satisfy the inequality of Equa-

tion (i0) could be found for various values of

P<I.

Rather than provide a multitude of similar

graphs, Table 3 will allow the reader to find the

number of events for a range of anticipated

values of At at 9 different percentile levels

from 50 to 99.9%. Table 3 was constructed by

choosing a probability level, P, the number of

events, N, and then finding the value of m(-At)

that satisfied the following equation:

N-mx

Pr(x < N) = E e m-- xl P, (m = At) . (ii)
x=O

e. P i ._

b. ][ It lies be_een two entries, use N correspondin K to the largest entry. _8. if

_,_ry. u_eN 0. T,_. if xt 0.021 N 0aLOe 9?._-pere_tlevel. b_tN : _I

the _9. o-p_r_ent Level.

The values of m = At, found in this manner, is

the expected value or mean of the Poisson distri-

bution which has a percentile level of exactly

P x 100% for N or less events.

The top of Table 3 is headed with a row of

values labeled _ which denotes the probability

of more than N events or simple _ = 1 - P. The

probability statements using a will be made as

follows: the probability is no greater than

that more than N events will be observed in t

weeks. The use of a probabilities will be de-

rived in the next section. The range of values

in Table 3 should provide for the refinements

needed in the following work.

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ARE ESTABLISHED

The results of the previous section depended

strongly on the choice of the parameter % or the

probability of having a large event week. In

this section, we will establish the confidence

we can place on the value of A as calculated

from observed sample data. One of the virtues of

the Polsson distribution is that the value of the

mean (m = _t) completely determines the distri-

bution function; i.e., _2 = m, whereas the mean

and variance (02 ) is needed for most distribution

functions, and they are not simply related. Thus

in dealing with small sampling statistics from a

normal distribution, one needs toestablish con-

fidence intervals for both the mean and the

variance.

In order to more clearly explain the intent

of this section, an example will be given. The

Poisson law arises very often in certain biologi-

cal problems such as organisms distributed at

random over the bottom of a lake. The number

of such organisms found in a series of trial

dredgings from separate small areas of the same

size will follow this law. Statisticians cal-

culate boundaries of possible outcomes from a

given small sample, and these values are called

confidence limSts at a certain probability level

for the assumed distribution function. Now, if a

biologist counted 21 organisms from one of his

dredglngs, he could assert that he is 95% confi-

dent that the mean or expected value lies between

13 and 32 organisms per unit area assuming a

Polsson distribution. Thus with only one sample

and assumption of a Poisson process, it is possible

to set upper and lower bounds on possible outcomes

at a given probability level. From the above

example, we can assert that if many dredglngs are

made, we expect only 5% will contain a number of

organisms outside the predicted range.

Returning to the basic problem, we wish to

establish the confidence interval on m, hence to

find the probability

Pr(m" < m < m') > (l - 2_) 100% , (12)

where i - P = _.

Now if P = .99 and _ = .01, then

Pr(m" < m < m') _ 98%, (12a)
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and we are at least 98% sure that m lies between

m' and m", where m has only a 1% chance of being

greater than m'. We can now write the general

set of equations which will determine the value

of m' and m":

x o -m '
e (m') x

E x! I - P ffi8 , (13)
x=0

and

m" x

Z e- (m")
x!

X=X
O

S , (14)

or

-m" x
Xo-i e (m")
Z

x.'
xffiO

i - 8 , (15)

where x o is observed number of events. The form

of the above equation is an outgrowth of using a

discrete distribution function and follows the

common practice in textbooks on statistics.

Solving Equations (13) and (15) for m' and m"

by use of Newton's method, the upper and lower

bounds on m are found for "Xo" observed events.

Table 4 summarizes these results for 8 different

values of B or P. Fig. 3 depicts a typical result
taken from Table 4.

T^m.e ,: UPPER ANDLOWmmBC_N_ FOR THE MZ*h
AT pROBABILITYOF P = (i _ _) Ioo%

c_m_ 99.S _. o 9s.o SS. 0
m_r,m p,,_t Per_* Per_.t _r_t

o.001 0.oo5 0.olo I 0.o_

I
..... 0 .......... "®_i

0 0 _._x 0 s.so 0 4._11 0 . 3._
1 o.oo, 9.23 o.o05 7.43 o.ox 6._4 0.0_ _.57
2 0.0,*s n.23 o. Lo _._ o....... 0.241 7.2_

s

,c _._ _4.1_ _._ 21.40 4._3 _o._ _.so I ,_.s_
1

;7 7. 3 33.99 _].Z5 27,33
i

J9 8.31 36.70 9.64F33.38 10.._5 31,85 11.44 29,6?
20 9.96 38.04 10.35 34.67 11.0_ 33.10 12,22 3O,89

21 9.62 39.37 11.07 35.95 11.83 34._ 13.00 32.10
22 _0.29 _.70 11.79 37.22 1_57 35._ 13.79 3_31
23 _0.9*_ 4Z02 _s,_s S_.4_ 13._a 3_,_ 14,5S S_I
S4 n.6_ _S.3_ la,_e 39.74 _4.0S _S. Oe _.3e s_.?l_5 1Z34 _64 14.00 41.00 l_.e_ ss.3_ le._s 3_._0

_e L_er _od I, _lo_,ted ,o m_t _ i, lesa m_ t_e ta_tc_ted
v*t_.

TABLE • ( C_cLudedI

C,_tde_¢ _o.o pSO o 70.o so. oInterwd per_a| e_n_ Pe_ent Per_nt

o. 0_0 0. _00 0. _5 0. 2_

EYeut_, XG I_wer (Ip,per Lo_er Upper L_er Uppez Lo_er Upper

o,o,_ 4,7_ O.lOS 3,e9 o,_ 3.3_ 0.29 ze9
2 0,36 6.30 0.53 5,32 0.68 4.72 0.96 &92

4 1,37 9,15 1,74 7,99 _04 7.27 _54 6,27

9 _.70 1_._1 5._3 14.2t S, 97 13.25_ _.84 _.9_

le _0.04 _4.30 1L_4 22.4_ Xl,_ _1._e _1_ 19._7

2_ _.TZ _._9i1_._I _0._ IS.09 2S,07 19.6, 27,t0
_4 _,_._,__3.7S{t7.97 3_.S_ 1_.9S 30._7 _0.5_ _._
25 17. SS 3,t. 92! 1_.S4 32.71 19. SS 3,.2S _.47 2_._
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Even though we have obtained confidence

bounds on the estimate of m = %t, the major

interest is concerned with the upper bounds that

an investigator should use when only x o events
have been observed over a "t" week time interval.

Following this concept and the simple model of

a large dose-event-week, we recall that only

3 such event weeks occurred over the 300 active

weeks of the 19th solar cycle. Now if one wishes

to find the upper hounds on this observation, he

may use Table 4 in conjunction with Table 3 and

arrive at the 100P% confidence level Chat the pro-

bability is no greater than some small value _
that N ' events will occur. Thus Table 5 is

4O
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TABLE 5: THE NUMBER OF EVENTS N_ THAT WILL BE EXCEEDED

AT A PROBABILITY NO GREATER THAN _ FOR THE 100-PERCENT

UPPER BOUND VALUE OF THE P_ON MEAN, m',

WHEN X 3 OBSERVED EVENTS

m'

13, 06

10.98

10.05

8.77

7.75

6.69

6.01

5.11

3.67

Percent 0. 001

99.9 25

99.5 22

99.0 21

97.5 19

95.0 18

90.0 16

85.0 15

75.0 13

50.0 1t

0.005

23

2O

19

17

16

14

13

12

9

0.010 0.025 0.050 ).I00

22 20 19 18

19 18 17 15

18 17 15 14

16 15 14 13

15 14 13 _ 11

13 12 11 10

12 11 10 9

11 I0 9 8

9, 8 7 6

0.150 0,250

17 15

14 13

13 12

12 II

11 9

9 8

8 7

7 6

6 5

0.500

13

11

i0

9

8

7

6

5

3

m' Percent O. O01 0.005 0.010 0.025 0.050

6.91 99.9 16 15 14 121 ii

5,30 99.5 14 12 ii I0 9

4.61 99.0 12 Ii I0 9 8

3.69 97.5 11 9 9 8 7

3.00 95.0 10 8 8 7 0

2.30 90. O 8 7 6 6 5

1.90 85.0 7 6 6 5 4

1.39 75.0 6 5 5 4 4

0.69 50.0 4 4 3 3 2

0.100

1O

8

7

6

5

4

4

3

21

0.150

10

8

7

6

5

4

3

3

2

0.250

9

7

6

5

4

3

3

2

1

_0

0.500

7

5

4

4

3

2

2

1

0

BOUND VALUE OF THE POISSON MEAN, m', WHEN X 0
OBSERVED EVENTS

a. Example: One is 95 percent confident that the true mean does not exceed

7.75 (X0=3) , and using this value of the mean, one is certain that the

probability of seeing more than 13 events during a 300 week active period

is no greater than 0. 050.

TABLE 6: THE NUMBER OF EVENTS N'c_ THAT WILL BE EXCEEDED AT A

PROBABIMTY NO GREATER THAN _ FOR THE 100P-PERCENT UPPER



constructed.

Since the 20th solar cycle has produced no

large events, it is of interest to ask if zero

large events occur for a period of 300 active

weeks, what are the possible upper bounds of m'

and the number of events N_' that could be expected

at some small probability. (This may be a nonsense

question and will be discussed in the next

section.) Table 6 is constructed with this in

mind. The methods used are the same as for Table

5. It is of interest to note that even though

x o = 0 events are observed that the 95% upper

bound for the Poisson mean is m' = 3 which was the

actual observed number of large events during the

19th cycle. Thus it seems that for a reasonable

level of confidence (95%), the analyst would be

Justified if he used m' = 3 (% = O.Ol event/week)

for large events even though the solar activity

for a given cycle was considerably different than

the 19th cycle. Perhaps after all is said, the

only conclusion that can be drawn is that the ob-

served 19th cycle dose events could be used for

any near average solar cycle, and if a cycle is

predicted to be similar to the 19th cycle, then

the results of Table 5 (x o = 3) should be seriously

considered as a possible model.

Finally, Table 7 is presented as a summary

of values to use for % (events/week) at various

confidence levels. For large events, it seems

that the x o = 0 column is probably reasonable to

use if the solar cycle is not very active. If a

cycle similar to the 19th is forecast, then the

column under x o = 3 is perferred.

TABLE 7: VALUES FOR _' = m'/300 (EVENTS/WEEK) FOR X °

OBSERVED EVENTS AT 100P% UPPERBOUND CONFIDENCE LEVEL

_X°XI00P%__ 0 3 6 9

99.9 .0230 .0435 .0602 .0755

99.5 .0177 .0366 .0522 .0667

99.0 .0154 .0335 .0486 .0626

97.5 .0123 .0292 .0569

95.0 .0100 .0258

90.0 .0070 .0223

85.0 .0063 .0200

75.0 .0046 .0170

50.0 .0023 .0122

.0435

.0393

.0351

.0323

.0285

.0222

.0524

.0474

.0442

.0392

.0322

OBS* .0000 .0100 .0200 .0300

*OBS denotes the value of Xo/300

The value of % and the dose event model to

use during the remaining 270 less active weeks of

a solar cycle are not obtainable from the present

analysis. However, until more data is available,

the best one can do is use some essentially arbi-

trary criteria. For example, if we believe that

the chance of a large dose event week is definite-

ly dependent on some minimal level of solar

activity and this level is not approached during

the quiet periods of the cycle, then it would be

unreasonable to use the large event dose week even

at a very low probability level such as the values

shown under the x o = 0 column of Table 7. Even if

is only .002 event/week for the Poisson distri-

bution, one sees that the chance of getting two or

more large events is approximately 6% for t =

200 weeks. However, we cannot preclude the possi-

bility of some smaller dose event occurring for the

quiet period of a solar cycle. The present writer

suggests using % = .02 event/week for the quiet

period but recommends that the dose model for the

small dose event (D 3) of Model II (Table 2) be

used. This is equivalent to expecting about one

such event per year which is reasonably close to

the actual observed number of events from October

1961 through July 1966.

In order to illustrate applications of the

foregoing work, eight trip lengths will be con-

sidered ranging from 13 to 260 weeks (5 years),

during the most active 6 years of a solar cycle

which is like the 19th cycle (x o = 3). In order

to simplify the possible combinations, four

different probability levels for the upper bound

mean (%t) are used at four probability levels for

the Poisson distribution. A mean (.01 t) corres-

ponding to the actual observed (OBS) large event

weeks of the 19th cycle is also given. This

corresponds to the 95% level of the mean for x o =

0 events, and this value is recommended for the

average type cycle. The results of these com-

binations are shown in Table 8. The entries in

this table give the number of large events that

will be expected at a probability equal to or less

than _ corresponding to the Poisson mean (%t)

which we are 100P% sure will not be exceeded

(see footnote on Table 5). These tables are con-

structed in a manner similar to Table 5, however,

we start with Table 7 for values of _ at various

levels of percent confidence (100P).

Figures 4, 5, and 6 have been presented for

values of _ at .001, .01, and 0.1 for different

upper bound values of the mean showing a range

from the observed (approximately 50%) to the 99.9%

confidence level of the mean (%t) for a 78-week

mission during the active weeks of a very active

cycle. Comparisons are also shown in these

figures to the work of other authors[2,9,10] who

have made similar computations but have used diff-

erent models for prediction of the solar proton

dose. An interesting aspect of the above compari-

son is that at the 0.1% (i00 xs) level, the

present work is considerably lower even for the

99.9% upper bound value of %t. However, at the

10% level, the reverse situation seems to be the

case. The major difference in the methods of most

of the other authors and the present work is that

the size of our large event is fixed, but the

number of events may bequite large, whereas in the

other methods, the size of a single event may be

extremely large (several times larger than the

large event used in this work). These differences

will be discussed in the last section.
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TABLE 9: NUMBER OF EVENTS AT COMPOD'ND PROB_ILITIE5 P AND

_, t = 19Weeke

m=Xt P×I0 0.001 0.01 O. O5 0.10

O. 57 99.9 4 3 2 2

0, 44 99.0 3 2 2 1

O. 34 95. O 2 2 t t

0. 29 9O. 0 2 2 1 t

0.13 1 1 1 1

b. t = 26 Weeka

m=Xt P× O. 00! 0,01 O. O5 0.10

1.13 99.9 5 4 3 3

0.87 99.0 5 4 3 2

O. 67 95. O 4 3 2 2

0.56 9O.O 4 3 2 2

O. 26 OBS 3 2 1 1

c. t = 52 Weeke

m=Xt px ]0.001 0,01 O. O5 0,10

2. 26 99.9 8 6 fi 4

1.74 99. 0 7 5 4 3

1.34 95, O 6 5 3 3

1.15 9O. 0 6 4 3 9

0. 52 OBS 4 3 2 1 i

d. t = 78Weeke

•_=_t P× 0.001 0.01 0.09]0. t0

3. 99 99.9 10 8 7 6

2.6! 99. o 9 7 5 5

2.01 95. O 9 6 5 4

1.74 9O.O 7 5 4 3

0. 79 OB5 8 3 2 2

e. t - 104 Weeks

m = Xt P × 100 O. 001 9.01 O. 05 5. 10

4.52 99.9 12 lO 8 7

3.48 99.0 I0 9 7 6

2.68 95,0 9 7 9 5

2.32 90.0 9 6 5 4

1.04 5 4 3 9

f. t = 156 WeekJ

m=_t px O. OOl 0.01 0.05 0.10

6.79 99.9 16 16 II IO

5.23 99.0 14 II 9 8

4.02 95.0 11 9 : 8 7

3.48 90.0 IO 9 7 6

1.56 OBS 7 5 4 3

g, t = 208 Weeks

m=M P× O. OOl O. Ol 0.05 0.10

9. OS 99.9 2O 17 14 18

6.97 99.0 16 14 12 10

5.37 95,0 14 il 9 8

74.64 90.0 13 iO 8

2, 08 OBS 6 6 5 4

h. t = 26O Week8

m=Xt p× O. OOi O. Ol 0.05 O. 10

11.31 99.9 23 20 17 16

8.71 99.0 19 16 14 13

6,71 95.0 16 13 II I0

12 IO 95.80 9O, O 14

2. 60 OBS 9 7 5 5

I

_ 0=0.01(P = 1.0_)

78WEEKS

5OOO

40OO

35O_

,ooo
._ / 'v',L

6o0

-- O = NORTH AMERICAN

E] = SNYDER

J" = MODISETTE

= WEBBER

O = YUCKER

V.'///j%l/_ P =99.9%-

5o _,//. I///3_ P = _.0%-
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A NEW PROBABILITY MODEL IS FOUND

The foregoing section seems to provide some

rationale for choosing a probability function for

a given set of conditions: (a) the active 300

weeks of a very active cycle such as the 19th,

(b) the active 300 weeks of an average cycle, and

(c) the quiet 270 weeks of any solar cycle. How-

ever, if we examine Tables 5 through 8, a question

presents itself. If we choose a very high confi-

dence level for the Poisson mean and then deter-

mine the number of events that would give a low

probability a of getting a worse situation, then

it seems that we are discussing a very improbable

situation. That is, what is the chance of the

mean being as high as the 99.9% confidence level,

and if we use this mean the joint probability of

seeing more than N_ _ events at a probability no

greater than 0.001? For example, in Table 5, wc

see that N_' = 25 events when P = .999 and _ =

.001. At first blush, one might suspect that the

chance of both conditions occurring is on the

order of 10 -6 . But care must be taken since we

are dealing with cumulative distribution functions.

Thus the product (i - P)_ does not correspond to a

unique value of N_'. This can be ascertained by

examining in Table 5 the values of (i - P)_ corres-

ponding to Na' = 13. Now, we would like to ask

the question;

"If xo events are observed in a given time, to,

what is the probability of seeing more than N

events in any observation time t?"

With this knowledge a unique value of the proba-

bility of seeing N events can be made for any

period t < T o . This question is also important

because we propose to use the values of % calcu-

lated for the total period of T o = 300 weeks and

might be suspect of the true probability when one

applies the value of % to a time period say of

only 50 weeks. However, the reader surely agrees

that the best estimate of the % corresponds to the

total sample space of the 300 most active weeks

during the 19th solar cycle.

In order to provide an answer to the above,

we must first ask what is the distribution of

possible Poisson means if in a time to there are

only x o events observed. If we examine Equation

(13), which gives the cumulative distribution of

B as a function of the upper bound values of m for

a given Xo, one sees that the derivative (-dB/dm)

yields the desired upper bound probability density

function for m;

e-m mXo
-d_/dm = f(m) (16)

x !
0

This function is continuous in m and is the so-

called gamma distribution in the variate m. The

expected value of m, E(m) = xo + i; the variance,

_2(m) = xo + i, and

=° e-m mx° dm i (17)
x !

O O

To summarize the meaning of Equation (16),

we can state that for a given observation of xo

events, the probability of the m being in the

interval m to m + dm is given by the probability

equation;

-m

f(m)dm e m x° dm
x ! (18)
0

See Fig. 7 for illustration of Equation (18) with

xo = 3. 319

o._

o.z2--

0.2o

0.18

0.15

0.14

o12

o.io
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o.oe

o.o4 /

I

3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12
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However, we wish to investigate the more

subtle relationship that reflects the distribution

of %'s for a given observation of x o events over

a period of to weeks. Therefore, we make the

change of variables denoted by m = %to; dm = tod% ,

and our probability density function in the

variate % becomes:

t x°+l x -t %

f(%)d% = o % o ox ! e d% (19)
O

For a given value of %, the probability of seeing

exactly x events in time "t" is given by the

discrete Poisson distribution function;

P(x) = Pr(x;%t) = (%t)x e-%t
x! , x=0,i,2,...(20)

where the probability of having a value of % in

the interval % + d% is given by the density

fuction of Equation (19) and t < to (actually

the case t > to is equally valid).

Using the above definitions, the relation-

ship we seek is given by the following:

Pr(x,tlXo,to) = f Pr(x;lt) . f(%) d% . (21)

O

Thus we are stating that for Equation (20) of the

Poisson distribution, the probability of each

possible % (a spectrum of possible means) be

folded into the equation and the results inte-

grated over all possible values of % from zero to

infinity. The result is a probability density

function which is the expected value of the

Poisson distribution over all possible means %.

Thus,
x +i

o tx oo Xo+X _(to+t) %

to J _ e d%. (22)Pr(x'tlXo'to)= x !x.!
O O

After integration, we obtain;

x +i

t o tx[ (xo+x), ]
Pr(x'tlx°'t°)= :o!X! [(to+t)Xo+X+l "

(23)

Now if we make the substitution @ = t/t and sim-

plify, the results are the discrete distribution

function in the variate x:

(X+Xo)! 0x

, (24)
er(xlXo'O) X!Xo. (l+8)X+Xo +I



It canbeshownthat for thediscretedistribution
functionabove;

(X+Xo)! ex

x!x ! (l+@)X+Xo+ 1 1 , (25)x=O o"

and the mean or expected value of x is given by:

= E(x) = (Xo+l)@ (26)

The proof of Equation (25) can be shown by resor-

ting to hypergeometric functions, and the results

of Equation (26) can be found by multiplying the

summand of Equation (25) by x and after simplify-

ing, the value (xo+l)e can be factored out leaving

a sum that is the equivalent to that shown in

Equation (25). An illustration of the density

function [Equation (24)] is shown in Fig. 8 for

8 = i and 8 = .52.
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This report is not intended to be a study of

probability theory, and the ramifications of the

above distribution function and its possible para-

llels in other statistical work will not be pur-
sued.

Because of the format of Tables 5 and 8 and

the manner in which we have previously made proba-

bility statements, we wish to find the probability

that more than N events are seen, given xo and 8;
or

Pr(x>NrXo,8) = i - Pr(x<_Nlxo,e) , (27)

where e = t/to, xo = number of events observed in

time to (300 weeks), and t is the observation time

during which N events are seen.

Thus, the ultimate relation which we wish to

answer our probability questions is given by

Equation (27) or the obvious variations associated

with it. In fact, if the foregoing is valid, we

may dispense with the difficulties of choosing an

upper bound value of the Poisson mean at a given

level and then determining the probability that

N events will be exceeded at some probability e as

shown in Tables 5 and 8, where the true probability

is actually not known.

Using Equation (27), the number of combina-

tions of 8, Xo, and N can readily get out of hand.

For this reason, only the values of x o observed

events from 0 through 9 were used with different

values of e from 13 weeks to 300 weeks (8 = i).

The values of N were extended to the point where

Pr(x>NlXo,8 ) < 10 -6 . These tabulations are given

in reference 8.

It is very interesting to note that when

Xo = 0, 8 = i, that the chance of seeing more than

3 events is as high as .0625. This infers that

even though no events were observed during a given

300 week active cycle, we cannot be more than

93.75% confident that 3 or less events could

occur in a similar cycle. Also, we see from the

same above assumption that we are 50% sure that we

will see more than zero events. This seems to in-

fer a dilemma bordering on the naive statement

that if you know nothing about the probability of

an event, you can only be 50% sure that it can't

happen; e.g. probability of life on Mars. This

last statement seems to cast doubt on the useful-

ness of the case when x o = O.

However, it is of academic interest to inves-

tigate further the case when Xo = O. For example,

Equation (24) becomes:

Pr(xlo,8 ) = 8x/(i+8) x+l (28)

and for 8 > O, we see that when x = 0,

Pr(x = 01o,e) = i/(i + 8) , (29)

and

Pr(x > olo,8) = 8/(1 + 8) (30)

The probability of seeing an event as 8 approaches

zero becomes very small as one would suspect for a

very rare event. Now as 9 increases to large

values (e >> i), the value of the probability

approaches i. This infers that if an event can

happen at a given small probability, then it is

almost certain that the event will occur after a

sufficiently long period. Thus Equations (29) and

(30) do not defy intuition in an ordinary sense

but leave us with a rather insecure feeling since

the number of actual observed events in time to is

zero. However, if we examine the density function

of possible values of I [Equation (19] when x o =

O, a plausible probability density function is

found;

f(1) dl = t e-t°l dl (31)
0

Table 9 is presented as a survey of Equation

(27) for Pr(x > N13,8) < e at several values of

and 8.
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A point of interest concerns the values of

the results in Table 8 as compared to those in

Table 9. It should be clear that the results of

Table 9 do not provide the same type of probabili-

ty statements as Table 8. In general, this

writer feels that the results of Table 9 are more

useful and to the point but others may disagree.

In any case, one may ascertain which probability
level of the parameter % is more credible when

using the methods of the previous section and con-

structing tables similar to Table 8. For example,

one sees that the value of % at the 90% level

seems to yield event numbers (N) at probabilities

in Table 8 which seem to be comparable to the
probabilities e in Table 9.

Finally Table i0 is presented for th_ case

when x o = 0 even though we have cast doubt on the

validity of the meaning of this rather extreme case.

However, it does signify a sort of boundary con-

dition for those periods when the probability of a

large event is very small as perhaps exists for

the active years of an average type solar cycle.

REVIEW AND COMMENTS

In the foregoing sections, the writer has

attempted to convey a method of thinking about the

radiation hazards associated with solar proton

events. The method of approach is felt to be more

important than the actual results presented. The

methods and models as developed utilize very little

solar physics as such and consequently will be very

unsatisfying to many physicists who have examined

various aspects of the problem. There is no

attempt to model or predict a solar proton spectrum,

the time dependence of particle arrival, or angular

distributions of the flux.

As a brief summary, the total dose in fads-

tissue from solar protons was tabulated for weekly

time intervals, and the number of weeks which gave

a dose above 25 rads behind i0 g/em 2 of aluminum

for the active 6 years of the 19th cycle were

called dangerous or large event weeks. The number

of such event weeks was found to be only 3 weeks

for the past 20 years.

Even though the chance for smaller events is

examined, it was found that for any reasonable high

confidence level (95%), the smaller events could be

ignored. Consequently, we took the total particle

flux for the 19th cycle and divided this spectrum

by a factor of 3 and arrived at a single large

event week.

Using this spectrum, one can calculate the

tissue dose in rads at the center of an aluminum

spherical shell (Table 2). To correct for geo-

metric effects and self shielding, this dose should

be reduced by a factor of about 3. If the space

mission is planned during the quiet period of a

cycle, then the small event dose curve (D 3) of

Model II (Table 2) may be used with _ = .02 _ = 1

event/year).

To predict the probability of an event

occurring, the Polsson distribution seemed to be

the most logical choice. The third section was

devoted to examining this conclusion and the

methods of using this probability model. The

fourth section was written as an effort to define

the confidence one could use in employing the

Poisson process and specifically arriving at con-

fidence levels for the experimental or observed

value of the mean of the Polsson distribution

function. Several examples were given for dif-

ferent mission lengths, and comparisons were made

to other authors' results.

Finally, the previous section was an extension

of the Poisson process to incorporate the concept

of small sample theory and arrive at the expected

distribution function which answers the following

question. If x o events are observed in time to,

what is the probability of seeing x events in any

observation time t? The results were represented

by the discrete probability density function in

the varlate x: Pr(xlxo,@). Using the above

function, extensive tables were tabulated in

reference 8.

In the beginning of this work, the author in-

tended to avoid commenting on the methods used by

other investigators, but in order to explain the

radical differences shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, the

following comments are pertinent. One of the more

common procedures used is to obtain the logarithms

to the base ten of the solar proton flux above 30

MeV for each of the events of the 19th cycle. This

data is then plotted on normal probability graph

paper, obtaining a distribution called the log

normal dlstribution, in the variable x - logl0 _.

This is a true normal distribution in the

variate x, and there is no virtue in examining the

transformed distribution in the variable _ which

has a more complex representation. Also the values

of the mean and standard deviation between the two

distributions are not simply antilog related. For

more details, see reference 8.

The present writer has assumed that the users

of this distribution keep their statistics in the

variable x which is certainly the simplest process.

From reference 10, 60 events were takenthat

had fluxes measured above 30 MeV.

The logarithm of these 60 entries were ordered

from the smallest to the largest and the normalized

cumulative sums plotted on log normal paper as

shown in Fig. 9. The ungrouped data had a mean of

7.39, and the standard deviation was 0.97 as shown

at bottom of the figure. The straight line in

Fig. 9 depicts the cumulative normal distribution
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TABLE 9: NUMBER OF EVENTS N THAT SATISFY Pr(X>NI3,_ ) _ e

WEEKS _ .i0 .01 .001 .0001 .00001

13 .0433 i 2 3 3 4

26 .0866 i 2 4 5 6

52 .1733 2 4 5 7 8

78 .2600 3 5 7 8 I0

104 .3467 3 6 8 i0 12

156 .5200 4 8 i0 13 16

208 .6933 6 9 13 16 19

260 .8667 7 ii 15 19 22

300 1.000 9 13 17 21 25

with mean of 7.39 and variance of 0.97. From

examination of this fit, one might conclude that

the log normal gives a reasonable representation

of the data. Note that the flux for the November

12, 1960, event is plotted as a square which falls

exactly on our llne of best fit. This is done

since actually when one obtains the cumulative

distribution from a discrete set of data, the last

point has the cumulative probability of 1.00, but

since this cannot theoretically occur, the best

choice is to place this point on the best fit llne.

This point which is logl0 _ = 9.9562 corresponds

to the cumulative probability of 99.6% or in terms

of the standard deviation, the November 12, 1960,

event is at 2.63 standard deviations above the

mean. If we wished to go to the 99.9% level,

then it would be necessary to take 3.09 standard

deviations above the mean or a log flux of 10.4016.

Now if we find the antilog of this value, we see

that the flux at the 99.9% level in the log normal

distribution is 2.52 x i010 proton/cm 2 (E > 30 MeV)

which is a factor of about 2.8 times larger than

the November 12, 1960, event. Hence, it would

seem that a flux above 30 MeV which is 3 times

larger than the November 12, 1960, event would

have a probability ofoccurring which is less than

0.001.

From the above analysis, one may be convinced

that a reasonable upper bound value for a single

event is at most a factor of 3 larger than the

November 12, 1960, event. For the above reason

this writer feels that the results obtained by

some investigators for the extreme probability

tails must depict a smaller probability than the

estimates given. They have possibly used Joint

probabilities of flux and rigidity parameters which

may be a factor of i0 or more smaller than those

indicated by the 0.1% probability tail shown in

the various reports at my disposal.

If the reader wishes to use the 99.9% pro-

bability event in the present work, he may ignore

self shielding and geometry factors, a factor of 3.

TABLE i0: NUMBER OF EVENTS N THAT SATISFY Pr(X> NI0,8) < E

WEEKS _._ .i .01 .001 .0001 .00001

13 .0433 0 1 2 2 3

26 .0866 0 1 2 3 4

52 .1733 i 2 3 4 6

78 .2600 1 2 4 5 7

104 .3467 i 3 5 6 8

156 .5200 2 4 6 8 i0

208 .6933 2 5 7 i0 12

260 .8667 2 5 8 ii 14

300 I. 0000 3 6 9 13 16
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I_OBABLE SOIAR FLARE DOSES ENCOU_r_ED ON AN INTerPLANETARY MISSION AS CALCLW_ATED BY THE MCFIARE CODE

Gerald P. Lahti and Irving M. Karp

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

The computer program, MCFLARE, uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate solar

flare occurrences during au interplanetary space voyage. The total biological

dose inside a shielded crew compartment due to the flares encountered during

the voyage is determined. The computer program evaluates the doses obtained

on a large number of trips having identical trajectories. From these results,

a dose D_ having a probability p of not being exceeded during the voyage

can be de_ermined as a function of p for any shield material configuration.

The user of the code selects any number of solar flares considered to be

representative of the ones that will occur during future solar active periods

(these flares are generally selected from the flares that occurred during the

last solar active period 1956 to 1962). The flares are assumed to occur dur-

ing these periods. The dose at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun from each of

these flares behind any shield configuration investigated is input to the

MCFIARE code. The code accounts for the dependence of the dose received from

a flare on the distance from the Sun according to a (i/r) _ variation, where

r is the distance from the Sun and the exponent _ can be assigned. From

trajectory parameters, which are input to the computer program, the distance

from the Sun as a function of time during the trip is calculated.

To illustrate the use of the code, a trip to Mars and return is calcu-

lated, and estimated doses behind several thicknesses of aluminum shield and

water shield are presented.

INTRODUCT ION

The protons emitted by solar flares are the

most hazardous source of space radiation encount-

ered on an interplanetary space voyage which rapid-

ly traverses the Van Allen belts. To define shield-

ing requirements for biological protection from

solar flare protons encountered in manned inter-

planetary missions, a computer program MCFLARE

(ref. l) has been prepared which uses Monte Carlo

methods to simulate solar flare occurrences during

the trip and records the total associated biological

doses for the trip behind various shield material

configurations.

A set of flare events, considered to be repre-

sentative of those that will occur during future

solar active periods, is required. Presently, this

set is selected from the flares that occurred dur-

ing the last solar active period from 1956 to 1962.

The flares are assumed to occur randomly during the

trip. The doses behind the various shield config-

urations investigated have to be evaluated for each

flare, at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun, by using

another computer code such as one of those described

in Refs. 2 or 3. (Ref. 4 presents doses from solar

flare proton spectra behind two shield materials as

calculated by using Ref. 2.) These dose values are

input to the computer program MCFIARE. This pro-

gram provides for including the dependence of the

magnitude of the dose received from the flare on

the distance r from the Sun. This dependence is

taken to be of the form (ro/r) _, where r o is the

distance between the Sun and the Earth, and the ex-

ponent _ can be any arbitrarily selected value.

The Monte Carlo sampling procedure (analogous

to particle transport Monte Carlo) is used to de-

termine when flares are encountered on the trip,

which of the input flares occur, and the total dose

obtained from all flares encountered during the

trip behind each shield configuration. The comput-

er program tallies the doses obtained for a large

number of trips having identical trajectories and

from this, the distribution of doses incurred on

the mission for each shield configuration is ob-

tained. Each dose distribution determines a dose

Dp having the probability p of not being exceed-

ed as a function of p.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Any N flare events can be selected as repre-

sentative of the flare activity that will occur

during the space voyage. The doses from each flare

at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun behind one or

more shield material configurations investigated

are input to the computer. Each flare is assumed

to occur randomly on the average of once during the

solar active period Tref, which is of the order of

2000 days or 52_Years.

Monte Carlo Method to Determine Occurrences

of Flares During Trip

Inasmuch as flares are assumed to occur ran-

domly in the solar active period, the probability

of any flare occurring in the time interval dt is

(N_ref)dt m _ dt. Then the probability of no

flare occurring for time t is e-_ t and the

probability of a flare occurring in dt at time t

is e-_t_ dt.

In the Monte Carlo method, this probability of

flare occurrence in the time interval dt at time

t is equated to the probability of selecting a

random number in an interval d_ about _. If a

random number set uniformly distributed in the in-

terval (O,1) is selected, then the probability of

selecting a random number in d_ about _ is d_.

Equating these two probabilities, one gets

e-_t_ dt = d_

f e-_t'_ dt' =_0 _ d_'

t =-_ in(l - _)

S_



Inasmuch as both _ and i - _ are uniformly

distributed in the interval (0,i) an equivalent ex-

pression for t which results in the same exponen-

tial distribution is

t = - _ln _ (1)

By selecting a random number from a uniformly dis-

tributed set in the interval (O,1) the time be-

tween flare events is obtained from Eq. (1).

When an event has occurred, a particular flare

of one of the N is also selected by random num-

bers. The ith flare occurs when a new random

number occurs in the interval

i-l<_<i
N N i = l, 2, . .., N (2)

Dose values input to the code are calculated

by using the methods of Ref. 2, or 5, for each rep-

resentative flare using the solar flare proton in-

tensity and spectral shape as observed at the

Earth. The code permits an effect of the distance

from the Sun on the dose (or intensity) received

from a flare of the form (ro/r) _ where r o is the

distance from the Sun to the Earth, r is the dis-

tance of the spacecraft from the Sun during the

flare, and _ is an exponent that is assigned.

The code evaluates r for any time during the

trip by calculating the mission trajectory from in-

put parameters describing the two transfer ellipses

and the total trip time. The first ellipse is the

trajectory from the Earth to the planet and the

second describes the return trip.

The calculation proceeds as follows: Select-

ing a random number and using Eq. (1) determines

the time in the mission when a flare occurs. Se-

lecting another random number and using Eq. (2) de-

termines the particular flare which occurs. Know-

ing the time in the mission (and, hence, distance

from the Sun) and the particular flare, the dose

received through each shield configuration is

tallied. The duration of the flare event is then

added to the time in the mission when the flare

occurred to give the time when the event is over.

From a new random number and Eq. (1), the time

elapsed until the next flare occurs is calculated,

and so on. This procedure is repeated until the

total trip time has elapsed. The total dose from

all flare events encountered on the trip is deter-

mined for each of the shields considered.

Selection of Dp

This procedure is repeated for a large number

M of trips of identical trajectory. The code di-

vides the dose range into dose intervals that are

1 dose unit wide and tabulates the number of trips

A(D) during which doses that lie within each dose

interval are encountered. The cumulative fraction

of the total trips that encounter doses less than

the upper dose bound of each interval is also tab-

ulated (this is an estimate of the probability p

that a dose equal to the upper dose bound will not

be exceeded). From this tabulation, for any spec-

ified p, a dose Dp which has the probability p

of not being exceeded on the trip can be selected

for any shield. The standard deviation of this

value from the true value is shown in Ref. 1 to be

(3)

where M is the number of trips in the group in-

vestigated, and f(Dp) is the dose probability

density at D O (which is calculated from the tab-

ulated outputS. If A(Dp) is the number of trips

contained in the interval in which Dp occurs,

f(Dp) is approximately given by

A(Op)

f(Dp) = --
M

If A(D) is a widely fluctuating value in the vi-

cinity of Dp, averaged values of A(D) can be hand

calculated from the tabular computer output;

f(D_) is obtained from the averaged value of

A(D_). Note that for a given p, because f(Dp!

is independent of the number of trips, ODp varies
inversely as _/M.

To reduce the uncertainty associated with Dp

for a given number of trips, the code is written

so that the trips constitute a stratified sample

for the time-to-first-flare selected in accordance

with the exponential distribution exp[-(Nt/Tref_.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

An interplanetary trip to Mars and return has

been evaluated in order to illustrate details of

the method and to present some representative

shield requirements for such a mission. Water and

aluminum were the shield materials considered.

Selection of Flare Events

The flare occurrences during the last solar

active period 1956 to 1962 are assumed to be repre-

sentative of those that will occur during a future

active period. Webber in Ref. 5 has compiled a

record of these flares, their time-integrated

proton intensities, and spectra. From these rec-

ords, the 20 largest flares, based on proton inten-

sity_ were selected (the effect of neglecting the

rest of the flares is small for shields considered

here). These flares are listed in table I which

presents the integrated flux of protons having

energies greater than 50 MeV and some constants A

and Po associated with each flare. The spectral

shape of each flare is assumed to vary as

N > E = A exp -

Po
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where N > E is the total number of protons per

square centimeter with energies greater than E.

The values of Po were obtained from Webber's

compilation, and the values of A were calculated

to be consistent with flux values of N > 50 MeV.

It has been observed that some of the flares

tend to occur in clusters. Table I indicates that

such clusters occurred in August 1958, July 1959,

November 1960, and July 1961. These four clusters

were selected as representative of the clustered

flare events that may occur and were assumed to be

events of 12-, 8-_ i0-, _id S-day durations, re-

spectively. The other nine single flares were each

assumed to have a duration of 2 days. During fu-

ture solar active periods, each of the four clust-

ered events and each of the nine single flare



events are assumed to occur randomly with a fre-

quency of once during the active period (taken to

be 2000 days).

TABLE I. - FLARES (FROM SOLAR ACTIVE PERIOD 1956 TO 1962)

SELECTED AS REPRESENTATIVE OF THO5E THAT WILL

OCCUR DURING FUTURE ACTIVE PERIODS

[Integral flux above 30 MeV, and spectral constants A and Po for

each flare are tabulated. ]

Flare N > 30 MeV Po A,

date protorm/cm 2 protons/cm 2

2-23-56 1. @<109 195 3.4)<109

1-20-57 2_<108 61 1.t_<109

8-29-57 1.2)<108 56 8.@<109
10-20-57 _b<107 127 3.3x108

3-23-58 2.5_108 64 1.1><109

7-7-58 2. _<10 8 62 1.2)<109

8-16-58 4)<107 64 1.7",<109 ]

8-22-58 7)<107 56 5.@<109 _ Clustered flare event

8-28-58 1.1><108 51 1.2><10103

5-10-59 9.6:<108 84 1.7"x1010

6-13-59 8. _< 107 a48 1.2";<1010

1.0<1010 ]

7-10-597_14-59 1" @<1091.3x109 10480 2.6x1010 I Clustered flare event

7-16-59 9.1)<108 105 8.9><109 )

9-3-60 3.5><107 127 2.3)<108

11-12-60 I,31109 124 8.9x109

11-15-60 7.2×108 114 5.9><109 fClustered flare event11-20-60 4. _<107 118 3.4><109

7-12-61 4)<107 56 2"9x109 lClastered flare event
7-18-61 3><108 102 3.1><109 J

aEstimated.

Doses For Selected Flare Events

Table lip resents the doses obtained behind

various shield thicknesses from each of these 15

events. These doses were calculated by using the

Lewis Proton Shieldimg Code, described in Hef. 2,

and are representative of doses received at the

center of a spherical crew compartment having the

given shield thicknesses when the vehicle is lo-

cated at a distance of l AU from the Sun.

.Table II(a) presents the rem doses behind the water

shield, and table II(b) the rem doses behind the

aluminum shield, The data presented in this table

are input to the computer code MCFLARE.

Trajectory

The trajectory selected for the trip is one

that requires $58 days for the complete mission

(and happens to be one that results in near mini-

mum vehicle weight for a departure date in 1983).

The outward journey from Earth to Mars requires

280 days, then there is a _O-day stay at Mars, then

a 236-day return trip during which the vehicle ap-

proaches within 0.5 AU of the Sun.

TABLE U. - REM DOSES FROM SELECTED FLARE EVENTS BEHIND

VARIOUS THICKNESSES OF WATER AND ALUMINUM SHIELD AT

1 ASTRONOMICAL UNTF FROM SUN

(a) Rein dose behlr, d water shield

Shield thlckmess,

_/cm 8

rem

4_,10 27,75 20,79 13.05 9.05

1,07 .88 .19 .07 I .01

.43 .If, .07 .08 .O1

1.20 .88 .42 .81 .12

1.12 .40 .18 ._ .04

1.26 .48 .22 .Oa .04

1.03 .35 .17 .0_ .04

11,80 4.28 1.67 1.86 .87

.co .80 .10 .04 .86

49.59 23.86 13.78 6.11 3,55

,84 ,46 .29 .15 .86

48.34 26.49 18.78 8.80 4,85

5,48 8.6"/ 1.57 .71 .39

Co) Rem d_e eehtnd atumlmm shield

8-23-58

1-80-57

8-88-57

10-80-57

3-83-58

%7.58

Aug. 1958 duster

5-10-59

6-13-59

July I959 cluster

8-3-5O

Nov. 1980 cluater

J_/y 1981 c/uater

8ateld t_ckne_,

g/cm 2

10I 1,180I 20I4oI  150
Dose,

re_

58.°° [57.20 12°.77 1o._ i 14.1e.
2.11 I .8_ I .48 .24 .15

.gO ! .50 P .19 .10 .0_

1.73 ! 1.00 r .68 .38 .25

8.20 I .89 I .50 .25 .17

2,48 I 1.01 [ .56 .28 ,19

2.12 [ .83 [ .45 .24 .17

18.28 [ 8.0#6 I 5.36 8,58 1.68

1.85 I .49 [ .86 .14 .10

78,42 140.36 [25,18 12.79 8.12

1.86 I .71 [ .48 .2e .17

21.89 ] 61.17 )_,69 18._ 9,_

8.27 [ 8.42 [ 2.22 1.44 ,_

Flare date

11.15 9.26 1.23-58

• 18 .10 1-80-57

.06 .05 8-29-57

• 18 ,14 10-80-57

.12 .11 3-23-58

• 14 .12 7-7-56

.13 .11 Aug. 1958cluste]

1.18 .93 5-10-59

.08 .06 6-13-59

5.86 4.59 July 1959 cluate]

• 13 .10 5-3-eo

7.17 5.51 Nov, l_Ocb_g_e:

• 66 .52 July 1961 cluate]

Discussion of Results

Figure 1 shows the distribution of dose ob-

tained for a large number of identical trips. The

figure presents the rem dose distribution behind

_0 g per square cm of water shield obtained from a

computer run of AO 000 trips. The effect of dis-

tance on dose was assumed to vary as (i/r) 2.

In Fig. l(a), A(D), the number of trips on

which a dose between D - 1 and D has been en-

countered, is plotted against D. A smoothed

curve of this distribution A(D) (obtained by av-

eraging seven values centered about each A(D)) is

also shown as a dashed line in this figure.

In Fig. l(b)_ p(D) the probability of not ex-

ceeding Eany dose D is shown plotted against D

D

1

p(D) = _ _ A(i)
i=l

where M is the number of trips considered in a

computer run. For the case of Fig. l(b),

D

1 E A(i)p(V) _o ooo
i=l
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If Dp is defined as that dose which has a

probability p of not being exceeded, then from

Fig. l(b), D0.99 for the group of 40 000 trips,

occurs in the dose interval between 93 and 94 rem

and is Selected as the upper bound of the interval,

namely, 94 rem.

The dose probability density function f(D) is

approximately equal to A(D)/M. At a D0.99 of

94 rem_ the value of f(D), evaluated by using the

smoothed value of A(D), is

f(Do.99) = 26= O. 00065/rem
_0 000

and the standard deviation from Eq. (3) is

°DO 9^ = 0.77 rem.
• _here is a 97.7 percent confidence that the

true dose D8.99 is less than D0.99 + 2oD0.99;
is less than 95.5 rem.

Table III presents values of D0.99 deter-

mined by using the computer code for rem doses be-

hind various thicknesses (expressed as g/cm 2) of

aluminum shield and water shield. These values

are presented for both the ease where the dose re-

ceived from a flare event is assumed to vary as

(l/r) 2 (considered representative of what might be

a solar proton diffusion model in space) and for

the case where there is no effect of distance

(i.e., distance effect, g(r) = 1). Also shown in

the table are the values of OD^ ^^ associated
U._ .

vith each D0.99 and the correspondzng values of

D0.99 + 2O'D0.$9.

,f
/

t"

/

./
¢'

/

/m

30 1() 511 60 _ 80 _ 1_ 11o

(8) CIJ_U_IIVE PRO_B&_ (If IRIP _ICOO_m[RING DOSEI_$S _ D.

Figure 1. - C_lu_.

TABLE IIL - VALUES OF D0.99 AND CORRESPONDING STANDARD

DEVIATION BEHIND VARIOUS THICKNESSES OF WATER AND

ALUMINUM DETERMINED FROM GI_)UP OF 40 O0O TRIPS

(&) Rein dose behind water shield

Distance C_anflty

effect,

g(r)

aDo. 99

DO. 99 + 2aD0. 99

1 D0.99

aDo. 99

DO.99 + 3aDo. 99

Shield thickness,

g/cm3

101161

354 130

2.0 1.3

358 141.6

165 90

1.7 1.0

168.4 9_i

30130140
Dcee,

rein

94 55 37

.77 ,44 .31

95. 5 55.9 37.6

63 35 23

.57 .35 .2

64.1 35.5 23.4

('o) Rem dose behind aluminum shield

Distance

effect,

s(r)

I/r 2

_t_

D0.99

aDo. 99

DO. 09 + 2aD0. 9_

DO. 99

aDo. 99

DO 99 + 2o D
" 0.99!

Shield thickness,

101151.1301 401 I 80
Dose,

fez

3'/8 i 213 146 87 62 48 39

3.3 1.8 1.4 .7_ .$4 .42 .31

382._ 216.3 148.8 88.5 63.1 48.8 39.6

250 138 94 58 40 31 25

2._ 1. .91 .5| .31 .2_ .32

354.4 141 95.8 59.2 40.6 31.5 25.4
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In _'ig. 2 the values of D0-99 + 2o])0 99 are

plotted against shield thickness. In Fig. "2(a),

the rem dose is plotted against water shield thick-

ness for cases of g(r) = 1/r 2 and g(r) = i.

Figure 2(b) is a similar plot of the rem dose be-

hind the aluminum shield. From curves such as

Fig. 23 one can select a shield thickness such that

on a given mission, there is a probability p of

not exceeding an accumulated dose Dp.
These curves indicate how much more effective

water is as a shield material than aluminum for

shielding against solar flare protons on the basis

of grams per square centimeter of material neces-

sary to maintain a given dose level inside the

crew compartment. Also shown for this mission is

that a 1/r 2 distance effect on dose received

from a flare can have an appreciable effect on

shield requirements when the mission trajectory

brings the vehicle to within 0.5 AU of the Sun.

This result indicates a need for information re-

garding the effect of position from the Sun on ra-

diation encountered from a flare.

COMPUTPR PROGRAM

Complete data input instructions for the com-

puter program MCFLARE are presented in Ref. 1.

The version of the code presented is operational

on the Lewis Research Center IBM 709A-II/70&4 com-

puter system. Execution times for the examples

discussed previously in this report were about

2 minutes per group of AO 000 trips. The MCFLARE

code is available from the Radiation Shielding In-

formation Center of 0akRidge National Laboratory

as code package CCC-93.

!

2O 30 40
WATERSHIELDTHICKNESS,_cm2

(A) REMDOSEBEHINDWATERSHIrlD

Figure2. - Valuesof DO.99+ 2%0 99 for various
thicknessesof waterandaluminu_shields,and
for casesofdistanceeffectvaryingas l/r _ and
noeffectofdistance.Numberoftrips, 40000.
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The Significant Solar Proton Events in the 20th Solar Cycle
for the Period October 1964 to March 1970

W. Atwell

Lockheed Electronics Company

Solar proton data are presented from observations by the IMP 2, 3, F and G
satellites. The NASA Solar Particle Alert Network (SPAN) solar optical and radio

frequency data for the period May 1967 to March 1970 are associated with the pro-
ton events observed by the IMP F and G satellites; however, missing data are

supplemented with data recorded at other international observatories. From a
radiation hazard standpoint, NASA is concerned with solar proton events of the
order of lO8 proton/cm 2. Radiation dose data are presented for some of the large

proton events that have occurred thus far in the 20th solar cycle and are compared
with some of the large proton events of the 19th solar cycle. Finally, the results
of a simple parametric correlation stucly are presented for both the 19th and 20th
solar cycles.
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For ntore than 25 years it has been known that

the sun unpredictably emits copious amounts of
high-energy particulate radiation. Since the goal
of the Apollo program was to land a man on the
moon and return him safely, it was thought that

solar radiation might present a hazard. Conse-
quently, in 1967 NASA developed the Solar Particle
Alert Network, called SPAN. The SPAN is a world-
wide network of solar optical and radio frequency

telescopes used to monitor solar activity in real-
time. The primary SPAN sites are located at NASA/
MSC, Houston, Texas; the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Boulder,

Colorado; the Canary Islands; and Carnarvon,
Australia. Supplemental sites are located at
Hawaii, Teheran and Culgoora, Australia. During

manned spaceflight missions SPAN observers can
provide, via the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN)
communications system, the NASA Flight Safety
Office with real-time information concerning im-

pending solar radiation hazards. During non-
mission periods the SPAN has provided an almost
constant patrol of solar activity. Consequently,

a prodigious amount of solar optical and radio
frequency data has been collected during the past
few years. A more detailed description of the
NASA SPAN has been presented by Robbins and Reid
(ref. l).

It is the purpose of this paper to present the
solar proton data as observed by the IMP 2 and 3
satellites; to present the solar proton data as
observed by the IMP F and G satel]ites and the
associated SPAN solar optical and radio frequency

data supplemented with data from other observa-
tories; to present radiation dose data from both

the 19th and 20th solar cycles for Various Apollo
shielding configurations; to present the results
of a parametric correlation study for the solar

proton events in the 19th and 20th solar cycles;
and to conclude with recommendations for enhancing
and improving the meaningfulness of the solar data.

SOLAR PROTON EVENTS FOR THE PERIOD
OCTOBER 1964 TO APRIL 1967

The IMP 2 and 3 satellites were in earth orbit

during the period covered by _ctober 1964 to April
1967. Prof. J. A. Simpson, University of Chicago,

had a charged-particle, solid-state detector ex-
periment onboard these two satellites to measure
solar protons in the 0.9-190, 6.5-19, 19-90, and
90-190 MeV ranges. Dr. J. H. King, NASA/GSFC,
National Space Science Data Center, plotted the

2.4 hr averaged count rates and generated event
integrated fluxes at the given energies. He assumed
negligible flux above 190 MeV and interpolated to
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obtaineventintegratedfluxesabove10,30and60
MeV.

Tablel showsthesolarprotoneventsobtained
fromthis interpolation. Duringthis period23
majorsolar protoneventswererecorded.Thestart
time, timeof peakintensity, endtime,andevent
flux aregiven. Thetimesaregivenin UT,and
the integratedflux unitsare in proton/cm2. The
eventsmarkedbyanasteriskare thosecaseswhere
nosignificant flux wasmeasuredin the 90-190MeV
channel.Consequently,the eventintegratedfluxes
above30and60MeVwereextrapolatedandare
likely to belessreliable thanthe interpolated
valuesof theotherevents(ref. 2).

Thesedataarepresentedto providea complete
pictureof the solarprotonemissionsfromthe
commencementof the20thsolarcycle (October1964)
throughMarch1970.It remainsto associatethe
optical andradiofrequencydatawith theseevents.

Table 1. - IMP2 ind S solar protonevents.

_ij s Feb 66 4 Oct 65 24 Mar _ _*

E>10WaY

Peaktl_ OOOO/O6 I_4 0_) t9|2

End tin 071Z/_ 1912/07 O936/O7 o_e/ol

£v_t flux S.90E07_ I.S0E0/ 1.ZSE07 3.02E0S

)>S0_V

Startti_ )glZ _Se _ 0712

PHk tin 0_06 1424 07tZ 16_

End ti_ 071Z/09 0712/0S 0ZZ4/_7 _4e/01

Ev_t flux 5.2SE06 1.60E0S 3.206_ 1.02E0S

E,_ MaY

Startti_ Igl2 0936 0000 ,.

P_k ti_ Zl36 1648 04_ --

End t1_ OOOO/O7 0Z24/0_ 02Z4/ZS .-

EventFlux I._/E06 4.ZSE05 9.30605 1.99604

Table_.. IMP2a.d 3 solarp_t_ events(toni'd).

_TE 3 May 66* 2S 0u.e66* _ _*

E_10MeV

Starttie 071Z 16_ _

P_k tim O936 Zl36 O936 09_

End ti_ _9 _22_/2_ _36/I_ 164Bile

Ev_t flux 3.97606 6.0SE0S 9.S0_07 4.17605

E>30Me_

StarttS_ 0)IS 1424 _0

Peakti_ _6 2_3e 1200 071z

End ti_ _S6/09 oz24/ze 0224/13 _8/16

Eventflux 1.35E0_ 2.05605 Z._SE07 2.14605

Startti_ -. _ .,

Peakt_ .... IS00 --

End t_l .. 00_/_0 --

Ev_t flux 2.7060S 3._SE0_ 7.10E06 7._E04

Tablel, - ZMPZ _d I _oi_rp_t_ e_e_ts_t'd).

E>10MeV

Starttime 00C(lll7 0224 I424 0224

Peaktim 0712117 19?2131 2136/19 _

End tl_ 0936/19 1912/02 0712102 2136/03

Event(l_x l.OOE06 I.OBEY6 6,62£97 3,75657

E>)OgeV

Startti_ 2136 1641 1424 0224

)_k ti_ _712117 1912/3i 1912 07)2

Endtiw 0936/19 1424/01 0712/02 2136/03

EV_t flux 2*43605 5*30EOS 2*54607 6, ?0E06

_>60MaY

Starttl_ 0712/;11 1484 0Z24

Peaktim 1912/)l lgl) 0712

End tim 1200/0I 0712/02 21_/03

Eventftux 2,81E04 5.10E05 1,1BED7 2.S3E06
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Table I. - IMP 2 and 3 solar proton events (cont'd).

_sse_ _ose_* 25Se_*

2136 0936 1912 1648

2136 0448115 0284/21 1424/26

2136/10 1912/19 0712/24 1648/27

3.35E08 2.50E07 8.80E05 3.98E05

DAT.._E

E>IO MeV

Start time

Peak time

End time

Event flux

6>30 MeV

Start time

Peak time

End time

Event flux

E>60 MeV

Start time 2136 0936/14 ..

Peak time 0000/04 0936/15 ..

End time 1424/04 0936/17 -.

Event flux 2.606D5 6.25606 1.00604

Table I. - IMP 2 and 3 solar proton events (cont'd).

2136 0936 1912 1648

0448/05 1648/14 2136 1424126

2136/10 1912/19 1424/23 1648/27

1.10E07 1.07607 1.49E05 1.48£05

3.36E04

2/S_66" 11 Jan 67 28 Jan 67 2 Feb 67DAT_.EE

E>IO MeV

Start time

Peak time

End time

Event flux

E>30 HeY

Start time

Peak time

End time

Event flux

E>60 HeY

Start time -- 0224 0448

Peak time -- 0224/12 1912/31

End time -- 1912/13 2136/02

Event flux 1.99604 2.50606 2.95E07

Table !. !_P 2 and 3 soidr proton events (cont'd).

1424 0224 0448 1912

1648 0224/12 2136 0712/03

0224/30 1912113 2136102 2136/13

9.45605 4.10E06 3.59E08 5.08E08

1424 0224 0448 1912

1648 0448 0936/30 0000104

0224/30 1912113 2136102 2136/13

2.01605 2.90E06 7.10607 1.02E08

DAT_ 13 Feb 67" 27 Feb 67 II Mar 67

E>IO MeV

Start time 1912 1648 1912

Peak time 0000/14 0000/28 0448112

End time 1424/18 0712/07 1912/17

Event flux 6.97606 4.60E07 6.90607

E>30 MeV

Start time 1912 1648 1912

Peak time 0936/14 0224/28 0000/12

End time 1424/18 1424/10 1648/19

Event flu_ 1,39606 2.87E07 3.21607

E>60 MeV

Start time -- 1648 1912

Peak time -- 2136 0712/12

End time -- 1424/02 2136/14

Event flux 1.21E05 1.25E07 9.50E06

1912

1200/03

1912/08

3.13E07

*-Events for which the flux in the 90-190 MeV channel was insignificant.

**-Exponential power of lO; 5.90E07 = 5.90xlO 7.



SOLAR PROTON EVENTS FOR THE PERIOD
MAY 1967 TO MARCH 1970

The IMP F (Explorer 34) satellite was in earth
orbit from May 24, 1967, to May 3, 1969. This
satellite carried the Solar Proton Monitoring

Experiment (SPME) of Bostrom and Williams (ref. 3)
and recorded approximately 32 solar proton events.
The IMP G (Explorer 41) satellite was placed into
earth orbit on June 21, 1969, and is still func-

tioning properly. The IMP G satellite also con-
tains the SPME, and both experiments record protons
at the >10, >30, and >60 MeV levels.

The event integrations performed by the author
are given in table 2. The table also contains the
start time (UT), end time (UT), event duration
(hr), peak intensity (proton/cm2-sec-ster), time of

peak intensity (UT), total integrated flux (proton/
cm2), and event integrated flux (proton/cm2). The

peak intensity is the highest hourly counting rate
and includes the background flux for that hour.

Table 2. - Explo_r 34 and 41 solar p_ton events.

NTE 2_ _ 6 June 67 2 NOv 67 3 _e 67

E,IO MeV

Onset tl_ 2000 07_ 08_ 11_ 1000

End t(_ 0600/26 2400/31 1700/12 I_0/_ 2200/07

Duration 107 90 137 51 109

Peak intensity 1036 115 20.8 9.42 31,9

Ti_ [peak int.) 13_/25 1100/28 1500 1_0 1300

Integrated flux 1.07E09 7.40E07 9.60607 7.50606 2.53601

_ekgroun d flux i.69E06 1.42606 2.48[06 8.08605 1.97606

Fvent flux 1,07609 726E07 935607 670E06 2.33607

E>30 MeV

Onset ti_ 2000 0700 0800 1100 I000

End tt_ 2400/76 Z400130 IZ_/Og 2 JO/03 24_/06

_ration 77 66 6S _ e7

peak intensity 32.9 276 5.55 1.39 11,3

TI_ (_ak inL) 0900/?5 1100/?8 1500 1700 1300

Integrated flux 2.27601 2 00E07 2.60607 1 ._E06 9.12606

_ckground flux 2.60606 2.24606 2.35606 1.25E06 2.95E06

Event flux 2,01E07 1.7_07 2.36607 7.506_ 6.17606

bbU _V

e,set ti_ _o00 07_ OmO --_ificant _000

End ti_ _300/25 igon!_ 11_/o8 flux Z400/G5

Duratlon $2 61 52 _ckg_und 63

Peak i.LenStty 3.09 ]0.2 2.13 4.56

Ti_ (peak Int.) 0900125 0800/28 1500 1300

Integ_ted flux 3_[06 7.5_06 1.2_o7 4.17E06

_ekground flux 1.76606 2.07E06 1.8606 2.1aE06

Event flux I+_E06 5.43606 1,02607 2.03606

Table 2. - Explorer 34 and 41 solar proton events (cont'd),

_T_ 16 Dec 67 9 June 67 6 Jul_68 _

_>1o MeV

Onset time 06_ I000 l_O Z_O/IZ 1400

End _ime 2400/22 0900/14 1900/12 3800/17 0_0/30

Duratlon 163 120 146 llB 68

Peak intensity 6.45 354 5,33 54.6 0,78

Time (peak int.) 0800/18 0600/10 O?O0/ll 2200 1900

Integrated flux 1.55607 2.91_08 1.44607 3,16607 1.60606

_ckground flux 2.95606 1.63E06 2.11606 1.71E06 9.84605

Event flux 125607 2.89_08 1,23E07 2.99E07 6.20605

E_30 Me V

Onset time 0600 1000 1800 0200 1300

End time 2400/20 1800/II 2400/1l 1100/14 0500/29

Duration 115 75 127 34 65

Peak intensit> 2._9 13.1 ).37 172 1 07

Tl_ (peak int.) 2100/17 )400 1200/13 22_ 1900

Integrated flux 6.39E06 1.12607 8,28606 1.41E06 2.29En6

Background flux 3.90606 2.38E06 4.02606 1.08606 2.06606

Event flux 2.49606 8,80E06 4.26606 3.30605 2.30605

E_60 MeV

Onset Lime 0600 IO00 I_0 _._gnlficant 1300

End ti_ 0500119 0600/II 0_00/II fl=_ 2_00122
above

Du._Liun 72 _ !12 b_ckground 36

Peak intensity 1.30 6.13 1.15 0.98

Tim (peak int.) 2100/17 1300 1200/07 1700

Integrated flux 3.10E06 3.99606 4.56E06 132606

_ackground flux 2.ME06 1.396_ 3.55606 I 14E06

ivent flux 660605 2,60606 1.03606 1_E05
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Table 2.- Explorer 34 and 41 solar pt_ton events (cunt'd).

OAT_ _6J _ _ Oct 66 31 Oct 60 I Nov 6_

_.lO MeV

Onset ti_ 0_00 l_O0 OZOO O3OO llC_

E,d ti_ 1600/_8 0_00/03 1600/08 I?00/0_ llO_/O_

D_ation 57 B_ 111 57 73

Peak intensity 9.1S 31.0 36.S 133 _57

T_me [peak _nt.) 1500 _300 O8O0 ISOO Oeoo/02

Integrated f1_x _LO_ Za_07 376_07 657607 linE08

_c_g_u_ flux B2SEOS 1.26606 161606 a._E05 1.06606

E,ent _l=x 56260_ Z76607 312_07 _49_07 11_EOe

O_e_ _ IIO0 I_0_ 0_00 03_ _I_

tn_ ti_ 7400 O8OO.'02 0800/0_ l_oo/Ol 0300/0_

_r_t_on 14 _3 S_ 41 39

Pe_k 1,tensity 0._? 19.6 6.93 I07 I_.3

T_ [p_ak _t.) ISO0 7100 OSO0 l_O0 ZlO0

Integrated flux 51760_ I._OE07 444606 S.05_06 _94EC_

Ba_kgro,nd fl_x a24EOS l._IEO_ 1.4_E06 l.lIEOe J.06_O_

Ew.t flux _._EO_ _OL06 ZgSZ06 _.94606 7 _F06

C 6O MeV

Onset ti_ no 1800 OZO0 IO00 llO0

_g_if+ea,t
_nd t_me flux 1800/01 0600/05 0500/0_ 13_0/07

Duration background 49 29 21 Z_

Pea_ 1,t_n_Jt_ no 1.77 2.00 166

Ti_ [p_k int.) _OOO O4OO ISO0 20O0

Inte_raCed flu_ S.ZE06 I._760_ 9.62605 llgE06

Background flu_ 1.4_E06 7.07E05 S.70605 7.06605

E_e_t flux 3._4606 3.aOEOS 3.gZEO_ _.eOEOS

Table 2 - Explorer 3_ and 41 solar pro_n e_ents [co,t'd).

DATE _ _o_ 66 _ Nov _e _ _ _a 74 Jan 69 _5 Feb 69

19 MeV

O_set t_ 0_00 _IZ_ IOOO 09OO I000

E,d ti_ Z_00/07 ?400/ZS 0600/13 Z400/ZS 07_0/27

_at_o, 9O .IBO 237 4O 44

Pea_ _,tensity 190 _9 ISZ 3.47 _.7

T_ (peak i,t.) O9O0 1400 O400/0_ 14C0 l)O0

_.tegrdted flux l I_E07 _0460_ 4.e_08 Z.ZBE06 ).74607

Event fl=x I02607 _.04EOg 4.B_EOe I.BOE06 366607

E 3O MeV

O.set ti_ 06O0 _l_O0 IOO0 O9OO lO00

Endt_ 0_00/06 2400/73 o400/lO 0_00/_5 ?OCO/2_

D_roC_O_ 49 .13_ 163 21 35

P_aK +ntens_ty S.4Z 4O4 _16 O._S 4Z.l

T_e [peak int.) OBO0 l_O0 0100/06 1100 IZ0_

Integrated flux 3 37606 4.10608 3 _9607 6.94E05 I._07

Background fl_x _.30606 _8606 4.1_E06 6.18605 1.0_06

E_nt _l,x 2 07_06 3.SaEOa 356607 7.602O4 1.30607

P_ak i,,t_.,sity Z.OG _.7 S._3

ri_ (_eak int.) 0_00 1400 0100/06

I,tegrat_d flux ll6EO_ 6.54607 705606

B_c_round f_ux 7 06EOS 1.9060_ 299606

E_e,_ _lux 4SOrO5 6.35607 _._6606

_TE

EjO M_V

O,set t_

End t_

Duration

P_k intensity 11.62 27,67 2.51 4.g3 263

II_e [pe_k int.) I_OO _200 2100 IBO0 IS00

Integrated flux 9.63E0_ 273607 2.3_E06 57_E06 Z 70607

Ba_kgTound flux 7._BEO_ I.S_EO_ _EO_ l.OIE06 _73606

Ev_,t f_ux B.89606 2 SaEO7 I 36606 _.77606 7.23607

630 M_V

Onset t_m_ O6OO 1600 _000 07_ O400

tnd t_e 1900/_7 llO0/OZ 1600/_4 O70O/23 0200/IZ

Duration 38 _ 45 49 311

Pe_k _nt_sity 477 _._ I._7 I._4 _3.6

T_ki_t_ I?00 2100 ?l_ 1700 1800

l_t_n_ted nu_ 36aEo6 a.3_Eo6 169_o6 laOEO_ 3¸77£O7

Ba:_grou,d flu_ 1.I?E06 Z.00606 l 3_0_ 144E0_ 9_E0_

E_ent flux 2_6_06 6.3_E0_ 3.7060_ _.60605 Z.eSE07

_e_g_und _l

I?OO

769E06

_.lo_os

676606

Table 2. - Explo_r 3( and 41 solar proton events (cont'U).

26 Feb 69 27 Feb 69 ]_r 69 2l Mar 69 30 Mar 69

0300 1600 _OOO 0700 0_00

O90O/28 _400/03 2500/15 04_/24 I_X)D/I2

Sl I05 ee 7O 377

60.MeV

Onset t1_ _600 IS00 ZOO0 no 0300

D_rat_o, _9 _l _ ba_k_und ZZB

Peak intensity 245 4.34 0.86 939

T_ (p_k _,t_ U_UO _900 ZlO0 l__o

l.t_ra¢ed flu_ 1.65606 _.2_E06 I./ZEOS Z._E07

Baekg_,d fl,_ B.s_o_ L_IE06 6.56_0_ 700E0_
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THE SOLAR OPTICAL PAPO_METERS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE IMP F PJ_DG OBSERVATICW_S

The solar optical parameters associated with the
solar proton events observed by the IMP F and G
satellites are shown in table 3. The optical

parameters listed are the proton event date (the
superscripts refer to the reporting station where

the letter G is grouped data from several stations
as reported in Solar-Geophysical Data (ref. 3), l
is the NASA/MSC site, 2 is the Canary Islands site,
and 3 is the Carnarvon, Australia site), the Mt.

Wilson calcium plage area and intensity (lO -6 of

the solar disk), sunspot area (I0-6 of the solar
disk), flare start and end times (UT), flare dura-

tion (min), flare maximum (UT), flare importance,
flare area either measured (m) or corrected (c) in
sq deg, the heliographic location, and the McMath
plage region number. The optical parameters and
the IMP proton data were obtained from the Solar-
Geophysical Data (ref. 3), although Mr. P. S.

Mclntosh provided some of the calcium plage and
sunspot data.

TItle 3 _o_ar optical _re_ters

2e _i_ _oo 40 lOgO* osz? O?la lOS 0S46 _e 13._1. _ae W3_ _1_

a ,o_ _ 69_o 3.s iio* bsss 091_ ?_ _,_ IB 4._ S_S W_a 9e_7

9 au.e 3 _2co _.o _o 0_43 O92O _7

6 Jul_ e 8OOO JS I000 C_4_ I02_ 43

26 S_t _ S_C_ _O 3OO O0?6 OlOS 39

4 OctG _?00 _.S a_O 234e/03 03_ 222

31 Oc_G 7OOO 4O I070" 233_/a0 0_ 114

I _o, z 56OO _ looo* n_ _0 SS

4 _,_ 30OO 3 S 710" 0524 060_ 42

_._._ - o_..._.9 s,t_on _: _e° text

_ _L_ PL_ S_S_ rLAR[ _AR_ _LA_ _L_E _L_R_ _ L_T_ _

)B NOv_ 3_ 3,S eso _0_6 3235 129 _OSR _e 1,6_ N?o I_0 9760

3 _ecG 3_ 2+5 150 2116102 2350/02 154 220210? 2t 3,71 _IP E_ 9_n?

24 _n G 6_ 3.0 60 0_3 _26 83 0811 ZB 9,2_ N?O W_ _8_

Z5 Feb3 87_ 3,5 _o* 0909 0949 _ _13 2H 9,a_¢ Nll W3P _

Z6 Feb3 I_ 35 670" C_22 0441 19 0426 28 8,BOc N14 wa6 _9_

Z7 _G 1_ 4.0 2_* 1352 1511 79 1415 _ 425. N13 _S _

?l K_*_ 211O00 3.5 1730° OI4I 0330 I09 OISI 2N 6,80 _19 El6 9994

30 _r b ll_ 4.0 1_0* _0332 O_ ? ? I_ 2_ C _19 _ 9_4

lO lpr bb 7_ 3.0 720 0410 O445 35 Oala lN O,S2_ NIl Ego 10035

2S S_RQ _ Z.O O 0709 OBIS Se 07)O ?_ _'_c _13 WI6 I0_6

27 Sept G 4_00 3.5 6O 0347 0545 1_8 0412 38 ?0.45. NO9 E02 1O33O

2 ;4orG 4S00 30 7070" 1102 1220 78 713P 1g 0_97_ NI6 _90 in3_

24 _ov3 140_ 3.0 530" 0913 70_ 47 0929 _ 106A c NIF _3_ 10112

b - An unc_f_d flare _r_ed by _7_ o_servato_y
- An _co_ft_d flare re_ed by Mltaka, _n obse_atory

A(A z_. A(A START _T]_ _x, I_. M_A _Glm

Z._Oc Sla W*S I_42

197__0

31 J*n I 510_ 3.5 770 1516 1630 74

6 _*_ _2_ 4O 160 C_Z6 ? ?

23 _r_ leOC 4.0 10e IS4S 160e 1S

2_ _3 STO0 S.O 1SO 0OO9 O_S I_

_S33 ZB 11.)c S_ _ 1_42

6o_e 2_ i_ 7_c .1_ W3_ 10641



THE SOLAR RADIO FREQUENCY PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE IMP F AND G hBSERVATIONS

The solar radio frequency parameters associated
_ith the solar proton events observed by the IMP
F and G satellites are shown in table 4. The RF

parameters listed are the proton event date (the
superscripts refer to the reportinq station, where
l, 2, and 3 are the same SPAN observatories as

given in table 3, 4 and 5 are the ARCRL Sagamore
Hill and Manila stations, respectively, and were
obtained from refs. 3 and 6), the peak RF intensity

and background flux (lO-22W/m2-Hz), the time-
integrated RF burst energy (lO-leJ/m2-Hz), and the

energy-to-peak ratio (sec) at the three fixed fre-
quencies of 1415, 2695 and 4995 MHz.

RADIATION DOSES FOR THE LARGE PROTON EVENTS

Webber (ref. 7) assumed that an exponential ri-

gidity spectrum best described the solar proton
event and generated flux equations based on particle

rigidity P. For energies greater than 30 and 60
MeV, the characteristic rigidity, Po, is given by

242.89 , MV,
Po = . ,@(E>3OMeV)

where @(E>3OMeV) and ¢(E>6OMeV) are the time-integra.

ted proton fluxes having energies greater than 30
and 60 MeV, respectively. A similar equation is
obtained for protons with energies greater than lO

and 30 MeV:

195.78 , MV
Po : . ,@(E>IOMeV),

In£@(E>3OMeV))

where @(E>IOMeV) and @(E>3OMeV) are the time-inte-

grated proton fluxes having energies greater than
lO and 30 MeV, respectively.

fable 4, . Solar radio f_n_ parried{cone'(J)

1415 I_z 2695 _z 4995 _z

29 Sept 1 3§8 106 9.10 0.0254 796 152 22.09 0.0_78 21_2 91 3974 0.01_8
0620) (I_Z) (I_I)

4 oct s ZZ9 lOS S7
(0043) (0000) (0005)

31 _t 3 g_ _19 le.gl 0.0_4 21_ lS4 1_.5 0.0_0 33m 26_ I_Z._l O.OSIZ

I Nov_ 1138 116 _._9 0.0_7 2_3 161 _42._ 0.0914 3_87 272 _.79 0.0_0
(o_1_) (o913) (_1_)

18 Novl 1097 101 25.62 0,02_4 1449 l_g 65.52 0.045_ I655 223 14,t.81 O.O_E3
(103_) (10_0) (1030)

3 c,¢ s 2m o _.sz o.oz_

_4 _n S 158 O 10.11 0._ 176 0 11._3 0._7_ 1_ n 7,83 0.0423
(o_zl) {o_zn (o_zo)

zs _,b 3 sa_4 _2_ _s._ 0.006_ 2SS7 2_3 _._ o.01_a 49s_ _ 10s._a 0._I_

(0_3) (CelZ) (O_IZ)

(_s) (o_s) , (o_s)

{i_i (14o9) (141o)

Table 4.. SOlar _410 fneq_n_ piri_ten(_t'd)

141S NNZ Z6cJS_z "995 _z

I_T. _ _T. _ I_T.

29 Ja. 3 619 i ,_ 0.51 _.0010 Z78 161 0.5) 0.0018 524 25a 1.11 0.0021

3_ _.4 isis _3.Z '.6.4

6 Ner3 169 135 0.21 0.001_ 1034 174 1.03 0_010 413 2S3 ' 1.20 0.0_9

7 _4 _OS _I0 _S
(ibo7) (1_7) (1_)

23 _,4 2e.s 3o _
(16_7) (IS_n (lSSO)

_s _3 14oo _2_ s6_e 0.04o3 1s�z 17e _._ 0.o_4a _o6z 294 lSS._s o.o_oe
(0o_( (0o_i) (oo_i(

1415 _z 26_ _z 4_ _z

e_ _ER_ _AK ENERGY PEAK ENJOY

23 N_y 4 85100 I0_ 1104.03 0.013o 5490 Z20 5_3.0_ 0.0916 g_ 302 828.82 0.0841
(1954) (1_) (1948 )

2e _x3

e a_4

z No,3

16 oe¢3

19ee

9 Junez

6 _ul_

i] Ju_

(oo_1)

1540 13g so.e2 0.0_30 17_z 2_3 70.44 0.o398 4_9T 339 1_.$3 0.0_51
(OZ4a) (OS_) (OS4S)

69.1 _1S.6 16_
(_) (_) (_)

S_7 96 4sl 000_ 6_S 120 _.e_ O.®38 _OeO 210 Z.S7 O.0024

_00 110 7.0e O.OJ_4 ZZO _S4 9._ 0.0311 44O _ I0._ 0.0_
(02S2) (O_SZ) (ce_2)

I02_ _S2 1_._ 0.01_ 9e_ _4e _.79 0.031_ 3o24 3s_ 5a._7 0.0177
(oedg) (osst) (oe_)

415 _ 10.67 o.ozs7 e31 104 _.s_ 0._72 zs16 le9 6_.e4 o.oz4s

2_9 _oa 1._6 o.oe4_ 3_1 14g 1._$ o.oo_ _7 _3o o.r_ 0._I
(izs7/1_( (1_7/12) (1_s7/1_(

z_3 0 6.s7 o.01e_ _ 0 14._ o._e07
(003_( (oo_o)

141_z 2695 _ d_5_z

IN_. _ INT. _ INT.

1_ l_r I No _ 2_7 14F _4._ 0010_ _9 37_ _.99 O.OI7F
(i_) (_41)

zi Mar 3 528 1_d_ 17.95 0,0340 963 259 33.93 0.035z 2_0 411 49.0_ 0._3_
(0153) (OlS4} {0153}

30 Mi, 3 5793 68 75._ 0.0131 10Ee15 95 _.79 O.CO_I 24733 191 1_0.19 0.0957

10 A_ 3 216 112 3._ 0O148 4O8 128 8.35 O.OZOS e_O _e3 2454 0.0_2
(o_sa) (03s7) (0_0_)

...... $ (040981)c 4.. ....... (0357(°60 2.44_ 0.0_ _0_426) ........ Q_

.o, _ e_7 io_ sz,_s o.o7s4 lS43 l_e lS7.e_ O.lO23 _,ss 221 _4e._s o.looi
(_043) (_041) (ioai)

24 Nov_ 1420 lOe 30.18 OOZI3 _031 173 53.6e 0.O264 _37e za_ e_.e9 0.0_1

_e Dec 4 _3S 0 14.S7 0.043S _0 0 _ _ 30._ 0 _
(tSl4) (1_15) (1517)

./
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Table 5 shows the characteristic rigidities com-

puted for the 20th solar cycle proton events.
Hardy (ref. 8) has generated curves for the nor-

malized proton dose versus characteristic rigidity

for various Apollo shielding configurations.
Table 6 shows the radiation (skin) doses for some

of the large solar proton events that occurred
during the 19th and 20th solar cycles. It must be

emphasized that the doses listed are accumulated
over the entire event duration, which can vary
from several hours to several days. However, the

dose rates at the event peak may be quite high.
The proton events for which the integrated flux

is in the IO s to 107 range should be considered

significant and are of interest to some medical
people. Radiobiological effects vary with the
individuals exposed, and knowledge and understand-

ing in this area are still somewhat limited. It
is for this reason that the possible radiation
threat must be considered by mission planning and

hardware design personnel for space missions such
as advanced lunar exploration, lunar bases, and
interplanetary travel.

CORRELATION OF THE SOLAR OPTICAL AND

RADIO FREQUENCY PARAMETERS

Several of the optical and radio frequency param-
eters given in tables 3 and 4 were correlated with

the event fluxes for E>3OMeV and were compared with
similar correlations generated from solar data
resented by Gonzalez and Divita (ref. 9) and Lopez
ref. lO). Table 7 shows the correlation coeffi-

cient for the various solar parameters for the pro-
ton events of the 19th and first half of the 20th

solar cycles. The correlation coefficients for the

optical data for both solar cycles are not very
impressive. In fact, negative coefficients were
obtained for three of the four 20th cycle optical
parameters. The importance of optical solar obser-

vations cannot be over emphasized, but utilization
of the optical parameters for solar proton predic-
tion should be made only to monitor active regions

and to locate the proton source from proton emitting
flares.

The correlation coefficients generated from the
19th cycle RF data are reasonably good. Using a
95% confidence limit, Gonzalez and Divita (ref. 9)
obtained a 0.962 correlation coefficient for the

19th cycle RF energy parameter (13 proton events).
Thus far in the 20th cycle the coefficient for the
RF energy is rather poor. One of the reasons for
this seems to be the preponderance of limb-region
events (see figure l). There appears to be an

attenuating process which limits the RF burst ob-
served at the earth. As an example, the correla-

tion coefficient computed for the 20th cycle RF
peak intensity was 0.033. When the events that
occurred near or behind the limb were deleted and

the correlation coefficient was recomputed, a value
of 0.757 was obtained, which is a significant im-

provement. Obviously, if proton prediction tech-
niques that utilize only the RF parameters are to
be used satisfactorily, then methods must be de-
vised to incorporate the limb and behind-the-limb

radio frequency data.

DISCUSSION

Solar proton data were presented thus far for
the 20th solar cycle. It remains to associate the

solar optical and radio frequency data with the
solar proton events observed by the IMP 2 and 3
satellites. Also, it is realized that only approxi-

mately one-half of the 20th solar cycle has
occurred, and an intelligible comparison of the two
solar cycles cannot be fully made. However, the

results obtained thus far seem to imply that
methods must be devised to improve the value of the
optical and RF data and to determine other param-

eters that can be utilized in solar proton predic-
tion techniques. One means of improvement that has
attracted attention recently is the solar x-ray
parameter (see, for example, ref. II and 12). Kuck
(ref. 12) has found that the integrated x-ray flux
is more proportional to the solar proton flux than

the integrated radio flux. It appears that plasma
clouds in the solar corona can effectively shield
the centimeter radio burst from detection near

earth, but these plasma clouds do not absorb the

x-ray bursts. Efforts are underway to incorporate
the available x-ray peak and integrated flux data
in the existing solar proton prediction programs.

It is concluded that further research in the
areas of the interplanetary medium and sector

boundaries, particle propagation and diffusion, and
other radio, optical and magnetic observations may,

and probably will, improve and enhance our under-
standing of solar proton emissions and other
associated solar phenomena.
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Table 5. - Characteristic rigidity, Po" for the 20th solar cycle events

Event Date Po,MV Event Date Po,MV

5 Feb 65 162 13 July 68" 43

4 Oct 65 183 26 July 68 • 400
24 Mar 66 Ig7 26 Sept68 * 48

29 Mar 66 149 29 Sept 68 )02

3 May 66 151 4 Oct 68 llg

25 June 66 148 31 Oct 68 I05

7 July 66 219 I Nov 68 87

14 July 66 241 4 Nov 68 159

16 July 56 If3 18 Nov 68 141

30 July 66 >400 3 Dec 68 122

28 Aug 66 317 24 Jan 69" 62

2 Sept 66 282 25 Feb 69 342

3 Sept 65 65 26 Feb 69 258

13 Sept 66 > 400 27 Feb 69 21S

20 Sept 66 90 12 Mar 69 209

25 Sept 66 164 2l Mar 69* 76

27 Sept 66 I05 30 Mar 69 390
II Jan 67 >400 lO Apr 69 llO

28 Jan 67 277 25 Sept 69 ll3

2 Feb 67 206 27 Sept 69* 39

13 Feb 67 lO0 2 Nov 69 43

27 Feb 67 292 24 Nov 69 122

11 Mar 67 199 18 Dec 69 286

23 May 67 102 20 Dec 69 147

28 May 67 205 29 Jan 70 224
6 June 67 290 31 Jan 70 167

2 Nov 67* 89 6 Mar 70* 68

3 Dec 67 218 7 Mar 70* 40

16 Dec 67 183 23 Mar 70 log

9 June 68 Ig9 29 Mar 70 220

6 July 6B 171

* - Events where there was insignificant flux abQve 60 MeV, consequently Po

was calculated using time-integrated fluxes for E > lO MeV and _ 30 MeV.

Table 7. - Correlation coefficients for several solar optical and n_dfo

frequency parameters for the Igth and 20th solar cycles.

Table 6. Radiation skin (chest) doses for the large solar proton
events of the 19th and 20th solar cycles for various Apollo
shieldin 9 configurations.

EVENT DA_

(Igth Cycle)

23 Feb 1956

29 Aug 1957

lOMay 1959

12 NOV 1960

12 Jul 1961

(ZOth Cycle)

25 May 1967

18 Nov 1968

I0 Apr 1969

2 Nov 1969

29 Mar 1970

INTEGRATED FLUX CHAR. RIGIDITY SKIN DOSE (REM)

Po,MV C/SM LM SRACESU|T

1.0E09 195 65,00 13O.O0 255.00

1.2E08 56 4.1B 34,80 136,80

9.6608 84 43.20 202.56 604.80

1.3EOg 124 65.00 136.50 507.00

4,0E07 56 1.34 ll.6O 45.60

2.01607 I02 0.95 3,56 9.95

3.54608 141 18.41 53.45 13g.g3

2.02E08 II0 10.10 35.96 66.90

2.19608 43 5.91 79.50 281,42

2.63607 220 1.45 3.24 6,31

_zq_o z. - Hel*og=fphic _ocat*o_. o_ ,oz,= eL,.. _ the2oth ,oz,r _ycz,.

6

_5

Bo 6o 4o 2o o 2o 4o

plage plage sunspot flare rf rf** peak peak** ene
area int, area imp. enero_f enercj=v Int, int,

Igth

cycle 0.287 0.328 0.187 0.316 0.772 0.768 0.707 0.708 0.050

20th

cycle* -0,149 -0,077 0.06B -0,274 0.07B 0,332 0,033 0,757 0,267

* - For the period May 1967 to April Ig70

** - Less limb region events

i

3O

F-- --I

2O ZO 0 _O 2O 3O

South_t. _Orth_t.
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TIME EE}{AVIOR OF SOLAR FLARE PARTICLES TO 5 AU

J. W. Haffner

North American Rockwell Corporation

Space Division

12214 lakewood Boulevard

Downey, California

Abstract

A simple model of solar flare radiation event

particle transport is developed to permit the cal-

culation of fluxes and related quantities as a

function of distance from the sun (R). This model

assumes the particles spiral around the solar mag-

netic field lines with s constant pitch angle.

The particle angular distributions and onset plus

arrival times as functions of energy at 1 AU agree

with observations if the pitch angle distribution

peaks near 90o . As a consequence the time depend-

ence factor is essentially proportional to R "1"7,

(R in AU), and the event flux is proportional to

R-2.

I. Introduction

Solar flare Imrticle events constitute one

of the important sources of natural nuclear radia-

tion at i AU from the sun. Approximately I00 such

events have been observed at the earth (see Table

I), (I) ranging up to _ i0 I0 protons/cm2.event

above I0 Mev. Various particle flux models have

been developed describing the time and energy

behavior observed st 1 AU. These models_ coupled

with prediction mechanisms (usually correlated to

sunspot numbers) have been used to estimate the

expected solar flare particle environment st 1 AU

for future space missions. These techniques have

also been used for missions to Mars (1.5 AU) and

Venus (0.7 AU).

For missions which involve sending spacecraft

far from 1 AU (e.g., the Mercury-Venus and the

Outer Planet missions), the solar flare particle

model developed from observations at 1AU is not

adequate. Specifically, the dependence of the

solar flare particle event model on distance from

the sun must be incorporated. This paper presents

s simple model for incorporating this spatial

dependence which agrees with the observations at

1 AU.

II. Model at 1 AU

The flux of solar flare particles observed at

1 AU is observed to rise quasi-linearly over a

period of some hours to a peak value, then decay

approximmtely exponentially over an appreciably

longer period. The onset, rise, and charscteris-

tic decay times are functions of particle energy.

A previously developed mmthemstical.e_rOression
which has these chmracteristics is: [ 2)-

n approximately constants

m

If the characteristics of the largest solar flare

particle events are used to evaluate _ , n, and

m, the values obtained ere approximately 0.022,

0.4, end 0.75, respectively. An attempt to

incorporate the variations of these quantities

due to radiation event size led to the relation-

ships (3)

= A "0"224

m = 16A -0"16

where all quantities are as previously defined.

Incorporation of these relationships in Equation

(1) yields formulae which account for the shorter

rise and decay times and steeper energy spectra

for the smaller events. However, the smaller

event characteristics vary so much that generali-

zations are difficult and attempts to account for

the size-dependent characteristics are generally

more trouble than they are worth.

Based on Equation (1), the following relations

have been derived:

_(>Eo) = A _ _
2 + 2n i. 55 ca2

o Eo TM Eo
trise _ 1 _ 45 hr

n
E o E o

2.15 lO0 hrTdeeay = __ - _V
E n
O EO _'_

A e. 1
@(>Eo ) _ A - 17 A p_rticles (3)

m + n 1.15 cm2_hr
_E o E o

_(E) = 320____q_OApa_icles/cm2_Mev (4)"

E2.55

A t e -0.022E0.4t

¢(E,t) =

(0.75 + 0.0088 t E 0"4 ) particles
cm2-hr-Mev

(5)

n

$(>Eo, t) = A t e" oEo t particles (I)

E m cm2_hr
o

where E ° is the Imrticle energy(Mev)

t is the time from the arrival of the first

particles (hrs)

A is a normalization factor

These relationships have proven useful when

applied to large solar flare radiation events at

1 AU. In particular, they have been applied to

events for which the data was incomplete--some

of the numbers in Table I were obtained this way.

These formulae have no dependence on the dis-

tance from the sun_ and are therefore strictly
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applicable to 1 AU only. In the following

sections, modifications of these formulae to

account fo9 distance from the sun are discussed.

III. Particle Transport

In order to account for the dependence of

the solar flare particle event model on distance

from the sun, it is necessary to have e particle

transport model. Since particle acceleration and

particle transport are related during the accel-

eration portion of the particle event, it is

desirable to go back to the solar flare itself.

A solar flare is an event observed to take

place above the photosphere of the sun, generally

lasting _ 20 minutes. The flare, which is most

readily observed at the L_anan - _ wavelength of

ionized hydrogen (_ 1215 _)is believed to derive

its energy from the collapse of the magnetic

fields associated with sunspots. Various theories

have been advanced to account for the acceleration

of charged particles during or as e result of s

solar flare. Among these theories are betatron

acceleration and shock wave acceleration. In

betatron acceleraZion, a charged particle orbiting

above a collapsing sunspot gains energy as in a

laboratory particle accelerator of the same name.

In shock wave acceleration the absorption of the

Lymen - _photons in the inner corona produces a

supersonic blast wave which accelerates the

charged lOarticles. These proton accelerat_

mechenis_s have been investigated by Gold_ -_-J

Wentzel,(5) Perker3(6) Weddell (7) and others.

The evidence is not conclusive for any single

mechanism, and both betatron and shock wave

accelerations probably contribute.

Once the charged particles have been accele-

rated, their prol_gation away from the sun is

controlled by the interplanetary mmgnetic fields.

These interplanetary fields are complex, having

time and spatial dependences which are not well

known. However, by making some simplifying

assumptions, it is possible to obtain a spatially

dependent solar flare particle model.

If it is assumed that the quiet sun inter-

planetary magnetic field is essentially undis-

turbed during the propagation of the solar flare

protons, it is possible to write:

B +

Bqv.l - = mv 1

r

J _-m v 1 r

vI = v sin

viL = v cos

where

B is the solar magnetic field (webers/m 2)

Br is the radisl component of B (webers/m 2)

(see Figure l)

Be is the aximuthal component of B (webers/m 2)

R is the distance from the sun (AU)

q is the charge of the particles (coulombs)

v is the velocity of the charged particles

(meters/sec)

v, is the perpendicular component of v (meters/

sec)

vll is the parallel component of v (meters/sac)

is the pitch angle (angle v makes with the

guiding center line of B). Since Br m Be- 3 5 x

10-9 webers/m2 (3.5 gammas) at 1 AU, B i_L
gammas, and the gryroradius is 2.75 x i0 _-

meters, where E is in Mev. The gyroradius as a

function of distance from the sun is approximately

r = 3.9 x 107 R 22_ meters (6)

This function is plotted in Figure 2.

Assuming the particles spiral around the mag-

netic lines of force, it is expected that their

gyroradius will increase as their distance from

the sun increases. Based upon the above equations

it is expected that their pitch angle _ will

decrease with distance from the sun_ according

to the well-known relationship.

q _ sin2P_J

2mE B

constant

However, the pitch angle (_) cannot exceed 90°.

If the charged particle has this limiting angle

close to the sun, its pitch angle might be

expected to become quite small by the time it

reaches 1 AU. If a particle has a pitch angle

of 90 ° starting st lO solar radii, the calculated

pitch angle will be _ 3° by the time it reaches

1 AU (_ 215 solar radii) according to this model.

Since solar flare event particles are observed

at 1 AU to be essentially isotropic after the flux

peak, this simplified model is clearly unrealistic.

It is possible to obtain reasonable agreement

with observations at 1 AU by making the assumption

that the pitch angle is independent of distance

from the sun. This accounts for the fact that

particles of a given energy with snmll pitch

angles will arrive first (as is observed), and

the resultant particle angular distributions

spread as functions of time. To the extent that

this model appears to agree with the observations

at 1 AU, it may be useful for calculating the

spatial dependence of solar flare particle radia-

tion.

The transit time (ttr) as a function of parti-

cle energy and pitch angle (both assumed to be

constants of the motion) is

ttr =

V! I

where s is the length of the line of magnetic flux

which serves as the guiding center for the parti-

cle gyrorotetion. This length(s) may be calcu-

lated from the relationship:
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But since

tan -I r d_____e= tsn-i Be = tan -I R

dr B r

r de : R dr

Therei°r-_rr= dr=o=R_l

+ R 2

When the distance from the sun (R) is small the

two terms are approximately equal in value, but

as the distance from the sun increases, the first

term predominates. This function is graphically

displayed in Figure 3. A reasonable approxima-

tion is :

s -r_ (8)

If it is assumed that the pitch angle (_) of the

particle is a constant of the motion, the transit

time as 8 function of pitch angle and particle

energy may be calculated. Based on Equation (7),

the result is (for protons):

ttr 5.5 x IO3"[R_T--_+ lo 6 (.R + _] (9)

cos_
seconds

where R is in AU and E is in Mev. With only a

few percent error in the region of interest (O.1 -

lO AU) this =my be approximated by

ttr i.i x lO 4 __ seconds (i0)

w cos_, _-

Values of this function are listed in Tables II-

IV, and are plotted in Figures (4) to (6). These

figures show the expected dependence on proton

energy (E), pitch angle ( [5), and distance from

the sun (R). In principle, this expression may

be solved to obtain any of the quantities as

functions of the others. The quantity of major

interest is the proton flux as a function of these

parameters. This is determined by the initial

proton distribution in _ , assuming no protons

are lost after being accelerated.

If no particles are lost after being accele-

rated, the total number per cm 2 per event is

expected to be proportional to R "2 £R = distance

from the sun in AU). Assuming an R _ time-inte-

grated spatial dependence effectively makes the

solar flare particle event probability spatially

independent. Any other assumption introduces the

complication of a spatially dependent probability

function. Since the time-integrated particle flux

for e mission is essentially the product of the

flux per event and the probability of that event,

little# if anything, is gained by considering a

spatially dependent particle event probability.

If a significant fraction of solar flare

particles is lost after being accelerated, the

flux per event will exhibit an E "n spatial

dependence where n'> 2 over the region where

particle loss is important. The major probable

loss mechanism is collision with objects in space

(magnetospheres, planets, moons, etc. ) Consider-

ing the relative emptiness of space this is not

expected to be a major los_ mechanism. Even the

asteroid belt is only_lO "U opaque, which means

that the solar flare particle traversing it will

be small. (It may not be completely negligible,

however, since the proton helical path length

through the asteroid belts will be _ two orders

of magnitude larger than that of a solar photon).

The probability of a solar flare particle encoun-

tering a planet, even assuming the particles are

essentially confined to the ecliptic plane is <1%.

It is interesting to calculate the pitch angle

which corresponds to the peak flux rate. At I AU

the onset + rise time (time from the flare on the

sun to the peak flux rate) is approximmtely:

trise _ 45 hrs

E0.4
O

where E o is the proton energy in Mev. (This

relationship was obtained by averaging the values

observed for the largest radiation events--smaller

events often have shorter onset + rise times).

Since the proton transit time (given by Equation

9) is proportional to E "0"5, there is apparently

a constant delay time to be added. A little

arithmetic shows that this delay time is 860/cos

seconds. Thus:

t rise = tt r + __860 seconds

COS

This accounts for the acceleration time during

which the protons do not migrate away from the sun

significantly as well as the time between the

arrival of the first protons of a given energy

and the peak flux of these protons. It will be

noted that a fairly steep proton energy spectrum

has been assumed (based on observations at i AU),

since the onset + rise time for particles above

energy E o is taken to be essentially that of

particles of energy Eo.

For i, I0, and 10OMev protons at i AU, the

observed onset + rise times (trise) are _ 1.6 x

lO 5 seconds,_6.5 x l0 t seconds, and_ 2.6 x l0 t

seconds, respectively_ The corresponding transit

times are _ 1.5 x i05 seconds,_5.2 x l0 t seconds,

and _1.5 x lO 4 seconds. These are the transit

times for protons with pitch angles of _ 86°. It

will be noted that any change of pitch angle as

the protons migrate away from the sun will decrease

the transit time below that observed. Thus, unless

there is some mechanism which acts to increase the
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pitch angles of protons as they move away from

the sun, the assumption of constant pitch angle

appears to be superior to any obvious simple

alternative. Also noteworthy, is that beyond

2 AU solar flares on the back side of the sun can

be important sources of particles.

Another interesting conclusion, valid to the

extent that the assumption of a constant pitch

angle is valid is that the bulk of the protons

have pitch angles close to 90 °. Based upon

Equation (2), only _26% of the protons above a

given energy have arrived at 1 AU by the time the

peak flux rate of these protons has been reached.

Thus, _74_ of the protons observed at 1 AU

appear to have pitch angles between 86 ° and 90o .

Assuming a random distribution of proton velocity

directions prior to acceleration, a sin _ pitch

angle distribution would be expected from solid

angle considerations. Apparently, the accelera-

tion mechanism favors particles with pitch angles

close to 90o . This seems to favor the betatron

acceleration mechanism over the shock wave accel-

eration mechanism. However, since the constant

pitch angle assumption is merely a simplified

model, any conclusions based upon it must be con-

sidered uncertain.

The maximum pitch angle determines the limits

of the particle angular distribution as a function

of time and energy. The particle angular dis-

tribution within these time and energy dependent

limits according to this model is determined by

the initial particle pitch angle distribution.

However, not enough angular distribution infor-

mation is available to derive statistically mean-

ingful pitch angle distributions as functions of

time and energy. When such data becomes available,

its incorporation into this model is straight-

forward.

IV. Slmtially De_endentModel

It is now _ossible to use the transpoi-t

model to calculate the parmmetera of the solar

flare perticle radiation ss functions of distance

from the sun. Since the pitch angle is assumed

to remain constant, so does v M (the particle
velocity parsl_el to the line of magnetic force

which serves ss the gyrorotation guiding center).

The time for s particle to reach a given distance

from the sun is simply proportional to the spiral

path length (given by Equation 7). Thus, the

time dependence of the solar flare particle flux

is expected to be

t
t'_ + t

f (R) o

where f (R) is given by Equation (7) and to is

1o2 x 104 see. It is, therefore, possible to

re_rite Equations (i) to (5) incorporating R (the

distance from the sun, as e parameter). The

results sre:[8_ m -i

_(>E o, t) = A (t-to) e " _E° f (R) t

R2 f2(R) E°m (ii)

_0.022Eo0.4 f-i (R)t

A (t-to) e particles

R2 f2(R ) Eo0"75 cm2-hr

A
(>E°) = 2 R 2 + 2n

Eo TM

2100 A 10articles (12)

R 2 EI.55 cm 2

trise= 1 + to -- 45 hrs (13)
Eon f (R) Eo°'4 f (R)

Vdecay = 2.15 i00 hrs (14)

Eo n f(R) Eo 0"4 f(R)

^ -1

(<Eo) = Ae - 17A
_f(R]._.E m + n f(R) E 1.15

o o

particles

cm2-hr

(15)

6(E) = 3200 A particles (16)

R2 E2.55 cm2.Mev

-O.022EO'4f "I (R)t

$(E, t) = At e

R2 EI.75

[0.75+ 0.0088tf-l(R)EO'_ particles (17)

t cm2.hr_Mev

where all symbols have been previously identified.

As mentioned previously, f (R) can be approxi-

mated by

For R >i, this may be further approximated by R1"7

with _15% error at i AU and s smaller error for

I< R < 5.

The relative spatial dependences of the time-

integrated particle flux rate ( = R -2. f-2 (R)

are shown in Figure 7. These curves show that the

relative solar flare particle environment becomes

severe as the sun is approached. For the largest

such particle even% observed st i AU (11-12-60),

the peak and time-integrated proton fluxes abov_

i0 Mev at Mercury (_ 0.4 AU) would be _7.2 x i0 _

p/cm2-sec and _ 6.3 x i0 I0 p/cm 2, respectively --

enough to affect sensitive spacecraft components.

For this same event the corresponding numbers at

Jupiter _ 5.2 AU) would be 120 p/cm-2-sec and
3.7 x i0 p/cm 2, which should cause no trouble.

It will be noted that particle loss and

change of particle energy after scceleratlon have

been neglected. If either of these changes takes

place (and there is some evidence that they do),

the solar flare particle environment as the.sun

is approached will be even more severe than here

calculated. Conversely, st distances greater than

1 AU, the enviromnent may very well be less severe

than expected.
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V. Conclusions n

The solar flare particle event model developed

to fit the observed data at 1 AU has been modified q

to account for the distance from the sun. This

was accomplished by assuming each flare particle R

independently spirals around the solar magnetic

field (carried frozen-in by the solar wind), r

while maintaining its pitch angle constant. Among

the consequences of this transport model are:

S

(a) The majority of the solar flare particles

have pitch angles close to 90 ° . Calcu-

lated pitch angle p_rticle distributions t

as a function of time agree fairly well

with observations at 1 AU. trise

(b) The solar flare particle flux rate is

quite dependent on distance from the sun

R-3.7_ w(_ ), hile the time integrated tr

particle flux obeys the expected inverse

square distance relationship (R-2). v

(c) The solar flare particle energy spectra v|1

are essentially independent of distance

from the sun, since particle losses after

acceleration ere neglected. Some patti- vl

cle losses probably occur, leading to a

softening of the energy spectra and

larger flux spatial dependences than

herein calculated.

This solar flare particle event model is directly

applicable to missions which involve sending a

spacecraft on missions in the ecliptic plane far

from i AU from the sun. It is particularly appli-

cable to missions to Mercury and to the outer

planets. It is not intended to apply far from

the ecliptic plane or past the heliosphere. With- ]_

in these limits it provides an easy-to-use improve-

ment over spatially independent models.

VI. Nomenclature

8

A Nornmlizstion factor for solar flare

particle event model

AU Astronomical unit (1.5 x 10 8 km) I.

B Solar magnetic field strength (webers/

mete r2 )

e.

B r Radial component of solar magnetic field

strength (webers/meter 2)

Be Tangential component of solar magnetic B.

field strength (webers/meter 2)

E Particle energy (Mev)

E o Particle energy limit (Mev) 4.

J Angular momentum of particle gyrorotation

around solar magnetic field line (kg-

meter2_sec. I) 5 •

m Parameter in solar flare particle event

model
.

Parameter in solar flare particle event

model

Particle charge (coulomb)

Distance from sun (AU)

Radius of particle gyrorotation around

solar magnetic field line (meters)

Length of solar magnetic field flux line

(meters)

Time (hrs)

Onset + rise time (time from flare on sun

to particle flux maximum observed at R AU)

(seconds)

Particle transit time from the sun (seconds)

Particle velocity (meters/see)

Component of particle velocity parallel to

solar magnetic field (meters/see)

Component of particle velocity perpendi-

cular to solar magnetic field (meters/see)

Farameter in solar flare particle event

model

Pitch angle of 1sarticle velocity with

respect to solar magnetic field (degrees)

Particle (proton) flux (particles/cm2-hr -

Mev)

Time-integratedparticle flux (particles/

cm2 )

Peak particle flux rate (particles/cm2-hr)

Azimuthal angle (polar coordinate)
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Table _. Annual Totals for golar Flare Radiation Event Particle Fluxes at i AU

Year

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Number of Events (f_>lO Mev)

>106 > 107 >108 >109 >i0 I0

1 1

1 4 6 3

i 4 2 4

1 1 5

3, Ii 1 1 1

1 5 3 1

_$>I0 Mev )_>30 Mev

1 1 1

1 1

2 1

3 2

3 4 1

1 3 4

Annual Totals (partlcles/cm 2)

_$> I00 Mev

I 2.7 x io9

ioio

ioio

loio

ioio

IO9

10 6

10 8

10 8

10 8

I.i x io9 3.7 x io8

i.o x 8.5 x 108 5.9 x IO7

1.1 x 1.4 x lO9 9.6 x lO 7

2.2 x 4.3 x 109 4.2 x 108

1.3 x 2.7 x io9 3.9 x iO 8

2.1 x 4.2 x 10 8 4.9 x 10 7

1.6 x 2 x 105 1.4 x 104

5.6 x 6.5 x 107 6.4 x 106

1.2 x 1.2 x 107. I.I x 106

2.2 x 2.2 x 10 7 2.0 x 10 6

8.1 x 108 1.0 x 108 1.0 x 107

2.2 x 109 2.7 x 108 2.8 x 107

2.1 x 109 2.4 x 108 2.3 x 10 7

_roton

Energy

(Mev)

1.O

3.0

lO

30

ioo

5oo

Table II. Transit Times (Seconds) for Protons as a Function of Pitch Angle at i AU

= 0° _ = 15 °

1.27 x lO4

7.32 x 103

4.04 x io3

2.3 x 103

1.27 x 103

8.47 x io2

1.23 x lO 4

7.1 x I03

3.9 x 103

2.24 x 103

1.23 x i03

8.i8 x io2

= 30 °

1.42 x i04

8.2 x 103

4.51 x 103

2.58 x io3

1.42 x lO 3

9.45 .x i02

Pitch An61e
0

: 45

1.74 x 104

1.0 x 104

5.52 x 103

3.16 x 103

1.74 x 103

1.16 x 103

L

= 60°

2.46 x 104

1.42 x 104

7.82 x 103

4.47 x 103

2.46 x i03

1.64 x 103

4.75 x 10 4

2.74 x 104

1.51 x 104

8.62 x io 3

4.75 x lO 3

3.16 x i03

= 80°

7.08 x i0 _

4.07 x 104

2.25 x 104

1.28 x 104

7.08 x 103

4.71 x lO3
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TebleIII. MinimumTransitTimesfor Protonsasa Functionof Energy(6= O)
Distance
FromSun

(AU)

0.i

0.4

0.7

i:0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

1.07x 103

4.3x 103

8.0x 103

1.23x 104

2.09x i04

3.16x 104

6.05x 104

9.95x lO_

1.5x lO5

3

6.2 x 102

2.48 x i03

4.63 x lO 3

7.1 x 103

1.21 x 104

1.8P x 104

3.48 x lO4

5.75 x lO4

8.65 x 104

Proton Ener6_r (Mev)

io 30

1.95 x 102

7.8 x 102

1.46 x 103

2.24 x 103

3.8 x lO 3

5.74 x i03

1.1 x 104

1.81 x lO 4

2.73 x 104

3.4 x 102

1.36 x 103

2.55 x 103

3.9 x 103

6.6 x 103

1.0 x 104

1.92 x lO 4

3.!6 x lO 4

4.75 x 104

"100 309

1.07 x i02

4.28 x 103

8.0 x 103

1.23 x 103

2.09 x 103

3.16 x 103

6.05 x lO 3

9.9 x 103

1.5 x 104

7.1 x I01

2.84 x 102

5.33 x lO2

8.18 x lO_

1.39 x lO 3

2.1 x 103

4.0 x 103

6.6 x lO 3

9.95 x i03

Table IV. Transit Times (Seconds) for i Mev Proton as a Function of Pitch Angle

Distance

From Sun

(AU)

0.i

0.4

0.7

1.0

1.5 2.09 x

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

_= 0°

1.07 x 103 i

4.3 x 103

8.0 x 103

1.23 x 104

io4

3.16 x 104

6.05 x 104

9.95 x 1o4

1.5 x lO 5

6_-

l.ll x

4.45 X

8.27 x

1.27 x

2.16 x

3.27 x

6.26 x

11.03 x

1.55 x

! ,.

15°

lO 3

io 3

io 3

lO 3

lO4

10 4

10 4

10 5

10 5

Pitch AnGle

_= 30 °

1.24 x 103

4.97 x 103

).25 x 103

1.42 x 104

2.42 x 104

3.66 x !04

7.00 x 104

1.15 x 105

1.73 x 105

= 45°

1.52 x 103

6.1 x 103

!1.13 x lO4

1.74 x i04

12.96 x lO _

4.47 x 104

8.57 x lO4

1.41 x 105

2.13 x 105

= 60 °

2.14 x lO 3

8.6 x 103

1.6 x 104

2.46 x 104

4.18 x lO4

6.32 x 104

1.21 x 105

1.99 x 105

i3.0 x 105

t

= 75 °

4.13 x 103

1.66 x lO 4

3.o9 x io4

4.75 x lO4

8.07 x I04

1.22 x 105

2.34 x lO5

3.85 x lO5

5.8 x lO5

#= 8o°

6.15 x 103

2.48 x 104

4.6 x lO4

7.08 x 104

1.2 x 105

1.82 x 105

3.48 x lO5

5.75 x 105

8.62 x 105
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SOLAR COSMIC RAY HAZARD TO INTERPLANETARY

AND EARTH-ORBITAL SPACE TRAVEL*

W. R. Yucker

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West

Huntington Beach, California

Abstract

This paper describes a statistical treatment of
the radiation hazard to astronauts due to solar cos-

mic ray protons. While several similar studies

have been conducted in the past, objections to the

use of this approach to determining shielding

requirements have been raised due to the limited

number of solar proton events for which data are

available. More recent data are incorporated into

the present analysis, including events from 1956

to 1969, in order to improve the accuracy of the

predicted mission fluence and dose. The effects

of the finite data sample are discussed. Also, an

attempt is made to present a unified and consistent

view of the solar cosmic ray proton hazard and to

justify the application of a statistical approach for

mission planning.

Mission fluence and dose versus shield thick-

ness data are presented for mission lengths up to

3 years during periods of maximum and minimum

solar activity; these correspond to various levels

of confidence that the predicted hazard will not be
exceeded.

Introduction

The occurrence of solar cosmic rays (SCR) has

been recognized for almost 30 years, andaccurate,
detailed measurements are available from the last

14 years. Charged particles, mostly protons, but

including alpha particles and small numbers of

heavier nuclei, are emitted by the sun and travel

through interplanetary space. The resulting

hazard to manned space vehicles created by the

solar cosmic rays is the subject of this paper.

Many aspects of the SCR radiation protection

problem warrant continuing study. A comprehen-

sive theoretical understanding of the origin of

solar cosmic radiation has not been developed, nor

is one to be expected shortly. Attempts to predict

solar proton events over periods of several days

have met with some success, but the long-range

prediction of events is not yet possible. (T) Without

adequate predictions of the occurrence and the

intensity of events, prior evaluation of the radia-

tion hazard to space travel cannot be made.

A model has been developed by Baker, etal., (2_

that predicts the total intensity of an event from

spectral data measured early in the event. For

earth-orbit missions, such a model would allow
astronauts to abandon a mission and return to earth

to avoid receiving the full dose from a dangerously

large event. While the prediction is of too short a

range to allow escape of the crew of a lunar or

interplanetary mission, it does provide early warn-

ing of the occurrence of a large event. In this

case, the mission operating plan could provide for

locating the crew inside a small but relatively

heavily shielded biowell to reduce the dose

received, and possibly provide for premature

termination of the mission to escape any additional

dose from subsequent events.

Aside from the problems of evaluating the
radiation source, the mission criteria for the

hazard caused by the SCR environment require

further refinement and more definiteness; at

present, both the acceptable and incurred risks

are ill-defined. The concept of allowable doses
to astronauts should be considered in a much more

general sense than has been common in the past.

As described by Kelton, (3) the level of risk

acceptable for an astronaut due to radiation expo-

sure should be assumed to be at least as great as

that accepted by persons pursuing normal occupa-

tions. Also, the dose criteria should be expressed

statistically, with corresponding levels of

confidence that the chosen risk to the well being of

the astronauts and to the performance of the space

mission will not be exceeded. This approach to

specifying allowable doses is consistent with the

present statistical treatment of the SCR environ-

ment; it allows the total problem of SCR hazards

to be handled in a self-consistent manner and in a

manner consistent with conventional mission

• reliability considerations.

Because long-term predictions of SCR events

cannot be made, an alternative approach to space

vehicle shielding design must be used. Several

studies have been conducted that statistically treat

the SCR events observed during the maximum por-

tion of the 19th solar cycle, 1956 to 1961, to

predict the SCR fluences expected to be encoun-
tered in the future. (4-12) In spite of the fact that

a statistical approach is the only objective way to

predict events that cannot be predicted from a
detailed knowledge of basic causal mechanisms_

the application of the results of such studies has

not been universally accepted. The major objec-

tions against using these statistical results arise

from the limited sample of data available on past

events. It should be rem:mbered, however; that

while some aspects of SCR events for which

sufficient knowledge is not now available may

become known during cycles 20, Zl, and subse-

quent cycles; the important proton event

parameters (i. e., fluence distribution, frequency

of occurrence, and energy spectrum) will not be

determined with significantly better statistical

accuracy than is now available. Thus, :the long-

term SCR hazard predictions for the high

confidence levels appropriate for mission planning

cannot be expected to improve much until _'a_a

from perhaps the next 50 or 100 years have been

recorded. Clearly, a rational and consistent

* Work described here was conducted by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West under the

Independent Research and Development Account No. S.O. 81205-012.
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approach to the evaluation of the SCR proton

hazard to space travel is needed, not only before

manned interplanetary systems have been designed

and operated, but also before we can reasonably

expect to actually observe the somewhat extreme

SCR environments we must be prepared to encoun-

ter during long missions.

One primary purpose of this report is to

evaluate the statistical approach to estimating the

SCH radiation hazard, using presently available

data. Previous studies will be discussed, with

more recent event data in mind. A second objec-

tive is to present misslon-lntegrated fluence and

dose results corresponding to various levels of

confidence that the design criteria will not be

exceeded on missions of up to 3 years duration.

The results of previous statistical treatments

can be classified into two groups, according to

the maximum possible event fluence assumed:

either (1) infinite, or (2) the largest event previ-

ously observed. Most of these studies have used

a statistical sampling technique to determine the

distribution of mission fluences or doses. If the

predictions include only event fluence val_ from

observed events, such as those of Webber, -*-_J the

mission fluence probability decreases rapidly to

zero for fluences larger than that of the largest

event. This phenomenon is unrealistic, however,

since no evidence exists that no events can occur

larger than any yet observed, the period of

observation having been approximately 15 years.

A more reasonable approach to accounting for

as yet unobserved events is to extrapolate the

observed probability distribution of event fluence

to include larger events with small, but nonzero

probability. The accuracy of this approach

depends upon the strength of the observed distri-

bution correlation. Such an extension of the

observedc_ent data was introduced by Modisette,

et al., _" using a normal distribution in the

logarithm of fluence,(log-normal). That work and

the study of Synder tl0) produce consistent pre-

dictions, althc_gn Modisette treats the distribution

of fluences and Synder treats doses. The present

calculations, involving the numerical integration

of compound probabilities, will be shown to lead to

predicted doses about a factor of 2 higher than

either of those studies, mainly due to differences

in the event fluence distributions used.

Data from 84 SCR events were used in this

work, 74 of which occurred during periods of

maximum solar activity. Except for predictable

distortions at the extremes of the sample distribu-

tion, which are inherent in arQy finite size sample,

the event fluences follow a log-normal distribution

extremely well. Because of the strength of this

correlation (i.e., every data point is consistent

with the log-normal function) over more than three

decades of event fluence, and because of the lack

of contrary evidence, the log-normal distribution

must reasonably be assumed to hold for future

events, as well as for those previously observed.

The frequency of occurrence of SCR events is

less certain than the fluence distribution. From the l

data of cycle 19 alone, an average of nine events

per year were observed at m01armaxlmum. How-

ever, cycle 19 was perhaps an unusually active

cycle and, as estimated by Synder,_VJassuming

cycle 19 to be the most active of 20 cycles, the

average frequency might be closer to five per year.

This value is consistent with the data now available

for cycle 20. However, the significant point is

that this variation in event frequency has only a

slight effect on the predicted doses for the range

of confidence levels of interest, since, as Synder

points out, the doses corresponding to high confi-

dence levels are dominated by the contribution of a

single large event, rather than of numerous small

events. The assumption that cycle 19 is the

largest of 20 cycles results in a reduction of only

40 percent in predicted does for 1-year missions

during cycle 19 to those during an average cycle

of five events per year, for a confidence level of

99 percent.

A calculation of the SCR proton energy

spectrum, by sampling from available event data,

was included in this work. As one would expect

for long missions, the calculated spectrum is

very close to the average spectrum of all the

events used. This results from the fact that a long

mission involves a significant portion of the total

time during which event data have been measured.

The spectrum calculated for short missions at

high confidence levels departs from the average at

high energies. This deviation from an average

spectrum results from the dominant contribution

of the largest high energy SCR event observed.

Hence, the amount of deviation depends on the

particular event data sample presently available.

For this reason, and because of the fact that the

deviation in spectrum occurs only at energies too

high to significantly affect the dose behind practical

shield thicknesses, the average spectrum is

assumed applicable, independent of mission length

and confidence level. This generalization greatly

simplifies the results and their application without

introducing significant error.

The data discussed thus far; the SCR proton

event fluence, frequency, and energy spectrum for

events during solar maximum; have been deter-

mined well enough to make reliable predictions of

mission fluence and dose for missions during solar

maximum. The data for solar minimum events are

much less certain, since only iO events have been

observed. Because the data sample is too limited

to establish a general distribution, and because

there is no evidence to the contrary, the variance

of the event fluence distribution and the average

energy spectrum were assumed equal to the values

determined for solar maximum. Thus, only the

mean event fluenc_ and the event frequency were

determined from the solar minimum data.

Because the predicted mission hazard is sensitive

to the event fluence distribution, the solar mini-

mum results must be considered as rough

estimates. The estimated hazard during solar

minimum is less than that for solar maximum by

factors of lO or greater.

Alpha particles have sometimes been

observed in appreciable numbers during SCR

events. However, alpha particle data are available

for only a few events. Webber (7) reports proton-

to-alpha particle fluence ratios varying from 1 to

lO0. The energy spectrum of the alpha particles

appears to follow an exponential rigidity spectrum

with nearly the same rigidity parameter value as

that of the protons. The data shown by Webber

indicate that the large proton-to-alpha ratios are

correlated with very large rigidity values. These

346data imply an average ratio between 1 and 2. The



alpha particle data do not appear to warrant a

thorough analysis of that component of the radia-

tion hazard at this time. It would appear that the

best way to handle the SCR alpha hazard is to use

the solar proton rigidity spectra and fluence data

described here, and to relate it to the SCR alpha

environment as an estimated proton-to-alpha ratio.

Solar Cosmic Ray Data

Proton fluences measured during SCR events

during the 19th and Z0th solar cycles were col-

lected; the extensive tabulation of data presented

by Weddell and Haffner (9) forms the major part of

the data used. Only those values reported as

measured data were used, the estimated numbers

being disregarded. This source provided informa-

tion on events between 23 February 1956 and
23 October 1962. Data on several other events

were located in the tables uublished by Webber (8)

and by Modisette. et al., (5) which referenced the

work of Bailey. (I3) The fluence values for the

event of 12 November 1960 were taken from the

detailed study of that event done by Masley and

Goedeke. (14) Data for Z0th cycle events from 1966

to 1969 were taken from the work of Masley,
Goedeke, and Satterblom. (15, 16)

The event integral fluence data are given in

F_gure 1 for particles with energy greater than

10, 30, and 100 Mev. The integral energy spec-
trum for each event was assumed to follow an

exponential in particle rigidity. This assumption

of a rigidity parameter Po is based on correlations

originally done by Freier and Webber. (17)

The integral energy spectrum is given by

¢ t>E = A Exp[-P tE ]
[poJ

where the rigidity p(E) of a particle with charge ze,

kinetic energyE, and restmass energy mock ' is the
momentum per unit charge and is given by

p(E) = _kze v_/E (E+ Z mo _z) (Z)

The constants A and Po are also given in Fig-

ure 1. They were determined Separately for

energies above and below 30 Mev because Po was

found to be significantly less between 10 and 30 Mev
than between 30 and 100 Mev.

The events occurring during the period of

minimum solar activity, September 1961 through

July 1966, are noted with asterisks in Figure 1. A
marked reduction can be seen in both the size and

frequency of events as opposed to the events during
solar maximum.

The distribution of event fluence, integral

above 30 Mev, was constructed for the events given

in Figure 1 by arranging the events in the order of

decreasing fluence. Fo_ several evens for which

the fluence above 30 Mev was not available, it was

estimated using Equation (1) and the fluence above

10 Mev. For this calculation, a rigidity of 75 My
was _ssurned. Events for which no data are avail-

able at either of these energies were disregarded.

The resulting quence probability distribution is
presented in Figure Z for solar maximum events.
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Figure i. Basic Solar Cosmic Ray Proton Event
Data

The distribution of solar maximum event

fluences includes data from 72 events. Because of

the finite number of data points, the distribution

is necessarily distorted near both ends, including

perhaps the last 5 or I0 percent of the events. The

distortions manifested in the figures are typical of

finite samples and do not indicate a deviation from

the true distribution which has evidently reached

equilibrium in Figure Z between 107 and 109

protons/cm 2. In addition, the data for the

smallest events are less reliable than for large

events because it is more likely that small events

occurred unrecorded before sufficiently sensitive

instrumentation was available to detect them.

Figure 2 exhibits these features, distorting the

distribution from a log-normal, which it follows

very well over two full decades in fluence, in the

middle portion. Thus, there would appear to be

little question about the degree of correlation when

these factors are considered. The straight line

shown in the figure is a log-normal distribution

fit to the data points in the middle portion, between
6x 10band 1 x 109 protons/cm z. For this dis-

tribution, the mean fluence is 2.7 x 107

protons/cm Z and the variance is 1.3Z in the loga-

rithm, which corresponds to a standard deviation
of a factor of 14 in fluence.
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Figure 2.
Distribution of Solar Cosmic Ray

Proton Event F1uence During Solar
Maximum

Figure 3. Effect of Finite Sample on Event

Fluence Distribution

This variance is slightly larger than one

would obtain if all the data points shown in Fig-

ure Z were equally weighted in determining the

log-normal fit, thus including the finite sample

distortion in the fit. However, the difference in

variances between the two possible log-normal

distributions would lead to only a factor of Z

difference in fluence at a probability of 0. 999. The

detailed study by Masley and Goedeke of the

_IZ November 1960 event *--=_=,,usto support the larger

variance, which was used in th_ study. This choice

of variance is the source of the faGtor of two dis-

agreement between the present _esults and those

of Modisette, et _I., and Snyder, as previously

mentioned.

Figure 3 presents a clear demonstration of

the distortions caused by the finite number of

points in the event data sample. A similar number

of fluence values were sampled randomly from this
equilibrium log-normal distribution. These values,

arranged by magnitude, are shown by the open

circles plotted in Figure 5, which also shows the

event data and the log-normal distribution previ-

ously shown in Figure Z. Clearly, the distortions

in the sampled points occur at precisely the same

fluence values and have the same magnijtude as the

distortions present in the SCR e_ent data. Thus,

the distortions in the observed event fluence

distribution, which at first sight seem to indicate

a failure of the log-normal dis.tr_ution or to lead

to large ullcert@inties in the proper value o_ the

xariance,,are actually irr agreement witl_ the_

chosen equilibrium distribution.

Data from only I0 events are available to

construct the distribution for solar minimum. For

this reason, the derived parameters of the log-

normal distribution are quite uncertain; therefore,

since there is no known reason to assume other.

wise, the variance is assumed equal to that for

solar maximum. The mean fluence for solar

minimum is 7.8 x 106 protons/ca 2.

The distribution of rigidity values, Po, for the
events of Figure 1 were constructed both for

particles with energy below 30 Mev and for parti-

cles with energy above 30 Mev. The low-energy
points were calculated from events for which

integral fluences were available at 10 Mev and

30 Mev, and the high-energy points were calcu-
lated from data at 30 E4ev and 100 Mev. Since

spectral data were available for only two events,

which occurred during solar minimum, no separate
distribution could be constructed, and that of solar

maximum is assumed to apply. The average

values of the rigidity parameter Po are 72.4 My

below 30 Mev and 91. 1 at higher energies.

Modisette, et al., found a uniform frequency
of SCR event occurrence to correlate with the data

of the maximum portion of cycle 19. The correla-

tion of the data with smoothed sun-spot number,

which might be a more intuitive frequency varia-

tion, was not better than with a constant frequency.

Because of this result, the lack of additional data

that would modify these conclusions, and the fact

that Snyder showed that the results are insensitive

to the event frequency, a step function was used

to describe the event frequency. The average
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frequency value for each half of the solar cycle was

determined by the total number of events and total

time span during which they were observed. The

value for solar maximum is 0. 0247 per day and

for solar minimum, 0. 00548 per day.

In summary, whatever fine structure that may

exist in the periodicity of SCR proton events, the

scatter of data does not allow a statistically signi-

ficant resolution of them to be made. The only

statistically significant frequency variation is the

contrast between the average frequencies during
solar maximum and solar minimum. To provide

practical and reliable information in the context

of mission planning, any predictable higher fre-

quency modes must be defined rather precisely,

although nothing is gained for them to be defined

much more precisely than the gross parameters

describing SCR activity. At this point the preci-

sion of the gross parameters (i. e., average

frequency, fluence distribution, and spectral

distribution) are limiting the accuracy of the

predictions.

Method of Calculation

Many of the statistical studies of SCR proton

dose done previously use some form of sampling
from available event data. Because the calcula-

tions are restricted to tallying only from events

actually observed since 1956, they are based on a

small enough body of data that the upper limit in

event size has almost certainly not been observed.

The use of a log-normal distribution to extrapolate

the mission fluence distribution removes this

restriction to fluence values already observed and
removes the distortions at the ends of the distribu-

tion, which are also caused by the finite sample.

However, for missions longer than about 6 months,

this procedure becomes uncertain because each

mission history then includes a significant portion

of the total number of data available, and the

distorted ends of the distribution consequently tend

to converge toward the center. For example, in

the limit of an 8-year mission, there is only one

mission history possible and therefore no distribu-

tion of fluence results. For this reason, an

alternative technique, the compound probability

method, was developed to calculate mission

fluence distributions from the generalized log-

normal event fluence distribution directly.

Because relatively long missions are of primary

interest, the energy spectrum to be encountered

can be assumed equal to the average spectrum

from all events, with a rigidity of 72.4 My at

energies below 30 Mev and 91. 1 My above that

energy. The analysis is then performed for

fluences with greater energy than 30 Mev. Data

corresponding to any other energy may be readily

calculated using the average spectrum.

Contributions to the mission fluence are

separated according to the number of events

occurring, m. The mission fluence probability

distribution is given by a sum over these

components.

The probability of encountering m events

during a mission of duration T is given by the
Poisson distribution as

- _T
e (_T) m (4)

•P (m, T) = m.'

where _ is the average event frequency.

The probability that the total fluence summed

over m events is less than f, Pm (<f)' is calcu-
lated from the distribution Pl (<f), which is given

in Figure 2. The probability density function g for

a single event is obtained by differentiation.

gl (f) = _Pl (<f) (5)

The density for the sum of two events is

given by the product of the probabilities of single

event fluence values, s and f-s, summed over all

possible values of the intermediate variable s.

f

gz(f) = f ds gl (s) gl (f - s)

o

(6)

The calculations are performed by doubling

the orders of convolution

f

gzm(f) = f

o

ds gm (s) gm (f - s) (7)

The integral distributions are then calculated

from the density functions.

f

Pm (<f) : f ds gm (s)

o

(8)

These distributions are interpolated to obtain

probability values for all intermediate values of m
at fixed fluence levels. The mission fluence dis-

tributions are then evaluated using Equation (3),

obtaining for each fluence value the confidence

level, or probability that the fluence will not be

exceeded.

Fluence and Dose Probability Distributions

The results of the fluence probability
distribution calculations for various mission

lengths are presented in Figures 4 and 5, for
solar maximum and solar minimum. These data

represent the total probability, including missions

during which no events occur. These distributions
are recommended for use in determining the SCR

proton fluence for mission planning.

P (< f, T) : _ Pm (<f) p (m, T) (3)

rft=o
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The variation of these distributions with the

average event frequency can be evaluated easily,

since the product ,,iT, the average number of

events during a mission, is the actual parameter

used in the Poisson distribution, Equation (4).

Figure 6 shows the fluence distribution for solar

maximum as a function of ,.,T, for several levels

of confidence. As discussed previously, the

average event frequency has been estimated to be

nine events per year (which was used in generating

all data presented in this paper), or perhaps as

low as five events per year. From the data given

in Figure 6, this range of frequencies results in

changes in the predicted fluence of less than a

factor of Z for mission durations greater than
6 months.

The dose corresponding to the fluence proba-

bility distributions was calculated as a function of

aluminum shield thickness using the CHARGE

code. (18) The dose curves presented are point

doses to a water target at the center of a spherical

aluminum shell of varying thickness. Because the

proton energy spectrum has been assumed to have

a shape independent of mission length, confidence

level, and solar activity; all dose results can be

scaled from a single calculation.
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,z,
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Figure 5. Fluence Distributions for Missions

During Solar Minimum
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Figure 6.
Combined Effect of Event Frequency
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Figures 7 and 8 present the dose for l-year
missions as a function of shield thickness for

several confidence levels, during solar maximum

and solar minimum. Comparison of these two

figures shows that the ratio of solar maximum
dose to solar minimum dose varies with confidence

level B from 10 at 0.999 to 70 at 0.500.

10° I
105

103_ i

101 _

100

lO'llo-k_"-'L 102

ALUMINUMSHIELDTHICKNESS(glcm2)

CONFIDENCE
LEVEL i

Figure 7. Solar Cosmic Ray Proton Dose for l-

Year Missions During Solar Maximum

lO3

The variations of dose with mission duration

are presented in Figures 9 and I0 for solar
maximum and solar minimum, respectively.

These figures give the factor by which the l-year

dose must be multiplied to obtain the dose for any

mission length up to 3 years. One set of curves

describes each half o£ the solar cycle because o£

the single energy spectrum used. Over the range
o£ mission durations shown, the difference

between Figures 9 and 10 is only 30 percent or
less. Therefore, because of the greater relia-

bility of the solar maximum results, they can also

be used for solar minimum, as a good

approximation.
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Figure 9. %Varlation of Solar Cosmic Ray Proton
Dose with Mission Length for Solar

MlnlmumMissions
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The dose equivalent was also calculated as a

function of aluminum shield thickness. The proton

quality factors were taken from ICP_ D reconunenda.
tions (19) and the dose conversion factors for the

maximum neutron dose in a 30-cm slab of tissue

were taken from Irving, et al. (Z0) and Zerby and

Kinney.(Zl) Figure II presents the average

quality factor, for the average SCR proton spec-

trum, as a function of shield thickness. The dose

equivalent for various confidence levels for mis-

sions of varying length can be evaluated by using

the data given in Figure 1 1, together with

absorbed dose data presented previously.

Figure 12 presents the ratio of absorbed dose

due to alpha particles to that due to protons,

assuming a proton-to-alpha particle fluence ratio

of unity. The alpha particle integral energy spec-

trurn was assumed to follow an exponential in

rigidity, with the same rigidity parameter as the

proton spectrum, as reported by Webber. (4) The

SCI% alpha particle absorbed dose may be esti-

mated using these data, the proton absorbed dose

data previously presented, and an assumed

proton-to-alpha particle fluence ratio. An

estimate for the particle ratio wa_6_nade using the
distribution given by Hill, et al., ( . Values

between 1 and 2 were obtained, which indicate that

the alpha particle dose is negligible in comparison

with the proton dose for shield thicknesses greater

than 5 g/cm 2.

eRIGIDITY PARAMETER- 91. I MV, E>30 Mev

• 12.4MV, E<3OMev

ePROTON TO ALPHA PARTICLE RATIO • I

Figure 12.

I01
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ALI_IINU_ SHIELD THICKNESS (g]cm 2)

Ratio of Al_ha Particle Dose to"

Proton Dose for Particle Ratio of

Unity

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the results
of the mission fluence distribution calculations

with the results of previous studies. The present

results give fluences larger than those of

Modisette, et al., (5) by a factor of Z over most of

the range of probability. The results of Webber(4)

are also in reasonable agreement with the present
work for low confidence level values. However,

at the high confidence level values of interest, the

agreement is quite poor. The Webber study did

not include an extrapolation to account for excep-

tionally large SCR events, and hence his results

show a rapid increase of confidence level to unity,
with a maximum event fluence of about 4 x 109

proton s / cm 2.

<>

"RIGIDITYPARAMETER°gI.l MV,E>30 Meq /
:72.4MV,E<30MevI I

oPROTONQUALITYFACTORSOF ICRP I I

_._ IeNEUTRON DOSECONVERSION OF IRVING, j /
- _ I ALSMILLERAND MORAN:ZERBY i

_ _I ANDKINNEY I /

0 I I I I I I l I I I 1 ll

10"1 102I00 101

ALUMINUM SHIELDTHICKNESS(glcm2)

Figure ii. Average Quality Factor as a Function

of Aluminum Shield Thickness
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Figure 14 shows a comparison of doses with

results of Snyder(10) and Burrell, et al., (12) for

1-year solar maximum missions and a confidence

level of 0. 900. The Snyder data were originally

presented as dose equivalent, and were modified

for purposes of this comparison using the quality

factor data given in Figure II. The Snyder dose is
about a factor of 3 lower, as are the results of

Burrell, et al.. for shield thicknesses between

5 and 50 g/cm Z.
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Figure 14. Comparison of Model Solar Cosmic

Ray Event Doses

Figure 14 also shows thedose calculated

from the largest SCR event available, that of

IZ November 1960, as defined by Masley and

Goedeke. (14) Dose criteria are sometimes applied

using either the assumption that one large event

such as this will occur per mission on short

missions, or the assumption that such an event

will occur with a given frequency (e. g., one per

year). The figure demonstrates that such an

approach has an associated confidence level of

less than 0. 900 for 1-year missions, and small

shield thicknesses, which would increase for

30-day missions to almost 0. 990. For 3-year

missions, the confidence would decrease to

almost 0.500. Because of the difference between

the energy spectrum of the 1Z November 1960

event and the average energy spectrum, these
estimates are sensitive to shield thickness and the

confidence would be much less at thicknesses

greater than about 5 g/cm 2. Therefore, it would

appear that using the statistical approach to

evaluate shield requirements represents a con-

siderable improvement over the use of a single

large event, because of this large range of confi-

dence levels associated with the single event. In

fact, the degree of validity of the nonstatistical

approach for a given set of conditions and

assumptions, can be evaluated only by comparing

it to the results o£ a consistent statistical analysis.

There is no other known objective basis for

comparison; thus, it would seem that there is

little merit in this or similar nonstatistical

approaches, at our present level of knowledge.

All data presented so far have been for free

space (i. e., away from the influence of the geo-

magnetic field and mass of the earth) at one

astronomical unit (AU) from the sun. In order to

facilitate use of the results presented above for

application to earth-orbit missions, a calculation

was performed of the dose received in Z00-
nautical-mile circular orbits.

The orbit-averaged proton fluence was

calculated from the free-space fluence presented

above, for several values of orbit inclination,
- (ZZ)using the OGRE coae. These calculations

include the reduction in fluence due to earth

shadowing and the cutoff based on a detailed model

of the geomagnetic field, including both the field

during solar quiet, and the perturbation caused by

a large SCR event. The cutoff data used are based

on observations made during the IZ November 1960

event. (Z3) Including the geomagnetic field pertur-

bation leads to significantly less overall reduction

of the free-space proton fluence at moderate to

high orbit inclinations than one corresponding to

the unperturbed field during solar quiescence.

Therefore the resulting dose values can be

considered typical of situations involving large

events (i. e., high confidence levels), but is

conservative for smaller events.

The ratio of absorbed dose in orbit to that in

free space is presented in Figure 15 for the solar

quiet field and Figure 16 for the perturbed field,
as a function of shield thickness. Because the

geomagneti_ field and earth shadowing effects vary

slowly with altitude, these data are applicable for
orbits of up to several hundred nautical miles.

Since a single energy spectrum is assumed,

independent of mission duration and confidence

level, only a single calculation of orbit-averaged
fluence is necessary for each orbit inclination.

Conclusions

Solar cosmic ray proton fluence and dose have

been determined statistically from the event data

available from cycles 19 and Z0 (1956 to 1969).

For a mission of specified duration occuring in

free space near one astronomical unit from the

sun, the fluences corresponding to various confi-

dence levels have been presented. Also,

corresponding dose data have been presented that

allow estimating free-space and low earth-orbit

shielding requirements needed to meet a specified
mission dose criterion. These data are recom-

mended as a consistent and rational approach to

mission planning from the standpoint of solar

cosmic ray hazards.

While the number of SCR events for which

data are available i_s not large, enough data are

available so that many conclusions about the SCR

environments for future space missions can be
drawn with reasonable confidence. The event
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fluence probability distribution and event frequency

during solar maximum are determined reasonably

well; their statistical quality is not likely to

change for some time because of the weight of

additional observations necessary.to effect a

significant change. The variance of the fluence

distribution could be taken as slightly smaller than

that used, if the data from all events were given

equal weight, rather than ignoring the characteris-

tic finite-sample tails of the observed distribution.

However, this would only reduce the mission
fluence by a factor of 2 for a confidence level of

0. 999, which the comparisons show would lead to

results nearly equal to those o£ Modisette, et al.,

and Snyder. The relatively large intensity from

iV[asle7 and Goedeke analysis of the I Z November

1960 event tends to support the larger variance
used.

The event frequency of 0. 0247 per day may be

larger than typical future values, since cycle 19
was apparently an unusually active cycle. Just

how unusual it is cannot be established at this time;

the correlation of SCR intensity and sunspot number

is too weak to provide reliable information. (19)

The data from cycle Z0 alone give 0. 0137 per day,

or an average of five events per year. This value

was arrived at by Snyder, using a binominal dis-

tribution and assuming cycle 19 to be the most

active of 20 cycles (as would be indicated by

average sunspot number alone). However, it has

been shown in this study that the results are not

sensitive to a change in frequency, because the

mission fluence and dose are dominated by the

contribution of a single large event. For example,

the effect of the reduction in event frequency from

0. 0247 to 0. 0137 per day produces only about a

40 percent reduction in dose at a confidence level

of 0. 999 for 1-year missions.
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Figure 16. Variation of Solar Cosmic Ray Proton

Dose wlth Aluminum Shield Thickness

and Circular Orbit Inclination for

Solar Active

While the fluence distribution and event fre-

quency are quite uncertain for solar minimum,

similar statistical analyses were performed as for

solar maximum. However, because of the relative
uncertainty in the solar minimum results, and

their similarity to those for solar maximum, a

justifiable approximation for mission planning is
to use the solar maximum data for solar minimum

with the fluences and doses reduced by a factor

of 10. Similarly, the SCR alpha particle environ-

ment can be approximated by assuming Figures 4

and 5 to apply for a proton-to-alpha ratio of 1 to Z,

and assuming the rigidity spectrum to be the same

for alpha particles as for protons. The alpha

particle dose will be negligible compared to proton

dose, for shield thicknesses greater than 5 g/cm Z.

The statistical approach to the evaluation of

the solar cosmic ray hazard represents a signifi-

cant improvement over the use of a single model

event. As demonstrated in this study, the assump-
tion that one large event such as the one observed

on 12 November 1960 will occur on a 1-year mis-

sion during solar maximum has an associated
confidence level of less than 0.9 for small shield

thicknesses, decreasing to almost 0.5 at 10 to

20 _/cm 2 of aluminum. For longer missions, the
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confidence level decreases further. There is, in

fact, little reason to use any nonstatiscal

approach, since the only means available to

evaluate the validity of such treatments for a

given set of mission conditions is to compare it
with the results of a consistent statistical

analysis.
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SHORTTERM PREDICTIONOF E_ IOMeV

PROTONFLUXESFROM SOLARFLARES

George A. Kick, Capt, USAF

AIR FORCEWEAPONSLABORATORY

One problem facing the Aerospace Environmental Support Center (Det 1, 4th

_, _S) is the prediction of ionospheric effects related to energetic proton

emissions from the sun. The intensity and duration of these charged particle

emissions are related to the optical, radio, and X-ray emissions from the solar

flares. Radio and X-ray data give an important indication of proton produc-

tion. Cm radio bursts with a high flux density and a slope reflecting greater

flux values at higher frequencies are often proton productive. Examination of

the data em_aries has shown that the meter classification of flares as type II

or type IV, even though qualitative, should be used in conjunction with the cm

radio criteria. The peak intensityoof the proton flux E _ 10 meV correlates
better with the integrated 1 to 8 A X-ray bursts than with the integrated cm

radio bursts, peak an radio flux, or peak X-ray flux. Free-free transition

theory was used to relate the X-ray flux. Free-free transition theory was used

to relate the X-ray intensities recorded by different satellites with the peak

proton fluxes observed at the earth.

Both the anisotropic and isotropic diffusion theories could be used to ex-

trapolate proton fluxes for E _ 10 raeV for over 50% of the particle events.

The isotroplc diffusion theory uses a diffusion coefficient.

D- Mr 8

It was found that M and 8 tended to be functions of flare position on the

solar disk.

A measurement of the interplanetary flux in near earth space gives a good

indication of the polar cap fluxes. It was found that the 30 MHz absorption

over the poles during a PCA is proportional to the square root of the integral

proton flux E_ ii meV in interplanetary space.

J - KA 2

with K - 8 _ 2 and J in protons/cm2-sec-ster.

Without the moral support of the personnel assigned to the Solar Forecast

Center and the Solar Forecast Facility, this report could not have been writ-

ten. My thanks Eo to Mr. Ray Co_mler of Air Force Cambridge Research Labora-

tories for allowing me to use his riometer data. The Vela X-ray data were

kindly supplied by Dr. Kunz, Dr. Conner, and Dr. Same of Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratories. The author is solely responsible for the opinions and materlal

presented in this report. The consent of the above-mentloned scientists to use

their data does not necessarily imply their agreement with the results.

I. Introduction

One problem facing the Air Weather

Service Solar Forecast Center is the pre-

diction of ionospheric effects related to

energetic proton emissions from the sun.

The intensity, and duration of these

charged particle emissions are related to

the optical, radio, and X-ray emissions

from the solar flares. Data summaries

appearing in pre-published form, such as

the Explorer 34 proton results in the

Solar-Geophysical Data bulletins published

by ESSA (ref. i) and the Geophysics and

Sa__ Data -Bulletin by AFCRL (ref.

have al-_edthe evaluation of many impor-

tant parameters.

The work reported in the paper was

done for an operational unit. Therefore,
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the data base available to the operational
solar forecaster was used. This was not

the most precise data base available.

Several simplifying assumptions had to be

made which will become apparent in this

paper. Nevertheless, the results clearly

indicate that short_term proton event pre-

dictions are possible and indicate certain

limitations on several current theories.

J = N P (i)

This paper presents some experimental de-

terminations of N and _. The actual pre_

diction of proton production has been

previously published (ref. 3).

III. Proton Acceleration and X-Radiation

Flux

An interdisciplinary approach to PCA

prediction and ionospheric forecasting

allows some effects to be calculated from

first principles shortly after the optical

flare occurs. Solar radio and X-ray burst

observations are useful in determining if

protons were actually produced during the

flare. These bursts also give an indica-

tion of the nu_er of protons produced.

The position of the flare on the solar

disk and the solar wind velocity can be

used to indicate the risetime and the peak

intensity of the event in the near earth

space. Using the first few proton data

points, the proton intensities can be ex-

trapolated into the future. Ground-based

magnetic measurements can then be used to

indicate the spatial extent of the precip-

itation and its uniformity. Satellite

data and real time magnetic measurements

can be used to update the forecasts during

the event. On the basis of the extrapola-

ted fluxes, the next step is to calculate

the ionization caused by the protons using

an atmospheric model and a two-ion D-

region model for PCA events to obtain the

electron profiles. Finally, the absorp-

tion on vertical and oblique paths can be

calculated for high-frequency communica-

tion systems across the polar regions.

Real time satellite and riometer measure-

ments can be used to verify the prediction.

This paper covers several of the dif-

ferent phases of PCA prediction. First,

the X-ray characteristics of proton pro-

ducing flares are examined. Then the two

theories relating to particle propagation

in the interplanetary medium are investi-

gated for their applicability. Finally,

the relationships between 30 MHz riometer

absorption and the exospheric proton flux

are discussed. The problem of electron

profiles and oblique absorption will not

be covered in this report. The radio

characteristics of the flare and the spa-

tial extent of the polar cap absorption

event will not be covered because they

have been discussed previously (ref. 3).

II. General Discussion

In order to meaningfully predict pro-

ton fluxes at the earth before the arrival

of large numbers of protons, one must use

the electromagnetic characteristics of the

parent flare. The simplest set of assump-

tions one can make about the peak proton

fluxes are that (i) the peak flux is pro-

portional to the number of particles

accelerated by the parent flare, N, and

(2) the transport of the particles to the

earth is influenced by the interplanetary

medium, P. Thus, the flux, J is just

There are several methods of deter-

mining N, such as integrated or peak radio

intensity, H-s flare classification, and

integrated or peak X-ray intensity. Of

these, the integrated X-ray intensity

seems to be the best quantitative measure

of proton acceleration. If the number of

electrons accelerated during the flare is

proportional to the nu_er of protons ac-

celerated, and if the intensity of X rays

in some wavelength band is proportional to

the number of electrons being accelerated,

then the integrated intensity of X-radia-

tion in that band ought to be proportional

to the number of protons accelerated. For

simplicity, it was assumed that the X-ray

bursts had exponential rise and exponen-

tial decay time. Then

/°Iint = Ima x exp (t/tr)dt

_/_maxr exp (-t/td)dt+ (2)
o

Iint = Ima x (t r + t d) (3)

where t r and t d are the exponential rise

and decay times, Ima x is the maximum X-ray

intensity, and Iint is the integrated X-

ray intensity. The use of such a simple

relationship allows a forecaster to make

predictions with minimum information.

The largest, most consistent X-ray

data base available is the Ve_a X-ray data

(refs. 5, 6). The 0.5 to 5 A X-ray data

were integrated using equation (3). The

result of plotting the integrated X-ray

intensity versus the peak 10-meV proton

fluxes observed by IMP F (Explorer 33) is

given in figure 1 (ref. i). Even though

these points are not corrected for propa-

gation through the interplanetary space,

the correlation is striking.

One must generalize these results

shown in figure i, to those obtainable

from different sensors. This was a prob-

lem since the integrated X-ray flux pre-

sented in figure 1 was a measure of the

flux deposited inside the detector after

transmission through detector windows.

The most commonly used assumption when de-

termining the flux incident on an X-ray

detector is that the photon spectrum is a

blackbody Planckian spectrum of the form

8_hc dl
W(A,T)dA =

15 ehC/AkT_l
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Figure 1. Integrated X-ray flux deposited

in 0.5 to 5.0 _ Vela launch 2, 3, 4 de-

tectors vs. _eak proton flux (E > 10

meV protons/cmZ-sec-ster). Propagation

factors have not been removed.

In order to compare the data obtained

from different satellites, this spectral

form was folded into the different detec-

tor responses as a function of solar flare

temperature. When this form was used,

different detectors did not give consis-

tent results. Figure 2 shows the flare
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Figure 2. Solar flare temperature Vela

launch 2, 3, 4 vs. solar falre tempera-

ture Vela launch 5. Figure 2a is the

grey body assumption while figure 2b is

the free-free transition assumption.

temperatures determined by two different

methods from two distinctly different sets

of satellite instrumentation. Note that

the grey body assumption (fig. 2a) does

not fit the data accurately. Furthermore,

when the grey body assumption was employed

the correlation between the 1 to 8 _ inte-

grated X-ray flux and the peak proton flux

disappeared.

The functional form of the X-ray en-

ergy spectrum which allowed the correla-

tion between the 1 to 8 A X-ray flux and

the peak proton flux to remain and which

better correlated the solar flare tempera-

tures given in figure 2b was

W (l,T) dl
d_

12 e-hC/IkT

This is the functional form obtained by

assuming the X rays are produced by a Max-

wellian distribution of electrons undergo-

ing free-free transitions (i.e., brems-

strahlung) (ref. 7, 8). This assumption

allowed the peak proton flux to be corre-

lated with the 1 to 8 A X-ray flux r which

is given in figure 3. Noh enough data

have been published at the present time to

, i i ,

i

o
=_ o o o •

± •
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Figure 3. Int_egrated X-ray flux incident

on a detector in the 1 to 8 _ band vs.

proton flux E • 10 meV. Points were

derived from figure 1 using the free-

fr_e transition assumption. Triangle

points were derived assuming the aver-

aqe proton flare temperature of 7×I06=K.

allow the complete verification of this

analysis. However, the few points which

have been Obtained from Explorer 44 are

presented in figure i, but the scatter is

well within that expected. The average

solar flare temperature for theproton

producing flares was 7x106 °K. This tem-

perature was obtained from the Vela launch

2, 3, 4 sensors using free-free transition

theory.
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IV. Arrival of Protons

Thereare two theoretical frameworks

within which the proton observations could

be analyzed. The first is the anisotropic

diffusion with boundary theoretical frame-

work (ADB) of Burlaga (ref. 9), while the

second is the isotropic diffusion theoret-

ical framework (refs. i0, ii). Both theo-

ries have definite shortcomings. These

shortcomings are illustrated in figure 4.

If the theoretical models were adequate at

10 meV, one would expect systematic trends

when plotting the proton risetimes against

the i/e decay times. The scatter in this

diagram illustrates the problems involved

in attempting to fit the experimental

data. Similar plots for E > 30 and E > 60

meV protons do show more systematic re-

sults.

3°I ' , , _ , I _ '_

--Z5 I

i IMP F

20 E_>]O M,¥ RESULTS

o10 O

_ o o

5 o coo _

O0 _

I i
I0 20 3O

TIME TO lie OECAY IHRS)

Figure 4. The time in hours it took 10-

meV protons to peak as a function of

the time it took for the protons to

reach i/e of their maximum value.

The anisotropic diffusion with bound-

ary (ADB) theory assumes that the inter-

planetary magnetic field lines between the

sun and the earth are spirals with irregu-

larities which can effectively scatter the

solar protons. The solar proton flux in

this theory will be anisotropic and the

flux will be greatest in the direction of

the field. Beyond 1 A.U., the scattering

centers change so that protons cannot be

scattered back into the diffusing region

once they have reached the transition re-

gion. Thus, in this model, it is assumed

that there is an absorbing boundary at

some heliocentric distance greater than

1 A.U. Since systematic trends did not

appear in applying this theory, and since

this theory has been discussed in detail

(ref. 3), it will not be examined in any

more detail in this paper.

One can also analyze each proton

event in terms of the isotropic diffusion

theory (refs. i0, ii). In this theory,

the diffusion coefficient, D, is given by

D = Mr 8 (4)

where r is the heliocentric radial dis-

tance in A.U., and M and _ are parameters

which may and often do depend upon the

particle ener@y E. The units of Mr S -2

are (hours) -l . Krimigis shows that for

E < 50 meV, the parameter M does depend

upon the proton energy. Thus, if one

wants the time behavior for i0 meV pro-

tons, one must use a data base of 10 meV.

It can be shown that

I r 2-8
= -- (5)

tmax 3M

where M and 8 are the coefficients given

in equation (2) and t is the time it

takes for the protons _Xreach maximum in-

tensity. Since t does depend upon the
ma

solar flare hellogra_hlc longitude, it is

possible to empirically determine M and

as a function of solar flare position even

though such an assumption violates the

basic theoretical considerations.

Approximately 80% of the observed

events could be analyzed within the iso-

tropic diffusion framework. Figure 5

shows one of these events. This figure

also shows that there is an area of agree-

ment between the ADB theory and the iso-

tropic diffusion theory. A certain amount

of judgment was necessary in determining 8

from the graphs of i/t vs. in It (3/2_8)

because of poor time resolution and uncer-

tainties in count rates and particle back-

grounds. This event also illustrates what

happens when a proton event has considera-

ble structure. Many events showed the

characteristic hooh at small values of

i/t. The value of 8 used was that value

which best fit the first several values of

i/t and which also adequately fit the long

time behavior at small values of i/t.

_=

I0 I
I I I ] I I I

26 kPRIL 1968

CHARACTERISTIC

HOOK'_,_

MAXIMUM ."

, L I , , , ,I

.8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .I 0

lit (HRS)

Figure 5. Intensity-time profile during

26 April 1968 event for protons E > 10

meV measured by Explorer 34. This

event had considerable structure.
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Figure 6 gives scatter plots of 8 and

M as a function of @ for i0 and 30 meV

protons as a function of flare position.

The 0 was determined in the ADB theoreti-

cal framework (ref. 9). Several features

do stand out. The low values of 8 and M

for 0 less than 0.25 radian are probably

due to the diffusion being one or two

dimensional instead of three dimensional

as assumed in this analysis. There does

seem to be a trend as a function of 0 for

0 > 0.5 radian. Although there is a large

amount of scatter, the higher energy par-

ticles tend to have larger values of M and

8 than the lower energy particles.

1I
• e __Io .,,

o , IIo I zlo •

e (rA_ba_S_

2°I
I

T 1 1 T

• E_>,0u,v

a a

Figure 6. The diffusion coefficients? M

and B as a function of flare position

and the Earth-Sun Archimedes spiral

angle 0. The higher energy particles

tend to have higher values of M and B.

These results can be refined. Better

time resolution will lead to less scatter

in the data. The better the time resolu-

tion, the easier it was to determine M and

8. Data for larger values of @ have not

yet become available with the necessary

count rate accuracy or time resolution.

V. RiometerAbsorption

Once one has predicted the intensity

of protons in interplanetary space, one

can predict an upper limit to the vertical

30 MHz riometer absorption.

On the basis of theoretical calcula-

tions (ref. 12), it can be concluded that

the 30 MHz riometer absorption is propor-

tional to the square root of the incident

integral particle flux for E > ii meV (tel

13). An analysis of the Explorer 34 and

Thule riometer data has helped confirm

this result.

J = KA 2

where J is the flux in protons/cm -sec-

ster, and A is the absorption in db of the

30 MHz riometer.

The Explorer 34 data and Thule riome-

ter data have been examined. Figure 7 is

a plot of the results for 10-meV particles

One notes that these 10-meV particles

scatter about the line of slope 0.5. The

points tend to fall below the line at high

absorption values and above the line at

low absorption values. When the E > 20

meV flux is plotted as the abscissa,--the

points at low absorption tend to fall be-

low the line while those at high values

tend to fall above the line. Thus, the

square root of the absorption is directly

proportional to the integral flux some-

where between i0 and 20 meV. Within the

limitations of this analysis, therefore,

the integral flux for E > ii meV is an ex-

perimentally verified _onclusion. The

constant of proportionality, K, from this

curve is

K = 8 + 2

' ' ' I ' , , , I , , , , I , , ' I

, , ,I , , I ,I I , , ,I , , , ,I

FLUX_)IOEW
|¢&_._. $TER)-i

Figure 7. Riometer absorption at Thule as.

a function of the interplanetary proton

flux (E _ i0 meV protons/cm2-sec-ster).

If the square of the riometer absorp-

tion were proportional to the flux, the

points would fall on the straight line.
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VI. Summary

An interdisciplinary approach to pro-

ton event prediction allows some effects

to be calculated from first principles

shortly after the optical flare occurs.

Solar X-ray burst characteristics are use-

ful in determining if protons were pro-

duced in sufficient quantity to give riom-

eter absorption. The position of the

flare on the solar disk and the solar wind

velocity can be used to indicate the rise-

time and peak intensity of the event in

near ' earth space. Using the first few

proton data points, the proton intensities

can be extrapolated into the future using

previously derived values for the proton

diffusion coefficients given in figure 6.

Satellite data can be used to update the

predictions during the event by extrapola-

ting the fluxes as a function of time.

Experimental measurements have verified

some of the assumptions and theoretical

predictions for 30 MHz riometer absorption.

Thus, the satellite measurements can be

employed to specify and predict proton

fluxes and radio absorption. The approach

taken in this report can be continued to

give better predictions once more data be-

come available.
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INTRODUCTION

Whether a manned system is designed for peace-
ful exploration or military ventures, it stands a

good chance of encountering radiation environments.

These environments contribute a definite hazard to

these manned missions and consequently must be an-

alyzed in regard to mission impact. This impact

on man can best be assessed by use of a model de-

signed to incorporate all of the variables having a

contribution to the problem of concern.

A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A practical approach to the assessment of the

vulnerability of alrcrews and other personnel in

operational systems has long been a difficult pro-
blem. There are various radiation environments

which a system may encounter. For example, mill-

tary systems may be exposed to nuclear weapons,

reactors and natural space radiation. A nuclear

weapon detonation gives off specific radiations of
biological significance. These radiations inter-

act with the atmosphere and are contlnually altered

in type, number, and energy (flux and spectrum)

until they impact on an object. The radiations of

concern are prompt neutrons, prompt gamma rays,

secondary gamma rays, and fission product gamma

rays.

The space radiations of biological signifi-

cance include the trapped electrons and protons of

the Van Allen Belt; the protons of solar events

and the galactic cosmic rays I, In order to assess

any radiobiologlcal problem, one must have an ac-

curate knowledge of the flux and spectrum of the

radiation impinging on the system. Radiation trans-

port computer codes and models must be developed or

adapted to obtain the most accurate and efficient
method for use in specific cases.

The biologically significant radiation para-

meters reaching man within the system must be trans-

ported through the system's materials and into the

man. Various materials transport codes and models

are available to obtain the most effective method

for use in dose determination. These In-turn must

be linked to a recently developed computerized ana-

tomical man model to obtain dose factors at signi-

ficant radiobiologlcal points within the man in

specific operational situations. 3 Data from anti-

cipated operational situations must then be inter-

preted in terms of appropriate radiation dose para-

meters such as: total dose, dose rate, quality fac-

tor, etc. These data can then be linked to avail-

able performance response data to enable computer

modeling of the probability of a performance re-

sponse occurring versus time of onset.

The final outcome should be a computer model

designed to assess the mission impact for personnel

in operational systems exposed to radiation environ-

ments

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

A modular approach has been developed to pro-

vide a vehicle for interrelating the many variables

inherent in a radiobiologlcal problem encountered

by an operational system, This modular design Is

developed within a multi-layered matrix which in-

cludes space vehicles, air breathing, systems, and

ground and water based systems. The matrix is di-

vided into three sections containing those modules

which (I) define the environment, either natural

or man-made, (2) transport the environment to the

system, (3) transport the impinging environment

through the vehicle to man within the system, (4)

transport the radiation to the organ of concern

within the man, (5) obtain radloblological factors

such as dose, dose rate, quality factor, etc., and

(6) llnk these factors with the appropriate radio-

biological data to properly assess the effect on

man's performance capability or predict any re-

sultlng performance decrement.

THE MATRIX

Section A - Environmental Transport

The first section of the multi-layered matrix

is the environmental transport section. This sec-

tion deals with defining the radiation environment

either natural or man-made4,5

These radiation environments are as follows:

I. Man-made radiation:

a. Nuclear Weapons

b. Incident radiation from nuclear
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power devices, primarily leakage neutrons and

gamma radiation.

2. Natural Radiations:

a. The natural radiations which are

relatively stable in space and time (i.e., galac-

tic cosmic rays and magnetically trapped electrons

and protons in the inner Van Allen Belt out to

3000 miles.)

b. The natural radiations which are

variable with space and time, primarily solar

flares and soft trapped radiations in the outer
Van Allen Belt.

These sources have specific radiations of bio-

logical significance. These radiations interact

with the ground, atmosphere or space and are

contlnually altered in type, number, and energy

(flux and spectrum) until they impact on an object.

In order to assess the radloblologlcal problem,

one must have an accurate knowledge of the flux

and spectrum of the radiation impinging on the

operatlonal system. There are currently available

several radiation transport computer codes and

models. These have been surveyed to determine the

most accurate andefflclent combinations for use

in specific cases, and have been documented using
a standard format to facilitate selection of the

best available code or codes for use on specific

problems. 2

Section B - Materials Transport

Section B of the matrix is designed to handle

the transport of the radiation environment from

its point of impingement on the system until it

reaches man within the system. Various materials

transport codes and models are being evaluated to
obtain the most effective method for use in dose

determination. These In-turn are being linked to

a recently developed computerized anatomical man

model to obtain dose factors at significant radio-

biological points within the man in specific
operational sltuatlons. 3

Section C - Performance Response Assessment

This third section of the matrix deals with

assessing mission impact for personnel in opera-

tional systems exposed to radiation environments.

Data from anticipated operational radiation ex-

posure situations will be interpreted in terms

of appropriate radiation dose parameters such as:

total dose, dose rate, quality factor, etc. These

data will then be llnked to available performance

response data to enable computer modeling of the

probability of a performance response occurring

versus time of onset. Several models will be de-

veloped or evaluated to obtain the optimal approach

for taking a radiation dose in man and linking with

performance response data. Areas to be investi-

gated include techniques for extrapolating data

from animals to man; literature search including

reports of accidental human exposures; reports

of therapeutic human irradiation; studies of vic-

tims of the Hiroshlma and Nagasaki nuclear attacks;

studies of animal irradiation experiments; and

theoretical papers describing the models now avail-

able for estimating radiation injury. Data from
the literature will be examined to determine common

factors and correlated effects, especially those

which may be correlated with other effects to per-

mit extrapolation of the results of animal experi-

ments to the prediction of human response. This in-

formation will be summarized, input to the appropri-
ate computer model and presented in a format for vul-

nerability analyses of operational systems.

PROGRESS

The Biomedical Branch of the Analysis Division

of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory is primarily

concerned with the vulnerability assessment of man

in USAF systems; therefore, our effort to date is

basically in relation to aircraft within the earth's

atmosphere or the atmospheric layer of the multi-

layered matrix. However, it is obvious that only

Section A of the matrix is significantly different

among the various layers while sections B and C

are virtually identical with only those differences

which the various operational systems themselves con-

tribute.

I will use USAF operational systems in the at-

mosphere exposed to nuclear weapons as the examples

of the actual workings of the matrix, because we

have done the most work and are the most knowledg-

able in this area.

FEASIBILITY OF THE MODULAR APPROACH

Discussing the modular approach to assessing

man's vulnerability in operational systems and the

multi-layered matrix we have developed, one must

consider the feasibility of such an approach. In

doing this, we must consider the radiation environ-

ments and a system which may potentially be exposed

to nuclear weapons. Therefore, we take a weapon,

let's call it a "Mark-X", and we detonate this

weapon in our computer.

What sort of things do we need to know about

the weapon? We need to know the type of radia-

tion, the intensity of the radiation and the time

array of delivery and the energy spectra. In order

to understand these, we need to know the yield of

the weapon, the type of weapon such as fission or

fusion and the design of the weapon. This radia-

tion passes through the atmosphere and consequently

we need to know the surrounding environment; such

things as the pressure, sensitivity, composition of

the atmosphere and exponential variations. We

need to know the altitude at which the weapon was

detonated and then the position of the receiver such

as altitude and horizontal range from the weapon.

Other factors of concern are significant in-

terfaces such as alr-ground and alr-space. Air-

ground, because of absorption and reflectlon, air-

space because of leakage from the atmosphere. In
addition, we need to know the burst altitude in re-

gards to the surface and the type of air that we

assume; e.g., a homogeneous atmosphere, a layered

atmosphere or an exponential atmosphere. Also,

we must consider whether our receiver is moving or

fixed. In transporting the weapon radiation through

the environment, we need to know what type of trans-

port we are going to use, elemental cross-sectlon

data, reactions involved, build up factors and so

forth. Or, in other words, we have to have sophis-

ticated mathematical models and computer codes to

obtain an accurate transport.
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Upon reaching our target, other things to con-

sider would be angle of incidence of the radiation,

energy deposited, material in which the energy is

deposited, accumulative errors during the trans-

port and flux to dose conversion factors.

In considering the feasibility of section A

of the matrix, we took a make believe weapon and

its output in terms of prompt neutrons, prompt

gammas, secondary gammas, and fission product

gammas and used available computer codes to

transport these outputs up to the aircraft system.

Initially, we were not interested in the accuracy

of our procedure, only in the feasibility. How-

ever, we did attempt to look at other overriding

factors. For instance, if blast, thermal or

electronics kill mechanisms were primary and

destroyed the aircraft, we no longer had a radio-

biology problem. Therefore, we attempted to de-

termine kill envelopes for some of these other

factors. As applied radlobiologists, we did not

want to be doing vulnerabillty studies on purely

academic situations.

The feasibility analysis of section B of the

matrix, the materials transport area, resulted in

discussions centering on the necessity of obtaining

attenuation factors either by sectoring the system

or by some other means. We elected to use the

sectoring procedure. I That is, to use a vehicle

that had been sectored into various solid angles.

We did not have a sectored aircraft available so,

having been in the space business for some time,

we decided to use a Gemini spacecraft, on which we

had good sectoring analyses. We took Gemini out

of space, brought it down into the atmosphere and

called it an airplane. Using Gemini's various

solid angle sectors, we managed to take the im-

pinging radiation and transport it by the use of

materials transport codes to man within the system.

Concerning man, we had developed, for NASA, a very

sophisticated computerized anatomical man model

which had several hundred solid angle sectors. 3

For the purpose of the feasibility study, we took

the midline gut dose, assumed it was the vomiting

dose, and transported the environment impinging

on man into the midline of the gut. In using the

computerized anatomical man model, we actually

handle the problem as a materials transport situa-

tion.

The next step is linking the dose received

by man to a performance response. This part of the

matrix system is the most difficult to develop.

The performance response we used for descriptive

purposes was vomiting because everybody knows what

vomiting is and it is one of the few performance

response factors on which we have some human data.

Thus, we took the dose to the midline gut and

linked it with human vomiting data in such a way

that we could graph the probability of the per-

formance response occurring versus time post ex-

posure.

We thus proved that our approach was at least

feasible. In other words we can link from A

through C of the matrix. However, that really

doesn't solve the final problem for us. That

problem being: "Is it really practical to use

this modular approach in assessing man's vulner-

ability?" This can only be done by applying the

matrix to an actual system. It happened that

the Air Force was conducting studies at that time

on the F-f06 fighter-interceptor aircraft and were

very interested in obtaining sufficient data to in-

clude man in their survivability/vulnerability analy-

ses. They had a llst of weapons that they expected

the aircraft to be exposed to in a nuclear situation.

We picked three of the weapons representing worst
case, best case and an intermediate case situation.

In attempting to transport the weapons radia-
tion in a more realistic manner than we had done in

the feasibility study, and with a greater concern

for accuracy, it became obvious that the computer

transport codes available to us were not satisfac-

tory. We had a choice of taking these codes and

patching the various sections of several of the

codes together or of developing an entirely new code.

Development is very time consuming and expensive

while adapting various sections of several codes

was not a practical approach either. Therefore,

we hit on a compromise wherein we developed essen-

tailly a new code but which used two other codes as

basic models. One of these was a large data base

code and the other a curve fit code. By using the

available data base code, we were able to rebuild

the curve fit code so that it was capable of doing

most of those things we wanted done; such as, trans-

porting prompt neutrons and gammas, secondary ga--,-s,

and handling fissio_ product gammas in a realistic

way with a minimum amount of computer time and with

an output which could be directly input to materials

transport codes. At the same time, this new code

could be added to or subtracted from in a modular

manner to handle other types of transport problems.

Another factor, probably as important as all the

rest, was that the learning time to run this code

was very short. 2

Therefore, knowing the weapon's characteristics

and using the new code, we were able to properly

transport the radiation from the weapons, through

the atmosphere, to the aircraft system, in this

case the F-106.

In the feasibility study we did not have a

sectored aircraft so we used the Gemini spacecraft.

The argume,t still remained concerning what methods

to use in developing attenuation factors. Because

of our experience in flying unmanned satellites in

space, we fell back on an old idea; that is the

radiation scanning or gamma scanning of a system to
obtain attenuation factors. I In this whole con-

troversy, it turns out that the only way to prove

that you can take short cuts is to do it the hard

way first. Therefore, we tried to obtain an F-f06

and gamma scan it. There was no F-I06 available

to us at the time, but we could get an F-102 which

has a very similar configuration, mass and distrl-

bution to the F-106. After analyzing our gamma

scanning results, we determined that these factors

would be fine for transporting gammas but not sat-

isfactory for neutrons. Thus, we performed a neu-

tron scan of the F-I02 system. Using the results

of these two efforts, we then were able to transport

the radiation impinging on the system, through the

system and to man within the system. We were then

through another crucial part of the effort in es-

tablishing the practicality of our approach.

We used our anatomical man model for trans-

porting our environment to organs of concern within

the body. This model had been developed basically

for transporting space radiations such as protons

and electrons and we found that we had difficulty
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stuffing neutronsthrough it. However, by proper

manipulation we were able to transport the imping-

ing radiations into the midline gut and midllne

brain of the man. Using our dose determinations

at these points, we linked to available radioblo-

logical research data.

Assuming the gut dose was the vomiting dose,

we plotted the probability of this response occur-

ring versus time of onset; and assuming that the

brain dose was the incapacitation dose, we plotted

the probability of early transient incapacitation

and permanent complete incapaclation versus time

of onset. This information not only allowed us

to prove the practicality of our modular approach

but also gave for the first time readily useable

data to be applied to an operational aircraft

system. While performing the above, we did one

other thing which now forms the basis for our

ongoing studies. At each Junction within the

matrix, we listed: (i) the variable encountered,

(2) the assumptions we made about that variable

and (3) our estimation of that variables contri-

bution to our error.

In developing the matrix and in assessing

the feasibility and practicality, of our modular

approach, we had many basic problems as we worked

through the program: (i) obtaining weapon informa-

tion was not easy, Just as it took us a decade

to obtain reasonable space radiation environment

data, there is quite a bit of refinement to be

done to assure us that the radiation environment

we are using is accurate. (2) We are still not

satisfied with the transport codes that we have

and we are trying to refine and update them. (3)

Another concern is the atmospheric condition at

the time of detonation of a weapon. Our calcula-

tions indicate that we could have an order of

magnitude error if we only considered a mean

spring day at 40 ° latitude as opposed to a typical

winter day at a higher latitude. (4) The radia-

tion impinging on a system does not impinge in a

plane or perpendicular to a plane. There are

many angles of incidence. These need to be con-

sidered in our procedures in order to assure that

we have a handle on this possibly very important

factor. (5) Radiation scanning both gamma and

neutron, of systems such as the B-52 or the pro-

posed B-l,must also be done but, hopefully, in

the long run, we will be able to obtain our at-

tenuation factors by analytical analyses of blue-

prints of the systems. (6) Those transport codes

that we have used also need to be refined and

updated. (7) The computerized anatomical model

of man is excellent for handling space radiations

but still unsatisfactory for handling weapons

environments. Therefore, the model must be altered

and adapted for this purpose.

Various dose parameters must be considered

if you are going to llnk properly to available

research data; that is, dose, dose rate, depth dose

profile, quality factors and multiple exposures,to

name a few, must be considered in any practical

application of the model. We are fortunate in

the case of dose rate in a weapons situation in

that good biological research data is available

to indicate that the total dose received from a

weapon, delivered in less than a second, does

not affect the biological response. In other

words, the dose from a weapon is instantaneous

and we only have a single dose rate. For reactor

environments or fall-out environments, we will have

to handle varying dose rates. A depth dose profile

is important and our anatomical man model allows us

to obtain isodose contours within the body. However,

this is done at the expense of a great amount of com-

puter time. We have managed to short cut this to

some extent. If we only consider the dose to those

organs which produce a given response in a specific

time period, then we save a lot of time by trans-

porting the radiation so that we obtain the dose

only at those organs.

Quality factor, that area of constant contro-

versy among radiobiologists, can best be handled in

this case by linking the data of an environment

similar to the actual situation. In other words,

if you have a weapon output transported to your man,

where impinging on the man is a particular neutron

to _amma ratio , you can llnk with the research done

with this same neutron to gamma ration, and , con-

sequently, avoid many of the problems associated

with the effect of quality factors. In section C of

the matrix, where we graph the probability of re-

sponse occurring versus time post exposure, we must

eventually consider other variables. There are the

non-performance variables such as age, whether the

individual has eaten recently or not, the psycho-

logical makeup and so on. All of these will affect

the shape of your curves. There are also the per-

formance varlables--early transient incapacitation,

diarrhea, motor response changes, audio and visual

capacity changes and so forth will affect the re-

sponse and shape of the curves.

SUMMARY

A modular approach for assessing the affect of

radiation environments on man in operational sys-

tems has been developed. The feasibility of the

model has been proved and the practicality has been

assessed. It has been applied to one operational

system to date and information obtained has been

submitted to systems analysts and mission planners

for the assessment of man's vulnerability and im-

pact on systems survivability. In addition, the

model has been developed so that the radioblologi-

cal data can be input to a sophisticated man-ma-

chine interface model to properly relate the radio-

biological stress with other mission stresses in-

cluding the effects of a degraded system.
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OPTIMAL SHIELD MASS DISTRIBUTION

FOR SPACE RADIATION PROTECTION*

M. P. Billings

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West

Huntington Beach, California

ABSTRACT

Computational methods have been developed and

successfully used for determining the optimum

distribution of space radiation shielding on geo-

metrically complex space vehicles. These methods

have been incorporated in computer progr-m SWORD

which uses the full capability of state-of-the-art

methods for dose evaluation in complex geometry,

and iteratively calculates the optimum distribution

of (minimum) shield mass satisfying multiple acute

and protracted dose constraints associated with

each of several body organs. The unique and

effective technique used to accommodate multiple

constraints, eliminates the awkward discontinuities

associated with the formulation of inequality con-

straints, and produces a result meeting mathemat-

ical tests for optimality.

INTRODUCTION

The capability to compute space radiation

doses at speclfJed points within a vehicle and

shield of fixed geometry is provided by a number

of co_puter programs, e.g., SIGMA (Ref. i),

MEVDP (Ref. 2), and LSVDC4 (Ref. 3). An additional

capability is provided by techniques developed at

the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company and

incorporated in the SWORD program (Ref. 4), this

being the automated computation of the optimal

shield mass distribution that meets a set of

radlobiological dose criteria associated with the

specified vehicle configuration and mission pro-

file. It is emphasized that this optimization

function is accomplished without necessitating any

simplifying assumptions regarding geometrical

framework, radiation transmission evaluation, etc.,

that are not also commonly invoked in programs

which perform dose evaluation only. In fact, SWORD

incorporates the dose analysis framework of the

SIGMA program referred to above. To a great extent,

the capacity of SWORD to accommodate a variety of

complicating factors influenclng shield mass dis-

trlbution is due to the efficacy, yet simplicity,

of the optimization technique employed.

The role of the SWORD program in performing

space radiation shielding analyses is indicated in

Figure I, together wlth those of other space

radiation analysis programs also developed at the

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company. Overall

capabilities are sum_arlzed in Figure 2. SWORD

uses basic dose transmission data, in the form of

one-dlmenslonal point kernel functions, typically

calculated by the CHARGE program (Ref. 5) for the

total space radiation environment defined by the

OGRE program (Ref. 6) for the specified mission.

These dose transmission data are applied in con-

Junction with ray tracing computations performed

on a generalized quadric surface representation

of the vehicle, to compute dose levels to specified

items, usually the critical organs of crew members.

The derivative of total dose from all radiation

sources, with respect to the thicknesses of speci-

fied candidate shield regions located on various

surfaces of the vehicle, is also computed. This

dose derivative information is processed by SWORD

in an iteratlve procedure to determine the optimal

distribution of shield material among such candi-

date locations as wall structure, biowell for

solar cosmic ray protection, and personal shields.

The optimization technique employed is based on a

particular formulation of the Lagrange multiplier

constraint equations. Shield shaping over extended

surface areas is accomplished by subdividing them

into a number of smaller areas over which shield

thickness is uniform. SWORD can treat the effect

of (1) multiple dose constraints (separate con-

straints for each organ), (2) time-dependent

astronaut locations (the work-rest cycle influence),

(3) organ-dependent quality factors or dose distri-

bution factors, and (4) direct and scattered neutron

and gamma radiations from on-board nuclear power

sources. The geometric framework, numerical

integration schemes, and optimization procedures

are sufficiently flexible and efficient to allow

the analysis of any practical space vehicle

configuration.
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WORK- REST CYCLE
CHARGE DATA
CANDIDATE SHIELD LOCATIONS
DOSE DESIGN CRITERIA
PHYSICAL SHIELD CONSTRAINTS

TIME- I NTEGRATED DOSE FOR REALI STIC
SYSTEM GEOMETRY; SEVERAL PARAMETRIC
OPTIONS

TIE-INTEGRATED DOSE FOR REALISTIC
SYSTEM GEOMETRY (SPACE AND ONBOARD
NUCLEAR SOURCES). OPTIMIZED SHIELD
I'_SS DISTRIBUTION FOR MULTIPLE DOSE
CRITERIA

FIGURE 1

* The computational techniques described herein were developed by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

Company under the Independent Research and Development Account No. S. O. 80205-007.
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CRITICAL ORGAN DOSE EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF SWORD CAPABILITIES

• DESCRIBESSPACEVEHICLEINA GENERALIZEDQUADRATICSURFACEGEOMETRY

• USESTABULARDOSE-SHIELDTHICKNESSDATAFROM DETAILED
SHIELDINGPHYSICSCALCULATIONS

• EVALUATESM SSION-INTEGRATEDCRITICALORGANDOSEUSINGFLEXlBLE
NUMERICALANGULARINTEGRATON SCHEME

• CALCULATESOPTIMALDISTRIBUTIONOF SHIELDMATERIALSUBJECTTOMULTIPLE
DOSECRITERIA

• USESEFFICIENT,ACCURATEOPTIMIZATIONTECHNIQUE

• DISTRIBUTESSHIELDMAIERIALAHONG NESTEDSURFACESOFVEHICLE,BIOWELL,AND
PERSONALAND PORTABLESHIELDS

• SHAPESSHIELDTHICKNESSOVEREXTENDEDSHIELDsuRFACEAREAS

FIGURE2

• GEOMETRYMODEL-GENERALIZEDQUADRICSURFACES

G(X,Y,ZI=Ao+A]X+A2Y÷A3Z+A4X2+Asy2+A6Z2+A/XY÷A8YZ+A9zX i o

• SPACERADIATIONDOSE-EVALUATEDFOREACHSOURCEAND SUMMEDOVER
VARIOUSTIMEWEIGHTEDASTRONAUTLOCATIONS

4_'\3/\3 /Ie Mp.

• K(p)ISTABULAR,INTERPOLATEDBYPOWERLAW BETWEENENTRIES

• aD. ! ('Ae_ aK(p}

• DATAARE SAVEDFOREACHRAYDEFININGITSSOLID-ANGLEWEIGHT.MASS
TRAVERSED,SHIELDSCROSSED,AND COSINEOFANGLEATEACHCROSSING

• NUCLEARRADIATIONDOSE_n/ALUATEDCONCURRENTLYWfTHSPARERADIATION
DOSEEVALUATON USINGPOINTKERNELMETHOD.CALCULATINGSCAITEREDDOSE
FOREACHRAYTRACEDIN4nINTEGRATIONAS WELLAS D RECTDOSE

FIGURE3

DOSE AND SHIELD }{ASS EVALUATION

The significance of an optimum solution Co a

given space radiation protection probl su is

dependent on a number of factors. These include:

(1) the accuracy with which dose and shield mass

dace, and their deriva¢ive_ vich .respect to the
variables of the problems, can be deteracLned,

(2) the suitability of the variables for character-

izln8 the shield mass distribution, and (3) the

extent to which all relevant constraints are

suitably JJnposed and satisfied.

Dose EvaluaClon

The procedures for dose evaluation that have

been incorporated in SWORD are outlined in Figure

3. They have been adapted from the SICHA code and

are representative of the state-of-the-art of space-
radiation-dose analysis. The geometric descriptioa

of the vehicle structure, equipment, stores, fixed

shields, astronauts, etc., is accomplished using

generalized quadric surfaces which form the bound-
aries of homogeneous, contiguous, non-overlapping

regions. Doses are evaluated at any n_aber of

points representing the locatiozm of ra_Lacion-

sensitive body organs by repetitively tracing rays

from each dose point through the surrounding

materials, employing the resultant data on mane

distributions along each ray to determine a

differential dose contribution for the path.

Total, mission-integrated critical organ doses

are obtained by integrating the differential dose

contributions over solid angle (de d_) about each

dose point and over various t4me-welghted astro-
naut locations within the vehicle. The integration

.. is accomplished n,--erically using Simpson'8 Rule;

A i and B m in Figure 3 ere the weighting factors
associated with the particular values of the

variables (e, P).

The specific dose transmission kernels used

in an analysis are conveniently supplied in tabular

form for an arbitrary number of disCincC, mlsslon-

dependent sources (e.g., trapped protons, trapped

electrons, bremsstrahluns, solar cosmic rays); the

data are interpolated by power lw between entries

to obtain dose levels for various values of equiv-

alent shield thickness. For vlrCually all analyses

iC is satisfactory Co account generally for the

material-dependence of the dose attenuation kernels

by applying mass density scaling factors based on

known radiation-interaction properties. This

approach is satisfactory for secondary nucleon

dose as well as for primary proton dose (Ref. 6).

Since the origin of the dose attenuation kernels

is irrelevant to the operation of SWORD, it is

noC restricted to use with a specific ene-d_en-

atonal, dose-analysis computer program.

For each ray crated in the initial evaluation

of mission-integrated critical organ dose, data
are scored Co facilitate efficient re-evaluation

of the dose ansocleCed wlCh the ray as shield

thicknesses are tCerattvely modified. These dace

include the equivalent thickness of all fixed

regions traversed, the solid angle weight of the

ray (incorporating Simpson's rule coefficients

for the parclcular values of polar and a_Lmuthal

angles defining the ray), the indices of all

shields crossed, and the cosine of the angle at

the crossing. Information is also saved regarding

the neutron and gamma dlfferenclal doses assoclaced

with the ray; such data represent the dose either

transmitted directly from an on-board nuclear

power source or single-scattered in regions lying

along the ray. The scattered dose calculation is

limited co scattering in regions external co the

outermost shielded vol,--e, based on the assu=pclon

chat, for scattering in materials within cnhabtced

regions to be significant, Che unscaCtersd dose

would be prohlbicive.
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Shield System Variables

A framework defining candidate shield

locations is superimposed on the basic vehicle

geometry by designating that shield material be

placed, as required, at a specific bounding sur-
face of a specific region. Shield material is

assumed to be uniformly distributed over such

shield areas, such that a single value of the

shield thickness measured along a surface normal,

characterizes the mass of each such candidate

shield. The relationship of shield mass and the

derivative of shield mass with respect to the

thicknesses are then quite simple:

_W =W = Aiti ; _-_i
A i

In SWORD the areas of each shield, Ai, may be

specified by input or may be estimated from data

obtained during ray tracing computations associ-

ated with dose evaluation. The latter is con-

venient for complex shield shapes, but the former

is usually more accurate.

VEHICLE CALCULATIONALMODEL
19_

T2

A-A

_A

SURFACES DESIGNATED BY FOLLOWING SYMBOLS

O CYLINDER ._.CONE • SPHERE o PLANE

SHIELDS DESIGNA'I£D BY T i

FIGURE 5

This technique for defining shield variables

is summarized in Figure 4 and illustrated in Figure

5. In the illustration, a total of seven variables

have been used to define a shield system consisting

of an external shell completely enclosln E inhabited

areas (tl, t2, t 3) and an internal blowe11 for

solar flare protection (td, tb, t6, tT). Several

more shields could have been specified if, for

example, it had appeared potentially rewarding to

use non-unlform shield thicknesses over large areas

such as those spanned by shields 1, 2 and 3. In

the actual problem from which thla illustration

was taken, however, the location of fixed equip-

ment along the vehicle walls was not well defined,

and it was necessary to assume it to be uniformly

distributed; in such a circumstance, total shield

mass is best estimated by also assunLtng a uniform

distribution of shield mass over the soma areas.

In the specification of shield variables for

a given problem, two capabilities not illustrated

by Figure 5 are available: (1) shields can be

trlply-nested (doubly-nested being illustrated),

and (2) shields can be portable. Both capabilities

might be employed if, for example, an astronaut

wore a personal portable shield for portions of

the mlsslon, including some time in the biowall.

Then the effectiveness of such a shield would be

incorporated in dose and dose derivative calcula-

tlons at all work and rest stations by descrlbing

the shield gentry at each man-model location,

but counting its weight only once.
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VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS

VARIABLES

•CHARACTERISTICTHICKNESS(glcm2)ATCANDIDATESHIELDLOCATIONS

•THICKNESSES_ASURED ALONGSURFACENORMALS

• SHIELDWEIGHT• THICKNESSxAREA

• TRIPLY-NESTEDSHIELDSALLOWED

CONSTRAINTS

• MAXIMUM ALLOWABLEDOSETOCRITICALBODYORGANS (I.E.,BFO,SKIN,EYES)

DOSEFORPROTRACTEDEXPOSURECOMPAREDWITHMISSION-INTEGRATED
DOSE(ORGANDOSESUMMED OVERVARIOUSTIME-WEIGHTEDASTRONAUT
LOCATIONSI

DOSEFORACUTEEXPOSURECOMPAREDWlTHDOSEFROMA MAJOR
FLARE(ASTRONAUTLOCATIONMAY BERESTRICTEDDURINGEVENT,I.E.,
TOA BIOWELL)

• MINIMUM SHIELDTHICKNESSVALUES(->0)

• MAXIMUM SHIELDTHICKNESSVALUESCORRESPONDINCTOVOLUMEORWEIGHT
RESTRICTiONS ATANY CANOIbATESHIELDLOCATION

FIGURE4

Constraints on Mass Distribution

Two types of constraints on shield mess

distribution can be explicitly included: those

dealing with maxlm_ levels of radiation exposure

and those dealing with minimum and maximum values
of the variables (shield thicknesses). Several

other constraints are potentially significant,

but are of such a nature that they can be expressed

within the overall framework; i.e., restriction to

non-zero shield thicknesses, restriction of crew

movement during solar flares, anisotroptc radiation

leakage from on-board nuclear peeler sources.

The constraints which can be imposed are

listed in Figure 4. Those constraints pertaining

to radiation exposure are expressed by allowing

both acute and protracted dose criteria for each

of several radiation sensitive body organs. Thlae
dose criteria are understood to be mission-inte-

grated criteria and are compared, at each step of

an optimization computation, with dose values

determined by suumlng dose contributions for all

crew stations, axplicltly incorporating time

factors expressing the exposure to each radiation

source at each station.
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OPTIHIZATION METHOD

Numerous mathematical techniques exist for

computing optimal solutions to engineering prob-

lems. For many problems, the solutions can be

obtained directly by solving the sat of simulta-

neous equations for the values of the variables

satisfying the constraints imposed. In other

cases, and particularly for geometrically

realistic shielding problems, the complexity of

the functional relationships is such that the

equations can only be solved by iteration on the

many variables, hopefully converging on a solution

that is optim_ and that can be ascertained for a

realistic expenditure of engineerin 8 labor and

computer time.

Capabilities Required

Among the approaches to optimization of

radiation shield systems, per se, those that have

bean reported have dealt predominantly with

optimization of shields for nuclear power systems,

rather than with shields for space radiations. An

application of the gradient, nonlinear progr_ing

technique to optimization of a divided shield

system for a nuclear powered aircraft was reported

in References 8, 9 and I0; the problem was consid-

erably simplified by the assumption that the

source could be adequately represented by a point

source. Another approach to the same optimization

problem was reported in Reference ll, in which

case a restricted representation of shield system

variables was used to facilitate iteration on the

shield thicknesses and on the two Lagrange multi-

pliers associated with the neutron and gama dose

constraints. A shield synthesis technique was

reported for optLmization of compact power reactor

shields in Reference 12 end an application of the

technique to optimization of proton shields was

presented in Reference 13; both applications

restricted shield geometry to convex shapes.

Such shield optimization approaches generally

relaxed one or more important aspects in order to

facilitate determination of a minimum weight

solution, i.e., the detail with which the optimi-

zation problem can be characterized, the number

and nature of the constraints which can be simul-

taneously imposed, or the accuracy of dose and

dose derivative evaluations. The usual difficulty

was that the optimization form_lation did not have

the capacity to allow for much detail in either

problem geometry (basic system and shield) or

design criteria. In developing SWORD, however, a

determined attempt was made to avoid such simpli-

fications; rather, a number of capabilities

required of the overall program were identified
as requirements to be satisfied by the optimization

procedure. These included:

Compatibility with a detailed geometric

description of the vehicle, equipment,

stores, etc., preferably the same

generalized geometry framework now

commonly employed in space radiation

dose evaluation programs and with dcse

transmission data provided by detailed

physics computations.

A flexible system for defining shield

system variables in a framework which

can be superimposed on the detailed

fixed geometry of the vehicle end its

contents.

Capability to accommodate multiple

radiation level criteria with no a

priori knowledge of their inter-

dependence or independence. The

latter implies that the design values

for some constraints may necessarily be

exceeded in meeting the specified values
for others. Also the relative importance

of each constraint should be ascertained

automatically and its effect diminished

automatically if it becomes an inequality

coQstralnt.

Internal calculation of radiation levels,

shield weights, and their derivatives, to

minimize data handling end to permit a
detailed re-evaluation of all dose and

weight values as required throughout the

iterative operations.

Procedures for controlling values of the

variables during iterations so as to

minimize the quantity of data to be up-

dated at each step, as this is potentially

time consuming.

Candidate Techniquep.

Two optimization techniques potentially able

to satisfy these requirements were identified.

One consisted of a conventional formulation of a

multiple-constraint problem using the Lagrenge

multiplier technique and used an lterative proce-

dure suggested by Arrow end Burwicz (Ref. 14);

this method is outlined in Figure 6. The other

method, developed end applied at McDonnell Douglas,
reduced the multiple-constraint problem so that it

can be handled operationally as a single-constraint

problem. It used a single approximate, continuous,

fmactional combination of the multiple constraints,

which forces the result to converge to the solution

for the exact original problem. This approach is

outlined in Figure 7.
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Experience with these methods on a variety of

shield optimization problems led to a preference

for the latter, slngle-constralnt approach. One

significant advantage was due Co altering only one

thickness value at each step of the iteratlve pro-

cess, because Chls approach then reduced the

m_ounC of data that had to be updated prior to the

next step. genre, the single constraint approach

was generally more efficient. Zt is likely that

this advantage would be attainable in the multiple

constraint approach if only the few largest At I

were implemented at each step.

The major objection to the conventional

multiple constraint formulation lay in the fact

that, for shielding problems, the measure of

importance of a constraint is not fairly repre-

sented by its linear distance from the criterion

(as indicated in Ice= (I) of Figure 2). The

exponent!a! nature of the constraint functions

results in the importance of each constraint being

much more accurately expressed by the ratio of
currant value to criterion (as is utilized in the

single constraint formulation). This failure to

incorporate the exponential character of the
function leads to severe difficulties in conver-

ging on an optimma solution. The rate of con-

vergence is necessarily dependent on the step

size (i.e., &V) at each iteration and this is

limited by the range of (Art, A_ k) over which the

partial derivatives can be applied. For the linear

formulation indicated in the figure, this range is

quite small. While some alteration in the expres-

sion of the constraining relationships would

pres,mably alleviate this difficulty, it was not

pursued.

Rather than modify the multiple constraint

formulation to achieve a more effective technique

for the kinds of shield optimization analyses of

interest, the activity centered instead on exploi-

tation of the single constraint approach. This

letter technique, having fewer variables, was

considerably simpler to apply and, where compar-
isons were made of results obtained with both

techniques, provided results that satisfied tests

for optimality.
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Optimality of Preferred Method

The capacity of the single constraint method

to produce a result which not only meets the

criteria at low total weight, but is truly optimu,%

has been demonstrated numerically. The criteria

for optimality are indicated for the conventional

multiple constraint formulation in Figure 6, i.e.,

_D 1 _D 2
_V = _.WW + Xl + X2 +

_D k

_k _t--_ - O; i - 1, 21... I

These equations can be evaluated using the set of

thicknesses, t i, provided by the single constraint

method directly and using a set Of multipliers,

_k, constructed from other data determined in the

analysis :

nA t _Dk_ n-1 _W/at i

There obviously are a total of I values of

each _k, these values agreeing with one another

to the extent that the values of Xt are in agree-

ment. Since the essence of the single-constraint

formulation is Co align the values Xi, the several

values for each Ak can be made to agree quite well

by aligning the Al within a very small difference.

This is accomplished by continually reducing the
increment (or decrement) to each variable once all

constraints have been satisfied, iterating in the

neighborhood of the optimum solution until sails-

factory convergence is attained. This procedure,

however, can be extremely time consoming and is

of almost no benefit in terms of reducing the

total shield weight from the value determined

with a relatively coarse optlmlzatlon criterion.

Typically, the convergence of thickness values to

the extent required to prove optimality doubles

or triples the time required to determine a shield

condition to within one percent of that optimum
weight.

SAMPLE OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS

Results from a simplified application of the

SWORD progr-m are presented in Figure 8 to illus-

trate some of the points made in the preceding

discussion. This sample problem involves optimi-

zation of the shield system illustrated in Figure
5.

The problem included constraints on acute

dose from solar cosmic rays (SCR) and on protracted
dose from geomagnetlcally trapped radiations and

their secondaries, and from neutrons and s_m_a

rays from an on-board isotopic po_er system. The

total number of dose constraints wen six, these
being separate acute and protracted dose criteria

for each of three critical organs: lens of the

eye, skin, and blood forming organs.



Therewere three man-model locations, repre-

senting crew stations in a to.hand area, an

experimental area and a living area. The command

area was specified to be within a biowell for SCR

protection, and all SCR exposure was assumed to
be taken at this location. Two of the man-model

locations were on centerline and, with the vehicle

being reasonably symmetrical cylindrically, a

single dose point in the man-model was used to

represent the location of each of the three organs.

The man-model position in the biowell, however,

was sufficiently off axis that some recognition

of the resultant asymmetry was required. This was

accomplished by using two dose points to represent

each organ, one at the appropriate depth below the
surface of the skin facing the outer wall and the

other 18_ o opposite. The time-weights associated

with the biowell locations were halved to compen-

sate for the extra dose point.

The value of making even token recognition of

system asymmetry has been proven in a number of

shield optimization problems. When dose can be

delivered asymmetrically, as at the blowell location,

it is particularly important that the dose polnt(s)

be representative; otherwise, introduction of an

appreciable bias in the discrete and discontinuous

representation of critical organ location can lead

to false concentrations of shield mass. Ideally,

the dose would be evaluated by sampling from a

continuous timeline of astronaut position within

the vehicle, sampling also from the solid angle

at each position along the timeline; the effects

of astronaut orientation at each position might

also be diminished, since these are not necessarily

real. This approach to dose integration has been

incorporated in a recent version of the SIGMA

program, as reported in Reference 6, but is not

yet incorporated in SWORD.

There were eight variables, three of which

defined a cylindrically symmetric shield system

enclosing all inhabited areas, and five of which
defined the biowell.

Dose transmission data were furnished for a

synchronous orbit mission of several months

duration, these then being trapped electron and

secondary bremsstrehlung dose, and SCR dose. The

geometry, materials, and radiation source charac-
teristics for the on-board isotopic power system

were also defined and the direct and scattered

doses computed therefrom. Only the direct dose

proved to be of any significance and it had

relatively little influence on the optimum shield

determination, because this was dominated by SCR

considerations; i.e., the acute dose criteria

were the most stringent for the particular mission.

Mission-integrated critical organ doses were

calculated using a relatively coarse integration

grid, namely four intervals in u (cosine of polar

angle) and six intervals in 8 (azimuthal angle)

or a total of 21 rays for each of the twelve dose

points. The 252 rays traced made a total of 382

shield crossings because of the nesting of the

biowell shleld within the main shield. The

computer time required to perform the initial

dose evaluation, in preparation for the shield

optimization computation, was 21 seconds on the

CDC 6500 computer. (Much more detailed integra-

tion grids can be used; problems involving up to

3000 rays have been solved.)
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The optimization history for this problem is

shown in Figure 8. A total of 106 iterations on

weight were accomplished in 40 seconds, each

iteration initially involving weight increments

of up to 250 Kg, decreasing to 15 Kg as the

solution converged. It can be seen that two of

the constraints dominated the optimization, the

domination being particularly evident when the

ratios of dose to constraint value decreased to

approximately 0.9 after iteration 80, and when

these ratios were then raised to an exponent of

I00. As noted on the figure, essentially the

same result was obtained when the exponent was 4

rather than I00; there is no particular reason

not to use a large value of the exponent, however,

other than to avoid overflow when the ratios are

large, and SWORD internally increases the value

to 100 as rapidly as the values of the ratios

permit.

TYPICAL SHIELD OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

(ITERATION HISTORY)

19559

• SIX DOSE CRITERIA

• THREE TIME-WEIGHTED MAN MODEL 1O
LOCATIONS

• EIGHT SHIELD THICKNESS VARIABLES !

FIVE DEFINING BIOWELE

eONBOARD ISOTOPIC POWER SYSTEM ,-

"DOSE RATIO EXPONENT = I00 o _-

•TWO CRITERIA DOMINATE; IDENTICAL =_'

RESULT WHEN FOUR IN EQUALITY
CONSTRAINTS DELETED _ _ 1.0

• DOSE EVALUATED WITH 252 RAYS

IN 21 SEC (CDC 6500)
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250 kg IN 40 SEC
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FIGURE 8
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The optimization of the solution was checked

at the 106th iteration by calculating the eight

possible values (i.e., eight variables) of each

of the six Lagrange multipliers (i.e., six dose

criteria) from the several values of the multl-

plier determined in the single constraint solu-

tion. The set of multipliers obtained from each

of the I equations was used to evaluate all I

equations. Actually, each equation was divided

through by A i so that the magnitude of the

remainder was referenced to the magnitude of the

numbers involved, i.e.,

?

av/ati i _k G k 0gt = AI = i +_, Ilk =

The iteratlonwas then continued for another 41

steps, progressively decreasing the weight incre-

ment to 1 Kg, with these results then being

compared to the optimality as evaluated after 106

steps. While the total shield weight decreased

only 0.14%, the small changes in values of each

of the variables led to a dramatic change in



apparent optimality- the _ik for the two signif- 5.
icaut constraints agreed within 0.4% and the

maXimum value of Rt for any set (_ik) was 0.001.

This experience is typical and serves to illustrate

that the shield mass converges much more rapidly
than the variables or the multipliers, and that 6.

the convergence criterion for iteration cutoff

should be based on mass (as it is) rather than on
some optimization test.

CONCLUSIONS

7,

The work reported herein was initiated when

a need arose to analyze the dependence of space

vehicle shield weight requirements on various

system parameters. The space vehicle in question

was to fly long duration missions In synchronous 8.
orbit and hence a considerable mass of supplementary

shielding appeared necessary. In order for the

shield parametric data to be sufficiently self-

consistent that the dependence on system parameters 9.
be meaningful, it was evident that a systematic

procedure was required to produce it. The optimi-

zation technique, and the implementation thereof,

as described, proved to be extremely effective,

both in terms of the scope of the problems which

could be analyzed and optimized, and in terms of 10.
the significance of the results. Results from

some production applications of SWORD were reported

in References 15 and 16.

The applicability of the optimization approach

embodied in the single constraining function is

much broader than that reviewed here. It is

certainly worthy of consideration for, and has in

fact been applied to, other shielding optimization

problems. It could also be effectively applied

in other, non-shielding efforts, possibly with

some modification of the constraining functions

to best approximate the functional relationships

of constrained quantities to their specific

constraint values.

I,

2.

3.

4.
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DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF DESIGN METHODS FOR DUCTS IN

A SPACE NUCLEAR SHIELD

R. J. Cerbone, W. E. Selph, and P. A. Read

Gulf Radiation Technology

A Division of Gulf Energy & Environmental Systems Incorporated

A practical method for computing the effectiveness of a space nuclear shield perforated by small

tubing and cavities has been developed and tested.

Analysis of ducts and voids in a shield cannot be performed using the two-dimensional transport

methods that are presently the most efficient means of analyzing reactor and shield problems. A three-

dimensional Monte Carlo analysis is the only rigorous approach; however, it is too costly to consider in

tradeoff studies. Methods are needed that will provide reasonable accuracy at a moderate cost.

Our approach to the problem is to use solutions of a two-dimensional transport code and eval-

uate perturbations of that solution using last flight estimates and other kernel integration techniques. In

general, perturbations are viewed as a change in the source strength of scattered radiation and a change

in attenuation properties of the region, and the effect of these changes is evaluated by performing last

flight estimates and point kernel integrations. This method has been implemented in a new computer

program called DUCT.

Calculations performed with the DUCT code have been compared to experiments conducted at the

Gulf Radiation Technology Linac facility. The shield studies involved measurements on a lithium hy-

dride assembly with a sodium filled duct and a NERVA-BATH shield mockup. Comparison has also

been made with the MORSE Monte Carlo code. Overall agreement between measurements, DUCT, and

MORSE has been better than 10 percent.

I. INTRODUC TION

A variety of techniques are available for

estimating radiation streaming down ducts. Some

of these techniques are summarized in ref. 1.

The majority of the duct streaming work, both_

experimental and analytical, has been concentrat-

ed on void ducts whose dimensions _tre large com-

pared to the radiation mean free path in the mat-

erial. For these cases, the radiation incident on

the mouth of the duct is the predominant source

of radiation reaching the duct exit either by di-

rect streaming or by albedo from the duct wall.

Relatively simplified analyses of these two com-

ponents provide answers that are in reasonable

agreement with experiment for cases such as

shelter entry ways or beam ports through reactor

shields.

Ducts through shields in space reactors

are, however, more likely to he filled either by

metal or by some fluid so that radiative exchange

between the duct material and the shield material

becomes an important contribution to the radia-

tion exiting from the duct. Evaluating the effect

of a filled duct is therefore a more complicated

process and is not amenable to an unsophisticated

approach. An exact solution requires the use of

a radiation transport code with a three-dimension-

al generalized geometry capability (a Monte Carlo

code). The motive behind the work described

here is to arrive at an approximate method that

can be applied to iterative design studies without
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the large expenditure of computer time required

for a series of Monte C_rlo calculations.

This research was divided into four parts;

namely,

I. Formulation and programming of a code

for calculating the effects of shield irre-

gularities on the space craft environ-

ment. This method consists of using the

solution of a two-dimensional transport

code as a starting point and making per-

turbations to that solution to account for

shield irregularities such as coolant ducts

and other shield perturbations.

Z. Performance of analytical tests to deter-

mine the range of validity of the code

developed in Part I.

3. Performance of an experimental program

using a geometry and material similar to

real space-power shielding problems but

"clean" enough to provide a good check on

the analysis.

4. Extension of the experimental-analytical

comparison to include neUtron andsecond-

ary gamma production and transport in a

NERVA-BATH shield assembly.

g. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DUCT CODE

Except for isolated irregularities, we

assume that the shield can be approximated by



useof a two-dimensional model. Neglecting

these irregularities, a two-dimensional calcula-

tion can be performed using a transport code such

as TWOTRAN(ref. Z) or DOT (ref. 3). These

codes can be made to generate a "flux tape"

which is a complete listing of fluxes within a spa-

tial energy and angle mesh specified in the calcu-

lation. The DUCT code that we have written takes

these fluxes as input and solves for perturbations

in the flux at specified detector points caused by

the presence of irregularities in the shield. Inthe

present form, the code only considers cylindrical

ducts. In some parts of the code the 2D angular

flux mesh is used ina discrete manner, in other

parts, interpolations in angle are made. Spatial

interpolations are made in all cases and the fixed

energy grouping is used throughout.

The primary assumption attendant to the

derivation of the method is that the inward-di-

rected current passing through the surface of a

duct is obtained by integrating over the angular

flux predicted from the unducted 2D solution. In

other words, it is assumed that changing the mat-

erial in the duct region does not change the level

of radiation passing into the region. Auxilliary

one-dimensional transport calculations in cylin-

drical geometry show this to be a good approxi-

mation.

g.l ESTIMATOR FOR THE SCATTERED

RADIATION

The last collision kernel volume integral

is given as

=ff; _0(_',r, Z, E')P(E'C_'-. E_)exp(-b(E'))
(E)s JJ)

vE'_' R z

where

cp(_', r, Z, E') are flux components in phase space

coordinates in cylindrical geometry cen-

tered in dr.

C_' is direction of incoming flux, and E' is en-

ergy of incoming flux.

R is the distance from dv to the detector.

C_ is the direction from dv to the detector.

E is the energy after collision.

P(E'C_'-.EC_) is the scattering cross section per

steradian per cc for transitions from _'

to C]and E' to E. These two transitions are

not independent since for a given scatter-

ing species the energy lost in a collision

depends on the scattering angle. Where dv

is filled with a variety of scattering species

more than one E can result from a given

incident E' and C_' flux component.

b{E') is Z T(E')R.

To simplify the evaluation of the last

collision integral, group-averaged cross sections

and group fluxes are used for both the incident

and scattered radiation. This allows us to use the

same cross-section set in the perturbation calcu-

lation as that used in the ZD transport analysis of

the idealized shield,

Another simplification is to restrict the

the duct shape to cylinders and divide the duct

volume by planes perpendicular to the duct axis.

Each of the volume elements can then be treated

as an equivalent disk source. The uncollided flux

from an isotropic disk source of strength S A per

unit area at a detector on the axis is given by

[Ell.tI ElC.tsecel]

where pt is the integral of total cross sections

along the axis between the two points and 8 is the

angle between a ray on the axis and a ray from the

detector to the outer rim of the disk and the func-

tion El(X ) is given by

0o

X

Using the group averaging approach the flux at a

detector on the duct centerline at the exit plane is

then given by

q_s(g ') =_EEI:'s(g" g', m) Wm_m(n , g)

g m n

*2rrht [}5 (-_(g)R(n))-El(-p(g)R(n) sec 8n)]n 1

where Ps(g-_g',rn) is the unit volume probability of

scattering from group go to group g' from the mth

angle to the direction of the detector. Ps(g-*g'm)

is given by

n

Ps(g -. g';O S) = S£ (g-. g')P_(OS) ,

where

S_(g-g') are given by the group average cross
sections ...... a_**er_u by GGC4.

W m is the quadrature weight of the rnth angle

increment = solid angle/4TT.

_0m(n, g) is the angular flux at the nth duct point

in the ruth angle in group g _TTx neutrons

cm-Z S-TER-I).

p(g)R(n) is the total number of mean free paths

from the nth duct point to the detector for

group g.

2.2 ESTIMATOR FOR THE UNCOLLIDED

FLUX TO ON-AXIS DETECTOR

The uncollided flux from radiation passing

through the duct wall is given by

/_p(C_, r, n exp(-Z (E)R)Z, E)n. dS

= r

cP(E)D R z '

where

w(_, r, Z, E) are the flux components.

Q is the direction from the surface element dS

to the detector.

n is a unit vector normal to the surface incre-

ment.
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r, Z are the space coordinates centered in dS.

R is the distance from r, Z to the detector.

Using the same numerical approach to

evaluate this integral as was used in the scatter-

ing calculations detailed above,

-_(n, g)AS cos 8 exp(-/_(_)R(n))
_°D(g) Z_.,

n RZ(n)

where

AS is the duct surface area associated with the

particular duct segment.

_(n, g)/4rr is the flux per steradian in the detec-

tor direction averaged over AS.

is the angle between the surface normal and

a ray to the detector.

The perturbation caused by the material

filling the duct is assumed to express itself as a

change in the scattering intensity within that geo-

metric region and as a change in the component

which streams from the duct wall to the detector

without suffering a collision. The scattered flux

is thus obtained by integrating a last flight esti-

mator over the volume based on a collision den-

sity given by the unperturbed flux times the dif-

ferential angular scattering probability. The

direct flux is obtained by integratihg an uncollided

kernel over the surface of the duct where thelocal

source is given by interpolating the ZD fluxes.

The perturbation is then obtained by comparing

the results of these calculations with calculations

where the volume of concern is filled with shield

material.

Z, 3 ESTIMATOR FOR THE UNCOLLIDED

COMPONENT FOR OFF-A_X/S

DETEC TORS

Formulations have been made for calculat-

ing the uncollided component to detectors off the

duct axis. It will be recalled that the basic me-

thod is capable of calculating both a collided and

uncoUided component on the duct axis, but for

off-axis detectors it can only calculate the collid-

ed contribution. The formulation presented here

permits an estimate to be made of the enhanced

penetration of flux vectors whose paths lie parti-

ally within the duct and partially within the sur-

rounding shield.

The complicated geometry is one of the

major obstacles in formulating the estimator. The

effective area on the duct wall that can radiate

toward the detector is given by integrating over

all the surface areas associated with the duct

increment whose normal has a component in the

detector direction

f r" ndA ,

AA

where r is a unit vector in the direction of the

detector and E is a unit vector normal to the

tangent plane to the surface. It is assumed that

the direction _ is essentially the same for all

points on the duct increment or that the distance to

the detector is large when compared to the radius

of the duct.

It is possible to evaluate the integral over

the appropriate area and multiply by the flux vec-

tor to get a total "source" in the detector direction

but this is inappropriate because it does not account

for the varying path lengths through the duct. To

account properly for the varying path lengths the

surface must be split into azimuthal increments.

Some trial and error cases showed that splitting

the 180 ° band into six equal 30 ° increments pro-

rides a reasonable approximation of the projected

area. The actual area of each increment is _ At
6

and the flux contribution to the detector is

- -- _r -bl/R2

%0(E)o = _(r, E)r • n -_- e

where At is the length increment, R is the detector-

to-area increment separation distance, and b I is

the integral of total cross section along R.

3. CALCULATIONS OF THE LITHIUM

HYDRIDE SHIELD EXPERIMENT

The first test for the DUCT code was an

attempt to simulate a neutron shield applicable to

to the SNAP type shield. This shield consists of a

lithium hydride shield with sodium coolant holes.

The shield was represented in the DOT cal-

culationas a cylinder with radius Z5.4 cm in rad-

ius, 25.4 cm high, having ZZ radial intervals and

2Z axial intervals. The top two and bottom two

axial intervals and the outermost two radial inter-

vals used steel cross sections; the others were

LiH. An asymmetric 100-angle quadrature set

with 76 downward and 24 upward angles was se-

lected in an attempt to prevent ray effects. The

spacial mesh was nonuniform, but a rule was

followed that no interval be more than twice as

wide as its neighbor.

The source was represented by a top bound-

ary source in the first six downward angles. The

source varied with energy group according to the

measured source spectrum and with radial inter-

val according to the measured beam profile.

In the DUCT calculations, the duct was re-

presented by a cylinder Z. 54 cm in radius com-

pletly penetrating the shield with its axis coincid-

ing with the axis-of-symmetry of the shield. The

rest of the geometry of the shield was input to the

GEOM package, with the requirement that the duct

be re-input as the first quadratic surface for

GEOM.

DUCT calculations were run for three de-

tector positions with shield, sodium, or void in

the duct. In each case the objective is to calculate

the flux crossing the duct wall or colliding within

the duct and reaching the detector.

To "know" the unperturbed flux at the de-

tector location requires that it be available from

the DOT calculation. For detectors at or in the

shield, simple interpolation of the DOT fluxes will
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suffice. For detectors near the shield it is there-

fore recommended that the DOT calculation con-

tain void intervals which themselves contain the

proposed detector sites. For detectors far from

the shield, surface integration of the DOT fluxes

and their projection to the detector, such as is

done in DASH is required to determine the un-

perturbed flux.

3.1 COMPARISON WITH MONTE CARLO

CALC ULAT ION

A MORSE (ref. 4) Monte Carlo calculation

was performed for the experimental configuration

with sodium in the duct. Detector No. I was re-

presented by a point one inch from the shield on

the duct axis. The scattered flux was calculated

by last-flight estimation from each collision site.

The source was represented by a circular beam

six inches in radius with its center on the duct

axis. The general O5R geometry package (GEOM)

was used.

The final calculation involved 84 batches

of I00 neutrons each. Each neutron started from

some point in the 6-in. radius circle on the top

surface of the shield. Its distance from the cen-

ter of the circle was selected uniformly from

0 in. to 6 in. and its weight adjusted by

WATE = Z*WATE*RADIUS/BEAM,

where RADIUS is its distance and BEAM = 6in.,

to account for the fact that the circular area was

not sampled uniformly. Its direction from the

center of the circle was selected randomly. Its

starting direction cosines were (0,0, I), that is,

normal incidence.

The initial energy group of the neutron

was selected from the 15 groups not according to

the natural source energy distribution but from a

biased distribution which favored the higher en-

ergy groups; MORSE adjusted its weight to com-

pensate for the source biasing.

The path length of each flight was selected

not from the natural exponential distribution hut

from a transformed exponential distribution which

encouraged longer paths near the the favored

downward direction and shorter paths near the

upward direction. The parameter PATH = 0.5

was used; MORSE adjusts the weight to account

for the path length biasing.

At the end of each flight path is a collision

site; since absorption is not allowed, the neutron's

weight is suitably multiplied by a nonabsorption

probability. A last-flight estimate is then made,

contributing

P(8 )*WATE*EXP(-ARG)/R z

to the scalar scattered flux at the detector for

every energy group into which the neutron could

possibly scatter from its present group. Then

the neutron is allowed to launch its next flight in

a newly determined direction with path length

selected from the transformed exponential distri-

bution.

At the end of the 84 batches, the scattered

flux and its fractional standard deviation were

calculated for each energy group, the scattered

flux was added to the direct flux, and the results

divided by the group width in MeV. The final units

of the flux were (neutrons/cmZ-MeV)/(Incident

neutron-cm-Z). Eighty thousand, four-hundred

eighty-two scattering events contributed to the flux

estimates. The fractional standard deviation of the

scattered flux ranged from 5 to Z0 percent.

A comparison with the DUCT calculationis

shown in fig. I. In general, the agreement varies

between 10 to Z0 percent, with the DUCT calcula-

tions consistently higher, except for the lowest

two energy groups.

°I

i 0"!

'F

_0!

o._i
,0' ,0a

-- D_T

JO_ '0_ '0_ ,0" ,0'

Fig. 1. Comparison be_veen DUCT_dMORSE calculated

_ialresponai_

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The experiments were designed to be as

sensitive as possible to streaming but "clean"

enough to provide a good check on the analysis.

4.1 NEUT RON SOURCE

The experimental layout for the experi-

ments is shown in fig. 2. Photo-neutrons were

produced in the tantalum-beryllium converter bom-

barded by 50-MeV electrons from the Gulf Radia-

tion Technology linear accelerator. This conver-

ter has been used in several previous programs

(ref. 5) at Rad Tech and provides the source spec-

trum shown in fig. 3. This is the spectrum mea-

sured by time of flight over 50 meters; 2.54 cm of

lead and 3. 144 cm of uranium were used as filters

at the 16-meter station to reduce the gamma flash.

This setup is for the lithium-hydride-sodium duct

experiments. A similar setup was used for the

BATH-NERVA shield streaming experiments with

the exception that the measurements were made at

16. 7 meters. Neutrons produced in the tantalum-

beryllium target were then collimated to provide a

circular plane beam for normal incidence on the

shield assembly.
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4.2 SHIELD ASSEMBLIES 

Two shield assemblies were studied. The 
f i rs t  assembly was cylindrical lithium hydride 
assembly 50. 8 cm in diameter by 25.4 cm thick 
with a 5.08 cm diameter axial duct. The assembly 
in situ a t  the end of the 50-meter flight path is 
shown in fig. 4. The duct w a s  filled with either 
sodium or  lithium hydride. 

The BATH assembly consists of nineteen 
two-in. hexagonal by 11-in. long pieces, placed i n  
an hexagonal matrix approximately 10 inches dia- 
meter by 11.1 inches long. To minimize the effect 
of room-return neutrons, the matrix was enclosed 
in a 10-in. diameter cylindrical container enclosed 
by a 5-in. thick shield. The shield consisted of a 
mixture of 50% by weight of lithium carbonate 
(LizC03) and polyethylene (GH2). 
assembly i s  shown in f ig .  5; the assembled BATH 
and side shield in situ a t  the end of the 16-meter. 
flight path is shown in fig. 6. 

The inner BATH 

Fig. 4. Lithium Hydride Duct Shield Assembly. 

\ 

Fig. 5. Inner-BATH Shield Assembly. 

Figure 6 .  BATH Shield Assembly Enclosed 
i n  Outer Shield 
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4. B DATA ACQUISITION

During a previous Rad Tech program {ref.

5), a new experimental method was developed

for studying simultaneously fast-neutron trans-

port and secondary gamma-ray production and

transport in shields. With this method, an elec-

tron accelerator is used to produce intense 50-

nsec pulses of photoneutrons. These neutrons

stream down an evacuated 5Z-meter long drift

tube to strike a shield assembly. An NE-ZI3 de-

tector is positioned immediately behind the shield

assembly to detect both fast neutrons and second-

ary gamma rays produced in a shield assemblyby

(n, xv) and (n, x¥) reactions.

A simplified block diagram of the three-

parameter data acquisition system used with the

NE-Z13 detector is shown in fig. 7. Three para-

meters, t, h, and x, are recorded for each detec-

tion event. The time parameter t is the time in-

terval between the Linac pulse and the detection

event; the pulse-height parameter h is proportion-

al to the light produced in the NE-ZI3 scintillator

by neutron and gamma-ray interactions; and the

pulse-shape discrimination parameter x identifies

detection events as due to neutrons or gamma

rays. The key features of each parameter are

discussed next.

NE-213 r

LINAC SCINTILLATOR

INJECTOR

TRIGGER PHOTOMULTI PLIER

A_I_ DYNOOE

START STOP

I I POLSE-S, PE[O,SCR,.,N.T,ON
I  RCO,TJ C,RCU.T

Ix

ON-LINE COM PUTER i ---

I PULSE- HEIGHT
CIRCUIT

Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of the three-parazneter data

acquisition system

4.3.1 Time Parameter

The time parameter is related to the

energies of neutrons incident on the shield assem-

bly rather than the energies of neutrons leaking

from the shield. This is true because the shield

assembly is located at the end of the flight path

near the detector rather than at the beginning

near the pulsed neutron source as it would be for

a conventional time-of-flight shielding experi-

ment. The present geometry arrangement is also

used for (n, x-_) and (n, _) reaction studies (ref. 6).

The time scale may be naturally divided

into two regions. For short times (t < 4 /_sec),

detection events due to: (1) neutrons with energies

above the detector threshold at 0.9 MeV (t = 4. 0

_sec), and (2) gamma rays produced by (n,x_)

reactions with threshold at 1. B MeV (t = 3. B _sec)

are recorded. These events may be analyzed and

interpreted in either the time domain or incident

neutron energy domain. The results are com-

pletely equivalent within the abovementioned

approximation.

However, for long times (t > 4 /_sec), neu-

trons are not detected and only gamma rays pro-

duced by (n,N) reactions are detected. Because

these reactions may be due to uncollided neutrons,

slowing-down neutrons, and/or thermalized neu-

trons, time and incident neutron energy cannot be

uniquely related. Thus, these data are analyzed

only in the long time domain. In summary, the

data which are obtainable are categorized as due

to:

1. Short time or fast neutrons

(E > 0.8 MeV, t < 4.0 psec)

2. Short time (n, xV) or inelastic gamma

rays {t <3.3 psec)

3. Long time {n, -_) or capture gamma rays

(t > 3. 3 #sea}.

4.4 UNFOLDING

The mathematical procedure for unfolding

is carried out in the FERDOR code. The method

is discussed in refs. 7 and 8. The results pre-

sented here are only the output from the FERDOR

code. Each unfolded spectrum is not uniquely

defined but instead gives a band of values within

which the actual spectrum should lie.

The calculation of this band by FERDOR

includes two contributions, one due to the statisti-

cal errors in the input pulse-height data, and the

other to the suboptimal calculation of the "inverse"

of the response matrix, because, in general, such

errors are: (1) difficult to assess due to the indi-

rect manner in which response matrices are pro-

duced by interpolation from calculation, and a

measurement for example, and (Z) difficult to pro-

pagate through the unfolding procedure. In our

case, the response matrix was obtained entirely

from a Monte Carlo O6R calculation performed at

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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An excellent check on the methods des-

cribed in the previous section is provided by the k__ ...........
time-of-flight spectrum. Note that this spectrum •_ .........

is always measured simutlaneously by the three-

parameter data acquisition system. The mea- -,

sured source spectrum {no shield assembly) oh- '° _,cE

tained by time of flight should agree with that

obtained by unfolding the proton pulse height spec-
tra. i

A comparison is shown in fig. 8; the agree-
ment is very good, which lends confidence to the

_ FER_ BOUNDS

F

IO-_ i

0 " 4 $ II I0 12 14

ENERGY I MeV)

Fig. 8. Comparison benveen the FERDOR urdolded and

tlme-of-flight measured source spectra

5. COMPARISON OF DUCT CALCULATION

AND EXPERIMENT

Comparisons between the experimental data

obtained with the lithium hydride assembly and

calculations performed with the DUCT code are

shown in figs. 9,10, and 11. The calculations

yielded neutron flux per MeV per source neutron;

the measurements yielded neutron flux per 1MeV

per source monitor. To compare the two on a

source neutron basis, the measured results were

multiplied by a source normalization factor• This

factor was obtained by integrating the calculational

source spectrum and the measured source spec-
trum over the same energy limits; namely, 2.0

MeV to 5.5 MeV, and then dividing the calculation-

al source integral by the experimental source

integral, that is

5°5 1
• 0 DOT

N = " - O. 674 .

s j,.5.5 1
_(E)dE

2.0 EXP

, , ; .' ,_ ,_, ,"
ZNeeev tuw)

Fig, lo. Ct.nparla_ be_ve_ meddled _d DUCT _a_.Aa_ed a_

detector responsel foz a detector l_ated at the duct exit

i J i i i w i

_OUCT caLc

lO-a _ £XPIERIMIENT

£NER;V _MeV)

Fi 8. t I. C_parison between measured _d DUCT calculated axial

detector responses for • detecto_ located 15.24 cm fr_ the dttct exit
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This was done for the source spectrum only so

that no further normalization is applied when

comparing measurement with theory.

The comparison between the measured and

axial detector responses is shown in fig. 9 for

the sodium and lithium hydride filled ducts.

Figure I0 compares the measured and calculated

fluxes for void and lithium hydride filled ducts,

Figure II compares the calculated and measured

axial detector respones for a collimated detec-

tor located 12.7 cm from the duct exit. The

final results for the BATH experiment-calcula-

tion comparisons are not complete at this

writing.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In view of the overall egreement between

measurement, DUCT and MORSE, we feel the

DUCT code provides a good engineering code to

claculate the affect of coolant type holes in

shields. We have tested the method to its ex-

treme limit for streaming.

The experiments were limited to neutron

energies above 1 MeV; however, as noted earlier,

the agreement with MORSE was very good at the

low energies (E < 10 keV) where the fluxes tend to

be isotropic lending confidence to the DUCT cal-

culations at these energies, It is important to

note that the MORSE calculation required approx-

imately 30 to 45 minutes to achieve a 10 to 20%

variance on the scattered flux estimates for a

single detector position. The DUCT calculations

require approximately four minutes per detector

with an additional 40 to 60 minuted for the DOT

calculation. However, if one were making an

engineering type analysis of a shield where many

duct-detector configurations are to be studied,

the DOT-DUCT running time would be consider-

ably shorter than the MORSE running time, as

seen in the following table:

MORSE VS DOT/DUCT RUNNING

TIMES PER DETECTOR (rain)

Number of Ducts 1 Z 4 6

MORSE 40 80 160 240

DOT/DUCT 64 68 7Z 80

We recommend that a void region be in-

cluded in the DOT calculation for detectors near

the shield/void region to minimize errors in ex-

trapolating the DOT fluxes. For detectors quite

distant from the shield, we recommend the use of

DASH, which we plan to incorporate in the pro-

duction version of DUCT.
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Abstract

A point matrix kernel for radiation transport, developed by the

transmission matrix method, has been used to develop buildup factors

and energy spectra through slab layers of different materials for a

point isotropic source. Combinations of lead-water slabs were chosen

for examples because of the extreme differences in shielding properties
of these two materials.

Introduction

The transmission matrix method as applied to

radiation transport t_eory was developed by Yarmush

et.al. (refo i). This development was applicable

foz uncharged particles from an infinite plane

source in slab geometry. Angular distributions were

approximated by angular cosine polynomial expansions

and energy distributions were approximated by a

group structure.

Description of the Point Kernel

As a result of the development (ref. i), the

transmission through a plane slab is

where:

_pl = T(x)S (I)

T(x) = the transmission matrix

S = a source vector representing the

source angular and energy distribu-

tion

= a response vector representing the

transmitted angular and energy dis-

tribution.

Recent work (ref. 2) has shown that one can obtain

a point kernel from equation (i). This kernel is

=_/_i [T(x) - xT'(x)] (2)
Kpt 4_x 2

After application of the transmission matrix

for shields consisting of two different materials,

one has (ref. i)

= T2(x2)[l - Rl(Xl)R2(x2)]-ITl(Xl)_

(3)

where:

Ri(xi) = reflection matrix for material i

x i = aix

a i = the fraction of total thickness in
material i.
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By definition material one is located next to the

source. In a manner similar to analyses which lead

to equation (2), one can write, for the transmission

matrix through two slabs,

4_x2 _pt = (I - x_x O 2(x2)[I - Rl(Xl)R2(x2)] -I

X Tl(X I • (4)

Performing the differentiation results in

4_X2 _pt = [r2(x2) M(Xl' x2)_l(Xl)

t

- x2T2(x2)M(Xl, x2)Tl(X I)

/

- XlT2(x2)M(Xl, x2)TI(X 1)

- T2(x2)M(Xl, x2)[XlRI(Xl)R2(x2 )

+ X2Rl(Xl)R_(x2)]M(Xl, x2)Tl(Xl) ] S. (5)

where

M(xl,x2) = [I - Rl(Xl)R2(x2)] -I.

At first indication this expression appears awkward

for practical application; however, since the

response effects from a double reflection for gamma

rays can usually be neglected, one can write

4_X2_p t = [T2(x2)Tl(X I) - x2T2(x2)Tl(Xl)

/

- KIT2(x2)TI(Xl) ] _. (6)

Equation (5) can readily be modified to include any

number of slabs of materials. Neglecting the

reflection effects, one has

4_X2_pt = (I - x _xI)[Tfi(xn) ... T2(x2)Tl(Xl)] _.

(7)

Note that these expressions are matrix expressions,

and the commutation property with respect to matrix



multiplicationdoesnot holdin general.
Thetransmissionmatrixis givenas (ref. i)

T(x) = 4C+-I e-AxD(x) (8)
where

D(x) = (B+ + B_e "Ax C_C+ -I e-AX) -I

= (I - B+'IB_e-/_C c+-le-AX + ...)B+ -1

The matri_es B., B , C+, and C are functions of
t - . - . .

the material scatterlng and absorptlon propertles

only and not of material thickness. These opera-

tors are directly related to the radiation trans-

port equation. Therefore the thickness occurs only

in the exponential matrix which is a diagonal

matrix. In most practical problems the double ex-

ponential and higher products can be neglected and

equation (8) becomes the asymptotic form

4C+-I -Ax -IT (x) = e B+ (9)

and the first derivative of T(x) becomes

T_(x) = - 4C+ "I Ae -Ax B+ I. (i0)

Therefore equation (2) becomes

Kp t =igx2 c+-l(l + Ax)e'AXB+ "I. (Ii)

By similar analyses equation (6) becomes

2 = (4C+2-i e-A2x2 _ -I -i e-AlXl B+fl_x _pt B+2 C+I

- -i e-AlXl -i
+ 4x2C+2-1 A2e-A2x 2 B+ 2 I C+ 1 B+ 1

+ 4XLC+2 "I e-A2x2 B+2-1C+l -I Ale-AlXl B+I -I)_.

(12)

Similar results can be obtained for n slabs.

• e .L_

Results for Mu!tl-Layered _l=u_

Results for layered combinations of lead and

water are illustrated in figures 1 to 8. The choice

of materials was not made for any particular shield

configuration but rather to illustrate a combination

of shielding material extremes. Therefore they

should represent a good test for a shielding calcu-

lation. In all eases a source of i MeV is used.

Figure I shows the energy fluence build-up

factor for combinations of lead slabs followed by

water slabs. Figures 2 and 3 are the differential

energy spectra for total shield thicknesses of five

and ten mean free path lengths.

Figure 4 shows the energy fluence build-up for

combinations of water slabs followed by lead slabs.

A_ the water slabs become thicker one can note the

sharp drop in the build-up factor due to even very

thin slabs of lead, The shape of these curves are

similar to those of Kalos (ref. 3). This effect is

further illustrated in the energy spectra in

figures 5 and 6. These results show the effects of

the photoelectric cross section of lead. In figure

6 one can note the "filtering" effect due to the

K-edge of the photoelectric cross section for lead.

The effect is observable only for very thin sheets

of lead.

Figure 7 illustrates the energy fluence build-

up factors for a combination of three slabs of lead

and water. These results show the effect of moving

a lead slab through a water shield. Figure 8 shows

the energy spectra for a two mean free path lead

slab. This figure illustrates how effectively the

lead slab removes the low energy photon build-up

in the preceding water slab.

Conclusion

The point matrix kernel has been shown to be a

relatively simple and effective means for calcula-

ting energy spectra and build-up factors for com-

binations of materials in slah geometry for a point

isotropic source. This particular kernel should

become an effective tool for parametric and optimi-

zation studies.

In this work only gamma ray shielding is con-

sidered; however_ there is no fundamental reason why

the procedure will not also work for any particles

whose behavior can be described by a linear trans-

port equation. The only distinction would be in

the calculation of the particle cross sections.
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A SIMPLECODEFORUSEINSHIELDING
ANDRADIATIONDOSAGEANALYSES

C. C. Wan

Hughes Aircraft Company

ABSTRACT

A simple code for use in analyses of gamma radiation effects

in laminated niaterials is described in this note. Simple and good

geometry is assumed so that all multiple collision and scattering

events are excluded from consideration. Buildup factors may be

applied to the results of this simplified analysis, when available,

to arrive at improved estirnates of energy deposition and attenuated

intensity for actual materials.

The code proper is capable of handling laminates up to six

layers. However, for laminates of more than six layers, the same

code may be used to incorporate two additional layers at a time,

making use of punch-tape outputs from previous computation on

all preceding layers.

Spectrum of attenuated radiation may be obtained as both

printed output and punch tape output as desired. This code is

written in "Extended Basic" language, compatible with the GE 265

Time Sharing system.

I. Theoretical Fundamentals

Energy deposition resulting from inter-

action between photons (X-rays, gamma rays)

and matter has been discussed in some detail

in Reference (I). The basic results, obtained

for simple and good geometry in a one-dimen-

sional representation, are

Attenuated spectrum at depth x:

[ oX]Ix(El = Io I(E) . exp 0-(El d

(ll

Energy deposited at depth x:

q(x) = Io f Oa(E ) . (Ix/Io) dE (Z)

O

whe re x

dm

= depth into the material, in cm.

= P dx = differential mass depth

in gm/sq cm.

P = density of material, in gm/cc.

E = energy level, in KeV

I = fluence, in cal/sq cm,
o

incident on the surface of the

first layer

I(E) = spectrum of the incident

radiation, function of E,

normalized to unity for E

ranging from 0 to infinity

= mass attenuation and mass

absorption coefficients

To circumvent the need for a detailed defin-

ition of incident energy spectrum, Planckians

expressed in terms of equivalent blackbody

temperatures, in KeV units, are used as a

convenient means to segregate engineering

estimates of shielding and thermomechanical

effects completely from specific identification

of spectral contents of the primary source,

i.e., bomb types, etc. Therefore, the

quantity I(E) may be thought of as

I(E) = Ei Ii . P(E/Ei)

_(E), _ (E)
a
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where I. = fluence weighting factor for

1 the i-th equivalent black body,

with _iI. = 1, and
1

P(_) : normalized Planckian, as

shown in Figure 1.

Since I o appears in both expressions displayed

above, no loss of generality will result if I o

is set equal to unity, corresponding to a

fluence of 1 calorie per square centimeter.

Thus a normalized dose Q(x) may be defined
as

Q{x} = q(x}/I °

which is a unique property of the material in

question when subjected to an incident spec-

trum associated with a specific equivalent

blackbody temperature, or with a particular

combination of spectra associated with a

number of black bodies of different equivalent

temperatures. The attenuated spectrum is of

course given by the ratio Lx(E)/I o, or simply

Ix(E), since I o = 1.

When materials of various thicknesses

are placed one after another, either as close-

ly spaced laminates or as a series of material

layers with air spaces in between, the above

computation process can be applied to each

layer in succession. The attenuated spectrum

from the first layer becomes the incident

spectrum for the next layer, and so on. Thus,

the entire series of computation may be made

by means of a simple loop; the number of

layers that may be accommodated becomes

strictly a question of the size of machine

storage available.

The mass absorption coefficients and the
mass attenuation coefficients are both com-

plicated functions of energy level, which have

been tabulated by several agencies. For

definiteness, the following source data are

used -- these data are not always consistent

with each other, but they represent the best

information available at this time. Logarith-

mic interpolation is used throughout for

establishing pertinent values associated with

each energy level of concern.

(I) Photon Cross Sections from 0. 001 to

1 00 MeV for Elements 1 through 100,

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Report LA-3753, November 15, 1967.

(z) Analytical Approximations for X-ray

Cross Sections, Sandia Laboratory,

Report SC-RR-66-45Z, February
1967.

(3) X-ray Attenuation and Absorption

Coefficients, The Boeing Company,

Report D2-125065-1, September
1966.

A new edition of itern (1) is in press, and

will be scanned for necessary updating when

published. Values to be used can be com-

posites based on all three of the above ref-

erences, a sample of which is shown on the

next page, for the element copper.

For compounds, both coefficients may

be approximated by proportional weighting

in accordance with their atomic abundancy.

Since the mass coefficients have already been

referred to unit mass densities, this implies
that

= Ni _X i AX i 1

where Axi is the atomic weight of the ele-
ment X i. The molecular formula of the

compound in question is of course

For heterogeneous mixtures of several com-

pounds, the attenuation problem involved is

far more complex than can be correctly

handled by the present simplified approach.

However, for an engineering estimate, it

will be assumed that they behave like com-

pounds with the same proportion of various

elements by weight.

II. Description of the Code "ENEDEP"

The code written in the Extended Basic

language for use on the GE-265 Time Shar-

ing system is named ENEDEP (ENErgy

DEPosition). It is capable of handling lami-

nations up to six layers of different materials.

Various combinations of source temperature

(equivalent blackbody temperature) and inci-

dent fluence can be processed in series for

the same material configuration. The output

of this code provides:

(1) Identification of layer material by

name, its density and thickness.

(z) Depth, mass depth, energy deposi-

tion per unit mass and local radia-

tion intensity in tabular form.

(3) Attenuated spectrum at the back

side of the last material layer, in

tabular form and/or in punch tape

form as desired to be selected by

appropriate control indices.

Input data requirement,

possible modification to accomodate mater-

ials with a large number of edges in their

mass absorption coefficients, and a sample
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problem are discussed in the following

sections.

IlL Input Data

input data for executing the ENEDEP

code must be presented in the following
format:

lZ00 DATA N, M

N index for printout and punch tape

input selection:

0 no attenuated spectrum informa-

tion at all

1 tabulated attenuated spectrum,

punched tape output optional

punched tape input and tabulated

attenuated spectrum with optional

punched tape output

M

Z000*

integer, denoting the number of

layers, not greater than 6.

DATA X(1) N(1), :

x(I) Thickness of the I-th layer, in

mils

N(I) Number of printout desired in the

l-th layer, integer

*ZOO0 is a typical line number, which

may be any number greater than

1 ZOO, followed by tape input

containing

2010, "AAAAAAAAAA", W(I), J(I),:

"AAAAAAAAAA" alpha-numeric

string of ten characters, being

the name of the material of the

l-th layer

W(I) Density of the material in the

I-th layer, in gm/cc

J(I) Number of sets of mass atten-

uation and mass absorption co-

efficients, integer, not Treater
than 35

*ZOlO is a typical line number; for

materials with no edges between

0.5 KeV and Z00 KeV, there will

be ZZ sets of coefficients on this

prepared tape; for materials with

edges, add two sets for each edge.

9900

S.
i

DATA S I, Pl' Sz' Pz' .........

Incident fluences, in cal/sq cm

(equal to 1 for most cases)

Pi Equivalent blackbody temperature,
in KeV units

The usual requirement calls 1or five

sets of S, P combinations, namely, 1, 1,

1,2, I, 4, I, 7, I, 15. However, any
other combinations pertinent to a par-

ticular problem can be used.

On the prepared tape, in addition to what is

explained above under "Z010", there will be

other lines of material properties coefficients,

specified in triplets, giving:

E(j) Energy coordinate, in KeY

F(j) Mass attenuation coefficient, o

G(j) Mass absorption coefficient, aa

IV. Materials With More than Six Layers

When the material under consideration

has more than six layers, the first six

layers will be processed as indicated above,

using an index N = 1 and obtain a punch tape

output. This tape is then read into a new

problem, with the following important
modifications:

lZ00 DATA Z, Z

Only two more layers may be treated,

due to storage limitation in the GE-Z65

Time Sharing system.

Line 9900 must be modified to read as

follows:

9900 DATA S, P

S, P here must be the same set of

parameters pertaining to the punch tape

data being read in as tape input.

On occasions, more than 35 entries may

be required to provide an adequate repre-

sentation of the mass attenuation and mass

absorption coefficients of one or more
materials. In such cases, the dimensional

statement in line 20 must be revised accord-

ingly, an example of this may be seen in
section V. Due to limitation in the size of

data storage capacity, the number of layers

of materials may also be adjusted. Thus a

typical modification of line Z0 may have the

following form:

Z0 E(4, 4Z), F(4, 4Z), G(4, 4Z)

V. Sample Problem

To illustrate the usage of the ENEDEP

code, a six layer laminate consisting of the

following materials is analyzed:

Quartz 0.013 grn/cm z 2 mils

Silicon 1.07 grn/cm Z 180 mils

Z
Quartz O. 01 5 gin/cm Z mils
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Platinum 0. 0022 gm/cm 2 0. 04 mils

Gold 0.002 gm/cm 2 0.04 mils

2.0 grn/cm 2 100
Bi2Te 3

n-dls

Due to the high Z-number associated with
the materials in the last three layers, 42
entries are required for each of these
layers. Therefore, the main program is
modified to handle only four layers, each
with provision for 42 entries. The main
program would have tO be recycled three

times to complete the analysis required
for all six layers, inpu t data for the first
four layers used in the first cycle, results
for the first four layers, input data for the
fifth layer with tape input of attenuated
spectrum from the first four layers, out-
put for the fifty layer, input data for the
sixth layer with tape input of attenuated

spectrum from the first-five layers, a_d
output for the sixth layer are displayed in

succession at the end of this paper. A
summary of results for the entire range
of equivalent blackbody temperature from
1 to 16 KeV is displayed in Figures 2 and 3.

VI. Concluding Remarks

A simple code for determining energy

deposition dosage and attenuated fluence in
material laminates induced by gamma ray
radiation is presented. The average run-
ning time for one set of fluence and equiva-
lent blackbody temperature is approximately
80 seconds (computer time). This code
therefore provides a very convenient and
economical tool for parametric studies in
shlelding problems and energy deposition
analyses.

1)
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COPPER

Z - 29; A - 63,54; p - 8.94: J = 28

Note: Values are given in floating poin% format; powers of
ten are shown after the letter E.

j Phton Energy Attenuation Absorption
(re,V)

I 0.5000 E 00 0.1120 E 05 0.1120 E O5

2 0.6OO0 m 00 0.7007 E 04 0.7007 E 04
3 0,8000 E O0 0,3333 E 04 0,3333 E 04
4 0,9320 E 00 0,2237 E 04 0.2237 E 04
5 0,9320 E 00 0,1646 E 05 0,1646 E 05

6 O,i000 E 03. 0,1358 E 05 0.1358 E 05
7 0,1100 E Ol 0,1046 E 05 0.i046 E 05
8 o._00 _ Ol o.11ooE 05 0.]a00E 05
9 o.].50oE oi o.525oE 04 0.5250E o4

i0 0,2000 E Ol 0,2400 E 04 0,2400 E 04

11 0.3000 E Ol o.780o E 03 0.7800 E 03

12 0.4000 E 03.. 0.3500 E 03 0.3500 E 03
13 0.5000 E Ol 0,1900 E 03 O.1900 E 03
14 0,6000 E Ol 0.IIi0 E 03 O'.1108 E 03
15 0,8000 E Ol 0,5400 E 02 0,5383 E 02

16 0,8980 E Ol 0,4100 E 02 0.4083 E 02

17 0,8980 E O1 0,2960 E 03 0,2958 E 03
18 0,i000 E 02 0.2240 E 03 0.2238 E 03
19 0,1500 E 02 0.7600 E 02 0,7580 E 02

20 0,2000 E 02 0.3300 E 02 0.3284 E 02

21 0,3000 E 02 0.1060 E 02 0.1044 E 02
22 0,4000 E 02 0,4570 E O1 0,4422 E Ol
23 0.5000 E 02 0.2410 E 01 0.2268 E 01
24 0,6000 E 02 0,1490 E Ol 0,1354 E Ol
25 0.8o0o E 02 0.7080 E O0 0.5826 E O0

26 0,I000 E 03 0,4250 E O0 0,3083 E O0
27 0.1500 E 03 0.2080 E 00 0.1083 E O0

28 0,2000 E 03 0,33480 E OO 0,6055 E-OI

TABLE i. WEIGH_'D ATTENUATION AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS3
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CARPET PLOT DATA FORMAT

JOSEPH M. O'BYRNE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND AERO-SPACE ENGINEERING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,AMHERST

Analysis and interpretation of data is the crucial phase of the decision

making process. The interplay between variables must be considered as to

their relative significance upon the final result, and sometimes time-sensitive

decisions must be made when actual events deviate from predicted information,

such as Apollo 13. As the number of variables increases past say four, the

traditional method of cross-plotting tends to breakdown, and dlgital/analog

results cannot present a sharply defined method of analysis. A graphical

system is suggested. I named it "carpet plot," (since it covers anything),

in which an unlimited number of complicated relationships of variables can

be evaluated.

Introduction

The presentation and analysis of data involving

more than two variables has traditionally been

accomplished by cross-plottlng data and results.

An engine test is typical of this scheme, in which

rpm, dynamometer load and engine temperatures are

varied.

Three graphs are required, none of which define

the interlationshlp completely, as shown in

Figures i, 2, and 3, in that one of the variables

is always missing. As more variables are brought

into the picture, such as spark timing, compression

ratio, octane number, etc., the proliferation of

graphs necessary to present the data becomes

excessive, possibly increasing exponentially.

An entirely different situation exists when a

fixed result can he achieved by a multiple combin-

ation of several variables. Taking a simple case,

the Fourier equation for one dimensional conductive

heat flow,

dt

q = -KA d""x (1)

shows that q can be adjusted to a predetermined

value by an almost infinite combination of vari-

ables. For instance, if dt is doubled for a

constant K and A, dx should be doubled. If K

changes by a factor of 1.4, A by 0.8, dx by 0.6,

then dt can change by a factor of 1.9 and still

have the same numerical value of q.

This type of problem is entirely different than

the engine test type. As the system becomes more

complex, and the number of variables increase and

commence to interact, the difficulty of analysis

increases. The carpet plot represents a new

method of data presentation to simplify analysis.

There is theoretically no limit to the number of

variables.

/

x 5

- i
ENGINE TEMPERATURE, OF

Figure i. Plot shows the effect of dynamometer

load variation on fuel consumption and

other operating parameters of an

internal-combustion engine

W

W

DYNAMOMETER LOAD, Ib

Figure 2. Plot shows the effect of engine

temperature on fuel consumption and

other operating parameters of an

internal-combustlon engine
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ENGINE SPEED, rPm

Figure 3. Plot shows the effect of engine speed

on fuel consumption and other operat-

ing parameters of an internal-

combustion engine.

Example of a Carpet Plot

A simple heat transfer problem was selected

which could be analyzed mathematically and verif-

ied by laboratory equipment. Figure 4 shows an

insulated cylinder filled with m lb. of water; its

average temperature, t, is measured by six thermo-

couples wired in parallel. A helical cooling coil

is placed in the tank, through which water flows

at a mass flow rate W, regulated by an outlet

valve and measured by a rotameter. A variable

power heater is installed inside the tank, whose

energy can be controlled by a rheostat and

measured with a wattmeter.

WATTMETER

RHEOSTAT

9_

COOLING

COIL

"T-T"

T I JL W _ T 2

ROTOMETER_I 1 *------VALVE

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of equipment used

in a transient heat transfer

experiment

With no heat application to the system, water is

passed at a constant rate through the cooling coil

until thermal equilibrium is reached in the tank.

At time zero, the heater is turned on, and the

problem is to predict the transient and steady-

state values of the tank water as a function o_

time.

For a fixed value of W and M, various values of

q were selected and the tank temperature calculated

by conventional methods as a function of time, 8; a

typical parametric graph is shown in Figure 5, in

which the 8 scale is constructed by conventional

methods.

Assuming that the tank temperature is of little

interest at low values of 8, Figure 6 modifies

Figure 5 by ignoring the low 8 values, bringing the

0 values vertically into the graph, and erasing the

"old" 8 scale; each of the 8 values are labeled.

_c

z

Figure 5.

e'l e'2 e's e'4
ELAPSED,,ME,M.,.J,.s

Traditional time-temperature plots

with parametric heat loads

MI

W _ e4

el

Figure 6. First step in a carpet plot technique

The graph, up to this time, has been for a

constant W I and M]. The carpet plot proceeds in

Figure 7, In whic_ for the same values oF q and 8,

a different coolant flow rate W 2 is desired. This

effect is introduced by moving some convenient

physical distance (3 inches, 6 inches, etc.),

constructing a new time scale _, on the traditional

basis and plotting tank temperature t, as a functior

of the same q. - q., m., and a constant W^, on the
II I! I II I II

old t scale. (T_e new W 2 plot will probably

not be in a horizontal line with the W I graph). A

_igniflcant feature of the carpet plot-_s _h_t the
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result, t, for all the variables uses only one
scale.

For the W parametric graph, the same procedure2

is used as previously done; bring 0 into the graph,

ignore small values of 8, erase the e scale, and

label the vertical 8 lines; this step is shown in

Figure 8.

Attention is drawn to the fact that at say the

left hand bottom corner of the W 1 plane of Figure

8, a point exists for a WI, qA' and 8. value, M
being a constant. Likewise the left _and bottom

corner of the W 2 plane has the same q4 and 81, M at

the same constant. Thus, q4 and e. values are
common values, and any line connecting them will

have the same q4 and 81 . Figure 9 expands this
concept to account for more points.

M I

W i

qSW I

4

el

el el e3 e4

Figure 7. Extension of Fig. 6 for a different

mass flow rate

The carpet plot takes _n a 3-dimensional appear-

ance; however, it is plotted on a flat sheet of

paper and is not 3-D. It also differs from an

X-Y-Z coordinate system, in that no axis is fore-

shortened. The stories of the box represent var-

ious q values, the ends represent various W's, and

vertical slices are various values of e.

Only two values of W are shown; in practice, at

least more than three should be computed in order

to establish the correct trends; the author uses

four values of W as a minimum to assure that no

inflections, etc., occur.

Assuming that the W I and W 2 planes correctly

identify the tank temperature, recall that their

physical separation (say 3 inches) was completely

arbitrary. A plane half way between W and W 2

would logically represent conditions o3 W 1 1/2;

give your children the game of drawing in this

interpolated plane, as shown in Figure i0, whose

appearance is similar to the existing computed

planes; its numerical accuracy is only a function

of the artist's ability. In a similar fashion,

moving 6 inches to the right of plane W. would

logically represent a plane of W 3 conditions which
can be drawn in by eye. If the interconnecting

lines of common values between W. and W^ are

correct, and the performance of _he system is

assumed to be logical at higher values of W2, then
theoretically there is no limit to the extent of

extrapolation and interpolation as shown in

Figure ii.

M I
w,

81 e I

Figure 8. Common property representation for

a fixed mass

MI M I

w_ w,z

el ei

Figure 9. Extension of Fig. 8

MI MI M I M I
Wl Wl.5 W2 w2.5

q_r qlw_ i ql_ ql/r _ ,

/ i _ / I ;/r0 . //IN .(..-"
I /"1 q,/I i -, %_ _ I f -lr-o--r-i_"l- -T', ,..i_ i_1

w / _ _ I t,-"/ I _3_ i IV.-F _I , , I .., _
el " el " el--_- -- -- --_e( 02

Figure i0. Technique of extrapolation and

interpolation
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Wl W z
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4 4

_ e_

W I W,

M 2

i

• t/J_l "*_J----'-_ 04

el e I

Figure Ii. Introduction of a new variable

into the carpet plot



Tothis point, thecarpetplot techniquehas
heldthemassof tankwater,MI, as a constant.
Let us extend the previous concepts in order to

change M 1 to M 2 for the same values of e, q, and W.
The vertical location of the new M_ plane is fixed

by the temperature scale, but the _orizontal loc-

ation is arbitrary, as was the selection of the W 2
plane location. Basically, the problem is only

to select a separation distance which will not

cause overlapping of the planes• By repeating

the calculations, for the same q's, W's and e's,

using a new value of M2, Figure ii shows the
results Only one interconnecting line between M.

and M 2 is shown for clarity to permit interpolatlon
and extrapolation of the M values in a fashion

similar to the W values. The first objectives,

presentation of coherent data for more than two

variables, and logical interpolation and extra-

polation of data, have been established. The

variables were changed in a nested DO loop and the

results computed on a CDC 3600 machine•

The next phase of utilization of a carpet plot

is shown in Figure 12, which quickly shows that a

tank temperature T will result when the system is

operated with heatXrate q = q4' W = W I, e = e3 at

M = M.. Note that temperature at x can also be
1 =

reached at W = W2, e e., q = q_, an entirely

different set of operating conditions. The carpet

plot shows an almost infinite number of combin-

ations. More frequently is that an operating T is

required, and what combinations of variables wi_l

permit this T condition? Entering the carpet

plot at the Tx value, all possible combinations can

be determinedXrapidly and easily•

In addition to presenting every correct solution,

the carpet plot will indicate every incorrect com-

bination of variables. For instance, if temper-

ature T is. deslred, it is perfectly obvious that
x

cannot be used under conditions of any q, W and
_ In engineering work, the input to a data

collecting or computing system is some desired

performance which may change daily due to updating

of information from other groups; the carpet plot

permits a rapid analysis of operating conditions

to achieve the result.

Another feature of the carpet plot permits an

evaluation of the effect of the change in a vari-

able upon the result. The differential equation

method could be used, or the uncertainty method

(1), but these techniques are extremely tedious

as the number of variables increases; Figure 13

demonstrates this capability. Varying only one

property, holding all others constant, the effect

upon the result is shown schematically, in that

dt 2 and dt._ are about the same small magnitude,

dt I is somewhat larger, and dt^_ far overshadows
the others. The significance of this is immedl-

ately and clearly evident to a manager planning

his work priorities, to define which variable

should receive the major attention. In this case,

it backs the previous invalid M 2 inoperative con-
ditions for T , and shows that major design

efforts for t_e system are necessary to prevent

it from accidentiy shifting from M I to M 0.

ql MI

1 W8 ql

.... el -- e4 _ eS --e_'_

@I @!

M2 ql Mt q

4 @S Ib4

el °1

Figure 12. Method of determining all possible

solutions

qz _ Mz

/ I w'q' / I

T_T..--_--. -- - _ _

MZq!

01 @1

Figure 13. Relative effect upon a result

with changes of a variable
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Students at the University of M_ssach_setts

proposed a detective game, in which they placed

some water in the tank, then sealed it; the

amount of water was not known by the writer; they

set in values of power and flow rate. Access to

the writer was permitted to the wattmeter, rota-

meter, and temperature recorder, and they posed

the question: "Before the experiment ends, tell

us how much water is in the tank." The approp-

riate heat loads and flow rates were rapidly

sketched into the basic carpet plot values, and

the interpolated tank water weight was established

in minutes. The significance of this experiment

is that the value of unmeasured and/or unknown

quantities can be inferred by use of the carpet plot.

The utility of a carpet plot is unlimited. For

instance, how much will the price of an automobile

change as the number of coats of paint change, the

color and weight of the dash padding, the quality

of the spark plugs, the number of instruments,

radiator size, etc. Which of the many variables

is most significant?

This technique was applied to the analysis of

variables associated with high performance insul-

ation to be used on upcoming space programs such

as nuclear stages in space. Only the thermal

aspect was considered, but factors such as manu-

facturing, fabrication, cost, etc., could easily

be brought into the picture. The George C. Marshall

Space Flight Center has evaluated the performance

of the Mars nuclear vehicle for the variables shown

in Table I.

A part of this analysis is shown.ln Figure 14 to

introduce the reader to the upcoming coordinate

system. Considering only the variables of mission

time, density, thickness, the weight penalty is

presented in a traditional fashion; note that the

remaining variables do not appear, and their

effects are unknown; the information is incomplete.

Figure 15, with time scales varying, presents

an almost complete version of a typical carpet

plot, with a few of the variables omitted due to

reproduction difficulties. Typical design

parameters are immediately evident, such as no

matter which of the assumed conduutivities is used,

large diameter tanks will have a lower weight

penalty. Insulation thickness is more critical

than density, and design effort in this area

should be emphasized.

In conclusion, I pose the following suppose

experiment to the reader, assumed to be the

manager of a complex nuclear system operating in

space: generate a carpet plot and ask your ten

year old child some numerous questions, such as:

I have designed a system for a predicted thermal

conductivity, tank diameter, percent LH^ slush,
z

density, weight penalty, temperature levels, and

manufacturing cost. Due to installation problems,

the thickness, (layer density) changes from this

to that. What will he the effect upon mission

time? (My daughter loves to solve the 100 or so

combinations of results with a school ruler.)

"A picture is worth a thousand words" applies

to this technique.

1.

2.
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Predicted Levels of Human Radiation Tolerance Extrapolated

from Clinical Studies of Radiation Effects

C. C. Lushbaugh

Medical D_vision

Oak Ridge Assoaiated Universities I

INTRODUCTION

Whatever the merits of the pros and cons of

present day debates concerning manned space explo-

ration, results of clinical studies of radiation

effects in man himself do not support the conten-

tion that man is too radiosensitive an animal for

this task. Man, other animals, electrical

components, machines, etc. are all radiosensitive

but have different tolerance levels that can be

measured by the failure probabilities of variously

performing systems. These may be immediately or

only remotely important biologically or operation-

ally. Evaluation of the space radiation hazards to

man depend equally upon the accuracy of our physic_

knowledge of the levels and kinds of radiation that

he may encounter and our biological knowledge of

human radiation responses. Biologically, our

knowledge is qualitatively good but not quantita-

tively accurate for man. Most quantitative

radiobiologic estimates must be extrapolated from

or with the aid of studies in animals where

radiation exposures can be controlled experimen-

tally and radiation effects quantitated by

destructive techniques not applicable to clinical

studies. The suitability of these animal models

for prediction of the kinds and levels of human

responses has been gauged by many clinical studies

iThe studies upon which this chapter is based have

been supported since 1959 chiefly by the USAEC

and augmented by NASA since 1964.
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of victims of radiation accidents and of patients

undergoing elective radiation exposure in the

therapy of their disease. Unfortunately, for our

purposes, there have been few radiation accidents

where men have been exposed to known amounts of

radiation. On the other hand, in therapeutic ex-

posures, although the dose is well known, the

radiation effects are often confused by the pre-

existing disease process.

Never the less, my associates 2 and I have been

directing the major part of our efforts at the

Medical Division in Oak Ridge toward defining human

radiosensitivity from such clinical studies of

radiation effects (refs. 1 - 9). These studies

were begun in 1959 when our first human total-body

irradiator was constructed for radiotherapy of

patients with uniform exposures to omnidirectional

beams from an array of gamma ray emitting radioiso-

tope sources. Since then, with the continuing

support of the AEC and with support from NASA

commencing in 1964, we have expanded these studies

of human therapeutic and biologic effects of

single rapidly delivered exposures with low dose

2Gould A. Andrews, R. M. Kniseley, C. Lowell

Edwards, R. Tanida, F. Goswitz, Frank Comas,

H. Vodopick, E. Balish, G. Kingdon, G. Littlefield,

R. Ricks, W. Beck, T. Stokes, P. Aaron, E. Frome,

E. McDow, A. Webb, A. Sipe, Mrs. Sutliff, and

support staff.



rate exposure studies of protracted or fractionated

radiation effects. Here we are now using another

facility (Fig. 1) constructed solely for such ex-

posures which in some instances have taken as long

as ten days -- about the time for a round-trip

lunar exploration. Coincidentally, the skin dose

from 60Co gamma rays in this low-exposure-rate

total-body irradiation facility ("LETBI") accumu-

lates with 1.S R/hr exposures: the same rate that

skin dose from protons would have, according to

Dye ahd Wilkinson (ref. 10), in the worst week ever

recorded for solar flare activity in space. As can

be seen in Figure 2, derived from their study, the

intestinal doses from the therapeutic and solar

forms of irradiation and their respective rates of

accumulation are widely divergent. The relatively

small accumulated intestinal dose from solar

protons offers little or no chance for untoward

physiologic effects occurring from such radiation

exposures in space.

We have broadened these direct therapeutic

observations where possible by retrospective studies

of clinical data obtained from other American and

Canadian investigators and radiotherapists who

kindly made these data available to this project.

To obtain some basis for relating these results

obtained with photons to those that might occur

after exposure to high LET particles, we have been

following closely the continuing studies of the

ABCC staff at Hiroshima on the effects of mixed

fission neutron and gamma irradiation that occurred

in the Japanese atom bombings (see later).

This paper could end right here if the

question to be answered for determining permissible

exposures in space was only: What is the photon

flux that "man" can "tolerate" and function in,

while living under almost continuous exposure

Figure i. Cut-away diagram of the low dose-rate_ total-body

irradiation facility used in Oak Ridge to study the effects

of protracted exposures (I00 to 2S0 R of 6%o gamma rays

accululated at 1.5 R/hr for S to I0 days). The location of

some of the eight 26 Ci sources are shown (nu_ered) with the

smaller tricing sources (C and F) s_rounding the inner

treatment roog where the patleut resides. The control room

and data processing areas are adjacent to the 36 x 36 x 18 ft

radiation containment room.
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Figure 2. The rate of dose accumulations in the skin and

intestinal tract of patients exposed to 1.5 R of 60Co gamma

rays/hr contrasted with those estimated for those organs of

an hypothetical astronaut shielded by a space vehicle in the

solar proton fluxes that occurred between 10 and 17 July 1959.
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conditions? We know that patients (ours as well as

•others) "tolerate" total accumulated exposures of

photons up to 250 R (average [estimated] bone mar-

row doses of 150 rads) and daily exposures at rates

of 28 to 33 R at l.S R/hr. "Toleration" here, of

course, is used by me at the subjective level; only

a rare patient under these exposure conditions has

shown gastrointestinal distress or complained of

being sick or tired. Hematologically, however,

exposures of this magnitude cause therapeutic

depressions in blood leukocyte or platelet levels;

percentage-depressions that would not be desirable

from an occupational medicine point of view.

Recently, as reported in another paper (ref. ii) in

this symposium, we have demonstrated, using physio-

logic monitoring, that, unbeknowst to the patient

being irradiated at these "tolerance" levels, he

becomes exercise-intolerant or more easily fatigable

even though no symptoms of the prodromal radiation

syndrome or GI sickness occur. Although we believe

we are defining in these retrospective and on-going

studies a less-than-ten-day continuous irradiation

"tolerance" level for man, we also know that many

more human observations are needed before we can

predict with certainty how radiosensitivity of

various biologic systems change when exposures occur

slowly over extremely large time periods an.d to

relatively non-reparable high LET radiations. The

late biologic consequences of irregular, numerous

small exposures to high, as well as low, LET

particular radiations remain our most serious

problem because they are the restrictive criteria

on which safe levels of occupational exposures must

rest.

The word "tolerance," of course, has many def-

initions and many inferences that change in relation

to the bodily functions being considered. The term
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is used by me as the biologic summation of initial

response, recovery from damage, and ignorable

damage remaining in the total body or a specific

organ system for various periods of time. For

example, the one most commonly used level of radia-

tion tolerance for any animal species is its

radiation-induced lethality expressed in terms of

the exposure (R) or dose (rads) that is expected to

kill 50% of that kind of animals within 30 or more

days (LD50/30; LD50/60).

THE HUMAN LETHAL DOSE PROBLEM

There is world-wide willingness to accept the

estimate that the dose that will kill the unattended

normal man with 50 percent certainty within 60 days

of exposure (LDs0/60) is 450 R and that the

mechanism of death is damage to his hematopoietic

system and defense mechanisms against infection.

The degree of acceptance of this 450-R value is

surprisingly high in view of its history and its

lack of valid support from reported human data

(ref. 12). The importance of establishing this

number for man was recognized during and immediately

after World War II (ref. 13). It is the obvious

point of reference for relating the radiosensitivity

of man to that of other mammals whose radiation

sensitivity has been well established by years of

extensive research - most commonly by determining

precisely the LDs0 and its confidence limits for

the species (ref. 14). This number, which is re-

producible experimentally in laboratories around

the world for each species, has rightly become the

simpliest expresslon for mammalian radiosensitivity.

Because of the ease of its experimental determina-

tion, it has also become the end point most commonly

used in radiobiological studies of relative effec-

tiveness of various kinds of ionizing and nonioniz-

ing radiations and various kinds of radioprotective



agentsandpostirradiationtherapy.
Justhowthis estimate of 450 R for man's

total-body radiation tolerance was made has never

been revealed publically. The assumption has been

made (ref. I5) that Warren and Bowers based their

estimate on lethality data obtained by the Joint

Commission of the Medical Departments of the U. S.

Army, Navy, and the Manhattan Engineering District

in Japan during 194S. Host such accounts must be

apocryphal since there was a tenfold error in the

Hiroshima bomb-yield estimates that would have

biased this number upwards and made it impossible

to reconcile with the lower exposures in Nagasaki.

These corrections, called "T65 doses" (ref. 16) are

the ones now in use at ABCC in retrospective eval-

uation of human responses in these bombings.

Attempts to increase this estimate to 600 R,

in the belief that the suggested human LD50/60

implied a depth dose of 450 rads of photon energy,

have been fought off successfully by several

investigators, notably by Cronkite and Bond (ref.

17) on the basis of their observations of the

hematopoietic responses of the Marshallese natives,

inadvertently irradiated by fallout after a Bikini

atom bomb test (ref. 18).

The LD50 , by definition, forms the best single

measurement of the upper or acute lethal boundary

of total-body radiation tolerance (see Fig. 3).

There have been several attempts to check the 450-R

estimate from human case histories after both acci-

dental and intentional radiation exposures. These

are tabulated in Table 1 to show how all studies

have produced values lower than the original esti-

mate and seem to indicate that 450 R is too high to

be considered an estimate of midline depth-dose

(absorbed radiation energy). The table also in-

cludes the results of two recent attempts to obtain

Table 1

EDUCATED GUESSES AND SOME CLINICAL AND STATISTICAL

ESTIMATES OF HUMAN TOTAL-BODY RADIATION TOLERANCE

A. NORMAL MAN

I. Warren and Bowers (ref. 12)

2. Cronkite and Bond (ref. 17)

3. Langham (ref. 15)

4. Jablon et al. (ref. 19)

B. PATIENTS

I. Math6 et al. (ref. 20)

2. Langham (ref. 15)

3. Lushbaugh et al. (ref. 4)

C. NORMAL MAN + BLAST

AND BURN TRAUMA

I. Lushbaugh and Auxier (ref. 21)

*RBE for fission neutron component = S.

%RBE for fission neutron component = 2.

LDs0/60

Exposure Dose

450 R

550 tad

430 R

405 rem*

400 R

2;80 R

370 R

260 rem*

(285 tad)

(250 rad)

(245 tad)
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Figure 3. Acute hemopoietic syndrome is defined graphically
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anorexia and lethality in patients. The probit regression

lines have shaded fiducial limits. Depth dose is shown in

"epigastric" fads to indicate that it is the fraction of the

free field of photon radiation absorbed in the midline,

midplane of the upper abdomen. This reference dose is usually

64 to 68 percent of the exposure in an average-sized man.
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estimates of the human LD50 from the Hiroshima-

Nagasaki exposures to mixed fission neutrons and

gamma radiation (refs. 21 and 19). Many large

animal experiments using fission neutrons, partic-

ularly those of Alpen (ref. 22) and Bond (ref. 23)

and co-workers have provided a strong basis for

forming the opinion that in "large" animals like

man, dogs, swine, and cattle the RBE or QF for high

LET radiation is 1.0 for acute hematopoietic death

(ref. 15). In studies of human dermal responses to

fast neutrons (refs. 24 and 25), RBE values of from

2 to 4 are needed, as in lower animals, to equate

neutron dose for skin erythema with that of the

reference (low LET) radiation. A QF value of 3 for

high LET radiation (>3.5 keV/_) has, however, been

suggested only for damage to skin, intestines, and

germinal epithelium (and not for prodromal responses,

early hematologic responses, as well as hemato-

poietic death [ref. 15]). This recommendation seems

to me to depreciate the well-known, experimentally-

proven fact that sublethal cellular injury induced

by high LET radiations is irreparable and as perma-

nent as the cell in which it occurred. It would

seem biologically more conservative, particularly

from a safety point of view, to assume that in humal

tissues, including marrow, the damage caused by a

dose of high LET radiation would be poorly repaired

as it is in similar small animal tissues, and that

hematopoietic as well as skin and intestinal crypt

stem-cells would suffer equall 7 in respect to

actual dose from the same high LET radiation.

The answer to this problem is still disputable,

but the more recent observations in the Japanese

lend weight to the other side of the question for

the first time. Lushbaugh and Auxier (ref. 21)

used data from an unpublished study of the effects

of various kinds of shielding upon survival in both

cities in relation to the T-65 dose estimates of

the free-field fluxes at the 50 percent survival

points. They obtained an LDs0 estimate of 260 rem

using an RBH of 2. This estimate was expected to

be low because it should reflect the additive

effects of heat and blast combined with radiation-

induced damage. The more recent study by Jablon

et al. (ref. 19), relates the estimated individ-

ualized doses received by _i00,000 survivors in the

two cities with their clinical history of epilation

and oropharyngeal hemorrhages. The human pharyngeal-

epithelial and tonsillar-adenoidal barriers to

infection have not been given much consideration in

recent discussions of the acute hematopoietic

syndrome. Yet it is an excellent objective end

point for measurement. This painful, hemorrhagic

sore throat is a symptom complex known as agranulo-

cytic angina that stems from pharyngeal ulceration,

bacterial invasion, granulocytopenia, and thrombo-

cyt0penia. By using this system complex as the

measurable quantum of damage from total-body

irradiation, any additive effect of other forms of

concomitant tratLma was avoided in the ABCC study.

As can be seen in Table 2, the isoeffective expo-

sures are only equal in rem when an RBH much greater

than unity is used for the neutron component of the

exposures. The isoeffective exposure dose (HDs0)

of 405 rem that was found is remarkably close to

the original human LD50 estimate. It is an even

closer estimate of the exposure field strength that

would be required for a mid-line human dose of 285

to 300 fads suggested as the possible human LDs0/60

by Langham (ref. 15) and Cronkite and Bond (ref.

17). The 310 rem, estimated as the isoeffective

estimated dose for epilation in both cities using

an RBH of 4 for neutrons, is likewise remarkably

close to the widely accepted clinical value of 300 R
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Table 2

FIFTY-PERCENT ISOEFFECTIVE EXPOSURE DOSES

FOR HUMAN SKIN AND BONE-MARKOW DAMAGE, ESTIMATED IN SURVIVORS

OF NEUTRON AND GAMMA IRRADIATION IN HIROSHIHA (H) AND NAGASAKI (N)

Resulting Estimates of

Neutron RBE Used Isoeffective Doses*

H N

(rem)

Epi 1 at ion 1 190 300
4 ÷310 310+

5 350 310

Hemorrhage 1 200 575
4 360 590

5 -_4OS 405÷

*Approximated from graphic data of ABCC Study by Jablon et al.

(ref. 19).

of X radiation as the radiation exposure causing

epilation in man. These correspondences seem to

demonstrate an internal consistency in the data and

their analyses that indicates, to me at least, that

neutrons do have an RBE greater than 1.0 for acute

hematologic, as well as for skin, effects in man.

It would seem difficult to pass the ABCC study off

lightly because it does not agree with large animal

observations. We should not ignore Math6's obser-

vation (ref. 20) that the man who died after

neutron exposure in the Yugoslavian radiation acci-

dent had much more extensive marrow destruction

than was to be expected on the basis of his estima-

ted dose of 430 rads. There seems to be less

official reluctance to accept the use of a large

RBE for neutrons and other high LET radiation when

late-effect end points are considered. Most

fractional-cell-survival studies demonstrate well

the relative irreparability of sublethal cellular

damage after high LET radiation exposure and

provide a firm experimental basis for assuming a

large QF for such effects as genetic damage,

leukemogenesis, and carcinogenesis after single

exposures. When coupled with the decrease in

405

"damage efficiency" that occurs in most biologic

systems with increasing protraction or fractiona-

tion of the same total exposure, the RBE increases

further Cref. 26]. There is not much clinical in_

formation about high LET radiation in man other than

that about the well_known effects of alpha-particle

exposures in victims of radium poisoning and in

uranium miners. The data under study by ABCC pro-

vides unquestionable verification for the large QF

for fission neutrons for leukemogenesis and thyroid

carcinogenesis (ref. 27) after single exposures.

In Figure 3 the acute hematopoietic syndrome

of irradiated man is defined as the probability of

of response estimates in respect to total-body

photon exposures. Here, probability of lethality

forms the upper bound and that of acute GI distress

of the prodromal syndrome forms the lower bound of

the envelope. How these dose-response relations

shift when exposure is prolonged or fractionated is

our continuing problem.

Retrospective studies of a large volume of

clinical data extracted from hospital charts of

2000 patients given therapeutic total-body irradia-

tion have given us dose-response relations for the

symptoms and signs of the prodromal syndrome. The

statistically determined single exposures that can

be expected to produce these symptoms in 50 percent

of the patients so exposed are shown in Table 3

along with the increased levels of the exposure

required for the same incidence when the exposure

period is lengthened.

When total-body exposure occurs promptly in

less than one day, the effective dose for 50 percent

incidence of these response (ED50) are: anorexia,

147 R; nausea, 210 R; vomiting, 277 R; and diarrhea,

548 R. The log-normal frequency distribution of

these responses in respect to dose indicates that



Table 3

ACCUMULATEDESTIMATEDEXPOSURES*FOR

50 PERCENTINCIDENCEOF PHYSIOLOGICSYMPTOMS

Exposure Length
(Number of Patients)

<i Day <8 Days >8 Days
(504) (i03) (i083)

(R)

Anorexia 147 309 600?

Nausea 210 397 750?

Vomiting 277 745 >9002

Fatigue 223 400?

Diarrhea 348 800

*Midline upper abdominal dose (RAD = 0.66 Exposure R).

? = Guesstimate; 20 to 30 R/day is apparent threshold of dose rate.

the exposures required for their 10-percent incidence

would be about one-fourth of that for a 50-percent

incidence (ref. 4). The probability dose-response

curves predicting the population incidence of these

responses are steepest for anorexia and become

progressively less steep for nausea, vomiting, and

diarrhea in that order. This family-like relation-

ship of the probability curves for the occurrence

of the effects from mild to severe suggests that

individual variatinn in ability to repair the under-

lying physiologic damage is progressively greater

for each step in severity. If true, this analysis

predicts that a radiosensitive person who shows, for

example, nausea at a low dose would be more likely

to show other symptoms and signs of greater damage

per unit of irradiation than a radioresistant

person in whom nausea did not occur without a much

greater exposure. Except for the low-radiation-

damage threshold of the human spermatogonia type B

of about 15 rads, these gastrointestinal physiologic

effects are the most radioresponsive. In the con-

text of space exploration, these early gastrointes-

tinal effects appear to be the most likely symptoms

to occur with small exposures and therefore to be

the most likely to reduce performance capabilities.

Their occurrence would be improbable, however,

when the exposing radiation flux was less than

20-30 R/day and the radiation was poorly penetra-

ting, two conditions that_ on the basis of previous

space radiation measurements, seem to have a high

probability. Nothing is known to suggest an RBE

for high LET radiation for production of these

physiologic effects. Although one might guess that

the quality factor (QF) might be greater than thre%

the results of studies on the effect of dose pro-

traction upon the size of the effective exposure

dose (shown in Table 3) in 1,085 patients given

small, daily total-body exposures, suggest that

between 20-30 R/day are required for 30 or more

days to cause these symptoms; exposures of from 10

to 20 R/day produced nausea infrequently even when

these exposures were delivered rapidly at approxi-

mately daily intervals for three to four weeks;

exposures of about 5 to 6 R.day were physiologically

symptomless.

Although all of our statistically validated

human information in this ares i.s derived from

exposures to photons, there is no reason to believe

that fission neutrons delivered in small daily doses

for prolonged periods to the sensitive midabdominal

trigger-zone would produce damage that would ever

summate in the acute onset of gastrointestinal

distress. This opinion would seem correct, partic-

ularly if chronic exposures are constrained by

current planning limits of 0.15 rem/day through

reactor shields (ref. 15).

Recent observations obtained during the

physiologic monitoring of patients in our LETBI

unit during and after low-exposure rate (less than
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1.5R/dayandlowtotal aaiiy exposureof less than

30 R/day) confirm these analyses of patients'

charted histories that reveal the absence of acute

GI distress finder these conditions (ref. Ii). They

indicate, however, that increased fatigability can

occur with small daily exposures of this magnitude.

These studies are still too fragmentary to be

considered a statistically sound basis for predic-

ting the incidence of radiation-induced fatigue at

low-exposure rates. So far, however, using bicycle

ergometry, we have observed performance capability

has decreased after single, prompt exposures (150 R)

and after low-exposure rate, fractionated, 15 daily

exposures of 10 R (150 R). These measurements,

based on pulmonary impedance pneumography, seem to

show that this form of performance decrement follows

a cyclic-time course with a periodicity depending

on the initial rate of induction of radiation damage.

The long duration of the effect after one exposure

could conceivably be enhanced by subsequent,

remotely-spaced exposures but we are uncertain of

this. This effect could be a threat to performance

during long-duration space missions if small radia-

tion exposures and muscular inactivity worked

together to reduce physical strength and conditionin_

EFFECT OF MULTIPLE EXPOSURES ON LETHALITY

Almost nothing is known in truly quantitative

terms about the effect of protraction or

fractionation of human exposures upon the size of

the isoeffective lethal dose. The Space Radiation

Study Panel used an unpublished study of Focht,

Nickson, and Langham in its evaluation of this

problem (ref. 15) to see if clinical data obtained

from the medical records of the Heublein total-body

irradiation unit, Memorial Hospital, could he fitted

to a Strandqvist-type of mathematical model. In

this retrospective study the relative roles of the

basic disease and of the protracted low-dose-rate

radiation in causing death could not be determined.

Whether or not a patient died during or within 60

days of his treatment was recorded only as yes or

no quantal information and graphed in relation to

total accumulated exposure and duration of exposure.

The three graphic areas defined by exposure and

time were delineated by the incidences for >90%

death, 50% death, <10% death. The best fit of

these data to three parallel lines for the 90, 50,

and 10% probabilities of death were then computed

by Langham (unpublished) using a "Strandqvist"

(ref. 28) power function model:

Isoeffective (fractionated) LDs0 = 345 t 0"16

Where 345 is the assumed nominal single lethal

dose in fads (midline absorbed photon energy)

for a _protracted exposure to about 530

R of X radiation over one week; t is used for

exposures longer than 1 week's duration and

the exponent of t is the power-function or

slope constant of the log-log regression line.

This model and its parameters were graphed (Fig. 4)

by the author to show how this model predicts these

isoeffective lethal dosage levels (90, 50, and 10%)

will increase with increasing durations of exposure

up to a year. The amount of repair predicted by

this model for photon irradiation is remarkable.

It is of interest that the power function (or slope

constant) derived from the best fits was 0.26, a

number remarkably similar to that factor for normal

skin damage and tumor cures (ref. 28) and hemato-

logic damage (ref. 29). As shown in the figure,

this model predicts 50% survival at 18 rads/wk or

%3 rads (marrow dose)/day/year. The slope of this

regression line for increase in LD50 , as marrow
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LASL MODEL OF HUMAN LETHALITY FOR FRACTIONATED
EXPOSURES-AFTER FOCHT AND NICKSON

20

I-= _$0

8 _ ACCIDENT _ 900

--= _ suRv'vo_ -_'-

il= 32 _10

< LDI° : 0.2

I

118
I I I I
4 13 26 52

TiME (WEEKS) _c/_sA-om_

Figure 4. The Los Ala_OS Scientific Laboratory [LASL) model

for h_n lethality computed from clinical total-body

irradiation data of Focht and Nickson using the method of

Strandqv£st to determne the power f_ction for duration

of exposure in ueeks.

dose is protracted, would be steeper if fatal

diseases were not present in the study population.

A recent study of clinical and accident data indi-

cates that this slope may be increased as much as

2 or 3 times if the exposed persons have normal-

health hematopoietic systems (ref. 29).

Low-dose-rate exposure at tlle rate suggested

by these combined observations (about i0 R/day if

the Yuhas correction of 3 is accepted) is, however,

apparently not tolerable for man for a year. In

fact, the events in the 1964 Mexican accident can

be interpreted as demonstrating that in only 100

days of such irradiation an exposure close to that

for lethality will be accumulated at _10 R/day

(ref. 30). One of the victims in this accident

was literally irradiated to death in 115 days,

during which time she received an estimated 2,000

to 3,000 rem of cobalt-60 gamma radiation (15 to

25 R/day [see Table 4]). Her husband, who is still

surviving at the time of this writing seven years

after the accident (shown by the asterisk in Figure

4) received his daily exposures (984 to 1,717 rem

in 106 days) during the night while sleeping. His

wife and his mother were irradiated continuously

day and night as they worked about the house where

an unrecognized radiography 60Co source was stored.

The four deaths in this family of five were found

at autopsy to be from severe hematopoietic damage

that led to hemorrhage and infection. All but the

survivor acted as though they had a plague-like

disease. The survivor, however, had surprisingly

few symptoms and signs of illness in contrast to

the severe radiation-induced atrophy of his bone

marrow that was subsequently demonstrated by marrow

biopsy. What symptoms he had were chiefly refer-

rable to his low-grade anemia rather than his

severe leukopenia.

Table 4

1964 _XICAN 60C0 RADIATION ACCIDENT

0_artinez et al., 1964)

Estimated

Exposure Ex_oosure

(days) (re=)

Son 24 2940-5165

Nile I15 1996-2958

Daughter 99 1373-1872

Hother 90 1818-2897

Survivor* 106 984-1717

(Husband)

Approximate Exposure After

Rate Ranges Survival

(rein/day) (rem/hr) (daTs)

125-250 5-12 18

17-26 0.7-1 2

14-19 0.5-0.8 30

20-32 0.8-1.3 80

9-16 0.4-0.6 (7+ years)

*April 1971.
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In Figure 5, two ways are shown in which the

dose-response relations may shift when exposure is

protracted. There are: (a) a decrease in the

slopes of the shifted probability lines caused by

greater repair of radiation damage accumulated

slowly (revealed as a greater variation in the

response rates of the population); and (b) a simple

displacement of dose-response envelope without a

change in the slope of the lines for the probabi_ty

of response. This dose-response displacement is

to be expected when exposure is to high LET radia-

tion where cellular damage is nonreparable. In

Figure 6, the results are shown when the LASL

study is used to predict the level of human

lethality for the exposure rates of 6, 20, and 30

rads/wk. This probability estimate, shown by the

solid line superimposed on those of Figure 5,

supports the many observations made in mice irrad-

iated at low-dose rates that the hematopoietic

system has a remarkable ability to recover from

slowly delivered photon irradiation. Recently,

Yuhas, et al. (ref. 29) obtained additional

evidence supporting this remarkable reparability

of the normal human hematopoietic system when its

exposure is made in small fractions. He derived a

multifactorial regression model for human blood-

cell responses to multiple as well as single

total-body therapeutic exposures using approximately

2,000 clinical case histories. Individual charts

were carefully selected that met strict criteria

for numbers of blood examinations, dosimetry,

precise diagnbses, and evidence that the individual

was not in the terminal stage of his disease. The

dose-response patterns of 123 single exposures and

395 multiple exposures were studied in four diag-

nostic groups of patients: chronic myelogenous

,.=,

p_5c

,0
_o
p-
0

'_ 0
kL

I
0

Possible Dose-Response Relationships in Man

PROPOSED EFFECT CONJECTURED EFFECTS OF
OF PROMPT DOSE DOSE PROTRACTION
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Figure 5. A graphic representation of two possible ways that

clinically recognizable lower and upper dose-response probability

boundaries of the hemtopoietic syndrome may shift when exposure

is protracted over a year.

A. Variance in the incidence of a response is increased as

reparability increases as after low LET photon irradiation.

B. The dose-response envelope is displaced upwards without

change in the slope of _robabillty lares, _omme_sur_te _ith

proliferation capacity of _hit target cells in the presence

of irreparably damaged targets as after exposure to high LET

particles. The prodro_l synptomatology, lower bo_d of the

prompt exposur_ probability envelope beco_s umdetectable

when the daily fraction of the exposure is less th_ 15 R

and therefore is replaced by symptoms referable to anemia

or infection. {See _able 3.)

leukemia (CHL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL),

lymphosarcoma (LS), and nonleukemic patients with

normal blood values, The percent of WBC remaining

at the nadir was found to be related to a power

function on total exposure and the duration of the

therapy in days:

% WBC = K [I00] " [D]-bl " [T]D2

K = a constant, required for extrapolation

to the ordinate at zero dose because

no effect was seen below 25 R

D = total exposure in R

bl = the slope of % WBC on D

T = the time of protraction in days

b2 = the slope of % WBC on a given D or T
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The slope of percent WBC on exposure was fotmd

to be essentially equal to -i.0 in all diagnostic

groups (Table 5). In persons with normal marrow,

percent WBC on time (T) at a given exposure (D) in-

creased as the 0.63 power of the number of days

separating the first and last fractional exposures

used. In CML, CLL, and LS this exponent was found

to be 0.39, 0.23, and 0.22.

Table 5

SLOPE CONSTANTS AND TESTS OF THE STATISTICAL

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE YUHAS _IODEL (REF. 29)

Single Exposures Multiple Exposures

Diagnostic b I Correlation b 2 Correlation P

Group Coefficients Coefficients Value

"Normal" i. 04 O. 57 O. 63 O. 535 <0. 025

CML O. 999 O. 82 O. 392 0.569 <0.0001

CLL 0.917 0.221 0.585 <0.0001

LS 1.119 O. 42 O. 251 O. 567 <0,0005

HUMAN LETHALITY AFTER ONE YEAR OF FRACTIONATED DOSAGE

(EXTRAPOLATED FROM FOCHT-NICKSON-LANGHAM)

I
I I:_OMPT FRACTIONS

/ ,,o, I /I /
/ ; ?PROTRACTED DOSE I

/ / EFrEC_ / I
_ / ' A B_

- :o // /.,,/ -2oRAos,.,_
! *,RRE. / /,'

:_ i _s,I.AT_ // i

J . // /

nC J e"" / I ~ 6 RAD6/wk

I I I ] I I I I
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TOTAL DOSE (RADS) AI[CINA_-ORINS

Figure6. The conjectured effect of a year-long dose protraction

upon the azsplaeement _d slope of dose-response probability

regression lides (sh_ in Figure S) contrasted with the prediction

of the LASL model using actual data. (For further explanation, see

text,)

The values for the slope constants shown in

Table 5 have biological implications: The nega-

tivity of b I indicates that as dose increases, the

percent survival of peripheral WBC decreases. The

correspondence of this value for each group to 1.0

may indicate that, in the different cellular systems

involved in these diseases, differences in radio-

sensitivity are not significant. This result is

surprising in view of the widely held clinical

belief that the leukocytes in CLLp for example, are

much more radiosensitive than the celis comprising

the WBC in CNL or in "normal" persons. This

apparent deviation from clinical "fact," however,

can be explained by the significant differences

found in the values for b 2. The larger this pos-

itive slope constant the more effective the length

of exposure protraction is in increasing percent

survival; according to these values_ in the "nor-

mal," protection of the white blood cell level by

dose protraction is three times that found in CLL

and LS (see Fig. 7). In the latter groups, dose

protraction should not, according to this analysis,

decrease the effectiveness of the total dose as

much as in the "normal" group and as, to a lesser

extent, it will in the CNL group. These interpre-

tations implied by the analyticaI results agree

well with most clinicaI observations and suggest,

in keeping with experimental observations, that

normal tissues are spared more than abnormal ones

by dose protraction. This concept is in fact the

rationale for fractionation and protraction of
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radiationtherapyof malignanttissuesadmidst
normalones. Theseobserveddifferencesin

peripheralWBCsurvival,after the sameradiation

exposure,probablyresult morefromdifferent

efficienciesof recoverymechanismsthanfrom

inately different cellular radiosensitivitiesin

thesediseases(ref. 29).

It is commonlyassumedthat hematologic

effects reflectedby changesin peripheralblood

countscorrelatequantitativelywith lethality.

Thiscorrelation,however,hasnotbeendemonstrated

either clinically or experimentally.Therefore,a

regressionmodelfor theeffect of dose-rateupon

hematologicparameters,suchasbloodgranulocyte

leyels_cannotbeusedwithmuchassuranceasthe

regressionmodelrelatingdose-rateandlethality.

Theobverseis alsotrue. Bateman(ref. 31),how-

ever,hasshownwell, at least in myopinion,that
dose-rate data for such end effects as human dermal

responses, and lethality of mouse, rat, swine, and

sheep can be fit as a linear function of the recip-

rocal cube root of dose rate. This empirical

observation stems in large part from the way the

Strandqvist model and its numerous modifications

all approximate the power-function exponent of

0.33. Applying the model to the data of others

where a dose-rate effect is easily demonstrable,

Bateman showed that:

=

EDR1 D
= (i+ k )

R 1

where D = is the single dose requirement when

exposure is at an infinitely rapid rate, EDR1 is

the isoeffective dose at some lesser rate (R1).

The size of k, the slope constant for dose-rate

effect as a function of the cube root of R, seems

to be related to the size of the single-exposure

I0.0

8.0

_ 6.0

4.0

'_ 2.0

-- i.O-
I-

_ 0.5-

_ 0.1
I

I'

2 7 14. 21 ?.8 84

EXPOSURE PERIOD (DAYS)

Figure 7. Graph of the rate of blood cell recovery predicted by

the Yuhas multifactorial dose - WBC response model based on

clinical data of total-body irradiated patients with no marrow

disease ("most normal"), chronic granulocytic leukemia (CGL),

chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and lymphosarcoma (LS).

The data have been normalized to relative isoeffective marrow

dose for two-day protraction for each set to compare the relative

doubling times (straight arrows) in terms of exposure duration:

7 days, normal; 9 days, CGL; 22 days, CLL; and 42 days, LS.

dose given at conventionally rapid (therapeutic)

rates. The size of k also expresses the recovery

kinetics of the animal species and the cellular

system involved. For example, in Bateman's study

of lethality, k was 1.6 for swine, a species known

to have remarkably efficient total-body repair,

and 0.65 for sheep, an animal model of slow, in-

efficient radiation repair kinetics. Also,

apparently the more radiosensitive a biologic

system is (i.e., the smaller the dose is that is

required to be effective) the less well it repairs

the effects of this small dose; thus the size of k

is variable within the same species, as it depends

on the specific recovery mechanisms and kinetics

of the damaged biologic system.
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The Bateman model was used to construct a

nomogram for human dose-rate tolerance using some

of the biologic end points whose derivation and

validity have been discussed above. This nomogram

is shown in Fig. 8. Some of the assumptions are

based on animal observations when normal human

observations are not available. The extrapolations

extend beyond i00 days even though the observations

upon which they are based do not extend this far.

They are extended to a year in the figure to cor-

respond to the temporal requirement of deep-space

exploration. Extrapolations of clinical data using

the models of Strandqvist, Yuhas, and Casarett

(refs. 32, 53) do not fit this reciprocal of the

cube root scale of dose rate beyond one to three

months after which they curve rapidly upward, away

from the lines shown in the figure, indicating

8gain perhaps the surprisingly great reparabilit Z

that most tissues have of acute radiation damage

induced at extremely low dose rates. Such a con-

clusion is, however, too optimistic for occupa-

tional radiation protection and long-mission

planning guidelines since it predicts that no dis-

cernible acute responses will occur in marrow, gut,

or skin below rather high dose-rate thresholds.

In the absence of much objective clinical support

for the quantitative relations implied by the

nomogram, such reparability on the part of all

men cannot be assumed. Even so, the extrapolations

for the dose-rate response relation of infertility

and sterility, severe hematologic effects, and

hematopoietic death shown in the figure are more

conservative than those of the Yuhas model, for

example, as shown in Figure 7, that predict a

ninefold increase in an isoeffective dose for

hematologic damage to normal human marrow if

exposure were fractionated over a 5-month period.
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Until we obtain additional evidence that

normal human marrow can actually repair as rapidly

as this, the clinically conservative approach is to

accept the worst predictions of the model; the

doubling times of 21 to 42 days for CLL and LS,

which, interestingly enough, approximate the rate

that the Bateman model predicts in the nomogram

(Fig. 8) by the line for "severe" hematologic

response for patients.

In the dose-rate nomogram the accumulated

isoeffective exposures are shown in the figure in

R of photons. The encircles star, _, however, along

with the line for "Late Effects," which has no slope,

should be considered as dose in rem. The Late

Effects lines are intended to define on the nomo-

gram tile dose-rate tolerance boundary or the safe

occupational upper limits for human tolerance to

low-dose-rate exposure if remote and late effects,

rather than prompt effects, must be considered

(ref. 34). The other steeper lines in the nomo-

graph indicate possible dose-rate effect on the

size of accumulated doses for such undesirable

prompt effects as the 50 percent risk of death

within 60 days. Such exposures have a low proba-

bility of ever occurring in space exploration, but,

as we have indicated, are the kind on which we have

the most clinical information. Much more clinical

information, however, is needed before the credit-

ability of any of these lines, their slopes, and

dose-rate relations can be established statistically.

The nomogram does, however, support the opinion

that, except for the remote possibility of some

unforeseen, uncontrollably large exposure, man is

more than sufficiently radioresistant to make the

risks of an early acute radiation effect on one

short space mission intangibly small in relation

to the other non-radiation risks involved.
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Figure 8. A nomogrampredicted by the Bateman model of the effect

of one-day, one-month, three-month, and one-year-long exposures

on the size of accumulated exposure required to produce constant

levels of several kinds of somatic damage; 60-day lethality,

severe damage to normal marrow, assuming man and sheep are equally

radiosensitive large animals. The smaller asterisk at _1000 R on

the S-month isotime line locates the Mexican radiation accident

survivor (see text). The lines for severe marrow damage are

extrapolated from clinical data points (solid circles) and

computed points (open circles) to show damage to diseased marrow,

temporary (reparable) cessation of sperm production, reduced male

fertility and late effects such as increased rate of cancer

induction. The largest asterisk represents the original LDs0/60

estimate for man and has a regression line with a slope

constant k = 0.65 running through it. Constants (k) are assumed

of 0.24 for the recovery capability of diseased and 2 x 0.24 for

for normal hematopoietic systems. The lines for sterility and

low fertility are based on the human data (ref. IS [solid circles])

and canine data (small asterisks) on the one-year isotime line of

Casarett and Hursh (refs. 52 and 33). The "Late Effects" lines

are extracted from the Space Science Board Report (ref. 54).
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HUMANVISUALRESPONSETONUCLEARPARTICLEEXPOSURES

C.A. Tobias,T.F.Budinger,andJ. T. Lyman

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

Shortly after Roentgen's initial discovery of X

rays it became known that these radiations can cause

a sensation of diffuse light when they impinge on

the retina of dark-adapted human subjects. When,

in the course of the historic lunar Apollo 11 flight

astronauts Nell Armstrong, Edwin Aldrin, and Michael

Collins first experienced sensations of streaks and

flashes of light it was not immediately clear that

these visual phenomena were caused by radiation, as

there are many modes of stimulating the visual ap-

paratus. Visual sensations can be caused by mech-

anical, electric, magnetic, X-ray, and nuclear part-
icle stimulation of the eye (1) as well as by dir-

ect brain cortex stimulation (2), and psychological

states. Thus it is necessary to perform careful

experiments in space and on the ground to fully ac-

count for each of the various light phenomena that

have now been observed with some regularity by each

of the crew members of four different lunar flights

-- Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14, and as recounted by

Astronaut Philip Chapman at this Symposium (14).

Astrophysicists Fazio and others (3) have

theorized that observation of light flashes in

space might have been due to Cerenkov emission of

light from primary cosmic ray particles. Earlier

one of us predicted (4) that heavy primary cosmic

ray partlcles traveling at any velocity could cause
the appearance of light flashes due to dense ioni-
zations and excitations in human tissue:. At that

time we emphasized the importance of investigating

the biological effects of such pbr_icles:

Several categories of phosphenes are observed by

the dark-adapted subjects in radiation exposures at

ground level or in space flight. These include:
Flash: very brief white star-like events or ev-

ents with short tails(comma shaped),or flashes

of undlagnosed shape.

Streak: luminous, usually straight line of light,

often giving a sense of rapid motion.

Supernovae(a name coined by the astronauts):

bright, rapid flash surrounded by halo and
minor flashes.

Luminous cloud: impression of light behind a sm-

all cloud formation or summer atmospheric elec-

trical discharge over the horizon.

Grey phosphene: grey-blue' or grey-green faintly

luminous background encompassing a major por-
tion of the vlsual field.

Sunrise phosphene: yellowish and rosy lumlnous

background resembling early phases of sunrise

in a clear sky.

Since none of the flash-type events has been

seen by astronauts when they were in orbit under
the solar radiation belt, or by us at ground level

while dark-adapted in a natural cosmic radiation

background, or in airplane flights up to 10,000

meters, we reasoned that relativistic singly charg-

ed partlcles - e.g.protons, mesons, or electrons-

are unlikely to have caused the bright llght flash-

es and streaks observed in space. These observations

and the low photon yletd from these particles argue

against Cerenkov radiation from protons, mesons,or
electrons as an important mechanism for this phenom-

enon. The only observation contrary to this state-

ment of which we are aware is by D'Arcy and Porter,

who have reportedly observed llght flashes from
mesons when cued with clicklng sounds synchronized

with the arrival of particles at an appropriately

positioned coincidence counter telescope(5). (This

experiment,to our knowledge, has not been substant-

iated by others.)

It seems more llkely to us that heavily ionizing

particles, including slow protons, might be capable

of causing flash events when they cross the eye or

some other part of the nervous system involved in

the process of vision. Our first experiments were a

test of the vlsual effects originated by very fast

neutrons of 640-MeV peak energy, because these, by

collision with atomic nuclei in tissue, produce

heavily ionizing spallation recoils. This fast neu-

tron beam also can generate recoil protons of suf-

ficient energy for Cerenkov light, greater than the

minimum required of about 470 MeV.

These experiments were reported in June 1970, at

the International Congress of Radiation Research in

Evlan, France(6,1). Figure l of Reference l shows

the manner in which forward neutrons from the inter-

action of 640-MeV protons with beryllium were util-

ized. Great care was taken to eliminate all stray

radiation. The dark-adapted subjects reported see-

ing 25-50 luminous, white rapid flashes over their

entire visual field when the eyes were exposed to a

neutron flux from either the forward or the lateral

direction. These observations established our abil-

ity to see local light events originating from ion-

izing events associated with nuclear interactions in

the eye region. The exact location or the actual

mechanism of the interaction was not established,
however.
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RADIATION FLASH EXPERIMENT

Design and safety
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Figure I: Design of experiments to ensure safety.

It was important to determine what contribution

Cerenkov radiation made to our fast neutron beam ob-

servations, as some protons were traveling faster
than the Cerenkov minimum. Fremlin, during activ-

ation analysis at neutron energies less than 8-MeV

reported having seen light flashes(8). We extended

our observations to fission neutrons and neutrons of

energies less than 25-MeV with Bichsel at the Univer-

sity of Washington 60-inch cyclotron(lO). The cur-

rent status of these observations and other relevant

experiments with X-ray and electrical phosphenes is

shown in Table 1.

TABLE I

Source Mechanism

Probably retinal membrane
distortion

induced action potential

Action potential from
induced EMF

Ionization and electrbnlC
excitation

Mechanical

Electricity

Magnetic gradients

X-rays

Fission neutrons

252Cf

Neutrons

(ave. 3 MeV)

Neutrons

(ave.8 MeV)

Ionization by proton recoils
and alpha from (n,a)

Radiation phosphenes fall into two distinct clas-

ses. The first class consists of local flash and

streak phenomena. These include, in addition to

some of the radiations encountered in space, fast

neutrons of less than 25 MeV energy and neutron_ of
higher energy, observed at a flux density of ]0 _ to

]05cm-2sec -1. In the University of Washington ex-

posure at neutron energies less than 25 MeV, the

Cerenkov effect as the cause of light flashes is def-

initely excluded, since these particles and their

secondaries travel much_w_slowly to produce
Cerenkov light (10).

The second group consists of diffuse luminous

clouds or greying of an otherwise dark visual field

instead of highly local visual events. X-ray, elec-

trical and magnetic phosphenes fall into this class.

Eye exposure to Californium-252 at a flux density of

]05cm-2sec -I resulted in a persistent greying of the

visual field which could have been due to phosphor-
escence or to distributed ionization from the abund-

ant proton recoils. X-ray phosphenes are distinguish-

able from the heavy-particle phosphenes by the fact

that X-ray phosphenes are not seen unless the dose

rate is higher than about 24 millirads per second

whereas we have seen neutron-induced phosphenes at

dose rates of 0.1 millirad per second.

At this point it is important to detail the man-

ner in which human experimentation with radiation

phosphenes must be carried out. In view of the a-

bility of radiation to induce manifold deleterious

effects,including formation of cataracts and retinal
degeneration,the utmost care is essential to keep

doses at minimal levels. Figure 1 shows how we cope

with this problem. The subjects are volunteer,matum

Flux Density Response Reference

Finger pressure to eye Biffuse, sometimes (9)

ball colored, visual patterns

0.3 mA Brief, diffuse flashes, (_)
sometimes colored

1000 gauss/cm Brief diffuse flashes (9)
sometimes colored

> 24 miillroentgen/sec Diffuse light flood, left (1,9)

105n cm-2sec -I Greying of visual field. (1,10)

One tear-drop flash

105cm-2sec -1 Short streaks and flashes (8)

IO4 - 105cm-2sec -] White streaks and flashes (10)

with motion sense

u-Mesons

Pions (1.5 BeY/c)

Mesons, protons and
cosmic particles at
lO,O00 meters

Ionization or Cerenkov

Ionization or Cerenkov

Ionization of Cerenkov

Cosmic ray Coincidences of undefined (5)

visual phenomena

200 g cm-2sec -I No visual response (I)

3,1 hr. observing No visual response (I)
periods.
35°N and 50°N

Helium ions

Cosmic rays

Ionization

Ionization or Cerenkov

-1
1 to 100 sec

through posterior
retina

-,wlcm -2min-1 (Z>._6)

light and heavy

particles_12-25
mr/day

Discrete brief flashes and (present

streaks equivalent to 1-mm paper)
image on the retina. Motion
sense

Various types of light flashes (14)
including long streaks
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scientists,who nave technical familiarity with rad-

iation physics and radiation bio|ogy. A local respon-

sible medical group previews the experiments, and

those in charge of each accelerator facility agree

to the protoco] in advance. The health physicist in

charge carries out independent measurements,is pre-

sent during each experiment,and has veto power dur-

ing any part of the proceedings. As an example of

the dosages received,we were exposed during the en-

tire high energy neutron experiments to only as much

radiation dose as the general population receives

from cosmic rays and natura] background in the span

of 2-3 days(about I millirad). Both principal inves-

tigators are inc]uded in a group of scientists who

receive periodic eye examinations as part of a long-

term study on cataract incidence in a population of

radiation workers.
Helium Ion Beam

We are presenting preliminary descriptions of

some very Pecent experiments with accelerated

helium ions at the Berkeley 184-inch cyclotron,

which have not been reported previously. These

were designed with the hope that they would help

localize the site of initial radiation interactions

in the body that lead to light-flash observations

and to determine the character and the efficiency
of helium ion induction of visual sensations. We

have earlier described the facilities at the bio-

medical exposure room, where monoenergetic beams
of about 9lO-MeV helium ions are used in radiation

therapy investigations (11).
Using a para]le] beam of f]ux density of 106

to 108 partic]es cm-2sec -] and a special arrange-

ment shown in Figure 2, we adjusted thelbeam

intensity to about 1 particle per second, represent-
ing ]08-fold attenuation of the beam. The parallel

stream of particles is restricted by an aperture 4
mm in diameter and to a maximum energy of about

240 MeV. Each partlcTe is individually checked

and recorded by means of pulse height analysis and

coincidence counting. Appropriate beam tuning is

used to exclude particles of unwanted properties.

The position of the subject's head with respect to

the particle stream is controlled by a head position-

er to which is attached a tight-fltting positioning

and dark-adaptation mask. The subject can be ac-

curately aligned with respect to the beam position

by means of X-ray diagnostic techniques. The depth

of penetration of the particles can be changed at
will by means of interposed absorbers. On a strip

chart each particle is separately recorded as it

arrives in time, along with any responses from the

subjects, who can activate a hand-operated switch

to signify visual identification of an event. A

sound click can be triggered by each fast particle
as it passes through the silicon detectors prior to

entry into the subject; this may be used as an ad-

ditional cue for the subject. Verbal instructions

and reports from the subjects are recorded on mag-
netic tape, and closed circuit TV is used for sur-

veillance of the subject during the experiment.

So far, the region in and around one eye of

each of two subjects has been probed with a very

small stream of helium ions, numbering in one ex-

periment a total of 1500 ions for one subject (CT)
and 1150 for the other (TB).

Encouraged by the earlier experiment_ with fast

neutrons in which neutron fluences of 104cm-2sec -I

were used with about 25-50 visible flash events per

second, we wished to establish initially whether or

not a single helium ion passing through the retina

of one eye could produce the sensation of a light

..........:;.....................°i.................
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Figure 2:

Schematic of the arrangement used for human

exposures. The exposures were carried out

using exposure facilities developed at our

Laboratory over the past several years for

helium ion therapy. Special devices were added

to allow exposure to individual hellum ions

at 0 - 250 MeV kinetic energy. The subjects

wore dark-adaptation masks.

flash. The attempt to do this in a dark adapted

subject was initiaily unsuccessful when an intensity

of only one particle per second was allowed to cross

the retina for periods of two minutes. In consider-

ing the possible reasons for this initial failure
it became evident that we should be concerned not

only with the possibility that a helium particle can

cause an action potential in one or more visual

cel]s of the retina, but also with additional psy-

chophysica] factors that may allow or prevent con-

scious registration of a very small light event in

a milieu of background noise in the visual ce]is

and of electrical noise in ganglion cells, synapses,

and along the optic tract to the brain. Some degree

of spatial and temporal integration is probably

necessary before a given pattern of neural events

will emerge into consciousness at a given instant.

In the field of optical studies of light perception

it is already known that near the photic stimulation

threshold, the eye must be fixed in the dark and

that a light stimulus must have certain spatial and

temporal properties before it becomes observable(]2).

Specifically, Van Nes et al (13) have noted that

the efficiency of seeing small light flashes of

narrow angu]ar aperture depends very sensitively

on the time frequency of occurrence of such flashes

as well as the spatial periodicity.
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Our successful attemPt at obtaining a subjective
response from helium ion: beams corroborates the Im-
portance of space and time summatlon in the response
of the visual apparatus. When helium particles were
allowed to cross laterally the central region of the
retina of the left eye at random time intervals with-
in an average rate of ]0 per.second, both subjects
observed 2 tO 5 flash eVents per second, including
streaks with motion sense in. the beam direction.
A typical sequence of events is shown in Figure 3.
At higher rates of arrival so many events were
present in the visual field simultaneously that
their identification became more difficult. At

very high rates (> lO0 per sec) only a single dis-
crete flash was seen, and at very low rates less
than 5_ were recorded as visual sensations. Figure
4 gives an indication of recognition efficiencles
at various particle arrival rates and reproduces
particle arrivals and recognition signals from the
subject in a typical 50-partic|e trial.

HELIUM PARTICLE EXPOSURE

Subject T.B. 50 particles given

Subject reports 15-20 flashes

Sub,ec,s.....d I I I I I I I Illl

;: s'tcosIIIIllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I liftIIIIllflIIIIHII
Cyclotron "'on"

__J I

Time, seconds

l I i I I l I l l

Figure 3:

A typical sequence of events in a helium ion

exposure sequence. The arrival of each particle

was recorded on a strip chart recorder as function

of time. The subject slgnaIed the appearance of

light flash events by a manually activated switch.

When a 5 second burst of particles in a 4-mm-
diameter pencil beam arrives at the retina at a
random rate of |0 per second, the subject without
any cues can readily identify their presence. How-
ever, a period of approximately 1 to 2 seconds
appears to be necessary before clear recognition
of individual events and descriptions of their
characteristics became possible. From a background
sea of dark grey-green fluctuation the rapid light

•events first emerge as faint flashes, and some time
later particle events appear as brighter streaks
and flashes. Some features of their structure and

position can then be identified and described.
Attempts were made to enhance visual recognltlon

of the flash events by sound c|icks coincident with
each particle as it passes the silicon detector and
enters the head of the subject. The presence of
this type of cue has made visual recognition more
difficult than its absence. When helium particles
entered the eye at a rate of about one per second,
4_ were counted without sound clicks; in another
run when sound clicks were present, no particles
cou|d be recognized (Figure 4). It is postulated
that the signals from the sound clicks interfere
with the central nervous system integration and
conscious recognition of any visual events registered

at the retina.

Oral warning or countdown at one or two seconds
before the helium particle stream was turned on
seemed to be helpful for the subject. Perhaps the
"internal scanner" is placed on "alert" in this
manne r.

He IONS FLASH 240 MeV

Subject T.B.

Left eye, lateral position I, no absorber

Result of several runs

Rate Events seen

1 per sec 4-6 per 100

10 per sec 30-40 per 100

30 per sec 20-30 per 100

>100 per sec 1 per 100

Run No. 5 No clicker

1 per sec 3 per 50

Run No. 6 Particle triggered clicker

1 per sec 0 per 50

DBL 715-5769

Figure 4"

Summary of several exposure sequences with subject TB.
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The distribution of range penetrations of the

helium nuclei was carefully measured before each

set of exposures by means of phantom absorbers and

silicon solid state detectors upstream and down-
stream from the absorber. With the aid of these

data together with the intensity of particles and

observers' reports, in various test runs it was

possible to obtain some idea of the efficiency of

detection of events. Events were recorded only

when the central region of the retina in the post-

erior portion of the eye was in the beam. The size

of the sensitive strip on the retina was about 8-

mm on each side of the beam axis. When beams of

several hundred particles were passed through the

anterior portion of the eye (but behind the lens)

or through the optic nerve posterior to the eye
there were no flash or streak events. In this

latter position, however, one observer saw a few

"luminous cloud events," decaying relatively slow-

ly in a few seconds. More work is necessary before

the cloud type of event can be definitely attribut-

ed to a "neural light flash" event caused by helium

ions as similar phenomenon have been observed

during periods when the beam was off.

Figure 5 shows a schematic cross section of the
left eye viewed from above in relation to the pos-
itions of various beams passed through it. Flash

counts were attempted by the subjects at five dif-

ferent mean penetration distances_attained by the

use of absorbers. The graph indicates the depth-

penetration curves as functions of absorber thick-

ness for each of the five penetrations. The

position of the eye for these could be only approx-

imately determined from tissue stopping-power data

and the subjects' reports as to the location of

the light-flash events on the horizon. The fre-

quency distribution of stopping particles is also

shown.

In Figure 6 we have plotted the subjects' actual

counts of light flash events when the particle

rate was I0 per second against the counts of

particles that penetrate to each depth. The table

gives detection efficiencies for each of the five

positions. It is somewhat surprising to find that

particles arriving either at the center of the

retina or several millimeters away are all counted

at about the same efficiency of 40% to 45% by sub-

ject TB. We feel that the actual detection effic-

iency varies between 25% and 50% because the re-

liability of the experiment was not as good as

indicated by these numbers. When the beam did not

reach the retina (position V, Fig 6) no flash

event was seen by the subject in a stream of 200

particles. During these experiments the subject

did not know what particle range was being used.

Apart from an oral announcement about lO seconds

before the stream of particles entered the beam

line he had no cues of the times the beam was

turned "on" and "off".

Streaks

Of several hundred events seen, about 25% were

reported as streaks of various lengths. The sub-

jects used a simple method to report the lengths

of the streaks. They estimated what the length of

the trajectory would be if it had been produced

by a pencil of light at a meter distance from the

eye (Figure 7).
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Figure 5:

The lower part of the Figure indicates beam positions

A, B, and C where light flash exposures were attempted.

Most events were observed in Position A. The upper

curves are relative number-distance curves for the

particles as determined prior to the experiment in

a phantom. By insertion of appropriate absorbers, the

depth of penetration was controlled to one of five

penetrations (I, If, I/I, IV, V) in each test sequence.

He Flash

Left Eye _

\ /
_--" _1 ! _'

_' _' _ _' P ..................

V IV 111 11 1
Rash

efficiency% 0 40 44 45 44

r

80 i

o 60 Particles transmitted
to retina

,o mI-|
_" 20 Observed as flash

I of streak

o _ I I I L

V IV Ill II I

Figure 6:

The lower portion shows the percentage of particles

transmitted to the retina at each of the five particle

penetrations and the percentage observed as flash

events. From such observations the "flash efficiency"

was obtained for each exposure.
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\

Imagined object /

\ /
\ /
\ /

/
Actually brightest part /
of flash is on left in

the retina. \ /

\ /
Particle moves \ /
toward faint end of flash,

to the right. _\ / Estimation of

\ / direction of flight

\ /
\ /
\/

Left ey_

He pa rticle _.______
from left

Actual flash

OBSERVER believes brightest part o,f track leading.

Brightest part is on right. Hence particle is moving

to right, a correct illusion.

Figure 7: DeL7_5-s767

An attempt was made to explain why the observers coul

attribute a direction of motion to the streaks

(see text).

the outer segments of rods. We believe that flash

events may occur when several nearby rods and per-

haps cones are affected simultaneously and in coin-

cidence.

The helium flash events are not due to Cerenkov

effects. Low energy helium ions, perhaps up to

50 MeV/nucleon (200 MeV) can cause flash events.

It also follows that protons to about lO MeV kinet-

ic energy, and (in space) all heavier cosmic ray

particles, probably with Z _ 6, even at several

hundred MeV/nucleon kinetic energy, can cause

flashes.

We have also shown that the same events are seen

wlth different efficiencies and with considerably

different detail when the particle flux density

changes. At very low or very high flux densities

more than 90% of the flash events might be missed,

whereas at an arrival rate of about lO per second,

about 40% are seen. The recognition of flash events

depends on spatial and temporal integration in the

nervous system. At the highest observed efficiency,

about 40% of the particles passing through central

regions of the retina are detected. Correlation of

events observed in space with actual cosmic ray

particle fluxes also depends on spatial temporal

integration and it is possible that 5 to 20 times

as many flash-causing events occur as the frequency

actually reported by astronauts. An obvious answer

to the efficiency of human detection of primary

cosmic rays would be to conduct in space actual

physical particle-identification studies during

periods of human observation of the flashes they
cause.

Most of the observed events can be accounted for

by the assumption that the fast particles cause

interactions in the retina particularly in the re-

ceptor layer. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

Persistence of the Light Flashes Observed

Most of the events observed appeared to have

exceedingly brief lifetimes and left no after eff-

ect. A very few of the brighter white streaks, in

the central portion of the retina did have a_green-

ish after image, persisting for intervals of the

order of l - 2 seconds for observer CT.

Dependence on Dark Adaptation

We have also separately shown that ability to

observe the light-flash signals depends on the state

of dark adaptation. In the course of the experi-

ment and after many flashes were seen in the dark,

a subject was re-exposed to room lights for 2 min-

utes and then dark-adapted again. His ability to

see particle-induced light flashes gradually re-

turned in a span of about 10 minutes, however, there

was annoying, very persistent after image of the

rectangular fluorescent light used in light adapt-

ing during this 10 minute period. In summar_we

have observed that helium ions, when they cross the

retina, give rise to the sensation of light flashes,

streaks, and "supernovae." Proton recoils and

alpha particles produced by neutron interaction in

the eye also give light flashes and streaks. These

events are probably from ionizations and excit'ations

in the path of the particles. The excitations are

accompanied by emission of electromagnetic radiat-

ions in a broad spectrum of wavelengths. More re-

fined work will be necessary to identify the physic-

al events that actually initiate light sensation

and the location of biological structures where

primary interactions occur. It is interesting to

speculate that the light-flash events may be re-

lated to some physical event in rods, perhaps

initiation of action currents across membranes of

Magnified section of the RETINA

(not to scale)

Rod layer about 10/_ wide.

Most events are

local flashes _"

.. /" Some coincident events are seen.. /

"_"',,',,,,,4,_,. In sp ...... y/ong ..... ks _•

Longest streak in rods is about 1 mm.

Figure 8: DBL ?IS-S_66

A schematic section of the retina is given to illustrate

how various observed events correspond to particles

crossing the retina at various angles. Most events

observed are local flashes. The manner in which

streaks and segmented coincidences might be produced

is also shown.

The receptor layer contains the outer segments of rods

and cones with visual pigment.

We believe that grey or colored X-ray phosphenes are

produced by diffuse interactions in the receptor layer.

Luminous cloud observaticns are not explained in this

figure. They might be due to light that reaches the

receptors from the neural layer or vitreous fluid.
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From this estimation and refractive index of the

vitreous humor one can estimate the length of the

interaction on the retina. By this method the

longest streaks had a path of about 1-mm in the

retina, tangential to it, corresponding to a track

length of about 5 cm, 1 meter away from the subjects
When the curvature of the retina is taken into

account, as well as an estimated thickness for its

light sensitive part of lO microns, it turns out

that the longest unbroken straight path under these

condltions is about 2 mm. We assume that only the

part of a track that passes through the light sen-
sitive layer of the retina is recorded. The depth

penetration of particles is much greater than this

path. It seems likely that at least the last sev-
eral millimeters of a helium ion track can cause a

light flash. If the retina should be sensitive to

high energy helium ions as well as to low energy, we
should have seen bisegmented tracks (coincidences).

We have not been able to see such coincidences in

any of these experiments, but more work is planned

on this problem in the future. In space, quite

long and intense light flashes were seen by several

astronauts sometimes comprising as much as 55 ° aper-

ture. In addition, about the right number of bi-

segmented tracks were reported to assume that many

cosmic ray particles were able to elicit light sen-

sation along several cm portion of their track.
Sense of Direction of Streaks

For a portion of the light streaks seen, the

subjects reported very definite and correct sensa-
tions with respect to the direction of passage.

Similar observations were reported in the low energy

neutron experiments (10). Since the partlcles go

through the:retina in less than 10 _i1 second, one

would not presume-that normal llght direction sens-

ing mechanisms can recognize motion of the flash.

At the present tlme the observations at hand are

not sufficient to unequivocally establish for

sensing the direction of travel of the particles.
Nevertheless, for the purposes of discussion and

further experiment, we suggest the possibility of a

double optical illusion as an explanation for the

recognition of direction. As we illustrate in

Figure 7, the subject perceives a straight traject-

ory, in front of him, widening and brightening fro_

left to right. This conveys a sense of motion in

the same direction. Actually, in the retina, the

track may be represented by a "thindown" due to the

range distribution of its delta rays. It is assum-

ed that more rods are affected on the left than on

the right. The guess of movement to the right

appears to be based on two kinds of mistaken judge-

ment: (a) that the streak is in front not within,

and (b) that it is brightest in its leading portion.

Another explanation for motion sense in random dir-

ections was given by us for the neutron phosphene

experience (I).

Supernovae

Each subject saw a few isolated events that had

the appearance of a "supernovae", as defined by the

astronauts. Such bright flashes with fuzzy margins

were observed at absorber settings when most of the

particles were near the end of their range, where

the rate of energy is highest. The center of these

events appeared to be colored blue, and in one case

a brief flickering of blue and red. Similar events

observed in space were brighter and larger than

those observed by us, according to discussions with

Apollo 14 crew. We used a variable light source of

various shapes to compare the astronauts' exper-

iences with ours.
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Future experiments are planned to test the re-

sponses to interactions of accelerated particles

with brain centers. Possible regions of interest

are in the lateral geniculate bodies and in the oc-

cipital cortex at the calcarine and parieto-occipita

fissures. Unfortunately there are no accelerated

particles of ions heavier than helium available with

sufficiently high penetration to test visual events

caused by them. Exploitation of nuclear particles

for exploring central-nervous-system function de-

pends on constructing heavy-ion accelerators capable

of acceleratiog particles with various atomic num-

bers to energies of several hundred MeV/nucleon.

The observation of light flashes in space flight

and in accelerator beams has posed many scientific

questions that await answer. Among these is the

magnitude of deleterlous effects that individual

particles might cause in the retina and other regions
of the nervous system (e.g., cardiac pacemakers,

hypothalamus). Research has been initiated to

answer some of these problems.
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ON THE USE OF QUALITY FACTORS AND FLUENCE TO DOSE

RATE CONVERSION IN HUMAN RADIATION EXPOSURES

C. A. Sondhaus

University of California Irvine College of Medicine

In principle, the distribution of absorbed

energy in the tissues of a human exposed to ioniz-

ing radiation can either be measured more or less

directly by in situ dosimetry, or it can be cal-

culated from a knowledge of the energies and

angular distributions of the particle fluences

impinging on the individual or phantom. The

first method can quickly and simply determine the

quantity of interest: dose, without the inter-

vening complications, approximations and uncer-

tainties of the second method. In fact, one rea-

son the quantity "dose" was invented was just the

elimination of these intermediate steps. But

direct measurement is not always possible, and it

can seldom be used to obtain dose values at more

than a few points within the tissues. The second,

more indirect method is now developed to a degree

of detail sufficient to produce a virtually com-

plete description of the dose distribution re-

sulting from any arbitrary combination of radia-

tion fluence and energy. Conversion to dose by

calculation, however, not only requires charged

particle telescope or spectrometer data, but a

computer and a program of some complexity as well,

imposing even greater practical limitations than

does the first method.

But a far more fundamental limitation applies

in either case. The use of dosimetric data to

assess the biological implications of a given

exposure requires additional knowledge of the

kinds and degree of effectswhich result, not

simply from the given total amount of absorbed

energy, but much more critically, from the way

_LL wN_LI LLZ_L "L_y U_ _ LL _UL_U UULLL_=LLLXL_,

microsopically and macroscopically, in both space

and time, from one case to another. The radio-

biological uncertainties which occur at this

stage are so marked and so incompletely defined

that the ability to establish an exposure status

still clearly lags behind the technical means of

obtaining, by either of the above methods, the
dose data on which to base it.

How then do we arrive at conclusions about

the status of the human individual - which is,

after all, what we are trying to assess - by any

combination of these factors? The question is so

broad and still so debatable that one can only

attempt here to sum up briefly some areas in

which much work has been done in the past, and to

try to illustrate how imprecise are our attempts

to evaluate whole body exposure, as distinct from

the highly local doses so well discussed by Dr.

Curtis. To paraphrase Dr. Drew, we are indeed

trying here to make our technology of physical

measurement serve the cause of human values -

numerical ones, to be sure, but none the less

human - and it is no easier here than it is

elsewhere.

In Fig. i the familiar regulations referring

to ordinary exposures are summarized; in regard

to space radiation exposure they belong to an

earlier and simpler age. Nevertheless, there

are several assumptions implicit in these values

which underlie their apparent simplicity. For

example, quality factors are built in; they are

not mentioned, but a QF is inherent in each rem

unit used. How to decide what these QF's shall

be is of course left up to the technician who

must hold the personnel exposures within these
levels.

More importantly perhaps, the approach used

in setting these regulations is that of the criti-

cal organ or group of organs. The body is sub-

divided into regions or systems, and to a great

extent they are treated separately. This is due

not only to the kind of data available but also

as much as anything else to the necessity of de-

signing regulations which can handle both internal

and external exposures. When radioisotopes are

taken up by the body, of course many of them tend

to concentrate in certain organs; but when an

exposure is external the nonuniformity of dose

distribution occurs for entirely different reasons.

In the case of space radiation exposure this

nonuniformity can reach an extreme degree, not

only with respect to dose distribution and LET but

even to the extent of microscopically localized

high doses of the kind Dr. Curtis has just dis-

cussed. In attempting to deal with such exposures

we are used to a certain kind of thinking, and

although we do not follow it expllcitly in setting

astronaut doses we still tend to think in terms of

critical organs, which may not necessarily be the

best approach in all cases. When we know that an

effect is local, confined to the retina of the

eye for example, we can certainly use this ap-

proach; but if we think that a number or set of

numbers must be sought to describe the overall

physiological status of an individual post-expo-

sure, the critical organ approach can lead to
contradictions.

Fig. 2 sets forth the other half of this

somewhat simplistic approach, Which has still

been found to be practical enough for most cases.

We simply make another set of rules: depending

on the LET of the radiation involved, regardless

of its type, we now multiply any dose by a number,

the QF, and so arrive at its relative "effective-

ness". This can presumably be done for any tissue

location and volume in which this radiation is

deposited, and doses to different regions of the

body are thus multiplied by the appropriate QF's

and treated almost independently.
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Ezposrd Part of Body Occupationally Exposed Persons Public at Large

Whole body, blood- 5 rems/yr 0.5 rems/yr

forming organs and 3 reins/quarter*, provided the

gonads cumulated dose to age N years is

less than 5 (N-18)

30 rems/yr

15 rents :qu.trter

7.; rem_/yr

t0 rem_/quarter

15 rems/'yr

g rent_/qllarter

Bone, thyroid, skin 3 rems/yrt

llands, forearms, feet 7 5 rems/yr
and ankles

All other organs 1.5 rems/yr

* A planned special expo,,ure for ,weupationally exposed workers of twiee the yearly dose is per-

mitred _hen alternative technique_ are either unavailahh" or impractical. This is i0 rems/exposur,'

to the _hole body.

1" 1.5 reins/yr to children tilt to 16.

FIGURE 1

LET®

(keV/g IN WATER) QF

X rays and electrons of any LET 1
3.5 or less 1

3.5-7 1-2

7-23 2-5

23-53 5-10

53-175 10-20

aFromNcRP [1954].

FIGURE 2

In practice, most records that are kept today

are not broken down into these categories. Gener-

ally one is fortunate when one has a single number

to describe a person's exposure. In space, we

are trying to refine things somewhat further

because of the different radiations and higher

doses with which we are concerned, and it is here

that we encounter difficulties in attempting to

apply sets of numbers. The characteristics of

space radiation which are of chief importance in

this regard are the range of energies which occur

and the change of both energy and fluence rate

with time. Dr. Lushbaugh has discussed the

effects of time very thoroughly; some of the other

properties will be mentioned here. The situation

is indeed far more complex than are those for

which the ordinary MPD concepts were developed.

Fig. 3 shows what is perhaps one of the most

important characteristics of heavy particle inter-

actions; the "transition curve" and the build-up

of dose to a maximum due to production of secon-

dary radiations (I). The phenomenon has been

known for some time; its effect on dose distri-

butions is much greater than that of the Bragg

Peak doses at the ends of the paths of charged

particles. The transition build-up results from

the production of secondary particles from two

main processes: intranuclear cascades and

evaporation processes, each of which vary as a

function of both incident particle energy and the

mass number of the target material.
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Fig. 4 illustrates one instance in which a

program was designed to compute dose build-up due

to these secondary processes (2). The experi-

mental data fits the calculated values fairly well

for a beam of the energy indicated (3). Fig. 5

is from another more recent program which con-

verts flux to dose at given energies (4). These

are both representative instances of the kinds of

calculations that are possible. When one also

folds in the energy spectrum of a solar flare,

of trapped radiation, or of galactic cosmic ray

charged particles, the sum of such a set of

curves results in the familiar steep fall-off

of dose with depth.

Quite some time ago, Dr. Schaefer very clear-

ly pointed out that in addition to the distribu-

tion of dose on the macro scale, one should take

into account the high LET at the ends of proton

tracks which result either from neutron inter-

actions or from primary proton cascades or other

secondary processes. At the ends of their

tracks, protons reach about a three-fold higher

value of local LET than do the secondary elec-

trons produced by electromagnetic radiation. All

this is familiar ground; the problem lies in the

distribution and concentration of such track

ends under the conditions we are talking about.
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Fig. 6, from Schaefer, illustrates the dis-

tribution of LET produced by a flux of charged

particles passing through tissue (5). Three

cases are shown; the first is for orthovoltage

250 KVP x-rays, showing the LET distribution of

the secondary electrons produced by the gamma

photons. The second is for a typical solar

flare proton energy spectrum, which produces

essentially the same distribution in LET as do

the x-rays, and should therefore have very much

the same RBE and QF, with the exception of the

small portion of track enders. As Dr. Schaefer

pointed out yesterday, this distribution varies

between earth orbital and free space exposures.

The LET distribution shown in the third case is

that for the recoil protons produced by neutrons

with the fission energy spectrum.

Fig. 7 shows how the use of the QF values

which result from these differing LET distri-

butions were first applied to the calculation of

dose and dose equivalent for tissue for a var-

iety of different energies. This figure, from

Kinney and Zerby (6), shows first the dose and

then the dose equivalent in rem for both nor-

mally incident and isotropically incident proton

fluxes at five centimeters depth in tissue, as a

function of proton energy. Many such curves

have since been generated to estimate how rad and

rem dose should vary with energy at given tissue

depths under a variety of shielding conditions.
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Another way to present the same data is to

calculate separately the dose and dose equi-

valent for each type of secondary particle as a

f_nction of depth so that, for example, normally

incident protons can be treated as producing

ionization from both primary and secondary

protons, secondary neutrons, heavy nuclei, pions,

and so on. All of these sub-classes and their

dose equivalents can then be added together to

give a dose equivalent at any depth.

Fig. 8 shows another way in which such data

have been treated (7). In this figure, the dose

at the center of a water sphere whose radius var-

ies from one centimeter to several tens of cm is

calculated, and a quality factor is also calcu-

lated for its center as a function of the primary

proton energy and hence, of the residual energy

of protons which reach the sphere center. This

quality factor is simply the number of rem per

rad; again, each of the calculated values simply

results in a number by which to multiply a dose

which one may or may not be able to measure

directly.

An _mportant question is:how closely can any

of these numbers be calculated, or applied, to the

quite irregular geometry of the human? Some

heroic efforts to deal with this question are

currently being made. Dr. Kase will talk on this

tomorrow and I will only mention it. Briefly,

coordinate systems are assigned to an average

human geometry, including those body elements

which can be considered as separate systems which

remain internally constant even though their con-

figurations relative to each other change when

seated, standing, and so on.

Using the standard Air Force man, a machine

computation can then produce distributions of

tissue depth surrounding any point in the body,

which will indicate what percent of the total

solid angle subtended by that point is shielded

by a given tissue thickness. In this way the

build-up factors, the attenuation, the production

of secondaries and all of the other physica_ phe-

nomena which intervene between flux and dose can

be treated separately and summed up for the point

in question.
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For example, in Fig. 9 the dose point is the

heart; the curves compare various degrees of de-

tail in such man models and show to what degree

simplification influences the calculated tissue

thickness dl-strlbutlon (8). In a previous study

(9) a given proton spectrum, that measured on a

Gemini mission, was used to determine a dose

conversion factor for several points (e.g., the

center of the gut in Fig. i0); that is, the number

of rads per hour per 104 protons per square cen-

timeter per second. One can say further that for

this particular case, the greatest contribution

to the dose at this particular point in this

particular.standard man is due to the particular

calculated range of incident proton energies

indicated.

What then does physical data of this kind

imply in biological terms? We really do not have

data which is precise enough on the biological

slde (particularly the human biological side, as

Dr. Lushbaugh has pointed out) to match the degree

of detail in the physical data; the kinds of

biological data we do have are Considerably more

"overall" in character. For example, one can

compare experimentally, as Jackson did almost a

decade ago, two types of exposure in which the

familiar depth dose pattern of solar flare pro-

tons is contrasted with an idealized uniform case.

But, in order to do this, he had to do something

physically analogous to what the computational

programs have usually limited themselves to; that

is, he compressed his animals literally into

cylinders, into regular shapes which could be

irradiated with Co-60 ga,,na radiation through a

wedge filter, producing the dose distribution 5y

rotation. It was of course found that the LD-50

dose for a uniform exposure could be described

by a single number, but that for the non-unlform

case, one had to choose some other way of char-

acterizing the dose distribution; for example, the

ratio of midllne to surface dose, or the dose at

some reference depth, e.g., 5 cm.

In Fig. ii, from Dr. Bond and associates at

Brookhaven, another method of comparing different

dose distributions is illustrated (i0). Bilateral

and unilateral exposure data were obtained for

the dog, and the LD-50 dose for 30-day mortality

was expressed as a midline air dose, as a midline

tissue dose, and as an entrance and an exit dose.

Since the bilateral exposure produces a symme-

trical pattern with a build-up in the center, the

midline LD-50 dose is 280 rads, whereas the doses

at entrance and exit are somewhat less; but it is

still almost a flat dose pattern. These values

do not mean a compressed dog, or a cylinder, or

rotation, or anything of the sort; they are sim-

ply data that were already on hand. If one now

considers the unilateral case, with a mldllne

air dose of 384 radsp it takes 337 rads at the

mldllne, with 530 rads at entry and i68 fads at

exit, to produce the same LD-50 in 30 days.

In order to arrive at some way of character-

izing numerically such a difference in uniformity

(Fig. 12) one very roughly divides the body into

three equal regions, each containing part of the

total pool of stem cells which are located in the

marrow and produce the formed elements of the

blood. An estimate is then made of the fraction

of the total stem cell pool which is in the volume

nearest to the Source, the fraction located med-

ially, and the fraction which is in the distal

region. If one then estimates the average dose

to each of these three parts, one can now apply

the known reproductive survival curves for stem

cells, making the as_umptlon, which seems to be

Justified, that they are applicable ID_.V._. If

one then calculates the fraction of each of these

three parts of the marrow cell population which

would be expected to go on proliferating after its

respective dose, and multiplies that part of the

0_oi popul@tlon by its calculated fractional sur-

val, then one can estimate the total relative

number of surviving stem cells; this is shown in

the last column. If one does th_ same thing for
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the bilateral case, which is much more uniform,

one can work backwards from the dose (although

as Dr. Lushhaugh says, "its in a way circular")

and it can be seen that approximately the same

fractional number of survlving_dividing cells

results whether the exposure is uniform or not.

This analysis applies only to a regenerating

tissue; in the case of a tissue which is not pro-

liferating, of course, a different set of con-

siderations apply. Dr. Curtis has pointed out

how the Fractional Cell Lethality concept, a

similar procedure applied to cells surviving

high, localized particle track doses in an organ

which is not proliferating, serves a somewhat
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similar purpose.

Figs. ii and 12 illustrate an attempt to

normalize and compare whole animal doses, and to

use something similar to an FCL for the whole

exposed mass of proliferating tissue (here, of

cdurse, for radiation of QF i). As a result of

this analysis, an effectiveness factor can be

estimated for the non-uniform distribution com-

pared to the uniform one; the ratio turns out to

be about 0.78 in this case. In this way, a non-

uniform dose distribution can be weighted by a

"Distribution Effectiveness Factor" analogous to

a QF, but now not due to differences in micro

dose distribution, but to dose pattern differences

on the gross level.



I,])_,o(3o) VALUES FOR ])OGS AND SWINE '_.xPOSED BILATERALLY VERSUS UNILATERALLY

TO MEGAVOLTAGE X-RADIATION

Species, exposure type

LD6o(8o)

Midline, .Entrance, Midline, Exit,
air tissue tissue tissue

l)og, bilateral 319 • 266 b 280 b 266 b

I)og, unilateral 384" 530 b 337 b 168 b

_wine, bilateral 3751 272" 234 _ 272"

(350-400) (253-290) (218-250) (253-290)

,qwine, unilateral 500" 584 _ 312 • 131"

:' Exposure in roentgens.

t, Absorbed dose in rads.

FIGURE Ii

CALCULATION OF THE SURVIVING FRACTION OF STEM CELLS IN THE Doa EXPOSED

UNILATERALLY TO 1000-KVP X-RADIATION

Relative n.mber
Body region Dose (fads) Relative number Surviving (%) of sur',q",,ing

of stem cells (from Fig. 1) stem cells

Proximal third 530 43 0.5 0.0

Middle third 337 31 4 1.2

Distal third 168 26 23 6.0

Total 100 7.2

FIGURE 12

In Dr. Lushbaugh's discussion it was shown

that if one attempts to do something similar with

man, one cannot extrapolate from all the animal

data, and one cannot of course do the same kind

of studies on man. But at least, for ordinary

gamma radiations such as from Co-60 and Cs-137,

determining a distribution of the same kind and

making some assumptions based on the known per-

centages of the total marrow which lle at dif-

ferent depths, one can in principle arrive at a

similar distribution effectiveness factor and

compare this for cases in which, accidentally or

otherwise, such non-uniform exposures have been

received. There has been a fair degree of

success in doing this so far. It is clearly

a totally different process than Just multiplying

a dose distribution b_ a QF value, although it

ideally should result in at least an equal degree

of prediction confidence.

As Dr. Curtis has already shown, if one con-

siders radiations of higher LET's, the kinds of

survival curves which can be used to predict the

survival of stem cell populations change in their

shape as well as in their slope. It is the ratio

of dose from a curve for x- or gamma radiation to

that for a higher LET radiation for a given level

of effect which defines the relative biological

effectiveness on which all the QF's are based.

There is a "multievent" shoulder on the low LET

curve; as first shown by Elkind, if one divides

the dose into fractions separated by a time in-

terval long enough for recovery, by the next

time a dose is given the same shoulder has re-

appeared. The increase in dose necessary to give

the same degree of effect when a low LET dose is

protracted can be explained on this basis. In

the case of the straight exponential survival

curve seen for high LET radiation, there is little

or no recovery. The time factor is thus appli-

cable to low LET, but not'signiflcantly to high

LET exposure, Just as the oxygen enhancement ratio

that Dr. Curtis has mentioned also differs for

high and low LET.
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Anotherconsequenceof thefact that the low
LETcurvehasa shoulderandthehighLETone
doesnot is thatthe ratio "RBE"is a functionof
thedegreeof effect. Onethereforehasa range
of RBEvaluesfor anytworadiations,depending
uponhowfar downthepair of survivalcurves
oneis comparingdoses.Forlowdoserate levels
or for manysmalldosesoneis thereforecompar-
ing effectivenessat a different ratio. This
generallyleadsto higherRBEvaluesat lowdoses
thanhaveusuallybeenobtainedexperimentally,
whereit is mucheasierto doanexperimentby
irradiating withhigherdoses.Cautionin theuse
of QF'sis thusnecessarybecauseof this time
factor aswell.

Reliablecollectionsof animaldatanowexist
for reasonablymonoenergeticprimaryneutronexpo-
sures. Theproductionof recoil protonsin the
tissuesof rathersmallanimalsresultsin a
fairly predictablemeanLETfor eachof a series
of energies.Experimentsat theseenergiesby
severaldifferentgroupsof investigatorsusing
a numberof endpointshaveproducedRBEvalues
whichfollowa reasonablydefinite relation to
LET. This"wholeanimalRBE"is the combined
result of a numberof thingshappeningtogether,
andit doesnotagreeverycloselywith theRBE
fromcell survivalcurves,althoughawholebody
RBEis clearly theendresult of theprocesses
that a single cell survival curve depicts for each

cell type. For these small animals, one gets

RBE's in the range of 5 or 6; if the animal is

larger and the distribution of secondaries is

different, different neutron RBE values may result.

Dr. Lushbaugh has derived a total body RBE

for the human in a mixed field of gamma and neu-

tron radiation by using Hiroshima and Nagasaki

data and comparing the 60-day survival curves

(ii). As shown in Fig. 13, they can be superim-

posed as a function of horizontal range for light

steel buildings, for which the most recent (T-65)

dose estimates of gamma and neutron radiation

yield approximately equal gamma and neutron doses

in Hiroshima, but neutron to gamma ratios of

about i to 12 in Nagasaki. Under these shielding

conditions, he could then try different RBE

factors for the neutron component to make the 50%

survival doses match one another; in this way a

human total body RBE of 2 was estimated. This

should be compared with the value which he dis-

cussed earlier today, which may be about twice

as high when estimated differently and with

better data.

Obviously, the RBE may also depend on how one

chooses the endpoint, and how confident one is

that other factors are not involved, such as blast

and burn damage in the case of the Japanese. One

clearly cannot be as exact or as confident with

the human data as is possible with "cells, or

even with small animal data. This is one reason

the total body, approximate but presumably over-

cautious QF values were invented, to be distin-

guished from RBE's. It also should illustrate

the logical inconsistency of multiplying the dose

at each point in a distribution by such QF values,

a practice which has unfortunately become rather

widespread.
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Fig. 14 summarizes the situation that obtains

if one varies yet another parameter, the area of

field in a skin exposure (12). This is a col-

lection of data from radiotherapy which shows

skin tolerance in roentgens as a function not

only of the number of fractions into which a

given dose is divided, but also how big an area

of skin is irradiated. It can be seen that

there is an area _actor as well as a time factor.

The 2000 tad figure for a single dose that is

listed, for example, in the NAS-NRC Space Radia-

tion Study Panel Report (13) is also seen here;

but fractionating the dose raises it, increasing

the area lowers it, and so forth.

In summary, it can be seen that we are able

by various combinations of numbers and factors to

arrive at estimates of dose and dose effective-

ness from values of fluence; but as yet it has not

been possible to use the biological data with the

same degree of precision with which one can obtain

or estimate the physical data. Certainly, a QF,

even properly used, is by no means the only modi-

fying factor that one must apply to a flux-to-dose

conversion; the distribution factor and the time

factor are there to contend with, and the area

factor as well. But above all, one must at least

consider the possibility of treating a total

exposure not simply on the basis of a collection

of separate organs wired together, each with its

own sensitivity, but by applying a separate organ

approach only very judiciously as a part of the

characterization of a total body exposure. It

would seem that the most reasonable way one can

use the human data that exists is to apply it as

far as possible to the human animal as a whole,f4).

To conclude: the particular dosimetric problems

of the space environment have been a stimulus to

such efforts - but the results can clearly be

useful in terrestrial human affairs.
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Methods and Approaches to Dosimetry

by

Harald H. Rossi

Radiological Research Laboratories, Department of
Radiology, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

Space radiation represents by far the most
difficult and most challenging task for dosimetry.

It comprises not only virtually all of the
radiations observable on earth but also includes

various components which will not be produced
in the laboratory for many years to come. High Z

particles having energies of the order of tens of
Gev per nucleon and protons having even higher

energies can initiate an enormous variety of
processes and one cannot dismiss the possibility
of unknown or unexpected particles or interactions.
The fact that very energetic processes are likely

to be quite rare aggravates rather than simplifies
the problems. A number of lines of evidence

indicate that at the low dose rates normally
encountered in space the high LET of energetic
nuclei of large Z, and the energy releases
attendant to various cascades produced by very

energetic nuclei in general will be of profound
importance. Consequently dosimetry must totally

encompass not only an extreme dynamic range but
also great differences of fluence rate.

Missions in which this kind of equipment

can be deployed are likely to be few and they

may well entail the requirement that the equipment

has to be completely automated and operate
reliably for months or even years. The f_ct that
the equipment must be both complex and reliable
means of course that it will be expensive but
this may be a comparatively minor problem since
the costs should still be a small fraction of

the funds required for the mission. However even
in the absence of financial strictures it is

difficult to conceive of systems that will yield
the desired information.

For the purposes of current earthbound
radiation protection practice irradiation
conditions are completely specified by the
absorbed dose and its distribution in linear

energy transfer, at a11 points in a suitable
phantom. Although, such a determination is
already quite difficult it is by no means certain

that it would be adequate for space. Radiation
protection standards were developed with little
or no regard given to some of the radiations

encountered in space and they also envisage dose
limits which one might not be able to accept for
astronauts. For these reasons and also because

the analysis of any unexpected biological effects
would require optimum physical radiation data it
is highly desirable that the dosimetry system

yield what might be considered to be the most
complete radiological physics information. This

is best expressed in terms of R(y) the time rate
at which lineal energy*, y, is deposited at ali
locations in a human phantom and at ali diameters
of interest.

*The lineal energy (i) y is defined as E/_where

E is the energy deposited by a charged particle
and its secondaries in a tissue region of mean
diameter _.

The diameters of interest can in principle range
from nanometers (the dimensions of macromolecules)
to perhaps tens of micrometers. This latter
dimension which appears to be about the maximum

effective track diameter for ions of any energy(2)
corresponds to the volume occupied by from ten to
perhaps a hundred cells. In this connection, it

might be remarked that at least one theory of
radiation carcinogenesis (3) postulates that
malignances arise only if several contiguous cells
are injured.

At present there appear to be no methods in
existence to determine energy deposition in tissue
regions that are smaller than a few I00 nanometers.

Between this level and the upper limit given above
individual energy depositions in tissue can be
experimentally determined only by simulating tissue

volumes by much larger volumes of tissue equivalent
gas in which proportional counting is performed.
(4) Gas detectors lack the comparative simplicity,
permanance and energy resolution ofvarious solid
state devices. An additional short-coming is
that under certain circumstances simulation of a

unit density tissue equivalent mass by a cavity
filled with tissue equivalent gas is imperfect
and can lead to an overestimate of energy de-
position. (4,5) Nevertheless, the superior
sensitivity and spatial resolution of gas detection
make it the method of choice.

It is thus evident that present day tech-
nology is incapable of producing the dosimetry
system ideally required and that some compromises
must be made. The remainder of this presentation

will be a discussion of a system which may be near

the optimum compromise possible today. This
apparatus has not been built and the design is
largely conceptual. While the discussion will be
primarily concerned with basic principles a few
technical points will be made to indicate how

various functions could be accomplished.
This system is designed to meet six primary

objectives:

I) Determination of the dose received at.
various locations in the body of an
astronaut. This dose to be averaged
over periods of the order of 5 minutes.

2) Determination of the frequency with

which high LET particles (LET > 10 keV/_
impinge on the human body.

3) The distribution in depth of the dose
due to such individual particles.

4) The LET of these particles at various
depths in the human body.

5) The direction of incidence of these

particles.
6) A determination of the track structure

of these particles, i.e. the distribu-
tion of delta rays and other secondaries

within distances comparable to the
dimensions of the mammalian cell (3_m).
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In addition to these primary purposes the
system could provide at least on a statistical
basis information on the total energy and nuclear
charge of heavy particles.

These objectives are to be met by evaluation
of the data produced by two sub-systems, which in
the following will be termed the macro-system and
the micro-system.

The macro-system is designed to yield
information on points 1 through 5, the micro-
system is designed to provide information on

points 4 and 6. Both systems are in essence
multiple ionization chambers which are normally
operated in a gated pulse mode. However, when
objective 1 is pursued, the macro-system operates
in a pre-set time mode (in the following termed
the dose mode). Both of the multiple detectors
and the early electronic stages are to be
contained in a hermetically sealed stainless
steel drum having approximate dimensions of 20"
diameter and 20" height. The optimal location
with respect to a space craft would be such that
the axis o£ this detector system coincides with
the outside surface of the vehicle so that half

of the detecting system sees free space with a
minimum of shielding, whilst the other half

sees the interior of the space craft.
Associated equipment for gas replacement and

any additional electronic equipment, such as

power supplies, should occupy a space that is
less than two cubic feet.

The macro-system is schematically shown in
Figure I. It consists of a series of concentric

cylindrical shells of tissue equivalent plastic
having a total diameter equivalent to that of
the human body (about 12"). The thickness of

.... .o _._a_ ¢^putt_nLiu £rom she center
outward, The annular gaps are occupied by tissue
equivalent gas at such a pressure that the width
of the gap is equivalent to about 3 um of unit
density tissue. Collecting regions are estab-
lished in these gaps by suspension of grids of
the type shown in the drawing. The grids are

secured by two simple insulators across the top

and bottom of the phantom. The individual
collecting regions might on the average cover
about 15° of a full circle in each gap. Quite

possibly the width of these chambers may vary
both with respect to polar angle and with respect
to distance from the center. A11 of the

cylindrical shells are connected to a positive
high voltage supply.

When the macro-system operates in the dose
mode the grids are ungrounded for some period
(e.g., 5 minutes) and then sequentially grounded
through a digitizing network in which the

accumulated charge is quantified as a correspond-
ing number of pulses. It should be possible to
obtain and store all of the numbers in a matter

of milliseconds. In this mode the macro-system
merely yields absorbed dose as a function of

location in a phantom of the human trunk.

When the phantom is operated in the pulse
mode, the principle of operation is as follows:

All tissue equivalent rings are at a
positive potential and connected to a fast

triggering circuit and a11 the grids are normally
grounded. Traversal of any one gap by a high

LET (> I0 KeV/uml parti_le results in the
liberation of 10 to 101 electrons. These are

collected very rapidly and provide a signal

f/g I

Top View Verlicol Cross-
Section

qrid with

- ._ _-
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the macro-
system. Collection in various sectors

of the annular gas filled regions is
accomplished by grids. One of these
is shown in position. Another grid

16_=Lh=, ,i_h one of zts two supporting
insulators is shown near the bottom.

which ungrounds all grids which then collect the

much more slowly moving positive ions. After
about a millisecond (to allow for ion collection)
these grids are read in essentially the same manner
as in the dose mode.

Large guarding scintillators above and below

the ends of the cylindrical phantom can be
operated in anticoincidence to assure that only

particles entering nearly normal to the phantom
axis can trigger the measuring cycle.

In the pulse mode only those sections in

which the primary particle or any of its

secondaries have passed register a signal.
In view of the very skewed distribution of

particle energies it may be necessary to obtain
continuous sensitivity for large but not for

smaller events. This can be readily accomplished
by utilization of a simple circuit which disables

triggering by particles between 10 KeY/_m and,
say, I00 KeV/um for some period following each
event registration.

The function of the micro-system is to

provide detailed information on track structure.
A pair of scintillators (or semiconductor
detectors) operated in coincidence determines the

direction of the incoming particle (see Fig. 2)
which may traverse a number of vanes made of

increasing thicknesses of tissue equivalent plastic.
Strips consisting'of multiple positive ion
collectors are situated at some distance from

these vanes. The collectors are mutually



insulatedfrom each other and from a co-planar
grounded conducting plane. The common electron
collector serves again as the trigger for un-
frounding of these collectors and the subsequent
individual charge measurement.

This geometry permits a determination of
lateral energy spread due to delta ray formation
or other secondary particle production with a

resolution of a few degrees. The prompt second-
aries of a nuclear cascade are frequently emitted
at angles of less than one degree but they are
almost invariably of low LET, being protons or
other light particles of very high energy. The

products of nuclear evaporation having low

energy (and consequently high LET) tend to be
emitted isotropically.

Provided certain technical features such as

an automatic gas replacement system and a variety

of high speed electronic circuits are added to
the elements which are shown schematically in
Figs. I and 2 this system should be entirely

feasible with present date technology and it
should be well suited to automatic data trans-

mission. It has been presented here as an
example of the comprehensive and unorthodox

approaches which will be needed in space radiation
dosimetry.

Acknowledgement: The dosimetry system described
here was developed as a result of discussions
with my colleagues Dr. W. Gross and Dr. A.M.
Kellerer.
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THE EXTERNAL GAMMA RADIATION ENVIRONMENT FROM THE KIWI,

PHOEBUS, AND PEWEE REACTORS*

RICHARD E. MALENFANT

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

During the past few years, ground tests of high-powered propul-

sion-prototype reactors by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

have provided several opportunities to observe the external radi-

ation environment. Although the data may not be directly appli-

cable to the evaluation of radiation levels for flight systems,

they do provide an extensive set of results for comparison with

calculations on systems similar to those which may be flown. In

addition, the experience with reactor radiation fields covering

square miles is considered unique. Reactor tests have been con-

ducted in free air (the Kiwi B4D and B4E reactors) and inside of

open well shields (the Phoebus l-B, Phoebus 2 -A, and Pewee 1

reactors). Measurements were taken over distances ranging from

contact with the pressure vessel out to greater than 5000' both

during opera¢lon and after shutdown. Separate assessments of

the effects of direct beam, scatter, capture, and activation

were attempted. Some measurements characteristic of each of the

systems named will be presented and compared with results of

calculations.

Measurements of the external radiation

levels on early Rover reactor tests pro-

vided empirical information on the distri-

bution of leakage radiation, variation of

radiation levels with distance, and the

shielding effects of various structures

(refs. 1,2). The information was essential

_o provide the background for the design

of further

_or tests,

complexity

currently,

ation were

comparison

B1A (1962)

tions made

facilities to support the reac-

particularly in view of the

of the test site areas. Con-

techniques for analytical evalu-

being developed and applled. A

of some measurements on Kiwi

and some point-kernal calcula-

by D. M. Peterson (ref. 3) for

core sources only are given in figures I

and 2. The dose points were located on an

arc 127 cm in radius centered at the reac-

tor midpoint. Energy release for the in-

tegral measurements was taken to be _ 90

MW-sec (2.95 x 1018 fissions). Agreement

between calculated and measured values

close to operating Kiwi size reactors has

always been good. Deviations between cal-

culated and measured gamma ray values at

small angles (<50 °) are attributed to ex-

ternal scattering and to capture gamma

rays from the privy roof shield shown on

figure 1 below the reactor.

As the design of the reactors improved

with experience, power levels and

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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integrated energy releases increased. It

became apparent that shielding would be

required to reduce area activation and pro-

tect the structure of the test complex.

Extensive measurements of operational and

post-shutdown radiation levels were made

during the Kiwi B4D and B4E test series

(refs. 4,5,6,7) with at least one objec-

tive being the acquisition of information

to design a facility shield. This was

necessary because the radiation levels due

to activation were fairly large (figures 3

and 4, from ref. 4), so that there would be

residual radiation problems after removal

of the reactor from the area where there

had been high powered runs. At some'decay

times, radiation from activation was com-

parable to that from the decaying reactor.

In the radiation field arising from the

decay of mixed fission products (follow=
-1.2

ing a t type law) and a few intense

activation species (following e-_t decays),

there is a maximum relative contribution

to the total dose from the activation pro-

duct at a time equal to _ 1.7 half lives.

Test site soil, asphalt, and concrete in-

dicated decay characteristics wlth half-

llfe groups near 2.5 hours, 15 hours, and

30 days. This behavior helped to distin-

guish between activation and contamination,

even in an area illuminated by the decay-

ing reactor.

Measurements of dose rate as a function

of distance away from a shutdown reactor,

as well as calculatlons of the operational

and shutdown cases, indicated gamma ray

equivalent mean-free-paths of approxlmately

600' (figure 5, ref. 4). Earlier measure-

ments on operating reactors indicated a

value of 1300 feet (e.g., ref. i, p. 17).

The difference has been attributed to gamma

rays arising from alr capture which are

more penetrating than gammas associated

with fission or those resulting from the

decay of mixed fission products.
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Following the extensive field studies

and numerous calculations, the Phoebus 1

facility shield was designed and built.

It was expected that radiation energy depo-

sition in the shield, a cylindrical annulus

of borated water and aluminum, would amount

to 9.8 MW per 1000 MW of reactor power.

Measurements at a reactor power of 1460 MW

indicated an energy deposition of _15.6 MW.

Details of the shield, design and analysis

of its behavior have been presented by

Graves (ref. 8) and Malenfant (ref. 9).
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Figure 5

The Phoebus I-B reactor was unique in

many respects:

I. It was the first Rover reactor to be

tested inside of a shield.

2. The Phoebus I-B provided the most se-

vere external radiation environment

of all Rover reactors tested.

3. External radiation analysis was more

extensive than that for any other

LASL Rover reactor.

Phoebus 1-B was a solid core heat exchanger

propulsion prototype reactor employing a

uranium-graphite core 35-inches in diameter

and 52-inches long. A cross-section of the

reactor including characteristic dimensions

is given on figure 6 (ref. 8). A model

employed for various calculations is shown

in figure 7 and details of its composition

are provided on table 1.
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Table 1

Elemental Densities and Compositions for the Reactor Mockup

Elemental Densities (g/cm 3)

C Be A1 Nb Fe H 0 NaU

Material

Region

i .214 1.234 - - .136 .037 - - -

2 - 1.488 .... .002 _ -

3 - - 1.656 .... 011 -

4 . - - 2.700 - - - " -

5 ...... .008 - -

6 - - - 1.626 - .333 .003 - -

7 - 1.091 - - .776 .036 - - -

8 ..... 4.000 - - -

9 ..... 1.180 - - -

Shield borated water: - - .107 .907 .010

Privy roof borated water and steel balls: - 4.800 .043 .363 .004

Total
B Density

- 1.621

- 1.490

- 1.667

- 2 • 700

- 0.008

- 1.962

- 1.903

- 4.000

- 1.180

.020 1.044

.008 5.218

Phoebus ['B Cross Section

Dimensions In Inche|

end
support

fledor
cylinder

Ilium
Reflector

:ssure
Shell
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Figure 8 indicates the relationship of

the reactor to the shield, a schematic of

the shield_ internal arrangement, the loca-

tion of the one-inch thick supporting girdle

outside the shield, and the locations of

some points where detailed calculations were

made for comparison with measurements. Re-

sults are indicated on table 2. (Locations

on this, and subsequent tables, references

the radial dimension to the core centerline

and the axial dimension to the end of the"

fuel region near the pressure vessel dome.

The positive z direction is toward the noz-

zle.) The analysis was performed using

Monte Carlo to determine the magnitude of

capture gamma sources (ref. I0), neutron

transport to partition the sources among

various species, and QAD point-kernal (ref.

ii) calculations to determine the net ef-

fect. The calculated total values are

generally within 20% of the measurements.

An additional comparison between measure-

ment and calculation is given on the shield

traverse on figure 9 (ref. 8). Many addi-

t!c:=l ::_u_=.L_ aLu presenteu in refer-

ences 12 and 13.

9:

PhoebusI-BinShield
Detector Locations Indicated

Figure 8
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During the B4D and B4E tests, calcula-

tions and measurements had indicated the

importance of external capture and scatter

gamma rays (from the ground, test cell

structures, etc.) to the dose rates under

the privy roof shield. (The reactor is

mounted in an upfiring position on a test

car. Control rod actuators and other equip-

ment are located in a room, the privy,

under the reactor. The privy roof is a 9-

foot square, 19-inch thick, shield of alum-

inum plates, borated water, and steel balls.

The walls of the room are thin-gauge alum-

inum offering little shielding.) It was

expected that the sides of the well shield

wOuld increase the apparent attenuation of

the privy roof shield by about a factor-

of-four by effectively eliminating the cap-

ture and scatter sources. Expectations

were met, and the quite favorable compari-

sons obtained between measurement and point-

kernel calculation for this location are

shown in figures I0 and II.
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Table 2

Phoebus 1-B

Results of Calculations and Measurements

Calculatlon
Location Location, cm Core Gamma Capture Gamma

No. r z Rads/MW-sec Rads/MW-sec
1 _ _ .1.31/2 6.90/0
2 43.2 177.2 1.58/2 7.93/0
3 68.6 131.4 1.23/2 2.24/1
4 68.6 55.7 3.69/2 2.67/1

5 77.5 19.0 1.07/2 3.32/1

6 68.6 - 0.7 1.41/2 8.59/1
7 39.4 -39.1 1.79/2 5.32/!
8 8.3 -39.1 2.67/2 1.40/2
9 99.3 -39.1 6.69/1 3.17/1

10 10.2 -102.9 1.54/'1 4.75/-1

Measurement
Total Gamma
Rads/MW-sec Rads/MW-sec

1.38/2 "1.74/2

1.66/2 1.82/2
1.45/2 1.46/2
3.96/2 4.42/2
1.40/2 1.73/2

2.27/2 1.95/2
2.32/2 1.63/2
4.07/2 2.16/2
9.86/1 9.46/1
6.29/-1

Ii 39.4 -102.9 2.04/-1 2.50/-1 4.54/-1 4.19/-1
12 95.1 1.7 9.39/1 2.78/1 1.22/2 1.44/2
13 95.1 56.0 2.14/2 3.53/1 2.49/2 3.05/2
14 95.1 132.2 9.03/1 2.40/1 1.14/2 1.67/2
15 95.1 244.9 2.80/1 1.02/1 3.82/1 5.83/1

7.54/-1 8.78/-1
2.18/0 2.54/0
3.73/0 4.63/0
7.39/0 7.14/0
4.70/0 4.78/0

16 158.9 244.6 5.72/-1 1.82/-1
17 161.4 131.9 1.90/0 2.57/-1
18 161.4 68.6 3.34/0 3.91/-1
19 158.9 51.6 6.53/0 8.59/-1
20 158.9 .9 4.02/0 6.78/-1

*Read 1.31/2 as 1.31 x 102 .

Phoebus 2-A, with a design power level

of 5000 MW, was tested shortly after Phoebus

1-B. Thls reactor also employed a uranium-

graphite core, but one 50" in diameter and

52" long. The reflector was a berylllum

cylln_rlcal annulus 8" thick (compare with

4.5" thick for Phoebus 1 and Kiwi). A

schematic of the reactor In its shield is

given on figure 12 (dlmenslonsin cm). The

reactor presented calculatlonal problems

In that capture gamma rays produced outside

the core assumed a greater importance rela-

tive to core gammas. A limited set of meas-

urements made in the annular space between

the reactor and shield is compared with

predictions in table 3. As Phoebus 2 was

the only reactor of its kind to be tested,

no extensive calculations of its gamma ray

environment have been made for comparison

with measurements.

The Pewee reactor was designed as a fuel

test device. With a power density like

Phoebus 2 but I/i0 of the core volume,

design power was _ 500 MW. Core length

of 52" was maintained but the core diameter

was reduced to _ 18.1". In order to achieve

crlticallty and control, a 8" thick beryl-

lium reflector was required. Like Phoebus

2 , capture gamma rays were expected to be

more important (relative to core gammas)

than in Kiwl or Phoebus 1 type systems,

again because the thick reflector attenuates

core gammas at the same time that it in-

creases neutron thermalizatlon. A cross-

section of Pewee and the location of some

points of measurement are indicated on fig-

ure 13. A comparison of the calculated and

measured values from an early run are given

on table 4. The agreement is reasonable.
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Table 3

A Comparison of Calculatlon and Measurement on Phoebus 2

Calculation $_easurement

Location (cm) reds/see @ 5000 MW reds/see @ 5000 MW

r z

107.7 127.0 _62.2/5 4.0/5

107.7 61.0 4.4/5 7.1/5

II0.0 5.1 2.4/5 4.0/5

121.2 -15.2 1.5/5 1.8/5

104.1 -56.4 2.7/5 2.2/5

* The dose rate at 5000 MW was inferred by extrapolating fron

passive dosimeters exposed on an early experimental operation with

an energy release of _ 32.6 MW-sec and no hydrogen flov.

$eRead 2.2/5 as 2.2 x 10 5.

Table 5

Calculated and Measured Gamla Doses, Pewee. post EP II

~ 3 Hour Expo6ure ~ 4 Days Po6t Shutdowns

All Values are Tlesue Reds

Location StattoD. cn

•r__r --rr%
76.2 -i15.6

3 76.2 -'90.1

4 76.9 - 64.8

5 76.2 - 39.4

6 76.2 - 14.0

7 76.2 11.4

8 76.2 36.8

9 76.2 62.2

10 76.2 87.6

11 76.2 113.0

12 76.2 138.4

13 76.2 163.6

14 76.2 189.2

Calculation Measured Deviation

Calculated-Meas'x 100

Measured

1.47 <15 ---

297. 107 +178%

625. 488 + 29%

886. 688 + 29_

2486. 1060 +135_

3148. 1900 + 66%

5425. 3470 + 56%

8006. 5170 + 55%

9015. 6370 + 42_

8131. 4980 + 63%

5679. 3110 + 83%

3468. 1630 +113%

2498. 1090 +129_

1879. 88Q +112%

Table 4

Calculated and _asured G_sma Dos@s, Pewee. KP l

All Valuo8 1_ T1sg_ RSd8 for 6.73 MW see

star 1on cm Calculat1_ Measu_d D_viatl_

Calcul=ted'ha= "s IO0Locatt_
W ae

r ---

76.2 -115.6 89.2 19.0 107 ÷ _.0579,2 - gO._ 171. 34.1 205 920 -39._
4 76.9 - 64.6 232. 54.6 267 410 -3O .0_

5 _.9 99.4 531. 10_. 933 500 +26.6_

6 76.2 - 14.0 832. 1". 1024 670 *17._
? 76.2 11.4 1285. 3U. 1613 1300 +24. IS
6 79.9 36.6 1940. 441. 2261 l_O0 ÷20.lS

9 76.9 92.2 2O35. 470. 2505 2200 +15.1_I 76.2 87.6 1660. 412. 2272 2000 +13.6_

11 76.2 113.0 1319. 298. 1611 1400 +16.1_
12 76.2 138.4 ?43. 166. _9 840 + 6.28
13 ?6.9 16B.8 453. 89.6 543 610 -11.0S

14 76.2 18_ ,2 299. 53.3 392 430 -I8 * lS
1_ 12.7 198.1 724. 49 • 772 7O0 +10.3_

_6 96.9 i_._ 6_i 41 692 9_ + ,_
17 53.8 69.0 3343. _14. 4257 3500 +21.4_
IS _s.8 I0.9 1847. 660. =403 2_00 + 9._,,

19 99.8 86.0 1315. 2"_. 1586 1_00 - 0._

A thumbnail summary of the external un-

shielded gamma radiation environment from

Phoebus 1/Kiwi B, Phoebus 2, and Pewee is

given in table 6.

_le •

C_partson Bstme l_t_18 1, Phil| =, tad

Rate. Coatact _t_h _e==ur* V_N1 1.6 x _06 r/hr-D 5.1 x 10 _ _/_r-_r_ _._ x 10 s r/hr-_

=t Nt_pl=_, _a=_red Va].e=

2.4 = 10 ° r/hr 2.e x 1o i r/_ 9.S • LOs r/hr
Appro=tite _ _te _= C_ta©t
wtth _r*==ure Vee_l _11 _

C_=ract=ri=tt© a_m S_r©= POwer 129 _ 4_0 _ 43 Jrw

_ose _te =t 5O' per Watt ot l_ Ir/hr-_tt 3 =_/nr-e=tt 36 =r/hr-w=tt
S_r¢e _r-_or.

S_rce= _1_

...........,ollPO_F. C_. So_trRatecemat_'1; ...... 6 _/ ........ 6 .......... 6 ....

Measurements of fission product decay

gammas were made at the same locations fol-

lowing the second experimental plan of

operatton, KP II. Detectors were exposed

for a timed period for comparison with cal-

culation. Gamma ray source strengths for

the comparison calculation were taken from

reference 13. Results are compared in

table 5. The lack of agreement is not under-

stood.
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Conclusions

With the possible exception of Phoebus 2, ultimate in radiation damage - melting -

the agreement between rather simple radia-

tion calculations and measurements near

operating propulsion prototype reactors has

been quite good. Considering that uncooled

metals near high power systems exhibit the

the demonstrated ability to predict the

environment during operation is very satis-

fying. An interesting outstanding problem

is the rather persistent overprediction of

dose rates post shutdown by a factor of I_-2.
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APPLICATION OF TRANSPORT TECHNIQUES TO THE ANALYSIS OF NERVA SHADOW SHIELDS

M. A. Capo and S. L. Anderson

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Astronuclear Laboratory

A radiation shield internal to the NERVA* nuclear rocket reactor is required to limit the

neutron and photon radiation levels at critical components located external to the reactor. These

radiation levels are unusually severe since the reactor is designed to operate at a power level of
1511 thermal megawatts for a total time of 10 hours. The internal shield is currently beingdesign-

ecl to meet radiation criteria developed by Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company for minimum shield

weight missions. The criteria are specified in terms of the required radiation levels at a plane

tangent to the dome of the nuclear subsystem and at several critical locations in the engine.

To design a minimum weight shield internal to the NERVA Nuclear Subsystem, the capa-

bilities and limitations of the analytical techniques must be clearly understood. To further this
understanding, an in-depth study was performed in which both one and two dimensional discrete

ordinate techniques were applied to the analysis of several shadow shield experiments. These

experiments were performed at the Westinghouse Astronuclear Experimental Facility on the PAX
reactor which was modified to simulate the R-1 reactor, an upgraded version of the NRX nuclear

rocket technology series of reactors tested at Nevada during the past six years.

Two significantly different shield mockups were analyzed. In one experiment, the inter-
nal shield material called BATH (a composite mixture of boron carbide, aluminum and titanium

hydride) was mocked up by alternating thin sheets of titanium, Boral, aluminum and po'Tyethylene.
i"n another experiment a borated steel-liquld hydrogen shield was mocked up by alternating

layers of borated steel and polyethylene.

The two-dimensional discrete ordinates code, DOT-IIW, was employed to calculate 16

group (il fast and 5 thermal) neutron fluxes internal to the shield mockups. These fluxes were
processed by the NAGS code to obtain photon sources throughout the assembly. Photon flux

distributions were obtained by employing these sources in fixed source, thirteen group, DOT cal-

culations. An S8 angular quadrature was employed. Approximately 8000 mesh cells were utilized
to describe the two-dimensional geometry.

One-dimensional analysis was accomplished by means of the ANISN code. Briefly, this

technique employed 29 (16 neutron and 13 photon) energy groups simultaneously in one problem
with the photon source generation process treated as a downscattering interaction from one of
the neutron groups to one of the photon groups. Two approximations to account for transverse
leakage were investigated: I) the addition of a DB2 correction to the energy-dependent absorp-

tion cross section, and, 2) a "void" streaming correction for geometrical regions containing no
material.

Based on the comparisons between the experimental and calculated neutron and photon

radiation levels, the following conclusions were noted:

1) the ability of the two-dimensional discrete ordinates code, DOT-IIW to
predict the radiation levels internal to and at the surface of the shield

mockups was clearly demonstrated,
2) internal to the BATH shield mockups, the one-dimensional technique

predicted the axial variation of neutron fluxes and photon dose rates;
however, the magnitude of the neutron fluxes was about a factor of 1.8

lower than the two-dimensional analysis and the photon dose rate was a

factor of 1.3 lower,

* NOTE: The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application Program (NERVA) is

administered by the Space Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration. Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company, as prime contractor

for the engine system, and Westinghouse Electric Corporation as subcon-
tractor for the nuclear subsystem, are developing a nuclear propulsion

system for space applications.
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3) internal to the borated steel-liquid hydrogen shield mockup, the appli- 
cation of the DB correction significantly over estimated the attenua- 
tion of the shield by as much as a factor of 30. 

2 

I NTRO DUCT1 ON 

A radiation shield internal to  the NERVA nuclear 
rocket reactor i s  required to  l i m i t  the neutron and photon 
radiation levels at critical components located external 
to the reactor. These radiation levels are unusually 
severe since the reactor i s  designed to operate at a power 
level of 151 1 thermal megawatts for a total time of 10 
hours. 

The internal shield i s  currently being designed to  
meet radiation criteria developed by Aerojet Nuclear 
Systems Company(l) for minimum shield weight missions. 
The criteria are specified in terms of the required radia- 
tion levels at a plane tangent to the dome of the nuclear 
subsystem and at several critical locations in the engine. 

NERVA Nuclear Subsystem, the capabilities and limita- 
tions of the analytical techniques must be clearly under- 
stood. To further this understanding, an in-depth study 
was performed in  which both one and two dimensional 
discrete ordinate techniques were applied to the analysis 
of several shadow shield exper'iments. 

Both one and two dimensional analysis techniques 
were investigated since economics and schedular consid- 
erations can necessitate the employment of the less accu- 
rate one-dimensional approach. For example, in the 
design of a minimum weight shield system, the need for 
extensive parametric studies i s  obvious. Yet, to  perform 
analyses of this type with the two-dimensional discrete 
ordinates technique i s  qften not feasible. In  addition, 
situations do occur in which the employment of the two- 
dimensional approach i s  not necessary and the one-dimen- 
sional technique will suffice. Thus, it i s  imperative, from 
a practical standpoint, that fhe shield analyst be well 
aware of the capability of the one-dimensional approach 
for analyzing complex shield configurations. Without this 
knowledge, the analyst can neither apply the technique 
to applicable situations with any degree of confidence; 
nor, when forced to employ the approach, realize the 
possible margin of error i n  the analytical results. 

which has been modified to simulate the R-1 reactor, 
which i s  the upgraded flight version (increased operating 
lifetime, power level, and thrust) of the previous NRX 
nuclear rocket technology series of reactors, tested at 
Nevada during the past six years. 

test cel l  with a mockup nozzle in place. To accomplish 
the experiments described in this paper, the mockup 
nozzle was removed from the reactor, and slab mockups of 
the shields were placed at the aft end of the core along 
with appropriate support structure. 

To design a minimum weight shield internal to the 

The experiments were performed on the PAX(2) reactor 

Figure 1 i s  a photograph of the PAX reactor i n  the 

Two different types of shield mockups were employed 
in  the experiments. In one experiment, the NERVA inter- 
nal shield material called BATH (a composite mixture of 
boron carbide, aluminum and titanium hydride) was mock- 
ed up by alternyting thin she& of titanium, Boral, alumi- 
num and polyethylene. (The BATH qaterial was chosen 
for use in  the NERVA reactor due to its efficiency as a 
combination neutron-photon shield material .) The second 
type of shield mockup consisted of alternating layers of 
borated steel and polyethylene foam to simulate a borated 
steel-liquid hydrogen internal shield. 

- 

I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 1 

THE PAX REACTOR WITH MOCKUP NOZZLE IN PUCE 
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EX PERIMENTAL DETAI LS

A schematic diagram of the PAX-GOC reactor assem-

bly is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a sec-
tional view through the reactor axis, whereas Figure 3

depicts a top view of the system. Figure 2 essentially dis-

plays a cross sectional view of the major reactor regions
as mocked up in the R,Z discrete ordinate transport code

analysis. Major regions are indicated by title in the fig-
ure, i.e., the reactor core, reflector, and other hardware.
From Figure 3, it is observed tt_at the shield materials

were actually in the form of square slabs extending beyond
the reactor radius which is illustrated by the dotted circle.

Experimental data were obtained both internal to and

external to the BATH shield mockup and the borated steel-
liquid hydrogen shield mockup located at the aft end of

the core as shown in Figure 2. This paper discusses only
the internal environment data. Additional detailed analy-

sis is provided in Reference 2.
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A schematic drawing of a BATH shield mockup is
shown in Figure 4. The axial thickness of this mockup is
about 19.5" and the mass thickness is 109 gm/cm 2. Exper-

imental data were obtained in the ten dosimeter slots

shown in Figure 4. Each dosimeter slot was _ 0.95 cm in

thickness. Also shown in Figure 4 is a typical BATH mod-
ule which consists of slabs of titanium, aluminum0boral and

polyethylene in the proper proportions to simulate the
actual BATH material composltion (~ 70% aluminum, 24%

titanium hydride, and 6% boron carbide by volume.)

Figure 5 illustrates the borated steel-llquid hydrogen

steel mockup shield assembly conslsti.ng of alternating

layers of steel and polyethylene (to simulate the liquid
hydrogen). The axial thickness of this mockup is about 35
inches_ but the mass thickness is only about 117 gm/cm 2.

Slots were cut in the polyethylene slabs for the purpose of

placing dosimeters internal to the mockups at the locations
indlcated.

The experimental data taken internal to the mockups
was obtained in the form of radial distributions of equiva-

lent neutron flux and photon dose rate at various axial

locations within the mockup. These axial locations are
defined by the dosimeter slots illustrated in Figures 4 and

5. The radiation levels internal to the mockups were ob-
talned using passive dosimetry techniques..The neutron

flux was measured by means of sulfur pellets (E>2.9 MeV)_

cadmium covered U-238 foils (E>I .5 MeV), and by dys-

prosium difference techniques (E<0.4 eV). The photon

dose rate was measured with CaF 2 thermoluminescent
detectors (TLD).
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Two-Dimenslonal Discrete Ordinate Technique

The two-dimensional discrete ordinate analytical

procedure employed to calculate the neutron and photon
radiation levels internal to both shield mockups is shown

schematically in Figure 6. In addition to depicting the
flow of information throughout the calculation, Figure 6

illustrates the type of information derived from each com-

putation as well as the sequence of calculations.

Basically, the neutron transport analysis was carried

out in two parts utilizing the DOT-IIW Sn transport
code.(3) The first part of the procedure was an eigen-

value calculation on the basic reactor assembly. The

basic reactor is defined in this study as that portion of

the assembly which extends from the pressure vessel dome
(Z=0.00) to an axial plane located a short distance into

the shield mockup (Z dependent on the shield mockup
being analyzed). From the elgenvalue problem, the neu-

tron flux distributions throughout the basic reactor assem-

bly were obtained, as well as an angular and energy
dependent boundary source, based on the angular flux

distributions at the midplane of the shield support plate

(Z=221.536). Using this boundary source as a coupling

mechanism, a second DOT-IIW problem was employed to
obtain flux distributions throughout the shield geometry.

By performing the analysis in two parts, a rather large
computer cost savings was realized. The eigenvalue cal-

culations on the basic reactor required multiple (typically
5-10) outer iterations due to the criteria for source con-

vergence. However, since the analysis of the shield
n_mi_frv _m_J_ _1 _ _'_^'J L .... J ...... !

• r-/ .......... _"_'7 a_u*_._, ull* 7 _1 ,':,in-

gle outer iteration was needed. Had the shield config-
urations been analyzed along with the basic reactor in a

single problem, the multiple outer iterations necessary for
elgenvalue convergence would, of course, have encom-

passed a much larger number of spatial mesh points; and

the running time would have been increased accordingly.
(In addition, since two BATH shield mockups were ana-

lyzed which were merely different thicknesses of the

same material, it was passible to employ one boundary
source for both shield geometries; and, by eliminating one
reactor calculation, to effect a further cost savings. This

analysis is presented in Reference 2.)

From Figure 6, it can be observed that the starting
paint (calculational sequence 1) is the generation of

neutron cross sections. To accomplish this, the appropri-

ate atom densities and other required data are input to

the GAMB1T (4) code. GAMB1T calculates the 16 group

(11 fast, five thermal), region dependent, macroscopic, P0
transport corrected neutron cross sections for use in the

discrete ordinate codes. These cross sections were weight-

ed over region dependent 155 fine group spectra which

had been generated for use in prior PAX-G0 analysis.
Since the magnetic tope containing these spectra is not

generally available, it would be necessary for an analyst
attemptin.q_ to reproduce_ this study to employ the GAMBIT-
ANISN(5)'-ANISIG(6) linkage, described in Reference7,
in his cross section generation procedure.
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Although Figure 6 indicates (caiculational sequence

2) that the macroscopic neutron cross sections flow
through the APPROPOS(8) code, this step was unnecessary

for the two-dimensional analysis. Macroscopic neutron

cross sections are indeed required as input to the APPRO-
POS code. However, these cross sections are only used to
generate data for use in simultaneous neutron-photon cal-

culations. Analyses of this type will be discussed later in

connection with the one-dimensional analysis of the

PAX-GOC shield experiments. Thus, in the case of the
two-dimensional analysis, the macroscopic neutron cross
section output from APPROPOS was identical to the input.

Prior to application in the two-dimensional Sn anal-
ysis, the macroscopic neutron cross section output from
APPRC)POS(8) is input to two AI'41SN one-dimensional Sn

transport problems - one radial and one axial problem
(calculational sequence 3). First, by running a radial

calculation characteristic of the reactor regions centered

about the core midplane and an axial calculation includ-
ing all regions located on the reactor axis, an initial flux

guess for use in the two-dimensional Sn calculations was
obtained. Second, the AI'41SN problems were employed
to effect upscatter removal from the neutron cross sections

By removing upscatter from the cross sections, a large cost
savings is realized in the subsequent two-dimensional

DC)T-IIW problems. Furthermore, since the upscatter
removed cross sections were weighted over the region

dependent flux calculated by ANISN, it is believed that
no significant loss of accuracy was incurred by employing

the upscatter removed cross sections in the DOT-IIW
calculations.
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As was stated earlier, the neutron transport analysis

employed P0 transport corrected cross sections in a 16

energy group problem. The final eigenvalue calculation

on the basic reactor configuration was preceded by a

calculation which employed S2 angular quadrature. It
has been recommended(3)that a computer cost savings is

achieved by running a low order quadrature DOT-IIW

problem to obtain a good flux guess for the calculation

employing the higher order quadrature. Using the S2
flux guess in the S8 problem allows eigenvalue and point-
wise flux convergence in a minimum of computer time.

The boundary source to be used as input to the Sn
calculations on the shield geometry was obtained from the

basic reactor problem by saving, on magnetic tape, the
angular flux for each of the three axial mesh intervals

describing the shield support plate. The angular flux

obtained in the central axial interval was then input

from tape to the appropriate shield problem. In order to
obtain a valid boundary source for input to subsequent

calculations, it is imperative for the angular flux at the

boundary source location to accurately reflect the pres-
ence of the particular shield configuration under consid-

eration. For this reason, the basic reactor geometry was

extended beyond the axial plane at which the boundary
source was obtained.

The reader will recall from Figure 4 that each BATH
module was constructed by laminating a series of titani-

um, aluminum, polyethylene, and boral plates. This con-
figuration could not be represented as a heterogeneous

shield because the mesh sizing requirements (see Refer-

ence 3) coupled with the large number of physical re-

gions resulted in a problem whose size is beyond the ca-
pobilities of the CDC6600 computer system with 1281<
storage (91,000 data locations available after DOT-IIW

program is loaded). Thus, it was necessary either to

relax the mesh sizing requirements or to homogenize the
individual BATH modules. Of these two alternatives, the
latter was chosen for the analysis reported herein. In the

case of the laminated borated steel-polyethylene config-
uration shown in Figure 5, however, each lamination was

included explicitly in the shield geometry problem.

Both the experimental and analytical results internal

to the various shield mockups are presented in this paper
in terms of an "equivalent neutron flux" based on the

response of the following detectors; sulfur pellets
(E>2.9 MeV), cadmium covered U-238 foils (E>I .5 MeV),

and bare minus cadmium covered dysprosium foils

(E<0.4 eV). Briefly, the experimentally determined
equivalent neutron flux is obtained by dividing the mea-

sured saturated activity of the given detector by a con-
stant, C, based on an average cross section for the neu-

tron interaction being considered. The analytical equiv-
alent neutron flux is obtained by calculating the satura-

ted activity and then dividing by the same constant, C,

in the DOT-IIW problems. Thus, the comparisons present-
ed in this paper are essentially based on measured and

calculated activities and, for relative comparison pur-
poses, the effective neutron interaction cross section used

to determine the constant, C, is rather immaterial. (A
detailed discussion of the generation and use of activa-

tion cross sections for analysis of this type is given in
Reference 9).



The analysis of the photon environment internal to

the Various shield mockups followed a procedure which

was similar and, through the source terms, intimately
related to the internal neutron environmental analysis.
As in the case of neutrons, the overall problem was

divided into two parts; a basic reactor calculation and a

shield calculation (calculation sequences 9 and 10).

However, unlike the neutron analysis, a single boundary
source calculation on the shield geometry was not suffi-
cient. In addition to the boundary source calculation of

leakage through the shield mockup, it was necessary to

perform a fixed volume source calculation in order to

account for secondary photons produced via neutron inter-

actions in the shield itself (calculational sequence 11).

The region dependent photon cross sections employed
in the internal analysis were generated by the APPROPOS

code using microscopic cross section data from the GAM-
LEG(8) code as input. As can be seen from Figure 6, fixed

volume distributed source terms for use in the analysis of
the basic reactor as well as the shield mockups were calcu-
lated via the NAGS (10) data processing code. Briefly,
the NAGS code combines neutron scalar flux distributions

obtained From a prior neutron analysis of the geometry of
interest with neutron interaction cross sections from

GAMB1T and a photon production library from APPROPOS

to produce a spatial and energy dependent photon source

throughout the problem geometry.

All of the photon transport problems to determine the
photon environment internal to the basic reactor as well as

the various shield mockups employed a P1 scattering cross
section aooroxlmcltlr_n wlfh 1_1=n .............. ,4 c .....

lar quadrature.

The experimentally determined photon dose rates
internal to the shield mockups were reported as

Mrad (C)/hr-watt. The data were obtained by calibrating

the response of a CaF 2 thermoluminescent detector (TLD)
with a known source of Co-60 radiation. The ana!_ica!
response was obtained by converting the calculated energy

flux distributions to dose rate by means of standard energy-
dependent flux-to-dose conversion factors.

There are several distinct differences between the

neutron and photon internal analysis which may be summa-
rized as follows. There were, of course, basic differences

in cross sections in the analysis. The neutron analysis

employed P0 transport corrected cross sections, whereas, a
full P1 cross section set was incorporated into the photon
analysis. The neutron analysis of the basic reactor was an
eigenvalue problem, while the photon calculation utilized

a fixed distributed source based on converged neutron

Fluxes from the eigenvalue case. Finally, although a
single boundary source computation was sufficient to ob-

tain neutron flux distributions throughout the shield mock-
ups, for photons it was necessary to employ, in addition to

the boundary source calculation, a fixed distributed source

problem to account For secondary photons born in the
shield regions. Only by summing the results of the bound-

ary source problem and the fixed source problem was it
possible to obtain the total photon radiation levels internal

to the shield mockups.

In the BATH shield analysis described above, 3550
mesh cells (in a 50 radial by 71 axial array) were employed

in the reactor geometry, and 5350 (in a 50 radial by 107
axial array) were employed in the shield geometry, for a

total of 8400 mesh cells. In the borated steel-liquid hydro_-

gen shield analysis, 3850 mesh cells (in a 50 radial by 77
axial array) were employed in the reactor geometry, and

4200 (in a 50 radial by 84 axial array) were employed in
the shield geometry, for a total of 8050 mesh cells.

One-Dimensional Discrete Ordinate Technlque

Both the BATH shield and the borated steel-liquid
hydrogen shield mockups were analyzed using the

AN ISN one-dimenslonal discrete ordinate transport code.

The axial mesh allocation employed in the ANISN

problems was identical to that employed in the pertinent
DOT-IIW problem.

The analysis of the shield mockups was carried out

via the simultaneous neutron-photon calculational tech-

nique incorporated into the APPROPOS - ANISN sys-
tem, schematically shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7 the neutron cross
sections employed in the analysis were obtained from

the GAMB1T code, while the photon cross section data
were generated by the GAMLEG code. With the excep-

tion of the reactor core, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the axial region atom densities used in
the one and two dimensional codes. Cross sections for

the core region were obtained by volume averaging

those in the 15 radial core zones shown employed in the
."'.':c-_imcn :,_c,n,T,_c,.,J,=.

As shown in Figure 7, the respective neutron and
photon basic cross sections from GAMB1T and GAMLEG

were input to the APPROPOS code, wherein, they were
combined with photon production data to yield a single
transfer matrix for use in the simultaneous neutron-

photon ana.ysis. Briefly, thls technique employed 29

energy groups (16 neutron groups and 13 photon groups)
with the photon source generation process treated as a
downscattering interaction from one of the neutron

groups to one of the photon groups. For example, if, in
the calculation, a hypothetical particle scatters from

energy group 16 to energy group 24, the physical analog
would be the capture of a group 16 neutron with the

corresponding generation of a photon with energy
characteristic of group 24.

It should be noted that the cross sections.utilized

in the one-dimenslonal discrete ordinate analysis
included a P! expansion in the scattering matrix. How-

ever, the values of the P1 component existed for only

groups 17 through 29. For the neutron groups (1 through
16), the P1 component was input as zero. Thus, in

effect, the neutron analysis employed P0 transport
corrected cross sections, whereas, the photon calcula-

tions employed P1 cross sections. Thus, from a cross
section standpoint, the one-dimensional analyses were
entirely compatible with the two-dimensional calcula-
tions.
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As in the case of the two-dimenslonal analysis, the

ANISN calculations employed S8 angular quadrature
and solutions were .based on both eigenvalue and paint-
wise flux convergence. Likewise, both neutron and
photon response functions utilized for the experimental

comparisons were identical to those employed in the

two-dimensional analysis.

When applying the ANISN code to perform radiation
transport analysis, it is customary to include a DB 2 correc-

tion to the absorption cross sections in order to estimate
the effect of transverse leakage from the slab system on

the overall attenuation properties of the medium in ques-
tion. In addition to this transverse leakage correction,
the WANL version of the ANISN(5) code includes an

option whereby a void streaming correction may be

employed to account for transverse leakage in regions
which contain no material.

In this study, both the DB 2 correction and the void

streaming correction were employed in the analysis of the
BATH shield mockup. The lateral dimensions of the slabs

of material which comprised the shield mockup was uti-
lized in the generation of these transverse leakage terms.

In the analysis of the borated steel-liquid hydrogen mock-

up, the employment of a void streaming correction was not
necessary. However, the DB 2 correction was, at first,

applied. Unfortunately, when the DB 2 correction was

employed, the analytical results were obviouslY2in error.
Thus, the calculation was repeated with the DB correc-
tion removed. The results of this second analysis were

more reasonable, but still not satisfactory. The compari-
son of the calculations with and without the transverse

leakage correction (to be presented in the next section)

point out a rather serious problem area which m.st be
taken into account when applying the one-dimensional

discrete ordinate technique to the R-1 type reactor, par-

ticularly in the areas of hydrogen plena.
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RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Before discussing comparisons in detail, it is of inter-
est to review some data which demonstrates that, in the

area of overlap, the eigenvalue calculation on the basic

reactor geometry and the boundary source calculation on

the shield geometry yield equivalent results. The reader
will recall that the model of the basic reactor employed

in the analysis extended to the midplane of the second
BATH module. Thus, both the reactor calculation and the

shield calculation encompassed, in part, an area which
included a portion of the shield support plate, a I/8 inch

boral plate and dosimeter slots 1 and 2 as well as the
aforementioned amount of the BATH mockup.

A comparison of analytical results from the basic
reactor calculation with those from the BATH shield

coupled calculation is presented in Figure 8. The choice
of dosimeter slot 1 as the point of comparison was based

solely on convenience. The ratios presented are typical
of those observed from the boundary source location up
to some distance into the first BATH module. As one

might expect, the presence of subsequent BATH modules in

the coupled calculation was reflected in the results
obtained in dosimeter slot 2 and beyond. Thus, compari-

sons of the type presented tend to diverge in the vicinity
of the second shield module.

In general, the comparisons presented in Figure 8

are quite favorable for both neutrons and photons and,
thus, lend credence to the coupled calculation as a tech-

nique for analyzing complex shield systems.

FIGURE 8

COMPARISON OP RESULTS OF SINGLE CALCULATION WITH RESULTS OF

COUPLED CALCULATION IN DOSIMETER SLOT 1 IN THE BATH SHIEUD MOCKUP

SINGLE COUPLED RATIO:

CALCULATION CALCULATION COUPLED/SINGLE

SULFUR RESFONSE

R = 0 ¢m 3.324(4) 3.397(4) 1.022

R = 30 cm 2.551 (4) 3.606(4) 1,022

R=60 cm 5.764(3) 5.899(3) 1.023

U-23B RESPONSE

R = 0 cm 1.306(5) 1.345(5) 1.030

R = 30 cm 1.007(5) 1.035(5) 1.028

R = 60 cm 2344(4) 2.41 6(4) t .031

Dy RESPONSE

R= 0 cm 2.191(2) 2.313(2) 1.056

R = 30 cm 1.846(2) 1.933(2) 1.047

R = 60 cm 1.090(2) 1.091 (2) 1.00 I

CaF 2 RESPONSE

R= 0 cm 1.018(0) 9.928(-1) 0.9752

R = 30 cm 7,679(- I ) 7.475(- I ) 0.9734

R=60 cm 2.542(-I) 2.495(- I ) 0.9815

NOTE: Numbers in parenth,_ refQr to powers of ten.

®
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It should be pointed out that, since these data are in-

tended solely as a comparison of the two linked calcula-

tions, the CaF 9 response does not include the effects of
secondary phoFonsborn in the shield materials. Rather,

only those photons which are born within the basic reactor

geometry and subsequently leak through the boundary
source plane are included.

Comparisons of calculated and measured response of
sulfur pellets are presented in Figures 9 and 10 as a func-

tion of axial position internal to the BATH and BSS-LH 2
shield mockups, respectively. In these and subsequent

figures, the reference "0" position is located at the top of

the reactor assembly as shown in Figure 2. The experi-
mental data as well as the DOT-IIW calculated results

illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 are characteristic of a tra-
verse taken along the centerline of the two shield mock-

ups. The analytical results obtained with the ANISN

code, being one-dimensional in nature, are not represent-

ative of a unique radial position within the shield mockup.

From Figure 9, it is seen that internal to the BATH
shield mockup the agreement between the measurements

and the DOT-IIW calculation is excellent. No signifi-

cant differences between the analytical and experimental
results are observed. In addition, the results of the one-

dimensional analysis indicate that, qualitatively speaking,
the ANISN code predicts the falloff of the sulfur thres-

hold flux through the BATH mockup quite well. The mag-
nitude of the one-dimensional results are, however, lower

than the two-dimensional analytical data by a factor
which ranges from 1.8 in dosimeter slot 1 to I .6 in dosim-

eter slot 10. These ratios are typical of the centerline to

.......... _:_. _L......... d; _ iy..... _ *ull_ WMU_GIVGU III IIIq;_ IWU-- FE|(_rl_*_orlaana sis.

Hence, for this geometric situation, the one-dimensional

analysis is essentially in good agreement with the two-
dimensional analysis.
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From Figure 10, it is noted that internal to the

BSS-LH? shield mockup the agreement between the mea-
sured ah'd DOT-IIW calculated sulfur response is, in
qeneral, auite aood. However. fnr nvinl I_,r,.,,,l';,-.,. k ..... A

Z=280 cm a disagreement which progressively worsens

with penetration distance is evident. This disagreement

is apparently due to a change in the slope of the calcula-
ted attenuation curve for Z>280 cm. A slope change of

this nature is not explainable on a physical basis, /out may
be explained in terms of a calculational deficiency.

A close examination of the calculations performed

on the BSS-LH_ mockup showed that the above mentioned
anomaly was observed only for the highest neutron energy
group in the calculation. It was further observed that the

radius over which the anomaly occurred was governed

only by the first tier of polar angles in the SRquadrature.
Thus, the calculation near the top of the moc"kup and near

the centerline involved an essentially uncolllded trans-
port of the forward directed flux from the boundary source

plane to the top of the shield. Due fo the large physical

size of the mockup in question, a calculation of this type
represents a severe test of the analytical approach. It is

possible that, in the area of the calculational anomaly,

the angular flux solutions became oscillatory in nature
and the negative flux fix-up routine incorporated into

the DOT-IIW code resulted in the observed slope change
and the corresponding overpredictions.
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Returning to Figure 10, it is noted that the one-

dimensional analytical results are presented for calcula-
tions both with and without the DB2 adjustment to the

cross sections. It may be noted that when the DB2 correc-

tion is employed the slope through the shield mockup is
too steep (ANISN results underpredict measurements by a
factor of 1.7 at dosimeter location 1, but by a factor of

4.0 at location 12). Conversely, the slope of the attenua-
tion curve resulting from calculations in which the DB2

adjustment was not employed is clearly too shallow. Thus,
it is evident that the form of the transverse leakage

approximation presently incorporated into the ANISN

code may, in some circumstances lead to erroneous results.
These erroneous results are, of course, indicative of the

presence of low density regions (polyethylene) in the

shield mockup. In the hi_her density regions (steel plates)
adverse affects of the DB z adjustment are not observed.

It is further apparent from Figure 10 that there should
be some form of transverse leakage approximation that

will result in the proper slope through the mockup. The
proper transverse leakage approximation might be arrived

at either by making an adjustment to the transverse dimen-

sion that is used to calculate the leakage terms or by

employing some form of region as well as energy depen-
dent buckling correction. However, both of these
improvements might prove to be impractical. In order to

apply either an adjustment to the transverse dimension or

a region dependent buckling, it is necessary to know
I ° .

a prior, the leakage characteristics of the given system.
Information of this type may be obtained only from a

detailed two-dimensional analysis of the system in
question.
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Comparisons of the measured and one and two-dlmen-

sional calculated cadmium covered U-238 response data

(E>1.5 MeV data) presented in Reference 2 displayed
characteristics similar to the sulfur data described above.

Comparisons of measured and calculated response of

bare minus cadmium covered dysprosium foils are presented
as a function of axial location within the BATH and

BSS-LH 2 mockups in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. As
in the case of the sulfur data, the DOT-IIW analytical
results and the measurements were obtained at the center-

line of the shield system.

From Figure 11, it is of interest to note that, although
the qualitative behavior of the one and two-dimensional

analytical results internal to the BATH mock,Jp are quite

similar, the two-dimensional approach tends to overpre-
dict the measurements while the results of the one-dimen-

sional analyses agree fairly well with the experimental

data. This apparent anomaly in the analytical results

may be due to two competing processes which, in the
one-dlmensional analyses, negated one another, thus,

producing the favorable results.

From the schematic diagram of the BATH shield
mockup shown in Figure 4, it is clear that once the radi-

ation leaking from the basic reactor penetrates a short
distance into the shield, incident thermal neutrons have

been attenuated to the point of insignificance; and the

thermalization of fast and intermediate energy neutrons
has become the dominant mechanism of thermal flux pro-

duction. Furthermore, it may be noted that most of the
thermalization in the BATH mockup is due to the pres-

ence of polyethylene. Now, it will be recal!ed that in
the analys;s of the BATH mockup, the individual BATH

modules were treated as homogeneous regions. Thus, the

principle thermalizing media (polyethylene) was dis-
persed throughout the module. Recall that in the actual

experimental configuration the polyethylene was sepa-
rated from the dosimeter slots and sandwiched between
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boral plates. Thus, from a calculational standpoint, the
homogenization process, which not only moves thermal-

izlng material close to the detector location but also

disperses the boron poison, tends to produce an overpre-
diction of the thermal flux within the dosimeter slots.

Coupled with this overestimate of thermal flux induced

by the homogenization process is the fact that the one-
dimensional approach, in the slab configuration, inher-

ently underpredicts the centerline value. It is evident,
therefore that this inherent underprediction acted in

conjunction with the overestimation induced by the ho-
mogenization process to produce the results shown in

Figure 11. Despite this error in thermal flux calcula-

tlons caused by homogenizing the BATH modules, it is
evident from the qualitative behavior of the analytical
results depicted in Figure 1 i, that the DB2 adjustment

did not have any adverse effect on the thermal .flux cal-

culations internal to the BATH mockup.

From Figure 12, on the other hand, it is apparent

that, while the two-dimenslonal results agree quite
favorably with the measurements, the one-dimensional
calculations do not. The ANISN calculation which

employs the DB2 adjustment clearly underpredicts the

measurement to a larger degree than does the calcula-
tion which did not include the DB2 correction. It should

be noted that the thermalization process is intimately

related to the fast flux distributions within the mockup.
As a result of this dependence, the transverse leakage

effects observed in Figure 12 reflect changes noted in
the Fast flux distributions (See Figure 10) which were

Comparisons of calculated and measured response of

CaF 2 thermoluminescent dosimeters are presented in
Figures 13 and 14 as a function of axial position internal

to the BATH and BSS-LH 2 shield mockups, respectively.
Again, the two-dimensional analytical results as well as
the experimental data are representative of a centerline
traverse.
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Figure 13 illustrates a comparison similar to that

shown in Figure 9 in connection with the sulfur pellet
data. The agreement between the two-dimenslonal ana-
lytical results and the measurements is excellent. The

one-dimensional calculated data employing the transverse

leakage adjustment reproduces the experimental gradient

through the mockup with a good deal of accuracy. The
analytical results are, however, low by a factor of about

1.3 throughout the mackup. As in the case of fast neu-
trons, the factor of 1.3 is typical of the centerline to

average ratios observed in the two-dimensional analysis
of the BATH shield.

From Figure 14, it is seen that the agreement between
the DOT-IIW calculations and the measurements is some-

what less than desirable. At present, these differences
are not completely understood. However, it is believed

that the two-dimenslonal calculation accurately predicts

the gradient of the photon dose rate across the mockup.
It is further evident, from Figure 14, that although the
data obtained from the ANISN calculation without the

transverse leakage adjustment indicate an erronebus gra-
dient, the overall results are not too unreasonable. On

the other hand, the results obtained from the calculations

in which the DB2 correction was employed are very poor.
It is interesting to note that the DB2 correction in the

polyethylene regions reduces the direct radiation com-

ponent to such an extent that the secondary photons in

the steel plates effect a significant increase in the photon
dose rate in and around these plates. Clearly, the DB2

correction used in ANISN cannot be employed to accu-

rately predict the photon transport in low density media.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the foregoing comparisons between the

measured arid calculated neutron and photon radiation

levels internal to the BATH and the BSS-LH2 shield mock-
ups, the following conclusions were noted:

1) The ability of the two-dimenslonal discrete ordi-

nates code, DOT-IIW to predict the radiation levels

internal to the shield mockups was clearly demon-
strated.

2) The capability and feas_bilffy of coupling two-

successive transport problems at an arbffrary

"boundary source" plane was demonstrated. This

boundary source feature is extremely importdnt _n
that a judiciously chosen boundary source may, for

a given reactor, be applied to parametric shield
studies in such a way that the analysis is facilitated
and the overall cost greatly reduced.

The one-dimensional calculation inherently under-
predicted centerline radiation levels internal to
the slab shields. Thus, caution should be exercised

when estlmatingmaxlmum or "peak" radiation levels

tram the results of a one-dimenslonal analysis. As

an example of this tendency toward underpredlction,

recall that internal to the BATH shield mockup the

3)

4)

S)

ANiSN analytical results were consistently lower
than either the DOT-IIW calculated or experi-

mentally measured centerline values. For fast neu-
trahs, ANISN results were low by a factor of about

1.8 and, for photons by a factor of 1.3.

PrOblem areas attributable to the use of a transverse

leakage approximation were identified in the one-

dimensional analytical results. The error induced by

employing the transverse leakage approximation is
largest for regions in which the actual leakage is

relatively large, _.e., low density regions; and, as
might be expected, in regions with either large
transverse dimensions or high density material these
effects are somewhat mollified. Because of this

transverse leakage problem, the photon attenuation

of the BSS-LH 2 shield mockup was overestimated

by a factor of 30.

The two-dlmensionai discrete ordinates approach
has been shown to accurately predict radiation

levels internal to slab mockups of shadow shields;

while, at the same time, serious problem areas

associated with the application of the one-dimen-

sional Sn method to the analysis of these slab con-
figurations have been identified. Nevertheless,
for many applications the employment of the one-

dimensional approach is economically attracHve.
Thus, further studies aimed at a better understanding

of the effects of employing a transverse leakage

approximation are certainly warranted.
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Radiation Heating in Selected NERVA* Engine Components**

J. C. Courtney+, N. A. Hertelendy+, B. A. Lindsey+

AeroJet Nuclear Systems Company

Sacramento, California

The role of heating from nuclear radiation in design of the NERVA* engine

is treated. Generally, radiation heating is more restrictive in design than

material degradation considerations. Some components are subjected to very

high gamma heating rates in excess of 0.5 Btu_n3-sec in steel in the primary

nozzle or 0.25 Btu/in3-sec in aluminum in the pressure vessel. These com-

ponents must be cooled by a fraction of the liquid hydrogen propellant before

it is passed through the core, heated, and expanded out the nozzle as a gas.

Other con_ponents that are subjected to lower heating rates such as the thrust

structure and the disk shield are designed so that they would not require

liquid hydrogen cooling. Typical gamma and neutron heating rates, resulting

temperatures, and their design consequences are covered in this paper. The

calculational techniques used in the nuclear and thermal analyses of the NERVA

engine are briefly treated.

Most components in the NERVA engine (shown in

Figure l) must be designed to perform with high re-

liability in severe radiation environments. Radi-

ation heating in several key components will be con-

sidered in this paper.

Generally, radiation heating is more restric-

tive in design than material degradation, due to the

choice of material for each component. 1 The NERVA

engine uses a relatively small core with a very high

leakage fraction for both neutron and gamma radi-

ation. At full power operation (75,000 lbs thrust

and 1515 Mw reactor _ower_. ra_iatlo_-in_J_ h_t.

ing may exceed 0.5 BTU/in3-sec in parts of the

stainless steel nozzle, and may exceed 0.2 BTU/in 3-

_ sec in the aluminum pressure vessel. Heating rates

of this magnitude require that components be cooled

by the liquid hydrogen propellant before it is

passed through the core, heated, and expanded out

the nozzle as a gas.

As long as the component is part of the pro-

pellant feed system or the pressure vessel and

reactor assembly, liquid or gaseous hydrogen is

*The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

(NERVA) program is administered by the Space Nu-

clear Systems Office, a joint office of the USAEC

and NASA. Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company is prime

contractor for the engine system and Westinghouse

Electric Corporation is principal subcontractor

responsible for the nuclear subsystem.

+Staff Members, Nuclear Scienc_ Section, Aerojet

Nuclear Systems Company.

**Public Release Approval: PRA/SA - SNPO-C, dated

2k November 1970.

available as a heat transfer agent. However, it is

desirable that some components be designed so that

they require no coolant, and thus do not influence

the dgsign of the propellant feed system. For

example, the thrust structure is to be designed as

an uncooled system. If a disk shield is required

for some manned missions, it should be designed to

operate without cooling. The thrust structure and

the disk shield are located forward of the pressure

vessel dome and are partially protected by a shadow

shield inside the pressure vessel. Many other com-

ponents forward of the dome, such as lines and

valves, are already part of the liquid hydrogen

propellant feed system and receive coolant during

normal operation.

UPPER THRUST STRUCTURE --

GIMBAL -- _
LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE --

DISK SHIELD _ _ TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 1

NERVA Flight Ensine ConflKuratlon
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Gammaraysare far moreeffectivethanneutrons
in heatingmetalcomponentsfor theradiationleak-
agesfromNERVA.Typically,direct neutroninter-
actionscontributeabout4%of thetotal heatingin
the stainlesssteelnozzle. In thealtnninumpres-
surevessel,fast neutronscontributesome6%of
thetotal heatingoppositethecoremidplane.
Neutronsmustbeconsiderednot somuchfor their
direct heatingof metals,but becauseof their
importancein producingsecondarygammaradiation.
Figure2 presentsthe fractionof gammaheatlngin
thenozzledueto secondarygammasproducedin the
nozzleassembly.Directneutronheatingis signif-
icant in onlytwocomponents,thegraphitenozzle
extensionandpartsof the diskshield.

Heatingratesin enginecomponentspresented
in this paperareappropriatefor the flight en-
vironment.Duringgroundtests, additionalradi-
ation heatingoccursin somecomponentsdueto
contributionsfromfacility-related sourcesand
facility scatter.2 Thecomponentsforwardof the
pressurevesselaredesignedto takeadvantageof
theprotectionaffordedby theinternal shieldin
the flight environment.Specialfacility shielding
is requiredto assurethat thesecomponentsarenot
overexposedin groundtests.

FIGURE 2
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Flight environment heating rates are calculated

in detail throughout the engine system using a

variety of techniques. Coupled discrete ordinates-

Monte Carl_ techniques are used extensively. The

DASH coupling code 3 has been used to bridge DOT_._

with COHORT 5 for calculations of the nozzle radi-

ation environment and bridge DOT with DOT to calcu-

late heating within the disk shield. Extensive

point kernel calculations are used to check the

predictions of the more sophisticated methods.

Also, the point kernel codes, QAD°_ and GGG 7, are

used to predict the facility perturbation of the

ground test environment. Calculated volumetric

heating rates are input to thermal analyses. Pre-

dicted temperatures are necessary for subsequent

stress and reliability analyses of candidate com-

ponent designs.

A numerical differencing code, CINDA 8, is used

to predict temperatures throughout the components.

It is used to construct and analyze mathematical

models of any arbitrary one-, two-, or three-

dimensional representation of physical systems

governed by the Fourier equation with a source

term. The user constructs a thermal analog net-

work representing the system of interest. Non-

linear material properties and boundary conditions

may be simultaneously calculated as a function of

one or more independent variables. For cooled

components (e.g., the nozzle), CINDA is used to

calculate the steady-state temperatures using the

full power heating rates. For uneooled components

(e.g., the disk shield), a transient analysis is

conducted to yield the temperature as a function of

time.

Before the individual components are considered,

it should be emphasized that the NEEVA flight

engine design is in the preliminary design stage.

Both the engine layout and the design of individual

components, hence, the heating rates, have been

revised periodically. However, the techniques used

to calculate radiation heating and resulting tem-

peratures can be applied to any configuration and

every attempt is made to simplify the analyses re-

quired. The particular components and data pre-

sented in this paper were selected to illustrate

the analytical approach to radiation heating in the

NERVA engine.
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Oneof themostimportantcomponentsin the
engineis thenozzleassembly.It consistsof a
metalprimarynozzlewith a graphiteextensionas
shownin Figure3. Currentlythe candidatepri-
marynozzlematerialsareCRES-347stainlesssteel,
HastelloyX, andA_C022-13-5.Thenozzleexten-
sion is to befabricatedfroma fibrousreinforced
graphitecompositematerial. Becauseof the intense
gammaheatingandconsequenttemperatureincreases,
the decreasein allowablestressat theconvergent
conesectionis a majordesignconstraint. There-
fore, theprimarynozzlemustbecooledwith a

portion of the LH 2 flow from the pump discharge

line. Sufficient coolant flow must be provided to

assure that the bulk steel temperature is maintained

below about 1050°F. Not only is gamma heating an

important internal volumetric source, but the hot

exhaust gases ( 4000°R) flow over the inside sur-

face of the nozzle hydrogen coolant tubes. Total

nuclear heating rates in the primary nozzle shown

vary from 0.6 BTU/in3-sec in the core support

barrel to O.01 BTU/in3-sec near the nozzle exten-

sion interface. The neutron contribution is only

about 4% of the total heating in the steel. For

these rates, the temperatures attained in the

nozzle vary from -300°F in the coolant passages to

a maximum of 900°F in the nozzle wall for the designs

_urrently under consideration.
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In the graphite nozzle extension, the total

heating rates range from 0.002 to 0.0002 BTU/In 3-

sec, with the fast neutron heating contributing

about 40% to the total. The graphite composite

nozzle extension is only radiatively cooled since

it can tolerate higher temperatures than metals

(above 3000°F) and is subjected to lower heating

rates. After 60 minutes of continuous full power

operation, the temperature of the graphite varies

between 1850°F and 2650°F. 9

The calculational technique used to generate

steady-state nuclear heating rates is shown in

Figure 4. A DOT two-dimensional discrete ordinates

transport code produces a leakage tape for the

lower part of the pressure vessel and reactor

assembly. The DASH single event Monte Carlo

coupling coae !s uses to transport this radiation

across the void between the DOT source tape and

the nozzle. The COHORT Monte Carlo code is used

to calculate the radiation environment throughout
lO

the nozzle assembly. Subsequently, CINDA is used

to calculate the temperatures in the nozzle and

nozzle extension.

Next consider the results for the pressure

vessel. This component consists of an AI-7075 bar-

rel and an A1-6061 dome. The dome is attached to

the barrel by a forward closure flange with 124 bolts

of A-286 alloy. Peak heating rates in aluminum

opposite core midplane range from about 0.26 BTU/in 3

-sec on the inside surface to 0.18 BTU/in3-sec on

the outside surface. In spite of these high volu-

metric heating rates, the coolant flow keeps the

peak wall temperature in the pressure vessel below

lO0°F. The temperatures attained are strongly in-

fluenced by the coolant flow allocated to the re-

flector region. Most of the pressure vessel steady-

state temperatures sre below O°F for the current

flow conditions. In the top closure flange, high

density A-286 bolts attain higher temperatures than

the surrounding aluminum. Typically the aluminum

in the flange is about -160°F, with the bolt 13°F

higher since the gamma heating rates in the bolt are

about a factor of three higher than in the aluminum.

To prevent fluid leakage at this closure, the bolts

are prestressed upon assembly of the pressure

vessel.
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The lower portion of the thrust structure is

an aluminum cylindrical annulus with an inside

radius of 19 inches and a thickness of 0.28 inches.

It is attached directly to the pressure vessel. Not

only does this structure transmit the thrust devel-

oped by the engine to the rest of the vehicle, but

it supports part of the propellant feed system. If

possible, the thrust structure should be designed

so that it requires no coolant to keep temperatures

below the allowable design limits. Currently two

materials are under consideration for this component.

The primary design uses aluminum which is limited

to a maximum temperature of 300°F because above

that temperature age hardening is gradually lost.

An alternate design uses titanium which is limited

to 700°F by the decrease in the yield stress with

increasing temperature. Both designs are protected

to a large extent by the shadow shield inside the

pressure vessel. Heating rates in aluminum range

from 3 x lO "3 BTU/in3-sec in the lower thrust struc-

ture near the pressure vessel dome to about 5 x l0-4

BTU/in3-sec in the upper thrust structure near the

propellant tank. Peak temperature rises in the

lower thrust structure are on the order of 200°F

or less for an engine without a disk shield.

Since the thrust structure is uncooled, the

temperature attained after a period of full power

firing is strongly influenced by the initial tem-

perature. Coatings such as A1203 can be used to

keep the initial temperature below lO0°F. If the

thrust structure must be cooled, it will impact

on the engine and introduce additional failure

modes. An uncooled thrust structure design is thus

favored to increase the reliability of the engine

design.

The disk shield shown in Figure 5 may be re-

quired for some manned missions with light payloads.

it is designed to operate as an uncooled component.

Such a design permits the use of a single NEEVA

engine for any manned or unmanned mission. If a

light payload requires additional personnel shield-

ing, a disk shield may be added to the engine with
ll

a minimum impact on the total engine design. The

largest shield design considered (shown in Figure 5)

is a lO,O00 lb disk with regions of stainless steel,

lead, borated graphite, and lithium hydride.
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Table1 presentsthe specificationextreme
heatingrates in variousregionsof the shield.
NeutronheatingfromthelUB(n,_)7A Li reactionis
themostimportantsourcein theboratedgraphite.
Onlygammaheatingis of significancein the lead.
In lithiumhydridethe 6Li(n,_)3Hreactionis the
mostimportantsourceof heating. Fastneutron
reactionsaresecondin importance,followedby
smallvaluesof gammaheating. Heatingis much
higherin theperipheryof the shieldsinceleakage
radiationfromthesidesof thePVARAcan"view"
thediskaroundtheinternal shield.

Table2 presentsthepeaktemperaturesfor
specificationextreme(worstcase)nuclearand
thermalanalysesin thedisk shieldfor continuous
firing timesof lO, 30,and60minutes.Thepeak
temperaturesoccurat thetip of theshieldand
decreasewith decreasingradius. If someconser-
vatismis removedbythe useof nominalinsteadof
"worstcase"valuesfor someparameters,thetem-
peraturesare loweredbyat least 150°F.For
instance,the leadat the outeredgeof the shield
remainsbelow600°F.Designoptionscanalso be
exercisedto circumventthermalproblems.For
example,if thetemperatureis excessivein the
lithium hydride,it canbe removedfromtheouter
lO inchesof theperipheryof theshield.

Theinitial temperatureof the disk is an
importantparameterin thesecalculations. It is
expectedthat coatingssuchasaluminumoxidewill
assurethat the initial temperaturewill not differ
significantly fromtheambienttemperatureat
launch,evenafter a longspacesoak. Notethat in
Table2 theinitial temperaturesdiffer in thecen-
tral andperipheralportionsof the shield. This
is becausethecentralportion is enclosedbythe
lowerthrust structureandis inhibited fromlosing
heatbyradiation.

Theheatingrates in uncooledcomponentsnear
thebottomof thepropellanttank, suchasthe glm-
bal assemblyandthegimbalactuator,areabout
1.5x 10-3 BTU/in3-secin steel. Thealuminumupper
thrust structureis subjectedto heatingrateson
theorderof 5.5x l0-4 BTU/in3-secin aluminum.
Fortheselowratestheglmbaltemperaturemayin-
crease250°F,andthe upperthrust structuretem-
peraturemayincreaseby70°Fafter 60minutesof
full powerfiring. Thus,radiationheatingis not
a factor in thedesignof suchcomponents.
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TABLEI

Disk Shield Heating Rates

Nuclear Heating Rate (BTU/sec)

Gammas Shield

(From Nuclear Subsystem) Secondaries

Neutron

Absorption Totals

Central Region

0 to 25 inch Radius

Lower Steel Plate 1.4 O. 1 0 1.5

Borated Graphite 2. i O. 1 2.0 4.2

Lead 4.3 0.3 O 4.6

Lithium Hydride 0 0 4.1 4.1

7.8 0.5 6.1 14.4

Peripheral Region

25 to 50 inch Radius

Lower Steel Plate 7.0 1.2

Borated Graphite 10.6 2.2

Lead 19.6 3.1

Lithium Hydride 0.2 0

0 8.2

15.5 28.3

0 22.7

14.2 14.4

Shield Totals

37.4 6.5 29.7 73.6

45.2 7.o 35.8 88.0

TABLE2

Disk Shield Peak Temperatures

Initial Specification Extreme Peak Temperatures (OF)

Temperature Time of Continuous Full Power Firing

Material Regions in OF l0 Minutes 30 Minutes 60 Minutes

Central Region

Lower Steel Plate lO0 160 252 330

Borated Graphite i00 156 248 325

Lead i00 154 245 320

Lithium Hydride i00 150 240 305

Peripheral Region

Lower Steel Plate 70 350 630 870

Borated Graphite 70 280 540 780

Lead 70 260 520 760

Lithium Hydride 70 170 390 630
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SELECTION AND USE OF TLDs FOR HIGH PRECISION NERVA SHIELDING MEASUREMENTS

H. C. Woodsum

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Astronuclear Laboratory

An experimental eva luation of Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TLDs) was performed
in order to select high precision dosimeters for a study whose purpose is to measure gamma

streaming through the coolant passages of a simulated flight type internal NERVA reactor
shield. The criteria for selection of the dosimeters was that they should be reproducible
within + 2% and some must have spatial resolution within + 1.5 mm.

average energy of the gammas entering the shield. The 30 Ci source was placed--,150 cm

from an aluminum wheel 51.1 cm dia. by 0.079 cm thick on which dosimeters were taped.
All TLDs had been annealed for 1 hour at 400°C followed by 17 hours at 80°C prior to
exposure.

Reading of the TLD exposures was performed on a digital readout system. All
dosimeter data was processed by the TLDEVAL code which calculates the mean, standard
deviation, variance for each dosimeter and fractional standard deviation of the mean.

Based on this study, the CaF 2 chip TLDs are the most reproducible dosimeters with
reproducibility generally within a few percent, but none of the T LDs tested met the

reproducibility criterion of + 2%. The microdosimeters were the least reproduclble to the
point of not being usable formeasurements below several hundred rods. The dosimeters

tested are linear with dose over the range of 1-180 rods within + 10% and fading of dosi-

meters after exposure was found to be negligible within the accuracy of the measurements.
The non-reproduclbility of 7LiE mini TLDs is not presently understood, but may be due to
a combination of the following: lack of sensitivity (compared to comparable CaF2 dosimeters),

non-radiation-induced thermolumlnescence, or radiation damage from previous reactor irradl-
ations. These effects are currently under further investigation.

C;--- IL- # _ I • I • , • I .I I ! • i

requirements for the combination of reproducibility and spatiaJ resolution, attempts will be

made to further improve their precision by selective use of dosimeters based on repeated
caJlbrations and control of the effects which are known to produce non-radiation-lnduced
thermoJuminescence.

INTRODLk2T!ON

An experimental evaluation of Therrnolumines-

cent Dosimeters (TLDs) was performed to select high
precision dosimeters for a set of experiments whose purpose

is to measure gamma ray streaming through the coolant
passages of a simulated flight type internal NERVA*

reactor shield. The criteria for selecting these dosimeters
were based on experimental requirements for reproducibil-

ity within + 2 percent and spatial resolution within + I. 5
mm. The T-LD selection study results will be presente-d,

followed by the experiments which led to these require-
ments, and, finally, some preliminary experimental data
from the shield streaming measurements will be given.

EVALUATION ¢T, ,_,v ,_ T,4, u_,, ,.,r ,LDs AND TLD CALIBRATIONS

General Description of TLD Evaluation Experiments

TLDs were selected for the initial phase of the

gamma ray streaming experiments, since they are small

enough to have the potential of meeting the spatial res_tks-
tion requirements, and other investigators such as AN U ;
and ANSC(2) have demonstrated their utility and accuracy

for measurements of this type. TLDs are an integrating type
of dosimeter, such as is needed with the source simulator

used here, and considerable experience had been gained

from their previous use. Several types of TLDs were avail-
able at the Westinghouse Astronuclear Experimental Facility

*The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application Program (NERVA) is administered by
the Space Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company
as prime contractor for the engine system and Westinghouse Electric Corporation as sub-

contractor for the nuclear subsystem, are developing a nuclear propulsion system for space
application.
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(WANEF) and a preliminary experimental investigation was 
conducted to help select TLDs which would meet the re- 
producibility requirements as well as the spatial resolution 
requirements. The reproducibility criteria and spatial 
resolution criteria were dictated by the following shield 
streaming measurement experimental requirements. 1) It 
was desirable to have a detector which was reproducible 
to within 2 percent since, for the smallest duct size (0.477 
cm diameter) and the thinnest shield considered (15.2 cm), 
the maximum effect of duct streaming was expected to be 
of the order of a few percent increase over the no duct 
case. 2) Also, i n  order to be able to obtain suitable 
spatial resolution of the streaming patterns near the open- 
ings over the smallest duct(s), dosimeters should be ideally 
no larger than 1/2 to 1/3 of the duct width, or perhaps 
1.5 mm. Generally, however, ,&he smaller the dosimeter, 
the less sensitive i t  is, which, i n   til:^, reduces the signal 
to "noise" ratio. Thus, there i s  a trade-off between the 
spatial resolution and reproducibility. 

these experiments are shown in  Table 1. In order to inves- 
tigate the sensitivity and reproducibility of these dosimeters, 
a controlled experiment was set up. 

Experimental Procedure for TLD Evaluation and Calibrations 

Types o f  TLDs available at WANEF for use in  

A description of the experimental apparatus 
and setup for the TLD evaluation study w i l l  be presented. 
Batches of TLDs of the various types shown in  Table 1 were 
exposed to 6oCo radiation by mounting these dosimeters on 
a rotating wheel (to minimize positional differences and 
maintain o constant radiation field on a l l  dosimeters) 
placed near a fixed 6oCo source. The source-detector 
geometry i s  shown i n  Figure 1. The source used was a 
3 0 C i  (on 9/67) 6oCo source capable of storage i n  a lead 
shield and remotely operable to the exposure position in a 
pi t  approximately 15' x 15' x 11-1/2' deep by the use of 
a manually operated, mobile gamma ray projector. The 
dose rate used for the calibration was taken from a calibra- 
tion of the 6oCo source radiation field performed by use of 
a C02-f i l led carbon-wall ionization chamber which was 
previously calibrated a t  NBS, as described in  Reference 3. 
The dose rate was corrected to equivalent rads (carbon) by 
multiplying R values by 0.869 rads (C)/R. The value 
obtained was 10.49 rads (C)/hr a t  1.5 meters on 7/1/70. 

The wheel used i n  this study was  made of 
aluminum sheet 0.079 cm thick and 51.1 cm i n  diameter. 
Dosimeters were taped directly to its face at a radius of 
23 cm. The TLDs were located a t  approximately 1.5 meters 
from the source and were exposed i n  batches of 50-100 for 
approximately one hour, except for the dose linearity check 
which required a 6-minute and 18-hour as well as a 60- 
minute exposure under similar conditions. 

A dosimeter decay investigation was also con- 
ducted to determine the relative fading characteristics for 
each of the dosimeter types. Each batch of 50 - 100 dosi- 
meters was divided into 6 equol lots following one irradia- 
tion exposure of 1 hour and were read out a t  approximately 
0, 1, 4, 8, 24, and 48 hours after irradiation. Because 
of schedule difficulties, not a l l  dosimeters were able to be 
read out at 8 hours after irradiation. Also, when i t  was 
determined that the micro dosimeter variability was large 
enough to preclude their use for the streaming experiments, 
the originally planned decay study was dropped for the 

T Y P  

TL-0288 

TL428A 

TL-028: 

TL-22 

11-23 

TL-31 

TABLE 1. 

TLD TYPES A N D  SIZES FOR USE IN STREAMING MEASbREMENTS 

Shape size 

Chip (thin) 1/8"xI/8"xO. 03" 

" (thick) 1/8"x1/8"~1/16" 

I, II 1/8"x I/8"x 1/16"* 

Tubular (mini) 1.4 mm x 12 mm 

1.4 mm x 12 mm 

1.4 mm x 12 mm 

TL-33 

TL-29 I 
TL-19 

Chl p !t h!c k ! 
Tubular (micra) 

*Aka available in thin (0.03" thick) chip with same designation. 

I/8"x 1/8"x 1/16"' 

0.9 mm x 6.0 mm 

0.9mmx6.0mm 

Material 

L I ~ F  

Li6F 

Nat. LiF 

Li'F 

Li'F 

CaF2 

CaF2 

Li F 

CaF2 
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CaF 2 micro TLDs. The 18-hour irradiation for the LiF
micro TLDs was also dropped for the same reason.

All TLDs were annealed for 1 hour at 400°C (750 °
F) followed by 17 hours at 80°C (176°F) in a Blue M. Co.

Lab-Heat oven prior to exposure. Reading of the TLDs was

performed on an EG&G Model TL-3B reader with digital

readout. (Exceptions to the use of the digital reader are
noted. )

All dosimeter data were processed by the TLDEVAL
code which calculates the mean, standard deviation, vari-
ance for each dosimeter, and fractional standard deviation
of the mean.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF TLD EVALUATION STUDY

Reproducibility and Spatial Resolution

This study revealed that none of the dosimeters

tested met both the reproducibility (+ 2 percent) and spatial
resolution (+ 1.5 mm) criteria. The'CaF 2 and LiF chip
dosimeters,-'however, came the closest to meeting the

reproducibility requirements with values ranging from + 3-6
percent (16). By very careful control and a better under-

standing of the non-random effects, it may be possible to
achieve the + 2 percent criterion with these dosimeters.

Based on theresult_of this preliminary study, however,
thin (0.03" thick) "kiF chip TLDs should be substituted for

the thick chip 7LiF TLDs which were tested and reported

here. This substitution is necessary since the thick chips

give a spurious response on the digital reader for low doses

and for less than 20 percent of full scale reading although
the digital reader unit per se is more precise than the chart
reading provided that the heater current is not too exces-

sive. The use of thin chip LiF as well as CaF 2 TLDs,
however, will necessltate the use of electron equil[brlum
producing material around each of these dosimeters since

it has been demonstrated that their response will ¢Jary by
perhaps as much as 30 percent, depending on whether the

chip is placed directly on the aluminum shield or suspended

slightly above,, it .if. "sufficient material" "Is not placed
around it. Sufficient material" for undegraded 60Co radi-

ation is approximately 380 mg/cm 2 or approximately 2/3
the range of 1.2 MeV electrons.

The LiF and CaF 2 mini dosimeter_i (type TL-23 and
TL-31, respectively, in Table I)are less reproducible than

the chip type of TLDs. The precision for the CaF 2 type of
dosimeter ranged from + 6 to 8 percent (1 6") although the

size of these detectorsTs small enough that they could meet

the + 0.15 cm spatial r_solution requirement. The within-
batc'_ precision of the 'LiF mini TLDs was less than that of

the CaF 2 minis being in the range of + 10 to 16 percent
(I 6) and reproducibility between batches was as much as

50 pe_rcent. This between-batch variability in response of
the 7LIF TLDs is not presently understood, but may be due

to any or all of the following: sensitivity to light, sensi-
tivity to mechanical vibrations, and radiation effects of

the dosimeters from previous reactor irradiations which have

been only partially annealed out by succeeding annealings
and readouts. The wlthln-batch variation is attributed

largely to non-unlformity of both the contained powder and
the glass containers which, by"visual inspection, can be

seen to be quite non-unlform. Also, the increased varia-
bility compared with the chip dosimeters is due to their

decreased sensitivity. From Table 2, it can be seen that
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TABLE 2

TLD _ALUATION STay F_ TIS -23 WITH _ Ci _Co SOURCE

TLO e_An_ _PnN_ R/_An

6,_..

eO ,,_..

IS H,.

IH=.

R.,_ ^*

0

I H,.

4 H.,

8 H,.

H,.

UIF

o. ,93 _+,w.. j 0.0e0s _, 17.0_

o, 216 _+3.6%. I 0,c_111,16. i%

o. tee + 3.7% 0.03_ • 9._,__

o. 191 : o. 2e4 o.oe32 _+9.ore

o._. 6. ew.. 0.0476 +S.I_

0.176L4.6,_ j 0._lT+e._

I1' I_ -+I'°_ i °"1_53' -+ 13"I;_

4.75x 10"3_+ t9.3%

4.93 • 10 -3 * 25. _%

3.61 • 10"3_ 12.9%

9.24x 10"3 _ II._

CoF_

[ CMp*(TL-33) [ Minil(X L-3 t)

1.0__* s.e_ 0._6__ 6._"

i. ii * 3.,_ o..14e _. _._%

Lo_ .4.4% o._1 +6.1%

Lo_ +3.t% 0._02 _+2. _%

! 1.oh s. I_ o._-+s._

0.0238 + II. _%

O. m02 ,_ 23.2e_

0.(_7 + 8. 21%

O. 0379 * 12.72%

...................... vv'_^ ..... ,=,y ,., _.iu, of" ";-3 ;ess
sensitive than the LiF chip TLDs and a factor of 20-25 less

sensitive than the CaF 2 chip TLDs.
The micro TLDs, while having even better

spatial resolution than the mini TLDs, show even more
variability and lack of precision with the within-batch

variability being from 13-25 percent (I 6" ) for the LIF

micros and from 8-23 percent (16") for the CaF 2 micros.
The sensitivity of these dosimeters is about 50 times less

than the comparable chip dosimeters. The repeatability
in this case is even worse than that of the LiF minis,
varying as much as a factor of 2 for between-batch irradia-

tions. The wlthin-batch variability is attributed to the same
causes as for the mini TLDs. Since these dosimeters are

even smaller and less sensitive, as expected, their non-
uniformity produced variations have a larger effect. The
large batch-to-batch variations are, as in the case of LIF

mini TLDs, not understood. For these reasons, it is

recommended that these dosimeters not be used for any
precise experiment where the expected dose does not
exceed ,'-'1000 rads.

Decay Effects

Results of the dosimeter decay investigation
study showed negligible fading or decay of dosimeter

response from 4-48 hours after exposure, except for CaF 2
dosimeters where a 10-20 percent decrease from 24-48 hours
was noted.



Light Exposure Effects 

Some checks on light-produced effects were 
made for the chip dosimeters, which were the most repro- 
ducible obtained in  this study. Specifically, an auxiliary 
experiment was conducted where 5 CaF2 TLDs were exposed 
to fluorescent light both during and after source exposure 
and 5 CaF2 chip dosimeters were covered so that light 
could not reach them, and a sizable difference was ob- 
served. For this case, i t  was noted that the TLDs which 
were not exposed to light read a factor of 2 higher than 
those exposed to light. A similar experiment with LiF TLDs 
showed no such effect. Thus, exposure to light i s  most 
certainly an important effect for CaF2 TLDs. 

Based on these TLD evaluation study results, the 
chip type dosimeters were selected for the first phase 
?neasurements of shield streaming which are described next. 
Since few thin chip LiF TLDs were available when these 
experiments were initiated, TL-033 thin CaF2 chip dosi- 
meters were utilized. 

DESCRIPTION OF GAMMA RAY SHIELD 
STREAMING EXPERIMENTS 

DescriDtion of Exoerimental EauiDment and Procedures 

Measurements of the gamma ray streaming 
through penetrations in an aluminum shield mockup using a 
simulated plane isotropic source of 6oCo radiation was 
undertaken in order to determine the importance of gamma 
ray streaming through coolant penetrations in the internal 
BATH shield of a flight type R-1  NERVA reactor. A ‘OCo 
source was chosen for this study since i t s  nearly mono- 
energetic 1.25 MeV gamma ray energy approximates the 
average energy of gamma rays emitted from the NERVA 
reactor core. Aluminum was chosen for the shield mockup 
material since its density and gamma ray attenuation prop- 
erties closely simulate the Boron Carbide-A_luminum- 
- Titanium Hydride (BATH) internal flight shield which i s  
composed-of 70 percent by volume aluminum. 

A 40.6 cm diameter, uniform, isotropic disk 
source of 6oCo radiation was simulated by means of a 
mechanical source traversing system shown in Figure 2. 
This mechanism moves a small source back and forth across 
a circular area 40.6 cm in  diameter. The construction of 
this simulator and the analytical and experimental checks 
to assure that this simulator system met the source uniform- 
i t y  criteria of + 2 percent between areas of 0.01 cm2 wi l l  
be the subjectGf a later paper and thus w i l l  not be dis- 
cussed here. A sketch of the overall experimental geometry 
for the shield streaming measurements i s  shown i n  Figure 3. 
The shield mockup geometry i s  illustrated in  Figure 4. 

Finally, Figure 5 i s  a photograph of the overall 
assembled experimental apparatus with the shield mockup 
slabs and plugs in  place. 
cm were investigated in  the first phase of this experiment. 

specially made to assure electron equilibrium in  the CaF2 
chip TLDs. The boxes containing TLDs were then mounted 
directly on top of the shield configuration which was fxe- 
viously shown i n  Figures 2 - 4and were exposed for one 
complete cycle of source traverse ( 4 4  minutes) with the 
ducts plugged and with a 2.8 cm diameter duct unplugged. 
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 7. 

Duct diameters of 0.477 and 2.8 

Aluminum boxes, as shown in  Figure 6, were 

i ,DUCT 

ALUMINUM PLATE 

MOCK UP SHIELD 

613503.1 R 

Figwe 3. Sketch of Shield Stroamiyl Experiment 

ELEVATION VIEW 

OUTER PLUG 

INNER PLUG 

/ 

PLAN VIEW 

613503-28 
Figure 4. Shield Mockup Geometry for Shield Streaming Experiments 
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required, and preliminary measurements were completed 
for a 2.8 cm diameter duct in  15.2 cm thick aluminum 
and for a 0.437 cm diameter duct in  19.0 cm thick 
aluminum. Based on these results, further experimental 
work i s  required to 1) m r e  closely approach the spatial 
and precision requirements and 2) to resolve differences 
between measurements and predictions. 

8 e , 0  -I;,;-& l5.2CmTHICKAL.  

U 

L 

I I I I 

Results of Shield Streaming Measurements 

The ratio of the measurements unplugged/plugged 
shows the relative streaming effect and radial distribution 
of the streaming. The results of the init ial  measurements 
for the 2.8 cm diameter duct indicates a ratio of about 
1.40 whereas a preliminary estimate of the ratio of 1.20 
was obtained based on simple line-of-sight considerations. 
However, more rigorous analysis, which included scatter- 
ing effects, indicated that the increased ratio was probably 
due to floor-scattering effects and the enhanced low energy 
response effect of the CaF2 dosimeters. Thus, a 0.07-inch 
thickness of lead was added immediately below the shield 
mockup and the experiment was redone. Results of this 
second experiment agree well with the predictions (see 
Figure 7). Similar measurements conducted with a 0.477 
cm diameter duct in a 19.0 cm thick aluminum shield 
mockup showed no peaking over the duct within the accu- 
racy of the measuremenh. 

70 

60 

Ln D 

50 
Y VI z 0 

40 
p: 

E: 
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20 
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0 PLUGGED 

I 1  I I 

figure 7.  2 . 8 c m  

CONCLUSION5 

An experimental evaluation of available TLDs 
was conducted i n  order to help select TLDs which would 
meet experimental shield streaming measurement require- 
ments of + 2% reproducibility and + 1.5 mm spatial reso- 
lution. Although nane of the dosimeters met both of the 
above criteria, LiF and CaF2 chip dosimeters appraached 
the reproducibility requirements (with + 3 4 % )  and were 
about twice the spatial resolution requzements (with 3.2 
mm). Thus, CaF2 chip (rather than LiF chip dosimeters) 
were selected for the in i t ia l  phase of shield streaming 
measurements because of their availability i n  the quantity 
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RADIATION HARDENING OF COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS
FOR NUCLKAR ROCKET VEHICLE APPLICATIONS*

William A. Greenhow and Paul R. Cheerer

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Convair Aerospace Division

Fort Worth Operation

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Rocket Vehicle (NRV) is an

advanced space vehicle employing the NERVA

engine and liquid hydrogen as fuel. _ne

final design and ultimate selection of

NRV components and systems will evolve

from various technical approaches pre-
sented below.

TECHNICAL APPROACHES

As shown in Figure I, the various pro-

cedures which can be employed in the

development of NRV components and systems

include: (i) experimental, (2) shielding,

(3) research, (4) analytical, and (5)

radiation hardening. Since all of the

procedures may be employed before the NRV

is a reality, the merits of each are

briefly reviewed here.

Experimental

Candidate "off-the-shelf" components,

such as transducers, will be tested in a

combined nuclear and simulated space

environment to determine the best designs

for various applications and establish

their safe operating limits. This approach

is very costly but results in a high con-

fidence level since the component is re-

quired to operate before, during, and after
irradiation.

Shieldin_

The shielding approach is an extension

of the experimental approach in that

shielding is employed to attenuate the
nuclear radiation to levels below the

components recommended radlation tolerance

if the component cannot be relocated in a

lower radiation environment. Because of

the weight penalty, the use of shields

must be m_nlmized.

*Work performed under Contract NAS8-25848

with MSFC, Dr. R. L. Gause, Contracting

Officer's Representative.

Research

In some instances, materials and com-

ponents unique to the NRV, e.g., reactor

components, must be designed and developed.

Preliminary design data, which are obtained
from radiation effects tests conducted on

materials and subassemblies, are integrated

into prototype systems which are proof

tested and modified, as required, prior to

incorporating them into the NRV preliminary

design.

Analyt ic al

This technique, which is described later,

requires detailed analysis of component

drawings and specifications as well as

establishing radiationtolerance limits

for each material application. Since many

NRV components are located in areas in

which the predicted nuclear environment is

considerably below the recommended radia-

tion tolerance for each material contained

in the component or system under considera-

tion, their usage can be justified on the

basis of this analysis.

I
i

........................................................ j
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Radiation Hardenin_

The analytical procedures provide the

basis for radiation hardening studies.

Those components and systems which contain

radiation sensitive materials are hardened

by: (I) material replacement, i.e.,
radiation stable materials are substituted

for materials with low radiation tolerance;

(2) system design modifications; or (3) re-

design of functional roles of components.

The modified or redesigned system is then

irradiated to verify its performance in a
simulated NRV environment.

RADIATION HARDENING

Analytical and radiation hardening pro-

cedures are being employed by General

Dynamics for analyzing the mechanical

components of the S-II and S-IVB stages of
the Saturn V vehicle to determine those

which might be considered suitable, or

which might require modification to a

sufficient level of radiation hardness,
for NRV applications. The technical

approach is best visualized through the
following steps:

I.

2.

S-II and S-lVB drawings and specifi-

cations were examined to identify the

and determine their locations and

applications.

Recommended radiation tolerance limits

were established for each material and

application on the basis of previous

test experience.

3.

.

5.

Each major component and subsystem

was carefully analyzed, and the radia-
tion tolerance of the basic "as de-

signed" system was assessed.

Assuming the system to be located in

a reasonable position on the NRV, the

recon_nended radiation tolerance limits

were compared to the predicted nuclear

environment for missions requiring i0

hours of engine operation. (Radiation

levels are based on ANSC nuclear flux

data for the NERVA full-flow engine.)*

If the radiation tolerance of the

basic system was less than the pre-
dicted environment, recommendations

were made to radiation harden it in a

multistep procedure in which (i) mat-
erials with low radiation resistance

were replaced by materials having

greater stability in a nuclear environ-

ment and yet can satisfy the require-

ments of the particular application,

or (2) vulnerable components which

limit its usage were replaced, or (3)

a system redesign was suggested to

overcome the deficiency.

. Radiation effects test programs were

designed to test modified components

and systems as well as to obtain

materials data for components critical

to the mission whenever sufficient in-

formation was not available.

A review of stages S-II and S-IVB

drawings and specifications indicated that
33 different radiation sensitive materials

were employed in over I00 types of appli-

cations. Recon_nended radiation tolerances

were established for each material appli-

cation on the basis of previous radiation

effects tests performed at General Dynamics

and other test facilities. Table i, which

presents the recommended radiation toler-

ances for Buna N and the criteria employed

in establishing these limits, is typical

of data resulting from this analysis. In

this example, the recommended limits are

conservative. A high confidence level is

required for the mission, and component

designers must be alerted to potential

problems which might result from indis-

criminate usage or failure to adequately
specify materials. This conservatism re-

sults from:

l° Basing recommended limits on radiation

damage to the least radiation stable

chemical formulation of the particular

class or type of material.

2. Criteria established for mechanical

properties limits. These limits cor-

respond to radiation exposures beyond

which the degradation might compromise

the functional performance of the

material as used.

3. Not taking advantage of improved per-

formance wh_h might result from operat-

ing in the space environment where

oxygen is excluded unless adequate test
data are available from tests conducted

in a vacuum.

*NERVA Reference Data (Full-Flow) Engine,

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company Report
SI30-CP-090290-FI-PREL, April 1970.
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Table I

RECOMMENDEDRADIATIONTOLERANCES FOR BUNA N

Application

Hoses

Gaskets and Seals

Sealants

Packing

Grommets

Recommended

Tolerance

ergs/gin(C)

I x 108

I x 109

8 x 109

I x I0 I0 )
I x i0 I0 I

Basis for

Recommendation

Hose Tests

25_ Decrease in Elon-

gation

Absolute Elongation

> 30%

Physical Deterioration

Material applications were arranged into

four classes according to their recommended

limits. Figure 2 shows the unattenuated

full-flow engine gamma dose rates as well

as the regions in which each class of

material applications may be safely em-

ployed, assuming a 10-hr engine operation.

As illustrated in Figure 2, components for

a specific subsystem can be distributed
from one end of the vehicle to the other,

thus permitting use of materials from each
class.

Table 2 summarizes the stage S-ll and

S-IVB systems investigated; however, it
should be noted that electrical and/or

electronic components were only evaluated

if they were an integral part of a mechani-

cal component, e.g., a solenoid within

the actuator of a valve would be analyzed,

but switching relays would not be examined.

The principles of radiation hardening

can be illustrated with the 17-in. rotary

shutoff valve (P/N 138025A) designed by

the Whitaker Corporation for potential

application as the LH 2 tank shutoff valve.
The valve, which was initially designed as

the LOX valve for stage S-IC of the Saturn

V, was radiation hardened by the Whitaker

Corporation. The modified valve assembly,

which is comprised of three major sub-

assemblies (the actuator and the upstream

and downstream shell assemblies), is a

spring-opened, pneumatically closed,

spherical rotary shutoff valve intended for

LH 2 service in a radiation field. The
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Figure 2 ASSUMED LOCATIONS OF PRESSURIZATION
SYSTEM COMPONENTS



Table2 SYSTEMS ANALYZED

I SATURNV j

I I

{ STAGES'"I I STAGES-IVBI

• PROPELLANT FEED • HYDRAULIC

• PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT • PROPULSION

• PRESSURIZATION • ENGINE

• LEAK DETECTION & PURGE • AUXILIARY PROPULSION

• PROPULSION • STRUCTURES

• AUXILIARY PROPULSION • SUPPORT

• CONDITIONING • THERMO-CONDIT_ONING

• ENGINE ACTUATION • DESTRUCT

• REQUIREMENT

110h @ 9 x IO7 ergslg(C)-h)

• BASIC

(Teflonas Seals,Rings)

• MODIFIED

(Composite,Narmco 1343)

GAMMA DOSE [ergs/g(C)l

ip5 ip6 1o7 ip8 1o9

IRm

Figure 3 RADIATION TOLERANCE OF 1/-INCH VALVE

valve, which has a nominal line size of 17

inches, would be flange-mounted between

the LH 2 tank and the suction side of each
engine turbo pump on the NRV where it

would be subjected to an integrated ex- ,
r" ....... _'r'_'"_'_-'-_-.) ' u A _._ _;L_l_t_ )

over a vehicle life requiring I0 hours of

engine operation.

Radiation hardening of the valve for

operation in the LH 2 environment was
achieved primarily by replacement of the

radiation sensitive materials Teflon and

Rulon (reinforced PTFE). Replacement

materials were (I) Kynar (vinylidene fluo-

ride resin), (2) a composite seal of Kynar,

glass, and TFE Teflon fibers, and (3) a

polyurethane elastomer (NARMCO 7343). As

shown in Figure 3, the valve assembly has

been radiation hardened by material sub-
sti_ution such that its recommended radia-

tion t_lerance has been increased from
7 x i0 u, as limited by Teflon TFE, to

I x 109 ergs/gm(C), which is slightly

higher than the predicted exposure of 8 x

I0 _ ergs/gm(C). The modified valve assem-

bly is scheduled for testing later this

year in a nuclear radiation environment

with LH 2 flow, using the Ground Test Reac-

tor (GTR) at the Fort Worth operation of

the Convair Aerospace Division of General

Dynamics.

In the radiation hardening analysis of

S-If and S-IVB components, radiation

sensitive material applications were iden-

tified and classified into two categories:

critical and non-critical. In a critical

application the mission would be compromised

if the material properties degraded below

the requirements ot the particular applica-

tion. If material substitution increases

the recommended radiation tolerance to a

value in excess of the predicted environ-

ment, it was recommended; otherwise, minor

design modifications were suggested. The

results of these analyses are typified by

the data presented in Table 3.

SUMMARY

The results of the analysis of the S-II

and S-IVB components, although incomplete,

indicate that many Saturn V components and

subsystems, e.g., pumps, valves, etc., can
be radiation hardened to meet NRV require-

ments by material substitution and minor

design modifications. Results of these

analyses include: (i) recommended radia-
tion tolerance limits for over i00 material

applications, (2) design data which des-

cribes the components of each system which

can be employed on the NRV and the modifi-

cations necessary to radiation harden

other components, (3) presentation of

radiation hardening examples of systems

which will provide guidance to component

designers, and (4) designing radiation

effects tests to supply data for selecting
materials with confidence.
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Table 3 RADIATION HARDENING SUMMARY

COMPONENT

HOSE
ASSEMBLY

VALVE
ASSEMBLY

APPLICATION

HOSE

SEAL

SEAL

SEAL

SLEEVE

GROMMET

ELEC. INSULATION

MATERIAL

TEFLON TFE

BUNA N

TEFLONFEP

KEL-F

TEFLONTFE

TEFLON FEP

SILICONE RUBBER

CRIT.
APPLIC.

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

GAMMA ENVIRONMENT

[ergs/gm (C)]

PREDICTED

1 x 109

1 x 109

1.5 x 109

1.5 x 109

RECOMMENDED

3 x 106

1 x 109

1 x 108

1 x 109

1 x I0 8'

1 x 108

1 x 109

RECOMMENDATION

WELD METAL• TUBING AND

ELIMINATESEALS

REPLACEW ITHKYNAR

REPLACE W ITHMYLAR
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THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF FROZEN AND

REACTING PH2-oH 2 MIXTURES

H. G. Carter and R. E. Bullock

General Dynamics Corporation

Fort Worth, Texas

Abstract

Application of experimental state data and spectroscopic

term values shows that the thermodynamic and transport proper-

ties of reacting PH2-oH 2 mixtures are considerably different

than those of chemically frozen pH 2 at temperatures below 300°R.

Such differences will be significant from the standpoint of

nuclear rocket design if it turns out that para- to ortho-

hydrogen conversion can be catalyzed by radiation in the cold

dense phase. Calculated H-S data also show that radiation-induced

PH2-oH 2 equilibration at constant enthalpy can produce a tem-

perature drop o_ at Least g8°R, corresponding to an ideal shaft

work loss of 15% or more for a turbine operating downstream from

the point of conversion. Aside from differences in thermodynamic

and transport properties, frozen PH2-oH 2 mixtlJres may differ

from pure pH 2 On a purely hydrodynamical basis.

Significance of Possible Para-

Orthohydro_en Conversion in
Nuclear Rockets

Hydrogen is generally a mixture of two

distinct N 2 components. A molecule of the

component called "orthohydrogen" may assume

quantized rotational energies that are not

accessible to the component called "para-

hydrogen," and vice versa. The resulting

disparities in energy-level populations at

a given temperature imply differences in

the thermodynamic and transport properties

of the two types of hydrogen. Thus, for

example, the enthalpies and thermal con-

ductivities of PH2-oH 2 mixtures differ ap-

preciably from _hose of pure parahydrogen
in the 36°R-500 R range, not only in abso-

lute magnitude but also in temperature

dependence. Aside from thermodynamic and

transport properties, para- and orthohydro-

gen may differ on a purely hydrodynamical

basis. The latter possibility, which has

been given little attention, derives from

the fact that the differences in accessible

rotational energies for the two types of
molecule are associated with differences in

angular momenta.

The liquid hydrogen that is stored for

use in nuclear rocket propulsion is usually

over 99% pH 2. However, the high-tempera-

ture hydrogen gas that emerges from the noz-

zle of the nuclear rocket is invariably a

mixture consisting of 75% oH 2 and 25% pH 2.
This change in proportions results from the

facts that (I) certain chemical or magnetic
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reactions can convert parahydrogen to

orthohydrogen when sufficient energy is

available, and (2) in the presence of a

suitable conversion catalyst, hydrogen tends

to a PH2/oH 2 ratio that is determined by

the temperature. Catalysts which convert

parahydrogen to its equilibrium proportions
are available in the reactor core (in the

form of H-atoms from thermal dissociation),

if not elsewhere. When catalysts are pre-

sent in large enough quantities that a

shift in temperature is accompanied, prac-

tically Instantaneously, by a shift in PH2/

oH 2 ratio to a value corresponding to the

new temperature, the para-orthohydrogen
mixture is called "reacting" or "equilibrat-

ing." When no such catalysts are available,

the pH2/oH2 ratio is not affected by a

temperature change, and the mixture is
called "frozen." In the temperature range

from 60°R to 300°R the specific heats of

a given nominal PH2/oH 2 mixture differ

radically according to whether the hydro-

gen is frozen or reacting.

In nuclear rocket design, a question a-

rises as to what type of hydrogen should

be assumed to exist in the relatively cold

regions between the propellant tank and

the core inlet. If the hydrogen is chemi-

cally frozen throughout this region, then

it obviously remains in almost pure pH_
form., and thermodynamic and heat transZer

calculations can be based on parahydrogen

properties. If, on the other hand, the

flowing hydrogen i_ catalysed by radiation

or by paramagnetic surfaces, then the hy-

drogen may be chemically reacting over at

least part of the region below the reactor

core, and pure parahydrogen properties may

not apply. From the standpoint of an over-

all design study, the effect of catalytic
conversion is not limited to the values of

thermodynamic "and transport properties of

hydrogen at a prescribed temperature and

pressure. The sudden equilibration of

hydrogen due to catalysis at a certain

point in the flow-path can reduce the tem-

perature by as much as 40°R, through a

thermochemical process that is analogous

to the cooling of paramagnetic salts in a

decreasing magnetic field. Such "conver-

sion-cooling" can reduce the available

energy for a turbine operation or alter the

dimensions of various orifices for an op-

timum design.

Whether hydrogen conversion in the sub-

core region is of design significance de-

pends on three qu_stlons. These are: (i)
does an effective mechanism for conversion

actually exist in relatlvely cold hydrogen

subject to irradiation and possible en-

counters with paramagnetic sites, and how

much conversion Can it produce? (2) What

are the quantitative thermodynamic and

transport propertlesof frozen and reacting

PH2/oH 2 mixtures? (3) What is the overall

effect of conversion on a specific design?

In regard to the first question, it will

only be noted that data obtained during

practical tests indicate that relatively
told parahydrogen can be converted by

radiation, and that reasonable chemical

models have been advanced to explain this

effect. The third question is in the pro-

vince of rocket designers. The results

given here pertain only to the second ques-

tion, viz., information on the basic pro-

perties of pH2-oH2 mixtures.

Equilibrium Orthohydrogen
Fraction

The equilibrium orthohydrogen fraction

at a giventemperature is independent of

pressure, at least for pressures in the

range of nuclear rocket application and

lower. For temperatures below 500°K (900°R)

the equilibrium orthohydrogen fraction, We,

is given to an accuracy of 0.01% by

7 (odd) IT/_ -Oj IT
w e = _ gj e "0_ i -- gj e (i)

j-I / j-0

where j is the number of a rotational level

Even and odd values of j correspond to pH 2

and oH 2 rotational levels, respectively.

The parameter @i represents the molecular
rotational energy of a particular level

divided by Boltzmann's constant. Using the

spectroscopic term values cited in the

definitive work of Woolley, et al. at NBS

(Ref. 1), it is found that a suitable ap-

proximation is

9j(°K) = 85.3757 j(J+l) - 0.065769 j2(j+l)2

+ 0.0000712 j3(j+l)3 (2)

for values of J less than or equal to 8.

This prescription ignores the role of vi-

brational excitation, which is negligible

below 500°K. The parameter gj in Equation
(I) is a statistical weight glven by

gj - 3(2J+I), j odd

- (2J+l), j even (3)

At temperatures above T - 500°K, the equi-

llbrlumorthohydrogen fraction is m e -
0.750.
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Evaluation of Equation (1) yie lds  t h e  de- 
pendent e o f equi li b r  ium o r  t hoh ydrogen f rac - 
t i o n  on temperature shown i n  Figure 1. 
is  seen t h a t  t h e  temperature range over 
which oe varies s i g n i f i c a n t l y  is 3OoK t o  
22OoK, o r  54OR t o  396'R. 

It 

Calculation of Enthalpy and Entropy 

The calculat ion of enthalpies  and entro-  
pies  i s  obviated by expressing t h e  r e s u l t s  
as ideal gas values,  augmented by "real- 
gas" terms t h a t  a r i s e  from intermolecular 
reac t ions .  The la t ter  are obtained from 
an equation of state,  which i s  usua l ly  
w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  form of a temperature and 
dens i ty  dependent f o r  t h e  compressibi l i ty  
f a c t o r  2 = pv/RT. I n  obtainirg t h e  pre- 
s e n t  r e s u l t s  i t  has been assumed t h a t  the  
equation of s t a t e  

2 = Z(T,P) (4 1 

is  the  same for e i t h e r  para- o r  ortho- 
hydrogen. The s t a t e  equation used is  t h a t  
given by Wooley et a l .  f o r  normal hydrogen 
(75% ortho) .  
was  based on ra ther  o l d  normal hydrogen 
data, has been compared with d a t a  reported 
more recent ly  by Michels e t  a l .  (Ref. 2). 
Typical comparisons are shown i n  Figure 2. 
An a n a l y s i s  of t h e  d i f fe rence  between t h e  
o l d  and new data, which is taken as a 
measure of  the present uncer ta in ty  i n  t h e  
state equation f o r  -normal hydrogen, shows 
t h a t  t h e  corresponding u n c e r t a i n t i e s  i n  
enthalpy and energy of normal hydrogen are 
respec t ive ly  only about 1 Btu/lb and 0.002 
Btu/lb OR. 
Hermans e t  al .  (Ref. 3), on t h e  d i f fe rence  
between the  second v i r i a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s  of 
para- and normal hydrogen, ind ica te  t h a t  
t h e  use of a normal hydrogen state equa- 
t i o n  on pH2-0H2 mixtures w i l l  not  lead t o  
an e r r o r  grea te r  than t h a t  corresponding 
t o  t h e  present  uncertainty i n  t h e  normal- 
hydrogen state data.  

The real-gas enthalpies  and entropies  
of a number of mixtures have been calcu- 
l a t e d  using tabular  da ta  given by Woolley 
e t  a l .  t o  obtain t h e  i n t e g r a l s  involving 2. 
Ideal-gas values of t h e  enthalpy and en- 
tropy f o r  both frozen and reac t ing  pH2-0H2 
m i x t u r s h a v e  been obtained from t h e  8 and 

This state equation, yhich 

Furthermore, recent  da ta  by 

g j  defined i n  Equations (2) and (3). j 

The en tha lp ies  of frozen pH2, frozen oH2 
and e q u i l i b r a t i n g  hydrogen a t  0 and 800 
psi are shown i n  Ftgure 3. 
ing s p e c i f i c  hea ts ,  obtained by d i f fe ren-  
t i a t i o n  of H with respec t  t o  temperature, 
are shown i n  Figure 4. 
EH2 behaves as a mixture with an interme- 
d i a t e  s p e c i f i c  heat  only above 100%; a t  
lower temperatures t h e  s p e c i f i c  heat  of 
reac t ing  hydrogen is appreciably higher 
than t h a t  of  e i t h e r  frozen component. By 
c o n t r a s t ,  t h e  s p e c i f i c  heat  of a frozen 
mixture is  obtained by simply c a l c u l a t i n g  
t h e  average of t h e  frozen pH2 and 0H2 val- 
ues ,  weighted by t h e i r  respec t ive  concen- 
t r a t i o n s  i n  the  mixture. 

The correspond- 

It i s  seen t h a t  
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Transport Propert ies  

The v i s c o s i t y  of  a pH2-0H2 mixture i s  
determined by t r anspor t  of momentum alone, 

oH2 composition in so fa r  as pH2 and 0H2 con- 
form t o  t h e  same equation of state. 
the  o the r  hand, t h e  thermal conduct ivi ty  of 
an ideal-gas mixture of para- and ortho- 
hydrogen i s  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  v i s c o s i t y ,  v ,  
by Eucken ' s r e l a t i o n  

l and i s  the re fo re  independent of t h e  pH2- 
~ 

On 

KO = (9Y-5 )Ct  77/(4M) ( 5 )  

where & is t h e  s p e c i f i c  heat  o f  t h e  i d e a l  
gas ,  Y is t h e  r a t i o  of s p e c i f i c  hea t s ,  
and M i s  t h e  molecular weight. 
gas thermal conduct ivi ty  K i s  r e l a t e d  t o  
KO by t h e  following Enskog r e l a t i o n :  

K/Ko = 1 + 0.5753 + 0.5017E2 - 0.204E3 

The real- 

(6) 

where E i s  given by 

E = Z - 1 + T (E) (7 )  6'T p 

Figure 5 shows t h e  thermal conduct ivi ty  
f o r  pH , oH2 and a r e a c t i n g  mixture a t  0 
p s i  an% 800 p s i .  As i n  t h e  case of SpeCi- 
f i c  h e a t ,  t h e  thermal conduct ivi ty  depends 
s t rong ly  on whether a given mixture is 
f rozen o r  react ing.  

Cooling Due t o  Conversion 

I f  a chemically frozen parahydrogen gas 
i s  suddenly exposed t o  a conversion-catalyst 
such as r a d i a t i o n  o r  a paramagnetic su r -  
f ace ,  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  e q u i l i b r a t i o n  t o  a 
pH2-oH2 mixture i s  an i r r e v e r s i b l e  process.  
Hence, t h e  r eac t ion  cannot be i s e n t r o p i c  
even i f  it happens t o  be ad iaba t i c .  
general ,  t h e  enthalpy change due t o  a d i f -  
f e r e n t i a l  conversion process is 

I n  

dH = TdS + Vdp + Pldxl  + p2dx2 (8) 

where x1 and x2 are t h e  pH2 and oH2 mole 
f r a c t i o n s ,  r e spec t ive ly ,  and where pl and 
p2 are t h e  chemical p o t e n t i a l s .  I n  t h e  
case where no heat  e n t e r s  o r  leaves t h e  
system and t h e  pressure is  kep t  a t  a con- 
s t a n t  value,  Equation (8) s i m p l i f i e s  t o  

TdS E ( P ~ - P Z ) ~ X ~  ( 9  1 
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This increase i n  entropy is  accompanied by 
a decrease i n  temperature, which can, f o r  
example, subsequently reduce t h e  amount of 
ava i lab le  energy from a turb ine  operating 
between two prescribed pressures .  The 
poss ib le  e f fec t  of such cooling is seen 
from t h e  approximate H-S c h a r t  shown i n  
Figure 6,  which has been constructed from 
Figure 3 and ca lcu la ted  entropy data .  
When parahydrogen a t  297’R i s  converted t o  
60% 0% a t  constant enthalpy and constant 
pressure,  the temperature decreases from 
297% t o  269%. 
occurred, the energy a v a i l a b l e  t o  a t u r -  
bine operating between 975 p s i  and 675 p s i  
would be 111 Btu/lb. However, it is  seen 
t h a t  609. conversion would reduce t h e  a v a i l -  
a b l e  energy t o  98 Btu/lb. The magnitudes 
of such losses  depend upon t h e  i n l e t  en- 
thalpy and, of course,  t h e  amount of con- 
vers ion t h a t  i s  assumed. Figure 7 shows 
t h e  percent loss i n  i d e a l  energy f o r  an 
assumed conversion of 60% as  a function of 
i n l e t  enthalpy . 

I f  conversion had not  

Possible  Hydrodynamic Differences 

2 Between pH2 and OH 

The difference between t h e  thermodynamic 
and t ranspor t  propert ies  of parahydrogen 
and those of orthohydrogen a r e  completely 
s p e c i f i e d  by t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  energy l e v e l s  
access ib le  t o  each, a t  least insofar  as 
t h e  two modifications conform t o  t h e  same 
equation of s ta te .  However, from t h e  hy- 
drodynamical standpoint,  another type of 
d i f fe rence  might be worth exploring. 

Parahydrogen molecules may take i n t r i n -  
s i c  angular momenta of 0,  2fi, 4fi, etc. ; 
whereas orthohydrogen molecules may take 
i n t r i n s i c  angular momenta of .K, 3ti, 5K, 
etc. A t  temperatures below 180°R, over 
97% of a l l  parahydrogen molecules are i n  
a s ta te  of zero angular momentum. 
p r a c t i c a l  purposes one may say t h a t ,  a t  
these  temperatures, parahydrogen is a 
f l u i d  composed of molecules with no i n t r i n -  
s ic  angular momentum, whereas orthohydro- 
gen is  a f l u i d  whose molecules have an 
i n t r i n s i c  angular momentum of 5 .  

For 

Hence, 

of such phenomena a6 t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  from 
laminar t o  turbulent  flow might d i f f e r  i n  
t h e  two types of f l u i d s ,  independently of 
any e f f e c t s  associated with thermodynamic 
and t ranspor t  p roper t ies .  
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HARDENING ELECTRONIC DEVICES AGAINST

VERY HIGH TOTAL DOSE RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS

B. Buchanan, W. Shedd, S. Roosild, and R. Dolan

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Air Force Systems Command

Bedford, Massachusetts

The possibilities and limitations of hardening silicon semiconductor devices

to the high neutron and gamma radiation levels (greater than 1016 neutrons/cm 2

(i Mev eq.) and greater than 108 rads (Si) required for the NERVA nuclear engine

development are discussed. A comparison is made of the high dose neutron and

garmna hardening potential of bipolar, metal insulator semiconductor (MIS), and

junction field effect transistors (JFET). Experimental data is presented on de-

vice degradation for the high neutron and gamma doses. Previous data and

comparisonsl, 2,3 indicate that the JFET is much more immune to the combined

neutron displacement and gamma ionizing effects than other transistor types.

Presently, hardened JFET's degrade about 50% at 1016 neutrons/cm 2. Theoretically

they can be improved, but the resulting hardened JFET's have low breakdown

voltages (less than 20 volts). Experimental evidence (5 volt threshold shift at

108 rads) is also presented, which indicates that p channel MOS devices, made by

Hughes Aircraft may be able to meet the requirements. Electrical characteristics

compromises caused by device hardening and the ability to satisfy requirements on

a practical reliable basis are discussed.

Introduction: If electronic components can be

made to perform their function after total doses of

10 8 fads gamma and 1016 neutrons/cm 2, then many

shielding and cabling problems would be eliminated

in electronic control systems for nuclear engines,

such as the NERVA. Even though the original work

more than I0 years ago on radiation effects on

electronic components was directed toward radia-

tion environments near a nuclear reactor, rela-

tively little effort _has been specifically directed

toward hardening transistors to these high total

dose levels. The lack of apparent effort has been

partly due to great difficulty in hardening the

bipolar transistor (which has been by far the most

used transistor type) to these high levels.

The three principal categories of radiation

damage near a reactor are displacement, ionization,

and heating. (It is assumed here that the heating

is accounted for in the temperature specifications).

The main cause of displacement damage is fast

neutrons, and the main effects which permanently

degrade transistor operation are minority carrier

lifetime reduction and carrier removal. A second-

order effect is mobility reduction. The main

cause of ionization damage is gamma radiation

which results in permanent effects due to charge

build-up in the oxide and photo-current generation.

The extent of the transistor degradation due to

displacement and ionization damage depends strongly

on the transistor types.

Transistors can be classified into 2 broad

types, bipolar and unipolar. The unipolar is,

however, usually referred to as a field effect

transistor (FET), of which there are two basic

types - the Junction FET (JFET) and the Insulated

Gate FET (IGFET). The IGFET is often referred to

generally as an MIS (metal insulator semiconductor)

and specifically as an MOS, where the insulator is

an oxide. The original reason for the designation

of the two classes of transistors was that the

unipolar operation depends on only one carrier

(majority) and the bipolar operation depends on

both minority and majority carriers. The bipolar

is then seriously degraded by minority carrier

lifetime reduction, whereas the unipolar or field

effect transistor is not. One of the two principal

classes of field effect transistors, the junction

field effect transistor (JFET), depends strongly

on carrier removal. However, the insulated gate

(MIS) is little affected by either carrier removal

or lifetime changes, but is very sensitive to

permanent charge build-up in the insulator caused

by ionizing radiation. The bipolar and JFET suffer

only minor effects due to charge build-up in the

oxide passivation when compared to the MOS. This

is because the active region of the MOS is

adjacent to or part of the oxide layer.

Since the electrical changes in the transistor

operating characteristics induced by radiation

damage to materials properties vary considerably

with the transistor type, it is necessary to con-

sider "hardening" each device separately.

Electronic device hardening is essentially the

science of designing the device to minimize the

functional dependence of the device's electrical

characteristics on known radiation sensitive

materials properties.

JFET Hardening: If the JFET is operated in

the region of maximum transconductance, gm, the

gm is given 4 by:

2N_mm
gm = L

where

N = majority carrier concentration in the

channel, either n or p

q = the electronic charge

= the mobility

a = the channel width

L = the channel length.
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It should be noted that if the JFET is operated in

a region other than for maximum gm, the gm has a

weaker dependence on N than the linear one given

by this expression. It has been shown2, 5 that the

normalized neutron induced transconductance

degradation for silicon JFET's is given by:

N¢

gm__ exp (- [ ) = _-

gmo o

where

K = K = 398 p.77 for a p type channel and

p o

K = K = 9B N "82 for an n type channel.
n o

Where N o and Po are carrier concentrations before

irradiation, gmo, gm_ are the maximum transconduct-

ances before and after irradiation. These rela-

tions were derived by: I) using the above standard

JFET parameter relations, 2) assuming that carrier

removal in the JFET channel is the only degrada-

tion mechanism, 3) using Stein's6, 7 initial carrier

removal data and assuming the exponential law,

N = N o exp (- _ ). The theoretical gm degradation

is plotted in Fig. i for both n and p type channels

Since the n channel devices both theoretically and

actually show less degradation and n type nmterlal

has a higher mobility resulting in initially high-

er gm, the results of tests on n channel JFET de-

signs only will be reported in this paper.

The method of increasing the neutron radia-

tion tolerance of JFET's is clearly then to

heavily dope the channel. This cannot be done

without some compromise, since the plnch-off volt-

age of the JFET must be less than the avalanche

breakdown voltage and the plnch-off voltage in-

creases with channel doping while the breakdown

voltage decreases. It is fortuitous, however,

that satisfying this hardening requirement

actually increases the JFET gain.

The gm and source to drain current degrada-

tion are shown in Fig. 2. Tj_ .... on resistance

after 5XlO 15 neutrons/cm 2 is 150 ohms and after

1016 neutrons/cm 2 is 250 ohms. Typical leakage

currents are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

TYPICAL LEAKAGE CURRENT CHANGES FOR JFET'S

IDS S RANGE 20-48 ma

DOSE IN RADS

O 3.7XIO 6 2.7XlO 7 1.6XIO 8

GATE DRAIN

LEAKAGE 2.3XI0 "lz 3.4XI0 -I_ 2.6XI0 "tO 2.7XI0 "I0

AT 5V %.4XIO "II 5.1XIO "II 1.9XIO "I0 2.1XIO "I0

[tAD 201 2.1XlO "L2 3.2X10 "[I 2.4XI0 -IO 3.1XIO "10

NEUTRON DOSE AND GA_dA DOSE

O 5XiO 15 n/cm 2 _016 n/cm 2

GATE DRAIN 1.3XIO 8 rads 2.6XI0 8 fads

LEAKAGE

AT IOV 3.3XI0 "12 I.IXIO -9 2.6XI0 "9

RAD 201 9XIO "12 1.6XI0 "9 3-5XI0 "9
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The electrical characteristic penalty for

hardening JFET's is then the resulting low break-

down voltage. Even though some increase above the

bulk breakdown voltage can be achieved by gr_dlng

the doping profile near the surface_ 8 a break-

down voltage requirement above 40 volts cannot be

satisfied simultaneously with 1016 neutrons/cm 2.

The ionizing radiation even at the very high levels

has negligible effect on the JFET.

Simplified Bipolar Hardening Relations:

USing the charge control approach a simplified

expression for _ can be showr_ to be

T

where _ is the minority carrier lifetime in the

base and t b is the base transit time. The base

transit time is proportional to the square of the

basewidth. The usual relation between the life-

time before and after a dose of ¢n/cm 2 is

assumed:



I i ¢

_=_ + K_
0

where c o is the lifetime before irradiation and KT

is the lifetime damage constant. From these rela-

tions we obtain

6° - 1+ _o/K_

where 6_ and 6o are respectively the gain before

and after irradiation. This is, of course, a

greatly simplified expression for neutron induced

6 degradation, since other parameters, such as

emitter efficiency are neglected. A good indica-

tion of neutron induced 6 degradation is given by

this expression, however, which clearly points out

the importance of "killing" lifetime to harden

against permanent gain degradation (see Fig. 3).

A plot of the simplified theoretical bipolar hard-

ness and actual experimental points are compared

to the JFET theoretical and actual hardness in

Fig. 4. It should be noted that the low injection

value of _ is used, which is compensated for in

the comparison by using the high estimate for

carrier removal rate. In addition to neutron

damage, significant degradation occurs for ioniz-

ing radiation, especially for F amp collector

currents as is clearly shown in Fig. 5.
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HIS Hardening: The effects of ionizing radia-

tion on the transfer characteristic of a typical

M0S transistor is illustrated in Fig. 6. The

entire characteristic curve is seen to shift with

integrated dose. The point on the curve at which

the drain current Id equals zero Is referred to

the "pinch off", "turn on" or "threshold" voltage

VT. Henceforth, unless otherwise noted, when

reference is made to a shift in VT, it is also

m_nt u,=_ =v=_y point on the curve _o shifted by

the same amount as the threshold voltage shift.

This is not true in all cases since the curve is

sometimes shifted and distorted, but it is a good

approximation for a simplified discussion. There

is general agreementlO, II as to the basic

mechanisms that cause the threshold shifts in an

ionizing radiation environment: a) the build-up

of a positive space charge within the oxide by the

occupation of pre-existing charge-trapping sites

in the oxide and b) the creation of so called "fast

surface states" at the oxide-silicon interface.

Mechanism (a) seems to occur to some extent in all

insulators and to be a strong feature of amorphous

insulators of very low conductivity• Mechanism (b)

does not seem to occur in all MIS systems. The

charge build-up mechanism causes the largest

threshold shifts in most cases and is much better

understood than the fast surface states. The

magnitude of a radiation induced threshold shift is

strongly dependent on the processing of the MIS

devices. The magnitude of a radiation induced

threshold shift is usually an even stronger

function of the bias on the M0S during irradiation.

Most commercial MOS transistors show

threshold shifts of 40 or more volts with a

bombardment bias of less than I0 volts and a

bombardment dose of approximately 106 reds. In

addition to the regular (even though statistically

varying) effects mentioned above other anomalous

radiationeffects, including room temperature
instabilities have been reported.lO, Iz
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Since the dominant mechanism leading to

threshold shifts in MOS devices is the positive

charge-trapping sites in the oxide, obvious

approaches to harden MIS devices are (i) either

attempt to eliminate these traps in the SiO 2 or

(2) attempt to find an insulator which is not

afflicted by this problem. Considerable research

has been devoted to approach (I). By adding

various dopants to the oxide, dopants have been

found which considerably reduce the threshold

shifts for irradiations Derf_rrn_a w_h _i,'e

gate voltages, but greatly increases the threshold

shifts for irradiations with negative gate volt-

ages. Numerous insulators have been tried to re-

place the silicon dioxide, which is the oxide

(insulator) used in commercial M0S transistors.

One such insulator,silicon nitride, showed great

promise for some time of solving the problem. The

nitridc silicon interfac_ was found to be much

more resistant to radiation induced threshold

shifts. However, offsetting this increased radia-

tion tolerance several disadvantages were found, ll

The most notable of these is threshold shifts

(instabilities) in MNS (Metal Nitride Silicon)

transistors caused by a high voltage. This, com-

bined with higher values of interface charge,

makes it impractical to use a nitride-silicon

interface in high field regions such as the gate

of an MIS transistor.

Recently AI203 has been investigated as a

replacement for SiO 2 in MIS devices. We have

tested two of the RCA AI203 devices to 106 rads

cobalt 60 gamma and the threshold voltage shifted

less than 2 volts after 106 rads. We do not have

data for higher levels because the devices

developed gate to source shorts.

Results on ionizing radiation tests up to

108 fads are shown in Fig. 7 for new experimental

radiation hardened MOS devices. The P-MOS (p

channel MOS) made by Hughes appears to be the

hardest MIS device at 108 fads. The scientific

reasons for the hardness of these p-MOS devices

are not clearly understood.

Even'though it is generally believed that

neutrons do not have an appreciable effect to the

electrical characteristics of MIS devices, the

fact that neutrons may have an effect should not

be overlooked. Very little meaningful data

exists on the radiation effects of low neutron

doses on MIS devices and it is virtually non-

existant at 1016 neutrons/cm 2. One known effect

of neutrons on MIS devices is threshold shifts

due to neutron induced positive charge in the

_w_ Th_Q _f_e _ due to the ionizing

capability of neutrons, which is approximately

1 tad = i0 I0 neutrons/am 2. This would give 106

fads at 1016 neutrons/cm 2, which can be neglected

in comparison to the 108 fads from garm_a for the

NERVA requirement. At least two other neutron

effects are possible, threshold shifts due to

carrier removal and electrical characteristic

changes due to neutron induced fast surface states

at the interface. The reason why a threshold

shift due to carrier removal, which is simply an

increase in the substrate resistivity, has not

been observed is probably because the substrate

resistiv{ty, p, of the devices tested has been too

high for the effect to be noticeable. Carrier

removal will have a significant effect on the

threshold voltage only if the threshold voltage is

strongly dependent on p. Brotherton 14 has de-

termined the curve for threshold voltage V T as a

function of p for an n channel MOS. This curve

shows that V T is approximately independent of p, if

p > i0 Q-am. Since the known effect of fast

neutrons on the bulk silicon is to increase the

resistivity, even very high neutron doses would

therefore not be expected to cause a significant

threshold shift, if the initial resistivity is

greater than I0 _-cm. Most n channel devices are

made with p > I0 _-cm, which explains why

threshold shifts due to carrier removal have not

been observed in n channel MOS's. If p << i0 _-cm

and carrier removal is the only effect present, a

considerable threshold shift should occur for

neutron doses > 1015 neutrons/cm 2. This fact is

illustrated in the following example:
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If p = i _-cm, then according to Brotherton's

curve V T _ O. One olln-cm roughly corresponds to a

p-type substrate initial doping concentration of

2 x 1016 = Po. The doping concentration p after a

neutron dose of • neutrons/cm 2 is given by 2

P = Po exp ( 398 po "77 )" Therefore, if

= 3 x 1015 neutrons/cm 2, p m 2 x 1015 which

roughly corresponds to a resistivity of I0 _-em.

According to Brotherton's curve the resistivity

change from I to I0 _-cm would cause V T to shift

roughly from 0 to -4 volts. Similar arguments

hold for p channel devices. Fortunately, if a

p channel device is affected by carrier removal,

the resulting threshold shifts should be in the

opposite direction to ionizing induced threshold

shifts.

Hardening efforts for MIS devices are then

quite different from hardening efforts on bipolar

and JFET devices. Whereas, bipolar and JFET

hardening has stayed within the standard silicon,

silicon dioxide technology, MIS hardening has

involved new and different technologies. This

imposes a penalty of longer term development to

achieve equal reliability confidence. Other

penalties which seem to be paid for MIS hardness

are lack of threshold voltage control, and for MOS

the use of p channel devices only.

Experimental procedure: The neutron irradia-

tions performed to provide the data for this paper

were done at the MIT nuclear reactor in the

pneumatic tube facility. The temperature in this

facility is approximately 42°C. The thermal

neutron flux is 2.2 x 1013 n/cm 2 sec, the gamma

dose rate is 1.3 xl08 R/hr and the neutron flux

above I0 Key is 1.2 x 1012 n/cm 2 sec.

Cobalt gamma radiations were performed at the

AFCRL cobalt cell which delivers 1.5 x 106 Rad/

hour. The MOS samples were irradiated with both

positive and negative gate biases. The bipolar

and junction field effect transistors were

irradiated without bias applied.

The transistor electrical characteristics

where measured under swept D.C. conditions on a

curve tracer and under pulsed D.C. conditions when

necessary to avoid annealing by electrical

dissipation. The MDS threshold shift data was

obtained by measuring capacitance as a function of

voltage to determine the threshold voltage for

each device. The electrical characterization of

the devices was performed both before and after

each radiation exposure.

Tentative NERVA Requirement: In a private

conversation with representatives of NASA and the

Aerojet Corporation, NERVA requirements for a

power switch and for multiplexing were given. The

radiation requirement for both was a total of

3 x 1016 neutrons/cm 2 and 7 x 107 rads gazmma. The

power device had a 60 volt breakdown requirement

which was firm and a 5 amp current capability.

The temperature requirement on the power device

was -250°C to lO0OC, but was considered to be

flexible. The multiplexer switches were to have

after irradiation 300 Q on resistance and 108

off resistance, with an isolation resistance of

106 ohms. The voltage requirements were not firm,

but could be in the v_e,, nf _ volt_. Th_

switching current was to be in the vicinity of

1 _ amp, with a leakage current less than i00

nano amps.

Conclusions: Theoretical and experimental

information indicates that the JFET devices can

meet the multiplexer requirements on a reliable

reproducible basis. The power device requirements

cannot be met by the JFET, however, because of the

60 volt breakdown requirement. A possibility

exists that the p MOS device can meet this power

device requirement. It must be cautioned, however,

that the hard p MOS device is still in the ex-

perimental research stage of development and more

neutron data at these high levels is needed.

Further, the development of a high power device

poses many more serious problems than for low

power devices like those tested. It appears very

doubtful that bipolar transistors can be made hard

enough to meet either of these requirements. In

the final analysis, however, just what constitutes

an acceptable degradation (and therefore the device

hardness) is determined by the circuit and systems

designer.
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EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS FOR SPACECRAFT SHIELD ANALYSIS

R. W. PEELLE %

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Experiments have been performed to validate and to supplement the

intranuclear cascade model as a method for estimating cross sections

of importance to spacecraft shield design. The experimental situa-

tion is inconclusive particularly for neutron-producing reactions,

but is relatively sound for reaction cross sections and for proton

spectra at several hundred MeV at medium forward angles. Secondary

photon contributions are imprecisely known.

INTRODUCTION

This paper tries to outline the purpose, scope,

and main qualitative results of a decade of effort

for our group working on nuclear cross sections rel-

evant to spacecraft shield design. A large share

of our effort went toward the invention of experi-

mental methods which are not discussed here.

Our crewman face in space the cosmic ray sources

and, for space stations, the trapped radiation
belts. We must be concerned about reactions of

primaries in tissue (if [QF]av" >>l) and about in-

teractions in tissue of secondary neutrons and gamma

rays from nuclear reactions in the spacecraft's

shell. For heavy primaries, attenuation in the

spacecraft may markedly influence hazard levels.

The radiation problem is inherent in the manned ex-

ploration of space; its severity from a_ engineer-

ing point of view depends on the radiation toler-

ances assigned by the authorities and on the

thickness otherwise required for the craft's exte-

rior structure. If nuclear rockets or nuclear

_1_xi!iz_- _c%-cz a&_ _=d, Lhe snlela _esign should

be studied as a unit. Radiation problems will re-

quire continuing surveillance so long as manned

flight is contemplated; maintaining the underlying

competence will require continued development of

analysis techniques.

First-order shielding calculations are made by

considering only the "continuous" energy loss by

charged particles, while nuclear reaction products

are ignored. The ability to continue to carry out

such calculations in practical geometries is im-

portant and must be maintained. As the shield

structure thickens for longer missions, more primary

particles traverse a large fraction of their inter-

action length in the shield or in the astronaut's

body, and the first approximation becomes less and

less satisfactory. The knowledge of differential

cross sections for nuclear interactions is needed

to obtain correct results. Using current analyses,

about one half the biologically equivalent (rem)

dose from an 80-MV flare behind 20 gm/cm 2 of

aluminum arises from secondaries produced in the

shield and in tissue. I Unfortunately, one is so

far quite unsure what LET-dependent quality factors

should be utilized in making such estimates.

We accept the idea that radiation penetration

studies can be done better by calculation than by

experiment, provided that the necessarily huge

supply of cross-section information is available.

In the energy regions of interest here we assume the

preferred strategy will always be to depend on cal-

culated cross sections or at least on high-class

interpolations that take into account theoretical

ideas. The question for the experimenter becomes:

Do the available cross-section estimation methods

If not, in what directions should one seek improve-

ment? Answering these simple questions, an effort

which must be shared with shield analysts, has been

difficult because of the lack of satisfactory cri-

teria and because of the complexity of the neces-

sary experiments.

So far, as expected a decade ago, all higher-

order methods of spacecraft shield analysis are

based on cross sections provided by some intranu-

clear cascade model. Cascade reactions are usually

followed in the model by successive evaporation of

fragments until only gamma radiation is allowed by

the conservation rules. To date, the cascade model

receives its most productive expression in the work

of Bertini 2 and in the application of the resulting

model cross sections to transport calculations. 3

Clarification of the validity restrictions on

this model has been the objective for our experi-

mental work. The model is restricted to incident

neutrons or protnn_: _ e_erz _ little hdl_ fv_

incident alpha particles. _ So far, it has not led

to very good estimates of gamma-ray production, s

The model itself assumes that the reaction with-

in a real nucleus can be replaced in the cascade or

pre-equilibriumphase by a series of nucleon-

nucleon interactions and, at higher energies,

meson-nucleon interactions. The cascade of suc-

cessive intr_uclear collisions is followed by

Monte Carlo using experimental free-particle

nucleon-nucleon cross sections until the cascade

terminates when no more nucleons can escape the

model potential which holds the target nucleus to °

gether. The model is conceptually strong at ener-

gies of several hundred MeV, but as one goes below

i00 MeV it is used at risk because the binding of

nucleons is no longer so small compared to the in-

cident energy, the deBroglie wave-length of the

incident particle is no longer very short, and the

ignored distortions of the incident "wave" by the

nuclear potential might be thought to have a strong

influence. Also, Coulomb effects and differences

t
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in bindingenergyfromonenucleusto thenext
start to becomeimportant.So,wemustbecautious
in acceptingpredictionsof the cascademodelin
the regionwherethemodelwasnevermeantto pro-
duceanswers.Mostof theproblemswith themodel
ariseat the lowestincidentenergies,wherethere
is greatintensity of solarandtrappedprotons.
Above1 GeV,therearetechnicalproblemsof what
to usefor the intranuclearcrosssections,but
this paperis not concernedwith energiesthat
high. At all energies,thereis a 10%to 20% weak-

ness that while the model deals with direct reac-

tions, it does not allow production of deuterons

etc. by such reactions even though experiments

always show considerable deuteron intensity. We

can hope for such an improvement in the model; no

strong effort has yet been made.

STATUS OF EXPERIMENTS

Here I will concentrate on contributions by our

group, but mention the other experiments which

have been most influential. Table 1 outlines the I0_

main cross-section publications that have arisen

from our work.

Reaction Cross Sections 5

Reaction cross sections give the probability of

occurrence of some nonelastic nuclear reaction, and

therefore are of prime importance. These cross _ 2

sections are somewhat available from various

physics groups for both neutrons and protons, since -_

they are also of great importance in the optical _ 10o

model of the nucleus or any other reaction model.

The comparisons which have been pnesented show the T

Bertini cascade model to be within experimental _ 5

uncertainty (_10%) over the energy range 30 to

i000 MeV. 2'6 This success gives the cascade model o

a remarkably good start toward overall validity, a

2

i_ _

Table i. ORNL Space Shielding Experiment Program

Secondary

Incident Angle Energy Principal
Observed Particle Targets Range Reference

Range Authors

(MeV) Type (deg) (MeV)

dose in 160 p C,AI,Cu, 0,45 N.A. Blosser 7

phmntcm Bi Maienscheln

Freestone

7 16-160 p Be,B,C, 50,90, 0.7-I0 Zobel 9

59 m O,AI,Fe 135 Maienscheln

Todd,Cha;_an

p 160 p Be,C,O, 30-120 20-160 Peelle,Love 23

AI,Co,Bi Hill,Santoro

p 160 p Be,C,O, 10,45 50-160 Wachter 12

AI,Cu,Co, 60,135 Burrus,Gibson

Bi

n 160 p C,0,_l, 10,45 50-160 Waehter 12

Cu,Co,Bi Burrus,Gibson

p 450 p Be,C,AI, 20,30, 120-450 Wachter 13

Cu,Co,Fb, 45,60 Glbson,Burrus

Bi

n h50 p C,AI,Co i0,20 120-450 Waehter 13

30,45 Gibson,Burrus

n lh-18 p Be,N ,AI, 0-170 1-15 Verblnskl i_

• Fe ,In ,Ta, B_r_

Pb

p,d,T, 30-60 p C ,O,AI, 15-160 2-60 Bertrand 24

Fe ,Y ,Sn, Peelle

3He'_ Au,Bi

p,d,T, 58 s C,O,Fe, 20-120 2-60 Bertrand 25

Peelle

n h0-60 p C,AI,Fe, 0-120 5-6O Wacn_er 18

Fb Santoro,Love

Measurements of Dose

Observations of absorbed energy have been made

from proton beams in bulk absorbers by Tanner,

Bailey, and Hilbert and by Blosser and Maienschein,

and in phantoms from scattered reaction products

by Blosser and Maienschein. 7 These results have

produced a substantial challenge to the combined

calculation of cross sections and radiation trans-

port. Since the most thorough methods involve

Monte Carlo, the cost of computing integral checks

in the latter case was too great to allow a com-

plete comparison with the data. Figure 1 shows

the two checks that have beensperformed in the
work of Irving and Alsmiller. Unfortunately,

when such integral results do not check, it is

difficult to infer what characteristics of the

calculation (or experiment) is imperfect and

whether indeed the disagreement is representative

of practical situations.
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FIGURE l.---Absorbed dose observed as a function of

position in a spherical water phantom (ref 7),

compared to a Monte Carlo nucleon transport cal-

culation of Irving and Alsmiller (ref 8). For

the results illustrated at the top (a), the beam

was incident on the phantom in a direction per-

pendicular to the traverse, while in the work il-

lustrated Below (b), an aluminum target thick

enough to stop the incident 160-MeV proton beam

was interposed.
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Gamma-Ray Spectra

Zobel and Maineschein 9 obtained photon spectra

from protons in the energy range 15 to 150 MeV on

typical targets. The results have not proved

uniformly predictable,4 partly because the cal-

culated results were based on the residual energy

following nculeon evaporation while many of the

important excited states are collective levels ex-

cited by direct reactions. Nevertheless, current

opinion holds that for flare spectra as hard as

P0 = 100 MV, gamma rays from the reactions cannot
compete with the primary dose component.i 0 For

sufficiently soft flares of high intensity, this

conclusion may not be valid, li Figure 2 shows a

typical photon spectrUm for oxygen which exhibits

different structure from that calculated with the

help of the cascade model. Figure 3 shows the en-

ergy dependence of the photon production cross sec-

tions observed and calculated for four target

materials,

' I4oo i i i

'20

i 0 , ,
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1
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FIGURE 2.---Photon-production cross section6per unit
energy vs photon energy for protons on i 0 (ref

9). The solid line represents the cross section

calculated by Shima and Alsmiller (ref 5) for

25-MeV protons and the vertimal lines represent

the 67% confidence limits on the experimental

data for an average protSn energy of 28 MeV.
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FIGURE 3.---Production cross section for photons

with energy >0.7 MeV vs incident proton energy.

The experimental values (ref 9) are hz x (mb/sr

observed at 135°), though the experimental re-

sults as a function of angle were sometimes in-

consistent with isotropy. The calculated values

are from Shima and Alsmiller (ref 5).

,150

Secondary Neutron Production (from protons)

Insofar as secondaries produced in the spacecraft

are concerned, neutrons are felt to be the most im-

portant, and so a large fraction of our effort has

been spent in neutron spectroscopy, Wachter and

Gibson have observed spectra of secondary neutrons

for incident 160- and 450-MeV protons for a variety

of targets, some thick enough to allow a little
12_13

testing of transport codes. Agreement of this
12,14

data with theory is only moderate even after

account is taken of the broad resolution of the

spectrometers. Figure h illustrates typical results

obtained at h50 MeV at forward angles for nather

thin targets. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that at
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160 MeV the thick-target yields more nearly agreed

with theory for bismuth than for aluminum. The

source of the difficulties is not clear; theorists

are understandably reluctant to modify the model

until the experiments are independently confirmed,

and also it is not clear from the data what modifi-

cations should be made.
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FIGURE h.---The hatched areas are the experimental

confidence intervals for the differential neutron

cross sections at 20° and 30 ° from h50-MeV pro-

tons on aluminum (see ref 13). The histogram

shows the estimated cross section from the Bertini

intranuclear cascade model, smeared by the exper-

imental resolution, for the surrounding angle

intervals (ref 2c).
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FIGURE 5.--Experimental (ref 12) and calculated

neutron yields as a function of energy at i0 ° and

h5 ° to a 27-g/cm2-thick aluminum target, which is

thick enough to stop the incident beam of 160-MeV

protons. The calculated points were obtained

using the Monte Carlo transport codes of Kinney

(predecessors to the work of ref 3) which em-

ployed the cross sections of Bertini (ref 2).

The calculated'values were smeared using a

Oaussian encr_" resolution so that they corre-

spond to the resolution associated with the ex-

perimental curves.
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FIGURE 6.---Experimental and calculated neutron

yields at i0 ° and h5 ° from a 44.3-g/cm2-thick

bismuth target. (See Fig. 5 for explanation.)
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Essentiallynocompetingneutrondataexists for
protonsin this energyrangeexcept_orthemeas-
urementsbyBowenet el. of neutronsat 2° from
%lh0-MeVprotonsonvarioustargets.IS Figure7 is
a typical exampleof the140-MeVresults, noneof
whichhaveeverbeenproperlyexplained.Notonly
mustthepeakat thehighenergiescontainexcita-
tion of thetarget's isobaricanalogaswell asany
contributionfromquasifreescattering,but the
continuumregion(at 1/2to 3/2the incidentenergy)
is underestimatedbythe cascademodelfor eachtar-
getstudied. Extremeforwardanglesareexpensive
to studyby presentMonteCarlotechniques.
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FIGURE 8.---Neutron differential cross sections vs

energy and angle for 27Al(p,xn) reactions at

E = 18 MeV. (See ref 16.)
P

FIGURE 7.---Secondary-neutron spectrum at 2 ° from

I&3-MeV protons on aluminum. Smooth curve: ex-

perimental results of P. H. Bowen et el. (ref 15);

histogram: calculated spectrum by the intranu-

clear cascade model (ref 2b) of neutron_ emitted

into the angular interval 0 ° to 5 ° from 140-MeV

incident protons.

Verbinski and Burrus looked in a brief but pro-

ductive experiment at neutron spectra above 1 MeV

from lh- to 18-MeV protons on a series of targets. I_

Figure 8 shows the results obtained as a function of

angle for an aluminum target. Some targets both

lighter and heavier than A1 yiJlded greater anisot-

ropy. As suggested by Fig. 9, where the same re-

sults integrated over angle are compared with

theory, this experiment showed that the angle-

integrated spectra in this energy range are better

fitted by the cascade (+ evaporation) model than by

evaporation alone; the latter idea had previously

been accepted. The latest interpretation of

Verbinski's data by Alsmiller and Hermann 17 has

shown that a simple low-energy modification of the

cascade model, which takes into account the Q-value

for the (p,n) reaction, is required to give the

theory some validity for neutron energies near the

incident beam energy.
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FIGURE 9.---Angle-integrated differential cross

section for neutron emission from 18-MeV protons

on 27A1. The experimental values of Verbinski

and Burrus (ref 16) are compared with the theo-

retical values due to Alsmiller and Hermann

(ref 17).
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J. W.Wachteris nowanalyzingthe experimental
resultshe, Santoro,Love,andZobelobtainedfor
neutronspectrafrom40-and60-MeVprotons.18
Thesedatawereobtainedin theregionwherethe
cascademodelis expectedto be failing andin
whichmarkedangulardistributionscanbeexpected.
Thesedatashouldhelpgreatlyto clarify our ideas
aboutreactionsin this regionin whichthe other
reactionproductshavebeenstudiedsothoroughly
(seebelow). Figurel0 showspreliminaryresults
for 39-MeVprotonsoncarbon,whileFig. ll shows
the 0° spectrumfroma leadtarget. Thepeakin
Fig. ll correspondsto excitationof the isobaric
analogof thetarget, andcannotbegivenbythe
cascademodel. Similarexperimentalcapabilityfor
measuringneutronspectrais apparentlybei_ugde-
velopedat otherisochronouscyclotrons,not_oly
TexasA. andM.andUniversityof Californiaat
Davis,andscatteredresultsarealso available
showingthebehaviorof thepeakfromexcitationof
the isobaricanalogstate.
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FIGURE ll.---Prelimina_y differential cross sections

of Wachter et al. (ref 18) for neutrons at 0°

from 39-MeV protons on lead.
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FIGURE 10.---Preliminary differential cross sections

of Wachter et al. (ref 18) for differential neu-

tron cross sections from39-MeV protons on carbon

at various detector angles.

Secondary Protons_ Deuterons_ Alpha Particles

Secondary proton experiments by Cladis, Hess,

and Moyer 19 motivated the early development of the

cascade model, and most of the nucleon data against

which the model can be tested are still for protons

rather than neutrons. Unfortunately, the latter

are of more shielding interest, though at some

hundreds of MeV the charged-particle spectra are of

importance in estimating tissue dose from protons.

The work of Azhgirey et al._0 observing protons

from 660-MeV protons on nuclei, though it covered

only small angles, has had a strong effect on the

development of the theory because it showed approx-

imate validity of the theory in this region pro-

vided that meson production was included. (See Fig.

12.) Similar comparisons 2c for secondary energies

above 800 MeV are available from the work of Corley

and Wall 21 with 1-GeV protons.

At lower energies the situation becomes more

confused. The results of Wachter, Gibson, and

Burrus I_ from 450-MeV protons on nuclei included

the proton spectra illustrated in Fig. %3. Agree-

ment seems to improve as the angle is increased

toward 60 ° , but consistent differences between ex-

periment and theory appear in the 30 ° and 45 ° data.
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In the 150- to 200-MeV region real disagreements

appear between various experiments. It is impos-
sible to decide, for instance, if the quasifree
scattering peak appears clearly in the data as

expected from model aalculations. The experimental
results are generally confused by multlple-scatter-
ing effects, failure to 9eparate explicitly the

deuteron contribution, and in some cases by broad
resolution. Figure ib illustrates this discrepancy
of spectral shape between the e_eriments of Wall
and RODS 22 and those of Peelle. 2_ At 60° , the ex-
periments of Peelle and of Wachter et al. z2 (see
Fig. l_) are in rough agreement with--_e cascade
model, 2b while the results of RoDs and Wall stiil

show maxima in the spectra. At backward an_les the

experimental cross section is much larger tha_ the
predicted one. we conclude that above 100 MeV the
cascade model gives about the right magnitude of
differential cross Section excep$ at backward

angles, but the quasifree structure in the ener_y
spectrum must remain in doubt for energies less

than a few hundred MeV until more precise experi-
ments are performed. Since the spectrum affects
the energy balance, we Can assume that from the
evaporation phase of the reaction intensities are
Also in doubt.

FIGURE 12.--Energy spectrum of protons emitted at a

laboratory angle of 18° from 660-MeV protons on
carbon. Histogram: calculated values by Bertini
(ref 2c) for the angular interval 13° to 230;

circles: experimental data of Azhgirey et al.
(ref 20).
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FIGURE 13.---The shaded areas are the experimental
_roton spectra of Wachter et al. (ref 13) for
b50-HeV protons at the energie_and angles indi-

cated. The histograms give the resolution-
smeared results of the Bertini cascade model

(ref 2c) for appropriate angle intervals.
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FIGURE lb.---Differential cross sections at 30 ° for

protons from 158-MeV protons on Co. Comparisons
of the flight-time data of Peelle et al. (ref 23)
with the experiment of Wall and RoDs (ref 22) and
_ith the intranuclear-cascade estimates of

Sertini (ref 2b) are exhibited with and without
resolution smearing according to the calculated
detector-response functions (of Peelle et al.).
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FIGURE_5.---Experimental and calculated proton

cross sections (ref 12) at 60 ° for 160-MeV pro-

tons on a variety of elements. The points are

the calculated cross sections of Bertini (ref 2b)

smeared with a 15% Gaussian energy resolution so

as to correspond to the energy resolution asso-

ciated with the experimental results.

For the last few years results have been appear-

ing from an exhaustive experiment by Bertrand and

myself to look at complete spectra of hydrogen and

helium ions from 30- to 60-MeV protons on a series

of nine targets from carbon through bismuth. 2_

Figure 16 illustrates the type of data available

for eachtarget, angle, and incident energy, while

Fig. 17 shows some proton results from 62-MeV pro-

tons on Z2°Sn. To state the qualitative results

briefly, cross sections in the continuum regions do

vary slowly with mass number (Figs. 18 and l_).,

alpha-particle production is not entirely explained

by the evaporation model (Fig. 16), the mass 2 and

3 isotopes comprise 15% to 20% of the observed cross

section and emitted energy (Fig. 19) and have spec-

tra which completely differ from that predicted by

the evaporation phase of the model (Fig. 16), at

higher energies the back angle intensity is higher

than estimated (Fig. 17), and the quasifree scat-

tering peak is not seen (Fig. 20). Figure 21 il-

lustrates the progressive shift in the accuracy of

cascade model predictions at a given angle as the

incident energy is lowered, while Fig. 22 illus-

trates that predictions of the angle-integrated

spectra behave much more stably at the low energy.

Some results have also been obtained for incident

59-MeV alpha particles; 25 Fig. 23 illustrates that

the experimental results from the 5_Fe(e,xp) reac-

tion cannot be explained on the basis of a simple
nuclear evaDoration model. 26
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FIGURE 16.--Shown are 60 ° differential cross sec-

tions for hydrogen and helium particles from

62-MeV protons on S_Fe (ref 2h) compared with

the results of Bertini's intranuclear cascade

model with evaporation (ref 2). Note the shapes

of the observed spectra for d, T, and _He and

the relative intensities and shapes of observed

and predicted alpha-particle spectra. The ver-

tical scales differ from particle to particle.
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Mostof thedatafromthis charged-particleex-
perimentis nowpublicly available,but muchin-
terpretiveworkremainsto bedone. If the data
canbecomplementedwithgoodneutrondifferential
crosssectionsin the sameenergyregionfor some
of thesametargets,thedatabasewill besuffi-
ciently completeto allowproductivetheoretical
efforts.
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FIGURE 17.---Proton spectra as a function of angle

for 62-MeV protons on 12°8n (ref 24), compared

to the predictions of the intranuclear cascade

model (ref 2). Note that for backward angles

the computed spectrum contains too few particles

above the "evaporation" region.
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FIGURE 18.--A comparison of angle-integrated dif-

ferential cross sections for protons and alpha

particles f_om targets of S_Fe and S6Fe bombarded

by 62-MeV protons. The results are consistent

with the observed cross section being nearly in-

dependent of detailed nuclear level structure.

Elastic scattering has been removed.
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FIGURE 19.---Dependence on target mass number of the

average cross sections for production by 62-MeV

protons of medium energy (20 to 30 MeV) parti-

cles at 30 ° (ref 24). Note the relative deuter-

on/proton intensity, the generally smooth

behavior of the cross sections, and the T/3He

ratio as a function of mass number.
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FIGURE 20.---Experimental differential proton cross

section observed at 15 ° for 62-MeV protons on

aluminum (ref 24), compared with intranuclear

cascade theory (ref 2). In this energy range

the theory always overestimates the quasifree

scattering peak, seen here at about 54 MeV,

which arises in the model from single collisions

between the incident nucleon and a (moving)

bound one.
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FIGURE 21.--Comparison of observed differential

proton cross sections at 30 ° from 5_Fe as a

function of incident energy (ref 24) compared to

the corresponding predictions of the cascade

model (ref 2) shown by broad-stepped histograms.

(The lower histogram is 1/10 the computed cross

section.)

FIGURE 23.---Observed differential proton cross

sections from 59-MeV alpha particles on S_Fe.

The evaporation calculation, using the method of

Dresner and of Dostrovski (ref 26), is based on

a reaction cross section of 1.7 barns; the sharp

cutoff at 25 MeV is an artifice of the utilized

program.
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FIGURE 22.---Comparison of observed angle-integrated

differential spectra from protons of various

energies on S_Fe (ref 24), compared with the

corresponding predictions of the cascade model

(ref 2). The degree of agreement is nearly in-

dependent of incident energy. Note in all cases

the "evaporated" proton intensity is over-

estimated.

STATUS OF THE THEORY

Theory is important, since we expect to derive a

complete set of usable cross sections from it rather

than directly from experiment. I will try to sum-

marize my view of the utility of present theories

for computing cross sections for incident energies

below i GeV. i) Optical model (elastic) and

distorted-wave approximation cross sections could

be computed for excitation of discrete levels in

residual nuclei, based on the work of ma_y physics

groups. These reactions become increasingly im-

portant for incident energies below 50 MeV as seen

in Fig. 21, but they have not yet been included in

shielding computations. To do so would require due

respect for the detailed literature but some sim-

plification of level schemes while keeping the main

features. We do not quite know how this "collec-

tive" share of the reactions should be meshed with

the rest.

2) The nuclear fragment evaporation theory itself

is seldom completely valid, except for perhaps some

reactions with incident heavy nuclei. In combina-

tion with the cascade theory., it has enjoyed some

success. With incident particles in the 30- to

60-MeV range, the competition between alphas and

protons in the Dostrovsky model now used 26 is

always wrong by a factor of two or more; we do not

know whether the neutron intensity shares this

difficulty. Part of the difficulty lies in the

unrealistic inverse cross sections used in the

model, and failure to consider angular momentum may

also be imoortant.
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3) The cascade model 2 gives satisfactory (_10%)

nonelastic cross sections over the whole range of

interest, if the uncertainty of the literature

values is taken into account. So far the model

fails to predict the 10% to 15% contribution of

deuterons which seem to be produced by direct reac-

tions. For 60-MeV incident protons the model gives

cascade proton spectra integrated over angle which

are within about 20% of experiment, but too few

cascade protons are emitted at large angles. The

energy distributions of protons at moderately

forward angles are similarly good at the highest

energies considered here, but at low energies show

too much quasifree scattering structure. We do not

know for sure the behavior in the i00- to 200-MeV

region. The best available comparisons for neutron

spectra show disagreements larger than 30%, but

so far the data are a bit inconclusive. (Compari-

son with a Cosmotron experiment te check neutron

production in very thick samples encourages the

belief that on some energy-angle average the neutron

production is within 30% of the correct value. 2_)

Extensive (p,2p) coincidence experiments in the

physics community indicate that distortion of the

incident nucleon wave by the nuclear-force field of

the nucleus must be taken into account for energies

below i00 MeV. 28 Since (p,2p) experiments study

the intranuclear nucleon-nucleon reaction which

underlies the cascade model, their conceptual re-

sults should be folded into the cascade theory. No

real competitor for the intranucleon cascade theory

has yet appeared, so the course must be to improve

what we have. The cascade cross sections vary

slowly with angle, target mass, and incident and

outgoing energy, so it seems conceptually hopeful

that a clever computational method could be found

to reduce greatly the number of histories required

for precise estimation of a broad range of results.

SUMMARY OF WORK NEEDED TO BE DONE

If man is to spend extended periods in space,

more details should be worked out on the effects of

nuclear reactions on his radiation environment.

More experimental information should be obtained on

the production of low-energy neutrons in the reac-

tions of protons, and experiments like that of

Wachter should be extended to more targets. Some

additional experimental assurance on secondary gamma

rays would be wise, for instance by measurement of

the photon energy released by stopping 15- to 30-MeV

protons in appropriate targets. Large efforts are

needed to make available to the space shielding

analyst improved cross-section codes which take

account of the major findings of incident-proton

experiments, and to continue the exploration of the

consequences of these reactions for spacecraft

design. Beyond the work with incident protons,

experimental and theoretical exploration of the

reactions of alpha particles and heavier primaries

are surely in order, since the available experiments

barely sample the problem and no really applicable

general theory is available. The immediate problem

is that current fiscal plans provide for but a

small fraction of the needed effort.

The primary author wishes to acknowledge the for-

bearance of most of the associate authors, who had

no chance to review the manuscript which depended

so heavily of their long efforts.
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MEASUREMENTS OF GAMMA-RAy PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR SHIELDING MATERIALS

OF SPACE NUCLEAR SYSTEMS+

V. J. Orphan, Joseph John, and C. G. Hoot

Gulf Radiation Technology

A Division of Gulf Energy & Environment Systems Incorporated

Measurements of secondary gamma-ray production from neutron interactions have been made

over the entire energy range (thermal to 16 MeV) of interest in shielding applications. A LINAC

pulsed neutron source having a continuous distribution of neutron energies is used in conjunction

with high-resolutlon Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrometers and the time-of-flight technique. The two-

parameter data (gamma-ray energy vs neutron energy) are obtained using a computer-controlled data

acquisition system. Two facilities are used in the measurements. A 16-meter facility is used

to measure gamma rays from resonant capture of neutrons up to i00 KeV. Gamma production cross

sections from (n,xy) reactions are measured up to 16 MeV using a 50-meter facility.

The eplthermal capture gamma-ray yields for both resolved gamma-ray lines and continuum have

been measured from thermal energies to i00 KeV for natural tungsten and 238U, two important

candidate shield materials in SNAP reactor systems. Data are presented to illustrate the variation

of epithermal capture gamma-ray yields with neutron energy. In the resolved resonsance region,

the total observed radiated energy was within _ 15% of the known binding energy. The gamma-ray

production cross sections from (n, xy) reactions have been measured for Fe and AI from the threshold

energies for in-elastic scattering to _16 MeV. Typical Fe and AI cross sections obtained with high-

neutron energy resolution (_1% at i MeV) and averaged over broad neutron-energy groups are presented

and compared with previous cross-section determinations made using monoenergetic neutron

sources.

i. INTRODUCTION

The design of space nuclear systems, both

for electric power generation and for

propulsion, requires an accurate knowledge

of secondary gamma-ray production cross

sections over a wide neutron energy range.

The necessity of optimizing shield designs

for minimum weight places particularly strong

demands on the precision of these cross

sections. There are, in general, two

different types of gamma-ray production data

required: (i) gamma-ray yields from the

radiative capture,(n,y) reactions, of neutrons

in the energy range, thermal to about i00 keV,

and (2) gamma-ray production cross sections

for (n, xy) reactions of neutrons in the range,

threshold for inelastic scattering to about

16 MeV. The relative importance of these

two types of data in a particular space

application depends, of course, on such

related considerations as the material, the

incident neutron flux spectrum, the

geometrical configuration, the dose constraint,
etc.

There is a general lack of secondary gamma-

ray production data adequate for use in the

analysis of radiation transport in space

nuclear systems. The numerous requests (ref.

i) for this type of data testify to the

current widespread deficiency.

This paper describes a program of measurements

carried out at the Gulf Radiation Technology

LINAC in order to provide urgently needed

gamma-ray production data of the two types

mentioned above. A technique for measuring

+ This work supported by the Defence Atomic

Support Agency under Contract DASA 01-69-C-0083

and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under

Subcontract No. 3032 with Union Carbine

Corporation.

epithermal capture gamma-ray yields is briefly

described and typical results are shown for

tungsten and depleted uranium, two important

candidate shield materials for space electric

power systems. Also, a method of measuring gamma-

ray production cross sections for (n, xy)

reactions up to 16 MeV is discussed. Representative

results are shown for iron and aluminum (important

structural and shield materials in space nuclear

systems, such as NERVA) and these are compared

with previous results in order to illustrate the

advantages of the LINAC technique for obtaining

gamma-ray production data.

2. EPITHERMAL CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY YIELDS

Shields consisting of a heavy metal such as 238U,

W, Pb or Ta, (for gamma-ray shielding) and LiH

(for neutron shielding) are being considered for

use in both the SNAP and thermlonic electric

power systems. The total capture gamma-ray yield

from the heavy metal in such shields depends on

both the capture cross section and the gamma-ray

spectrum, i.e., the distribution of capture gamma

rays as a function of gamma-ray energy. It has

been shown (ref. 2) that the dose penetrating

these shields is quite sensitive to the variation

of epithermal capture gamma-ray spectra with

neutron energy. Nevertheless, a lack of epithermal

capture data has made necessary the use of thermal

capture spectra in many shielding calculations

even though it is known that a significant

fraction of the captures take place at eplthermal

energies. In this section, measurements of the

epithermal capture gamma-ray spectra fQr 238U

and W using a pulsed LINAC neutron source are

described. Furthermore, typical results are given

to illustrate the variation of spectra with neutron

energy and to compare the contrast the 238U and W

data.
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2. I EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A schematic of the capture gamma-ray facility

(ref. 3) is shown in fig. i. A LINAC target,

consisting of a water-cooled tungsten alloy

(fansteel) converter surrounded by a 15.3-cm-

diam right circular cylinder of depleted urani-

um, is used to produce a pulsed source of neu-

trons having a continuous distribution of

energies. Neutrons are moderated by a 2.54-cm-

thick piece of polyethylene placed around the

target. The neutrons travel down a 16-meter

evacuated flight path and impinge on a 15.2-cm-

diam capture sample placed at 45 ° to the neutron

beam. The capture gamma rays from the sample

are detected by a Ge(Li)-Nal spectrometer mounted

on a movable carriage as shown in Fig. i. Measure-

ments are usually made at an angle of 90 ° with

respect to the incident neutron beam. The en-

ergy of the neutron producing the capture gamma

ray is determined by measuring the time interval

between the LINAC burst and the gamma-ray event

in the spectrometer; i.e., the time-of-flight

(TOF) technique. An example of a TOF spectrum

is shown in Fig. 2 for 238U. The number of

gaEma rays detected by the spectrometer (counts/

channel) is plotted against neutron flight time

(channel number) and clearly illustrates the low-

er energy capture resonances in 238U.

The Ge(Li)-Nal spectrometer may be simultaneously

operated in three modes: (i) as a single Ge(Li)

detector, (2) Compton suppression spectrometer,

(3) three-crystal pair spectrometer using

a computer-controlled data acquisition system.

Each counting event is suitably "tagged"

before storage in the computer to identify the

mode in which the event is detected. The Compton

suppression mode is most useful for studying

lower energy capture gamma-rays from 0.i to 3

MeV. The pair spectrometer is used to detect

higher energy gamma rays, above 1.5 HeV. The

simplification afforded by the pair spectrometer

is illustrated in Fig.3 which shows a comparison

of the tungsten capture gscnma-ray spectrum

measured in the singles mode (upper spectrum) and

in the pair mode (lower spectrum) for neutron

energies between 2.5 and 6.0 eV. The Compton

background, which increases sharply with

decreasing gamma-ray energy in the singles

spectrum is practically eliminated in the pair

spectrum. The full-energy and slngle-escape

peaks that complicate the analysis of the singles

spectrum are totally absent in the pair spectrum.

The peak-to-back-ground ratio at 5164 keV is

improved by a factor of 16. This simplification

of complex spectra made possible by the nearly

ideal single-line response of the pair

spectrometer facilitates the unfolding of these

spectra to obtain the intensities of continuum

gamma-rays. Previous eplthermal capture measure-

ments which concentrated on the intensities

of the discrete lines are of limited usefulness

in shielding calculations since they do not

include the large fraction (up to 95 percent)

of the total capture gamma-ray intensity that

appears as continuum for many elements. The

spectrometer used in the present investigation

makes possible the measurement of this important

continuum contribution.

The experimental data are accumulated in two-

parameter form (ga,_a-ray energy and neutron TOF)

using an on-llne computer. This two-parameter

data is sorted off-line into gamma-ray pulse height

spectra for the capture of neutrons with energies

between two specified limits. Four capture gamma-

ray spectra from 238U measured in the pair

spectrometer mode are shown in Fig. 4. The spectra

are for "thermal" capture (En = 0.02 to 0.5 eV)

and for capture in the 6.67-, 21.0- and 36.7-eV

resonances. The neutron energy limits used to

cover these and other low energy resonance are

shown in the 238U(n,y) TOF spectrum given in

Fig. 2. Note in Fig. 4 the sharp variation with

neutron energy of the intensities of discrete

lines, especially the doublet (unresolved in our

spectra) with lines at 3982 and 3991 keV and a

triplet (also unresolved) with components at 4052,

4059, and 4068 keV (refs. 4,5).

2.2 DATA REDUCTION

The spectra obtained in the pair spectrometer and

Compton suppression modes were unfolded (ref. 6)

to remove the effects of the spectrometer response

and the results were used to determine gamma-ray

intensities for capture in 238U. The relative

number of captures in the sample as a function

of incident neutron energy was calculated from

the known capture cross section and resonsance

parameters for 238U and the measured flux shape.

Detailed corrections were made for finite sample

effects such as neutron attenuation, neutron

multiple scattering, gamma-ray self-absorption,

etc. The capture ganm_a-ray intensities were

normalized to a previous determination (ref. 4)

of the intensities of discrete lines from thermal

neutron capture. Details of the data analysis

and complete results for 238U have been previously

reported (_=f v)

2.3 TYPICAL RESULTS FOR 238U AND W

The gamma-ray intensities for capture in 238U

have been determined for 15 neutron energy

groups spanning the range 5 eV to i00 keV. The

intensities were determined for gamma-ray energy

bins about 240-keV wide and include the contribution

of both discrete and continuum gamma rays above

about 1 MeV. Figure 5 shows, in histogram form,

typical results for four energy groups. In addition

to the intensities (lower curve in each plot),

Fig. 5 shows the radiated energy for each gamma-

ray energy bin. The calculated uncertainties

are indicated on each curve. The sum of the

radiated energy gives a check on the accuracy

of the results. For nine of the neutron energy

groups, this sam agreed with the known binding energy

within _ 15%. Most of the other groups showed

disagreements of the order of 20% and in these

cases the results were renormalized to 97% of

the binding energy, the mean value obtained from

results for the first four strong resonsances in

238U for gamma-ray energies greater than 900 keV.

Eplthermal capture garana-ray spectra have also

been previously measured and reported (ref. 8) for

natural tungsten. Results for tungsten have

been reported for i0 neutron energy intervals

spanning the range 1.5 eV to i00 keV. Capture

gamma-ray intensities in photons/100 captures

were grouped into 500-KeV gamma-ray energy

bins over the energy range 1.0 to 7.5 MeV.
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It is of interest to comparesomeof the
epithermalcapturegamma-rayspectrafrom
tungstenanduraniumsincetheshielddesigner
oftenmustchoosebetweendifferent heavymetals.
Figure6 showsa comparisonof thecapturegam-
ma-rayyield distributionsfromdepletedurani-
umandtungstenfor tworepresentativeneutron
energyintervals.Thefirst interval spansthe
6.67-eV238Uresonanceof the7.65-evl83wresonance
andthe secondinterval, 0.5keVto 1.0keV,
spansmanycloselyspacedresonancesin uranium
andtungsten.Asis illustrated in fig. 6, the
tungstenanduraniumcapturegamma-rayyield
distributionsarequitedifferent. Tungsten
hasa muchhardergamma-rayspectrumfor both
neutronenergyrangesprimarilybecausetheaverage
neutronbindingenergyfor natural tungsten
is considerablyhigherthanthat of uranium.
Forinstancefor the 7.65-eVtungstenresonance
thebindingenergyis 7.3MeVwhilefor the6.67-
eV238Uresonancethebindingenergyis only
4.8 MeV.Notealsothat themagnitudeof the
differencein thecapturegamma-rayspectrabet-
weentungstenanduraniumdependsontheneutron
energy. Thedifferencebetweenthetwospectra
areseenin Fig. 6 to besignificantly less for
the0.5keVto I keVinterval thanfor the
intervals spanningthelowenergyresonance.

Thelargedifferencesshownin this comparison
demonstratetheneedfor themeasurementof
epithermalcapturegamma-rayspectrafor other
importantshieldmaterials. In applications
wherea largefractionof thecapturestake
placeabovethermalneutronenergies,suchdata
asdescribedabovefor uraniumandtungstenare
essentialfor anaccuratecalculationof the
secondarygamma-raydose.
3. GAMMA-RAY PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

FOR (n,xy) REACTIONS

The use of moneonergetic neutron sources,

usually produced with a Van de Graaff accelera-

tor using the d-d reaction, to measure gamma-

ray production cross sections results in good

neutron energy resolution and accurate angular

distribution studies. However, a systematic

study of the energy dependence of these cross

sections over a wide neutron energy range, which

is required for accurate radiation transport cal-

culations, is extremely time consuming. This is

especially true if the cross section has sharp

resonances which necessitate a monoenergetic

measurement at many neutron energies in order to

obtain the true average cross section. Further-

more, measurements with a Van de Graaff accelerator

are increasingly difficult to interpret in the

neutron energy range above 9 MeV, since neutrons

from the d-d reaction are not monoenergetic

because of deuteron breakup.

On the other hand, the use of a pulsed LINAC

neutron source having a continuous distribution

of energies allows gamma-ray production cross

sections to be measured continuously over a

wide neutron energy range in a single experimental

run. The LINAC technique sacrifices neutron

energy resolution to some extent but has the

distinct advantage of providing a conslstent

set of average cross sections for a series of con-

tiguous energy intervals spanning the entire

neutron energy range of interest in most shield-

ing calculations. Furthermore, when necessary,

the neutron energy resolution of this technique

as is illustrated in Fig. ii can be made compar-

able or even better than that of Van de Graaff

measurements.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A facility for the measurement of (n,xy) cross

sections using a LINAC has been described

previously (ref.9). Consequently, the experimental

arrangement, which is shown schematically in

Fig. 7, is only briefly described in order to

review the principal details of the technique.

The Ta-Be target, shown in Fig. 7, produces a

copious yield of high energy neutrons with a min-

imum of gamma flash (bremsstrahlung from electrons

striking the Ta converter). The neutrons traverse

a 51-meter evacuated flight path and impinge on

a ring-shaped scattering sample (48.3 em o.d. and

27.9 cm i.d.) in which gamma-ray producing re-

actions occur. The energy of the gamma rays is

measured with an 80-cm 3 Ge(Li) detector located

on the flight path axis near the sample and shadow

shielded from source neutrons and gamma rays. The

corresponding neutron energy is obtained by

recording the time when a gamma-ray event is

detected in the Ge(Li) detector relative to the

LINAC pulse, i.e., by the time-of-flight technique.

These two-parameter data are accumulated using an

on-line computer in a manner similar to that used

in the measurement of epithermal capture spectra.

The Ge(Li) detector is positioned at an angle of

approximately 125 ° to the incident neutron beam.

Since the second Legendre polynomial is zero at

125 ° , this choice minimizes the effect of gamma-

ray anisotrophy on the determination of the inte-

grated gamma-ray production cross section from

a measurement at a single angle.

The 80-cm3(Ge(Li) detector* is sectioned to

operate as a total absorption (or DUODE) spect-

rometer (ref. I0) as well as an ordinary Ge(Li)

detector. Spectra for the two different operat-

ing modes of the detector are stored simultaneously

using the same tagging features of the data-

accumulation code discussed earlier in Section 2.1

for the Ge(Li)-NaI spectrometer. The principal

advantages of using a total absorption spectrometer

to study gamma-ray spectra from (n,xy) reactions are

illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows the gamma-ray

spectrum from the natFe(n,n'y) reaction for

neutrons in the energy range, 0.8 MeV to 1.5 MeV.

The upper spectrum was measured with the Ge(Li)

detector in the singles mode while the lower

spectrum was simultaneously measured with the

detector in the DUODE mode. The improved response

function of the DUODE mode of operation results

in a significant decrease in the Compton

distribution and it facilitates the unfolding

of complex spectral data to obtain the intensity

of continuum gamma rays. The principal back-

ground peak in the singles mode results from

internal conversion decay of the 695-keV level

in 72Ge excited by neutrons scattered into the

Ge(Li) detector. Note that this background

peak is almost completely absent in the DUODE

spectrum. Thus, use of the DUODE has the added

* Purchased from Princeton Gamma-Tech. Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey.
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advantageof eliminatinga principalbackground
line rearlyalwayspresentin (n,n'y) studies
usingGe(Li)detectors.

Thetwo-parameterdata (gamma-rayenergy,
neutronenergy)areusuallysortedto obtain
gamma-rayspectra(for bothoperatingmodes
of the spectrometer)correspondingto selected
neutronenergyintervalsspanningtheenergy
rangefromthe thresholdfor (n,xy)reactions
to about16MeV.Gamma-rayspectrabelow
about3.5MeVgamma-rayenergyfromthenatFe
(n,n'y) reactionmeasuredwith theGe(Li)
detectoroperatedin theDUODEmodearegiven
in Fig. 9. The27spectrawhichcoverthe
neutronenergyrange,0.85MeVto 16.6MeV,
illustrate thevariationof thegamma-rayspectra
from(n,xy)reactionswithneutronenergy.Note,
for example,that astheneutronenergyIncreases,
the spectrabecomemorecomplexwithmorehigh
energygammaraysandanindicationof a
significant continuumcontribution.
3.2 CROSS-SECTIONDETERMINATIONS

Broad-groupgamma-rayproductioncrosssections
areobtainedasa functionof neutronenergyfor
discretelines by determiningthepeakareasin
gamma-rayspectrasuchasthoseshownin Fig. 9
for theDUODEmodeor in similar spectraobtained
simultaneouslyin thesinglesmodewithbetter
countingstatistics. Crosssectionsarederived
fromthepeakareascorrectedfor thevariation
of theneutronflux with energy,for Ge(Li)
detectoreffiency, for neutronattenuationand
multiplescatteringin thesample,for gamma-
ray self-absorptionin thesample,for scattered
neutronbackground,andthedeadtimeof the
_]ectronics'. Thesedata-reductionprocedures
havebeendescribedin detail elsewhere(ref.ll).

High-resolutiongamma-rayproductioncross
sectionsmaybeobtainedby sortingthe two-
parameterdatain amannerwhichis thereverse
of that describedabovefor obtainingbroad
groupdata. Namely,TOFspectraaregenerated
correspondingto a narrowpulseheight(gamma-
ray energyinterval). Theprocedureis illustrated
in Fig. I0 whichshowsthegamma-rayspectrum
from(n,xy) reactionsin iron andtheTOFspec-
tra generatedfor a gamma-rayenergyinterval
(815KeV_ Ey! 873keV)encompassingthe847-
keVgammarayfromthe first excitedstate in
56Fe(spectrumA) andfor aninterval (902keV
EyK 960keY)at slightly highergamma-rayen-
ergy(spectrumB). SpectrumBprovidesa good
approximationof theComptonbackgroundcontri-
butionfromhigherenergygammarayssincethis
backgroundis reasonablyuniformoverthetwo
gamma-rayenergyintervalsspecifiedabove.These
data, accumulatedin a 14-hourLINACrun,have
morethanadequatecountingstatistics to determine
considerablestructurein the847-keVgamma-ray
productioncrosssection,especiallyjust above
the thresholdenergy. Theneutronenergyresolution
is about1%at 1 MeVandis limitedprimarily
bytheuseof a 20-nsecLINACpulsewidth,However,
the resolutionof thepresentmeasurementcanbe
improvedbyalmosta factor of sevenbyusingthe
availableminimumpulsewidthof 3 nsec. The
differencebetweenTOFspectrumAandspectrumB
correctedasdescribedabovefor broadgroupcross
sections,hasbeenusedto determinea high

resolutiongamma-rayproductioncrosssection
for the847-keVgamma-rayfrom56Fe(n,n'y)56Fe.
3.3 HIGH-RESOLUTIONCROSSSECTIONSFOR

FeandAI

Figureii showstheintegratedhighresolution
crosssectionfor the 847-keYgamma-rayobtained
from4_d°(125_) with a smallcorrection
(_i0%ju_sstabovethreshold,less than2%above
3MeV)for anistrophyof thegammarays. The
neutronenergyresolutionis representedbythe
FWHMof thetriangle shownat variousenergies.
Theerror barsshownfor everyfifth point
includeonlytheerror dueto countingstatistics.
Thereis anadditionalestimatedsystematicun-
certainty(primarilyfromtheabsoluteflux
measurement)of about10%.

Thesehighresolutiongamma-rayproduction
cross-sectionmeasurementsarenotassuitable
for radiationtransportcalculationsasare
broadgroupaveragecrosssections. However,
thedeterminationof highresolutioncrosssec-
tions facilitates a comparisonbetweencon-
tinuousvaluesobtainedwith theLINACsource
andthoseobtainedwitha monoenergeticneutron
sourceat widelyspacedenergies.This is
especiallytruewhenthecrosssectionhasa
greatdealof structure.

Somepreviousdeterminationsof the847-keVgamma-
rayproductioncrosssectionusinga monoenergetic
neutronsourceareshownfor comparisonin
Fig. ii. Thepresentresultsaresignificantly
lower(ontheaverageabout23%)in theenergy
range,5.6S En K 7.8MeVthanthemeasurements
of Drakeet al. (ref. 12),althoughthereis
gooda_reementat 4.0MeV.Thereis goodagree-
mentupto 4.5MeVwith thevaluescalculated
fromthe (n, n') crosssectionsbyKinneyand
Perey(ref. 13). Thepresentdataare in close
agreementwith therecentdataof Dickensand
Perey(ref. 14)overtherange5.35K En K 8.0
MeVbut areabout20%lowerthantheir data
at 9MeV.Thereis goodagreementwith theTexas
NuclearCorp.(TNC)dataexceptat 14.8MeVwhere
their resultsareabouta factor of twohigher.
However,thepresentdataarein excellentagree-
mentwith the14-MeVmeasurementsof Benetskyand
Frank(ref. 16)andClayeuxandGrenier(ref. 17).

Thepresentmeasurementprovidesthegamma-ray
productioncrosssectionovera wideenergyrange
0.86SEn E 16 MeV and fills in important energy

gaps, especially in the 9- to 14- MeV region

where no previous measurements exist. Also, the

LINAC technique is capable of resolving serious

discrepancies between different measurements.

This is particularly true when these discrepancies

are primarily a result of sharp structure in the

cross section. This situation is very well

illustrated by the 847-keV gamma-ray production

cross section for Fe. Figure 12 shows various

monoenergetic measurements of this cross section

as reported in BNL-325 (ref. 18). Note that

there is nearly a factor of two discrepancy

between the high and low values in the energy

range shown. These large differences are

primarily caused by systematic differences and

by sharp structure resulting in a great sensitivity

of the measured cross-section values in these

Van de Graaff experiments to small uncertainties
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in thebeamenergyandresolution. The
darkstars in Fig. 12arethepresenthigh-
resolutionresultsaveragedover_ 0.5MeVwide
intervals. Thepresentdataaresomewhathigher
thantherecommendedcurvein BNL-325anddonot
indicatea fall-off around4.5MeV.

High-resolutioncrosssectionshavealsobeen
determinedfor severalstronglines fromthe
27Al(n,n'y)27Alreaction. Figure13showsthe
gamma-rayproductioncrosssectionfor the1013-
keVgammaray. Notethat eventhoughthis
crosssectionis abouta factof of 5 smaller
thanthe 847-keVFecrosssection,thecounting
statistics arequiteadequatefor thesedata,
whichwereaccumulatedin less than14hours.
In the regionjust abovethreshold(upto 2.2
MeV)onecancomparethegamma-rayproduction
crosssectionto (n,n') cross-sectionmeasure-
mentssincethelOl3-keVlevel in 27AIdecays
predominantlybygamma-rayemissionto the ground
state (ref. 19). Thereis goodagreementwith
the (n, n') cross-sectionmeasurementsbelow
1.5MeVof ChienandSmith(ref. 20). At higher
energiesthereis agreementwith Day'svalue
(ref.21)at 2.6MeVandHosoeandSusuki'svalue
(ref. 22)near3MeV.In addition, thereis
fairly goodagreementwith the TNCmeasurements
(ref. 15)between3.6and4.6MeVandthe
measurementsof Chunget al. (ref. 23)at 3.5
MeV.Asfor theFedata, thereis goodagreement
with themeasurementsof Dickens(ref. 24)
between5.35MeVand8.5MeVand20to 30%
lowervaluesthanthedataof Drakeet al. (ref.
12)at 6.0and7.7MeV.However,thepresent
resultsare in closeagreementwith the4-MeV
valueof Drakeet al. In thevicinity of 14MeV
thepresentresultslie betweenrecentmeasure-
mentsat 14.1MeV(ref. 17)and15MeV(ref.
25).

3.4 BROADGROUPCROSSSECTIONSFORFeANDAI

Differential gamma-rayproductioncrosssections
at 125° havebeendeterminedfor theprincipal
gammaraysfrom(n, xy) reactionsin FeandAI.
Broadgroupaveragecrosssectionswere
determinedfor 20neutronenergygroupsspanning
therange0.86EEn E16.7MeV.Typicalexamples
of theresultsaregivenin fig. 14for Feand
fig. 15for AI.

Figure14showsplots of thecrosssections
for the1408-1412-keYdoublet,the1811-keVline
andthe2599-2604-keVdoubletcomparedto
severalpreviousVandeGraaffmeasurements.In
general,thepresentresultsare in verygood
agreementwiththeTNCdata (ref. 15), the
measurementsof Dickens(ref.14), andtwomeasure-
ments(refs. 17,26)near14MeV.The1408-keV
and1811-keVcrosssectionsarelowerthanthe
measurementsof Dickensaboveabout8MeV.The
dip in thecrosssectionfor the 1408-1412doublet
near12MeVis a consequenceof the thresholdof
the56Fe(n,2ny)55Fereactionat 12.85MeV,above
whichthereis a sharpincreasein theyield of
the1412-keVgammaray.

Figure15showsthedifferential crosssection
for threeA1gammarays, the1809-,2210-,and
3001-keVlines. Comparisonwith existing
publisheddatais alsogivenwith fair agreement.

Themaindisagreementsarewith the14.8MeV
measurementsfromtheTNCcompilation(ref. 15)
whicharealsohigherthanother14-MeVmeasure-
mentsshown,andwith thepointsof Drakeet al.
(ref. 12), at 6 and7.5MeVfor the2210-keV
line.

3.5 CONTRIBUTIONOFCONTINUUMGAMMARAYS

In somecasesthegamma-rayproductioncross
sectionsmeasuredfor discretelines represent
onlya fractionof the total gamma-rayproduction
crosssection.Thepresentresults for Feat
thehigherneutronenergieshelp illustrate this
point. Anexaminationof theFespectra reveals
a significantnumberof weakgammarayswhose
individualgamma-rayproductioncrosssections
are too smallto determineaccuratelybutwhose
collectivesumamountsto a significant fraction
of thetotal gamma-rayproductioncrosssection.
Forinstance,Drakeet al. (ref. 12),haveunfolded
their gamma-rayspectra(measuredwith a Nal
detector)from(n, xy) reactionsin iron at 6.0
MeVand7.5MeVto obtainthetotal gamma-ray
productioncrosssection. Theyobtaintotal gamma-
ray productioncrosssectionsof 3.9b at 6.0MeV
and4.7b at 7.5MeV.Thetotal gamma-ray
productioncrosssectionfor 27lines obtained
in ourmeasurementfor the interval 6.03_ En
7.54MeVis 2.2b. Thisis roughlyhalf of the
total gamma-rayproductioncrosssection
measuredin this energyregionbyDrakeet al.,
(4.3b, the averageof the6.0MeVand7.5MeV
values). Thus,it is very importantthat the
gamma-rayproductioncrosssectionof themany
weaklines beaccountedfor.

Ourdataarecurrentlybeingunfoldedin orderto
obtainthecrosssectionfor theseweakgamma-
ray lines andcontinuumgammarays. Figure16
showstheresultsof a preliminaryunfolding
usingtheMAZE1code(ref. 6), of thegamma-ray
spectrumGe(Li)detectoroperatedin singles
mode)fromnatFe(n,xy)reactionsof neutronsin
the range,6.03J En J 7.54MeV.Thegamma-ray
spectrumwascorrectedfor scattered-neutron
background(abouta 20%correction)andcompressed
bya factor of 18prior to unfolding. Theun-
foldedspectrumis shownin fig. 16upto about
5 MeVgamma-rayenergyalongwith a comparison
betweenthe original spectraldataanda refolded
spectrumgeneratedfromtheunfoldedspectrum
andthedetectorresponsematrix.Notethat there
is goodagreementbetweentherefoldedspectrum
andthedata. Furthermore,mostof the structure
in theunfoldedspectrumcanbe associatedwith
strongdiscretegamma-raylines fromFe. The
unfoldedspectrumof fig. 16wasusedto calculate
thegamma-rayproductioncrosssectionof thesum
of discreteandcontinuumgammaraysfor 240-
KeVwidegamma-rayenergyintervals. Apreliminary
valuefor the total gamma-rayproductioncross
sectionfor the interval 6.0J En _ 7.5MeVis
4.4b, whichis in excellentagreementwith the
value(4.3b) obtainedfromthemasurementsof
Drakeet al. Similargamma-rayproductioncross
sectionswill bedeterminedfor otherneutrongroups
sothat datawhichincludecontinuumgammarays
will beavailablefor I0 neutronenergygroups
spanningtherange,0.85to 16.7MeV.
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4. SUMMARY

Techniquesbasedontheuseof aLINACpulsed
neutronsourceanda Ge(Li)gamma-raydetector
havebeendescribedfor themeasurementof
secondarygamma-rayproductiondatacontinuously
overthe entire neutronenergyrangeof interest
in the shieldingof spacenuclearsystems.
Epithermalcapturegamma-rayyields (including
continuumgammarays)weremeasuredoverthe
neutronenergyrange,thermalto i00 keV,and
typical results for natural tungstenand
depleteduraniumwerepresentedandcontrasted.
Measurementsof gamma-rayproductioncross
sectionsfor (n, xy) reactionsin the energy
range0.85to 16MeVweredescribed.Some
representativeresults for iron andaluminumwere
shownandcomparedto previousmonoenergetic
measurementsin orderto illustrate someof the
principaladvantagesof theLINACtechnique.

Epithermalcapturegamma-rayspectracanbe
quite different fromthermalspectraandcan
varywithneutronenergy.Consequently,it is
importantthat thesespectrabemeasuredfor
othercandidateshieldmaterialssothat the
designercanrealistically evaluatetherelative
meritsof eachmaterial. Thereareseveral
majoradvantagesof usingtheLINACtechnique
to studygamma-rayproductioncrosssections
for (n, xy) reactions.
I.
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Data are obtained in a single experimental ii.

run over a wide neutron energy range which

includes the 9 to 14 MeV region where

monoenergetic measurements are difficult. 12.
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for use in radiation transport codes.
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Coupled with Ge(Li) unfolding techniques, the 14.

use of a LINAC source provides an attractive

means of obtaining the complete gamma-ray

production cross section (discrete and 15.

continuum gamma rays) over the full neutron

energy range of interest.
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Figure I. Schematic drawing of the capture gamma-ray facility.

Details of the evacuated flight path, the beam defining

collimators and the shielding arrangement are shown.

To the right is the Ge(Li)-NaI(TI) spectrometer with its

shield and the movable carriage.
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Figure 2.
Neutron time-of-flight spectrum showing the low energy

Z38U resonances. This spectrum was generated using

only gamma rays that deposited at least Z MeV in the
Ge(Li) detector.
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Figure 4. Comparison of meas_ements with the pair spectrometer

of the 238U capture spectra from neutrons in the energy

ranges: 0.02-0.5 eV, 5.6-7.8eV, 18.3-24.6eV, _pd

31.3-42.9 eV.
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Figure 8.
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Gamma-ray spectrum from t_ natFe(n, n_y) reaction for

the neutron energy range, 0.8 MeV to 1.5 MeV, measured

with the 80-cm 3 Ge(Li) detector in the singles mode

(upper spectrum) and in the DUOD_ mode (lower spectrum).
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Figure 13.
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THE POPOP4 LIBRARY AND CODES FOR PREPARING SECONDARY

GAMMA-RAY PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

W. E. Ford, III

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

The POPOP4 code for converting secondary gamma-ray yield data to

multigroup secondary gamma-ray production cross sections and the POPOP4

library of secondary gamma-ray yield data are described. Recent results

in the "testing" of uranium and iron data sets from the POPOP4 library

are given. The data sets were tested by comparing calculated secondary

gamma-ray pulse-height spectra with spectra measured at the ORNL TSR-II

reactor.

One of the primary considerations in the design

of shields for reactors on spacecraft is the dose

rate due to secondary gamma rays produced by neutron

interactions in the fuel and in the structural and

shielding materials. The importance of secondary

gala rays is illustrated by the calculated dose

distribution shown in figure i for a three-cycle W-

LiH shield for a SNAP-8 ZrH reference reactor (ref.

i). The design objectives were to limit the dose

rate on the outer surface of the shield to a maximum

value of 1.55 x 103 mrem/hr and to minimize the

weight of the spherical shield. Note from the figure

that before the constraint dose is obtained, the

secondary gamma-ray dose rate predominates. These

dose rates were calculated by coupling the transport

of the neutrons and secondary gamma rays in a single

discrete ordinates calculation. One of the require-

ments for a coupled calculation is accurate secon-

dary gamma-ray production cross sections (SGRPXS's).

To ___^c.. __==_=_y t,_= requirement, the shield designer

must have a readily accessible library of secondary

gamma-ray yield data for the elements used in shield

design, the means to convert the yield data to

SGRPXS's in a format for use with the standard trans-

port codes, and confidence in the accuracy of the

data.

POPOP4, a FORTRAN-IV code, was written to con-

vert secondary garma-ray yield data as found in the

literature for (n,y), (n,xy), etc., reactions to any

required neutron-gamma multigroup energy structure

(ref. 2). If the yield data are in terms of garmna-

ray intensity per neutron induced reactions, the

code multiplies the converted multlgroup yields by

input multlgroup neutron-reactlon cross sections to

give the SGRPXS's. [The neutron reaction cross sec-

tions are obtained from codes such as GAM-II or

XSDRN (refs. 3 and 4).] POPOP4 sums the SGRPXS's

for the various neutron-lnduced reactions to give

total SGRPXS's for the nuclide of interest. Using

codes such as the Sample Simple Coupling Code

(ASSCC) (ref. 5), the POPOP4 cross sections are

coupled with PN neutron and gamma-ray cross-section

sets for use in coupled neutron-gamma transport cal-

culations. Discrete ordinates codes such as ANISN

(ref. 6) and DOT (ref. 7) and Monte Carlo codes

such as MORSE (ref. 8) use multigroup coupled cross

sections produced as described above.

o_c ow_ 7,_17

i

1o2

0

FIGURE l.-Dose Distribution in SNAP-8 Reactor With

Three-Cycle W-LiH Shield.
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Acompendiumof neutron-inducedsecondary
gamma-rayyield andcross-sectiondatahasbeen
compiledfor usewithPOPOP4.Thiscollectionof
datais knownasthePOPOP4library (ref. 9). In-
cludedin the library arecaptureandinelastic-
scatteringyield datasets fromtheUnitedNuclear
Corporationpublications(refs. 10, ii, and12),
Maerker'sandMuckenthaler'smeasuredsecondary
gamma-rayyieldsdueto thermal-neutroncapturesin
the elementsfoundin soils, concretes,andstruc-
tural materials(ref. 13), theyields for thermal-
neutroncapturesin a largenumberof elementsas
compiledin theNuclearDatapublications(refs. 14,
15,and16), the isotropiccomponentsof thegamma-
rayproductioncrosssectionsfor Na,Mg,CI, K, and
CareportedbyDrakeet al. (ref. 17), andmany
other (n,7)and(n,xy)datasetsfromtheliterature
andfromtheprivate files of contributors. At pre-
sent thereare223datasetsin the library for 79
elementsor nuclides.Thelibrary is availableon
magnetictapefromtheRadiationShieldingInforma-
tion Center(RSlC). [POPOP4,theSampleSimple
CouplingCode,andPOPOP4LibraryTapeMaker(ref.
5) - a codeto makeor updatethePOPOP4library
tape- arealsoavailablefromRSIC.]

Oneof themostimportantobjectives of the

POPOP4 project is the "testing" of secondary gamma-

ray yield data for use in shielding calculations.

The data are tested by comparing measured secondary

gamma-ray pulse-height spectra with spectra calcu-

lated using POPOP4 multigroup SGRPXS's prepared with

data sets from the POPOP4 library.

A series of experiments was conducted by Muck-

enthaler et a_. of ORNL's Neutron Physics Division

to measure secondary gamma-ray pulse-height spectra

resulting from the exposure of various slabs of

reactor core, structural, and shielding materials to

collimated neutron beams (refs. 13 and 18). The

slabs were exposed to bare, Cd-filtered, and 10B-

filtered neutron beams emanating from the OKNL TSR-

II reactor. A simplified illustration of the exper-

imental configuration is shown in figure 2. Differ-

ential pulse-height spectra due to secondary gamma

rays produced by neutron-induced reactions in the

slabs were measured at a point 20 ft from the slabs.

A borated polyethylene filter was placed between the

NaI(T£) detector and the slab to reduce thermal-neu-

tron effects in the detector. Some materials

required an additional LiH filter in front of the

borated polyethylene to thermallze scattered neut-

rons. These experiments provided the standards for

testing the data sets from the POPOP4 library.

iii •

2ore.BORATEO
_LYE'r MYt.ENE

,,! ++.+.....4 -m.-_'mCK
_ m

NolCRYSTAL_NSHIELD "

FIGURE 2.-TSR-II Experimental Configuration for

Measuring Secondary Gamma-RayPulse-Height Spectra.

A flowchart illustrating the general procedure

for calculating secondary gamma-ray pulse-height

spectra is shown in figure 3. SGRPXS's were pre-

pared by using POPOP4 to convert the yleld data sets

being tested to a 27 neutron - 60 gamma energy group

structure and, if the data were given in terms of

secondary gamma-ray yields, to combine the data with

spectrally weighted, 27 group neutron reaction cross

sections calculated with XSDRN or GAM-II. ASSCC was

used to couple the SGRPXS's, P3 neutron cross sec-

tions, and P3 MUG (ref. 19) gamma-ray cross sections

for the element of interest. Using multigroup rep-

resentations of the TSR-II beams and the coupled

cross sections as input, the one-dimensional dis-

crete ordinates transport code ANISN was used to cal-

culate the secondary gamma-ray angular flux emanat-

ing from the slabs. All ANISN calculations were made

using a four-term expansion of Legendre polynomials

and a 96th order of angular quadrature.
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ORN L- DWG 7t-9_6

BINARY POPOP4 LIBRARY TAPE_

NDARY y-RAY DATA BETS)

_i (NEUTRON REACTION "____._Lr_.___l

CTS. WHERE REO'D) _(SECONOARY y-RAY PRODUCTION X-SECTS.)

,BAMPLECOUPLNOCOOE,.(p;gCMTMs;  )y
(COUPLED P, X-SECTS.)

(SECONDARY)'-RAY ANGULAR FLUX)

CALCULATED AND MEASURED

SECONDARY y-RAY PULSE

HEIGHT SPECTRA

Calculotional Procedure for "Testing" Secondary Gamma-Ray Yield Data

FIGURE 3.-Calculational Procedure for 'Testing'

Secondary Gamma-Ray Yield Data.

The FORTRAN-IV code LINFOL_ (ref. 5) was used

to correct the ANISN angu!ar flux for the geometric

attenuation and for the attenuating effect of the

detector neutron shield(s) - giving the intensity of

secondary gamma rays striking the detector within

e_ch gamma group. One-fifth of the intensity within

each group was assumed to be the intensity of five

equally spaced discrete gamma energies within the

group. Using Maerker's experimentally determined

response functions for the NaI(T_) d_tection system

(ref. 13), the intensities of the discrete gammas

were folded with LINFOLD to give the calculated

spectra. Plots of the calculated and measured spec-

tra were produced as the means for comparison.

Initial efforts in the data testing program

were concentrated on the 23 AI, Fe, Ni, Cu, and Pb

(n,y) and (n,n'y) data sets from refs. ii, 12, 13,

14, and 16. Pictorial comparisons of the calculated

and measured pulse-height spectra resulting from the

exposure of slabs of these materials to the TSR-II

neutron beams are shown in ref. 20. The comparisons

provide a means of evaluating the validity of the

data sets for various incident neutron energy ranges.

Recent efforts have been directed to the testing of

th 9 U, W, and Ta data sets in the library and to the

testing of a newly acquired Fe (n,y) data set. To

illustrate the testing procedure, recent results for

U and Fe are described below.

Muckenthaler et aZ. measured the spectra resul-

ting from the exposure of a 10.44ix 5.75 x 0.0304-

in.-thick depleted uranium foil to the collimated

TSR-II beams. Background was determined for each

beam by measuring the spectra without the foil in

place. The 235U and 238U number densities in the

sample were 8.305 x 10 -5 and 5.02 x 10 -2 nuclei/

barn cm, respectively. The foil was oriented as

shown in figure 2 above. Since gamma rays are pro-

duced by the fission capture, non-fission capture,

and the inelastic-scattering reactions in both 235U

and 238U, and since the SGRPXS's depend on the res-

onance characteristics of the nuclides, the spectra

comparisons for the foil provided an interesting

challenge. XSDRN was used to calculate 235U and

238U P3 neutron cross sections for the 27 neutron

group structure. This calculation included the

resonance self-shielding effects in both nuclides.

Booth has shown that the secondary gamma-ray spectrum

resulting from exposure of the foil to the Cd-filtered

neutron beam minus 1.377 times the 10B-filtered

spectrum eliminates the effect of high-energy (fis-

sion) neutrons (ref. 21). Sample comparisons for

the (Cd-1.377 10B) and bare neutron beams are shown

in figure 4. The data sets used in the preparation

of the SGRPXS's for the transport calculations are

listed in Table I. Calculation B is a bare beam

calculation which included SGRPXS's for all 235U and

238U'neutron induced reactions _ the 238U (n,y)

reaction. SGRPXS's for all 235U and 238U neutron

induced reactions were used in calculation D. The

238U SGRPXS's for calculation D were prepared from

data sets 928112, 928301, 928901, 925801, and 925804

as indicated in Table I. Calculation A is a (Cd-

1.377 10B) calculation which included SGRPXS's for

all reactions _ the 238U (n,¥) reaction, where-

as, calculation C included SGRPXS's for all 235U and

238U reactions. A report describing similar tests

of twelve uranium data sets from the POPOP4 library

is in the final stages of preparation (ref. 25).

Measured spectra resulting from the exposure

of an approximately 5-ft-square by 1/16-in.-thick

Fe slab to the TSR-II beams were used as the stan-

dards for testing Fe data sets. Since the Cd-filter

has a "cutoff" at 0.5 eV and a constant attenuation

of 0.986 to neutrons above 1 MeV, and since the bor-

on filter "cuts off" at approximately 10 keV and has
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Table I. Uranium Secondary Gamma-Ray Yield Data

Data Set

Identification

Number %

925101

925301

925801

925804

928113

928112

928301

928901

Uranium

Isotope/

Reaction

5/(n,Y)NF

5/(n,n')

Source of

Yield Data

Ref. 12, p. 45

Ref. 12, p. 52

5/(n,Y) F

and (n,2n')

5/(n,Y) F

8/(n 'Y)NF

8/(n,Y)NF

8/(n,n')

and (n,2n')

8/(n,Y)NF,
(n,Y)F ,"and

(n,n')

Ref. 22

Ref. 22

Ref. 23,

pp. 51-65

Ref. 26

Ref. 12, p. 54

Ref. 24, p. 19

Remarks

Yields given for ii neutron groups (3.7 x 10' 2 < En < 18.2 x

106 eV) and 13 discrete gamma energies (0.0894 q By _ 6.42
MeV). Data used for the 23SU(n,y) reaction in _ii ca--lcu-

lated spectra shown in Fig. 4.

Yields given for 80 neutron groups (1.27 x 104 < En < 18.017

x 106 eV) and ii gamma groups (0.0 _ Ey ! 6.50 MeV).-- Data

used for the 2_5U(n,n') and (n,2n') reactions in all calcu-

lated spectra shown in Fig. 4. Assumed applicable to 238U

in Calculations A, B, and C.

Thermal-neutron prompt and delayed fission capture yields

given for 20 gamma groups (0.0 < Ev < 6.50 MeV). These data

assumed applicable to both Z3SU--an_ _38U and to all incident

neutron energies in Calculations A, B, and C, Data used in

Calculation D for all neutron energies in 23SU SGRPXS and

for En < i.i MeV in 238U SGRPXS.

Delayed part of 925801 data (t > i sec). Data used only in

Calculation D for En > i.i MeV in 2_8U SGRPXS.

Yields given for 21 neutron groups (5.6 _ En _ 1.019 x 105

eV) and 16 gamma groups (0.903 < Ey < 4.807 MeV). Data used

in Calculation C for 23SU(n,y) _GRPX_ in applicable neutron

energy range.

Yields given for 37 neutron groups (0.0 _ En _ 11.08 MeV)

and 117 gamma groups (0.0 _ Ey ! 5.85 MeV). Data used in

Calculation C for En < 5.6 eV and En > 1.019 x 105 eV.

Data used in Calculation D for E n < i.i MeV.

Yields given for 79 neutron groups (0.337 _ En _ 18.02 MeV)

and ii gamma groups (0.25 _ Ey _ 6.5 MeV). Data used in

Calculation D for En < i.i MeV.

SGRPXS given for 15 neutron groups (0.485 _ En _ 15.3 MeV)

and 12 gamma group_ (0.50 _ Ey _ 6.5 MoV). X-sects used in

Calculation D for 238U(n,Y)NF, (n,y)prompt F, and (n,n_)

reactions in applicable neutron energy range.

*(n,Y)NF is the nonfission capture reaction and (n,y) F is the fission capture reaction.

%Each data set in the POPOP4 library is identified by a unique six-digit identification number.

Table II. Iron Secondary Gamma-Ray Yield Data

Data Set

Identification

Number

260105

260110

260301

Reaction

(n,_)

(n,_)

(npn t )

Source of

Yield Data

Ref. 13,

p. 67

Ref. 26

Ref. 12,

p. 35

Remarks

Thermal-neutron capture yields

given for 80 discrete gamma

energies (1.24 _ Ey _ 9.30 MeV).

These data assumed applicable to

all incident neutron energies in

calculation labeled "ORNL-4382

.., I!

Yields given for 40 neutron

groups (O.0 ! E n _ 1.0026 MeV)

and 200 gamma groups (0.0 < Ey

i0.0 MeV). Data used in-cal-

culation labeled "JKY, JEW .... "

Yields given for 53 neutron

groups (0.84 ! E n ! 18.1 MeV)

and i0 gamma groups (0.50 _ Ey

i0.0 MeV). Data used in both

calculations shown in Fig. 5.
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a constantattenuationof 0.75to neutronsabove1
MeV,thespectrafromthe (Cd-10B)neutronbeampro-
vide a test of theepithermalFecaptureyield data
(ref. 18). Twocalculatedspectraresulting from
exposureof theslabto the (Cd-10B)beamarecom-
paredwith themeasuredspectrumin figure 5. The
datasetsusedin thepreparationof SGRPXSfor the
calculationsareidentified in TableII. Neutron
crosssectionsfor the calculationswerecalculated
withGAM-II.

Resultsof thesestudieshaveproventhat the
conversiontechniqueusedin POPOP4is satisfactory
for the conversion of yield data to a required mul-

tigroup energy structure. Since the SGRPXS's are

only as accurate as the yield data and the neutron

reaction cross sections, the neutron cross sections

must be properly weighted prior to being used. The

growth envisioned for the POPOP4 library depends on

the continued support of individuals Who are willing

to share their efforts with others.
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NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY KNOWN ENERGIES OF IONS
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ABSTRACT

Particle accelerator radiation measurements

can be applied to the present problem of calcula-

ting biological dose from radiation produced in

the walls of a spacecraft by various ions in space.

Neutrons, one of the products of the interactions

of energetic ions with matter, are usually quite

penetrating and have large values of Q.F. or R.B.E.

Ions of Helium, Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen, and

Oxygen were accelerated to 10.4 MeV/nucleon and

directed onto target materials of copper or

Tantalum. The secondary neutron production was

determined. Studies were made of the angular

distribution and an inferred neutron spectrum was

calculated from activities of threshold reaction

detectors, although not in all cases.

The energy per nucleon of the experimental

data is considerably lower than the average ion

energies in space. From the literature, neutron

production data for protons (hydrogen ion), deuter-

ons (heavy hydrogen) and alpha (Helium ion) of var-

ious energies on various target materials was

gathered. The first obvious fact that emerges is

that neutron yield is a square function of the

energy of the projectile ion.

It seems to he reasonable to assume that as

the very light ion data describes various neutron

yield increases with energy and increasing Z of the

target, so one might expect for the light ion group.

From the experimental data, neutron yields were

extrapolated into the energy peak region of 300 MeV

per nucleon for light ions in space. Beyond that

energy, the ion energy spectrum falls off as %E -2,

producing a constancy in the neutron dose per ion

beyond 300 MeV/nucleon. Such an extrapolation has

not accounted for changes in the neutron spectra,

modifications in the angular distribution in the

higher energy model, or strange effects unique to

very high energies per nucleon that are not now

understood. It is felt that such considerations

must be incorporated into a study of greater

sophistication than this paper pretends.

NOTE: This work was performed under the auspices

of the U.S.A.E.C.

I. Introduction

Ion beams with particles heavier than 4 a.m.u.

and more energetic than 0.i MeV/nucleon are found

at only a few particle - accelerator laboratories

in the world. The priority of such beam use there-

fore is understandably set up for primary research.

Owing to a very competent crew, the UCLRL Berkeley,

Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC) was continu-

ously improved until its original radiation shield-

ing was no longer adequate. The Health Physics

Department was assigned primary beam time to re-

search the shielding problem. This opportunity was

seized upon to simultaneously gain characteristic

information of the secondary neutron radiation be-

yond shielding problems. Ion beams of He 4, BI0,

BII, C12, NI4, and 016 were used to bombard targets

of elemental Tantalum and Copper. The secondary

neutron radiation was studied to determine neutron

production, angular distribution from the target,

and where possible, the neutron energy spectrum.

The resultant data were reduced to determine

neutron production per incident 10.4 MeV/nucleon

ion. At this point we were able to make a compari-

son to two other references using heavy ion beams.

A literature search of neutron production revealed

considerable data about the yields from proton and

deuteron beams. A sparse amount was given about

accelerated alpha (He 4) beams. That data was sub-

sequently used as a basis for performing an extra-

polation into the 300 MeV/nucleon region for heavy

ions. From those results the neutron production of

the various prominent free space ions was estimated

and the neutron dose for the resultant flux was

calculated.

II. The Experiment

The experiment incorporated a linear acceler-

ator, a target of selected materials, beam current

measuring apparatus, selected threshold detectors,

detector mounting device for placing detectors at

precise, predetermined positions and a power supply

for secondary emission electron escape suppression.

During tune-up of the accelerator, a phosphor

screen and remote controlled, local television set

up were used to produce a visual picture of the

beam shape and centering before running each experi-

ment. After centering and shaping, the phosphor

was removed and the beam was directed onto the tar-

get, maximized for optimum current and interrupted

with an upstream Faraday cup while the detectors,

mounted on the mounting ring or "Halo" as we named

it, were s_cured in place.

A. Threshold Reaction Detectors

Materials for the threshold reaction de-

tectors were selected on the basis of the reaction

threshold, reaction cross-section and suitable

half-life. These are but a part of a set of cri-

teria set by Ringle(1) for fast neutron spectrosco-

py at UCLRL. Table I summarizes the properties of

the threshold detectors as used in this work. For

various technical reasons not all detectors were

used for every experimental run.

Table i. Threshold Detector Properties

Peak Energy of

Calculated cross Productlsotope y-ray of

Reactionthreshold section half- (%) reactant

(MeV) (barns) life used for data

(MeV)

58Ni(n,p)58Co i.i 0.556 71 days 67.8 0.81

59Co(n,c)56Mn 5.4 0.112 2.6 hr_ i00 0.845

65Cu(n,p)65Ni 4.1 0.035 2.6 hr& 30.9 1.5

27Al(n,a)24Na 6.7 0.243 15 hrs. i00 1.37

203Tl(n,2n)202T18.5 2.78 12 days 29.5 0.44
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Tablei. ThresholdDetectorProperties(Continued)

1271(n,2n)12619.5 2.02 13daysi00 0.65
58Ni(n,2n)57Ni12.40.25 37hrs. 67.8 1.36

B. The Faraday Cup-Target

The target material was mounted at the

back of the Faraday Cup. A ring was mounted on in-

sulators ahead of the cup and connected via a

feed-through to a high voltage connector. In this

way we were able to apply a high negative potential

to suppress secondary emission electrons from es-

caping and g_vlng an erroneously high beam current

reading. The beam current was integrated with an

LRL designed beam current integrator. The charge

state of the accelerated ions had to be considered

to accurately state the number of beam particles

stopped in the target. The Target materials were

selected for their wide spread use at the accelera-

tor and the primary reason for our studies. Ele-

mental tantalum and oxygen-free, high conductivity

copper were the two materials used as targets.

III. Data Reduction

The Threshold detectors were removed after

sufficient integrated beam current was achieved,

and counted in a low background counting facility.

The gamma-ray spectrum of each detector was measur-

ed with a Sodium Iodide (Nal) crystal and a multi-

channel analyzer. That information was transferred

to punched cards for computor compatible form inpu_

The gamma-ray p_aks of each of the reaction product

were then stripped and reduced to an absolute dis-

integration rate by accounting for detector effi-

ciency, counting geometry and peak to total ratios

and abundance of the target isotope and branching

ratio of the gamma-ray. The resultant disintegra-

tion rate was used along with the calculated acti-

vities of other reactions in the same position of

the same run and each was corrected in terms of the

saturation activity, decay, counting times for in-

put into a program to calculate neutron spectra.

For our purposes here, the neutron spectra

for these energies per nucleon, represent typical

evaporation neutron spectra, and show only a moder-

ate flux increase in the forward direction.

In later considerations, at the 300 MeV per

nucleon region, one would logically expect a pro-

nounced forward flux owing to cascade effects. In

the extrapolation to 300 MeV per nucleon, the in-

creased neutron production is recognized, the for-

ward peaking is believed to cancel out when the

isotropic nature of the incident ions is consider-

ed.

IV. Results

A. Neutron Yields

The following results were obtained and

are summarized in Table II.

Beam

10.4

Table II.

lon

MeV/nuc.

Neutron Yield Per Incident Particle

Target Material

Cu Ta

He 4 3.99 x 10 -3 2.16 x 10 -3

BI0 3.22 x 10 -3 3.89 x 10-3

B II 3.74 x 10 -3 .........

C 12 2.96 x 10-3 3.84 x 10 -3

N 14 2.59 x 10-3 .........

016 1.70 x 10-3 2.52 x 10 -3

The values of neutrons per bombarding particle

are integrated from data taken from the numerous

angles utilized on the Halo.

The threshold detectors data were supplemented

with moderated indium foils, which were quite help-

ful in establishing the true yield. The Ni58(n,p)

Co58 reaction threshold of 1.2 MeV is only 2% of

the peak cross section. With the neutron spectrum

being comprised mostly of evaporation neutrons,

it was felt that too much uncertainty could arise

if we relied solely on the threshold detectors.

B. Anisotropy

The ion population of free space has a

random direction. One would therefore assume that

any high-energy or forward peaking of secondary

neutrons would also be subject to such randomness.

At the very low energies as achieved in this work,

forward peaking is apparent in the total flux. As

one observes the activities of successively higher

energy threshold detectors, the forward prominence

is increasingly pronounced. The prominence is

greater with lighter bombarding ions and also ligh_

er target elements.

V. Extrapolation of the Data to Space Ion Energies

A. Production Curve Models

To apply this data to the same ion types

in space and to do so in a way which is both logic-

al and realistic, we felt we should look at other

experimental data on production of neutrons.

On heavy-ions, (B,C,N,O) only one report

dealt with production, and one with angular spectra

which could be integrated.

All other references were for He 4, 1 H2,

and 1HI. From all the references we compiled the

production data according to particle type, target

material and particle energy.

All data was put in terms of neutrons per

bombarding particle as a function of the Energy

per Nucleon of the bombarding particle. Smooth

curves were drawn between the points involving the

same ion and target type.

What we found was much of what we expect-

ed. Most of the curves tended to exhibit the same
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shapealthoughshiftedsomewhataccordingto ion Gundaker++ for many long hours during the accelera-

type and target type. tor and counting runs.

B. Heavy Ion Production Curve Fittin_

Using the other charge particle production

data, and four points of different energy C12 on

Ta data by Hubbard Pyle and Main(2), as models,

(and some courage and lots of daring) we fit our

data into the picture. By merely extrapolating

out to 300 MeV per nucleon along a shape of the

Copper or Tantalum curves, one arrives at values

which, based on all of parameters that entered in-

to the basic data, should be fairly realistic

neutron yields.

At 300 MeV/nucleon then, one would expect

the following values.

Table III. Neutron Yield Per Incident

Particle

300 MeV/nuc. Cu Ta

He 4 7.5 4.1

BI0 6.1 7.4

B II 7.1

C 12 5.6 7.3

NI4 4.9

016 3.2 4.8

It should be noted that the He 4 data might

be on the low side by a factor of 2-3. Proton

productions are typically an order of magnitude

lower.

VI. Summar Z

Ions of Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen

which typically make up only %0.5% of the free

space ion population combined, exhibit neutron

yields such that they are estimated to produce

nearly 5% of the total first collision dose.

As the importance of reducing the neutron

fluence within the confines of space vehicles he-

comes increasingly important, from either personnel

radiation exposure, or radiation damage to electro-

nics components, then the data herein presented

must be greatly refined. New research is requir-

ed as higher ion energies become available, and

spectroscopy techniques are improved, as well as

when more accurate determinations of the free

space ion populations are made.

Until then, calculations seem to present a

most reasonable approach to estimating the radia-

tion dose rate wothout relying upon extrapolations

which extend over 1.3 orders of magnitude for an-

swers.
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Accelerator Measurement of the Energy Spectra of Neutrons Emitted in

the Interaction of 3-GeV Protons with Several Elements

W. J. Nalesnik, T. J. Devlin_, M. Merker, and B. S. P. Shen

Astrophysics Laboratory and Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Abstract - The shapes of the energy spectra of neutrons between Z0

and 400 MeV emitted at ZO ° , 34 °, and 90 ° in the bombardment of

C (1.8 g cm-Z), A1 (1.7 g cm-Z), Co (4.4 g cm-Z), andPt (81.5 g

cm -Z) targets by 3-GeV protons have been measured by time-of-

flight technique s.

In the study of the mechanism of spallation

reactions (ref. 1), in certain aspects of astro-

physics and geophysics (ref. 2), and in high-

energy shielding and dosimetry (ref. 3), it is

often important to know the energy spectrum of

neutrons emitted in spallation reactions induced

by high-energy protons. This paper gives a pre-

liminary report of our measurements of such

spectra at the Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelera-

tor. We present here neutron spectra from Z0to

400 MeV at ZO ° , 34 ° , and 90 ° for 3-GeV protons

incident on cylindrical targets of carbon (l.8 g

cm -Z diameter), aluminum (l.7 gcm -2 diameter),

cobalt (4.4 g cm -2 diameter), and on a 0.64 cm

x 0.64 cmx 8l. 5 g cm -2 thick platinum target.

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement.

The target being bombarded is located in the

internal circulating beam of the accelerator.

Collimated neutral beams emerge from the target

at 20, 34, and 90 degrees with respect to the

direction of the internal beam. Charged particles

are removed from the neutral beams by sweeping

magnets. We determine neutron energy by meas-

uring the time elapsed between the production of

the neutron and its subsequent detection by a plas-

tic scintillator placed in the beam line at a known

distance from the target. The target is struck

every Z69 nanoseconds by a proton bunch approx-

imately one _zanosecond in width. The proton

beam intensity _ this operating mode is on the
order of 5 x 10 protons]second. The length of

Department of Physics, Rutgers University,

New Brunswick, New Jersey; on leave at CERN,

Geneva, Switzerland.

the flight path, viz. the distance between the tar-

get and the neutron detector, is limited by the

accelerator shielding; this determines the lowest

energies that can be measured by time of flight.

The flight paths are thus 2Z, 37, and 44 feet at 90,

34, and 20 degrees, respectively. Since we are

currently extending our results to lower energies

by other techniques, only results for neutron en-

ergies greater than 20 MeV are presented here.

34.* 20*

T_ COUNTER_

TARGET --_

VAN de GRAAFF

GE NERATOR "_._.:: *

5WEEN_IN G CHOPPER --_- _

/./ WITHz69 NS d _ I

U:::_ C_ 0 io 20F£ET

SYNCHROTRON FLOOR PLAN

Figure i. Experimental arrangement at the Princeton-Penneylvania
Accelerator, ,h_mg b,am tlne* a_d detector location*.
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The time at which a neutron leaves the target

is determined by the Cerenkov detector T¢ located

about 2 feet from the target. The neutron detector

consists of a 1 inch x Z inch x 2 inch block of Pilot

M scintillator joined to an Amperex 56 AVP photo-

multiplier by a lucite light pipe. This same detec-

tor is used in all three beam lines, with beam par-

titles incident on the 2 inch x 2 inch face. The

efficiency of the detector was calculated using the

well-known UCRL computer code of R. J. Kurz

{ref. 4) modifiedbyMichaeIHauser (ref. 5) of

Princeton University. This program yields fairly

good agreement with experimentally determined

efficiencies up to about 150 MeV. The neutron-

detector efficiency is given in Figure 2 for

thresholds of 1 MeV and g MeV electron energy

for a detector resolution of 10 %. The I MeV

threshold was employed for the 90 degree cases,

and the 2 MeV threshold for the 20 and 34 degree

cases.

Each time a particle is detected, the time

delay between the most recent T_ pulse and the

neutron detector particle signal is measured by a

time-to-amplitude converter (ref. 6). Its output,

together with the neutron dete_cr pulse height, is

fed to a PDP-9 computer which records these data

for each event. The computer also provides on-

line display of the time-of-flight spectrum and

the pulse-height distributions as a function of

time-of-flight. Scalers also monitor the integral

neutron detector events as well as other infor-

mation for the determination of relative beam

intens itie s.
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Figure 3 shows a typical time-of-flight spec-

trum as displayed by the on-line computer. The

peak on the extreme right is due to prompt gamma

rays (neutral pion decays, etc.) from the target;

all of these gammas have the same flight time.

The gamma peak is used as the zero-point for the

time determination. The width of the gamma peak

at half maximum provides a measure of the time

resolution of the system, which is about Z nano-

seconds.

The system is calibrated using the prompt

gamma rays as follows. The accelerator is

operated in the full injection mode in which there

are eight circulating proton bunches per cycle.

Thus, the target is struck every 33.65 nanoseconds

by a proton bunch, resulting in eight spectra dis-

placed and overlayed in the space occupied by the

single spectrum produced by the 269 nanosecond

injection. Knowing the distance between each of

the eight gamma peaks both in real time and in

time-to-amplitude converter channels enables the

system to be calibrated to an accuracy of about 2%.

0r}
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::::)
I..i..I
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I..1_
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Z

TIME-OF-FLIGHT
S LOW FAST

_'- RAYS

......... ,j., .,..,,,-,,'_'%',.".
_b,,,l_q'B
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-,_..

_ I --_ I I J - _A . ! .J.
2.4 3.3 4.9 8.1 IS 40 90

KINETIC ENERGY (MEV3

Figure 3. Typical time-of-flight spectrum as displayed by the on-

line computer•

Figures 4, 5, and 6 give the relative energy

spectra obtained at 20, 34, and 90 degrees,

respectively. The histograms are obtainedby

converting the recorded flight times into energies

and collecting them into bins of equal width in

log E. The total count in each bin has been divided

by the bin width in MeV and the detector efficiency.

The error bars represent counting statistical

errors only. The effects of activation gammas in

the nearby wallshave recently been studied and



prelimmari[yindicatea contribution similar to

counting statistics. Contamination of the neutral

beams by charged particles has been checked with

an anticoincidence scintillator shield. The present

results indicate little or no charged particle

contamination up to 400 MeV. Overall normaliz-

ation of the neutron spectra with respect to the

number of incident protons has not yet been

determined at this writing.

Table 1 gives the approximate inverse-power-

law exponents of the spectra shown in Figures 4,

5, and 6 for the energy intervals 20-40 MeV, 40-

100 MeV, and 100-400 MeV. It can be seen that,

in every case, the spectrum from 40-100 MeV is

much less steep than that for either Z0-40 MeV or

100-400 Mev. This effect results largely from

the shape of the Kurz efficiency curve shown in

Figure 3. Table 1 also shows that, in a given

energy interval, the spectrum generally tends to

steepen with increasing emission angle and, to a

lesser extent, with increasing target mass number.

In considering Table 1 and Figures 4, 5, and 6,

it'should be borne in mind that, while the C, Al,

and Co targets are "thin", the Pt target is not

(81.5 gcm -z thick).

T.his research was supported in part by

NASA and USAEC.
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Table 1. Approximate Inverse Power-Law Exponents of Neutron Spectra

Ene rg y Z 0° 34 °
Target Interval IMeV)

C

90 °

A1

Z0-40 0.8 I. 0 I. Z

40-100 0. Z 0.5 0.4

I00-400 0.6 I. 0 I. 3

Co

ZO-40 0.8 0.9 1.4

40-100 0.4 0.3 0.4

I00-400 O. 7 i. 0 I. 3

Pt

20-40 0.8 0.9 1.4

40-100 0.5 0.6 0.6

I00-400 1.0 i. Z i. ?

Z0-40 1.0 I. Z

40-I00 0.6 0.7

I00-400 i. 5 1.4
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THE CALCULATION OF NEUTRON CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY YIELDS FOR SPACE SHIELDING APPLICATIONS

K. J. Yost

Purdue University

In general, the application of nuclear models

to the calculation of neutron capture and in-

elastic scattering gamma yields is undertaken

with the following purposes in mind:

i. to calculate capture gamma-ray spectra

where not even partial spectrum meas-

urements are available. In such cases

a data vacuum is filled with the under-

standing that if and when reliable

measurements appear which seriously con-

flict with the calculation, the gamma

yield data will be updated as required.

2. to fill in gaps in measured capture y-

ray spectra, generally in the continuum

region. In such cases available exper-

imental data are used to aid in the def-

inition of model parameters.

3. as a part of data analysis procedures for

nominally complete capture gamma meas-

urements such as those done recently at

GGA for W and U-238. This combinin$ of

advanced measurement and theoretical tech-

niques seems to represent the optimum

approach to the data acquisition problem.

The gamma-ray cascade model, DUCAL il)," devel-

oped as part of the Oak Ridge Program to generate

capture and inelastic scattering gamma yields

describes the cascade proCess in terms of para-

meters which either a) embody statistical assum-

ptions regarding electric and magnetic multipole

transition strengths, level densities and spin and

parity distributions, or b) are fixed by exper-

iment such as measured energies,spin and parity

values,and transition probabilities for low lying

states. Calculation of the latter with an appro-

priate nuclear model are attempted only for ener-

gies/mass regions for which either the model has

been shown to apply or its predictions are judged

to be closer to the truth than statistical assum-

ptions.

With the foregoing limitations in mind, the

viability of calculated yields may be considered in

the light of the properties of the nuclei involved,

experimental information available for the defin-

ition of model parameters, and the use for which

the yields are intended. In particular, the DUCAL

code has been used exclusively to generate gamma

yields for neutron gamma-ray production cross sec-

tions to be input to transport codes for the calcul-

ation of integrated gamma dose at some point in a

(2) .
shield. As discussed in an earlier paper, in-

accuracies in calculated yields which lead to dis-

erepancies in the calculated differential gamma

flux do not necessarily result in significant errors

in the calculated integrated dose. Errors in gamma

group fluxes which are substantially compensating

over several neighboring groups tend to be cancel-

led out in the process of folding the fluxes with

the flux to the dose conversion ratio. A major

consideration in the calculation of integrated dose

is the conservation of gamma energy in the decay

process. This the cascade model does as a matter

of course. (I)

The fundamental nuclear properties are of par-

ticular significance where one attempts to calculate

neutron energy dependent capture gamma yields for an

element. The number of naturally occurring iso-

topes, their level structure, and the relative mag-

nitudes of the binding energies of isotopes formed

by neutron capture are extremely important. Changes

in the capture spectrum with neutron energy assoc-

iated with shifts in the relative magnitudes of cap-

ture cross sections of isotopes having different

binding energies and level schemes, as in W, (3) can

often be reasonably accounted for since a) the

gamma cascade model conserves energy, and b) meas-

ured low lying level structure is frequently avail-

able for input to the calculation. In addition, the

neutron energy dependence of the capture spectrum

associated with changes in the capture state spin

and parity resulting in the accessability of diff-

erent sets of low lying states to E1 and MI trans-

itions can be accounted for to within the approx-

imation of constant MI, E1 and E2 primary trans-
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ition probabilities. An example is seen in the

calculation of capture gamma spectra for the 35

keV 3+ and 120 keV 2- resonances in 27A£ shown in

figures [i] and [2]. Differences in the capture

spectra represented by the dashed curves are

attributable solely to the nuclear selection rules

operating in conjunction with fixed MI, E1 and E2

transition strengths. In contrast, changes in

the capture spectrum with capture state which

depend upon more subtle wave function character-

istics clearly cannot be approximated by a model.

A number of nuclear models have been impl-

emented to aid in estimating low energy level

structure and gamma decay schemes used to define

corresponding parameters in the DUCAL code. These

include a "unified" model which combines the Nil-

sson treatment of an odd particle in a deformed,

rotating potential well with the Faessler-Sheline

treatment of collective vibrational modes of

(4)
excitation , and a model for odd-odd nuclei which

employs products of single particle Nilsson wave

functions as basis functions and the Gallagher-

Moskowski coupling rules for the angular momenta

of the odd nucleons. (5) In addition, a parameter-

ization scheme to extend the applicability of the

of the foregoing odd-A model has been investig-

ated (6). This involved an attempt to correlate

values of a) a spin-dependent inverse moment of

inertia corresponding to a best fit between meas-

ured and calculated level energies, and b) a

deformation parameter to which the E2/MI ratio is

sensitive.

The foregoing nuclear models have been used

to generate neutron energy dependent capture gamma-

ray yields for tungsten, tantalum, U-238 and

iron(3, 7)
In each case the calculated yields

have been tested against integral capture gamma

yield measurements performed at the Oak Ridge

Tower Shield Facility.
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LOW-ENERGYPARTICLERADIATIONENVIRC_IMENTATSYNCHRONOUSALTITUDE

E. G.ShelleyandS. K. Low

LockheedPaloAlto ResearchLaboratory

Low-energychargedparticles in thespaceenvironmentareknownto be important
contributorsto the degradationof thermalcontrolsurfacesonsatellites andmay
affect thin films suchascovermaterialsusedin connectionwith largeflexible
solararrays. Theseparticle-induceddegradationeffectsareof particular importance
in plannedfuturesatellite projectswithprojectedlifetimes upto tenyears. Early
measurementsin the vicinity of synchronousaltitude showedthat intenseandhighly
variablefluxesof protonsandelectronswith energiesbetweenoneand50keVpopulate
this regionof space.TheATS-5satellite, launchedinto synchronousorbit in August
1969,wasthe first synchronoussatellite to includeinstrumentationfQr the investi-
gationof theplasmapropertiesof theselow-energychargedparticles. TheLockheed
PaloAlto ResearchexperimentonATS-5measuredelectronandprotonfluxes in the
energyrangefromapproximatelyone-halfto severalhundredkeV with primary emphasis

on the region below 50 keV which contains most of the plasma energy. A statistical

analysis of the data, sampled over the period from September 1969 through December

1969, shows systematic variations in the average low-energy particle radiation

environment at synchronous altitude with local time and magnetic activity (Kp). The

existence of a systematic variation with K o suggests the possibility of estimating

the environment under various conditions o_ magnetic activity from the present data.

INTRODUCTION

Both laboratory simulations and in situ satel-

lite measurements have shown that many of the com-

monly used low _s/¢ thermal control surface mater-

ials are degraded not only by solar ultraviolet

radiation, but also by low-energy charged particle

radiation (refs. 1-19). This is dramatically shown

in figure 1 which compares the degradation rate of

ZnO/Sil measured on several satellites. The

degradation rate was significantly greater for the

synchronous and deep space satellites which were

exposed to much greater low-energy particle

fluxes. A detailed knowledge of the charged part-

icle environment is therefore essential to proper

design of long-lived spacecraft. Prior knowledge

(r_s= 20 and 21) of the envirorm_ei, t at synchron-

ous altitude has been extremely sketchy, based

primarily on measurements from satellites with

highly eccentric orbits. Since these satellites

are able to acquire only a few seconds of data in

the region of synchronous altitude once every few

days they do not provide sufficient data to define

the morphology of this dynamic region.

The ATS-5 satellite, which was launched in August

of 1969, was the first synchronous satellite to

carry experiments capable of spectral measurements

of the low-energy electrons and protons. It car-

ried a magnetometer and several particle detectors

spanning the energy range from 50 eV to 30 MeV.

The Lockheed experiment was designed to perform a

survey of particle fluxes of auroral energies. It

consists of eleven individual detectors, each of

which measures protons or electrons in a specific

energy interval spanning the range from about one-

half to several hundred keV. primary emphasis was

placed on the region below 50 keV which contains

most of the plasma energy. Particles in this

energy region have been shown to be very important

in thermal control surface damage (ref. 2).

A preliminary report on the general characteris-

tics of the particle fluxes at synchronous altitude

has been given by Sharp et al. (ref. 22). It was
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reported that large increases in the electron

fluxes were observed on most nights in the vicin-

ity of local midnight with increases of one or two

orders of magnitude occurring within times ranging

from a few minutes to the order of an hour and

that these electron "events" were generally asso-

ciated with magnetic substorms as established from

auroral zone magnetograms in the vicinity of the

foot of the field line passing through ATS-5. A

more detailed study of the time characteristics of

these electron events has also been published



(ref. 23). Asreportedin rel. 22, theproton
fluxeswerealsoobservedto vary,but byamuch
smallerfactor in general.A generaldiscussion
of the low-energyparticle populationsat synchron-
ousorbit observedoniTS-5hasalsobeengivenby
DeForestandMcllwain(ref. 24). Anindicationof
the dramaticvariationsin theparticle fluxesand
their dependenceonlocal timeandmagneticactiv-
ity is givenin figures2 and3. Figure2 shows
the relative flux of the 6- to 18-keVelectrons
for twoof thedaysincludedin this study. The
loweranduppercurvescorrespondto magnetically
quiet andmagneticallyactivedays,respectively.
Duringa significantpart of the daythe fluxeson
the activedayexceedthoseof a quietdayby about
twoordersof magnitude.Figure3 showsa similar
comparisonfor protonswith energiesgreaterthan
38keV. Whilethe differencesarenot asgreatas
thosefor electrons,theystill differ by a factor
of 5 or greater.
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In this paper, a statistical analysis of the

data for 20 days spanning the period from September

1969 through December 1969 is presented. As shown

in figure 4, the distribution of magnetic activity

during the data samples of this study was very

similar to the distribution of magnetic activity

for the entire four-month period spanned by the

data samples. It is therefore reasonable to treat

this body of data as representative of this period.

The local time dependence of four plasma parameters

electron number flux, electron average energy, pro-

ton number flux and proton average energy, was

analyzed using the entire boay of data. In addi-

tion, we present the results of an investigation

of the dependence of these parameters on magnetic

activity in several different local time sectors

in the hope that this information will make it poss-

ible to extrapolate the present data to periods of

differing magnetic activity.
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INSTRUMENTATION

The electron data presented here are from four

broadband differential electron flux detectors,

each consisting of a permanent magnet spectromcter

which utilizes 180 ° deflection to achieve contin-

uous sensitivity over a broad energy interval

(AE/E _ 100%). Together, the four detectors pro-

vide continuous and nearly uniform coverage for

electrons over the energy range from 0.65 to 53

keV. The proton data to be presented are from

three integral proton detectors with foil-deter-

mined thresholds at approximately 5, 15 and 38 keV.

The minimum data sample rate for these detectors

was once per telemetry sequence of 5.12 seconds.

Relevant parameters for these seven detectors are

given in table i. A detailed description of the

instrument and a description of the procedures used

for calibration of the electron channels have been

published (refs. 25 and 26).

Detector Particle

CMEA e- 0.65 - 1.9

CMEB e- 1.8 - 5.4

CMEC e- 5._ - ±#.8

CMED e- 17.4 - 53.0

CFPA p+ > 5

CFPB p+ > 15

CFPC p+ > 38

Acceptance Geometric

Energy Range Angle Factor
(keY) (Full Angle) (cm2-ster)

15° x 25°

15° x 25°

15° x 25c

15° x 25°

20°

20°

20°

1.4xlO -5

l.OxlO -5

1.2xlO -5

0.9xlO -5

3xlO -5

3xlO -5

4xlO -4

TABLE l.--Detector Parameters

•For the period of the data presented here, the

ATS-5 satellite was nearly stationary in geographic

longitude at approximately 150°W. It was spin

stabilized with spin axis approximately parallel to

the earth's axis. The Lockheed experiment view

direction made an angle of ii ° to the spin axis,

sothat the detectors were sensitive to particles

with pitch angles over a range of greater than 40 ° .

This range was reduced somewhat when the spin axis

was within 20 ° of the local magnetic field direc-

tion. The ratemeter time constants were such that

the detectors averaged the flux over all pitch

angles accepted. The range of pitch angles sampled

varied with local time and magnetic activity, but

on the average the central angle varied from about

35 ° near local midnight to less than i0 ° near local

noon. It should be borne in mind that the loss

cone at synchronous altitude is only about 5 ° full

angle, so that even when the loss cone is included

in the solid angle of the detectors, they are pri-

marily sensitive to trapped particles.

DATA ANALYSIS

In order to calculate the plasma properties,

such as average energy and omnidirectional-number

flux, from out observations, it was necessary to make

certain assumptions about the spectral and pitch-

angle distributions. We assumed isotropy for both

electrons and protons. This is not expected to

have a large effect since, as discussed above, our

detectors average over a relatively large range of

pitch angles. However, because of the local time

dependence of the magnetic field direction, the

apparent local time dependence of the plasma para-

meters could be influenced by anisotropie pitch-

angle distributions. That this anisotropy in our

energy range is not on the average large (i.e.,

greater than about 2) is supported by our observa-

tions during an earlier spin mode in which the

Lockheed experiment swept through all pitch angles

during each spin period (ref. 22) and further by a

second low-energy particle experiment on ATS-5

which had detectors at two angles (ref. 24).

The spectral model for electrons used in this

analysis was as follows. The differential flux

was assumed to be flat over the energy range of

each of the two lower electron detectors. A func-

tion F(E) = Foe-E/Eo was fit to the upper two elec-

tron channels and was used to describe the spectrum

from 6 keV to 55 keV. The dependence of the cal-

culated plasma parameters on the details of the

spectral shape was tested by using other simple

shapes and it was found that the results were not

generally affected significantly. Similarly, the

proton spectrum was assumed to be flat between the

threshold energies of the lower two detectors C5

keV to 15 keV) and an exponential distribution was

fit to the upper two detectors. The electron prop-

erties discussed here are for the energy range 0.65

to 55 keV and the proton properties are for ener-

gies greater than 5 keV.

With the above assumptions, the omnidirectional

number fluxes (i.e., 4w times the average direc-

tional flux) and the number-density-weighted aver-

age energies for electrons and protons were cal-

culated. F!,_x-woighted average energie_ _re more

appropriate for damage analysis and are generally

greater than the density-weighted average energies

by 10% to 50_ for both electrons and protons and

within the accuracy of this analysis can be assumed

to be a constant 30_ greater.

The plasma properties were first calculated at

approximately 90-second intervals for all of the

data, then averaged over one-hour periods. Each

sample discussed in the following analysis and

tabulated in table 2 corresponds to one of these

one-hour averages.

The uncertainties in the data arising from

counting statistics and other random errors are

completely negligible compared with the possible

systematic errors. The total systematic errors

arising from all causes such as uncertainties in

absolute geometric factors, spectral shapes and

pitch-angle distributions were estimated at about

30% for the electron properties and 50% for the

proton properties.
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LT_K_LKP_o°-I- 1°-2- 2%3 - 30-4- 4%5- 5°-6- 6o-7- 70-8. Total

oo-o3 14 8 12 4 _ i o 56

o3-06 15 5 9 4 I 3 0 52

06-09 14 Ii 15 3 2 3 0 56

09-12 Ii 13 8 9 1 2 O 54

12-15 8 13 13 iO 2 0 1 56

15-18 8 16 la 4 0 0 2 5h

18-21 iI 18 i0 4 0 0 0 57

21-24 II 14 ll 9 2 _ 0 58

Total 92 98 90 47 12 9 3 1 443

TABLE 2.--Number of 1-hour samples in study

as a function of Kp and local time
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RESULTS

Local Time Dependence

The first analysis of the data was in terms of

local time dependence only, that is, there was no

selection of the data on the basis of magnetic

activity. In figures 5 through 8, we present the

omnidirectional electron number flux_ the electron

average energy, the omnidirectional proton number

flux, and the proton average energy, respectively.

All data were included to show the variance, the

solid curves give the average local time dependence.

These figures are discussed separately below.

Omnidirectional Electron Number Flux (figure 5):

A strong local time dependence in the overall aver-

age electron number flux is clearly evident. The

average flux varies from approximately 2.5 x i09

electrons_cm2-sec aroun d midnight and early morning

to 1 x iO ° electrons/cmZ-sec near dusk. The total

variation in the hourly averaged electron number

flux exceeds a factor of 200; on a shorter time

scale, these fluxes have been observed to vary over

a range of several thousand. Another interesting

observation from figure 5 is that the variation in

the electron flux is much greater (_ 60X) near local

midnight than around 1800 LT (_ 3X).

Averase Electron Energy, Densit[-Wei6hted (fi 5-

ure 61: The statistical average of the electron

energy has a relatively strong local time dependence.

It maximizes at a value of about 13 keV near 1600

LT, approximately the time at which the electron

number flux is minimum. The minimum energy, ap-

proximately 5.5 keV, occurs about 6 hours later

at 2200 LT. The independent one-hour average sam-

ples of the average electron energy vary over a

range from 2 keY to 22 keV. In contrast to the

electron number flux, the variation in average

electron energy is greatest near local dusk and

smallest near local midnight.

FIGURE 5. --Omnidirecti°nal electron number flux as a function of locals
time All one-hour-average samples are included. The solid curve i

the average local time dependence of the flux, independent of magnetic

activity.
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_mmidirectional Proton Number Flux (figure 7):

The grand average proton flux is approximately 108

protons/am2-sec. In contrast to the electron flux,

the apparent diurnal variation in the average pro-

ton flux is rather small (_3X). The local time

dependence is also different, peaking about 3

hours before local midnight and reaching a minimum

very near local noon. Because this variation has

very nearly the same local time dependence as the

systematic variation in the pitch-angle range

being sampled (see the data analysis section), a

significant part of this apparent diurnal variation

could be explained by a pitch-angle distribution

peaked at 90°. However, based on the arguments

presented earlier, we estimate that at least half

of this effect is a true variation in the average

flux. The proton flux at a fixed local time is seen

to vary by approximately a factor of lO, somewhat

less than the variation observed for electron

fluxes, but nevertheless highly significant.

Average Proton Energy, Density-Weighted (figure

8_.)..: The average of the proton energy is approxi-

mately out of phase in local time with the average

proton flux_ with the percentage variation (_20%)

much less. The total range of the one-hour average

samples is from approximately 15 keV to 60 keV with

a mean of approximately 35 keV.

Magnetic Activity Dependence

An investigation of the dependence of the plasma

parameters on magnetic activity was undertaken in

hop_ of finding relationships to make it possible

to extrapolate the present data to periods of dif-

ferent magnetic activity. Because of the strong

local time dependence of the parameters found

above, the data were analyzed in 3-hour local time

segments; however , where the local time effect

appeared to be small these were later averaged over

6-hour segments. TaMle 2 shows the breakdown of

the distribution of one-hour-average data samples

in terms of local time and magnetic activity (Kp).

This breakdown left approximately lO samples per

local time segment for each magnetic activity inter-

val (AKp = l) up to Kp = 4. Above Kp = 5, the num-

ber of _amples per interval was generally 3 or less

and this should be borne in mind in interpreting

the results presented below.

For each of the four parameters we present a

scatter plot of the parameter versus Kp for a single
local time segment to demonstrate the scatter of

the data. Included in these plots is a curve pass-

ing through the averages over each AKp interval;
the intervals are identical to those zn table 2.

The error bars are one standard deviation of the

mean. Following each of the scatter plots is a

second figure showing the average curves for each

local time segment. Standard deviations are in-

cluded for only a few of the points on these curves

to avoid further confusion in the figures. Some

"error bars" were considered necessary to indicate

the significance of the fluctuations in the curves.

Omnidirectional Electron Number Flux (fi6ures

9 and IO): The scatter in the data points within a

single AKp interval in figure 9 for the local time

segment of zero to 0300 is typical of all of the

local time segments. The average curves for all

eight local time segments are included in figure

i0. Several systematic effects are apparent: I)

the local time dependence is significantly less at

low Kp than for high Kp; 2) the local time region

from 2100 to 0600 is most sensitive to magnetic

activity, but shows a saturation effect above Kp =
3; 3) the local time region from noon to dusk

(i.e., 1200-1800 LT) is on the average unaffected

by magnetic activity; and _) the intermediate

local time intervals show a slow transition in

their dependence on magnetic activity from that

characteristic of the midnight region to that

characteristic of the afternoon region.
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The peaks and troughs in these curves, such as

that near Kp = 4 on the 06-09 curve, cannot be
considered statistically significant; however, the

error analysis suggests that the average electron

number flux can be corrected for magnetic activity

within about a factor of two.

Electron Average Energy (figures ii and 12):

The scatter in the average electron data shown in

figure ii is typical for all local times except

for the region 00-06 LT where the scatter is sig-

nificantly less. The effect of increased magnetic

activity on the average energy as a function of

local time (see figure 12) is very different from

the behavior observed for the electron flux. The

systematic effects are as follows: i) the local

time dependence is minimal for low Kp, as was the

case for the electron flux; 2) the local time re-

gion from 2100 to 0300 is least sensitive to mag-

netic activity; in contrast the electron flux is

most sensitive in this time region; 3) in the local

time region from pre-noon to dusk (0900-1800 LT)

the electron energy is strongly dependent on mag-

netic activity up to about K o = 3 or 4, followed

by a saturation effect or a _ossible reversal (the

points around Kp = 7 must not be given much sig-

nificance since they result from only one or two

samples -- see table 2). Again this contrasts

with the behavior of the electron flux which was

not significantly affected in this general local

time region; 4) as was the case with the electron

flux, the intermediate local time regions display

a smooth transition in behavior between the ex-

tremes of 2) and 3) above; and 5) there is consid-

erable evidence for a decrease in mean energy with

increased magnetic activity above Kp _ 5 for most
local times.

The average effect of magnetic activity on the

electron average energy can be estimated from these

curves with an accuracy of 20 or 30 per cent. The

combined effects of magnetic activity on the elec-

tron flux and the electron average energy lead to

the result that the general trend is toward in-

creased electron energy flux with increased magnet-

ic activity at all local times. In the vicinity of

local midnight, the flux increases with little

change in average energy, whi_e in the noon to dusk

region, the mean energy increases with little

change in number flux. Both parameters increase

in the intermediate local time regions.
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Omnidirectional Proton Number Flux (figures 13

and l_l: The scatter of the data at all local

times is comparable to that shown in figure 13.

The relative dependence of the proton flux on K_

with local tzme. To avoiddoes not change rapidly "

unnecessary complications, only every other local

time segment curve was included in figure 14. The

proton number flux increases smoothly with in-

creased magnetic activity in all local time seg-

ments except near local mid/ight where the flt_x

maximizes around Kp = 3. In general the flux

increases by about a factor of 2 between Kp = O and

 p=4.
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Proton Average Energy (figures 15 and 16): The

data scatter in figure 15 is typical for all local

time segments. To reduce the confusion, the data

in figure 16 is averaged over 6-hour intervals in

local time. At low Kp, the average energy is

relatively independent of local time. As Kp in-
creases, the average proton energy decreases nearly

monotonically for all local times except near local

midnight. In the region from 2100 to 0300 LT, the

energy decreases with increased magnetic activity

up to Kp _ 2, then increases with further increases
in magnetic activity. This behavior is nearly re-

versed from that observed for the proton flux. In

general the effect is for the energy flux to remain

relatively constant while both the number flux and

the average energy change at all local times.

Some of the systematic variation in the plasma

parameters with local time and magnetic activity

demonstrated in this section can be explained

qualitatively on the basis of our present knowledge

of the physics of the magnetosphere; however, this

is beyond the scope of the present paper. For the

physical interpretation of some of the low-energy

particle observations in the vicinity of synchron-

ous altitude, see refs. 22-24 and their bibliograph-

ies.
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FIGURE i_.--Omnidlreetlonai proton number £1uxas a Eunction o£ magjnetic

activity (Kp) for the local time segment 0300 to 0600. The data points
include all samples for this local time segment, The solid line passe_

through the mean for each AKp interval. The erroy ba_s are standard
deviations on the mean.

The average low-energy radiation envrionment at

synchronous altitude has been shown to vary in a

systematic way with respect to local time and

magnetic activity. Because of this systematic

behavior it may be possible to estimate the low-

energy radiation environment for periods of dif-

ferent magnetic activity by utilizing the results

of this statistical analysis. The validity of
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such estimates can be established only by simi-

lar analyses of data for other periods.

Because of the great variability of the low-

energy plasma it would be advisable to include

particle measurements with future flight experi-

ments on surface damage at synchronous altitude.

There are some indications that particle fluxes

in the loss cone may exceed the average trapped

fluxes by an order of magnitude (ref. 27). This

is presently under study at Lockheed by combining

simultaneous plasma measurements at synchronous

altitude on ATS-5 and at low altitude on OVI-18

near the foot of the field line passing through

ATS-5.
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NATURALVARIATIONSIN THEGEOMAGNETICALLYTRAPPED
ELECTRONPOPULATION

A. L. VAMPOLA

Space Physics Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation

E1 Segundo, California

ABSTRAC_

Temporal variations in the trapped natural electron flux

intensities and energy spectra are discussed and demonstrated using

recent satellite data. These data are intended to aquaint the space

systems engineer with the types of natural variations that may be

encountered during a mission and to augment the models of the elec-

tron environment currently beiD_, u_ed in space system design and

orbit selection (i.e., AE3 by Vette et al., refs. Z and 3). These

models, while excellent in some respects and quite satisfactory in

most other respects, were generated before high resolution spectrom-

etry data were generally available. For systems or subsystems which

are particularly sensitive to radiation and respond to changes in the

environment on a short time scale, these models by themselves may

be inadequate for proper subsystem design or interpretation of on-orbit

data. An understanding of the temporal variations which may be

encountered should prove helpful. Some of the variations demonstrated

here which are not widely known include: addition of very energetic

electrons (E >- 5 MeV) to the outer zone during moderate magnetic

storms; addition of energetic electrons (E > i MeV) to the inner zone

during major magnetic storms; inversions in the outer zone electron

energy spectrum during the decay phase of a storm injection event;

occasional formation of multiple maxima (z 4) in the flux vs altitude

profile of moderately energetic electrons (E s 1 MeV).

This work was conducted under U. S. Air Force Space and Missile

Systems Organization (SAMSO) Contract No. F04701-70-C-0059.
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In the design of spacecraft systems, subsystems,

and sensors, a knowledge of the radiation environ-

ment which will be encountered is essential. In

the case of a particularly vulnerable sensor or bio-

logical subsystem, the configuration of the trapped

radiation belts may even be a major factor in the

choice of orbit. Excellent models of the average

environment are available (refs. 1 and 2) but have

limitations, especially their treatment of short-

term spectra effects. More data are now available

on what could be called "second-order" effects,

and will be treated here, since for particularly

vulnerable or sensitive payloads a knowledge of

these "second-order" effects may be a prerequis-

ite for proper design, functioning, or data analysis.

Since we are considering short-term fluctuations in

the trapped particle environment from the point of

view of obtaining better criteria for system design

and orbit selection, magnetospheric physics will

not be emphasized here. This is perhaps just as

well, since the physical processes involved in the

formation of the belts are not well understood and

are only indirectly relevant to our goal -- it is the

final result of these processes, the radiation en-

vironment, which is used as an input to space sys-

tem design.

The geomagnetically trapped natural electrons

fall into two primary classes: a) the inner zone

which is relatively stable and exhibits a "soft"

electron spectrum (i,e., a steep differential

energy spectrum with few energetic particles); and

_'_,1 the otit_r zone which is just the converse. Here

the flux intensities vary widely on a short time

scale and at times the spectrum is quite hard. The

outer zone includes the synchronous-orbit environ-

ment. Because of the particular importance and

high usage of this orbit, the synchronous environ-

ment will be treated separately.

OUTER ZONE AND SLOT VARIATIONS

Measurements of magnetospheric electron fluxes

by many investigators have shown large changes in

the outer zone electron population in response to

magnetic activity. For instance, Frank, in a stat-

istical study of electrons with energies greater

than 40 keV (ref. 3), showed the great variability

of the total flux in the outer zone and (ref. 4) pre-

sented evidence for inward diffusion of electrons

with E > 1.6 MeV. Williams etal. (ref. 5) show-

ed a correlation between the magnitude of the mag-

netic activity and the L-value at which peak flux

intensities were observed. Lis McIlwain's par-

ameter (ref. 6) and for our purposes can be taken

as the geocentric radial distance, in units of earth

radii, at which a particular magnetic field line

crosses the geomagnetic equator. The field line of

interest is the guiding center of a geomagnetically

trapped particle and under appropriate circum-

stances can be assumed to remain constant for a

particular particle while that particle executes

bounce and drift motion.

Williams etal. (ref. 5) also showed that for

electrons with E > 300 keV, the time for low alti-

tude outer zone electron fluxes to reach equilibrium

with equatorial fluxes is -< 0. 1 day. We shall

utilize this finding and assume that low altitude data

is qualitatively and semi-quantitatively representa-

tive of the entire outer zone. Most of the data

which will be presented was obtained by magnetic

spectrometers on two low altitude (apogee < 6000

km) elliptical polar orbiting satellites, OV3-3

(1966-70A) and OVl-19 (1969-Z5C).

Figure I shows the effect of a large magnetic

storm on energetic electron fluxes at L = 4. Uni-

directional differential energy fluxes are plotted as

a function of time. We see that in addition to a very

large change in flux at all energies due to the storm

on day Z47 (January I = day I), there is a signifi-

cant effect due to smaller storms on days Z78, 290,

30Z and perhaps others. The first storm followed

a relatively quiet period and hence resulted in a

flux increase of about two orders of magnitude.

The subsequent storms occurred during the recov-

ery from the first and resulted in smaller relative

changes. The high energy electron flux profile was

less sensitive to the smaller storms than the low

energy flux. Figure 2 shows the effect of the

storms in the "slot". Here only the lowest energy

electrons exhibit significant effects due to the later

storms. However, all show a very large effect due

to the day Z47 storm -- as much as four orders of

magnitude in the 712 keV plot. Note that the onset

is very sharp and the decay is relatively fast.

Plots of precipitating flux at very low altitude (

400 km) show the primary loss of these particles

in the slot is'by rapid pitch-angle scattering which

lowers the mirror altitude of the particles until
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they are lost into the atmosphere. Figure 3 shows

two examples of electron precipitation -- one with

a large flux present in the slot and another with a

small flux in the slot, although both exhibit signifi-

cant outer zone precipitation. There is evidence

that there is a continuous precipitation of particles

in the outer zone at or outside of the plasmapause.

Within the plasmapause, electrons are more stable

except for the "slot" region.
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We can look at the effects of a major magnetic

storm from another point of view. For certain

purposes, a knowledge of the electron energy spec-

trum is required. Often measurements are made

at a couple of energy thresholds and an exponential

or power law spectrum is constructed with those

data points. Such a procedure can be hazardous as

can be seen from Figures 4 to 6. Flux vs L for a

number of electron energies is plotted for several

periods preceding and following the large storm on

day Z47. On day 241 in Figure 4, a large null or

"slot" is seen in the flux profile at all energies at

L = 3. The center of the slot appears at slightly

higher Lvalues at lower energies. Energy spectra

are monotonic almost everywhere. On day 246,

the outer zone is much less extensive; solar flare

electrons are observed at L > 6 and the "slot" is

filled with low energy electrons due to minor mag-

netic disturbances on days 24Z and 244. Flux pro-

files on day 249 show a large peak at L m 3, the
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previous location of the slot. The two lowest ener-

gy electron flux profiles indicate that some decay

may have already taken place. The higher energy

fluxes have increased several orders of magnitude

from the previous levels. A week later, day Z56,

the slot is again being established at L -_ 3. Note

that due to the rapid loss there, the profile now has

a small peak centered at L _ Z.3. Also, note that

at L _. 3.5, a complex energy spectrum is evolving

due to an effective electron lifetime which is longe_

for the more energetic particles. Figure 5 contin-

ues the observations through the next month. On

day Z64 a rather grotesque energy spectrum has

evolved at L = 3.5. This sample spectrum, Figure

6, indicates the need for caution when making flux

measurements at one or two energies and extrapol-

ating. The other plots in Figure § show other

features. On day ZYl, the outer zone has assumed

a multiple-lobed structure. This same structure

has been observed in the equatorial fluxes (H. I.

West, Jr., private communication) and is probably

due to an enhanced localized precipitation produc-

ing the minima. It also is possible that the maxi-

ma are discrete groups of electrons which have
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been injected/accelerated in the outer regions of

the outer zone. In fact, since electrons are dif-

fused radially inward and thereby accelerated,

both of the above explanations may be correct --

an occasional enhanced precipitation may cause an

interruption in an otherwise continuous source of

electrons which are being diffused to lower L val-

ues. The data of day 27Z show that the effects are

short-lived and are observable only at lower L

values at higher energy, again in agreement with

the inward diffusion/acceleration hypothesis. The

final plot, day Z97, shows a profile qualitatively

similar to the initial one on day 241. A small peak

near the slot is due to a magnetic disturbance on

day 278. In effect, the outer zone has recovered

from the large magnetic storm six weeks earlier.

We can observe the effects of magnetic storms

on the higher energy particles in Figure 7. These

data were obtained from instrumentation on OV1-19

during 1969. A large magnetic storm occurred on

May 15. Spectra are shown at L _ 3.4 for one

week prior to the storm, immediately after the

storm, and up to three weeks after the storm. One

again sees an evolution of the type seen in the 1966

storm data -- all energy fluxes are enhanced and

the subsequent decay is more rapid for the lower

energies. Even at 5 MeV significant fluxes of elec-

trons appear. It would be interesting to make

detailed measurements at even higher energy during

a large storm to see what, if any, is the upper lim-

it to the energy spectrum.

INNER ZONE VARIATIONS

In the inner zone, the information is much less

extensive. In the first place, no accurate spectral

measurements of natural electrons were made pri-

or to the Starfish nuclear detonation which obscur-

red the natural population. After that event, any

natural flux variation would have had to be very

large in absolute value in order to be observed

above the artificial addition. Several years were

required for the Starfish flux to decay to the point

where natural fluxes could be observed. Thus most

of the measurements of inner zone electrons in the

period 196Z to 1966 were Starfish measurements.

Secondly, the inner zone contains a large stable

population of very energetic protons and these tend
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to obscure electron measurements. However, sev-

eral reports of increases in the inner zone natural

electron flux have been made (refs. 7 to 11).

Vampola (ref. 7) compared measurements in

1966 with measurements by Mihalov and White

(ref. 12) in 1964 and concluded that the natural

electrons in the inner zone had increased by half

an order of magnitude _n the two year period. Sub-

sequent analysis of data during the 1966 period

showed a large change in the inner zone flux during

and following the day Z47 magnetic storm. Figure

8 is similar to Figures 1 and Z, but shows the

effect in the inner zone at L = 1.90. Note that

there is an abrupt increase at the time of the storm

and then a continuing slight increase for about a

month before the fluxes begin to decay. This con-

tinuing increase is due to lower energy electrons

from higher L values diffusing radially inward and

becoming energized. The diffusion rate decreases

at lower L values. Hence it takes longer for the

fluxes to attain their peak value at lower L values.

Figure 9 shows the flux vs L profile for the same

time period covered in the outer zone description.

The four lowest energy electron profiles show an
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increase in flux at L " Z.Z on day Z46. This ts

due to the small storms whLch preceded the day

Z47 storm. Data on day Z49 show the large mag-

netic storm has added electrons of all energies to

the inner zone. As these decay away, some also

diffuse to lower L values. Data on days Z59 and

Z93 show the evolution of this event. Data on day

Z93 were taken at approximately the same B (mag-

netic field) value and are directly comparable. One

finds that at L = I. 5, there has been an,increase of

_. 15_0 in the 957 keV electrons and about 8% in the

I.ZZ5 MeV electrons. At L = 1.6, the correspond-

ing figures are about 60% and 15_0.

The low energy electrons have been studied ex-

tensively by Bostrom et al. (ref. 13) and showpro-

nounced changes due to magnetic activity down to

the lower edge of the inner zone. Figure I0 (from

ref. 13) presents the time history of E e >- .280

MeV for L = 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, and2.2 during

the period 1963 through 1968. Magnetic storms

are indicated by the Dst scale. It is seen that the

entire inner zone low energy electron population

responds to large magnetic storms. Since we are

now in the declining phase of solar activity, it can

be assumed that the average level of electron flux

in the inner zone will decrease. As a result, the

perturbations due to magnetic storms will become

much more observable.

VARIATIONS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES

Particle detectors at synchronous altitude sam-

ple a very small region of B, L space, As a re-

suit, it is relatively easy to separate spatial and

temporal effects in the electron fluxes observed.

There are two principal types of variations --

diurnal and that induced by magnetic activity. Dur-

ing magnetically quiet times, a synchronous satel-

lite will see a slowly varying flux intensity a_ it

samples different local times. Due to the distor-

tion of the magnetosphere, the electron drift shells

do not remain at constant radial distance for all

local times. The L value at local noon is lower

than at local midnight. Since in the region of L =

6.6 (the nominal synchronous L value) the flux in-

tensity decreases with increasing L, a satellite

will see smaller fluxes of electrons at local mid-

night than at local noon. Fig. 11 (from ref. 14)

shows this diurnal variation for several energies.
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data was obtained from ATS-1 on 14 January 1967.

At approximately 00:08 UT, the magnetometer out-

put shows a reversal of the geomagnetic field.

This is interpreted as a motion of the boundary of

the magnetosphere past the satellite to a smaller

radial distance. Simultaneous with this boundary

crossing the particle counters show a loss of flux;

at this point they are sampling the interplanetary

medium instead of the trapped population in the

magnetosphere. A similar situation existed when

the data of day 246 (Figure 4) were obtained.
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_Itit_de _e measured by ATS-I. The mean o£ L]_e logarithm of

the variation ls plotted _ • _unction ol local tinge. (From

ref. 14).

The mean of the logarithm of the variation of the

fluxes with respect to the flux value at local noon

is plotted as a function of local time. The varia-

tion is greater for higher energy electrons, which

is what one would expect since these L values are

near the boundary of stable trapping and the higher

energy electrons, which have a larger gyroradius,

are more likely to encounter destabilizing condi-

tions near that boundary as they drift in longitude.

As an example of how close the boundary is, we

can exhibit Figure IZ. Two electron flux channels

are plotted along with a magnetometer output. The
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event in which the magnetospheric bour_dary moved inside the

orbit of the spacecraft. (From ref. IS. )
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The effects of magnetic activity on the flux in-

tensities can be seen in Figure 13. Fluxes of elec-

trons with E > 1.05 MeV and E > 1.9 MeVare

shown for the time period day 340, 1966 to day 60,

1968 along with the magnetic activity index _K .
P

The correlation between increases in magnetic

activity and flux increases is quite evident.

Changes of flux intensity of an order of magnitude

in tens of minutes are observed on plots with

shorter time scales. A comparison of the ATS-1

data with the AE3 electron environment (ref. lZ)

has been made and is shown in Figure 14 (from

ref. 14). The AE3 prediction of the probability (P)

that a flux (F) greater than a given flux (F x) will be

observed is plotted as a function of F x for several

energies. The actual observations by the ATS-1

instrumentation are also shown. The agreement is

excellent except at the highest energy. The A1_,3

environment was compiled from data obtained dur-

ing and just after a minimum in solar activity. We

have seen in the first section that the outer zone

energetic electron population responds to magnetic

activity which, in turn, is controlled by solar acti-

vity. The ATS-1 data was gathered during the ris-

ing portion of a solar cycle just prior to the peak.

Hence we would expect the ATS-1 energetic particle

data to exceed the AE3 predictions, as it does.
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FIGURE 1_. -- FI_ of electronl E _ 1.05 MeV (upper :race) and

1.9 MeV dower trace) _r the time interval day 340. 1966 to

day 60. 1968 at a local time of mldni_ht. The da_ly ,urn of :he

magnetic activity index Kp i_ plotted at the bot_m o_ the flg_re.

(From ref. 14.)
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TRAPPINGOFTRANSURANIUMELEMENTSBYTHEEARTH'SMAGNETICFIELD
JustinL. BloomandBernardJ. Eastlund

U.S.AtomicEnergyCommission

Thesearchfor a transuranlumelementcomponentof cosmicradiationhasbeen
carriedout in highaltitude balloonexperimentsbyPrice,Fleischer,Walker
andFowler.Weshowthat thetrappingof highZelementsonorbits in the
Earth'smagneticfield mayleadto a sufficient enhancementof the intensity
of particle flux to makeit possibleto detecttheseelementsby satellite
experiments.Calculationsarepresentedthat predictthebehaviorof trapped
particlesasa functionof thepredictedflux andenergydistribution of highZ
elementsincidentontheEarth'smagneticfield. Techniquesaresuggestedfor
thedetectionof suchparticles. In addition, thepossibility of productionof
transuraniumelementsin therecentlydiscoveredpulsarsarediscussed.

Oneof the most interesting developments in

nuclear physics during the past decade has been

the prediction by nuclear stability theorists

of the possible existence of relatively long

lived nuclei with atomic number around 114--

isotopes of the so-called superheavy elements.

This possibility has prompted physicists and

chemists to institute a search for them in

(a) naturally occuring materials such as ores

and meterorltes and (b) as a small fraction

of the cosmic ray flux. Pioneering balloon

experiments by Price and Fowler (1-5) have

resulted in the detection of one or two parti-

cles which may have Z > 92. The purpose of

the present paper is to explore the possibility

that transuranium and superheavy elements may

remain trapped by the earth's geonmgnetic field

for appreciable periods of time. It is shown

that if detectors are flown abroad satellites

in the regions in which such a "holdup" of

particles occurs the counting rates may be

greatly in excess of those possible in balloon

experiments. The orbits where elements of

various energies would be trapped are described

and a detection scheme is suggested.

It has been shown (6) that perturbations in

the cosmic ray flux at the earth could be pro-

duced by pulsars. The theory that nuclear

events taking place in pulsars could lead to

the creation and acceleration of superheavy

nuclei has als0 been discussed in recent

papers (7,8). If these theories are correct,

it is possible that nuclei with half lives as

small as 104 years, originating from pulsars,

could be detected and the sensitivity of

detection increased by searching with satellite

borne detectors in regions of the geomagnetic

field calculated on the basis of particle

trajectories.

"SUPERHEAVY" ELEMENTS

The presently popular unified theory of

nuclear stability combines features of the

charged liquid drop model of the nucleus (used

for many years to explain nuclear fission in

both qualitative and quantitative terms) and

the shell model of the nucleus, by which the

nuclear potential of individual nucleons can

be computed--the nucleons being arranged in

quantum orbltals similar to the more familiar

electron orbitals which determine atomic

structure (9). Out of this theory has come a

set of predictions, based in part on known

nuclear properties of isotopes, which indicates

that the decline in nuclear stability with

increasing atomic number that is observed

with the known chemical elements will be

reversed if so-called ',superheavy" elements

could be created. The hypothetical superheavy

elements constitute a region of exceptional

nuclear stability believed by most theorists

to center around atomic number 114. The atomic

number 114 is computed to be a "magic number"

or closed shell of protons. Additional nuclear

stability in this region is afforded by a

predicted closed neutron shell of 184 neutrons.
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Consequently, the isotope with atomic number

114, neutron number 184, and derived mass

number of 298 is doubly magic and should be

remarkably stable. "Stability" here really

means resistance to decay by spontaneous

fission, and this mode of decay would be over-

riding in the absence of any stabilizing

influence of the closed nucleon shells. In

the case of the half life of the isotope

298114, for example, its half llfe for spon-

taneous fission is predicted to be 1020 years,

whereas empirical extrapolations of the spon-

taneous fission half lives of known trans-

uranium isotopes would indicate that the

spontaneous fission half llfe of 298114 should

be vanishlngly small. If exceptional stability

toward spontaneous fission is accepted, at

least in principle, then other possible modes

of decay must be considered for any given

isotope to determine which is controlling.

The results of such a study are shown in

Figure I, which is the work of C. F. Tsang

at the University of California, Berkeley (I0).

From the figure it can be seen that the

isotope with Z=II4 and N=184 is stable against

beta particle decay, but has a half life of

only about one year for alpha particle emission.

From an overall viewpoint, the isotope with

Z=llO and N=184 is optimally stable, having a

net half life of the order of 108 years when

all modes of decay are taken into considera-

tion.

THE OCCURRENCE OF SUPERHEAVY

ELEMENTS IN NATURE

Such theoretical considerations have prompted

several experimental physicists and chemists

to institute a search for trace quantities

of superheavy isotopes in naturally occurring

materials. They have followed one or the

other of two lines of reasoning. First, if

one assumes that superheavy elements can be

created by the same nuclear processes that led

to the known elements (primarily the r-process

in Type I supernovae for heavy elements),

then these elements should be present in exceed-

ingly small concentrations in minerals which

contain large proportions of elements chemically

homologous to the superheavy element being sought,

provided that the half llfe of the superheavy

isotope or isotopes is of the order of 108 years--

long enough to have survived the period of time

that has elapsed since the creation of the

elements of the earth. The search based on this

hypothesis has been intensive but inconclusive
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SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS IN COSMIC RAYS

The second possibility is that superheavy

isotopes are being formed in cosmic nuclear

processes of more recent vintage than the

events which led to _he creation of the solar

eystem, and that cosmic rays should contain a

small proportion of such isotopes. This llne

of thinking has been further stlmulated by

the remarkable work of P. B. Price, R. L.

Flelscher, and R. M. Walker, and associates

at the Ceneral Electric Research and Development

Center and Washington University (Price is now

at the University of California, Berkeley) and
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P. H. Fowlerandhis groupat theUniversityof
Bristol, England(1-5). Thesegroupshave
collaboratedonseveraloccasionsto measure
thechargedistributionof heavycosmicrays
in a seriesof balloonflights overtheUnited
States. TheAmericangroupcollectscosmic
ray tracksin stacksof plastic sheets,while
theBritish workersusenuclearemulsionsheets
for recordingthetracks. Sincethe twomedia
arearrangedcontiguouslyin theballoonflights,
a heavycosmicraytrackrecordedin onemedium
typically will alsoberecordedin theother,
permittingcorrelationof theresponsesobserved.
Asshownin Figure2, thecorrelationof cosmic
rayatomicnumbers(Z) asmeasuredin plastic
sheets,versusthevaluesobtainedfor the same
cosmicraysin nuclearemulsionis verygood,
exceptfor oneeventwith Z_ lO0--themost
interestingevent(4,5). Usuallyonlytracks
whichpentrateall sheetswereacceptedfor
measurement.Measurementof thetrackspro-
ducedin thesheets,hasresultedin the
histogramshownin Figure3, takenfromrefer-
ence(5) representingtheresultsof two
balloonflights in 1968. Theoneeventshown
at Z=I04(in emulsion)is assigneda chargeof
92in Lexanand93in cellulosetriacetate.
It wasregisteredin all threematerials(the
onlytrack soto befoundandexamined)with
essentiallyauniformresponseandits velocity
wasdeterminedto beat least0.92c. Price
et al postulatethat this particle wasmore
likely a long-livedisotopewith 96_._.Z__.98
ratherthanwith II0_.Z__.IIS.Thatis, it
probablywasanisotopelike 247Cmor 244pu
ratherthanasuperheavyisotope. Thebest
valueassignedis Z_96,_0.95, buthigher
andlowervaluescannotberuledoutcompletely.

RELATIVEABUNDANCEOFVERYHEAVY
COSMICRAYS

Accordingto Priceet al (5), of i0I0 cosmic
rayprimaryparticlesthat passedthroughtwo
stacksof plastic sheetsandnuclearemulsion
sheets,about3x 106particleswerein the
iron group(24_Z_28). After scanning75%
of theareaof thesesheets,threeparticles
withZ>83werefound,indicatingthat less
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than one cosmic ray in 109 primaries has a

charge greater than 83. Summing the data

from the experiments, Price et al state that

(Z, 83) = 2 x 10-6, which would indicate that
Fe

cosmic rays with Z" 83 relative to the total

primary flux would be (2 x 10 -6 ) (3 x 106 ) =

lOtU

6 x i0 "I0, also equivalent to less than one

heavy particle in 109 primaries. Also use-

ful is the histogram reproduced from reference

(57 as Figure 4, which indicates that the
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absoluteflux of cosmic rays with Z>80 is

about 0.03 partlcle/m 2 day steradlan at the

top of the atmosphere.

From the data deduced above, it is apparent

that efforts to determine whether the super-

heavy elements (IIO_Z_ 126) can be found in

cosmic rays are greatly limited by using balloons

to expose plastic sheets and nuclear emulsions

to extremely small fluxes of heavy particles.

The balloons cannot stay aloft for more than

a day or two and their load-liftlng capacity

is restricted.

The following discussion will illuminate some

of the favorable aspects a satellite experiment

would have in regards to the detection of a

large number of particles.
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GEOMAGNETIC TRAPPING

The computation of cosmic ray trajectories

in the Earth's geomagnetic field has reached a

high degree of sophistication. Early work by

Stoermer (12), Lemaitre and Vallarta (13) and

others showed that the cosmic ray intensities,

measured on earth, should be a function of
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location with respect to the Earth's magnetic

poles. These theoretical calculations show

that, depending on location, there is a

"cutoff rigidity" (momentum per unit charge)

which is the lowest rigidity a cosmic ray can

possess and still arrive at a specific point

on the earth's surface. In 1961, Gall and

Lifshitz (14) proposed the temporary capture

of primary cosmic ray particles on unstable

periodic orbits in a dipole, as a mechanism

contributing to the formation of Earth's

radiation belts. _!he major sources of the

radiation belts are now believed to be the

trapping and subsequent acceleration of solar

wind particles and the decay products from

cosmic ray albedo neutrons. Other minor sources

are solar cosmic rays (either by direct injec-

tion or via albedo neutrons) or a neutral com-

ponent in the solar wind. Thus, the Gall and

Lifshitz (14) paper was not the explanation

of the radiation belts. However, their mathe-

matical analysis of the unstable periodic orbits

in a dipole field was correct. More recently

an extensive amount of work has been done by

Smart, Shea and Gall (15,16) in computation of

charged particle cutoff rigidities and special

orbit9 in which the earth'_ internal magnetic

field is represented by a Gaussian expansion

with IGRF coefficients (17) up to n=8, and

the external field due to currents in the

magnetopause and neutral sheet by the Williams

and Mead expression (18). A class of orbits

is found in these calculations in which particles

of rather high rigidity, (I-I0 BV) can remain

in the vicinity of the earth for periods of

time long compared to the bounce time between

magnetic turning points. These orbits in

which particles are held up for a large number

of bounce periods lie typically I to 2 degrees

below the normal cutoff latitude for particles

of a given rigidity. One of these trajectories

has been calculated for us by Shea and Smart,

and a portion of the trajectory is illustrated

in figure 5 for a superheavy element with Z=II4,

A=298, and an energy of 0.I BeV per nucleon

(rigidity of 1.16 BV). This particular tra-

jectory resulted in the trapping of the particle

for approximately 30 seconds, which was time for
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four complete longitudinal orbits around the

earth and 90 bounces between the latitudinal

turning points. The motion occurred at a

distance of approximately 3 earth radii.

While these calculations were performed with

computational techniques, a general picture

of the behavior of isotopes of various energies

and charge to mass ratios =an be obtained by

approximating the earth's field as a dipole.

(For high rigidity particles the earth's

magnetopause and neutral sheet have little

effect on the orbits). The location of the

orbital regions in which isotopes may be trapped

is a function of both energy/nucleon and Z/A.

However, the possible range of values of energy

is much greater than the range for Z/A and thus

one might first look for iron say, then look

for the heavier isotopes. The best orbital

region for observing superheavy elements will

be a function of the best estimate of the

particle energy spectrum. This effect is

illustrated in figure 6 where, for turning

points at_ =30 °, the location of the trapping

regions are illustrated as a function of energy

per nucleon for a superheavy isotope with Z=II4,

A=298. For comparison, the trapping regions

for iron with Z=26, A=56,

a proton, and a superheavy element

is illustrated in figure 7 for 500 MeV/nucleon

particles.

Thus, we have shown, with a detailed calcula-

tion of a trajectory, that for a superheavy

element, orbital regions exist in which the

particle can be temporarily captured by the

earth's geomagnetic field. The generalization

of this effect to other isotopes has also been

presented. Satellite detectors located in

these regions in which particles can be tempor-

arily trapped would be expected to provide a

detection capability superior to that of balloon

experiments. The degree of increase in super-

heavy element detection capability is a function

of four factors:

(i) The possibility of an interaction between

the superheavy elements and atmospheric

atoms is reduced.
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(2) An omnidirectional sensor lo_ated in one of

these regions will detect a flux several

times greater than that of an undirectional

sensor. See for example, Ray (19). This

enhancement in detection capability is

consistent with the Liouville Theorem.

(3) These orbits, which are sometimes referred

to as asymptotic to the periodic orbit,

are very close to actual "trapping" regions,

in which particles can remain until a

scattering event removes them. Thus, if

adiabaticlty is violated during injection,

or if an interaction occurs with any of

the fluctuating electromagnetic fields in

these regions, a trapped population could

be formed. The detailed mechanism by which

particles are trapped by the earth's geo-

magnetic field is still only partially

understood. Thus, the enhancement of

intensity of high rigidity isotopes expect-

ed in these regions would have, as an upper

limit, the ratio of intensity of high

rigidity protons in the radiation belts to

the incoming flux of high rigidity radi-

ation. This ratio is about I0_ The

decay products of albdeo neutrons undoubtedly

account for a significant percentage of high

energy () I00 MeV/Nucleon) trapped radia-

tion; therefore, this ratio may be too

large by a factor of ten or more. The

relative fluxes of various components of

the earth's radiation environment are shown

in figure 8.

(4) Finally, the increased observation time

possible with a satellite would make it

possible to observe a larger integrated

flux.

The instrumentation of a satellite to detect

superheavy elements and to provide for trans-

mission of such data by telemetry to an earth

station does not exist at the present time

although in reference (20), a thorough descrip-

tion is given of cosmic ray telescopes which

have been flown aboard satellites to detect

particles with charges ranging up to those in

the vicinity of iron. These telescopes could

be used to study possible trapping regions

for cosmic ray nuclei. One possibility for
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superheavy element detection would be to place

the detector sheets in orbit with a recoverable

satellite. The plastic detectors can be made

insensitive to elements in the iron group or

lower and thus screen out the very intense

light components of the earth's radiation

environment.



PULSAR SOURCES

Pulsars have been suggested as sources for

at least some of the cosmic rays (7,8). These

pulsars are thought to be "neutron stars"

which consist primarily of a neutron "super-

fluid" at a density of 1015 gms/cm 3. The

outer layers are not well understood and could

consist of either an exotic crystalline solid

or a gas. Thus, the mechanism for heavy cosmic

ray formation could be related to some evapora-

tive process. One such process was suggested

in 1949 by M. G. Mayer and E. Teller with their

"polyneutron" theory (21). If superheavy

elements are formed on or near the surface of

a pulsar, then the rapid rotation characteris-

tic of these objects, through interactions

with intense magnetic fields believed to be

connected to the object, could provide sufficient

energy to both accelerate and eject the elements

from the star. P. B. Price, etal, have dis-

missed the pulsars as possible sources of

superheavy elements because the solid portion

of the crust of a neutron star is thought to

consist mainly of iron. Such a conclusion may

be premature as there is no direct experimental

evidence on the composition of the neutron

star. The only well known facts are that they

are very dense, rapidly rotating objects which

are releasing large amounts of energy.

An analysis of the possible contribution to

the general cosmic ray flux by discrete pulsar

sources has been carried out by Lingenfelter (6).

His calculations included considerations of the

age of the pulsars, their distance from the

earth and diffusion in the interstellar medium.

He finds that the pulsar PSR 1929+10, which is

only 0.14 KPC from earth and is estimated to

be only 6 x 104 years old, could be influencing

cosmic ray flux at the present time.

Other, older pulsars are also found to be a

possible influence on the cosmic ray flux.

CONCLUSIONS

We have attempted to show that it would be

advantageous to search for temporarily trapped

isotopes with satellite experiments. The

particular case of superheavy elements is

discussed and trajectories are shown to exist

on which these particles would spend a con-

siderable period of time. The regions defined

by the trajectories have characteristics that

could result in a significant enhancement of

the hypothesized superheavy element component

of cosmic rays, compared to that detectable

in balloon experiments. While the percentage

of superheavy elements in the geomagnetic

trapping regions may be very small, the ability

to build a detector that is insensitive to

charges in the iron region or lower makes it

possible to search for these elements without

interference by the much more intense proton

or alpha particle fluxes. The degree of increase

in counting rate possible (compared to _ balloon

experlment) is estimated to be between a factor

of 103 and 104 .

A satellite search for superheavy elements

is made even more attractive when one considers

the possibility of discrete sources, such as

the pulsars. If the lifetime of superheavy

elements is less by a large factor than the

estimated maximum half-llfe of lO 8 years, then

only nearby sources could contribute to an

observable flux. Furthermore, the flux from

discrete sources would then approach the earth's

magnetic cavity from a specific direction and

trajectories followed by these particles will

be a function of the orientation and = '-=

structure of the geomagnetic field with respect

to the source. As shown in reference (6),

sources as young as 104 years could be influenc-

ing the cosmic ray flux at the earth and thus,

a satelllte--borne experiment might permit

detection of superheavy elements with lifetimes

on the order of 104 years.

This idea is based_ at the present time, on

a number of plausibility arguments. Much more

detailed calculations would be necessary

before planning an actual experiment, especially

since the cost of recovering a scientific pay-

load from an orbit of several earth radii would

be large.
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Jupiter Radiation Belt Engineering Model

Nell Divine

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

On the basis of earth observations of the HF and UHF radio emission

generated near Jupiter, the presence of energetic charged particles trapped in

the planet's dipole magnetic field has been inferred. For electrons, energies
of the order of 10 MeV and peak fluxes of the order of 10 7 cm -2 s -1 can be

derived from the data for equatorial regions about two planetary radii from

the dipole. Energetic protons and lower-energy electrons and protons are

also expected, but the limited data require that their fluxes be based on theory

or earth analogy. Because descriptions available in the literature suggest

large associated uncertainties, both nominal and limiting models for the

charged-particle populations of JupiterIs belts are derived. These new engi-
neering models describe electron and proton fluxes and their distributions in

energy and position in forms suitable as space vehicle design criteria.

In the planning of missions to encounter the

planet Jupiter both spacecraft design considera-

tions and trajectory selection may be strongly

affected by our understanding of the charged-

particle environment trapped in Jupiterts magnetic

field. These energetic electrons, and possibly

protons, could be hazardous for spacecraft elec-

tronics and other sensitive subsystems. The
presence of relativistic electrons has been in-

ferred from analyses of Jupiter's radio emission.
The extensive literature in this field has been

reviewed recently by Cart and Gulkis (ref. I) and

by Warwick (ref. 2), from which the following

brief summary is adapted.

RADIO DATA

The HF radiation, at wavelengths longer than

about 7 m, is sporadic; the probability that it be

observable is correlated with the sub-earth longi-

tude on Jupiter and with the Jovicentric longitude

of the first Galilean satellite, Io. The radiation's

characteristic patterns in time and frequency

coordinates permit conclusions to be drawn about

the strength and configuration of ,Tupiter's mag-

netic field, although controversy surrounds many WAVELENGTHX(cmJ

features of such interpretations. Nevertheless, 3000 1000 3o0 100 30 10 3 1.0

the upper limit shown in figure 1 near 40 MHz for m-211[/_1 i _ I 1 i i

the radiofrequency in bursts reaching the earth _ m "22
implies a magnetic field strength of 14 G some-

where just above Jupiter's atmosphere, following _E 10.23 rusk
the commonly accepted argument that the burst _ m_t

EMISSION /

mechanism yields radiation at the local electron _ i0_24 //
gyrofrequency. Thus, a magnetic dipole moment _-_ /
near 4 X 103UG-cm3, considerably stronger than 0_ [,_/D.EBCuA._T_T£R_DECAMETERBuRSTS SYNCHROTRON /

the earth's, is implied for Jupiter. The dipole is =×<_ 10-25_z///////_ y/z/////////-////_/RADIATION/

probably centered on Jupiter (although displace- _ _ /

ments up to 0. 7 radii south have been proposed; __
ref. 2), and inclined about 10 deg to Jupiter's _o HF _UHF.._ D.

10 -27

axis. The interaction of this dipole with the solar

wind leads us to anticipate a large magnetosphere, 10 -28 l I [ ] ] I
whose minimum extent (in the sunward direction) m 30 m0 300 moo _0 10,000 30,000

is about 50 Jupiter radii (ref. 1). O8SERVATIONFR[QUENCYy(MHz)

At wavelengths less than or near a few centi-

meters the UHF component shown in figure 1 is

dominated by thermal emission from the disk,

which need not be further discussed here. At

wavelengths up to about 100 cm a non-thermal

component is indicated on figure 1, having a flux
density with very little dependence on time and

frequency (generally less than 30%). Numerous
characteristics indicate that this radiation is

synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons

contained by Jupiter's magnetic field. Strong

support for this hypothesis is provided by the

radio brightness temperature contour maps ob-

tained by aperture synthesis at 10. 6 and 21 cm by
Berge (ref. 3) and Branson (ref. 4). Most of this

radiation is produced noticeably away from the

disk of the planet, in a region elongated roughly
parallel to the equator. In addition, up to 30%

east-west linear polarization is observed. These

characteristics, plus the beaming inferred from

the flux density variations, confirm the synchro-

tron mechanism, and imply that the relativistic

electrons are most abundant near Jupiter's mag-

netic equator. The models in the following sec-
tions have been derived from these data for use as

NASA space vehicle design criteria, and are dis-

cussed more fully in ref. 5.

Figure I. Schematic radio spectrum of Jupiter, adapted from Carr and

Gulkis (ref. i)

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration.
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RELATIVISTICELECTRONS

If the strength of the magnetic field at the

UHF flux peak and the observed bandwidth are

known, the characteristic electron energy can be

derived from numerical formulas which summa-

rize the results of synchrotron emission theory.

As some of the required data are uncertain, only

the order of magnitude of the electron energy near

the UHF flux peaks has been evaluated at about

10 MeV (ref. 1). If a reasonable distribution of

the source contributions along the line of sight is

taken, the synchrotron theory also permits the

local electron flux to be derived from the ob-

served intensity. This can be done for the source

as a whole, or in detail so that the distribution of

electron flux with position is obtained.

For JupiterWs equatorial plane, figure 2

shows the results of several such derivations; the

differences among them result from the applica-
tion of various combinations of reasonable

assumptions required in the analysis. The result

credited to Carr and Gulkis (ref. 1) is simply an

order-of-magnitude estimate, in which a flux of

107 relativistic electrons/cm 2 s occurs in a broad

region of space surrounding Jupiter. The models

of Branson (ref. 4) and Luthey and Beard (ref. 6)

are based on the observations alone, but the poor

resolution of the data is reflected by the lack of

detail in their results. The model of Eggen (ref.7}

is based on earth analogy as well as on the data,
but the details of this model result from the anal-

ogy and are unrealistic. The model described by

Warwick (ref. 2) is based on both the data and on

a physical mechanism for the population of
Jupiter's radiation belts. That mechanism is the

L-shell diffusion of solar wind electrons which

have penetrated the outer boundary of the magneto-

sphere, and predicts a position distribution pro-
portional to L -4 away from the observed peak

within two radii of the planet.

1091

I0 8

"i'
E

,0 107

Z

u

106

105

I I I I I I I I I

B = BRANSON

CG = CARR AND GULKIS

E = EGGEN
LB = LUTHEY AND BEARD

W = WARWICK

CG

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MAGNETIC SHELL PARAMETER L

Figure 2. Flux # of relativistic electrons as functions of distance L from
the dipole (in Jupiter radii) in the plane of the magnetic equator, as

derived by the authors listed

The new engineering models reported here

are plotted in figure 3 to the same scale as in

figure 2, and it is intended that they bracket most
of the conclusions of the authors cited above. In

the figure, the central line represents the nominal
values and the shaded area indicates the range of

the models. In particular, the nominal model

resembles the L-shell diffusion model by Warwick

(ref. 2), because it was felt that the successful

application of such a model to the earth's outer

belt protons (ref. 8) warranted its application to

Jupiter as well. For simplicity in application it
is flat within 2 radii of JupiterJs dipole and pro-

portional to L -4 elsewhere. The limiting models

in figure 3 imply uncertainty factors of 3 at the

flux peak, and larger ones elsewhere, reflecting

the insecurity in the numerical details of the der-
ivation from the limited data available.

In addition to the radial dependence just dis-

cussed, the concentration of the radiation near

JupiterIs magnetic equator implies that the flux

depends strongly on latitude qb. The engineering

models include a factor proportional to

exp (-if2/103) for ff in degrees; this dependence

cuts off near latitude 30 ° in a manner consistent

with the brief latitude analysis presented by
Warwick (ref. Z}.

109

I I I I I I I I I

I08 k

u

107

g

10 6

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 3. Flux ¢ _f relativistic electrons in the engineering models

{same scales as fig. 2)
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The electron energies, derived from the field

strength and bandwidth, are near 10 MeV, but

there is considerable uncertainty associated with

all quantities involved. In order to achieve con-

sistency with the features of the model adapted

above from Warwick (ref. g), the engineering

models display( characteristic electron energies

E 0 = 6. 2 × 3 "¢1 MeV at the flux peak, and pro-
portional to L -3:e2 elsewhere (a typical L-shell



diffusiontheorydependence).Basedonthe syn-
chrotrontheoryalone,a monoenergeticelectron
populationwouldsufficeto explaintheobserva-
tions. Nevertheless,sucha distributionis prob-
ablyunrealistic. Thedataapparentlyrequire
thatfewlow-energyelectrons(ref. 9), andthat
fewelectronsabove30MeV(ref. 4), existnear
theflux peak. Thedifferentialenergydistribution
(d@/dE)proportionalto (E/E0)exp(-E/E0) is
adoptedfor engineeringpurposes,becauseit is
oneof thesimplestwhichis nearlymonoenergetic
(at thecharacteristicenergyE0)andcontainsan
exponentialtermthatresemblesonefor the
earthts belts.

ENERGETIC PROTONS

There are no Jupiter data from which proton

fluxes may reliably be inferred. The few pub-

lished models (refs. 2, 6, 7, 10, and II) proceed

from various assumptions and derive widely

divergent proton energy and flux values. Appar-

ently the most physical discussion among the

above, that of Warwick (ref. Z), applies the

L-shell diffusion mechanism cited for the elec-

trons to the trapping of solar wind protons within

Jupiter's magnetosphere. The result is a number

density everywhere equal to that of the electrons

and identical energy characteristics, where

E 0 = 29 MeV at the flux peak. In the absence of

relevant data and theoretical predictions of equi-

libria among complex source and loss mechanisms,

the uncertainties associated with the flux and

energy values are arbitrarily taken as factors of

10 at the flux peak, and greater elsewhere; for the

model, the lower limit is zero. The upper limit

model flux and energy are independent of distance

from Jupiter. These engineering models are
based on the foregoing considerations, but should

be considered extremely tentative.

In order to illustrate the possibly great range

of proton flux values, figure 4 compares the above

models with the limiting fluxes which can be

_,_n_o_.___..... _ Jupiter's magnetic field. The solid

lines in the figure represent trapping limits,

parametrized by proton kinetic energy E. The

dashed lines represent the model fluxes of protons

with E > 100 MeV. Although it has seldom been

seriously proposed that the real flux values

approach these trapping limits (see ref. 6), such

fluxes are possible, do not violate any known

observations or theoretical considerations, and

would be severely hazardous if they were to reach

spacecraft electronics.

1015
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Figure 4. Flux ¢ of energetic protons as a function of distance L from

the dipole in the plane of the magnetic equator

could have some serious consequences for space-

craft design, particularly if their uncertain

dependences of energy and flux far from the planet

were relatively flat; nominally these dependences

are expected to diminish rapidly with distance.

The field may also contain energetic protons, for

which apparently reasonable estimates and large
uncertainties are presented. Even these values

are severely hazardous for spacecraft electronics

within two planetary radii of the dipole.
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CONCLUSIONS

Details of the engineering models for Jupiterls
radiation belts based on the above considerations

are presented in the Appendix. The magnetic
field, securely based on the HF and UHF radio

data, is strong and primarily dipolar, having field

strengths near 14 G in the atmosphere, but it has

few in_portant impacts on spacecraft design

directly. Although the dipole is nominally located

at the center of Jupiter, it is inclined by about

10 deg and could be displaced up to 0. 7 radii south

of the center. The field is responsible for the

containment of relativistic electrons, which are

securel_ based on the UHN data. Their peak fluxes,
near 10 / cm-2 s-l, and energies, near 6 MeV,
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APPENDIX

Electron and proton concentrations and fluxes

may be calculated from the formulas in table I

for a specific position (specified by distance R and

latitude _ with respect to Jupiter) and energy

interval (between E and E + AE) according to the

following procedure. Taking the radius of Jupiter

as Rj = 71,422 kin, calculate the magnetic shell
parameter L = R/Rj (cos 4) 2 . Evaluate the con-

centration parameter NO and the characteristic

energy E 0 from two of the top eight formulas in

table I, ignoring exponents following + signs (use

the pair appropriate to the particle kind, and

appropriate for L less or greater than-Z). Using

the last formula in table I, calculate NE, the par-

ticle concentration for energy greater than E, for

both end points of the energy interval, and differ-

ence them (next-to-last formula in table I) to

obtain (_E)E, the concentration in the energy
interval of interest. Then apply the formula in

the FLUX row to obtain the flux (A_)E in the
interval; if (AE) is not much smaller than E, the

procedure should be repeated with small intervals

and the (A¢)E values summed. Nominal interval

concentrations and fluxes result, in which prob-

ably only two significant figures should be re-

tained. Limiting ones are obtained in the same

way, except that appropriate combinations of

exponents following the ± signs in the expressions

for N O and E 0 should be taken.
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TABLE I. Formulas for trapped charged-particle radiation near Jupiter *

Relativistic electrons Energetic protons

Number density

parameter

for 0-< L <- 2 N O = (6. 3 X 3 ±1 ) × 10 -4 exp[-c_g/103]cm-3 N O = (6. 3 X 10 -4+1 ) exp[-_g/103]cm-3

for 2-< L _ 50

Characteristic

energy

for O__L -<2

for 2_< L <-50

Flux*_ (interval

distribution with

energy)

for _E << E

Number density*_

(interval and

cumulative

distributions

with energy)

N O =

(minimum N O = 0 for 0 -< L <_ 1.6)

5.8 X 10 -3 "1 15 '4e2

e_p [_/_0 3] (-:T) cm -3

E 0 = 6.2 × 3 +1 MeV

= 1 15 `3±2
E 0 33(_) MeV

(A¢) E = c(AN) E

(_N) E

N O -

(minimum N O = 0)

5.8 × 10 -3

e_P[;3/-_0_] (__.5)4:k4 cm_3

(minimum N O = 0)

E 0 = 29 × I0 ±I MeV

"0 93.3±3

[E(E + 2mpC2)] 1/2

= c(AN)E (E + mpC 2)

For energies >1 MeV only.

_Table IIgives (AN)E and (A@) E as functions of E for 1.6 < L < 2 and d; = 0.

TABLE II. Energetic charged-particle concentrations and fluxes for individual energy intervals at the
peak of Jupiter's trapped radiation belts (1.6 < L < Z and _ = 0)

Particle Energy

kind interval,
MeV

Electrons

Protons

1-3

3-10

10-30

30-100

100-300

300-1000

1-3

3-10

10-30

30-100

100-300

300-1000

1000-3000

3000-10,000

Concentration (AN)E, cm -3

2. 2 x 10 -6

1.9 × 10 -5

9.8 x 10 -6

0.0

0.0

0.0

Non_iL_l

-5
4.6×10

2.5x 10 -4

3.0 x 10 -4

Z. 9 x 10 -5

0.0

0.0

Z. 8 × 10 -6

Z. 7 x 10 -5

1.4 × 10 -4

3.7 × 10 -4

8.9 × 10 -5

0.0

0.0

0.0

M_xln_un_

6.4 × 10 -4

1. 1 x 10 -3

1.0 x 10 -3

9. 3 × 10 -4

5.6 x 10 -5

0.0

1.4 X 10 -3

3. 7 x 10 -3

3.4 × 10 -3

3.7 X 10 -3

3.4 × 10 -3

3.7 × 10 -3

8.9 × 10 -4

0.0

Flux (A_,) E, cm -z s -1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Miulnmu_ ] _u,nlnal

6. 3 X 10 4 I. 4 X 10 6

5.7 × 10 5 7.4 × 10 6

2.9 × 10 5 9.0 × 10 6

0.0 8.7 × 10 5

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 5.6 × 10 3

0.0 9.6 X 10 4

0.0 8.8 x 10 5

0.0 3.6 × 106

0.0 1.3 x 106

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

ivlaximunl

I. 9 × 10 7

3. 3 × 10 7

3. I × 10 7

2.8 × 10 7

I. 7 X 10 6

0.0

Z. 9 X 10 6

I. 2 × 10 7

Z.O × 10 7

3.6 × 10 7

5. 5 × 10 7

8. 5 × 10 7

Z. 4 × 10 7

0.0

*Maximum (and Minimum) entries are interval-by-interval only, and do not yield a realistic cumulative

spectrum when combined; to obtain the latter the formulas given in table I must be applied using

specific values of N O and E 0.
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The purpase of the radiation research 
satellite, ov1-19, was to make simltaneous 
masurawnts of the bi-ical and physical 
parameters i n  ~e rem 
specifically, the ~nner  Van Allen B e l t .  
region of space is of great interest to planwrs 
of the Slqlab and the Space Station prograns 
because of the high energy p-0- d m t ,  
especially during periods of 'ncreased solar 
activity. 
both manned and UraMnned space systems is in- 
adequate. 
particle flux, s w a ,  and pitch mgle dis- 
tribution have been mnducted and are programed 
i n  the space radiation e n v h m t .  
dictions m not sufficient to accurately predict 
the effects of space radiations on critical 
biological and electronic systers i n  
these -ts. 
encountered in  transferring fxun physical data to 
a prediction of the effects of space radiation on 
operational systems are due to the following 

space emrirorprwt; 
%is 

currently, data on these radiations for 

Many msical xreasunmmts of - 
Such p ~ e  

.%re of the difficulties 

reasons: 

(a) Theoretical oxqxtations of dose and 

Shielding and mass distributions are d y  

The proton spectra a t  high energies i n  

linear energy transfer at  depth are not precise. 

(b) 
apprdmate. 

(c) 
the Van Allen Belts and i n  solar flares are 
un-. 

The aperim?nts aboard the cN1-19 satellite 
were designed to obtain accurate dose rate, depth 
dose, and linear energy transfer (m) m a s m t s .  
A c c u r a t e  dose rate predictions are critically 
depemknt on knowledge of the radiatim -t, 
the shielding d i s t r h t i o n  surrounding the dose 
pint, and radiation transport calculations. 
Simultaneous m e a s m t s  p d d e  -ledge of the 
wysical spectra and the resultant dose rate behind 
knam shielding amfigurations. 
then be used to evaluate the accuracy of the 
transport calculations. 

These data m y  

OVl-19 was launded on 18 March 1969 into an 
d i t  with an apogee and perigee of 250 and 3125 
nautical miles, respectively. W inclination of 
the orbit was  105O. The satellite mnsisted Of a 
cylindrical center section which served as the 
Cantainer for the scientific pyload, W faceted 

solar c?unes, and satellite support systems housed 
mckr each solar dane. The dams serve as the 
substrate for the solar cells wh ich  p d d e  the 
pr- pwer source for the satellite. 

the outer surfaces to insure unoix'actd v i a s  of 
the envirOnment (Fig. 1). Two of the onboard 
-invats are discussed here. 
tissue equivalent ionization chanhers (TEICs) and 
the cellular absorbed dose linear en- transfer 
spectmweter (CADS). 

Most of 
the apriwrlts were mounted through aperhn= on 

These are the 

The dose rates were measured by three spherical 
m1Cs whose sensor w a l l s  and cavity redia simulate 
the response of muscle tissue to all  ionizing 
radiation (ref. 1). The ch- were constructed 
of 0.236 &an2 of CQnduCtive tissue @valent 
p l a s t i c  and were fi l led with a tissue equivalent 
gas ccmposed of me+Aane, carbon dioxide, and 
IlitIDgen (ref. 2 ) .  mICs Of tkiS type haw 
successfully f l m  on many l-unnmned research 
satell i tes (ref. 3-6). A ccmplete description of 
the design theom, fabrication, and calibration of 
these instrumnts can be found i n  reference 7. A 
typical TEIC sensor is shm in Fig. 2. 
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%e CADS instnucent uses the scint i l la t ion 
mthcd of detection to cbtain its rreasummnts. 
"he sensor consists of a f l a t  plate  of NE-102 
scint i l la t ing m a t e r i a l  attached to a luc i te  l imt 
pipe, whicfi is i n  turn cannected to a photo- 
d t i p l i e r  tube. %e photomultiplier electricdl 
responses are sorted and read out into various 
dE/dX channels, which 
analyzer (See Figs. 3 and 4 ) .  
material was wed as a detectart since it closely 
approximates muscle t issue atcmically and is readily 
adaptable for space flight application. It  was 
machined in to  a f l a t  plate 50 microns thick to 
approxhnate the path length across a huroan cell. 

then processed in the 
NE-102 scint i l la t ing 

GUARD ELECTRODE 

POLYSTYRENE 

T.E. PLASTIC 

TABLE 1. TEIC CHARACTERISTICS 

i 5.0 Lucite 77 .5  
I 

0 6 .  b 

ELECTRONICS BARREL 

,002 - 620 

.005 - 150 
i CONNECTOR 

~i~~~~ 2 Ilaaue Equivalent Ionization Chmbsr Sphere and Barrel A a s m b l y  

.01 - 47 

5/ /302 -307 
The dynamic ranges of the Wl-19 TEICs allm 

masuremnt of dose rates f m  2.0 m rad/hr to 
about 620 ram. 
w a s  adjusted to measure the range of expected dose 
rates  for  its shielding configuration. 
on the (x71-19 instruments were much thicker than 
those on any TEICs previously f l m .  
was chosen so that high energy proton sources 
(solar flare, V a n  Allen Belt ,  and cosmic radiations) 
could be carefully m u r e d  since they have a mud 
wider energy range, and fa r  less is knmn about 
their actions on b io lq i ca l  mat te r .  
U W  and NASA m e d  space vehicles of the 1970's 
w i l l  have emu& average shielding to "stop" all 
but the mt energetic protons. Thus, significant 
dose rates, arid therefore any biological effects 
w i l l  be caused minly by the higher energy protons 
which are merely degraded o r  interact by nuclear 
coll ision i n  a non-uniform mer w i t h  the shielding 

As sham i n  Table 1, each sensor 

?he shields 

This design 

Also, both the 

The LFP spectral data discussed in this reprt 
wexe obtained by the CXS instrument. LFT is 
defined as the linear rate of loss of energy per 
uni t  length, locally absorbed, by an ionizing 
par t ic le  traversing a material medium. It is an 
i np r tan t  qmntity in  that  it enables a mre 
precise definition, on a microscopic scale, of the 
biological effect  of energy deposition due to 
incident radiation. 

Tne ionization rate of the particle (and hence the 
m) changes w i t h  path length and particle energy 
as it traverses mtter; so, it is necessary to 
determine the IET-depth profile rather than a 
single p i n t  determination. Fortunately, h m v e r ,  
the change i n  ionization rate is mall enough that  
the LET does not vary significantly over a few 
microns of path length, so that a measurement made 
i n  a path length axparable to a micron is 
representative of the IET of that  particle a t  the 
cellular level. 
these types of direct LFT measurements. 

The CADS is designed to conduct 
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TABLE 2. CADS TBRESHOLDS 

160-230 

230-335 

335-480 

&EO-700 

700-1000 

> 1000 

The CADS analyzer unit conhim signal 
processing circuits capable of producing the 
following nEasurements: 

~n eight channel absorbed dose (a) 
spectrum fran ap~roximately 130 kev/micmn 

(b) 

(c) 

!the nwber of events having LGT 

Total events, which is a measure of 

greater than approximately 130 kev/micran 

all pulses exceeding the threshold of the 1-t 
channel (0.2 kev/micmn) 

integrating the photanultiplier tube ancde current 
for those pulses i n  the range of approximately 0.2 
to 0.5 kev/micron. 

(d) Absorbed dose rate Cbtained by 

1.86 - 2.9 

2.9 - 4.7 
4.7 - 8.5 

8.5 - 19.0 

19.0 - 130 
> 130 - 

TAE&E 2 presents the valw of the thresholds of 
a l l  the CADS channels, and the correspnding LET 
values for  each of the thresholds. More ocarplete 
and detailed i n fomt ion  on the CADS Operation and 
design can be found i n  reference 8. 

Faw data tapes collected by ground stations 
were digitized to make them readable to an elec- 
tronic ccmputer, and to allw all noisy data to 
be edi ted.  %e data on the digitized tapes were  
then converted fran the 36-bit-per-mrd format to 
60-bit words, canpatible with a CDC 6600 ccmputer. 
Programs w e r e  then written to select the desired 
ins tmwnt  outputs fran the sa t e l l i t e  te1eretz-y 
format. Since the wave t ra in  forrnat was Pulse 
code m u l a t i o n  (Pm) , appropriate conversions 
frcnn b i t s  to volts were  incorporated. 
ccpmrutator synchronization pulses were located and 
s t r imed off. 

The sub- 

me subcorn information appeared on 

Cnannel Number 

1 -  1 
I 

I :  
! 10 

I :  

ore b> the 256 main amrutator mrds, and contained 
the instrurrent sensor electronics tenperatures as 
w e l l  as instmmmt status indicators. 
in fomt ion  w a s  provided. for  the calibration of the 

log count-rate mters which are part of the 
analyzer circuitry. Calibration information was 
then programed to allw a further reduction fran 
volts to physical units such as dose rate and LET 
count-rate for the TEICs and CADS, respectively. 
The physical data for  ea& revolution was then 
written on mgnetic tape for  further analysis. 
Ephefileris information, which determines the 
satellite's position q a function of W, was  
provided directly by Ent Air Force Base, Colorado. 
Presently, the 071-19 data is being merged to 
provide isodose rate and isocount ra te  versus B and 
L as w e l l  as versus longitude and latitude. 
M c I l w a h  parameters, B and L, (Ref .  9) are ccmputed 
f m  Hendricks and Cain's 99 term expansion of the 
m g n e t i c  f ie ld  (Fef. 10) , using the ephemris 
data as input. 

count rates reduced fran the ov1-19 satellite, since 
a detailed analysis of all the data has not yet  
been acconplished. 
satellite o h i t s  is in-lete; 
the preliminary in fomt ion  obtained during increased 
solar activity i s  presented. Data on 120 orbits of 
the sa t e l l i t e  indicate that both the TEICs and the 
CADS instrument were operating naninally unt i l  a 
malfunction occurred i n  the multicoder of the Ovl-19 
telemetry system, 11 mths af te r  launch. 

Tanperature 

The 

The results given here are raw dose rates and 

Tne lperging of a l l  the 
haever ,  scam of 

No  further contacts were made by ground OCBRMnd, 
and all data acquisition ceased. 
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4. PRF2ZEVfATION OF DATA.

Preliminary data reduction techniques have

allowed a revi_4 of raw physical data results. Tne

three TEIC sensors operated as planned, as did all

the CADS dlannels. Some problems have occurred

on channel two of the CADS inset, and we are

presently checking its outputs.

Most of the data presented here are from Revs.

265 and 2551, which were recorded during increased

solar activity. On 12 April 1969, a proton event

was recorded by the Solar Flare Forecast Network

(SOFNET). %_ne onset occurred at 0111Z and continued

in intensification until midday of 13 April 1969,

when peak values of proton fluxes were measured.

SOFNET reported that the Vela 4 satellite obtained

integrated proton fluxes of 200 counts/sec, above

25 PEV, and 33,000 counts/sec, in the range 3-20

MEV. OVI-19 recorded Rev. 265 approximately 2 hours

after the peak of the event. Figures 5 and 6 _re a

time histozy of Rev. 265 for the TEIC sensors.

Figure 7 gives the McIlwain B, L ooordinates as a

function of UT for the same Rev. Figure 5 shows

that TEIC 1 reaches a peak dose rate of 4.5 rad/hr,

and 4 minutes later, TEIC 2 peaks at 2.5 rad/hr.
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I00 °

O,I

0.018. i

--_ J0

o ,.o

e

• e e • •

"e

\. \

, , t _ i i i J i I , I I I I I I_
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Figure 6: ?EIC 3 Dose Ute vs, QtT
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, , I i I , , I J i
192 20.0

Figure 5:

i , I i , , , I
21.2 22.0

TIME (GMTk0ur)

Dose _Ce ve G_fC for _V. 265

At the time TEIC 2 recorded its peak dose rate,

TEIC 1 was reading 3.5 rad/hr. Tnese measurements

were taken when OVI-19 was at a high northern

latitude (75°N), at an altitude of about 720NM.

Data from another revolution at the same latitude

and altitude indicated that TEIC 1 and TEIC 2

reoorded dose rates of 2.7 and 1.3 rad/hr,

respectively. These measurements occurred during

a quiesoent solar period, when no precipitating

solar particles were present in the earth's

geomagnetic field. Rev. 265 shows an increase in

dose rate for TEICs 1 and 2 of about 70% and 50%,

respectively, due to the presenoe of solar flare

particles at high northern latit1_l_s. As expected,

the TEIC 3 sensor saturated at 620 rads/hr during

the greater portion of both orbits (Fig. 6). Since

there wasn't any shielding for this sensor, the

threshold energy for protons, and to an extent

electrons, was low allowing many of the lower

energy particles to be absorbed in the _.

Dose rate data during increased solar activity were

also obtained on Rev. 2551 (Fig. 8). Note that

both TEIC 1 and TEIC 2 initially peak at much higher

values of dose rate than previously recorded. The

dose rate measured by TEIC 1 is now 9.2

rads/hr, and the maximum for TEIC 2 is 13.7 rads/hr.

At this time, the satellite was at an altitude of

1673h_4 and a latitude of 33°N. Equivalent B and L

values are .126 gauss and 2.17 earth radii (Fig.9).

Figure 8 shows a second peak about 2 hours later.

TEICs 1 and 2 now reach a maximu_ of 7.7 and 10.4

rads/hr, respectively. At the tire of these

measurements, OVI-19 was at an altitude of 3087NM,

a latitude of 47°S, and a longitude of 309°E. Ten

minutes earlier the satellite had reached its apogee

(3125NM) at 37°S, 316°E. This indicates that the

second peak of dose rate data was probably obtained

abov_ the South Atlantic Anamoly. The third and

fourth peaks of Figure 8 are merely a repetition of

the first two peaks at a later time in the orbit.

Data was also reduced but not merged for a number

of other orbits that occurred during solar flare

events. The solar flare of ii April 1969 was pre-

ceeded by a ground level neutron event that took

place on 30 March 1969. This event was not

recorded by our insets; however, dose rate

information was recorded i0 days after the event

that were higher than the peaks of Rev. 265. TEICs

1 and 2 showed peak dose rates of 6.3 and 5.7 rads/

hr for Rev. 223 which was obtained during the early

hours (UT) of ii April 1969, just prior to the

April proton flare. The maxixm_ dose rates measured

during this event were 5.6 and 6.0 rad/hr on

12 April 1969 (Rev. 240). The closeness of the

measurements tend to indicate that both sets of

values are due to the same event. During the

interval 19-21 November 1969, a class 2B solar flare

was observed and on 14 December 1969 a class 3N
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flare took place. Tne dose rates for Rev. 2551 were

obtained during the latter event. TABLE 3

summarizes the peak TEIC dose rates for orbits of

data that occurred during the time of the four

solar flare events mentioned above. Since the duty

cycle of the satellite prevented continuous coverage

of the sun's activity, there are many orbital gaps

between the significant events. Therefore,

definitive statements conoerning the contribution

of solar particles to the peak dose rates cannot be

made at this time. Ehe movement of apogee and

perigee through the Van Allen Belts certainly has

sc_e effect on these measurements. The TEIC 1 and 2

results show that a considerable dose is received

behind relatively large amounts of shielding during

solar flare events. This indicates that the

radiation spectrum in the near earth space

environment was hardened due to an influx of

protons with energies greater than 70 MEV.

_ev. No.

TABLE 3. MAXIMUM TEIC DOSE RATES

D_te TEIC 1 TEIC

_ax. Bo_e -Rate* Max. bose Rate*

208

222

223

240

?&g

265

276

296

2308

2318

2327

2369

2377

2393

2395

2551

2555

2564

2572

3130169

4/9/69

4/10/69

4/11/69

4/11/69

4/12/69

4/13/69

4/15/69

4/16/69

4/18/69

11/19/69 to

11/21/69

11/19/69

11/20/69

11/21/69

11/25/69

11/26/69

11/28/69

11/28/69

12/14/69

12/15/69

12/15/69

12/16/69

12/17/69

5.9

3.2

6.3

6.6

3.9

4.4

4.2

4.3

12.3

8.0

7.6

8.4

8.3

9.0

8.5

9.2

7.0

7.7

6.V

5.2

1.3

5.5

6.0

2.4

2.6

1.6

1.7

10.9

10.4

8.6

8.7

9,7

9.7

10.1

13.7

10.3

i0.i

I0.I

Gra,md bev_'I

Neutron Event

Class 2B flares

Class 3N flares

*Rads/hr

The LET spectrum measured by CADS did not show

an equivalent enhancement in all channels during

solar flare events. Channel i recorded total events

above a threshold of 20 MV, which corresponds to

all particles having an LET greater than .22 kev/

micron. Channel 2 measured the dose rate by

integrating the photomultiplier tube anode current

for those pulses in the range of approximately

0.2 to 0.5 key/micron. Channels 3 to ii actually

measure the LET spec_, and they are our main

concern. They correspond to LET channels 1 through

9. The LET outputs for Rev. 265 are given in

Figures i0 through 14. Note that LETs 3 through 9

each show a well defined count rate peak which

corresponds to the peak dose rates for TEICs 1 and

2 (Fig. 5). XTLis indicates that the energy

deposited per unit path length increases as the

dose rate increases. However, we do not observe an

equivalent peak for LET channels 1 and 2 (Fig. i0).

In fact, the count rate has decreased considerably

to 5 counts/sec. This may mean that we are

observing a shift in the LET spe_ to higher

channels due to" flux increases of high energy

particles. A different orbit yielded a similar

pattern of behavior for these two channels. However,

in reducing the LET data for Rev. 2551, channels

1 and 2 did correspond to the TEIC dose rate peaks.

Further analysis is needed to correct this dis-

crepancy. TABLE 4 shows the peak count rates for

each of the LET channels. The n_nber of counts
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TABLE

CADS LET LET Range Peak Count
Channel kev/micron Rate

1 .55 - .82 -

2 .82 - 1.22 -

3 1.22 - 1.86 525

4 1.86 - 2.9 475

5 2.9 - 4.7 185

6 4.7 - 8.5 135

7 8.5 - 19.0 95

8 19.0 - 130 55

9 > 130 450

oecreases menotonically for each suc_ling channel,

except for LET channel 9 which records the count

rate for particles with LET greater than 130 kev/

micron. For the greatest portion of a typical orbit

of data, the largest ntmlber of the counts occur in

channels 1 and 2. This indicates that most of the

particles sanpled have LETs in the range .55 - 1.22

kev/micron. Channels 3 and 4, with LET ranges of

i. 22 - i. 86 and i. 86 - 2.9 kev/micron respectively,

record the next highest average count rate.

Channel 9 also measures a significant nt_ber counts,

and they are normally of the order of the count rate

of channel 3.

IO.O
R£V 2551

L ....

B --

l

0

22.0 ZJ.O 0.0 LO

TIME (GMT HOUR )

o

;. :- :
"'..s

oo_ _ -,

% * ,

m m 1

CHANNEL3 "°*--* REVOLUTIONS265
CHANNEL4_ YEAR69

DAYI04

118.2 19.0 20.0 21.0
TIME(GMThour}

Figure10: LET1 & 2 CCADSChannel3 & 4) forEEV.265

5. (_-_CLUS IONS.

22.0

The TEICs aboard OVI-19 show that a considerable

dose rate can be expected even behind shielding

whose cutoff energy is 70 MEV or higher. Most of

this dose occurs due to solar flare radiation. A

typical manned spacecraft provides a large amount

of shielding in excess of 1.0 gm/c_n 2 and the bone

marrow and other vital organs are generally shielded

by an additional 2.5 gm/cm 2 of surrounding tissue.

Therefore, protons of high energy ( > 60 MEV) are

the dominant hazard to man in space. Doses from

solar flares occur mainly OVer the polar regions.

The earth's magnetic field masks out the solar

flare protons almost completely in non-polar

regions, where most of the Skylab missions will

occur. However, if the rigidity of a flare is great

er_ugh, then the radiation belts may only partially

mask out the solar flare radiation at altitudes of

concern to earth orbiting manned vehicles. Also,

many missions in the near future will take man

outside the protection of the earth's geomagnetic

field, where he will be more susceptible to the

presence of a high proton enviror_nent. And, there

is a great need for a more accurate description of

that portion of the enviror_nent.

FI_JPZ9: B, L VS. Q IfforpEV.2551
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND TEST FACILITIES FOR

ACCELERATED RADIATION EFFECTS TESTING*

William E. Price, Charles G. Miller and Richard H. Parker

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

Test design parameters for accelerated dose rate radiation effects tests

for spacecraft parts and subsystems used in long term missions (years) are

detailed. A facility for use in long term accelerated and unaccelerated

testing is described.

INTRODUCTION

Outer planet missions require electronics and

science instruments that have a useful lifetime of

up to ten years. During this time, they are con-

tinuously within the gamma and neutron fields of

the radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG),

which provides electrical power to the spacecraft.

Additionally, these electronics and science in-

struments are subjected to a number of other

radiation stresses: Jovian radiation belts,

solar flares, solar wind and cosmic radiation.

One means of verifying the adequacy of components

and of design for the ten-year useful lifetime is

by accelerated testing in an adequately simulated

environment. The intent is to simulate, in a

short testing period, the effects to be expected

in the real spacecraft mission, taking into

account all of the stresses involved in radiation-

cryogenic-vacuum environments.

RADIATION SOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

Jovian Radiation Belts

The Jovian radiation belt simulation testing

need not be accelerated. This is because the

belts may be traversed in a few hours on flyby

missions. Both electrons and protons are expected

to be trapped in the Jovian magnetic field, al-

though the only direct estimates that have been

made imply only an electron flux. It appears that

readily available particle accelerators can simu-

late the Jovian fluxes in real time for both

electrons and the theoretical models for protons.

Solar Flares

Solar flare rates will be lower than the Jovian

radiation belts and the total doses can almost

certainly be obtained by allowing 0.5 h/flare

(acceleration by a factor of about 1OO). A

twelve-hour test will conservatively simulate a

ten-year mission.

Cosmic Radiation

The flux of cosmic ray particles is small and

the expected damage is too low to he considered

as an important area for environmental testing.

Solar Wind

The solar wind, whose effects are manifested

as surface problems, has not interfered with past

missions. The average flux of solar wind par-

ticles over a twelve-year period, with an assumed

average energy of 3 keV, is 107_protons/cm2-s.

Although at 1 AU the flux is lO _ protons/cm2-s,

the 1/r 2 decrease means that at Jovian distances,

the flux is reduced by a factor of 1/25 A Since

3 keV protons have a range of 10-5 g/cm c, if we

assume a target with a thickness equal to the

proton range, the delivered power density is

4.8 x lO -G W/cm 2 at Jupiter orbit. For those com-

ponents that rely on radiative cooling for their

heat loss, typically unsupported thin films, too

great an acceleration of the above given natural

solar wind rates may lead to annealing effects in

the test, which are not present in the real space

env_ ron_ent

The power radiated from a b_ack body (in

watts/cm 2) is equal to (T/645) _ where T is the

temperature in degrees Kelvin. Table 1 gives the

expected equilibrium temperature of a radiatively

cooled thin film, subjected to various accelerated

dose rates of solar wind, calculated for various

initial component temperature and power densities.

In programming a test, larger accelerations (that

lead to larger temperature rises) can be tolerated

for systems that operate at low temperatures than

for systems that operate at high temperatures,

because the annealing temperature is related to

the Debye temperature for the material under test.

These restrictions are further relaxed when more

efficient means of cooling may be employed (e.g.,

conductive cooling to the spacecraft for non-thin-

film components).

*This paper presents the results of one phase of

research carried out at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,

under Contract No. NAS 7-1OO, sponsored by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Table 1. Equilibrium temperature of a radiatively cooled 
thin film, subiected to various doses of (accelerated ratel 
solar wind 

calor- 
tion, 
imos 
minai 

Equilib- 
rium 

tompor- 
aturo, 

O K  

Initial 
P o w r  

donrity, 
Wlrm2 

Dumtion componont 
of tort tomporaturo, 

OK 
I I I 

Earth orbit 

Mission avorago 

300.1 

300.5 

308 

Mission avomgo 

150.6 

155 

Jupitor orbit 

3650.days 1.78 X 1 O-g 150  (arrumed) 

36.5 days 1.78 X lo-' 150 (orrumed) 

150.1 

5.2 min 1.78 X 10-4 150  (assumed) 

lo6 0.52 min 1.78 X 150 (assumed) 169 

RTG Radiation 

Gama Radiation 

The spectral distribution and intensity of the 
gamma field from the RTG, although varying with 
time and dependent upon the initial fuel composi- 
tion and construction of the RTG capsule, have 
been extensively studied at JPL. 

The design considerations given in this paper 
indicate the practical limits of acceleration Of 
testing, and take into account costs, radiation 
safety needs and requirements for Spatial uni- 
formity of accelerated test fields. 

The analysis is based on a generalized outer 
planet spacecraft configuration in which the RTG- 
science-instrument spacing is taken as 180 in., 
and the Rn; electronics spacing is taken as 72 in. 
Actual design geometry and environmental condi- 
tions will be determined as the program proceeds. 
The analysis is based on the simulation of the 
radiation of an 8000 W (thermal) source, as Was 
envisioned for an earlier JPL TOPS configuration. 
Newer configurations may have somewhat different 

radiation levels, but such changes will not change 
the conclusions of the study. 

complished by increasing the dose rates delivered 
to the test object by either of the two methods 
described below, or by the use of both simultan- 
eously. 

Acceleration of delivery of total dose is ac- 

Loading 
Increasing the gama flux by using larger 

amounts of nuclear material or a satisfactory 
nuclear species that gives the same gamma 
spectrum. The apparent limitations are in cost 
and safety necessary for large sources. 
tical acceleration of X 25 (over the output of an 
8000 W (thermal source) can be had for a moderate 
cost. The X 25 acceleration source could be used 
in the JPL 25-ft space simulator (see Fig. 1). 

A prac- 

-_ 

Fig. 1. JPL 25-Ft Space Simulator 

An alternate loading acceleration has been 
designed that would use a fast decaying, but in- 
tense source of sodium-24 as the principal 
nuclide. This design allows a loading accelera- 
tion of X 250 at slightly more than twice the 
cost of the X 25 source. However, this source 
could not be ready for use in less than approxi- 
mately eight months. 

Geometrical 
An increase in the gama flux can be had by 

bringing the source closer to the test objects 
than the design value of 15 feet for the science 
instruments, and six feet for the electronics. 
When the source real or simulated, is placed 
closer than its normal separation distance from 
the test object the field strength is increased 
by the ratio $Id2 or 62/d2 for science instru- 
ments or electronics, respectively. The uni- 
formity of the exposure from the near-face to 
the far-face of the test object, however, de- 
creases as the distance d from the source to the 
test object decreases. Practical geometry 
increases are from X 10 t o  X 100, depending 
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onthesizeof thetest objectandtheuniformity
of flux required.

Becauseof thedeeppenetrationof thegammas,
the heatinputperunit volume of the test object

is low, and annealing is not expected to be a

problem, even for a X 2500 acceleration.

Figure 2 shows the uniformity of dose (in

terms of tolerance from the centerline dose) for

varying distances up to 200" from the source and
for test objects whose size (extent in the beam

direction), is 2, 4, 8, or 16 in. The figure

shows that a geometrical acceleration of X 10

may be had for a 4-inch-thick object with a uni-

formity of + _ of centerline intensity, while a

geometric acceleration of X I00 yields a variation

of + 20_. Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the uniformity

of _ose (from centerline dose) and geometrical

acceleration possibilities for electronic bay

equipment, which is normally six feet from the

s ource.
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Fig. 3. Uniformity of dose as a function of distance
from the source for electronic bay equipment

Neutron Radiation

It does not seem practical, at present, to

make large loading accelerations for the neutron

flux components of the RTG radiation. Therefore,

any acceleration using isotopic sources will be

dependent on increases via geometrical means.

Studies are underway to determine if larger geo-

metrical accelerations can be tolerated for

neutrons than for gammas, because of the different

nature of the scattering and interaction mech-

anisms involved.

An alternate possibility exists for accelerated

neutron testing in the use of a machine acceler-

ator as a neutron source. While this has some

limitations on size of component accepted, the

energy spectrum can be grossly simulated and

fluxes as high as 10 ll n/cm2-s can be attained in

small areas at JPL.

COMBINED ENVIRONmeNTS AND TESTING CONDITIONS

Simultaneous application of other space environ-

ments (space vacuum, solar and ultraviolet irra-

diation, and control temperatures down to those

of liquid nitrogen) will also be possible in the

JPL facilities.

Table 2 shows a selected set of operating con-

ditions that are available using a combination

of loading and geometrical accelerations. In

each case, it is possible to increase the irra-

diation uniformity (decrease the variation) from

that presented in Figures 2 and 3 and in Table 2,

to a small fraction of the given values by mount-

ing the test objects on a rotating table, or a

table that oscillates through 180 degrees, so

that the two faces of test objects alternate in

their exposure to the source.
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Table 2. Operating conditions for accelerated testing

(10-yr mission length)

Acceleration, limos nominal

10

25

10

25

250

250

Geometdcal Total

10 100

I0 250

I00 1000

100 2500

10 2500

30 7500

Required

total test

dumtlen,

dc,.

36

t4

3.6

1.5

!.5

0.5

Remarks

-----!2% uniformity for

8-in.-thick test

object

_"! 2% uniformlty for

8-in.-thick test

obiect

--4"--10%uniformity for

2-1n.-thJck test

object

+10% uniformity for

2-in.-thlck test

object

ACCELERATED RADIATION EFFECTS TESTING FACILITIES

Comparatively little work has been done to

determine if long-term (years), of low level

radiation environments such as encountered by

spacecraft on long missions, will affect the life-

time and reliability of spacecraft parts. Most of

the existing radiation effects studies have con-

centrated on material property studies, weapons

effects, and reactor irradiations which are of

little value to radiation effect studies for

outer planet missions. Space radiation simulation

has been done on a limited number of device types

used in present day spacecraft (Ref. i).

Accelerated testing is important to obtain

data in a practical time. To be useful, however,

a relationship must be established between parts

testing in real time using combined environments

(under varied test conditions) and accelerated

testing to take the rate effects, if any, into

account. Such a program of studies is indispen-

sable for carrying out present outer planet

missions. An initial simple program is described

below. As the requirements become clear, addi-

tional variables may be added at the expense of

increased complexity and cost.

The major object of the program described is

to determine for a large number of types of parts,

whether accelerated testing is a v_lid procedure

to predict long-life, real time operation in a

low level radiation field, and if so, to define

for various parts and components what rate of ac-

celeration can be tolerated in testing. Standard

testing procedures must be developed and validated

for the parts to be tested.

An Accelerated Radiation Effects Laboratory

has been put into operation at JPL in a group of

former explosive test cells. A source of radia-

tion, 5 curies of Ir 192, was placed in a collimator

with the radiation beam directed toward the ceiling

(see Fig. 4). Circuit boards of parts and

components are suspended in the cone of radiation

at two or three distances from the source to ob-

tain different radiation dose rates. Some of the

parts will be non-operating and some will be

operating to simulate conditions on a spacecraft

(where some systems are continually in operation

while others are used intermittently or only

at planet encounters). There will be control

specimens subject to the same environmental con-

ditions except for the radiation, and these will

be operated by the same power supplies as those

powering the irradiated samples.

Fig. 4. JPL Accelerated Radiation Effects

Laboratory

Table 3 shows the acceleration rates available

with a 5 curie Irlg 2 source. To obtain a X 1

rate at the farthest distance from the source

(at 2.5 meters) the radiation must be attenuated.

That was accomplished using several thin lead

sheets (0.033 cm each). This turns out to be a

slight advantage in that a single sheet may be

removed periodically to compensate for the change

in dose rate due to the decay of the source (74

day half-life). However, a change to a longer-

life isotope, Cs 137 (30 year half-life), is anti-

cipated in order to have a more stable dose rate

with time at the experimental areas.
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Table 3. Acceleration and Dose Rates Obtained with a 5 ci Irlg2 Source 

Distance 
From Source 

Meters 

2.5 

1.5 

1.0 

0.75 
0.49 

Radiation Acceleration Rate Acceleration 
Dose Rate Above that at the Rate With 

TOPS Electronics Bay Attenuation 
by Lead Sheets 

456 x 4  x 1  

2750 X 24 x 6  
4560 X 40 x 10 
11400 x 100 X 25 

1140 x 10 X 2.5 

A larger source is planned for an adjoining 
test cell which will allow accelerated testing 
up to X 1000, so that accelerated rates may be 
chosen for testing parts between X 1 and X 1000 
of the radiation dose rate expected on the elec- 
tronics of the outer planet mission spacecraft 
presently planned. 

used for long-term testing, possibly up to ten 
years. Therefore, the tests chosen, the test 
plan adopted and the environmental conditions 
must be planned in great detail so that useful 
and statistically significant data will result. 

The parts which are now considered the most 
sensitive to radiation induced changes are semi- 
conductor devices, since minor changes in the 
trapping centers and in surface ionization can 
produce major changes in operating conditions in 
these devices. Therefore, semiconductor devices 
of all comonly used types should be included in 
the test. 
resistor types, capacitors and other active 
electronic components, can also be considered for 
long-term testing. 
shown that these device types are more radiation 
resistant than transistors, and they should not 
be included until a later phase of the long-term 
experiment unless they are of unorthodox con- 
struction or involve thin-film elements. 

lists should be obtained in sufficient numbers to 
allow a test to be set up which has a statistical 
significance for the expected low rates of failure. 
Data analysis should include Weibull plots, since 
we are interested in a determination of failure 
predictions down to low doses and low probabilities 
Investigators have shown this to be a valid 
approach (Ref. 2). 

one year in order to determine applicable test 
procedures for subsequent longer term testing. 
Elements of the initial tests should include the 
following: 

It is anticipated that the test cells w i l l  be 

Representative samples of various 

However, past testing has 

Transistors chosen from the most recent parts 

Initial tests should be set up for times up to 

1. Testing at room temperature. 
2. Gam radiation exposure. 

3. Powered and unpowered operating transistors 
in the radiation environment; and control 

devices in a similar, but radiation-free 
environment. 
Each test group should be mounted on 
separate printed circuit boards to allow 
rapid parameter measurements. 

remote measurements should be determined. 
The test design should incorporate adequate 
statistical planning, so that with a 
limited number of specimens the most mean- 
ingful test can be carried out. 

In the JPL Accelerated Radiation Effects 

4. 

5. The validity of removing the boards for 

6. 

Laboratory (AREL), the initial work is being done 
at the X 1 rate, because these tests take longer 
times. 
mator locations in relationship to the X 1 sample 
locations (on the ceiling) and the X 10 location 
(at the table top). 

Figures 5 and 6 show the source and colli- 

Fig. 5. antrance to the Low Acceleration Exposure 
Room 
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Fig. 6. Inside Low Acceleration Exposure Room 

Figure 7 shows the power supplies and the test 
points for the integrated circuits under test and 
the control samples located on the wall mounting 
in the AREL control room. 
control room with the source operating mechanism, 
safety system and the window labyrinth for wiring 

Figure 8 shows the AREL 

Fig. 8. Mi., Control R o n  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The Accelerated Radiation Effects Laboratory 
was constructed utilizing the design principles 
described in this paper and in order to confirm 
these principles. 
for testing spacecraft piece parts, the versatility 
allows a number of other types of experimentation 
to be considered, such as testing survivability of 
micro-organisms at l o w  dose rates over long periods, 
and in vacuum. 
lants is also practical in this facility and ar- 
rangements are being made to this end. 

While the initial purpose was 

Testing of pyrotechnic$ and propel- 
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SOLAR CELL RADIATION RESPONSE NEAR THE INTERFACE

OF DIFFERENT ATOMIC NUMBER MATERIALS

E. A. Burke, J. R. Cappelli, L. F. Lowe, and J. A. Wall

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFSC)

Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

The response of Co-60 irradiated N/P silicon solar cells was measured as

a function of the atomic number of the medium adjacent to the cell and the direc-
tion of the gamma ray beam. The interpositioning of various thicknesses of
aluminum between the adjacent material and the cell had the effect of moving the

cell to various loe_tions in an approximate monatomic numbered medium. Using
this technique the solar cell response was determined at various distances from
the interface for gold and beryllium. The results were compared with predic-

tions based upon ionization chamber measurements of dose perturbations in alumin-
um and found to agree within five percent. Ionization chamber data was then used
to estimate the influence of various base contact materials. The directional effect

is most noticeable for gold contacts leading to a response when the beam enters the

cell face which is 40% greater than for the opposite direction. The situation is
reversed for beryllium which produces a response which is 17% greater when the
beam enters through the base than for the reversed direction.

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of solid state device response
to ionizing radiation requires a knowledge of

the energy absorbed (the dose or dose rate) in
active regions of the device. If the device is
adjacent to materials (packaging or.structural
supports) with atomic numbers different than

the device material and the primary radiation
produces electrons with ranges that are com-
parable to device dimensions, ionization cham-
ber studies indicate that the energy deposited

can vary significantly from that absorbed in the
absence of the surrounding materials. Methods
commonly used for predicting the dose neglect
the possible influence of adjoining materials.

Similarly, the materials, dimensions, and en-
capsulation of dosimeters rarely corresponds to
the test specimen so that experimental measure-
ments can be misleading. Little experimental

data exists concerning the nature and magnitude
of the dose perturbations produced and as a

result theoretical predictions have not been
adequately tested.

The greatest amount of work on the problem
of dose perturbations at interfaces has been

done by those with an interest in the biological
effects of radiation. They have been particular-
ly concerned about the enhanced dose in soft

tissue adjacent to bone under X irradiation.
Experimental and theoretical work on this pro-
blem has been reviewed by Spiers 1.

In view of the large differences in the photo-
electric cross sections for elements of different

atomic number and the resultant large difference
in the deposited energy it is not surprising to

find dose perturbations near interfaces at x-ray
energies. At gamma ray energies where the
Compton cross section is dominant, energy de-
position varies relatively little from one

material to another and small perturbations
might be expected.

The fact that significant changes in the dose

can occur at gamma ray energies was first
pointed out by Dutreix et al L and recently

examined for typical device materials expose_
to Co-60 gamma radiation by Wall and Burke-.

Energy deposition profiles in aluminum adjacent
to gold are shown in Fig. 1. The data was ob-

tained using a multiple cavity.parallel plate
ionization chamber technique_a. It shows that
the dose in aluminum is enhanced when the

gamma beam penetrates the aluminum before
entering the gold. However, the dose is ac-

tually reduced below the equilibrium value for
aluminum when the gamma beam is reversed.

There is a strong directional effect. The effect
is noticeable at a distance of 200 mg/cm 2 away

from the boundary which means that it extends

over typical device dimensions. For lower
atomic number materials the effect is similar
but somewhat reduced as shown in Fig. 2.

RELATIVE DOSE IN ALUMINUM
NEXT TO GOLD FROM Co6°7-RAYS

RELATIVE#//_L

DOSE

o IOO 200 300

THICKNESS (mg/cm 2)

FIGURE 1. - Air Ionization Measurements of the
Relative Dose in Lauminum next to Gold. Arrows

indicate the direction of the gamma beam.
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FIGURE 2. - Air Ionization Measurements of the

Relative Dose in Aluminum Next to Copper and
M olybd enum.

Notice, however, that the minimum in the dose

profile appears to be greatest for materials of

intermediate atomic numbers s%ch as moly-
bdenum. It has also been found ° that beryllium
or carbon adjacent to aluminum reverses the
effect, i.e. the aluminum dose is enhanced when
the beam penetrates the beryllium first and

reduced for the opposite photon direction.
Finally, it has been found that micron layers of
high atomic number materials produce a readily
observable effect as shown in Fig. 3.

It is important to note that the results des-
cribed were obtained with ionization chambers.

We must be careful in assuming that other

phenomena, such as electron-hole pair produc-
tion in semiconductors will behave in the same

way in the transition zone near an interface. If

we are interested in applying ion chamber data
to solid state devices it is desirable to show that

the response of the latter can be predicted from
the former. That was the primary objective of
the work reported here.

Solar cells were selected for examining the

possibility of predicting device response. The
interface conditions studied were similar to

those studied with ionization chambers. The

results obtained indicated that ionization chamber
data could be employed to predict device re-

sponse. Calculations were then carried out for
solar cells with base contacts of several dif-
ferent materials.
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1.9- EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE 3. - Air Ionization Measurements of Dose
Perturbations Near a Thin Gold Film.

FIGURE 4. - Experimental Configuration Used in
Solar Cell Measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL

The devices employed were I x 2 cm, N/P
silicon solar cells with 0.5 U m junction depth

and a 2.5 _crn base rcsistivity. The diffusion
length of minority carriers in the base was
determined by exposing the cells encapsulated
in aluminum (to establish equilibrium dose
conditions) to a Co-60 gamma source and

measuring the short circuit current. The dose
rate was established with a calibrated ionization

chamber and the minority carrier production

rate calculated assuming that 3.6 eV are re-
quired to produce an electron-hole pair _.

Typical diffusion lengths for undamaged cells

were in the vicinity of 140 Um.
The sample holder employed in the solar cell

exposure is shown in Fig. 4. The cell was
mounted in a recessed aluminum plate whose
thickness exceeded the range of the highest

energy electrons generated by Co-60 gamma
radiation. In the experiments reported here
the base contact was adjacent to the aluminum
plate. Aluminum foils of variable thickness
could be placed between the face of the cell and

the gold or beryllium plates used in the inter-
face studies, Rotation of the sample mount
through 180o permitted the response to be de-
termined for both beam directions.

A 16 kilocurie Co-60 source was employed in
the irradiations. Both collimated and uncol-

limated photon beams yielded the same results
within the uncertainty of the measurements. In
order to normalize the data the cell response
was measured with aluminum replacing the gold

or beryllium end plate.

COMPARISON OF CELL RESPONSE
WITH IONIZATION CHAMBER RESULTS

The short circuit current as a function of
aluminum foil thickness was normalized to the

current observed with the cell completely en-
capst_lated in aluminum. Results are shown for

both gold and beryllium end plates and for two
beam directions in Figs. 5 and 6. As can be
seen the respons e is qualitatively similar to the
ion chamber results. The difference can be

attributed to the solar cell thickness (0. 038 crn)

which represents a significant fraction of the
distance over which the dose perturbation occurs.
If t he ion chamber results are a true indication

of the dose rate the carrier generation rate will

not be uniform through the cell. We can make
a quantitative comparison by adopting an

approach similar to that used in calculating the
spectral response of solar cells 5.

For electrons in the p type base the form of
the continuity equation applicable is

1 _n
G n -U n+ --_ div _n = _ (1)

where n is the excess minority carrier concen-

tration in the base, :l n the current density,

G n and U n are the minority carrier generation
and recombination rates, and q is the charge on
an electron. For steady state conditions, zero

electric fields, low injection and one dimensional
geometry Eq (1) simplifies to

n = B2n
G n 2,n - D n "_2 (2)
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SOLAR CELL RESPONSE NEAR A Be-At
INTERFACE IRRADIATED WITH

Co-60 GAMMA RAYS

FIGURE 5. - Measured Solar Cell Response Near a FIGURE 6. - Measured Solar Cell Response Near a

Au-AI Interface. Be-A1 Interface.

where TT_ is the lifetime of minority carriers

and D n tg_ diffusion coefficient. The normalized
ionization chamber data can befitted with an

exponential series to within a few percent. If

we assume that the generation rate is given by
the same function we have

_am( x + x 1 )= e (3)
G n G o A m

('n

where the values of the coefficients for beryllium,

copper and gold are given in Table I, xl is the

thickness of aluminum between the end plate and

the face of the cell and x any point within the cell
as measured from the cell face. The solution

to Eq. 2 is

n = C 1

where

x/L -x/L _ e-am(Xl + x)e + C 2 e +Go Bm (4)
m

A

( 1 a 2 )-1 (5)

Bm = D n Ln 2 m

and L n is the diffusion length which is equal to

_'_n D_ . If we assume tt_at the excess minority
I1

carrier concentration zs zero at the junction and
at the base contact, i.e., n = o at x = _ and

x = b, then

b-4/L 45-b/L -1

C 1 = (e -e ) (6)

( e-am(Xl + Q-b/L -am(Xl+b)-45/L--e )

and

C 2

b-45/L 4-b/L-I

= -(e -e ) -
(7)

-_rn(Xl+_) + b/L -C_m(Xl+b) -_/L

TB m ( e we )G o _n

The diffusion current from the base is given by

dnId'-_- (8)J = qD n
x=_
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TABLEI. Coefficients for the Empirical Fit to Ionization Chamber
Measurements of Energy Deposition Profiles in Aluminum
Adjacent to Beryllium, Copper, and Gold.

Relative Dose = _ Am e m

In all cases A 1 = I.0 aI = o

Beam Direction High Z - Low Z

!End

i Plate A 2 A 3 A4 ('2 33 _4
I

I Be -0.159 -0. 075 0 0. 0213 0. 137 0

Cu -0.183 0.192 0 0.0094 0.0749 0

Au -0. 262 0. 255 0. 284 0. 0097 0. 0408 0. 351

Beam Direction Low Z - High Z

iE_d_

Plate A 2 A3 A4 if2 33 _4

e 0. 283 -0. 836 0 0. 0122 0, 0325 0

Cu 0. 204 0. 293 0 0. 0172 0. 334 0

u 0,526 0. 231 0. 249 0. 0144 0. 0998 0. 346

When _<< L the ratio of the diffusion current

J(x l) to that for uniform ionization Jo' is given

by

D
J(x) _ n 1

Jo L2 _ "

Bm e-am(xl+t) 8-ae -am

where 8 = coth (b/L)

c_ csch (b/L)

The results obtained from Eq. (9) are com-
pared with the normalized solar cell response

of a cell which had a measured diffusion length
of 140 +15 Um in Figs. 7 and 8 for gold and

beryllium the normalized results agree within a
few percent. The calculated relative sensitivity
of the result to the diffusion length for these
cases is shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
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WITH Co-60 GAMMA RAYS
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FIGURE 7. - Comparison of Measured Solar Cell
Response Near a Au-A1 Interface and Calculations
Based Upon Ionization Chamber Measurements.
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FIGURE 8. - Comparison of Measured Solar Cell
Response Near a Be-A1 Interface and Calculations

Based Upon Ionization Chamber Measurements.
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CALCULATED SOLAR CELL

RESPONSE FOR VARIOUS BASE MATERIALS

Since calculations of solar cell response
based upon ionization chamber data agreed well
with measurements when the interface was ad-

jacent to the cell face, they were extended to the
more realistic situation where the material was

adjacent to the base contact. This requires a
modification of Eq. (9) as follows

J(x) _ Dn 1

% "

_B m -am(Xl+b-t) 18 -_m(6-b) L1e - ae -a m
m

(I0)

In this case x 1 is the thickness of aluminum inter-
posed betweefi the base contact and the interface.
.&ll other quantities are the same as those em-
ployed in Eq. (9).

Calculations based on Eq. (10) are shown in
:Figs. 11-14. As might be expected the perturba-

tion is largest for a thick (> 0.02 cm) gold base.
When the beam enters through the cell and exits
from the gold the response is 23% larger than it
would be for an aluminum base contact. The

reversed beam yields a result which is 12%
lower than it would be for aluminum. Even 6 _m

of gold produces an effect. The influence of
copper and beryllium are smaller than for thick
gold but readily noticeable. It is interesting to
note that when the beam enters through the
beryllium contact the response is approximately
12% greater than it would be for an aluminum
base contact. Low atomic number elements can

enhance the response if the beam traverses them
before entering the device.

SUMMARY

It has been found that ionization chamber

measurements of dose perturbations in aluminum
adjacent to gold and beryllium can be used to pre-
dict the response of silicon solar cells near the

same materials. The influence of gold, copper,
and beryllium base contacts was then calculated

for N/P silicon solar cells exposed to Co-60
gamma rays. Strong directional effects are
evident in all cases. The response can be
enhanced by both high and low atomic number
materials depending upon the direction of the

gamma beam. For the cells examined here the

response as a function of beam direction varied

as much as 40%. Ionization chamber measure-

ments indicate that at Co-60 gamma energies

(-- 1. 25 MeV) the interface effects could be as

large as a factor of two.

FIGURE 10. - Calcula{ed Influence of Diffusion Length

Upon Solar Cell Response Near a Be-A1 Interface.
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CALCULATED SOLAR CELL RESPONSE
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FIGURE II Calculated Response with the Au-AI In-
terface Near the Base Contact. The thickness of
aluminum indicated lies between the gold and the
base. Arrows indicate the beam direction relative
to the cell face.
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Microscopic Observation of X-ray and T-ray Induced

Decomposition of Ammonium Perchlorate Crystals

P. J. HERLEY

Explosives Laboratory, Picatlnny Arsenal

and

P. W. LEVY

Brookhaven National Laboratory

The x-ray and T-ray induced decomposition of ammonium perchlorate was

studied by optical, transmission, and scanning electron microscopy. This

material is a commonly used oxidizer in solid propellents which could be

employed in deep-space probes, and where they will be subjected to a variety

of radiations for as long as ten years. In some respects the radiation-

induced damage closely resembles the effects produced by thermal decomposi-

tion, but in other respects the results differ markedly. Similar radiation

and thermal effects include the following: (a) irregular or ill-deflned

circular etch pits are formed in both cases; (b) approximately the same size

pits are produced; (c) the pit density is similar, namely c__a2-40 x i06/cm2;

(d) the c face is considerably more reactive than the m face; and (e) most

importantly, many of the etch pits are aligned in crystallographic directions

which are the same for thermal or radlolytic decomposition. Thus, disloca-

tions play an important role in the radlolytlc decomposition process.

Radiolytic decomposition produces at least three effects not previously

observed with ammonium perchlorate: (a) after 10 8 rad. y-ray irradiated

crystals effervesce during solution in water; (b) the initial x-ray and y-ray

induced decomposition sites occur throughout the volume where energy is de-

posited. Once formed they continue to grow. In contrast, the initial thermal

pits appear at the surface and grow. New pits are formed as the reaction zone

proceeds inward; (c) x-ray irradiation produces highly strained crystals. The

layer adjacent to the irradiated surface becomes extensively cracked and large

crystals have pronounced convex curvature.

Inasmuch as the principal decomposition is restricted to certain crystal-

lographic sites, highly mobile energy transfer mechanisms must play an impor-

tant role in the radiolytic decomposition of ammonium perchlorate. Most likely,

the transfer agents are electrons, holes, excitons, or possibly protons.

Pseudo-stable solids, a group of materials

that includes explosives and propellents, almost

always decompose when heated (ref.l,2). Also many

pseudo-stable materials decompose when exposed

to radiation. The decomposition occurs at "etch-

pit-like" sites in certain areas of the surface

and along lines associated with twins or slip sys-

tems(ref,3>. The "classical" theoretical treatments

on decompositlon(ref.l,2) assume that the process

starts at unspecified sites on both t_e surface and

interior of the crystals. Recent measurements

show that the initial decomposition actually occurs

on the surface where dislocations emerge (ref 3-8).

In particular, the decomposition of ammonium per-

chlorate originates at isolated sites and in lines

along well-defined crystallographic directions

associated with slip systems. As the decomposi-

tion proceeds the reaction zone, or interface,

spreads across the crystal surface and then pro-

ceeds into the interior. (refs. 7,8).

The thermal decomposition kinetics of ammon-

ium perchlorate can be greatly modified by expos-

ing the crystals to irradiation prior to heating

(refs. 9-11). The data obtained with irradiated

material, analyzed by applying Avrami-Erofeev

kinetics (e.g., see ref. 2), indicates that the

concentration of decomposition nuclei and/or the

growth rate of individual nuclei is greatly

increased. Also, this material can be decomposed

by exposure to radiation. However, radlolysls

effects are not obvious until the crystals are

exposed to at least 106 rad.

The investigations described above suggest

that the radiatlon-lnduced decomposition of

* Research performed primarily at Brookhaven National Laboratory and supported by Picatinny Arsenal and

the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

**Guest Scientist at Brookhaven National Laboratory, present address: Physics Department, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Upton, New York, 11973.
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ammonium perchlorate should be susceptible to

investigation by transmission and scanning elec-

tron microscope techniques. Most importantly,

they suggest that such a study would reveal facets

of the decomposition process which would be useful

for evaluating the performance of propellents con-

taining ammonium perchlorate after exposure to

relatively small total doses imparted at low dose

rates. Such irradiation conditions apply to pro-

pellents used in satellites which remain in orbit

for long periods, and deep-space probes which are

exposed to a variety of radiations from Van Allen

belts, cosmic rays, solar activity, and in partic-

ular from on-board radioactivity containing power

sources.

The results described below show that numer-

ous features of the radiation-induced decomposi-

tion are revealed by electron microscope tech-

niques. In most respects the processes observed

are similar to _hoseproduced by thermal decompo-

sition. However, in some respects the radiation-

induced decomposition is quite different.

EXPERIMENTAL

Large, approximately 5 x 3 x 3 cm., single

crystals of ammonium perchlorate were grown on

seeds suspended in a slowly cooled and well-stirred

aqueous solution (ref. 7). The crystals were

large rectangular parallelepipeds with well-defined

{210}, or m, and {001}, or c, faces. They are

readily cleaved on the {210} and {001} planes.

Measurements were made on the original external

surfaces of smaller crystals, approximately

5 x 3 x 3 mm, or interior surfaces exposed by

cleaving after irradiation. Handling was mini-

mized to reduce mechanical damage and all samples

were kept in desiccators as much as possible.

All transmission-electron microscope (always

abbreviated TEM) studies were made with an R.C.A.

Model EMU-3D electron microscope operated at

i00 kV. Graphite replicas were prepared for all

specimens and shadowed at 80 ° from the normal with

germanium oxide. Scanning electron microscope

(always abbreviated SEM) studies were made with a

Materials Analysis Company, Model 700 instrument

operated at 5 kV. Usually the sample surfaces

wereouniformly coated with a layer, approximately

1000A thick, of gold-palladium alloy deposited with

a device utilizing two filaments and a rotating

sample mount.

Gamma-ray irradiations were made in a Co 60

source at a dose rate of 0.66 x 106 rad/hour.

During irradiation the samples were at room tem-

perature, i.e., always less than 30°C, in air and

in the dark. X-ray irradiations were made with a

tungsten target, beryllium window, tube operated

at 50 kV and 20 mA. Without additional filtering

the dose rate was 2.45 x 106 rad/hour at the sample

surface. When a 1 mm aluminum filter was used the

dose rate was 8.0 x 104 tad/hour. When exposed to

x rays the samples were in air and in darkness.

The process of obtaining information from

transmission-electron microscope (TEM), scanning-

electron microscope (SEM), and optical microscope •

(0M) pictures such as those in this article can be

greatly facilitated by using one or more of the

following "tricks".

i, To determine if any of the details on the

pictures are aligned, or more specifically, if

they lle along relatively straight lines, view

the pictures at about 70 ° from the normal and

rotate them slowly about the normal.

2. The appearance of many features on certain

pictures will change drastically when they are

viewed at 20 ° or 30 ° from the normal and rota-

ted from 90 ° to 180 °. Often a 180 ° rotation

will cause a feature which originally appears

to protrude to subsequently appear as an inden-

tation.

3, To determine if an artifact is above or below

the surface of a TEM picture look for specks

of dirt. Usually, they appear as black dots

which cast pointed unshadowed areas indicating

the direction of the impinging shadowing

material. Thus, one can determine if a more or

less vertical surface has accumulated, or is

sheltered from, shadowing material.

RESULTS

In a real sense, the major results are in the

pictures and captions contained in Plates 1 thru 5.

In order to demonstrate how the radlatlon-induced

effects depend on dose the principal observations

will be described, in the order they appear as the

dose increases; first for gamma-ray irradiated

samples and then for crystals exposed to x rays.

Gamma-ra[ Irradiated Crystals

i. Unirradiated Crystals: The crystals are water

clear and free of inclusions and gross surface

defects. Crystals etched with butanol contain

approx. 2.7 + 2.2 x 105 pits/cm 2.

2. l0 S to 105 tad: Cr[stals were examined after

irradiations of 103 , i0 _, and l0 S rad. by OM, TEM

and SEM. They remain water clear and radiation-

related effects could not be detected on either

the m or c faces. Plate l(a) was obtained from a

crystal exposed to l0 S rad. but is typical of unir-

radiated samples and those exposed to 104 and 105

rad.

3. 106 rad: Crystals slightly opaque, i.e., milky.

Surface effects were not detected by SEM. However,

TEM reveals small, very flat pits on only the m

face, Plate l(b). Plate l(c) shows a cluster of

larger pits which resemble circular craters and are

similar to the pits formed during the early stages

of thermal decomposition (ref. 7). The pits do not

appear to be aligned, i.e., they do not lie in

straight lines.

4. 5.0 x 106 rad: The crystals are nearly opaque

and appear milky white. Pits could not be detected

by OM or SEM. However, circular pits and decora-

tion of growth steps and/or cleavage steps with

tiny pits are clearly visible in TEM pictures of

only the m face.
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Plate 1 

P l a t e  1. Transn i s s ion  e l e c t r o n  microscope p i c tu re ;  
of t h e  m f a c e  of ammonium p e r c h l o r a t e  
c r y s t a l s  a f t e r  Co60 gamma-ray i r r a d i a -  
t i o n .  

a )  l o 3  rad.  
b)  l o 6  rad.  
c)  l o b  rad.  

d )  5.0 x l o6  

e )  lo7 rad.  

f )  5.0 107 

A much l a r g e r  p i t  s imilar t o  t h e  
p i t s  i n  (b ) .  
r a d ,  Cleavage s t e p  and growth 
p l anes  "decorated" du r ing  r a d i o l y t i c  
decomposition. S i m i l a r  "decorat ion" 
i s  produced by chemical e t c h i n g .  
A t  t h i s  dose t h e  p i t s  j o i n  o r  over- 
l a p  t o  form r u n n e l s ,  similar t o  
chemical e t ch ing .  
rad.  
t ion-induced p i t t i n g .  

An advanced s t a g e  of r ad ia -  
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5. i07 rad: Crystals are completely opaque and

resemble white plastic. Radiatlon-induced decom-

position is apparent on both faces, using OM or

SEM. However, the TEM pictures show the most de-

tail. Marked pitting and the formation of holes

and channels occurs on the m face, Plate l(e),

which resembles the later stages of etching using

ethanol.(ref. 8). At this dose decomposition

features are also found on the c face. Most

likely the lowest dose producing initial c face

deterioration lies between 106 and i0 ?rad., but

the dose was not precisely determined. The c-face

pits are best studied by SEM and are quite dense;

in some areas they appear random and do not appear

to be aligned, Plate 2(a). In other areas the

pits are aligned, Plate 2(b), especially along

the [210] direction. These aligned pits extend

across the surface for varying distances up to

i000 microns. In addition to the small pits de-

scribed above, some parts of the surface, espe-

cially the m face, contain large bubbles and

cavities, an example is Plate 2(c).

6. 2.5 x i07 rad: Both faces are extensively

pitted. The SEM picture Plate 2(d), shows c-

face pits whose concentration is approx. 2.3 x

107/cm 2. Some regions of the pits resemble those

formed by thermal decomposition, in air, at 226°C,

Plate 2(e). In addition, the alignment of pits

originally observed at lower doses persists at

this (and higher) dose rates, Plate 2(f). This

should be expected since many of the pits induced

by this dose must have been initiated at lower

doses and have increased in size.

7. 5.0 x i07 rad: Extensive decomposition is

observed on both faces. SEM pictures of the c

face, Plate 3(a), show that there are approx.

4.2 x i07 pits/cm 2. Also, there are areas where

the pits are aligned in distinct directions.

Occasionally the pitted areas "meander" through

the crystal; presumably these are grain boundaries,

Plate 3(b). Note that the pits in the grain bound-

aries vary considerably in size both along and

across the boundary zone. _ TEM picture showing

the interior of the c-face pit(s) is Plate l(f).

This shows the circular-layer-like structure,

extending to the pit bottom, originally observed

on chemically-etched crystals (ref. 8). This is

perhaps the most striking observation indicating

that the radiation-induced reactions closely par-

allel the solution chemical reactions. In partic-

ular, this similarity suggests thatboth reactions

are ultimately related to the crystal surface-

structure, i.e., the topography. At this dose

small block-like particles break away from the

crystal along fracture lines associated with and/

or parallel to well-demarked lines of pits. One

example, Plate 3(c), shows rows of pits parallel

to the fracture surfaces. As suggested above,

many of the details in this picture and especially

the block-like character may become much more

apparent if this picture is rotated 90 ° or 180 ° .

The m-face results, for this dose, are some-

what similar. Pitting occurs both randomly and

aligned. The size of the pits vary considerably,

some regions contain large holes and other regions

contain "decorated" terraces or steps. For example,

Plate 3(d) shows decorated steps with pits aligned

along the [i_0] direction. The aligned pits often

lie along nearly parallel lines as shown in Plate

3(d). All of the observed alignments appear to lie

along crystallographic planes. However, because

these directions are close together, it is diffi-

cult to establish this beyond question. Occasion-

ally mirror image pit arrangements are observed,

Plate 3(d). One would expect to observe this par-

ticular arrangement if the pits are associated with

dislocations produced by the "Frank-Read" mechan-

ism. Often when crystals fracture along aligned

rows of pits it is apparent that the pits, which

are observed on the surface, occur at the end of

hollow chimney-like tubes which extend into the

solid, Plate 3(e). Often these tubes are quite

evenly spaced. Plate 3(f) shows pit formation

along the [120] direction and large bubbles formed

in the interior. These are similar to the large

pits shown in Plate l(c).

X-ray-Irradiated Crystals

The search for x-ray induced radiation damage

and/or decomposition in ammonium perchlorate util-

ized both hard (or filtered) and soft ( or unfilt-

ered) x rays. Doses as large as 3.5 x 106 rad, of

50 kV tungsten x rays filtered by i mm AI, did no___tt

produce any radiation-induced damage when the crys-

tals were examined by OM, TEM, or SEM. However,

unfiltered x rays from _he same tube produced nu-

merous effects which are described below. Inasmuch

as the incident x-ray beam is attenuated as it pene-

trates into the crystal, one can employ a somewhat

novel technique to study x-ray induced decomposi-

tion vs. dose. Namely, the crystals can be irrad-

iated and cleaved normal to the c face and micro-

scope studies made on both the irradiated and

cleaved face.

1.6 x i07 rad: Both the m and c surfaces appear

smoky and translucent and have developed cracks

which could outline grain boundaries, Plate 4(a).

Individual artifacts, e.g., etch pits, were not

observed.

3.3 x i0 ?rad: A milky-white well-defined thin

layer of product is formed on the m face. On the

c face pits are found in isolated areas, Plate 4(b),

and in some areas they are aligned. There are

roughly 5 x 106 pits/cm 2 and they vary in size.

5.6 x i07 rad: On the c face the pit density at

this dose is 3.5 x 107/cm 2, Plate 4(c). The pits

are circular and fairly uniform in size. Most

importantly, this is the lowest dose producing pits

on the m face, Plate 4(d). There are approx. 2.1 x

107 circular and uniformly sized m-face pits/cm 2.

In some areas on both faces the pits are aligned.

At this dose it is convenient to study the

reaction at various distances from the exposed sur-

face, using crystals cleaved parallel to the radia-

tion beam. Place 4(e) shows both an irradiated

surface and the perpendicular surface revealed by

cleaving. The density of etch pits at various dis-

tances from the surface is shown in Fig. i. Also,

shown, is the x-ray intensity as a function of dis-

tance from the surface, as determined by interposing
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Plate 2. 

Plate 2. Scanning electron microscope pictures of 
ammonium perchlorate surfaces after Co60 
gamma-ray irradiation. 

a) c face, lo7 rad. Uniformly distributed cir- 
cular pits. 

b) c face, lo7 rad. Marked alignment of pits in 
[210] direction. 

c) m face, lo7 rad. In addition to the smaller 
pits larger "bubbles" are formed. 

d) c face, 2.5 x lo7 rad. Rectangular shaped 
holes, resembling those found in 
thermal decomposition product. 

e) c face, 2.5 x lo7 rad. Marked alignment of 
the 

2 . 3  x 106/cm2. 

its in the [ T O O ]  direction. 
f) c face, 2.5 x 10 5 rad. Pit density: 
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Plate 3 

P l a t e  3. Scanning e l e c t r o n  microscopy p i c t u r e s  of 
ammonium p e r c h l o r a t e  s u r f a c e s  a f t e r  a 
5.0 x l o 7  rad. 
t i o n .  

Co60 gamma-ray i r r a d i a -  

a )  c f a c e .  The p i t  dens i ty  i s  4.1 x 107/cm2. 
b )  c f ace .  P i t t e d  areas  "meandering" through t h e  

c r y s t a l ,  presumably a long  g r a i n  
boundaries .  

c )  Block-l ike p a r t i c l e s  formed by r a d i a t i o n -  
induced p i t s .  The c r y s t a l  has  f r a c t u r e d  a long  
i n t e r s e c t i n g  p i t  a l ignments  t o  produce t h e  
block.  The block-l ike character may become 
more appa ren t  i f  t h i s  p i c t u r e  is r o t a t e d  180'. 

d) m f ace .  P i t s  a l igned  i n  t h e  [120] d i r e c t i o n .  
e )  m f ace .  The a l igned  p i t s  occu r  a t  t h e  ends of 

chimney-like t u b e s  ex tend ing  i n t o  
lower l aye r s  of  t h e  s o l i d .  

f )  m f ace .  I n  a d d i t i o n  t: small we l l - a l igned  
p i t s  on  the [120] d i r e c t i o n ,  t h e  s u r -  
f a c e  con ta ins  a l a r g e r  p i t  s imilar t o  
t h o s e  shown i n  P l a t e  l(c). 
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P l a t e  4. Scanning e l e c t r o n  microscope p i c t u r e s  
of ammonium p e r c h l o r a t e  s u r f a c e s  a f t e r  
50 kV, tungs t en  t a r g e t ,  and u n f i l t e r e d ,  
x-ray i r r a d i a t i o n .  

a )  
e x t e r n a l  s u r f a c e .  

b) c f a c e ,  3.2 x lo7 rad.  I n i t i a l  p i t  formation 
a l i g n e d  i n  [230] d i r e c t i o n ,  

c)  c f a c e ,  5.2 x l o 7  rad.  P i t  d e n s i t y :  
3.5 x 107/cm2. 

d) 
d e n s i t y  2.1 x 1O7/cm2. 

e )  c and m f a c e ,  5.2 x l o7  rad.  A f t e r  i t r a d i a t i o n  
t h e  i n t e r i o r  m f a c e  was exposed by 
c l eav ing .  Note t h e  p i t  d e n s i t y  a t  
v a r i o u s  d i s t a n c e s  from t h e  i r r a d i -  
a t e d  s u r f a c e .  Th i s  c f a c e  i s  t h e  
same as i n  ( c )  above. 

f) in f a c e ,  7.2 x lo7  rad.  Block-l ike product  on 
s u r f a c e  w i t h  unde r ly ing  c rack ing  
and p i t  formation.  

m f a c e ,  1.6 x l o 7  rad.  Cracks form on t h e  

m f a c e ,  5.2 x lo7  rad.  Shallow and deep p i t s ,  
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thin AI absorbers between the x-ray tube and a

detector placed at the sample position. Thus, it

would appear that the x-ray intensity decreases

monotonically from the irradiated surface while,

in contrast, the pit density is very low at the

front surface, rises abruptly to a prominent maxi-

mum, and then decreases monotonically. This some-

what surprising result is considered in the dis-

cussion section.

7.5 x i0 ? rad: This dose causes the surface to

break up into blocks similar to those formed during

gamma-ray irradiation, Plate 4(f). Also, reaction

product occurs on the fracture surfaces below the

loose blocks. Almost all of the external surface

is covered with pits. Often the pits are markedly

aligned, particularly along the [125], [350], and

[241] directions on the m face, Plate 5(a).

Radiolytic Decomposition of Strained Crystals

Straining crystals prior to thermal decompo-

sition or chemical etching produced effects which

could be correlated to dislocations and related

effects (refs. 7,8). Immediately below, it will

be demonstrated that similar strain-related

effects are observed with radiolytically decom-

posed ammonium perchlorate crystals. A really

detailed presentation of the available data on the

radiolysis of strained crystals would include ob-

servations at a variety of different doses. How-

ever, to be brief, only data obtained at one dose

level, namely, 5.1 x i0 ? rad will be described in

this paper. First, crystals compressed by squeez-

ing the m faces prior to x-ray exposure develop

broad bands of pits on the c face which lie along

[120] directions, Plate 5(b). These directions

are parallel to, or lie along the intersection of,

prominent slip systems. Second, other areas on

the same surface contain individual etch pits

aligned along crystal directions previously assoc-

iated with slip systems. For example, Plate 5(c)

shows pits aligned along [120] and several other

directions. Third, strained crystals fracture

into blocks whose sides usually are low index

crystal planes, Plate 5(d). The blocks separate

from the original crystal along planes parallel

to the original surface. Furthermore, the paral-

lel fracture planes contain numerous etch pits

similar to those formed on the original surface.

X-ray irradiation produces a high degree of

strain on the crystal. Apart from the extensive

cracking and block formation, pronounced curvature

on large i0 x 6 x 0.5 mm m-face samples develops

during an x-ray dose of 1.6 x 107 rad. Also, pro-

nounced curvature occurs along the b axis of c-

face crystals having similar dimensions and for

the same x-ray dose.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The observation on gamma-ray and x-ray induced

decomposition of ammonium perchlorate, described

above, provides generalizations which can be group-

ed into two categories. First, there are many rad-

iation effects which are similar to those occurring

during thermal decomposition and chemical etching.

Second, radiation induces some effects not observed

during thermal and chemical treatment. These two

categories will be described separately.

Radiation-lnduced Effects Similar to

Chemical and Thermal Effects

A. An induction period precedes the appearance of

the initial decomposition. Specifically, when ex-

posed to heat or radiation an initial heating

period must elapse, or the sample must receive a

specific dose, before decomposition is observed

(ref. ll). For example, if a three-second etch

produces well-defined pits a two-second etch may

not produce any observable effects.

B. The initial radiation-induced effect, as well

as the thermal and chemical effect, is the appear-

ance of small etch pits which are aligned in some,

but randomly distributed in other, areas of the

same crystal.

C. The characteristics of the etch pits formed by

all three stimuli are similar: the pits have

roughly the same size; the pit density is compar-

able, namely, approx. 2-40 x i06/cm2; and the

aligned pits lie in the same crystal directions no

matter how produced.

D. A second, or intermediate, decomposition stage

is found in all three cases when the decomposition

has extended over the entire external crystal sur-

face. Concomitantly, extensive decomposition is

observed on macroscopic defects such as cleavage

steps, slip systems, etc.

E. The last stage of decomposition produced by

etching is characterized by blocks of undissolved

crystals separated by fissures. Extensive thermal

and radiolytic decomposition produces similar,

apparently unaffected, blocks connected at edges or

corners to form a "sponge-like" or coral structure

containing rectangular voids. This structure is

similar to that previously reported by Kraeutle

(ref. 12).

F. In all cases decomposition on the c, or (001),

face is well developed before the initial etch pits

appear on the m, or (210), face. However, the

final appearance of both faces is similar, except

for differences imposed by the crystal structure.

Radiation-lnduced Effects

When ammonium perchlorate crystals are sub-

jected to radiation effects, described below, are

observed which do not appear during thermal or

chemical decomposition.

A. Crystals subjected to gamma-ray doses of 108ra_

or larger, effervesce when dissolved in water. A

similar effect was observed by Heal (ref. 13) in

x-ray irradiated KCIO_ crystals.

B. Gamma-ray induced decomposition occurs on sites

which are uniformly distributed through the crys-

tals. X-ray induced decomposition occurs on sites

thoughout the volume irradiated. In contrast,

thermal and chemical decomposition starts on the

surface and penetrates inward.

C. Radiation-induced strain causes several differ-

ent effects. First, some curved surface cracks are

formed. Second, appreciable surface cracking occurs

along cleavage planes to create numerous regularly

shaped blocks. Third, crystals irradiated on one
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Plate 5 

P l a t e  5. Scanning e l e c t r o n  microscope p i c t u r e s  
of ammonium p e r c h l o r a t e  s u r f a c e  a f t e r  
50 kV, tungs t en  t a r g e t ,  u n f i l t e r e d ,  
x-ray i r r a d i a t i o n .  

a )  m f a c e ,  7.2 x l o 7  rad.  P i t  a l ignment  a long 
t h e  11251 and 12411 d i r e c t i o n s .  

b) c f a c e ,  5.1 x l o 7  rad.  Region of marked 
a c t i v i t y  i n  [I201 d i r e c t i o n .  The 
s l i p  p l a n e s  were produced by com- 
p r e s s i o n  on m f a c e s .  

c f a c e ,  5.1 x l o 7  rad.  P i t s  a l i g n e d  i n  [120] 
d i r e c t i o n  a f t e r  compressing t h e  m 
f a c e s .  

d) c f a c e ,  5.6 x l o 7  rad.  Block-l ike product  on 
s t r a i n e d  m a t e r i a l .  Also, t h e r e  is  
sub-surface p i t t i n g .  

c )  
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surfacewith x rays, in whichcasethe irradiated
volumeis confinedto a slabon thesurface,
developverypronouncedconvexcurvature.
D. Oneof themostinterestingeffectsassociated
with radiationis the localizationof thedecompo-
sition oncertainsites. It hasbeenestablished
that the initial chemicaland/orthermaldecompo-
sition sites occurwheredislocations,slip sys-
tems,etc. intersect thecrystal surface(ref 7).
It mustbeconcludedthat theradiation-induced
processon thesurfacealsooccursat thesame
typeof site. Thisparticularprocessmaybere-
gardedasradiatlon-inducedetching.

Decompositionin the interior of x-rayor
gamma-rayirradiatedcrystalsalsooccursat sites
whichdonot appearto berandomlydistributed.
Furthermore,thedecompositiondoesnot appearto
besimplyrelatedto the ionizationdensityduring
irradiation. Thisis illustrated in Fig. i which
showsthat theconcentrationof radiation-induced
etchpits nearthe surfaceis considerablyless
thanonewouldexpectif thedecompositionsite
countwasproportionalto thedose. Asimilar
effect hasbeenobserved(not illustrated) onthe
surfaceof irradiatedcrystalswhichcontain
cleavagestepsand/orsimilar macroscopicimper-
fections;namely,appreciabledecompositionoccurs
on thesteps,cracks,etc., but theareaimmedi-
ately aroundthemis usuallyfree of decompo-
sition sites.

Theseobservationssuggestconclusionswhich,
at this time,mustberegardedastentative.
First, inasmuchasexternaldecompositionoccurs
at the intersectionof thedislocationsandthe
surface,it is reasonable to expect that internal

decomposition occurs at dislocation-related sites

such as intersections, pinning points, etc.

Second, internal decomposition occurs, almost cer-

tainly, at voids, inclusions, cracks, etc. Third,

radiation-induced ionization events must occur

uniformly throughout the regions reached by the

incident x rays or gamma rays. Since the decompo-

sition occurs only at specific sites, a mechanism

must exist for the transfer of energy from the

location of each ionization event to the site.

The most likely processes are electronic and in-

volves one or more of the usual carriers, i.e.,

electrons, holes, and/or excitons. This was orig-

inally proposed to explain the radiation-induced

decomposition of KN 3 and NaN 3 (ref. 3). Fourth,

once a decomposition site has become active, it

would appear to retard the formation of additional

sites in its immediate vicinity, and the area of

influence, i.e., the interaction radius, is related

to the pit size. In other _ords, it would seem

that the charge and/or energy carriers mentioned

above are much more likely to interact with nearby

existing sites than to initiate new sites.

These ideas provide one, or several, possible

explanations for the observed decomposition site

distribution shown in Fig. 2. The external sur-

face can be expected to be an efficient carrier

collector, i.e., decomposition site. Thus,

carriers produced within a fixed distance from

the surface, perhaps a mean-free path, almost

certainly cause decomposition at the surface and

do not contribute to the formation of interior

sites. Further from the surface it is much more

likely that the carriers will interact at sites.

Thus, the site concentration will be low at the

surface, increase toward the interior, and then

decrease as the x-ray beam is attenuated.

To emphasize that alternative explanations are

possible, one other possibility will be mentioned.

Because the samples are prepared by cleaving, the

crystals may be more highly strained near the sur-

face than in the interior. Thus, if the decompo-

sition rate is reduced by the strain one would

expect the site density to be low near the surface.

Clearly, other surface related effects may be ex-

pected to reduce the decomposition site concentra-

tion near the surface. However, as mentioned abov_

the decomposition rate is observed to increase in

the vicinity of strain produced slip systems.

In summary, the radiolytic decomposition of

ammonium perchlorate is similar in many respects

to thermal or chemically-induced decomposition.

The decomposition processes are related to the

defect and dislocation-related properties. How-

ever, the effects observed only with radiation

suggest that electronic carriers, e.g., electrons,

holes, excitons, and possibly protons play an

important role in the decomposition process,

whether or not the stimulus is chemical, thermal

or radiation.
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PLATE AND FIGURE CAPTIONS

The inserts provide the following detailed

information on each picture:

m - m face

c - c face

X - direction of incident x rays

S - direction of applied strain

P - the view photographed

The part of the crystal removed bycleaving, usually

after irradiation, is indicated by dashed lines.
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Figure i

Fig. I. Histographs showing the distribution of

internal decomposition sites normal to

the c surface of an ammonium perchlorate

crystal irradiated to a total dose of

1.6 x 107 rad. with unfiltered x rays

from a tungsten tube operated at 50 kV.

Also shown is the x-ray intensity vs.

penetration depth computed from x-ray

attenuation measurements made with thin

AI foils. The site concentration

increases inward from the surface to a

maximum and then decreases, i.e., near

the surface it is no____tproportional to

the deposited energy.
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IRRADIATION EFFECTS STUDIES OF NERVA MATERIALS

J. A. DeMastry and T. P. Merrick

Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory

Several materials, Beryllium, CuB, BATH (AI-24 v/o Till 2 - 6 v/o B4C) cLn,clA-286, were
irradiated at cryogenic temperatures to neutron fluences between 1017 and 101"/n/cm2

(E > 1.0 Mev). Tensile properties were determined over a temperature range to evaluate the
effects of irradiation on the material properties. The expected radiation damage typical of

other materials was observed, a general increase in strength and decrease in ductility. The

effects at LN 2 temperature (140°R) are more pronounced since radiation induced defects are
not annealed out at 140°R.

Decreases in both strength and ductility of Beryllium are noted at 140°R. Mechanical

strength is generally recovered at temperatures as low as 406°R for 10 minute anneals. Thermal
conductivity in beryllium is decreased by almost a factor of six at 1 x 1019 n/cm 2 (IE> 1 Mev).
Both Cu 12 v/o B and Cu 24 v/o B exhibit increases in strength and decreases in elongation due

to irradiation. BATH shows an increase in mechanical strength after irradiation and testing at

140°R. The A-_286 alloy undergoes decreased ultimate strength and increased yield strength
under the conditions studied. There were no significant changes in elongation at the tempera-

tures studied. Comparison of test data from different reactors and the statistical techniques

employed in this program are also reviewed.

The NERVA (Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle

Applications) Program was initiated in 1961 after the Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory had successfully demonstrated

the basic principles in nuclear rocketry. The program,

under the direction of the Space Nuclear Systems Office of

NASA and the AEC, is being performed by the Aerojet

Nuclear Systems Company as the prime contractor and

Westinghouse Electric Corporation as the principal subcon-

tractor for the nuclear subsystem development.

The basic operation of a nuclear rocket system is as

follows. A simplified sketch of a nuclear rocket engine

attached to a flight tank is shown in Figure 1. The engine

delivers approximately 75,000 Ibs of thrust at a specific

impulse of 825 Ibf-sec/Ib m. The reactor produces 1511M_

of power and the core consists of clusters of graphite fuel

elements surrounded by a beryllium reflector. The pump,

which is driven by a turbine, increases the pressure of the

liquid hydrogen to 1300 psla and provides approximately

91 Ib/sec through the pump discharge llne to the nozzle

FIGURE

NERVA ENGINE
HI PRESSURE

INTERNAL STARTUPITANK ,
SHIELD_ t

CONTROL h/_j -° l
DRU M---_ _._ _ -_

NOZZLE_ __-_\ _<_I_

\ _--L-" ;/_--_Y-\ 1 _--REF'_CTOR

_N ZLE SKIRT EXTENSION

Note:

The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application (NERVA) Program is administered by the

Space Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company as prime
contractor for the engine system and Westinghouse Electric Corporation as subcontractor for

the nuclear subsystem, are developing a nuclear propulsion system for space applications.
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inlet plenum. The liquid hydrogen then flows through the

regeneratlvely cooled nozzle tubes into the reflector of the

reactor. After passing through the reflector and removing

the radiation-deposited energy, the hydrogen enters the

shield region at the forward end of the dome. The purpose

of the shield is to decrease the radiation levels on the

engine parts. The hydrogen passes through the reactor-

fueled section and is heated to above 4000°R when it enters

the thrust chamber formed by the convergent section of the

nozzle. The hot hydrogen from the thrust chamber is

expanded and accelerated by the nozzle, thereby pro-

ducing the required thrust.

The nuclear rocket engine derives its primary advan-

tage over chemical rocket engines from its use of the hydro.

gen as a propellant which results in very high specific

impulse. Specific impulse (lsp), which is the ratio of thrust

produced to propellant flow rate, is a prime measure of a

rocket engine's performance since it relates directly to the

amount of propellant which must be carried to perform

a mission. Since specific impulse is a function of the

inverse of the square root of the molecular weight of the

propellant, hydrogen with a molecular weight of two, is

an ideal propellant. All chemical rocket engines combine

fuel and oxidizer with resulting higher molecular weights.

Thus, the nuclear rocket engine developes a specific

impulse approximately double that of the best chemical

rocket engine.

The high reliability requirements for the NERVA

engine dictate an extensive Radiation Effects Program.

Each material and component must be evaluated over a

range of temperatures, fluences, and other pertinent vari-

ables to determine if performance degradation occurs. This

has involved irradiation of materials and components to

10191 x n/cm 2 (E_I /V_v) at liquid nitrogen temperatures

and subsequent post irradiation testing at cryogenic lem-

peratures.

Maior recent effort has focused on candidate NERVA

materials and these data are being reported today. Classi-

fication as ductile or brittle is mode on the basis of pre-

liminary screening in an environment which duplicates, as

nearly as possible, the NERVA application. Applicable

information from literature sources and tensile test results

are used in determining if the material is to be classified

as ductile or brittle for NERVA use. A material is defined

as "brittle" if it demonstrates a sens|tlvlty to non-lnherent

flaws in such a way that it fails below its yield strength.

A material is classified as'_luctile" if it is insensitive to

flaws that may be present. The results of the above dis-

cussed screening tests dictate the requirements for addi-

tlonal testing such as fracture toughness, which are cur-

rently underway. The ductile material discussed below and

the other ductile material utilized in NERVA exhibit

increased or relatively unaltered strengths followlng irradia-

tion. Thus, unirradlated design properties are utilized in

determining the stress allowables. The brittle materials are

statistically evaluated for changes in fracture strength fol-

lowing irradiation. Testing programs are currently under-

way for the brittle materials reviewed in this paper and

only the beryllium irradiated fracture properties are avail-

able for discussion today.

Westinghouse has employed rel|abillty design method-

ology which departs somewhat from classical design

approaches. A probabillst|c design approach is employed

whereby the material properties used in analysis are those

properties identified with a 99% probability at the 95%

confidence level, presuming a Gauss|an distribution and

considering the effects of temperature uncertainties and

other potential variables. Thus, experimental statistics

are employed and whenever possible, full factorial test

matrices are utilized. Ordinarily, the requirement is for

eight independent observations in determining the mean

value for each level of a primary variable and the variance

about that mean is determined with at least 15 degrees of

freedom. The data is analyzed using Bartlett's Test for

homogeneity of variance and the standard analysis of varl-

a nce.

In selecting materials for cryogenic applications, the

most important criteria are strength, ductility, and tough-

ness. Because of this, the body-centered cubic materials

which exhibff a ductile-to-brittle transition temperature
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can be eliminated for purely cryogenic application since

this transition temperature occurs above liquid-hydrogen

temperature for most body-centered cubic materials. The

materials generally used at cryogenic temperatures are the

face-centered cubic materials such as the aluminum alloys,

austentic stainless steel, and nickel-base alloys. In addi-

tion, certain hexagonal crystal structured materials such as

beryllium, magnesium, and titanium have also been con-

sidered. The yield strength, ultimate strength, and notch

strength of the face-centered-cublc materials is generally

higher at cryogenic temperatures than it is at room tempera-

tures, in mast cases, the reduction of area of the fcc

material is reduced by lower temperature; the total elonga-

tion may be increased, or decreased depending on the

materials. Elongation at cryogenic temperature depends

on grain size, degree of prior cold work, and temperature.

Theoretically, irradiations at cryogenic temperatures

are expected to cause greater changes in mechanical pro-

perties than do irradiations at room temperature for the

same level of fast fluence. This assumes that some of the

vacancies, and interstitials produced by fast neutrons will

be annealed out at room temperature; cryogenic irradiations

do not produce significant annealing of fast neutron defects.

There is presently limited data available concerning

cryogenic nuclear radiation effects in structural materials.

Most of the data obtained to dote has been developed for

use in the NERVA Program. Prior studies have shown

that the threshold for observable mechanical property

damage is as low as 1 x 1017 n/cm 2 when irradiation tem-

peratures are below 140°R. Since certain structural com-

ponents of the NERVA system will be exposed to fluence

levels of approximately 1020 n/cm 2 during the 10 hour

lifetime, radiation damage to these components could be a

serious problem.

IRRAI_IATION FACILITIES

Irradiation studies were conducted at the General

Dynamics/Fort Worth Ground Test Reactor (GTR) which is

a heterogeneous, highly enriched, thermal reactor util-

izing water as neutron moderator and reflector, as radicL-

tion shielding, and as coolant. Figure 2 is a plan view of

the facility and Figure 3 is a cutaway view of the irradia-

tion test cell and the reactor tank. During operation, the

FIGURE 2. GTR RADIATION EFFECTS TESTING/ACILITY

REACTOR CONTROL CONSOLES

ELECTRIC SUB STATION

STAIRI_AY TO LABYRINTH

FIGURE 3 GTR TANK AND IRRADIATION TEST CELL - CUTAWAY ViEW ._

_/ 3. GTR TANK

4. REACTOR

5. IRRAOIATION TEST CELL

6. SHUTTLE SYSTEM

7. HANDLING AREA

.... 9. WEATHER COVER
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reactor is moved into the closet-like structure built into

the north wall of the GTR tank. Specimens to be irradi-

ated are located near the bottom of the test cell at the

north, east, or west sides of the closet. Dewars containing

the specimens to be irradiated are placed at the closet

wall. The dewars are then filled with liquid nitrogen and

a continuous level maintained in the dewar during the

irradiation.

After irradiation, the dewars are removed from the

test chamber to the General Dynamics/Fort Worth hot

cells for post-irradlation examination and mechanical pro-

perry studies. The liquid nitrogen level is maintained

throughout transfer and storage. Specimens are never

allowed to warm above liquid nitrogen temperature since

such a warming would result in loss of damage due to

annealing. The actual temperature of the specimens has

been verified by locating thermocouples on selected speci-

mens and monitoring the temperature throughout the irradi-

ation, transfer, and storage phases.

Some data will also be discussed which are based on

irradiation of beryllium thermal conductivity specimens in

the Bulk Shielding Reactor (BSR), Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL) at 200°R. Figure 4 depicts the lower

end of the thermal conductivity test capsule whereby

"in situ" measurements of thermal conductivity and elec-

trical resistivity were performed. This has been inter-

calibrated with ORNL laboratory systems and good agree-

ment observed.

The use of two test reactors described above, as well

as the NASA Plum Brook Reactor at Lewis Research Center

presents some interesting analytical problems. There are

significant spectral differences between the NERVA reactor

which is epithermal and these thermal water-moderated

test reactors. For example, Jenkins and Williams at ORNL

compared the differential flux spectra for the BSR and the

NERVA radial leakage spectrum as shown in Figure 5

(normalized for E>I Mev). As a result, a correlation

coefficient _0ased solely on beryllium displacement cal-

culations) was developed. These results indicate that the

reflector leakage spectrum b 1.4 times more damaging

than the BSR position utilized if fluence is quoted for

E > 1.0 Mev.

FIGURE 4.

ILLUSTRATION OF THE LOWER END OF

THE THERMAL CONDUCTiVITY-TEST

CAPSULE FOB THE BULK SHIELDING

REACTOR LIQUID NITROGEN-COOLED

CRYOSTAT. THE SAMPLE IS 2" LONG.

DOSI METER FOILS

TEST HEATER

CRYOSTAT WALL

BINDING POST

THERMAL GUARD

GASGUIDE

END CAP

BASE HEATER

HELIUM HEATER

FUNNEL

HELIUSI INL_

Westinghouse has performed similar machine and hand

calculations for other materials and other reactors. The

results indicate that a correction factor of from 1-3 is

required in comparing a thermal-water-moderated reactor

wlth NERVA.

POST IRRADIATION TESTING

Tensile tests were performed with a Model TT-D

split-console Instron Tensile Test Machine having a vari-

able-range load capacity of 20,000 Ibs. Cryogenic

testing was conducted in a cryostat constructed of uce-

thane foam material; its inner and outer surfaces were

coated with successive layers of siliconic adhesive and

fiberglass cloth. All fracture mechanics tests were per-

formed in the same facilities. Specimens were stored in

LN 2 to prevent warming of specimens after irradiation with

accompanying annealing of irradiation effects.

Beryllium thermal conductivity rm asurements reported

today were allmade "in sltu" in the apparatus described

above. The results are as follows.
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TEST RESULTS

Results of beryllium irradiation in liquid nitrogen and

post-irradlation tensile testing are shown in Tables 1 and

2. Specimens tested at 140 and 273°R show decreased

elongation and ultimate tensile strength. All specimens

fractured prior to yielding. Almost complete recovery of

mechanical properties is noted for specimens tested at

540°R for both transverse and longitudinal specimens.

Recovery is also noted in material irradiated to 4.3 x 1017

n/cm 2 and tested at 406°R. Figure 7 depicts typical

changes in UTS as a function of fluence at both 140°R and

540°R.

Table 3 shows the results of annealing studies to estab-

lish the time required for recovery of mechanical prop-

erties. Recovery of ultimate strength is noted at tempera-

tures as low as 273°R after 1000 minutes. Complete recov-

ery of ultimate strength is observed at 406°R and above

for annealing times as low as 10 minutes. Ductility

measured as elongation is not recovered until temperatures

as high as 674°R are reached. Even at this temperature,

prior irradiation ductility is not fully recovered.

TABLE 1

TENSILE TEST DATA FOR BERYLLIUM IRRADIATED AT LN 2

(140°R) TEMPERATURE TRANSVERSE D I RECTION

Neutron Fluence

Test 10 18 n/cm 2 0.2% Offset Ultimate

Teml_roture _) _) Yield Strength Tensile Strength ElongaHon
-R KSI KSI %

140 0 0 38.2 52.3 1.51

•46. .16 --- 27.9 O

2,4 .13 --- 48.0 0

7.5 .35 --- 33,5 0

273 0 0 31.2 46.2 2.11

.45 .16 --- 50.0 0

2.5 .13 --- 48.6 0

7.8 .35 -°- 49.1 0

406 0 0 32.3 49.2 2.52
.4

3 .16 45.0 56.0 1.80

2.5 .13 0 50.4 0

8.3 .06 0 58.9 0

540 0 0 31.1 44.5 2.39

.45 ,16 30.6 43.7 2.27

2.4 .13 34.4 40.2 1.05

7.6 .35 33.1 45.0 2.12

TABLE 2

TENSILE TEST DATA FOR BERYLLIUM IRRADIATED AT

LN 2 (140°R) TEt@ERATU RE

Neutron Fluence

Temperature 10 18 n/cm 2

°_ _

140 0 0

.46 .16

2.4 .13

7.7 .35

273 .04 02 .13

7.8 .35

406 0 016
2.5 .13

8.1 .36

_0 °3 o,6
2.4 .13

7.5 .35

LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

0.2% Offset UIt ffnote

Yield Strength TensZle Strength

KSI KSI

Elongation

%

33.7 37.8 0,53

--- 32.5 0

--- 25.0 0

--- 29 0

38.1 48.4 1.4

--- 26.1 0

--- 35.7 0

36.0 47.6 1.41

43,8 49.9 0,73

--- 50.5 0

--- 45.2 0

33.1 42.1 1.45

33.5 42.5 1.43

35.3 42.2 1.02

36.0 40.0 0.52

TABLE 3

EFFECTS OF ANNEALI NG ON BERYLLI UM 1RRAD I ATION AT LN 2 (140°R) TEMPERATU RE
ALL TESTS CONDUCTED AT 14G°R

Neutron Fluence
Annealing T]_ 0.2=/0 OFfset UIt;_te

Time TemP_oRature 1018 n/cm 2 Yield Strength Tensile Strength Elongation
(min) _>1.0 ,v_e,,,) KSI KSI %

0 140 7: ...... 31.8 0

10 273 7.7 --- 19.7 0

100 273 7.9 --- 24.5 0

1000 273 7.4 --- 30.1 0

10 406 8.4 --- 31.9 0

100 406 7.8 --- 26.2 0

1000 406 7.6 --- 44.8 0

10 540 7.6 --- 32.5 0

100 540 8,1 --- 31.6 0

1000 540 7,6 --- 33.1 0

10 674 7.6 39.2 39.3 .01

1 O0 674 7.7 - -- 35.2 0

1000 674 7,7 39.3 41.6 0.3
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Figure 6 depicts the observed beryllium fracture

toughness as a function of temperature for specimens

1018 1018irradiated to 3 x n/cm 2 and 8.5 x n/cm 2

(E> 1 Mev). As can be seen, irradiation significantly

reduces the fracture toughness of beryllium. At 8.5 x 1018

n/cm 2, the fracture toughness 0(1C ) is reduced by 30%

at 140C_R.

Other studies have indicated that the above damage

can be annealed out by appropriate heat treatments. No

annealing has been observed below 310°R and virtually

complete annealing of damage is observed at 535°R.

.. TABLE 4

TENSILE TEST DATA (U for Cu IZvlo B ALLOY IRRADIATED

AT LN 2 (140°R) TEMPERATURE

Neutron Fruence

T_t I x 1018n/cm 2 0.2 % Offset Ultimate

Temp_arature _ _ Orientation Yield Strength Temile Strength Elongatlon
-R KSI KSI %

140 0 0 L 11,5 38.0 30.4

140 0 0 k 11.8 34.1 21.7
140 2.31 0.12 L 46.2 48.8 2.74
140 2.38 0.12 L 48.4 49.3 4.15

540 0 0 L 9.4 24.1 18.4

2,19 0.12 L 28.8 30.9 8.1

940 0 0 L 6.8 14,7 13.1

940 2,39 0.12 L 18.1 19.3 2.23

1340 0 0 L 3.8 5.6 2.69
1340 2.37 0.12 L 5.5 6.6 3.86

L - Longltud]_l
0) " Instron crossheadspeed= 0.02 in/mln

The next figure (Figure 8) depicts the decrease in

thermal conductivity in beryllium as a function of fluence.

1019At 1 x n/cm 2 (E> 1 Mev), its thermal conductivity

is reduced by almost a factor of six. This is completely

recoverable at 400-500°R.

5O

40 z
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3o

20

FIGURET. EFFECTSOF LN2 (140°R)RADIATIONON BERYLLIUM

TENSILESTRENGTH(LONGITUDINAL)
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Acopper-boronmaterialis being considered for

utilization as control drum vane material of the reflector

assembly. Varying compositions of thls alloy have been

considered. Test results for two of these materials,

Cu 12 v/o B and Cu 24 v/o B, are shown in Tables 4 and

5. The Cu 12 v/o B alloy exhibits large increases in

yield and ultimate strength at temperatures up to 940°R.

These strength increases are accompanied by reductions

in elongation. The Cu 24 v/o Balloy shows much smaller

increases in strength in material tested at 540 and 940°R

with decreases in elongation. Material tested at 1340°R

showed no effects due to irradiation at 2.36 x 1018n/cm 2.

TENSILE TEST DATA (I) TABLE 5
for Cu 24vlo B ALLOY IRRADIATED

AT LN 2 (140°R) TEMPERATURE

Test Neutron Fluence 0.2% off_t Ultimate

Temperoture ] x 1018 n/¢m 2 Y[eld Strength Tensile Strength Elongati_
OR (E> I.O Mev) (E> .48 ev) Odentatlon KSt KSI %

140 O O L 11.3 27.3 11.8
14O 2.29 0.12 L 8.3 14.8 1.79

540 0 0 L 7.2 19.5 2. J
540 2.15 O. 12 L 13.3 24.7 0.08

940 O O L 8.0 12.5 6.0
940 2.32 0.12 L 13.3 14,1 1.64

1340 0 O t 3.6 5,5 3.82
1340 2.36 0.12 L 3,4 5.4 4,04

t - Longitudinal

(1) - I,_tron cro_shead speed = 0.02 _r,/min

The BATH (AI-24 v/o TIH 2 - 6 v/o B4C) material is

to be used as a neutron shield in the NERVA reactor. The

results of irradiation at LN 2 (140°R) temperatures and

testing between 140 and 1140°R are shown in Table 6.

Material tested at 140°R show increases in the ultimate

strength and slight decreases in elongation. Testing at

340 to 1140°R produces very little change in the mech-

anical strength of BATH. While increasing the fluence

levels at any test temperature above 140°R does not have

a significant effect on the strength, it does produce changes

in elongation. No pattern for this change can be noted.

Both increases and decreases in elongation are noted.

These changes are generally small and probably of no

practical significance.

TABLE6

TENSILETESTDATAFORBATH(AI-24v/oTiH26 v/oB4C)
IRRADIATEDATLN2TEMPERATURE

Test Neutron Fluence 0.2% Ultimate

Temperoture 1018 n/cm 2 Offset Yield Tensile Strength Elongation

OR (E >1 Mev) Stress (KSI) KSI %

140 0 15.9 22.9 1.4

2.78 28.9 .36

34 34.4 .84

340 0 13.8 20.0 3.2

2.81 20.5 22.1 1.3

3.31 20.78 .72

540 0 11.9 18.8 4.89

2.68 12.8 18.9 5.75

3,45 12,8 18.5 2.86

740 0 11.3 14.7 7.39

2.87 11.7 14.8 8.94

3.21 11.4 14.8 6.55

940 0 8.9 10.6 5.36

2.92 8.8 I0.6 6.36

3.14 9.0 10.2 8.24

1140 0 6.1 6.9 5.0

3.04 6. l 7.1 4.3

TABLE 7

TENSILE TEST DATA FOR A-286 ALLOY IRRADIATED

AT LN 2 (140°R) TEMPERATURE

Test Neutron Fluence 0.2% OFfset Ultlmote

Temperature 1018 _/cm 2 Yield St_ngth Tensile Strength Elongation

OR (E > 1.0 Mev) KSI KSI %

140 0 112.0 197.3 43.3

0.41 123.5 198.2 40.3

2.56 147.8 201.7 37.4

10.5 177.5 200.6 34.9

340 0 101.2 163.2 26.1

0.41 112.6 163.7 29.6

2.56 132.5 159.3 28.0

10.5 139.4 153.1 22.5

540 0 96.7 152.1 26.0

0.41 106.5 150.0 28.3

2.56 123.3 147.0 27.0

10.4 120.0 136.5 22.0

740 0 90.1 144.9 23.7

0.41 101.0 143.3 24.1

2.56 112.4 141.3 20,6

10.4 115.2 131.2 18.5

940 0 81.2 138.5 18.9

0.41 82.0 140.2 23.0

2.56 88,9 132.9 21.7

10.1 100.6 131.4 16.7
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The A-286 stainless steel alloy is a prime support

material for the NERVA reactor and these data are tabu-

lated in Table 7. Irradiation at 140°R with testing from

140 to 940°R produces only slight changes in the pro-

perties of A-286 as can be seen in Figure 9. Generally,

increases in the yield strength due to irradiation are

noted. Increases in yield strength due to decreasing tem-

peratures are also observable. Irradiation also causes

reductions in ultimate tensile strength at most test tempera-

tures. Slight decreases in elongation due to irradiation

are noted. The reductions in elongation are not large

enough to be considered a serious problem.

1.

CONCLUSIONS

1018Irradiation to about 8.0 x n/cm 20E> 1.0 Mev)

produces decreases in both strength and ductility of

Beryllium at 140 and 273°R. The mechanical strength

is generally recovered at 406°R for anneals as short

as 10 minutes.

FIGURE 9. ,EFFECTOF LN2 (140°R)

2. Beryllium thermal conductivity, at 200°R, is reduced

by almost a factor of six at 1 x 1019 n/cm 2 (E > 1/v_v)

arnd this is equivalent to approximately 7 x 1018n/cm 2

(E >1 hAev) in the NERVA reflector.

3. Beth Cu 12 v/o and Cu 24 v/o Bshow increases in

strength and decreases in elongation due to irradia-

tion.

4. BATH material shows increases in mechanical strength

after irradiation and testing at 140°R. Reductions in

elongation are noted. Irradiation at 140°R with

testing at 340°R and above produces little effects on

the properties of BATH up to fluence levels of about

3.4 x 1018 n/cm 2 (E> 1.0 Mev).

5. The A-286 alloy exhibits increased yield strength and

generally decreased ultimate strength over the tem-

perature range studied. Changes in elongation were

insignificant.

RADIATION ON A-286 YIELD STRENGTH
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EFFECT OF CRYOGENIC IRRADIATION

ON NERVA STRUCTURAL ALLOYS

C. E. Dixon (1) , M. J. Davidson (2) , and C. W. Funk (3)

ABSTRACT*

Several alloys (Hastelloy X, AISI 347, A-286 bolts, Inconel 718, A1 7039-T63 and

Ti-SAI-2.5Sn EL1) were irradiated in liquid nitrogen (140°R) to neutron fluences

between 1017 and 1019 nvt (E > 1.0 Mev). After irradiation, tensile properties were

obtained in liquid nitrogen without permitting any warmup except for some specimens

which were annealed at 540°R. The usual trend of radiation damage typical for

materials irradiated at and above room temperature was observed; e.g., increase in

strength and decrease in ductility. However, the damage at 140°R was greater because

this temperature prevented the annealing of radiation-induced defects which occurs

above 140°R. The more significant conclusions from these tests are:

(i) The threshold for measurable mechanical property damage in these

materials at 140°R is between 1016 and 1017 nvt (E > 1.0 Mev).

(2) Room temperature annealing of tensile properties was performed

prior to testing some of the alloys. AI 7039-T63 recovers about

half the damage incurred at the highes_ exposure while the other

a_loys recover a smaller amount. Previous similar studies of

A t 2219 showed almost complete recovery after annealing at room

temperature. Aluminum components in the NERVA engine will be at

temperatures above 140°R during its coast periods. Additional

pos_radiation annealing studies are required to establish design

properties after thermal cycling to various temperatures.

The high reliability requirements for the NERVA

engine make it imperative that candidate material

properties be determined _n the particular

temperature, nuclear radiation or other possible

detrimental environment to which the material may

be subjected. This test involves the effects of

fast neutron fluences up to 1019 nvt on the

embrittlement of several alloys (Hastelloy X,

*The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

Program (NERVA) is administered by the Space

Nuclear Systems Office (SNSO), a joint office of

the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

AeroJet Nuclear Systems Company, as prime con-

tractor for the engine system, and Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, as subcontractor for the

nuclear subsystem, are developing a nuclear

propulsion system for space application.

(i) Supervisor, Materials and Processes

(2) Supervisor, Radiation Effects

(3) Manager, Materials and Processes

AISI 347, A-286 bolts, Inconel 718, AI 7039-T63,

and Ti-5AI-2.SSn EL1). Previous investigations in

this program have shown that the nuclear radiation

exposure of structural materials in the NERVA

engine can impose limitations on design if

ductility losses are severe. Quantitative data

were obtained on engineering alloys irradiated at

cryogenic temperatures at higher fast neutron

fluences than in previous tests. The alloys were

irradiated** in liquid nitrogen (140=R) and

tensile tested at 140°R without an intermediate

warmup except for selected specimens which were

annealed at 5400R. The test data for each

alloy are presented in tables and engineering

**This irradiation test was performed at the

Ground Test Reactor of the Nuclear Aerospace

Research Facility, General Dynamics, Fort Worth.

These results are part of a larger test

designated GTR-20C.
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judgementsaremadeof whetherthedesignclassi-
fication for thesematerialsshouldbe "brittle"
or "ductile"* in theanticipatedNERVAnuclear
environment.

Hastelloy X (As-Brazed) Tensile Data (Table i)

This material was a plate forging made from a low

aluminum (0.012%) heat. It was subjected to three

thermal cycles to about 1950°F and slow cooled

simulating the NERVA nozzle processing heat treat-

ment. The maximum exposure of 5 x 1018 nvt > 1.0

Mev is lower than the i x 1019 nvt anticipated

for NERVA lO-hour service. However, the data

shown in Table i indicate that extrapolation of

properties to 1019 nvt can be made with confidence.

The elongation decrease from 28% to 14% is

significant, but the material is still considered

ductile at 140°R after 1019 nvt > 1.0 Mev neutron

fluence. The relatively large (104%) increase in

tensile yield strength suggests this is a good

material to use for more basic studies of radia-

tion damage. It has been chosen for studies

which will make quantitative investigations of

the effects of irradiation temperature and

irradiation atmosphere (GH 2 versus LN2). The

annealing studies have shown less damage

recovery at 540°R than was anticipated from

earlier studies made on materials irradiated to

i x 1018 nvt.

AISI 347 Forging (As-Brazed) Tensile Data (Table 2)

This material was obtained from the NERVA

technology nozzle S/N 033. The manufacturing

processes included three thermal cycles to

about 1800°F followed by a slow cool which

*The allowable stress for a "brittle" material may

be less than the tensile yield strength depending

upon the maximum flaw size which could be present

and is determined by linear elastic fracture

mechanics data and analysis. The allowable

stress for a "ductile" material can be greater

than the tensile yield strength at points of high

stress concentration. A more detailed specifica-

tion of the "ductile" or "brittle" classification

as used here may be found in SNPO-C-I, "NERVA

Program Structural Design Requirements".

See Appendix for the guidelines used in this

program for establishing tentative ductile-

brittle classifications.

slightly degraded the ductility at cryogenic

temperatures; however, the unirradiated

elongation of 52% is excellent, and it is con-

sidered a tough, ductile material. Its response

to cryogenic irradiation is the most unusual in

this group of alloys. After a fluence of 4.8 x

1018 nvt > 1.0 Mev, the tensile yield stress

increased from 45 to 122 ksi (170%), but the

elongation, area reduction and ultimate strength

were not significantly changed. This alloy

undergoes a strain-induced martensitic transforma-

tion during cryogenic tensile testing. The major

part of the strain hardening is attributed to

this phase transformation which appears to be

insensitive to prior irradiation. AISI 347 is

judged to remain ductile at cryogenic temperatures

after a neutron fluence of 1019 nvt > 1.0 Mev.

A286 Technology Bolts Tensile Data (Table 3)

These bolts designed for the NERVA technology

engines were cold-reduced and aged by proprietary

processes to have a room temperature minimum yield

and ultimate strengths of 180 and 200 ksi,

respectively. The average elongation decreased

from 16 to i0 percent after a neutron fluence of

6.5 x 1018 nvt; however, the area reduction

remained unchanged at about 35%. This excellent

area reduction implies good fracture toughness.

These bolts are ductile at 140°R after a neutron

fluence of 1 x _19 .............
• u LLVL _ _.U L'_V.

Inconel 718 Tensile Data (Table 4)

These specimens from a large pancake forging after

irradiation at 140°R to 4.4 x 1018 nvt > 1.0 Mev

decreased their 140°R elongation from 23 to 12%,

however, the area reduction did not decrease,

remaining at about 30%. Inconel 718 is ductile

in this cryogenic nuclear environment. A greater

fraction of the damage annealed out in i00

minutes at 540°R than the other alloys except

for aluminum alloy 7039-T63.

Alloy 7039-T63 Tensile Data (Table 5)

This material was obtained from a ring forging

which was processed similarly to that anticipated
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for theNERVApressurevessel. Theaverage
elongationat 140°Rdecreasedfrom12to 5%after
aneutronfluenceof 5.5x 1018nvt > 1.0Mevat
140°R.Thismaterialis tentativelyclassified
brittle udertheseconditionsbasedonlow
elongation;however,whenfracturetoughness
dataarecompleted,thejudgementof "ductile or
brittle" accordingto SNPO-C-Icanbemadewith
moreconfidence.After annealingfor i0 minutes
andlongerat 540°R,theelongationdamagealmost
completelyrecovered,but 50%of the increasein
yield strengthremained.Previousannealing
studiesin AA2219-T6hadshownalmost100%of
theradiationdamagein all propertiesannealed
outafter a 540°Ranneal. Thus,it appearsthat
whiledamageannealingbehavioris similar in
aluminumalloys, it is not identical andextrapo-
lation betweenalloy familiesmustbemadewith
caution.

Ti-5AI-2.5Sn ELI Tensile Data (Table 6)

These tensile specimens were fabricated from a

large forging (17 in. diameter by i0 in.). The

average 140°R elongation decreased from i0 to 4%

after a neutron fluence of 4.9 x 1018 nvt > 1.0

Mev. This material is Judged to be brittle under

these conditions based on low elongation. The

NERVA application for this material involves a

less severe exposure (i x 1017 nvt > 1.0 Mev) than

the maximum used in this test. For NERVA applica-

tions at 1017 nvt, this titanium alloy is judged

to be ductile. This judgement is supported by

preliminary fracture toughness tests which show

no decrease in 140°R plane-strain fracture tough-

ness, Klc, after irradiation to 3 x 1017 nvt.

CONCLUSIONS

i. A neutron fluence of 5 x 1018 nvt > 1.0 Mev

at 140°R does not embrittle Hastelloy X, AISI 347

or A286 (cold-worked plus aged bolts) sufficiently

to change their design classifications of

-ductile.

10182. The same neutron fluence (5 x nvt > 1.0

Mev) at 140°R degrades the ductility of A1

7039-T63 and Ti-5AI-2.5Sn enough to require a

brittle classification and different design

criteria for this neutron fluence at 140°R. A

lower neutron fluence of 1017 nvt does not degrade

the ductility of these two alloys significantly.

3. Annealing experiments at 540°R following

irradiation at 1400R show various amounts of

improvement in these alloys of the radiation

damage to ductility. A1 7039-T63 completely

recovers its ductility loss after annealing at

540°R.
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TABLEi

EFFECTOFFASTNEUTRONIRRADIATION
AT140°RONTHETENSILEPROPERTIES

OFLOWAL(0.012%)HASTELLOYX (AS-BRAZED)
FORGINGAT140°R

FLUENCE
NVT

> i MEV

ANNEAL 0.2% YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION AREA

TIME AT STRENGTH, STRENGTH, CHART, REDUCTION,

540°R KSI KSI % %

MIN. AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV

Control 0 71.2

5.4 x 1017 0 101.6

1.2 x 1018 0 113.8

5.0 x 1018 0 144.8

4.7 x 1018 i0 127.8

5.2 x 1018 i00 126.6

4.9 x 1018 i000 124.4

0.4 135.2 1.5 28.0 i.i 23.9 2.0

1.4 142.1 1.4 20.3 1.5 20.3 2.4

1.0 150.7 2.0 19.0 1.3 19.7 1.2

0.9 170.5 3.3 14.0 0.2 14.7 2.0

2.6 162.3 1.8 16.7 i.i 18.0 1.2

0.8 162.9 0.3 15.3 1.2 17.7 2.6

2.8 161.7 2.8 17.8 1.2 17.5 2.1

NO.

SPECIMENS

Control 0

6.2 x 1017 0

1.2 x 1018 0

5.8 x 1018 0

5.2 x 1018 i0

4.7 x 1018 i00

5.0 x 1018 i000

TABLE 2

EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION

AT 140°R ON THE TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF AISI 347 (FORGING FROM NOZZLE S/N 033) AT 140°R

45.4 2.0 176.8 1.5 51.6 6.0 46.0 13.9

68.0 0.8 177.2 i.i 50.2 5.1 43.6 ii.i

86.0 4.4 178.6 0.8 50.0 4.7 40.6 9.9

121.9 2.2 179.4 1.3 52.4 3.3 49.0 11.5

106.9 6.2 180.2 0.0 51.0 3.1 50.2 7.3

109.8 1.4 183.1 4.2 51.7 2.6 43.9 10.8

107.3 2.7 179.8 0.6 48.8 4.7 51.5 10.7

Control 0

4.2 x 1017 0

1.0 x 1018 0

6.5 x 1018 0

6.5 x 1018 i00

6.6 x 1018 i000

TABLE 3

EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION

AT 140°R ON THE TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF A-286 BOLTS (NERVA TECHNOLOGY) AT 140°R

222.9 1.6 256.3 2.8 15.8 1.0 34.8 0.5

223.0 4.0 258.9 3.8 15.5 1.7 33.9 1.5

240.0 3.6 259.3 1.7 13.3 1.5 34.0 1.3

250.4 7.2 261.5 3.9 i0.i 0.5 36.8 1.2

246.7 1.2 256.4 0.5 10.8 0.8 36.9 0.0

243.3 1.9 254.8 0.5 ii.i 0.8 36.1 2.3

4

4

4

3

3

3
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TABLE4

EFFECTOFFASTNEUTRONIRRADIATION
AT140°RONTHETENSILEPROPERTIES

OFINCONEL718(PANCAKEFORGING)AT140°R

FLUENCE
NVT

> 1 MEV

Control

2.9 x 1017

4.3 x 1018

4.1 x 1018

ANNEAL 0.2% YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION

TIME AT STRENGTH, STRENGTH, CHART,

540°R KSI KSI %

MIN. AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV

197.1 1.5 244.4 0.7 22.9 1.5

206.4 2.2 244.6 2.2 19.4 3.9

233.6 1.0 248.6 1.7 12.3 2.6

214.7 1.8 241.6 1.5 19.9 1.8

0

0

0

I00

AREA

REDUCTION,

%

AVG STD DEV

NO.

SPECIMENS

33.5 3.4

28.1 7.2

30.6 3.1

28.6 3.5

TABLE 5

EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION

AT 140°R ON THE TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF AA 7039-T63 (RING FORGING) AT 140°R

FLUENCE

NVT

> IMEV

Control

4.2 x 1017

8.6 x 1017

8.5 x 1017

5.5 x 1018

5.9 x 1018

5.9 x 1018

5.6 x 1018

6.0 x 1018

ANNEAL 0.2% YIELD

TIME & STRENGTH,

TEMP. KSI

MIN., °R AVG STD DEV

0 76.5 1.8

0 85.0 i.i

0 85.8 i.i

i000, 540 79.1 1.6

0 94.9 1.6

i000, 340 89.9 0.3

i0, 540 85.0 1.2

i00, 540 85.5 0.8

i000, 540 83.1 0.9

ULTIMATE ELON GAT ION

STRENGTH, CHART,

KSI %

AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV

91.2 1.3 12.4 2.0

92.1 1.0 11.7 0.2

91.5 1.0 ii.0 0.8

92.0 1.3 13.2 i.i

95.0 1.5 4.9 0.4

89.9 0.3 9.0 1.2

90.4 i.i 11.3 0.7

90.6 0.8 12.2 1.6

92.1 0.6 11.3 i.i

AREA

REDUCTION,

%

AVG STD DEV

NO.

SPECIMENS

19.6 1.2

20.6 2.1

22.2 2.7

20.2 2.8

27.5 2.9

26.9 1.9

23.6 2 .i

22.3 2.7

19 .I 4.8

TABLE 6

EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION

AT 140°R ON THE TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF A LARGE Ti-5AI-2.5Sn (ELI) FORGING AT 140°R

ANNEAL 0.2% YIELD

FLUENCE TIME AT STRENGTH,

NVT 540°R KSI

> 1 MEV MIN. AVG STD DEV

Control 0 175.6 1.5

2.3 x 1017 0 182.4 1.8

8.2 x 1017 0 187.7 1.5

4.9 x 1018 0 199.1 3.3

5.2 x 1018 i00 192.7 1.9

ULTIMATE ELONGATION

STRENGTH, CHART,

KSI %

AVG STD DEV AVG STD DEV

185.8 2. i i0.4 2.3

189.5 i.i 9.1 0.9

195.5 1.7 7.7 i.i

204.4 3.1 4.1 0.5

200.0 1.0 6.3 0.4

AREA

REDUCT ION,

%

AVG STD DEV

29.9 3.2

30.4 2.6

29.5 5.0

23.2 3.4

27.0 1.5

NO.

SPECIMENS

4

4

4

4

4
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DUCTILE-BRITTLE CLASSIFICATION

Tentative ductile-brittle classifications of

reactor and engine system candidate materials

have been established for design utilization,

applicable to the temperature regime anticipated

for NERVA operation. Factors such as form,

condition, and direction of the material, as

well as exposure to irradiation, gaseous and

liquid hydrogen, and cryogenic temperature

environments, are considered for each

classification.

"Ductile" classification is based upon conser-

vative judgement where data are available from

NERVA experience or literature to substantiate

the decision for all anticipated NERVA environ-

ments. "Brittle" classification is also based

upon conservative judgement for the established

brittle materials and, in addition, includes all

materials with marginal or suspect ductility

that could possibly be upgraded to "ductile"

by further testing and/or experience.

Judgement is exercised by perusal of all

pertinent information available and includes

(but is not limited to) prior NERVA experience;

available tensile ductility and notch tensile

data; available fracture toughness data; and

professional metallurgical expertise. This

expertise is especially applied for anticipated

deleterious effects of irradiation damage,

high-pressure gaseous hydrogen embrittlement,

cryogenic temperatures, and their combined

synergistic effects.

APPENDIX*

The classifications for engine materials and

reactor materials apply as the required design

criterion in accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of

the governing Structural Specification, SNPO-C-I.

However, both the classifications and the

associated temperature ranges are subject to

change as new test data become available.

Statistical fracture toughness testing would be

required for all materials utilized for design

which are classified "brittle".

*_NSC Report 2275, "Materials Properties Data

Book," 15 November 1970 Supplement
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A PORTABLE ABSORBED DOSE MEASURING INSTRUMENT 
W I T H  GAMMA DISCRIMINATION 

W. M. Quam 
W. 0. Wilde 

E&, Santa Barbara 

INTRODUCTION 

Dose absorbed i n  t i s s u e  may be mea- 
sured by seve ra l  types of d e t e c t o r s ,  e.g. ,  
t i ssue-equivalent  i on  chambers, Hurst pro- 
po r t iona l  counters ,  and Rossi-type propor- 
t i o n a l  counters.  The la t ter  device,  de- 
signed and developed by H. H. Rossi  , 
enables the experimenter t o  measure the 
spectrum of absorbed dose i n  LET and, w i t h  
s u i t a b l e  e l e c t r o n i c s  , the dose absorbed 
i n  t i s s u e .  These two c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  i m -  
p ly  t h a t  some means of discr iminat ion of 
dose de l ive red  i n  var ious LET i n t e r v a l s  
e x i s t s  i n  t h i s  type of d e t e c t o r  and t h a t  
t h i s  c a p a b i l i t y  can be app l i ed  t o  a r e l a -  
t i v e l y  simple dose measuring instrument.  
This paper desc r ibes  a s u i t a b l e  de t ec to r  
and some of the e l e c t r o n i c s  necessary f o r  
i t s  operat ion as a dose measuring i n s t r u -  
ment. 

l 

THE DETECTOR 

The d e t e c t o r ,  shown i n  Fig. 1, i s  a 
2 sphere of t issue-equivalent  p l a s t i c  , 

with a s i n g l e  wire e l ec t rode  located on a 
diameter of t he  sphere. The in s ide  d i a -  
meter of the d e t e c t o r  described here i s  
2.2 inches.  The sphere,  together with 
appropr i a t e  connectors and f i t t i n g s ,  i s  
f a s t ened  on an aluminum base p l a t e .  A 
vacuum-tight aluminum cover completes the 

Fig.  1. Spher i ca l  Tissue Equivalent 
Proport ional  Counter 

assembly. In  use ,  the d e t e c t o r  volume i s  
f i l l e d  t o  a low pressure ( 2  t o  20 cm Hg, 
t yp ica l ly )  with a t issue-equivalent  pro- 
po r t iona l  counting gas .  The low-pressure 
gas i n  the  s p h e r i c a l  volume thus simulates 
a t i s s u e  c a v i t y  having l i n e a r  dimensions 
of 1 t o  10 microns. For the present  de- 
s ign ,  operat ion a t  1700 v o l t s  between the 
s h e l l  and the c e n t r a l  wire i s  used. With 
t h i s  vol tage g rad ien t ,  i ons  formed i n  the 
volume a r e  c o l l e c t e d  with a mul t ip l i ca t ion  
of 3 t o  4 thousand. 



A spherical cavity with an axially
arranged central wire doesnot collect
with equal efficiency from all parts of
the cavity. A solution to this problem
has beenpointed out by P. W. Benjamin3.
He recommendsspecially shapedinsulator
and conductor penetrations. Theserecom-
mendationshave beenemployedin this
detector; however,plastic is used for
insulators and the gradient determining
structures, and three-terminal construction
is employedat each penetration.

Theassembleddetector is contained
in a right circular cylinder 3.5 inches
in diameter and 4.25 inches high and weighs
560 grams. Sphereswith internal diameters
as small as 0.5 inch or as large as 5.0
inches canbe readily constructed.

Thedetector is a direct coupled
device, i.e., it hasno series coupling
capacitor in its signal lead. It maythus
be used as a current source with an elec-
trometer readout, or as a pulse producing
device with an a-d converter or pulse-
height analyzer readout. If used as a
current source, the detector produces
1 x 10-14 A per _rad/hr. This can be
restated as 3.6 x 10-5 A per rad/sec or
1 x 10-8 A per rad/hr. Theleakage current
in the absenceof high voltage is of the
order of 1-2 x 10-15 A. The three-
terminal construction prevents high-
voltage leakagefrom appearingon the
signal lead.

An internal source is usually used
with detectors of this type. Wehave
employed241Amas an alpha source for
pulse-height analyzer calibration. Using
this technique, the alpha peakmaybe
adjusted to a knownchannelnumberon the
pulse-height analyzer, thus providing a
knownkeV/microncalibration per channel.
This determines the overall systemgain.
A similar technique (with a stronger alpha
source or a 55Fesource) canbe used to
generate a knowncurrent to enable an
electrometer to be calibrated.

Since the detector is a tissue-
equivalent system, it respondsto gamma
rays, neutrons, _ mesons,etc., just as
tissue does. In other words, it can be
calibrated to yield ergs per gramtissue
or rads-tissue. If an a-d converter or
pulse-height analyzer is used as a read-
out, and if systemgain is set with the
internal alpha source, no calibration is
required and rads-tissue maybe determined
directly.

DETECTORUSEDASA CURRENTSOURCE

A useful instrument can be constructed
using the detector as a current source.
With the parametersoutlined before, 1700
volts and 20 cmHg fill pressure, the
detector has a sensitivity comparable
to an 80-1iter ion chamber,and back-
groundof 20 _rad/hr is _ 2 x 10-13 A.

Figure 2 showsa block diagramof a
workable system. Theelectrometer is an
all solid-state varactor bridge device.
Its input noise current is _ i x 10-14 A.
Thehigh-voltage supply is an oscillator
voltage doubler circuit. It has a special
regulator so that the high voltage canbe
varied to adjust the system gain and still

maintain good stability.

Fig. 2. Direct Coupled Absorbed Dose

Measuring lns trument
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Figure 3 i s  a photograph of a port-  
ab le  system following the block diagram 
of Fig.  2. This p a r t i c u l a r  u n i t  employs 
f 18 v o l t s  f o r  the electrometer  ope ra t iona l  
ampl i f i e r  and + 9 v o l t s  f o r  the high- 
vol tage supply. The electrometer  operates  
w e l l  down t o  ? 7 v o l t s  and the high-voltage 
supply down t o  + 7 v o l t s .  P re sen t ly ,  
simple t r a n s i s t o r  r a d i o  b a t t e r i e s  a r e  
used with a l i f e t i m e  of - 100 hours. 

This system has f u l l - s c a l e  ranges 
of 60, 600 and 6000 prad/hr.  A less 
s e n s i t i v e  instrument would r equ i r e  c u r r e n t  
d i v i s i o n  a t  the inpiit o r  a lower o v e r a l l  
d e t e c t o r  mu1 t i p l i c a t i o n ,  both of which 
are r e a l i z a b l e .  

Flp, .  3. Portable Battery Operated Abrorbed 
Dose Hcarurlng I n r t W U t  

In  use ,  the system ga in  is set  by 
turning on the i n t e r n a l  source and ad- 
j u s t i n g  the high vol tage u n t i l  the  
c a l i b r a t i o n  reading i s  reached. The 
c a l i b r a t i o n  may be v e r i f i e d  by exposure 
t o  a known gamma o r  neutron source, o r  
the d e t e c t g r  output may be connected t o  
an a-d converter  o r  pulse-height analyzer  
and an independent c a l i b r a t i o n  performed. 

DETECTOR USED AS A PULSE SOURCE 

This same d e t e c t o r  may a l s o  be used 
as a r egu la r  p ropor t iona l  counter and 
thus a s  a source of pulses.  These pulses 
may then be amplified i n  t h e  usua l  manner 
with an FET inpu t  preamplif ier ,  followed 
by a l i n e a r  ampl i f i e r .  
€or absorbed dose measurements i s  shown 
i n  Fig.  4. Spectroscopy uses  would take 
the l i n e a r  ampl i f i e r  output  and feed it  
i n t o  an a-d converter  o r  a pulse-height 
ana ly i e r .  

enables a lower l e v e l  t o  be placed on the 
s igna l s  fed t o  the meter c i r c u i t .  
pulse l i n e a r i t y  must be preserved i f  an 
accurate  dose measurement i s  t o  be ob- 
ta ined,  the discr iminator  is used t o  
con t ro l  a l i n e a r  g a t e  a t  t he  ampl i f i e r  
output.  The pulses t h a t  pass the l i n e a r  
ga t e  a r e  summed i n  the charge-sensi t ive 
rate-meter c i r c u i t .  The rate-meter out-  
put i s  then proport ional  t o  the absorbed 
dose ( r ads - t i s sue )  per u n i t  time deposited 
i n  the de t ec to r .  Such c i r c u i t r y  has been 
suggested by J. W. B a ~ m , ~ , ~  and improves 
upon the simple rad responding instrument 
by add i t ion  of nonl inear  e l e c t r o n i c s  t o  
produce a REM response. 

C i r c u i t r y  s u i t a b l e  

Figure 4 shows a d i sc r imina to r  t h a t  

Since 

CHARGE 
SENS 
RATE 
METER 



PULSE DETECTOR NEUTRON AND GAMMA RESPONSE 

I f  the l i n e a r  amplif ier  output i s  
connected t o  a pulse-height analyzer,  
an X-Y plot such a s  shown i n  Fig. 5 i s  
produced. The data i n  Fig. 5 were 
obtained by exposing the de tec tor  t o  a 
252Cf neutron source of - 0.8 micrograms 
a t  5 cm for  40 minutes. The de tec tor  
diameter was adjusted t o  1 micron. The 
i n t e r n a l  241Am alpha source was used t o  
measure the system gain which was adjusted 
t o  400 keV/micron f u l l  s c a l e  on the X 
axis .  The usua l  proton "edge" may be 
c l e a r l y  seen a t  - 90 keV/ micron. 
Figure 6 shows a 6oCo spectrum with a 
f u l l - s c a l e  value of 40 keV/micron, i.e., 
a f a c t o r  of 10 increase i n  gain over 
Fig.  5. The gamma contr ibut ions a r e  
seen t o  extend only t o  - 3 keV/micron. 
Obviously, i f  a l i n e a r  g a t e  were set  t o  
pass only pulses above - 3 keV/micron, 
only neutron induced events would be 
measured. Some percentage of the dose 
would be los t ,  of course,  due t o  neutron 
induced events below the b i a s  leve l .  

0 100 200 300 4w 
keVIF 

Fig. 5 .  *%f Spectrum 

0 10 20 30 
kevlp 

?Is. 6. %a spccrlyn 

This i s  discussed below. System noise  
i s  shown i n  Fig.  7. The gain has been 
increased a f a c t o r  of 100 over Fig. 6 
and thus f u l l  sca le  i s  0.4 keV/micron. 
The e l e c t r o n i c  noise i s  seen t o  become 
not iceable  a t  about 0.05 kevfmicron. 
The remainder of the "noise" i s  due t o  
background a c t i v i t y  i n  the de tec tor  and 
the room. 
small i n  comparison t o  the neutron dose 
r a t e  and small  even i f  6oCo gammas alone 
a r e  considered. 

I f  one measures the rads- t i ssue  per 
hour from 6oCo a s  r e g i s t e r e d  by a c i r c u i t  
such as t h a t  shown i n  Fig. 4 versus 
discr iminator  s e t t i n g ,  the r e s u l t s  shown 
i n  Table 1 a r e  obtained. It i s  c l e a r  
that 98% of the absorbed dose i s  del ivered 
a t  LET values of 3 keV/micron o r  less. 
Table 2 presents  s i m i l a r  da ta  f o r  252Cf0 
Here only 50% of the absorbed dose i s  
from events having LET values below 3 
keV/micron. 
i s  selected, such as 3 keV/micron, the 
meter reading w i l l  correspond t o  neutron 
induced events  only. For the condi t ions 
of t h i s  experiment, the t o t a l  absorbed 
dose r a t e  was 133 m rad- t issue per hour 

The noise  i s  c l e a r l y  very 

If a p a r t i c u l a r  b i a s  l e v e l  
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which corresponds 6 to 45 m tad-tissue

per hour from gammas and 88 m rad-tissue

per hour from neutrons. Thus 64 m tad-

tissue per hour were measured (see

Table 2) at 3 keV/mlcron bias level and

represents about 73% of the neutron

caused absorbed dose. While these data

are restricted to similar source-

detector configurations, a bias curve

may be run for other radiation environments,

the total dose measured with the direct

coupled detector, and a similar analysis

performed.

In conclusion, it can be seen that

a simple rad-tlssue responding absorbed

dose-rate measuring instrument can be

constructed. It uses a single wire

spherical tissue-equlvalent proportional

counter as a current source detector.

Readout is accomplished with a solid-

state electrometer circuit. A further

elaboration may be introduced that allows

discrimination levels to be set at

various levels of LET. This will provide

the ability to selectively measure neutron

and gamma plus neutron events. In all

cases the detector size may be adjusted

to be between I and I0 microns.

TABLE i. CUMULATIVE FRACTIONAL ABSORBED

DOSE RATE VERSUS keV/_ BIAS

FOR 60Co GAMMA RAYS

Absorbed Dose

Rate (keV/_ > L)

L_ Rad

k_V/. -_-

.322 3.83 (-3)

.483 3.46 (-3)

.638 1.75 (-3)

.685 1.75 (-3)

1.o87 1.1o (-3)
1.356 0.88 (-3)

1.49 0°857 (-3)

1.89 0.579 (-3)

2.15 0. 400 (-3)

2.95 0.128 (-3)

3°75 0.021 (-3)

4.55 0o018 (-3)

Cumulative

Fractional
Absorbed

Dose

0.47

0.52

0.76

0.75

0.85

0.88

0.88

0.92

0.94

0.98

0.99

0.99

TABLE 2. CUMULATIVE FRACTIONAL ABSORBED

DOSE RATE VERSUS keV/_ BIAS

FOR 252Cf

Absorbed Dose Cumulative

Rate (keV/_ _ L) Fractional

L, Rad Absorbed

_ Dose

0.322 102.0 (-3) 0.23

0.483 86.2 (-3) 0.35

0.638 82.0 (-3) 0.38

0.685 78.6 (-3) 0.41

0.957 76.7 (-3) 0.42

1.36 72.9 (-3) 0.45

2.15 66_9 (-3) 0.50

3.75 62°0 (-3) 0.53

8.54 53.3 (-3) 0.60

9.53 48°8 (-3) 0.63

13.5 39.9 (-3) 0.70

16.51 34°9 (-3) 0.74

21o4 28.7 (-3) 0.78

37.3 13.5 (-3) 0.90

85.0 1.36 (-3) 0.99

164o4 0022 (-3) 0.99
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A COMPTON SCATTER ATTENUATION GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER

W. E. Austin

General Electric Company

Space Sciences Laboratory

A Compton scatter attenuation gamma ray spectrometer conceptual

design is discussed for performing gamma spectral measurements in

monodirectional gamma fields from 102Rhr -1 to 106Rhr -1. Selectable

Compton targets are used to scatter gamma photons onto an otherwise

heavily shielded detector with changeable scattering efficiencies such

that the count rate is maintained between 500 and 104 sec "1 Use of two

sum-Compton coincident detectors, one for energies up to 1.5 MeV and

the other for 600 keV to 10 MeV, will allow good peak to tail pulse height

ratios to be obtained over the entire spectrum and reduces the neutron

recoil background rate.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center de-

sires to measure the gamma radiation energy

spectrum created by the radiation leakage from a

space nuclear propulsion reactor. The gamma ray

spectrometer is to be physically located at the top

of a liquid hydrogen tank with the propulsion reactor

at the bottom of the tank. The purpose of the spec-

tral and intensity measurements is to provide an

accurate aid in the design of minimal weight gamma

radiation shielding for various radiation sensitive

payloads.

Conventional gamma ray spectrometers cannot

be used for this application due to the high gamma

flax intensity. The presence of a high neutron flux,

composed of liquid hydrogen temperature thermal

neutrons in addition to the hard neutron flax further

complicates the gamma spectral measurement.

This paper briefly outlines a solution for these

measurement _roblems resulting from a recent

study contract _. The technique is aComptonscatter

at_c ......... gamma ray spectrometer which basicaiiy

consists of scattering a portion of the gamma flax

onto an otherwise heavily shielded gamma spectral

detector. The scattered gamma radiation energy

spectrum may be related to the incident spectrum

by the well known Compton energy shift relationship

through the fixed angle of scatter. This technique

may only be employed for a highly directional gamma

flux, as exampled by the proposed application.

REQUIREMENTS AND PROBLEMS

The _amma field is expected to be approximately
100Rhr- with the LH 2 tank full and the reactor at

full power and increasing to 5 x 105Rhr -1 as the

tank is emptied. This is equivalent to a photon flux

approximating 5 x 107 cm -2 sec -1 to g x 101 1 cm-2

sec -1 The pulse height analysis rate for single

events is limited and the gamma interaction cross

sections are such that directly exposed spectral

detectors would need to be smaller than 10 -3 grams,

which is much smaller than the range of the gamma

recoil electrons. Therefore, directly exposed

spectral detectors are prohibited.

Another NASA requirement is that separate

spectral measurements be obtained in each five

second interval of the short operating time, and

the data must also have reasonable statistical

accuracy. To meet this requirement, the analysis

counting rate must always be high, and as the

gamma intensity will vary by more than three

orders of magnitude, we must decrease the detec-

tion efficiency as the gamma intensity increases.

The neutron environment is not severe until

the last few seconds of power as the tankis emptied.

At 30 seconds prior to an empty tank, the fast

neutron flux is 10 5 ncm -2 sea -1 but rapidly in-

creases to 2 x l0 8 ncm "Z sec -1 as the tank is

emptied prior to reactor shutdown. One conse-

quence of the neutron environment is that small

gamma spectral detectors must be employed to

reduce the background rate from this source.

The gamma radiation energy range of interest

is 50 keV to 10 MeV with the highest energy radi-

ation caused by neutron scatter and capture. It is

expected that the gamma spectrum intensity will

vary by over four ord=rs of ........... =- fron-_ "_--

low to high energy end of the spectrum. Thus, it

is difficult to get statistical accuracy at the upper

end of the spectrum during a five second interval

because only l0 -4 of the photons are above 5 MeV

and the count rate and count time period are limited.

The only feasible way that we have found for

performing these measurements is with a Compton

scatter attenuation gamma ray spectrometer with

a variable detection efficiency.

CONCEPT UA L DESIGN

Figure 1 indicates the design concept of

Compton scatter attenuation. A collimator, with

its axis pointing directly toward the reactor, is

used to define the area of a gamma beam which

strikes successive Compton scattering targets for

the separate spectral detectors. The targets are

located on the two wheels which are synchronized

with a common axis drive. Three Compton targets

are on each wheel and each can be rotated into the

gamma beam by the stepping motor geared to the

axis drive. A position with no target _tlso exists,

so that occasional detector background measure-
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ments can be made for subtraction from the meas-

ured data. The lower wheel has carbon targets and

radiation scattered through a 60 degree angle is

incident on the first detector, which is designed for

low gamma ray energy spectroscopy. The second

wheel contains copper targets and the radiation is

scattered through 20 ° to the second detector de-

signed for high energy gamma ray spectroscopy.

A short lead plug is inserted to remove the bttlk of

the low energy photons toward the second spectral

detector.

We have calculated the spectral effects of non-

Compton interactions in the carbon target, which

include coherent scattering and pair production.

These reactions are very minimal, and although

coherent scattering increases the total scattering

cross section at 50 keV somewhat, the energy

difference to the incoherent Compton scatter is

small. Coherent scattering decreases rapidly with

increasing gamma energy. Pair production is high

in the copper targets, which are used to increase

the relative sensitivity of the second spectrometry

but the 511 keV annihilation photons are below the

useful range of this spectrometer and will be re-

jected electronically.

The Compton targets on a single wheel vary in

area density by factors of Z0, i.e., the carbon tar-

gets are I. 1 grams cm "Z, .055 grams cm -2, and

•0027 grams cm -p. Switching from a target to the

next lightest, will decrease the overall detection

efficiency by a factor of Z0, and for a given target

the count rate will vary only by a factor of Z0, and

will be between 500 sec "I to 104 sec -I. The maxi-

mum counting and analysis rate is determined by

inefficient sum-Compton spectrometers used as

detectors, where coincident events are required

between the coaxial detectors, and the singles count

rate will exceed Z x 10 5 sec -I for 10 4 sec "I coinci-

dent rate, and this singles rate is expected to tax

the electronic circuitry, particularly the random

coincidence rate and the system energy resolution•

It is this singles rate that limits the coincident count

rate of the system.

The tungsten shielding is a shadow shield for

both neutron and gamma radiation. Photons scattered

from adjacent side materials will not exceed 0.5

k4eV for 90° scattering, and are more readily ab-

sorbed by the tungsten than the directly incident

photons which include higher energies. Backscatter

photons are even less energetic. Even so, the side

shield dimensions may need to be increased beyond

those shown, if massive scattering objects are close

to the spectrometer.

The shield should produce a signal to back-

ground rate of 20:I for the worst condition which is

with the smallest Compton targets in view. The

background rate was computed for gamma leakage

through the shield interacting with the detectors and

for fast neutrons producing recoil events within the

detectors. Calculations using fast neutron removal

cross sections from ORNL, show that the fast

neutron flux is attenuated by a factor of i00 by this

shield. Although the neutron radiation is not severe

until the last few seconds of the anticipated measure-

ment, it is this time period that contributes to the

total gamma dose. Gamma radiation from inelastic

scattering by neutrons in the tungsten is an addi-

tional source of background, hut this effect is

small compared to the neutron recoil interactions

within the detectors. A boral shield will be used

to reduce the thern-,al neutron flux, being almost

totally opaque to the low temperature neutrons.

Two spectral detector systems are required

to obtain better statistical accuracy for the high

energy portion of the spectrum and additionally,

because it is difficult to design small sum-Compton

spectrometers with response down to 50 keV which

are also capable of a response to 10 MeV. To see

50 keV, the central detector must be of a low Z

material, such as silicon or glass, so that the

scattered photon can escape to the surrounding

secondary detector. But these materials have

more energetic neutron recoil events than the

heavier detector materials, s_ch as germanium or

Csl(Na), and their size must therefore be more

limited. On the other hand, the range of gamma

recoil electrons is approximately 0.5 grams per

MeV, and thus a long and heavy detector is needed

to detect most of the high energy photons. We

solve this dilemma by using two spectral detectors,

and we limit the photon energy incident on the low

Z detector by having a 60 o angle of scatter from

the carbon targets on the first wheel.
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Figure 2 shows the Compton energy shift The high energy specrometer will see radiation

relationships for various scattering angles @. Note scattered through Z0 °. It is expected to collect data

that for a 60° angle of scatter, the scattered energy for incident energies from 600 keV to 10 MeV. A

never exceeds 1 MeV. As our expected detector

peak to tail ratio is almost unity at 1 MeV, and

increases for lower energies, the pulse height data

for the low energy spectrometer, can be directly 2
related to the incident spectrum by the relationship

E -- E' I +a(cos - cose) (i)
O

where E o and E' are the incident and scattered pho-

ton energies, {zis the incident energy in relativistic

units, and a is the angle of scatter.

o

= O°

I00

1

60 °

6

4 9O °

3

z

short lead filter between the Compton target andthe

detector will remove most of the low energy photons

and attenuate the high energy flux a moderate

amount. Without the lead filter, 6370 of the photons

would be below 600 keV, and with the filter, only

1170 of the filtered spectrum is expected to be below

600 keV, and this includes annihilation photons

generated in the filter and Compton targets. There-

fore, a more efficient detector may be used to

increase the counting rate for the higher energy

photons, and yet not be swamped with a multitude

of low energy photons. This will result in a better

statistical accuracy for the high energy portion of

the spectrum.

The energy resolution of a Gompton scatter

attenuation spectrometer suffers from the nonlinear

energy shift relationship. The energy resolution,

_E o of the incident radiation, approximates

aE _ AE, !l + _ (1 - cos e _ + _E' sinede (Z}
0

where _E' is the instrumental system energy reso-

lution. The first term on the right is the instru-

mental energy resolution multiplied by the energy

shift relationship. The second term results from

the finite scattering angle, and is the limiting factor

for the higher photon energies. The expected energy

resolution is shown in Figure 3 as computed from

equation (Z). We also show the expected detector

system resolution for fair semiconductor detectors.

The horizontal dashed lines represent the NASA

requirements for energy resolution.

0.01 2 3 4 6 0,1 2 1 4 6 [ Z 3 4 6 It) t _ 4 6 i0_

h% MeV

Figure 2,0. The Scattered Photon ]Energy by' as a Function of Incident

Energy h_ ° and Scattering A_gte 8

The .tow energy spectrometer would be useful

for incident energies from 50 keV to 1.5 MeV

corresponding to 45 keV to 600 keV for the scattered

and detected radiation. Note that the energy width

per channel of a pulse height analyzer is not con-

stant due to the nonlinearity of the Compton energy

shift.

As the peak to tail ratio is expected to be high,

4:1 at 600 keV and up to 60:i at 50 keV, the data is

directly reducible to a spectrum without resorting

to the mathematical detector response unfolding

techniques commonly used for single detector pulse

height spectra. The differential Compton scatter

cross section, at @ = 60 ° , decreases with increasing

photon energies, and therefore the wide angle

scattering reduces the number as well as the energy

of the high energy photons.

Figure 3,0 e = 60 o Low Energy Spectrometer

8 = ZO ° High Energy Spectrometer

I

i '° !

.1 1.0 :1

Incident Energy- MeV
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Small sum-Compton detector systems are

planned for the spectrometer because this type of

detector gives higher peak to tail ratios than any

other type of small detector. The detected signal

pulses will approach total absorption, and therefore

little data reduction will be necessary to obtain the

incident gamma spectrum. The alternate choice of

using a single small detector and mathematically

unfolding the pulse height distribution with matrices

of the detector response function, is not as satisfy-

ing. In addition, the coincidence requirements for

forming the sum-Compton events reduces the back-

ground due to neutron recoil events significantly.

Peak to tail ratios exceeding 100:l have been

reported 3 for various sum-Compton spectrometers.

These designs were rather inefficient, i.e., only a

small fraction of the incident photons results in

coincident sum events, and the detector s were too

large for the present purpose. We have concluded

that at least the order of four percent of the photons

interacting in the center detector must result in

Compton events simultaneously detected in the

surrounding detector, to achieve a high count rate

capability without an unduly high random coincident

rate.

In addition to the random coincident pulses

which result in false signals, there exists a random

sum rate. The latter rate is the effect of an addi-

tional event occurring in either detector during the

slow coincident time period of summing, in addition

to the true Compton event. These type events add

to the energy of the detected event and are largely

due to neutron interactions within the detectors

during the last few seconds of the measurement.

We have studied these effects and concluded that

they are not serious for the study of environmental

conditions and the proposed design, but experimental

measurements should be performed to substantiate

these conclusions.

The high energy sum-Compton spectrometer

will additionally detect pair events created in the

center detector in which either or both of the

annihilation photons are recorded by the secondary

detector. These events increase the detection

efficiency at the higher energies of the spectrum.

The peak to tail ratio for high energy photons is

approximately unity, but most of the tail distribution

lies relatively close to the peak energy, and in

effect, deteriorates the energy resolution by broad-

ening the peak distribution.

The solid state detectors envisioned in Figure I

are not within the present state-of-the-art. Lithium

drifting is apt to penetrate the small junctions. It

is anticipated that small coaxial intrinsic germanium 4

and silicon detectors will be within the state-of-the-

art within two years. For the present, experimental

studies can proceed using glass scintillators for the

silicon detector and Csl(Na) scintillators for the

germanium detectors. The major performance

difference should be in a degraded energy resolution

for the completed spectrometer.
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SPACERADIATIONSTUDIESATTHE WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE FAST BURST REACTOR

A. De La Paz

(Nuclear Weapon Effects Division, Army Missile Test and Evaluation,

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico)

The White Sands Missile Range Fast Burst

Reactor (FBR) has been employed in the perform-

ance of various types of space radiation tests.

The FBR is operated by the Department of the

Army to provide the radiation environment in

support of requirements of experimenters from

private industry, government agencies and

their contractors. The FBR is an unreflected

and unmoderated reactor employing an alloy or

uranium-lO weight percent molybdenum as the

fuel material. The reactor core, consisting

of a stacked array of fuel rings, and the

control components, including a safety block,

control rods and burst rod, are all made of

the same fuel material.

The FBR is operated at either an outdoor site

or inside an underground reactor cell having

approximately a 50 x 50 ft floor area and a

height of 20 ft. Because of the size of the

reactor cell, most of the experiments are

conducted with the reactor in the cell. Out-

door reactor operations are conducted where large

items, such as vehicles, are to be irradiated,

or when the distance from the experiment to the

reactor is to be large. In the usual case, where

the reactor is in the cell, the experiment

being studied is placed on an experimenter table

through which the reactor core protrudes. A

safety shield surrounds the reactor core assembly

and serves to prevent movement of the experiment

to a point where it could touch the reactor fuel

surface. The FBR can be operated in either a

burst or steady-state mode, depending on the

experimenter requirements that apply.

The experiment being studied is instrumented and

the necessary cabling _s run from the reactor

cell to the experimenter room at the reactor

facility where the response of the experiment

to radiation is observed, recorded and evaluated.

Included with the instrumentation of the

experiment is the dosimetry measurement techniques

that are provided. Normally, the neutron fluence

is measured by use of sulfur foils and the gamma

measurements are made with calcium fluoride

or lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeters.

Dosimetry support for experimenters using the

reactor facility is provided by the Nuclear

Weapon Effects Division. This support includes

the foils and dosimeters and the counting and

analysis necessary to obtain the required

dosimetry data. The neutron and gamma output

characteristics of the reactor are presented in

Figures i and 2.

Space radiation studies conducted at the FRB

include radiobi01oglcal experiments, dosimetry

studies and transient radiation effects studies

on electronic systems and components. Radio-

biological experiments conducted using the FBR

have involved the evaluation of the behaviorial

response of animals subjected to the radlatio_

environment associated with a reactor burst

operation. In one category of experiments rhesus

monkeys, trained to perform tasks such as

maintaining a moving platform on a stable basis,

are subjected to a radiation burst which gives

them a dose of approximately 2500 Reds to the

head. The response and performance of the animal

is followed for an extended period of time.

Studies of this type are being carried out at

lower doses to the animal. In addition, studies

have been carried out using baboons instead of

rhesus monkeys. For the most part, however,

radiobiological experiments are conducted with

the rhesus monkeys because of the more extensive

performance degradation data that can be obtained

as compared to the baboons. An additional

complicating factor involved with the baboons is

that more elaborate measures must be taken to

insure that the animal is restrained so that it

cannot move in a manner such that it would alter

the reactivity state of the reactor. Radio-

biological experiments have also been conducted

at the reactor facility with other animals; for

example, dogs and laboratory rats.

Performance of space radiation studies on

electronic systems and components is a major use

of the reactor facility. Individual components,

such as transistors or diodes, are placed in very

close proximity to the reactor, approximately

six inches from the core eenterline, and receive

the programmed radiation deposition depending

on the fission yield associated with the reactor

burst operation. Performance of experiments of

this type is expanded to include entire electronic

systems, such as missile guidance packages.

Modification of the FRB facility is planned for

1971 which will include provision for an internal

irradiation cavity within the reactor core for

high intensity radiation deposition of small

components. In addition, the operational

capability of the reactor is being upgraded to

provide progressively higher radiation doses to

experiments in either the burst or steady-state

mode of operation.
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FACTORS MODIFYING THE RESPONSE OF LARGE ANIMALS
TO LOW-INTENSITY RADIATION EXPOSURE

Norbert P. Pa_;e*and Edwin T. St111 +

*National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland and
+U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washin_ton, D. C.

In assessing the biological response to Sl_ace radiation, two of the most important modify-
ing factors are dose protraction and dose distribution to the body. Studies are reported in

which sheep and swine were used to compare the hematology and lethality response resulting from
radiation exposure encountered in a variety of forms, including acute (high dose-rate), chronic

(low dose-rate), combinations of acute and chronic, and whether received as a continuous or as
fractionated exposure. While sheep and swine are basically similar in response to acute radia-

tion, their sensitivity to chronic irradiation is markedly different. Sheep remain relatively
sensitive as the radiation exposure is protracted while swine are more resistant and capable
of surviving extremely large doses of chronic irradiation. This response to chronic irradiation
correlated well with changes in radiosensitivity and recovery following an acute, sublethal ex-
posure. Swine recover remarkably fast and develop a large and persistant radioresistance. The
change in radiosensitlvity of sheep after either acute or chronic sublethal exposure is basical-

ly the same, consisting of a triphasic pattern of an initial slow recovery, transient radio-
resistance and regression into a long-lasting period of relative radiosensitivity. The over-
all effect of receiving both acute and chronic exposures within a short period of time may de-

pend upon the sequence of the exposures. In addition to protraction, spatial or body distri-
bution is a significant factor in the response of large animals to radiation exposure.

Somatic effects of radiation are gener-
ally categorized into the familiar classi-
fication of early and late effects as
utilized for terrestrial forms of radia-

tion (1). However, space radiation exposure

takes on added dimensions and complexities
not normally found in conventional earth

exposures that makes dose-response esti-
mations most difficult. Certain sources

of radiation are predictable with a fair

degree of certainty while others are quite
unpredictable. The predictable or
"expected" sources include the earth's
trapped radiation belts, galactic cosmic

radiation, and radiation from nuclear
power systems. In the category of the
unpredictable are such events as solar
flares, excessive exposure to the nuclear

reactor in emergency repair or during
rendezvous procedures, and the inadvertent
or uncontrollable orbiting of a spacecraft
in the earth's radiation belts. While the

probability of an unpredictable exposure
may be minimal for a short lunar mission,
it nevertheless must be considered possible,
and perhaps even probable, if the missions
increase in duration and frequency.

Exposure to radiation on a space mission
will likely be in the form of a more-or-

less constant, low-level background of
30-50 mrads per day from galactic radiation,

wlth moderate to high-intensity exposures
occuring during transit through the earth's
trapped radiation belts or from periodic,
and largely unpredictable, solar-flares.
Although solar flares are generally brief,

and of low intensity, they may range up

to a few days with peak dose-rates, of

10-20 rads per hour at the average depth
of the bone marrow (2). Thus an intense

solar flare lasting a day or two or several

smaller flares could result in an exposure
of several hundred rads to the space crew.
In such a case, acute manifestations such
as skin desquamation, prodromal responses,

hematological depression and perhaps even
lethality could result with disasterous
consequences.

For space operations, certainly two of

the most important factors that can modify
the dose-response relationship are dose-
protraction and nonuniform dose distribu-
tion to the body. The studies that we will

report involved the use of large animals
to explore these factors, especially as

they relate to hematological depression
and lethality from radiation exposure. We
will employ the term "acute exposure" to
refer to exposure at a high dose-rate,
e.g., 450 R/hour. "Chronic exposure" will

refer only to a continuous exposure at a
low dose-rate. "Protraction" of an expo-
sure is the process by which a total
radiation dose is given over a longer time

period. This could be accomplished by
chronic exposure or by fractionatlon into
two or more doses separated in time.

Both methods of dose protraction were

used in these studies. Chronic exposure
was studied with animals continuously
exposed until death or by terminating the
exposure after selected doses for LD50
determinations. Using the fractionated

method experiments were conducted to
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determine t h e  e f f e c t s  o f :  a )  f r a c t i o n a t i n g  
a c u t e  exposures  us ing  va r ious  t i m e  i n t e r -  
v a l s ,  b )  ch ron ic  exposure fol lowed immedi- 
a t e l y  o r  a f t e r  va r ious  time pe r iods  b y  
a c u t e  exposures ,  and c )  a c u t e  exposure 
fol lowed immediately by chronic  exposures .  
F igu re  1 i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e s e  va r ious  
exposure s i t u a t i o n s .  

This  program was conducted a t  t h e  Naval 
Rad io log ica l  Defense Laboratory wi th  
funding provided by t h e  Defense Atomic 
Support  Agency and Of f i ce  o f  C i v i l  Defense. 
Unfor tuna te ly ,  a couple  of  t h e  experiments  
were concluded prematurely due t o  t h e  
u n a n t i c i p a t e d  c l o s u r e  of  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y .  
S ince  t h e  animal  management p r a c t i c e s ,  
dosimetry techniques ,  i r r a d i a t i o n  proce- 
dures  and exper imenta l  des ign ,  have been 
p rev ious ly  r e p o r t e d  (3 ,4 )  only h i g h l i g h t s  
o f  t h e  methodology w i l l  be r epea ted  h e r e .  

EXPOSURE SnUAIKms 

POSSIBLE SPACE EXPOSURE 

EXPERIMEIIS COIIDUCTU): 

ttt... z. CHROUK EXPOSURE uini D~AIH 

t 

5. ACUlt FOLLOWED BY CHINK 

t - * 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

ANIMALS 

Sheep and swine were t h e  main s p e c i e s  
used i n  t h e s e  s t u d i e s .  They were s e l e c t e d  
on t h e  b a s i s  of t h e i r  be ing  more l i k e  man 
than  r o d e n t s  i n  body s i z e ,  depth-dose 
d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  b a s i c  ( o r  a c u t e )  r ad iosens i -  
t i v i t y ,  metabol ic  ra te ,  and l i f e s p a n .  
Another impor tan t  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  was our  
a b i l i t y  t o  o b t a i n  them i n  l a r g e  numbers, 
h e a l t h y  and uniform i n  s i z e  and age ,  f o r  
t h e  e n t i r e  pe r iod  of t h e  s tudy.  

The sheep were obta ined  a t  one yea r  of 
age from a s i n g l e  source  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  
Sacramento Val ley of  C a l i f o r n i a .  They were 
cas t ra ted-males  of Columbia-Rambouillet 
c ross -breed ,  weighed 35-45 kg, and 
measured 23-30 cm i n  width a t  t h e  abdomen 
a t  t h e  time they were p l aced  on experiment.  

Except f o r  t h e  f i n a l  few l o t s ,  swine were 
a l s o  ob ta ined  from a s i n g l e  l o c a l  sou rce ,  
wi th  an  a t t empt  be ing  made t o  reduce  b i o -  
l o g i c a l  v a r i a b i l i t y  by a planned breeding ,  

s e l e c t i o n ,  and environmental  c o n t r o l  pro- 
gram. The swine were 8-12 month o l d ,  
female,  pure  bred  Durocs weighing approxi-  
mately 90-110 kg a t  t h e  t i m e  of i r r a d i a t i o n .  

RADIATION SOURCES AND EXPOSURE METHODS 

Two types  of r a d i a t i o n  were used,  coba l t -  
60 gamma and 1 Mvp X-rays. The cobal t -60 
exposures were made a t  t h e  NRDL Rad ia t ion  
Range, Camp Parks ,  C a l i f o r n i a  whi le  t h e  
X-ray exposures  were made wi th  a GE 
Resotron, ope ra t ed  a t  1 0 0 0  KVp/3mA, pro- 
ducing X-rays having a HVL of 2 . 2  mm l e a d  
and an  e f f e c t i v e  energy of approximately 
300 Kev. 

Fo r  t h e  a c u t e  (h igh  dose - ra t e )  exposures  
the  b i l a t e r a l  method of i r r a d i a t i o n  was 
used. For  chronic  (low dose - ra t e )  irradi- 
a t i o n ,  exposures  were cont inuous f o r  
per iods  of up t o  60 days.  S ince  conf ine-  
ment i n  exposure bcxe: for such long  
per iods  was ne i t .her  p r a c t i c a l  nor  humane, 
t he  sheep were exposed i n  i n d i v i d u a l  pens ,  
4 X 8 f e e t  i n  s i z e ,  s i t u a t e d  on a . g e n t l y  
s l o p i n g  h i l l s i d e ,  a s  s chemat i ca l ly  i l l u s -  
t r a t e d  i n  F igure  2 .  T h i s  f a c i l i t y  per-  
m i t t e d  t h e  exposure of a l a r g e  group of 
animals  (up t o  50)  a t  t h e  same t ime and 
same dose r a t e .  I n  t h i s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
"uniform" whole-body exposure was dependent 
upon t h e  an ima l s '  random movement i n  t h e  
pens s i n c e  a t  any g iven  t ime t h e  exposure 
was u n i d i r e c t i o n a l  r a t h e r  t h a n  b i l a t e r a l .  
Food and water  was provided on both  s i d e s  
of t h e  pen t o  encourage t u r n i n g  of t h e  
animals  d u r i n g  t h e  exposure.  Lithium 
f l o u r i d e  dos imeters  secured  t o  each s ide  
of groups of  sheep i n d i c a t e d  tha t  t he  
an ima l ' s  movement r e s u l t e d  i n  equa l  
exposure t o  both s ides  du r ing  t h e  exposure 
p e r i o d .  Thus, bo th  methods of exposure 
were e f f e c t i v e l y  b i l a t e r a l .  T i m e  r e q u i r e d  
f o r  s e r v i c i n g  t h e  pens averaged one t o  two 
hours  every two days .  

I.- 
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DATA ANALYSIS

The method used to determine the median

lethal doses (LDS0's) and other parameters

of mortality response was by probit
analysis of the percent mortality on the

natural logarithm of the radiation exposure.
Dosimetric measurements were made with

Landsverk, Victoreen and Phillips ioniza-
tion chambers which were cross-calibrated

with a National Bureau of Standards-
calibrated Vlctoreen R-chamber. In addi-

tion thermolumlnescent dosimetry (LIP)
was used. The dose-rate was measured in

air at the approximate midline of the

exposure box or pen. The midline tissue
dose, at maximum body diameter, was about
65_ of the midline air dose for cobalt-60
and 60_ for 1 Mvp X-ray. The radiation

units expressed throughout this paper
will be in Roentgens as measured in air.

RESULTS

DOSE PROTRACTION

Protraction of a given radiation dose can
be attained mainly by two methods: a) by
chronic exposure, i.e., lowering the dose-

rate and continuously exposing the animals
for a longer period of time, and b) frac-
tionating or dividing the dose into two
or more fractions with radiation-free

time between exposures. Both methods
were used in these studies.

A. CHRONIC EXPOSURES:

1. Terminated Exposures:

Studies to assess the effect of

decreasing dose rate on dose-response
(lethality) by terminating the ex-

posures after giving predetermined
doses were conducted with both sheep
and swine. Table !prcsents the data
while Figure 3 shows the correlation
between the dose rates used and the

LDS0's that were obtained.
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TABLE I

EFFECT OF RAOIATION INTENSITY ON LD50 OF SHEEP AND SWINE

DOSE RATE LDso/60 OURATION OF LDS0

SPECIES (R/HOUR) (ROENTGENS) EXPOSURE (HOURS)

SHEEP

660 237 (215-257) O._

_50" 252 (233"276) 0.6

;50" 316 (297"335) 0.7

261 318 (291-$_3) 1.2

30 338 (313-369) 11.3

3.6 _95 (_50-558) 137.5

2.0 6}7 (555-698) $18.5

SWINE

651 381 (3_1"423) 0.6

370" 399 (371-k2M 0.7

275 SOO 1.8

30 8kg (752-938) 28.3

k 34_ (2259->S000) 861.0

Exposures were to cobalt-60 Eamma or I Mvp X-rays*

Sheep: $S-_5KG, yearling, castrated-male, rolumble-Ramboulllet

Swine: 100-115 KG, 8-9 month Durocs; (NROL -_ ; U.T.- 9 _nd d)

Details of above LDSO studies can be found In references 3-8

In the sheep study the LD50's were
determined within a short period of
time, using sheep randomly selected

from the same lots with the exception
of the second LD50 at 450 R/hour, viz.,
316 R. The LD50 of 316 R was deter-

mined a number of months later using
sheep that appeared physically similar
but from different lot_. They had a

slightly higher LD50 than was found
previously at the same dose rate.

The results of a swine study con-
ducted by Brown and Cragle (6) at the

University of Tennessee Agricultural
Research Laboratory are included in
Figure 3 for comparative purposes.
Those data correlate quite well with
the NRDL data. It can be seen that
swine show a considerable increase in

LDS0 as the dose rate is decreased
below 600 R/hour. In contrast such a

dramatic change in dose effectiveness
does not occur with sheep until the
dose rate has dropped below 30 R/hour.

When we consider the LD50 as a func-
tion of exposure-time (figure 4) the

difference between sheep and swine are
perhaps even more evident. As the
exposure time is increased from 1/2

hour to 12 hours with sheep, the in-
crease in LD50 is slight, perhaps 15-
20%. Based upon the curve through the
data points, protracting the exposure
to 48 and 96 hours results in no more

than 50 and 100% increase in the LD50.
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The effect of similar protraction

with swine is much greater. When the

exposure time is lengthened to 12, 48

and 96 hours, there is an increase in

_m 3uuM "the LD50 of I_, 100% and about _

Protraction of the exposure to 2 weeks

results in a 4-5 fold increase in the

LDS0 of swine compared to 1-2 fold

increase in sheep.

In Figure 5 the percent survival has

been plotted as a function of the log

of the dose rate. For sheep, the dif-

ference between i0 and 90% survival

doses for dose rates of 30 R/hour and

above was relatively constant amounting

to no more than about 200 R. At 4 and

2 R/hour, the spread has doubled with

a difference of 400 R. For swine the

splaying out of effect curves is not

obvious at 30 R/hour whereas at

4 R/hour the heterogeneity in response

is enormous with well over I000 R

spread between the i0 and 90% effect

doses.

2. Continuous Exposure Until Death:

These studies (9) were undertaken to

determine the adaptability of a large

animal to a continuous exposure at a

low dose-rate, as indicated by the

survival time and changes in the periph

eral blood counts. The median time to

death for sheep exposed continuously

to cobalt-60 gamma radiation at a rate

of 1.96 R/hour was 43 days. The first

dgath occurred on day 25 after an accum-

ulation of Ii00 R; thereafter the deaths

were sporadic in appearance, with no

one period where a large number died.

The last death was on the 60th day,

after an accumulation of about 2760 R.

The accumulated mortality is shown in

Figure 6. Also included in this figure

is the dose-response curve for sheep

exposed at 2R/hour to predetermined

doses. It is quite evident from the

dose response curves _hat the dose re-

quired for a given effect is consider-

ably less for terminated exposures, with

a much greater slope to the curve.

The changes that occur in the periph-

eral blood cell counts are a fairly

reliable indication of the injury sus-

tained by the hematopoietic tissue

following radiation exposure. In these

animals, there was an almost immediate

depression of the white cell count,

reaching significant proportions by

day 4 or after an exposure of 180 R.

This early change can be attributed

primarily to a decrease in the circu-

lating mononuclear ceils, for the

granulocyte cells remained within the

normal range for about 18 days. There

is a suggestion of an abortive rise

around 12-14 days. By the 25th day,

both the mononuclear and granulocytic

cells reached an average of I000 or

iess and it was at this point that

deaths began to occur. The pattern or
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changes in the mononuclear and granulo-
cytic cells is shown in Figure 7. It
is most evident that sheep are unable
to adapt to radiation exposures con-

tinuously given at a rate of 2 R/hour.
For comparative purposes, a group of

sheep were exposed to 50, I00 or 175 R
at a similar dose-rate, 1.9 R/hour,

with leukocyte counts made at compara-
ble time periods. Exposure times for
these animals were approximately i, 2

and 4 days. The results obtained
again showed an early decrease in the
leukocyte counts, reasonably correlated
wlth the total dose. However, since

the exposures were terminated before
reaching lethal levels of injury a
return to nearly normal occurred by
the end of the third week. These

studies demonstrated the significant
effectiveness of low dose-rate exposure
on the hematopoietic system of sheep
(lO),
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B. FRACTIONATED EXPOSURES:

The effect of fractionation on dose

response was studied using three dif-
ferent sets of conditions: a) acute

exposures separated by various time
intervals, b) chronic exposure followed
by acute exposures at various time
intervals and c) acute exposure followed

immediately by a chronic exposure. In
keeping wlth terminology used extensively
in the literature we will refer to the

first or initial exposure as the con-

ditioning dose.

i. Acute Exposures:

In this series, large groups of sheep
and swine were acutely exposed to a

conditioning dose of 2/3rds of their
acute single-dose LD50, i.e. 177 R
for sheep and 265 R for swine. The

acute LD50 was determined on subgroups
of the conditioned animals at various
time intervals thereafter. The re-

sults are presented in Table II and
Figure 8. Immediately after the con-

ditioning exposure (zero-time) the
LD50 plus the initial dose is equiva-
lent to the single-dose LD50. When
the conditioned sheep were allowed to

wait for 7 or ll days before re-expo-
sure, there was little change in the
LD50 from that found at zero-tlme.
However, by 16 and 20 days the LD50's
were greater than that of the controls

indicating an induced-radioresistance.
This resistance was quite transient,
and by the 24th day the animals had

reverted to a sensitive stage again,

remaining that way at least through
the 75th day after conditioning (ll).

In contrast to the slow change in
radiosensltivlty with time found in
the sheep study, the change for swine

_d, such that by the seventh day
the LD50 was approximately the same as
that of the controls. An even greater
radioresistance was found with swine

in that by the 16th day, the LD50 was
about 165% of controls. The induced-
radioreslstance was still evident at

61 and 107 days (8).

In a smaller study (5), sheep were
conditioned with 100 R at 450 R/hour

and LD50's determined at 7 and 16 days.

Although this conditioning dose was
only about i/3rd of the acute LD50,
a significant amount of the injury was
not repaired by one week as the LD50
was still below that of the controls.

By 16 days, the LD50 was 180% of con-
trols indicating that a dramatic
radloresistance had been induced. The

data for thls study are included in
Table III while Figure 9 contains a
curve pertaining to this study. Un-
fortunately it was not possible to

conduct studies at later time periods
due to the closure of the laboratory.
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TABLE II

RADIOSENSITIVITY (LD50) OF SHEEP AND SWINE AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER A SUBLETHAL ACUTE EXPOSURE

SINGLE LD50 AT VARIOUS TIMES (DAYS) AFTER INITIAL EXPOSURE
SPECIES DOSE INITIAL

LD50 DOSE 0 3 7 11 16 20 24 30 45 75

SWINE a 39g 265 b 154 282 306 - - B54 - - - c

SHEEP 252 177 75 86 111 275 324 207 179 193 218

SHEEP 316 100 216 256 567 .....

Al1 exposures in Roentgens midline air dose. Radiation source - 1Mvp X-ray
Dose rates used: Sheep - 450 R/hour; Swine - 540-600 R/hour

a Swine study conducted by Nachtwey (8)
b 240 R used for day 3 study
c LDSO after 6] days was approximately 700R_ LDSO after 107 days was greater than 400 R

based upon 0/9 mortality from challenge with 399 R,
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TABLE I I I

ACUTE LDSO OF SHEEP AFTER A SUBLETHAL CHRONIC RADIATION EXPOSURE

DOSE
INITIAL RATE SINGLE DOSE

DOSE (R/HOUR) ACUTE LDS0

ACUTE LD50 AT VARIOUS TIMES (DAYS)
AFTER INITIAL EXPOSURE

0 4 7 15 27 30

305 5.9 260 86 118 157 361 - 163

165 5.9 237 133 - 218 5k6 210 -

165 1.85 237 162 - 342 225 -

2. Chronic Exposure Followed by Acute
Exposure:

In this study, groups of sheep were
conditioned by three different radia-
tion regimens, 165 and 305 R at 3.9
R/hour and 165 R at 1.85 R/hour. The

relative radiosensitivity with time

was determined using the acute single-
dose LD50 again as the baseline or

reference value. Immediately (zero-
time) and at various time intervals

following the chronic irradiation,

portions of the conditioned group were
exposed to graded acute exposures for
LD50 determinations. The data for

these studies are presented in Table
III, while Figure 9 illustrates the
time-related changes in radiosensltivity
.(LD50). The reference LD50 for the

305 R experiment was not the same as
that for the 165 R experiments due
to different dates, animal lots and a
slightly lower dose-rate employed for
the acute LD50 determinations. How-

ev_, th_ _wn Tn5n,_ are _* _*a÷_s*i

cally different at the 95% confidence
level.

The acute LDS0 at the end of the
165 R exposure at 1.85 R/hour was 162 R

or 68% of normal. Theoretically if
the two exposures were completely
additive, the LD50 would have been

72 R (237 minus 165). Thus 93 of the
165 R (56%) was repaired by the end
of the chronic exposure. The other
chronic studies also showed non-

additivity or repair of a significant
portion of the injury produced during
the chronic exposure. At the end of
the 165 R exposure at 3.9 R/hour,
104 R injury was present or 61 R (37%)

had been repaired.
The injury repaired during the 305 R

exposure amounted to 131 R. This was
a slightly higher percentage recovery
(43%) at 305 R than was found after

165 R. The trend toward higher re-
covery rates with larger doses, con-
tinued for doses of 400 and 495 R as

recovery rates of 50 and 52%,
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respectively, where found (3). This
might indicate that a specific
recovery mechanism lags somewhat at the

beginning and gains impetus with the
greater exposure times required for
the larger doses.

A consistent pattern developed in

sheep allowed to rest for various
periods before being subjected to
acute exposures. All groups were
alike in that the change in radio-

sensitivity (LDS0) was somewhat slow
for several days and remained below
normal at least for the first week.

This slow change or recovery phase was
followed toward the end of the second

week or beginning of the third week
by a rapid transition into a dramatic

radioreslstant condition. The degree
radioresistance varied from 140 to

230 percent of normal. This radio-
resistance was quite transient, how-
ever, with all groups back to normal
or slightly on the radiosensitive side
by the 4th week.

decedents at the LD50 dose was cal-
culated by linear regression of the
MST of each group on the dose received

by it through the range of doses used
in any particular group. The calcula-
tion of MST by this method allows a

comparison of survival times normalized

to a common biological endpoint, the
LDS0.

The survival time in the recovery
experiments, appeared heavily influ-
enced by the time interval between the
sublethal conditioning exposure and

the challenge LD50. In Figures 9 - I0, the
derived mean survival time (MST) at the
LD50 dose is graphed as a function of
the time after conditioning. In all

cases the MST's for animals re-exposed
less than 20 days after conditioning
by either an acute or protracted

exposure, were considerably shorter
than that of the controls. When the

recovery period was greater than 20
days, the MST values were somewhat



longer than in controls and in most

cases significantly longer than was

seen when the recovery period was less

than 20 days. The gross pathology

and clinical symptomatology were not

different for the specific groups.

Since detailed physiological or cell

kinetic studies were not conducted,

one can only offer speculation to

explain the nature of such findings.

Death likely results from damage to

several different tissues although

that of the gastrointestinal tract

and hematopoletic system are considered

the most important in the midlethal

range. Each undoubtedly has its own

characteristic time course of injury

and recovery. The differences ob-

served in the survival time conceivably

could reflect an alteration in tissue

radiosensitivity, the capability of

the stem cell constituents to respond

to a second dose of radiation, or

perhaps even a change in the relative

contribution of various syndromes, e.g.,

gastrointestinal or hematopoietic, to

the lethal injury.

3. Acute Followed by a Chronic Exposure:

Animals in this study (12) were

acutely conditioned with 155 R cobalt-

60 gamma radiation at a rate of 510

R/hour and immediately exposed to pre-

determined graded doses at 3.85 R/hour.

The LD50 at 3.85 R/hour for the acutely

conditioned sheep was 171 R. Thus the

combined acute exposure plus the pro-

tracted LD50 was 326 R, compared to

the single-dose acute LD50 of 314 R.

Based upon previous studies, 45 - 50%

recovery occurs during chronic exposure

at 3.6 R/hour (3). Had a similar

recovery occurred in this situation,

the LD50 at 3.85 R/hour would have been

greater than 300 R, about double that

actually found. It can be inferred

that the acute exposure has suppressed

the recovery mechanisms that operate

in the protracted exposure.

DISCUSSION

Of the numerous factors that can modify

the dose-response relationship to space

radiation, two of the most important are

dose protraction and nonuniform dose dis-

tribution within the body. It is generally

conceded that the reduction in dose-

effectiveness observed in protracted expo-

sure is due to recovery mechanisms that act

to offset the injury as it is produced.

This paper has dealt with the total of the

recovery processes and has not attempted

to identify the specific mechanisms in-

volved, e.g., intracellular repair or

repopulatlon of vital stem cells.

The two methods of protracting an expo-

sure, i.e., by continuous exposure at

lowered dose-rates (chronic exposure) or

fractionating the exposure into two or

more doses, were compared in these large

animal experiments. It is quite apparent

TABLE IV

EFFECT OF ACUTE SUBLETHAL EXPOSURE ON DOSE RESPONSE
TO SUBSEQUENT CHRONIC EXPOSURE

Control LDS0 at 510 R/Hour 31k R

Condltlonlng Dose at 510 R/Hour 155 R

Difference 159 R

LD50 of Conditioned Animals at 3.85 R/Hour 171 R

Expected LD50 Based Upon 45-50_ Recovery
During Exposure at 3.85 R/Hour >300 R

Recovery Rate at 3.85 R/Hour After an
Acute Exposure 7t

CONCLUSION: Acute Exposure Has Suppressed Ability
To Recover During Low Dose-Rate Exposure

that the dose-response to both chronic

irradiation and fractionation varies gre_

between the sheep and swine. The ability

of swine to survive large doses of radia-

tion under protracted conditions was also

found by Brown et al (6), using daily

fractions of 50 or i00 R/day until death.

The exposure was at a moderate dose-rate,

about 30 R/hour; thus the actual exposure

times were about 1 1/2 - 3 hours per day.

In those studies swine demonstrated a

remarkable ability to outlive cattle and

burros. The mean accumulative lethal

doses at i00 R/hour averaged 3900 R for

swine compared to 3200 R for cattle and

2330 for the burro. The results at 50 R/hour

were even more striking. At that rate ,

the mean lethal dose for swine was over

i0,000 R compared to 2250 and 1510 R for

cattle and burros, respectively. Thus the

LDS0 of 3444 R found at NRDL under chronic

exposure at 4 R/hour (approximately i00

R/day) and the mean accumulative lethal

dose of 3900 R found at the University of

Tennessee at i00 R/day fractionated expo-

sures are quite comparable, especially if

one discounts a certain portion of the

3900 R as unnecessary or wasted radiation.

In contrast to the remarkable ability of

swine to survive at 50 R/day with over

half the animals alive after 200 days,

none of the sheep chronically exposed at

slightly less than 50 R/day survived past

60 days, with the median time of death 43

days. In effect the swine survived about

5 times as long. In going from an acute

exposure to 4 R/hour Continuous exposure,

the ratio of chronic LD50 to acute LD50

for sheep was about 2.5%. For swine, their

remarkable recovery ability again was

demonstrated as the ratio of chronic:acute

was nearly 9:1.

The rapid recovery and large and persis-

tent radloresistance of swine following

an acute sublethal exposure again differed

from the recovery of sheep. Sheep were
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slow to begin recovery and while they also
progressed into a resistant state by the

end of the second week_ it was quite
transient and by the 24th day was gone.
There are data from the University of
Tennessee laboratory that would tend to

support the persistent radioresistance of
swine. Shively et al (13) found the

LD50 for swine exposed 4 months previous

was 60% greater than the controls of the
earlier study.

It became apparent from the dose-rate

and recovery studies that swine were not
the preferred animal model for extrapo-
lation purposes. With this in mind the

great bulk of the large animal studies at
NRDL were conducted with sheep. Recovery
or relative radiosensitivlty patterns were
determined after exposures to radiation at

either acute or chronic exposure rates.
In addition the influence of size of the

exposure on subsequent recovery was
assessed.

We were a little surprised with the
consistency in recovery patterns of sheep
after both high and low levels of injury
produced at acute or chronic dose-rates.
In all cases the changes in radiosensltiv_y

(or recovery) consisted of a triphasic
pattern with an initial slow phase for
the first week in which no group had
returned to normal by the 7th day. This

was followed by an induced-radloresistance
toward the end of the second week. The

radioreslstance phase was transient, how-
ever, and the sheep had returned to a

slightly sensitive state during the third
week.

While neither the dose-r&te nor size of

the conditioning exposure changed the
basic pattern, there were differences in
the extent and temporal patterns of some
of the fluctuations. It would appear

that recovery after acute exposure is
slower than after chronic exposure. The
greatest radioresistance was induced by a

dose equivalent to 1/3 of the LD50, i.e.,
100 R at 450 R/hour and 165 R at 4 R/hour,

with LD50's 180 and 230% of the controls
at 15-16 days. It was financially

impossible to describe the curves at
more time points as one might desire. It

situation where an acute exposure precedes
a chronic exposure the doses are additive.
This conceivably could be of considerable

importance in assessing the effect of radia-
tion on space travelers. Under certain
conditions in which both acute and chronic

exposures are received the assigning of
0.5 as a relative injury factor for chronic
exposure, as suggested by the Space Radia-
tion Study Panel (1), may not be too appro-
priate. Due to the potential importance

of this point we feel this situation should
be explored further using additional large
animal species, such as the nonhuman primate

and dog.
Table V summarizes the differences that

we have observed in additivity of acute

and chronic exposures under the various
conditions as described in this paper.

TABLE V

DIFFERENCES IN ADDITIVITY OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC EXPOSURES OF SHEEP

1ST EXPOSURE 2ND EXPOSURE EFFECT INTERPRETATrON

ACUTE ACUTE ADDITIVE SLOW RECOVERY

(165 R at (0-ii dayl after No _edlete recovery during ist reek after

660 R/hour) let exposure) 8_ recovery at 7 days acute exposure

20_ recovery at ll aays

CNRONI C ACUTE NONoADDf TI VE FAST RECOVERY

(165 R st (immediately and 50% recovery dUring during c_c e_rpes_e,

3.9 R/ho_) T days a_er lat chronlc exposure; 90% Nearly complete ree_ery

exposure) recovery at T days within one _ek.

ACUTE CHRONIC ADDITIVE SLOW RECOVERY

(155 R at (exposure at 3.9 7% reeowry _urlng during ch_o_le exposure

510 2 ho_) R/ho_ i_edia_eZy chronic e:,cpos_e vhich is preceded by

after acute exposure) acute exposure

is probable that the 15-16 days do not space exposure will be relatively non-
represent the maximum overshot or resis- uniform due to variations in shielding
tance stage since no testing was done after within the space craft, and the unldirec-
the chronic exposures in the period of 16- tional aspect of solar and nuclear reactor
27 days. In fact the 20th day was the
most resistant time after the 177R acute
exposure. One might speculate that an

optimum dose exists for stimulating
marrow cell proliferation which likely
accounts for the resistance condition.

If the dose is too great, the stock of
progenitor cells may be reduced to a
level which takes time to repopulate with

minimal capability to overshoot. If the
dose is too small, the stimulus for
repopulation may not be as dynamic.

A significant and unexpected finding was

the influence of an acute exposure to
negate the usual recovery that tak_place
during chronic exposure. In such a

Nonuniform distribution to the body can

also be a significant modifier of the dose-
response relationship. It is probable that

radiations. Due to body size and thus self-
shielding, nonuniform exposure of man and

large animals is an important consideration.
The observed ratio of midline tissue dose

(MLT) to a midline air dose (MLA) is highly
dependent upon the size of the animal. The
following values for Uobalt-60 or x-irradi-
ation (250-1000 kvp) were presented in a
recent survey (14):.82 - .86 for dogs, .6 -
.68 for swine, .58 - .65 for sheep, and
.40 - .50 for cattle and burros. A factor
of .65 is used by Lushbaugh, et al (15) to

convert exposure dose to an epigastric tad
dose for man.
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With a large inhomogeneity of dose dlstri- indexing radlosensitivity response to

bution, one would expect that the unilateral changes in intensity by relating the
exposure might be considerably less effective LD50 to the reciprocal cube root of the
than a bilateral exposure if the damage to dose-rate, a slope constant for normal
bone marrow is the critical determinant man was found to be quite close to that
for survival. The gammo and X-ray unilateral of sheep (19). Bateman's analysis of
LD50's for larger animals are generally mice data in the literature and these

20-30% greater than bilateral LD50's while sheep and swine data gave results of
the dog irradiated dorsally has been reported 0.65 for sheep, 0.95 for mice and 1.6 for
to have an LD50 approximately 50-60% higher
than with bilateral irradiation (14). Bond

and Robinson (16) concluded that the main
factor in the decreased effectiveness of

nonuniform (unilateral) exposure versus

uniform (bilateral) exposure, is the rela-
tively large fraction of stem cells sur-
viving in areas of bone marrow receiving
the lowest dose.

It would appear that shielding of only a
minute but select portion of the bone

swine. Thus, of all species analyzed by
that method sheep would appear the closest
to man. In addition, Lushbaugh found that
fractionated, daily, acute exposures over

an 8 day period had a greater effect than
the same dose given chronic (continuously)
over the same exposure period.

Unfortunately, data on the nonhuman
primate, especially the rhesus monkey, are
conflicting as to the recovery rate and
their response to chronic exposure. We

marrow can have a dramatic protective effect, have more confidence in using the data
In a study by Cole (17) at NRDL, lead
shielding, completely surrounding a single
elbow of the dog for a length of 4 - 6

inches, resulted in 50% survival at i000 R
a dose 3 X greater than the whole-body
LD50/30. Those animals that did die, suc-
cumbed between 6 - 8 days from what

appeared to be gastrointestinal involvement.
A relatively complete shielding of a single
elbow was more effective than the use of a

larger total amount of lead placed over all

four elbows. This apparent paradox was

explained on the basis of the exponential
nature of cell-killing by irradiation.

The results described from these large
animal studies have demonstrated that

dose protraction and spatial distribution
aI_e certainly important modifying factors
in determining the response to a given
radiation exposure. It is quite evident
that there are major differences between

swine and sheep in their response to
chronic exposure, pattern of recovery

and relative rediosensitivity following a
sublethal exposure. In attempting to
extrapolate animal results to assess

effects in man, selection of the appro-
priate animal model becomes of consider-
able importance. Based upon the results

obtained in radiotherapy, we propose that
sheep are a better model for man than is

swine or small laboratory rodents. While

the rhesus monkey would appear to be the
choice for performance studies, he suffers
greatly from being small and not as compar-
able in depth-dose and dose distribution

to specific organs. In addition the

rhesus monkey has an acute LD50 in the
range of 500 - 600 R which is greater
than man's.

The studies of Lushbaugh, et al (15)
demonstrate that man's response to both
acute and chronic radiation is reasonably

close to that found with the sheep. The
acute LD50 for radiotherapy patients is
about 250 rads. It appears that man is
slow to repair radiation-induced hemato-

poietic damage and remains relatively
radiosensitive as the dose-rate is de-

creased. Using Bateman's (18) method of

obtained with sheep for assessing hema-

topoietic and lethality effects in man than
that obtained with swine or rodents.

SUMMARY

i. While sheep and swine are basically
similar in response to acute radiation,
their sensitivity to chronic irradiation

is markedly different. Sheep remain rela-
tively sensitive as the radiation expo-

sure is protracted while swine are more

resistant and capable of surviving ex-

tremely large doses of chronic irradiation.
2. This response to chronic irradiation

correlated well with changes in radio-
sensitivity and recovery following an

acute, sublethal exposure. Swine recover
r_markably fast and develop a large and
persistant radioresistance. The change
in radiosensitivity of sheep after either
acute or chronic sublethal exposure is

basically the same, consisting of a tri-
phasic pattern of an initial slow recovery,
transient radioresistance and regression
into a long-lasting period of relative

radiosensltivity.
3. The overall effect of receiving both
acute and chronic exposures within a short

period of time may depend upon the se-
quence of the exposures. At least with
sheep an acute exposure appears to reduce
the recovery potential for chronic expo-
sures that follow within a short time. In

such a situation the individual response
to both acute and low chronic exposures

are additive. In contrast the response to
a chronic exposure before an acute exposure
is not additive with significant recovery

occurring during the chronic exposure.
4. The spatial or dose distribution within

the body of a large animal is a significant
factor. Unilateral or partial-body
exposure is considerably less effective
for a given dose than is a bilateral or

total body exposure. A simple lead-cuff
around a small but select portion of the
bone marrow can result in significant pro-
tection.
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EFFECT OF CONTINUOUS GAMMA-RAY EXPOSURE ON PERFORMANCE OF LEARNED TASKS

AND EFFECT OF SUBSEQUENT FRACTIONATED EXPOSURES ON BLOOD-FORMING TISSUE

J. F. Spalding, L. M. Holland, J. R. Prlne, D. N. Farrer, and R. G. Braun

Biomedical Research Group, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,

University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Sixteen _aoaea_Za$_a monkeys trained to perform continuous and

discrete-avoidance and fixed-ratio tasks with visual and auditory

cues were performance-tested before, during, and after iO-day gamma-

ray exposures totaling O, 500, 750, and iOO0 fads. Approximately

14 months after the performance-test exposures, surviving animals

were exposed to iOO-rad gamma-ray fractions at 56-day intervals to

observe injury and recovery patterns of blood-forming tissues.

The fixed-ratio, food-reward task performance showed a transient

decline in all dose groups within 24 hours of the start of gamma-

ray exposure, followed by recovery to normal food-consumption levels

within 48 to 72 hours. Avoidance tasks were performed successfully

by all groups during the lO-day exposure, but reaction times of the

two higher dose-rate groups in which animals received 3 and 4 rads

per hour or total doses of 750 and iOOO rads, respectively, were

somewhat slower. Performance of reward and avoidance tasks was equal

to control levels 60 days after termination of gamma-ray exposures,

showing no residual neurological injury reflected as a decrement in

motivation to perform learned tasks. Peripheral blood characteristics

showed dose-dependent injury to blood.forming tissue. Radiation-

induced injury in higher dose groups reached critical levels, result_

ing in death of three subjects. During a 60-day recovery period,

peripheral blood _lements returned to control levels.

During the fractlonated gamma-ray exposure regime, initiated 414 days

after the performance-test exposures, bone-marrow suppression was

observed after each iOO-rad exposure. Recovery co pre_exposure levels

was observed in all groups during each 56-day recovery period between

exposures. All animals in each of the four prertest dose groups were

vigorous, active, and aggressive after fifteen iOO-rad fractions, and

the bone marrow of each group was sufficiently resilient to maintain

animals in a clinically healthy condition.

Using acute, fractlonated, or protracted expo-

sure techniques to vary dose rate, the effects of

exposure to large and small doses of ionizing radi-

ations have been studied extensively in rodents.

Reference material on this subject is too volumi-

nous to cover here. Insight gained concerning the

mechanisms or kinetics of radiation injury, both

transient and irreparable, has contributed signif-

icantly to the establishment of radiation standards

suggested by national and international committees

as being acceptable for present and future genera-

tions. Civil defense and military agencies con-

tinue to require total-dose and dose-rate effects

data. Looking forward to the next decade and the

future manned space program, we can expect larger

numbers of space career personnel to probe deeper

into space for longer periods of time. Future

space missions of longer duration will entail in-

creased risk of solar flares, greater accumulations

of ambient radiation from the space environment,

and possible radiation exposure from on-board nu-

clear power systems. In short, a new set of radi-

ation standards, acceptable for space professions

and earth-originated nuclear emergencies, is re-

quired.

Earlier investigations with mice demonstrated the

following. Dose-rate affects mean survival time

during continuous exposure to cobalt-60 gamma rays

(ref. i) but does not affect mean after-survival

time following equal discrete gamma-ray exposures

with dose rates ranging from 2.5 to 250 fads per

hour (ref. 2); there is a relationship between age

and radiation sensitivity with age response to

high-dose-rate discrete exposure being more pro-

nounced than to low-intensity protracted exposure

(refs. 3 and 4); there is a genetic involvement in

radiatlon--induced hematopoietic injury (refs. 5

and 6); the recovery rate of hematopoletic tissue

6571st Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.
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is independenc of che s i z e  of che  acuce ( s u b l e e h a l )  
cond ic ion ing  dose ( r e f .  7 )  o r  coca1 accumulaced 
dose  from concinuous exposure ( r e f .  8 ) ;  and under 
g iven  exposure c o n d i t i o n s ,  i c  may b e  p o s s i b l e  eo 
p r e d i c c  r e s i d u a l  radiacion-induced i n j u r y  from 
cha l l enge  exposure doses  ( r e f .  9 ) .  Many of chese  
f i n d i n g s  may, i n  p r i n c i p l e ,  b e  a p p l i c a b l e  eo human 
re sponse  eo radiacion expe r i ence .  Suggesced guide- 
l i n e s  f o r  emergency radiaeion-exposure l i m i t s  
( r e f .  l o ) ,  based on small-animal r e s e a r c h  and human 
radiacion-accidenc daca,  have proved o v e r l y  o p t i -  
m i s c i c  f o r  subhuman primaces ( r e f .  1 1 ) .  The re fo re ,  
radiation-exposure expe r i ence  ane ic ipaced  from 
s p a c e  and earth-bound emergency condieions muse b e  
s t u d i e d  on mammals more c l o s e l y  r e l a c e d  e o  man. 
The rhesus  monkey (Macaca mulacca) i s  more c l o s e l y  
r e l a c e d  eo man chan is  che rodenc and h a s  been  
recormended as che b e s t  "all-purpose" l aboraco ry  
p r ima te  ( r e f .  1 2 ) .  The fo l lowing  i s  a r e p o r t  on 
a con t inu ing  program eo obcain radiacion-exposure 
expe r i ence  wich che subhuman p r ima te  (Macaca mu- 
l acca )  . 

METHODS 

S ixceen  rhesus (Macaca rnulasca) monkeys, 7 males 
and 9 females ,  weighing 4.5 eo 5.4 kg,  were t r a i n e d  
eo perform four  casks w h i l e  seaced i n  s p e c i a l l y  
designed r e s c r a i n e  c h a i r s  ( f i g u r e  1). The c a s k s  
w e r e  as fol lows.  Continuous avoidance.--The mon- 
keys were r equ i r ed  eo p r e s s  a l e v e r  (on che  r ighc -  
hand s i d e  of rhe  pane l  i n  f i g u r e  1 )  ac  l e a s e  once 
eve ry  5 seconds while  a r ed  l i g h c  above Lhe l e v e r  
w a s  on. A mild shock from che  s e a c  b a r s  w a s  ad- 
miniscered aucomatical ly  i f  che cask  w a s  noe per-  
formed p r o p e r l y .  Four-minute performances were 
r e q u i r e d  ac  c lose ly  spaced i n c e r v a l s  . f i s c r e c e  
avoidance wi th  sound cue.--A 1000-hercz cone w a s  
emicced a p e r i o d i c a l l y  from a speake r  i n  che  upper 
cenee r  of c h e  performance pane l  ( f i g u r e  1 ) .  To 
avoid a mild shock, che  animal had eo cerminace che  
sound w i t h i n  3 seconds by p r e s s i n g  che  scimulus-  
r e sponse  key d i r e c c l y  below che  speake r .  
avoidance wich v i sua l  cue.--Seven b l u e  l i g h c s  on 
ehe performance panel were lit i n d i v i d u a l l y  accord- 
i n g  eo a p r e s e c  random schedu le .  
allowed 3 seconds eo p r e s s  che scimulus-response 
key eo swicch che l i g h c  o f f  eo avoid a shock.  
Fixed Facio.--A food reward w a s  ob ta ined  by p res s -  
i n g  a l e v e r  a c  che lower l e f c  s i d e  of t h e  pane l  
(obscured by che monkey i n  f i g u r e  1 )  50 t i m e s  when 
a ye l low l i g h c  d i r e c t l y  ove r  che l e v e r  was on. 
One-gram banana-flavored food p e l l e c s  obcained i n  
c h i s  manner p l u s  ha l f  an a p p l e  each day made up che 
coca1 d i e t  of che monkeys d u r i n g  che c e s c  p e r i o d .  

Twelve monkeys were pos i c ioned  i n  performance 
c h a i r s  i n  an a r c  around a cobal t -60 po inc  s o u r c e  
ac  d i s t a n c e s  cha t  would p rov ide  dose  r a c e s  of 2.13, 
3.19, and 4.26 rads p e r  hour ,  r e s p e c c i v e l y ,  eo 
chree  groups o f  four animals  ( f i g u r e  2 ) .  Four more 
monkeys were posicioned behind s h i e l d i n g  eo a c e  as 
a conc ro l  group ( f i g u r e  3 ) .  Gamma-ray dose  r a c e s  
w e r e  mid-body air doses measured w i t h  high-energy 
Viccoreen chambers. Thermolurninescenc dosimecer 
imp lan t s  on che  fronc and back of each monkey were 
used eo check tocal-body doses  d u r i n g  che  perform- 
ance c e s c .  

One-hour work schedules inc luded  seven  a u d i t o r y  
and 28 v i s u a l  d i s c r e t e  avoidance cues ,  e i g h c  4- 
minuce concinuous avoidance s e s s i o n s ,  and one 15- 
minuce f i x e d - r a t i o  food reward s e s s i o n .  S i x  1- 
hour work s e s s i o n s  were fol lowed by a 6-hour r e s c  
pe r iod ,  d u r i n g  which c h e  room w a s  dimmed t o  n e a r  

f i s c r e s e  

Monkeys w e r e  

FIGURE 1.--Rescrainc c h a i r  showing p i l l o r y  neck 
and waisc  p l ace .  
tory and v i s u a l  p r e s s u r e  disconnecc p l a c e s  i s  i n  
f ronc  of che monkey. The conci'nuous avoidance 
l e v e r  i s  ac  t h e  lower r i g h c  of che p a n e l ,  bue che 
food reward l e v e r  is obscured by che monkey. The 
fooe r e s c  e x e r c i s e  u n i c  may b e  moved by fooe and 
l e g  p r e s s u r e .  

The performance pane l  w i t h  audi-  

FIGURE 2.--Monkeys i n  performance c h a i r s  a r r anged  
i n  a r c s  around a cobalc-60 gamma-ray s o u r c e  (housed 
i n  cube i n  ceneer  of p i c c u r e )  a t  d i s t a n c e s  such  
thac  fou r  monkeys i n  each of t h r e e  groups would 

' r e c e i v e  2.13, 3.19, and 4.26 r a d s  p e r  hour ,  respec-  
c i v e l y  . 
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FIGURE 3.--Conerol monkeys a r r anged  i n  perform- 
ance c h a i r s  i n  s h i e l d e d  area of che  s o u r c e  b u i l d -  
ing.  

darkness .  A n i m a l  c a r e  w a s  performed d a i l y  du r ing  
30 minutes  caken from one o f ' e h e  cwo 6-hour rest 
p e r i o d s .  Blood samples  were a l s o  caken f r e q u e n t l y .  
Aucomaced scimulus-presencacion and daca -co l l ec t ion  
equipmenc w a s  u sed  ( f i g u r e  4 ) .  

10.  be- 
f o r e ,  10 dur ing ,  and 10 a f c e r  exposure.  Monkeys 
were t r a n s f e r r e d  to comforcable cages a f c e r  t h e  
rest and al lowed 60 days eo r ecove r  from r a d i a c i o n  
i n j u r y .  They were cesced f o r  p o s s i b l e  r e s i d u a l  
e f f e c t s  du r ing  a second 30-day performance test 
wichouc gamma-ray exposure.  

Monkeys c h a t  su rv ived  t h e  500-, 750-, o r  1000- 
r a d  gamma-ray exposure accumulated d u r i n g  c h e  
performance c e s c  were kepc in comforcable monkey 
runs  f o r  414 days  eo a l low recovery from a l l  
r e p a i r a b l e  radiacion-induced i n j u r y .  A f t e r  c h i s  
extended r ecove ry  p e r i o d ,  che  animals  i n  a l l  che  
t e s c  groups and t h e  c o n t r o l  group were s u b j e c t e d  
eo 100-rad whole-body gamma-ray exposures  of 
approximacely 40 r a d s  p e r  hour  ac  56-day i n e e r w l s .  
P e r i p h e r a l  blood c h a r a c c e r i s c i c s  were observed be- 
f o r e  and becween exposures .  

The performance c e s c  r e q u i r e d  30 days: 

RESULTS 

A d e c a i l e d  a n a l y s i s  of t h e  cask-performance phase 
of c h i s  i n v e s c i g a c i o n  w i l l  b e  publ ished.  Perform- 
ance t e s t i n g  is d i s c u s s e d  h e r e  p r i m a r i l y  eo show 
c h e  r a d i a c i o n  h i s t o r y  of t h e  animals  used i n  che 
second,  o r  f raccionaced-exposures ,  i nvesc igac ion .  
The c h r e e  experimencal  groups performed l ea rned  
casks  d u r i n g  c h e  30-day c e s c  (10 days b e f o r e ,  10 
days d u r i n g ,  and 10 days a f t e r  gamma-ray exposure) 

FIGURE 4.--Automated scimulus-presencacion aiid 
daca-col leccion equipmenc used eo d e l i v e r  cask  
s t i m u l i  and eo r eco rd  performance daca.  

i n  a l i k e  manner and d i d  nor d i f f e r  from c h e  con- 
c r o l  group. Concrol and i r r a d i a c e d  groups per- 
formed a l l  v i s u a l  and a u d i t o r y  cue avoidance casks  
wich e q u a l  p r o f i c i e n c y .  .The f i x e d - r a c i o ,  o r  food: 
reward, c a s k s  showed a t r a n s i e n t  performance dec- 
rement beg inn ing  on che  f i r s c  day of gamma-ray 
exposure and l a s c i n g  inco  ehe c h i r d  o r  fou rch  day. 
The d e g r e e  of c h i s  decremenc w a s  d i r e c t l y  r e l a c e d  
eo gamma-ray dose  r a c e ;  che  2.13-rad p e r  hour  
group showed che l e a s t  e f f e c c ,  and ehe  4.26-rad 
pe r  hour group showed t h e  g reacesc .  

coca1 dose)  showed s i g n s  of s e r i o u s  r a d i a c i o n  
i n j u r y  on c h e  f i f c h  day of t h e  poscexposure phase 
of che  performance c e s c  and d i e d  on che e ighch  
poscexposure day. Alchough c h i s  animal  w a s  i n  a 
t e r m i n a l  s c a g e  of r a d i a t i o n  i n j u r y ,  h e  showed no  
performance change u n c i 1  wich in  14  hour s  o f  deach. 
During c h e  60-day recovery phase,  cwo animals  i n  
t h e  middle-dose-race group ( c o r a l  accumulaeed dose  
of 750 r a d s  i n  10 days)  d i e d  from r a d i a t i o n  i n j u r y .  
The follow-up performance c e s c  a f c e r  60 days  of 
recovery i n d i c a t e d  chac no animal  s u r v i v i n g  gamma- 
r a y  exposure had i n c u r r e d  i r r e p a r a b l e  r a d i a c i o n -  
induced i n j u r y  measurable a s  a cask-performance 
decremene. The i r r a d i a c e d  monkeys performed a l l  
ca sks  a c  c h c r o l  l e v e l .  

One animal  i n  t h e  high-dose-race group (1000 r a d s  

HEMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS DURING AND AFTER 
LEARNED-TASK PERFORMANCE TESTING 

Packed ce l l  volume (PCV) v a l u e s  and whice blood 
c e l l  (WBC) councs of p e r i p h e r a l  blood samples caken 
du r ing  and a f t e r  che  cask-performance phase  of c h i s  
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investigationareshownin figures5 to 8. A sig-
nificant effectonPCVwasapparentin all exposed
groups8 daysafter thecobalt-60sourcewasre-
moved.Theeffectsshownin figures5 to 8 were
dose-dependentandweregreatestapproximately16
daysafter exposure.Recoverywasrapid, andnear-
normalvalueswereobserved37daysafter the radi-
ation stresswasremoved.Thetraumasof restraint
andtask-performancestimuli provokedanincrease
in WBCcountin all groupsduringthe iO-daypre-
exposuretest asshownin figures5 to 8. White
bloodcell countsdecreasedwithin 2daysafter
whole-bodygamma-rayexposurewasstartedand
droppedto critical levels in thetwohighestdose
groups(750andiOOOrads)within 8 daysafter the
radiationsourcewasremoved(figures7 and8).
Twoanimalsin the 750-radgroupandonein the
lOOO-radgroupdiedof radiationsickness(the
deathof theseanimalswasmentionedearlier).
Whitebloodcell recoverywasevidentin survivors
by day33 (13daysafter endof exposure)andhad
returnedto controllevels 2weekslater. Although
themagnitudeof injury wasdose-dependent,the
recoveryrate appearedto be independentof dose
(figures6 to 8).
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FIGURE 5.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count plotted against time before, during, and

after a 30-day task-performance test,

As might be expected, erythrocyte count (RBC) and

hemoglobin (Hgb) levels paralleled PCV values.

Lymphocytes, the most radiosensitive cellular ele-

ment of peripheral blood, followed essentially the

same injury-recovery pattern as did WBC. Lymphoid

(monocytes and lymphocytes) and myeloid (neutro-

phils and eosinophils) ratios commonly ranged be-

tween 60 to 70 and 25 to 40, respectively. By the

eighth day of exposure, these ratios were reversed

with the degree of reversal being dose-dependent.

Lymphoid and myeloid ratios stabilized at pre-

exposure levels about 60 days after gamma-ray expo-

sure.

FIGURE 6.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count plotted against time before, during, and

after a 30-day _ask-performance test, including

i0 days of gamma-ray exposure totaling 500 fads.

FIGURE 7.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count plotted against time before, during,

and after a 30-day task-performance test, includ-

ing i0 days of gamma-ray exposure totaling 750

rads. Two animals died from radiation sickness

at the times indicated on the WBC plot.
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FIGURE8.--Packedcell volumeandwhiteblood
cell countplottedagainsttimebefore,during,
andafter a 30-daytask-performancetest, includ-
ing iOdaysof gamma-rayexposuretotaling iOO0
rads. Oneanimaldiedfromradiationsicknessat
the timeindicatedontheWBCplot.

CLINICALFINDINGSANDMORTALITY

Anorexiawaspresentin varyingdegreesin all

exposed animals during the first 2 or 3 days of

exposure. However, all monkeys surviving the gamma-

ray exposure had regained their appetites by the

end of the iO-day exposure period. Exposed animals

exhibited some diarrhea, and feces of those in the

two higher dose groups were frequently bloody,

indicating severe gastrointestinal damage. Several

monkeys in the two higher dose groups showed pet-

echiae and ecchymosls, which were most apparent on

the conjuctivae and gingiva and at points of body

contact with the restraining chairs. Menstrual-

period cycling appeared to be unaffected by the iO-

day gamma-ray stress. The three animals that died

of radiation sickness suffered hematuria, and one

of the two 750-rad monkeys exhibited paralysis of

the right arm and left eyelid before death.

HEMATOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MONKEYS TO IOO-RAD GAMMA-

RAY EXPOSURES DELIVERED AT 56-DAY INTERVALS

Peripheral blood samples taken from the saphenous

vein at frequent intervals before and after each

iO0-rad gamma-ray exposure were analyzed for red

blood cells (RBC), white blood cells (_)', hemo-

globin (Hgb), packed cell volume (PCV), and dif-

ferential counts. Platelet counts were made sev-

eral times but not routinely. Packed cell volume

and WBC values of groups i through 4, respectively,

are shown in figures 9 to 12. The response pat-

terns of PCV, Hgb, and RBC to the IOO-rad exposure

regime were similar to each other, and lymphocytes

followed the injury-recovery pattern of WBC values.

Packed cell volumes ranged from 40 to 50% during

the 840-day period in which the animals received

fifteen lO0-rad exposures. No significant differ-

ences in injury response to or recovery from the

100-rad fractions have been seen in PCV values of

the four groups investigated. Thus, group 4 ani-

mals (figure 12) with iOOO rads of gamma-ray expo-

sure 414 days before the start of the iOO-rad frac-

tionation regime appeared to have radiation resist-

ance and recovery characteristics similar to those

of group i (figure 9) which had no gamma_ray expo-

sure before the fractionation study.

PAC_EO CeLL VOLUMe

ACUTE OOSE _NRADS AT_ 0AY _TE_LS

_ etOOO COU.TS

TIM_ (OAYS_

FIGURE 9.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count of group i monkeys plotted against time

during a fraeeionated gamma-ray exposure regime,

including fifteen iOO-rad exposures given at 56-

day intervals. Group i monkeys had received no

gamma-ray exposure prior to the fraceionation

series.

Lymphoid (monocytes and lymphocytes) and myeloid

(neutrophils and eosinophils) ratios have fluctu-

ated with the bone-marrow injury and recovery

associated with each of the fifteen lO0-rad gamma-

ray fractions, but these ratios have not been

scrutinized yet. White blood cells were depressed

to somewhat lower levels after the first four lOO-

rad exposures and have maintained these lower

levels (figures 9 to 12). Platelet counts done at

irregular intervals on animals in all four groups

were within the normal range (79,000 to 368,640)

reported by Krise and Wald (ref. 13).

A major objective of this investigation is to

determine the extent of radiation-induced "ir-

reparable bone-marrow injury" using peripheral

blood elements as recovery response indicators.

Comparative PCV and WBC injury-recovery responses

of peripheral blood from the four groups following

the first and sixteenth iOO-rad exposures are shown

in figures 13 to 15. Packed cell volume and WBC

responses from the first iOO-rad exposure were ex-

tremely uniform for each of the four groups regard-

less of radiation history. Thus, if irreparable or

residual injury remained from earlier exposures in

the three exposed groups, it was not apparent in

the cellular observation of peripheral blood after

a single iOO-rad exposure.
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FIGURE iO.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count of group 2 monkeys plotted against time

during a fractionated gamma-ray exposure regime,

including fifteen iOO-rad exposures given at 56-

day intervals. Group 2 monkeys had received 500

rads of gamma rays protracted over iO days 414 days

before the fractionation series.
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FIGURE 12.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count of group 4 monkeys plotted against time

during a fractionated gamma-ray exposure regime,

including fifteen lOO-rad exposures given at 56-

day intervals. Group 4 monkeys had received iO00

rads of gamma rays protracted over iO days 414 days

before _he fractionation series. One monkey (desig-

nated as #7) died from radiation sickness after the

fourteenth IOO-rad fraction.

z PACKS0 CELL VOLUME

ACUTE DOSE IN RADS AT 56 DAy INTER',_LS

_ ,,_ ,,p ,,_ ._ _, ,_ ,_, _, _, ,_, ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_,

TIME (DAYS)

FIGURE ll.--Packed cell volume and white blood

cell count of group 3 monkeys plotted against time

during a fractionated gamma-ray exposure regime,

including fifteen lOO-rad exposures given at 56-

day intervals. Group 3 monkeys had received 750

rads of gamma rays protracted over iO days 414 days
before the fractionation series.

Bone-marrow response from the sixteenth iOO-rad

exposure as reflected by PCV and WBC values is also

shown in figures 13 to 15. The group's with radia-

tion exposures of 500, 750, or iOOO fads 414 days

before the fraction_ted gamma-ray study showed

injury response and recovery capability comparable

to that of group i, which had not been exposed to

gamma rays.

CLINICAL FINDINGS AND MORTALITY DURING

FRACTIONATED GAMMA-RAY EXPOSURES

Two or three monkeys vomited during each of the

iOO-rad exposures, but there has been no increase

in this number with additional exposures. Twenty-

four days after the fourteenth 1OO-rad exposure,

one animal in group 4 died. Symptoms were first

observed only 2 days before death, and they were

similar to =he acute radiation death syndrome.

Post-mor_em examination of this monkey attributed

death to generalized subcutaneous and visceral cap-

illary hemorrhaging. The visceral organs exhibited

focal hemorrhages much as would be e_pected in

acute radiation death. The bone marrow was not

depleted, and the myeloid-erythroid ratio appeared

unchanged. The presence of many megakaryocytes in

the marrow suggests that an adequate number of

thrombocyte precursors was available. The mech-

anism that produced the capillary cellular perme-

ability and resultant hemorrhage is not apparent

from morphological findings.
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FIGURE 13.--Comparative packed cell volume and

white blood cell count of group i (no gamma-ray

exposure before fractionated exposures) and group 2

(500 rads of gamma rays before fractlonated expo-

sures) monkeys following the first and sixteenth

lOO-rad gamma-ray exposures.
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FIGURE 14.--Comparative packed cell volume and

white blood cell count of group 1 (no gamma-ray

exposure before fractionated exposures) and group 3

(750 rads of gamma rays before fractionated expo-

sures) monkeys following the first and sixteenth

iOO-rad gamma-ray exposures.
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FIGURE 15.--Comparative packed cell volume and

white blood cell count of group i (no gamma-ray

exposure before fractionated exposures) and group 4

(iOOO rads of gamma rays before fractionated expo-

sures) monkeys following the first and sixteenth

iOO-rad gamma-ray exposures.
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RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF FAST NEUTRONS

COMPARED WITH X-RAYS: PRENATAL MORTALITY IN THE MOUSE

W. Frledberg, G. D. Hanneman, D. N. Faulkner

Civil Aeromedical Institute, Federal Aviation Administration

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

and

E. B. Darden, Jr.

Biology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

This report of work in progress is concerned

with effects of fission neutrons and of x-rays on

the mouse zygote.

METHODS.

Seven-week-old virgin mice were allowed a

12-hour mating opportunity beginning at 7:00 P.M.

Between 1:30 and 4:00 P.M., except where indicated

otherwise, the females which had mated (vaginal

plug) during the night were either irradiated or

sham-irradiated. At the time of irradiation the

zygotes were in a pronuclear stage. Sixteen days

later the mice were killed and the uteri dissected.

We recorded the number of dead embryos, 1lye

embryos, and gross anomalies. Dead embryos were

classified as to stage of development.

The neutron source was the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory Health Physics Research Reactor, an

unshlelded fast reactor of the Godlva type.

Neutron energies were those of a slightly

moderated fission spectrum wlth an average energy

of 1.2 MeV. The neutron-to-gamma ratio was

approximately 8. Neutron absorbed doses ranged

from 0.5 to 20 rads. The neutron dose rate was 2

fads/minute except for a group given a fractionated

exposure at 0.05 rad/mlnute.

X-rays were from a General Electric Maxltron

300 operated under the following conditions:

300 kVp; 20 mA; added filtration 0.5 mm Cu plus

1 mmAl; h.v.1. 1.20 mm Cu| dose rate 66 to 68

rads/mlnute. X-ray absorbed doses ranged from

i0 to I00 fads.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

The survival curve which relates neutron

absorbed dose and prenatal survival has an

extrapolatlon number (n) of 1.3, a D_ of 16 fads
and an LD.^ of 14 fads. For x-rays, n is i.i,

D is 76 _ds and the LD50 is 60 fads. Theo
relative biological effectiveness of the neutrons

compared with x-rays ranged from approximately 4.2

at 5 rads (neutrons) to 4.9 at Do .

A survival curve with little or no shoulder

(n_l), as indicated by both the neutron and

x-ray data, implies that prenatal death resulted

primarily from a single lethal-lnjury event. In

contrast, the presence of a shoulder (n • 1) would

have indicated that sublethal damage to the zygote

must accumulate for prenatal death to result. If

our survival curves could be extended, it is

poeslble that all the data already obtained would

prove to be on a shoulder. The present curves

extend down to approxlmately 0.3 survival; to

investigate lower levels of survival would

require an excessively large number of animals.

Therefore, we are taking a different approach to

the question of whether radiation causes sublethal

damage to the zygote.

It has been observed with mammalian cells that

where cell death requires an accumulation of

sublethal damage (shoulder-type curve, n • I), there

is usually a repair mechanism. Evidence of revalr

is reduced lethality when the dose rate is lowered

or the exposure fractlonated. In a comparison of

acute irradiation with a fractionated exnosure at

low dose rate, zygotes (in utero) were _iven a

total neutron dose of 12 fads. One group was

irradiated at 2 rads/mlnute from 12:43 to 12:49 P.M.

and another groun was exposed at 0.05 rad/mlnute

from I0:00 to 12:00 A.M. and again from 1:30 to

3:30 P.M. Prenatal survival in the two groups

was not significantly different: 60% for the

acute and 57% for the fractlonated low dose rate.

The results suggest that embryo death after

irradiation of the zygote with neutrons was a

consequence of a single irreparable lethal-injury

event. This is consistent with our interpretation

of the neutron survival curve. A similar

experiment with x-rays is planned.

More than 92% of the deaths in the

irradiated (x-ray and neutron) mice occurred before

day II in the 19-day gestation neriod. We

calculated this from the number of resorption moles

and the total number of dead embryos. A

resorption mole is the amorphous remains of an

embryo that died within 6 days after it implanted

in the wall of the uterus. In the mouse

implantation occurs about 4.5 days after

fertilization of the ovum.

The number of preimplantation deaths at a

specific radiation dose was estimated from the

difference in number of implantation sites per

pregnancy between the irradiated grouD and

sham-lrradlated controls. With neutrons the

proportion of prenatal deaths that occurred

preimplantation was 16% at 5 fads and 50% at 20

fads. At equlvalent-lethality x-ray doses the

percentages were similar. Thus, as neutron or

x-ray dose was increased both DreimDlantation

and postlmDlantatlon deaths also increased but

there was a relatively greater increase in

prelmplantation deaths.
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Although many systems for studying radlobiologlcal effects of

hlgh energy protons are available, much work has utilized whole

mammals as the test system. Cellular level studies in mammals

have included characterization of hematopoietic sequelae of total

body exposure. In this study the effects of high energy protons

on erythropoietlc stem cells (erythropoietln responsive cells)

and radioprotection by chemical agents have been measured.

The facilities of the NASA Space Radiation Effects Laboratory,
Newport News, Virglnla, were used. Carworth Farms CF-I mice were

exposed (five in tandem) to a parallel beam of 600 MeV protons.

The fluence distribution was determined by 11C foil counting. The

fluence, when converted to dose, was referenced to the synchrocy-
clotron beam monitors which were then used to administer radiation

exposures. Mice were given graded doses to 300 rads to determine

the dose-response curve. Other mice received saline, AET, or
5-hydroxytryptamine I0-15 mlnutes before irradiation.

All mice received six units human urinary erythropoietln on

day 2 following exposure, 0.5 gCi 59Fe on day 4, and were kllled

on day 7. Percent iron incorporation was then determined as a

measure of the fraction of stem cells remainlng. Preliminary ex-

periments, carried out as described, show a dose-response curve

similar to that obtained with 250 kV X-rays indicating an RBE of

approximately one. Chemical radioprotection can be shown under
these conditions for 6ot_ AET and 5_HT_n.'th doses well below the

LD50 dose, Under the conditions of these experiments AET and 5-HT

are equally effective and a dose reduction factor of 2,5 Is obtained,

The specification of radiation tolerance doses for manned space

missions requires quantitative information from sub-lethal doses,

These experiments indicate that the stem cell system can be further

utilized to obtain such information.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years radiation damage and chemi-

cal radloprotection have been studied for many

types of radiation using a wide variety of biolog-

ical endpolnts. (ref. 1,2). One of these, the

stem ceil system, offers the opportunity of

studying cellular radiation damage in vivo. In-

terest in the use of the stem cell compartment of

the polycythemic mouse to study radiation effects

has arisen for two principal reasons. First,

studies in a cellular system in vlvo provide in-

formation on basic mechanisms of radiation

damage which cannot be obtained from lethality

studies in a population of animals. Second,

since it is primarily damage to the hematopoletic

system which Is responsible for the acute radia-

tlon syndrome, elucidation of the kinetics of

normal and Irradiated hematopoletic stem cells Is

of critical importance in radloblology.

The transfusion-induced polycythemlc mouse
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wasfirst shownto be ideally suited for in vivo

studies of erythropoiesis by Jacobson et al

(ref. 3). Subsequently Gurney and hls co-workers

showed that hypoxia could induce polycythemia

(ref. 4) and that these mice could be used to

study the effect, on the stem cell compartment in

vlvo, of X-rays (ref. 5, 6), gamma rays and neu-

trons (ref. 7).

In these studies mice are induced to stop

elaboration of red cells by first producing poly-

cythemia. This Is accomplished by confinement

for three weeks in a chamber at one-half atmos-

phere. By the fourth day followlng return to

atmospherlc pressure, the consequence of dif-

ferentiatlon of stem cells (maturatlon of erythro-

blasts to mature red cells) is complete and ery-

thropoiesis is nil (ref. 4). The status of the

"static" stem cell compartment can then be as-

certained by measuring the erythropoletic re-

sponse to a constant dose of erythropoletin. In-

corporation of a tracer dose of 59Fe In red cells

is used as a measure of erythropoietic response

which in turn reflects the status of the _tem

cell compartment. Thus, the effect of radiation

on the stem cell compartment in vivo and the

ability of chemical radioprotective agents to

modify that effect can be measured in this system.

Our unpublished experiments have shown that

2-aminoethylisothiouronium bromide (AET) pro-

tects stem cells from X-radiation. Recently,

Vittorio et al (ref. 8, 9), using the stem cell

compartment in polycythemic mice, have reported

increased iron incorporation in blood_ spleen,

and liver when irradiation is preceded by ad-

ministration of AET or serotonin (5-hydroxy-

tryptamine, 5-+IT). Using lethality as an end-

point, Oldfleld et al (ref. 10) demonstrated
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protection in mice from 440 MeV protons with mer-

captoethylamine (MEA) and p-aminopropiophenone

( PAPP).

Since man may be exposed to protons in a

space environment at doses which, although sub-

lethal, may still produce hematological damage,

we decided to examine the response of the hemato-

poletic stem cell system to high energy protons.

This paper records preliminary observations on

the effect of 600 MeV protons on stem cells and

the modlfying effect of AET and 5-HT.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Irradlation and dosimetry - Animals were

Irradlated with 600 MeV protons obtained from

the synchrocyclotron at the NASA Space Radiation

Effects Laboratory, Newport News, Virginia. Mice

were exposed (five in tandem) in 2.5 cm ID plas-

tic tubes to a parallel beam of protons. The

mice were placed in a hole within a block of

lucite made from four slabs 2" X 8" X 24" each

(Fig. I). Beam position was determined photo-

graphically with Polaroid film.

The fluence distribution was determined by

activation of 12C in a polyethylene foil by the

12C (n,np) 11C reaction. The 11C thus formed

was measured in a scintillation spectrometer

calibrated with a 22Na standard. Fluence was

converted to dose using the data of Neufeld et al

(ref. ll). This dose was referenced to syncro-

cyclotron beam monitors and thermoluminescent

dosimeters. The beam monitors were then used to

deliver the nominal dose and the TLD's were used

to measure the dose actually delivered.

Animals - Carworth Farms CF-I virgin female

mice twelve weeks of age were placed in hypoxia

chambers at one-half atmosphere for three weeks.

Four days after removal from the chamber ]0-]2
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Fiqure 1. Proton ex3osure apparatus. Tne top  

h a l f  o f  the l u c i  t e  b lock ! i d s  Seen 

w i  tridrawn t o  oernonstrate tne  olace;?ent 

o f  tne mice du r in?  proton i r r a d i a t i o n .  

Tne team was i n c i d e n t  normal ly  upon t i l e  

I, x t: i . icn sur face o f  tfie block.  (Dark 

colored itlice used f o r  pnotoqrapny). 

animals per group were exposed t o  speci f ied doses 

o f  protons without in jec t fan  or 10-15 minutes 

f o l l w i n g  intraper i toneal  i n jec t i on  o f  0.2 m l  AET 

(360 mg/kg body weight),  5-HT (150 mg/kg body 

weight),  o r  saline. The animals were housed ten 

per cage i n  shoe-box type cages and allcwed 

Purina mouse chw and water ad I lb i tum. On the 

second pos t - i r rad ia t ion  day each muse received 

s i x  un i t s  o f  human ur inary e ry th ropo ie t in  sub- 

cutaneously. On day 4 ,  they received in t rape r i -  

tonealy 0.5 V C i  59Fe as f e r r i c  chlor ide.  The 

body weight, and percent i r on  incorporat ion i n  

blood determined. Animals w i th  hematocrl t s  less 

than 55 were not included i n  the, experiment be- 

cause of the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  elevated rad io i ron  

incorporation due t o  endogenous ery th ropo ie t in  

production. 

RESULTS 

Radio1 ron incorporation i n  newly formed 

peripheral red c e l l s  o f  proton I r rad ia ted  mice 

decreases w i th  increasing rad ia t ion  dose. Unir- 

rad i a ted control  mice incorporate approximate 1 y 

36% o f  the t racer dose Qf radiolron. Figure 2 

shws the radioiron incorporat ion f o r  ?ice i r- 

radiated w i th  600 MeV protons i n  two experiments. 

Values are normalized t o  100% f o r  controls.  An 

ED50 o f  65 rads i s  obtained from Figure 2. For 

comparison, the response o f  the stem c e l l  c o w  

partment t o  250 kV X-rays ( re f .  12) i s  a lso  shown. 

A 250 R V  X - R A V S  

(I 600 YEV PROTONS 

I .I.* I 
. .. .I 2 

IJ 
0 too 200 300 

RADS 

I Ficlurc 2. I ron  i n c o r p o r a t i o n  i n  polycytt iemic 

mice fo l low ing  i r r a d i a t i o n  ; i i  t n  protons 

or X-rays. Curve A: 250 kV X-rays ( r e f .  12). 

Curve 3 :  6'30 I k V  protons. mice were then k i l l e d  on day 7 and the hematocri t ,  
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Intraperitonea] injection of AET or 5-HT

10-15 minutes before proton irradiation yields

higher iron incorporation than correspondingly

unirradiated, untreated mice (Fig. 3). A slightly

increased normalized iron incorporation in saline

injected irradiated groups was observed. This

was due to a sllghtly lower level of iron Incor-

poration in the unirradlated, saline injected

mice. Thus, the curve for saline injected mice

does not differ significantly from uninjected

controls.

DISCUSSION

From Figure 2 it is seen that 600 MeV

protons are similar to 250 kV X-rays in their

ability to damage the erythropoietin respon,

slve or "stem" cell; therefore, an RBE of

approximately unity can be assigned for protons

of this energy in producing decreased iron up-

take in hematopoletic stem ceils. For this end-

point 600 MeV protons act as low LET radiation.

Both AET and 5-HT were effective in protec-

ting the stem cell compartment from proton

radiation damage. 01dfield et al (ref. 10) re-

ported dose reduction factors (DRF) for mortality

of approximately 1.5 for MEA and PAPP with both

440 MeV protons and X-rays. In our experiments

with 600 MeV protons a DRF of 2.5 is obtained

ii

IO

CONTROL

I i I i I t I I I

0 100 200 300 400

RADS

for iron incorporation in hematopoietic stem

cells. This is comparable to the level of pro-

tection obtained in the same system by Vittorio

et a] (ref. 8) for 137Cs gamma rays. Radio-

protective chemicals are at best only slightly

effective against exposure to hlgh LET radiation.

The high DRF of 2.5 obtained in these experi-

ments further supports the observation from the

dose-response curve that the major dose contri-

bution from 600 MeV protons is low LET in nature.

Although considerable additional informa-

tion is necessary to define radiation tolerance

doses for space missions, this low LET behavior

is significant. Low LET radiation shows a dose-

rate dependence for most endpoints and part of

Figure 3. I1odification of proton-induced radiation

damage of stem cells by prior administration

of AET or 5-HT. Solid circles, controls;

open circles, AET; crosses, 5-liT.
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thedamageIt producesis reparable; in contrast,

damage from high LET radiation is accumulated

with little repair even at low dose-rates. In

manned space missions the major portion of dose

accumulated is expected to occur at low dose-

rates. Since 600 MeV protons have been shown in

these experiments to act at low LET radiation,

a higher tolerance dose can be assigned for a

given risk level than would be possible If the

dose contribution from a high LET component were

more preponderant. It appears to be possible,

then, to consider the use of chemical radio-

protective agents suitable for man for protection

from high proton flux events.

The experiments reported here are being

extended to include lower energy portions of the

solar proton spectrum.
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The Brookhaven National Laboratory Cosmotron was used to produce 2.2 GeV protons

for total-body exposure of young, female Sprague-Dawley rats. A single exposure of

42-day old rats to 92 rads of protons produced a marmnary neoplastic response over a

365-day period that was qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the response

produced by 158 rads of 60Co gamma rays. When the two types of radiation exposures

were combined they appeared to produce an additive mammary neoplastic response.

Because of the qualitative similarity of the mammary neoplastic response to the

2 types of radiation and because the 2 types of radiation appeared to be additive,

it was suggested that 2.2 GeV protons act by a mode of action that is similar to

that of low LET radiation. Acute radiation mortality produced by a single exposure

of 42-day old rats to protons was qualitatively similar in terms of mean survival

time to mortality produced by 60Co gamma rays. It was suggested that 2.2 GeV protons

act to produce acute radiation mortality in fashion similar to that of low LET radia-

tion. The administration of a radioprotective drug, AET, to 36-day old rats produced

a small decrease in radiation mortality and a small increase in mean survival time

when the drug was given before exposure to 2.2 GeV protons. This result was taken

to mean that 2.2 GeV protons act at least in part as low LET radiation. Although

exact RBE values could not be determined for acute mortality and carcinogenesis in

the young rat, approximate values appear to be 1.4 and 1.5.

INTRODUCTION

When the 2.2 GeV proton facility of the Brook-

haven Cosmotron became available for biological

studies, proton carcinogenesis, the interaction of

protons and gamma-rays on carcinogenesis, proton-

induced acute mortality, and chemical protection

against proton-induced acute mortality were studied

in the rat and these proton-produced responses were

compared to similar responses produced by gamma-

rays or x-rays.

MATERIALS AND METNODS

Animals - Weanling, lltter-mate, female,

Sprague-Dawley rats were obtained from Sprague-

Dawley, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin. All rats were

kept at the University of Michigan until they were

approximately 35 days of age when they were taken

to Brookhaven National Laboratory, exposed and re-

turned to the University of Michigan. Litter-mates

were assigned to each experimental and control

group so that approximately equal numbers of litter

mates were placed in each group. Animals to be

studied for mammary neop!asia were handled as des-

cribed previously (ref. I) for 365 days post-expos-

ure when all animals alive were killed. All anim-

als were examined frequently for mammary tumors and

as these were found, they were removed, sectioned

and given a pathologic classification. Animals

used for acute mortality studies were followed for

30 days and deaths were recorded as to the nearest

day post-exposure. Chemical protection studies

were done by injecting 2-aminoethylisothiouronium

bromide (AET), 30 mg per rat by the intraperitoneal

route, 15 minutes before exposure.

EXPOSURE CONDITIONS

Protons of 2.2 GeV, produced by the Brookhaven

Cosmotron were used to expose rats in exactly the
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same way as described previously for mice (ref. 2)

except that the inside diameter of the lucite tube

holding the animals was increased to 4.5 cm and a

length of 50 cm. Four rats were exposed per Cosmo-

iron run, nose to tail, with the nose facing the

stream of protons. As a check on a possible change

in dose with position of the rat within the expos-

ure tube, or change of dose with depth, rat position

in the tube was recorded and checked against indiv-

idual and group rat mortality. The exposure tube

holding the rats was placed well within the beam of

protons and parallel with the beam as determined by

means of a fore and aft gun sight array and Polar-

oid film. The animals in the exposure tube were

rotated along their longitudinal axis at 20 rpm to

insure a uniform dose distribution. The Cosmotron

beam pulse duration was i msec and the repetition

rate was 25 pulses per minute. With the proton

fluence employed, the instantaneous dose rate was

14 k rads/sec or an average dose rate of 350 rads/

min.

Gamma-ray exposures were done at a dose rate

of 14 R/min. X-ray exposures were accomplished by

operating a conventional x-ray therapy machine at

250 kVp and 30 mA with 0.5 mm Cu and i mm Ai added

filtration at a dose rate of 115 R/min.

DOSIMETRY

Each proton irradiation run was monitored by

use of the proton activation of the 12C in a poly-

ethylene foil via the reaction 12C (p,np) IIc as

described previously (ref. 2). The foils were

calibrated in terms of dose by means of a tissue

equivalent ionization chamber (ref. 3). The foil

fluence determination and the dosimetry yielded a

result of 354 rads (I) per i0 I0 protons/cm 2.

For x-rays and gamma-rays, the exposure dose

was measured in air at the dorsal-ventral mid-

point of the animals with a Victoreen ionization

chamber in R and these values were converted to rad

values, using a physical factor of 0.95 to convert

(1)W. H. Moore, Erookhaven calculated, for primary ionization,

16, 13, 1969), for total absorbed dose, 410 rads.

R to rads and a biological factor of 0.83 (ref. 4)

to relate 60Co gamma-rays to 250 kVp x-rays.

EXPERIMENTS

Carcinogenesis. Forty-two day old rats were

exposed to 92 rads of 2.2 GeV protons, or 158 rads

of 60Co gamma-rays, or both. The gamma-ray expos-

ure was done approximately 12 hours before the pro-

ton exposure.

Acute mortality. Forty-two day old rats were

exposed to 473, 600, 661 or 729 rads of 60Co gamma-

rays or 354, 478, 595 or 715 rads of 2.2 GeV proton.

Chemical protection. Thirty-six day old rats

were exposed to 712 fads of 250 kVp x-rays with or

without prior AET, or 527, 552, 577 or 602 rads of

2.2 GeV protons with or without prior AET.

RESULTS

The mammary neoplastic response to 92 rads of

proton exposure, or 158 fads of gamma exposure, or

both types of radiation are presented in Table I

along with mammary neoplastic incidence of non-

irradiated litter-mate controls. It seems clear

that all measures of mammary neoplasia incidence

are approximately the same in response to either 92

rads of proton exposure or 158 rads of 60Co gamma

exposure. Although the value is somewhat uncertain

the approximately equal effects of doses of 92 rads

from protons and 158 rads from gammas, yield a RBE

of about 1.5 using a linear dose-response relation-

ship for each type of radiation and subtraction of

control values.

When the proton exposure was combined with the

gamma-ray exposure, the percent of rats with mam-

mary neoplasia was not very informative because the

dose of each radiation that was selected when com-

bined appears to saturate this measure of mammary

neoplastic response. However, the measures of

total number of mammary neoplasms, or total number

of mammary adenocarcinomas, or the total number of

mammary fibroadenomas, when each is corrected for

number of rats at risk, appear to indicate that

332 rads and Wright et al.(Health Physics
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Table i

MamB.IryNeoplasla and Ma_ry Neoplasm at 300 Days Post-Exposure.

Exposures Done st 42 Days of Age. 6%o Ga_ 3×posure Preceded

Proton Expo.ure by 12 _oura. A¢ Refers to Adenocar¢in_ a.d FA

Refers to Flbroadeno_.

Treat_nt Rats with Mammary

Neoplaala

Kadlatlon Pads N N %

_4a_ry Neoplasm

Total AC FA

Total _ Ac _- _A N--

N_a 22 1 4 1 0.04 1 O.04 0 0

Proton 92 32 14 44 20 .62 4 .12 16 0.50

60Co p 158 32 t6 50 23 .72 4 ,12 19 .59

Proton +

60Co _ 250 28 19 68 37 1.32 8 .29 23 1.00

proton irradiation and gamma-ray irradiation are

very close to being additive. This result implies

that the mechanism of action of the 2 types of rad-

iation are similar.

The results of studies on acute mortality in

terms of percent dead within 30 days, and the mean

survival time are shown in Table 2. Within the

lethal range of doses, the mean survival times are

about the same for the 2 types of radiation and

this implies that proton exposure or gamma-ray

exposure produces acute mortality by a similar

mechanism. Because the number and the range of

doses of each type of radiation is small, and the

sample size is not large, a value for RBE cannot be

given with any high degree of confidence. However,

if these data are plotted, and a visual fit of the

survival curves are drawn, and the ratio of LD50

values is determined, the proton exposure rad for

rad appears to be about 1.4 times more potent than

for the gamma-ray exposure.

Table 2

Acute Radiation Mortality, Nmsber of Anlslll Expond

at 42 Day8 o_ _e, Perc_t 30-Day Survival and Mean

Survival Tim in Days of Decedents.

Radiation IUsd____s N % D_sd 14. S. T.

6OCo y 473 9 0

60Co _ 600 9 56 16.4

60Co _ 661 9 78 17.4

60Co _" 729 10 100 10.7

Protoa 3_ 12 33 21.0

Protc_ 478 12 6? 17. $

Pzotou 595 12 100 9.8

protoa 715 I2 lO0 4.5

The data concerned with the radioprotective

action of AET are shown in Table 3. Although all

exposure doses used proved to be lethal in the ab-

sence of the drug, AET produced a small protective

effect against mortality in the 2 lowest doses of

proton exposure and the x-ray exposure. A modest

increase in mean survival time was produced by AET

at all proton exposure doses and the single x-ray

dose. It thus appears that AET does have the cap-

acity to protect against acute radiation mortality

provoked by 2.2 GeV proton exposure.

Analysis of the position of the rat in the ex-

posure tube by using days of survival time disclos-

ed that survival time increased as the position was

moved downstream. This increase was related to

reduction in dose - produced increased survival

time. This indicates that the decrease in dose

received by the last rat downstream is no less than

72% of the first rat and is in agreement with inter-

posed ionization chamber measurements where the

dose decreased to 64/°.

Table 3

Acute Radiation Mortality, Number of Rats Exposed

at 36 Days of Age, Percent 30-Day Survival and

Mean Survival Time in Days of Decedents. AET

Injected by Subcutaneous Route 15 Minutes

Before Exposure.

Radiation

X-Ray

X-Ray

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Rads Drug N % Dead M.S.T.

712 i0 i00 5.4

712 AET I0 80 9.4

527 12 I00 8.2

527 AET 12 75 9.7

552 12 I00 7.2

552 AET 12 92 9.4

577 12 I00 6.1

577 AET 12 i00 9.7

602 12 I00 5.3

602 AET 12 100 8.2
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DISCUSSION

The results here presented are perhaps of

more qualitative interest than of quantitative in-

terest. Although only a single proton dose was

tested, it is clear that 2.2 GeV protons have the

capacity to accelerate the rat mammary neoplastic

response and that this proton-induced mammary neo-

plastic response is qualitatively similar to the

mammary neoplastic response to gamma radiation.

This finding confirms a preliminary report (ref. 5)

that indicated that the mananary neoplastic response

to 2.2 GeV protons and 60Co gamma-rays was qual-

itatively similar. Strengthening the conclusion

that either proton exposure or gamma-ray exposure

produces a qualitatively similar mammary neoplastic

response is the finding that when the two types of

exposure were combined an additive result ensued.

It has been shown previously that x-rays (ref. 6)

and protons (ref_ 5) produce a linear dose-response.

The 12-hour gap between gamma-ray exposure and pro-

ton exposure in the experimental group that received

both types of exposure probably is of no biological

consequence since it has been shown that the inci-

dence of mammary neoplasia of the rat is little

changed by short-term fractionation of sub-lethal

total body x-ray exposure (ref. 7). It is not un-

reasonable to suggest, therefore, that the mechanism

of action that allows proton exposure to be carcino-

genic is not dissimilar to the mechanism of action

that allows gamma-ray exposure to be carcinogenic.

ozLi_= _n_L/a-£ay_ a£_ £uw _I _aulaLlon, then 2.2

GeV protons should he considered to act, in a large

part, as low LET radiation.

It seems clear, also, that 2.2 GeV proton

exposure produces an acute radiation mortality that

is qualitatively similar to that produced by gamma-

ray exposure. Again, it is tempting to suggest that

2.2 GeV protons act by a mechanism that is similar

to low LET radiation. Adding to this suggestion was

the absence of high LET "early death" that has been

reported by others who have noted a shift from

marrow to gut death with high LET radiations (ref.

8).

It is generally accepted that radioprotective

compounds are more effective against low LET radia-

tion than against high LET radiation (ref. 9).

Thus, the finding of a small hut definite protec-

tion with AET against acute mortality as produced

by 2.2 GeV protons may be taken to indicate that

these protons act, at least in part, as low LET

radiation.

The finding that it is possible to protect

against acute radiation mortality as produced by

high energy protons by prior AET treatment may be

of some interest to those who are concerned with

astronauts and their possible exposure to high ener-

gy protons. The data here reported are, we believe,

the only direct experimental test reported on this

subject, and are of some academic interest.

The interrelation between 2.2 GeV proton-pro-

duced radiation carcinogenesis and acute mortality

is of some radiobiological interest. There is no

priori reason to expect that the relative biolog-

ical effectiveness of minimum ionizing protons

would be the same for tumor induction as it is for

inducing mortality because the induction of a tumor

must depend upon the number of cells that ar___e cap-

able of division after radiation exposure (ref. i0)

while the production of acute radiation mortality

depends upon the number of cells of the blood form-

ing organs and the gastrointestinal tract that are

not capable of division after radiation exposure

(ref. II). Thus, the finding that the relative

biological effectiveness of 2.2 GeV protons was,

within the limits of the two experiments, not very

different on these two dissimilar biological end-

points was somewhat surprising.

Data published dealing with the biological

effects of high energy protons are not extensive.

Ueno and Grigoriev (ref. 12) have summarized data

dealing with proton energies between 126 MeV and

730 MeV on 52 experiments in mammals including

cytological changes, organ atrophy and acute mort-

ality. They believe that a single value of RBE,

0.82 _ 0.04 can be assigned to all of these end

points. On the other hand, for 2.2 GeV protons,

the results are not so clear. Jesseph et al. (ref.

2) reported an RBE value of 0.87 for acute mortal-

ity in the mouse. Montour, et al. (ref. 13) using

mice and spleen-thymus weight loss at 2-3 and 4-5

days after exposure and the same exposure condition

and dose measurements of Jesseph et al., obtained

RBE values of approximately 1.0. Stoner, et al.

(ref. 14) using mice and the same exposure condi-

tions of Jesseph, et al. obtained a value of 2.5
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for the repression of primary tetanus antitQxin

responses, 1.5 for secondary responses and 1.5 for

enhanced susceptibility to anaphylaxis. Thus, in

mice, using similar exposure conditions, RBE values

ranging from 0.87 to 2.5 have been reported for

different end points. The approximate RBE values

obtained in rats of 1.4-1.5 for mortality and car-

cinogenesis were well within the range reported for

mice. This range of RBE values would seem to con-

firm a previous suggestion of Bond (ref. 15) that

the RBE of 2.2 GeV protons may depend upon the cri-

terion of biological effect under study.

Jesseph, etal. (rcf. 2), Montour, et al.

(ref. 13) and Stoner, etal. (ref. 14) all give

reasons for interpreting their data on 2.2 GeV

protons as being consistent with what would be ex-

pected from low LET radiation. The current data

obtained in the rat on carcinogenesis, interaction

of protons and gamma-rays on carcinogenesis, acute

mortality and chemical protection against acute

mortality also are consistent with low LET radia-

tion effects. On the other hand, Jesseph, etal.

suggest that as the diameter of the absorbing mat-

erial is increased, it is possible that a high LET

component may become relatively important although

biological data on this point are too fragmentary

at the present time to allow a conclusion to be

reached on this point. All and all, it seems reas-

onable to think that 2.2 GeV protons act largely as

low LET radiation but it must be admitted that the

question of a high LET component must remain open.

SU_4ARY

A single exposure of 42-day-old female Sprague

Dawley rats to 92 rads of 2.2 GeV protons produced

over 365 days an incidence of mammary neoplasia

that was qualitatively and quantitatively similar

to the neoplastic response to 158 rads of 60Co

garmm-rays. Both radiations, when combined, appear.

ed to produce an additive neoplastic response. It

was suggested that 2.2 GeV protons are approximate-

ly 1.5 times more effective than 60Co gamma-rays.

60
Acute mortality produced by 2.2 GeV protons and

Co gamma-rays was qualitatively similar and the

proton irradiation appeared to be about 1.4 times

more effective than gamma irradiation. A small re-

duction in acute mortality and a small increase in

mean survival time was produced when AET was admin-

istered before 2.2 GeV proton irradiation. All of

these data were interpreted as indicating that 2.2

GeV proton irradiation produces carcinogenesis and

acute mortality in the rat by a mode of action that

is similar to that of low LET radiation.
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RESPONSEOFMOUSEEPIDERMALCELLSTOSINGLEDOSESOFHEAVY-PARTICLES

J.T. LEITH,W.A.SCHILLING,andG.F.WELCHDONNERLABORATORYANDLAWRE_E

RADIATIONLABORATORY,UNIVERSITYOFCALIFORNIA,BERKELEY,CALIFORNIA94720

Thesurvival of mouse epidermal cells to heavy-particles has been

studied In Vivo by the Withers clone technique. Experiments with accelerated

helix, lithium and carbon ions were performed. The survival curve _or the

helitln ion irradiations used a modified Bragg curve method with a maximum

tissue penetration of 465 microns, and indicated that the dose needed to

reduce the original cell number _o I surviving cell/cm 2 was 1525 fads with

a D o of 95 reds. The LET at the basal cell layer was 28.6 keV/micrcn.

Preliminary experiments with lithitzn and carbon used treatment doses of

1250 reds with LET's at the surface of the skin of 56 and 193 keV/micron,

respectively. Penetration depths in skin were 350 and 530 microns for

the carbon and lithium ions whose Bragg curves were u_modified. Results

indicate a maximum RHE for skin of about 2 using the skin cloning techninue.

An attempt has been made to relate the epidermal cell survival curve to

mortality of the whole animal far helium ions.

The cell survival curves far single doses of

29 kVp x-rays, 250 kV x-rays and fast neutrons have

already been defined (refs. S to 3) for mouse skin

epithelial cells. It was felt that survival of

mouse skin epithelial cells after heavy-particle

irradiation would be of interes%. This considera-

tion is particularly relevant for the space environ-

ment where an astronaut might conceivably meet par-

ticles of high LET and relatively low penetration

power. Indeed, the greatest radiation hazard to

astronauts is exposure to particle events, with al-

pha particles making up a considerable fraction of

the total particle flux (refs. A to 6). In this

regard, the In Vivo epidermal cell cloning tech-

nique of Withers (ref. I) has been used.

_THOD

A circular treatment area (25 mm diameter) on

the animals ventral surface was irradiated. In this

area small aluminum shields (20 mi] tblckness) of

varying diameters were placed. Shields of 19.0,

6.4, and 2.1 mm diameter were used, and respective-

ly, I, 3, or 7 shields were placed within the 25 mm

diameter irradiation field. Initially, the circu-

lar area was irradiated without the shields. Then,

the shields were mechanically pulled into place and

a large dose (i.e. 10 krad) was glven to insure

that cells from the periphery would not regrow into

the treated areas. At intervals post-irradiation,

the areas were examined for epidermal cell re-

growths which could be seen as visible whitish

clones. Assuming that each clone arises from a

single surviving epidermal cell, the curve of

cell survival/cm 2 may be obtained. If in a num-

ber of similarly treated areas the average num-

ber of surviving cells is m, the probability that

O, I, 2, 3, etc., cells will survive will follow
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a Poissondistributionwithmeanof m. If, in a

nt_nberof equalareas(A), a fraction (f) showsre-

growthafter irradiation, the numberof surviving

clonogeniccells perunit area(S) is:

S=-ln 0 -f)/A

By varying A, the test area, about 3 decades of a

cell survival curve may be obtained.

_ale, hairless mice of the CDI strain were ob-

tained from the Charles River Breeding Laboratories,

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Mice were between 10-

14 weeks of age at irradiation, and were singly

housed. The animals were anesthetized for irradia-

tion by intraperitoneal injections of Nembutal (60

mg/Kg body weight).

The heli_ ion exposures were performed at

the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 88'' cyclotron.

Animals were individually irradiated and were po-

sitioned in a vertical manner normal to the direc-

tion of the incident helium ion beam. A large

graphite shield was used so that only the circular

area on the ventral surface of the animal was ex-

posed. Photographic and miniature semiconductor

diode measurements indicated that t e beam inten-

sity was homogeneous over the area irradiated•

The heli_n ion beam had an initial energy of 40

MeV which is equivalent to a range of 90 mg/cm 2

in mylar (approximately 8% less in tissue). Mylar

absorbers were placed in the beam path to produce

a maximum residual range of 465 microns tissue

(about 51 mg/cm 2 mylar_. The single BragF curve

was modified into a family of Bragg curves occurring

at different depths in tissue by placing a series

of very thin overlapping mylar absorbers into the

beam path. The absorbers rotated at 200 RPM through

the beam to produce variable a0sorption with pro-

duction of many Bragg curves which gave a flattened

depth dose distribution. The "average" Bragg curve

is shown in Figure 1. The average curve rose from

a relative ionization factor of 1.1 at the surface

of the skin to 2.1 at its maximum value at about

_00 microns penetration. Doses were expressed at

the top of the skin, and the minimt_n LET at this

point was 28.6 keV/micron.

40

i
i
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so /
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Figure I. Depth dose curves for helit_, lithium and carbon ions. The

heli,_m ion depth dose curve is formed by superim_ositlon of

separate BreKg curves which are produced by rotating varying

laycrs of mylar absorber through the be_m path with production

of a result,_nt "average" Bra_ E curve whLch is relatively flat

owr its range _ith a _ell defined maximum pe:*e_r_±_ion depth.

Dose expresscd at the top of the skin. The lithium and carbon

ion curves are umnodlfied.

The lithium and carbon ion experiments were

performed at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Heavy-Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC). Initial en-

ergies of both beams were approximately 10 MeV/_MU.

The lithium ion beam was degraded further in ener-

gy by interposition of mylar absorbers in the beam

path. The carbon ion beam was not additionally

degraded. The Bragg curves and their maximum pen-

etration depths in mylar are also shown in Figure

1. Doses were expressed at the surface of the skin

and the Bragg curves were unmodified. Doses of

1250 rads were given, with three treatment areas

per mouse. Doses were measured with an integrating

ionization chamber which interrupted the beam au-

tomatically after a preset dose. Average dose rate

was 5000 rads per minute.
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Thescoringof all the epithelial survival

responses was done by one observer. Ae pointed out

by Emery et all (ref. 2)_ the response is quite sub-

Jective. Mice were observed from day 7 post-irradla-

tion onward until the response could be considered

complete. Ulceration of the skin appeared at differ-

ent times post-lrradiation with the order of appear-

ance being carbon, llthiun_ and helium ions. The

ulcerations appeared on about days 10p 13p and 14,

respectively. Clones were observable from about day

10 onward to a maximun of about day 20. The clones

differed in appearance; some being punctate_ while

others were more diffuse and appeared as thin sheets,

Only clones which were scoreable for two or more

observation periods in a row were considered positive

identifications (i.e. about 4-7 days). Histological

samples were taken for further identification. Due

to stretching of the skin of the anesthetized ani-

mal during irradiation_ the irradiation fields were

often not circular but elongate. There were also

scoring difficulties when extensive scab formation

was seen. If there was any question as to the pat-

ency of the irradiation procedure the animal in ques-

tion was excluded from the analysis. Still_ as

pointed out by Emery et all (ref. 2), these possible

uncertainties in scoring should not shift experimen-

tal survival points by a great deal. Experiments

were not subject to errors induced by fortuitous

clonal regrowth via hair follicles,

RESULTS

Table I lists the surviving cells/ore 2 for each

of the ions and doses.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained after irra-

diation for the helitu_ ion exposures. The points

fit a linear relationship of log survival to linear

helium ion dose over the range of doses studied.

A regression analysis of the unweighted points

yields a D o value of 95 rads9 and extrapolation of

the curve to zero dose produces a surviving cell

nm_ber/cm 2 of 1.5 x 108. Epithelial survival curves

for 29 kVp x-rays (ref. I ) and 250 kV x_rays (ref.

2) have been included for comparison purposes.

Included also in Figure 2 are the survival

values/cm 2 for the single 1250 rad doses for the lith-

ium and carbon ion irradiated animals. The points

lie to the left of the helium ion or x-ray dose

response curves,

TABLE I

h_ithellal Cell Survival Results For Single Heavy-Particle Exposures

No. of Experimental
Areas per mouse

Helium Sons

i

i

3

3

3

7

7

7

Lithium Ions

3

Carbon Ions

3

Average

Area No. of Areas No. of Areas Survival2
(cm2) Do_e irradlaLed R_growing Cells/cm

2.85 1625 3o 2o o.251
(.21-.3o)*

2.85 175o 3o 8 o.185
(.15-.2o)

0.317 1250 45 34 2.45
(2.14-2.76)

0.317 1500 84 15 1.41
(1.28-1.54)

0.317 1750 72 5 1.27
(1.19-1.35)

0.035 125o 35 12 15.1
(12.6-17.6)

0.035 1375 35 7 13.3
(i1.4-15.3)

0.035 1500 35 2 I1.8
(i0.6-12.7)

0.317 1250 78 20 1.50
(1.36-1.59)

0.317 1250 75 13 1.40
(L_7-1.54)

xNumbers in parentheses indicate 9 5% confidence limits
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Fifu re 3, Schematic curve shovin_ variation of RBE with LET fr_

Exoe. imental data, The curve shorn in for ma--malian

cells (ref, 7),

DISCUSSION

Results have been interpreted in terms of the

estimated number of surviving cells/cm2, assuming

that each visible clone has regrown from a single

cell. The heavy ions aopear to have a greater ef-

fect than either 29 kVp x-rays (ref. I) or 250 kV

x-rays (ref. 2). Indeed, if one exsmines the doses

needed to reduce epithelial cell survival to a level

of I surviving cell/m_ 2, one can obtain a tentative

RBE versus LET response (Figure 3). The curve for

mammalian cells has been derived from heavy ion ex-

periments on cells in culture (ref. 7). The RBE

values for x-rays (ref. I and 2) and the heavy ions

are listed in Table llp together with other experi-

mental values. The 250 kV x-ray work of Emery et

a_!l(ref. 2) has been used as the comparison work.

Tentative doses for lithium and carbon ions have

been found assuming that the cell survival/cm2- in-

tercept at zero dose will be the same as that found

with helium ion exposure and drawing a line from this

point through the observed cell survival/ore 2 extend-

ing to I surviving cell/cm 2 As extrapolation num-

bers decrease with increasing LET_ the assumption

that zero dose cell survival values will be equiv-

alent for the helium 9 lithiump and carbon ions may

be incorrect. However_ the possible error from this

in estimation of the I cell/era 2 survival level should

not be very large. The RBE-LET response curve lies

below the schematized curve for mammalian cells.

The data suggest that the RBE-LET response for skin

reaches a plateau of only about 2 for heavy ions

as compared to the value of about 3 for other mam-

malian systems In Vitr____oo.Further support for a max-

imum RBE value of about 2 is presented by Denekamp

e_t all (ref. 3) who show a maximum RBE of about 2
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TABLE XI

Strain of

Researcher Mou_e

Do Y Radiation LETIq_I

Rads Intercept Qt_lity RBE (keV/t_4)

E_ery et _i Male Albino 135

(2) _/m0, 8-9
weeks of age

at exposure

Withers Inbred Albino 135

(1) WH/Ht, both

sexes, 9-I_

weeks of see

at exposure

1.35xi07 250kV x- 1.01 1.0

rays (300

rads*/ III

minute)

i. 39Xi06 29 kVp 1.2 3,0

x-rays

(769 r_Bl
minute )

Leith et al Male CDI 95 1.5 Qxl08

Hairless,

random-bred,

10-1_ weeks of

age at exposure

4Helium 1.6 28.0

( 3000 radsl

minute)

7Lithium i. 9 56.3

(5000_sl
minute)

12Carb on 2.0 192.8

( 5ooo rad_/
minute)

*dose rates of treatment exposures

(All mice were anesthetized at the time of exposure)

IRBE values taken as the doses needed to reduce cell surviv_i/cm 2 to 1.0

iiusing the data of Emery etal (2) as basis of comparison.
LET_odenotes the total particle linear energy transfer including all

III secondary electrons.
250 kVirradiation HVL = 1.5 m_ Cu

with fast neutron (mean energy 8 MeV) using the

s_ne experimental system. Expressing survival

curve responses as a function of radiation dose at

the eoidermal basal cell layer is probably the cor-

rect way. The basal layer in our hairless CDI mouse

lies a_;Jroximately 20-30 microns below the top of

the ventr_l skin. If radiat_ion doses were ex-

pressed as the average dose across the radio tion

oenetration range, or as _he maxim_u dose, which

would be found close to the maximt_ penetration

dearth, the observed cell survival fi_ares for

the helium, lithium, and carbon ions would be slif-

ted to the right (see Figure 2). Such a result

does not see_ probable, as one would expect some

degree of gTe:ter efficiency 07 cell killin{. _rith

higher LT particles.

P_L_fION OF CLLL S_AVIT._ 20 WHOLE ANIMAL MORfALITY

Radiai_ion of bhe skin of the mouse with hellion

ions kills a proportion of the basal cell layer of

the skin. If hough of these cells are killed, this

should be critical to bhe survival of the organism _

and its fate will depend on the remaining nt_nber of

surviving cells. It is of great import nce to re-

late such whole animal mortality to the survival

curves for individlml cells as has been attempted

_^- ^*_ - cell _ ,_....... e_ systcms (refs. _ to In). Such data

is available for whole animal mortality after hel-

ium ion irra iation of the skin. In this approach

a slightly different technique has been used where

the animal rotates in front of the helium ion beam

while enclosed in mylar holders. As the animal

rotates each point on the skin will see a spectrum

of Bragg curves from maximum penetrution (set at

500 microns tissue) to zero penetr:_tion. Such a

spectru_ of curves also produces a flattened depth

dose distribution very similar to Figure I for the

helium ions. Irradiation in this fashion produces

a skin damage syndrome vhich may be lethal to the

animal. Animals that die, do so within 22-I+2 days

post-irradiation with a mean survival time of a-

bout 29 days. The mortality response is dose-

dependent, and shows an LDSO/60 of 1543 fads (ex-

pressed as the dose at the top of the skin). An

approximate 0.1% threshold of 1080 rads may be

found from extension of the mortality response ver-

sus dose to the 0.1% mortality level. A value of

500 rads may be given for K, where K is the mortal-

ity curve probit width; i.e. the dose which causes

a uhit ch nge in the probit of mortality.
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If oneconsidersthemortality responseto be

primarilya functionof the numberof surviving

epidermalcells, the LD5Ocorrespondsto about

2 survivingcells/cm2,

Lange(ref. 11)fromanalysisof theWithers

d:.ta(ref. I) lists theextrapolationvaluefor
themouseepidermalcell survivalcurve/ran2 to be

about6.5. Gilbert(ref. 12)_ivesanequationfor

the relationof cell survivalto wholeanimalmor-

tality of:

probit (Pro)= ( O- Oo , in (NaE)/(Do / B)

Where 1/350 = D O . in ( NaE )

and K = D#B.

As stated by Gilbert (ref. 12), the LD50 does

not depend on the sensitivity factor (B)p but is

just the dose needed to reduce the sensitive cell

number to a critical level. The factor Na is simp-

ly _he ratio of the normal sensitive cell number to

the critical number. The probit width K is not

dependent on N_ a, or E and is proportional to Doo

As illustr tion, for the whole animal helium

ion irradiations at a depth of 500 microns, the

LD50 is 1543 rads, and K is 500 rads. For the

epidermal cell survival curve at an irradiation

depth of 500 microns, D o is 95 rads, and E is 6.5

(ref. 11). Using the above equations, Na becomes

1.74 x 106 and B is 0.19. If one assumes that there

are about I x 106 epidermal cells/cm 2 and that the

2
mouse has a total surface area of about 40 cm ,

then N, the normal stem cell level is 40 x 106 cells

and a then equals 4.35 x 10-2 . As comparison, the

value of a for the bone marrow radiation syndrome

-3
is about 2.3 x 10 (ref. 12). Gilbert lis_ a

critical level where there is 50 per cent s1_rvival

of S = 1/a. For mouse cells this becomes S =

I/4.35 x 10 -2 or about 2.3 x 101 cells per animal.

2

Again, for an animal with a surface area of 40 cm

this is about 0.6 cells/cm 2 surviving at the whole

animal 50% mortality level. Frem our results, we

empirically show that at the LD50 dose (1543 rads)

that this should give about 2 cells surviving/cm 2,

a finding not too far at odds with that calculated

using Gilbert's data (ref. 12). It is interesting

that Withers (ref. I) states "10-20 cells must be

capable of preventing ulcer tion by proliferating

to cover a I cm 2 area ...... the response of skin to

irradiation is therefore critic_'_ll3_ dependent on

very few cells".
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Young single-comb white Leghorn cockerels were

subjected to single acute doses of either 2.2 GeV

protons or 250 kVp X-rays. Since young chickens

exposed in the lethal range die within 4_ hours of

exposure, an hourly tabulation of deaths was recorded

for this length of time after exposure. Animals

which were exposed to sublethal doses were killed

flve days after exposure and their major lymphatic

organs, (thymus, bursa, and spleen), removed and weighed.

In the lethal range, animals exposed to 2.2 GeV

protons died sooner than those receiving similar doses

of X-rays, but total mortality was similar in each

case at similar dose levels. The 48 hour LD50 was

determined to be 710 rad. Measured five days after

exposure, 50% depression (ED50) for lymphatic organs

occurred as follows: thymus, 350 rad; bursa 500 rad;

spleen 450 rad. In all case R.B.E. values were not

different from unity.

The total dose from protons of this energy is

comprised of a low LET portion due to dE/dx energy

loss and a high LET portion due to nuclear inter-

actions. R.B.E. values considerably below unity would

be predicted on the basis of dE/dx energy loss alone.

it is suggested, then, that the R.B.E. of that portion

of the dose contributed by nuclear interactions is

very high. If hlgh LET interactions account for only

5% of the total dose_then these interactions could

have an R.B.E. great as 7.

INTRODUCTION

Exposure of young chickens to electromag-

netic radiations at dose rates above 15 R/min.

results in death within 48 hours of exposure

(ref. I) wlth LDso/48 hour values between 700 R

and lO00 R. Vascular leakage, hypotension,

circulatory failure, and renal failure have been

the major characteristics associated with thls

early death. _ref. 2). This is quite different

from the ca_e in mammals where death occurs

8 - 30 days after exposure to similar doses.

Inability of irradiated cells, particularly those

Involved in blood cell formation, to reproduce

is the prime cause of death. Alterations in

vascular permeabillty do occur in mammals, in-

cluding man, after irradiation but these are

generally transitory. Using the young chicken,

it was possible to measure the effectiveness

of 2.2 GeV protons in producing a physiologic

change whose endpoint (death) was easily
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determined.

Lymphatic organ weight loss in mice has

been shown to be a reproducible measure of radia-

tion dose and has been used as an endpoint for

R.B.E. studies (ref. 3,4). This is also the

case in the young chicken, where lymphatic or-

gan weight loss has been used as a biological

dosimeter and a measure of R.B.E. values for

thermal and fission neutrons. (ref. 5).

In the experiments reported here we have

used these two endpoints, early mortaIlty and

Involution of Iymphatic organs, to examine the

reIatlve blologicaI effectiveness of the 2.2

GeV proton beam of the B rookhaven National

Laboratory Cosmotron.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals - Single comb white leghorn cock-

erels were obtained from Klager Hatchery, Saline,

Michigan, shortly after hatching. Within 24

hours the anlmaIs were transported to the Medl-

cal Department of Brookhaven National Laboratory

and housed, 50 per tier In a standard chick

brooder. Purina starter mash and water were

available ad ]ibitum. Radiation exposures were

p_rformed on the third day of age. The number

oF animals in each experimental group is indi-

cated in Table I and Table II. In the mortality

study, an hourly tabulation of deaths was main-

tained for thirty hours after exposure. Animals

involved in the lymphatic-involution study were

killed and dissected five days after exposure.

Body weights were recorded to the nearest gram

and wet weights of thymus, bursa of Fabricius

and spleen recorded to the nearest 0.] mg. Be-

cause the lymphatic organs of the chick, like

those of mammals, are sensitive to adrenal
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Table II

L)_mphatic Organ Weights Followlng Exposure to

2.2 GeV Protons or 250 KVp X-Rays

B°dy2 3

Dose i N Weight Thymus Bursa Spleen

Control 0 IO 53 _Og 283 106

X-Rays 190 i0 54 247 232 84

380 I0 51 158 170 52

570 i0 49 113 124 41

Protons 112 9 56 242 242 91

188 6 54 231 267 74

230 5 52 185 237 75

299 5 51 143 176 71

316 5 49 171 175 55

344 5 50 148 196 62

386 7 50 146 168 62

406 5 52 150 196 56

435 5 51 139 151 57

437 5 51 112 151 47

498 5 49 96 139 43

522 5 48 98 142 48

551 6 46 83 124 43

576 6 47 i09 140 45

613 7 48 I13 152 42

647 5 47 85 123 34

i. Dose in rads

2. Body weight in grams

3, Organ weights in mg/100 gms. body wight
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cortlcoid release following stress (ref. 6, 7)

all animals were maintained in the exposure

holders for periods equal to that of the longest

exposure. Half of the control animals were sham-

irradiated in the proton exposure apparatus and

half in the X-ray chamber. No difference was seen

between the two control groups, so they were

pooled for subsequent analysls. To compensate for

variations In body weights between groups, organ

weights are presented as mg/]O0 gm of body weight.

EXPOSURE CONDITIONS

Protons - Proton exposures were carried out

as previously described for mice (ref. 8, 4} end

rats (ref. 9), in a lucite tube 4.5 cm in dla-

meter and 12_1 cm in length. Four chicks were

exposed per Cosmotron run. The exposure tube was

rotated about its longitudlnal axis at 20 rpm.

The beam was pulsed 25/min. with a pulse dura-

tion of I m sec. giving an instantaneous dose

rate of 14,000 rads/sec, during pulses. The

integrated dose rate was 350 radsJmin, from the

pulsed Cosmotron beam. Dosimetry of the proton

beam has been previously described. (ref. 8, lO).

The doses expressed in this paper are based on:

2.82 x 10 7 p/cm 2 = 1 rad.

- The source of X-rays was a stan-

dard therapy machine operated under the follow-

ing conditions: 250 kVp; 15 mA; 0.5 mm Cu, and

1.0 mm AI added filtration. The dose-rate

measured 60 cm from the target with a Victoreen

condenser R-meter was 118 R/rain. (under condi-

tions of maximum backscatter). In order to com-

pare the absorbed X-ray close with that of protons,

I R was considered equivalent to 0.95 rads.

Eight or ten chicks were exposed at a time in a

rotating lucite chamber 23 cm in diameter and

4 cm thick.

RESULTS

Lethality.,- The time distribution of deaths

fol!owlng exposure to either X-rays or protons Is

given In Table I. In the X-ray group, all _lnl-

mals which died, with one exception, did so in

the intervals 3 - 9 hours or 17 - 30 hours after

exposure. As the dose was increased, a larger

percentage of the animals died in the earlier

(3 - 9 hours) period. Anlmals whlch died fol-

lowing proton exposure did so primarily between

3 and 11 hours &fter exposure, regardless of

dose or 30-hour mortality level. The few anl-

reals which did die in the later period were,

however, in the lower dose groups. A problt

plot of the accumulated 30-hour mortality Is

presented in Figure I. A visual fit of the data

yields a 50% mortality (LD50/30 hours ) dose of

710 rads for both protons and X-rays. The sin-

gle line in Figure I fit both the proton and

X-ray points.
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Finure I. Thlrty-_our_rtallty in th_ Younq

chicken follo_ing proton or X-irradiation.
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Lymphatic Organ Involution - Body weights

and lymphatic organ weights obtained five days

after exposure to sublethal doses of either

X-rays or protons are given [n Table II. Organ

weights, as percentage of unirradiated controls

are presented in Figure 2 (thymus), Flgure 3

(bursa), and Figure 4 (spleen). From these

figures, 50_ depression (EDbO) values of approx-

imately 350 rads (thymus), 500 rods (bursa) and

450 rods (spleen) were obtained for protons and

nearly Identical values for X-rays.
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DISCUSSION

From Figure I it can readily be seen that

both proton irradiated and X-irradiated chicks

have LDbo/_O_hour values of 710 rods, giving an

R.B.E. for early mortality of 1.0. When high

LET radiations such as fission neutrons are em-

ployed, not only is the R.B.E. considerably above

1 (_.2 for early mortality, ref. 5) but the slope

of the mortality curve is much steeper. For 2.2

GeV protons this is not the case. From Figure I

It can be seen that a single slope is sufficient

to describe both the proton and X-ray mortality

curves. Both the R.B.E. of l.O and the identical

slopes of the mortality curves strongly suggest

that these protons act primarily as low LET radla-

tions. The only difference seen between the

proton and X-ray groups is the tendency for the

proton bombarded animals to die in the earlier

of the two mortality perJ6ds. Although the

reasons for thls are not clear, it is not sugges-

tive of hlgh LET exposures since our own unpub-

lished observations indicate that neutron ex-

posed animals die fairly uniformly throughout

the 3 - 30 hour post-exposure period and do not

exhibit the b/modal concentration of deaths seen

wlth X-rays.

The weights of the thymus, bursa, and spleen

flve days after exposure to various doses are

shown as percentages of control weights in Fig-

ure 2, Figure _, Figure _. These curves reflect

decreases in cell populations due to both scopal

(direct) and abscopal (indirect) radiation

damages and subsequent recovery and repopulation.

Five days after irradiation, the net result of

these processes gives an approxlmately straight
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F_ure 4_. Sple;lic w¢iqnts five day_ after

proton or X-irradiation,

line dose-response relationship. The ED50 values

of 350 rad (thymus), 500 rad (bursa) and 450 rad

(spleen) are useful for determining R.B.E. values

but are not indicative of cell sensitivity since

cons i u=, au ,= repalr ,,=0 u_u,,=u, eov=_,o, at

the lower doses. In each case, any line fit

through the proton points could equally fit the

X-ray points indicating that the R.B.E. of 2.2

GeV protons for lymphatic organ involution is

indistinguishable from unity.

These experiments strongly suggest that the

minimally ionizing 2.2 GeV protons act primarily

as low LET radiation, but do not exclude the

possibility that a small component of high LET

is present.

Ueno and Grigoriev (ref. Ill have sug-

gested that a srngle R.B,E. of 0.82 ± 0.04 can

be assigned to all mammalian endpoints tested

for protons between 126 MeV and 730 MeV. This

certainly is not the case with the 2.2 GeV pro-

tons from the Brookhaven Cosmotron. R.B.E.

values from 0.87 to 2.5 have been found under

identical exposure and dosimetric conditions and,

in the case of mouse experiments, the same strain

of animals (ref. 4,8,9,12, and this paper). The

R.B.E. of the 2.2 GeV protons would, therefore,

appear to be dependent upon the particular

biological endpoint under study.

These conclusions have certain practical

implication for space flights. Since the pro-

tons act as low LET radiation, radioprotective

chemicals suitable for man would be effective

against high energy protons( ref. 9, 13). The

effectiveness of low LET radiations is dose-

rate dependent for most endpoints. The estab-

lishment of acceptable dose limits for proton

exposures in space should, therefore, consider

expected dose-rates as well as total doses. In

addition, since the R.B.E. of protons differs

for different endpoints, the tolerance dose

limits must also consider what biological end-

points are critical.
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Evaluationof theHazardFromExposureto ElectronIrradiation SimulatingThat
in theSynchronousOrbit

StuartW.Lippincott,M.D.,TrutzFoelsche,Ph.D.,JamesMontour,Ph.D.,RogerBender,Ph.D.,
andJohnWilson,Ph.D.

Departmentof Radiology,MedicalCollegeof Virginia, VirginiaCommonwealthUniversity,
Richmond,Virginia, NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia, andtheDepartment
of Physics,TheCitadel,Charleston,SouthCarolina.

Theelectronspectrumpredictedfor the synchronousorbit
hasbeensimulatedto determinethe effects that mightoccur
to astroscientistsexposedto suchirradiation whileona pro-
longedspacestationmissionin that region. Miniaturepigs
wereexposedto monoenergeticandspectral-fractionated
irradiationswith 0.5to 2.1MeVelectrons. Clinical and
pathologicalalterationsobservedin biopsieswerecorrelated
with depth-dosepatternandlengthof post-irradiationperiod
up to oneyear. Withmonoenergeticelectrons,the lowestdose
causinga recognizablelesionwas1450radandwith increasing
doselesionsappearedearlier andweremoresevere.At the
highestdosegiven,2650rad, ulcerationextendinginto the
dermiswaspresentbytwenty-onedaysandrequiredaboutfour
monthsfor completehealing. Spectral-fractionatedirradiations,
in whichthe total doserangewasessentiallycomparableto that
of themonoenergeticseries,resultedin veryminimalouter
dermisedemaat 1790radandat nodoseemployeddid necrosis
of epidermisor ulcerationinto dermisoccur.

Apartfromthepossibility of a solar flare,
nominallyonlylowenergyelectronsconstitutea
possibleradiationhazardfor astronautsand
scientistsspendinglongperiodsof timelightly
shieldedona spacestation in the regionof the
outerbelt or in the synchronousorbit. In the
courseof determiningthemaximumpermissible
dosefor suchindividualstheeffectsof mono-
energetic,spectral-fractionated,andprotracted
irradiationswith0.5to 2.1MeVelectronsare
beinginvestigatedin miniaturepigs. Clinical
andpathologicalalterationsin theskinare
beingcorrelatedwith depth-dosepattern,size

periods. Thelatter havebeenarbitrarily
dividedinto (a) immediate,upto thirty days,
(b) intermediate,thirty to onehundredand
eightydays,(c) interval, six monthsto three
years,and(d) long-term,threeto tenyears.
Froma practicalpoint of viewit is necessary
to knowwhetheranyimmediateundesirable
responsessuchasblistering, oozing,or
erythemamaydevelop,whichcouldimpairthe
efficiencyof theastroscientists. It is also
importantto determinewhetherlong-termeffects
suchaswidespreaddermatofibrosisor a malignant
neoplasmmayarise.

DosimetryMethods

Themethodologyemployedhasbeendescribed
previously(i) sothat essentiallyonlythe
generalproceduresarehereinnoted. A
Dynamitronwasthesourceof electrons. A
Faradaycupwasusedto set the intensitylevels
for eachirradiationandto checkthe stability
of theDynamitron.Anextrapolationion
chamber,designedfor this program,wasusedto
determinethesurfacedoseunderthesame
irradiation conditionsas in theanimal

irradiations. Fortheseirradiationsthe
miniaturepigswerecoveredby spacesuit shield-
ing equivalentto 2.0mmof tissue. A mockupof
thepig's bodysimulatedthetissuesurrounding
theionizationchamberduringcorrelation
measurements.Thermoluminescentdosimeterswere
usedto establishthecorrelationof the fields
measuredoutsidethespacesuit to thedose
measuredby theextrapolationchamberplaced
underthespacesuit. Duringtheskin irradiations
a matrixof TLD'swasattachedto the surfaceof
the spacesuit shieldingto monitorthevariation
in radiationlevel overthepig's skin. A 1 cc

a constantfixed geometryto monitorthe relative
beamintensity duringtheperiodsof irradiation.

SpectraSimulation

Thetimeaverageelectronintegral flux at
theequatorialsynchronousaltitude is indicated
in thefollowingequation:

(_ E) = 5.2X 107. e-5Eelectrons(*)cmZSec

Where

E = electron energy in MeV

(3 E) = Flux of electrons with

energy greater than E

This spectrum is plotted in Figure 1

*James I. Vette, Models of the Trapped Radiation

Environment. Vol. III: Electrons at Synchronous

Altitudes, Aerospace Corp., E1 Sequndo, Calif.

NASA-SP-3024, 1967.
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Fig. I. Predictedelectron spectrumfor equatorialsynchronousorbit.
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Fig. 2. Depth dose of monoenergetic electrons in tissue.

Since the space suit shielding is equivalent

to 2.0 mm of tissue, electrons below 0.8 MeV

cannot penetrate the space suit shielding of an

astronaut and do not have to be considered.

From the depth-dose measurements taken during

the first phase of the program, the penetration of

a given energy electron may be accurately pre-

dicted. Figure 2 shows the characteristic

penetration of electrons with energies in the

region of interest taken during the first phase of

the program. The data from Figure 2 may be pre-

sented in a more satisfactory manner to make

interpolation between incident energies. By

plotting the depths at which a given percentage

of the incident dose is absorbed, a series of

curves results. Figure 3 shows the relationship

of absorbed dose and incident energy for i0, 50,

and 90 percent of the incident dose levels. These

curves exhibit a regularity that makes inter-

polation of depth patterns straightforward and

simple.

These curves may be used to evaluate the

penetration of any electron having incident energy

from 0.5 to 2.1 MeV. By taking the predicted

spectra of the synchronous orbit and dividing

the electron spectra into small energy bins, the

characteristic depth-dose relation may be cal-

culated for each energy bin. The sum of these

penetrations weighted by the number of electrons

predicted in each bin then represents the total

depth-dose pattern that would be expected from an

electron beam whose energy spectrum is that of the

synchronous orbit.

The number of electrons in each energy bin

is multiplied by the value of dE in tissue for the

dX

energy of that bin from the tables of Berger and

Seltzer(*)and the product then represents the

absolute value of the dose-depth curve. The

curves for all the energy bins are then added to

get the resultant dose versus depth for the

synchronous spectrum as shown in Table i.

Table 1

Relative Depth In Depth In

Dose Tissue (millimeters) Pig (millimeters)

1 0 0

0.67 0.5 1.5

0.42 1 3

0.25 1.5 4.5

0.13 2 6

0.04 3 9

0.01 4 12

0.006 5 15

*Additional Stopping Power and Range Tables for

Protons, Mesons, and Electrons By: Berger and
Seltzer NASA SP-3036
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synchronous orbit spectrum.

From measurements of the skin characteristics

of miniature pigs, the epidermis and dermis were

considered approximately two to possibly three

times thicker than the same relative layers in

human skin. Thus, the relative dose desired in

the target animal to simulate equivalent

penetration in man occurs at the relative depths

as shown in Table i and in Figure 4. Several

monoenergetic electron energies could be selected

such that the sum of their depth dose penetration

curves would correspond to the predicted pattern

of Table 2. A final selection of three mono-

energetic electron energies was made to simulate

the equatorial synchronous orbit spectrum° This

selection appears in Table 3, which shows the

predicted dose from the synchronous orbit spectrum,

the simulation dose that would be deposited from

the three monoenergetic electron irradiations, and

the differences. The largest discrepancy is seen

at a depth of 2 _, where the simulation is 0.04

less than the predicted dose pattern, when

normalized to 1.0 at the skin surface. The depth

dose pattern that would be given by the simulation

is shown in Figure 4.

During an electron irradiation the exposure

was uniform to the trunk over an area 12 inches

wide. The axis of rotation was approximately on

a line from the head to tail, through the central

mass of the animal. There is some variation in

the distance from the skin surface to the exit

window. To establish whether this variation made

a significant change in dose deposition in

relation to the l-cc tissue-equivalent ionization

chamber positioned near the exit window, the dose

levels were measured as a function of distance

from the window. The results, Figure 5 show

that position of the central flank of the pig with

respect to the exit window was not critical within

+ 2 inches.

Fig. 5.

1.5
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Do

0.5
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LXPER I_ENTAL_

0 I I IIII I I I +l I !I !1 l [lJ l [1 ,
12 I3 14 15 16 !7 18

DISTANCE FROM EXIT WINDOW, INCHES

Measured dose level variations with separation of the

target animal from the exit window of the Dynamitron.

The procedure adopted in the first series for

each pig irradiation was to make three irradiations

on three successive days, with a different

incident energy for each irradiation. In the

second series the successive irradiations were

made within 35-70 minutes. The sequence of

incident energies was at random. Before each

irradiation, a mockup of the pig's body surface

was placed in the equivalent geometry and a

relationship was established between the extra-

polation tissue-equivalent ionization chamber

shielded by the space suit and TLD's on the front

surface of the space suit. During irradiation,

the space suit shielding was placed over the pig's

skin, and a matrix of TLD's was used to measure

the intensity of dose over the total area being

eXposed.
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Table2.DepthDoseValuesforEquatorialSynchronousOrbit
DepthinMan DepthinPig RelativeDoseRelativeDose (millimeters)(millimeters)

27,600 0 0 I

18,600 0.5 1.5 0.67

11,700 1 3 0.42

6,990 1.5 4.5 0.25

3,550 2 6 0.13

980 3 9 0.04

340 4 12 0.01

170 5 15 0.006

55 6 18 0.002

9 7 21

4 8 24

Table 3. Comparison of the Depth Dose Pattern by the Predicted
Synchronous Orbit to the Simulation by Three !1onoenergetic
Electron Irradiations

(m) 0 , 2 3 4 5 I6 l B 9Oep_

PnldictedOose I.DO 0.77 0.57 0.42 0.30 O.ZO I 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.04

S1_lailonDose* 1.01 0.77 0.53 0.43 O.3Z 0.22 0.14 O.lO 0.05 0.00

Oifference +0.01 0._ -0.04 +0.01 +0.02 +O.OZ +0.01 +0.01 -0.01 -0.04

_ImulationEnergles1.0 MeV - 48%wlth spacesuitshleld
1.75MeV ° 37%withspacesuitshield
2.1 MeV - 16%withoutspacesuILshield

To determine whether the uniformity of TLD

measurements on the outside surface would corres-

pond to a uniformity inside the shield of the

space suit, a matrix of TLD's was placed inside

and outside the suit and irradiated simulta-

neously. The results of the measurement are shown

in Table 4. The uniformity represented by the

measurements inside the space suit shielding shows

that the measurement of dose on the surface of the

space suit is a satisfactory measure of dose

uniformity.

Table 4. Uniformity of Dose Deposition Inside
and Outside Space Suit

MATRIX OUTSIDE

18o\ .o\ l.O\
_oo_ .o 200\ _oo .o
_oo| _oo| _1o
1,o! 1,o .o! ,80 2oo
190/ 190 180/ 180 190
170/ 160 170

MATRIX INSIDE

.o\ 1,o\ .o-_
1_o\ 17o 17o\ 17o ,7o\
16oI 180_ 1TO1
,7oI 18o ,so! ,80 18ol
,7oI 17o .o/ 17o 17oI
16o/ ,so/ 16oI

The CaF2:Mn hot-pressed chips used for this

program have a thickness of 550 mg/cm 2. This

represents an equivalent thickness of tissue of

about 4 mm. The differences among the readings

in Table 4 of the TLD measurements inside and

those outside the space suit can be predicted

from the depth-dose curves in Figure 2. Since

the TLD chips represent a target that is thin

in comparison with the range of a 2.1 MeV electron

the average dose measured by the TLD should be in

reasonable agreement with the dose, as measured

by the extrapolation tissue-equivalent ioniza-

tion chamber. This agreement was established

within i0 percent for the exposures at 2.1 MeV.

The depth-dose penetration achieved in the

actual irradiations of the animals is seen in

Figure 6. This Figure may be compared with that

^= Figure 4 s,Lo,_,,_"'_-~ the depth-dose pattern from

the predicted synchronous orbit spectrum. In

general the simulation is quite good. In all

cases, the quoted dose is the actual rad dosage

at the skin surface.

wl|.,.6

c,=

lllllllillllll
I 2 ) a s *

Experimental Results

Monoenergetic Trunk Irradiations

A total of eleven pigs received mono-

energetic trunk irradiations at either i_3 Or

2.1 MeV with a range in doses from 245 to 2650

rad, as shown in Table 5. No gross or microscopic

evidence of a reaction in the skin was observed

in the first post-lrradiation year (Table 8) at

the following doses: 245, 312, 650, 710, 930,

1020, and 1230 rad. At 1450 and 1660 tad dis-

tinct erythema was first seen at 87 days post-

irradiation while on the 102nd day it was quite

marked in the former and enormous in the latter.
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The erythema and pigmentation subsided slowly

at both doses and disappeared completely at

about 200 days. Wlth increasing dose, reactions

were noted earlier. At 1700 rad there was

moistness of skin felt grossly at 29 days post-

irradiation and outer corium edema seen in the

biopsy at that time. Distinct erythema appeared

by the 71st day and was gone by the 100th day.

Biopsies on the 376th and 465th days disclosed no

tissue alterations. At 1980 rad, scattered focal

areas of necrosis were noted grossly at the

18th day with erythema that subsided by the 52nd

day. The highest dose of 2650 rad produced the

most extensive lesion with central necrosis at

the 12th day and widespread ulceration extending

into the dermis by the 21st day. Gradually heal-

ing took place with residual erythema and pigmen-

tation being gone at 5 months, although scaling

in the irradiated area continued up to one year.

The irradiation effects may be summarized

by stating that no recognizable lesion occurred

until a dose of 1450 rad was administered. As

would be expected, at higher doses reactions

occurred earlier and were more severe. Even

with rather extensive ulcerations that occurred

at the highest dose of 2650 rad, healing developed

within five months.

Table 6. Summaryof Spectrum Irradiations performed In 48-72 ltoura

e|9 No.
Date Ener_ Averse TotaT Oose

(_V_ _ On Side of P191%9)
(radtt ssue)

R19ht Laft

25 1,0 1,130 1,5O0

Z3 1.75 1,090 1,280

22 2.1. 450 430

2.670 2.710

25 1.0 700 830

23 1.75 85O 780

22 2 1 340 340

1,920 1,'_0

14 1.0 860 950

15 1,75 660 730

16 2.1 270 320

1.790 2.5O0

17 1.0 1,250 1,240

IS 1.75 600 54O

16 2.1 200 230

17 1.0 79O 760

lS 1,7_ _ 390

16 2.1 160 150

_.31-_ 1_

17 1.0 520 660

10 1.75 300 240

Ig 2.1 130 120

Dose In Central Spectrum

Flank Area Coeposl te

{radtlssue) (percent)

Rfght Left

1,180 1,060 4O

1,140 1,330 44

46O 44O 16

760 85O 4O

900 010 42

37O 09O 18

880 99O 48

710 740 37

2eo 3_o le
1,870 2,O7O 101

1.390 1.3_ 61

6SO sg_ _8

230 270 I1

840 82O 59

380 410 29

180 160 12

i,_ i,_ i_

570 720 6O

320 250 27

150 130 13

Table 5

Honoenergettc Trunk Irradlatlons

Plg Number Date Irradlated Energy (MeV) Average Total Dose (Rad)

Rt. Slde Lt. Side

3247 9-12-68 2.1 650

3259 9-12-68 2.1 1700

3361 1-3-69 1.3 245 312

3340 I-3-69 1.3 1980 2650

3337 7-11_69 1.3 69O 76O

3334 7-10-69 1.3 1660

2.1 1450

3338 7-19-69 2.1 1110 740

3437 7-23-69 1.3 930 710

01 2-23-70 2.1 1420

02 2-24-70 2.1 1020

04 2-26-70 2.1 1230

Trunk Spectral Irradiations Performed in 48-72

Hour Period

Six pigs were irradiated with a spectrum of

1.0, 1.75, and 2.1 MeV within a 48 to 72 hour

period as shown in Table 6. Since only one energy

was available at a single exposure, it was

decided to give the total dose spread out over the

period noted above. While being a spectral

irradiation, when all energies had been used, it

was of necessity also a fractionated scheme.

Subsequent to this, another experiment was run in

which the tlme period for irradiations was com-

pressed into 35-70 minutes. This came closer to

a true spectral arrangement, but as yet still

consisted of three consecutive exposures at

different energies so it also represented a

fractionated scheme. The dose range was selected

to be similar to that of the monoenergetic trunk

irradiation series, as nearly as possible, extend-

ing from 950 to 2710 rad (Table 9). No gross or

microscopic evidence of a reaction in the skin was

observed in the first post-irradiation year at

the following doses: 950, 1020, 1300, and 1310

rad. At 1790 rad and at 2000 rad no gross

reaction was seen grossly but on biopsy on the 7th

day in the former and at the 35th day in the latter

minimal edema of the very outer corium was seen

microscopically. More frequent biopsies might

have disclosed alterations but certainly, if they

existed, they were insufficient to produce a

lesion that could be recognized on clinical

examination.

In summary, by comparison with the monoener-

getic series of irradiations, only a most minimal

reaction occurred and that was not until a dose

of 1790 rad was given. It should be mentioned,

however, that the largest single dose component

in the total 1790 rad exposure was 1330 tad. In

the monoenergetic series the lowest single

exposure resulting in a reaction was slightly

higher than that being 1450 rad. Apparently this

series responded, as one might expect, as a

fractionated dose response and therefore the total

dose effect was quite different from that of the

total dose reaction when given as a single exposure

in the monoenergetic series.
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Trunk Spectral Irradiations Performed in 35-70

Minutes

This series of irradiations was designed and

carried out after thespectral irradiations noted

previously as being performed in a 48-72 hour

period as shown in Table 7. The same energies

were used; namely, 1.0, 1.75, and 2.1 MeV. The

time period was compressed so that individual

energy irradiations were given one after another

and in a total period of between 35 to 70

minutes from first to last exposure. Again, it

was recognized that this also was a fractionated

scheme but might better simulate the theoretical

situation in which the entire spectral irradiation

occurred in one exposure. In addition, inter-

mediate doses not given in the former spectral

series were administered this time to correspond

more nearly to the monoenergetic series. The pur-

pose in this was again to find out the lowest dose

at which a reaction might occur.

T_Xe 7

Summary of $pectr_ Irradiations Perfommed in 35-70 Minutes

Energy Average Total Dose Spectrum

No. (Fe°°.%70) (,.V) o. Sid.of Pig co_o.,t.Pig
(radtlssue) (percent)

Right Left

01 23 (L) 1.0 430 39

1.75 385 35

z.1 2so z.._6
1 ,og5 lOg

02 24 (R) l.O 390 42

1.75 400 42

2.1 1so 1._6e
940 100

03 24 }LR} 1.0 580 460 44
25 1.75 550 380 40

2.1 2OO 170 1._6

1,330 1,010 100

04 24 (R) 1.0 810 48

1.75 650 38

2.1 240 1__5

1,700 100

05 25 (L) 1.0 240 1.290 43

26 (R) 1.75 390 890 44

2.1 120 270 I__3

750 2,450 100

06 25 (t) 1.0 950 630 53

25 (R) 1.75 520 510 29

2,1 320 18_0 1_8

1,7go 1,320 100

Six pigs were irradiated in this series in a

range from 750 to 2450 rad with the largest single

component being 1290 rad. It is to be recalled

that the lowest dose response in the mono-

energetic series occurred at 1450 rad. Twenty

biopsies were performed between the third and

150th post-irradiation day. This series has

currently an eight month follow-up instead of one

year for comparlson with the earlier (48-72 hours)

spectral series. No gross clinical reaction was

observed at any dose. In a biopsy on the third

post-lrradlatlon day at 2450 rad spongiosis of

the epidermis was seen but no edema of under-

lying dermis. The epidermal sponglosls may have

been an artefact.

In summary, this spectral trunk irradiation

series resulted in no post-irradiation reactions,

except the very minor ones at 1790 and 2450

tad. These results differ substantially from

that of the monoenergetic series in which a

distinct reaction occurred at 1450 rad and at all

higher doses through 2650 rad. It is suggested

that the dose fractionation accounts for the lack

of reaction in the two spectral series, since in

the latter a number of total doses given were

in the range in which prominent lesions developed

in the monoenergetic series.

i
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_ablt 10

Su_laty of Spec¢tumTrunk Irradiationm performed Within 35-70 Hinutea

Pt$

Numbe.___r

01 2-23-70 1,0
Left 1.75

2.1

02 2-24-70 1.0 390

RJSht 1,75 600
2.1 zso

N0

03 2-24-70 1.0 580

Left 1.75 550

2-25-70 2.1 200

Right 1330

04 2-26-70 1,0 810

RlshC 1.75 6.50
2.1 24o

1700

0S 2-25-70 1.0 240

Left 1.75 390

2-26-70 2.1 120
Iti&hr. 750

06 2-25-70 1.0 950

Left 1.75 520

2-25-70 2,1 320
_hZ 1790

Dace Enetsy AveraSe Total Dose Specrr_

_J Me_...V Rt, S1 • Lt. Slde GompoeLte

q

&30 39
• 385 35

1095 _.09

42
&2

IO0

6.60 44

380 40

17__o 1.__6
1010 100

48
38

_1l
10o

12g0 &3

890 4&

24S0 100

630 53

510 29

28.__o 1._s
132Q _OQ

Post-lrtedAatton day. Dose I ]. and _lmtODatbOIOST Code ( )

Control, non-lrrldilted 2-5-70

15O[lO95}(1)

71940](1) 150|940](1)

&|1010|(1) 150110101(1)
15011330}(1)

4[17001(t) 112(170Ql(1) 150(tTOOl(t)

no{75ol(2) 15o[75o1(1)
3[2+50](1) 8[2tS0](Z) 15[2&$0](1) 9512450)(2) X$012450](1 )

150{1320](1)
111[1790](1)150_1_90](1) 150[1320](1)
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Application of DOT-MORSE Coupling to the Analysis of

Three-Dimensional SNAP Shielding Problems *

E. A. Straker, R. L. Childs, and M. B. Emmett

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Many radiation transport problems can best be solved by using both discrete

ordinates and Monte Carlo techniques with a coupling between the two techniques

occurring at a geometry interface. A general discussion of two possible coupling

schemes is given. The calculation of the reactor radiation scattered from a

docked service and command module is used as an example of coupling discrete

ordinates (DOT) and Monte Carlo (MORSE) calculations.

Many SNAP shielding problems involve determin-

ing neutron and gamma-ray transport in three-dimen-

sional geometries. The solution of these problems

by the application of Monte Carlo techniques alone

frequently requires considerable computer time;

however, many parts of the transport problem are

only one- or two-dimensional and can easily be

solved with discrete ordinates techniques. A con-

venient approach to solving the three-dimenslonal

problem is to combine the discrete ordinates and

Monte Carlo techniques, using Monte Carlo only for

the transport that is three dimensional.

In coupling discrete ordinates with Monte Car-

lo, there is generally some difficulty associated

with the compatibility of cross-section representa-

tion. This is due to the use of multlgroup cross

sections in the discrete ordinates codes and point

cross sections in the Monte Carlo calculations.

Additional problems in performing coupled neutron-

gamma-ray calculations in the Monte Carlopart also

arise in some cases. The use of the multlgroup

Monte Carlo code MORSE (ref. 1) alleviates both of

these problems in that the same multlgroup cross

sections can be used in both the discrete ordinates

and the Monte Carlo calculations, and the coupled

neutron-gamma-ray transport can be solved as one

problem.

In using the results of discrete ordinates cal-

culations as a source term for a Monte Carlo calcu-

lation, it is desirable to use as much as possible

of the detail that is available, or else determine

the effect of ignoring the detail. In other words,

the assumption of separation of energy, angular,

and spatial variation of the radiation should be

avoided.

Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission under contract with the Union Carbide

Corporation.

In general, the source term for the Monte Carle

calculation may be distributed over a volume or may

Be a boundary or surface source. Both types of

coupling will be discussed, and then an example will

be given to illustrate a specific application.

The first case to be discussed is the coupling

of results of discrete ordinates calculations [in

this case, DOT (ref. 2) results] to Monte Carlo

with a volume or region being unique to both calcu-

lations. The results of a DOT calculation of the

fluence _(r,z,E,8,_), a flve-dimensional array de_

fined for r,z within the volume of interest, is

assumed to exist. In general, one would like to

select the source term for subsequent calculations

from a conditional probabilitiy distribution for

particles leaving a collision as a function of each

of the five variables. Because of the large array

of numbers, approximations have been made in the

past in which some of the variables are selected

from non-condltional probabilities that are volume

integrated. For example, the energy may be sel-

ected from the spectrum integrated over the volume.

Likewise, the angular distribution may be assumed

to be the same for all points in the volume, or for

all energies. However, complete detail can be used

with increased data handling and storage require-

ments.

The first step in coupling over a spatial reg-

ion is to convert the fluence % to X, the density

of particles leaving a collision. This is accom-

plished by multiplying the fluence by the group-re-

group cross section:

x(r,z,Eg,8,_)- I I _(r,z,E',8',%)
8' E'

x Es(E'+Eg,8'-_ )

Then, define
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T = I 2_ar I az [ X [ wt(_,m)x(r,Z,Eg,e,¢)
v v g _m

r g

where x(r,z,Eg,0,_)2_ArAz is defined as the densi-

ty of particles leaving a collision at r,z with

energy E in group g per unit polar angle 6 and azi-

muthal angle _.

wt(£) = _ wt(£,m) is the solid angle segment

m

for each polar angle 8, and

wt(_,m) = the solid angle of each azimuthal angle

for each polar angle index 4.

In order to select from this distribution, one

must form the five following distributions:

R(r) = 2zrA-------!r[ Az [ [ [ wt(£,m)
T

v g£m
Z

z(z]r)---

x x(r,z,Eg,O,$) ,

2_Az_Ar

TR(r) [ [ I wt(£,m)x(Z,mg,O,_)r) ,
g £ m

E(Eiz,r) = Az2_rAr
rZ(zl_')R(r } I_ _ wt(£,m)

x X(Eg,e,_lz,r ) ,

az2_r&r

P(01Eg,Z,r) = TE(Eg]z,'r)Z(zlr)R(r) [ wt(t,m)
m

× X_,_]Eg,z,r) ,

wt(_,m)_z2_rAr x($1e,E,z,r)

A(¢I_,Eg z,r) =
' TP(O ]Eg,z,r)E(Egl z,r)Z (ZIr)R(r) •

From these conditional probability distributions

one may select values for the source coordinates.

With the assumption of linear variation between

spatial points and angular directions the discrete

values are not carried forth in the Monte Carlo

calculation, but instead a continuous distribution

of coordinates is selected. Care must be exercised

in utilizing this type of coupling so that the

transport in the overlap region is not included

twice. This may be accomplished using a pure ab-

sorber in the overlap region in the Monte Carlo cal-

culation.

Perhaps a more useful coupling technique is

the coupling at a boundary of the system. For this

case, similar conditional probabilities must also

be formed, with some minor exceptions. Consider

the coupling surface to be the outer boundary of a

cylinder.

The leakage fluence, ¢(r,Z,Eg,6,_), at the top,

bottom, and curved surface of a cylinder is deter-

mined as a function of energy, polar, and azimuthal

angles, as well as the spatial variation on the sur-

faces. The leakage fluence on these surfaces desig-

nated as Ro_ ZT, and ZB.must be converted to current

for the selection of the source term of the Monte

Carlo calculation. Thus, there are three spatial

terms - the radial variation at the top, the radial

variation at the bottom, and the height variation

at the outer surface of the cylinder. Define T, B,

and S for the integrated leakage for the top, bottom,

and side of the cylinder.

[ 2_Ar [ [ cos(Og)[ wt(t,m)

O,R ° Eg cos0>0 m

r _

x ¢(r,ZT,Eg,O,¢ ) ,

O,R ° Eg cos6<0

_ wt(g,m)¢(r,ZB,Eg,O,qb) ,
m

S = 2_R _ Az _ [ sin(6£)

o ZB,Z T Eg £ cos_>O

x wt(£,m)cos¢ ¢(Ro,Z,Eg,O,¢) ,

with total leakage TL = T + B + S.

For each of the above terms, a four-dimensional

conditional probability must be determined. For

example, consider the bottom surface leakage:

_(r) 2_Ar= --f-[ [ Icos(o)ll
E cos6<0 m
g

× wt(£,m)¢(r,ZB,Eg,e, _) ,

EB(Eglr ) = 2_a_.__.._rBR(r) [ ]cos(e)ll _t(_,m)
cos0<O m

x ¢(r,ZB,Eg,O,¢ ) ,
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2E_Arlcos(O)I
PB(01Eg,r)= BR(r)EBCEglr) _ wt(£,m)

x ¢(r,ZB,Eg,e, _) ,

AB(_IO,Eg,r ) = 2_ArlcosOlwt(£,m)
BR(r)EB_Eglr)PB(OlEg,r)

x ¢(r,ZB,Eg,O, _) •

The results for the top surface leakage and side

leakage are similar.

With probability B/TL and T/TL the source

would be selected from the bottom and top surface,

respectively, and with probability S/TL the source

would be selected from the side of the cylinder.

Then, given the spatial coordinates, an energy

group is chosen from %, and then the direction

cosines are chosen for PB and A B.

The selection from the probability distribution

given above is sometimes hindered by negative fluxes

in the DOT-calculated source term. If there are no

negative values, then the selection of a value x is

selected from the distribution by choosing a ran-

dom number R and finding J such that

k=O k=O

then

[R - P(Xj_l)]

x P(xj)-P(xj 1) (xj -xj_I) +xj_ 1

However, if some values of the distribution

P(xj) are negative, then an alternate scheme is

required. The random number is scaled by the sum

of the absolute values of the probabilities and a

selection is made. A weight correction is required

which can result in negative particle weights.

These negative weights in general will not severely

affect the solution, but they do, of course, affect

the variance of the result.

J  l,(xk)1<R,SuM<_ i <xk>l
k=0 k-0

where

SUM =

Nk

[IP (Xk) I
k=0

and

wate = wate* _*SUM .

If there is a large probability of selecting a neg-

ative weight, then the DOT source term should be

recalculated.

To illustrate DOT-MORSE coupling, we have con-

sidered a problem in which the coupling is at a

boundary surface. More specifically, the problem

consists of calculating the radiation scattered

from a docked command and service module due to the

leakage radiation from a 600-kWt ZrH reactor (with

its associated shielding). The problem is illus-

trated in figure i. The problem which consists of

determining the scattered neutron and gamma-ray

dose at a detector plane due to neutrons and gamma

rays leaking from the reactor power assembly has

previously been investigated at Atomics Internation-

al (refs. 3 and 4). A drawing of the reactor and

shield assembly is shown in figure 2.

i i
i l

J

ORN L-Ow6 _q-_639

REAcToR AND

SHIELD ASSEMBLY

MODUL_

DOSE PLANE

FIGURE l.-Schematic of Reactor Power System and

Docked Service and Command Module.
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FIGURE2.-ReactorShieldAssembly.

Thereareseveralapproachesthat couldbeused
in determiningthedosedueto radiationscattering
fromthedockedmodule.Forexample,one may use

the boundary leakage flux obtained in a discrete

ordinates calculation of the reactor and shield

assembly as a source term for the Monte Carlo calcu-

lation, transport the radiation to the module,

follow the transport in the service module, and

estimate the dose at the detector plane. A second

approach is to perform an adJoint calculation of the

importance of radiation leaking from the core-shield

assembly by Monte Carlo and then integrate the impor-

tance function over the source of particles leaking

from the reactor assembly which was obtained in a

discrete ordinates calculation. Another approach

is to determine the spatial and energy distribution

of the fluence at a surface surrounding the module

and use this surface as the boundary for coupling

the discrete ordinates results to a Monte Carlo cal-

culation of the scattering in the service module.

This last approach will be discussed.

A two-dimensional calculation of the reactor

and shield assembly, as shown in figure 2, was made

with the DOT (ref. 2) code. An S8 quadrature was

used to determine the energy spectra in 21 neutron

and 18 gamm-ray groups. The radiation field at 15

radial locations along a plane at the top of the

service module was obtained with SPACETRAN (ref. 2)

using the leakage boundary fluence. SPACETRAN per-

forms a ray-tracing calculation from each spatial

mesh point to the detector point. The intensity

and energy distribution of both neutrons and gamma

rays was determined for each of these 15 locations.

See Table I for energy group structure and fluence-

to-dose conversion factors. The angular distribu-

tion of the source was determined by assuming that

all the radiation was coming from the center of the

reactor core located approximately 90 feet away.

(The problem is not expected to be very sensitive

to the small angular variation of the radiation

incident on the module.) This radiation field as

a function of space and energy was used as the source

term for Monte Carlo.

Table I. Energy Group Structure and

Fluence-To-Uose Conversion Factors

Fluence-to-Dose

Conversion Factors

Upper (mrem/hr)/

Group Ener 8y (eV) (par t/cm2/see)

Neutrons:

1 1.4918(+7)* 1.5000(-1)

2 1.0000(+7) 1.5000(-1)

6.7032(+6) 1.3700(-i)
4.4933(+6) 1.3200(-1)

5 3.0119(+6) 1.3100(-1)

6 2,0190(+6) 1.2500(-1)

7 1.3534(+6) 1.1600(-1)

8 9.0718(+5) 1.0600(-1)

9 5.5023(+5) 7.5700(-2)

I0 3.3373(+5) 5.5100(-2)

Ii 2.0242(+5) 4.0100(-2)

12 1.2277(+5) 2.4500(-2)

13 4.0867(+4) 8.5000(-3)

14 1.1709(+4) 5.0000(-3)

15 3.3546(+3) 5.0000(-3)

16 7.6852(+2) 5.0000(-3)

17 1.6702(+2) 5.0000(-3)

18 3.7266(+1) 5.0000(-3)

19 8.3153(0) 5.0000(-3)

20 1.8554(0) 5.0000(-3)

21 4.1399(-1) 3.7500(-3)

Gamma Rays:

22 1.0000(+7) 9.8000(-3)

23 8.0000(+6) 8.5000(-3)

24 7.0000(+6) 7.6000(-3)

25 6.0000(+6) 6.7000(-3)

26 5.0000(+6) 5.8000(-3)

27 4.0000(+6) 5.0000(-3)

28 3.5000(+6) 4.5000(-3)

29 3.0000(+6) 4.0000(-3)

30 2.5000(+6) 3.5000(-3)

31 2.0000(+6) 3.0000(-3)

32 1.6000(+6) 2.4000(-3)

33 1.2000(+6) 2.0000(-3)

34 9.0000(+5) 1.5000(-3)

35 6.0000(+5) 1.0500(-3)

36 4.0000(+5) 6.0000(-4)

37 2.1000(+5) 2.8000(-4)

38 1.2000(+5) 1.4000(-4)

39 7.0000(+4) 4.0000(-4)

*Read as 1.4918 x 10 7.

At a plane just above the module, the intensity

variation was determined to be that shown in figure

3. The energy distribution, or the number in each

of the 21 neutron groups and 18 gamma-ray groups,

is shown as a cumulative distribution for three

different radii in figure 4. These curves illus-

trate the distributions used for the selection of

the source in the MORSE Monte Carlo calculation.

By using MORSE, it was possible to determine

the contribution to the scattered dose of the

incident neutrons and gamma rays as well as the

secondary gamma rays produced in the module.
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FIGURE 3.-Spatial Distribution of Radiation at

Source Plane Adjacent to the Service and Command

Module•
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FIGURE 4.-Cumulatlve Probability for Energy

Distribution of Neutrons and Gamma Rays at

Three Locations Along Source Plane.

The geometry employed in the calculation is

illustrated in figure 5, which shows boundary cross-

ing events in the transport of neutrons in the mod-

ule. The radial and longitudinal location of the

crossing events is shown. This collision density

pl0t is an output from MORSE and gives the boundary

crossings for approximately i000 source particles•

The typed numbers give the density of the homogen-

ized parts of the service module, and Table II

gives the material composition for each region•

Figure 6 shows the density of collisions of neutrons

in one particular problem• The rotational symmetry

of the module is taken into account in the plot,

and there are few collisions in the center. The use

of this type of on-line plot has been useful in

determining where the events are occurring and the

effects of importance sampling.

'% !

............................ .7 ....... _..... ,', " ............. " ..... '

FIGURE 5.-Boundary Crossing Events From a MORSE

Calculation. The density of the three material

regions is given•

Table II. Material Composition for the

Service and Command Module

_edium

i

2

3

Weight

(ibs)

13,500

20,800

200

Density

(_Icc)

0.612

0.193

1.36

Composition (wt %)

H o l li TiI
3.3 46.7 20•0 17.0

3.3 I 46•7 20.0 17.0
F

t

Fe

13.0

13.0

I00.0
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FIGURE 6.-Collislon Density Piot for Neutrons

Scattering in the Service and Command Module.

Numbers 1-9 include the number of collisions in

the intervals with 0 indicating i0 or more

collisions.

The contribution of scattered neutrons and

gala rays to the dose at the detector plane (117

ft from the reactor) is shown in Table III (about

5% of the gamma-ray dose is due to secondary gamma

rays produced in the service module). The total

scattered dose of 0.34 mrem/hr should be compared

to the direct dose of 0.70 mrem/hr (0.66 mrem/hr

gamma rays and 0.04 mrem/hr neutrons). These results

are compared with values calculated at Atomics

International for various locations on the detector

plane. There is surprisingly good agreement be-

tween the Monte Carlo and single-scattering results.

Table III. Scattered Dose at the Detector Pla=e

(mrem/hr)

Neutron Dose Gamma-Ray Dose Total
Detector

Location (ft)

Along

_is _Axio

0 0

11 0

0 ll

*With self-absorl

Single Monte

Scattering *I Carlo

0,228 0.29

0.73 0.31

0.27 0.39

tion.

S_ngle Monte

Scat_erin 8 Carlo

0.063 0.05

0.27 0.08

0.09 0.04

Single

Scattering

0.30

1.0

0.36

Monte

Carlo

0.34

0.39

0.43
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As a check on the adequacy of the SPACETRAN cal-

culated spatial distribution at the service module

location, a DOT calculation with a 100-angle quad-

rature biased in the downward direction was made.

Figures 7 and 8 show the spatial distribution at

the source plane and the energy distributions.

There are fairly large differences in these results

compared to those in figures 3 and 4 ; however, the

scattered dose contribution does not change more

than 15%.

10?
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d

I I I I I

o_L-_. 71-2974

i I I

ii....
I°2 300 _oo I I ] [ _ ] I500 1500 700 800 O0 1000 !IO0 1200

RADIUS _CMJ

FIGURE 7.-Spatial Distribution of Radiation at

Source Plane Adjacent to the Service and

Command Module Calculated With a 100-angle

Asymmetric Quadrature.

i
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335 cm

ZO-_

_lo "_ --

c,flouP

FIGURE 8.-Cumulative Probability for Energy

Distribution of Neutrons and Gamma Rays at

Three Locations Along Source Plane Calculated

With a 100-angle Asymmetric Quadrature.
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Discrete Ordinates - Monte Carlo Coupling:

A Comparison of Techniques in NERVA Radiation Analysis*

D. G. Lindstrom, E. Normand, A. D. Wilcox

Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company, Sacramento, California

In the radiation analysis of the NERVA Nuclear Rocket System, two-dimensional

discrete ordinates calculations are sufficient to provide detail in the pressure

vessel and reactor assembly. Other parts of the system, however, require three-

dimensional Monte Carlo analyses. To use these two methods in a single analysis,

a means of coupling was developed whereby the results of a discrete ordinates cal-

culation can be used to produce source data for a Monte Carlo calculation. Several

techniques for producing source detail were investigated. Results of calculations

on the NERVA system are compared and limitations and advantages of the coupling

techniques discussed.

In the analysis of the NERVA _-_ nuclear rocket

engine, a complex radiation transport problem must

be solved. Since any shield design must simultan-

eously minimize weight and radiation level, both

penetration and geometry effects are important.

ANALYSIS METHODS

Two rigorous methods have found wide appli-

cation in complex radiation transport problems:

discrete ordinates (SN) and Monte Carlo. A wide

range of computer codes is available for both

methods.

The discrete ordinates (SN) method can be used

in one-dimensional or two-dimensional problems. It

employs an iterative balance of radiation in a

large number of mesh regions. Angular and energy

dependence is calculated in a limited number of pre-

selected directions and energy groups. Collision

angle-to-angle and energy-to-energy transfers are

determined by expansions of the scattering proba-

bility in terms of Legendre polynomials. Where

these approximations can be employed, the method

allows a relatively rapid evaluation of radiation

transport throughout a system. If the system con-

tains voids or regions of widely varying collision

densities, two-dlmensional analyses may result in

anomalies called ray effects tl) in which the

t %

allowed directions do not properly intercept regions

of interest. No three-dlmensional representation is

possible.

_Public Release Approval: PRA/SA - SNPO-C,

dated 24 November 1970.

*_e Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

(NERVA) program is administered by the Space

Nuclear Systems Office, a joint office of the

USAEC and NASA. AeroJet Nuclear Systems Company

is prime contractor for the engine system and

Westinghouse Electric Corporation is principal

subcontractor responsible for the nuclear sub-

system.

The Monte Carlo method may allow pointwise

representation of radiation distribution in space,

energy, and angle with exact kinematics to the

degree to which cross section data are available.

Any amount of detail must be paid for in computer

time. The Monte Carlo method calculates and

tabulates the fates of individual particles (or

individual "particles" which may represent any

number of real particles or energy quanta). If

relatively few collisions occur or averages over

large regions, angles, or energies are allowed,

the method can be quite efficient.

APPLICATION TO NERVA

A NERVA propulsion module consists of a pro-

pellant tank and engine which includes pressure

vessel and reactor assembly, shielding, nozzle, and

the necessary pumps, pipes, valves, instrumentation,

and controls. A typical layout is shown in Figurel.

The pressure vessel and reactor assembly

(PVARA) is the primary source of radiation. For

radiation analysis purposes, it consists of a core,

beryllium reflector, forward internal shield, and

pressure vessel. The PVARA is essentially a two-

dimensional object and can be accurately modeled

in cylindrical geometry. The PVARA materials are

sufficiently dense so that many mean free paths

would be seen by particles before leaking from the

outer surfaces of the pressure vessel. Pure analog

Monte Carlo analyses of the PVARA would be very

costly in computer time, especially if statisti-

cally valid radiation leakage data are needed in

narrow bands of space, angle, or energy.

The portion of the engine between the PVARA

and the propellant tank includes several thousand

pounds of metallic components in complicated three-

dimensional geometries with many void regions. In

the nearly empty condition, the propellant tank and
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Figurei

NUCLEARPROPULSIONMODULECONFIGURATION

in a singleradial bandon thetop surfaceof the
reactorcylinder. TheSNfluxesare tabulatedin
energy,space,andangle. Onecoulddefinea
"particle" for eachsuchvectorin termsof the
particles/secondvalueuf the tabulated flux. These

vectors, if continued by Monte Carlo through a void

or low density region, would not necessarily inter-

sect regions of interest. This i_ comparable to

the "ray effects" obtained if the SN modelcontains

voids. To more nearly represent the physical prob-

lem, the particle directions must be distributed

uniformly over that part of the igloo that can be

seen from the regions of interest.

2.5m

liquid hydrogen impose few mean free paths to most

radiation.

A comparison of the capacities of the analyti.

cal methods and the characteristics of the system

indicates that Monte Carlo is necessary for most

regions but SN may be sufficient for analysis of

the pressure vessel and reactor assembly.

METHOD COUPLING

If SN were to be used for analysis of the PVARA

and Monte Carlo for most other regions of the sys-

tem, a means must be devised for producing source

information for Monte Carlo from SN results. This

information must be in sufficient detail for the

needs of any desired analysis.

In each spatial mesh in each energy group, an

angular flux can be calculated by SN along several

predetermined vectors. Each such vector can be

visualized as a llne from the center of an igloo to

the center of a block of the igloo. Figure 2 indi-

cates how such an igloo would describe the direc-

tions in which the angular flux could be described

F_gure 2

S N ANGULAR DESCRIPTION

HISTOGRAM

The easiest way that particles can be produced

to emerge between the vectors predicted by SN is to

sample a uniform distribution of vectors and assign

to each vector that emerges through any block its

share of the partlcles/sec value of the SN vector

in that block. This is equivalent to a histogram

in angle with constant particle current within the

solid angle intercepting the block. Tracing the

particles evaluated in this mode results in a

spatially oscillating flux at a distant surface.

In particular, radiation coming from the end of the

PVARAwill generally be underpredicted near the

polar axis and radiation from the side will be
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overpredicted directly above the outer radius of

the reactor.

SMOOTHING

In order to improve on the histogram results,

a system of least-square curve fits in polar and

azimuthal angle was devised. This results in a

smoothly varying assignment of particles/sec to

vectors at all angles and produces a smoothly

varying flux at distant surfaces. The values at

the polar axis and above the reactor radius, in

general, are improved by the smoothing procedure

but are limited by the extrapolation of the curve

fits from the nearest SN vector.

TAILORED QUA DRATURES

The quadrature set, the set of angles defining

the SN vectors, can be tailored to a particular

analysis to remove the need for extrapolating curve

fits over angles of several degrees. This can

improve the accuracy by providing that several of

the "blocks" of a more refined igloo can be seen

from the detector surface.

COMPARISON OF METHODS

A computer program was written to accept sur-

face angular flux data from the SN code, DOT(2)

and produce the necessary fitting and sampling.

This code, DASH _3'4)'_ can also calculate the trans-

port of the sampled vectors through a void or pure

absorber.

As an example of the results from histogram,

smoothed, and tailored quadrature modes, a series of

calculations was performed using an S 6 quadrature

set and an S12 4 quadrature set*. The results from

the S6 calculation were treated in the histogram

mode and the smoothing mode. Since the S12 4 re-

sults were tailored to use very small steps in

angle in the direction of interest, only the histo-

gram mode was needed. The S 6 quadrature used a

smallest polar angle of 22 degrees while the small-

est S124 angle was 1.4 degrees.

*The quadrature order given here is that con-

ventionally used and is not entirely consistent.

The S6 set contains 24 vectors distributed

symmetrically and the S124 set contains 12

symmetrically distributed vectors directed down-

ward and 94 vectors directed upward with many

near the polar axis.

Figure 3* shows the dose rate in rad(c)/hr

from gamma radiation leaking from the top of the

PVARA to a plane 37 meters above it. A void is

assumed in the 37 meters to accentuate the dif-

ferences between the results of the different

methods. It is seen that the S6 histogram method

predicts values well below those of the S 6 smoothed

and S124, which agree very well for this case. The

smallest S6 angle intercepts this plane at about

1600 cm. from the axis. The histogram mode, then,

includes the assumption that the particle current

over the plotted range is the same as that ex-

pected at a much larger radius. The smallest S124

angle, on the other hand, intercepts this plane at

about 90 cm. Since the source position has a range

given by the 140 cm diameter of the reactor, any

such underpredictions will be masked by compensat-

ing overpredictions. Since the S6 smoothed results

are produced by a curve fit which provides an ex-

trapolation from the vector at 1600 cm, the excel-

lent results are perhaps fortuitous. Poorer

smoothed results would be expected when the angular

flux values of the different SN vectors varied

more than in this case.
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Figure 3

GAMMA DOSE RATE FROM PVARA END AT PLANE

IN VOID 37 METERS ABOVE PVARA

*While these data are obtained by collecting par-

ticles in radial interval bins, they are shown

here by smooth curves in order to make comparisons

easier.
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Fora moredifficult case,the radiationis
consideredwhichleaksfromthe sideof thereactor
andmovesupwardat a smallanglewith the side.
Thesamethreecalculationalmodeswereemployed
andtransportedthrougha void to a plane3.4
metersabovethe reactor. Thisis approximately
the locationof thebottomof thepropellanttank.
Theseresultsareshownin Ficare4.

Thedetectorplanein this calculation,at
tankbottom,is closeenoughto the sourceloca-
tions to be interceptedbythevectorsat the
first twopolaranglesof the S6 quadratureset.
Asa result, theoscillatorybehaviorof the
histogrammodeis exhibitedandtwopeaksareseen
whichcorrespondto the twoangles.
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Figure 4

GA_4A DOSE RATE FROM PVARA SIDE AT PLANE

IN VOID 3.4 METERS ABOVE PVARA

Considering only those particles which can

strike the bottom of the propellant tank, smoothing

does not significantly improve the S6 data. This

is seen to be due to the difficulty of using data

from larger angles to extrapolate to angles smaller

than 22 ° from the side of the reactor. The side

leakage at small angles can be considered further

by extending the particles to the plane at 37 meters

as was done for the top leakage. These results are

shown in Figure 5.

As in the case shown in Figure 4, these re-

sults are for angles smaller than the S 6 vector

nearest the polar axis an_ give an indication of

the accuracy of the use of S6 quadratures for a

difficult application.
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Figure 5

GAmmA DOSE RATE FROM PVARA SIDE AT PLANE

IN VOID 37 METERS ABOVE PVARA

COUPLINGINTEENAL TO THE SN PROBI_4

In considering the detail of small angle re-

sults from an S124 calculation, it appears that

the intended detail of the problemmay be extreme.

Some scatter was observed in flux versus angle plots

from the S124 calculation. With regard to the

approximations inherent to an SN calculation, such

detail probably is not completely reliable. The

loss of strict kinematic angle-energy relationship

in using expansions in Legendre polynomials causes

SN calculations to predict some results in violation

of energy-angle restrictions. As an example of

this, the side leakage case was considered further

in order to discover the origin of small angle

radiation. The outer 2 centimeters of the PVARA is

the aluminum pressure vessel wall. Because of the

steep angle at which radiation from inside the wall

must traverse the aluminum in order to be directed

toward the plane at 37 meters, the low energy

gammas are strongly attenuated.

To study the effect of the wall, S N angular

fluxes from the DOT code using an S 6 quadrature

set were considered in the radial interval just

inside the wall. The DASH code was then used to

accomplish two calculations. First, DASH was used

to sample particles in the direction of the 37

meter plane, attenuate them through the wall, and
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calculatetheir transportto theplane. Thisgives
the doseratesat theplanefromradiationwhich
doesnot scatterin thewall. Second,DASHsampled
particles in all outwarddirectionsinto thewall
andwrotethesedataonmagnetlctapesuitablefor
inputto theCOHORTMonteCarlocode. Thewall was
modeledin COHORTandthetapeusedasa source
to calculatethe transportof scatteredgammasto
the37meterplane. Theresultsof thesetwo
calculationsweresummed*andcompared,with the S6
smoothedandS124calculationsusingangularfluxes
at theoutersurfaceof thewall. Theenergy
spectrain abandat 400- 500emontheplaneare
shownin Figure6. TheMonteCarloresult compares
well with theS124result overmostof theenergy
range. Apparentlytheattenuationof thewall at
verysmallanglescannotbeproperlyaccountedfor
in the S6 calculation,resultingin a higherpre-
dicteddoserate. Probablythe decouplingof angle-
energyrelationshipsin theSNprocedurehinders
the assignmentof scatteredradiationto the lowest
energygroup,accountingfor thesteepdropin dose
rate nearzeroenergy. Thepeakat 6 to 7 MevIs
dueto sourcesin thereflector of the reactor.
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Figure 6

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF GAt@IARADIATION

FROM PVARA SIDE IN 400-500 CM RADIAL BAND
ON PLANE IN VOID 37 METE'AS ANOVE PVANA CENTER

_l_ne effect of gamma sources in the wall was con-

sidered also, but did not contribute significantly
to the totaA.

In a similar appllcatlon_ an S 6 DOT calcula-

tion was used to produce angular flux information

between the reactor core and reflector. The par-

ticles sl_ulated at this lfite_face were traced

through the reflector and _all regions by COHORT

to a surface above the reactor_ and a data tape

of particle Informatlon produced. A pure Monte

Carlo calculation of sources in the reflector and

wall was also run using COHORT to produce a second

data tape of particle information above the reactor.

These data tapes were then used wlth a COHORT model

of a propellant tank to calculate radiation levels

at the top of the tank with different quantities of

liquid hydrogen In the _tank.

A similar set of calculations was performed

using S6 smoothed data at the outer surface of the

reactor to produce a tape of particie information

above the reactor. This tape was then used by

COHORT to calculate radiation levels at the top of

the tank with several different quantities of

liquid hydrogen pro_eJ.lant in the tank. The results

are compared for a particular hydrogen level in

Figure 7. In this case, the tank has a capacity of

about 180,000 Jbs and IS about 1/3 full. The top

of the tank is about 30 meters from the top of the

reactor. Thb results are divided into that radi-

ation which does not scatter in the tank structure

or contents (direct) and that which does scatter

(scattered). These dose rates are consistent with

earlier results in indicating the slight over-

prediction inherent in the S6 data. Since leakage

from the side of the reactor is the primary contri-

butor to dose rate at the tank top, it Is not sur-

prising that the relationship between surface

source and core-reflector interface source results

should be similar to the relationship between the

S6 and S124 data seen earlier.

OT_ER EXAMPLES OF THE METHOD OF CODE COUPLING

The use of the method is not limited; as we

have seen, to using surface angular fluxeS. Nor is

It limited to tracing radiation through a void,

Source data can be produced at any grid within the

SN problem, axially or radially. The data can he

produced in the particle source format used by

many Monte Carlo codes. (It has been used with FMC,

COHORT and MORSE. ) It can also produce tabular

source data for FASTER or additional DOT problems.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD OF CODE COUPLING

The method allows considerable flexibility in

choice of techniques to solve many complex radiation

transport problems. It allows a user to take ad-

vantage of many of the special characteristics of

SN and Monte Carlo codes. Where the detail of

Monte Carlo is needed, it can be employed. Where

SN is sufficient, it can be used with significant

saving in computer time. Different degrees of

detail are available in SN by using tailored quad-

rature sets.

Any number of samples can be produced at a

problem interface. As an example of the advantage

of this, consider a problem of the type in which

one determines the effect of scattering In the wall

on the radiation level 37 meters away. A large

number of particles scattering In the wall Is neces-

sary since few of the scattered particles reach

detector regions offering small solid angles to the

scattering region. If the particles must originate

in a pure Monte Carlo sense, where the real parti-

cles originate, few ever arrive at the scattering

region of interest. Thus, a great many original

particles would have to be produced in order to

scatter a few in the wall.

But many scatters are necessary in the wall.

Probably this problem would be prohibitively costly

in computer time for all but the most liberally

financed establishments. Using the SN - Monte

Carlo coupling technique, however, the problem can

be quite economical. A low quadrature SN can be

run on an IBM 360/65 in an hour or less for a l0 -

20 energy group, 50 x 30 spatial mesh problem. A

high quadrature problem, such as an S124, may take

two to three times as long. The DASH problem to

produce Monte Carlo data or calculate transport

through a void or pure absorber takes 5 to lO

minutes. DASH can produce any required number of

source particles. A Monte Carlo problem in the

wall would take a few minutes longer. The whole

process takes little more time than the original

S N. Furthermore, once the SNPrOblem has been run

and the angular flux data saved on magnetic tape,

it can be used any number of times. This allows

additional analyses tailored to specific needs at

any later time without repeating the bulk of the

calculations. Later calculations can be performed

in any degree of Monte Carlo employment, from pure

SN to pure Monte Carlo, with co_2ensurate computer

costs.

The coupling method is of general applicability

and can be used to produce useful source data for

any Monte Carlo analysis. It is most efficient for

calculating radiation environment from shielded or

distributed sources. Typical applications would

be in calculating fluxes or dose rates in a void,

air, or complicated three-dimensional structures

from reachnrs or shielded isotopes.
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MORSE Monte Carlo Shielding Calculations For The

Zirconium Hydride Reference Reactor

C. E. Burgart

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Verification of DOT-SPACETRAN transport calculations of a lithium-hydride and

tungsten shield for a SNAP reactor has been performed using the MORSE Monte Carlo

code. Transport of both neutrons and gamma rays was considered. Importance

sampling was utilized in the MORSE calculations. Several quantities internal to

the shield, as well as dose at several points outside of the configuration, were

in satisfactory agreement with the DOT calculations of the same.

A requirement exists to provide a low radiation

environment for the crew of a space station with

electrical power provided by a SNAP reactor. There-

fore, a shield must be designed to provide adequate

protection for the crew while having the smallest

possible mass.

A shadow shield consisting of lithium hydride

and tungsten has been designed and optimized for a

I-MW SNAP reactor using the ASOP optimization code

(ref. i). ASOP utilizes ANISN, a well-known one-

dimensional discrete ordinates code (ref. 2), in

performing the optimization. Another paper pre-

sented at this symposium discusses the optimization

calculations in more depth (ref. 3). Subsequent to

the ASOP optimization of the shield, calculations

have been performed using DOT, a two-dimensional

discrete ordinates code (ref. 4), and SPACETRAN, a

transport code (ref. 5) for void regions, to verify

that the dose constraints were met in the ASOP shield

design. The dose constraint at the bottom of the

shield i00 ft from the center of the core of the

reactor was i0 mrem/hr. The dose constraint i00 ft

from the center of the core at the side and top of

the configuration was i00 rem/hr.

Verification of the DOT-SPACETRAN calculations

has been performed using the MORSE Monte Carlo code

(ref. 6). This code was chosen for several reasons.

First was its ability to perform transport calcula-

tions in geometrically complex configurations in two

and three dimensions. Second, since this problem

includes transport of both primary neutrons and sec-

ondary gamma rays, MORSE's capability of performing

the coupled calculation in a single job step on the

computer is quite convenient. Furthermore, the abil-

ity to use the identical multlgroup cross sections

makes possible the checking of the transport calcu-

lations independent of the cross sections. Also, if
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further investigation is required, MORSE calcula-

tions can utilize considerably more cross-section

groups with little sacrifice in calculation time.

The configuration considered in these calculations

is shown in figure i. This is a figure of revolu-

tion about an axis along the lower edge of the fig-

ure. (Note that plus Z and 0 ° is to the left, minus

Z and 180 ° toward the crew is to the right.) The

details in the core region include: region i, the

235U and zirconium-hydride core; regions 2, 3, and

4, the reflectors and poison for the control of the

reactor; region 5, the stainless steel vessel;

regions 8, the upper and lower stainless steel grid

plates; and regions 9, the upper and lower sodium

plenums. The shield is made up of lithium hydride

in region 7 and tungsten in region 6.

ORNL-DWG ?I-1637

_. CORE

2. INNER REFLECTOR

3. INNER POISON

4. OUTER POISON AND REFLECTOR

5. VESSEL
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9. NoK PLENUM
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FIGURE l.-Zirconium Hydride Reference Reactor

Optimized 30 ° Shield.



The primary source of radiation for this prob-

lem was in region i, the core of the reactor. A

fission neutron source was distributed over the vol-

ume of the reactor according to previous DOT core

calculations. The MORSE calculation was a fixed

source calculation, i.e., multiplication of neutrons

by fission was not allowed. However, the production

of fission gamma rays was allowed.

These calculations were performed in 21 neutron

groups and 18 gamma-ray groups with a P3 expansion

of the angular distribution. The DOT calculations

were performed with 70 discrete angles and 4500

spatial mesh points. The MORSE calculationsused

the identical cross sections and the identical geom-

etry, except for the capability of MORSE to smooth

the stepped surfaces of the shield. The energy

group structure, source neutron energy spectrum, and

the neutron and gamma-ray flux-to-dose conversion

factors are given in figures 2 and 3.

ORNL-DVVG 71-1824

Upper Flux-to-Dose

Neutron Energy Source Spectrum Conversion Factors

Group (eV) (neutrons/sec) [(mrem/hr)/neut/cm2/sec]

i 14.918+6 1.641+7 1.50-1

2 i0.000+6 3.115+8 1.50-1

3 6.7032+6 2.095+9 1.37-1

4 4.4933+6 6.948+9 1.32-1

5 3.0119+6 1.428+10 1.31-1

6 2.0190+6 2.139+10 1.25-1

7 1.3534+6 2.595+10 1.16-1

8 9.0718+5 2.763+10 1.06-1

9 5.5023+5 2.620+10 7.57-2

10 3.3373+5 2.296+10 5.51-2

ii 2.0242+5 1.918+10 4.01-2

12 1.2277+5 1.422+10 2.45-2

13 4.0867+4 7.654+9 8.50-3

14 1.1709+4 0.0 5.00-3

15 3.3546+3 0.0 5.00-3

16 7.4852+2 0.0 5.00-3

17 1.6702+2 0.0 5.00-3

18 3.7266+1 0.0 5.00-3

19 8.3153+0 0.0 5.00-3

20 1.8554+0 0.0 5.00-3

21 4.1399-1 0.0 3.75-3

2.50-2

FIGURE 2.-Neutron Group Structure, Source Spectrum

and Flux-to-Dose Conversion Factors.
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Upper Flux-to-Dose

Gamma Energy Conversion Factors

Group (MeV) [(mrem/hr)/gr/cm2/sec]

1 i0.0 9.80-3

2 8.0 8.50-3

3 7.0 7.60-3

4 6.0 6.70-3

5 5.0 5.80-3

6 4.0 5.00-3

7 3.5 4.50-3

8 3.0 4.00-3

9 2.5 3.50-3

i0 2.0 3.00-3

ll 1.6 2.40-3

12 1.2 2.00-3

13 0.9 1.50-3

14 0.6 1.05-3

15 O. 4 6.00-4

16 0.21 2.80-4

17 0.12 1.40-4

18 0.07 4.00-4

0.01

FIGURE 3.-Gamma-Ray Group Structure and Flux-to-

Dose Conversion Factors.

Several quantities internal to the shield were

calculated as a check on the source description.

One of these quantities consisted of the average

neutron and gamma-ray flux in all regions inside

the stainless steel vessel. The average particle

flux was calculated with MORSE utilizing a colli-

sion density estimator. Thus, the estimates far

from the core or for small volumes have larger sta-

tistics. Figure 4 shows the results of this com-

parison between DOT and MORSE. The fractional

standard deviations of the MORSE results are esti-

mated to vary from 5% to 35%. Results are shown

for both average neutron and gamma-ray fluxes. The

agreement is quite good with the occasional dis-

crepancies being attributed to the statistics in-

volved in the MORSE calculations. The neutron re-

sults for the lower grid and lower plenum were ob-

tained using source position biasing. Subsequently,

the agreement is quite good with the statistics on

the MORSE results being quite small.
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cOMPARISON OF AVERAGE PARTICLES FLUXES

DOT Average Flux MORSE Average Flux

Region (partloles/om2/sec) (particles/cm2/sec)

1 (Core)

neutrons/ 5.39+13 a 5.50+13

gamma rays 9.43+13 9.39+13

2 (Inner Reflector)

neutrons/ 2.15+13 1.99+13
gamma rays 2.86+13 3.00+13

3 (Inner Poison)

neutrons/ 5.95+12 5.79+12
gamma rays 5.39+12 5.00+12

4 (Outer Reflector
and Poison)

neutrons/ 3.47+12 3.64+12

gamma rays 2.06+12 1.94+12

8 (Upper Grid)
neutrons/ 1.36+13 2.06+13

gamma rays 1.87+13 2.36+13

8 (Lower Grid)
neutrons/ 7.83+12 7.80+12

gamma rays 9.18+12 8.31+12

9 (Lower Plenum)

neutrons/ 4.74+12 4.72+12
gamma rays 4.74+12 5.24+12

aRead as 5.39 x 1013.

FIGURE 4.-Comparison of Average Particle Fluxes in

the Core Region.

Another quantity considered was the average

particle current leaving the core region through

the top, side and bottom of the stainless steel

vessel. Figure 5 shows the results of this compar-

ison. The numbers in parentheses indicate the

fractional standard deviations. The agreement

again is quite satisfactory with all quantities

lying within the statistics of the Monte Carlo cal-

culation. The average neutron current leaving the

bottom of the core region was obtained with source

position biasing; thus, the statistics are quite

small. This source position biasing was performed

so that a leakage energy spectrum could be calcu-

lated with meaningful statistics in a reasonable

time. This average neutron current spectrum through

the bottom of the core region is shown in figure 6.

The energy range shown is from 0.i MeV to i0 MeV.

The solid histogram is the result of a DOT calcu-

lation. The dashed histogram with error bars is

the result of MORSE calculations. Below 370 keV,

meaningful statistics were not obtained; thus, this

comparison is only for fast neutrons. This compar-

ison verifies the neutron transport in this energy

range through .the core and sodium plenum as it

effects the transport in the shield. Any subsequent

discrepancy between the MORSE and DOT results must

be attributed to subsequent radiation transport

between this surface and the detector. Also in

future calculations it may be advantageous to use

the DOT leakage current from the core as the source,

and this comparison provides an added checkpoint.

ORNL-DWG 71-1826

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PARTICLE CURRENTS

Surface

DOT Average MORSE Average

Current Current

(particles/ (particles/

cm2/sec) cm2/sec)

Top

neutrons/ 0.96+12 1,02+12(.ii) a

gamma rays 1.39+12 1.61+12(.35)

Bottom

neutrons/ -7.01+11 -7.12+11(.03)

gamma rays -13.6+11 -14.4+11(.21)

Side

neutrons/ 8.54+11 8.23+11(.04)

gamma rays 8.07+11 7.05+11(.18)

aRead as 1.02 x 1012 _+ 11%.

FIGURE 5.-Comparison of Average Particle Currents

Leaving the Core Region.

The dose at a point i00 ft from the top of the

core and i00 ft from the side of the core was ob-

tained with MORSE with a minimum of importance

sampling. The dose i00 ft from the center of the

core at the bottom of the configuration was a very

deep penetration problem and thus required much im-

portance sampling. Without this importance samp-

ling the calculations of the dose at points outside

the shield would have been impossible to perform.

The overall attenuation of neutron dose from the

center of the core to the edge of the shield was

approximately 3 x 10 9 . The attenuation through the

shield alone was 2 x 10 8 . The attenuation of gamma-

ray dose from the center of the core to the edge of

the shield was approximately 6 x 10 7 . The attenua-

tion through the shield alone was 2 x 106 .
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the Bottom of the Core Region.

The parameters used in the importance sampling

were obtained from adjoint ANISN calculations. Also,

the forward DOT calculations provided initial Rus-

sian roulette standards. The adjoint ANISN calcula-

tion was performed in slab geometry with the mater-

ials shown along the minus-Z axis of the shield;

that is, core, stainless steel grid plate, sodium

plenum, tungsten, lithium hydride, tungsten, and

again lithium hydride. The source for the adjoint

ANISN calculation was the detector response at the

outermost surface of the slab. In the MORSE calcu-

lation, neutron source energy importance sampling

was performed using the scalar importance calculated

by ANISN in the core region. The neutron source

position was biased according to the adjoint ANISN

calculation. Source neutron and source secondary

gamma-ray angle biasing was also performed. The

importance was allowed to vary linearly from 0.01

in the backward direction to 0.99 in the forwardmost

direction, that is, toward the bottom of the shield..

The most important importance sampling was performed

in the selection of particle-flight-path lengths.

A form of the exponential transform was utilized.

That is, the importance was assumed to vary exponen-

tially along a flight path, i.e., exp(6Et£). For the

calculation of the dose at the bottom of the shield,

the direction of greatest importance was assumed to

be toward -z for z > 0 and away from a point at z =

50 for Z < O. The slopes of the exponentials, 6,

for each group and region were obtained by least-

squares fitting the ANISN angular flux in the for-

wardmost direction with exponentials for a fixed

number of mean-free paths. This was performed at

each mesh point and then averaged over larger reg-

ions. The results of these fits may be expressed in

terms of stretching parameters. These parameters

can yield a good deal of insight into the particle

transport in the shield. For instance, when the

total response was used as a source for the adjoint

ANISN calculation, path-length stretching parameters

for fast neutrons were on the order of from 2 to 3

for the core first tungsten and lithium hydride

regions, and on the order of 1-1/2 and less for the

second tungsten region, whereas when the neutron

response only was used as the source for the adjoint

ANISN calculation path-length stretching parameters

on the order of from 4 to 5 were calculated for all

regions until the outer edge of the shield. This

indicates the relative importance of neutrons to

generating secondary gamma rays versus the impor-

tance of neutrons in contributing to the dose at the

detector point.

Two other forms of importance sampling were

also used. First, estimates were made of the dose

at the bottom of the shield for only a fraction of

the particle collisions occurring on the core slde

of the first tungsten region. When an estimate was

made the weight was adjusted accordingly. Also,

Russian roulette parameters were determined by ob-

servation of the number and weight of real collisions

occurring in each group and in each region.

Estimation of the dose at the points outside

the shield was performed utilizing a next-flight

estimator. The results of these MORSE calculations

and the DOT-SPACETRAN calculations are given in fig-

ure 7. The dose, I00 ft from the center of the core

in mrem/hr, is given at several positions around

the shield. The top dose, being the easiest quanti-

ty to calculate, yielded the best results. The

DOT-SPACETRAN results fell within the statistics of

the MORSE calculations. The dose falls off slightly
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in proceedingfrom0° to 30° dueto the increased
thicknessof theshield. At thesideof thecon-
figuration, thereflectorsonthe reactorandthe
poisoncontroldrums,aswell asthe increased
thicknessof lithiumhydride,contributein making
the dosesomewhatless. At 90° thefirst tungsten
regionbeginsto haveaneffect. Theneutrondose
appearsto bereasonable,consideringthestatistics.
Thegamma-raydosecalculatedbyDOTfalls off a
factor of 2 between85° and95°. TheMORSEresults
at 90° arecloserto theDOTresultsat 95@. The
doseat thebottomof the shieldshouldberelative-
ly flat from150"to 180° dueto theshadowshield's
natureof theconfiguration.TheMORSEneutrondose
agreesquitewellwith that calculatedbyDOT.The
gamma-raydosecalculatedbyMORSE,however,appears
to besomewhatlow. Twopossiblereasonsmaybe:
(i) theMORSEresultsarenot yet convergedto the
answer,or (2) DOTresultsaresomewhathigh. The
latter maybecausedby somelarger spatialmesh
intervals in thetungstenregionof theshield. In
anycase,theagreementappearsto bequite satis-
factory. After all, theattenuationis 106to 108,
or more.

ORNL-DWG 71-1917

DOSE i00 FT FROM THE C_TER OF THE CORE

(t._ZM/HR)

DOT DOT E_T MORSE MORSE MORSE

Neutron Gamma Total Neutron Gamma Total

Angle Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose

Top 0 ° 1.64+5(.i0_ 1.77+5(.16) 3.41+5(.10)

5° 1.77+5 i. 75+5 3.52+5

10" I. 78+5 i. 77+5 3.55+5
15" 1.75+5 1.74+5 3.49+5

20" I. 45+5 1.35+5 2.79+5

25° 1.33+5 1.47+5 2.80+5

1.28+5 1.40+5 2.68+5

4.54+4 7.61+4 1.22+5

3,39+4 7.52+4 1.09+5

1.85+4 3, 51+4 5.36+4

6.65+3 7.23+3 1.39+4

1.27 10.9 12.2
1.27 10.7 12.0

1.23 10.4 11.6

30°

80"

85"

Slde 90 °
95"

100 °

165"
170"

175"

Bottom 180"

4.60+4(.35) 3.37+4(.15) 7.97+4(.21)

1.35(.35) 5.90(.25) 7.25(.21)

aRaad ag 1.64 x 105 _ lOI.

FIGURE 7.-Comparlson of the Dose of Polnts i00 Feet

From the Center of the Core.
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APPLICATIONOFMORSETORADIATIONANALYSIS
OFNUCLEARFLIGHTPROPULSIONMODULES

W.A. Woolson+
AerojetNuclearSystemsCompany

Sacramento,California

Severalmodificationsandadditionsweremadeto themultlgroupMonteCarlocode
MORSEto implementits usein a computationalprocedurefor performingradiationanalyses
of NERVANuclearFlight PropulsionModules.Thesechangesincludetheincorporationof a
newgeneralgeometrymodule;the inclusionof anexpectationtracklengthestimator;and
theoptionto obtainsourceinformationfromtwodimensionalDiscreteOrdinatescalcula-
tions. ComputationscomparingMORSEanda pointcrosssectionMonteCarlocode,COHORT,
weremadein whicha coupledDiscreteOrdinates/MonteCarloprocedurewasusedto calcu-
late thegammadoserate at tanktoplocationsof a typical propulsionmodule.Thedose
ratesobtainedfromtheMORSEcomputationagreedwith the doseratesobtainedfromthe
COHORTcomputationto within the limits of thestatistical accuracyof thecalculations.

Severalmodificationsandadditionsweremade

to themultigroupMonteCarlocode,MORSE(1), to

implementits useasa computationalprocedurefor

performingradiationanalysesof NERVA*Nuclear

Flight PropulsionModules.Thesechangesinclude

theincorporationof a newgeneralgeometrymodule;

the inclusionof anexpectationtracklengthesti-

matorin theanalysisportionof thecode;andthe

optionto obtainsourceinformationfromtwodimen-

sionalDiscreteOrdinatescalculationsto allow

coupledDiscreteOrdinates/MonteCarloanalyses.

Anewgeneralgeometrymodule,patternedafter

thegeometryroutinesusedin theFASTERMonteCarlo

program(2), wasincorporatedinto MORSEto facili-

tate themodelingof complexgeometricconfigura-
tions. Asa result of severaladdedfeaturesof

thenewgeometrymodule,themathematicalmodeling

of systemsis madesimplerthanthat of the05R

generalgeometryroutinespresentlyavailablewith

MORSE.Thesefeatures,whichreducetheamountcom-

puterinput andhandcalculationrequiredof the

user, include:

i. Simpleinput formatsfor describingcom-

monlyusedgeometricsurfacessuchasplanes,cones,

cylinders,andellipsoids, alongwitha generalized

quadraticinput format.

2. Computercalculationof theambiguityIn-

diceswhichdescribethesignof eachregionwith

respectto thesurfaceswhichboundit.

3. Computercheckfor reflectedboundaries,

multipledefinedregions,andholes.

4. Eliminationof thezone,block, sectorcon-

ceptfor trackingparticleswith computercalculation

of theprobableregionthat a particle will enter

uponcrossinga givenboundaryof a region.

A newanalysisroutineemployinganexpectation

tracklengthestimatorwasaddedto MORSEin orderto

calculatetheuncollldedandtotal tracklengthswith-

in eachregionfor eachenergygroup. Fromthis in-

formationtheflux andflux dependentquantitiescan

becalculatedwith a knowledgeof thevolumeof the

region.

Eachsourceray andpostcollision ray generated

duringtherandomwalkis extendedthroughthesystem

until anoutsideboundaryis encountered.Theesti-

matorwill thenscoretheexpectedtracklengthin

thoseregionsinterceptedby theray. In material

regions,theexpectedtracklength is the quantity

* The Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application

Program (NERVA) is administered by the Space

Nuclear Systems Office, a joint officer of the

USAEC and NASA. AeroJet Nuclear Systems Company

is prime contractor for the engine system and

Westinghouse Electric Corporation is principal

subcontractor responsible for the nuclear sub-

system.

+ Staff Member, Nuclear Science Section,

AeroJet Nuclear Systems Company
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where W =

0 =

We -p (l_e -Z T S)

Z T

the source or post-collision weight

total mean free paths from source or

collision point to the point on the

boundary of the region intercepted

by the ray (0 = 0 if source or col-

lision point occurs in the region)

S = total length of ray in the region

ZT = total cross section of the region for

the particle.

If the region intercepted by the ray is a void, the

quantity

SWe-Q

is scored.

At the option of the user, the coordinates,

direction cosines, energy group, and weight of

particle at the outside boundary can be saved on

tape to provide a leakage source for another Monte

Carlo calculation or for discrete ordinates coupling

(described later).

There are two advantages to using this type of

volume detector as compared to point detectors

employing last collision estimators. First, the

radiation environment throughout the entire system

can be calculated instead of at a few points, and

secondly, the unscattered flux is estimated with-

out the assumption of an isotropic source. On the

other hand, the tracklength estimator may give large

variances in regions extended from high scattering

areas since the percentage of tracklengths which

score is reduced.

Provisions were made in MORSE to allow input

of source data generated from the two dimensional

discrete ordinates code, DOT (3). In many shielding

problems, the system to be analyzed contains ad-

jacent high/low density regions and it is economi-

cal to use Sn discrete ordinates in the high density

regions and Monte Carlo in the low density regions.

This situation prevails in the nuclear propulsion

modules whose entire radiation environment must be

calculated, i.e., both in high density regions like

the pressure vessel and reactor assembly (PVARA) and

external disk shield and in adjacent low density

regions like the nozzle assembly and hydrogen tank.

The angular flux data from DOT is transformed

to source data for MORSE by the coupling code,

DASH (4). DASH converts the DOT output to suitable

source particle parameters for MORSE at specified

surfaces, which may or may not be identical to DOT

leakage surfaces. Furthermore, the leakage data

provided hy the new analysis routine added to MORSE

can be transformed by DASH to source data for a sub-

sequent DOT calculation in another region of the

system if desired.

By using the same cross section group structure

in MORSE that was employed in DOT, the total radi-

ation environment calculated from the DOT-DASH-MORSE

(no pun intendedl) computation is based on a con-

sistent cross section set, and has been carried out

in each region by the most suitable method.

A check calculation of MORSE with the new

geometry and analysis routines was performed using

the DOT-DASH-MORSE computational procedure to the

calculate tank top dose rate due to the gamma source

from the pressure vessel and reactor assembly (PVARA)

of a nuclear propulsion module employing a 75K Ib

thrust NERVA engine and an unshielded 176,000 ib LH 2

capacity tank with a 15 ° half angle conical bottom.

The configuration is depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

The PVARA gamma sources (5) were input to DOT

which calculated the flux within the PVARA. The

leakage fluxes from the PVARA obtained from DOT were

transposed to Monte Carlo source information and

transported to the tally plane (Figure 2) by DASH.
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Then, MORSE performed the transport analysis from

the tally plane to tank top (Z = 2706 cm). Two

runs, one with the tank empty, that is, containing

only gaseous hydrogen, and the other with the tank

filled to 62,000 ibs LH2, were made.

Thirteen group, P6' cross sections for the

energy range .i Mev to 10 Mev were used in the DOT

and MORSE calculations. The empty tank case was

run without game biasing. However, for the case

with the tank filled to 62j700 !bs LH2, Russian

roulette was played in order to prevent generating

costly low weight collisions in the liquid hydrogen.

Furthermore, an exponential transform was applied

to bias the collision density toward the top of the

liwuid hydrogen.

A similar calculation using the point cross

section Monte Carlo code, COHORT (6), for the Monte

Carlo portion from the tally plane to tank top was

performed to check the results obtained from MORSE.

This computation used last flight estimators to

calculate the scattered radiation at two tank top

points, one located on axis and the other at a

AI Tt,,k Wall _LATION

TALLY.PLANE
PVARATOP

PVARA MDI LEAKAGE _ _

FIGI.qlll 8 _I_I_A'I_O

LgAKAGIg

__TO H CALCULATIOE
FROM PVARAaiDe & TOP

TALLY PLANE

MODEL. PVARA AND
TANK BOTTOM

radius of 500 cm. An expectation tracklength esti-

mator was used to calculate the unscattered radia-

tion. Physically, one expects little variation of

the scattered radiation at tank top as a function

of radius, and thus the dose at tank top locations

was obtained as the sum of the unscattered radia-

tion plus a scattered component interpolated be-

tween the two points at which the scattered radia-

tion was calculated.

The results of the MORSE and COHORT computa-

tions for the two cases are presented in Figures

3 and 4. The results of the empty tank case show

excellent agreement in the dose calculated by MORSE

and COHORT, while the results for the 62,700 Ib

LH 2 level show a fluctuation of the dose calculated
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by MORSE about the dose calculated by COHORT.

In the empty tank case, scattered radiation

contributes only about 15% of the total dose, thus

better agreement between two Monte Carlo methods

would be expected than that in the 62,700 ib LH 2

case, where scattered radiation contributes about

60% of the total dose. The fluctuation of the MORSE

results for the 62,700 ib LH 2 case compared to the

COHORT results occurs because of the higher variance

estimator used in the MORSE computation.

A comparison of the standard deviation, com-

putation time and efficiency of the MORSE and

COHORT results is presented in Table i. The effi-

ciencies are comparable for the empty tank case

since the increase in computation time for the

COHORT run is balanced by a decrease in standard

deviation. For the 62,700 ib case, the MORSE cal-

culation was performed with one-thlrd less computer

time than the COHORT calculation. However, the

standard deviation of the MORSE answers were of the

order of a factor 1.5 higher than that of the COHORT

results. The extra time of COHORT runs was expended

mainly in estimating the scattered radiation which

results in a subsequent reduction in the variance.

However, the efficiency as shown in Table 1 for

the 62,700 ib LH 2 runs were still comparable. This

indicates that standard deviations of the order of

those resulting from the COHORT calculations would

obtain from MORSE calculations if the number of

histories used in the MORSE runs was increased till

the computer time used in the calculation was equal

to that of the COHORT runs.

These Monte Carlo comparisons have shown that

the use of MORSE with a tracklength estimator in a

coupled Discrete Ordinates/Monte Carlo calculation

can give good agreement with comparable efficiency

to the point cross section code, COHORT. Several



additionalfeaturesof MORSEincludingtheability

to performcoupledneutron/gamma-raycalculations,

theuseof extensivesourceandgamebiasing,and

the inclusionof thealbedooptionmaymakeMORSE

anattractive alternativeto conventionalMonte

Carlocodes.
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SHIELDWEIGHTOPTIMIZATIONUSINGMONTECARLOTRANSPORTCALCULATIONS

ThomasM.Jordan
A.R.T.ResearchCorporation

LosAngeles,California
andMillard L. Wohl

NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
LewisResearchCenter

Cleveland,Ohio

Thisreportoutlinesthetheoryusedin FAST--q-Ill,aMonteCarlo
computerprogramfor thetransportof neutronsandgammaraysin com-
plexgeometries.Thecodehasthe additionalcapabilityof calculating
theminimumweightlayeredunit shieldconfigurationwhichwill meeta
specifieddoserate constraint. It includesthetreatmentof geometric
regionsboundedby quadraticandquadricsurfaceswithmultipleradia-
tion sourceswhichhavea specifiedspace,angle,andenergydependence.
Theprogramcalculates,usingimportancesampling,theresultingnumber
andenergyfluxesat specifiedpoint, surface,andvolumedetectors.

Resultsarepresentedfor sampleproblemsinvolvingprimaryneu-
tron andbothprimaryandsecondaryphotontransportin a spherical
reactor-shieldconfiguration.Theseresults includethe optimizationof
the shieldconfiguration.

Sectioni
INTRODUCTIONANDSUMMARY

TheoriginalFASTERprogram(ref. i) contained
a numberof newtechniqueswhichprovidedthe capa-
bility of obtainingaccurateradiationlevelsat
specifiedpointsin complexgeometries.Prioruse
of FASTERindicateda needto broadenthe overall
programcapabilities,automatethe importance
sampling,increasethe computationalefficiency,
andrevisetheusersmanual.Thisrevisedprogram
hasbeendesignatedFASTER-Illto distinguishit
fromearlier versions.

A specificprogramcapabilitypermittingthe
calculationof minimumweightlayeredunit shield
configurationsfor mobilenuclearreactorapplica-
tions, e.g., nuclearpropulsionfor aircraft, sur-
faceeffect vehicles,andspacecrafthasrecently
beendeveloped.ThebasicMonteCarlotra_port
methodwasextendedto includea calculationof
partial derivativesof the radiationfluxeswith
respectto specifiedshielddimensions.Thesede-
rivatives arethenusedto defineexponentialre-
lationshipsusedin theshieldoptimizationpro-
cedure.Thisoptionalprogramfeatureis described
morecompletelyin Section2.

Datapreparationis simple,with verylittle
judgmentrequiredto set uptheimportancesampling
for mostproblems.Thecodealsohasa unit shield
weightoptimizationcapability.

Particularlynoteworthyfeaturesof FASTER-
Ill arethe following:

(i) A calculationof optimalimportancesam-
pling parametersbasedonpartial derivativesof
the variance(Section2.3).

(2) Theacceptanceof datain either fixed or
variablefield formatsincludingtheANISN-DTFfor-
matfor neutroncrosssections.

(5) Thecalculationof time-dependentneutron
andphotontransport(usingtimemomentsand/or
timeintervals) includinganoptionalexponential
atmosphere.

(4) Theimprovementandadditionof importance
samplingmodelswiththe variousimportancesam-
piing parametersbuilt into theprogram.

Variousprogramfeaturesaredescribedin
Refs.2 to 6.

Theapplicationof theFASTH_-IIIprogramto a

shieldoptimizationproblemis discussedin Section
5. Theprobleminvolveda sphericalreactor-shield
configurationandincludedprimaryneutronsand
bothprimaryandsecondaryphotons.Conclusions
andrecommendationsarepresentedin Section4.

Section2
ANALYSIS

Thetechniquesusedin calculatingoptimum
shieldconfigurationsandoptimumimportancesam-
plingparametersaresummarizedbelow. Thedis-
cussionis givenin threeparts: doserate deriv-
ativeswith respectto shieldlayerthicknesses,
optimizationprocedures,importanceparameterop-
timization.

2.1DoseRateDerivatives

Thedoserate at a point detector y for a

specified reactor shield configuration is written

as :

J

D(Z ) = _ Rj_j(Z) (1)

j=l

where J is the total number of energy groups for

both neutrons and photons (including secondaries),

q0j(y) is the particle flux in the jth energy group,

and Rj is the response function t_-convert from
flux to dose rate. The rate of change of the dose

rate with respect to a shield layer thickness is

simply

:
8tz 8tl

j=l

: i, 2, . .., L (2)

where L is the total number of shield layers and

tz is the thickness of the Zt__hhlayer. The equa-

tion used by the program for determining the flux

is written as:
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N

1

n=l k

" _n (3)

where N is the total number of histories tracked

via the Monte Carlo method, k is the number of

particle collisions, Z_kn is the position of the

kt_hh collision of the nt_hh history, S_kn(U_kn) the

number of particles in the jt__hh energy group

emerging from Z_kn in the direction Uk n of the

detector per unit solid angle, and KJ[Z-kn, Z) rep-

resents the material and geometric attenuation

kernel for particles in the Jt__hh energy group

going from z_/_n to the detector.

The partial derivative of the flux with re-

spect to the lth shield layer thickness is

simply:

N

3tl n=l k

(4)

The summations are a minor part of the calculation.

Therefore, the notation is simplified by concentra-

ting on the elements in the summation

is
3t_ _tz

where ejkn represents the contribution to the

flux in the jth energy group from the kt__hh col-

lision of the nth history. This equation is re-

written as

_eJkn 3 ln[S_kn(Ukn)Kj(_n , Y)]
_t_ = ejkn _t--_

The second term in brackets involves the attenu-

ation kernel

exp Smq j

Kj(i_n,Z) ..... sE (7)

where M is the total number o_ regions traversed

from z_kn to the detector, s_ is the path length

for the mth r@gion traverse_, CJm is the total
- " ecross section of this region for particles in _h

Jt__hh energy'group, and s is the total distance

from z_km to the detector, i.e.,

M

S = % Sm (8)

m=l

A substitution of this kernel gives:

3 in x)=_ [_ _ m]
- Smajm - 2 in s

3tz KJ (!kn' _ m=l m=l

M

8sm

M _Sm 2_ _7_

Z __ m= 1

= - _jm _t?m=l Sm

m=!

M

8s m

m=l

(9)

The partial derivative of the partial path

length sm with respect to the shield layer thick-

ness t I is zero unless the mt__hh region tra-

versed is affected by a change in tl. In partic-

ular, if t_ is a characteristic dimension of the

region, i.e., its thickness, then

_Sm i
) "knm =_n • _(nm (io)

_t_ #knm

where _knm is the cosine of the angle measured

from the surface normal n_knm , with which the par-

ticle crosses the boundary of the region.

In the strict sense, the change of the thick-

_ess of one shield region can affect other shield

regions. In particular, for a spherically symmet-

ric reactor-shield configuration, an increase in

the thickness of a shield region forces a movement

of all shield regions having a larger radius. The

inclusion of these effects in the above equation

unnecessarily complicates the analysis and the cal-

culations. The primary effect of changing a shield

region dimension is to change the number of mean

free paths which particles have to traverse in

reaching the detector. Therefore, in calculating

the derivatives, only the effect of the material

attenuation i_ treated.

The derivatives at a specific boundary cross-

ing m' then simplify to:

_-_--in Kj(Zq_n , _) = -
_tl

M

Z (_jm + 2) _smStI

m=l

= _ (qjm, + _) i _ (0 + s21 1
_knm' 1_knm'

= - _jm'/#knm' (ii)

where m' is the index of a region having t Z as

a dimension. The partial derivatives of the par-

tlcle weight with respect to the shield dimensions-

the first term in brackets in Eq. (6) - are zero

at the point of origin of all primary particles.

For subsequent particle collisions, the deriva-

tives are calculated using the relationship be-

tween particle weights on subsequent collisions:
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st_(u,_)
01%/i --x%_i

Z S*-- (v,)K.(z,_. ,z, )T..(z, ,v,i,g-i,n -g/q i ---_-±,n _ 1j _ --an " _-_._.)
= _.

ikn - _k-12n
(12)

:  -l,nl

where S_ k i n(V-kn ) is the number of particles

coming ou{ of the previous eolllslon point in the

direction _kn and in the ith energy group,

K_.(zl. 7 _, zl..) is the attenua-_ion kernel between
± .-%.-J_,_ -m_._ . .

particle colllslon points, Tij(Zkn , _Vkn • Ukn) is

the scattering kernel for transfer of particles from

group i to group j, and p_n(Z_kn) is the probability

density function used in selecting the collision

point.

A straightforward substitution gives

p*(Z )
kn-kn

= q_n(_kn) 10 _ _i0 s' 1A(s')a(s') exp a(s")ds' ds'

(i_)

where q{n(_kn) is a probability density function

used to select the particle direction, s = I_4_n -
Z_k-i nl is the distance of the selected colllsion

poin{ from the previous collision point, A(s) is an

importance factor for each region which changes

discontinuously at region boundaries, and a(s) is

an effective cross section which changes discontin-

uously at region boundaries and which may change

continuously within a region.

The derivative of the logarithm of p_(_kn)

$I, k-l, n (Y4qn)Ki (!k-l,

Z n' _kn)Tij(_kn ' _kn " _n

! in S_,._(u_._) = _ in i "

3t I _..... 3t Z P_n(_kn )

After some manipulation, this reduces to

in S_kn(_kn)

_tl

(14)

involves only those terms which change when a

shield dimension changes, i.e.,

_-_-ln P_(_kn) =__tz _ I-loS a(s')dsl

{op 1in A(s')a(s') exp a(s")ds' d

btz

iZS_kn(U_kn) Vijkn _ in S_,k_l,n(Xkn)

i

- _ in p_n(!knJ
+ _---in Ki(h__l,n, h_n) _t__tt J

where

Vijkn

--S_' k-l' n (_kn)Ki (z-k-l' n' £k-n)Tij (!kn' !kn" U--kn) (15)

Z
Pkn(--kn )

The first term in brackets in Eq. (iA) is the

same partial derivative for collision k-i as the

partial derivative now being calculated for colli-

sion k. Therefore, it is known, either identi-

cally zero for k=O_ or as determined from Eq. (14)

for k > O. The second term in brackets in Eq. (14)

is similar to the second term in brackets in Eq. (6)

and is therefore determined by Eq. (ii). The last

term in brackets involves the definition of the

probability density function used to select the

collision point z_kn.

The probability density function for a colli-

sion point has the form

(iS)

(17)

Let s Z denote the distance to a boundary in-

volving the Zth shield dimension. If the first

term on the left side of Eq. (17) is affected by a

change in this shield dimension, i.e. if s > s!,
then

_tz 3t Z

: -a(sz)_ (is)
_Zkn

where a(sz) is the effective cross section at the

boundary of the shield and _Zkn is the cosine the

particle path makes with the outer shield normal.

If there is any crossing involving the Ith shield

dimension, the second term in Eq. (18) wi_ always

have a non-zero derivative, i.e.,

in A(s')a(s') exp a(s")ds"ds

6tl

A(sz)a(sl) _ exp a(s')ds

{/o If ]}A(s')a(s') exp - a(s")ds" ds'

(19)
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Curvedshieldsurfacesmaybecrossedmorethanonce
alongthe pathbetweentwoparticle collision
points. Therefore,a summationof Eqs.(18)and
(19)overeveryintersectioninvolvingthe Zth
shielddimensionis requiredto completelyevaluate
Eq.(17).

2.2 OptimizationProcedures

Theskield optimizationcalculationyieldsthe
set of shieldlayerthicknessest' = (t_, t_, ...,
t', ... t') suchthat thedosera_e,D(tT),meets
the Ldoseconstraint. TheMonteCarlocalculationis
performedfor aninitial set of shield layerthick-
nesses_t= (t],_ t2, "'" tz, ..., tL) andyields a
setof fluxes, _j(t), j = i, 7, ..-, j andderiva-
tives, _(t)_t_,--j = l, 2, ..., J; Z= l, 2, ...,d
L. The assumption is made that the fluxes vary

exponentially with respect to shield dimension

changes in the form

_j(_,) : _j(_) exp[_j • (_' - _ (201

where _j = .(ajl, aj2 , ..., ajL).. It follows that

_pj(t_)=_t_ q)j(t_)exp[a_j. (t'-_ t_)_ _7 [a_j. (t'-t)__

= _j(_')ajz (21)

In particular

= ajlmj(t ) (22)

_tz

or

aj_ = _t_ /

The weight is also expressed as a function of

the shield layer thicknesses. The weight is de-

noted by W(t') and for spherically symmetric

shields:

W(t') 7 i (ro + -

[( + t' + t_) 5 ] + ..._+ P2 ro i - (to + tl)3

L If° _ LI5 (r Z-_ m)3]o
4_ T, P% + t - + t

3 = m=l / m=l

where 0- is the density of the lth shield re-

gion and L r o is the minimum shield--_adius.

The purpose of the optimization procedure is

to minimize the weight W(_') subject to the dose

rate constraint D(_') = D O where D O is a speci-

fied dose rate. At this optimum, a small weight

perturbation in any layer causes the same dose rate

change. The rate at which dose rate changes with

respect to a shield weight change in the Zth layer

is given by
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Q_ -

_D(t')

_t_

_t_

constant, Z = i, 2, ..., L (25)

The necessary derivatives are:

J

_(t')_D(t') = Rj __i -- -

3t_ 8t_
j=l

J

j=l

(26)

and for spherically symmetric shield:

[I _m12( r ml]

L i-i , 2

_W(_') = 4_ Oj O + t - O + _ t

_t_ i=Z m=l m=l

(27)

In arriving at the optimum shield, the total

shield weight is built up in increments of weight

AN. Each increment in shield weight is always

associated with a particular shield layer thickness.

At each iteration, the particular shield dimension

is selected by examining the values of the shield

weight quality factors, Q_. Each factor QZ rep-
resents the approximate Change in dose rate per

unit change in weight corresponding to a change in

the Zth shield dimension. Negative Qz's are The
most usual and correspond to shields for .which an

increase in weight - and shield dimensions - gives

a decrease in dose rate. Positive Qz's can occur,

however, and correspond to shields for which an in-

crease in weight also increases the dose rate.

If, at a particular iteration, the dose rate

is above the dose rate constraint, the minimum

shield weight increment would correspond to the

least positive value of those Qz's for which

Q_ > 0 and for which t_ > tz(min), where t_(min)

is the minimum value of the Zth shield layer

thickness. If such a %Z exists, the dose rate

can be decreased while also decreasing the shield

weight the maximum amount. If there isn't such a

QZ, the next best procedure is to find the most

negative of the Q_'s for which QZ < 0 and for

which tl < tz(max), where tz(max ) is the maximum

value of the Zth shield layer thickness. A

change in that Q would give the maximum decrease

in dose rate per _nit increase in weight.

If the dose rate is below the specified dose

rate at a particular iteration, the minimum shield

weight increment would correspond to the least

negative of those QZ's for which Q7 < 0 and for

which t_ > t%(min). If such a QZ _xists, the

dose rate can be increased while decreasing the

shield weight the maximum amount, if there isn't

such a QZ, the next best procedure is to find the

most positive of those QZ's for which QZ > 0

and for which t_ < tz(max). A change in that QZ

would give the maximum increase in dose rate per

unit increase in weight.



Assuminga particular value Qmof the Qz's
is selectedthroughtheabovearguments_thecor-
respondingshielddimensiontm is changedby a
maximumamountAtm whereAtm is calculatedas

At AW (28)

m _w(i')
_t'

m

If this change would put t_ outside one of

its specified limits_ the value of t' would be

set to that limit, i.e., tm(min ) _ _m tm(max).

The shield weight increment g_g is calculated as

D o - D(_')
AW = (29)

%

subject to the constraint that IAW 1 <ZNJ o where

£_Jo is a specified maximum shield weight incre-

ment per iteration. Note that AW_ and therefore

Atm, may be positive or negative depending on the

value of Qm and whether the dose rate is above

or below the dose rate constraint.

Once a shield layer thickness is changed, the

dose_ weight_ and their derivatives are re-

evaluated and the entire process is repeated. The

optimization would be discontinued in several

ways. If the dose rate equals the dose rate con-

straint within the relative error of the original

Monte Carlo dose rate calculation, the program will

proceed to the next problem - which may be identi-

cal except with more histories to tighten the con-

vergence of Monte Carlo calculations. Similarly_

if all shield layer thicknesses have reached their

minimum or maximum values_ and if the optimum

shield cannot be determined with these constraints,

the program would again proceed to the next prob-

lem. Finally, if the dose rate and dose rate con-

straint are decades apart in value_ the program

would reevaluate the fluxes and their derivatives

by Monte Carlo every time the dose rate changed by

more than a specified factor during the optimiza-

tion procedure.

?.5 Importance Parameter Optimization

The optimization of the importance sampling

must be performed for some function_ e.g._ dose

rate_ of the energy-dependent fluxes since there

is a different optimum for every initial particle

energy. Therefore_ assume that a minimum variance

calculation of the dose rate is required where

N
i

%1 = _ _D n (50)

n=l

=*here N is the total number of histories an_ D n

is the dose rate from the nt__hh history and D N

is the average value of the dose rate after N

histories. The relative error of this dose rate is

given by

%=T n-
=1

Taking the logarithm of this equation and

then performing a formal calculation of the partial

derivative with respect to an unspecified param-

eter a yields

£ in E N :-_--- in _N - _-- in N

_a _a _a

+ 18 in D n -

28a \n=l _N

N 8D n - _ _
Z Dn _7 _--_--

n=l

+
n=2

_ 1 n

N2_N 2 E Dn _- Dn=l =l _-aJ

Thus the partial derivative of the relative

error with respect to the parameter a is:

_aBEN- _--z_l E Dn _a -

NinON n=l =i

(33)

The dose rate from the nth history is given by

J

Dn = E Rj E _jkn (5_)

j=l k

where J is the total number of energy groups, k

is the number of particle collisions, R.. is the
J

flux to dose rate conversion factor for the jt__hh

energy group_ and q0jkn is the flux in the jth

group from the kt__h collision of the nt__hh his-

tory. Since

8_N i _ _Dn

i=l

the calculations required to evaluate Eq. (55) all

involve the summation of terms which involve

_Dn
Rj _ (36)

_a _a J q°Jk = _a
k j=l k

The remainder of the analysis_ therefore, can

be concentrated on the partial derivatives of the

fluxes. All other operations which must be per-

formed are given above.

The fluxes typically depend on the detector

position [_ so the equation for the particle flux
is written as

<0jkn(Z) = Sjkn(_kn)Kj(_kn, y) (37)

The transport kernel Kj(_kn_ y) does not in-
volve any importance sampilng parameters so that

_jkn(Z---------_)-aSjkn(_kn)Kj(_kn' Y--) (58)

_a _a
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Thisequationcanalsobewrittenas

b_°0kn(Y) = * i in Sjkn(_n ) (391
_a Sjkn(_kn)Kj (_kn' Y) ba

Without going into great detail, it turns out

that the particle weight S_kn(U__kn) is composed of

a purely analytical n_merator, Vjkn(U_kn) and a de-

nominator which is the product of all the probabil-

ity density functions used to select the collision

points, i.e.,

V0 kn(ukn) (A0)s*, (u )=
j_n --Kn k

Z=N0 Pin (hn I

Ther_fnre_

k

in S_.kn(_kn ) = in Vjkn(_kn) - in fl p_n(Zzn) (61)

Z=O

Since Vjkn(U_kn) does not explicitly involve

any importance parameters, it follows that

_---in S*kn(Un]j"--k " = - i in_a _a

k

fl P_n(Zzn )

Z:0

k

E *: - _ in pzn(Zzn)
ba

Z:0

(¢2)

Therefore, Eq. (39) can be re-written as

_Om(_y) k b .
ba : - _jk_(Z)E _ in hn(i_n)

Z=O

(¢3)

Moreover, the partial derivatives are energy-

independent so that Eq. (36) becomes

_a_D---_n= _k I_Rj_jkn(Y)IIj=I' _0 i in P_n(Z--Znl44)=ba

The evaluation of the partial derivatives of

the probability density functions can be written

as

k k-i

i in p_n(ZZn) = E _ in p_n(ZZn)

Z=l Z-0

* (¢s)_ in Pkn(_kn)
+ ba

At the kth collision_ the first term on the

left side of Eq-7 (4S) is known, identically zero

if k = O. Therefore, the analysis is completed

after examining the calculation of the second

term.

At this point it is necessary to identify the

particular importance parameter a. Since most of

the importance sampling parameters have fairly

involved roles, the technique will be applied here

to a set of parameters which can have a reasonably

simple role. These parameters consist of the rel-

ative importance Ir of each region. Normally

these parameters are all equal. However, in asym-

metric problems_ it turns out that some regions are

much more important in terms of their scattering

contributions to a detector. Therefor% these im-

portant regions have a larger value of I .

The region importance enters into tie selec-

tion of a collision point through the following

probability density function:

PL(_kn) IrP*(S) (66)

h=l

where r is the region in which the collision

occurs (selected at random), p$(s) is the pieeewlse

uomCinuouS pruL_Liilty d_usity function in this r_-

gion at the selected collision point (a distance s

from the previous collision point)_ H is the total

number of regions in which the collision could have

occurred, and P[ is the integral of p{(s') over

the partial path length in region h.

Calculating the logarithm of each side of the

equation yields :

H

* + in pr*(S) - in E IhP_ (67)in Pkn(_kn) = in I r

h=l

The partial derivative of Eq. (47) with re-

spect to the specific importance parameter IR -
the relative importance of region g - yields-

* 1
_--- in Pka(<_n) = --

_Ig ir gr

H

_:l (¢8)
H

h=l

where 5g h = 0 if region h is not region g and

5gg = i
Thus Eq. (48) is evaluated during the random

selection of the kth collision point and the

final term necessary to evaluate Eq. (65) and all

preceding equations has been determined.

The above analysis is used to calculate the

partial derivatives of the relative error of the

dose rate with respect to the relative importance

Ir of each geometric region, and a similar analy-

sis is performed for the other importance sampling

parameters. The result of the complete Monte Carlo

calculation is a set of partial derivatives which,

for the region importance, are given by

[ _-- _Dn (_ _I __!r 1 J]
--:_EN_Iri_3 DN Dn -- - D _ _Dn_irl

N2_NEN n=l n=l n=l

where _Dn/_I r is obtained from Eq. (66) using

Eqs. (45) and (48).

After the calculation is completed, optimal

values of the importance sampling parameters are
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calculated by requiring that the relative error be

zero - not actually achieved of course.

By a first order expansion

E_ = o = E_ + .---_-(I_ - I_) (5O)
z=l --

where R is the total number of regions. A simple

gradient analysis says that I_ - Iz should he

proportional to _EN_I z so that -

_E N
I;= Iz + c _ (51)
_ _ _I z

where, by substitution into Eq. (50),

- E N
C where z is a general phase (52)

/_EN_ 2 space c_ordinate

Z=I _ --

The program prints the optimum values of I_

and other importance parameters after completing-

the Monte Carlo flux calculation. This analysis

is performed for every response function. After

more experience is obtained with the technique, the

program could be modified to change these param-

eters internally corresponding to a specified re-

sponse function.

Section 3

SAMPLE PROBLEM RESULTS

Two problems were investigated using the

shield optimization capabilities of the FAST_q-III

program. Both problems involved a spherical

reactor-shield configuration and included primary

neutrons and both primary and secondary photons.

The two problems were similar except for the

power level, 375 MW and 600 MW respectively. Both

problems used a flat radial distribution for the

primary neutron and photon source distr_h_t_nn.

The primary photon source included an infinite

operation equilibrium fission product term.

The core radii for the two problems were 82.38

and 96.38 cm respectively, corresponding to a power

density of 4.53 MW/ft 3. Following the core was a

7.62 cm Be reflector; a 5 cm depleted uranium

shield; three depleted uranium-borated water shield

layers of 57, 15, and 15 cm thickness and 6.4,

4.6, and 2.8 gm/cm 3 density respectively; and a

117 cm borated water shield. This base line shield

configuration was based on parameters obtained from

SANE-SAGE calculations and subsequent calculations

using the UNAMIT program, Ref. 7. The reactor-

shield compositions are given in Table i.

The primary neutron transport calculation

utilized multigroup cross sections for 26 energy

groups. Fifteen energy groups were utilized for

both primary and secondary photons. The secondary

production cross sections included both inelastic

and capture gammas.

These initial configurations were each analy-

zed for a point detector 30 ft from the core cen-

ter by following approximately 500 energy-

dependent packets of primary neutrons and photons

and approximately 7000 packets of secondary pho-

tons. The dose rates obtained from these calcu-

lations are tabulated in Table 2 including a break-

down by secondary source region. Each of these

problems required about 28 minutes on the UNIVAC

1108 computer.

The basic calculated dose rates and dose rate

derivatives were also used by the FAST_-III pro-

gram to calculate the minimum weight shield con-

l'iguration which would give a dose rate of 0.25 mr/

hr at the specified detector point. The final

shield configurations following the optimization

are given in Table 3.

In both cases, the optimum shield configura-

tion is significantly different from the base line

configuration. Since the base line configuration

was not generated by the FASTER-Ill program it is

difficult to discuss many factors entering into

that calculation which would account for the dif-

ferent optimal configuration. It is noted, how-

ever, that the base line configuration was gener-

ated using parameters corresponding to a calculated

dose rate an order of magnitude below the specified

dose rate constraint, Ref. 8. As such, the base

line configuration used in the FASTER-Ill program

was determined from an extrapolation of a different

base line configuration.

A more critical critique can be made of the

FASTHIq-III results independently. First it is

noted that neither problem saw a significant con-

tribution, less than a few percent, from photon

sources in the core region. In fact, the 600 MW

reactor dose rate from this source was about a fac-

tor of two less than it was for the 375 MW reactor.

This difference is ascribed to the problem statis-

tics since core photon sources see approximately

30 mean free paths of shield material. Therefore,

it is doubtful if this dose rate component is con-

verged within a factor of two after only 500 pack-

ets but this does not introduce a significant error

since the original contribution was only two per-

cent of the total dose rate.

The small contribution from core photon

sources decreases the amount of high Z shields

required around the core. Therefore, both problems

gave a significant change in the first two shield

dimensions during the optimization. In the 375 MW

problem, the first mixture of depleted uranium-

borated w_ter (p = a.a _m/_m 3) wq_ eliminated en-

tirely. In the 600 MW problem, the depleted ura-

nium and most of the first mixture were eliminated.

The main difference between the two FASTER-Ill

calculations was the shift in the placement of

lighter shield mixes towards the core for the

600 M_ problem. An examination of the secondary

photon dose components indicates that the contri-

bution from the outer two shields was about 25 per-

cent for the 375 MW reactor and almost 50 percent

for the 600 MW reactor. Since these sources de-

pend on the neutron attenuation through the closer

regions and since lower effective Z materials

are better neutron attenuators on a weight basis,

the 600 MW problem tends to replace high effective

Z material with a lower effective Z material.

The differences in the contribution from

secondary sources in the outer shield regions is

greater than expected for the nominal difference

in the core region. Therefore, much of the dif-

f@rence in these sources must be ascribed to sta-

tistical variations. In fact, both problems had

approximately 25 to 30 percent calculated relative

error in the total photon dose rate. It should he

noted that the FASTER-!II program includes a num-

ber of importance sampling techniques which could

be used to decrease this error. However, both
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problemswererunusingthebuilt-in definitions of
importanceparameters.Alternatively,morehis-
tories couldhavebeenusedalthoughthecomputer
timerequirementswouldhavebecomeexcessive.

Section4
CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

TheFAST_R-IIIprogramwasdevelopedto calcu-
late neutronandphotonfluxesat specifiedpoints
in complexgeometries.Alternatively, it canalso
calculatefluxesaveragedoverspecifiedsurfaces
andvolumes.Theprogramwasdesignedsuchthat
datapreparationis simpleandsothat verylittle
judgmentis requiredto set upthe importancesam-
pling for mostproblems.TheFAST_R-IIIprogram
satisfies theserequirementsverywell.

Theshieldweightoptimizationcapabilityin-
cludedin theFASTER-IIIprogrampermitsthecal-
culationof bothbaseline radiationlevels andop-
timal shieldthicknessesall in a singlecomputer
run. However,the verylargeattenuationfactors
involvedin thedomonstrationproblemsyieldedsome
questionableresults. In particular, the statisti-

caldifferencesin therelative contributionfrom
varioussecondarysourceregionscausedcorrespond-
ingvariationsin the relative distributionsof
shieldmaterials. Ofcoursethe statistical varia-
tionswouldbe less in problemswith lessoverall
attenuation.

Theeffect of statistical differencesonthe
shieldoptimizationcanbe reducedbyfollowing
morepackets. However_the computertimesstart to
getexcessiveif this is the only approachused.
It wouldbemorefruitful in termsof theroutine
applicationof the programto expendsomeeffort
towardsaltering the importancesampling.

TheFASTER-Illprogramhasthe capabilityof
calculatingoptimalimportanceparametersbasedon
partial derivativesof the variance. This feature
canbeusedin determiningbetter importancesam-
plingparametersfor shieldoptimizationproblems.
Infact, the overall programefficiencycouldbe
improvedif this featurewasutilized ona wide
varietyof problemswith theresultsbeingusedto
improvethebuilt-in importancesamplingmodelsand
parameters.
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF FASTF/_--III SHIELD OPTIMIZATIO_

(0.2 5 mr/hr at 30 feet)

TABLE 2

RESULTS OF FA_--III BASE LI_E CALCUIATION3 OF RFACT_

3H_LD CONFIGJ_AT[ONS AT 30 FEET F_M CORE CENT_

DOSF RATE CONTRIEUTIONS AT 30 _ET

FROM CO_E CENTER

375 MW 6O0 MW

DOSE RATE REACTOR REACTOR

Photo_ Source Reglc_

Core O.OO9 O.OOh

Reflector 3.5xl0 -6 6.3X10 -6

1.3xlO -5Depleted Uranium 3.2xlO -_

Mix l Shield 0.0t8 0.0_;

Mix 2 Shield 0.062 0.075

M_X 3 Shield O.Ot7 0.063

Borated Water Shield O.Otl O.O22

Total Photons 0.120_0.03_ 0.187_0.05_

Neutrons 0.020±0.002 O.C_7_0.003

Totai 0. i_0 0.2_

_Jantlty

Dose Rate (mr/hr)

Photon

Neutron

Total

Shleld Wel_ht (lO_k_)

Depleted U

Mlx l

Mix 2

Mix 3

Water

Total

Shield Thickness (cm)

Depleted U

Mix [

Mix 2

Mix 3

Water

Inltla Final

0.120 0. L26

0.020 0.12_
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71,2 o.o

22.t 52._

t6.1 12,2

206.3 t57,5

5,0 6.t

57.0 0.0
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15.0 13.5

117.0 t20.8

600 MW

BEACTO_

Final

O. t87 0. t53

0.2t_ 0._50

L3.8 0.0

89._ 6.6

_6.a 52._

t9.0 63.)

2_6. l 207.

5.0 0.0

57.0 7.0

15.o hS._

15.o

t17.o 98._

7O5
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THE RESPONSE OF A 300_ SILICON DETECTOR TO MONOENERGETIC NEUTRONS

DEI_ERMINED BY THE US_ OF THE MONTE CARLO TECHNICUE

M. Taherzadeh and G. Anno*

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The response of a 300_ _hiek silicon detector to an incident

monoenergetlc neutron beam is evaluated by the Monte Carlo method

for the cases of both a shielded and a bare detector.

The result of Monte Carlo calculation, using elastic, inelastic

and absorption reactions indicates that the response of the silicon

detector to neutrons is basically due to the elastic scattering.

In addition, the ga_na rays generated in the shield of the detector

will result in a response which is 3 or _ orders of magnitude

smaller than response to incident photons. The response of a bare

silicon detector is calculated for neutron energies up to 6 MeV

and bias energies from 50 to 250 KeV. It is found that the

maximum response for a 300_ thick silicon detector is less than

I_x 10 -3 c/n within this selected neutron and bias energy range.

When the pulse height defect is introduced in the calculation

the results at low energy neutrons were reduced.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear radiation from an RTG used as the

prime source of energy for electrical power in

space science missions, can severely affect the

scientific instruments or detectors aboard the

sl_cecraft. These nuclear particles consist

mainly of neutrons and gamma rays.

The neutrons and photons are emitted radially

from the plutonian fuel power source with a flux

level which depends upon the impurities and the

age of the fuel itself. The interference between

these radiations and the detectors in the science

package unit, can take place via nuclear reactions.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify these

radiations and their eff6cts on the detectors by

a thorough analysis and evaluation of the radiation

environment of the fuel and the responses that

they produce in the science-experiment detectors._

In this paper, the response of a 300_ silicon

detector to neutrons emitted from a plutonium

dioxide fuel power source is determined. Neutrons

released from the source not only interact directly

with the detectors but also when detectors are

shielded against primary photons additional

radiation is generated by inelastic scattering and

the radiative capture of the source neutrons with-

in the shield.

RESPONSE OF A BARE DETECTOR

The response function of a 300_ bare silicon

detector to neutrons can be studied by a Monte

Carlo Code (1) using the probability laws of

interactions and energy and angular distributions.

However, in the case of a bare and a very thin

detector (300_) and low energy neutrons, the

pulse height can be estimated easily via kine-

matical equations. This, of course, does not

mean that we will be able to calculate the exact

response by s11ch a simplified scheme. Neverthe-

less, if we estimate the response of a silicon

detector for a worst case and show it is much

below the response to the primary gamma rays from

the source the importance of neutrons as far as

additional shielding is concerned would be reduced.

Since our main interest in this analysis is the

response to neutrons emanated from a Pu02 nuclear

power source, we should examine the neutron source

spectrum first.

In Figure i, the neutron flux and the flux

spectrum of a typical PuO 2 fuel power source is

presented. The fuel is a 2KW multihundred _att

power source and emits a total of 4.59 x i0 _

neutrons/_nPuO2/sec. At 50 cm aw_y from the center

of the source and at zero angle with respect to

the major axis of the fuel, the total flux is

5._3 x i0j neutrons/cm2/sec. From this flux

distribution we conclude that the average neutron

energy is about 2 MeV and the maximum neutron

energy can be as high as i0 MeV or more but with

a very small neutron abundance.
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In order to limit ourselves with the number

of nuclear reactims; involved, we can arbitrarily
set a maximu_ for the neutron energy so that the

percent of the neutrons which will be ignored
contributes an insignificant amount to the overall
response of the detector, One _uch arbitrarily
selected maximum energy is 6 MeV so that the
neutrons with energies greater than 6 MeV contribu-

tion less than 0.5_.
Having selected a range of energies for the

released neutrons, we can proceed to calculate
the response of a silicon detector to a beam of
neutrons emitted from a Pu02 fuel power source.
The total and the p_rtial neutron cross sections
as a function of neutron energies up to 6 MeV are

presented in Figure 2. The reactions considered
here are elastic scattering (n,n), inelastic

scattering (n,_y), and the neutron disappearing
reactions. These reactions consist of (n,_), (n,p)

and the radiative capture reaction (n,y).
The significant features of these cross sections

are •

i. The (n,p) a_d the (n_) reactions become
important beyond a neutron energy of about h.5 MeV,
however, at these high neutron energies the neutron
abundance diminishes very rapidly. For this reason
reactions which are kinematically possible, but
have high threshold energies such as (n,2n), are
not include_ in this analysis, and the contribution
from such reactions should be considered extremely
small.

2. At low neutron energies (i.e., below 1.5

MeV), only two reactions are possible; they are
elastic scattering and radiative capture.

3. In the medi_ range neutron energy, (i.e.,
between 1.5 to 5 MeV) _he difference between the
total cross section and the elastic Scattering

cross section increases with energy but never
reaches 50% of the total cross section. This

means, in this neutron energy range;the most
important reaction is elastic scattering.

E

I001 , , , , , ,
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10-3
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,(n,p/

- In, y)[_-

" (nJ

I I I I I _1
l 2 3 4 5 6 l

LOW NEUTRON ENERGY, MeV

FIGURE 2. Neutron - Silicon Cross Section

Thus, the (n,p) and (n,W) reactions can be
consldere_as a source of background whlle elastic

scattering is by far the largest contributing
reaction. The radiative cal_t_re (n,y) and the
inelastic scattering (n,nv) reactions have much
smaller cross sections and the emitted photons •

escape the detector's sensitive area before depos-
iting any energy. In Table i, these neutron-
silicon reactions are summrized with their

corresponding threshold energies, Q-values, the
emitted secondary particles, the neutron abundances

at the threshold energies and the maxim_ energy
and range of the outgoing particles in the silicon
detector. The (n,2n) reaction is added to the list
as an example of the reactions which will not be
considered at all due to its high threshold energy
and low neutron flux levels.

_AB_(i)
NEUTRON - SILICON REACTIOh_

(En)_Z6 m,v

V at At 1.5 MJ

Eth _rns

l) _o_ si28(n,_)_ 25 -2.7 2.66 2.68 13% o

DISAe_A_I_ (IC_)

?) I_b'TR014 (n,p)Al_8 -3,9 3.66 1.81 8._ O

DISAPPEARING (k2_)

3) ELASTIC (n,n)S128 0,0 O.O .79_ -- 2.915
s_Trs_ (._)

_) IIqlDASTIC (n,n'y)Si _8 0.0 O.O .... 3.6_ x 10 "3

SCATT_INO

5) RADIATIVE (n,y)Sl _9 8._7 O.O .... I.ii x 10"_
CAPmJRE

6) OT_ mRTICLE (n,_n)Si _8 -8.h7 8.81 -- .lh_ 0

PBODUCING

7) 0_ PARTICLE (n,np)Al _7 -ii.6 12._ .... O

PRODUCING

The response Ikmction of a detector medium at
a given neutron energy,_cad when pulse height defect
is neglected is given by

where _ is the bias energy. The detector's
efficiency function for normal incidence 6 D (E),
is generally given by

_(E) is the attenuation coefficient of the detec-

tor and t is the sensitiv_ thickness. P(E,E_) is
the probability that a transfer in energy to-the

silicon nucleus is above the bias energy E_. The
efficiency functions for (n,n), (n,p) and[n,_)

reactions are presented in Figure 3 together with
the total values for a 300_ silicon detector. The
shape of these curves follows the total cross
section because the effective thickness of the
detector is small and
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FIGURE 3. Zero Bias Efficiency of A 300_

Silicon Detector

Since the energy tranferred to the silicon by

neutrons is 0.133 En sing(_c_/2), tim maximum

energy of the silicon recoil_si , is obtained when

_c.m. = 180 ° and the energy distribution function

for the silicon nuclei after collision is 1/_ai.

The probability function is given by 1 - (EBT_Si

and the response function is

In Figure h, this function is plotted for various

neutron energies and for various bias energies.

The contribution from protons generated in (n_p)

reactions and the contribution from_ particles

generated in (n,_) reactions are indeed small.

At low neutron energies these charged particles

do not exist and at high energies _ the contribution

from protons is more than an order of magnitude

lower and the contribution fromW particles is

about 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the

pulse height generated by elastic scattering of

neutrons. Therefore, up to 5 MeV the major

portion (_99_) of counts comes from the silicon

nuclei after being struck by neutrons and at 6 MeV

nearly 90% of the response is due to this reaction.

The protons and particles generated within the

detector are completely absorbed since the edge

effects are small. Because of this they must be

included in the pulse height calculation since

the time interval for the ionization process is

much smaller than the charge collection time

interval and the deposited energy is equal to

the maximum energy if it is above the bias energy.

The neutron flux from the fuel capsule can

also be folded into the response function, thus,

in the (O,_n) energy interval the response of the

silicon detector at E n is

FIGURE 4, Neutron Response of A 300_ Silicon

Detector

A is the detector's cross-sectional area anddR(En)/_
iS given in c/('_/om2)/MeV. The total silicon

response for a polyenergetic neutron beam with

energies up to _ is

A c -5 (6>
C E,n )._d^

(En)ml n is the minimum neutron energy allowed for

a given bias energy, i.e., 7.55 E_.

Equation 4 is plotted in FigUre 5 for the

same neutron energies utilized in Figure it. R(En)

is given in counts/sec for neutron energies from

(En) min up to _n. The total counting rate at a

a given maximum neutron energy depends on the bias

energy. At lO0 keV bias energy and at _ MeV neutron

energy the counting rate is about 20 c/sec.
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FIGURE 5. Total Counting Rate of A 300_

Silicon Detector
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PULSEHEIGHTDEFECTS

Theresponsefunctionswhichwerecalculated
in theprevioussectionareyet subjectto another
restriction namelythepulseheightdefect(PHD).
Thiseffect is morepronouncedin thecaseof
silicon detectorsbecausethepulseheight(PH)
is mainlydueto theelastic scatteringof neutrons.

Neutronstransfertheir energiesto the silicon
sensitivemediumbyatomicscatteringandnuclear
ractionsratherthanthroughanelectronicioni-
zationprocess.Thesecondarychargedparticles
producedbytheneutroninteractionsuchasprotons,
alphaparticlesandsilicon nucleiin turn transfer
their energiesto themediumvia ionlcationand
nuclearchargescattering. Thephotonsgenerated
in the (n,V)and(n,_V)reactionsescape the

medium in most cases, thus will not deposit energy.

The ionization processes contribute to the PHD.

lonization causes the displacement of electrons

while nuclear charge scattering (Rutherford

scattering) causes the displacement of atoms from

their equilibrium position and leaves vacancies

in the lattice. In Table i, the maximum energies

and ranges of the protons, alpha particles and

silicon nuclei are presented. Since we have

selected 300_ for the depletion depth of the

detector, nearly all these charged particles

remain inside. The energy transferred to the

silicon is 6_'_'_6_ _ (@_/2-> where _j

is the maximum transmitted energy. If r is the

ratio of the mass of the silicon atom over the

mass of the ith charged particle, namely (_,p,S_)

then

A .

E

Since rs; _ i, r. = 28 and r_= 7, the maximum ener-

gies are E_ = "E__ ,_. =-/_3_ Ep and
_ _ _ . im
E_¢ = _,#_ _-_. If we use the max um
energies of the charged particles for a 6 MeV

neutron b_am from Table l, then the maximum

transmitted energies are 798, 240 and 1170 MeV

for Si, p ande particles, respectively. However_
in the real case only a fraction of these energies

are transmitted to the medium via non-ionizing

processes, the remainder contribute to the PH.

Figure 6 presents the fraction of the PHD

as a function of the charged particle energy.and

considers up to two neutron scatters.(4) We notice

that the PHD is important only at low energies and

within this range the PHD due to the silicon nuclei

is much greater than the PHD due to protons or

alpha particles. For example, for a lO0 keV charged

particle (4.5, 4.0 and 0.75 MeV neutron energies for

proton, particle and Si, respectively) the PHD due

to S i is about 60 keV while for protons it is 6 keV

and for _ particles it is 12 keV.

We now can include the pulse height defects

into the silicon responses presented in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 6. Pulse Height Defect for Silicon

For 1.32 MeV neutrons, we are concerned only

with silicon nuclei which have a maximum energy of

175 keV, thus if the bias energy is set at higher

values there would be no response. The PHD at

this energy indicates (Figure 6) that 58% of energy

is transmitted to the medium by the nonionizing

processes, thus the bias energy needs to be set

even lower (74 keV) if any response is desired. At

high neutron energy (i.e., 6 MeV) the maximum

energy of the charged particles is given in Table

l, and the PHD's are 48, 159 and 528 keV for protons,

alpha particles and silicon nuclei respectively.

This means protons and particleswill contribute

to the total response but there will be no pulse

height due to the (n,n) reaction if the bias energy

is greater than 270 keV.

RESPONSE OF A SHIELDED DETECTOR

Monte Carlo calculations were performed to

estimate the response of a shielded 3OOmicron

thick silicon detector to incident monoenergetic

neutrons of O.201, l.h9, and 5.18 MeV. The

detector response mechanism an&lyzedwas based on

secondary gamma radiation from neutron capture

(n,_) and inelastic scattering (n,n',_) reactions

taking place both in the silicon and the 86 mil

alt_nint_m shield over the front end of the detector

upon which neutrons were assumed to be normally

incident.
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Sincetheneutroninteractionprobabilities
weresmallfor thecombineddetectorassemblyi.e.,
approximately0.03,O.04_,and0.066for the 5.18,
l.h9, and0.201MeVneutrons, respectively; secon-

dary photon sources for the shielding and detector

volt_es were determined assuming exponential

attenuation of the incident parallel beam neutrons

in the detector materials. The secondary gamma

sources from the (n,v) and (n,n',y) reactions

were assumed to be isotropic. Monte Carlo calcu-

lations were then performed to simulate the photon

transport and electron transport in the detector

materials and energy deposition in the 300 micron,

2.0 cm 2 silicon detector. The secondary source

terms were determined using the POPOP-h Program

and source library (2)

GEOMETRY

The model which was used in the analysis is

given by the configuration shown in Figure 7. As

shown it is composed of three cylindrically symmetric

material regions; these are the 0.03 cm x 2.0 cm 2

silicon, the aluminum holder, and the 86 mil

alumintnu shield. Secondary gamma ray sources were

specified for the shaded portion (designated, SI)
of the aluminum shield coincident with a radial

neutron beam dimension of 1.38 cm; this corresponds

to the intersection at the front surface of the

AI shield made by the projection of the detector

holder front bevil. The calculations were performed

such that secondary gamma ray sources originating

in SI, assumed to be isotropic, were biased toward

the silicon detector volume, itself a secondary

gamma ray source volume designated as S2. In view

of the fact that a large proportion of the secondary

photon spectrum is high enough in energy to give

rise to electrons (from primarily Ccmpton inter-

actions) whose ranges exceed the aluminum shield

thickness, a biasing region on the silicon side

of the aluminum shield was not specified. As the

secondary sources were based on those portions of

the configuration designated S I and S2 in Figure

7, secondary photons originating in the holder and

other portions of the aluminum shield were neglected

The secondary gamma ray sources originating in the

holder may not necessarily be insignificant, how-

ever, this particular analysis has been restricted

to only analyzing the detector response relating

to the effect of the front 86 mil aluminum shield.

SECONDARY GAMMA RAY SOURCE

This analysis considers secondary gamma ray

sources which originate in the 86 mil aluminum

shield and the 30Omicron thick silicon detector

from neutron capture (n,v) and inelastic neutron

scattering (n,n',v). The secondary gamma ray

source term is given as

where, r = position vector, E n = neutron energy_

Eg = gamma energy, _(E,En) = neutron flux, n/em =-

sec, N(F) = atom density, atoms/cm3, a(En) =

reaction cross section for gamma production, cm2/

atom and, Y(En,Eg ) = gammas yield, photons/neutron
reaction.

INClDENT
NEUTRON
BEAM

II,

fl,

,/F 86 mil A_ SHIELD

T
I"85_c<m

.2 m
' (1.8 cm _

HOLDER_

FIGURE 7. Silicon - Aluminum Configuration

The #eaction product, o(En) Y(En,Eg), was

computed using the POPOP-h Program and library

data. .The reaction cross sections, i.e., on,M(En)

and oanV(En) for the (n,v) and (n,n',7) _eactions,

respectively, were taken from reference (3) with

the exception of on'n-,V for silicon, which was

included in the POPOP-h library data.

The (n,7) reaction yields are based on thermal

neutron reactions and are thus assumedconstant

over neutron energy, i.e., Yn,7 = Y(Eg) and the

inelastic neutron scattering gamna rays are a

function of both neutron energy and gamma energy,

i.e., Yn,n'7 = Y(Eg,Ev).

Calculations were performed using the RAMPARTS(I)

Monte Carlo program by random sampling of the

secondary gamma ray source term tv(_-) t E_,_)over

S I and S o (Figure _) with equal weighting. Spatial

sampling _°f %r Q_p_ _3 in the cylindrical source

geometry was based on assuming a constant distribu-

tion radially and azimuthally. The distribution

in Z was assumed exponential, _o XP(-N_T_)
for which N_qa.)_<_ | , becomes essentially linear,

4oC '-_
Individual photon energies were selected by

random sampling of the gamma ray energy spectra.

Photon transport within the configuration given

in Figure 7 was allowed to proceed allowing up to

two collision points. Biasing of the photon

transport was imposed in order to reduce the

calculational varience such that the silicon was

preferred with a weight of i00:i and the aluminum

shield lO:l. Consequently, the detector holder

was accordingly deemphasized in this study.

Further biasing of i0:i was imposed on picking

the radial dimension of the cylindrical source

coordinate, and the initial direction of the photons,

in order to minimize the calculational varience

from the standpoint of obtaining a reasonable

amount of samples in S2 in view of the primary

electro_ range consideration.
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Primaryelectronsources from pair production

and Compton scattering reactions of the gamma rays

were simulated from which points electron transport

was simulated using a Moliere type angular strag-

gling model together with energy loss and angular

deflection evaluated at 4% energy loss intervals,

and allowing a maximmn of up to 50 collisions for

the electrons.

The secondary gamma ray sources are normalized

to the total number of photons, in each of source

volumes S I af S 2.

Results of these initial response calculations

of a 300 micron silicon detector to incident

neutrons are plotted in Figure 8. In general,

these calculations suggest that response to

neutrons, due to the generation of secondary gamma

rays, are about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below

incident photons on a one-for-one basis. The

channel energy bias count_ per incident neutron

normalized over a 2.01 cm _ area (area of the 300_

detector) are given along with calculational error

for the 3 neutron energies shown. The response

values are also broken up into contributions from

both neutron capture gamma (n,y) and inelastic

neutron scattering gamma (n,n'y) reactions occuring

collectively in the aluminum 86 mil shield and

300 micron silicon detector. (For 0.201 MeV

neutrons, no values are given for (n,n'y) reactions

since this is below the threshold level for the

first excited state).

The relative contribution to the response of

electrons born in the aluminum shield and the sil-

icon-born electrons to aluminum-born electrons.

For the 5.18 MeV incident neutrons, silicon-born

electrons are more important than aluminum shield-

born electrons for the n,n'y reactions, i.e., 6.2:1.

This can be related to the relatively large spectral

gamma component at 1.5 to 2.0 MeV. The situation

for 1.49 MeV neutrons is somewhat reversed, although

the reversal is not as dominate. An inspection of

the input spectra used suggest competition between

n,Y reaction electrons in silicon and (n,n',y)

reaction electrons from the aluminum shield, with

the latter being lower energies. These lower

energy electrons would have smaller ranges which

allow perhaps only a small proportion of them to

escape from the aluminmu shield and enter the

silicon to add to the response, and thus disallow

any possible spectral advantage as compared to

the (n,Y) reactions in silicon. What is somewhat

surprising for this case is why the (n,n' ,Y) gamma

reactions are not more important in view of the

essentially large single line secondary gamma

component in silicon at i.O to 1.5 MeV.

Figure 4 gives a plot of the results for the

three neutron energy cases for which these calcu-

lations were performed. The relatively large

response shown for the 0.201 MeV neutron case is

due primarily to the increase in the n,Y cross

section, coupled with the assumed thermal neutron

reaction secondary gamma yields. In fact, under

these assumptions, these would be a continuing

upward tren& with decreasing neutron energy.

*G. Anno; ART Corporation, L. A., California
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CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions can be made

from the results.

i. In the neutron energy range of .27 to

6 MeV and 25 to 250 keV bias energy the maximum

response of a 300_ silicon detector is about 4 x

lO-_c/n.

2. At 3 MeV neutron ( or gamma ray) energy

and 50 keV electron bias energy the response of

the silicon detector to neutrons is about ii_ of

the response to the source gamma rays. (i.e., R n =

.0029 and R v = .025 M. Reler, JPL, 1970).

3. Th_ contribution from the secondary

particles generated in the shield is about 3 to

4 orders of magnitude smaller than the response

to the source neutrons.

4. At 50 to 250 keV bias energy range and

for a neutron flux emitted from a 2 KW HHW PuO 2

fuel power source the counting rate is estimated

at about 31 to 5 counts/sec.
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Identification and Control of Spacecraft Radiation Sources of

Interference to X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Experiments*

Albert E. Metzger

Space Sciences Division

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

and

Jacob I. Trombka

Laboratory for Space Physics

Goddard Space Flight Center

Apollo 15 and 16 will carry instruments for the purpose of measuring x-ray

and gamma ray fluxes from the lunar surface and in cis-lunar space. The inten-

sity levels expected are low over most of the energy range of interest, requir-

ing that background contributions be minimized. The radiation sources on Apollo

have been determined and their interference with these instruments evaluated.

_e results have been used as a basis for dealing with this problem and for re-

commendations applicable to future manned and unmanned missions.

X-ray spectrometers and gamma ray spectro-

meters can be used to measure fluxes of x-rays

and gamma rays which originate at the surface of

large objects in the solar system with little or

no atmosphere such as the Moon and Mars. The

gamma rays arise from two sources:

1. The radioactive decay of certain

isotopes whose half-lives are com-

parable to the time since nucleo-

synthesis, principally K-40, Th-232

and U-238 and the daughter products

of the last two.

2. The interaction of cosmic rays with

the surface material in the form of

a radiative and nucleonic cascade

which distributes the energy of the

cosmic ray over numbers of target

nuclei.

In contrast, the dominant cause of observable

x-rays to distances beyond the orbit of Mars is

the Sun, whether quiet or active, which emits

x-rays which will induce secondary fluorescent

emission in the object they strike. The gamma

ray and x-ray fluxes from the surface of the

object will both contain line radiation char-

acteristic of the originating element or iso-

tope as well as a continuum energy distribution.

The llne radiation therefore contains composit-
ional information.

Fluxes of x-rays and gamma rays also arise

as the result of energetic physical interactions

within the galaxy and beyond. The measurement

of these fluxes has become the basis of x-ray

and gamma ray astronomy. Their properties of

location, intensity, line and continuum energy

distribution, time variability and correlation

with emissions at longer wavelengths promise to

provide much information on the current state

and past evolutionary processes of the universe.

Observations of celestial x-rays and gamma

rays are most suitably made from satellites to

avoid the effects of the Earth's atmospheric

attenuation and to increase the experiment time.

Observations of x-rays and gamma rays from

planetary-type objects require the instrument

to be on a spacecraft at, or very close to,

the object. The general form of the spectral

distribution for both the planetary and ce-

lestial fluxes follows an inverse exponential

relationship with energy. The sensitivity of

such experiments is a prime consideration.

Since the fluxes are low, the inclusion of

structural or other materials which contain

radioactive nuclides in the spacecraft is an

interference, which, if excessive, will degrade

the sensitivity of the experiment. In describ-

ing the situations which have been encountered

in the integration of two such experiments on

a complex spacecraft, we have in mind the rel-

evance to future experiments of this type which

will be carried on manned and unmanned missions.

Apollo 15 and 16 will carry a set of remote

sensing experiments in a part of one sector of

the Service Module (SM) which has been designated

the Science Instrument Module (SIM) (Fig. 1).

These will make observations of the Moon from

orbit. Three of these instruments will be spec-

trometers to measure fluxes of x-rays, gamma

rays, and alpha particles from the lunar surface

which will provide data on the abundance of cer-

tain key elements with a spatial resolution of

roughly lO0 km for the Gamma Ray Spectrometer

and a fourth of that for the X-Ray Spectrometer.

There are no significant sources interfering

with the Alpha Particle Spectrometer, so we have

concentrated on the X-Ray and Gamma Ray Spectro-

meters for this report.

The X-Ray Spectrometer consists of three

collimated proportional counters pointed at the

lunar surface for the measurement of secondary

x-rays produced by the interaction of solar

x-rays with the upper millimeter of lunar sur-

face material. A fourth proportional counter

located on the opposite side of the SM will

monitor the solar x-ray flux directly to nor-

malize the intensity of response. The counters

are all sealed, thin-window detectors capable

of responding to x-rays down to 0.5 KeV. The

electronic system provides eight channels of

This paper presents progress of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, umder Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration.
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energy discrimination; in addition two of the

lunar-directed counters will have filters to

improve the resolution for characteristic x-rays

of silicon, aluminum and magnesium.

The Gamma Ray Spectrometer uses a sodium

iodide (NaI(TI)) scintillator-photomultip!ier

tube combination as the detector. After signal

amplification, a height-to-time converter and

following digital electronics provide 511 chan-

nels of energy analysis which will span a nom-

inal energy range of 0.2-9 MeV. A mantle of

plastic scintillator eliminates charged part-

icle events by detecting them in coincidence

with the NaI(TI) crystal. The detector and

electronics are enclosed in a cylindrical

thermal shield. The entire instrument is

mounted at the end of a boom (Fig. i) whose

full extension is 25 feet. This is because

gamma rays are produced by the interaction of

cosmic rays with the spacecraft mass and this

background interference would dominate the spec-

trum if the instrument were confined to _he SIM

even in the absence of significant quantities

of natural radioactivities on the spacecraft.

As it happens, significant quantities of natural

radioactivities are present on the Apollo space-

craft and the boom will be essential in reducing

this source of background as well as the induced

component to tolerable levels.

With the Gamma Ray Spectrometer in the boom

extended position, the major background component

will be the _nduced lunar continuum with the dif-

fuse celestial gamma ray flux making a smaller

contribution. The instrumental response due to

the lunar continuum has been estimated from a high

altitude balloon flight experiment conducted by

L. E. Peterson (Fig. 2 of Ref. i) and the gamma

ray experiment on the USSR's Luna i0 (Ref. 2),

while the diffuse celestial gamma ray flux was

measured initially by a Gamma Ray Spectromete_

on Rangers 3 and 5 (Ref. 3); the energy region

from 0.25-6 MeV was measured recently by the

earth satellite, ERS-18 (Ref. 4). At energies

of 1.47 MeV and 2.62 MeV which correspond to the

important principal lines of K-40 and Th-239, the

rates will be about 5 x 10 -2 c/cm_sec and 2 x i0 -s

c/cmSsec respectively over an energy range corres-

ponding to the full resolution width of the gamma

ray line. The three sigma statistical uncertainty

has been taken as the limit of radioactive source

contribution which could be tolerated without de-

grading experimental sensitivity. For 3000 sec-

onds of data accumulation which corresponds to

about i0 traversals over a lunar mare feature

500 kmin diameter, the allowable levels are

1.6 x 10 -3 c/cm_sec and 1.0 x I0 _ c/cmasec for

the 1.47 MeV and 2.62 MeV lines respectively.

For ten hours of counting for which the spatial

resolution would scale to contrast highland with

mare areas, the corresponding numbers are

4.6 x 10 4 c/cmSsec and 3.2 x i0 _ c/cmSsec.

Sources of background interference to the

X-Ray Spectrometer are again cosmic ray-induced

radiation from the spacecraft and a backscattered

lunar continuum. Cosmic ray-induced activity is

minimized using electronic rejection methods.

Coherent backscattered radiation from our calcu-

lations should be 1/10 that of the fluorescent

component. Therefore we find that these sources

of interferences do not significantly interfere

_with the measurement.

Minimum detectable source levels for the

x-ray experiment cannot be compared with those

of the gamma ray experiment. The minimum de-

tectable x-ray activity is a function of the

source strength of the induced activity rather

than problems in the background. Because x-rays

in the 1-6 KeV range of interest are much more

easily absorbed than the more energetic gamma

rays, the X-Bay Spectrometer can be operated in

the SIM.

Detectable levels of gamma rays are low

enough to require some care in the construction

of the Gamma Ray Spectrometer itself since the

closer to the detector the more effect a given

radiation source will have. The photomultiplier

tubes, crystal assembly, and thermal paint have

been tested in a low background level counting

facility. The smaller of the two tubes used in

the instrument was found to produce a count rate

at i._7 MeV of 3.2 c/min equivalent to about

3 x 10 -3 c/cm_sec at the NaI(TI) crystal, due to

the presence of photoceramic spacers high in

potassium. Low potassium ceramic spacers were

substituted. The crystal assembly showed a small

potassium response, about 2 x i0 "_ c/cmasec,

which was traced to the cover glass. A qualified

substitute material was not available at the time

so this low level of contamination was allowed to

remain. The thermal paints used on the instrument

are Cat-a-Lac White and Cat-a-Lac Black. Both are

relatively low in potassium. Sample analyses of

the two gave 0.24% by weight of potassium in the

Cat-a-Lac Black, 0.008% in the Cat-a-Lac White.

A calculation of the counting rate at the detect-

or due to the paint yields 3 x i0 _ c/cm3sec,

below, but not greatly below the i0 hr tolerance

level. However, a low level facilit_ test of an

entire detector which contains 8% of the Cat-a-

Lac Black by weight but about 50% of the contri-

bution by geometry showed no indication of potas-

sium contamination. Aluminum rather than magnes-

ium has been used for the instrument as a whole

since some alloys of magnesium contain substant-

ial quantities of thorium.

Radiation Sources on the Apollo J Spacecraft

The problem of radiation cleanliness was

discovered early in the development of the Apollo

program by examining a radiation source list main-

tained by the Manned Spacecraft Center. It was

found that hundreds of millicuries of cobalt-60

were used to measure the reaction control system

(RCS) fuel content. After extensive study and

debate, this serious interference was removed.

Since the time that the spectrometer experiments

were chosen to fly on two of the J-series mission_

increasing attention has been given to radiation

cleanliness. Because of the complexity of the

Apollo system and its advanced state of design

when the experiments were chosen for flight, the

problems have been rather severe, particularly

for the Gamma Ray Spectrometer. Nevertheless,

significant steps have been taken to provide the

necessary environment. A strong source of thor-

ium-232 in the base plate of the guidance system

in the Command Module (CM), and ten curies of

promethium-147 located on the CM were removed.
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TheknownradiationsourcesaboardtheApollo
spacecraftat present,their activities andlo-
cations,arelisted in Table1. Muchof this data
hasbeencompiledbyL. Barbieriof NorthAmerican
Rockwell(Ref.5). Besidesreviewingmaterial
lists, experimentalradiationSurveyshavebeen
conducted.Twotypesof surveyshavebeencarried
out, integralcountingsurveyswith bothionizat-
ion chambersandscintillation detectors,aswell
assurveysto determinethe differential energy
spectra. Theintegral countrate surveyhelpedto
determinemajorsourcesof radiationcontamination
whilethe differential energyspectralsurveyde-
terminedthenatureof thecontaminatingisotope.

Table i. Known Radiation Sources on Apollo 15 and 16

! Radioisotope Activity Identification and Location

Sources Al_sys Present

Potassium - hO 0.7 mlerocurles EP8 and ECS Radiators Thermal Paint

Potassium - 40 1.5 microcurieB KOE Electrolyte-Pyro _nd Re-Entry

Batteries

Potsssium - 40 16 microc_ries KOE Electrolyte-Fuel Cells

Potassium - 40 2.1 microcuries LM-type Battery in SM

Potassium - 40 0.003 microeuries Mass Spectrometer Thermal Paint

Thorium - 232 5.8 mierocurie_ M_gpiu _ Camera Lens

Thorium - 232 microcurie range Guidance System Heat Sinks in CM

Mercury - 203 0.i microeurles Cmmma Ray Spectrometer

Iron - 55 1.0 microcurie X-Bay Spectrometer

Polonium - 210 5.0 microeurles Alpha Particle Spectrometer

Uranium - 238

Source Jettisoned Shortly After Lift-Off

0.i curie Lausch Escape System Ballast Plates

Polonium - 208

Source Jettisoned in Lunar Orbit

1.O microcurte Subsatellite Particle Detector

(Apollo 15 only)

Sources on LM Descerlt Stage

Plutonium - 238 40(10) 3 cutlas Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator

on LM

Promethium - lh7 200mlllicuries LandinsPoint Designator Palnt-LM

po%as_ium - QO g,2 mierocurtes Five Batteries

Tritium

Promethium - 147

Potassium - 40

Sources on LM Ascent Stage

lb.7 curies Portable Life Support System

21.3 _u_i_ _aaloluminescent Discs in Lunar Modul,

0.2 curies Self-Luminous Switch Tips in LM

3.7 microcuries Two Batteries

obvious problem areas. Differential spectrum de-

terminations were carried out in the regions of

suspected radiation sources and detailed studies

were carried out in the stowed and extended posi-

tions for the Gamma Ray Spectrometer.

Referring to Table i, a major source is seen

to be the radioluminescent discs in the LM, amoun_

ing to 21.5 curies of promethium-147_ These are

used to provide orientation markers during docking

maneuvers. Their location is shown in Figs. 2 and

3, together with those no longer on the CM. An

early mission profile called for discard of the LM

after the ascent rendevous and before operation of

the lunar orbit experiments. When this was re-

vised to retain the LM after rendevous through

most of the trans-Earth phase, the radiation char-

acteristics of the Pm-147 source were investigated.

Ideally, Pm-147 has only a significant low energy

bremsstrahlung spectrum, but because of the high

activities involved, trace contaminants contribute

significantly to the background in the spectral

region of interest. Figure 4 shows a pulse height

spectrum of a 300 millicurie Pm-147 source meas-

ured with a 3 in. x B in. NaI(TI) detector. The,

source is 6 in. above the crystal. The radio-

isotopes producing the line spectrum have not been

identified but their energies can interfere signi-

ficantly with the lunar gamma ray measurement.

Specifically, the 1.A5_MeV line in Fig. 4 falls

right on top of the 1.46 MeV line of K-40. By

applying geometric and source strength factors

the interference of the Pm-147 on the LM can be

estimated. Twenty-one and a half curies of Rn-147

would raise the minimal detectable limit of potas-

sium from the lunar surface by about a factor of

two. Besides the interference at 1.46 MeV, the

presence of the LM would alter the radiation

source configuration during orbital data accumu-

lation (since it is now planned to operate the

orbital experiments both before and after ascent

rendevous), and decrease the effective operating

time of the Gamma Ray Spectrometer by substanti-

ally increasing its dead time. Pm-li7 would also

increase the background level seen by the X-Ray

Spectrometer. It is therefore gratifying to re-

port that the most recent missiou profile reverts

back to the original plan to discard the LM short-

ly after rendevous.

Since the information concerning the element-

al composition of the lunar surface resides in the

discrete lines of the measured emission gamma ray

spectrum, it is very important that no discrete

lines in the background spectrum occur where there

are significant lines in the lunar emission spec-

trum. Such background lines would greatly impair

our ability to determine the presence of thelunar

lines. The differential energy spectrum survey

_hus was found to be more important because it was

able to establish the existence of such interfer-

ence lines. We also found that it was easier to

locate the source of radiation contamination by

identifying the radiation sources from their

characteristic line structure. Measurements of

differential energy spectra require long counting

times compared to an integral counting survey.

Therefore a preliminary survey was made of the

total Command and Service Module (CSM) and Lunar

Module (I/M) areas by integral counting to find
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When measurements around the SIM on the SM

were carried out, the background appeared normal

until added spectral lines were noticed near the

top of the sector close to the CM. A spectrum

taken on the middle plane level of the SIM is

shown in Fig. 5. The K-_O line seen in this fig-

ure is the normal background. When the measure-

ment was taken at the top of the SIM near the CM,

characteristic lines of thorium were observed.

These are shown in Fig. 6. It was later discover-

ed that thoriated-magnesium solder was used in the

CM and the thorium seen in the top of the sector

is attributed to this source. Note that the dif-

ference in position of the K-_O llne at 1.46 MeV

seen in Figs. 5 and 6 is due to a change in gain

between measurements.
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The next source of radiation interference

observed in the survey was that due to the potas-

sium in the three fuel cells• The spectrum ob-

tained near the fuel cells is shown in Fig. 7 and

has a magnitude of K-_O of about four times the

normal background• The general configuration of

the service module (SM) is shown in Fig. 8. Since

the fuel cells are stowed in sector IV on the op-

posite side of the SM from the Gamma Ray Spectro-

meter in sector I, the spacecraft itself provides

shielding from this source• In order to deter-

mine the magnitude of this shielding, a Co-60

source (E = 1.17, 1.33 MeV) was used to simulate

the K-t0 Ysource (E = 1.46 MeV); the removal

cross-section does Ynot change greatly over this

energy range. Measurements were made with the co-

balt source in the position of the fuel cells

stowed in th_ SM and the scintillation detector

was placed in the stowed position of the gamma

ray detector. The SM was in a large bay when the

measurement was made. There was an empty bay with

no SM present and the geometric configuration of

source and detector was simulated in the empty

bay. The comparison of the two spectra, i.e.,

with the spacecraft present and in the empty bay

is shown in Fig. 9. From thls figure one sees

that the flux is decreasedby an order of magni-

tude at the peak energy due to the shielding ef-

fect of the spacecraft•

The three fuel cells, each of which.contains

i0 kg of KOH electrolyte, are the dominant radi-

ation source of K-tO (16_c) but there are several

others. Not counting the batteries in the LM

which will not affect the experiments, there are

three re-entry and two pyro-batteries in the lower

equipment bay of the CM as well as a larger 124-

type battery in sector IV of the SM. These bat-

teries together contain 3.6_c of K-hO. Next, the

Z-93 thermal control paint used on the environ-

mental control system and electric power system

thermal radiators which are widely distributed
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around the SM, contains a high percentage of po-

tassium with a total activity calculated at 0.7_c

of K-40. Summing the quantities of potassium in

the fuel cells, batteries and thermal paint, the

flux will exceed the lO hr 3 sigma tolerance

level at the boom extended position by a factor

of 2-3 when spacecraft shielding is not consider-

ed; sh_eldingwill reduce it below the tolerance

level.

One other source of potassium is worth ment-

ioning. It was discovered relatively recently

that the mass spectrometer will use a thermal

control paint (MS-7_) containing about 25% potas-

sium. The Mass Spectrometer also extends out

from the SI'M on a boom (Fig. l) but at a distance

from the G_mma Ray Spectrometer which makes the

contribution of this source negligible.

A non-negligible source is the 53 gm thorium

contained in the lens of the Mapping Camera for

the purpose of providing the proper index of re-

fraction. A special survey of one such lens was

made and a typical spectrum is shown in Fig. lO.

This source has spectral lines which are identi-

cal to those of interest from the lunar surface.

The expected flux is several times the 3 sigma

tolerance value, depending in part on the degree

of radioactive equilibrium reached by the daughter

products. No natural spacecraft shielding is

available in this case; the lens looks directly

at the Gamma Ray Spectrometer when the latter is

deployed. Accordingly, a tungsten shield will be

provided to reduce the radiatio_ level from the

lens. This shield will cover the lens during most

of the time that gamma ray spectra are being ob-

tained.
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It remains to consider the strongest source

of all on Apollo, the SNAP-27 radioisotopic

thermoelectric generator which is fueled by 40,000

curies of Pu-238 and powers the ALSEP package on

the lunar surface. The orbital experiment phase

will not begin until after the LM has descended

to the lunar surface, but because of a recent

change in the event-time sequence, thermal con-

siderat_ons require that the instrument be power-

ed sometime before separation of the I/_. This

gave rise to concern that the resultant count rate

of the Gamma Ray Spectrometer might be high enough

to damage the instrument. Flux measurements of

Apollo l_'s SNAP-fuel element have been applied

to the SNAP-Gamma Ray Spectrometer spacecraft geo-

metry to yield a maximum expected rate of 2 Kc,

well within the limit of safety. Analogous data

on the fuel elements for Apollo 15 and 16 will be

obtained before launch for confirmation•

The remaining sources listed in Table 1 are

either low in energy or intensity and pose no

problem for either spectrometer.

Conclusions

The following observations may be made:

i. Distance is extremely effective in reducing

source interference. Use of the inverse

square relationship plus shielding allows

radiation-sensitive experiments to be per-

formed on the same spacecraft with relatively

strong sources. This procedure will prove

most effective for the Gamma Ray Spectrometer.

Early knowledge of the sources present and

their characteristics can minimize the pro-

blems of radiation interference by pointing

the way to early solutions; e.g., removal,

alternate location or shielding.

3. A radiation source specification which de-

fines tolerable limits of both line and con-

tinuum radiation and also lists materials to

be avoided can reduce the qua_tity of radi-

ation source materials used on a spacecraft.

Such a specification is easier to prepare

than to implement however.

Radiation surveys are useful in identifying

sources and their characteristics. A survey

of the entire CSM for Apollo 15 is scheduled.*

5, The mission profile has had a major effect on

the radiation source situation in two res-

pects; i.e., disposition of the LM and time

of instrument turn-on. When such options

exist and if they can be anticipated suffi-

ciently far in advance, they should be con-

sidered in the design of the instrument and

in the determination of the spacecraft-

instrument configuration.

The authors are pleased to acknowledge the

extensive contributions of Louis J. Barbieri and

Gary Wengrow to these studies, the assistance of

Richard L. Schmadebeck in performing some of the

surveys and the many helpful discussions they

have had with James R. Arnold.
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* Note added in press: The radiation survey of

the Apollo 15 CaM has revealed the fact that, con-

trary to our expectation, the thorium sources have

not been removed from the base plate of the iner-

tial guidance system. The base plate is 24"x24",

and is mounted horizontally somewhat off axis in

the direction away from the SIM. Set into the

plate are a number of heat sinks made of thori-

ated magnesium, the combined intensity of which

is presently estimated to be in the range of 30

microcuries. This is undoubtedly the source of

the thorium lines seen in Figure 6. A solution

to this problem is being sought.
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A HIGH RESOLUTION SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR FOR APPLICATIONS IN SPACE

Peter Alexander and Herman Shulman

#

Teledyne Isotopes

Nuclear radiation detectors with Volumes of _i cm 3 have been fabricated from single

crystals of Germanium-Silicon alloy containing as much as 20 weight percent germanium.

The properties of these detectors have been investigated and will be discussed. Tests

reveal that the gamma ray photoelectric peak efficiency of an alloy detector with only

12 weight percent germanium is _4 times that of a silicon detector of equal volume. The

alloy detector will operate with excellent energy resolution at -75°C. Operation at

room temperature appears to be a good possibility. Storage for long periods at room

temperature does not seem to adversely affect these devices. The results of preliminary

radiation damage experiments suggest that the alloy detectors possess a radiation damage

resistance far greater than that of silicon.

INTRODUCTION

The superior energy resolution obtainable with

semiconductor nuclear radiation detectors has made

their use widespread in all fields involving gamma

ray and charged-particle spectroscopy. For the

purpose of nuclear spectroscopy in spaee_ it is

desirable to have a detecting device which will

yield the best (lowest) energy resolution, the

highest detection efficiency, and the fewest oper-

ating difficulties. In addition this detector

should be light weight, rugged in construction, use

little power, be able to operate at temperatures a-

bove -195°Cj have room temperature storage cap-

ability, and the ability to withstand considerable

damage from the high radiation zones in space. Un-

fortunately at present these attributes are not all

combined in any one type of detector. Sodium Iodide

is relatively efficient as a gamma ray detector.

However, due to the relatively poor resolution of

sodium iodide it becomes extremely difficult to ex-

tract accurate energy and intensity information

from spectra containing more than a few lines. Con-

versely semiconductor detector spectra containing

hundreds of lines can be accurately analyzed for

energy and intensity information. The most common-

ly used semiconductor detector materials are ger-

manium and silicon.

The photoelectric interaction probability for

a gamma ray is roughly proportional to the fifth

power of the atomic number (Z) of the stopping

material. Thusj because of its low Z(14), sili-

con is very poor relative to germanium (Z=32), for

detection of gamma rays. Silicon detectors do

have an advantage over germanium dptectors in that

they can be operated and stored at room temperature.

This room temperature operating ability stems from

the larger band gap possessed by silicon (1.2 eV).

The narrower band gap of germanium (0.7 eV) re-

quires that the detector be cooled to the point at

which thermal generation of carriers across the gap

does not interfere with detection of the ionizing

radiation. The lithium, used to compensate the

impurities present in the detector, does not pre-

cipitate in silicon at room temperature as it does

_This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract DASA-01-70C-O040

with the Defense Atomic Support Agency and also by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under

Contract NAS 1-6654.

$0 Van Buren Avenue, Westwood, New Jersey
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in germanium. Such precipitation renders the de-

tector useless.

The ideal detector for space applications would

combine the high resolution, good gamma ray effi-

ciency and large detector volume available in a ger-

manium detector with the desirable properties of a

silicon detector. These properties include room

temperature operating capability, and prolonged

room temperature storage capability. Such an ideal

detector can_ in principle, be obtained by judi-

ciously alloying germanium and silicon in a large

single crystal. Figure i, taken from the work of

Braunstein et al 1, gives the dependence of the ger-

manium-silicon alloy band gap on the percentage of

the constituents present. From this figure it be-

comes apparent that a silicon content of at. least

15 atomic percent should be present in the alloy.

At this silicon concentration the crystal has a

band gap almost midway between that of germanium

and silicon but has retained a large germanium con-

centration which will yield a high gamma ray effi-

ciency. It may be necessary to push the silicon

concentration still higher in order to produce a

wider band gap and thereby permit the detector fab-

ricated from this material to operate at more ele-

vated temperatures.

In pure silicon as in pure germanium both inter-

stitials and vacancies are sufficently mobile to in-

teract with dopants and other defects so as to pro-

duce stable secondary complexes. Removal of these

radiation induced complexes by annealing requires a

temperature so high as to destroy the properties of

the germanium and silicon which enable it to func-

tion as a detector. In the germanium-silicon alloy,

the formation of complexes will be hindered not only

by the low vacancy-interstitial mobility but also

by the thermal annealing which may be expected to

proceed at reduced temperature. If the detector

bias is maintained during the annealing cycle_ the

resulting lithium ion drift will tend to compensate

both primary and secondary damage effects. Such an

"in situ" cycling procedure should enable greatly

extended detector operating lifetimes.

1.2
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GERMANIUM-SILICON ALLOY SINGLE CRYSTALS

It has been found that extremely high purity

levels are requisite in silicon and germanium for

fabrication of good detectors. The presence of such

contaminants as copper, carbon or dissolved gases,

particularly oxygen, in quantities as small as 1

contaminant atom in 10 9 silicon or germanium atoms

is sufficient to degrade detector performance. This

effect is rendered through trapping of the charge

carriers and/or breakdown of the large electric

field which must be applied across the detector in

order to collect these carriers. The specifications
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for germanium-silicon alloy crystals used for nu-

clear radiation detector fabrication are consistent

with the crystal requirements necessary to produce

good germanium or silicon detectors.

In this experiment measurements were made of

those crystal parameters which most strongly in-

fluence radiation detector performance. These para-

meters include: minority carrier lifetime, trace

oxygen content, homogeneity and degree of crys-

taline perfection, lithium drift mobility, and

lithium diffusion constant. The measurements which

define the last two quantities are detailed below.

The rate at which lithium can be drifted into

germanium-silicon alloy under the influence of an

applied electric field was studied, in a sample con-

taining 10% Ge - 90_ St, as a function of tempera-

ture in the range iO0°C to 160°C. The lithium

drift rate is an important quantity in that it re-

veals how deeply a germanium-silicon alloy slice may

be lithium compensated in a given time period. The

drift depth measurements were performed by vacuum

evaporating lithium onto the face of a germanium-

silicon alloy slice, then heating at 400°C for I0

minutes in an argon atmosphere furnace, and then

drifting in a silicone fluid medium maintained at

the desired temperature. The progress of the n-i

and i-p juntions were monitored by the copper

stain technique. The change in depth of the in-

trinsic region was followed at a given temperature

for about 12 days with a fixed applied reverse bias

of 75v. Intrinsic depth versus drift time curves

as measured for this alloy sample,are plotted in

Figure 2 for temperatures of 120°C, 140°C and 150°C.

Comparison drift curves for germanium and silicon

are also presented. It may be observed that the

germanium-silicon alloy drifts considerably more

slowly than either germanium or silicon.

!

I0
0,1

I I

1.0 tO

INTRINSIC DWPTH (mat)

P_&_re 2. IAthium drlf% depth _n germnni_tm-_llico, alloy_ containSng io_ Oe -
90;; Si, as a fu.ction nf t_me at various t_q_ratu_'es. Tile b_as applied
across tl,t,(let,±etorwas 75 volts: Also plotted are comparable curves

for ger.wmim_ a[id silicon•

In order to make good semiconductor diodes it

is necessary to diffuse lithium into the material

to just the proper depth. If lithium is diffused

too deeply, a thick "dead layer" results on the face

of the detector. If lithium is not diffused deeply

enough, oxidation and surface preparation will re-

move the lithium before it can be drifted into the

material. Although the germanium-silicon alloy un-

der study is silicon-rich, it is not at all obvious

that the diffusion rate of the alloy will be ex-

pressible as some linear combination of the dif-

fusion constants for germanium and silicon. There-

fore, the diffusion of lithium in the germanium-

silicon alloy is being studied as a function of

temperature and Ge/Si ratio. In this study lithi-

ated slices of both silicon and germaniUm-silicon

alloy were heated to a preselected temperature. The

slices were removed from the oven and the diffusion

death was determined by the copper stain technique.
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From this data plus a knowledge of the surface lith-

ium concentration and the accepter dopant level, the

lithium diffusion coefficient could be calculated

for a particular diffusion temperature and Ge/Si

ratio.

The results of the measurements described a-

bove are shown in Figure 3 where D is plotted ver-

sus the reciprocal of the absolute temperatures for

pure silicon specimens, for samples from an ingot

containing i0_ germanium by weight, and for samples

from an ingot with 16_ germanium by weight. The

solid line shown is based on Pell's empirical e-

quation 2 for the diffusion constant of lithium in

silicon. The data from the _easurements on the al-

loy samples and the silicon samples agree with Pell':

estimates above 500°K. Below this temperature there

is departure of the data for the alloy samples from

both Pell's curve and from the data for silicon.

This deviation is consistent with an oxygen concen-

tration of 1017 atoms/cm 3 in the base alloy. The

effects of this oxygen on the diffusion constant be-

come more pronounced as the diffusion temperature

is lowered.
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BEHAVIOR OF Ge-Si ALLOY DETECTORS

A number of gamma ray and charged particle de-

tectors have been fabricated from germanium-silicon

alloy. Due to the very low drift rate of lithium

in the germanium-silicon alloy ingots_ most detec-

tors had active depths ranging from 200 to 800 p.

This depth corresponds to about 1 month of drift

time and yields maximum active volumes of _i cm 3,

The alloy detectors deliver good gamma ray res-

olution at temperatures up to -7S°C. At room tem-

perature the resolution is greatly degraded due to

surface leakage. A grooved or guard ring detector

configuration would substantially improve this re-

sponse. Typical alloy detector gamma ray resolu-

tion values range from 2 to 5 keV for 57Co gamma

rays. Comparable resolution is obtained using ger-

manium detectors of the same size. At 356 keV the

photopeak gamma ray efficiency of an alloy detector

containing 12_ Ge - 88_ Si is 4 times that of a sil-

icon detector of the same size.

Several alloy detectors have been stored for

periods of up to 3 months at room temperature while

exposed to the room atmosphere. In all cases it

was possible to operate these devices_ when they

were eoooled back down to -175°C_ with no loss in

resolution or degradation of reverse bias charac-

teristics.

As described in reference 3_ germanium-silicon

alloy detectors have also been used for detection

of alpha particles yielding extremely good spectral

energy resolution. Application of a thin gold en-

trance window on the p-face of the diode yields an

241Am spectrum such as that presented in Figure 4.
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RADIATION DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS

The germanium-silicon alloy detectors describ-

ed in the preceding section have been employed to

study the effects of gamma ray damage on detector

performance. Exposure to the gamma rays was accom-

plished in the 3000 Curie 60Co hot cell facility of

the Rutgers University Reactor. Four lithium-drift-

ed diodes were exposed to gamma radiation. Two of

the diodes had been fabricated from i000 ohm-cm

boron-doped silicon, while the remaining two diodes

were made from 300 ohm-cm gallium-and-boron-doped

germanium-silicon alloy (88% St, 12% Ge by weight).

The four diodes were mounted on a copper plate in

the vacuum space of a liquid nitrogen cooled cryo-

star. The diodes were maintained under vacuum and

at liquid nitrogSn temperature throughout the irra-

diation and during the post-radiation measuring

period. The gamma flux to which the diodes were ex-

posed was l. Sx10 I$ photons/cm 2 per hour, which is

equivalent to a dose rate of 217 rads (Si)/sec.

They were exposed for an accumulated period of

1,006 minutes, to a total fluence of 2.14xi016

photons/cm 2 .

During the course of the above experiment mea-

surements were periodically made of the detector:

reverse-bias leakage current, reverse-bias photo-

current induced by the 60Co gamma ray fluence, and

resolution. The resolution of the silicon detec-

tors was observed to degrade many times faster than

the alloy detector resolution. The $7Co gamma ray

spectra observed with one of the germanium-silicon

detectors both before and after exposure to 2xlO 16

photons/em 2 is presented in Figure 5. A similar

set of spectra for one of the silicon detectors is

presented in Figure 6. The resolution of both of

the silicon detectors was greatly degraded by the

radiation damage while the alloy detectors were

hardly affected. Post-irradiation annealing at sev-

eral temperatures up to 278°K, completely restored

the properties of the two alloy detectors while sim-

ilar annealing caused a monotonic deterioration in

the resolution of the silicon detectors. The res-

olution of the silicon detectors did not fully re-

cover e=en after 24-hour lithium-ion drift cycle at
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360_. The reverse bias current measurements are

also consistent with the above data. Additional d_-

tails of these experiments will be presented in an-

other publication.

CONCLUSION

A number afpoints concerning the properties of

germanium-silicon alloy remain to be clarified by

future experiments. Some conclusions concerning

this material, based on the experiments described

in this paper, are listed below.

i. Germanium-silicoh alloy single crystals of de-

tector grade can be produced with as much as

20 weight percent germanium.

2. Lithium can be drifted into these crystals to

compensate them to reasonable depths.

3. Detectors of volumes _i cm 3 have been achieved

and these yielded gamma ray resolution com-

parable to that of a silicon detector of simi-

lar size.

4. Alloy detectors have been found to possess a

gamma ray efficiency significantly better than

that of silicon detectors of comparable volume.

5. The alloy detectors work quite well at -78°C

and with geometric alterations will probably

function at room temperature.

6. Long term room temperature storage does not ap-

pear to harm the alloy detector.

_-_ _uy U_L_CLOr appears to evidence a gamma

ray radiation damage resistance greatly exceed-

ing that of silicon (and implicitly germaniumS.

8. Annealing the alloy detector at temperatures be-

low 300°K appears to remove the effects of the

radiation damage. In silicon similar thermal

treatment of gamma irradiated detectors is found

to cause additional degradation.

_1,97 KIv x IEFORE ._A_ATK_
i

• _'TER m_TtO_

xl
/.

.." ...
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Radiation Effects on Science Instruments in Grand Tour Type Missions

Richard H. Parker

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

The extent of the radiation effects problem is delineated, along with the

status of protective designs for 15 representative science instruments.

Designs for protecting science instruments from radiation damage is dis-

cussed for the various instruments to be employed in the Grand Tour type

missions. A literature search effort has been undertaken to collect science

instrument components damage/interference effects data on the various sensi-

tive components such as Si detectors, vidicon tubes, etc. A small experi-

mental effort is underway to provide verification of the radiation effects

predictions.

The various experimenters whose instruments are used as models have

made available some of their own radiation effects experience for this study.

In response to the rare opportunity afforded

by the multiplanet flyby or "Grand Tour" mis-

sions, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been

examining mission problems and developing a

practical design for an outer-planets spacecraft.

The evolving spacecraft, TOPS (Thermoelectric

Outer Planets Spacecraft), will be exposed to

several new hazards. Two of the more difficult

hazards are the requirement for long component

life due to the mission duration of approximately

ten years, and the subjection to Jupite_ls severe

trapped radiation environment. The total radia-

tion environment includes gamma, neutron,

proton, and electron fluxes. There are two domi-

nant sources of the radiation, the Jovian trapped

charged particles and the neutrons and gammas

from the radioisotope thermoelectric generators

(RTG). The trapped charged particles have been

indirectly observed around the planet Jupiter and

possibly radiation belts surround other planets.

Jupiter must be used for a gravitational assist in

Grand Tour type missions and, thus, the trajec-

tory is fixed for any particular mission. The

RTG is a nuclear electrical power supply which

on%it s u_,,uu_L1 gan_nla and neutron fluxes. It is

needed for outer planets missions, because solar

panel electrical power requires more kg/W than

RTG power beyond _3 AU.

Figure l shows the current TOPS baseline

configuration (for perspective, this configuration

has a 4.3 m reflector). The experiment require-

ments have been considered during the preliminary

system design phase so that the design of the

spacecraft itself permits meaningful science

experiments. Configurations are under study

which may further improve RTG radiation shield-

ing of the science area. Table 1 shows represen-

tative science instruments used in the design

study. Although the specific instruments for the

actual mission payload have not yet been selected,

the instruments listed in Table 1 form a. set which

adequately represents typical instrument integra-

tion problems. Table Z is a list of radiation sensi-

tive components being considered in this study.

The radiation problems are not equally

severe. Gamma interference and proton damage

are the two most critical problems and therefore

will be considered in detail. The neutron fluence

for the mission is expected to be about 1010n/cm 2

in the science area for the 10 year mission (ref. 1),

and although interference is expected, only

slight damage may occur. For example, this

fluence level may be somewhat degrading to cur-

rently available components such as Si(Li) detec-

tors in that a few percent resolution loss may

occur. But this should not cause severe problems

to flight instruments which generally do not

require extreme resolution. Electrons are

expected to contribute damage, but to a lesser

degree than protons. Also, as J. Barengoltz

(ref. 2) has shown, shielding would be beneficial

for reducing electron damage, where as practical

amounts of shielding may not adequately reduce

proton damage. Thus, I will not consider elec-

tron or neutron effects.

Table 1. Representative instruments used in radiation effects study

Principal Institution (or mission)
Instrument experimenters

Charged Particle Telescope

Cosmic Ray Detector

Imaging

infrared Multiple Radiometer

Meteoroid Astronomy Detector

Micrometeoroid Detector

Plasma Probe

Plasma Wave

Radio Astronomy Experiment

Trapped Radiation Detector

Trapped Radiation Instrument

Ultraviolet Photometer

Vector Helium Magnetometer

X-Ray Detector

J. A. Simpson

F. B. McDonald

TOPS

TO PS

R, K. Soberman

O. E. Berg

W, H. Kinard

Wolfe

Bame

Bridge

P. L. Scarf

5. K. Alexander

d. A. Van Allen

R. W. Fillius

D. Judge

E. J. Smith

K. A. Anderson

G, Garmire

(Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

JPL

JPL

(Pioneer F/G)

GSFG

(Proposed for Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

LASL-(MVM)

MIT-(MVM)

(Proposed for Pioneer F/G)

(Proposed for Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

(Pioneer F/G)

for Pioneer F/G)(Proposed

CIT

This paper presents progress of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration.
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Figure 1. Thermoelectric Outer Planets Spacecraft, configuration 1ZL (with representative payload)

Table 2. Radiation sensitive components which limit instruments either

from permanent damage or interference effects

Solid state detectors

Si surface barrier

Si(Li)

Ge(Li)

Scintillators

Na I (TI)

Cs I (Na)

Plastics

Organics

GM tubes

Proportional counters

Photomultiplie r tubes

Continuous channel multipliers

Vidicon tube

Emissive and optical materials for

UV (e. g. , SiO Z etc. , overlap with visible detector materials)

Visible (e.g. , SZ0, etc. , ••., > I0 types)

IR (e. g., HgCdTe; CdS, MgO, ..., > Z0 types)

Electronics

Melvin Reier (ref. 3) has detailed the gamma

spectrum expected from the RTG and the spectral
variations, with time, impurities, and orientation,
are well known. Reference 1 also establishes the

design restraint gamma dose of about 300 rad in
the science area for the mission. Although this

dose level will not cause damage problems, inter-
ference from approximately 1600 _//cmZ-sec of a
few keV to a few MeV must be considered as a

time dependent background problem. For this
reason in-flight calibration is highly important to

many instruments.

The University of Chicago original Charged
Particle Telescope (CPT) design for Pioneer

F/G, which is shown in Fig. Z, is considered to
provide a typical evaluation of interference prob-
lems. The CPT instrument uses a cylindrical
anticoincidence scintillator around a six element

telescope. The RTG contribution to the back-
ground under various coincidence requirements is
shown for both the Pioneer F/G situation (ref. 4)
and the unshielded TOPS situation. By"unshielded"

it is meant that the shielding effects of the elec-

tronics bay and propulsion bay are not included.
Davis and Koprowski (ref. 5) have analytically
shown that about one order of magnitude
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Figure Z. Charged Particle Telescope, proposed for the Pioneer F/G missions

{This is a cylindrical scintillator shield around a six-element telescope.

attenuation may be available in some areas on the

spacecraft due to this shielding. This may a11ow

instruments similar to the Pioneer F/G CPT and

the Cosmic Ray Detector, to be located in regions

where no additionalpassive shielding is required.

In fact, experiment instruments as sensitive as an

x-ray detector using proportional counters may be

accommodated. This is possible since the pro-

jected number-flux levels without additional shield-

ing may be as low as a few "y/emZ-sec, most of

which will be above 500 keV (i. e. , above the

energy region of interest to x-ray investigations)

and therefore easily discriminated electronically.

Background levels which would be acceptable for

an x-ray instrument observing Jupiter are less

than 0.04 counts/cmZ-sec (ref. 6). Figure 3

clearly shows the radiation improvement of the

TOPS design which indeed should be further im-

proved both from the revised design and reduced

uncertainties using more sophisticated analysis

and experimental verification of gamma number-

fluxes. Additional spacecraft shielding may be

provided to some instruments to reduce the radia-

tion fluences from the RTGs. Initial instrument

shielding calculations were based on unidirectional

gamma and neutron fluxes from the RTG with no

shielding or scattering effects due to intervening

spacecraft materials. This was done as a worst

case calculation to see what the limit of radiation

shielding requirements might be. With the excep-

tion of the x-ray instruments (not considered in

the baseline), the total shadow shield weights

were less than 5 kg of tungsten or depleted

uranium. The largest baseline shield was given

to the Charged Particle Telescope and weighed

about 2.27 kg. As Davis showed, this approach of

neglecting spacecraft shielding and scattering, is

pessimistic for flux magnitude calculations, but,

optimistic for flux direction calculations. This

means that shields will be thinner, but, mustcover

larger areas than unshielded calculations predict.

Table 3 shows the preliminary shield weights

which are spherical surfaces that are thinned in
the antenna direction, built up in the RTG direc-

tion, and made integral parts of the instrument.

The specific electronic shielding (e. g., pulse

amplitude discrimination, coincidence require-
ments, etc.), are included as well as specific

geometrical configurations and experimental objec-

tives. The x-ray detector shield weight is ex-

tremely sensitive to changes in flux levels since

such a large area (_180 cm z) must be shielded.

There is a possibility that an area may be suffi-

ciently shielded by the spacecraft electronics bay
to accommodate this type of instrument without

additional shi.elding. However, conclusive data

will require radiation mapping around a prototype

spacecraft.

Although the RTG radiation problem is ser-
ious, it is greatly overshadowed by the highly

uncertain natural Jovian radiation environment.

Many studies have been undertaken in recent

years to resolve the uncertainties in the Jovian

trapped radiation. Unfortunately due to the lack

of experimental verification, the proton models

a.re still highly uncertain. This will not be
resolved until after Pioneer F/G results are

known. The Pioneer results will not be available

in time to establish spacecraft design constraints

and thus we are dependent on models alone.

Experiment

CPT

TMa

MAD

MAG

MD

PP

Table 3. Preliminary shield weight,*

Shield

Acceptable weight, _xpevtmenl
RTG fl_e. k_

8 _/cm _ see (on DI and DZ) I 1. 1 PWD

_1 S00 y/cmZ-,ec on

scinti_lato r shle ld0

aA

IS _/cmZ-se¢ 0.7

_cmZ-sec T_D

0

TRI

0
TV

0_cmZ-see uvP

Is counts/cmZ-sec ~1.o I

I XRD

Acceptable
RTG fl_e,

Shield

weight,

ks

45 _/cmZ-ae¢

45 ¥/cm2-se¢

(55,000 y/emZ-mec)

_¢mZ.eee

z ,c/cruz- sec

3_cmZ.see

*The shield weights include ,pecific experiment geometries and electronics shielding, Underlined

level, are _or damage, the other* ave _ov interference.
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PIONEER F/G - FACTOR OVER EXPECTED BACKGROUND

I - 10 i000.1

o152
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i

"igure 3. RTG gamma interference in the Charged Particle Telescope (the expected
ackground is an estimate without__any RTG radiationJ. All the detectors not indicated

re in antlcolncidenee, e.g., D 1 D 2 _ D l D 2 D 3 D4 D 5 D 6 D T The TOPS numbers do

include the self-shlelding of the spacecraft.

The best model in my opinion is the one

developed by Neil Divine (ref. 7). Although, even

this model has large uncertainties associated with

it. Since the TOPS conservative design philosophy

demands a design restraint model which includes

the uncertainty and a safety margin, the design

restraint levels for protons and electrons are

quite severe. Table 4 shows both the electron and

proton TOPS design restraint fluxes and fluences.

The proton fluence levels are approximately four

orders of magnitude above the nominal Divine

model predictions for critical proton energies.

Although the table includes particles from all

sources such as the earth's Van Allen belts, solar

essentially the source above 1 1V[eV for protons

and 0. Z5 MeV for electrons is the Jovian trapped

radiation prediction. J. Barengoltz (ref. Z) has

detailed the design restraint model and what effect

it will have on semiconductor devices.

In some science instruments electronics will

be the sensitive components and the radiation

effects on electronics obviously are inherent in all

the instruments. In general, however, the dam-

age tolerance is more restricted for science

instruments and electronics which have delicate

linear analog front ends as opposed to digital cir-

cuitry which in many cases can be over designed

(ref. 8). Circuit design, to overcome this hazard,
must be tailored to the individual instrument and

this detailed work is not yet underway.

Figure 4 shows the effects on proton fluence

of shielding on a Grand Tour trajectory. The

weights of a sphere with radius equal to the shield

thickness is shown as an indication of the weight

involved. Obviously if fig. 4 represents the

spectral shape even though shielding will reduce

the total number fluence, the "softer" proton

spectrum has more protons with energy below

_20 MeV t_an the unshielded spectrum. Protons

in the energy region below _20 MeV are consider-

ably more damaging than the higher energy pro-

tons (ref. Z) and thus the shielded spectra are
more hazardous than the unshielded for reasonable

weight shields.

Table 4. Radiation design characteristics and restraints _

Radiation Energy interval Maximum flux Fluence
(MeV unless (particles/ (particles/

type otherwise noted) crag- sec) cm 2)

Proton

Electron

~B keY

I-3

3-I0

I0-50

30-I00

I00-300

300-1000

10O0-30OO

3000- lOOO0

E >1000O

0-O. 25

0. Z5-3

3-10

I0-30

30-I00

I00-300

1.2 X 108

3.7 X 108

Z. 9 x 107

3.8 × 106

3. I X 1O 6

2.4 X 107

9. 1 X 107

3.0 X 107

4.3 X 109

Z. 6 X 109

I. Z X 108

2.2 × I07

3. Z x I07

Z. 5 × 108

5 X 1015

5.7 x 109

8.0 x I0 I0

9.6 X I0 II

3.9 x 1012

1.6 x I012

6.1 x 10 9

4.7 x 10 8

Z.O X 10 8

9.9 × 107

8 x 1010

6.4 × 1010

5.1 × I0 lO

2. Z × lO 11

3. Z X 1011

2.5 × 10 10

*These levels include all sources such as solar wind, GCR, solar

flares and Van Allen belts. Levels above 1 MeV for protons and 0. 25

MeV for electrons are essentially due to Jovian trapped radiation,

_e110Zo

0109

108

Ii00mil_AUl I I I I _ I I I I I

" _ " " _UNSHIELDED PROTON

STOPS _

PROTONS SPHERE OF _
_ BELOW E , RADIUS- \_

mils AU gm/crn 2 MeV p" WEIGHT, _k: %

600 = 29.7 14_2 2.8 X 10 -1
|

10 100 1000

Ep, MeV

Figure 4. The effects on proton fluence of shielding on a Grand Tour trajectory

(The heavy llne shows the unshielded Jovian trapped proton fluence for a

Grand Tour trajectory with a 3Rj periapsls. )
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Proton damage will occur in science instru-

ments exposed to the fluence levels required by

the TOPS design restraints. This can be seen by

comparing the design restraint levels to damage
threshold levels for various components. Since

many authors have investigated the various com-

ponents, a bibliography would be excessively long.

A typical example of published data however is

illustrated by some work with the Si surface bar-

rier detector. Singh and Rind(ref. 9) have obtained

an empirical formula in the 5 to 40 MeV proton

range. For a factor of Z resolution degradation of

the p210 peak width they find the fluence to be

• = (2.94 4"1. 20)× 1010 (_dd) 1/2

exp(-7.3 4-2.3 × lO-p5)

where E is the proton energy, E d is the energy
loss in the sensitive regions (depletion region) of

the detector and p is the original resistivity of

the detector.

Thus for a 5000 _ detector irradiated by 30

MeV protons the f!uence limits range from

Z × 1010 p/cm 2 to 2 × l011 p/cm d for an original

resistivity of _20k f2-cm.

Coleman, et al. (refs. 10 and 11} have looked

at lower energy proton effects in the two separate

experiments and together with reference 9 all of
the critical energy region is covered for Si sur-

face barrier detectors.

Figure 5 shows several proton damage thresh-

olds for typical components. In considering these

values, one must remember that experimental

objectives and requirements can affect the damage

threshold value of a particular component by as

much as an order of magnitude. Thus, if the pur-

pose of an experiment is to resolve two closely

spaced lines, 5% or 10% resolution changes could

seriously degrade the instrument. On the other

hand, if one merely wants a number flux with

crude energy resolution factors of 2 to I0 resolu-

tion, degradation may not be significant. For the

Outer Planets Missions, the experiments are all

designed for survey instruments to cover large

ranges of information, but with only moderate
resolution. Factors of two degradation in the

resolution have been assumed as a limit for the

baseline instruments.

It is apparent from Fig. 5 that most compo-

nents will be affected. Presently available Ge(Li)

detectors should not be considered as flightworthy

on these missions unless in-flight re,rifting is

possible. The relatively new continuous channel
multipliers are in a period of rapid development
and recent indications are that at least two manu-

facturers expect to have significant lifetime

increases available within a year. All instruments

will need inflight calibration to assess the proton

effects.

Experimental verification of radiation inter-

ference and, if possible, radiation damage will be

quite important for science instruments as well as

the entire spacecraft on Grand Tour type missions.

Experiences in the Pioneer F/G radiation program

have been quite enlightening and although problems
still exist, one can realistically expect significant

scientific results which will advance the under-

standing of the origin of our solar system.

The individual experimenter however must

follow one or more of several options. If the

instrument will surv'lve due to lower actual levels

(the probable situation) the experiment continues

as planned. If his instrument is not "hard" enough
to withstand the radiation, but significant data can

be obtained before destruction, then he can simply

monitor the instrument to destruction. A third

alternative is to trade off resolution or some

experimental objectives for more shielding,

redundancy, harder but less desirable components

in flight calibration, etc. A fourth option is to try
to alter the mission such that the environment is

less severe. A fifth option, and the most un-

pleasant, is to remove the particular experiment
from the mission.

Designers of science instruments for outer

planets Grand Tour missions, must consider

radiation effects at all phases of the instrument

development and the mission in order to be able to

unfold pertinent data from radiation interference

and/or radiation induced instrument degradation.

p/cm 2 (Ep - 15 MeV)

108 109 1010 1011 1012 1013

Si SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR

Si (Li) DETECTOR

Ge (LI) DETECTOR

Nal (Ti)

j Cs I (Na) J

G.M. TUBES LPROPORTIONAL COUNTER

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES

CONTINUOUS CHANNEL MULTIPLIER I

Si VIDICON TUBES l

IPbs

$20

LIGHT TO MODERATE DAMAGE

MODERATE TO SEVERE DAMAGE

Figure B. Science instruments t components typical damage levels (These damage

levels depend mtrongly on the particular experimental requirements
and objectives. )
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RADIATION NOISE IN A HIGH SENSITIVITY STAR SENSOR

J.B. Parkinson and E. Gordon

Aerojet ElectroSystems Company
Azusa, California 91702

PKA AESC SAMSO 2 March 1971

Abstract

An extremely accurate attitude determination

has been developed by Aerojet ElectroSystems

Company for space applications. This system

uses a high sensitivity star sensor in which the

photo multiplier tube is subject to noise generated

by space radiations. The space radiation induced

noise arises from trapped electrons, solar protons

and other ionizing radiations, as well as from dim

star background. The individual noise components

have been successfully simulated for pre-flight

evaluation of the star sensor performance.

The steady trapped electron and the intermit-

tent solar proton environments for a high altitude

orbit are related to solar activity. The solar activ-

ity and hence the electron and proton environments

are predicted through the end of the twentieth cen-

tury. The available data for the response of the

phototube to proton, electron, gamma ray, and

bremsstrahlung radiations are reviewed and new

experimental data is presented. Prompt and de-

layed pulses from the faceplate/photocathode and

contributions from the dynodes are isolated, and

pulse height distributions are given for each.

The predicted electron and proton environ-

ments are then combined with phototube response.

The average noise due to the relatively steady

eiectron environment is o£ the order of 104pulses

per second compared with Z x 105 pulses per

second for the signal from a single 4.6 magnitude

star. For a typical worst solar proton event, the

noise will be 105to 106pulses per second, which

is comparable to the signal from a nominal 4.6

magnitude star. This noise will typically last

about one day. The model for the dim star back-

ground averages 3 x 104 pulses per second but

varies widely.

A simulation was developed which represents

the characteristics of the effect of radiations on

the star sensor, including the non-stationarity of

the backgrounds.

high sensitivity star sensor subject to space

radiations, The object of this study is the pre-

diction of the effects of those radiations.

Star Sensor Description

The optical portion of the star sensor collects

light from stars and focuses it on the surface of a

reticle. When a star image falls on a slit in the

reticle, the light from that star can reach the

photocathode of an EMR 541E-01 photomultiplier.

The star sensor electronics were designed

for photon counting. The counting method elim-

inates the effects of stochastic variations in anode

pulse amplitudes, i. e., there is one count for

each cathode photoelectron detected. The cir-

cuitry which detects anode pulses outputs a nor-

malized 50 nanosecond pulse for each anode pulse

detected. These output pulses are counted

throughout a 140 microsecond count cycle. The

count value accumulated in each count cycle is

transmitted to the ground for processing. The

center of the star image requires about 230

microseconds to traverse the slit, so the time

at which the center of the image is at the center

of a slit can be determined from the count values.

When several photons reach the photocathode

simultaneously, their anode pulses overlap, and

there is only one normalized pulse for counting

purposes. Thus when a high energy electron or

proton causes the simultaneous emission of many

protons, the star sensor electronics normally

outputs only one normalized pulse. However, de-

layed photon emissions from an incident electron

or proton result in several output pulses.

The counts from a star dimmer than seventh

magnitude are comparable to the stochastic vari-

ations in the total background signal and such

stars cannot be detected. The average contribu-

tion of stars dimmer than 4. 6 magnitude is ex-

pected to be 4. Z counts per count cycle although

it is much higher in the galactic plane.

Introduction Electron and Proton Environments

Aerojet ElectroSystems Company has develop-

ed a high accuracy attitude determination system

for space applications. The system contains a

The trapped electron and solar proton environ-

ments are both capable of generating noise in star

sensors. Both environments are affected by solar

activity.
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The detailed relation between solar eruptions

and the solar proton and trapped electron environ-

ments is very complex, and we are not currently

able to predict satisfactorily the specific causitive

solar eruptions. However, estimates of the ex-

pected electron and proton fluxes can be related to

expected smoothed sunspot numbers.

The expected smoothed sunspot numbers are

represented by

~ R o + AR sin z

where

R o

AR

(1)

is the expected minimum R

(typically Z- 10)

is the expected span of R

(typically 50- Z00)

is the time from solar minimum

(years)

Equation I predicts a rise up to 6 months pre-

maturely but is otherwise a good representation

of expectancy.

The dates of certain minima and predicted

minima (Reference 1) are

Beginning cycle 18 February 1944

19 April 1954

20 October 1964

Zl December 1974

ZZ September 1985

23 January 1997

For the parameters in Equation 1,

Estimated 6-year

Cycle No. R o AR Mean of R Near

Solar Maximum

19 6 195 150

Z0 8 103 85

Average 5 100 79

Cycle Zl will likely be close to average. Cycles

Z2 and 23 may be below average, though it is too

early to predict with any confidence. For pre-

dicting cycles beyond #Z0, the average values can

be used.

For a high altitude orbit, solar proton events

may typically occur during the order of 4% a year

near solar maximum. Most of the time energetic

solar protons will not be encountered. The ex-

pected frequency of solar proton events larger

than a given / max (proton/cruz sec) may be

taken as

F (>E, >-0max)_

700pr°t°n/crnZsec IIT_ 2 <10_-IV[ev-) 3/Z
_max

(z)

where

R is the smoothed sunspot number

E is proton energy (Mev)

1r is the expected number of events per year.

For protons with energies around 50 Mev, solar

proton events will generally last from 0.5 to

3 days, with one day being typical. Lower energy

protons often arrive later and last for a longer

total time. Duration expectancy may be scaled

with v/-_. Total proton fluence for all events in a

given period of time may be expected to be 2 or

3 times that from the expected single largest

event during that period of time.

Equation Z represents a satisfactory correla-

tion, based on available data from Cycles 19 and

Z0. However, at energies less than 30 Mev, it

tends to overpredict. It also tends to overpredict

the number of smaller proton events. Recent data

may be conveniently found in the issues of Refer-

ence Z.

For the trapped electron environment, the

following model will be taken as representative

of high altitude equatorial orbits:

O(>E) _Ix I07

R/100

+Zxl06_R _ z

\ lOO/

E

e- 0.21

E

e- 0.50

(3)

electron

cm x sec

where

R is the smoothed sunspot number

E is electron energy (mev)

A contribution to the electron flux below 0. 1 Mev

has been neglected.

Equation 3 represents the mean rate averaged

over one day. The diurnal extremes are typi-

cally a factor of Z higher at 0830 local time and

a factor of 5 lower at Z400 local time.

Primary cosmic ray fluxes will generally range

from 4 to 9 particle/cm 2sec, varying inversely

with solar activity, They may be further de-

pressed during solar proton events. The average

energy is about 3 Bey.
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Photomultiplier Irradiation Results

The phenomenon of ionizing radiation inter-

acting with a vacuum phototube device {e. g., photo-

multiplier) is believed to occur as follows: (1) a

prompt pulse of 1 to several cathode photoelectrons

equivalent followed by (Z) a train of single photo-

electron pulses with the rate of occurrence dying

out with time (References 3 and 4). Pulse heights

for the prompt pulse and also total pulses per in-

teraction are shown in Table It as deduced by

various investigators for several vacuum photo-

tubes and kinds of ionizing radiation. *

The prompt pulse is believed caused by Ceren-

kov radiation in the glass faceplate, while the de-

layed pulse train is thought to be caused by excita-

tions in the faceplate and subsequent decays with

emission of optical quanta. Dynode pulses are re-

latively few in proportion, being less than 0.1% of

the total for electrons, bremsstrahlung, and

gammas and likely not greater than 0. 1% for pro-

tons. For very large pulse sizes (above perhaps

Z0 photoelectrons equivalent) the dynode pulses

dominate. However, for photon counting star

sensors, the dynode pulses can be neglected.

Aerojet, in cooperation with others, has per-

formed several experiments to measure the pulse
height distributions from the photocathode and

dynodes of photomultiplier tubes, due to electron,

bremsstrahlung, and proton radiations. _ To ob-

tain total radiation information, a photomultiplier

tube may be used directly. The EMR 541E-01,

with trialkali photocathode on 7056 glass (approx-

imately S- Z0 response) and copper-beryllium ve-

netian blind dynodes, is used in the star sensor.

However, to separate photocathode and dynode ef-

fects, it was necessary to find a device with large

separation of photocathode from the dynodes. An

ITT S-41Z image dissector tube, trialkali -_'^_^

cathode on 7056 glass (approximately S-Z0 re-

sponse) but with silver-magnesium box-and-grid

dynodes, provided 4 inches separation and was

selected for the supplemental experiments. The

effective photocathode area of this tube is approx-

• imately 1.8 x 106 times smaller than for the EMR

541 tubes, which further provides excellent isola-

tion of the dynode effects. The faceplate is approx-

imately 35% thicker. The wide separation of the

aperture from the photocathode also permits di-

rect determination of the pulse height distribution

of delayed pulses without elaborate timing equip-

ment, since prompt photocathode pulses are re-

duced to siugle-electron events.

From Sr-90/Y-90 beta and Co-60 and Ra-ZZ6

gamma testing of the image dissector, two distinct

dynode-region pulse height distributions were evi-

dent. Whether the taller of two (Group A) origi-

nates from the first dynode or the aperture plate

was not determined. The delayed pulse height

distribution for the photocathode region was de-

termined from beta tests. Typical spectra for

these tests are shown in Figure 1.

I00,000 /_

\

1,000

loo _.

_ to

t
\

2 4 6 8 10

Pulse Height (_9.5 Channel/I'notoelectron)

Fisure 1
. Y 9%Pulle l_ei_ht Spectrum Due TO A Beta Source _Sr 90

B

Pulse height distributions from both photo-

cathode and dynode regions were determined for

protons at four energies from Zh to 39 Mev. A

typical spectrum for these tests is shown in

Figure Z. The response to protons is strongly de-

pendent on proton energy, peaking very sharply
around 34 lviev.

* The luminescence parameter_ L_ is defined as the photocathode current divided by

photocathode area_ peak radiant sensitivity_ and dose rate.

L = Ic

S(_o) _ Ac

This luminescence parameter includes the Cerenkov radiation contribution.

** The excellent work a_ud cooperation of Dr. G.F. Knoll_ University of Michigan;

G. Bain and C.W. Freeborn_ l_IT; Dr. J. Ryan 3 MIT Lincoln Laboratory; and L.W.

Morton_ Aerojet, is hereby gratefully acknowledged. (Miss Freeborn is now at AeroJet.)
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The photomultiplier was tested with Sr-90

bremsstrahlung and with bremsstrahlung from

electrons at three energies from 0.5 to 3 Mev to

determine total pulses above a minimal threshold.

The prompt pulse height distribution was not

measured• This information has been inferred

from data from other investigators and by analogy

with the distribution for delayed pulses.

Jerdes Peterson and Stein investigated the

pulse height distribution for an RCA 7265 with

S-20 response but a very thick soda-lime glass

window. Their data for Co-60 indicate about 2.5

to 3 photoelectrons for the large-pulse height dis-

tribution, which is to be associated with the

prompt pulses. (Their reported value of 10 ap-

pears applicable to only a few percent of the

pulses in this distribution, and will therefore not

concern us further here. ) Lacking specific data

for the EMR 541E-01, we shall assume the mean

prompt pulse size is 3 photoelectrons equivalent.

Uncertainties due to difference in faceplate thick-

ness make this estimate somewhere between good

and up to a factor of 2 too high.

Dressler and Spitzer offer measurements for

the EMR 541E-01 with Co-60 indicating approx-

imately 20% of the total pulses are prompt. Jerdet

et al., report for the RCA 7265 about 3%, though

their pulse height distribution data appear to indi-

cate a somewhat larger value. Here we shall

assume 20% for the EMR 541E-01.

Jerde, et al. , for cosmic rays (predominately

protons) report 10-20 photoelectrons per prompt

pulse. This distribution was observed above

5 photoelectrons pulse size and compares well

with 13.8 photoelectrons per dynode pulse observed

by AGC/ITT for the image dissector. Comparing

with Figure 2, the cosmic ray pulses less than 3

photoelectrons are coming predominately from the

photocathode, while those greater than 5 photo-

electrons are coming predominately from the dy-

nodes. For large pulses, Cerenkov radiation

would, therefore, appear to be _ secondary effect

with protons even up to cosmic ray energies.

For single-electron counting, Aerojet observ-

ed in the image dissector tube approximately 25%

fewer pulses/tad with 39 Mev protons than with

electrons and gammas. This is just about what

would be expected if Cerenkov radiation is absent

with protons, but all forms of ionizing radiation

are equally effective in producing faceplate excita-

tions. We hereby accept that this is true for

photomultiplier tubes as well. Wolff (Reference 8)

also finds that photocathode effects of image dis-

sector tubes and photomultipliers are directly

scalable with effective area.

Zagorites and Lee (Reference 5) find radiation

generated currents are essentially independent of

gamma and X-ray energies except around 40-100

key, wher e it is probably enhanced by direct inter-

actions with the photocathode or dynodes. Peak

enhancement appears to be more than a factor of 3

but not more than an order of magnitude.

The rate of delayed pulses is reported by

Dressler and Spitzer to decay in milliseconds. The

effective time constant is believed to lengthen out

somewhat in time due to the existence of a spec-

trum of excited states. For most purposes, the

early-time time constant will have the greatest

impact. In order to have a number to work with

tentatively use 7"= 1 x 10 -B sec in the probability

equation

P = Ae -th.
• (4)

For most practical purposes, prompt pulses are

instantaneous•

Model for Photomultiplier Radiation Response

A model pulse height distribution for the

EMR 541E-01 irradiated by gamma rays, electrons

and bremsstrahlung is shown in Figure 3. The

models for delayed pulses and dynode pulses are

based on experimental data, as described above.

The assumed model for prompt pulses is, of

course, dependent upon particle energy. For elec-

tron energies below about 0.5 Mev, gamma

energies below about 0.8 Mev, and bremsstrahlung
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generatedby electrons with energies below about

1 Mev, the prompt pulses can probably be ne-

glected.

10 _

i Basis: 1.3 x 109 pulses/tad, h_0.5

or 1.5 x 109 pulses/tad, hRO. 1

%

I "._%

/

0 I 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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Figure 3

\
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\

_9_e _el2ht Sveccra For An _ 541E-01 Fnocomultlvlier (Co-60 Ga_ Rays)

The pulse height distributions of Figure 3 may

be rep resented analytically:

Photoc_thode -- Delayed Pulses

n(h) = 8 x 108 exp t[0.__j_73lh-1 2_\/

rad-photoelectron, h < 3

pulse/

1012 lo-h/O. 5 pulse/= 4.2x x

rad-photoelectron, h > 3

(s)

Photocathode -- Prompt pglses

n(h)~ 0.67 x 108exp (_[_]h-3 2)pulse /

rad-photoelectron, h < 9

O. 35 x 1012 10-h/1.5 pulse/X

(G)

tad-photoelectron, h> 9

Integrated, the delayed pulses are about

1.2 x 109pulse/rad, h>0.1;

I. 0 x 109 pulse/rad, h >0.5;

and the prompt pulses are about

0.3 x 109pulse/rad, h>0.1 or >0.5

Dynodes -- Group A

n(h) = 6xlO4exp (-- h_pulse/rad -
i. 3/ (7)

photoelectron

I_nodes- Group B

n (h) = 1.5 x 106 exp __ pulse/rad-

0.39/ (8)

photoelectron

Integrated, the total pulses are

H A (>h) = 8 x 104x I0 -h/3 pulse/rad (9)

N B (>h) = 6 x 105 x i0 -h/0.9 pulse/rad (I0)

For protons, the analytical representations are:

Photocathode -- Dela)red Pulses

N = I. 1 x 109 pulse/rad (11)

with distribution above h = I given by,
(12)

N (>h) = 1.3 x lOlOx lo-h/O'75pulse/rad

Prompt pulses likely occur only at relativistic

proton velocities (i. e., cosmic rays).

Dynode -- Group A (32 Mev protons)

nA(h)=4.4x 103 exp (_ h )13.8 pulse/

(13)

rad-photoelectron

Dynode -- Group B (32 Mev protons)

n B (h) = 8.7 x 10 4 exp h pulse/

rad-photoelectron

Integrated these become

N A (>h) = 6 x 104 x 10 -h/31"8 pulse/rad (15)

N B (>h) = 4 x 105 x 10-h/10"6pulse/rad (16)

Response to proton dose peaks sharply at 32 Mev

and is about 4 Mev wide.
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Alternatively, theintegrated dynode responses

may be represented by

N A (.h) = 1.8 x 10-Zx i0 -h131"8
(17)

pulse- cruZ/proton

N B (>h) = 1.35 x I0 -I x I0 -h/10"6

pulse- cruZ/proton

(18)

The above representations of dynode pulses

are based on data for Ag Mg dynodes. Reed et al.

data (Reference 6) indicate CuBe dynodes might be

perhaps a factor of 3 less sensitive. Any such dif-

ferences are overlooked here.

The prompt pulses, including dynode pulses,

should be assumed to occur in l0 -7 seconds or

less. The delayed pulse rate probability decays

with a time constant of 10-3 seconds. For

sapphire, Barr and Eberhardt (Reference 9) find

the time constant becomes as long as several

seconds to half a minute.

Orbital Noise Prediction

The electron environment will be present al-

most continuously. Therefore, electron-induced

noise will also be present almost continuously.

The anticipated electron environment is given

by Equation 3. One component is depressed by

solar proton activity, while the other is enh_nced_
At R = 100, each component will yield about 10-

rad/sec bremsstrahlung at the photomultiplier

tube. The primary electrons below 5 Mev will all

be stopped in the structure. The worst case for

Cycles 20-21 will occur near solar minimum in

1974-1975. If it is assumed R_10 is representa-

tive of 1974, then noise in orbit will be generated

by about 1 x 10-5 rad]sec at the photomultiplier

tube.

If, from Table I, we accept 0.6 nanowatt

(4100A) sec/rad cm 2 for the luminescence of the

EMR 541E-01-14 faceplate (h>_.0.5) and 0.07amp/

watt (4100A) peak radiant sensitivity, then the

p,hotomultiplier response will be

N (>0.5) = 0.6 x I0 "9 watt sec 5 cm 2
tad cm 2

(19)

x 0.07 am..__pp 1 . pulse

watt 1.6 x I0 "19 amp sec

= 1.3 x 109 pulse/tad

In this case, virtually all noise generation will be

by electron-gamma-delta ray (i. e., Compton

electron) interaction. Since only a small per-

centage of incident electrons will yield delta rays

exceeding the approximately 0.5 Mev gammas,

the mean prompt pulse height will be only h ~ I.

Since many interactions will fail to produce

Cerenkov radiation, it is possible that Equation l?

overestimates the noise generation by as much as

zo%.

Therefore, the predicted mean orbital noise

generation is

N= 1.3 x 109 pulse 1 x I0 "5 tad

rad sec

= 1.3 x 10 4 pulse/sec

(20)

with virtually all pulses averaging h = I. 0. The

expected number of pulses in one 140 millisecond

counting interval is, therefore,

ffi1.3x 104 pulse 140x 10 -6 sec

sec (Zl)

= 1.8 pulse

The high energy solar proton environn_.ent will be

present only a few percent of the time. Over 90%

of the year, solar proton-induced noise should be

negligible.

The expected solar proton environment is

given by Equation Z. For a typical worst three

years R~100. The star sensor structure, shield-

ing, and surrounding hardware restrict protons

reaching the photomultiplier to energies above

50 Mev with an effective acceptance solid angle of

about 0.5 hemisphere = 0.25 sphere. For face-

plate noise, the maximum solar proton environ-

ment from Equation 2 is

q)max--700 protonisec (100_Z \/'10'0"0 Mev) 3/2cruz 50Mev
per year (3 years) (22)

= 6000 proton/cm 2 sec (>50 Mev,

omnidi r e ctional )

T_o J

c_._o o.61 s v,,,,,,, (3}
c_-6o

x-._°
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Combining this environment with Equation 1 i, the

faceplate noise will be

N = I.I x l09 puls______erad6000_c (0.25) (1.5)

x 1.8 x 10 -7 radcm 2
(Z3)

proton

= 4.4 x 105 pulse/sec

where a spectrum correction factor F = 1.5 has

been assumed. This rate should endure for about

one day.

For the dynode pulses, it can be shown that

the effective 32 Mev proton flux reaching the

photomultiplier is about

A0ma x = 65 protons/cm g sec (24)

Thus, using Equations 17 and 18, the two groups

of dynode pulses will be

proton

N A = 65 (4 Mev)
cmZMev sec (Z5)

x 1.8x l0 -Z pulse cm 2 10_0.5/31. 8

proton

= l.Z pulse/sec

proton
(Z6)

N B = 65 (4 Mev)
cm 2 Mev sec

x 1.35x I0 -I pulse cm 2 10_0.5/10. 6

proton

= 8 pulse/sec

The dynode pulses represent only about 0.03% of

the total and are, therefore, negligible.

Cosmic rays will generate not more than

• pulse particle

N = 1.5 x 109 ra---_ 9 cm 2 sec

tad cmz

x 3 x 10 -8 particle - 4pulse/sec

(Z7)

including prompt pulses of perhaps h~7. Cosmic

ray pulses also appear to be negligible compared

to both the proton-generated and the electron

generated noise.

Thus, the maximum expected orbital noise is

given by Equation 23,

= 4.4x I05 pulse/sec

with virtually all pulses averaging h = I. 0. The

expected number of pulses in one 140 microsecond
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counting interval is therefore

= 4.4x 105 pulses 140 x 106
see

= 61 pulses

(Z8)

(For 1971-1973, these figures should be down by

a factor of more than four. )

The pulse expectancies will not be entirely

uncorrelated. (See Table I for the EMR 541E-01. )

After a faceplate interaction, whether producing

a prompt pulse or not, the rate probability of de-

layed pulses at time t afterwards is

P(t) -- dN = 4__ exp(-t/-) , (Z9)
dt r

where T may tentatively be taken to be 1 x 10 -3

sec. Equation Z9 applies to both electron- and

proton-generated noise. Applied to a 140 micro-

second counting interval, the probability of a

pulse occuring is

P(t) = 4(140 x 10 -6 sec) exp (-t/10 -3sec)

1 x 10 -3 sec

(30)
= 0.56 exp(-t/10 -3sec)

From Equations Zl and Z8, it may be seen

that the expectancy of prompt pulses in a given

counting interval is 0.36 and 12. Z for the average

electron and expected maximum proton environ-

ments respectively. The expectancy of total

pulses is 1.8 and 61 respectively.

Star Sensor Simulation

A computer program has been developed to

simulate the star sensor performance. The out-

put of the simulation program is used to provide

inputs for development and qualification testing

of the ground data processing. An earlier ver-

sion of the simulation was used to evaluate the

performance of the Kalman filter used in the atti-

tude determination computations• The output

from the star sensor simulation (star count pro-

cessor) is a sequence of star sensor count values.

Since the count cycle duration is 140 microseconds,

almost one million of these values must be

generated for every two minutes of star sensor

operation simulated.

The Star Count Processor is part of a com-

prehensive simulation program modeling the en-

tire satellite. Another processor in the simula-

tion program is the Slit Crossing Processor

which determines the times at which star images

cross the center of a slit in the reticle. These



slit crossing times are dependent upon the reticle

slit geometry, the satellite dynamics being simu-

lated, and star positions derived from a Star

Catalog Data Set containing information from

Reference 10. The output from the Slit Crossing

Processor is a data set of slit crossing times

along with the S.A.O. catalog number of the star

and its visual magnitude.

Then attaching a prime to designate values of RE

and RP from the preceding count cycle, we have

RE = (RE' + n e EN) DE (34)

RP = (RP' + np PN) DP (35)

where

The Star Count Processor is capable of simu-

lating a wide variety of background conditions

specified by means of the input parameters dis-

cussed below. For example, the parameter EP

is used as the Poisson distribution parameter for

modelling the arrival of prompt pulses caused by

bremsstrahlung from trapped electrons. The

parameter, EP, is the expected number of count

cycles (140 microsecond intervals) between arri-

vals of these prompt pulses. Since a Poisson

process has exponentially distributed inter-

arrival times (Reference 11), the interval between

consecutive prompt pulses due to trapped electrons

can be expressed as follows in terms of count

cycles,

DTNE = -EP Ln (RU) (31)

Where RU is a pseudorandom number gener-

ated by the computer based upon a distribution

uniform on the interval (0, 1). If we let STNE'

be the arrival "time" of the preceding prompt

pulse due to bremsstrahlung, then the next prompt

pulse arrives at

STNE = STNE' ÷ DTNE

= STNE' - EPLn (RU) (32)

n e
= number of prompt pulses due to

trapped electrons in the preceding

count cycle

% = number of prompt pulses due to

solar protons in the preceding

count cycle

When the processing for the current count

cycle begins, its index, SNC, is obtained by add-

ing one to the previous value of the index. If the

previously generated value of STNE is less than

or equal to the new value of SNC, then EN is

added to RE'. A new value of DTNE is generated

if STNE -_ SNC based on a new random number

RU. The value of DTNE is then added to the cur-

rent value of STNE. The process is repeated un-

til the new value of STNE exceeds the current

value for SNC. Similar logic is used for STNP

with PN being added to RP.

The star background effects vary as the star

sensor optical axis sweeps across the celestial

sphere. Let b o be twice the number of radians

swept in 1020 count cycles and K be the number

of blocks of 1020 count values which have been

generated so far in this simulation. The

expression

A similar logic applies to prompt pulses due to

protons, either solar or cosmic, in terms of the

input parameter SP, the expected number of

count cycles between prompt proton-induced

pulses. Hence

STNP = STNP' -- SP _n (RU) (33)

As noted previously, the delayed pulses fol-

lowing a prompt pulse have a rate of occurrence

dying out with time. This characteristic is

modeled by means of the decay factors, DE and

DP, for electrons and protons respectively.

Then defining

RE = expected number of output pulses

in any count cycle due to electrons

XS = .25
(36)

1.25 + sin b o K

has a maximum value of I. 0 when the sine func-

tion is -I and a minimum value of 1/9 when the

sine function is _I. Then the expected contribu-

tion from stars dimmer than seventh magnitude

is

BD = BDI * XS (37)

where

BDI = an input parameter equal to the ex-

pected contribution of stars dimmer

than seventh magnitude in the galac-

tic plane.

RP =

EN =

PN =

expected number of output pulses

in any count cycle due to protons

an input parameter related to ef-

fect of each trapped electron

an input parameter related to ef-

fect of each solar proton

Contributions of stars brighter than

seventh magD__tude must be represented on an

individu_l basis. Although stars dimmer

than 4.6 rnagnitade could have been represented

on the same basis as the brighter stars, it was
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found that the extra computational cost was not jus- 3.

tiffed. Instead, the following simplified representa-

tion was used. These intermediate intensity stars

were simulated in terms of an exponential distribu-

tion of interarrival times using the quantity SD as

the expected interarrival parameter and 4.

SD = SDI/ (0.15 + XS) (38)

where

SDI = an input parameter 1.15 times the ex-

pected interarrival time in count

cycles in the galactic plane. 1.

The quantity SD is used in the same manner as the

parameters EP and SP resulting in the equation
Z.

STND = STND'- SD _n(RU)÷ 3 (39)

In the single-electron counting mode, virtually

all photomultiplier pulses originate in the face-

plate/photocathode. This becomes important

in design shielding•

Star sensor response to the radiation environ-

ment of space may be readily simulated with

an appropriate computer program.
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GE(LI) DATA REDUCTION USING SMALL COMPUTERS

W.E. MCDERMOTT

1155 T.O.S., MCCLELLAN AFB , CA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of lithium-drlfted
germanium detectors for use in X-ray and

gamma ray spectroscopy has made it possible
to measure accurately the relative abun-
dances of radionuclides present in a
mixture directly, without the use of chem-

ical separation techniques. Events depos-
iting differing amounts of emergy into
the crystal result in pulses of varied
height,which are then sorted using a pulse
height analyzer. Having accumulated a

spectrum, three steps are required for its
analysis. The peaks in the spectrum must
be found, the count rate in the photopeaks
determined, and this count rate related

through a knowledge of machine efficien-
cies to known gamma transitions to find
the amount of each radionuclide present.
Since 4096 channels of data are usually
involved, this process has often been

accomplished on a remote computer. With
the introduction of small , relatively
inexpensive computers it has become pos-
sible to interface these devices with the
Ge(Li) detector in such a way as to allow

the experimenter to maintain an inter-
active control not only of the experimen-
tal parameters, but also of the data inter-
pretation. This latter approach also has
the desirable advantage of providing real-

time information on the progress of the
experiment.

There are essentially two approaches
which are used to produce an interactive
system. In the first, the small computer

is interfaced directly to the ADC and a
portion of the computer memory provides
the storage area for the data! whereas in
the second, the computer is interfaced to

the analyzer memory in which the data is
stored. The analyzer memory thus appears
to the central processor as a bulk storage
device. We have pursued the latter appro-
ach.

2. ANALYZER/COMPUTER COMBINATION

The system used in this study was a
commerlcally made 50/50 S_stem , obtained
from NUCLEAR DATA. It includes a i00 MHz

ADC with 8192 resolution and a 4096 word,
24 bit analyzer memory. Also part of this

system was a 12K PDP 8/I computer produced
by DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. Other equipment
included a display scope, high speed

punch/reader unit, teletype, and interface
units. Machine language instructions were
provided to control all major functions
of the analyzer under computer control,as
well as allowing acess through the computer

accumulator to any memory location within
the analyzer or direct access to the ADC
output.

Various computing languages are
available to program the PDP 8/l;includ-
ing assembly languages, FORTRAN, and
FOCAL ( a conversational language ). The
assembly languages are most efficient

from the point of view of speed and pro-
gram size,however,programs are long and
tedious to write. FOCAL requires the
compiler to reside in core and is there-
fore wasteful of core memory. FORTRAN
programs allow easier design and modifi-

cation and also eliminate training oper-
ators in the assembly languages. Further-
more, FORTRAN programs are available from
a variety of sources including the excel-
lent text by Bevlngton ( ref. i ). Our

approach was to utilize FORTRAN programs
with a number of FORTRAN-callable routines

which provide control over the major
functions of the aru_lyzer.

3. LIMITATIONS OF FORTRAN

There are several limitations placed
on the FORTRAN program by the construction
of the central processor. The PDP 8/1
memory is divided into 4096 word units
called fields . Each field is further di-

vided into 128 word blocks called Da_es.
There are 32 pages in a field. The FORTRAN
loader requires 3 pages in the first field
(field 0), and one page each in the remain-
ing fields. Some locations in the first

page in each field are also required leav-
ing 27 pages available in field 0 and 30
in each of the remaining fields. The
FORTRAN library subroutines_ including

subscripting,square root,read,write,add,
subtract, etc. requires another 25 pages.
The exponentlation routines are not in-
cluded and would require another 6 pages.
Without the latter, in a 12K computer,
this leaves 62 free pages or about 8K for

operator programs.

4. SERVICE ROUTINES

Four service routines were written

to facilitate analysis of the Ge(Li) spec-
trum. These are listed on Slide i. The
routines ANAL and TYME are in the same

package and occupy 2 pages of core, as
does each of the other routines.

5. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The general problem in the analysis
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of Ge(Li) spectra is to determine the area
of the full energyphotopeakafter subtrac-
tion of the background,whichis due to
Comptoninteractions producedby higher
energy gammas.Themain portion of the
photopeakis a gaussianfunction, modified
on the low energyside by tailing. A close
examination of well defined photopeaks,such
as the one shownon Slide 2, also reveals
the existence of a step function-like con-
tribution, the higher level of which is
again on the low energyside of the photo-
peak. Theactual situation is not as bad as
shownas the scale is semi-logarithmic.

In the caseof isolated photopeaks,the
photopeakarea is simply what is left over
after the backgroundis subtracted so the
problemreducesto a determination of the
form of the background. Onepossible
approach is to define a region on either
side of the peakand drawa least square
straight llne through it. Thephotopeakis
defined as anything abovethat line. A more
pleasing solution might be to Join the two
regions on either side of the peak by a
smoothfunction suchas ( I - err(x) ).
With a small computer,however, it is more
practical to use the former method.The
error resulting from using this methodis
about 1%.

Whenphotopeaksare not isolated, then
there is a secondproblem- that of deter-
mining howmuchof the total peakarea is
due to a specific gammaray. For this it is
necessary to usean expression for the in-
dividual peakshapesand an iterative pro-
cedure to minimize the weighted squared
error ( chisquare ). Theerror in this type
of determination is proportional to the
product of chisquare and the error expected
from Poisson statistics alone. Either of

these types of analysis can be coded in
FORTRAN and run on the 50/50 system descri-
bed earlier.

6. ANALYSIS PROGRAM

A flow chart of a typical peak loca-

tion and analysis program is shown on the
next slide. An initial set of parameters
is read in from the high speed paper tape
reader. These include smoothing coeffici-

ents for the peak finding routine,gain,zero,
and estimates of the peak width as a func-
tion of channel number. The teletype is
then used to define the region to be anal-

yzed, the minimum separation between iso-
lated peaks, and the number of channels to
be used in the background region. The
photopeaks are then found by the subroutine
FIND which examines the behavior of the

smoothed first derivative of the spectrum
using an algorithmn similar to that used
in the GASPAN program ( ref 2 ). When all

peaks have been found, the first (highest

energy ) peak is checked against the second
to determine if they are resolved. If so,

the specified number of channels are ex-
tracted from the analyzer and the limits of
the peak determined. The program looks on
either side of the peak for three

successive increases in the smoothed chan-

hal contents such that the difference be-
tween the first and third values are at
least twice the square root of the first.
The first channel in this group is taken
to be the limit of the peak on that side.
The remaining channels are then used to

calculate a least square line to be used
as the background and the resulting peak
area and centroid calculated.

If the peak was found not to be iso-

lated, then the region to be analyzed
includes that second peak and any other un-

resolved peaks. After calculating the total

peak area in the same manner as for an iso-
lated peak, a non-llnear least square fit
using the functional form,

4

y = a + bx + _ c I exp( - s2( x-d i )2 )
1

is used and the total area for each peak
calculated from the area previously cal-
culated and the relative peak amplitude.
The form of the functional fit may be varied

by using different calculation subprograms.
The next slide shows a memory map of this

program to give some idea of the size of
each subprogram.

7. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I feel that a small

computer can perform the first two steps
necessary in the analysis of a Ge(Li) spec-
trum. The last step, that of correlating

the photopeak intensities and determining
the amount of each radionuclide present

must be taken either by the experimenter

or a larger computer.
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SLIDE 1 FORTRAN S_VICE ROUTINES

Name Calling S_atement

ANAL CALL ANAL (CTS,CHAN,N) Lead into the vector CTS, starting at

CTS(1), _e contents of the N analyzer

locations beginning with CHAN, Conwrt

24 bit word to fl_ting point.

Tn_ X=T_m(T) Load contents of ana_er channel 0
_to X after converting to f!oat_

point and multiplying by the constant
T.

F_IL CALL FNDIL (X,Y)

CAUS X = GAUS (T)

Find _he upper channel, X, and the

lower channel, Y_ of the analog

intensified region on the display scope.

Compute EXP(- T2). If T is greater in

magnitude than 5, GAUS (T) = O.

INPUT

IS Nth pEAK

NO CROM N+I st ?RESOLVE_____ES

_ULTIPLET
N =N+I

I
IFIND PEAK(S I

- ...... L

NO i ISOLATED PEAK ._S

_OE MNEA_ LEAST I _S
QUARES ROUTINE I

4

I -
$L,_6 5

COUNTS

iO5

,O4

,?

102

(o

o,., ,,,,

• °

,o ,.Do e,
o., •

C_ANNEL

SLIDE 2

MEMORY MAP

FIELD 0 PlELD I FIELD 2

FORTRAN (3)

FORTRAN

LIBRARY

SUBROUTINES

(2_)

ANAL (2)

GAUS (Z)

(i)

MAIN (25)

DERV (_)

CALC (6)

NON-LINEAR

LEAST SQUARE

FITTING ROUTIN]

(16)

FIND (7)

SLIDE 4
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RADIATION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SKYLAB

John E. Braly and Thomas R. Heaton

Martin Marietta Corporation

Skylab, an experimental space station, will orbit the earth during 1972-73. Sixty

experiments will be carried out during its flight, 26 of which use some type of photo-

graphic film. In its circular orbit of 235 n mi, inclined 50 ° , it passes through the Van

Allen belt several times a day. The expected radiation environment is too severe for

some of the film on board. In addition, it was suspected that this environment would

darken a borosilicate window used by the S190 experiment. Radiation tests were conducted

on the various types of Skylab film to establish the total radiation dosages compatible

with an acceptable level of film fogging, and on the S190 borosilicate window to estab-

lish radiation limits for an acceptable darkening level. The results verified that most

of the films would be unusable when returned to earth, and that the borosilicate window

would be darkened beyond 11 _ _i i_ _, n___1a_owa_e unless .... _ =-_m_, =_=_ protection was _Lov_u=d. The

operational solutions to these problems involve protecting the film with five film vaults

and protecting the window with a radiation shield. The largest vault is made of aluminum

and weighs over 2000 ib (its thickest compartment wall is 3.4 in.). The window radiation

shield is a light honeycomb structure which is swung away for limited astronaut viewing

or when the S190 experiment is in operation. Although the shield is light weight, it is

heavy enough to stop the large number of low energy electrons making up a major part of

the external environment and which are potentially damaging to the window. The paper

contains a brief description of the Skylab mission and some of the associated experiments.

The radiation environment the spacecraft will encounter is discussed. The results of the

radiation test programs on Skylab photographic film and on borosilicate glass are pre-

sented. Operational solutions to the two problems of excessive film fog and loss of

transmittance through the glass are described.

SKYLAB MISSION

Skylab is an experimental space station program

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion, designed to expand our knowledge of manned

earth orbital operations and to accomplish care-

fully selected scientific, technological, and med-

ical investigations. This space station is to be

made up of a cluster of individual m_dules includ-

ing a Saturn IVB stage modified into an Orbital

W_rkshop (OWS), an Airlock Module (AM), a Multiple

Docking Adapter (MDA), a Saturn V Instrument Unit

(IU), an Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM), and an

Apollo Command and Service Module (CSM).

Flight i of the Skylab mission will begin with

the launch from the Kenned_v Space Center (KSC) of

all modules except the CSM. These modules will be

inserted by a Saturn V into a circular orbit 235

n mi high, inclined 50 ° with respect to the equa-

tor. Within the 7.5 hr lifetime of the IU, the

orbital assembly will be oriented to a solar iner-

tial (sun pointing) attitude mode, and the workshop

solar array will be deployed. The ATM will be ro-

tated 90 ° from the launch position, and the ATM

solar arrays will be deployed. The ATM pointing

control system will be activated to maintain the

solar-inertial attitude. The interior of the OWS,

AM, and MDA will be pressurized to 5 psia with an

oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere, making it ready to ac-

cept docking of the CSM and entry of the flight

crew.

workshop and complete activation of the orbital

assembly for habitation. For the remainder of the

Flight 2 mission, the experiment program will be

conducted with emphasis on the medical experiments

and evaluation of the habitability systems. The

ATM experiments will be activated and their opera-

_ion verified. Nomi_*ally, the CSM will deorbit on

the 28th day, and splashdown is planned in the

West Atlantic recoverv area.

Flight 3 involves the launch of a second crew

on a Saturn IV approximately 80 days after the

launch of Flight 2. The orbit-insertion, rendez-

vous, and docking procedures will be the same as

those for Flight 2. The mission will be similar

to Mission SL-I/SL-2, except that it will be open

ended for up to 56 days duration. In addition,

more emphasis will be placed on the solar astron-

omy experiments. Assuming nominal mission dura-

tion and deorbit, recovery is planned in the mid-

Pacific recovery area.

Flight 4 will be launched approximately i00

days after the launch of Flight 3. Its payload is

the third CSM and crew. This mission will com-

plete the planned experiment objectives, and will

provide additional statistical data on the space

crew's adaptability and performance over the

planned 56-day mission. Recovery will be in the

mid-Pacific.

Flight 2 will be launched from KSC one day

after Flight i, using a Saturn lB. A CSM with a

three-man crew will be inserted into an interim

orbit. The CSM will rendezvous with the orbital

assembly, using the service propulsion system to

boost it to the required 235-n-mi-orbit, and will

dock to the axial port of the MDA, thus completing

the cluster (Fig. i). The crew will enter the

EXPERIMENTS

Approximately 60 experiments, to be carried

out during the 240-day lifetime of Skylab, have

been divided into the six general categories of

solar astronomy, science, biomedical, technology,

earth resources, and crew operations. Of these,

the solar astronomy, science, and earth resources
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experiments are of most interest here because of

the corpuscular radiation problems associated with

them.

The solar astronomy scientific experiments

comprise the payload for theATM. These instru-

ments are the largest, most complex ever designed

for performing solar research from an orbiting

spacecraft, and all but one use some type of

photographic film to record their data.

The science experiments are designed to study

the discipline areas of geophysics, physics of the

upper atmosphere, physics of the interplanetary

medium, solar studies to supplement the ATM ex-

periments, and both galacti_ and intergalactic

astronomy. Many of these experiments use extreme-

ly sensitive photographic film to record their

data.

The earth resources experiments (EREP) are

designed to support the development of sensors and

applications technology, required for the design

of operational spacecraft systems. These experi-

ments are mounted Both on the interior and exteri-

or of the MDA. One EREP experiment, S190, uses a

six-camera array with synchronized shutters look-

ing through a 1.6-in.-thick borosilicate window to

take pictures of the earth's surface. This window

is the highest quality of any put into space to

date. Even though an electroconductive coating is

used on the outside surface of the glass to resis-

tively heat it, transmittance must be at least

0.65 at a wavelength of 0.40 _m, at least 0.70 at

a wavelength of 0.45 _m, at least 0.77 from 0.50

to 0.70 pm, and at least 0.63 at a wavelength of

0.90 _m.

RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

A predicted radiation environment has been cal-

culated, using the Martin Marietta computer code

PD-202, which determines positions in the trajec-

tory at specified intervals and converts these

data to the corresponding Mcllwain geomagnetic

coordinates (B, L) (ref. i). The electron and

proton fluxes and energy spectra are then deter-

mined from _u_i=........v=_= _ ' 5, 6, 7 =LLU---;A= _ _=6

environments (refs. 2 and 3). Since the Skylab

orbit repeats essentially every 24 hr, calcula -

tions were for an average daily differential spec-

trum (Fig. 2 and 3) and a typical daily flux his-

tory (Fig. 4). It can be seen from Fig. 4 that,

in this particular orbit, Skylab passes in and out

of the Van Allen belt periodically and, in fact,

completely misses the South Atlantic anomaly five

orbits in a day. An indication of the hardness of

the proton spectrum can be seen from Fig. 5, which

was generated by Martin Marietta computer code

K1)-205. This program uses the spectrum compiled

by PD-202 and the stopping power data of Berger

and Seltzer (ref. 4) to calculate the dose at the

center of a sphere, of specified thickness, both

in rems and in rads.

Additional doses, at various points in the

cluster, have been calculated by Hill et al. (ref.

5), taking into account the specific geometry of

each module and intermodule shielding. These cal-

culations also used the spectrum generated by PD-

202 and are shown in Fig. 6. Examining the values

in this figure and using Fig. 4 as a rad-to-rem
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RADIATION DOSES AT VARIOUS POINTS INSIDE SKYLAB

CLUSTER
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14 0.15298

FIGURE 6.-Radiation doses at various points inside Skylab Cluster.
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converter, it becomes evident that additional radi-

ation shielding for the Skylab crewman is unneces-

sary because NASA's planning operational dose for

a 56-day Skylab mission is 250 rems to the skin

and 25 rems to the blood forming organs.

Cosmic radiation also makes up part of the

radiation environment to be encountered by Skylab.

Although unimportant when considering surface

doses outside the orbital assembly, this environ-

ment can become significant behind very heavy

shields, such as fllm vaults, because of the

greater range of cosmic rays compared to the range

of Van Allen belt protons and electrons. Burrell

et al. (ref. 6), estimate that behind a i0 gm/cm 2

aluminum shield, the total cosmic ray dose at 240

n mi, 50 °, wlll be 2 x 10 -3 rads/day, or 0.4 rads

to a film stored 200 days.

RADIATION TEST PROGRAMS

Photographic Film

A radiation test program was conducted by

Martin Marietta's Denver Division to obtain film

degradation data for establishing minimum radia-

tion shielding requirements of the experiment and

operational films to be used in the Skylab mission

(ref. 7). The films were irradiated at various

levels with Cobalt-60 gamma rays and then imaged

in selected regions of the X-ray, ultraviolet,

visible, and near infrared to simulate spectral

ranges in which the films will be used. Sensi-

tometrlc analysis of the processed film included

Hurter and Driffield (H&D) curves, film base plus

fog, gamma, and modulation plots. A series of

principal investigator reviews were conducted to

allow each principal investigator (PI) to render a

subjective judgment of the maximum acceptable ra-

diation dosage for the film types to be used on

his experiment. This was done by visual inspec-

tion of the irradiated film samples. Results of

the sensitemetric analysis and PI evaluations were

combined to form the Martin Marietta-recommended

acceptable radiation dose levels for the various

film types presented in Table i.

Most of these films are to go into orbit in

the OWS or MDA on Flight i, even though they may

be used on Flights 3 or 4. This results in the

majority of the film being stored in orbit for

several months (81 to 210 days). From Figure 5,

the corresponding radiation dose would be 12.5 to

31.5 fads in the MDA and 9.7 to 25.2 rads in the

ouE. Comparing these values wlth the data in

Table i, it is obvious that most of the fllm would

be fogged beyond use before it was put into a cam-

era, unless specific protective measures were

taken.

S190 Borosllicate Window

A second radiation test program was conducted

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory: (i) to

quantify the darkening effect of electron fluence

on borosilicate BK-7 glass; (2) to determine

whether the electroconductive coating on the outer

surface of the glass would be subject to degrada-

tion by the radiation environment; and (3) to de-

termine if a static discharge of the trapped elec-

trons, and resultant Lichtenberg figure, would be

possible at the expected fluence levels (the

TABLE 1.-Recommended acceptable radiation dose levels for various
Skylab photoqraphic films.

Recom_hded
Experiment Acceptable

:tlm Type Nu_ers Rad Dose

lOWSVaults:

50166 (2485)

SOIBO

SC_5

10_-0, UV
S0121 - Color
50246 (2424)
50168

2403
524_ EFB - Color
103a-F
I-N Spectroscopic
3400
3401

S0368 - Color

$0114
104-01 (SWR)

:3400

50392

S063, S073,
T025, T027

$190
M479
S019, S020
S063
S190
S190
MISt
M507, M508,
M509, T013,

TO20, Oper.
T025, T027
M512
T027
$190

$190
(Forlnerlyconsid-
ered for SIW)

DO21, Operational

S054, S056
S082 A &
S082 B

S052, S054
S082 A &
S082 B

H-AIpha I

I

I
2
1.5
2
2
2
3

4

4
B
8
8
8
8

8
B

16
32

32

latter effect was noted by the National Bureau of

Standards (ref. 8) in tests performed on a similar

5oroslllcate glass, BK-7G). Samples of the glass

were exposed to a spectrum of electrons which had

a maximum energy of 2.5 mev. After irradiation,

the glass surface was struck with a grounded point

in an effort to discharge the sample. No Lichten-

berg figures were observed in any of the samples

and it was assumed that the strength of the glass

was unchanged since there were no cracks. However,

additional tests are planned later this year to

measure bending strength of an irradiated sample.

Transmittance was measured both before and

after irradiation. The results are shown in Fig.

7 and 8, along with the required level of trans-

mittance. Clearly, the window could not fly the

entire Skylab mission of 250 days unprotected, and

still be within the required specification of

transmittance, since the expected external elec-

tron flux Is approximately 5 × i0 I0 electron/cm2/

day.

OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS

Excessive Film Fog

Prediction of the amount of radiation-induced

fog that a particular film will acquire is based

on a number of factors: storage location, length

of time in storage, experiment (camera) location,

length of time in camera, etc. The need for ad-

ditional protection for a film is determined by

the difference between the maximum acceptable dose

(Table i) and the dose to be received during oper-

ation of the experiment. If the dose received

during storage is larger that this difference, a

film vault is necessary. During the Skylab mis-

sions, even though most of the photographic film

is to be launched with the workshop on Flight i,

each load is to return at the end of the flight on

which it is used. Consequently, each load of film

has different protection requirements, even though

it is the same film used in the same experiment.
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TRANSMITTANCE OF IRRADIATED UNCOATED SAMPLES OF BK-7
BOROSILI CATE GLASS
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FIGURE L-Transmittance of irradiated uncoated samples of BK-7 borosilicate glass.
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Taking into account these factors and the mis-

sion requirement that all ATM experiment film must

be stored in the MDA, and the structural require-

ment that no more than 500 lb could be mounted on

any one longeron, resulted in four separate film

vaults in the MDA. All vaults are made of alumi-

num, ranging in thickness from 0.09 to 1.5 in.,

and weigh a total of 1545 ib empty. They were de-

aigned and built by Martin Marietta's Denver Divi-

sion.

All other films are to be stored in the OWS.

Since this module is capable of supporting a

larger concentrated weight, only one vault with

several compartments of various thicknesses was

required. This, of course, is a more efficient

design method, since one compartment shields the

next and reduces total amount of material need.

Even so, this vault weighs 2398 lb empty and re-

quires a pallet to stand on to distribute its

weight over the floor of the OWS. It is made up

of four aluminum compartments whose thicknesses

are 0.25, 1.9, 2.9, and 3.4 in. This vault was

designed in the Astronautics Laboratory of the

Marshall Space Flight Center and is being built by

McDonnell Douglas' Western Division.

With the addition of these five film vaults,

at a total weight penalty of almost 4000 ib, all

photographic film should return with usable data.

Darkenin 8 of the S190 Borosilicate Window

Since the electron environment that the window

will see is made up mostly of low energy particles,

a lightweight shield is all that is needed to pro-

vide adequate radiation protection against darken-

ing. Consequently, the current window cover de-

sign involves a honeycomb structure with 0.028-in.

fiberglass face sheets. In addition to shielding

the glass from radiation damage, the window cover

also serves as a meteoroid shield to stop mete-

oroid erosion; a thermal shield to allow the

window and frame heaters to stabilize the temper-

ature of the glass (when desired for optical rea-

sons); and a contamination shield to prevent con-

taminates from depositing on the window. A simple

opening mechanism allows the astronaut to swing

the shield away when he desires to operate the

S190 experiment.

SUMMARY

An experimental space station, Skylab, is to

orbit the earth during 1973 in a 235-n-mi-circular

orbit inclined 50 °. During its operational llfe-

time of approximately 238 days, three three-man

crews will rendezvous with Skylab and carry out

various experiments up to 56 days before returning.

The expected radiation environment Skylab will

see iS made up of protons and electrons from the

Van Allen belt, and of cosmic rays. The large

number of electrons are mostly low energy parti-

cles that result in a high surface dose, but add

little to the internal dose. This high electron

fluence to the outside surface of a borosilicate

window used by one of the experiments could cause

darkening of the glass. The dose inside Skylab

(due mainly to protons), although not a problem

for the astronauts, is a problem for photographic

film used by some of the experiments. The dose

from cosmic rays is very low and does not become

significant until very heavy structures, such as

film vaults, are considered.

Two radiation test programs were run to quan-

tify maximum acceptable film fog for each type

film to be used and maximum acceptable window

darkening. Since the expected environment would

exceed these limits, five film vaults and a re-

movable window cover were incorporated into the

Skylab design, at a weight penalty of almost 4000

ib, to insure that useful data would be returned

at the end of the mission.
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TECHNIQUES FOR CALCULATING SPACE RADIATION DAMAGE TO PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM ABOARD SKYLAB

C.W. Hill and C.F. Neville

Lockheed-Georgia Company

The effect of space radiation on photographic film employed in experiments

aboard Skylab is being investigated in order to minimize film vault weight and assure

data survival I. Radlatlon-induced film fogging density is employed as a damage

criterion in these calculations. Photographic density is computed by integrating

the product of radiation flux and an energy-dependent damage function; the damage

function is empirically derived from the experimental work of other investigators Z'3.

Proton damage functions are obtained for many films from experimental data of

radiation-induced density for I0 to 130 MeV protons. For other films, proton damage

functions are obtained by interpolatlon among the available damage functions using

the results of Cobalt-60 tests for normalization.

Damage functions for alphas are obtained by rescaling the proton data on

the basis of LET.

Damage functions for electrons are constant over the energy range 0.5 to 16.

MeV and approximate the value for minimum ionizing protons. Below 0.5 MeV electron

damage functions are scaled from the proton data on the basis of LET.

Damage functions for gamma rays (bremsstrahlung) are identical to those of

electrons from 0.6 to 16. MeV and are relatively constant when based on the rad dose

which would be delivered to air or water under charged particle equilibrium conditions.

The relative sensitivity rises by factors of 7 to 50, depending on emulsion composition,

at 40 keV.

Using these emplrica1!ydetarmined daaase funct$ons_ radiation fogging to Skylab

film is estimated in the following manner. A mathematical model of the Skylab cluster

geometry is constructed. The LSVDC4 computer program calculates transport of the

external radiation environment through the model embedded in the films. Recent program

modifications derive proton, alpha, electron, and bremsstrahlung spectra and fold in

appropriate damage functions. The computed radlation-induced fogging values are then

used to estimate the adequacy of film vault shielding.

i C.W. Hill, D. N. Davis, and J. H. Davis, "Space Radiation Hazards to Project Skylab

Photographic Film," Lockheed-Georgia Company Report ER-I0725, June 1970.

2
R. H. Herz, "The Photographic Action of Ionizing Radiations," Wiley-Interscience,

London 1969.

3 E. B. Ress, L. P. Oldham, J. W. Dean, and J.E. Burghardt, "Skylab Radiation Film

Studies," Martin Marietta Corporation Report ED-2002-1110, June 30, 1970.

4
C. W. Hill, W. B. Ritchie, and K. M. Simpson, Jr., "Data Comilation and Evaluation of

Space Shielding Problems, "Volume IV, LSVDC4 Program Systems, Lockheed-Georgia

Company Report ER-7777, February 1967.
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FREQUENCY OF LIGHT-FLASHES INDUCED
BY CERENKOV RADIATION FROM HEAVY COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI

RICHARD MADEY and P.J. MCNULTY

Department of Physics

Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, New York 13676

Astronauts on Apollo missions 11 through 14 have reported seeing light-

flashes at a typical rate of about one per minute. We have calculated the expected

frequency of light--flashes induced in the dark-adapted eye by Cerenkov radiation

from the flux of heavy nuclei that exists in the region of space beyond the geo-

magnetic field. In order to induce a visual sensation, at least two Cerenkov

photons must be absorbed in coincidence by the rhodopsin molecules in a small

area of the retina served by a single optic nerve fiber. The fact that the photons

must be coincident on a small cluster of rods restricts the path length of the

heavy nuclei for the production of relevant Cerenkov photons to a thin layer of

the nervous tissue of the retina just ahead of the rods. The expected frequency

of light-flashes depends on the threshold number of photons that must be

absorbed in a rod cluster. It is known that individual threshold values in the

dark-adapted eye can vary by a factor of five even among young normal

human subjects. The result of our calculation can be presented as a curve

of the mean frequency of light-flashes versus the threshold number of absorbed

photons. The results are not sensitive to variations in the path length from

5 to 15 grams per square centimeter of water-equivalent before the nucleus

reaches the retina. Our calculations are based on the fluxes and energy spectra

of galactic cosmic-ray nuclei helium to iron measured at a time of minimum

solar modulation. The expected light-flash frequencies induced by Cerenkov

radiation are consistent with the frequencies reported by the astronauts on Apollo

missions 11 through 14.

Astronauts on Apollo missions 11 through 14 have

reported seeing light-flashes in a region beyond the geo;-

magnetic field when their eyes were dark-adapted (1).

The mean interval between the light flashes is typically

about one minute. According to physiological experience,

every stimulus that is capable of exciting the visual

sensory nerve fiber can produce the sensation of light (2).
That part of the nervous system where light sensations

can be excited comprises the retina, the optic nerve,

and a part of the brain containing the fibers of the optic

nerve. In addition to visible photons, types of stimuli

that are known to induce light sensations include mech-

anical stimulation, electric currents, and X-rays (2)-(4).

PresSure on the eyeball produces a pressure-image or

phosphene _5). Light flashes can be induced by current

discharges through the optic nerve. Collimated X-rays

(3)(4)(6)-(11) have been shown to stimulate spots on the

retina of the dark-adapted eye. Previously, we have

given a brief report (12) of a calculation of the expected

frequency of light-flashes induced in the dark-adapted

eye by Cerenkov radiation from the flux of heavy nuclei

that exists in regions of space beyond the geomagnetic

field. In this paper, we present some of the details

of this work. Fazio et al (13) have proposed that the

Cerenkov mechanism may be the dominant one responsible

for the light flashes observed by the astronauts. Tobias

et al (14) indicate that the dominant mechanism is pro-

bably ionization.
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VISUAL SENSATIONS INDUCED BY CERENKOV

RADIATION

Cerenkov radiation occurs when a charged particle

traverses a dielectric medium at a speed greater than

the speed of light in the medium. The Cerenkov wave is

conical. The apex of the cone is at the position of the
charged particle. The radiation is emitted in the for-

ward direction at an angle e with the direction of the

particle velocity. The angle e is the half-angle of the

cone. It is given by the relation

cos 0 = 1/n _ (1)

where n is the index of refraction of the dielectric

medium at the frequency of interest, and _ is the speed
of the particle in units of the speed of light.

Since the Cerenkov radiation is an electromagnetic

shock wave, it contains all frequency components that

can satisfy Eq. (1). Per unit path length traversed by a

particle of charge Ze and speed _, the number of photons

with frequency w in the interval _v is given by

d.N_N= Z 2 ct sin 2 0 AW (2)
d£ c

Here the fine structure constant a= e2/_hc _' 1/137.

This expression assumes that the medium is non-des-

persive; that is, the index of refraction is assumed to be

constant over the frequency interval 5_ of the emitted

light. Wald and Brown (15) have measured the relative

absorption spectrum of human rhodopsin. The wave-



lengthsatthe half-amplitude points of the scotopic (rod)

spectral sensitivity curve at the retinal surface are

kl=4.4xl0-5cmandk2=5.4xl0-5cm. Thus, in
the wavelength interval corresponding to the sensitive

region of the eye, Eq. (2) becomes

-_L (visible photons/cm) = 193 Z2 sin 2 0 (3)

Hecht et al (16) analyzed data on threshold sensitivity

and showed that a fully dark-adapted human rod can be

excited by the absorption of a single (5100 angstrom)

visible photon. Although a rod responds to a single

absorbed photon, a single rod response will not activate

the optic nerve to produce a visual sensation. For

vision, it is necessary that there be an N-fold coinci-

dence.of photons absorbed in a cluster of rods served by

a single optic nerve fiber (17). Threshold sensation

under optimal physiological conditions requires at least

a two-fold coincidence and perhaps up to a 14-fold

coincidence, in the experiments of Heeht et al (16), the

probability is negligible that two photons would be ab-

sorbed in a single rod because of the small number of

photons incident on a much larger number of rods in a

cluster served by a single optic nerve. For the

Cerenkov radiation from a charged particle to induce a

visual sensation, there must be a coincidence of at

least two photons absorbed in a small area of the retina

that contains a cluster of rods served by a single optic

nerve fiber. It turns out that this requirement restricts

the path length to a small region in the retina for the

production of Cerenkov photons that can induce a visual

sensation. The fact that the Cerenkov photons must be

coincident on a small area of the retina restricts the

relevant path length to a thin layer of the nervous tissue

of the retina just ahead of the rods. The equations that

govern the production of a viaual sensation by Cerenkov

light can be obtained with reference to Fig. 1. Let r
• o

denote the radius of a small retinal area that contains

a cluster of rods served by a single optic nerve fiber.

The Cerenkov photons that are incident on a rod cluster

are produced by a particle that traverses a path length

just ahead of the rods. The path length L° is given
b °Y

L° = ro/tan 0 (4)

Thus, the number M of Cerenkov photons (in the wave-

length interval between 440 and 540 nanometers) incident

on a rod cluster is

_¢o dN ) oM = (_-_- dL= 193 Z2 r
o

sin 0 cos 0 (5)

Eq. (5) may be rewritten 1/2
<2 2

M=193Z 2 i n 0 - 1)
2 2

n

r (6)
o

The number of Cerenkov photons incident on a rod
cluster is directly proportional-to the radius of the

cluster. A single ganglion cell serves a circular area on

the retina with a diameter that corresponds to visual

angle of about 20 minutes of arc (18). For a posterior
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FIGURE i. Geometry for the Production of a Visual
Sensation by Cerenkov Radiation from

a Heavy Nucleus Traversing the Retina

nodal distance of 16.68 mm (19), a visual angle of 1

minute of arc corresponds to an image size on the retina

of 4.85 microns• Thus, the radius of a circular area

on the retina served by a single ganglion cell is about
48.5 micron_ (= 4.85 x 10 -3 cm). For this value of

ro, Eq. (6) becomes

(n2 o _1)1/2
M - 0. 935 _ (7)

Z2 2 2n S

In Fig. 2, we plot the normalized number M/Z 2 of

visible Cerenkov photons incident on a rod cluster as a

function of the speed _ of a stripped nucleus with charge

Z moving in the nervous tissue of the retina just ahead of
the rods. For the index of refraction n of this nervous

tissue, we use 1.338. For a given nucleus of charge Z

traversing the retina with a speed _, the number M of

visible Cerenkov photons incident on a rod cluster is

equal to the product of Z 2 and the value of the ordinate

of the visible-photon production function in Fig. 2 that

corresponds to the speed _. The minimum speed _min
at the retina of a nucleus of charge Z that can produce

a specified number M of relevant Cerenkov photons can

be found from this charge-normalized production function

in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, we plot _-minversus Z for M= 2,
5, 10, 20, 50,100,200, and 500. The absolute threshold

speed _th for the production of Cerenkov photons can be
found from Eq. (1) for the limiting case cos 0 -* 1; thus,

1
_th = "_ (8)

For n = 1. 338, _th = 0. 7474. This value for the thres-
hold speed corresponds to a threshold kinetic energy

per nucleon of 470 MeV per nucleon.
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At least two photons must be absorbed by rhodopsin

in order to induce a visual sensation. Hecht et al (16)

estimated thatfrom 5 to 20 percent of the visible (510m_t)

photons incident on the retina are actually absorbed

by the rhodopsin. Later estimates indicate thatthe

probability of absorption of a visible (505 mu) photon that

interacts with a rod is about 30 percent (20)(21). Some

of the photons incident on the retina interact with the

cones or with material between the rods. The rod density

is greatest at an angle of about 20 degrees to the right

of the observer' s fovea (22);in this region, about 70

percent of the area is occupied by rods. Thus, the pro-

babilityof absorption by rhodopsin of visible (505 m_)

photons incident on the retina near 20 degrees is about 20

percent. IfM photons are incident on the retina, the pro-

babilitythat exactly (M-T) photons willbe absorbed is given

by the binomial probability distribution:

P(M-T) -- q (9)

where p = the probabilitythat a photon willbe absorbed,

and q = 1-p = the probabilitythat a photon will not

be absorbed,

If M photons are incident, the probabilitythat at least

R photons willbe absorbed is

T=M-R T=M-R M_

2"=0 '1'=0

(10)

in Eqs. (9)and (i0),the symbol[T
nomial coefficients:

denotes the bi-
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M M'T/ .T' (M-T)!
(ii)

These coefficients are tabulated in standard handbooks.

The probability QM: ( > R) that at least R photons will
be absorbed in rhoaopsin is listed in Table 1 for R = 2,

5, 10,and 20 as a function of the number M of incident

photons for a single photon absorption probability p= 1/5.

These data are plotted in Fig. 4.

FLUXES AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF GALACTIC

COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI

Comstock, Fan and Simpson (23,24) have

measured the fluxes and energy spectra of the galactic

cosmic-ray nuclei helium to iron at the time of min-

imum solar modulation (viz, October 1964-.November

1965). Based on the reported differential energy spectra

of the various nuclei, we have represented the unidirectional

differential flux spectra of nuclei by an inverse power

law in the total energy per nucleon E above El, and by a
constant value in the kinetic energy per nucleon in the

interval between T o and TI:



n (E)= CE -Y (E >El) (12)

TABLE 1

THE PROBABILITY THAT AT LEAST 1% (= 2, 5,1O, and 20) PHOTONS WILL BE ABSORBED

VERSUS THE NUMBER OF INCIDENT PHOTONS P0R A SINGLE PHOTON ABSORPTION

pROBABILITy OF ONE-FIFTH

Number of Incident Photo_e Probability of AbBorblng st Least R Photo_, Qm ( ;_R)
M

R-2 R=O R=I0 R=20

2 O. O400

a o. 1040

4 O. 1808

5 o. 2637 O. 0003

6 o. 3446 0. 0018

7 0. 4233 0. 0047

8 0. 4937 0. 0104

9 0.2638 0.0196

10 0, 6242 O. 0_28

11 O. 6779 O. 0604

12 O. 7251 O. 0726

18 O. 7664 O. 0991

14 O. 8021 O. 1296

15 O. 8329 O. 1642 0. OOOl

16 O. 8593 O. 2018 O. 0002

17 O. 8818 O. 2418 O. O005

18 O. 9009 O, 2838 O, 0009

19 O, 9171 O. 3287 O. 0016

20 O. 9300 O. 3704 O. 0026

30 O. 9895 O. 7448 O. 0611

40 O. 9980 O. 9241 O. 2682

50 O. 9990 O. 9815 O. 5563

80 1. 0 o. 9931 O. 7868

o. ooo0

O, 0107

70 1.0 O. 9992 O. 9155 O. 0646

80 1.0 O. 9996 O. 9713 O. 1634

90 1, 0 I. 0 O. 9914 O. 2382

100 1.0 1.0 0.9978 0.5398

Ii0 1.0 1. O O. 2994 o. 7190

120 l.O l.O 0,9998 0.8483

130 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9287

150 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9680

160 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9872

170 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9963

180 1,0 1.0 1,0 0.9984

190 1.0 1. O 1,0 0,9994

300 1.0 1,0 1.0 1. o
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n (T) = C 1 (T O < T < T1) (13)

where

E(BeV/nucleon) = T(BeV/nucleon) + 0. 9315 (13)

The spectral exponent ¥ has an observed value of about

2.5. The representation in Eq. (13) is valid for a kinetic

energy T O in the neighborhood of 100 MeV per nucleon.

The value of the constant C. for oxygen, as reported

by Comstock et al (23), is _. 4 nuclei/m2-sec-sr-(BeV/

nc,.deon) in the tLme interval from October to November,

1964. The values of C 1 for other nuclei come from

measurements on the relative abundance of the elements

in the cosmic radiation. There seems to be no significant

change in the relative abundances with time even though

the flux level changes with the solar cycle. Also,

within the present expe rimental errors, the relative

abundances appear to be independent of energy. The

relative abundance of the nuclei in the cosmic radiation

from the (IMP IV and OGG t)satellite measurements

by the University of Chicago group are listed in Table 2

and plotted in Fig. 5. The coefficient C in the high-

energy portion of the differential flux Eq. (12) is given

by Comstock et al (23) for some of the nuclei (namely,

C,O,B, Ne, Mg, Si and the Fe-Co-Ni group). These

values for the coefficient C are tabulated in Table 2.

For these nuclei, values for the total energy per nucleon

E 1 can be found by equating Eqs. (12) and (13):

= C1)1E 1 (C/ / "_' (15)
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The values of E 1 are listed in Table 2. We have used
Eq. (15) with _= 2.5 to compute values for the co-

efficient C for the other nuclei for assumed (tabulated)

values of E 1 and the measured values of C 1.
For E >E 1 (or T >T1), the unidirectional integral

flux spectra of the galactic cosmic-ray nuclei can be
represented by the following power-law:

=n(E) CE-(Y-1)
N_E) = _ dE (for E >El)

7-1
E

(16)

For Eo <E <E 1 (orT O <T <TI), the unidirectional
integral fluxspectra of galactic cosmic-ray nuclei can

be represented as follows:

E

N(>E) = JE
+C___.Elf (,el)n(E}dE+N(>E1)= CI(EI-E) y-i

(17)

Values of the coefficient C/(y-l) for integral flux

spectra of galactic cosmic-ray nuclei for an integral

spectral exponent 7 -1 = 1.5 at a time of minimum
solar modulation are listed in Table 3. Also listed in

Table 3 are unidirectional integral fluxes above a total
energy of 1.4 BeV per nucleon, which is the threshold

for the production of Cerenkov radiation in the retina.

Table 3

INTEGRAL FLUX SPECTRA OF GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI AT A TIME OF

MINIMUM SOLAR MODULATION

Nucleus Coefficient C/(y- 1) Flux Above Cerenkov Threshold

[p/m2-s-sr-(BeV/nuc) -(¥-1)] N (E _1.40 Bey/nucleon)

_/m_-s-sr)

3Ll 1. 88 1. 04

4Be 0, 627 ,60

5 B 2.87 i. 58

6 C 8.00 4. 94

7N 2. 07 1.28

8° 8. O0 4.94

9 F 0. 091 .076

10Ne 0. 933 .78

llNa O. 171 .43

12Mg O. 933 .97

13AI 0.183 .15

14Si 0. 933 .77

15 p 0.109 .091

16 S 0. 267 .22

17C1 0. 054 .045

18 A 0.107 .099

19 K 0. 073 ,061

20Ca 0.168 .14

21Sc O. 067 . _6

Ti 0.140 .17

22

23 V 0.127 . 11

24Cr 0. 212 .18

25Mn 0.141 .18

26 Fe -27Co-28Ni 0. 933 ,47

19. 37

EXPECTED FREQUENCY OF LIGHT-FLASHES

To calculate the mean frequency of light-flashes

expected from the Cerenkov photons associated with
heavy nuclei that reach the retina, we have prepared

a computer program that calculates the contribution
to the light-flash frequency from each nucleus of

charge number Z. For convenience, we introduce

primed symbols to denote quantities at the retina. Un-

primed symbols will refer to corresponding quantities
in the incident spectrum. We sketch the steps involved

in the calculation:

a. Find the minimum speed _'min at the retina
of a nucleus of charge Z as a function of the number M

of visible Cerenkov photons incident on a rod cluster.

This limiting speed is the solution of Eq. (7). In Fig.

6, we plot 8'min vs M for Z =. 6, 10, 14, 20 and 28.

b. Calculate the minimum kinetic energy per

nucleon T' at the retina for the production of M relevant
photons:

T' = Me 2 -i)
M (_ (18)

,(_ = (1- 8_ )-1/2 (19)
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c. Find the range (in tissue) of a proton R'p

with this kinetic energy TI_I . For this purpose, we

have represented the range-energy relation by a power-

law of the form:

R' = kT' a (20)
P M

To obtain the coefficient k and the exponent _, we use

the range-energy curve for water (28). For protons in

the energy interval from 100 to 1000 MeV, k = 4.25

x 10 -3 gm/cm 2 H20_MeV_ and _ = 1.627; thus, for

100<T' (MeV)<1000,

p (gin/cm2HoO) 1.627 (21)R' = 4. 25xI0-3T ' M

b-

Z

i

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85

OJSO

0.75

0.701

2

NUMBER OF VISIBLE CERENKOV PHOTONS

' '1 .... I ' ' '1 .... I

;t = 8 I0 14

ro= 48.5p.

I

20 28

5 I0 50 I00 500

INCIDENT ON A ROD CLUSTER, M

d. Find the minimum kinetic energy per

nucleon T M in the incident spectrum for the production

of M photons incident on a rod cluster. The nucleus

of charge number Z and mass number A must traverse

a path of length $ before reaching the retina. The

path length in the vitreous body is typically 2.4 grams
per cm . The nucleus must also penetrate the skin of

the vehicle and possibly additional shielding material.

We have carried out the calculations for typical path-

lengths _ of 5 and 15 grams per cm 2 of water-

equivalent. The range of a proton Lp that is equivalent

to the path-length $ traversed by a nucleus of charge

number Z and mass number A is given by

Z 2
= _

p A

For convenience, we calculate

(22)

R = R' + _ (23)
P P P

From the proton range R , we find the minimum kinetic

energy per nucleon T M i_the incident spectrum:

TM= (R/k) 1'/c_= [fit, p+ £p),/k] 1,/c_
(24)

e. Calculate the minimum total energy per

nucleon in the incident spectrum mr _he production of

M relevant photons at the retina:

EM(BeV/nucleon ) = T M (BeV/nucleon) + 0. 9315 (25)

FIGURE 6. The Medium Speed of a,Nuclear.of

Charge Number Z for the Production

of M Visible Cerenkov Photons Incident

on a Rod Cluster versus the Number M

f. Find the unidirectional integral flux density N M

( > E M ). The symbol N M ( >E M) denotes the uni-
directional integral flux density of a nucleus of charge

Z in the incident spectrum that can prdduce at least M

relevant photons at the retina. From Table 2, we see

that the threshold value of E M for the production of M

relevant Cerenkov photons exceeds E 1 for 5 _Z <25.

g. Find the incident unidirectional flux density

5 N Z, M of a nucleus of charge Z that produces M
relevant photons at the retina:

ANz, M = NZ,M_I/2 (>EM-1/2)-Nz,M+I/2

-Nz, M+ 1/2 (>EM+ 1/2 )(26)

h. Calculate the omnidirectional flux A F z M of

a nucleus of charge Z that can produce M relev_

photons at the retina:

A FZ, M(nuclei/minute) = 120 G ANz, M(nuclei/m2-sec-sr)

(27)

Here the factor 120 consists of a factor 2 to take into

account both eyes and a conversion factor of 60 seconds

per minute. The factor G (m2-sr) is the geometric

factor for the sensitive region of the retina. From a

curve (29) of the relative sensitivity of the eye as a

function of the angular position of the test flash with

respect to the fovea, we estimate that the sensitive
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region of the retina is an annulus on the surface of a

sphere. Forvisual angles ct 1 and (_2 between about 10
and 50 degrees, this sensitive annuI-us on the retina

subtends angles _1 and _2 at the center of a spherical
eyeball of radius K. The-geometric factor G of the

sensitive region of the retina for omnidirectionally

incident radiation is

2

G = (4rr) (rrR) (cos _1 - cos B2 )

For R = 1. 2 cm, _1 = 14° and B2; 70°, we obtain
G = 35.7 cm 2-sr = 35.7x10 -4 m -sr.

(28)

i. UseEq. (10) to calculate the probability QM(_R)
that at least R photons will be absorbed if M photons are

incident on a rod cluster. The probability p that the

rhodopsin in a rod cluster absorbs a visible (k=505mu)

is about 20 percent.

j. Find the contribution Cz, M (_R) to the mean

frequency of light flashes induced by the absorption of

at least R photons from the M relevant photons produced

at the retina by the flux A F Z , M of a nucleus of charge
number Z.

Cz, M (>R) = QM (> R) A FZ, M (29)

k. Find the total contribution CZ(_ R) from

nuclei of charge number Z to the mean frequency of

light flashes induced by the absorption of at least R

photons by summing over all allowed values of M:

cz (_R)=/_ Cz,M(_R) (30)
M=R

The numbers In Table 4 represent the contribution

from each nucleus to the number of light flashes per

minute, C Z (_R), expected at a time of minimum

solar modulation for an observer with a threshold that

corresponds to the absorption of at least R (= 5, 10,

and 20) visible Cerenkov photons. The light-flash

frequencies in Table 4 are for a path-length of 15 grams

per cm 2 of water-equivalent ahead of the retina. Since

the frequencies increase slightly for a smaller path-

length of 5 grams per em 2 of water-equivalent, we note

that they are not sensitive to small variations in the

path-length.

1. Finally, find the mean frequency of light-

flashes induced by the absorption of at least R photons

by summing the contributions from each nucleus of

charge number Z.

C (>R) =?_ C z =__ ?_ QM (_R) 5Fz,M

Z Z M=R

(31)

Table 4

T_ CONTRIBUTION FROM EACH NUCLEUS TO T_ LIGHT-FLASH FREQUENCY,

C Z (zR), EXPECTED AT A TIME OF MINIMUM SOLAR MODULATION H)R AN
OB_RVER WITH A THRESHOLD THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE ABSORPTION OF

AT LEAST R ( = 6.10, and 20) VIABLE CERENKOV PHOTONS. (This _Mculabon
Assumes Tha_ EaCh Nucleus Traverses a Path-Le_s_h of 15 Grams/ore of Water-

Eq_lvale_ Ahead of the Retina)

Nuclear

Charge

Number

Z

8

4

5

6

?

8

9

l0

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

16

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26-27-28

Frequency [(Yluhee per Mitre) x 1O*]

R=5 R = l0

66 ---

1227 ---

998 6

7696 247

130 14

1611 429

324 156

1606 1245

368 299

1805 1648

210 200

506 490

102 lOO

203 200

134 133

303 300

73 72

88

44 43

22 21

llO 106
17,833 5810

R _ 2O

19

19

$15

76

301

76

176

123

66

32

36

18

6_.2._7
1694

In Fig. 7, we plot the number of light-flashes

per minute, C ( _ R), versus the threshold number R of

absorbed Cerenkov photons. The upper and lower limits

of each band in this figure correspond to typical path

lengths of 5 and 15 grams'per cm 2 of water-equivalent.

It should be noted also that the curves in Fig. 7 are

based upon fluxes of heavy nuclei observed at a time of

Solar minimum.
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CONCLUSION

From the results of our calculations, we can

draw the following conclusions:
1. The expected frequency of light-flashes

depends on the threshold number of photons that must
be absorbed in a rod cluster. It is known that individual

threshold values can vary by a factor of five even among
young normal human subjects (30, 31). Thus, the ob-

served frequency will depend on the physiological and

psychological conditions of the observer. The calculated

frequency decreases rapidly at first as the threshold

number of photons increases from two to about eight;
then it decreases relatively slowly in the region of eight
to thirty absorbed photons; and finally it decreases

more rapidly at higher values of the threshold number of

absorbed photons.
2. The expected frequencies of visual sensations

induced in the dark-adapted eye by Cerenkov radiation

from heavy nuclei in the galactic cosmic radiation beyond

the geomagnetic field are consistent with the frequencies
reported by astronauts on Apollo missions. Apollo 13
astronaut Fred W. Haise reported ten flashes in five

minutes; astronaut James A. Lovell reported one every

two minutes; and astronaut John L. Swigert saw two
flashes in about 30 minutes. The Apollo 13observations

were made at a period of maximum solar modulation.

3. The curve of the expected frequency of visual

sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation is not sensitive
to variations in the path length from 5 to 15 grams per
cm 2 of water-equivalent before the nucleus reaches the
retina.

4. The expected frequency of visual sensations
induced by Cerenkov radiation decreases rapidly as the
threshold number of absorbed photons increases. The

observation of light-flash frequency of the order of two

per minute should correspond to the absorption of a few
photons and to peak efficiencies for the detection of

visual sensations (16) (31-34). The steepness of the
curve of frequency versus number of absorbed photons

in the region of a few absorbed photons has interesting

implications for studying the threshold sensitivity of
the eye. A measurement of the light-flash frequency with

a precision of the order of ten percent may permit
a determination of the threshold number of absorbed

photons. The electromagnetic radiation fields of heavy

nuclei offer an alternative to weak light sources used

in laboratory experiments.
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The method of vlrtual-quanta is based on the fact that the electro-

magnetic field of a fast charged particle approaches the field of a plane

wave as the particle speed approaches the speed of light. The electro-

magnetic field of a particle that passes through the retina appears to a

rod in the retina as an electromagnetic pulse in time. The quantlzatlon

of the components of the Fourier frequency spectrum of this pulse of

electromagnetic radiation yields the virtual quanta. This method assumes

that the vlrtual-quanta interact with the retina in the same way as ordinary

photons.

We have calculated the contribution to the frequency of visual sen-

sations induced in the dark-adapted eye by the virtual-photon field asso-

ciated with the heavy-nuclel that exist in the region of space beyond the

geomagnetic field. In order to determine the probability that the virtual-

photon field induces a light-flash, we utilize only the portion of the

vlrtual-photon spectrum that corresponds to the known frequency dependence

of the sensitivity of human rods to visible light. The results of our

calculation can be expressed as a curve of the mean frequency of light-

flashes induced by the absorption of at least R vlrtual-photons versus the

threshold number R. The contribution to the llght-flash frequency from the

vlrtual-photon field of heavy cosmlc-ray nuclei is smaller than that from

Cerenkov photons. We have used the flux and energy spectra of galactic

cosmic-ray nuclei helium to iron measured by Comstock, Fan and Simpson.

INTRODUCTION

i
In the preceding paper, we calculated the

frequency of inducing visual sensations by Ceren-

kov radiation from heavy cosmlc-ray nuclei tra-

versing the retina. The results of that calcu-

lation for high detection efficiencies corres-

ponding to states of relatively complete dark-

adaptlon, are in general agreement with the fre-

quencies reported by astronauts on Apollo missions

11-14. However, it has been shown that these sen-

sations can be induced by means other than free or

Cerenkov photons. Light-flashes have been induced

by a number of stimuli including mechanical pres-

sure, electric currents, X-rays, and energetic

neutrons._l_ In the case of the energetlc
4neutrons, , the flashes probably result from

recoil protons or heavier nuclei produced in the

nelghborln_.medla; more particularly, the results
of Fremlin _ seem to rule out any significant

contribution from Cerenkov radiation.

In this paper we have modified the well known

Method of Virtual-Quanta (MVQ) to provide a theo-

retical formalism for calculating the frequency of

llght-flashes to be expected from direct excitation

ofthe photo-receptor elements by charged par-

ticles. The results of our calculation agree with

the data of Tobias et a113 and Fremlln 14 in the

sense that one can produce visual sensations by

non-relatlvlstlc particles; however, the frequency

of visual sensations calculated by this method for

astronauts exposed to the spectrum of galactic

cosmlc-ray nuclei at solar minimum is at least an

order of magnitude lower than the highest rates

observed. The MVQ as applied in this paper calcu-

lates only the contributions from direct exclta-

tion of the rhodopsin molecules through the ex-

change of vlrtual-quanta in a narrow energy range

corresponding to optical frequencies; it should,

therefore, be viewed as a minimum estimate of the

*Supported in part by funds from the Research Corporation and Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.

+NAS-NR_ Resident Research Associate
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contribution due to direct excitation.

METHOD OF VIETUAL-QUANTA

The mechanism for the electromagnetic inter-

action between two charged particles is the ex-

change of a virtual-quantum. If the momentum

transferred during the collision is small, then

the exchange can be looked upon as the absorption

by the target particle at rest of a virtual-quan-

tum from the electromagnetic field accompanying

the moving particle. The number and configuration

of the virtual-quanta change dramatically as the

speed of the incident particle approaches the

speed of light. Fig.(1) is a schematic diagram

showing how the magnitude of the electric field

at a given distance from its charged particle

source changes as the particle's speed approaches

the speed of light. At rest ( B = O),the elec-

tric field at a given distance has the same mag-

nitude in all directions; whereas for 8 = 0.5,the

field has increased in directions transverse to

the particle's motion,and it has decreased

slightly in the direction parallel to the motion.

This elongation of the electric field in the

transverse direction increases as 8÷ i. In cal-

culating the effect on the target particle of

absorbing one of these virtual-quanta, it is

possible to ignore the incident particle itself

and consider only the cloud of virtual-quanta

that accompanies it. Weizsacker 15 and Williams 16

have developed the details of this method for

charged particles moving through a vacuum. A

quantum of angular frequency _ has an energy k

given by the Planck-Einstein formula

k = n_ (1)

where _ is Planck's constant divided by 2 w .

The energy spectrum of the photons in the equiva-

lent pulse of virtual-quanta can be obtained

directly from the frequency spectrum of the elec-

tromagnetic fields in the pulse. The differential

cross-section for a given inelastic interaction

(e.g. pion production, nuclear excitation, or, as

in our case, excitation of a molecule) for events

in which a photon of energy between _ and

_ + dT_ is emitted by the incident par-

ticle and absorbed in the target system is given

by the MVQ as the product of the number of vir-

tual-quanta in the incident pulse with energies

between _ and _ + d_ and the experimental

cross-section doo(_)/d_ for the analo-

gous photon-induce_ interaction.

dOp(1_)/d_ = N(1%_)doQ(1_)/d_ (2)

Visual sensations induced by light incident

on the retina result ultimately from the absorp-

tion of individual light quanta by rhodopsin

molecules that are contained in the outer seg-

ments of the rod cells. Although a rod responds

to a single absorbed photon, a single absorption

does not seem to be sufficient to activate the

optic nerve to produce a visual sensation. The

threshold for a visual sensation even under opti-

m_l physiological conditions requires from two to

0.95

0.50

Figure I. Magnitude of the electric field a given

distance from a point source that moves

with speed _c. The distance from a

point on a curve to the source repre-

sents the magnitude of the field at

that orientation.

perhaps as high as fourteen absorptions _ photons

in coincidence by rods in a cluster served by a

single optic nerve flber.17,18 Previous exposure

to light increases the threshold required for the

production of light-flashes.19, 20

The rhodopsin molecules are contained in disk-

shaped sacs that are stacked at intervals of a few

hundred Angstroms in the outer segments of the rod

cells. The rhodopsin molecule is sensitive to

light at wave lengths that are longer than dis-

tances between successive sacs and much longer than

the inter-mo!ee_lar distances of the medium; there-

fore, it is necessary to modify the MVQ to take

into account the polarizability of the molecules

in the rod. The virtual-quanta field polarizes

the molecules of the medium which in turn change

the field of virtual-quanta experienced by the

rhodopsin molecule. For optical wavelengths, we

can modify the MR to include polarization by

using the characteristic macroscopic fields in a

dielectric instead of the free space fields.

The expression for the number of virtual-

quanta that have energies between?_ and _+d_
has been shown 21 to be of the form

(3)
2

z P -91
where _ is the flne-structure constant,Z is the

atomic number of the incident particle,and v = 8c

is its speed_ the function e(_) represents

the dielectric permeability of the medium; the

constant a is the minimum value of the impact

parameter which we take equal to one Bohr radius;

ande'(_) represents the real part of £(_) . The

number of visible virtual-quanta can be obtained

by integrating Eq.(3) over the complete optical

spectrum. Since the rhodopsin molecules are not

equally sensitive to all photons in the visible
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range,wehavetakeninto accountthe rhodopsin
sensitivity byreplacingtheactualabsorption
spectrumbya narrowrectangulardistribution of
widthA?lw= 0.52eV centered about the energy of

peak sensitivity, ?_o = 2.48 eV. All photons in

this reduced optical region are assumed to have

the maximum probability (20%) 22 of being absorbed

by a rhodopsin molecule upon traversing the re-

tina; photons outside of this region are assumed

to have zero probability of absorption.

The number of vlrtual-quanta with energies in

this restricted visible region that accompany a

charged particle as it passes through the retina

is given by

M

The dielectric permeability g(m) is now repre-

sented by a complex dielectric constant e O which

can be represented in terms of the real quantities
I t!

e o and g o as

, TI

¢o = to + ito (5)

The real and imaginary parts of the dielec-

tric constant are related to the index of refrac-

tion n and the absorption coefficient K by

2 2 ' 'I
n - K + 2 in < = E O + ie o (6)

For transparent materials, therefore, t O can be

replaced by the square of the index of refraction.

Absorption of visible light passing through the

retina occurs primarily in the outer segments of

the rod and cone cells. Individual outer segments

transmit about 70% of the light incident upon

them, resulting in at least 80% transmission for

the retina as a whole. Taking advantage of the

relative transparency of the components of the

retina,, the known v_lues of n 2 were substituted

for t o . Sidman 23 has measured the index of

refraction to be 1.41 and 1.39 for the outer seg-

ments of rods and cones respectively; the extra

cellular fluid which separates the outer segments

in the living retina presumably has the same index

of refraction as physiological saline, about
I. 3324

The term E O depends upon the amount of

absorption in the medium. ,If the retina were

completely transparent, c o would be zero; since

the retina is only slightly opaque, it can be

expected to be small. The number of visible vlr-

tual-quanta obtained from Eq. (4) is not sensitive

to the exact value of g o used. A crude estimate

of g o can be obtained from the relatlonshlp 21

Tr

_o = (_I do_(_ Id00 (7)
where N is the number of rhodopsln molecules per

unit volume in the medium. Eq, (7) can be re-

written in terms of the ratio of the transmitted

light intensity I to the incident intensity Io as

II

E O = -(C/_ 0 X) In (I/Io) (8)

The quantity x in Eq.(8) is the equivalent thick-

ness of the rhodopsln molecules in the retina.

Dartnell et a125 have shown that if the outer seg-

ment of the rod is 2.5 _ in diameter, there must

be N I = 2xlO 8 rhodopsin molecules in an outer seg-

ment for 30% probability of absorption for photons

passing through the outer segment. If we assume

a cylindrical outer segment of radius r and with

a thickness of rhodopsin x we have

N1/ _r 2 x = N O p/A (9)

where N O is Avogadro's number, A is the molecular

weight of rhodopsln (_ 40,O00),and 0 is its den-

sity ( _ 1.27 gm/cm_). The value of x obtained

from Eq.(9) is 2,13 _ . Substituting this value

into Eq.(8) for 70% transmission through an outer

segment yields £ O = 0.0133. This value was used

in Eq.(4) for our calculations.

The number of virtual-quanta M _ccompanylng

a nucleus of atomic number Z is plotted in Fig.(2)

as M/Z 2 versus the velocity of the nucleus. There

la a maximum value of the velocity above which

less than M vlrtual-quanta accompany the nucleus

through the layer of outer segments. The values

of this maximum velocity are pl6tted in Fig.(3)

Pot M = 2, I0, 20, 50 and i00. If the threshold

number of photons R required for a visual sensa-

tion is greater than or equal to M then, ignoring

fluctuations in M, particles moving faster than

x will not produce visual sensations. When
M m_, the probability that at least R out of the

M incident vlrtual-quanta will be absorbed is

given by

T=N-R M: P_M-T)(I-p)T

QM (_ R) = I (I0)

T=0 T! (_-T)!

For the retina the probability P of absorption by

a rhodopsln molecule for photons in the "visible"

wavelength region defined earlier is 0.2.

IO z --

IO t -

I0°

I0=_

i0-=

I

IO-= I0-' I0°

Figure 2. Plot. of M/Z 2 as a function of speed

at the retina.
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Figure 3. Maximum velocity at the retina for at

least M vlrtual-quanta.

EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF LIGHT FLASHES

The flux and energy spectra of the cosmlc-ray

nuclei from boron to nickel measured by Comstock,

Fan and Simpson 26 were used in calculations. Each

energy spectrum was separated into kinetic energies

-_ _,,_I_ ah_v_ ._d below a narticular value TI:

the spectrum fur that atomic number Z then being

represented as

nZ (T) = C 1 (O<T< TI) (Ii)

nz (T) -C (T +me2) x (T>T l) (Z2)

where me 2 is the proton rest mass. The values of

TI, C I and C used for the nuclei included in our

calculations are listed in Table I. The value of

used for all nuclei was 2.5. The integral

flux spectra corrasponding to Eqs.(ll-12) can be

written

(l -y)
N (> T) = C(T + mc 2) (T>TI) (13)

and ( ¥ -i)

(I-

N (> T) = C 1 (TI-T)+C (Tl_mC2)_._) (O<T<TI)(14)

To compute the mean frequency of light-flashes

tO be expected from direct excitations in the

optical region defined earlier, we have prepared

a program that calculates the contribution to the

the light-flash frequency _rom each nucl_ Of

atomic number Z. We sketch the steps in the pro-

gram:

TABLE 1

Parameters for Representin_ _he Differential FI_ Spectra of Galactic

Co_tc-Rays at a T_e of Mtn_ Solar Hodulatloa

cI c T1

NucIeus p/m2 _s_sr_(BeV.nue-1) p/m2 .s.sr. KBeV.nue-1) - + I

C12, O16 5.4 12 ,437

BII 1.7 4.3 .513

Ne,_,Si 1.0 1.4 .207

P-Mn 1.0 1._ .2O7

Fe-N_ 1.0 1.4 .207

a. Find from Eq.(4) the maximum kinetic
!

energy per nucleon T M at the retina that each
cosmic ray nucleus can have and still be accom-

panied by M visible virtual-quanta.

b. Calculate the range in tissue R; of a

proton with this kinetic energy. For thls purpose

we used the power-law I

' = k T_a (15)Rp

The values k = 4.25xi0 "3 gm/cm 2 H20 - MeV a and
e = 1.627"were used.

c. The maximum kinetic energy per nucleon T M

in the incident spectrum that a particle can have

and be accompanied by M virtual-quanta after it

has traversed a shielding thickness _ is given by

' Z 2 I/u
TM = ((Rp + Z/A)/k) (167

d. The unidirectional flux density N Z ,M_TM) of

nuclei of atomic number Z with kinetic energies

per nucleon greater than T M can be obtained from

Eqs.(13-14); the differential unidirectional flux

of nuclei of atomic number Z that are accompanied

by M visible vlrtual-quanta can then be written:

ANz, s = NZ,M._I/2( > TM+$/2 ) _Nz,M.I/2 (>TM_I/2) (17)

The number of nuclei of charge Z to pass through

each eye per minute is obtained by multiplying

ANz ,M by

Y " 120 G (cos_l - cOS_ 2) (18)

where /_I, _2 and G are given in Ref. i.

e. The number of llght-flashes per minute

in both eyes caused by direct excitation by cos-

mic-ray nuclei of atomic number Z is given by

CZ (>R) - [ 2 Y ANz,M QM (>R) (19)
M-R
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In Fig.(4) the relative contributions to the

llght-flash frequency from the most abundant of

the heavy cosmic-ray nuclei are given for a

threshold of i0 absorbed "visible" vlrtual-quanta.

Similar results were obtained for R = 2 and 20.

f. The total frequency of light flashes

induced by at least R direct excitations of

rhodopsin molecules is given by

C(> R) = I I 2 Y ANz, M QM (> R) (20)
Z M=R

Fig.(5) plots the llght-flash frequency as a

function of the threshold R.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The curve in Fig.(5) shows that the fre-

quency of light flashes to be expected from the

direct excitation of the rhodopsln molecule by

the exchange of "visible" vlrtual-quanta is much

lower than the frequencies to be expected from

the absorption of Cerenkov quanta that were cal-

culated in Ref.(1). Even if one assumes that the

astronauts were completely dark-adapted and,

therefore, had thresholds for visual sensations

somewhere between 2 and 14 quanta, examination

of Fig.(5) shows the frequency expected to be

much less than the rates observed by astronauts

on Apollo missions 11,12, 13 and 14.

3O

__ 20

=o 10

R=IO

5 6 7 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

ATOmiC NUMBER Z

30

20

C(_>R)

iO-I

I0"t

10-3

fO-4

I0"B

m/cm =

15gm/cm=_

lO-I I I I I

2 5 I0 20

R

Figure 5. Counting rate versus threshold R.

The importance of the MVQ is tha_ given the

cross-section for a photon of frequency

exciting a molecule producing an effect of

interest, one can calculate the cross-section for

a direct excitation of the molecule by a particle

of charge Z and speed Bc in which the incident

particle loses energy _ • For the retina we

know the geometrical and coincidence requirements

for visual sensations as well as the probability

that each photon will excite a rhodopsln molecule;

this knowledge extends, however, only over a very

narrow band of photon energies. _-q_econtribution

from direct excitation calculated in this paper

is thereby limited to those collisions with

rhodopsin molecules in which the energy lost by

the incident particle corresponds to optical fre-

quencies. The potential contribution from more

energetic collisions is, therefore, ignored but

could be calculated if the cross section for the

analogous photo-excitatlons and photo-lonizatlons

leading to visual sensations were known.
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INFLUENCE OF A DETAILED MODEL OF MAN ON

PROTON DEPTH/DOSE CALCULATIONS

Paul G. Kase

Martin-Marietta Corporation

Abstract

The U.S. Alr Force and NASA have Jointly spon-

sored the development of a detailed radiation

shielding model of man. This model will he used to

plan manned space missions in which especially

sensitive human tissues couldhe subjected to ex-

cessive radiation. The model has two configura-

tions -- standing and seated. More than 2500 indi-

vidual elemental volumes have been used to depict

the external conformation, skeleton, and principal

organs. The model is briefly described and several

examples of its application to mission planning are

given.

Introduction

During the past decade, manned space flight has

progressed from Its beginning as a modern adven-

ture, albeit wlth considerable supporting tech-

nology on the ground, to today's maturity. Even a

flight to the moon seems rather routine to the

casual observer. Future manned missions wlll ex-

ploit our current capability into the areas of

space transportation systems, space stations, and

eventually, interplanetary expeditions.

On past manned space programs -- Mercury,

Gemini, and Apollo -- the flights have entailed

very small radiation doses to the crews. These

flights have evolved Slowly from exposures to space

radiation measured in mlnutes, to hours, and, fi-

nally, days. The next U.S. manned program, Skylah,

wlll be launched in 1973. Thls precursor of larger

space stations wlll be occupied at first for 28

days; later it wlll he revisited for 56 days.

Much longer occupancy of permanent space stations

and interplanetary vehicles will be necessary.

Therefore, the astronauts of the future wlll en-

counter considerably more radiation than in pre-

vious manned space operations.

It is possible that especially radlation-sensl-

tive organs, such as the lenses of the eyes, the

gonads, or the blood-formlng centers, could re-

ceive doses near or even beyond the threshold of

permanent damage. Concern for this possibility

has led the Alr Force and NASA to jointly sponsor

the development of a Computerized Anatomical Model

Man, which provides the means for computing, wlth

conslderable precision, the amount of radiation

from space that might penetrate to any specified

location in the body.

Description of the Computerized Anatomical
Model Man

The requirements for the model of man were as

follows:

i) Two configurations, standing and

seated;

2) Exterior conformation and dimensions

corresponding to the 50th percentile

Alr Force man;
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3) Interior detail, including skeleton and

organs;

4) Accuracy - Weight within 10% of the

50th Percentile Air Force man, loca-

tions and conformation within 0.i inch;

5) Computer compatibility - Modified Ele-

mental Volume Dose Program (MEVDP) for

the CDC 6000-serles digital computer;

6) Five hundred to i000 elemental volumes,

selected from seven types of geometrl-

cal shapes incorporated in MEVDP.

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory technical

monitor provided a bibliography of anatomical data

and the information required for the model to

interface with the MEVDP at the start of the

study. •These data were supplemented by literature

searches, consultation with medical authorities,

and observation of living subjects, cadavers, and

anatomical models.

The three principal phases of model develop-

ment included organizing the anatomical data from

all sources into master views and sectional draw-

ings of the 50th percentile Air Force man, trans-

ferring this information into the punched card for-

mats required by MEVDP, and verifying that the

resulting computer model was consistent with the

drawings.

The first phase was accomplished by a pro-

fessional artist working in consultation with

medical doctors. All drawings are in a common

coordinate system, half scale on a ½-inch grid.

The external conformation is based on 132 standard

measurements obtained during a statistical survey

of over 4000 Air Force flight personnel by

Hertzberg, Daniels, and Churchill. I Unfortunate,

ly, no statistical survey has ever been made of

human skeletons and organs, especially of Air

Force flight personnel. Therefore, the artist and

medical consultants referred to models of the

human skeleton and organs, and an assortment of

human bones to proportion the interior details of

the model. Over 100 scaled drawings were made

during thls phase of the study. Figure 1, show-

ing the skeleton within the outline of the stand-

ing man, is a reproduction of one of these

drawings.

The next phase of the study entailed trans-

ferring dimensions from the drawings, along with

the composition and density of the pertinent tis-

sues, onto punched cards in the formats required

by MEVDP. 2 The seven geometrical shapes incor-

porated in MEVDP are shown in figure 2. Even with

embedding, it was necessary to use many more ele-

mental volumes than planned at start of the

study to achieve the desired accuracy.

Finally, the model was checked -- visually by

ysing a computer graphlc_s option of MEVDP, and
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FIGURE 2.-Geometrical shapes compatible with MEVDP.

operationally on CDC and Univac computers at the

Air Force Weapons Laboratory and the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center, respectively. A vertical sec-

tion of the head prepared by the computer graphics

option of MEVDP is compared with a sectional

drawing prepared by the artist in figure 3. The

agreement between the two is very good.

Chemical Composition and Density

The five chemical compositions and densities

used in the model are listed in table I. The

composition and density of the Radiation Standard

Man due to Morgan 3 is shown for comparison as

material number 6. Because of insufficient data

on the specific composition of human tissues, the

model falls short of its objectives in this area.

However, refinements of these parameters may

readily be incorporated.

TABLE 1,-Materials of the computerized anatomical model man.

Chemical

Element

Hydrogen (H)

Carbon (C)

Nitrogen (N)

Oxygen (0)

Sodium (Na)

Magnesium (Mg)

Phosphorous (P)

Sulfur (S)

Potassium (K)

Calcium (Ca)

Chlorine (Cl)

Fractional Composition by Weight

Material Number

I 1 2 1 3 I ' 1 5 I 5
Name

I I II (Standard
Lung Organ Intestine Muscle Skeleton Man

Density (gm/cm 3)

0.257 I 1.058 1 0.451 1.060 1.499 1.000

o.09Bo 0.i0200.082 0.1000
0.1450 0.1230 0.423 0.1800

0.0380 0.0350o.o19 0.0300
0.7070 0.7290 0.322 0.6500

0.0015 O.O00B --- 0.0015

0.0002 0.0002 0.001 0.0005

0.0030 10.0020 0,049 0.0100

0.0018 0.0050 0.001 0.0025

0.0026 0.0030 _-- 0.0020

0.00{)9 0.103 0.0015

0.0020 0.0015

Geemetri cal Conformation

The model is actually in three sections --

the portion common to both the standing and

seated configurations, and portions unique to the

standing and seated configurations. These latter

portions are combined with the common portion to

obtain the complete configurations. The distri-

bution of the nearly 3200 elemental volumes con-

tained in all three portions is shown in table 2.

TABLE 2.-Distribution of elemental volumes in the computerized
anatomical model man.

Body Region Composite Individual
Shields Geometrical

Shapes

Common to Both Standing and

Seated Configurations:
Head 153 772

Torso 171 803

Upper Limbs 12 58

Subtotal 336 1633

Unique to Standing Configuration:
Genitals 9 27

Torso 50 284

Upper Limbs 68 200

Lower Limbs 94 374

Subtotal 221 8B5

Complete Standing Coaflguration 557 2518

Unique to Seated Configuratiqn:
Torso 12 62

Upper Limbs 70 214

Lower Limbs 86 36-2

Subtotal 168 638

Complete Seated Configuration 504 2271
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FIGURE 3.-vertical selections of head•

The weights of the standing and seated model

configurations are 155.5 and 150.6 ib, respec-

tively. These weights are well within the maxi-

mum permissible error of 16.2 ib from the nominal

weight of the 50th percentile Alr Force man,

161.9 lb. The weights of the model elements are

summarized in table 3. Note that the weight of

the skeleton is in close agreement with the

weights due to Morgan 3 and Long. _ The weights of

individual organs also compare favorably to

weights listed by Morgan. A complete description

of the Computerized Anatomical Model Man is

available in the final report of the study. 5

Application of the Computerized Anatomical

Model Man to Mission Planning

The following examples show how the computer-
ized anatomical model man could influence the con-

clusions of studies of missions In which radiation

is a factor.

TABLE 3.-Summary of model man weight.

Body Region Tissue Skeleton

Common to Both Standing and

Seated Configurations:

Head 4.5

Torso 28.1

Upper Limbs 0.7

Subtotal 33.4

Unique to Standing Configuration:
Genitals 0.2

Torso 17.6

Upper Limbs 15.8

Lower Limbs 44.9

Subtotal 78.5

Complete Standing Configuration:

Total, Each Material 112.0

Grand Total

% Error in Grand Total

Unique to Seated ConFiguration:

Genitals
Torso ;74

Upper Limbs 14.4

Lower Limbs 49.5

Subtotal 73.5

Complete Seated Configuration:

Total, Each Material 106.9

Grand Total

% Error in Grand Total

Wote: 50th Percentile Air Force Man Weighs 161.9 lb.

Organ

1.6 2.6

Ii.4 17.1

0.7 --

13.B 19.7

0.0
a'g i.s
1.5 --

5.6 --

8.1 1.6

22.0 21.4

155.4

3.9

0.0;.2 1.4
1.5 --

6.6 --

8.4 1.5

22.2 21.3

150.5

6.9
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Theprincipal effectof themodelmanis on
themass,or arealdensitydistribution, of the
materialssurroundingthe locationat whichthe
doseis to becalculated. Thearealdensitydis-
tribution results frominert materials(suchas
metal,plastics, glass,andpropellant)that con-
tribute to theshieldingdueto thespacecraftand
its equipment,andliving tissue (suchasmuscles,
bones,andorgans)of theastronautandhis com-
panions.Thetypical distribution obtainedbysys-
tematicallycalculatingthemassof materialper
unit areaperunit solid anglethroughoutall
spacesurroundinga chosendosepoint is shownin
part a of figure 4. Becausetheorderin which
this histogramis arrangedhasnoeffect on the
results, it is convenientto re-arrangethevalues
in orderof increasingarealdensity,as shownin
part b of figure 4. Thelatter curveprovides
insight into waysto improvethearealdensity
distribution of amanin a spacecraft.

Sincethe contributionto theradiationdose
is muchgreaterfromthelowerarealdensityre-
gionneartheorigin of thecurve,increasingthe
shieldingmassin this regionwill reducethe radi-
ationdose. Somedegreeof optimizationof the
arealdensitydistribution canbeachievedbyre-
distributingthemassof thespacecraftandby
suitablylocatingandorientingthecrew. However,
thenaturalmassdistribution, or self-shielding
of thehumanbody,is not ideal, especiallywhen
theastronautis slim andtall.

At somedoselocations,thearealdensitydis-
tribution is enhancedby thepreciseconfiguration
of the completemodelman,wheremoredensemuscle
andskeletal tissuemaysurroundthedosepoint.
In othercases,theproximityof lowerdensitylung
or intestinal tissuemayhaveunfavorableeffects.
Accordingly,theuseof this modelwill, in some
instances,result in lowerradiationdoses,andin
otherinstances,higherdosesthanwouldbepre-
dictedfroma lessprecisemodelof man.
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FIGURE 4.-Interpretation of areal/density distribution.
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Theothereffectsof thecomputerizedmodel
manonradiationanalysesare largelypredeter-
minedbythecombinedarealdensitydistribution of
themanandhisspacecraft. In sequenceof calcu-
lation, thefirst effect is onthedifferential
kinetic energyspectrum,shownschematicallyin
figure 5. Theincidentspectrumis theuppermost
curve. Theeffectsof increasingprotection
againstthespectrumof theradiationarrivingat
thedosepointarealsoindicated.

it m

r...........IIIkll......
_IGURE _-Sche_t_ r.pr_.tat_0, of effe¢_ 0_ area/_e._ity 0.

di_i,e_U_l _¢tr_rr_v,_ at a d_t.ctor

The total number of radiation particles that

reach the dose point is obtained by integrating

the differential kinetic energy spectrum. From

this number, the fraction of the incident parti-

cles allowed to reach the dose point by the areal

density distribution is readily calculated.

The final effect of the model is on the radia-

tion dose absorbed by standard tissue. This has

been calculated by conventional techniques from

the total radiation spectrum at the dose point and

from the stopping power of protons in the tissue

of a radiation standard man with the composition

suggested by Morgan. 3

The first two examples of applications of the

computerized anatomical model man are for a space-

craft and mission orbit similar to those planned

for Skylab. The orbit is circular at an altitude

of 235 nautical miles and is inclined 50 degrees.

The incident radiation environment is composed of

protons with energies from 4 to 5000 Mev, as de-

fined by the Vette models of the Van Allen belt.

The model of the spacecraft is a simplified ver-

sion of the orbital workshop without the interior

accommodations, solar panels, or attached modules

that will actually be provided in the Skylab or-

bital assembly.

First, comparisons have been made of the radi-

ation arriving at selected dose points in the com-

puterized model man. The combined areal density

distributions of the model man and spacecraft sur-

rounding each dose point and the distribution due

to only the spacecraft are shown in figure 6. Note

that the self-shielding of the model man is of con-
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siderable benefit throughout the space surrounding

the dose point. The spectra of protons arriving

at the dose points are compared with the incident

spectrum in figure 7, and are consistent with the

areal density distributions. The remaining effects

are summarized in table 4. Note from this table

that the differences between the doses are small

for points near the surface of the body, such as

at the lens of the eye and the skin of the chest.

This is to be anticipated because the greatest por-

tion of the radiation arrives from the relatively

large region of space where there is little or no

intervening tissue. When the dose point is well

within the interior of the body, such as in the

intestine or femur, the variations of tissue com-

position and density have larger effects.

I00

_I 0,2 o.I 0,6 0.8 1.0

Normal Ized SOI id Angle

FIGURE 6.-Comparlson of area/density distrlbution at selected

do_ points

K{neti¢ Energy (Mev)

FIGURE ?,-Comparison uf differential kinetic energy s_ectra of
protons arrlv_ng at selected do_e points,



TABLE 4.-Results of radiation analyses for several dose locations.

Minimum Areal

Density (gm/cm 2)

Fraction of Incident

Protons Transmitted

Radiation DoseDose Point

iLens of Eye 1.218 4.55

Skin, at Chest 0.813 4.14

Intestine 4.881 1.97

2.552

0.322

Femur, Blood-
Forming Center

From From
Exterior Interior

0.067 0.54

0.061 0.49

0.034 0.28

0.047 0.38

O.123 !.000

Spacecraft Only,
Point at Loca-
tion of Lens of

Eye if Man Were
Present

3.09

10.42

(rad/month)

A second application of the model man is to
the evaluation of local shielding, or protection,
such as goggles for the eyes. In this example, the
goggles have lenses 2 inches in diameter and are
of various thicknesses. The effects of the goggles

on the areal density distribution and the differ-
ential kinetic energy spectrum at the lenses of
the eyes are shown in figures 8 and 9, respec-
tively. The fractions of the incident particles

transmitted by the spacecraft and by the combined
spacecraft and model man, and the resulting monthly
radiation doses are plotted in figures I0 and ll,

resPectively.

Because the goggles provide shielding from a

large region of space that would normally be open
to radiation, thin glasses provide substantial pro-

tection. In fact, if the goggles were fit closer
to the head than in this example, the areal den-

sity distributions near the origin of figure 8
would be considerably improved. Even so, figure
ll shows that the man's seifrshielding reduces
the radiation dose to less than 50% of that which

would be measured by a point detector at the eye
location if the man were absent.
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The final application of the computerized ana-

tomical model man was suggested in an interview

with Dr. R. E. Benson of NASA referring to light

flashes observed by the astronauts during Apollo

flights ii, 12, and 13. 7 It was stated that

cosmic radiation was a possible source of these

flashes. To test this possibility, a calculation

was made for the seated configuration of the model

occupying the Apollo Block II Co_m_and and Service

Module. A model of the cosmic ray environment due

to Barrett 6 was assumed. To represent the condi-

tions in cislunar space, perturbations of the en-

vironment due to the geomagnetic field were

ignored. The combined areal density distribution

of the seated model man and the Apollo are shown

in figure 12 to range from 4.6 to 840 gm/cm 2 when

the dose location is the retina of the right eye.

This figure also shows that the areal density in

85% of the space surrounding the dose point is

less than 50 gm/cm 2. When this areal density is

combined with the Barrett spectrum, in which all

particles have energies greater than 800 Mev, the

spectrum at the retina appears as shown in figune

13. Though the hlgh-areal-density region of fig-

ure 12 slows some of the particles, as shown at

the lower left portion of figure 13, 96.8% of the

incident particles still arrive at the retina of

the eve.

According to Dr. Benson, 7 the frequencies of

the light flashes observed by the Apollo 13 astro-
nauts were as follows:

James Lovell

Fred Halse

John Swigert

One every 2 minutes

Ten in 5 minutes

Two in 30 minutes

The primary component of the cosmic radiation

is the proton. In Barrett's model, the proton

rate is 2.2 per second. This rate is considerably

higher than reported in the article. The abun-

dances of heavier particles are far less than pro-

tons -- only 12.5% for alpha particles and 1.6%

for the total of all heavier particles. The rate

of heavier particles is about two per minute, and

is consistent with the observations of Lovell and

Halse. It is therefore possible that these parti-

cles were the source of the light flashes.

/
o 0,2 0.4 0,6

Normallzed Solid Angle

0.8 1.0

Fig, 12 Areal _nsity Oist_Ibotlon about the Retina of the
Eye, Seated Conffguration of the Model Man in the
Apollo Commandand Service Module
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Fig. 13 Effective CosmicRaySpect_m at the Retina of the Eve, Seated
Mode] ManCombinedwith Apollo ConmmndamdService MOdule
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Concluding Statement

The U. S. Air Force and NASA have jointly

sponsored the development of a detailed model of

the geometrical conformation, density distribu-

tion, and chemical composition of a typical astro-

naut. Its application is to the precise calcula-

tion of the combined areal density distribution

surrounding a dose location due to the shielding

provided by the astronauts and their spacecraft.

From this information, radiation spectra and doses

may be calculated. The results of radiation analy-

ses employing this model could influence mission

planning and operations.

Several examples of applications for the com-

puterized anatomical model man have been discussed

in this paper. Studies indicate that this model

is best suited for analyses of radiation doses well

within the body, where the effects of variations

of tissue density and chemical composition are

likely to be most significant. When the dose

point is on or near the surface of the body, other

effects, such as the astronauts' location and

orientation with respect to the spacecraft, are

probably more important.

In addition to its usefulness for depth/dose

calculations, the model is appropriate for the

evaluation and optimization of local protection,

such as goggles or body shielding, especially when

the effect of the local shielding is of the same

order of magnitude as the effect of the self-

shielding of the body. When the radiation is very

penetrating, as in the case of cosmic radiation,

the details of the spacecraft and human configu-

rations are relatively unimportant: that is, the

configurations are most influential when the most

populous, lowest-energy portion of the incident

spectrum is stopped.
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Jupiter Radiation Test Levels and Their Expected Impact on an Encounter Mission _

J. B. Barengoltz

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Upper limit electron and proton fluences for a Thermoelectric Outer

Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) mission in a near-Jupiter environment, for use as

radiation design restraints, have been extracted from the JPL engineering

model of the Jovian trapped radiation belts. Considerations of radiation

effects in semiconductor devices have been employed to construct simplified

radiation test levels based on the design restraints. Corresponding levels,
based on the nominal belt models, are found to be one to three orders of mag-

nitude smaller. In terms of expected radiation-induced degradation in semi-

conductor devices, an encounter with an environment as severe as the design

restraints would require hardening the system in order to guarantee high

reliability. On the other hand, the nominal levels would only necessitate care

in the selection of components and the avoidance of certain discrete semicon-

ductor piece-parts.

The possible existence of prominent trapped

radiation belts of energetic electrons and protons

at Jupiter constitutes a serious hazard to any

spacecraft in the vicinity of the planet. This

radiation environment is hypothesized from the

observation of apparent synchrotron emission

from relativistic electrons and from analogy with

Earth. A JPL engineering model (ref. 1) has been
constructed based on several of the scientific

models of the Jupiter trapped radiation belts, as

discussed in a previous paper by Divine. In this

model, the differential flux for either protons or
electrons has the form:

--dcdE: Ev(E)N0(L'%I)EZ(L) exp [E0_]-

where the characteristic number density N O is a

function of the magnetic shell parameter L and

the magnetic latitude a t, the characteristic energy

E 0 is a function of L, and the speed v is a func-

tion of E.

DETERMINATION OF THE WORST CASE

In order to establish design constraint levels,

the most severe environment permitted by the

engineering model must be determined. Unfor-

tunately, the functional dependences of E 0 and

N O have large uncertainties, especially in the

case of protons. The assumed dependence is con-

stant from L = I to L = Z and then decreasing

according to an inverse power law. For any given

trajectory, the severest dependence for N O is the

slowest drop-off or the smallest exponent allowed

by the model. Also, the largest peak (L = 2)

value of N O is chosen. Since N O decreases with

increasing magnetic latitude, the more severe

trajectories lie in the magnetic equatorial plane.

As will be shown, the selection of E 0 and its

dependence for the worst case requires a consid-

eration of the radiation damage in semiconductor

devices.

RADIATION DAMAGE IN SEMICONDUCTORS

At the flux levels under consideration here,

the two mechanisms for the degradation of semi-

conductor devices are ionization and displacement.

Joule heating from induced electrical current is

not a problem. Both the protons and electrons

cause ionization, but the effect is long-lived only

for a small class of devices, the metal-oxide-

semiconductor (MOS) types, where the induced

charge can be trapped. Displacement damage, or

the removal of an atom from its proper lattice

position, is more efficiently induced by protons

than by electrons. This permanent effect, which

will anneal at a temperature-dependent rate, is

most harmful to minority carrier or bipolar

technology devices.

For electrons, the severity of the ionization

damage, which is proportional to the stopping

power dE/dx shown in figure 1 (ref. Z), increases

slowly with energy for energies greater than

0. 7 Me¥. The range curve in figure 1 (ref. Z}

indicates that electrons of lower energies will not

penetrate 50 rail of aluminm-n, a typical space-

craft wall thickness, and may be ignored. Another

source of ionization from electrons, gamma

bremsstrahlung production in the spacecraft wall,

is negligible under these assumptions (ref. 3).

The relative displacement damage as a function of

electron energy (ref. 4), shown in figure 2, indi-

cates clearly that higher energy electrons are

more damaging. On the basis of both ionization

and displacement damage, the worst-case char-

acteristic energy is the highest allowed by the

model.

By contrast, for protons in the energy range

of interest, both the stopping power (ref. Z) in

figure 3 and the relative displacement damage

(ref. 4) in figure 4 decrease with increasing

energy. Thus, low energy protons are the most

damaging. However, the range curve (ref. Z) in
figure 3 indicates that the characteristic energy

#
This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration.
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must be selected large enough so that most of the
protons will not be stopped by the spacecraft wall.

The typical 50-rail aluminum wall will stop all

protons with energy less than 15 MeV. Therefore,

the worst-case characteristic energy is a com-

promise, the lowest value permitted by the model

for which most of the protons in the spectrum will

pass an assumed wall thickness.

ENERGY EQUIVALENCING

The same type of radiation effects data used

to generate figures I, 2, 3, and 4 may be used to

construct relative damage functions dependent only

on the particle type and energy. This procedure

should be contrasted with attempts to develop

equivalency in damage induced by different types

of radiation, attempts which have led to inconclu-

sive results. In energy equivalence, the require-

ment for testing in each predicted radiation

environment remains. However, each type of

exposure is reduced to a mono-energetic fluence;

the relative damage function is used to collapse

the energy-differential spectrum. Therefore, the

test requirements avoid the serious problems of
spectrum simulation. These same considerations

also permit a comparison of the relative severity
of environments consisting of different spectra of

the same radiation type.

Although the absolute response, e.g., A(1/_),

of a particular semiconductor device is strongly

dependent on its electrical and physical character-

istics, the relative response to a given fluence at

one irradiation energy, normalized to the response

at a reference irradiation energy, is reasonably
device-independent. For example, in the case of

transistors exposed to equal fluences of gamma

radiation at different energies, for which the

degradation of a particular electrical parameter is

proportional to the dose, the relative damage
function is proportionalto the fluence-to-dose

conversion factor. There is a lower limit in

energy on the range of validity of the relative

damage function, however, which is imposed by

the effect of the device housing and geometry at
low energy.

FLUENCE CALCULATIONS

Calculations of electron and proton fluences

for Jupiter fly-by missions over a range of tra-

jectories have been performed. The plane of the

trajectory was taken to be the magnetic equatorial

plane in each case. Upper limit and nominal

fluences for some specific trajectories are listed

in tables 1 and 2.

The determination of the fluences from the

flux models consisted of an implicit time integra-

tion of the differential flux over the radial history

of the trajectory. In the magnetic equatorial

plane, the magnetic shell parameter L is equal

to the radial distance from the center of the planet

r, and the magnetic latitude is zero. Thus, the

only time dependence in the flux is implicit in its

radial dependence. Of course, it was necessary

to select an arbitrary upper radial cut-off on the

integration. One further assumption was made,

the neglect of the radial dependence of the char-

acteristic energy E0, which greatly simplified the

calculation by separating the radial and energy

dependences. Finally, the relative damage func-

tion was used to eliminate the energy dependence,

Table 1. -Damage-weighted Jovian electron nuence (3 MeV).

MISSION

NOTATION

1976 JSP

1977 JSP

1977 JSP

1979 JUN

1979 JUN

TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS (JUPITER)

PERIAPSIS, Rj DEFLECTION ANGLE, deg

1.1

4.2

5.6

6.8

10,3

136

107,5

85

81

6O

ELECTRON FLUENCE,

e/cm 2

NOMINAL UPPER
LIMIT

7.4x1011 7.5 x 1012

8.6 x 1010 4.0 x 1012

3.7x 1010 2.9×1012

2.3 x 1010 2.5 x 1012

6.8 x 109 1.5 x 1012

Table 2. -Damage-weighted Jovian proton fluence (20 MeV).

MISSION

NOTATION

TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS (JUPITER)

PERIAPSIS, Rj ! DEFLECTION ANGLE, deg

1976 JSP 1.1

1977 JSP 4.2

1977 JSP 5.6

1979 JUN 6.8

1979 JUN 10.3

136

107.5

85

81

6O

PROTON FLUENCE,

.p/cm 2

UPPER

NOMINAL LIMIT

8.2 x 1010 5.4 x 1012

9.5 x 109 5.9 x 1012

4.1 x109 5.4xi012

2.5 x 109 5.4 x 1012

7.5 x 108 4.9 x 10 |2

as described in the preceOlng section, and a

mono-energetic fluence was obtained for each

case.

Table 1 lists the cal6ulated electron fluences

for several trajectories, specified by the periapsis,

in units of planetary radii, and the deflection

angle between the incoming and outgoing asymp-

totes of the trajectory. The relative damage

function for a 3-MeV reference energy was chosen

to determine both nominal and upper limit 3-MeV

equivalent fluences for these Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto

(JSP) and Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune (JUN) missions.

The results show that while the fluence decreases

with increasing periapsis on the basis of both

models, the upper limit fluences are quite insen-

sitive to periapsis. It is also shown that the

upper limit fluences are 1-2 orders of magnitude

larger than the nominal values.

The calculated proton fluences for the same

trajectories are given in table 2 in terms of

Z0-MeV protons. In the case of the severe proton

model, the prediction of a flat radial distribution

leads to fluences that are completely insensitive

to periapsis. The larger uncertainties in the

proton models result in a wider spread between

the nominal and upper limit fluences, in the range

of Z-4 orders of magnitude.
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ASSESSMENTOFTHERADIATIONHAZARD

At this point, the predicted proton and elec-

tron fluences should be compared with available

information on the radiation sensitivity of semi-

conductor devices. Figure 5 indicates the
fluences of I-3 MeV electrons that will cause

detectable degradation (unshaded bar) and serious
degradation or total failure (shaded bar) for a few

device types. The bar graph is based on a small

set of data, but the large differences in radiation

sensitivity of the specific devices within a cate-

gory is reflected in the large uncertainties in each

bar. Also noteworthy is the obvious susceptibility

of MOS devices tO electrons, in comparison to

other device types. This contrast simply results

from electrons efficiently causing ionization, to

which MOS devices are most sensitive. Vertical

lines are given to indicate the nominal and upper

limit fluences for worst-case trajectories. It can

be seen that, with the exception of discrete MOS

devices, careful part selection will obviate the

electron problem.

The corresponding information for 20-MeV

prot.ons in figure 6 shows that the protons are a

more serious hazard. The bar graph, which is

based on the results of a study (ref. 5), reflects

the efficiency with which protons cause both

DEVICE
TOTALELUE_E(./,:.2) i-3 M.v'

TRANSISTORS:

LOW FREQUENCY

HIGH FREQUENCY

LOW FREQUENCY POWER

HIGH FREQUENCY POWER

UNIJUNCTION

J-FET

MOS-FET

DIODES:

POWER

ZENER

BIPOLAR IC'S:

_JNEAR

DIGITAL

108 109 1010 10 I1 1012 10_3 1014

I I I I I I I I I

I, I

- NOTAVAlU_ 't J
- NOT AVAILABLE I

I I
J

, l

c,-2oM._ I i

I I
I NOT AVAILABLE j

NOT AVAIL6SLE J I

! I
I

I

I r--'-

| NOM_NAq ]UprERuM,T
'EXCEPT AS NOTED

ionization and displacement damage. Even the

nominal value mission fluence would seriously

damage many device types. The design of a

spacecraft for survival in the upper limit proton

environment requires both a complete screening

of plece-parts for radiation tolerance and harden-

ing by circuit design.

CONC LUSION

Although the near-Jupiter proton and electron

environment poses a serious hazard to a fly-by

spacecraft, the current best estimates of this

environment have large uncertainties. If some

improvements in the uncertainties were obtained,

especially for protons, the stringency of the test

levels and parts selection requirements could be
relaxed. In particular, a reduction in the uncer-

tainty of the radial dependence of the flux would

introduce a sensitivity to the trajectory and would

allow a trade-off in mission planning. Efforts to

improve the models in this manner are currently
p,_anned.

DEVICE

TRANSISTORS:

LOW FREQUENCY

HIGH FREQUENCY

LOW FREQUENCY POWER

HIGH FREQUENCY POWER

UNIJUNCTION

J -FET

MOS_:ET

DIODES:

POWER

ZENER

BIPOLAR IC'S:

LINEAR

DIGITAL

TOTAL FLUENCE (p/cm 2) 20 MeV

108 10 9 1010 10 I1 1012 1013 10 TM

' I
I I

I

I
I i

NOMINAL J I UPPER LIMIT

FiBure S. -Typical tolerance of lemiconductor devicel to electron irradiation. Figure 6. -Typical tolerance of semiconductor devices to proton irradiation.
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AMONTECARLOPHOTOCURRENT/PHOTOMISSIONCOMPUTERPROGRAM

W.L. Chadsey and C. Ragona

The Re-Entry and Environmental Systems Division

General Electric Company

Philadelphia 19101

Abstract

A Monte Carlo computer program (POEM) has been

developed for the computation of photocurrents and

photoemission in gamma (x-ray)-irradiated materials.

The program has been used for application to the com-

putation of radiation-induced surface currents on space

vehicles and the computation of radiation-induced space-

charge environments (IEMP) within space vehicles. The

program has been successfully correlated with published

expirmental data.

POEM is a composite analytical-Monte Carlo com-
puter program which calculates the photoemission from

a gamma (x-ray)-irradiated slab of material. The pro-

gram uses analytical routines to calculate photon flux

attenuation, energy deposition and electron production

within the slab, and uses a Monte Carlo routine to cal-

culate the electron transport through the slab and the

emission from the slab. The objective of using the

analytical photon transport routine is to avoid the com-

putation time-consuming complexity of a pure Monte

Carlo model. When using a Monte Carlo photon trans-

port routine, in order to produce a sufficient number of

Compton scattering and photoelectric interactions to

afford reasonable statistics for the initial energy-angle

distributions of the electrons requires a great number

of photon histories (typically several hundred thousand

histories). To reduce the computation time required,

an analytical routine has been incorporated in POEM to

compute photon transport.

The POEM program calculates the net photocurrent
within a material and the electron emission current

from a material including the energy flux, energy spec-
trum, and angular distribution for an arbitrary incident

photon spectrum. The emission can be calculated in

either the direction of the incident photon flux or the

reverse direction. In either case the program assumes

normal incidence of the photon flux on the emitting slab,

although with minor modification the program could
treat an arbitrary angle of incidence. It is assumed
that the time-dependence of the electron emission cur-

rent is the same as the time-dependence of the incident

photon flux, i.e. the model is quasistatic.

The emission calculation includes the Compton

electrons, photoelectrons (K and L), and Auger elec-

trons (L) resulting from the scattering and absorption

of the primary x-ray flux. The emission calculation,

at present, does not include second generation (knock-
on) electrons nor the electrons produced by the scat-

tering and absorption of fluorescent or bremsstrahlung

radiation. A study is planned to investigate techniques

for the inclusion of these effects, including a more rig-

orous treatment of the Compton scatter radiation.

I. Introduction

The description of the current density and energy-

angle distribution of gamma ray or x-ray induced

electron emission is required in the study of transient

radiation effects on electrical systems and in the de-

velopment of fast radiation detectors. A rigorous cal-

culation of the electron emission requires both a Monte
Carlo photon transport calculation of the electron

source distributed throughout the irradiat_-_ matter mud

a Monte Carlo electron transport calculation of the in-

tensity and energy-angle distribution of the multiple

scattered electron flux at the emission surface. Be-

cause of the low quantum efficiency for the production

of primary electrons (Compton, Auger, and photo-

electrons) by photons, it has been experienced that a
very large number of photon histories are required in

the Monte Carlo photon transport calculation to produce

a statistically acceptable description of the electron

source. Several hundred thousand photon histories

have been found necessary for a typical incident photon
environment, requiring on the order of 40 minutes
computation time (using the ONE-D (1) code on the GE

635 computer). The need exists for a less costly com-
putational tool. A purely analytical electron emission
model (2, 3), on the other hand, while providing an

inexpensive computation of the electron emission flux,

does not properly treat electron multiple scattering
and so does not provide a valid description of the
angular distribution of emission.

The POEM (photoemission) computer program

was developed to provide a computational tool for the
calculation of photon radiation-induced electron emis-

sion which would be relatively inexpensive to use but

would include a proper treatment of electron multiple

scattering. POEM is a composite analytical-Monte

Carlo program, using analytical routines to calculate

photon flux attenuation and primary electron produc-

tion in the material and a Monte Carlo routine to

calculate the electron transport to the surface of the

material. Whereas a typical electron emission cal-

culation required 45 minutes computation time (on
the GE 635) with a pure Monte Carlo cede, the same

calculation requires only 3 minutes computation time

with POEM, without apparent, significant sacrifice in

accurancy.

POEM calculates the electron emission from a

gamma or x-ray irradiated slab of material. The pro-

gram assumes normal incidence of the x-ray flux on the

emitting slab, although with minor modification the pro-

gram could treat an arbitrary angle of incidence. The

emission current, energy spectrum, and angular dis-

tribution are calculated both in the direction of the in-

cident radiation and in the reverse direction& (Hence,
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the program may be used to calculate the net primary

photocurrent across any plane within the irradiated ma-
terial.) It is assumed that the time-dependence of the
electron emission current is the same as the time-

dependence of the incident photon flux, i.e. the model is

quasistatic.

The emission calculation includes the Compton elec-

trons, photoelectrons (K and L), and Auger electrons (L)

resulting from the scattering and absorption of the pri-

mary x-ray flux and (in an approximate treatment) the
Compton scattered x-ray flux. The emission calculation,

at present, does not include second generation (knock-on)
electrons nor the electrons produced by the scattering

and absorption of fluorescent or bremsstrahlung radia-
tion. The electron transport calculation is strictly valid

only for electron energies greater than the K absorption

edge of the emitting material. The code seems to pro-
duce reasonable results, however, down to somewhat

lower energies.

POEM has been evaluated through the comparison of

computational results to published experimental data for

electron emission induced by Cul_ x-radiatlon and Co 60

gamma radiation,and through comparison to superflash

x-ray-induced electron emission data obtained by the

author. The comparisons to the published data are pre-

seated herein.

II. Program Description

II. 1 Photon Transport

The radiation intensity I (photons/cm 2) at the point

x of initiation of electron emission is calculated assam-

ing a simple exponential attenuation of the intensity,

I ix, E7) = Io (E7) e"q'tx (I)

where Io (ET,)is the incident intensity,x is the distance

from the irradiated surface, and_ is the totallinear at-

tenuation coefficient. The assumption of exponential

attenuation, of course, implies the complete absorption

of a photon in any interaction. This is strictlytrue only

of the photoelectric interaction. In a Compton scatter

interaction,the photon recedes from the point of col-

lisionwith reduced energy and altered direction. This

Compton scattered radiation is treated by an approxima-

tion: rather than reducing the photon fluxby decreasing

the energy of each Compton scattered photon while

holding the number of photons constant (which would

censlderably complicate the calculation),the number of

photons Is reduced in each Compton interaction holding

the photon energy constant. Mathematically this is done

by introducing a Compton attenuationcross-section Or'

which is the sum ofthe Compton absorption cross-

section #ct and a fraction f of the Compton scatter

cross-section crs,

_" = _a + f_s (2)

The total linear attenuation coefficient _ is then given by

p a S (3)

where 1.is the photoelectric cross-section and p is the

density. Values for the fudge factor f have been selected

by comparisons of exponential attenuation Calculations to

Monte Carlo calculations.

II. 2 Electron Production

The irradiated slab is divided into incremental slabs

of thicknesses A x such that _tAx << I, i.e. so that the

photon flux variationthrough the zone is calculated in

each zone for which there is a significantprobability of

escape, i.e. in each zone for which the maximum path

length of the electrons produced in the zone is larger

than the normal distance to the emitting surface.

(Remember thatthe maximum electron path length is

considerably greater than the extrapolated electron range

range because of multiple scattering.)

The number of Compten electrons produced (per

cm 2) in a zone, location xi, by photons of energy ET is

CTAx

N I (i e P
c (ET' xi) = (E , xi) - )

where _ = q_ + {rs is the total Compton mass attenuation

coefficient and the photon intensity I (E , x.) is given by
t

equation (1). The initial energy-angle _robability dis-

tributlons of the Compton electrons are given by Klein-
Niehina. (4)

The number of photoelectrons produced in the zone

x by photons of energy ETis
_--TAx

Np(ET, xi) = I(E_, xi) (1-e P

where 1" is the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient.

It is assumed that for all photon energies greater than
the K edge the ratio of L to K photoelectrons produced is

equal to the ratio at just above the K edge, l.e.

n.__L = 1"(E K - ¢)

nK 1"(EK+ _) - 1"(EK- ¢) (6)

where EK is the K edge and ¢is an infinitesimalenergy

increment. The angular distributionof the photoelec-

trons is given by Fischer and Sauter (4),theformer for

low energy photelectrons (_ < < 1), the latterfor high

energy electrons (fie 1).

The number of Auger electrons (L only)produced in

the zone xi by photons of energy ET is

N A (E), Xi) = (1-fK) NK, P (E , xi) (7)
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where _ is the number of K photoelectronsproduced
and fK is the K fluorescence yield given by.(5)

4
Z

4
z + 304 (8)

where Z is the atomic number. The angular distribution

of the Auger electrons is assumed isotropic.

The total electron initial energy-angle probability

distribution for each zone of the emitter is calculated by
summing for each photon energy the Compton, photo-

electric and Auger distributions and then integrating

over the photon energy spectrum.

II. 3 Electron Transport

The transport of the electrons to the emitting sur-
face is calculated using the POET (6) Monte Carlo elec-

tron transport program which has been incorporated into

POEM. POET is a condensed history Monte Carlo pro-

gram. In the condensed history Monte Carlo method,

the results of multiple scattering theory are combined
with Monte Carlo techniques to form a consistent ap-

proach to electron transport calculations in the media of

finite dimensions. Since the large majority of electron-

atom interactions involve small angel deflections and

small energy loss, the condensed history random walk

approach is applicable to electron transport ( it is not

applicable to photon transport due to the large scattering

angles involved in the majority of collisions). Rather

than calculate the trajectories of the electrons as they

undergo each coulomb interaction, a random walk com-
putation is performed in such a way that each step takes

into account the combined effect of many collisions. The
electron history is divided into logarithmically-spaced

energy intervals. For each step of the random walk the
path length increment traveled by the electron, corres-

ponding to the energy loss increment, is computed using
the Bethe-Moller stopping power. (7-9) By random

sampling from the angular distributions calculated using
the Goudsmitt-Saunderson theory (10) of multiple scatter,

the direction of travel of the electron after each random

walk step is obtained.

For each electron history the random walk com-
putation is initiated by random selection of an initial

location within the electron production zone (from a

uniform distribution within the zone) and a random se-

lection of the initial electron energy and velocity direc-

tion (from the computed energy-angle probability dis-

tribution for the zone). The random walk computation is

continued until either the electron escapes from the

emitting surface or until the residual path length of the
electron is smaller than the normal distance to the dis-

tance to the emitting surface (so that in this continuous

slowing down approximation the electron has zero pro-

bability of escape).

III. Comparison of Computational Results

With Experiment Data

III. 1 Energy Spectrum

E. P. Denisov, et. al (11) of Leningrad State Uni-

versity published in 1963 the results of an expirment in

which the structures of the x-ray photoemission energy

spectra from aluminum, titanium, chromium, and iron
photocathodes were measured. The photocathedes con-

sisted of a thin layer of the test material (thicker than

the maximum exit depth of the electrons) sputtered on a

planar glass substratum at the center of an evacuated,

spherical collector. The energy structure of the photo-

emission was determined by measuring the collected

current as a function of the bias potential between the

photocathode and the collector. The photocathodes were

irradiated by CuK_ x-rays (8 kev). The experimental
results for the four photocathedes are compared to the

POEM calculations of the energy structure shown in

Figure 1. The experimental and calculational results are

compared by adjusting the arbitrary normalizations such
that the primary maxima are equal. (No attempt was

made to compare the gross emission currents since

these data were not published by Denisov, et. al.). The

agreement of the structures of the calculated and the

experimental spectra is good except for the low energy

spike in the experimental spectrum, which Denisov, et. al.

interpret to be the secondary electron contribution to the

emission spectrum. The three peaks in the energy

spectrum due to the K photoelectron, L photoelectron,

and Auger electron contributions to the spectrum can be

seen in both the calculated and measured spectra.

III. 2 Emission Current, Angular Distribution

Ebert and Lauzon (3) of the Lawerence Radiation

Laboratory published in 1965 the results of an experiment

in which they measured the quantum efficiency (electrons

emitted per incident photon) and the angular distribution

of the gamma-ray induced electron emission from car-

bon, aluminum, copper, cadmium, and lead targets.

Two sets of target thicknesses were used: one set of

targets with thickness equal to the range of a 1.25 Mev

photoelectron, and another set with thickness of one-

tenth the range. The targets were irradiated b_ a col-
limated beam of 1.25 MeV gammas from a Co 6v source.

The emission current was measured by a Faraday cup;

the (cumulative) angular distribution was measured by

varying the solid angle subtended by the Faraday cup.

The Ebert and Lauzon results are compared to the
POEM calculations for the quantum efficiency in Table

1 and for the (differential) angular distribution shown in
Figure 2. The agreement in both quantum efficiency and

angular distribution is excellent. The agreement in

quantum efficiency is net remarkable; Ebert and Lauzon

had comparable success using an analytical model to

calculate quantum efficiency. What is significant is the
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SOURCE601"25Mev_]_ 1_'_e-_Co_

I_ I_l FARADAY
TARGET CUP

TEST CONFIGURATION

QUANTUMEFFICIENCY (ELECTRON/PHOTON)

(1)

(2)
TARGET THICKNESS(CM) POEM_ EXPERIMENT

CARBON 2.03 X I0-I 9.68 X 10-3 9. 14 X 10-3

2.26X I0-2 2.57X I0 -3 2.46 X I0 -5 (3)

ALUMINUM 2.27 X I0-I 7.96 X I0 -3 7.97 X I0 -3

1.27X 10-2. 1.80 XIO -3 1.99 XIO -3

COPPER 5.24X 10-2 6.10 XIO -3 6.13 X 10-3

5.12 X I0-3 2.09 X I0 -3 2.04 X 10-3 (4)

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF POEM RESULTS WITH

EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF EBERT AND LAUZON (3)

agreement in the angular distribution. Ebert and Lauzon

found that calculations of the angular distribution made

using an analytical model, which assumed rectilinear

electron transport, were in complete disagreement with

the experimental data. Here, then, is the key advantage

of the Monte Carlo calculation: analytical models which

cannot properly treat electron multiple scattering, but

rather assume rectilinear transport, provide no valid

information as to the angular distribution of photoemis-
sion.

C onclusions

Comparisons of computational results with experi-

mental data have shown the POEM cede to be quite

adequate for the calculation of photon radiation-induced

electron emission, at least in the limited ranges of

photon energies for which test data were available for

comparison. More test data, especially in the x-ray

energy range, 1 keV to 1 MeV, are required for ad-

ditional code verification. One shortcoming of the POEM

cede is its neglect of the secondary (knock-on) electrons.

A study is planned of computational techniques for the

inclusion of the secondary electrons in the emission
calculation.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(s)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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PHOTON INDUCED SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION

R. B. Spencer, TRW Systems Group; C. B. Smith, Norman Engineering Co.;
and E. J. McGrath, Science Applications Inc.

This paper presents the results of numeri-

cal models for predicting photon induced
secondary electron emission. These results

are compared with recent experimental meas-
urements made at UCLA using a Co-60 gamma
ray source.

TXT_ _TT_ XT

An important consideration in the design
of efficient spacecraft and missile radia-

tion shielding is photon induced secondary
electron emission. The secondary electrons

may result in charge separation, thereby
producing undesirable current flows and
electromagnetic fields internal to the sys-
tem. Basic to the prediction of such ef-

fects is a requirement to perform analyses
for photon transport, electron production,
and subsequent electron transport in arbi-
trary materials and geometries.

Electron emission from solids can be

caused by high temperature, strong electric
fields, and bombardment with photons and
particles. Electrons emitted by primary
electron bombardment are referred to as

secondary electrons, and were discovered in
1902 by Austin and Starke(I) during a study
of the reflection of electrons from metal.
Austin and Starke observed that under cer-

tain circumstances more electrons were

emitted than were incident on the material,
indicating that the bombarding primary
electrons ejected other electrons from the

solid. Today the term "secondary electron
emission" is used in a broader sense to

indicate the phenomena of electron emission
from solids subjected to bombardment from
any type of particle or radiation. For

the purpose of our study, the terms "sec-
ondary electron", and "secondary electron
emission" are used with this broader mean-

ing.

One phase of our study was a numerical
investigation of the emission of secondary
electrons from metals when the secondary

electrons are produced by high-energy pho-
tons. A complete description of the sec-
ondary electron emission from the surface
of a solid material is obtained when the

number of electrons at a point in space as
a function of energy is known. The func-
tion to be predicted is called the second-

ary electron current density and is denoted

y j_(E,_). The magnitude of the current
enslty depends only on the states of in-

teracting systems, i.e., on the properties
of the primary beam and on the physical and
chemical properties of the emitter, includ-

ing chemical composition, crystal structure,
surface conditions, and temperature. If
js(E,_) is integrated over all energies and

over all angles of the hemisphere surround-

ing an emitting planar surface, the total
yield of secondary electrons is obtained.
Much of the experimental work and theoreti-

cal work that has been performed in the
past has been concerned with low-energy
electrons (i00 eV) as a source radiation.
Recently, research has been directed at

predicting secondary electron emission from
solid materials using gamma ray sources

emitting photons in the MeV energy range.
The purpose of our research is to im-

prove the ability to predict the angular
energy distributions of secondary electrons
emitted from various types and thicknesses

of materials exposed to photon radiation,
and to develop and verify simplified cal-
culational models for describing the phe-
nomenon of secondary electron emission.
These models provide a means of obtaining
estimates of secondary electron emission

produced by incident photons. The models
were programmed on a digital computer to
provide results for comparing with more

sophisticated Monte Carlo programs and ex-
perimental results.

The computational models include one
first proposed by Sawyer and Van Lint(2)and

later refined by Spencer.(3) The Monte

Carlo calculations were performed using the
two-dimensional time dependent combined
photon and electron code, TEMPEr(4)

We have performed experiments to measure
the energy and angular distributions of

secondary electrons emanating from several
target materials.(3, 5) Eight materials
(13AI, 22Ti, 29Cu, 42Mo, 48Cd, 73Ta, 82Pb
and 92 U) ranging in thickness from 0.003"

to 0.5" were used. The photon source used
for the experiment was a 3 Ci Co 60 source

with photopeaks at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV.
Pulse-height spectra (256 energy groups) of

the emitted electrons were measured at 0,
10, iS, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 ° to the
beam forward direction for the gamma beam
normal to the target.

A detection technique, proposed by Lon-
ergan and Costello(6), which uses a trans-
mission mounted Si semiconductor detector

placed in front of a Pilot-B scintillator,
was employed to discriminate against scat-
tered incident photons. Since the semicon-

ductor detector is only 131 microns thick,
its efficiency for detecting scattered
source photons is extremely low. By opera-
ting the two detectors in coincidence, the

electron counts can he distinguished from
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the photon counts in the scintillator. The The total number of secondary electrons
thin semiconductor detector absorbs all

N t generated within a thickness dx of the
electrons with energies less than about target, at a depth t-x, from photons of
160 keV, therefore only the high energy energy hv is given by the product of the
secondary electrons were measured for their photon intensity at t-x, the electron pro-
energy and angular distributions. Acom- duction cross section, and the thickness dm
plete description of the experimental meas-
urements is given in References 3 and 5.

GENEKAL SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION MODEL

The process of secondary electron emis-

sion consists of both the generation of the
electrons and the transport, attenuation

and eventual emission of the generated
electrons. The concepts and details of
electron transport in material have been

considered using both analytical approxima-
tions and Monte Car!o numerical analysis.
The majority of the electron transport
theory that has been presented is based on

the Boltzmann transport equation. The pur-
pose of this paper is not to consider the

Boltzmann equation for electrons, but
rather to consider a simplified theory on
which a numerical model of secondary elec-
tron emission could be based. The general
secondary electron emission model described

here is based on the(m?delzj proposed by
Sawyer and Van Lint.

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry as-

sumed in considering the general features
of the secondary electron emission model.

Consider a photon which is incident perpen-
dicular to the surface of a slab target of
thickness t. At a distance x before

emerging from the target, the photon pro-
duces a secondary electron of kinetic en-

ergy T i moving at an angle ¢i to the
direction of the incident photon. The sec-

ondary electron loses energy and scatters
in traveling through the remainder of the
target, eventually emerging with kinetic
energy Tf at an angle Cf with the nor-

mal to the slab target. The purpose of the
theory is to obtain an expression for the
angular and energy distributions N(Tf,¢f)
of the emergent secondary electrons as a
function of the target characteristics
(atomic number and thickness) and the inci-

dent photon spectrum ¢o(hv).

INCIDENT

PHOTONS

n o , h'_0

Z (ATOMIC NO.)

N v (ATOHIC DENS,

t'R--_ _R----_

FIGURE I. SLAB GEOMETRY FOR THIN ABSORBING SAMPLE

t I

EMITTED

ELECTRON

_ - -F -_o
PHOTONS

--x_

Nt=[photon intensity]x[electron pro- (1)
duction per photon per dx]x[dx]

The number of secondary electrons of

initial kinetic energy T i within dT i
in solid angle dfl* about-initial angle

¢i is obtained by using the appropriate
differential angular and energy electron

production cross section.

Nhv(Ti,¢i)dT i =

"Z" dfl"[¢(hv,t-x)][ _V4-_- o(h_+ Ti,¢i)dTi]dx (2)

where:

¢(hv,t-x) = photon intensity at t-x
with energy hv, photons

Z = atomic number of target
material, electrons/atom
PNa

Nv = T atomic density of
target material,
atoms/cm 3

p = material density, g/cm 3

N a = Avogadro's number =
0.6024 x 1024 atoms/

g-atom

A = material atomic weight,

g/g-atom(hv*Ti,¢i)dT i = the cross section per
target electron for

production of secondary

electrons of energy T i
within dTi, per unit

id angle near ¢i,
s°_/electron- s teradian

dfl" = sin¢id@id _ = differential solid

angle about ¢i, stera-
dians

= azimuthal angle of the

generated secondary
electrons

dx = material differential

thickness, cm.

The energy spectrum of secondary elec-

trons generated within a thin layer of
•thickness dx by a photon spectrum at the
distance t-x into the target, }(hv,x), is
obtained by integrating Nhv(Ti,¢i) over the
range o£ energy of the incident photon
spectrum.

N (Ti,¢i)dT i =

lhVmaxi2W @(hv'x)ZNv _ °(h_÷Ti'¢i)" (3)• sin¢id#pdh_d¢idx dT i
_Jo o

For a non-polarized incident photon spec-
trum, the secondary electron production is
cylindrically symmetrical and integration
over the azimuthal angle yields the follow-

ing exnression for the initial ener spec-
2 gYtrum of the secondary.electrons( )
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N (Ti,¢i) dT i =

ZN v I hvmax
-2-- *(hv'x)o(h_÷Ti'¢i) "

sin¢idhvd¢ i dx dT i (4)
.Jo

The transmission of a generated second-

ary electron to the back surface of the
target can be described by a general proba-
bility function pe(Ti,¢i; x; Tf,¢f), which

represents the probability per unit emer-

ging energy Tf and solid angle _ of escape

with energy near Tf, and angle near _ for
a secondary electron generated at a s
tance x below the surface with energy T i
and at angle ¢_. Including this probabil-
ity function a_d indicating the integra-

tions over the target thickness (t), energy
of formation (Ti) and angle of formation

(¢i), the angular-energy distribution of
emxtted secondary electrons istkJ

N (Tf,¢f) dTfd_ =

ZNvfhVmaxrt rT" _o

max (by)

-F-3o Jo "_ox _(by,x)

• o(hv+Ti,¢i)Pe(Ti,¢i;x;Tf,¢f) (5)

• sin¢id¢idTidx dhv dTfd_

The photon intensity at each depth in
the target and at each energy is related
to the incident photon intensity by an ex-
ponential attenuation factor. An energy-
dependent absorption coefficient Vo(hv) is
determined by the combined total cross sec-

tions for Compton scattering, photoelectric
effect, and pair production interactions.
The intensity of the energy-dependent un-
collided photons at a depth t-x within the
target is thus given by

¢(hv,t-x) = _o(hv)e-VO (hv)(t-x) (6)

where the contribution of multiple Compton
scattering has been neglected.

Numerically, the energy-dependent photon
attenuation and resulting photon intensity
at a given target depth is calculated by
means of a computer program called XRAY.(7)

This code divides the incident photon spec-
trum into energy groups (up to 100) and ob-
tains the energy dependent absorption cross
section by means of table look-up. The to-

tal attenuation coefficients Vo and energy
absorption coefficients Va(for photon ener-
gies between 0.1 keV and 10 MeV) are con-
tained on magnetic tape for about 50 of the

most common elements. XRAY has the capa-
bility of handling multi-element, multi-
region shields and can calculate the uncol-
lided photon intensity, transmission factor
energy deposition, and absorbed dose in

standard materials (e.g. rads Si) as a
function of material depth for an arbitrary
input photon spectrum.

If the assumption is made that the sta-

tistical fluctuation in the range of sec-
ondary electrons of the same initial energy
is a Gaussian distribution about the mean

range R, the probability of escape

Pe(Ti,¢i;x;Tf,¢f)can be shown to be (2)

Pe = ½_'erf(X/C°S¢l'R(Ti))]6(¢i'¢f)_(Tf -T)

(7)

where a is the range-straggling parameter
and is related to the standard deviation of

the range-straggling Gaussian distribution
by a = _-0. The Dirac delta functions

6(¢i-¢f) and 6(Tf-T) connote, respectively,
the assumptions that the final angle of
e.;_e;_. A. ;e .he _m_ as _he initial o_n-

eration angle ¢i and the final energy Tf is
equal to an average electron energy T. T

corresponds to the average range remaining
to the electrons beyond the distance to the

surface x/cost i for those electrons which
penetrate. The first assumption presumes
that multiple scattering of the secondary
electrons does not, on the average, have a
net effect on the direction of the gener-
ated electrons. The average energy of the
emitted electrons _ (all starting at the

same energy Ti) is given by(2)

T = exp{l'265"[l'6-0"3816£n(ARc/0"273)]I/20.1908 )

(8)

for electrons with energies from I0 keV to
3 MeV. The ARe in the expression for T is

the increment of range from the emitting
surface (x/cos¢i) to the range R e associa-
ted with the average energy of escape T.

INVESTIGATION OF TWO SIMPLIFIED MOD£LS

Two simplified models were investigated
in an attempt to obtain numerical results

to compare with the results of experiments.
The first model investigated is the model
we call the "Average Angle and Energy Mode_'
(AA model) or-the "van Lint Model" since it

is used essentially unmodified as proposed
by Sawyer and van Lint.(2) The second mo-
del is a refinement of the AA model and

gives a more realistic simulation of the
secondary electron generation and emission
phenomenon. We call this model the "Angle-
Bin Model" (AB model). Both of these-mo-

_els are based on the previous equations,
but differ in the details of the calcula-
tions.

Average Angle and Energy Model

The main feature of the AA model can

best be described by referring to Figure I.
In this figure, the angle between the elec-

tron's initial direction and the normally
incident photon is labeled ¢i- In the AA

model, ¢i is taken to be the average angle,
_i, of all the electrons produced by the

photons (in a particular energy group) for

the Compton scattering interaction. The _i
are obtained bY first calculating the aver-
age energy of the recoil Compton electron
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(i.e., the secondary electron). The rela-

tion for the average energy recoil Compton

electron for the photons of energy group i
is given by

eOa (h-Vo)i
Ti = (_Vo)i (9)

eO(l_o)i

where:

For the Compton scattering interaction,
the cross section for scattering an elec-
tron into each angle bin is obtained by

integrating the differential scattering
cross section over the range of angles for

the particular angle bin. The average en-
ergy of the electron scattered into an
angle bin is calculated usin_ the sim_le
average angle of the bin as _, i.e., ¢ =

(¢1 + ¢2)/2. Numerically, the AB model is

T i - the average initial energy of implemented by using Gaussian quadrature
the recoil Compton electron sets for the required integrations.

for photons of energy h-_o (in
group i).

eaa (_Vo) i = the average Compton absorp-,
tion cross section for pho-

tons of energy l_ o (in group

The results of the numerical calcula-

tions from the subroutine that calculates

the cross sections for Compton scattering
were compared with the results as calcu-

lated by Nelms.(8) The curves presented in
the report by Nelms were graphically inte-

i). grated to verify the numerical integrations
o

e (E_o)i - the average Compton collision of the Compton cross sections.

cross section for photons of The final results of the AB model are

energy h-_o (in group i). obtained by computing the Compton scatter-
ing contribution to the secondary electron

Once the average secondary electron energy emission. Once the secondary electrons

T i is evaluated, the average direction co- have been generated for a particular angle
slne of the secondary electron in terms of bin, the subsequent transmission, attenua-
the average photon energy of group i can be tion and emission is numerically performed

obtained: _/Ti (l÷ai)Z in the same manner as the secondary elec-trons in the average angle (AA) model, ex-

cos ¢i _ cos ¢i vTiai2 + 2ui(h-_o)i (i0) cept that a separate calculation is re-

where: cos ¢i = the cosine of the average
initial angle of the Comp-
ton recoil electron

cos ¢i = the average cosine of the
initial angle of the Comp-
ton recoil electron

a i = (h-_o)i/moC2

The actual distance the electron must

travel to escape, R, (assuming that the
average direction of the electron does not
change during its transport) is given by

R = Xn/_ ¢i (11}

where: X n is the distance from the center-
line of the appropriate AR to
the escaping surface (shortest
distance).

Numerically, this process is repeated
for all of the photon energy groups and for

all Xn or AR's comprising the target, so
that the number of secondary electrons at
each angle and the energies of the escaping
electrons can be accumulated for small

ranges of angle and energy, called "bins."
The resulting accumulated secondary elec-
tron energy and angular distributions are
then printed to give the final results.

Angle-Bin Model

The AB model also uses the same basic

equations given previously. However, in-
stead of using the average electron angle

¢i to represent the initial direction of
the generated electrons, all possible
angles in the forward direction are repre-
sented by dividing the quadrant into equal
angle bins. The cross sections are then
calculated for each angle bin.

quired for each angle bin.

Numerical Results

Numerical calculations were performed
using the AA and AB models for a typical
target configuration and using the gamma

ray energy spectrum measured for the exper-
imental source (see Figure 2). The AA and
AB models were incorporated into the exist-
ing XRAy(7) program as subroutines. The

XRAY program calculated the attenuated pho-
ton spectrum within the target material and
then the AA and AB model subroutines were

used to calculate the generation of high
energy secondary electrons (initial angular
and energy distributions) and the subse-

quent transmission, attenuation, and emis-
sion of the secondary electrons.

FIGURE 2. IEIDENT pHOTONENERGYSPECTRK_

P-

e ,io'g_, ,'2 ,13 ' 'i_ 15 _.6
ENERGY,_V
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Figure 5 contains the angular energy
The results of the calculations for a distributions for the emitted secondary

140 mil (0.355 cm or 5.18 g/cm2_ thick cop-
per target (density = 8.96 g/cm _) are shown electrons as calculated by the AB model for

constant angles of i0 °, 20 °, 30 ° , 40 ° and
in Figures 3 through 8. Figure 3 is the
angular distribution of the emitted second-
ary electrons as calculated by the AA model.
This figure shows the angular distribution
for electrons of all energies. The range
of angles represented is small (28 ° to 47 ° )
because the average angle was selected for

each photon energy group. For the AA mo-

del, it is not surprising that this com-

paratively small range of angles repre-
sented the angular distribution of the
emitted secondary electrons.
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FIGURE 3, AA HOI_L ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

50 °. The striking feature of these curves

is that the general shape of the incident
photon energy spectrum is clearly evident

for each particular emission angle. The
shift to lower energy secondary electrons
with increasing emission angle is also
clearly seen. This shift is a result of
the Compton scattering event since the clo-
ser the secondary electron is to 90 ° to the
incident photon, the less energy is im-
parted to the electron. The angular dis-
tributions for both the Compton scattering

and photoelectric effect cross sections
were obtained for the AB model. However,
the number of secondary electrons emitted

as a result of the photoelectric effect was
negligible compared to the number of Comp-

ton scattering electrons and thus only the
Compton scattering electrons have been
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FIGURE 4, AA MODEL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

1o-1O

Figure 4 is the energy distribution of
the emitted secondary electrons that was
calculated by the AA model. This distribu-

tion represents the energy distribution for
all secondary electrons emitted from the
back surface (i.e., photon beam forward di-

rection) of the copper target. It is ex-
pected that secondary electrons would have
low energies since the attenuation of elec-

trons produced relatively deep in the tar-
get is calculated by using range-energy re-
lations. In addition, since the AA model

considers only the Compton scattering event,
and considers average angles (and the re-
sulting average energy-at that angle), en-

ergies greater than approximately 0.8 MeV
are not represented in the energy distribu-
tion.
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plotted. This is not surprising since the
photoelectric effect cross section is neg-
ligible compared to the Compton scattering
cross section for the predominate range o£
photon energies represented by the incident
gamma ray spectrum (most are around the 1.1
to 1.4 MeV range as shown in Figure 2.}

Figure 6 is a cross-plot of Figure 5 and
reveals the erratic behavior o£ the de-
tailed angular energy distributions for the
emitted secondary electrons as calculated
via the AB model. Figures 7 and 8 are the
energy and angular distributions as calcu-
lated using the AB model for the secondary
electrons emitted from the copper target.
These distributions were obtained by inte-
grating the angular energy distributions
and the energy angular distributions o£
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The simi-
larity in shape o£ the AA model and AB mo-
del energy distributions (Figures 4 and 7)
is clearly seen. The major difference is
that the secondary electrons calculated by
the AB model cover a wider range o£ energy.
This is expected since the AA model consi-
ders only the "average" secondary electron
energy for any given photon energy group,
whereas the AB model accounts £or the en-
tire range o£ energies o£ the generated
secondary electrons by employing angle and
energy bins.

Based on the numerical results presented
here, the AB model is concluded to be a
more realistic method o£ calculating sec-
ondary electron emission. The AB model can
readily indicate the detailed angular en-
ergy distributions and the energy angular
distributions, as well as the angular and
energy distributions o£ the emitted second-
ary electrons.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The total angular and total energy sec-
ondary electron distributions are well
suited for comparing numerical and experi-
mental results. These distributions have

many of the detailed anomalies integrated
out for both the numerical and experimental
results.

Figure 9 shows the AB model numerical
results for the secondary electro_ total
energy distribution of a 3.2 g/cm" thick

copper target. Superimposed on this graph
are the reduced experimental data for the
same thickness copper target. The experi-
mental data have been normalized to the nu-
merical results at the 1.0 HeV energy

point. There is generally fair agreement
in the results from 0.4 HeV to 1.2 HeV. The

experimental data do not possess the de-
tailed variations that the numerical re-
sults indicate. The major reason for this
relative smoothness of the experimental
data compared to the numerical results is
the poor resolution of the scintillation

crystal detector. The calibration tests of
the scintillation detector using a standard
conversion electron emitter source (Ca 137

with a 0.624 MeV conversion electron)
showed that the resolution of the detector

was approximately 20% (i.e., full width at
half maximum), or about twice what is con-
sidered average resolution.
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ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE AB MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The secondary electron total angular
distribution as calculated by the AB model
was presented in Figure 8 for the 3.2 g/cm2

thick copper target. This graph is shown
in Figure I0 along with the reduced data

for the same thickness target. The experi-
mental data are normalized to the numerical

results at the 20 degree point. The AB mo-

del results and the experimental data do
not agree well for angles less than i0 °.
The primary reason for this is that the AB
model does not account for the change in
the initial angular distribution of the

photon generated secondary electrons as
they are scattered through the remainder of

the target material. In reality, the gen-
erated electrons are highly scattered be-

fore they are emitted and, thus, the exper-
imentally measured emitted electron angular
distribution tends to be more uniform than

the calculated distribution. Another rea-

son for the difference at the low angles
(<10 °) is that the experimental data were
subject to a high background.
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Comparisons with more detailed results
than those obtained using the simplified AB
model may indicate areas where improvements

in the simplified model can be made. Sev-
eral computer runs were made using the TEM-
PER(4) code. The TEMPER computer program

was developed to solve radiation transport
problems with a specified electron or pho-
ton source and to include apy secondary ra-
diations in the solution.(4) The program
is well suited for the investigation of

secondary electron emission since it calcu-
lates the actual energy deposition in thin

samples where the secondary electrons es-
cape from the sample. Among the more im-
portant features of the computer program
are: The Monte Carlo method is used for

the transport of photons and electrons; ra-
diation sources are arbitrary functions of
energy, time, space and angle; the material
distributions are generalized three-dimen-
sional volumes; and detailed angular and

energy distributions are computed _? vol-
tune, surface and point detectors.(q) r



The TEMPER program was run for t_e

5.2 g/cm 2 thick copper target using two
equal intensity monoenergetic photon
sources at 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV. Figure
11 is the plot of the TEMPER numerical re-
sults for the total energy distribution of
the emitted secondary electrons at the back
surface of the target material. This en-

ergy distribution does not compare well
with the AB model numerical results shown

in Figure 9. One possible explanation for
this discrepancy may be the fact that the
TEMPER calculations did not have any low
energy photons incident on the target and,
thus, the energy distribution tended to
peak at a higher energy (_.7 MeV). The
lower energy photons would tend to produce
more photoelectrons with energies close to
the incident photon energy.
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Fair agreement is found for the second-
ary electron total angular distributions as
calculated by TEMPER and as obtained from

the reduced experimental results. Figure
12 presents the TEMPER results and experi-

mental results for the 3.2 g/cm 2 thick cop-
per target with the experimental results
normalized to the TEMPER results at 20 de-

grees. A slight decrease in the number of

secondary electrons for angles less than
about 15 ° is indicated from the TEMPER re-

.sults. The reduced experimental results
show that a relatively constant number of

secondary electrons are emitted between I0 °
to 20 ° with a decrease below 10 °.
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In summary, the comparison of the re-
duced experimental results with the results

obtained using the simplified AB model and
a refined Monte Carlo code (TEMPER) indi-
cated the following: 1) The AB model rea-

sonably predicts the shape of the secondary
electron total energy distribution for
electrons with energies greater than 0.4

MeV, but this model is unsatisfactory in
evaluating the shape of the angular distri-
bution for angles less than 1S °. 2) The
TEMPER results indicate the general trend

of the total angular distribution, but
these numerical results do not compare well
for the energy distribution of emitted sec-
ondary electrons.

CONCLUSIONS

An evaluation has been made of a few

analytical models used for predicting the
details of photon induced secondary elec-
tron emission. The results from both sim-

plified and more sophisticated (Monte Car-
lo) methods have been compared with recent
experimental measurements using a Co-60
gamma source and a unique detection tech-

nique for measuring the energy and angular
distributions of secondary electrons. The
results of the evaluation indicated that

the two simplified models are useful only
for idealized situations. These models did
not adequately account for the detailed and
complex transport of the generated second-
ary electrons within the target materials.
The multiple and large angle catastrophic

collisions that electrons can experience in
traversing media must be accounted for to

accurately predict the angular and energy
distributions of the emitted secondary
electrons. Therefore, more refined calcu-
lational procedures (e.g., discrete ordin-

ate S_, Monte Carlo or other analytical
technlques) for dealing with the details of
electron transport appear warranted.
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Electron and Bremsstrahlung Penetration and Dose Calculation

John W. Watts, Jr. and Martin O. Burrell

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARY

Sources of high-energy electrons are encountered in space (the magnetically trapped Van Allen belt

electrons) and in ground-level high-energy physics laboratories. It is important to be able to predict

the damage resulting to human beings and radiation-sensitive equipment near these sources. In this

report, various techniques for the calculation of electron and bremsstrahlung dose deposition are des-

cribed. New energy deposition, transmission, and reflection coefficients for electrons incident on plane

slabs for angles of O, 30, 60, 75, and 89.9 deg and energies of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and

i0.0 MeV are presented, and methods for their use in electron dose calculations are developed. A method

for electron dose calculations using the "straight-ahead" approximation is also developed, and the

various methods are compared and found to be in good agreement. Accurate and approximate methods of

calculating bremsstrahlung dose are derived and compared. The approximation is found to give good order

of magnitude estimate of dose where the electron spectrum falls off exponentially with energy. The pri-

mary weakness of both calculations is the approximation of the bremsstrahlung source angular distribution;

the actual distribution is not easily determined. More work needs to be done in this area.

USE OF BERGER'S MONTE CARLO DATA IN

ELECTRON DOSE CALCULATIONS

Probably the most successful attack on the

electron transport problem has been by Martin

Berger[ I-3] using Monte Carlo methods and multiple

scattering techniques. His present set of pro-

grams will take an incident beam of electrons or

photons and follow both the primaries and any

secondary electrons or photons produced. The out-

put includes almost any quantity of interest de-

pending on the program option used. Because the

simulation is so thorough, the program is very

complex and requires large amounts of computer

time on one of the larger machines available to

complete an accurate calculation. Thus, the pro-

gram's primary usefulness is in generating basic

data for incorporation into other programs using

more simplified approaches to the problem.

Berger's program was made available to

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and a number

of calculations have been performed here for com-

parison with experimental work[4]. As a second

study systematic calculations covering the energy

range of from 0.5 to i0.0 MeV for a number of

angles of incidence by a monodirectionai beam on

a plane aluminum slab were made. The geometry is

shown in Fig. i. Of particular interest were the

electron energy and number transmission and re-

flection and the energy deposition coefficients,

because they can be incorporated into an electron

dose or number deposition calculation involving an

arbitrary incident electron energy and angular

distribution. To minimize the computer time used

no photons were followed, and only enough electron

histories (2500 through 7000, depending on the

angle of incidence) were sampled to get good sta-

tistics for the reflection, transmission, and

deposition coefficients. (A much higher number of

histories would have been required to get good

statistics on one of the differential quantities

such as exiting energy spectrum.) The fact that

secondary photons were not followed means that

there is a slight underestimate both in the number

of coefficients due to missing tertiary electrons

produced by the photons and in the energy factors

due to energy transported by secondary photons.

Because over most of the energy range of interest

electrons lose only a small fraction of their

energy as photons, both these effects should be

small. The radiative yield, the fraction of an

electron's energy lost as bremsstrahlung in stop-

ping, is 0.00332_at 0.25 MeV and 0.07721 at i0.0

MeV in aluminum [zj . This quantity should set an

upper bound on the possible error induced by the

limitations imposed at least for the energy factors.

RECEIVER

POINT

I

FIGURE I: BASIC GEOMETRY USED FOR CALCULATIONS
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Thereareseveral approaches for attacking

a dose deposition calculation using the results

tabulated by Berger's electron transport program.

The most obvious is to use the internal energy

spectrum and instantaneous stopping power. Two

less obvious but more efficient methods - one

reasonably exact and the other approximate - will

be described here.

The exact calculation makes use of a quantity

Berger calls energy deposition (Figs. 2 and 3),

which is the average energy deposited per unit mass

per electron at a given depth into a plane, in-

finitely thick slab by, in this cases a monodirec-

tional beam of electrons. [This does not follow

the initial model (Fig. I) because there is

material behind the receiver point.] Berger calcu-

lates the energy deposition by breaking up the slab

into thin layers and keeping an inventory of energy

deposited in each layer and then dividing this

quantity by the incident number of initial electron

histories and layer thickness. Thus,

N

i=1 U

p(E, e, Xj)- No_ X. ' (l)
J

where p is the energy deposition in MeV/g/unit

current, E is the incident energy in MeV, 0 is

the incident beam angle measured from the normal to

the slab, Xj is the depth to the center of the Jth

layer, Nj is the number of electrons penetrating

layer J, AEij is the energy in MeV deposited by

the ith penetrating electron in the Jth layer, No

is the number of initial electron histories, and

AXj is the thickness of the Jth layer in g/cm 2. In

Berger's tabulation Xj is measured in fractions of
an electron pathlength at the incident energy. The

electron mean pathlength is the average length of

the zig-zag path followed by an electron in

stopping as opposed to the mean range which is the

average straight-line distance traversed. It is

given by:

0
dE'

r o (E) = f
E ST (E') ' (2)

where ro(E) is the pathlength at energy E and

St(E') is the total instantaneous stoppinR power.

If there is an m/gular and energy flux distri-

bution given by ¢o[E,_(_ _)] with _o electrons

incident per u_it at E and per unit solid angle in
the direction _, then the incident current as used

by Berger is

j0(_ ) = @0(E,_-') cos (e) , (3)

and the dose at a depth Z in g/cm 2 is given by:

D(z) =K f f pl_,O, Zlro(_.)l ®o(E,_)
•--.. E (4)

cos 8 dE d_ ,

where K is a units conversion constant. Dose is

more often measured in rads than MeV/g, in which

case K = 1.60 x 10 -8 rads/(MeV/g).* In Th e case

where there is a monodirectional beam incident at

an angle G from the slab normal, Equation (4)

becomes:

D(Z,0) = Kcos 0 f p[E,e,Z/r0(E)] (5)

E

@o (E) dE

_5.|

|
_c

!

1tL

i

i

&l n2 K3 n4 K5 n6 0.7 _8 _#

ZIr (E)

Another case of interest is that in which the

distribution is half-space isotropic. In this

case the dose is given as

2

_,,so(Z) = K f f p[E,8, Z/ro(E) ] (6)

E 0

cos{) sin0d0 @0 (E) dE .

Thus, a half-space energy deposition function may

be defined by

2

Piso (E,X)= f P(E,8,X)
0 (7)

cos_ sinOdH

*To convert rads to Sl Units in Joules per

kilogram, multiply rads by 0.01.
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Thisfunctionis tabulatedin Tablei.
(7) is used,Equation(6) becomes:

Diso(Z) =K f Piso [E, Z/r0(E)]
E

*o (E) dE

If Equation

(8)

The approximate method for calculating elec-

tron dose makes use of the energy transmission and

reflection factor of Berger to derive an approxi-

mation to the energy deposition function. The

electron energy current transmission and reflection

and number current transmission and reflection

factor shown in Figs. 4 through ii are defined as

follows:

N T (E,0,X)

T N (E,O,X) = Co(o)

A N (E,0,X)=

T z (E,9,X)=

AE (E,O,X) =

NR (E,e,X)

Je(0)

N T

Z ETi (E,O,X)
i=l

E Jo (0)

N R

Z ERi (E,0,X)
i=i

z Jo (o)

(9)

where TN is the number transmission factor; N T is

the number of electrons passing through a slab X

thick; AN is the number reflection factor where

N R is the number of electrons reflected from a

slab X thick; TE is the energy transmission factor

where ETi is the energy of the ith transmitted

electron; and AE is the energy reflection factor

b--

z

o 0.6

Z
o
(n

0.4
_n
z

i--

>-

where ERI is the energy of the

electron.

1.0

0.8

!

ith reflected

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Zlro (E)

F[CURE 4: I:NERCY TFb_NSHIHSION (:OEFI"ICIENT Af 0.5, 2.0, A:qD

10.0 HeV /OR A XORMALI.Y INCII)ENT I:I.I:CTRON BEAN

1.0
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How these factors may be used in energy depo-

sition or dose calculations will now be considered.

From conservation of energy,

E = E [A E (E,0,X) + U E (E,0,X)

+ T E (E,0,X)] (I0)

or

I=A E (E,8,X)+ U z (E,e,X)

+ T E (E,e,X)

(Ii)

are obtained, where UE(E,8,X ) is the fraction of

the energy either deposited in the slab or radiated

as bremsstrahlung. Since in the energy range of

interest the radiated component is small, it will

be assumed negligible. If a quantity f(X',E,O,X)
dX' is defined, which is the fraction of the

incident energy deposited between X' and X' + dX',
then

X

U z (g,O,X> = f f (X',E,0,X) dE' (12)

0

Using Equations (ii) and (12) yields

X

f f(x,.z.o,x) dX' =, -% (Z,o,x)
o (13)

- Tz (E,0,X)

Taking the derivative with respect to X gives
X

f(X,E,8,X) + f df dX'(X',E,e,X) =
0

d

-_ [A E (E,O,X)+ TE(E,0,X ] .

(14)

LO

I
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o
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ZIr o (E)
"IGURE 5: ENERGY TRANSHISSION COEFFICIENT FOR 2.0 MeV

ELECTRONS INCIDENT AT VARIOUS ANGLES
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The approximation in this method involves ignoring

the integral term on the left in this equation.

Since f(X',E,O,X) increases with increasing X (due

to reflected electrons), the derivative is always

greater than or equal to zero. Thus the integral

is positive, and ignoring it gives a conservative

estimate of f(X,E,@,X). It is difficult to Justify

this approximation except to observe that in

practice it yields results comparable with those

of the previously described method. It was deve-

loped because Berger's older publication presented

only the transmission and reflection factors, the

energy deposition factor having become available

only recently.

The energy deposition function (in units of

MeV/g) is given by:

p(X,E,O,X)= Ef{Xt E_ O'X)

ro (E) (15)

or

-E d

p(X,E,O,X) _ r0(E)dX" [AE(E'0'X)

+ T E (E,0,X)] (16)

It is interesting to note that f(X',E,@,X) for

X' < X always has a contribution caused by re-

flection from portions of the shield beyond X' but

that f(X,E,@,X) does not. Thus it approximates the

quantity needed for an energy deposition cal-

culation in our original geometry.

Because of the definition of 0 in the deriva-

tions the material of the receiver must be the

same as that of the shield. An approximate

correction for estimating the dose for a different

receiver can be made by multiplying the single

material calculation by the ratio of the collision

stopping power in the shield material at some

typical energy for the exiting electron spectrum.

Fortunately, the energy selected is not particul-

arly important since the ratio of two electron

stopping powers IR not a sensitive function of

energy except at very low energies ( > 0.01 MeV).

Some estimate of the accuracy of the approximation

can be found by observing the variation of the

ratio with energy. A particularly interesting

case is that of an aluminum shield and a tissue

receiver. This case, using Berger's stopping

power data[3] is given in Table 2.

Taking the simple average of ratios between

energies of 0.1 to 10.0 MeV yields a correction

(1.30) that will be within about 3% of an exact

calculation under most conceivable conditions.

(For typical incident energy spectra encountered,

it would be unusual for the average energy of the

exiting spectrum to be less than 0.04 MeV).

Thus, for an aluminum shield and a tissue receiver

Equations (5) and (6) become, respectively:

D(Z,0) = X.3Kcos0 fp[E,0,Z/r 0 (E)]
(17)

E

_o(E) dE

and

Diso(Z)= 1.3 K f Piso [E'Z/r° (E)] (18)

E

4, 0 (E) dE
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TABLE 2: RATIO OF TISSUE COLLISION STOPPING POWER TO ALUMINUM

COLLISION STOPPING POWER AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY

Energy

(_V)

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.i

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

i0.0

R _
dE/dX tissue

dE/dX aluminum

i. 383

1.350

1.325

1.313

1.305

1.300

1.285

1.276

1.272

1.271

1.272

1.281

1.301

1.317

1.329

1.340

R-I.3
X

R

6.0

3.7

1.9

1.0

0.4

0.0

-1.2

-1.9

-2.2

-2.3

-2.2

-1.5

0.i

1.3

2.2

3.0

i00

Curve fits of or= n vX have been found to be

very useful for computational purposes. Fit over

X of the form N

Z A. X i-1

P(E,O,X) e i=l *= (19)

has been found to give satisfactory results for

normal incidence and half-space isotropic inci-

dence, two cases of special interest. Fits of

the above form were made and then the coefficients

were fit as a function of energy. For normal

incidence the coefficients are given by:

0.963E
A! = 0.913 e + 0.021E + 0.215

A2 = 5.0-0.491E

A3 = 57.573 (E - 5.0)/(E + 29.98)

_4 = -_-46E 0.837

(20)

and for half-space isotropic the coefficients are

given by:

807
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A i = 0.52+ 0.09854E

A2 = e-0"821E 1 "0

A, = -2.5 (e-l'022E+ 1.01

A 4 = 3. 253 e -0"323E + 5.8

(21)

A 5 = -15. 4375 + 1._55421_ - O. 0786077E 2

Because the shape of the energy deposition

function for angles near 90 deg is different from

that near 0 deg, a good fit by a single functional

form is difficult to achieve over the whole range

of directions. Best results will probably be

obtained by interpolation from the actual data or a

smoothed set derived from it. The function f(E,@,

X) derived using the reflection and transmission

factors was also fit but by a different form. The

fit was to the form

i-T E (E,0,X) -A E (E,0,X) =

AIr -e(BX+ CX2+ DE3)]

(22)



where A, B, C, and D are functions of E and @.

Then, taking the derivative with respect to X and

using Equation (14) yields

f(E,0,X) =

-A (B+ 2CX+ 3DX 2) e(BX+ CX2+ DX3)

(23)

Fits have been derived for the two cases of special

interest. For a normally incldent beam (@ = 0 deg)

in the energy range 0.5 to i0.0 MeV,

0.893 + 1.682E
A =

1.0 + 1.665E

_ 0E

B - II.0E+ 6.0 (24)

and

C = 4.2 exp(-0.47E)

D = 5.16

Berger has published a transmission and reflection

coefficient for a cosine law source (half-space

isotroplc flux)[ 3]. In this case flso (E,X) is a

relatively insensitive function of E, and satis-

factory results are obtained by taking an average

curve for all energies. For energy deposition,

A = 0.439

B = -2.08

C = -3.54 (25)

D = -6.08

The electron _athlength ro(E) in aluminum taken

from Berger[ 2J has also been fit by the following

form:

r o (E) =
(26)

(1.33 - 0.019E) (_0.2713E'+ 0.0121 -0.11) ,

which is within 2% of actual curves for energies

greater than _.3 MeV and within 5% between 0.2 and

0.3 MeV.

ELECTRON TRANSPORT USING THE STRAIGHT-ABEAD

AND CONTINUOUS SLOWING DOWN APPROXIMATIONS

A method commonly used for describing the

transport of protons is to assume that the

particle travels through the shield along its

incident direction losing energy continuously

according to some stopping power law. Thus,

according to the approximations, the energy and

direction of the particle at any point in the

shield is completely predictable. This method

has the advantage of providing an energy spectrum

at the internal point of interest that may be

used to determine such things as secondary pro-

duction sources as well as to calculate dose

deposition. Its dlsadvantages for application

to electron transport are twofold: First,

electrons are more likely to be scattered from

their original direction than protons, and

*This mean range is not Berger's mean pathlength.

second, electrons can suffer large energy losses

in a single interaction. Thus the stralght-ahead

approximations should not be expected to be es-

pecially applicable. The approximations have been

applied with some success, however.

Since the validity of the approximations in

applications to electron transport are somewhat

questionable, one would prefer to be on the con-

servative side in any estimate of particle energy

or number. By using the extrapolated electron

range rather than the mean range* for definition

of other required quantities this can be accom-

plished. The extrapolated range is defined as

shown in Fig. 12, where it can he seen that few

electrons penetrate beyond this distance. A very

good fit to the extrapolated range in aluminum is

given by:

rex= R(E) = _+ b2 -b (27)

i

over the energy range from 0.0 to 16.0 MeV. For

R(E) in g/cm 2, E is in MeV, a is 1.92, and b is

0.1115].

FIGURE 12:

1.0

0.5

rmla n rex rm8 x

SHIELD THICKNESS

DEFINITIONS OF ELECTRON MEAN RANGE rMEAN,

EXTRAPOLATED RANGE rex, AND MAXIMUM RANGE rma x

Given the electron range, one can determine

the relationship between the initial energy and the

energy after passing through thickness Z of

material as follows:

Since

R (E) = R (E') + Z , (28)

where E is the initial energy and E' is the energy

at depth Z,
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E=g(E',Z)=R-! [R(E') +Z)]; (29)

R-I denotestheinverseof the functionR. Thus,
using Equations (27) and (29) gives

E=g(E',Z) y

(30)

z], 2 -b2a + b 2 +

The relationship between the external differential

flux _o(E) and the flux at depth Z, _z(E'), is

given by:

*z (E') =*0 [g(E',Z)] dE' (31)

The derivative enters the equation because of

change oh energy E to E' units; or as one can see,

lower energy electrons lose energy faster, thus

changing particle densities. Using Equation (30)

gives

E' b 2+ +

(32)

The electron dose deposited at depth Z is

given by :

D(Z) = K f • (E)S(E') dE' (33)
z

E

where S(E') is the instantaneous collision stopping

power in the receiver. One can derive an approxi-

mation for the stopping power by using the deriva-

tive of the range

I

S(E') =-
dE' (34)

S(E') = -_ + b 2 (35)

By a fortunate accident the approximate stopping

power derived from aluminum extrapolated range

data is a good flt to tissue collision stopping

power. (Tissue is the receiver most commonly

used.) The fit is within 5% of Berger's tabulated

data[ 2] in the interval 0.15 to 4.5 MeV and with-

in 13% from 0.08 to i0.0 MeV.

Combining the results of Equations (31), (32),

(33), and (35) and simplifying the tissue dose

behind an aluminum shield Z thick yields

D(Z) =

==/+o[=,=,,zla ,' g(E', Z) dE'.

Equation (36) is derived for normal incidence. For

a beam incident at angle @ to the normal, Z is

replaced in the equation by the slant distance to

the dose point, Z/cos 0, and for half-space iso-

tropic flux the dose is given by:

Diso(Z ) =K f E_ ¢0 [g(Z',Z/cosS)]0 '

a + b 2 + Z/cos

dE' sin0 d8
g(E', Z/pos O)

COMPARISON OF THE THREE METHODS FOR

DOSE CALCULATION

Typical electron spectra encountered in

practical applications are exponential in nature.

Figures 13 through 18 show comparisons of the

three methods for spectra of the form

_0(E) = Pi pE (38)

where P varies from 0.25 to 6.0. The energy inte-

gration limits are 0.0 to 20.0 MeV. The agree-

ment among the three methods is fairly good con-

sidering the magnitude of the attenuation that

occurs. The two methods using Berger's data have

significant disagreement only for high shield

thicknesses and isotroplc spectra. The disagree-

ment here is probably because a significant frac-

tion of the dose is from electrons with energies

above i0 MeV where both methods are using extra-

polation on the data. The disagreement between

the methods using Berger's data and the straight-

ahead method are somewhat larger, but the errors

still are not so large as to cause question about

the validity of any one of the three approaches.
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BREMSSTRAHLUNG DOSE CALCULATIONS

Previously, consideration has been confined

to the dose deposited by electrons; this is satis-

factory for thin shields. However, when the

shields are thick enough to remove a large fraction

of the primary electrons, dose deposition by

bremsstrahlung must be taken into account. (The

point where this occurs is usually less than 3.0

g/cm2.) To do a hremsstrahlung dose calculation

one must generate a bremsstrahlung source distri-

bution and then trans_o{t the bremsstrahlung from

this source to the dose point. To generate the

bremsstrahlung source distribution, one needs the

electron energy and angular distribution at the

source point and the bremsstrahlung production

cross section.

Because the interior electron angular distri-

bution is not easily determined and since the

bremsstrahlung production cross section differen-

tials in angle are not particularly accurate, a

simplification commonly made is to use cross

section differential in photon energy only and to

make some assumption about the bremsstrahlung

source angular distribution. (This assumption

will be examined later.) In this case, the

bremsstrahlung differential energy flux source or

depth Z' and photon energy _ is given by:

S(E ,Z') =
7

/ / E _,, (ET, E ) @Z' (E,a-') dEd_"
E -- (39)

n

in units of MeV/(MeV-g), where Z (_,E) is the

macroscopic bremsstrahlung production cross

section differential in photon energy in units

of photons/g-MeV-(e/cm2) and _z'(E,_) is the

electron energy an d angular distribution at depth

Z in units of e/cm z-MeV-sr-

The macroscopic cross section is given by:

_(E, E)= NOA_dE ' (40)
7

1023
where N o is Avagadro's number 6.02 x atom/

mole, A is the atomic weight of the material at

the source point in g/mole, and do/dE is the

microscopic bremsstrahlung production cross

section differential in photon energy in units of

photons/atom . (e/cm2) . MeV. The microscopic

cross section presently used for the MSFC cal-

culatlon is given by:

: FE(_..ZQ c(z)
dE7 137 ETP o

" -2HoH z",, e' + _ ÷
-'{" Po

ISH. H Kzt H_ H2 + p_p2_

- E-'_AP0P ÷ L /3P0-----_ + p_ p_

"\ P, I

+ P P0 J

(41)

where

L = 2In( H°H+P°P-1)K

C 0 = _n \H 0- P0/

/H+P
C =In \'_'_-_)

The terms H o and H are the initial and final total

electron energies in mc 2 units given by

E

H 0 = _ + 1

E - E

H = _ + i

Po and P are the initial and final elecCron

momenta'glven by

p0 = _]'-_- 1

p = _ ;

and K is the photon energy or momentum in mc 2 or

mc units, respectively,

E
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FE(E, %) =

The term Z o is the atomic number of the source

material, rn is the classical electron radius

2.82 x 10 -13 cm, mc 2 is the rest mass energy of

an electron, and FE(E,BY) and C(E) are two cor-

rection factors. Except for the correction

factors this is formula 3BN from Koch and Motz [6] ,

who give a complete description of the cross

section. The correction factor FE(E,E Y) given by

z<2.o ov
Poi A/o137p0.for

e187 p /] --_ > 0.01 (42)- E

where

1.0 otherwise ,

J / mc2y,co= 1 -\E+-----/-_-rmc} (4s)

and

-.' yP = - E -E + mc _ '
7

(44)

is the Elwert nonrelativistlc coulomb correction,

and the correction C(E) is an empirical screening

correction as shown by Koch and Motz[6]. Koch and

Motz further discuss both these correctlons[6].

The prime advantage of the straight-ahead

approximation is that it does provide an electron

spectrum at a given depth. Thus, using the result

derived, for a normally incident electron beam,

the bremsstrahlung source is given as

SN (Ey, Z') =

(45)

zf _ _'(zv'r)*o [g(z,z')]d_(Z,Z')dEdE ,

and for a half-space isotropic incident electron

distribution the bremsstrahlung source is

2

0 E

(46)

@o[g(Z, Z'/eos0)] dg(Z, Z'/eos O}
dE dE sin8 de ,

where _o, g, and dg/dE are as defined in the third

section.

The bremsstrahlung transport and dose cal-

culation is relatively straightforward for a

plane slab geometry given the source energy dis-

tribution and some source angular distribution.

Using point kernel attenuation with dose build-

up factors, the dose is given by:

Z

D(Z)= K f f % (v.v) s(z,z') B(Ey, Z,Z' )
E 0

7

G_m(ET)IZ-Z'I] dE dE'?

(47)

where BE(By) is the gamma ray energy absorption
coefficient [7] for the receiver material; Z is

the shield thickness; B(E,Z,Z') is a dose buildup

factor, depending on the source angular distribu-

tion chosen; and G[Bm(_)IZ-Z'I] is the attenuation

kernel, also depending on the source angular dis-

tribution chosen where Pm(Ey) is the gamma ray mass

absorption coefficient.

Much .o@ thewldedlsagreement among various

bremsstrahlung calculations can be traced to

assumptions made about either the incident electron

angular distribution expected in the problem or

the angular distribution of the bremsstrahlung

source. Perhaps the least conservative assumption

about the source distribution that can logically be

made for deep penetrations is that it is isotropic,

and the most conservative assumption is that all

the photons are emitted normally into the slab. In

the first case the attenuation kernel is given by:

E_ _m(Ey) JZ-Z'l] (48)
G_m(Ey). [Z-Z' ]] = 2 '

where E1 is the first exponential integral and

plane isotropic buildup factors are used[ 8] . In

the second case the attenuation kernel is

G_m(E7) Iz-z'l] = e-_m(E?) Iz-z'l
' (49)

and plane monodirectional buildup factors are
used. Goldstein[ 7] tabulates these for infinite

media, which should give a conservative estimate

of the dose. These should he used cautiously,

however, because they do not extend low enough in

energy and extrapolation is dangerous. Figure 20

gives a comparison of these two cases for a half-

space isotropic electron spectrum of exponential

form incident on an aluminum shield with a water

receiver (simulating tissue). Plane isotropic

buildup factors were used in both calculations so

that the difference observed is caused by the

attenuation kernel. Actually, if correct buildup

factors were used, the normal incident source

case would be slightly lower.

Because of the built-ln bias of using the

extrapolated range in the stralght-ahead approxi-

mation for calculating the source distribution, it

is felt that there is no need to use the most con-

servative source angular distribution. Instead it

is assumed that the bramsstrahlung source is half-

space Isotropic toward the receiver by the atten-

uation function given in Equation (48) multiplied

by a factor of two. Still, the plane isotropic

buildup factors[ 8] are used, making the calculation

slightly more conservative. Figure 20 shows the

results of an MSFC bremsstrahlung calculation for

a half-space isotropic electron spectrum of expon-

ential form incident on an aluminum shield with a

water receiver (simulating tissue). Comparing

Figs. 19 and 20 reveals that the MSFC calculation
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(Fig. 20)is themost•conservativeof thethreeup
to 4 or 5 g/cm2. Abovethat depth,themono-
directionalsourcecalculationis moreconservative
byasmuchasa factor of threecomparedto the
MSFCresults.
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Since the bremsstrahlung dose calculational

method described so far involved triple or quad-

ruple numerical integration and since the functions

integrated are exceptionally difficult to inte-

grate, the calculation can be performed convenien-

tly only on a relatively large computer. In many

cases, all that is needed is a rough order of

magnitude estimate useful only in determining if

a problem exists. For space applications,•where

most of the electron spectra encountered fall off

exponentially with increasing energy_ a conserva-

tive estimate of bremsstrahlung dose can be cal-

culated as follows:

First, assume that all the electrons penetrate

to the source plane and that at that plane their

energy is the average energy of an external

electron. That is,

f f, E'_0 (E',_)dE' d_

-- n (50)
E=

• __f Ef, _0 (E',_) dE'd_

According to Evans[ 9] , the total source in MeV/g

is approximated by

S: H Z 0E__f Ef ' _I'0 (E', _) dE' d_ ,

[2

(51)

where H is a constant and Zn is the shield material

atomic number. Berger and Seltzer[ 3] tabulate H

for a cosine law electron source as a function of

incident electron energy and shield thickness.

Because the variation in the table is not great,

a typical value 4 x 10-4 can be used for this

approximatlon.

Second, assume that the source plane is

located at half the extrapolated range at _. The

bremsstrahlung dose is given by:

D(Z)= K_E S B [E,_m (E)Z*]EI_m(E)Z* ] . (52)

For UE, the energy absorption coefficient in the

receiver, 0.033 cm2/g is used, which is an upper

bound on the coefficient for water in the range

above 0.i MeV. The source-receiver distance is

given by:

z*= z -R(_)/2 z >R(E)/2 (53)

A rough fit of the buildup factor in aluminum is

given by: B(_,_rn(E) Z*) =

1.0+ 26.47_m(E) Z*E 1"161 E < 0.1 (54)

1.0 + 1.827 pro(E) Z* 0. I --< E _< 0.2016

1.0+ 1.253Pm(E) Z* _-0" 23540. 2016 <E _< 2.0

l. 0 + 1. 528 Pm(E) Z*E -0" 522 _ > 2.0 .
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Simplifyingsomewhatfor analuminum shield and a

water receiver yields

D(Z)=2. Tx 10-12E 2B[E,_(E) Z_l

EI[_m(E)Z*] f _ ¢o (E',_)dE'd_ (55)

_E
Figure 21 shows the result of a _remsstrahlung dose

calculation using Equation (55);. Fig. 22 shows a

similar calculation assuming a monodirectional

source. As can be seen in comparisons with results

of more accurate calculations, the approximation

yields reasonable order of magnitude estimates that

are generally conservative.

t0*l(
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CONCLUSION

Although the results of the different electron

and bremsstrahlung dose calculations developed at

MSFC give results in relatively good agreement with

each other, comparison with independent calculation

is useful in pointing up areas of possible weak-

ness. Wayne Scott of Oak Ridge National Laboratory

has made such calculation using a Boeing program

called Charge and a Douglas program called BEP as

well as an older version of the MSFC program using

Berger's transmission and reflection data[lO]. The

spectrum used was

_0.5@5E_0.055E 2 e (56)

@0(E) = 3.88 e cmZ_MeV_sec s

which was renormalized to a total flux of unity.

Table 3 gives the calculated electron dose in units

of rad/h behind an aluminum shield on a tissue

receiver for a normally incident beam. The MSFC

results shown are for the new program using

Berger's energy deposition coefficients and for the

stralght-ahead approximation. Both the MSFC pro-

gram results are higher than the Charge and BEP

results. The calculation using Berger's data is

believed to be higher because the receiver had

infinite backing behind it, whereas the other pro-

grams assume no backing. The straight-ahead cal-

culation was higher because the extrapolated range

was used in describing the transport.

Scott also did some spectral calculation at

0.5 and 1.0 g/cm 2 for the same incident spectrum

using Charge, BEP, and Berger's Monte Carlo pro-

gram, ETRAN. Figures 23 and 24 show these results

plus spectra calculated with the MSFC straight-

ahead program; it can be seen why the straight-

ahead program yields hlgher doses. For the low-

energy end of the spectrum consisting of particles

that have lost the largest fraction of their energy

and have been scattered the most, the straight-

ahead program overestimates the flux by as much as

a factor of three compared to ETRAN. For higher

energies there is relatively good agreement with

ETRAN. The overestimate of the low-energy com-

ponent of the electron flux will be reflected in

the bremsstrahlung calculation as an overestimate

of the low-energy component of the bremsstrahlung

source and in turn an overestimate of the brem-

sstrahlung dose, especially behind the thin shield

where the low-energy bremsstrahlung has not been

attenuated greatly.

s , , , ,

"i / "_\ i I _ ! I--
• _ ; • cl.,_(coo( ,
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In conclusion, the program using Berger's

energy deposition data should be preferred for dose

calculations, because in most practical problems

the receiver does have effectively infinite backing

and because the program is relatively easy to use.

Where an electron spectrum at an internal point in

a shield is needed, the straight-ahead approxi-

mation can be used to obtain a conservative esti-

mate of the differential flux. For first-order

calculations an estimate of bremsstrahlung dose

can be obtained by using Equation (55) where the

incident electron spectrum falls off exponentially.

Where an accurate calculation is needed, Equation

(47) with a half-space isotropic attenuation kernel

should be used. More work needs to be done here

in determining the actual source angular distri-
bution.

5
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LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON TRANSPORT WITH THE METHOD OF

DISCRETE ORDINATES I

D. E. Bartine, R. G. Alsmiller, Jr.,

F. R. Mynatt, W. W. Engle, Jr.,

and J. Barish

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830

The one-dimensional discrete ordinates code ANISN has been adapted to

transport low-energy (_ a few MeV) electrons. Calculated results obtained

with ANISN are compared with experimental data for the transmitted electron

energy and angular distributions for 1-MeV electrons normally incident on

aluminum slabs of several thicknesses. The calculated and experimental

results'to date are in good agreement for a thin slab (0.2 of the electron

range) but are not in good agreement for thicker slabs (0.6 of the electron

range). Calculated results obtained with ANISN are also compared with cal-

culated results obtained using Monte Carlo methods.

INTRODUCTION

The transport of low-energy (of the order of a

few MeV) electrons through matter is important in

the shielding of manned space vehicles that pass

through the Van Allen electron belt. A code that

treats this transport by means of Monte Carlo meth-

ods is available (ref. 1), but because of the poor

statistical accuracy which can be obtained in some

cases, a nonstatistical method of calculation is

needed. To fill this need, the method of discrete

ordinates has been adapted to the transport of low-

energy electrons. The method of calculation is

discussed in the next section, and the calculated

results are presented and compared with experi-

mental results and other calculated data in the

last section.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

In principle, the discrete ordinates code

ANISN (ref. 2) may be used to transport electrons

by the simple expedient of introducing into the

code the differential cross sections for electron-

nucleus elastic collisions, electron-nucleus brems-

strahlung-produciug collisions, and electron-

electron collisions. In practice, however, these

cross sections are quite different from those which

occur in neutron transport where the method of dis-

crete ordinates has been used extensively, and the

IThis work was funded by the National Aeronautics

and Space Admnistration, Order H-38280A, under

Union Carbide Corporation's contract _rith the

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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method has shown only partial success in transport-

ing electrons.

In the Monte Carlo treatment of electron trans-

port, the individual electronic collisions are not

considered, but rather the theories of multiple

Coulomb scattering and continuous slowing down are

used to group together large numbers of collisions

(ref. 1). In the work reported here, the individ-

ual electronic collisions are treated except that

those electron-electron collisions which result in

very small energy transfers (of the order of the

average ionization potential of the atom) are

treated using the continuous slowing-down approxi-

mation. The equation solved is the Boltzmann trans-

port equation with a continuous slowing-down term

added:

_'V_(_,E,_) = P(_,E,_)

E d2Oe,.e(E',E._'._ )
+ n f o dE' f d2' ¢(_,E',_')

E dEd_

E d2Oin(E',E,_'-_ )
+ / o / d_' (_,E',_')

E+I' dEd_

- n oT(E) _(R,E,_)

+_[s(_) _(_,E,_)], (i)



d2Oe_(E',E,_''_) d2Oel(E',E,_'._)
dEdO dEd_

d2Obr(E',E,_'._)
+

dEd_

OeT_e(E') = f dE f d_
d2Oe÷e(E',E,_''_)

dEd_

d2Cin(E',E,_''_)

T (E')=fdEfd_°in dEd_

oTCE ') = a_+eCE') + o_nCE') ,

where

g=

d_ =

E=

* (R,E,_) =

E --
0

n =

P(R,E,_) =

d2gel(E',E,_'._)

a_.d_

d2abr(E',E,_''_)

dEdn

d2_in(E',E,_''_)

dNd_

a vector denoting the position

of the particle;

= a unit vector in the direction

of the mc_entumvector;

an element of solid angle;

the kinetic energy of an electron;

the electron flux per unit energy;

the highest kinetic energy con-

sidered;

the atomic number density;

the number of electrons per unit

energy per steradian per unit

volume input at R from an ex-

ternal source;

the differential cross section

for an electron (E') going in

direction _' to undergo elastic

nuclear scattering (Coulomb scat-

tering) to (E,_);

the differential cross section

for an electron (E',_') to under-

go bremsstrahlung (radiative)

scattering with both nuclei and

atomic electrons to (E,G);

the differential cross section

for an electron (E',_') to under-

go inelastic scattering from

atomic electrons to (E,_), there-

by producing a secondary electron

with energy E'-E;

I' = an arbitrary value taken to be

the minimum energy loss allowed

in an inelastic electron-

electron collision;

S(E) = the stopping power (energy loss

per unit path length) due to in-

elastic electlon-electron col-

lisions resulting in an energy

loss smaller than I' (these col-

lisions are presumed to be

straightahead).

The differential cross sections for electron-

nucleus elastic collisions and electron-nucleus or

electron-electron bremsstrahlung production are

taken from standard sources (refs. 3 to 5). The

differential cross section given by Moller (refs.

3, 6) is used to describe electron-electron colli-

sions which result in large energy transfers (_ I').

The stopping power used to treat electron-electron

collisions resulting in small energy transfers

(< I') is obtained in the manner outlined by

Rohrlich and Carlson (ref. 7) with the density ef-

fect correction taken from Sternheimer (refs. 8, 9).

The I' value used in the cases reported here is

0.0163 MeV, i.e., 100 × I where I is the average

ionization potential for aluminum, 163 eV (ref. 8).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Goudsmit and Saunderson have obtained an ana-

lytic expression for the angular distribution of

transmitted electrons when monoenergetic electrons

are normally incident on sufficiently thin slabs so

that the energy degradation of the electrons may be

neglected (ref. I0). Using the Goudsmit-Saunderson

theory, Berger obtained the angular distribution of

the transmitted electrons resulting from I-MeV elec-

trons normally incident on an aluminum slab of thick-

ness 0.0287 g/cm 2 (ref. ii). The transmitted angu-

lar current of electrons calculated by Berger is

represented by the histogram shown in figure 1. Also

shown in the figure are the results obtained for

this same case with the discrete ordinates code ANISN.

In the ANISN calculation, one energy group with a

range from 1.0106 MeV to 0.989h MeV and a midpoint

of 1.O MeV were used. No energy degradation was

allowed and only elastic scattering was permitted;

= _ =i.e., in this calculation equation 1 with Oin ° r

S(E) = 0 was solved. The two calculations shown in

figure 1 are in excellent agreement, and thus the

method of discrete ordinates can handle satisfac-

torily small-angle multiple Coulomb scattering.
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FIGURE l.--Angular distribution of transmitted

electron current for I-MeV electrons normally

incident on a 0.0287-g/cm2-thick aluminum slab.

Rester and Rainwater (ref. 12) and Rester and

Dance (ref. 13) have measured the transmitted elec-

tron current per unitenergy fro_monoenergetic

electrons normally incident on aluminum slabs of

varying thicknesses. The solid histograms in fig-

ures 2, 3, and h show the measured transmitted

electron current per unit energy for aluminum slabs

of thicknesses of O.11 g/cm 2, 0.22 g/cm 2, and

0.33 g/cm 2, respectively. Also shown in the fig-

ures are calculated results obtained with ANISN

(solid curves) and calculated results obtained with

the Monte Carlo transport code ETRAN of Berger and

Seltzer (ref. 1). In figure 2, the agreement be-

tween the ANISN results and the experimental data

is very good except at the very highest energies,

and in this case, i.e., for a 0.11-g/cm2-thick slab,

the ANISN results are in slightly better agreement

with the experimental data than the results given

by ETRAN. In figure 3, neither ANISN nor ETRAN is

in good agreement with the experimental data. In

figure h, which shows results for a relatively

thick slab, 0.33 g/cm 2 (0.6 of the electron range),

the Monte Carlo calculation is in very good agree-

ment with the experimental data, while the ANISN

calculation is in very poor agreement. The reason

for the progressive failure of the continuous

slowing-down ANISN calculation as the thickness in-

creases is not known.
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FIGURE 2.--Transmitted electron current per unit

energy per incident electron for l-MeV electrons

normally incident on a 0.11-g/cm2-thick aluminum

slab.
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The calculated and measured transmitted elec-

tron current per unit energy and per unit solid

angle is shown in figure 5 as a function of energy

at several angles for a 0.11-g/cm2-thick aluminum

slab. The calculated results agree fairly well

with the experimental data at all angles, thus in-

dicating an acceptable energy-angle correlation.

Because of the lack of experimental data, it

was not possible to present a comparison between

calculation and experiment for the case of an elec-

tron spectrum incident on a slab. Using the Monte

Carlo code ETRAN of Berger and Seltzer (ref. 1),

Scott (ref. l_) calculated the transmitted electron

current per unit energy for the case of a specific

electron energy spectrum normally incident on alu-

minum slabs, and this theoretical calculation was

compared _Ith results obtained with ANISN. The

incident electron energy distribution used in the

ealeulations is a representation of thespectrum

resulting from thermal neutron capture in 235U

(ref. 15). This spectrum extends to electron

energies of the order of l0 MeV and is shown ex-

plicitly in reference l_.
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_IGURE 5.--Energy distribution of transmitted elec-

tron current at the specific angles indicated for

1-MeV electrons normally incident on a 0.11-g/cm 2-

thick aluminum slab.

The ETRAN results for an aluminum slab 0.5 g/

cm 2 thick are shown in figure 6 as a histogram and

the ANISN results are sho_n as plotted points. A

similar comparison is given in figure 7 for an

aluminum slab 1.0 g/cm 2 thick. In both figures 6

and 7 the ETRAN and ANISN results are in very good

agreement. Thus, ANISN is apparently capable of

treating accurately the transport of low-energy

(< l0 MeV) electrons through relatively thick

shields in some cases, e.g., the cases considered

in figures 6 and 7, but not in all cases, e.g.,

flgures 3 and _.
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FIGURE 6.--Transmitted electron current per unit

energy per incident electron for a specific energy

spectrum (ref. 15) normally incident on a 0.5-

g/cm2-thick aluminum slab.
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THE APPLTCATION OF THE PHASE SPACE TIME

EVOLUTION METHOD TO ELECTRON SHIELDING*

Matthew C. Cordaro, Long Island Lighting Company

and

Martin S. Zucker, Brookhaven National Laboratory

A computer-based method for treating the motion of charged and neutral particles

called the Phase Space Time Evolution method (PSTE) has been developed. This technique,

instead of utilizing the integro-differential transport equation and solving it by com-

puter methods, makes direct use of the computer by employing its bookkeeping capacity to

literally keep track of the time development of a phase space distribution of particles.

This method is applied in this paper to a study of the penetration of electrons. In

this application use is made of the continuous slowing down approximation for energy de-

gradation and the Goudsmit-Saunderson distribution for multiple scattering. The specif-

ic problem investigated considers a 1 MeV beam of electrons normally incident on a semi-

infinite slab of aluminum. Results of the PSTE calculation for this problem are com-

pared on the basis of number transmission, energy spectrum and angular distribution as a

function of penetration with existing Monte Carlo calculations and experimental results.

The general agreement exhibited is good. In addition to the above, time-dependent PSTE

electron penetration results for the same problem are presented. The computer time re-

quired to make the PSTE calculation discussed here was approximately i0 minutes on the

CDC 6600 computer at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. This can be compared to a

Monte Carlo calculation on a similar machine which requires on the order of an hour or

more of computer time. As an added feature, the PSTE method generates deterministic and

time dependent results during the small amount of machine time it requires.

E

X

_x

t

At

v

S

Z

c

mo c2

AS x
_E

F

AX

SYMBOL _ANI NGS

Energy p

Position _i

Cosine of the polar angle with

respect to the X direction

Time

Time interval

Speed

Path length

Atomic number

Speed of light P_(U)

Rest mass energy G% (S)

X displacement

Energy interval N

Apportioning fraction

Position interval

p(uxlUi)

_s

Particle density

cosine of the polar angle of in-

cidence with respect to the X

direction

Angular probability density

function with respect to ux

given an incident direction _i

independent of incident and

scattered a_imuthal angle

Legendre Polynomial of index

Goudsmit-Saunderson distribution

expansion terms

Number of scatterers per unit

volume

Polar angle of scattering rela-

tive to an arbitrary incident

direction

*This work was performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy

Commission.
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_(es,S)

T N (x)

AU x

J (X, E, Ux,t)

E i

TN (X,E)

TN (X,Ux)

JX+ (X,t)

SYMBOL MEANINGS

(continued)

Coulomb single scattering cross

section

Number transmission factor

Cosine interval

Current

Initial or incident energy

Function representing energy

spectrum

Function representing angular

distribution

Transmitted current

INTRODUCTION

When traversing even a thin layer of

matter, electrons engage in numerous col-

lisions which produce in most cases small

energy losses and deflections. In addi-

tion, they may undergo a relatively small

number of catastrophic collisions which

cause them to lose an appreciable fraction

of their energy and to scatter through a

large angle. The combined effect of all

collisions is a complex transport process

which requires an elaborate theory for de-

scription.

Monte Carlo methods of calculation

have been applied to electron shielding

calculations and in fact have been consid-

ered up to now the most accurate avail-

able, even though significant limitations

are recognized. As with other Monte Carlo

based calculations, the answers obtained

can only be known with an accuracy which

is governed by the statistical uncertainty

inherent in the stochastic nature of the

Monte Carlo method. Since individual

electron slowing down case histories can

be extremely complex, enormous amounts of

computer time may be required to generate

a statistically representative number of

individual histories. This is the case

even with the application of special tech-

niques adapting Monte Carlo to the re-

quirements of electron slowing down.

Another problem with the Monte Carlo ap-

proach is that it seems suitable for han-

dling only steady state or time indepen-

dent phenomena; at least the present au-

thors are unaware of any charged particle

Monte carlo calculations structured to

take into account time dependence.

A computer-based method of treating

the motion of charged or neutral particles

which overcomes these difficulties has

been introduced by Tavel and Zucker [1,2,

3,41. This technique, referred to as the

"Phase Space Time Evolution" (PSTE) method,

has been successful in the several neutron

transport problems it has thus far been ap-

plied to [41. The present paper will deal

with the first application of the PSTE

method to a charged particle problem,

namely, electron slowing down and shielding

in a semi-infinite medium.

The classical analytical approach to

transport calculations usually requires the

solving of an integro-differential equation

subject to boundary conditions established

by the problem of interest. The equation

itself is a mathematical representation of

the space-time evolution of a particle dis-

tribution which has been derived from the

application of continuity principles in

phase space. Instead of utilizing an in-

tegro-differential equation and solving it

by computer techniques, the PSTE method

makes direct use of the computer and em-

ploys its bookkeeping capacity to literally

keep track of the time development of the

phase space distribution.

The PSTE method was extended signifi-

cantly beyond the approach used for neutron

problems detailed in reference 4 in order

to investigate the transport of electrons.

This involved the addition of energy as a

third dimension of the phase space and the

use of multiple interaction theories for

particle transport.

Defininq the Three-Dimensional Digitized

Phase Space

The phase space within which the

flight of electrons can be traced which is

shown in Figure ! has Cartesian axes repre-

senting energy, E, position, X and cosine

of the polar angle with respect to the X

axis, Ux. The values of E range from the

maximum energy considered in the problem at

the origin to the lowest energy of inter-

est. The values of X can vary between any

desired one dimensional spatial limit. The

direction cosine, U , ranges from +i to -i.
X , .

The particle denslty In the phase

space is stored as the number of particles

per unit length in the element of phase

space between coordinates Xi_ 1 and X i with

energy E K and direction cosine Uxj-

SOLVING A PROBLEM

An initial particle distribution rep-

resents the state of the phase space

at time zero. The time iterative scheme

used in the calculation then traces the

movement of each element of phase space

for one time interval At. As illustrated

in Figure 2 during this time interval the

element of phase space is first relocated

in the E-X plane.
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Figure 2 Movement of an element of phase apace in the E-X plane.

In the calculations presented in this

paper continuous slowing down theory as

formulated by Rohrlich and Carlson [5],

has been used to determine the energy loss

of an element during At. Therefore, if

the particles represented by an element of

phase space are ass_ned to be traveling at

an initial speed, v_, corresponding to

their initial kinetlc energy, Ek, after a

small time interval, At, their final ki-

netic energy, EK' , is approximately given

by

= - Id k/dsIvk t (l)

where

Vk = c(l - [moC2/(Ek+mo c2)]_½ (2)

and IdEk/dS I is the stopping power given

in reference 5. By using the fact that

the radiative contribution to slowing down

is approximately given by [6]

-dEk/dS (ZEk/800), ZEk<<800

where -dEk/dS is the energy loss per unit

pathlength due to nonradiative collisions,

the energy loss from radiative collisions

has been included in eq. (I) by multiply-

ing IdEk/dS I by the factor [I+ZEk/800].

It should be mentioned here that the PSTE

method does not require the use of con-

tinuous slowing down. Straggling (energy

loss fluctuations) can also be handled

within the framework of this method. It

was intended, however, in the present ap-

plication to first see how well the method

performed without this complication, which

has been left for future work,

The technique employed to take into

.account the functional dependence on en-

ergy of dE/dS and v in eq. 1 divides the

time interval At into many smaller inter-

vals during which it is assumed that dE/

dS and v remain constant. After each time

increment the resulting final energy, Ek',

calculated is used to establish the values

of dE/dS and v to be used for the next

smaller time step. The total pathlength

traveled during At and the final energy

after At are obtained by'adding the con-

tributions of all the smaller time steps.

In addition to providing the total

path!ength traveled and the final energy,

the iterative procedure outlined for eq.

(i) also generates a_ average speed _k for

the time interval At. Once this value is

available the displacement of the phase

space element can be found through use of

the relation

_Sx = _k Pxj _t (3)

where _xj is the initial direction cosine

of the element and _S x is its displacement

after At. Once the X displacement has been

determined the new position of the element

X' is given by

X' = X + ASx- (4)
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An important assumption in the determina-

tion of the X displacement is that Ux does

not change appreciably during At. Th_s

approximation is very good for small values

of At. A constant Ux_ during At is assumed

mainly to avoid excessive computer time

which contributes little to the accuracy of

the electron PSTE calculation.

After an element of phase space has

been moved in the E-X plane, it must be

apportioned to the established grid lines

(digitized). A moments weighting technique

is used by the application presented in

this paper to carry out the apportionment

in energy.

The procedure followed first estab-

lishes the difference between the final

energy and the end points of the energy

grid interval into which the phase space

element being operated upon falls. Thus,

if some final energy of an element, E',
I

falls between E k -i and Ek', these dif-
g ! I

ferences are E k -i - E and E - Ek', re-

spectively. Once these values are found

they are divided by bE, the energy inter-

val between grid lines, to establish the

energy apportioning fractions (moments),

Fk ' _ Ek'-i - E' (5)
AE

and

E ' - Ek ' (6)
FK'-I = AE

A similar procedure is involved in

digitizing the final position coordinate.

Suppose that the original element inter-

sects the grid line X i , with its end points

falling on some XI<X i, and X2>X i , respec-

tively. Then the distance Xi,-X 1 and X 2-

X_ , divided by the increment of distance

between grid lines, AX, are the position

apportioning fractions,

F i, = Xi' - X1 (7)
_X

and

X_ - X i ,
Fi,+l = (8)

AX

The four fractions, Fk,_ I, and F k,

representing energy apportionment and F i,

and Fi,+l representing spatial distribu-

tion, determine the digitization or appor-

tionment in the E-X plane. Therefore, the

number of particles per unit length con-

tributed by the transported element h_ving

an initial particle density of p_ _ i,J
(neglecting for the moment angular _epen-

dence)

at Ek,_l, Ux j between Xi,_ 1 and X i,

is

Pk'-l,j,i' = Pk, j,i [Fk'-i Fi'];

at Ek'-l" _xj

is

Pk' - I, j,i L 1

at

is

at

is

Ek' ' _xj

Pk',j,i'

Ek'' _xj

Pk', j,i'+l

between X i, and Xi,+l

= Pk, j,i [Fk'-I Fi'+l];

between Xi,_l and X i,

= Pk, j,i [Fk'Fi']; and

between X i, and Xi,+l

= Pk, j,i [Fk''Fi'+l]"

The only operation remaining to com-

plete the movement of the original element

for At is its distribution in u x. To per-

form this operation the Goudsmit-

Saunderson distribution [7,8] for multiple

scattering w_s modified to provide the

angular distribution of scattering refer-

enced to the X direction independent of

azimuthal angle,

_ 2_+1(UxlUi) = = 2
P

P_.(ui)Pl.(_ x)

where

G_(s) = 2_N/0 _

sin 8sd8 s

-- exp

(9)

_(es,S) [1-P_(cos es)]

(i0)

and Ux and Ui are the cosines of the polar

angles of scattering and incidence, re-

spectively, referenced to the X direction.

To utilize the modified angular distribu-

tion in the PSTE calculation, the proba-

bility density given in eq. (9) is eval-

uated in the followin 9 way. First the in-

terval -i_ u _i is divided into subinter-

vals in suc_ a manner that a grid line

lies in the middle of each interval. The

probability, therefore, of obtaining some

_x' in the interval Ub_Ux_Ua is given by

u a

Ub/ P(_xlUi)dUx = ½ (Ua-Ub)
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t[/oSj+½ exp G_')ds' P_(Ui )

_=i

Eq. (ii) is applied to all subintervals.

The probabilities generated in turn serve

as weighting functions for the apportion-

ment of the original transported element

in Ux.

Once every element in the phase space

has been operated upon as outlined above,

the stored results are tested against a set

of terminating criteria for the problem

being investigated. If these criteria are

satisfied the calculation is completed. If

not, another iteration is required. The

final result of the PSTE calculation is a

complete record of the time evolution of a

particle density distribution given as a

function of energy, direction and position.

Comparison of PSTE Calculations with Elec-

tron Monte Carlo and Experimental Results

To assess the validity of the results

provided by the PSTE method as applied to

electron transport, a comparison was made

with Monte Carlo calculations and experi-

mental results for a shielding problem

which considered a 1 MeV pulse of electrons

normally incident on a semi-infinite slab

of aluminum. Comparisons were made on the

basis of the different forms of published

Monte Carlo and experimental results for

this problem.

The first form of result compared is

the number transmission factor. This

factor, TN(X ), which provides the fraction

of incident electrons transmitted past X,

is defined by

E i 1 t

(' X/o/0/o
J (X,E, Ux,t' ) at 'dUxdE (12)

where the current J(X,E,ux, t ) is given by

J(X,E,_x,t) = O(X,E,_x,t)v(E)Ux, (13)

E i is the incident energy of the electrons

and t is the time required for the entire

pulse to essentially pass through the me-

dium. Comparison of the PSTE generated

number transmission curve with several

Monte Carlo and experimental results is

given in Figure 3. Penetration (X) in this

case is represented as the fraction of the

mean range traversed. The Monte Carlo re-

sults include calculations by Berger [9,10,

ii] which use continuous slowing down in

one case and straggling (energy loss fluc-

tuation) in the other. Also shown are

Monte Carlo calculations made by Perkins

[12] which include the effects of strag-

gling. The experimental points depicted

incl_de the results of experiments con-

ducted by Rester [13] for 1 MeV electrons.

since the number transmission curve plotted

as a function of the mean range traversed

is approximately independent of initial en-

ergy in the neighborhood of 1 MeV, the av-

erage results of Agu et al. [14] for ex-

periments conducted at energies below 1

MeV have also been used for comparison pur-

poses. The agreement exhibited in Figure 3

between the PSTE and the Monte Carlo and

experimental results is good. The PSTE

curve, as should be expected, falls below

the Monte Carlo and experimental results

which considered straggling effects since,

as mentioned before, this PSTE calculation

utilized the continuous slowing down ap-

proximation for energy degradation. Al-

though the experimental points of Rester

lie somewhat above the PSTE curve, it

should be noted that the PSTE values fall

within the range of experimental uncer-

tainty associated with these results.

-- PETE

x BERGER,CONTSLOWING DOWN

(MONTE CARLO)

+ BERGER,STRAG.(MONTE CARLO)

o PERKINS,(MONT£ CARLO)

AGU, AV£RAGES OF

EXP£RIMENTS

v RESTER, EXPERIMENT

1.0

0.9

_, 0.8

0.7
z

_ 0.6

_ 0.5

_ 0.4
z

0.3

0.2

0.1

0 o
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

FRACTION OF MEAN RANGE

Figure 3 C_parison of a PSTE n_mber transmission c_ve with Monte Carlo and experi-

mental result, for a i _V pul=. of electrons .ormally incident on a =emi-

infinite slad of al_in_.
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Theenergy spectrumof transmitted
electrons producedby the PSTEcalculation
for the problemunder consideration is a
critical indication of agreementwith ex-
isting calculations andexperimental re-
sults. The energy spectrumTN(X,E) is re-
lated to the PSTEgenerated current by

1 t

TN(X,E) - bEAu X

J(X,E,_x,t')dt'dUx (14)

The shapes of PSTE energy spectra for

three different penetrations in terms of

fractions of the mean range are compared to

Monte Carlo and experimental results docu-

mented by Rester [13] in Figures 4 - 6.

The Monte Carlo calculations were performed

by Berger. Assuming that the total number

of particles present at each penetration

investigated is approximately the same for

the PSTE, Monte Carlo and experimental ex-

amples, the histograms in Figures 4 - 6

have been drawn on a scale relative to the

maximum of each distribution. In this way

it is possible to separate an examination

of the energy spectrum from other consid-

erations. In other words, it is only in-

tended here to investigate the relative

i i i I I I I

-- 0,4 MEAN RANGE I IBERGER

(MONTE CARLO)
--- 0.4 MEAN RANGE, RESTER
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1o., I -tr-J I
0.8 "_

0.7 _

o., rJl 1 1
0.5 I
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0.5

0.2

0.1

01

/ l
r_ -r'-J I

o,0-.205o, o50lGeL, o!9
ENERGY, MIV

Flg_e 5 comparison of the pSTE transmitted energy =pectr_ with Monte carlo and ex-
peri_ntal rlaults at approximately .4 _In range for a I MeV pul=* of elec-
trons no_alIy incldent on a semi-lnflnit, ,lab of al_in_.
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shapes of the different energy spectra and

not the total number of particles at a

specific penetration (this has been done in

the consideration of the number transmis-

sion factor). The good general agreement

between Monte Carlo and experimental re-

sults and the PSTE calculation is well il-

lustrated in Figures 4 - 6. For each pene-

tration the PSTE result agrees very well

with the Monte Carlo histogram. The agree-

ment is not as good when the PSTE results

are compared to the experimental values.

The largest discrepancy appears at .4 of

the mean range where the disparity between

the Monte Carlo and experimental results

• is the greatest.

I0 _ -J i r p i i J i i _ t i i , r i

+ ÷ +

.

+ 0.2 MEAN RANGE, BERGER

o O.2M_AN RANGE, RESTER

--0.22MEAN RANGE, F_TE

_" I L I I 1 I
I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure 7 C_pari=on of the PSTE transmitted angular distribution with Monte Carlo and

experimental r_aultm at approximately .2 mean range for a 1 MeV pulse of

electrons normally incident on a seml-infinite slab of al_inum.

u, , , I , , I _ I , , , I l _ f

+ + +

0.

÷

o 04 M£AN 8ANGE, RESTER (EXPERiM£N7) 1

i°i;;71 1--0.4 MEAN RANGE, PSTE

I I I I I I I I

PO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure 8 COmparison of the PST_ transmitted angular distribution with Mont e carl o an d

experimentsl rssults at approximately .4 mean range for a i MeV pulse of
electrons no_ally incid,nt on a semi-infinite slab of al_in_.
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The angular distribution of transmit-

ted electrons produced by the PSTE calcula-

tion has also been compared to Monte Carlo

and experimental results. The angular dis-

tribution TN(X,_x) is defined by

E i

lj/TN(X,Ux) - _E_ x

0

J (X,E, _x' t' )dr 'dE

t

0

(15)

where 0 _ Ux_l° The shapes of the angular

distribution curves for the same three

penetrations used in the energy spectrum

investigation are compared in Figures 7 -

9. Again the curves are drawn on a scale

relative to the maximum of each distribu-

tion for the same reasons outlined in the

discussion of the energy spectrum. The

results used for comparison are Monte Carlo

calculations made by Berger and experiments

conducted by Rester, the data for both

beinq taken from publications authored by

Rester [13,15]. In general there is ac-

ceptable agreement between the PSTE re-

sults and the Monte Carlo and experimental

points. For all three penetrations the

PSTE curve agrees very well with the ex-

perimental values. The largest discrep-

ancy between the PSTE and Monte Carlo re-

sults occurs at the smallest and largest

penetrations considered. Interestingly

the greatest difference between the Monte

Carlo and experimental values also occurs

at these depths.
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mally incident on a seml-inflnlte slab of al_in_ rs=ulting in an incident

current of about 3 2 x I012 elsctr_s per second.

Time Dependent Results

One of the more significant contribu-

tions of the PSTE method is the time de-

pendent results it provides. In Figures

i0 _ 12 plots of the time dependent trans-

mitted current Jx+(X,t) given by

E i 1

,+<x."-  .L:S f
o o

J(X,E,_x,t)duxdE (16)

for the problem in question are presented.

The penetrations considered are the same

as those examined for the energy spec-

trum and angular distribution. At the

small penetration (.22 mean range)

the transmitted current reaches a max-

mum very quickly and then decreases

rapidly with time. The intermediate pene-

tration (.4 mean range) results exhibit

much of the same behavior but the current

drops off at a slower rate as time in-

creases. At the largest penetration (.62

mean range) there is a more gradual build-

up to the maximum transmitted current

achieved and a less rapid decrease with

time than at the other penetrations. This

is probably because at this depth the elec-

trons are diffusing through medium and are

characterized by relatively broad energy

spectra and angular distributions.
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Another way of looking at the time

dependent results provided by the PSTE

method is illustrated in Figure 13. Here

the current as a function of position with

time as a parameter has been traced by the

computer. The time interval between plot-

ted iterations is approximately 3.2 x

10 -13 seconds. Essentially this figure

represents a picture of the time evolution

of the transmitted current in the aluminum

slab. At first the current builds up rap-

idly and declines rapidly as the electrons

enter the medium. There is also a signif-

icant reduction in the maximum transmitted

current from one iteration to the other.

At larger penetrations or at a later time,

however, the curves representing the dis-

tribution of the transmitted current as a

function of penetration become broader.

This is understandable due to the fact that

at later points in time the electrons are

diffusing through the medium and have broad

energy spectra and angular distributions.

This parallels the reasoning used to de-

scribe the shape of the transmitted cur-

rent curve as a function of time at the

largest penetration examined (.62 mean

range, Figure 12).

Advantaqes of the PSTE Method

One of the most attractive features

of the PSTE method is the comparatively

small amount of computer time it requires.

For example, the PSTE calculations dis-

cussed in this paper required approximately

ten minutes of computer time on the CDC

6600 computer at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory. This compares to a Monte

Carlo calculation for the same problem

which requires on the order of an hour or

more of computer time.

Another advantage of the PSTE method

is that it provides deterministic results.

This can be contrasted to the results of a

Monte Carlo calculation which have a sta-

tiscal uncertainty associated with them

dependent on the number of histories

sampled.

Finally, the pSTE method generates a

complete record of the time evolution of a

particle density distribution. As stated

previously, the authors are unaware of any

successful Monte Carlo attempts at provid-

ing time dependent results for charged

particle problems. It is the authors'

opinion that the PSTE method is ideally

suited for this application.
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PARAMETRIC FIT TO ELECTRON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES *

J. A. Lonergan and D. C. Shreve

Science Applications, Incorporated
La Jolla, California

Empirical formulations of electron transport properties

are presented. Experimental data acquired by several groups over the past

few years have been gathered and organized. Parametric fits have been

made to these data so that the following properties of electron transport

can be represented by simple functions of atomic number and energy:

transmitted electron number, transmitted electron spectra, range, back-

scatter coefficient, angular distribution, energy deposition, bremsstrah-

lung intensity and energy spectra, bremsstrahlung angular distribution and

photon attenuation. Though most of the data used to derive the parametric

formulas were measured in experiments, some uses have been made of

results generated using well-developed Monte Carlo techniques. The for-

mulas cover the energy ranges of interest in space shielding problems

(0.1 - 10.0 MeV). These formulas were developed so they could be in-

cluded in an engineering handbook addressed at the problems of electron

radiation in space and its effects. The intent is to provide a simple means

of calculating the radiation expected aboard a spacecraft, both on its exter-

nal surface and behind arbitrary amounts of effective shielding. To satisfy

the requirement that the formulas be simple, mathematical rigor based

on physical interaction was replaced by convenient fits to thick target data.

The formulas are as accurate as these data in most cases and can be

easily evaluated without a computer. Procedures for using these formu-

las in practical situations are suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

In practical problems in which it is nece-

ssary to make a quick determination of the radia-

tion dose delivered to a point partially shielded

from a radiation source, it is very useful to have

an inexpensive means of obtaining reasonably ac-

curate results. In particular, in the space envi-

ronment it is often necessary to establish the dose

level due to both eIectrons and the associated se-

condary photons at points inside a spacecraft.

Just as frequently the initial estimate becomes the

burden of an engineer or scientist whose profes-

sional interest is related to the item being placed

at the point of interest and who may have only a

passing familiarity with the properties of electron

transport and bremsstrahlung production. Simple

* Work sponsored by National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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methods of calculating electron transport proper-

ties and bremsstrahlung production are presented

in this paper. Parametric representations of both

calculated and measured data a_e presented.

The basic guideline imposed in finding

these parametric formulas is simplicity. Many

comprehensive discussions of the details of elec-

tron transport exist; in particular the work of

Zerby and Keller, (1) and the earlier work of Birk-

hoff (2) summarize the physics and some of the

mathematics that describe these phenomena.

However, for the purpose stated above, these

works are too detailed and demanding if a dose

level is the only goal of the investigation. As a

means of implementing the simplicity guideline,

we have made parametric fits to shielding data.

For example, to fit the bremsstrahlung production

property we have sought data which correlate pho-

ton output directly to the incident electron. The

processes of electrons slowing down, range

straggUng, backscattering and photon production,

and to some extent self-shielding, are gathered

into one process. That is, given an electron of a

certain energy, what is the probability of obser-

ving a photon of another energy at some point

around a thick piece of material ? By just fitting

the thick target bremsstrahlung data all the ma-

thematical complications inherent in a rigorous

analysis incorporating all the intermediate pro-

cesses are avoided. With this approach we have

obtained fits either from the literature of through

our own efforts for a number of properties of in-

terest.

II. ELECTRON TRANSPORT

In the following section, formulas which

describe the property specified are displayed.

As pointed out in the introduction, many of these

formulas are the result of the efforts of other

workers. We have selected these that are pre-

sented because they best represent the experi-

mental data we have been able to compre them

with.

1. Range
There are essentially two commonly used

definitions of ranges, one is the extrapolated

range, the other is the continuous slowing down

approximation (csda) range. The extrapolated

range is more easily determined from experimen-

tal data. The following expression is due essen-

tially to Katz and Penfold (3) with some modifica-

tions by Ebert et al., (4)

Rex E,Z,'" 056S "

/17 /
- 0.423 __/ Z >2.5MeV

(i)

= 0.38EAg/cm 2 E<2. SMeV

where

A = (1. 265- 0.095 _nE) (1.7-.273 _nZ)

Here E is the electron energy in MeV and Z is

the atomic number.

The continuous slo_ving down approximation

range is more easily calculated than is the extra-

polated range and has come into rather wide use

because of the very convenient tabulation of this

quantity by Berger and Seltzer. (5) From the data

of Ebert et al. (4) and this ÷ _^__abula ..... , we have de-

rived the following relationship between the extra-

polated and csda ranges

(Rex/R o) = 1.21- 0.208 _nZ +0.485E (2)

2. Transmitted Number Fraction

The number of electrons penetrating to a

given depth within a material is defined as the

transmitted number fraction. Ebert et al. (4)

have measured this quantity and have sugge.sted

the following parametric representation

a = (1 - 1//3) 1"/3

(s)
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B__ [ 387E ]1/4Z (1 +7.5x10 -5 ZE 2)

the quantity, t, is the penetration depth in the

same units as the extrapolated range.

3. Transmitted Energy Spectra

The energy spectra of electrons penetra-

ting to a depth (t/Ro) , that is, to some fraction

of the continuous slowing down range, has been

fit. The experimental data measured by Lonergan

et 32., (6) Costello et 32. (7) and Rester et 32. (8)

were used as the base from which the following

parametric representation was derived:

¢ 9

z)--lexp[- ]+

+eEl 1+ exp((E-Ep)/W)] -1} N -1

where

N = w¢.+i/2cw 2

(4)

w = 0.05 Cz (t/ao)

c = (t/Ro)2 CZ

4. Backscatter Coefficient

The backscatter coefficient is defined as

the fraction of electrons incident on an infinitely

thick target which are scattered in the backward

direction. The following expression was derived

by Tabata (9) from data he measured and is valid

for Z > 6.

(E,Z) = 1.28exp I- ll.9Z 0"65x (5)

x(1 +0.103Z 0"37E 0.65)]
O

5. An_ular Distribution

The angular distribution of electrons pe-

netrating a slab after striking the slab normally

has been fit in two regions. If the slab thickness

is less than approximately 1/3 the extrapolated

range, a gaussian distribution fits the data rea-

sonably well:

where

K2 =

However,

¢(E,Z) = _ exp (-K 2 02 ) (6)

E2/ [0. 121 t Z 0"88 fn (t/0.00105)]

ifthe slab is thicker than 1/3 the ex-

trapolated range, the distribution merges into a

thickness--independent form given by

_b = (0.717 + cos0) cos0 (7)

where 0 refers to the polar angle relative to the

normal to the plane from which the electrons are

emerging. It is important to note that 0 is not

referenced to the incident electron direction. Ex-

perimental data (7' 8) indicated that for thick tar-

gets it/Rex > 1/3) the angular distribution is in-

dependent of the incident electron direction.

6. Energy Deposition

The energy deposited by electrons as they

penetrate a material has been calculated for a

number of cases at the Marshall Space Flight Cen-

ter (MSFC). ETRAN, (10) a Monte Carlo electron

transport code developed by Berger and Seltzer at

NBS, was used to make these calculations. Watts

and Burrell (11) of the MSFC have made parame-

tric fits to these results for two cases. The first

is for a normally incident monodirectional beam,

and is given by

t,. (Z,X)

where

A 1 = 0.913 exp (0.963 E) + 0. 021E + 0.215

A 2 = 5.0- 0.49E

A 3 = 57.6 (E- 5.0)/(E +30)

A 4 = - 1.6E0"837

(8)

The second case is for an isotropic incident beam,

# )0is o (E,X) = exp A i xi-I (9)
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where

A1 = 0.52 + 0.098E-1"47

A 2 -- exp (-0.82 E) - 1.0

A s : 2.5 [exp (-1. 022E) +1. 0]

A 4 = 3.25 exp (-0.323E) + 5.8

A 5 = - 15.44 +1.55E- 0.0786E

where X is the depth of penetration.

HI. PARAMETERIZATION OF THICK
TARGET BREMSSTRAHLUNG DATA

When electrons slow down, they emit

bremsstrahlung radiation. In applicationswhere

the electrons are stopped, this bremsstrahlung is

the only radiationwhich penetrates through the

material, and hence is important in many space

applications.

The calculationofthe bremsstrahlung pro-

duced in thick targetsusing firstprinciples is

rather complicated due tothe energy loss, strag-

gling and angular spread of the incident electrons

as they penetrate through the material. Typically,

rather large computer codes which eithertreat

the problem using Monte Carlo methods (10)or by

subdividing the target intomany thin sections(12)

areused to calculatethe bremsstrahlung intensity.

These calculationsare quite accurate but require

considerable knowledge on the part of the person

running the code and also a considerable amount

of computer time.

The purpose ofthe present effortis to

provide a fairlysimple analyticalexpression for

the bremsstrahlung radiationby parametizing the

available thicktarget bremsstrablung data. In

the past these data have been used mainly to check

the accuracy ofthe computer codes. We will use

the data itselfto try to go directlyto the types of

expressions thatwill be useful to people working

inthe fieldofspace physics

I. Method of Parameterization

a) Approximation for Intensity

Spectrum

Most of the thick target bremsstrahlung

data have been obtained with the electron beam

normally incident on the target,(6,8, 13) and we

will mainly be concerned with fittingthese data.

Electrons encountered in space shielding situa-

tions, however, typicallydo not all impinge nor-

mally on the surface of the spacecraft, so one

must know the bremsstrahlung dependence on the

angle of incidence of the electrons. There is a

limited amount of thick target bremsstrahlung da-

ta availablefor electrons with non-normal inci-

dence._(14) Examples of these data are shown in

Fig. 1. Here the integrated, and partiallyinte-

grated intensitiesfor 1 and 2 MeV electrons are

plottedvs. the angle between the emitted radiation

and the electron beam. Itis fairlyobvious from

these data that the 7 intensityis a maximum in

the direction of the incident electrons. For the

A1 data, itis obvious that there is some symme-

try about the beam direction. We will assume

that the bremsstrahlung radiation can be written

as a function which is symmetric about the elec-

tron direction multipliedby an attenuationfactor

to ....... ÷ _ absorption" in the *.....

I(E,K,O, Cj) = I°(0,1_E) x (I0)

I e-_(t- FR cos_)/cos (_b-$). (¢,_) <t,/2

where the different attenuation factors correspond

to forward going and backscattered radiation. In

this equation, E is the energy of the electron, K

is the energy of the photon, 0 is the angle of the 7

ray with respect to the beam direction, _bis the

angle between the beam direction and the normal

to the target, t is the target thickness, _is the

mass absorption coefficient for the material, and

FR is some fraction of the csda electron range.
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Fig. 1. Angular dependence of bremsstrahlung radiation for 1 and

2 MeV electrons incident at 30 ° to the normal of thick

A1 and Au targets.

The function I° (0, K, E) which was obtained from

the data shown in the previous figure, is shown in

Fig. 2. A value of F = 0. 3 was used to make the

curves symmetric. The curves through the points

in these figures are symmetric about 0° which

shows that the assumption of a source term sy-

mmetric about the direction of the electrons

seems to be justified, except for the low energy

Au data with the T ray emerging at angles almost

parallel to the target.

2. Fits to Individual Bremsstrahlun$

Spectra

The energy intensity spectra of photons

emitted from a thick target at an angle _ with res-

pect to the beam were fit by the method of least

squares with a 3 parameter function of the form

I° (E,K,_) = A(E,O)e -K/ (E B(E,0)) x (11)

x (1 - K/E) C(E,e)
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Fig. 2. Angular dependence of assumed bremsstrahlung "source"

term for 2 MeV electrons incident at 30 ° to the normal

of thick A1 and Au targets.

where the parameters A(E,0), B(E,B) and C(E,0)

were adjusted to give a best fit for each individual

spectrum. This functional form was chosen be-

cause the bremsstrahlung intensity for the ele-

ments and energies considered appear to be expo-

nentially decreasing over much of the photon en-

ergy range and falling off faster than exponential

near the end point, samples of the fits to the LTV

bremsstrahlung data (8) obtained using this 3 para-

meter function are shown in Fig. 3. It can be

seen that the fits are all reasonable; with indivi-

dual points differing from the fit by less than 10%.

The parameters A(E,#), B(E,0) and

C(E, 0) were examined as functions of the photon

angle and parameterized as

A (E, 0) a (E) e - (0/¢o (E))2 +

+ b(E) exp [2 e- (0/_1 (E))2 ]

B(E, 0) = c(E)e- (e/_'2(E)) + (12)

+d(E)e [ -(e/_'3(E))2]

- (E/Eo)2) - (0/0o)2
C(E, 0) = 1- (.7- .Se e
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The entire distributions over both photon energy

and angle were fit using the above 12 parameter

function; however, only the first 8 parameters

were varied for the fit.

We have at present parameterized the pho-

ton energy and angular distributions for 0.5, 0.75,

1, 2, and 2.8 MeV electrons incident on A1 tar-

gets and 1, 2, 2.8, 4, and 8 MeV electrons inci-

dent on Sn targets. Samples of the fits to the

photon energy and angular distributions are shown

in Fig. 4. Again the fits are reasonable; with the

maximum deviations of the data from the calcula-

ted curves being about 15%. It should be men-

tioned that the accuracy ascribed to the data by its

authors is about 10% over most of the range, and

20 - 30% at the end points, so it would seem that

the fits are quite adequate.

Sample 3 parameter fits to thick target bremsstrahlung

data onA1 and Sn at .2, 1, 3, and 2.8 MeV at 0°. The

functional form of the curve is F = Ae- K/BE (1 - K/E) C,

where A, B, and C are parameters, K is the photon

energy, and E is the electron energy.

The next step in the parameterization pro-

cess is to represent the 8 functions a(E), b(E),

c(E), d(S), _o(S), _I(E), _2(E), and _3(S)as

functions of energy for each element. Data are

only available at a few values of (E), however,

and the values of the 8 parameters obtained so far

do not seem to follow any simple (eg. linear or

exponential) pattern. The values of the parame-

ters are given for A1 and Sn in Table 1. We will

generate more data at intermediate energies using

the Monte Carlo calculation ETRAN-15. With

this additional data we should be able to parame-

terize the bremsstrahlung intensity with respect

to angle, photon energy and incident electron

energy.

/
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distribution for 1 MeY electrons on AI.

3. Integration Over Electron Flux

Because of the interest in space shielding

calculations, we have obtained energy and angular

distributions for isotropic electron fluxes. Figure

5 shows the angular distributions obtained for an

isotropic 1 MeV electron source incident on unit

areas of A1 and Sn targets whose thicknesses are

the range of 1 MeV electrons. These angular

distributions are somewhat simpler than the an-

gular distributions produced by normally incident

electrons.

As was mentioned earlier, the basic

bremsstrahlung data have been fit using a source

term anda simple attenuation factor. If one in-

tegrates only the source term Io(E , K,8), one ob-

tains angular distributions as shown in Fig. 6.

These angular distributions are quite regular and

can be fit with a function of the form

I°iso(6T,E,K) = exp [Ais° + Bis° cos0 +

+ Ciso cos(28)]

(13)

Table 1. Table of Parameters for A1 and Sn

Normal Electron Incide.cv

A1

E a _o h _1 c _2 d _-_

(MeV) x 10 +3 (deg) x 103 (deg) {deg) (de_)

0.5 0.50 35. 0,17 250. 0.70 120 0.10 80

1.0 4.86 30.7 0.48 223. 0.50 120 0.088 56

2.0 14.0 18.1 1.93 85.4 0.40 140 0.0'/5 25

2.8 23.5 10.4 4.30 57.4 0.44 100 0.093 22

Sn

1.0 4.10 26.3 1.26 360. 0.53 350 0.40 66

2.0 19.2 26.3 2.43 320. 0.43 310 0.27 60

2.8 27.8 14.7 6.74 118. 0.44 230 0.12 24

4.0 63.7 12.7 7.98 136. 0.44 350 0.39 29

8.0 274.0 6.5 14.3 92.4 0. 38 350 0. 59 34

\

Fig. 5.

I. lm _m lm

Photon anghL_r distributions for an lsotropic electron

source of 1 MeV electrons on one side of an AI target.
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The curves through the points in Fig. 6 corres-

pond to fitsusing this functionalform. The func-

tions Ais° (E,K), Bis o (E,K), and Cis ° (E,K) are

smoothly varying functions ofboth K and E, but

as yet, have not been fit. The values of A(E, K)

for electrons on Sn are shown in Fig. 7.

,

104

mVlmrrv

m'V_hV_LE_ON_ t4t

I ..z;o.."

I_GRE_

Fig. 6. Angular tntrtlmtion c_ "unsttenuated" photons for an

isotroplc source _ 1 MeV electrons on one side of an

A1 target. The solid curves are least square fits using

a functional form It_o )_ exp|A + B cos_+C cos(2S)(e, E, g

L

4. Summary of Parametric Fits
to Bremsstrahlun_ Data

We have obtained a parameterization of the

bremsstrahlung radiation for electrons normally

incident on thick targets of A1 and Sn for electron

energies ranging from 0. 5 to 2.8 MeV for A1 and

1 to 8 MeV for Sn. These bremsstrahlung distri-

butions have been integrated over the angles of

the electron incidence to obtain the photon angular

distributions for isotropic electron sources. The

parameterization of the radiation produced by iso-

tropic electron sources is partially completed.

These parameterizations will provide the engineer

or scientist a fairly simple means of estimating

the bremsstrahlung intensity inside a spacecraft

for the various electron environments encountered

in space.

Fig. "L

moT_ _i.GY q_t

EnergY dependence of the parameter A used in fitting the

angular distributioms for the unattenanted term for'an

isotroplc electron source on SR at various electron energies.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR COMBINED RADIATION EFFECTS FACILITIES

FOR TWELVE-YEAR OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT VOYAGES*

Charles G. Miller

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT

The design considerations influencing the choice

and utility of environmental simulation methods

and facilities are described, insofar as they relate

to the new requirements imposed on outer planet

spacecraft because of radiation environments to be

expected. Possible means for duplicating the

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator radiation

environment, and for duplicating the effects of

Trapped Radiation Belt environment are described,

together with an assessment of radiation levels to

be expected in the vicinity of an environmental

testing chamber when in use.

INTRODUC TION

Spacecraft for outer-planet missions will depend

on radioisotope thermo-electric generators for

their electrical power, and on radioisotope heaters

for compensatory thermal power. Since these will

be fueled by Pu-238, the accompanying gamma and

neutron radiation of the Pu-238 and of its daughter

products will be interacting continually with the
structure, systems and science experiments of the

spacecraft during its many-year voyage. Super-

imposed on this slowly varying background will be

solar wind impingements and short duration, but

higher intensity radiation stresses--namely, pro-

ton and electron irradiation when passing through

the earth's radiation belts, and when passing

through Jupiter's radiation belts.

In order to predict the effect of all these radia-

tion stresses on the spacecraft and on its compo-

nents, design studies for necessary predictive

simulation environment facilities and for proce-

dures are underway at this Laboratory.

The conditions under which time-accelerated

testing of the effects of chronic gamma, neutron

and solar wind irradiation give meaningful results

must be established. The mechanisms of damage-

annealing processes for different materials must

be understood in some detail, since suchprocesses

are generally time dependent and temperature de-

pendent, both of which factors become altered in

accelerated testing.

The spacecraft will pass through planetary

radiation belts during its voyage, and the effect of

the proton and electron irradiation will be super-

imposed on the on-going, chronic gamma and neu-
tron radiation.

If there is significant alteration in the damage
mechanisms in irradiated materials due to the

simultaneous application of all the radiation

stresses, the simulation facility should take this

into account. It is practical to duplicate the com-

plete gamma energy spectrum, the neutron energy

spectrum, and the solar wind spectrum simultan-

eously on a specimen. It is not practical to add to

this, in a cryogenic high vacuum, the very wide

electron and proton spectra (1 to 100 MeV or more)

that duplicate the complete radiation environment.

Such wide spectral ranges, extending to high

energies, require typically linear electron accel-

erators and proton synchrocyclotrons. These
machines do not lend themselves to combined en-

vironment testing, since they are located at separ-

ate, specialized facilities.

In order to include trapped radiation electron

and proton effects in a simultaneous combined ra-

diation effects facility, our design studies consider

the validity of using lower energy electrons and

protons as test fluxes. We then use an "equivalent

damage" correlation for the effects to be expected

from the wide range of electron and proton ener-
gies in trapped radiation belts.

The spacecraft under discussion for outer-planet

trips will be designed to be usable for varying mis-

sions and purposes. The specific environments

which the various outer-planet missions will en-

counter will have enough new features in common

to justify a unified approach to the preparation of

the testing facilities needed. The several different

missions are depicted in Figure 1, where are

shown a typical Jupiter fly-by, a Jupiter-Uranus-

Neptune Mission called "JUN" and a Jupiter-Saturn-

Pluto Mission called "JSP" trajectory. Each of

these missions involves the use of radioisotope-

thermo-electric generators for electric power; a

very long (by present standards) mission-life with

a corresponding high degree of reliability; and each

is scheduled to pass by Jupiter, and to traverse the

Jupiter trapped radiation belts.

Furthermore, most of the flights will be at a

great distance from the sun with vanishingly small

solar heat inputs, although the effects of the solar

visible, vacuum ultraviolet, and solar wind inputs
(from the early stage of the trajectory) on materi-

als such as thermal control surfaces, will be

inescapable.

All of the spacecraft in flight will be subjected
to the environmental factors shown in Table I.

SIMULATION OF RADIOISOTOPE THERMO-

ELECTRIC GENERATOR RADIATION

During the entire flight of the spacecraft, both
gamma and neutrons are present from the on-board

electric power supply: the radioisotope

*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National
Aeroanutics and Space Administration.
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Figure 1. Typical Outer Planets Mission 

Requi rements  f o r  Radiation Source Spec t ra  

T e s t  Neutron Source Gamma Source 

Cumulative Close  Spec t ra l  
Damage Spec t ra l  Match Insensitive 
(-lo5 r a d s )  

Science Testing not Close  
In te r fe rence  Required Spec t ra l  Match 
(-100 m R / h r )  

Table I 

, 

Potential  Combined Environment Fac to r s  

- F r o m  RTG Radiation 

Gamma radiation 
Neutron radiation 

- F r o m  Planetary Trapped Radiation Belts 

High Energy Elec t ron  Flux  
High Energy Pro ton  Flux 

- Of Solar  Origin 

Visible, ultraviolet  and soft X-ray  

- F r o m  Conditions of Flight 

Interplanetary Vacuum 
Space Tempera ture  

thermo-e lec t r ic  generator.  
gammas  and neutrons are  manifested in two differ-  
en t  ways--one effect  is cumulative damage as the 
y e a r s  go by, leading to a degradation in pe r fo rm-  
ance of radiation-sensitive components. 
ond effect is interference with operation of 
radiation- sensitive ins t ruments ,  typically man i -  
fested as a r i s e  in background r a t e s  of sc ience  
detecting instruments.  

The effects due to  the  

The s e c -  
F o r  cumulative Damage Studies, w e  need ac- 

ce le ra ted  testing to pred ic t  the effect of the pro-  
posed 12-years '  exposure,  and have this testing 
completed in a reasonable  time- -wellbefore launch. 
We m u s t  evaluate t ime-intensity rec iproc i ty  fail- 
u r e ,  which involves such  f ac to r s  as t empera tu re  
anneal and, vacuum outgassing of protective oxygen 
on sur face  films. Such eyaluations and tests a r e  



being done in a facility described in another paper

at this conference (Ref. 1). Such accelerated tests

can be performed on parts and on subsystems,

preferably by neutrons and gammas together.

Since the gamma damage is spectrum-insensitive,

any convenient gamma source may be used, conven-

iently either Cobalt 60 isotope or an X-ray machine.

A source in the range of 150 Ci Co-60, which consti-

tutes 2 watts of Cobalt 60, will give cumulative

damage tests in a few days' elapsed time.

An accelerated close spectral match neutron

source poses a problem. The actual neutron spec-

trum from an RTG is an a, n spectrum of 1=ha-238

(alpha on impurities), peaking around 3 MeV neu-

trons. In examining some machine sources of neu-

trons, we note (Figure 2) that oniy the d-d reaction

at low bombarding particle energy gives neutrons

in the few-MeV range needed for spectral match.

However, Figure 3 shows that the neutron yield is

unsatisfactorily low at low bombardment energies.

Another higher yield possibility, sometimes con-
sidered is the reaction d, Be. When examined in

detail, however, Figure 4 shows that the d, Be re-

action has much detailed structure which is unsatis-

factory for interpretation of test work. Seemingly,

the best material is a Cf-Z5Z spontaneous fission

source, whose spectrum is shown in Figure 5, to-

gether with the neutron spectrum of a radioisotope

thermo-electrie generator.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Neutron Spectra

Since Cf-ZSZ emits 2. 5 x 106 spontaneous fission

neutrons/second per microgram, a suitable source

could consist of one milligram of this material,

at a moderate cost gives Z. 5 x 109 neutrons/

sec (into 41r solid angle). Such a source could

deliver about Z x 10 5 neutrons/cm 2 sec to the

surface of a 60 cm diameter sphere circumscribing

the source, requiring about ten days' exposure for
a mission-cumulative dose taken as 7 x 1011

neutrons/cm 2. If the requirement for depth-dose

uniformity were relaxed, or the requirement were

for testing small parts, a test could be conducted

at the location given by a circumscribing Z0 cm

diameter sphere, where only one days' exposure
would be required for the 7 x 1011 n/cm 2 dose.

0.40

0.20
z

N

0.10
O
Z 0.06

0.04

A distributed source of 11 watts of Sr90-Y90 is

available to us (500 Ci), and this gives electron

doses in the range of design values in one days'

_xposure time. Data are available for relating
radiation damage caused by electrons of a given

energy, to the damage to be expected at a wide

range of energies, so the damage by electrons of
the energies to be actually encountered in the radi-

ation bell can be predicted. Figure 8 shows the

actual data damage curve for the case of displace-

m.ent damage to transistors. Similar curves show-

ing the variation of damage with incoming energy

may be generated for other components as needed.
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Interference

For science interference, the neutron flux of

about g00 neutrons/cmZ-sec at the science platform

does not give rise to any interference. The close

spectral match gamma source needed, as referred
to in Table II, is available, as described in another

paper at this conference (Ref. 2). This close spec-

tral match gamma source is a combination of gamma-

emitting isotopes in a form that is convenient and
s_fe to handle. The actual source can deliver up to

100 mR/hr and requires less than a curie of isotope

total. This can be handled safely in a test cryogenic

vacuum and solar radiation chamber.

PLANETARY TRAPPED RADIATION

BELT SIMULATION

We are here interested in sources of electrons

that may be used to generate the effects of Jovian-

trapped electrons, and which are usable in a com-

bined radiation effects facility. For high energy

electrons, we can consider Sr90-Y90 as a Beta

source. Lutz and Newell (see Figure 6,) use this

material for Van Allen Belt electron simulation.

We have looked in more detail at the spectrum and

find that the radiation hardens as it goes through

the encapsulation of the practical source (Figure 7).
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ELECTRON DAMAGE

p-TYPE

I I I II I I I II
1.0 10

ELECTRON ENERGY, MeV

N-TYPE

For protons, we must use a source of sufficient

energy so that the protons involved will penetrate
into the bodies of components. This requires well

over 10 MeV energy. An important design point is

that the flux be steady and not be offered in peak

pulses with the attendant rate problems, as in'a

synchrocyclotron.

0'011

0 I

1.0

He3 +d -. p + _

10 4

Some information on proton damage is available
as shown in Figure 9, and similar curves showing 1°3

the variation of damage with incoming energy may

be generated for other components as needed. For

such a proton generator, we envision the use of the

reaction

b 102

This is a mirror reaction to the well known t, d

H3+d -* n+

The efficiency of the process can be seen from the

data in Figure 10. For comparison, we note that

a d,t generator giving about 1011 neutrons/sec into

4_, costs about $Z8, 000 and such a generator would

serve to give over 1010 p/sec when using the He3-d
reaction. Such a reaction can be run in a vacuum

tank, so there is no wall to stop generated protons.

We are developing a dispensing target, based on the

diffusion of deuterium through a palladium thimble,

which is exptected to give a long life in this usage

and enable tests of trapped radiation belt protons to
be feasible.

Solar Origin Radiation

PROTON DAMAGE

I I

,,l
lOOO

Present simulation chambers are adequate for

tests involving ionizing radiation insofar as space

vacuum and space temperature effects are involved.

It is also practical to add ultraviolet lights and so-

lar wind sources to such simulation chambers.

101

I ' '1 ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' '1

PEAK 5000 mb

I * , _ ,f , , , il a , , ,I

101 10 2 103 10 4

LAB ENERGY OF DEUTERON (KeV)

Conditions of Flisht

Present simulation chambers have adequate pro-

vision for maintaining the vacuum condition and for

holding the shroud temperatures at space temper-

ature simulation conditions.

A calculation has been made of the radiation

levels to be expected inthe vicinity of a solar simu-

lator, when a simulated radioisotope thermo-

electric generator is contained therein, along with

the spacecraft full scale model. Figure 11 shows
Lhe radiation levels in mrem/hr at two selected

personnel working locations in the vicinity of an
environment simulation chamber.
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RADIATION FIELD STRENGTHS

IN MREM/hr AT SELECTED

LOCATIONS IN VICINITY OF I/i
25' SIMULATOR FOR RTG OF

9450 W (TH)

n+ )" n+)" / HIGH i TRTG AT 30' ELEV 2+0.1 8+0.2 r !

RTG AT 5' ELEV 2.6+0.2 33+2.6 i _0'

B :

GROUND LEVEL

If the radioisotope thermo-electric generator of
'-)450 w(th) is located as shown, five feet above

ground level, the field strength at the ground plan_
at Location A, just outside the environment chain- '

ber is 36 mrem/hr, while at the control console,

Location B, the fieldis 2.8 torero/hr. Alternately,

if the spacecraft model occupies the upper half of

the chamber, so that the radioisotope thermo-

electric generator is 30 feet above the ground plane
the radiation levels are 8.2 mrem/hr and Z. 1

mrem/hr at the adjacent points and control console

point, respectively.

Summa ry

The important attributes of the radiation fields

needed to carry out simulated in-flight-condition

testing on outer planet spacecraft have been exam-

ined. In order to carry out testing on the effects of

radiation fields interfering with on-board science

instruments, it is found that only the gamma field

of the radioisotope thermo-electric generator must

be sin_ulated, but that a close spectral match is

needed. In order to carry out tests on the cumu-

lative damage effects of the radioisotope thermo-

electric generator field on both scientific instru-

ments, and on electronic, propulsion and guidance

systems of the spacecraft, a neutron£ieldis needed

with a close spectral match and a gamma field is

also needed. The gamma field forthe cumulative

damage tests, however, need not be of Close spec-
tral match.

In order to simulate the Planetary Trapped Ra-

diation Belt effects, both high energyelectrons and

high energy protons are needed. It is practical to

use beta particles from an Sr90-Y90 source to in-

duce the effects of trapped belt electrons if the

relative damage coefficients relating electron ra-

diation damage to electron energy are known. These

must be known or determined for every component

under study.

In a similar fashion, protons from the He 3, d re-

action, which have an energy of 16 MeV,canbe gen-

erated inside a combined radiation effects facility

to induce the effects of high energy trapped protons

if the relative damage coefficients relating proton

damage to proton energy are known. These must

also be known or determined for every component

under test.

It is concluded and design information is given,

that all the above environment s, togethe r with other

factors such as solar wind and vacuumultraviolet

can be added to presently available simulation

chambers, and still have radiation levels in the vi-

cinity of such chambers such that personnel can ac-

complish needed test tasks without exceeding per-

missable radiation exposure levels.

I.

_o
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_E D_IGN OF A SOURCE TO SIMUIATE _E _IA-RAY SPECTRUM
_ITTED BY A RADIOISOTOPE THE_OEI_TRIC G_f_ATOR

Melvin Reier

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory

A simulated source was designed to duplicate the gamma s_tru_
of a uuifox_a cylindrical 2200-watt PuO2 RTG c_ta_ning _1_ Pu"_° and
1.2 ppm pu236. Gamma rays from the decay of pu2_, Am2_l, Pu_9,

and_he ol_(_,n)Ne21 reactic_ were cat_loKued in broad energy groups.
pu2_, which decays ultimately to Th_O, was treated separately,
since an exact duplicate can be made by using Th228. The selection
of sources involves a compromise between half life, cost, and gamma-

ray en?rgy. We have chosen BaI33(T1/2 = 7.2Y), Cs137(Tl/2 = 30y),
and Co60(TI/2 = 5.2Y) which provide _amna rays to cover %he spec_
fran about _50 kev to 1.3 Mew. Two _ and one 22 me Th22_ sources

provide simulation at various times in the life of the fuel capsule
up to 18 years, which covers the tiae span of an outer planet mission.
The emission from the The8 represents the overwhelming contribution

of the gamma spectrum after the first few years. Therefore, the
small changes in the intensity of the rest of the spectrum represent

a minor perturbation on the entire spectrum. The sources, in the
farm of 13-inch long rods are placed in a concentric hole in a
cylinder of depleted urani_n which provides shielding equivalent

t_^_he self shielding of the fuel capsule. The thickness of the
SoU_ cylinder (0.55 cm) was determined by Monte Carlo calculations

to insure that the epectru_ e=erging from the simulated source
closely _atched that of the fuel capsule.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that RTG's fueled by
pu2380_ will be used to provide instrument l_Wer

on space missions where solar energy is inadequate.
An obvious one is the forthcoming Outer Planets
Mission.

Although the absolute n_ber of photons per
disintegration of Pu_ is small (_ 50/iO_ for

E _ 160 key), the gnmna intensity is not negligible

we ?ja_e dealing with about seventy t_atsan_ curies
_Pu_ per source. In addition, pu_-_o, which

asan ofabont to
Th , which becomes, after about 3 years, the
major source of gamma radiation. This will be

discussed in greater detail shortly.
Man_ of the instruments aboard a space

vehicle may be sensitive to this source of ganna
radiation. Long-teru exposure ma_ result in radi-
ation damage to instr_nentation and electronic

packages. Also, the increase in background result-
ing from this spurious source of radiation on
sensitive detectors must be measured. For those/

reasons the radiation field at various positions on
a spacecraft has to be mapped. The use of a fueled

Multi-Hundred Watt (Mh_g) generator for this purpose
would be wasteful. Besides, the possession of such
a source i_poses numerous safety, handling, and
accountability problems in a laboratory. In order

to avoid these difficulties, we have designed a
radioactive source which reproduces the _c_
features of the spectrum emitted by an _ within
about 20_ in the radial direction and 35_ in the

axial direction. Using this approach we are able
to represent the gasna radiation spectr_ from an
RTG for a cost of under $6000 while eliminating
the inherent problems cited above. More importantly,
the simulated source enables experiments to be

conducted with an aged radiation spectrum, thus
duplicating the conditions that wou_d exist at
various ages in the life of a mission.

SOURCE DESIGN

The basic philosoph_ of the design was to

reproduce the unattenuated spectrum and then
calculate the proper amount of shielding to
account for the self-shielding of the fuel and

subsequent attenuation of the cladding and outer
_ackets.

The first part of the problem is essentially
a bookkeeping procedure. The following sources of
radiation were included:

i. Plutoniu_-2_ decay.

2. _a_na r_ from the excited states of Ne 21
in the Ol_(_,n)Ne reaction. __.

3. Americi_-2_.decay. (_" is derived
from the decay of Pu z_).

_. Thori_-_8 decay.
Item I_ is a special (and easier) problem and

will be treated separately.

The selection of sources for Items 1-3 involves

a compromise between energy, half life, and ease of
production. We have chosen BaI33(TI/2 = 7._Y),

Cs137(T1./2 = 30Y) and coCO(T1/2 = 5.2y) to cover
the spec_r_ from about 350 key to 1.3 Mew.

Table I shows the latest available _a on the
absolute intensity of gamma rays from Pu_. A

cursory examination of this table reveals that
beyond about 160 key there is nothing substantial
until the region of 700 key is reached. Although
there are intense ic_-energy lines, they are

ignored in the source design because they are
enomously attenuated. The decay intensities are

added up and placed in broad energy groups. The
same procedure is followed fc_ the Am2_l and the
Ne21 decay. The latter two give rise to an
additiceml group around 350 key.

The simulation of the Pu_ decay is relatively

simple and can bedone very accurately. This can

be seen by an exa_atiou of Figure 1 showing _h_
decay chain of Pu_, leading ultimately to pb_O.
No g_ rays wort_ of consideration are emitted
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TABLE 1

Pu 238 Absolute Gamma-RaY Intensities

photons/disintegration x 108

E (key) a Reler Lederer

(Ref. 1) et al (Ref. 2)

152.71 * 0.05 seen 1270 _ 90

200.9 ± 0.2 5 .+ 1

207.6 seen

235.9 .+ 0.3? 0.01 ± 0.005

25@.3 .+ 0.2 0.011 .+ 0.02

299.2 _ 0.2 o.07 + O.0P

706.z • 0.3 o.z4 + 0.02

7o8.42 ± 0.20 0.38 ± 0.04

742.77 _+ O.i0 6.35 + 0.21 7.6 _+ 0.7

766.39 + O.10 26.7 t 0.8 33 _+ 3

786.30 _+ O.10 4.98 _+ 0.16 4.8, O.4

805.8 Z 0.3 o.18 _+ O.02

808.25 _+ 0.15 0.999 + 0.063 l.l + O.l

851.70 + 0.i0 1.64 + 0.06 1.9 + 0.2

880.5 + 0.3 0.23 _+ 0.03

883.23 * o.10 1.27o + o.o_8 i.l _+ O.Z

90_.37 _+ 0.15 0.0"[2 + 0.021 0.i0 _+ 0.02

926.72 + 0.15 0.71 _ 0.04 0.83 t 0.08

941.9 + 0.2 0.58 _+ 0.02 0.67 _+ 0.07

9h6.0 + 0.3 o.13 .+ o.oe

1001.03 _+ O.15 i.O8+ 0.04 1.4 _+ 0.2

1041.8 + 0-3 0.20 _+ 0.02 0.28 + 0.02

i085.4 + 0. 3 0.ii _+ 0.02

" ">'1"1 (1)

 2at" Xl"l" (2)

- (3)

e"RIt + 1 . i . •"_2t + i .

1 , . e'_3t_

WN, _J

NIO is the amount of Pu a3_ present at t = 0
Table IX gives the amount of activity of each

of the isotopes for a 2200 watt fuel source at
diffe¢o_t ages of the fuel starting with 1.2 ppm

of Pu23b. The Buildup of the_a 133 source with age
is due to th_ increase of Am _ Aresulting from the
decay_ of pu2_l. The Csl37 and Co60 are used mainly

to simulate the deca_ of pu238. Their decrease
with time reflects mainly the half life of pu238

(T1/2 - 86.4y). The barium, cesium, and cobalt
will be packaged in a single capsule. In addit_ou,
we have ordered three separate capsules of Th228,
so that we will be able to reproduce the thorium

activity at fuel ages of O, 3, 5,_A 18 years.
The amount of Ba133, Cs 137, andCo °u corresponds

to t = 0 only. The error introduced by not using
different quantities of thes_ isotopes as the fuel
ages is small since the Th22_ activity overshadows
the others within a few years.

p236 _ U232 ..___1_Th228 (t .1_ Ra224 _ R220 a

2.85Y 72Y 1.91Y 3.640 52S

po 216 pb212 _ Bi212 _(367.) le 208

O.lbS lO.bR / 60M I]

OOM 8 (_ 3M

p°212 _' O.e_s3 _ pb208

FIGURE i. Plutonium-236 Decay Chain

TABLE 2

Quantity of Isotopes (Me) For Simulated Source

Year Ba 133 Cs 137 0060 Th228

0 1.3o 26.0 0.75 0

1 1.37 25.9 0.75 h.2_

5 1.58 25.3 0.73 49.9

i0 1.79 24.6 o.70 88.1

18 2.05 23.l 0.64 102

228 s r s euntil Th i eached. It then decay_ mitting
gala rays froaFo _12, Bi 212, and T120_, the latter
producing the veil-known 2.61 Mew_gamma ray in 100%
of the decays. Fortunately, Th 22_ is readil_

available and maybe purchased in the_sired
encapsulated fo_a. The buildup of Th22 is deter-
mined by solving the three linear differential

equations starting with pu236. Th_se are shown in
Eq. 1-3. The activity of the Th_ is given by the
solutiou, Eq. _.

SHIELD DESIGN

Having selected the isotopes, the next step
is to calculate ashield thickness such that the

emitted spectrum is the same as that from the real
source. The actual source is a I3 inch long

c_£inder of fuel pucks having a 2.731 cmradius,
enclosed in an 0.051 ca tantalum shell, which in
turn, is inserted concentrically in a _raphite

cylinder having a wall thickness of 3.175 ca. The
fuel is a mixture of Pu02, ThO2, and Mo. The
eoncentrntion of each element is shown in Table
III. The density of the mixture is 9.17 g/ca3.
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TABLE3
Concentration of Elements in the Fuel

Element

68.8

Th 7.6

Mo 13.3

0 _._

Since the real fuel is composed largely of

high Z elements, depleted uranium was selected as
the shield to reproduce the self-shieldlng of the
source. The natural radioactivity of the depleted

uranium and it's impurities add insignificant-
ly to the simulated source and can be neglect-
ed. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the real and
simulated source. Monte Carlo ealemlatlc_s

were run comparing the spectrum in the radial,

axial, and 45° directions of the real source with
a 13 in. line source (the diameter of the capsules
for the simulated source is 1/4 inch). The results
in the radial direction and at 45° are very encour-

aging. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the
real and simulated source in the radial direction.

Except in the very low energy region, where the
statistics are about _0_, the agreement is within

about 20%. (The mismatch of the 600 to 700 key
peak from the csl37 and the 700 to 800 key peak

in the real case is expected and is not considered
a serious problem).
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of Spectrum in the
Radial Direction from the Simulated
and Real Source

Because of the enormous self shielding, we
were not able to simulate the radiation in the

axial direction by using depleted uranium c_ a

combination of depleted uranium and a lighter
element. The best result we were able to obtain

is shown in Figure 4. This uses seven cm of
copper at the ends of the simulated source. A

compromise had to be made between the high and
low end of the spectrum. If a small medium
energy source could be placed inside the end
shield, the problem would he simplified and a
much better match could he obtained.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance
of Mr. Michael A. Dote in the computational analysis.
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Some Neutron and Gamma Radiation Characteristics

of Plutonium Cermet Fuel for Isotopic Power Sources

R. A. NEFF, M. E. ANDERSON, A. R. CAMPBELL, and F. X. HAAS

Mound Laboratory, Miamisburg, Ohio*

Gamma and neutron measurements on various types of plutonium

sources are presented in order to show the effects of ZTO, ZSO,

ZSF, S3SPu, age of the fuel, and size of the source on the gamma

and neutron spectra. Analysis of the radiation measurements

shows that fluorine is the main contributor to the neutron yields

from _resent plutonium-molybdenum cermet fuel while both fluorine
and s Spu daughters contribute significantly to the gamma-ray
intensities.

Plutonium-238 has many desirable qual-

ities for a radioisotopic heat source fuel

and has been used in numerous heat sources

for terrestrial, marine and space applica-

tions. The plutonium fuel has been pre-

pared in several different forms depending

on the requirements of the particular mis-

sion and the technology available at the

time of fabrication. Fuel forms used in

the past have been plutonium metal, alloys,

and dioxide microspheres. The most recent

fuel form to be used is plutonium,molybde-

num cermet, (PMC), which is plutonium di-

oxide that has been coated with molybdenum

and hot pressed into the desired shape.

This paper deals with the gamma and neu-

tron radiation emitted by the PMC fuel.

The gamma radiation can be divided into

three groups; that due to radioactive decay

of _aepu and other nuclides, alpha parti-

cle reactions, and fission of the plutoni-
um. Figure i shows the gamma spectrum ob-

tained with a Ge(Li) spectrometer of a 15-

watt Apollo heat source fueled with pluto-

nium dioxide microspheres. In _hSs spec-

trum we can see the _aePu full energy

peaks at I00, 153, and 208 keV, several
peaks centered around the intense 766 keV

peak, and peaks at 851, 883, 926, 942, and

i001 keV. There are some other less in-

tense aSSPu peaks which do not show up in

this spectrum.

The fuel used in heat sources is nomi-

nally about 80% a=SPu, 16% _SgPu, and 1.2

ppm =36Pu. The _39Pu contributes a group

of peaks around 400 keV while the main
contributions from _3SPu are the two in-

tense peaks at 2614 and 583 keV due to

the =°STI daughter. Other peaks from a3ePu

daughters which can be seen in this spec-

trum are the 510 and 860 keV peaks also

from S°STl, the 240 and 301 keV peaks from

_1sPb, and the 727 and 1620 keV peaks from

SZ2Bi. However, a portion of the 510 keV

peak is due to annihilation radiation fol-

lowing pair production from the more ener-

getic gamma rays. About five years after

chemical separation, the gamma dose rate

from the ingrowth of these SaSPu daughters

is about equal to the dose rate from the

SaSPu gammas for a small encapsulated heat

source. The dose rate from these daughters

reaches a maximum at 18 years after sepa-
ration at which time it is ~2.5 times the

dose rate from the SaePu gammas.

Another source of gamma rays is fission,

both spontaneous and neutron induced,

which will give approximately an exponen-

tial continuum of gamma rays. For the

Pioneer Program, there was some concern

over the gamma rays in the i to 4 MeV

range. We estimate that for a source the

size of the Pioneer there are about 1.8

x i0 _ photons/see/watt in the 1-2 MeV

*Operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion under Contract No. AT-33-I-GEN-53.
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range due to fission, 6.0 X i0 _ in the

2-3 MeV range, and 1.9 x 10a in the 3-4

MeV range. These estimates are for bare

fuel and have not been corrected for self-

absorption within the source. To compare
these intensities to the m_ePu photopeaks,

the 742, 766, and 786 keV peaks give a
total of-5.1 × 105 photons/sec/watt from

a bare source with no self-absorption,

and the total of other maePu gamma rays

between 880 and 1085 is ~5.4 × i0+ photons/

sec/watt.

Figure 2 shows the gamma spectra of

three different plutonium sources obtained

with a Ge(Li) spectrometer. The top

spectrum in this figure is of a metal

source containing about seven grams of

maSpu. This spectrum shows the prominent

maePu peaks (some of which are labeled by

energy) as well as the peaks due to maepu

daughters. Since this source is about

seven years old, these peaks from aaepu

daughters are relatively intense.
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Figure 2

GAMMA SPECTRA OF Pu, PuF_, and Pu02
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The bottom curve in Figure 2 shows the

gamma spectrum of a PuO= source containing

about 1.5 grams of 2_SPu. Comparing the

top and bottom curves, we can see that the

presence of oxygen gives only a few rel-

atively weak gamma rays. These are at

351, 1395, and 2439 keV from 180(_,ny)
reactions and at 1634 keV from the 170

(_,ny) reaction. For this oxide source,

the gamma rays from the 238Pu daughters
are not as intense relative to the _3SPu

gamma rays since the material is much

younger than the metal source. However,
the _°STI peaks at 583 and 2614 keV are

still prominent.

The gamma spectrum of a PuF 4 source

containing about 0.5 grams of 23SPu is

shown as the middle curve in Figure 2.

The contribution to the gamma spectrum due

to fluorine can be seen as a very intense

peak at 1275 keV due to both (=,p) reac-

tions on ZgF and the decay of _Na formed

by the 19F(=,n)_Na reaction. There are

other peaks due to fluorine at 580, 890,
and 2080 keV andfive additional peaks

clustered around the 1275 keV peak. In

normal heat source material, the fluorine

content is low enough that the only sig-
nificant contribution from the fluorine

reactions is the peak at 1275 keV.

Since a portion of the 1275 keV peak is

due to the decay of 22Na formed by 19F

(=,n)_Na reactions, the intensity of this

peak will increase with time up to about

six years (two half-lives of _Na) after
the introduction of fluorine. After six

years, secular equilibrium is reached and

the intensity of the 1275 keV peak remains

constant relative to the _3SPu gamma rays.

Measurements have shown that the intensity

of the 1275 keV peak will approximately

double over this six year period.

Since the PuF_ source used for Figure

2 was over six years old, the spectrum

readily shows the gamma rays from the

_3SPu daughters as well as some of the

more prominent _aSPu peaks.

Shown in Figure 3 is the ganmm-ray

spectrum of a 647-watt Pioneer capsule

fueled with plutonium-molybdenum cermet.
Notice the absence of structure below

about 500 keV as compared to the spectra

shown in Figures I and 2. This is due

mostly to the greatly increased self-ab-

sorption for this source. We still see

the 23SPu group around 766 keV and the

i001 keV peak, also the S°STl peaks at

583 and 2614 keV, and the fluorine peak

at 1275 keV. The peak at 2223 keV is
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Figure 3

SPECTRUM OF PF-2
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not from the source but was caused by

the IH(n,y)aH reaction with the water
bath the source was in during the measure_

ments.

The neutrons from PMC fuel are con-

tributed by spontaneous fission of _38Pu,

neutron induced fission of the Pu, and

(=,n) reactions primarily with _vO, _80,

and 19F. Figure 4 shows the neutron

spectrum of a 15-watt plutonium metal
source. About 75% of the neutrons from

this source are from spontaneous fission

of the _aePu while the remaining 25% are

mostly due to (_,n) reactions with low

Z impurities. Since the neutrons above

~5 MeV are almost all due to spontaneous

fission, this portion of the spectrum was

fitted to a Maxwellian distribution in

order to approximate a fission spectrum.

The spontaneous fission neutron yield is
about 2.65 × 103 n/sec/gram of 238Pu.

This value is represented by the lower

curve in this figure and is the minimum
number of neutrons that a _ePu source

can emit. The average neutron energy for

this fission curve is 2.0 MeV.

Even though PMC fuel is enriched in _SO

which will not undergo (=,n) reactions

with the 5.5 MeV 23SPu alpha particles,

there are still sufficient quantities of

_VO and ISO present to produce significant

quantities of neutrons. The effects of

_VO and _sO on the neutron spectrum are

shown in Figure 5. This is the spectrum

of a PuOs source in which the oxygen is
enriched to 45.6% _eO and 1.7% _VO whereas

natural oxygen is 0.2% 180 and 0.04% IVO.

The data at energies greater than i MeV

were obtained with a stilbene spectrometer

while the datum point between 0 and i MeV

was obtained from a difference calculation
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using the stilbene data and a long counter

measurement. In this spectrum, we see a
broad maximum around 2.5 MeV due to the

(=,n) reactions with 170 and ZeO. These

(=,n) reactions yield about 1.4 × 104

n/sec/gram of aaePu in a PuO_ source with

oxygen of natural isotopic abundance and

give a maximum neutron energy of about

4.5 MeV. The average neutron energy from
Chls source is 2.1 MeV.

A similar spectrum only of a PuF 4

source is shown in Figure 6. The maximum

energy the neutrons from the ZeF(=,n)a_Na

can have, using a 5.5 MeV alpha particle,

is 3.2 MeV. This (=,n) reaction produces

the peak at about 1.25 MeV. The average

neutron energy for this source is 1.2 MeV,

and the specific yield is 2.8 × i0 e n/sec/

gram of _eePu.

Figure 6
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In Figure 7 we can see the effect of

the neutrons due to neutron induced fis-

sion of the plutonium. The lower curve

is a log plot of the data for the 15-watt

metal source that was shown in Figure 4 as

a linear plot. The upper curve is the

neutron spectrum of a 1482 watt SNAP-27

source. Because the SNAP-27 was a natural

oxygen PuO_ source, there is a broad max-

imum around 2.5 MeV from the O(=,n) reac-

tions. Since both of these spectra are

plotted as specific yield per MeV, the

spontaneous fission spectrum for the metal

source also represents the spontaneous

fissibn curve for the SNAP-27 source. At

neutron energies greater than 5 MeV, the

neutron induced fission spectrum is rep-

resented by the difference between the two

curves. For this SNAP-27 source, the neu-

tron yield from induced fission was ~3.7

x i0 e n/sec/gram of a3epu. This gave a

neutron multiplication in this source of

about 20%. The total specific yield for

this source was 2.2 × 104 n/sec/gram of

3_ePu, and the average neutron energy was

1.9 MeV.
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Figure 7
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Shown in Figure 8 is the neutron spec-

trum of the 647-watt, PMC fueled, Pioneer

capsule PF-2. The dashed llne represents

the spontaneous fission curve, the solid

line is the sum of the spontaneous fission

and induced fission curves, and the data

points represent the measured neutron spec-

trum. The rise in the spectrum below 5

MeV is due to the presence of ZVO and IBO

which remained after the ZSO exchange pro-
cess and to fluorine chat was introduced

into the fuel during the molybdenum

coating process. This source had a specif-

ic yield of 3.73 × i0 _ n/see/gram of SaSPu.

It is estimated from the spectral measure-

ments that approximately 7% of these neu-

trons were due to spontaneous fission of

the _aSPu, 7% to O(_,n) reactions, 23% to

induced fission, and 63% to the 19F(=,n)

_2Na reaction. Neutron measurements on

individual PMC discs that were stacked

together to make a Pioneer capsule and on

the finished capsule show an increase due

to multiplication of 26%. The average neu-

tron energy for this source was 1.3 MeV.

Table I contains a sunmmry of the neu-

tron data. From this table, we can see

how prolific the oxygen and especially

the fluorine are for producing neutrons.
We can also see the effects of these two

elements on the average energy and the

dose conversion factors.

In summary, it is evident that the main

problem, as far as lowering neutron levels

in PMC fuel, is the fluorine content.

Most likely, future PMC fuel will be pro-

duced using MoCls _or the molybdenum

coating rather than MoF8 _ This would keep
all but trace amounts of fluorine out of

the fuel. The small neutron contribution

from ZTO and ZSO is being still further

reduced through improved 160 exchanKe

methods.

For the gamma radiation, the fluorine

is again a problem along with the in-

growth of SSSpu daughters. It may be

possible in the future to obtain fuel

with a lower S3ePu content or to age the

fuel to allow some of the 23ePu to decay

before performing chemical separation.

SOURCE

Teble 1

SUMMARY OF NEUTRON DATA

CONVERSION FACTORS FROM

SPECIFIC YIELD AVERAGE NEUTRON NEUTRON FLUENCE TO

n/lec/g 23Bpu ENERGY DOSE EQUIVALENT ABSORBED DOSE

Fisslo."

23gPuO 2

23BpuF 4

.TPHAP-27

PF-2

*Cetcvfete4

2.6 • 103 2.0 MeV 3.3 • 10 4 Rein/n/era 2 3.8 • 10 .9 R_l/./cml

1.8 • 10 4 2,1 3.4 4.0

2.g • IO 6 1.2 3. I 3.3

2.2, 10 4 1.9 3.3 3.g

3.7 x 10 4 1.3 3.1 3.4
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RADIATION FROM PLUTONIUM-238 USED IN SPACE APPLICATIONS

T. K. Keenan, R. E. Vallee, and J. A. Powers _/

Plutonium-238 is an alpha emitter with an 87 year half-life that is produced by

neutron irradiation of neptunium-237 in a reactor. Plutonium-238 has been used

in all applications of space electric po_er using isotopes as the energy source.

These applications include the SNAP-3, 9, 19, and 27 units. The SNAP-3 and SNAP-

9 units were used in Navy TRANSIT satellites while the SNAP-19 was used for auxi-

liary power aboard a NASA NIMBUS and the SNAP-27 provided all the power for the

ALSEP package left on the moon's surface by the Apollo 12 and planned subsequent

Apollo landings.

The principal mode of the nuclear decay of plutonium-238 is by alpha particle

emission at a rate of 17 curies per gram. Gaum_a radiation also present in the

nuclear fuel arises primarily from the nuclear de-excitation of daughter nuclei

as a result of the alpha decay of plutonium-238 and reactor produced impurities.

The gamma radiation associated with the alpha decay of plutonium-238 ranges in

energy from 0.044 to 1.085 MeV. Thallium-208, a subsequent decay product of the

reactor produced impurity, plutonium-236, emits 0.583 and 2.6 MeV garmna-rays at

a significant rate if the initial plutonium-236 content is of the order of one

part per million of total plutonium.

Plutonium-238 has a spontaneous fission half-life of 4.8x 101u^ years. Neutrons

associated with this spontaneous fission are emitted at a rate of 2.8 x 103 neu-

trons per second per gram. Since the space fuel form of plutonium-238 is the

oxide pressed into a cermet with molybdenum, a contribution to the neutron emis-

sion rate arises from (_, n) reactions with 0-17 and 0-18 which occur in natural

oxygen and contribute approximately 2 x 104 neutrons per second per gram of

plutonium-238. This contribution can be controlled by 0-16 enrichment in the fuel.

Other (_, n) reactions with low atomic number impurities (principally fluorine)

bring the total neutron emission rate from the plutonia molybdenum cermet to near

3 x 10 4 neutrons per second per gram of plutonium-238. This contribution can, also,

be reduced by proper fuel production techniques.

Plutonium-238 is an alpha emitter with a

half llfe of 87.80 _ 0.02 yea_s. _/ This iso-

tope is also a neutron emitter due to alol0
spontaneous fission half llfe of 4.8 x

0.2 years. !/ There are gamma rays emitted

that are associated primarily with the

alpha particle decay. 99.9% of the gamma

rays (5.5 x 10 8 photons per second per watt)

are of less than 210 key energy and rather

easily shielded. _/ The more penetrating

radiation is due to gamma rays of 766 kev

present in an abundance of 3.7 x 105 photons

per second per watt of Pu-238. _/ Other

papers in this session deal with specific

radiation properties of plutonium-238 as it

is used in heat source applications. The

purpose of this paper is to discuss the

factors that affect and sometimes control

the radiation characteristics of plutonium

fuel used in space applications. It is

intended to explain why it is difficult to

produce a plutonium space fuel that has radia-

tion characteristics of pure plutonium-238. In

general, this difficulty stems from the fact

that reactor production of Pu-238 and subsequent

processing techniques to fuel form strongly in-

fluence the radiation properties of the space

fuel form. The s_ace heat source plutonium

material 2/ is 80% Pu-238, 16% Pu-239. 3% Pu-

240, 1% P_-241 and Pu-242 and i x 10-4% (i ppm)

Pu-236. There is less than 0.5 percent total

other actinides. This particular composition

is obtained by mixing 84% Pu-238 from Np-237

neutron irradiation with 40% Pu-238 from

reactor fuel reprocessing.

Reactor Production

Plutonium-238 is AEC reactor produced pri-

marily by the neutron irradiation of Np-237

which in turn is produced in a reactor through

the burnup of uranium-235. Plutonium-238 is

also produced in the reactor fuel elements.
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The reactor irradiation of neptunium results

primarily in neutron capture by the Np-237.

Subsequent beta particle decay of neptunium-

238 produces 84% Pu-238. Neutron capture by

Pu-238 while it is in the reactor produces the

heavier plutonium isotopes. Forty percent

Pu-238 with the remainder being primarily Pu-

239 is obtained by periodic reprocessing of

reactor fuel, a mixture of U-235 and U-238.

Since the route to Pu-239 production is more

straightforward than production of Pu-238,

the percentage of Pu-239 is considerably

higher.

To a much lesser but still significant

extent, Np-237 undergoes nuclear reactions

to produce Pu-236. These reactions are

neutron capture with two neutron emissions

to form Np-236 which beta decays into Pu-236

and gamma ray capture by Np-237 followed by

a neutron emission and a beta decay to form

Pu-236. Pu-236, with a half life of 2.8

years decays to U-232, an alpha emitter with

a 72 year half life. U-232 then reaches

secular equilibrium with its daughter products.

One of these daughter products is the 2.6 MEV

ge_mna emitter thallium-208 which grows in at

a rate such that its maximum abundance is

achieved in 18 years.

In the separation of plutonium from neptun-

ium, Pu-236 will naturally follow the pluton-

ium stream and become an undesirable contami-

nant in the plutonium product. The space fuel

currently being produced contains on the order

of I ppm Pu-236. As the U-232 and, hence, TI-

208 grow in, the gaumla radiation from the fuel

will increase so that after five years TI-208

contributes equally to the total hard gamma

radiation from Pu-238 space fuel. After five

years, the bard gamma radiation is due primarily

to the thallium-208.

The 84% plutonium-238 from reactor irradia-

tion of neptunium contains slightly less than

I ppm Pu-236. The 40% Pu-238 material contains

more than I ppm Pu-236. The space fuel

obtained from mixing these two products

results in 80% Pu-238 and approximately i

ppm Pu-236.

There are several actions that could be

taken to reduce the level of the Pu-236

impurity. Each of these affects availability

or cost or else requires time. Allowing the

Pu-236 to decay, followed by chemical pro-

cessing to remove the daughter products is an

approach but since the half life of Pu-236 is

2.8 years, this method requires the storage

of material for several years. This may be

feasible at some future time when there is an

inventory of plutonium material, but at this

time it is used almost as fast as it is pro-

duced. Another approach would be to use only

the plutonium material made from irradiation

of Np-237. However, 84% Pu-238 is mixed with

40% Pu-238 in order to increase the avail-

ability of Pu-238 as an 80% material. Again,

at some future date when the availability of

Pu-238 is considerably greater than it is now,

it should be possible to use only the higher

percentage plutonium-238.

Fuel Form and Chemical Processin_

The current space fuel form is a cermet con-

sisting of 83% plutonium oxide and 17% molybde-

num. This fuel form will be the third form of

plutonium used on space missions. Plutonium

metal was the first form, used in the early

1960's when the means of disposing of the

plutonium was high altitude burnup when the

beat source reentered the earth's atmosphere.

This fuel form did not have extraneous radia-

tion unless light element impurities were pre-

sent, in which case neutron emission could

increase due to alpha capture-neutron emission

(_,n) reactions between the alpha particles

from Pu-238 and the impurities. The melting

point of plutonium metal and the need to have

a more chemically inert form of plutonium

limited the use of the metal which was replaced

by plutonium oxide in the form of small spheri-

cal particles (microspheres). These micro-

spheres were made by passing plutonium oxide

powder through a plasma torch_ a process which

produced extremely inert particles. However,

these oxide particles increased the fuel neu-

tron radiation from approximately 4000 neutrons

per second per gram of Pu-238 in the metal fuel,

to over 20,000 neutrons per second per gram of

Pu-238. The increase in neutron activity was

due to (_, n) reactions on natural oxygen.

Natural oxygen consists of the 0-16, 0-17, and

0-18 isotopes. Only the 0-17 and 0-18 undergo

(_, n) reactions at the alpha particle energies

involved. Separation of 0-16 from natural oxygen

have been successful to a degree and oxygen en-

riched in 0-16 has been used to exchange the

natural oxygen in Pu oxide. Attempts were made

to exchange the oxygen in microspheres with

oxygen-16 but these attempts were not success-

ful, quite possibly due to the impervious,
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glassy surface of the mlcrosphere.

Microspheres are being used in the SNAP-27

(ALSEP) missions hut te_eratures to which

the fuel was exposed under normal generator

operating conditions has continued to rise.

Further, it was determined that the heat

source should be designed to reenter from

space and iu_pact the earth's surface without

breaking open. Through this, the fuel from

should remain relatively unchanged. From

these criteria evolved the solid fuel, plutonia

molybdenum cermet. Molybdenum was chosen since

it was found to be the most compatible metal

with plutonium oxide at temperatures above

i000°C. Fabrication procedures for this cermet

consist of essentially two steps, coating of

oxide particles with molybdentun and hot press-

ing the coated particles into a disc shape of

greater than ninety percent theoretical density.

The oxide particles are coated by the chemical

vapor deposition of MoF 6 in a fluidized bed

system. MoF 6 was chosen because of the control

it gives over the quantity of molybdenum coated

onto the particles. This fuel form has the

highest neutron radiation of those discussed

here. This is due to (c_., n) reactions with

fluorine. Fluorine has a large cross section

for this reaction. Steps have been taken to

limit the neutron radiation to less than 30,000

neutrons per second per gram. This level is

achieved by a combination of exchanging the

PuO 2 particles with 0-16 prior to their being

coated and bake-out of the discs following

fabrication. Without these steps, the neutron

radiationwo_sldbe at least ten to fifteen thou-

sand neutrons per second per gram greater.

The fluorine impurity could beeliminated by

using another method for introducing the moly-

bdenum into the fuel form. There are alterna-

tive methods for carrying out this step.

Coating with molybdenum chloride is one

method that is being developed. So far this

method has been more time consuming and the

molybdenum coat thickness more difficult to

control. However, this method is being used

to produce a limited quantity of fuel for

thermoelectric generators to be used on a

NASA Pioneer mission.

It should become increasingly less diffi-

cult to obtain plutonium fuel that is very

low in or completely free from radiation pro-

ducing impurities. As comercial power reactors

become more plentiful, more Np-237 becomes avail-

able and the production of Pu-238 without blend-

ing with lower Pu-238 isotopic ratio material

becomes more feasible. Curium-242, another by-

product of commerical power reactor operation,

decays into Pu-238. Recovery of Cm-242, storing

it, and periodic extraction of the Pu-238 should

produce essentially 100% Pu-238. Unfortunately

Cm-242 will be in very short supply until the

late 1970's or early 1980's and Pu-238 from this

source will be coveted by those developing nu-

clear power for medical applications. In addi-

tion to the chloride process, there are other

possible ways to reduce extraneous neutron

levels. These include powder metallurgy which

involves mixing very fine molybdenum powder with

0-16 enriched PuO 2 followed by hot pressing to

the final fuel form.

In terms of timing, it is difficult to predict

the exact point in time when radiation will be at

a given level. However, there are solutions for

ridding the space fuel of both the gan_na and

neutron emitting impurities and certainly within

the next few years a fuel form should be available

that will satisfy both the generator designers and

those who are responsible for determining the

radiation levels in space.
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Nuclear Radiation Environment Analysis for Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft*

H. S. Davis

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

E. F. I_oprowski

ART Research Corporation

The radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) nuclear radiation

environment analysis of a recent design of the Thermoelectric Outer Planet

Spacecraft (TOPS) is presented. The neutron and gamma-ray transport calcu-

lations were performed using Monte Carlo methods and a three-dimensional

geometric model of the spacecraft. The results are compared with similar

calculations performed for an earlier design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the great distance betv-een the sun and

the four outer planets, a spacecraft designed to

conduct outer planet missions will require a solar-

independent source of electrical power. At the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the spacecraft cur-
rently being designed for such missions is

equipped with radioisotope thermoelectric gener-

ators (RTGIs) and is appropriately named the

Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft (TOPS).

Important inputs to the TOPS design are the

RTG radiation intensities and energy spectra at
radiation- sensitive scientific instrument locations.

This information can be used to confirm that the

radiation levels to which the instruments will be

exposed are below established interference and/or

damage thresholds (ref. 1). The information can

also be used to estimate the effects of spacecraft

configuration changes on shielding and scattering.

II. ANALYSIS

The gamma and neutron radiation transport

analysis was performed using the RAMPART
Monte Carlo computer code (ref. 2), a revised

and expanded version of the FASTER code (ref. 3).

The code treats the entire spectrum of particle

energies simultaneously and makes considerable

use of importance sampling.

The spacecraft design for which the radiation

environment was calculated is. configuration I Zk.

Although there are some structural differences,

this newer configuration differs from the previous

one, configuration lgj (ref. 4), primarily in the

arrangement of the RTGIs. The RTGIs are

mounted four in tandem in the earlier design,

while pairs of RTGIs are mounted side-by-side in

the new design. The new configuration is the

preferred one from a safety and operations point
of view.

A structurally simplified form of the space-

craft which preserves the essential features of its

shape and mass formed the basic input. The

three-dimensional geometric model consisted of

66 plane or quadratic surfaces bounding 70 mate-

rial regions of homogeneous density. The model
contained the 4.3-m-diameter antenna dish, sub-

dish, feedhorn, and hub, the electronics

compartment, the propulsion bay (including the
hydrazine fuel and fuel tank), and the four RTGIs.

The material compositions, weights, and densities

for the regions defining the spacecraft, obtained

from preliminary design information_ are pre-

sented in table 1. The antenna dish is a homogen-
eous mixture of the Chromel-R mesh and the 48

aluminum ribs. For the electronics compartment,

the following homogeneous composition was

assumed, weight-%: plastics, 40; copper, 34;

aluminum, ?-3; silicon dioxide, 3. The propulsion

bay was approximated with a 50/50 mixture by

weight of aluminum and iron.

Prior to the Monte Carlo transport analysis,

the pairs of RTGIs were each doubly rotated. The

rotation angles orient the pairs of RTGIs such that

the direction of maximum RTG self-shielding

(axial direction) is toward the region occupied by

the science payload.

Table I. -Material compositions for TOPS configuration 12k

geometric model

REGION

DESCRIPTION

I TOTAL
COMPOSITION WEIGHT, WE,GHT, DENSITY,

kg kg g/cm3

ANTENNA SECTION

DISH

HUB

FEED HORN

SUB-DISH

SPACECRAFT BUS

ELECTRONICS

CHASSIS

ELECTRONICS

COMPARTMEN T

FUEL TANK

FUEL

(FULL TANK)

PROPULSION

SAY (OTHER

THAN FUEL TANK

AND CONTENTS)

Cr 0.19

Ni 0.68

AI 7.30 8.20 0.0413

Fe 0.03

AI 9.55 9.55 0.0]79

AI 5.45 5.45 0.0875

AI 9.10 9.10 2.7

AI 25.9 25.9 2.7

H 5.68

C 75.5

0 3.27
202.4 0.446

Si 2.85

Cu 68.7

AI 46.4

Ti 10.5 10.5 4.5

N2H 4 56.4 56.4 1.0

AI 33.4
66.8 0.132

Fe 33.4

*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsore d by the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration.
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III. RTG RADIATION

The heat source used in the calculations con-

sisted of solid solution cermet fuel disks stacked

in a cylindrical, refractory metal capsule for a

total loading of 1000 W(th). The fuel was assumed

to be five-year-old commercial grade PuO z with
l.Zppm 238pu. Two of these heat sources in-

line comprise one multihundred-watt (MHW) R TG

(ref. 5). The Z000-W(th) MHW-RTG is shown

schematically in fig. I. The spacecraft carries a

complement of four RTGIs (eight heat sources) on

board; i.e. , 8000 W(th). Finally, a converter

jacket was simulated in order to include the

shielding effect of the thermoelectric materials.

The plane between the two pairs of RTGIs

perpendicular to the plane in which they lie con-

stitutes a plane of symmetry for the calculation.

Using this symmetry, only half of the heat

sources emitted radiation (but with double inten-

sity) during the calculation. The remaining four

heat sources were passive and served merely to

absorb or scatter neutrons and gammas. This

scheme makes the sampling process more effi-

cient for point detectors located in the plane of

symmetry.

The gamma source spectrum (ref. 6) was

described using Zl energy groups with the

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory gamma cross

sections, including the photoelectric and pair

production processes. Compton _cattering is

treated explicitly by the code. The neutron source

spectrum (ref. 7) was described using 23 energy

group P0 cross sections with a transport cor-
rection for elastic scattering. Elastic scattering

for the hydrogen component in the hydrazine fuel

is handled explicitly in the' program. The neutron

spectrum was multiplied by a factor of 1. 3 to
simulate subcritical multiplication.

,e-- 13.3,5 crn--_,

RTG CONVERTER
,._

,--'--- FUEL CAPSULE

_'--- PuO2 FUEL

Figure 1. -Schematic diagram of Z000-W{th) MWH-RTG.

The MHW-RTG neutron and gamma leakage

fluxes were calculated with the RAMPART code,

using Z8 point detectors at 15-deg intervals placed

50, 100, 200, and 400 cm from the RTG geometric

center. Due to cylindrical symmetry, it was

necessary to calculate the fluxes over only one

quadrant. Figure Z is a polar plot of the calcu-
lated "bare" MHW-RTG neutron and gamn_a-ray

isoflux contours. Note the interesting result that

the neutron and gamma-ray isoflux curves are

similar in shape.

40 ° 20 ° 00 20 ° 40" ,.

10m 8m 6m 4m 2m 2,, 4m 6m 8m 10m

L :_)O0-W(th) MHW-RTG

Figure 2. -N,ut_on a.a gamma-r_y _,o_lux contour, for th, _'ba_" MWH-RTG

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the spacecraft radiation analysis, a total

of 38 point detectors located in the bus and in the
science area were used. All but four of these

detectors were placed in the plane of symmetry.

The results are based on 200 history packets for

both neutrons and gamma rays. The gamma and

neutron intensities near the science payload were

normalized to a single point, run for 800 histories,

at the science payload. As in the case of the

"bare" RTG, the gamma-ray and neutron isoflux

contours are similar in shape. Therefore, for

clarity, single lines were used in fig. 3 to map

the neutron and gamma-ray isoflux contours.

Note that the science payload is not located in a

region of minimum RTG radiation. This condition

is explained by the presence of the full tank of

hydrazine fuel in the propulsion bay and by the

scattering contribution from the antenna section.

Nevertheless, comparison of these dose rates

with those due to the "bare" RTG shows a reduc-

tion in intensity of about an order _f magnitude

due to the spacecraft structure. An increase in

intensity of a factor of Z to 5 for gammas and I. 5

to Z. 5 for neutrons was observed for detectors

lying "directly behind the. fuel tank when the tank

was empty.
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Figure 3. --Neutron and gamma-ray isoflux contours

for TOPS eonfiguratlon IZk.

Gamma-ray dose rates along traverses in the

plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the plane

of symmetry through the science payload are

shown in figs. 4a and 4b. In the figures, the

gamma dose rates of configuration IZk are coxn-

pared with those from configuration IZj. The

gamma dose rates are higher for the new TOPS

configuration by about a factor of seven. Note in

fig. 4b how much more quickly the "bare" RTG

values are assumed in configuration lZk. This

condition is due to the fact that the shielding cone

of the spacecraft bus is much smaller in this RTG

arrangement. The overall increase in the radia-

tion levels throughout the spacecraft is not un-

expected, since configuration 12j was optimized

to provide maximum RTG self-shielding.

(a) _ IKAVERSE (bl , 12K

o o
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Figure 5 compares the differential neutron

flux at the science payload with the axial RTG dif-

ferential neutron leakage flux. Figure 6 makes a

similar Comparison for gamma radiation.
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Ratios of configuration I Zk scattering data to

configuration IZj scattering data at the science

payload are given in table Z. Standard errors are

from 20 to 50% for gammas and 10 to 30% for

neutrons. The table shows that higher orders of

scatter are more important in the new configura-

tion and that the effective buildup factors are twice

as large. The scattering contribution from the

antenna dish is lower for the new configuration

mainly because the mass of the Chromel-R mesh

was reduced to 0.9 kg from 3. 15 kg. On the other

hand, the scattering contribution from the antenna

hub is larger due to the increase in solid angle as

seen from the RTGIs. The scattering contribu-
tion from the entire antenna section is about 30%

of the total.

A TOPS radiation test model (RTM) is pre-

sently under construction at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. The RTM construction will conform

to the analytical model as closely as possible.

When completed, the RTM will be used to verify

experimentally the analytical results reported in

this paper and to provide detailed data on the
radiation environment of the science instruments.

Table 2. -Ratios of configuration lZk scattering data to configuration IZj
scattering data at science payload.

EFFECTIVE ANTENNA ORDEROF SCATTER
BUILDUP DISH
FACTOR SCATTER 0 1 2 3 4

GAMMAS 2.0 0.4 1.0 0.7 1.5 J 1.0 4.0

NEUTRONS 2.0 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.8 ! 7.0 2.3
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THE PROGRAM AT JPL TO INVESTIGATE _4E NUCLEAR INTERACTIO_

OF R_s WI_ SCI_IFIC INS_S _ DEEP SPACE PROBES*

Vincent Truscello, Member of the Technical Staff

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory

A major concern in the integration of a radioisotope

thermoelectric generator (RTG) with a spacecraft designed to

explore the outer planets is the effect of the emitted rad-

iation on the normal operatio_ of scientific instruments.

This paper discusses the program presently being conducted

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to evaluate these effects.

The problem is being approached in both an analytical and

experimental manner. The necessary techniques and tools

have been developed to allow accurate calculation of the

neutron and gamma spectrum emanating from the RTG. The

specific sources of radiation have been identified and

quantified. Monte Carlo techniques are then employed to

perform the nuclear transport calculations. The results

of these studies are presented.

An extensive experimental program has been initiated to

measure the response of a number of scientific components to
the nuclear radiation. Such devices as Geiger Muller tubes,

solid state detectors and electron multipliers have been

identified as being most probable for use on these missions

and extremely sensitive to g--_- radiation. Experiments on

these devices are being conducted in the JPL radiation

laboratory. The capabilities of this laboratory are discussed

as well as the results of some of the experiments.

The technique used to measure the response of instruments

is to irradiate them with monoenergetic radiation sources. The

energy range of interest is between 275 kev to 2800 key. Appox-

imately seven isotopes have been selected which provide emissions

in this range. Analytical techniques have been developed which

fold the measured energy response of the instrument with the

calculated energy spectrum emitted by the RTG. Shielding studies

are then performed to determine the thickness of shield required

to reduce the spurious count level of the instrument to an

accel_t eb!e level.

The final design must be qualified by irradiating the

instrument with the polyenergetic spectrum emitted by the

Pu-238 fuel capsule. Since actual fuel capsules are not

generally available and since the spectrum from a gener&tor

will change with time due to aging of the fuel (spectrum

actually becomes harder and more intense due to buildup of the

daughter products of the impurity Pu-236) it becomes more

practical to use simulated sources.

With the use of isotope powered generators it

is now possible for NASA to conduct exploration of

planets too remote from the sun to effectively use

solar array power concepts. One such set of mis-

sions under consideration by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory is the outer planet grand tour missions

having possible launches in the 1976 - 1979 time

period. The inclusion of isotope systems on these

spacecraft introduces a heretofore unconfronted

problem to the Laboratory. The radioisotope used

as the heat source emits both neutron end gamma

radiation as a result of its natural decay. This

radiation will have a significant effect on the

operation of science instruments designed to

measure low level particulate and short wave-le_th

electromagnetic radiation within the interplanetary

environment.

In preparation to ccmfront this new environ-

ment, the Laboratory has directed a portion of its

R&D activities to help define the exact nature of

the problem and to develop technical tools and

facilities to carefully study and resolve any

potential interference which may exist. Over the

past three years a rather extensive radiation

program has evolved. The purpose of this paper

is to give a brief review of the work that has

been performed and to indicate the areas of study

that are presently underWay in the investigation

*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-1OO, sponsored by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.
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of'the RTG-science interference.

SOURCES OF RADIATION

The gamma and neutron field in the vicinity

of an RTG originates primarily from the radioactiv-

ity of the Pu238 and associated radioactive nuclides

in the heat source. Gamma rays emitted by the

plutonium dioxide fuel are derived from three

prominent sources: (i) Gamma radiation from plu-

tonium isotopes and their decay products exclusive

of Pu 236 . This includes photons produced by the

plutonium isotopes due to natural radioactivity,

prompt gammas from fission, and the decay of

fission products. (2) _ radiation from the

radioactive decay of pu230 and its daughter nucleus;

and (3) Gamma radiation from alpha particle inte_-

action with the 018 isotope. The interaction 018

_,n) Ne 21 produces Ne 21 in excited states with the

subsequent emission of gamma rays.

The magnitudes of these sources were compiled

at JPL several years ago by Gingo and Dore (Ref. i)

based on data available in the literature at the

time on the decay and emission characteristics of

the various isotopes in the fuel. More recently

Dote (Ref. _) updated this information based on

recent Pu2_ experiments conducted at JPL By Reier

(Ref. 3). The emission characteristics presently

being used by JPL are shown in Table i.

Table I Emission Characteristics of a Plutonium Heat Source

ISOTOPE:2_gPu

Energy(keY) yldis/sec(x1O00 Energy(keY}

10BS.4 0.11 415.2

1041.8 0.20 300.3

1001.[I_ I.00 23K 4

946.0 0.13 ]76.7

941 9 050 1160

926.12 0.71

gO4.07 0.072 2615.0

883.23 1.270 10g). 0

880.5 0.23 861.4

g51.7 1.64 763.0

808.20} {£9"99 5]4.5865.8 510.B

786. 30 4.98 48&0

2_. 39 Z6.I 277.0

742.77 6.30

708.42 0.38 645.0

706+1 O.14 570.0

299.2 0.07 520.0

25K g 0. 011 165.0

2)5.9 O,Ot 110.0

207.0 }200.9 {5.0 46.0

Energy(keY)
152.71 1.27 ' 1_

9'9+84 g20" 103 1800.0

43.50 3._]. 104 1621.o

17+0 L 30. 107 1512.8

I SOTOPE:239Pu 1078.2

Energy(keVt yldislsecC_[071 1079.0

770.0 2, 0 952.1

6_0.0 8,0 _3.9

78f0
4E4.0 110.0

729.9

375.0 125.0 4_+ 0

340.0 66.0 473.0

460.0
202.0 _.0

453,0

125.0 150.0 4]4,0

51.6 ?00+0 328.0

2_2
)8.6 200.0

2_0

17.0 9900+0 40.0

ISOTOPE:2IZPb

_,Idislsec

0._10

O.041

0.50

0.0007

0.0054

ISOTOPE:208Ti(36'/,)

1.00

0.0046

0.124

0.0_4

0.876

0.253

O.001

o.ogl

ISOTOPE:2_Pu

2.40+ 10-6

1.00+ 10.6

1.70 • 10-6

6.(_" 10-6

1.20, i0-4

4+70. 10 -4

ISOTOPE:212Bi

B114_)
r/dislsec

0.0017

0. 0247

0. 0061

0.0073

0. 0025

0. 0D90

0.010

0.104

°_s i

0.005

0,(_

-()_-I

0+0042

0.00110

D.0L_$

GrOUp

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Table I (Cont'd)

Spontaneous Fission and Fission

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.044 -0.2

0.001 -0.044

Energy Interval

(P,eV) Spontaneous

6.0 -7.0 7.120"100

5.0 -6.0 2.103'101

4,0 -5.0 6.210"101

3.0 -4.0 1.834"102

2.0 -3.0 5.416"102

1.8 -2.0 1.981'102

16 -1.8 2.460-102

1.4 -1.6 3.056.102

1.2 - 1.4 3.794.102

1.0 -1.2 4.708.102

0.9 -I.0 2.767.102

0.8 -0.9 3.084'102

- 0. 8 3. 437.102

- O. 7 3. 830.102

-0.6 4.268.102

-0. 5 4.755.102

- 0.4 5.296-I02

-0.3 5.906"102

1.059,103

3.248"102

_roOuct Gammas

Equilibrium

Fission Product

_,/sec/_m-PuO 2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3,446"101

I.206"I01

2. 542"I01

3.188.101

1.594' I01

6. 893" 100

I.529"101

4. 265" I01

5. 837'101

6.117. I01

5. _2" 101

4. 933" I01

3. 770" 101

2.628.101

2. 046-101

0.0

IotaL

7.120"100

2.103"101

6.210.101

1.834.102

5,761"102

2,102"102

2. 714 "102

3.3"/5.102

3. 953" 102

4. 777 '102

2.920 'I02

3.510 "102

. 4.021-102

4.442-102

4.858'102

5. 248"102

5. 673" 102

6.169"102

1.079"103

3.248"102

The neutron field from a Pu-238 heat source is

mainly due to (_,n) reactions with low impurity

elements associated with the plutonium oxide in the

heat source. Of particular concern is the reaction

with 018 . The smallest neutron contribution is due

to the spontaneous fission of the plutonium content

and to induced fission reactions. The neutron emis-

sion characteristics of a Pu-238 heat source have

been studied at JPL and were reported by Taherzadeh

in Reference 4. The total neutron yield from

spontaneous fission was found to be 2800 n/sac per

gram pu238. The number of neutrons generated from

the reaction of alpha particles with impurity

elements depends on the type and concentration of

these impurities. Table 2 indicates an assumed

concentration of impurity elements and their

respective yields. The total neutron yield,

excluding reactions with the oxygen associated with

the FuOfl compound, is 12,900 n/sec/gm pu238 for the

assumed concentration of impurities. Alpha particle

reactions with 018 i_ the plutonium compound yields

19,900 n/sec/_ Pu 238. Both of these contributions

can be decreased by reducing the impurity concen-

trations (parti@ularly fluorine or by exchanging

the 010 with 016). The final source of neutrons is

as a result of additional fissions induced by the

available neutron flux. The yield is highly

dependent upon the heat source geometry and can

contribute from 15 to 30% of the total neutron

field.

There is a continuing effort at JPL to

maintain close liaison with the fuel production

centers in order to he appraised of the exact

impurities existing in the fuel. With this data

highly accurate estimates of the neutron and gamma

emission characteristics of the heat source can be

obtained.
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TaOleE' t_eutron Yieldsdue to (_, rll reactions wit_ lm_rities

PPM

Be 10

B 2O

C 50O

0 HTr_O•

F ZSG

Na _0

SJ 441

12_.__

k

YieldlPPM

In/grn PUO2/$ec/PPM)

4. M CM

14A 80 14_ O0

32._0 _56.00

0._0 i00.00

O. IO IllS.00

]& 70 45]7.50

2,00 600.00

l._ J 96.50

Yield

I_ll. 50ntsec gm FuC2

" 12,900 rdsec gm 1_238

*Ox_en concentrationdue to thO2 content

DETm_MINATION _ RADIATION SPECTRUM FRQM RTG

Once the gamma and neutron source strengths are
established the field surrounding the RTG is deter-
mined by application of Monte Carlo transport
codes to a specific geometry. The Monte Carlo code

used to l_rform the calculations at JPL (Ref. 5)
utilizes importance functions" to achieve far

better statistics than a straight Monte Carlo

simulation would yield for a comparable number of
particle histories. The basic tecnnlque is to
sample heavily those events which are most likely to

contribute significantly to the results, while only
lightly sampling the others. Generally, one

considers the high energy source particles to a
disproportionately large extent, since they have
the best chance of eventually escaping the RTG.

The neutron and gamma flux spectra from the
are determined for 20 energy groups ranging in

energy from 1 keV to 7 MeV. The most significant
complication in these calculations is the fact that

the gamma spectrum will harden with time due to
buildup _f daughter products in the decay chain of
the Pu236 which is present in the fuel at a level

of about 1.2 pl_n. The maximum radiation level

occurs about 18 years after fuel processing.
Figure 1 shows how the gamma spectrum from a typical
fuel capsule will vary as a function of time.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SIMUIATED RTG

Although JPL has developed computer techniques

to accurately calculate the radiation field around
an RTG, it is recognized that experiments must be
performed with actual sources to substantiate any
predictions made regarding the response of instru-
ments to the radiation environment. Since actual
Pu-238 fueled sources are not likely to be avail-
able on demand at _ in order to conduct the

necessary developmental activities, simulated RTG' s
are being designed for use. The details of this
work are discussed in a paper by Reier (Ref. 6)
to be given at this conference. It will suffice
here to state that these sources duplicate both the

geometry of an actual fuel capsule and RTG as well
as the radiation spectrum emitted. This is

accomplished with the use of several gamma emitting
isotopes, notably Th_2_ as well as Cf252 to produce
the neutron environment. These sources can then

be used to perform full spacecraft-level radiation

testing. The advantages of using this type of
source are several-fold. First, it allows the
radiation testing to be done easily in the develop-
mental process, lo_g before actual fueled generators

are available; second, it can be accomplished in
a safer manner and with less stringent "nuclear

safe" facilities since one is using only millicurie
amounts of radioactive material versus the tens of

thousands of curies of the Pu 238 alpha emitting

isotope; and third and moat important, it allows
measurements to be made with a source that represents
an aged fuel. The gamma radiation spectrum and
intensity change with time and reach a maximum

after 18 years; it is important to reproduce this
worst case situatic_ since the missions considered

by JPL for Use of R_3's have lifetime approaching
i0 years.

SPACECRAFT MAPPING AND TEST

Transport codes similar to those used in
determining the radiation field from an RTO are
used in mapping a complete spacecraft. JPL has
initiated the development of techniques to construct

accurate analytical models of the spacecraft. A
detailed discussion on this subject will appear at
this session of the conference in a subsequent
paper (Ref. 7).

As part of its overall prngram, JPL plans to

construct and test an early version of a spacecraft
for the purpose of conducting radiation field

_apping and instrument shielding studies. This
mechanical model spacecraft is known as the
Radiation Test Model or RTM and is being developed

under the auspices of the Thermoelectric Outer
Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) project. With this model,
both v-ray and neutron radiation levels will be

obtained throughout a representative TOPS space-
craft configuration. The source of radiation will
be the simulated l_s described earlier in this

paper. The objectives of this progrsm are to:

1. Identify in detail the radiation levels
at scientific instrument locations.

2. Identify radiation levels at sensitive
electrode equipment locations.

3. Investigate the effects of spacecraft

configuration changes on shielding and scattering.
4. Provide designers with radiation data for

tradeoffa for spacecraft configuration design.

5. Provide experimental verification of
existing analytic methods and establish experimental
techniques.
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I_'_Y.A'I_ OR FAC'_GITY

In order to perform the experimental radiation

program at JPL a developmental laboratory has been
constructed. This facility allows spectrum
measurements to be performed on simulated as well

as actual fuel capsules, and enables science
components and instruments to be irradiated and
their response determined. A sketch of the facility

is shown in Figure 2. It is an underground build-
ing located in a low population density area at
JPL. The overall dimensions of the building are
67' x 16' x 9'. The walls, floor and ceiling are

reinforced co_crete appruximately I_ inches thick.
The building is about 5' below ground level.

Jf'I'PR<_UU_K:X_ILAIORa'rowBAOtO_SOTOPET_LQMO_U;CT_ICC_gI_ATO_{_Te)
TESTLA_DRATO_Y

This developmental laboratory is equippee

with all of the neceasar_ radiation safety monitor-
ing equipmeat to hassle alpha as well as ganma
emitting isotopes. There are five maJ_ spectro-
meter ayste_ available for spectrum measureaents.
These are shown in Table 3. Thus both neutron
and gala spectroscopy can be conducted. This
equipment is used in conjunction with a Nuclear
Data _096 channel analyzer with tape transport for
data readout.

Table 3 Spectrometer Systems

20 cm 3 Ge (Li) Gamma ray Spectrometer

7.62 x 7. 62 cm Nal (Ti)Gamma ray Spectrometer

Ne -213 Organic liquid scintillation neutron Spectrometer

He -3 solid state sandwich neutron spectrometer

Thermoluminescence detection system
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Several radioisotope sources are available
to enable calibration of equipment and irradiation
of science ccerponents. The gamma emitters avail-
able are given in Table 4. In addition, there

are a number of polyenerget_8sources. These
include several SNAP-I_ Pu _o metal heat sources,
a l_aBe neutron source, a Cf252 source, and an early

version of a simulated PuO2 source which was

designed at JPL. This source was designed to
reproduce the gamma-ray spectrum expected from a
SNAP-27 fuel capsule.

Table 4 Standard Gamma Ray Calibration Sources

Radioisotope Energy of Major ;,-Ray (keY)

Am 241 59.5

Cd 10_ 87. ?

Co 57 122 and 137

Hg 203 279. 2

Cr 51 320.1

Sr 85 514

Cs 137 661.6

Mn 54 834. 8

Zn 65 1115.4

Co 60 1173.2and 1332.2

Na 22 1274.5

Ba 133 Many

Co 56 Many

Na 24 1310 and 2750

Co 57 122 and 137

GAM_ AND NEUTROH SPECTR08COI_/

An important aspect of the JPL radiation

program is the ability to measure and interpret
accurately the radiation fielas from an RTG. In
order to properly pre_ct the response of an
instrument to a polyenergetic source such as an

R_, the intensity and spectrum of the radiation
must be measured quite accurately. In a previous

section the equipment available to Perform these
measurements was discussed. The high resolution
spectrometer, consisting of a Ge(I_) crystal •

having an active volume of 21.8 c_ and a resolu-
tion of about 3 keV at 1.33 MeV, has recently
enabled • better d_nition of the radiation
s_eetr_ from a PuZ_°_ heat source. This work

was performed on a 1.5 W(t) SNAP I_A heat source by
Reier and is documented in Ref. (3 and 8). The
data given in Table i represents the latest
measurements of the emission characteristics of

Pu-238. An important outcome of this work was

the development of a technique to accurately
measure the concentration of pu236 in a fuel
capsule from the measurement of its e_ission
characteristics. If a measurement is made of the

absolute intensity of a tcansition of one of the
daughter products of Pu236, the amount of pu236
in the fuel at the time the fuel was processed
can be calculated. Since the Po21R - T1208



branching ratio is well known, an absolute measure-

ment of the intensity of the radiation emitted during

this decay (a 2.615 MeV photon is emitted for each

decay) identifies the original amount of pu236

present in the fuel. It is felt that by the use of

this technique, a precision of i0_ is easily obtain-

able with a sample that is several months old and

has a nominal concentration of 1 ppm of Pu 236.

Another interesting problem which has been

studied at JPL deals with interpretation of

spectrum measurements. The experimentally deter-

mined spectrum of e given radiation source gener-
ally does not represent the true radiation

characteristic of the source. This is m-inly due

to detector resolution and photon scattering within

the crystal, resulting in partial energy deposition.

To obtain the true radiation spectrum one employs

some form of unfolding technique. Many codes are

Indicated in the literature far the unfolding of

data obtained with a Na(I ) cr_stal. However,

until recently no such tool was available for the

unfolding of the gamma-ray spectra continuum

obtained with the high resolution lithlum-drifted

germanium gamma ray spectrometers . Such a tool is

now available (Ref. 9) from work sponsored at the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The laboratory now has

available all of the necessary unfolding codes to

interpret the data from gamma as well as neutron

spectrometers.

D_NATION OF COMPOIq_ RESPONSE

The approach at JPL has not been merely to

determine the response of science instruments to

the mixed radiation field from a specific source.

Instrument response is a function of both types

and energy of the particle, and since the energy

spectrum from any RTG depends on the geometry,

materials of construction, and the age of the

pu238 fuel, it is mare meaningful to measure this

response with monoenergetic radiation sources.

Seven isotopes are being used to perform these

experiments. Table 5 gives the isotopes and

their gamma emission energies. An extensive num-

ber of nuclear detectors which form the components

of the most sensitive scientific instrument

packages have been obtained for investigation.

These devices are listed in Table 6.

Table 6 Radiation detectors available for Component Response Studies

EON 62]3 G-M Counter

Channeltrons (Bendix 4010, EMR)

Silicon Surface Barrier detectors

Silicon L!thium drifted detectors

Photomultiplier tubes

Pilot B plastic scintillators

Cesium Iodide (Na) crystals

Two oZ these devices, the GM tube and solid

state detectors, have been extensively character-

ized at JPL and the results documented in the open

literature (Refs. 10, 11, 12). Figure 3 shows the

experimental results obtained far a miniature

Geiger-Mueller tube, while Figure 4 indicates some

of the experimental results obtained with solid

state detectors of various sizes. Primarily,

these devices respond to the electrons that are

generated by the gamma radiation in the structure

material surrounding the sensitive regions of the

detectors. Significantly, it was found that the

atomic number and configuration of the surrounding

structure had little to do with the magnitude of

the response. For example lucite and aluminum

were Just as effective in producing spurious counts

as was a very high atomic number material such as

lead. Moreover, placing absorbers both in front

and back of the detector did not alter the response

significantly. Thus, it was concluded that, for

engineering purposes, the maximum response of a

edetectar can be effectively measured by conducting

experiments in which a thin sheet of aluminum is

placed immediately in front of the detector. The

aluminum need only be of "a thickness equivalent

to the maximu_ range of an electron produced by
the gamma ray in question.

Table 5 Monoenergetic Gamma Emitters Used for Component Response

Radioisotope Energy (keV)

_j 203 279

Sr 85 514

Cs 137 662

Mn 54 835

Zn 65 1115

CO 60 i173 and 1332

Na 22 1274

Na 24 2750
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As part of the JPL overall proKram we are not
c_ measuring the response of devices to radiation

bu_ in addition have developed anal_ical models
to predict response. By comparing the results
with experiments we have been able to improve our
models significantly. Such models enable us to

predict the perfs_mmnce of devices which are of
different size, or configuratio_ than the unit
which has been tested and also enables predictions

of devices not available for experiments. Of more
importance is the fact that there is a complete
class of experiments which are extremely difficult
to pez-fo_m and for which analytical models are

preferred. These are experiments to determine the
reslxmse of devices to monoenergetic neutrons. A
clean field of neutrons without accompanying gamma
rays is not possible. Since detectors are generally

more sensitive to gammas than to neutrons, an
accurate understandi_ of the response to neutrons
is very difficult. Of course time-of-flight
techniques in which the gamna res_se is differ-

entiated from the neutron response is possible
but extremael¥ expensive. Thus, at JPL, we have
initiated an analytical program to determine the
responx_f devices to neutrons. This will be
accompanied with a low level experimental progrmn
to substantiate our model. Some initial work which

has been accomplished to date in this area was
reported by Tab erzadeh at this conference (Ref. i_)

lq__ RESP(_SE AND SHIELDI_ ANALYSIS

Once the spectrun of radiation impinging on
ins_ent from a polyenergetic source is

_stablishedp it is possible from basic monoener-
_etic reslxmse data to determine the total reslxmse

of an instr_nent. With this and a knowledge of
allowable response levels, the required thickness
of shield to reduce the response to a'tolerable
level is quickly determined.

The _urious count rate of a science instru-

ment is determined fro_ the expression

Z_

w'n_re
C is the total spurious counting rate

(coats/see)

A is the sensitive area of the detector (2)

S is the spectrum of radiation at the iustru-
_ent (photons/era 2 -see)

N is the relative sensitvity to monoenergetic

photons (counts/photon)

is the relative attenuation of the shield
(photons OUt/ photons in)

The calculations are typically done in 20
energy groups. _Ith knowledge of the _axim_n

allowable counting rate for a given instrument,
the thickness of shield can be determined from

the above expression, l_rous shielding studies
have been conducted at JPL by Dore on various

spacecr_f_ configurations and reported in the
literature (Ref. 13). Typical scientific packages
which have been studied to date at Jl_ are shown

in Table 7. The table indicates the type of sensors

employed in these instr_uents.

laOle 7 lyp_czl Science Insb'uments

Experiment

Char_ particle teles¢oCe

Trapped r_iatic_ ex_rirnent

Tra_ed rzdiatio_ detector

X-ray Telescope

UV Photometer

SenslUve De_-t0rs [_ Sensit_e Are_

Li-_riNe_ S.S _I 3.$crn 2, A'gcm_

I.l cm 2, 1.9cn_
7. t ¢m2

C_na_ne,zronsxPM'_ I _ | LZctn2

PM tube I ] I 1 mm 2

S_i_ _lale _elKlt_s _2 5Q0p x IO00M _n_ar_

(Totally depleteO) 1 0. 7853 mm 2

G.M, toOeS (EO(4_13I I cm 2

So_iO-state eetector l 11 cm 2

procortlonal counters 7 133 cm _?.

C hartP,_ltron (CEM 4010l ] I. 2 c1112

Oei_r lEON 6213) l.O cm2

ThickneSs

tin microns)

lOO

5_

lO00
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EVALUATION OF 2 POSSIBLE FUR_ER DEVELOP_TS

OF THE UK IN-FLIGHT RADIATION WARNING },[ETER FOR SSTS

I J Wilson and R C Eustace

Radiation I,ieasurement Section

DY_LEA/AV,q_E Aldermaston, OK of GB

Various radiation measurements have been made to investigate 2 possible further developments of the

present hybrid ionisation and neutron detection system of the Dose-Equivalent Ratemeter commissioned for

the SST Concorde, namely

(i) A reduction of the mass of the moderator from that of the Anderson-Braun neutron-remmeter

assembly, and

(ii) the inclusion of a response to the nucleon flux responsible for the tissue-star component

of' the total dose-equivalent rate by means of a D_igm atomic number material as a nucleon-

neutron converter within the moderator.

Radiation situations at SST cruising altitudes (_20 km) due to solar proton flares were simulated

approximately both in the stratosphere and on the ground. Actual stratospheric situations due to galac-

tic cosmic radiation with a limited range of Quality Factor values (2-_) were encountered during slow

ascents by balloons to 36 km from Aire-sur-Adour (France). Synthetic situations obtained from high and

low energy accelerator radiations were used to obtain radiation distributions having a larger range of

Quality Factor values (1½-9) than experienced in the stratosphere. The measurements made in these

simulations related to the Directly Ionising, Neutron and Tissue-Star components of Dose-Equivalent Rate.

The stratospheric and high energy accelerator experiments taken together with results from both

radioactive and machine neutron sources indicated 2 conclusions. Firstly that, due to the restricted

range of neutron spectra encountered in the stratosphere, a significant and welcome reduction of the

mass of the moderator by 4 kgm could be made, provided the moderator is clad with cadmium or some other

slow neutron absorber. Secondly, that to achieve a tissue-star response with a lead insert would result

in a nett increase in moderator-assembly weight of 5½ kgm. Hence the lead insert proposal was abandoned,

while the potential moderator reduction is being exploited.

A reduced moderator geometry compatible with the existing electronics package was derived; its

oversensitivity with respect to the Anderson-Braun neutron remmeter was determined for a number of fast

neutron energies. Two different methods of correcting the oversensitivity - a slow neutron absorber

_thin the moderator and a reduced sensitivity boron trifluoride counter - were tested. As a result,

a new - reduced weight - version of the In-Flight Radiation Warning Meter for the SSTs can now be designed

in detail.

Reasons for the Experiments

1_e balloon-borne experiments at Aire-sur-

Adour in the autumn of 1969 were a recent phase in

the continuing British programme of stratospheric

radiation research and development for the

Concorde - described by Wilson (Ref.1). At ground

level, we are unknowingly enjoying the benefits of

a radiation shield provided by the atmosphere,

which is equivalent to a I metre (_ 1 yard) thick-

ness of lead. But the cosmic radiation shield for

a Concorde flying at a height of_17 km (_11

miles) is equivalent to only about 8 centimetres

(3 inches) of lead'

The background cosmic radiation - mostly

protons of' 10000 NeV (million electron volts),

produces a stratospheric dose-equivalent-rate
which differs with latitude and varies with the

11 year solar activity cycle. The maximum dose-

equivalent-rate was measured in 1964 at Fort

Churchill, Canada, during the International Quiet

Sun Year, and reported by Fuller and Clarke

(Ref. 2).

Maximum Cosmic Radiation Dose-EQuivalent-Rates at

Concorde Cruise Altitudes (these will only be met

on polar and northerly transatlantic flights)

Ionisation (Chambers and

Geiger Counters) .............. 1.1 milli-rem/hr

Neutron (Instruments and

Activation) ................... 0.6 milli-rem/hr

Tissue Star (Nuclear

Emulsions + Microscope) ....... 0.5 milli-rem/hr

Total ............. 2.2 milli-rem/hr

Maximum Cosmic Radiation Dose-

Equivalent/flight .............. 5 milli-rem,

Passengers

Maximum Cosmic Radiation Dose-

Equivalent/Year ................. 1.0 rem, Crew

(Maximum Permissible Dose-

Equivalent/Year ................ 5 rem Radiation

Worker)
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The International Commission on Radiclogical

Protection has stated that there is 'No need for

personal dosemeters where the annual dose-

equivalent is not greater than 3/10 maximum

permissible, provided the radiation environment is

moni toted ',

The global (i.e world-wide) average dose-

equivalent-rate due to cosmic radiation at

Concorde cruising altitude will be about I milli-

rem/hr (probably less) which is unlikely to

present any operational problems_

However, Solar Proton Flares do pose a

problem - Buley (Ref. 3), see Figs I and 2. It is

estimated that on about _ occasion per year,

averaged over a solar activity cycle of 10-12 years

solar outbursts of high ener_v protons ( 1000 _eV)

will cause dose-equivalent rates greater than

100 milli-rem/hr in the Concorde cruising altitude

band at northerly latitudes. Thus, only one

northerly flight in several thousand such flights

will be affected. On these veer few occasions the

Coneorde will make a normal, controlled descent to

increase the atmospheric shielding. As the atmos-

pheric tenth-value attenuation layer for solar

flare protons is about 40-50 gm/cm 2, a descent to

an altitude of about 14-15 km (45000 - 56000 ft),

which is well above the subsonic flight levels,

should suffice to reduce the dose-equivalent-rate

to less than 100 milli-rem/hr. (Solar proton

flares are expected to have no effect on the

operations of supersonic passenger aircraft at

tropical or equatorial latitudes.)
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FIGURE 1. ASSORTED INTEGRAL ENERGY SPECTRA

OF SOLAR FLARE PROTON AND COSMIC RADIATIONS.
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FIGURE 2. ESTIMATED SOLAR PROTON FLARE

DOSE-EQUIVALENT RATES IN THE STRATOSPHERE.

_'ieither ground nor satellite systems can give

radiation warnings sufficiently reliable or exact

to be useful for the flight management of super-

sonic airliners. Thus, an In-Flight Radiation

Warning Zeter was specified for Concorde: it has

been described by Benbow (Ref. 4). The present

instrument is a hybrid device based on the Fort

Churchill results, plus information on Solar

Proton Flares in the last 2 solar cycles:-

( Direct ionisation (Low LET -- Low QF)

(
( Geiger Counters

Neutrons (_[edium LET -- _ledium QF)

likely to contribute the

major component of dose-

equivalent during a solar

proton flare.

Anderson-Braun although a smaller

moderator plus moderator was thought to be

Boron Trifluoride adequate for the restricted

Tube range of stratospheric

neutron spectra.

Tissue-Stars (High LET -- High QF)

Instrumental an indirect measurement of

Scaling Factor this component was thought

to be possible by the use

of _ high atomic number

material - such as lead "

within the moderator.

_ET = Linear Energy Transfer, QF = _uality Factor_
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The electronic package of the instrument

utilizes silicon microcircuits and devices with

components tested to military environmental

requirements, and uses 9 to 11 watts from the

aircraft 115v 400 Hz power supply. The Geiger

counter (ionization) and boron trifluoride tube

(neutron) pulses are brought together to drive a

single ratemeter which gives a 4 decade logarith-

mic indication of total dose-equival@nt-rate at a

disp]ay unit separate from the electronic package

but ]irk2d by a multi-signal cable. For simplicity

of readout by SST aircrew personnel of 'the

radiation level', the meter scale is marked in 20

equispaced divisions. The 4 decades are indicated

by coloured quadrants - the first and second (0.1-

l0 mrem/hr) being coloured green to indicate safe

ambient ranges, the third (10-100 mrem/hr) being

orange for an alert range, and the fourth

(IC0 mrem/hr - I rem/hr) being red for the action

range. There are orange and red signal lamps

corresponding to the orange and red dose-equivalent

rate ranges: also, there is an audio signal when

the dose-equivalent-rate exceeds the threshold of

the red (action) range, 100 mrem/hr. Dose-

equivalent integration is perfoz_ed by a register

in which each digit represents 1 mrem: this

register will continue to function _dthout loss up

to a dose-equivalent-rate in excess of 10 rem/hr.

_,Tnile the weight of the electronics package plus

display unit is only 3±2 kgm/8 lb, the weight of

the Anderson-Braun moderator assembly is 8 A_ kgm/

18 lb: hence the interest in a smaller moderator.

The very reason for the 7/arning _,_eter, the

unpredictability of the infrequent large solar

proton flares, makes the validation of smaller and

modified moderator assemblies during an actual

solar proton flare virtually impossible prior to

regular Concorde flights. Simulation with high

ener_T accelerators is usually difficult and

limited: normal]y the radiation is delivered in

short intense pulses, the particle beams are of

restricted cross-sectional area, and the common

shielding material concrete is not equivalent to

air because it contains both elements with higher

atomic masses than air, and hydrogen (which

moderates neutrons). The alternative is to make

use of the various situations due to cosmic

radi tion to be found at different stratospheric

altitudes. Some simulation of the range of solar

proton flare situations within the Concorde

cruising altitude band 16-1 9 kms (10-12 miles), is

available with cosmic radiation at progressively

higher altitudes.

Actual Stratospher_ic Exposure

French collea$_aes provided balloon flights to

heights of 36 km (22 miles) (where the air pressure

is only _ of that at ground level) from their

excellent balloon launchiI_z site at Aire-sur-Adour

in the south of France. Unlike nearly all other

balloon experiments which need a quick ascent and

a long float, a slow ascent and a short f] oat was

required. The primary aim was not to measure the

stratospheric radiation environments, but to use

the various radiation situations for _:e compari-

son of instruments with different moderator

assemblies - one standard f_derson-Braun moderator

assembly and 3 modific:_tions obtained by-

Removing the inner parts of an Anderson-

Braun moderator to produce a hollow

moderator having a reduced moderator wall

thickness

II

III

Cladding such a hollow moderator with

cadmium to remove the resulting enhanced

slow neutron response

Including a lead insert within such a

cadmium-clad hollow moderator to give an

indirect 'tissue-star' response -see Fig.3

for the principle.

HIGH ENERGY NUCLEONS ( _ 5OOMeV)

T. , , / _ LEAD "STAR'

i_SUE STAR / _ (Heavy Element) /

, i...E,ement / I ,"
\/I-.

/ / \\ .",g/,ii_.'¢_.-_• / //I, |\_ \

/ _ Many Fast Neutrons
Few Fast Neutrons I | i .I,

I I I I ,
__ I-'-IThermal Neutron Counter I

I--_ (BF3) J

Indirect Instrumental Indication

of Tissue - Star Dose- Equivalent Rate

FIGURE 3. INDIRECT TISSUE-STAR RESPONSE

In the actual experimental assembly the lead

was incorporated within th_ polythene uuter

moderator (the i*mer moderator etc. having bcen

removed) as a sleeve around the boron trifluoride

tube. The fast neutrons from the disintegrations

of lead nuclei by hiL_ energy nucleons (protons,

neutrons) were moderated by the polythene and

reflected back through the lead to the boron

triflucride tube.

_le secondary aim of the balloon experiments

was to obtain an independent demonstration of the

range of radiation situations encountered in the

stratosphere. Recombination ionisation chambers,

described by Wilson(Ref 5),were flown in an

attempt to obtain some measure of the variation

_dth altitude of the stratospheric quality factor

at the place and time of the balloon flight. On

the basis of nuclear emulsion and similar data

obtained from polar balloon flights during the

£]uiet Sun period, as reported by Davison (Ref. 6),

the stratospheric quality factor had been estimated

as varying from 2 to _½ between 20"and 36 km,

respectively - see Fig. &. The maximum quality

factor value encountered at Aire-sur-Adour would

have been somewhat less. In the event it was not

possible to derive any information relating to the

variation with altitude of the stratospheric

quality factor from the ionisation chamber results.

_owever, the neutron count rate and ratio profiles

themselves qualitatively demonstrate the range of

stratospheric radiation situations.)
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The technical details of the counting equip-

ment have been described by Benbow (Ref. 7).

The way that the count-rate fh_om the Geiger

counters varied with altitude was ve_z nearly the

same as the variation of the current output of

ionisation chambers also f_[own from Aire at the

same Lime- see Fig. 5. This provides yet another

demonstration of the validity of using a compact

and simple @eiger counter system for the ionisation

channel of the Concorde In-Flight Radiation Warning

_[eter in place of a more bulky and more involved

ionisation chamber system.

The results from the neutron counters were

a_so as had been expected - see Fig. 6. The hollow

moderator needed cadmium cladding to remove the

enhanced response due to the slow neutrons from the

other moderators _ +_ _7_n _ _'_

see curves I and ii. (in a Concorde there will be

some 110 tons of moderator - about 100 tons of fuel

and abo_t 10 tons of passenger and crew).

Eevertheless the count-rate from the cadmium-clad

reduced moderator was greater than that from the

standard Anderson-Braun moderator (due to its

internal partial neutron absorber) - see curves AB

and I]. The presence of an insert of lead within

a cadmium-clad moderator caused an enhanced res-

ponse due to the copious secondary neutron

production - see curves II and III of Fig. 6.

Two important conclusions became apparent from

comparison of the curves of 9_ig 6. The first

conclusion comes from considering the ratio of the

response of the cadmium-clad hollow moderator with

that of the Anderson-Braun - see Fig. 7 (the

results of the two flights, shown by circles and

crosses respectively, are in agreement). Th..__e

important feature here is that over the whole

altitude range, the ratio of the count-rates from

these two moderator assemblies was essentially

constant. The stratospheric value of this ratio was

confirmed by similar values obtained with _ differ-

ent laboratory radiation sources: at Aldermaston

both radioactive (oC-Be) and machine (D-L and D-T)
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COUNT-RATES.

neutron sources, - and at the Hutherford High

Energy Laboratory, scattered protons etc, trans-

mitted through graphite were used to give some

simulation of the stratospheric situation.

The first conclusion is that a reduction in the

moderator for the In-Flight _ieter could be made

provided that it is clad in cadmium or some other

slow neutron absorber. Aircraft operators and

constructors seek equipments that perform their

tasks reliably over a'wide range of conditions with

the minimum of weight - not an ea_r combination, as

_II shortly he illustrated. As the moderator

accounts for the majority of the weight of the

present instrument, the possibility of reducing the

moderator weight by about half, to some &. kilograms,

is most welcome.
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The second conclusion comes from considering

the ratio of the response of' the cadmium-clad

moderator loaded with 73 kilograms of' lead to that

of the hollow cadmium-clad moderator, the 'Lead

Effect'-see Fig. 8 (the results of the two flights,

shown by circles and crosses respectively, are in

agreement). In this case the important feature is

the steaJy increase of the effect with reduction of

overlying air-mass (pressure) i.e with increasing

altitude. _he stratospheric values of this ratio

are well in excess of those obtained with the 4

neutron sources used to simulate stratospheric

neutrons: this indicates that the stratospheric

'Lead Effect' is not due to a modified response to

neutrons external to the moderator. It is a

_enuime effect due to neutrons being produced

...-',-u4-,,±_,,_ the .,uu_±_--=_-_--uu_ _--uj the u_L=zsln" _^-_.=_r=-_--_±un O f lead

nuclei as a result of high ener&; particle (nucleons

etc) bombardment. %_is vas confirmed by subsequent

accelerator experiments (described later) some of

which gave 'Lead Effects' greater than that

experienced iu the stratospheric balloon flights

(see Fig. 9). In respect of' the !Qf_<OD-graphite

simulation, it should be remei_ered that the

,_jority of galactic cosmic radiation protons have

energies in excess of those scattered through 90 °

_rom a 7 GeV proton beam: thus the difference

between the balloon and [IIf!ROD results.

High ener_/ particles also cause the

disintegration of light nuclei such as C, N and 0

and are thus the cause of 'tissue-stars'. The

'tissue-star' component of the total dose-

equivalent-rate due to cosmic radiation at

Concorde cruising altitude has been estimated from

the Fort Churchill results as being equal to 80_

of the neutron dose-equivalent-rate. To achieve

an 8_/i enhancement of the neutron count-rate for

cosmic radiation at an altitude off about 20 km, a

lead insert of 6 kilograms would be needed.

(Theoretical reasons indigate that 5 kilograms of

uranium should do the same job, and also deal with

some of the excess neutron sensitivity of the

reduced moderator. )
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The consequence of these conclusions is that

either the In-Flight Radiation Warning Neter could

be made lighter but without a 'tissue-star'

response (as at present), or a 'tissue-star'

response could be incorporated together with a

reduction in the moderator mass to give an instru-

ment of somewhat greater weight than at present:

this is the sort of dilemma theft developers of

aircraft instruments often encounter. As the

existing instrument already met the requirements

for an In-Flight Radiation Warning i:eter, only

developments giving a significant weight reduction

were of practical interest. Hence, although the

balloon experiments showed that a 'tissue-star'

response could be obtained by a simple reliable

means, such a development is ruled out on the

grounds of excessive weig/_t.

Simulated Stratospheric _z_osure_ and 0the_____r

High Ener_ Accelerator Experiments

The set o5' moderators used in the balloon

flights were also exposed in a number of environ-

ments found around the NIi_OD (7 GeV proton) and

NI!_A (5 GeV electron) accelerators in oraer to

obtain experience in a range of high ener&y rad-

iation situations differing from the graphite

simulation of the stratosphere. To facilitate

comparisons, details and results of' all 12

experiments are tabulated together-see Fig. 9.

The 'cadmium ratio' is the ratio of the count-rate

response of the cadmium-clad hollow moderator to

that of the unclad hollow moderator: this was

normally less than one, indicatir_ the presence of

slow neutrons. The 'hollow ratio' is the ratio of

the count-rate response of the cadmium-clad hollow

moderator to that of the Anderson-Braun moderator:

in situations comparable to the stratosphere, the

va]ue of this ratio lay within the restricted range

5--}. ']'he 'lead ratio' is the ratio of the count-

rate response of the cagUnium-ela<] moderator

containing the 71 kgm of lead to that of the

cadmium-clad hollo'_, moderator: the values of this

ratio varied From 0.8 to 8. !,'orex_eriment one,

the balloon flights, the extremes of' the ranges of

values already indicated innings. 6, 7 anc_ _ are

sumn_ri sed.



Ezperi-

_nt

I

2

4

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

Ra41a ti_ Source Shielding

G_lactic Cosmic 5-50_ gm/_ 2

alr

D-D None

Am-Re None

D-T None

D-0 lone

aa-Re None

D-T None

_IRA, 2.50eV Thick aoncrete

electrons + iron

NIMROD, 7 Ge¥

protonm

Unanalysed 90 ° _ m graphite

acatter

Unanalyned 90 ° 2 m concrete

Icatier

1.0 GeV7 _ (and

Ge¥ p
0.5 Oe¥ __ (and 0.3 • concreteI.O

0.5 0eV p) None

Overall

Avera_ 'Cadmium 'Hollow

quality Ratio' Ratio'

Factor

a I b) b)(4#-2 0.15-0.65 6._0.5

(9) 0.92 5.9

7.4 1.00 6.4

7.8 0.98 5.8

(9) 0.90 4.6

7.4 1.00 5.0

7.8 0.92 4.5

3.8 6.6

3.3 0.54 5.4

4.8 5.1

c)

1.6 1.08 3.9

2.3 4.3

'Lead

Ratio'

b)

_-1.5

0.80

0.79

0.90

0.83

O .78

0.98

0.93

I.I

c)

_o_":/
7.4 (8.0)

a) Fort Churchill, Canada - Quiet Sum

b) Aire-sur-adour, France - active

c) See comnta in text regarding the _oMAoua aapecta of _peri_ente 11 a_ 12.

FIGURE 9. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS AND RESULTS.

Experiments 2-7 inclusive were the simulations

done at Aldermaston: in 2, 3 and 4 the cylindrical

moderators, in their balloon flight configuration

were irradiated normally with respect to their flat

top surfaces - an irradiation situation similar to

that experienced in the stratosphere. The 'hollow

ratio' values of experiments 2-4 indicate that the

&m-Be neutron spectrum can be used to represent the

stratospheric neutron spectrum in simulation tests

with moderators. In experiments 5, 6 and 7 the

cylindrical moderators were irradiated normally

with respect to their curved side surfaces, one

moderator at a time. As the cadmium ratios for

experiments 2-4 approximate to one, neutron

scatter between the moderators in the flight

configuration can be eliminated as a factor in the

comparison of the results of 2-4 with those of 5-7:

this is confirmed by the fact that the 'hollow

ratio' values from experiments 5, 6 and 7 are all a

constant 78% of the corresponding values from

experiments 2, 3 and A respectively. Thus compared

with the Anderson-Braun moderator, the cadmium-_lad

hollow moderator has an an_ular response which
differs from isotropic by - 12%. Although the

'lead ratios' .for experiments 2-7 are all less than

one, there is some indication of neutron enhance-

ment with the D-T irradiations (experiments 4 and

7). Experiment 8 utilised a location behind one of

the beamstops of the 5 GeV electron synchrotron,

NINA, at the Daresbury Nuclear Physics Laboratory.

At the Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, a graphite

wall was erected for experiment 9 in a shield-tunnel

facility at right angles to one of the external

beams from the 7 GeV proton synchrotron NImrOD, at a

distance of about 15 meters from the scattering
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target. The dimensions of the wall were about

I_ x l_m x _m thick, providing a 'beam' of about

lm _ cross-sectional area. As the atomic number and

mass of carbon are comparable with, but less than

those of nitrogen and oxygen, it was considered that

the graphite wall (_100 gm/cm 2) would approximate to

the Concorde's maximum cruise altitude (_80 gm/cm2).

Experiment l0 was above the concrete top shielding

of a different proton beam over another scattering

target. In experiments ll and 12 a pion beam was

used: the anomalous 'cadmium ratio' obtained from

ll indicated that hhe cadmium generated neutrons

instead of absorbing them and hence the 'lead

ratios' for experiments ll and 12 have been

adjusted. As there was every indication that all

neutrons detected during experiments ll and 12"-_ere

produced within the moderator-assemblies (i.e no

external neutron flux) these experiments must be

regarded as unrepresentative.

The Quality Factor values for the stratosphere were

derived from Ref. 6. The Quality Factor values for

experiments 3/6, _/V, 8, 9, i0, ll and 12 were

derived from measurements made with the AWRE port-

able LET spectrometer by B Day - see Ref. 8: the

Quality Factor value for experiments 2/5 was inter-

polated from other measurements by B Day. Estimated

values of Quality Factor are bracketed in Fig. 9.

(a)

(b)

(c)

The experimental results indicate that:

An Am-Be neutron source can be used to

represent the stratospheric neutron spectrum

for the purpose of moderator tests.

The cadmium-clad, hollow (i.e reduced wall

thickness) moderator is a valid replacement

for the Anderson-Braun remmeter in the

context of the restricted range of strato-

spheric neutron spectra; but its sensitivity

is _onsiderably enhanced (see Figs 7 and 9).

From the 'Lead Ratios', the relative

stratospheric incidence of tissue-stars for a

solar proton flare will be less than that for

cosmic radiation, and hence for the purpose

of the Concorde In-Flight Radiation Warning

Meter an instrumental scaling factor will be

adequate to deal with the approximately 20%

tissue-star component of stratospheric dose-

equivalent-rate during a solar proton flare.

The Reduced Moderator

Preliminary tests with a moderator of 17 cm/

6.?" diameter having the same wall thickness as the

previous hollow moderator (but without the internal

cavity) and having the same length 24.5 cm/9.7",

demonstrated that as expected it had the same rel-

ative neutron energy response as the hollow

moderator and was a little less sensitive, but still

significantly more sensitive than the Anderson-Braun

assembly. However, computed sensitivities of

moderators of different sizes as functions of

neutron energy such as reported by Stevenson

_ef. 9) indicate that significant further reduction

in moderator size should be possible before the

minimum moderator adequate for the stratospheric

environmentwould be obtained. Reduction of

moderator size would also remove some of the over-

sensitivity referred to above. _ne remaining over-

sensitivity can easily be removed by including

sufficient cadmium (or compound of lithium or boron)

with the enriched boron trifluoride proportional

counter within the moderator. A simple calculation

indicated that the substitution of natural boron

triflucride in place of the usual counter filling

of enriched boron trifluoride would remove nearly

all of the over-sensitivity.

In the development of the reduced moderator

version of the In-Flight Radiation Warning Meter

some instrumental considerations had to be borne in

mind. The electronics package had been

(a) Designed and built within a 15 cm/6" diameter

case in the confident theoretical expectation

that a moderator of about this diameter (and

length) would be demonstrated as adequate for

the stratospheric radiation environment

and

(b) Built and tested to general aircraft and par-

ticular SST specifications: hence the reduced

moderator development should provide the same

count-rate sensitivity with the same electro-

nic operating conditions as the Anderson-

Braun assembly in order to avoid expensive

re-design, re-building and re-testing of the

electronic circuitry.

In addition to the 2 general conditions (a)

and (b) indicated above, the replacement moderator

also had to be compatible with both the aircraft

makers' requirements of overall instrumental

dimensions, and the need to maintain a certain

minimum neutron path length to the internal boron

trifluoride tube through the moderator in all

directions. These considerations resulted in a

reduced m_erator of 8imensions, 15 cm/6" d_ameter

and 20½ cm/8_4" length, which when clad with cadmium
weighs 4_ kgm/10 lb (ie comparable with the elec-

tronic package. )

The sensitivity of thisreduced moderator was

compared with that of an Anderson-Braun assembly for

a number of fast neutron energies in the range

_0.1-15 MeV by normal irradiation of the curved

surfaces of the moderators. As expected, the

sensitivity ratio varied slightly with neutron

energy and, for the neutron energies of most

significance in the stratosphere, had a value of

3_4, see Fig lO. The deviation of the angular

response of the reduced moderator from isotropy is

typically 9_but with an extreme value of -20%

corresponding to the case where neutron irradiation

is of the flat moderator face through which the

boron trifluoride counter tube is inserted.

Cadmium sleeves (20 milli-inch thick) with

different degrees of perforation were mounted in

turn upon the boron trifluoride counter tube and

the resulting count-rate sensitivity of the reduced

moderator was determined as a percentage of that for

the unsleeved situation. Both whole counter tube

sleeves and active length only sleeves were inves-

tigated: the results are given in Figure ll.
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Source of i_eutrons
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Am-Be ............

D-': .............. 3•2

Count Rate datio ol ._esponse of' Reduced ijoaerator

to that of _n _,nder3on-_raun ^ssembly

z_ cm/6" _'e

Unmodified 5 am/2" Fe i0 C_/L" Fe (or
Polythene)

_..l _..7 5-7 6.3

3-5 3.8

polythene

&.6 512 >.7

FIGURE 10. COMPARISON OF CADMIUM-CLAD REDUCED

MODERATOR WITH AN ANDERSON-BRAUN ASSEMBLY

FOR NEUTRONS _ O.I--15MeV

>_ Are_
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3O ?o
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41 53
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D+ 19

i0 i_
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FIGURE 11. EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY OF PERFORATED

CADMIUM SLEEVE AROUND BORON TRIFLUORIDE

COUNTER TUBE

The sensitivity of the reduced moderator with

a natural isotopic mixture boron trifluoride propor-

tional counter tube of the same dimensions and

filling pressure as the usual enriched counter tubes

was _etermined as 31% of that of the reduced

moderator with an enriched tube. In respect of both

pulse amplitude end resolution the natural isotopic

mixture counter tube compared favourably with the

enriched isotopic mixture counter tubes.

A theoretical estimate was made of the cadmium

thickness necessary around an enriched boron tri-

fluoride counter tube to achieve the required

sensitivityfbsction of 25-29% (i.e 1/A - 1/3½). As

the cadmium slow neutron absorption cross-section

does not follow the usual inverse neutron velocity

relation, an effective absorption cross-section was

obtained for an assumed Maxwellian slow neutron

energy distribution of temperature about 300°Kelvin

(absolute). The transmission of slow neutrons,

assumed to be isctropically incident on a cadmium-

plated boron trifluoride counter tube, was obtained

using a tabulation of the second exponential

integral -E2(x), where x = the slow neutron mean

free path. Cadmium thicknesses of bJ+ micrometers/

1.7 milli-inches (25% transmission) and 38 micro-

meters/l.5 milli-inches (29% transmission) were

indicated for the enriched isotopic mixture boron

trifluoride counter tube.

A simulation of cadmium plating was obtained

using indium foils as sleeves over the whole boron

trifluoride counter tube. It had been theoretically

estimated 9tom consideration of the effective 300-K

slow neutron absorption cross-sections, atomic mass

numbers and densities that 21 milli-inches of

indium would be equivalent to I milli-inch of

cadmium. Using this equivalence factor, the indium

simulation experiment indicated cadmium thicknesses

of 38 micrometers/1.5 milli-inches (25% transmission)

and 30 micrometers/1.2 milli-inches (29% trans-

mission) for the enriched isotopic mixture boron

trifluoride counter-tube - see Fig. 12.

Indi_ Sleerln_ 07er Whole BF_ Co_mter TU_

I Thickness (milli- inch ) 0 5 i0 15 20 I 25 J 30

_co_t° ......... lOe 62 _7.5 39 32.51 _.31 25

N_ 1 milli-lnoh o&dmimm oquivalent to 21 milli-_nch _n_lum

C&dmiumPl&ti_

Nominal % Count Rate _ Count Rate

Tube Ca_mi_ on Stock

thickness With Cd Without With Cd Without

(mill_-inch) on StOCk Cd on Cd on
Stook Stock

I_iohed 0 100

3n_iohed 1.0 _ 51.8

! Sn_lche d 1.3 _5-5 3?-3

In_iched 1.5 21.0 22.7

Nat_l 0 30.8 100

Na_l 0.1 2k.6 26.8 ?9.8 86.9

N&tural 0.2 22._ 2_._ 72.5 79.1

FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF INDIUM SLEEVING AND CADMIUM

PLATING ON BORON TRIFLUORIDE COUNTER TUBE

S ENSITIVITY
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Guided by  the r e s u l t s  of  theory and experiment, 
both t h e  enriched and t h e  n a t u r a l  i s o t o p i c  mixture 
boron t r i f l u o r i d e  counter  tubes were p l a t e d  with 

appropr ia te  th icknesses  o f  cadmium: t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  
f r a c t i o n  r e s u l t s  a r e  given i n  Fig. 12. 
be  noted t h a t  (a) SO as not t o  r i s k  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  
of t h e  boron t r i f l u o r i d e  counter  tubes t h e i r  
mounting-stocks were not  immersed i n  the  p l a t i n g  
so lu t ion ,  and (b)  the  cadmium p l a t i n g  th icknesses  
a r e  only nominal, be ing  equated with the  measured 
cadmium th icknesses  on f lat  t e s t  p l a t e s  i n  t h e  same 
s o l u t i o n  f o r  the  same time and at t h e  same cur ren t  
dens i ty .  
tubes a r e  a l s o  i n s e r t e d  wi th in  t h e  moderator, t h e  
cadmium-plated tubes  were t e s t e d  f o r  s e n s i t i v i t y  
both  with and without  a cadmium sleeve over t h e i r  
unplated s tocks.  The cadmium-plating experiment, 
i n  reasonably good agreement with theoiy a d  tha  
indium simulat ion,  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  a s e n s i t i v i t y  
f r a c t i o n  i n  t h e  range 25-29s could be met by e i t h e r :  

a cadmium th ickness  o f  about 35 micrometers/l.4 
mil l i - inches over  an enriched i s o t o p i c  mixture 
f i l l i n g  boron t r i f l u o r i d e  counter  tube 
o r  
a cadmium th ickness  of about  14 micrometers/0.05 
mil l i - inches over  a n a t u r a l  i s o t o p i c  mixture 
f i l l i n g  boron t r i f l u o r i d e  counter  tube. 

It should 

As t h e  mounting-stocks of the  counter  

A s  t h e  n a t u r a l  i s o t o p i c  f i l l i n g  boron t r i f l u o -  
r i d e  counter  tube has  no disadvantages and requi res  
only a v e r y  s l i g h t  adjustment  of  i t s  s e n s i t i v i t y  
( t h e  requi red  cadmium th ickness  corresponds t o  
about  a t e n t h  of the u s u a l  ' f l ash ing '  o f  cadmium 
employed as a p r o t e c t i v e  f i n i s h )  and may be 
acceptable  wi thout  s e n s i t i v i t y  adjustment, it 
appears t o  be a commendably simple s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  
reduced moderator over -sens i t iv i ty  problem. This 
s o l u t i o n  can b e  r e s t a t e d  as a p r e d i c t i o n  - that t h e  
i n d i c a t i o n  of s t r a t o s p h e r i c  dose-equivalent-rate 
obtained from a cadmium-clad reduced moderator p l u s  
n a t u r a l  i s o t o p i c  f i l l i n g  boron t r i f l u o r i d e  counter  
tube (perhaps with a 1-2 micrometer f i n i s h i n g  of 
cadmium) should b e  e s s e n t i a l l y  the same as that 
from t h e  e a r l i e r ,  Anderson-Braun v e r s i o n  of t h e  
In-Fl ight  Radia t ion  Warning Meter ( s e e  Figs. 13 and 
14 which a r e  t o  the  same scale): this p r e d i c t i o n  
should be v e r i f i e d  by f l ight  t e s t i n g .  

SUMMARY AND COMi!DNT 

I n  the course o f  t h e  work descr ibed i n  this 
paper  the f a c t  t h a t  Geiger counters  can give a n  
adequate i n d i c a t i o n  of  t h e  dose-equivalent-rate of 
t h e  directly i o n i z i n g  canponent of s t r a t o s p h e r i c  
r a d i a t i o n  was demonstrated y e t  again. 
v id ing  t h e  In-Fl ight  Radia t ion  Warning Meter with a 
t i s s u e - s t a r  response was shown t o b e  technica l ly  
poss ib le  , this development was not pursued because 
t h e  weight i n c r e a s e  that would have resu l ted  w a s  n o t  
considered j u s t i f i e d  f o r  a-20% component of dose- 
equiva len t  r a t e  
will cont inue t o  b e  used f o r  the  s t r a t o s p h e r i c  
t i s s u e - s t a r  dose-equivalent-rate) .  It  has  now 
been demonstrated t h a t  a n  adequate i n d i c a t i o n  
of t h e  s t r a t o s p h e r i c  neutron dose-equivalent-rate 
can be obtained from a simple moderator-detector 
comination of s i g n i f i c a n t l y  l e s s  weight than 
t h e  Anderson-Braun neutron remneter b u t  with 
the  same count-rate s e n s i t i v i t y :  a new reducnd- 
weight vers ion  of  t h e  Concorde In-Fl ight  

Although pro- 

( a n  ins t rumenta l  soa l ing  f a c t o r  
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Radiation Warning Meter can now be  engineered 
(see Fig. 14). 

The t o p i c s  o f  this paper  are b u t  p a r t  of the  
British programme of work d e a l i n g  w i t h  t h e  radio-  
l o g i c a l  p r o t e c t i o n  of supersonic  passenger  aircraft: 
t h i s  w i l l  b e  reviewed by  F u l l e r  and Day i n  a paper  
t o  b e  presented  l a t e r  th is  year  a t  a CERN In terna-  
t i o n a l  Congress - see Ref. 10. 

The work descr ibed i n  t h i s  paper  was done under 
cont rac ts  f o r  the  k k n i s t r i e s  of Technology and 
Aviation Supply, a n d  f o r  t h e  B r i t i s h  Aircraft Corp- 
ora t ion  by menbers of the  AWE3 Radia t ion  
Measurement Sec t ion  w i t h  the t e c h n i c a l  support  of 
the AWRE Nuclear Instrumentat ion Sect ion.  The 
bal loon flights a t  the  'Centre de  Lancement de 
Eal lons '  , Aire-sur-Adour, were arranged by 
Dr R K a i s e r  of  t h e  'Centre des Recherches Nucleaires '  
(CRN) i n  co l labora t ion  w i t h  Ltr Miro and Dr Deltour  
of t h e  'Centre d'Enseignement e t  de  Recherches de 
Medecine Aeronautique' (CEHhlA) . The experiments 
around NIhROD and NINA were made p o s s i b l e  by 
r a d i a t i o n  p r o t e c t i o n  staff of Dhe Science Research 
Council a t  t h e  Rutherford. High Energy and Daresbury 
Nuclear Physics  Labora tor ies  respec t ive ly .  

FIGURE 13. SST IN-FLIGHT RADIATION WARNING METER: 
ANDERSON-BRAUN VERSION 
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FIGURE 14. SST IN-FLIGHT RADIATION WARNING METER: 

MODEL OF PROPOSED NEW REDUCED MODERATOR VERSION 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF GALACTIC

COSMIC RADIATION DOSE IN CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT

BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO AND LONDON

COMPARED TO TPIEORETICAL VALUES FOR CONVENTIONAL

AND SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

Roger Wallace and Michael F. Boyer

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Berkeley, California 94720

ABSTRACT

By utilizing beta-gamma and NTA photographic emulsions and

thermoluminescent dosimeters, measurements of radiation dose have

been made in conventional jet aircraft between San Francisco and

London. These direct measurements are in fair agreement with

computations made using a program which takes into consideration

both basic cosmic ray atmospheric physics and the focusing effect of

the earth's magnetic field. These measurements also agree with

those made at supersonic jet aircraft altitudes in RB-57 aircraft. It

is concluded that both experiments and theory show that the doses

received at conventional jet aircraft altitudes are slightly higher than

those encountered in supersonic flights at much higher altitudes when

the longer time of exposure at the lower altitudes is taken into

con side ration.

A. COSMIC RAYS

The polar route from Los Angeles '_ to

London is significant in two respects concerning

cosmic radiation. First, it is a relatively long

flight (about 12 hours) giving it greater time at

latitude, and secondly, its flight path goes to very

high magnetic latitudes.

Incoming cosmic rays are deflected away

by the horizontal component of the earth's

_Although the airmail letters carrying the dosi-

meters were sent from Berkeley, California to

Harnmersmith, U.K., the vast majority of the

accumulated dose was received between Los

Angeles and Heathrow Airports, since all San

Francisco to London planes go through Los

Angeles on both east and west bound flights.

8e4

magnetic field. Thus, all energies of cosmic

rays can hit the top of the atmosphere over the

magnetic poles, but only high energy particles

can hit the top of the atmosphere over the equator.

This so-called "latitude effect" caused by the

shape of the earth's magnetic field is shown in

Fig. I. The result is that the latitudes least

affected by the earth's magnetic field are those

above 50 ° . For this reason concern about radia-

tion levels is centered on those flights which

take a polar flight path. The San Francisco to

London route is one of these.

There are essentially two types of cosmic

radiation which are encountered by commercial

aircraft: galactic cosmic rays and solar cosmic

rays. (Several good reviews of these are avall-
1 Z

able, Peters, Waddington, and a complete

treatment of space physics, LeGalley and Rosen. 3)



I. Galactic Cosmic Radiation

Under normal conditions the largest

fraction of ionizing radiation in the altitudes used

by transport aircraft (30,000-80,000 feet) is due

to the secondary radiation produced when galactic

cosmic rays strike the upper layers of the

atmosphere. These galactic cosmic rays origi-

nate in not completely understood processes

from various sources in the galaxy. Recent

experiments with satellites and high altitude

probes have substantiated this theory. The energy

density of the galactic primary cosmic rays in

free space is of the order of one electron volt

per cubic centimeter. This is comparable to

the energy density of starlight, the energy con-

tained in the galactic magnetic fields, and the

energy due to turbulence throughout the galaxy.

Galactic cosmic ray particles have energies that

are too high to be contained in our solar system

and they must therefore he generated by a source

outside our solar system. 4

When these galactic cosmic ray particles

reach the earth's orbit, four processes have

already occurred: (I) "initial acceleration

followed by diffusion through the galaxy;"

(Z) "possible post acceleration;" (3) "modula-

tion by the solar wind;" (4) "momentum selec-

tion by the solar magnetic field, it4 The galactic

cosmic rays produce secondary radiation in the

upper atmosphere which is then encountered by

commercial aircraft. These secondaries produce

the major biological Jose received by passengers

and crews. The atmospheric secondaries are

conveniently described in the following categories:

(1) chemical composition and charge composition;

(2) energy d_stribution; (3) distribution in latitude

_me to the earth's magnetic field and i_ altitude

due to the shielding provided by the sir.

At the top of the atmosphere the particle

flux due to cosmic rays is about 85 percent

protons, 13.5 percent alpha particles, and I. 5

percent heavier nuclei. The entire atmosphere

from sea level to outer space is a shield of

1031 g/cm Z. The primary flux is attenuated

rapidly by this shield, and at an altitude of

65,000 feet, or a shielding thickness measuring

from the outside in of 60 g/cm z, 50 percent of the

original protons, Z5 percent of the original alphas,

and 3 percent or less of the original heavier

nucleons still remain uncollided, as seen in Fig. 2.

The total ionization level at 65,000 feet is larger

than at the top of the atmosphere due to the buildup

of secondaries from collisions of the primary

cosmic rays with the oxygen and nitrogen nuclei

of the air. 5 This effect is illustrated by Fig. 3.6
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_ 0.2f

0 15° 50 ° 45" 60 ° " 75 ° 90 °

Geomagnetic Iotitude
xscYi_ 3094

Fig. I. Latitude dependence of galactic radiation level in

the lower stratosphere showing the relative radiation

[eve[ at 65,000 feet. (From Schaefer. )5
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Fig. 2. The depth o[ penetration of heavy prlmarle_ into the atmosphere

showing.the residual flux versus altitude.
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The heavy ions (Z > Z) left at these altitudes

are not present in large numbers. Experiments

with a high energy (> 10 h/ieV/atomic mass unit

[ AIVlU] ) heavy ion particle accelerator should be

conducted in order to answer the question of their

biological significance. The neutrons are produced

by nuclear collisions in the atmosphere. The

energy spectrum of these neutrons in the atmos-

phere has been measured. The shape of the

neutron spectrum is constant at all levels in the

atmosphere below 100 g/cm z or 17 krn, as seen

8
in Fig. 4. Near the top of the atmosphere the

flux varies with solar activity by a factor of Z,

and latitude by a factor of 10, as detailed in Ref. 9.

The neutron flux also varies with altitude reaching

a maximum at about 17 km (100 g/cm 2) (see Fig. 5).

After taking into account the various measure-

ments and calculations available, the following

table seems to represent the best estimates of the

galactic cosmic ray neutron flux. (See Table I. )

Table 1. Galactic cosmic ray neutron flux and dose rate in relation to altitude

Flux demily Dose rate

Altitude Observed at Estimated at at 41°N at 90°N

(feet) 4t_N 90°N (prad/br) $ (Hrad/hr) $
(n/cm .sec)* (n/cm2. sec/

0 5.4X 10 -3 5.9X 10 "3 4.3 X 10 -2 4.7X 10 "2

10,000 4.0X 10 -2 5.0X I0 "2 3.2X 10 "1 4.0X 10 "1

20,0170 1.6×10 "1 2.4×10 "I 1.3 2.0

30,000 5.0X 10 -1 7.5 X 10 "1 4.0 6.0

40,1_0 7.9X 10 -I 1.2 6.3 9.4

50,000 1.1 1.8 8.8 14.5

60,000 1.1 2.0 8.8 16.7

70,000 1.0 2.7 8.0 21.5

80,000 0.9 3.9 7.4 31.8

,q

]1 (from Patterson, et al) 10

*Experimental data From HAYMES.

TT_e values observed at 41°N were multiplied by factors from LINGENFELTER g

to obtain the estimated values for 90°N latitude.

1Values in rods were calculated with flux denslty-to-dose conversion factors given

in Handbook 63 of the National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurements

of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards. IZ

gm/cm z

490 204 76 36 29 12

,-_ 104 I I I I t I

Total

10 3 _

_100 / / Nucleons

_, / (Protons, helions, heavy nuclei)

"o /
Io_ / 21o 410 I I I I60 75 80 I00 120

Altitude above sea level in 1,000 ft
XBL713-3095

Fig. 3. Altitude profile of particle transition of cosmic ray beam in the

atmosphere giving the composition at various altltudes.
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Fig. 5. Galactic cosmic ray neutron flux in relation to altitude.
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Z. Solar Cosmic Radiation

As previously staled, under normal

conditions the solar contribution to the cosmic ray

spectrum is minor compared to that of galactic

origin. Occasionally, however, the sun erupts

with an explosive disturbance or "solar flare"

which sends large numbers of x-rays and charged

particles into space. The solar flares occur with

a wide range of intensities and the probability of

occurence follows the 11-year cycle of solar

activity fairly closely. Low-energy solar flare

events, even of large magnitude, are of relatively

little consequence at lower levels of the atmosphere,

or at low latitudes. Concern, however, is genera-

ted by the possibility of a flare of magnitude

similar to that of February 23, 1956. Figure 6,

from Foelsche etal., shows the relative impor-

tance of such a large flare. The dose in rem/h

at various altitudes in this flare isestimated to

have been as follows:

Altitude ft: 65,000 50,000 40,000 30,000

l_n: ZO 15 1Z 9

Dose equiva-

lent in rem/h

_J ppe r limit:

Feb. 1956 Z.9 1.8 1.0 0.45

Lower limit:

Feb. 1956 0.45 0. Z 0. I 0.025

IO4

I'°_0

N)

I

i0-1

10-2

h,,, i,
to3

Feb. 23,1956
Upper limit

/Feb. 23,1956
Lower limit

/Nov. i2,19r,0 - 23:30

/Nov. 13, ISGO - 16:03

f
/

_M|osured galclctl¢ cosmic flllysat solor minimum

I ,
,o ,_ _ is _ _ 4% _s_o I55 km

I , , J , , , i i i i i i i i i I
30 _lO 70 90 I10 I_lO 150 170 190 IlO00fl
i J iiilll i , , hl,*l , ] , h,,]l * , i |

I0 _ I0 I I0 "l

qi/cm 2

Atmospheric depth
xm.Tt3-_cq

Fig. 6. Dose rates during the large solar events of February 23,

1956 (maximum please), and November 12, 1960, at 1840, 2330, and
1603 (Nov. 13) universal time

(from Foelsche, et. al.) 13

Figure 6 shows dose equivalents which are

higher than comparable earlier dose estimates.

This calculation of greater penetration of biologi-

cally effective components is due mainly to ener-

getic neutrons resulting from nuclear interactions

of high energy primaries and secondaries. These

neutrons then have a much greater probability of

deep penetration, since they have no charge and

13
are not slowed by ionization. (For a detailed

discussion of how these curves are derived see

R.ef. 13. )

C. THE EXPERIMENT

The dosimetric measurements were made

by emulsions of three types sealed in plastic

packets. These packets were sent by air mail

back and forth from Berkeley, California to

Hammersmith (London), England, until a dose

sufficiently above background had accumulated.

Although there were some small variations in the

contents of certain packets, all were basically the

same. Pieces of polyvinyl-chloride (0.6 mm

thick) were cut to the size of a regular business

envelope (10 cm XZ3 cm). The packet was

compartmentized and sealed with a radio-frequency

plastic welder. Each packet contained _-N films,

NTA films, one 600 F emulsion, and occasionally

CaF z thermal luminescent detectors (TLD).

Before sealing, the entire packet was flushed with

dry nitrogen gas to reduce photographic fading of

the latent image by decreasing the relative humi-

dity and decreasing the atmospheric oxygen in

15
contact with the emulsion.

Each packet contained four _-N films. Two

of these films were unexposed, the third film was

pre-exposed to Z0 mr, and the fourth film was

pre-exposed to 100 mr of radium x-rays. One

NTA film was pre-exposed to Z0 mrem and the

other to 100 mrem of PuBe neutrons.

From a schedule obtained from the post

office and considering the number of available

flights, it is reasonable to assume that at least

80% of the packets made'the trip by the polar
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route, rather than landing in New York. Polar

flights from San Francisco to London always go

via Los Angeles on a flight profile approximately

like that seen in Fig. 7. They usually go over

the southern part of Hudson Bay, Baffin Island,

and the southern third of Greenland. Each flight

is flown over the predicted "least time" route

based on the latest weather predictions. Some

flights may be considerably south of Greenland,

occasibnally as far south as Atlanta, although this

is rare. These variations probably don't affect

the galactic cosmic ray dose since they take

longer at a lower dose rate, which has a compensa-

ting effect on the integrated dose. The solar flare

dose, if any, would be reduced by a larger factor

by the lower magnetic latitude. Since few flares

occurred during this experiment, these relatively

rare and self-compensating route variations have

little effect on our results.

Calculations made at Boeing Aircraft Co.

indicate that one should expect about 5 mr/round
16

trip. Since the lower limit of sensitivity for

the film is around 10 mr, each packet was sent on

about five round trips. Unfortunately, there were

no large flares and only one small flare during

the experiment. Three groups of packets

completed five round trips.

33,0O0 ft.

Actually at

22,000 ft by 22..5 minutes

Le. 2/3 altitude in

I/2 of cllmb time

Speed 0.7-0.8 moch.

N300 kts ind{cated

[/315 m,. out

45 i_o 2_o 3_o
M;nutes

480

I0 hrs

600

x BL713-3097

Fig. 7. Flight profile of a typical flight between Los Angeles and London from TWA.

D. BACKGROUND RADIATION

Realizing that from the time the film is

sealed until it is developed, it spends more time

at sea level than at altitude, it is necessary to

estimate the dose of ionizing radiation which is

accumulated during the time not spent in the

aircraft. Approximately 3 mr were accumulated

by each film when it was not at flying altitude.

E. ANALYSIS OF _-'y FILM DATA

In interpreting the data there were tw'o

experimental factors which needed special mention.

First, these films, all from the same emulsion

number, were packaged, exposed, and developed

in three different groups; and secondly, the time

which elapsed from loading to development in the

three different groups was different, even though

the time which each group spent in the air was

essentially the same. The total dose gathered on

these films represents about 2052 hours of

exposure at altitudes as calculated from the flight

profile in Fig. 7.

The average additional close from cosmic

rays of all flights from December, 1969, to July,

1970, was 12.5± 4 mr /round trip with a lower

limit of 8.3 mr/trip and an upper limit of 16.1

mr/round trip.

The experience which has been gained over

many years in reading this type of film indicates

that the data is reasonable. It may not be possible

to attach dosimetric significance to the measure-

ments of any one film, but, in view of the large

total number of hours which the film spent in the

air, the average is probably significant.

Although no large solar flares occurred

during the experiment, an attempt was made to

correlate enhanced solar activity with those

packets which showed a higher dose. This was

only mildly successful.
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F. THE TLD's 18' 19

The TLD's (thermoluminescent dosimeters)

were CaF z. Each reading is actually an average

of three dosimeters contained in a small plastic

disk. All readLng and calibrating of these dosi-

meters was done at the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory, Livermore, under the direction

of D. E. Jones and I%. E. /_icMillan, of the

Hazards Control Group.

Due to their greater sensitivity (down to

o. 1 mrad) TLD dosimeters were sent on only one

round trip before being read. Of special interest

is the TLD sent on the 30th of May. It was in the

air when the first proton event in 45 days

occurred. Unfortunately, on this particular day

a TLD was not sent via JFK and so no comparison

could be made between the polar and lower

magnetic latitude routes. However, the measure-

ment during the flare was clearly above the other

measurements.

A description of the flare of May 30, as

given by ESSA, is as follows:

"The proton event was associated with

$
an imp IN in Class M flare at 30/0240Z,

again in region 760. The 1-8A x-ray

burst associated with this flare had a

peak flux of only 0.04 erg per sq cm

per cm per sec but a total duration of

6 hours. Protons were first detected

by the ATS-1 satellite at about 30/0800 Z

and were of the order of 350 and 16

particles per sq cm per sec in the 5 - 21

and 2 1 - 70 MeV channels respectively.

Associated riometer absorption at 30 MHz

was 1 Db or less."

What is the meaning of the dose during the

flare, compared to average conditions? If the

readings for the four previous days from the polar

route are averaged together using the amounts

over the 4.0 mrad background one gets an average

of 1. 925 mrad/round trip. We assume that half of

this dose was accumulated during each flight

direction or that on a no-flare trip the extra

amount of radiation from flying is about 1 mrad.

There was an increase of about 50% per round

trip due to the flare.

G. THE BOEING CALCULATIONS

16
The Boeing calculations were made by a

code originally programmed by Stanley Curtis (now

at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley,

California), which gives tissue doses due to

galactic cosmic radiation during subsonic and

supersonic flight for times of minimum solar

activity and average solar activity. The results

of the twelve city pairs, which were chosen for

analysis, are shown in Table II for minimum solar

and in Table III for average solar conditions.

Table, II. Results of Boeing's calculations for dose in mrem obtained when

fl_in_l between various city pairs for solar minimum conditions,

City Pair
_TS_'l_--e* Subsonic Fli_ht-350d0

_BT) mrad/ mrad! mrad/

-hrs- BT-h round trip 600 BT-h

Paris -Anchorage 9.45 0. 240 4.54 144

Los Angeles -Pari s 11. 15 0. 239 5. 33 144

Anchorage-Hamburg g. 95 0. 239 4.27 143

Chicago -Paris g. 35 0. 237 3.96 14Z

New York .Paris 7. '15 O. Z3! 3.48 !a.0

Montreal -Paris 7.05 0. Z32 3.27 139

New York-London 7.05 0. Z3Z 3.27 139

San Francisco N.Y. 5.45 0,Zl0 2.29 126

Los Angeles-N. y. 5.25 0.201 Z. II 121

LOS Angeles-Washington 4.95 0. 195 1.93 117

Los Angeles -Chicago 3.95 0,186 1.47 IIZ

Sydney-Acapulco 17.45 0.131 4.57 79

Super 8onic Flight 60 - 64 0O0

City Pair Block time

(BT)
-hrs- mrad/BT-h mrad/round trip mrad/600 BT-h

Paris-Anchorage 3. Z5 0. 608 3.95 365

Loa Angeles-Paris 3.85 0. 594 4.57 356

Anchorage-Harobur g 3.05 0. 594 3.6Z 356

Chicago -Paris Z. 85 0. 574 3.27 344

Nev_ York-Paris Z. 65 0. 553 2.93 33Z

Montreal-Paris 2.45 0. 546 Z. 67 328

New York-London 2.45 0,545 2, 67 327

San Francisco-N. Y. Z. 05 0.42Z 1.73 253

Los Angeles-N. Y. I. 95 Q. 390 l. 52 234

Los Angeles-Washington 1 . 85 0. 368 1 . 36 221

Los Angeles -Chicago 1 , 55 0. 338 1.05 202

Sydney-Acapulco ** 6.25 0.173 Z. 16 104

* Time in the air ** Two stopovers SOLAR MINIMUM CONDITIONS

IN - A size and intensity evaluation. In this case area 2.1 - 5.1 sq deg with normal intensity.
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Table IiI. Results of Boeingls calculations for dose in mrem obtained when

flyin_ between various city pairs for solar average conditions.

City Pair

. Subsonic Flight - 55 000
time mrad mrad

(BT) /BT-h /round trip mrad]600 BT-h

-hrs-

Paris-Anchorage 9,45 0.g15 4.07 129

Los Angeles-Paris 11.15 0.215 4.79 129

Anchorage-Hamburg 8.95 0.214 3.84 I29

Chicago-Paris 8.35 0.213 3.56 128

New York-Paris 7.45 0.210 3.13 I26

Montreal-Paris 7.05 0,Z09 2.94 125

New York-London 7.05 0.209 Z.94 125

San Francisco-N. Y, 5.45 0.190 2.07 114

Los Angeles-N, Y. 5.Z5 0.183 1.92 if0

Los Angeles-Washington 4.95 0.177 1.75 106

Los Angeles-Chicago 3.95 0.169 1,34 log

Sydney-Acapulco** 17.45 0.1Z6 4.40 76

City Pair

Supersonic Flight 60-65 000

Blcck time*

(BT) mrad mrad

-hrs- mrad/BT-h /round trip [BT-h

Paris-Anchorage 3.25 0.486 3.16 zgz

Los Angeles-Paris 3.85 0.481 3.70 Z89

Anchorage-Hamburg 3.05 0.478 2.92 287

Chicago-Par iS Z. 85 O. 464 2.64 Z78

New York-P_ ris Z. 65 0.449 Z. 38 269

Montr eal -Pa :is 2, 45 0. 443 2. I 7 266

New York-L=ndon g.45 0.442 2.17 266

San Francisco-N. Y. Z.05 0.351 1.44 ill

Los Angeles-N, Y. 1.95 0.329 1.28 197

Los Angeles-Washington 1.85 0.513 1.16 187

Los Angeles-Chicago 1,55 0.288 0,89 173

_,lco 6. Z5 0.166 2.08 99

*Time in the fir ** Two stopover5 SOLAR AVERAGE CONDITIONS

In this calculation the computer utilizes

geographical coordinates of the cities, altitude-

distance flight profiles and block times. The

program then changes these to geomagnetic

latitudes and longitudes and pressure altitude as

it follows the aircraft on a great circle route.

At 0. 1 hour intervals, the ionization density (ion

3
pairs per cm per sec per atm of air) is conver-

ted to an equivalent tissue dose rate in mrads per

hour with all the appropriate conditions taken into

account. The dose rate is then integrated and

accumulated over the entire flight.

In particular, note that the direct Los

Angeles - Paris flight is 5.33 mrad/round trip

and that the same trip made by way of New York

is 5.59 mrad/round trip. In general, while more

southerly routes have a lower hourly dose rate,

due to the larger area of the earth in the equator-

ial and temperate zones, the flight routes are

longer and more time is spent in these lower dose

rate regions. Thus, there is a compensating

effect which tends to make doses on polar flights

almost the same as those on lower latitude flights.

There is a similar compensating effect of

altitude. Subsonic flight at 35,000 ft takes about

3 times as long as supersonic flight over the

same route at 65,000 ft. Since the dose rate is

about 3 times higher at 65,000 ft relative to

35,000 ft these effects cancel. In fact the doses

in the subsonic 35,000 ft flights are about Z0%

higher than in the supersonic range, and are

undoubtedly given to far more people.

J. MEASURED COSMIC RAY

NEUTRON SPECTRUM

One of the 600 _ emulsions was scanned for

proton recoils, and these in turn converted to the

neutron spectrum in Fig. 8.

The emulsions were read using the random-

walk method described by Lehman. Using this

method, 1150 proton recoil tracks were measured

in the emulsion, which is approximately

Z cmXZ cmX600_ in size. This data is then

introduced into a computer program which deter-

mines the track-length energy. The number of

tracks per energy interval DN/P*DE is then

plotted versus energy. (See Fig. 8. ) The error

bars are also determined in the program. From

this a smooth proton spectrum is drawn.

f _1 I I I i I I I

Alpha peak
i000

___Thermal neutron peak

o

_ IOO_" /_Srn°°th proton sPectrumg

z spectrum

I i I[ I I I I

0 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 16 18

Energy (MeV)
XSL715- 3098

Figure. 8. Cosmic ._ay neutron spectrum obtalned by measurlng

proton recoil track lengths in the 600 micron emulsion

1150 tracRs ware scanned in obtalng thls spectrum.
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Thetwopeaks at the low end of the proton

spectrum are produced systematic effects. They

are caused by nitroge;l in the emulsion (an[nth, p]

reaction) and alphas from thorium and radium

impurities.

Points from the smooth proton spectrum are

then introduced into another program which deter-

mines the neutron spectrum. (See Fig. 8.) A

second plot of this neutron spectrum was made

with a linear scale. (See Fig. 9. ) Then using the

expressions in Table IV Z0 an integral rein dose

was calculated for each energy interval. This rein

spectrum was then plotted with the linear neutron

spectrum for comparison. (See Fig. 9. )
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Figure 9. Comparison of Energy Spectra

K. CONCLUSIONS

The average of the experimental measure-

ments was:

-_ film

TLD's

Boeing calculations

lZ. 5 mr/rd trip average

Z. 0 mrad2rd trip average

5.5 mrad/rd tripaverage

One reason for the larger _-y film reading

is that the film has a wider response to a wider

spectrum than the TLD. This is especially true

in the low energy end of the spectrum. Also, the

bacl_ground correction subtracted from each dosi-

meter is a different percentage of the total reading

in each case. The p-_ film dose represents all

radiation received from cosmic rays and radio-

active x-ray background while on the ground, as

well as while in the air. The TLD dose represents

only what is gained in the air since the controls

were not kept in our low level cave, but them-

selves received the full sea level cosmic ray and

background ? exposures. The Boeing calculations

represent the dose obtained from cosmic rays only

while flying.

If the same background correction of 4 mrad

used for the TLD's is subtracted from the _-N

film, then the average cosmic ray dose for the

film is lowered to about 8.5 mr. This would then

be in good agreement with the calculation. The

question to resolve is whether the dosimeter or

the calculation is more accurate. The strongest

tendency is to place more faith in the TLDts.

First, they show very consistent readings at about

10g0 of the minimum measurable dose of the films

and judging from their response to the one solar

flare which they encountered, their response

seems to be internally consistent. Secondly, the>

were under much closer control than the film,

since they made only one round trip. The film

spent many weeks being exposed and perhaps

fading. The chance of encountering some unexpect-

ed phenomenon on one trip is much less likely

with the TLD than it is with the films which made

_e_ trips.

Table IV. Analytic expressions for dose equivalent vs neutron

energy

-Z -1

Energy range n-cm -sec equivalent to

(MeV) 1 torero-h- 1

< l0 -2 Z32

I0 -Z - 100 7.20 E -3/4

I00 - I01 7.20

> I01 12.8 E -I/4
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This experiment indicates that further work

should emphasize the use of the TLD's. The

Boeing calculations are probably quite realistic.

The total dose on 35,000 subsonic flights is about

Z0% higher than on 65,000 ft supersonic flights.

The neutron dose also requires further

consideration. Making the measurement over the

shortest possible time period seems to be the key

to this problem. At the same time as the measure-

ment is being made a careful check on the amount

of fading taking place during the measurement

must be made.

A more complete description of this

experiment can be found in UCRL-Z005Z, A

Measurement of Cosmic Radiation Dose: Jet

Aircraft Polar Route San Francisco to London,

by Michael F. Boyer (M.S. Thesis, 1970). ZZ
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RADIATION MEAS_S AND DOSES AT SST ALTITUDES

Trutz Foelsche

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

A brief survey of results up to 1970 of an experimental and theoretical study

of biologically important radiation components and dose equivalents due to galactic

and solar cosmic rays in the high atmosphere, especially at SST altitudes, is

presented.

The dose equivalent rate for the flight personnel flying 900 hours per year in

cruise altitudes of 60,000-69,000 feet (18-19.9 km) in high magnetic latitudes

turned out to be about 0.79-1.0 rem per year averaged over the solar cycle, or about

19-20 percent of the maximum permissible dose rate for radiation workers as estab-

lished by the International Commission on Radlological Protection (ICRP) for peace-

time operations (9 rem per year).

The gross of passengers, who do not encounter major solar events, would be

exposed only to the low level galactic cosmic rays. Such exposure would amount to

some mrem per North-Atlantlc trip and is therefore negligible. Very rarely, groups

of passengers, who happen to be passing through the impact zone of a rare giant

solar event such as that of February 23, 1996, would be exposed to 0.49 rem, pro-

vided the airplane descends to subsonic altitudes at the beginning of the event and

continues its flight at the lower altitudes. This exposure, 0.49 rem, is 90 percent

of the permissible limit for individuals of the general population (0.5 rem per

single year). At cruise altitude, the n_xlmumpermisslble limit would have been

surpassed. The suggested evasion measure of descending to lower altitudes is there-

fore sufficient to avoid overexposure of passengers in such rare cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been continuing concern about the

radiation safety in airplanes such as the SST. The

hlgh-altitude commercial airplanes, as they are

envisioned for the future, will cruise at altitudes

of 60,000 to 69,000 feet (18-19.9 km). At such

altitudes, only about 6 percent (about 60 g/cm 2) of

the mass of the atmosphere is left above the air-

plane, which may grant little protection against

space radiation such as galactic and energetic

solar cosmic rays. In fact, the nuclear reactions

of the cosmic rays within this upper 6-percent of

the atmosphere produces many secondaries, including

the particularly biologically effective neutrons

whose net biological effect may exceed that of the

primaries.

In the following the author may review what

we know of this problem - mainly as it concerns the

radiation exposure of the crew and passengers at

SST and lower altitudes - and what evasion measures

might have to be taken during times of energetic

and intense solar particle events.

II. DATA SOURCES

Our understanding is based to a large extent

on Langley hlgh-altltude experiments with high-

altitude balloons and airplanes measuring cosmic

rays and their variations with solar activity, from

1965 to the present, over a large part of the solar

cycle (refs. 1 and 2).

Figure 1 is a brief review of these data

sources. Through the 4 years from 1965 to 1968,

20 balloon launches, five each year, were conducted

by Langley from Fort Churchill, Hudson Bay, Canada.

From 1968 to the present, about 300 U2 and RBgT-F

flights from London, England; Maine, USA; and

EielsonAFB, Alaska, have been made. The latter in

cooperation with the Air Force and FAA. We owe

particular thanks to the Air Force for its generous

cooperation. Spot checks in lower latitudes were

conducted with balloons from Heiderabad, India,

and from Pallestlne, Texas. Furthermore, five

latitude scans with EB_T-F's from EielsonAFB,

Alaska, to Albuquerque, New Mexico, and down to

the equator were made. A complete latitude scan

at 39,000 feet was conducted by participating in

the 69-hour globe-clrcllng flight over both poles

with a Boeing 707 airplane in 1966.

We note that most flights were made in high

magnetic latitudes. The reason is that we are

mostly interested in maximum doses and these occur

at latitudes above _ ±50 o, which contain the North

Atlantic and Canadian routes and possibly routes

from Moscow to the U.S.A. Below 90 ° magnetic lati-

tude, the doses fell off rather rapidly because the

magnetic field of the Earth deflects the cosmic ray

particles at the lower latitudes. The dose rates

decrease by about a factor of 6 toward the equator,

according to our measurements. Thus, precautionary

measures would not be necessary on the Pacific and

Southeast Asian routes.

Additional relevant data include ground experi-

ments and extensive theoretical analyses made at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory in an 8-year study

(refs. 3-8) and at Langley (refs. 9-13) applying

the developing dose calculation methods to the

accumulated spectral data on solar events, espe-

cially those of the highly active solar cycle 19

(1954-1964) and extending the Oak Ridge Laboratory

methods to higher energies.

III. MAXIMDMPERMISSIBLE DOSES

Before reporting on measurements and relevant

results, it may be well to recaS_l the biological

doses which are internationally accepted as maximum

permissible doses (MPD's) for peacetime operations

and their definitions.

In figure 2, applicable MPD's, as established

by the ICRP, are briefly stumzarized.
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The doses are given In rem, which stands for
"roentgen equivalent man" and Is different from

rad which measures only the energy absorbed per

gram. For a given amount of absorbed energy,
heavily ionizing nuclei and neutrons do much more
biological damage than X-rays or electrons or other
lightly ionizing particles. When the dose is cor-

rected for this increased biological effectiveness,
we have the rem. For example, for fast neutrons as

we encounter them In hlgh altitudes, the dose equlv-
alent or rem is about lO times their absorbed dose.

We note In figure 2 that the average MPD for
radiation workers is lO times higher (_ rem per
year) than the MPD for individuals of the general
population In a single year (0.5 rem per year).
The reason Is that radiation workers are a small

group of adults. The general population encompasses
children, including infants - even the fetus In
pregnant women - who are _azch more sensitive to

radiation. In fact, the guidelines for the general
population are even more restrictive. "Total of

rem to age 30" means that in the _ to age
30 only 0.167 rem per year Is permissible. Thus,
0._ rem is not allowed for every year.

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DOSES (MPD'S)

RADIATION WORKERS:
WHOLEBODY

POPULATION:
INDIVIDUAL

5 rem 0.6 mrem

yr hr

0.5 rem (TOTALOF 5 rem
yr UP TO AGE30)
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For high altitude flight, we equate the crew

or flight personnel to the radiation workers because

they are adults; and we equate the passengers to

the general population. Thu_, we may note the

following two numbers:

For the crew rem per year on the

average over long periods,

say i0 to 30 years, are

permissible

For passengers Maximum O.5 rem per year in

single years, or one time

in a single year, is con-

sidered permissible.

IV. _S AND DERIVATION OF THE DOSE

EQUIVALENT RATES WITHIN THE ATMOSPK_RE

The following describes the measurements

which were made and how the dose equivalent rates

were obtained from measurements and theoretical

calculations. As mentioned before, one of our main

concerns has been the contributions of the fast

secondary neutrons to the dose equivalent rate in

SST altitudes, which were unknown in wide limits.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the problem.

Figure 3 shows, schematically, the incoming

galactic and solar light and heavy nuclei, which

interact in nuclear collisions with the air atoms,

mainly In the first 30 g/cm 2 of air that is above

80,000 feet. In their collisions, the primary

particles produce secondaries which, on their part,

again produce secondaries in further nuclear colli-

sions, and so forth. Figure 3 shows only the pro-

duced neutrons and shall indicate that the produced

neutrons penetrate relatively freely, that is,

without substantial energy loss, deeply into the

atmosphere. Being neutral particles, they lose no

energy by ionization. The neutrons have a mass

which is by a factor of about lO lower than that of

the air atoms 0 and N and lose, therefore, also

little energy at elastic collisions. In fact, at

low energy so]ar events (E < 200 MeV/nucleon) essen-

tially only a neutron increment is found in SST

altitudes, because the charged primaries come to

rest by ionization or are fragmented in nuclear

interactions - their charged secondaries coming to

rest by ionization in higher altitudes.

NEUTRONS IN TISSUE

/

Within the hydrogen containing tissue of man's

body, however, the neutrons are most biologically

effective, as indicated in figure 4. In tissue

they are strongly absorbed in losing, on the aver-

age, half of their energy in every elastic collision

with protons (H); which protons, in turn, are

charged and produce the heavily ionized recoil

tracks, being highly biologically damaging. In the

midst of figure 4_ a so-called "star" or nuclear

interaction with a C, N, or 0 atom of tissue is

indicated with prongs of heavier (biologically

effective) and lighter fragments.

Because of their possible importance and the

large uncertainty of fluxes and energy spectra,

the neutrons were measured separately in the Langley

program with a special neutron spectrometer devel-

oped and maintained by Dr. R. Mendell, New York

University. The detection of neutrons with this

instrument is based on discrimination of pulse

shapes in a liquid scintillator surrounded by a

plastic scintillator, the latter for exclusion of

charged particles (refs. 14 and i_).

Besides neutrons - protons, mesons,

and photon-electron cascades penetrate to 8ST

altitudes. To determine the doses produced by

these more lightly ionizing particles, a tissue

equivalent ion chamber which was designed and built

by AVC0, Oklahoma, and supplemented with a recorder

and maintained by Dr. R. R. Adams, Langley Research

Center, was used in the flight experiments. The

neutron spectra and tissue absorbed dose were meas-

ured with these instruments. They were first sus-

pended in free air and then inside spherical

phantoms of tissue equivalent material representing

man's body, to derive the dose equivalents in

extremities (small tissue sample represented by the

sensors) and in the depth of the body.
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Fromtheneutronspectrum,theabsorbeddose
rate (rad) and dose equivalent rate (rem) due to

neutrons have been calculated by using the flux--

tG-dose conversion and quality factors defined by

the ICRP for neutrons up to l0 MeV energy, and

extended by Oak Ridge National Laboratory to

neutrons and protons up to 400 MeV. It must be

mentioned here that the spectrometer measures only

the neutron spectra in the energy range 1--10 MeV.

These measurements were used to normalize the total

spectra from 0.1--400 MeV obtained by J. W. Wilson

(ref. 13) who succeeded in developing a nuclear

cascade and transport computer code for incident

protons up to lO GeV (see also ref. lO). The

neutrons lO-_00 MeV produced by galactic cosmic

rays have been found to contribute substantially

(about 40 percent ) to the neutron dose equivalent

rate in hlgh altitudes.

Besides by neutrons, highly biologically

effective stars are produced in tissue by primary

and secondary charged particles, in particular,

protons at SST altitudes. Their contribution to

the dose equivalent rate is calculated by taking

into account the measurements in tissue equivalent

emulsions of Davlson (ref. 16).

The total dose equivalent rate Is obtained by

subtracting the absorbed doses due to neutrons and

due to charged-partlcles-produced stars from their

dose equivalents (rem-rad) and adding the Ion

chamber dose which measures both the absorbed dose

due to lightly and heavily ionizing or damaging

particles (the latter neutrons, stars). The dose

equivalent rate derived in this way is due to all

lightly ionizing primaries and secondaries and due

to neutrons and charged-particles-produced stars

in tissue.

Heavy primary hlts or penetrations and heavier

fragments than protons produced In nuclear inter-

actions with air are neglected. According to meas-

urements of Yagoda (ref. 17) and also unpublished

measurements in the course of the Langley program,

the fluxes of heavy primaries and of energetic

heavy fragment are practically zero In 60,000 to

69,000 ft altitude (> 60 g/cm 2 air shielding). The

same result wlth respect to heavy nuclei have theo-

retlcal estimates of H. Schaefer (ref. 18).

IV. _ EXPOSURE OF SST OCCUPANTS AND

COMPARISON WITH MPD's

To obtain the maximum exposure of SST occupants

and compare these with the MPD's," some of our

results on galactic and solar cosmic ray dose rates

In SST and subsonic altitudes and at hlgh latitudes

wlll now be presented. We begin with:

I. Galactic cosmlc ray dose rates

Galactic cosmic rays are of low intensity;

however, they are always present. Their intensity

varles by a factor of about 2 in the high-energy

range and a factor of about 4 In the low-energy

range during-the ll-year sunspot cycle.

In figure _, the circles show the measured

dose rates as a function of altitude. The scale is

on the rlght-hand side and is given In rads - not

corrected for biological effectiveness. Thls dose

rate is nearly constant above SST altitude in the

year 1967. The squares show the fast neutron flux

measured separately. The scale is on the left-hand

slde.

NEUTRON FLUX,

nlcm2-sec

GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
FORTCHURCHHILLBALLOONTO 43.km (140 000 it), JULY1.5, 1967
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I
I
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One recognizes that the neutron flux has a

maximum Just at SST altitudes.

Figure 6 shows the biological dose rates of

dose equivalent rates In mrem per hour derived from

these measurements.

Consider first the light lines labeled 1969.

The dashed curve shows the contribution mainly of

the lightly ionizing partlcles_ the dotted llne

shows the contribution rem-rad of the neutrons; and

the x's show the contribution rem-rad of the stars

produced by charged particles which are the sites of

nuclear reactions, with extensive local damage to

the cells (as the stars produced by neutrons). We

may mention that the dose equivalent rate due to

neutrons, as derived from our measurements and cal-

culations, is about four times higher than that

estimated in the ICRP task group report of 1966

(ref. 19).

The light solid Line is the total dose

equivalent rate as function of altltudej which

indicates again a maximum at SST altitude. It may

be noted that the curve is labeled 196_. That was

near sunspot minimum of the solar cycle, when the

galactic cosmic ray flux is a maximum. The average

over the ll--year solar cycle would be less -- about

as shown by the heavy llne. The average dose rate

is about 1.2 mrem/hour at SST altitude.

We obtain, thus, the following results: If

the crew flies 500 hours/year in cruise altitude,

their average dose rate due to galactic cosmic rays

would be about _OO x 1.2 torero/year = 0.6 rem/year

or only about 12 percent of their maximum permissi-

ble dose rate.

The gross of passen6ers , who may c_ops the

North Atlantic only a few times a year, not encoun-

tering solar events, would be exposed in 2 hours at

cruise altitude to only about 3 torero, which is neg-

llglble In comparison wlth 500 mrem or 0.9 mrem,

which is their permissible limit.
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The cir-l%s labeled "theory" on the total dose

curve for 1965 were calculated starting from the

known cosmic-ray spectrum in space, using the men-

tioned Langley developed computer program, to deter-

mine the dose at various depths in the atmosphere.

The fairly good agreement with the measurements

suggests that such a computer code may be useful to

monitor the dose rate in SST's with fair accuracy

from the primary spectra measured, for example, in

synchronous satellites far out in space, without

having instruments onboard the SST's.

2. Solar cosmic ray doses

Solar cosmic rays or solar particle events,

accompanying some - but not all - flare outbursts

on the sun. are transient particle showers (duration

8-24 hours); however, in some cases, they may have

i000 times higher intensity than galactic cosmic

rays.

In figure 7 the two curves on the left corre-

spond to a hlgh-energy event of very low intensity

that occurred on March 30-31, 1969. The intensities

(ordinates) are plotted against time in hours

(abscissa).
The neutron monitor on the ground showed only

a 9-percent increase over its backgroundj the

latter due to the steady flux of galactic cosmic

rays. Our airplane flying at SST altitude, however,

showed about a 90-percent increase in biological

dose rate or nearly 20 times as much. The factor

20 is somewhat obscured by the log scale on the

ordinate, however, the log scale is needed to pre-

sent in the same figure the much higher increments

observed in 19_6 at a very intense high-energy

event.

The event on the right is the famous giant

event of February 23, 19_6, which is the largest

event observed for at least 30 years. Instead of

9 percent_ an increase of 3600 percent on the

ground, or 36 times galactic cosmic-ray background

was observed. No measurements at altitude could

be made in 1996; however, if we use the same factor
of about 20 that we found for the smaller flare, we

get an increase of 720 times that of March 1969,

which represents a dose rate of i000 torero/hour or

i rein/hour at the beginning of the event.

Since the dose that would be accumulated during,

say, 2 hours at cruise altitude is apparently above

the permissible limit for passengers_ it is very

important to confirm this high dose rate in any

possible way. We started with the fluxes and spec-

trum above the atmosphere in space which were esti-

mated by Meyer, Parker, and Simpson from ground

measurements over a wide latitude range at that

time (refs. 20-22) and applied our computer program

mentioned earlier.

The prompt spectrum supplemented by estimates

of other authors (ref. 12) is presented in figure 8

right.

Figure 9 shows the result of these dose calcu-

lations for different altitudes. The maximum dose

equivalent rate for February 1996 at SST altitude

is found between 3 rein/hour and 0.9 rein/hour, which

is in fair agreement with figure 9. The large dif-

ference between the upper and lower limit is mainly

due to the uncertainty in the lower energy part of

the prompt spectrum (< 1 BeV) which could not be

measured in 1996.

We have made similar dose calculations for the

most significant of the 60 solar events of the par-

ticularly active solar cycle 19 starting with the

energy spectra in space composed from balloon,

rocket, satellite, riometer, and scattering net-

work data• The second largest event was that of

November 12-13, 1960, which is seen at two differ-

ent times in figure 9. The dose equivalent rates

are only in the order of 30-50 totem/hour at altitude.

On the basis of these measurements and calcu-

lations on solar events, we may again first draw

conclusions on the avers_e exposure of the crew

from solar cosmic rays assuming, conservatively,

that the crew passed through each major event of

cycle 19 in its maximum phase. The result is given

in figure lO.

One sees that the contribution of all major

events, except that of February 19_6, is very low.

If one includes the February 19_6 event, one obtains

an upper limit of 0.3 rein/year as the average
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contribution per year from solar events of one

cycle. Of course, in none Of the single years was

the maximum permissible dose rate of 5 rein/year for

the crew reached, even if the airplane were to stay

in cruise altitude during the events. In adding

the previously given _alactic cosmic-ray average

dose rate of 0.6 rein/year, we arrive at 0.9 rein/year

from solar plus galactic cosmic rays. This is the

average over the solar cycle and is only 15 to 20

percent of the maximum permissible exposure for

radiation workers. We should add here, for correct-

heSS, that this exposure on high latitude routes is

nevertheless somewhat higher than the actual expo-

sure of 90 percent of the radiation workers in the

nuclear industry, which is of the order of only

i0 percent of the MpD for radiation workers.
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We come now to the most important result so

far, namely, that to the best of our knowledge,

the permissible exposure of passengers is exceeded

if the SST flies at its cruise altitude during such

giant events as that of February 1956. This would

be contrary to the internationally accepted radi-

ation protection guidelines.

On the other hand, fortunately, atmospheric

attenuation is sufflcie_t so that, by timely descent

to subsonic altitude during such events, the con-

servatively high estimated accumulated dose would

have been below 0.5 rein, or below the MPD for pas-

sengers. We see in figure 9 that the maximum dose

rate at 30,000 feet altitude would have been

0._5 rem/hour. This is the dose rate _t the peak

of the event - of about i0 minutes' duration. This

dose rate fell off very fast in the first hours

(as in all highly intense energetic events observed

so far). The accumulated dose for the first 3 hours,

about the maximum time that the SST would remain at

subsonic altitude, would not be more than 0.$5 rein.

Thus, such an evasion measure is sufficient to keep

the dose within safe limits in such rare cases.

Furthermore, it appears that in all the other

of the approximately 60 solar events such evasion

would not have been necessary in order to comply

with the requirement to stay below the maximum

exposure limit of 0.5 rein, because the maximum dose

rate even for the November 12, 1960, event was only

on the order of 30-50 torero/hour at SST altitude.

Since it is desirable to hold any exposure as low

as possible, one may descend also in such cases,

that is, if a level of 90 torero/hour or even less

is reached. Even when evasion in such cases is

included, solar cosmic radiation will only in rare

cases interfere with the normal operation of the

airplanes, since only three more events comparable

in size and energy to the November 12 event were

observed in the highly active cycle 19.
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A design requirement for evasion to subsonic

altitude is that the airplane has sufficient sub-

sonic flying capability to reach the next airport

from every point of its route. The latter capability

was specified for the American SST and is probably

specified for the Concorde and the Russian 6ST for

safety reasons. It may be emphasized that an

in-fligh_ radiation warning and monitoring system

is required to minimize evasion measures or inter-

ference with the normal operation of the SST planes.

Other precautionary measures such as delaying

flights or rerouting the airplanes to lower lati-

tudes in case active regions on the sun are about

to erupt would interfere considerably more with the

economical operation of hlgh-altitude aircraft,

since as yet, even experienced forecast centers

cannot predict if and when such regions erupt and

if high-energy particles are produced with high

intensity. 0nly very rare intense high or medium

energy events require evasion measures. Giant

events comparable to that of February 23, 1956,

have occurred only one to two times per ll year

cycle in the past three decades.

V. SUMMARY ON RADIATION EXPOSURE

AND SAFETY MEASURES

We may now finally summarize the obtained

results on radiation exposure and safety measures

(see fig. ll).

1. The maximum exposure of the crew due to

galactic and solar cosmic rays, as listed in the

upper half of the table, is found to be 0.79-

1.0 rem/year averaged over the solar cycle or 15

to 20 percent of the maximum permissible dose rate

for radiation workers. This is, of course, also

the _xposure of passengers who fly as often as the

crew on high latitude routes such as, perhaps,

executives of airlines, who are presumably adults

and would take no significant radiation risk either.

2. The gross of passengers, who do not

encounter major solar events, would only be exposed

to the low-level galactic cosmic rays. Such expo-

sure would amount only to some mrem per trip and

is therefore negligible. A small group of individ-

ual passengers, passing such rare giant solar event

as that of February 1956, would be exposed to maxi-

mum O.45 rem, which is 90 percent of their permis-

sible limit per year, if the airplanes descend in

time and continue the flight at subsonic altitudes

during the event.

From the preceding considerations, we come to

the following conclusions:

1. If the suggested precautionary measure of

timely descent or other evasion measures can be

taken in case of giant solar events, radiation

appears to pose no hazard to the health and safety

of passengers and crew in commercial SST flight -

assuming, of course, the validity of the present

internationally accepted exposure limits, especially

for pregnant persons, for which case there still

exists some uncertainty.

2. If a radiation monitoring system exists

which indicates to the pilots in time when to

descend to subsonic altitudes, and if the pilots

can reach the next airport at subsonic altitude,

cosmic radiation will only in very rare cases inter-

fere with the normal operation of hlgh-altitude

aircraft.

CREW:

(>55° MAGNETIC LATITUDE,

AVERAGE OVER
SOLAR CYCLE)

PASSENGERS:

GROSS

INDIVIDUALS (WITH

EVASIONS, FEB. 1956)

EXPOSURE

O.75 TO 1 rem/yr

NEGLIGIBLE

< 0.45 rem/yr

PERCENTOF MPD'S

15 TO 20%OFMPD FOR

RADIATION WORKERS

< 90%OF MPD FOR

POPULATION, ONETIME

IN lOyr

DOSE EQUIVALENTS FOR SST OCCUPANTS
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"DOSE AND

MEASUREMENTS

LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER SPECTRAL

FOR THE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT PROGRAM"

CAPT ILICttARD B. PRILBRICK

Technology Division

Air Force Weapons Laboratory

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) in conjunction with the Federal Aviation

Administration is flying radiation monitoring system on board aircraft provided by

the Air Weather Service. The purpose of the package, called the High Altitude Radia-

tion Instrumentation System (HARIS)p is to measure the radiation hazard to Supersonic

Transport passengers from solar and galactic cosmic rays. The HARIS was fabricated

by Solid State Radiations, Inc., and includes gaseous linear energy transfer spectrom-

eter, a tissue equivalent ionization chamber and a gelger meuller tube.

The HARIS is flown on RB-57F aircraft at 60 000 feet from Eielson Air Force Base,

Alaska. During solar active perlods, crews of the 58th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron

are on alert to lam_ch the aircraft during solar flares. Notiflcatlon for launches and

the proper alert status are provided by the Solar Forecast Center located in the North

American Air Defense Command Chyenne Mountain Complex in Colorado.

Data from the HARIS are reduced at the AFWL to give rad and rem dose rates measured

by the package during the flights. Results presented Include ambient data obtained on

backgrom_d flights, altitude comparison data and solar flare data.

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) is con-

ducting a theoretical and experimental program in

defining the radiation hazards to man at high alti-

tudes and in space. Experimental efforts have in-

cluded tissue equivalent ionization chambers (TEICs)

for dose measurements and linear energy transfer

(T_T) spectrometers for energy deposition measure-

ments. Particle spectrometers are also flown to

define the physical environment (Ref i).

In 1965, the AFWL and the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) agreed to measure the blophys-

ical aspects of the radiation environment encoun-

tered by passengers and crews at the high operating

altitudes of the Supersonic Transport (SST). The

objective of the program is to provide operational

data for the Advisory Committee on Radiation Biology

Aspects of the SST 1 so that they can recommend

appropriate actions to protect the passengers and

crews of the SSTs.

To be operatl nally relevent, the data must be

obtained at the altitudes associated with SST opera-

tion - approximately 60,000 feet. Backgromld data

taken during solar ambient periods are required and

must be obtained at high geomagnetic latitudes, as

well as normal latitudes. Measurements must be

taken during energetic solar particle events at high

geomagnetic latitudes. To measure these events,

the program must continue through the upslope, top

and downslope of the current solar cycle.

_eratlonal Approach

The AFWL/FAA instrument is called the High

Altitude Radiation Instrumentation System (HARIS)

and will be discussed in more detail later, it is

designed to fly on the RB-57F aircraft of the 58th

Weather Reconnaissance Squadron (58th _nIS), 9th

Weather Reconnaissance Wing, Air Weather Service

(AWS). The RB-57F can fly higher than 60,000 feet

and can remain at this altitude in excess of five

hours if necessary. The HARIS was first flown on

background missions near Kirtland AFB, New Mexico

(the location of the 58th WRS) in September of 1966.

lnltlally, the package was mounted beneath the

navigator's seat, causing underslrable shielding

for the sensors. In February 1968, the HARIS was

relocated in the upper pressurized compartment of

aircraft (see Fig I) resulting in shielding much

closer to that envisioned for SST passengers and

crews. The shielding above the sensors on the RB-

57F is 0.5 8qn/cm 2 aluminum as opposed to an esti-

mated 3.5 gm/cm 2 for the SST.

IFormerly the Standing Committee on Radiation

Aspects of the SST.
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_rtland Air Force Base is at 35" geographic

latitude and about 45" geomagnetic latitude. This

is too far trader the earth's magnetic belts to

receive significant changes in dose rates from

energetic solar charged particle events. In Hatch

i968, one KB-57F and two flight crews of the 58th

W_ were deployed to Eielson AFB, Alaska (near

Fairbanks, geomagnetic latitude 65" N) to stand

alerts for solar flares. At that time the opera-

tional portion of the program was given the nick-

name Operation Cold Flare by USAF. From Eielson,

the aircraft cm fly as far north as 75* geomagnetic.

Under the initial plan, alert conditions and

launch requests were relayed from _ to the 9th

Weather Reconnaissance Wing Command Post and then

to Eielson. The requests were based on information

from the Solar Forecast Center (SFC) 2 at the North

American Air Defense Couand Cheyenne Nountain Com-

plex. The co_lexity of life support procedures of

the KB-57F makes launches fairly slow. On the

highest alert condition laueches were required no

wore than three hours after notification.

This system proved too slow in lstmthing the

aircraft after flares dispite an increase in support

to two aircraft and three flight crews. The launch

time was too long and the alert chain too ctmber-

some. The data gained from proton events in

February, Narch and April of 1969, showed that only

very high energy protons - greater than 100 Hey -

contributed to the dose rate at SST altitude. The

vast majority of such particles corn very quickly,

so they arrive before the aircraft can be launched.

In an effort to shorten the response time, FAA

requested USAF to provide more support for the pro-

gram. The EJS increased support for the program in

June of 1970, to three aircraft and five crews,

resulting in a vastly improved alert posture. Under

the highest alert condition, an aircraft can reach

60,000 feet one hour after notification. In addi-

tion, the alert conditions and launch notifications

are sent directly to Eielson by SFC.

Figure 2 shows the current routes used by the

aircraft launched to measure solar flares. The

shorter Lima route is used by the initial aircraft

flying with a reduced fuel load so that it can

reach SST altitude more quickly. The longer Hike

route is flown by follow-on aircraft and on back-

ground missions. Route flown previous to June 1970

was siailar to the Hike route.

Ins trument ation

The HARIS 3 was developed by Solid State Radia-

tions, Inc. (SSR), Los Angeles, California, under

contract to the FAA. AFWL prepared the specifica-

tions for the package and monitored the technical

aspects of the Contract. Four nearly identical

instrument packages were fabricated in all, In-

cluded in the system are _ linear energy transfer

spectrometer (LETS), a tissue equivalent ionization

chamber (TEIC), a getger counter (_T) and a digital

re corder.

The choice of sensors was based on the radia-

tion environment at 60,000 feet. The field is a

conglomeration of protons ; neutrons _ electrons,

gamin rays, heavy particles and photons. Establish-

ing the physical spectr,,_ would be impractical so

the sensors measure the dose rate directly. The

TEIC measures the total ionization in the chamber

which can be directly related to dose.

The LETS measures the ionization from each

individual particle track and can thus establish

the quality factor for the radiation. The damage

done by an ionization track can increase out of

proportion to the number of ions if the track is

sufficiently thick. Thus, the total ionization

must be multiplied by a parameter (call"ed "the

quality factor) which takes into account the ioniza-

tion per unit distance or linear energy t;ansfer

(LET). The quality factor can vary with the type

of cells being considered but a curve has been

established which should ailov for any effect

(Pig 3, Ref 3).
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The 8etger counter is used to show consistency

in changes in dose rates indicated by the other

sensors. Digital readout is used to simplify data

reduction.

The LETS Is a spherical chamber two inches in

dlameter with s 3.5 =m lexan wall. It Is fllled

with methane to a pressure giving a path length

through the chaaber dieter equivalent to four

microns of tissue. The anode Is a central needle

with a high voltage applied betveen it and the

evaporated aluatnum coating the inside of the

spherk. This voltage is regulated through the use

of an AmTM alpha source in a side arm counter.

2SFC is a part of the 4th Weather Wing. tMS

3Aumre complete dlserIptlon of the HARIS is

available in Eel 2.
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The alpha particles traverse a diameter of the

chamber sad will deposit a known energy. The volt-

age can be corrected up or down throush the use of

• these calibration pulses, thus, allowing for cheeses

in the San pressure or consistency.

Events measured by the LETS are sorted by a

ten channel pulse height analyzer according to

their LET. The channels increase in width by a

factor of cvo with the channel one lower boundary

at .2 Key/micron and the channel ten upper bomdary

at 200 _ev/_tcron. The LETS is accurate in mesaur-

ins dose rates from about 1.0 mrem/hr to about

2 ram/hr.

The ionization chamber has a moderately tissue

equivalent lezan wall 3.2 am thick. It is the same

size as the LETS co allow tntercomparison of results.

The filling gas is tissue equivalent, pressurized

to three atmospheres absolute. The digital readout

is logarithmically related to the dose. The TEIC

will measure from about 0.3 mrad/hr to about 25

red/hr.

The digital recorder writes the data on cape

every _wo _Intes. Twenty seconds of each cycle is

allowed for the electronics to return to normal

after the four-second readout period. Then the

sensors accumulate data for 96 seconds.

Physically the HARIS is 12" x 8" x 12" and

weighs 25 lbs. It draws .5 amp at 28 v DC.

Calibration Procedures for the HARIS

Certain calibration and monltorln8 procedures

have been applied to the HARIS on a routine basis

since the sumner of 1968. These include internal

alpha spectrtm analysis sad alpha pulse monitoring,

gamma calibration and a neutron constancy check.

The spectrum from the LETS AmTM alpha pulses is

examined sad the shape of this spectrum along with

analysis of the alpha pulses themselves c an reveal

the relative degradation of the LETS.

HARIS instruments are calibrated on the C8137

gamma range at AFWL before sad after deployment to

F_telson AFB. These exposures are used primarily

to calibrate the TEIC, but they are also a good

check on the LETS.

At Eielson, the LETS and TEIC are in turn

exposed to a 100 millicurie Am-Be neutron source.

These exposures are used as a constancy check mid

are made, if possible, before and after individual

flights. A£1 available check point voltages, as

wall an the cycle time of the digital tape recorder

are monitored.

In addition to the routine checks, proton and

neutron calibrations have been performed on the LETS

sad TEIC to check their response to these particles.

In general the sensors respond adequately if they

are handled properly.

Data Reduction Procedures

The RARIS digital tape recorder writes the data

with bits incorrectly spaced to be used on a computer.

A tape to tape converter is used to rewrite the data

on a tape which can be read by a Control Data Corpo-

ration (CDC) 160a computer. The 160a chsages the

format of the data sad writes It in standard record

lengths which can be read by the CDC 6600 computer

at AFWL.

The CDC 6600 punches the raw data on cards, as

well as in a printout so that erroneous records can

be removed. Finally, the flight position sad time

information is merged with the raw data which is

reduced on the 6600 using a standard program. The

program prints red and rem dose races, GM cube

count rates sad standard deviations along with

position, altitude and time for each reading.

Data from all the sensors can vary greatly

given the two-minute recording intervals. To

smooth out the variations, the data are averaged

over ten record (20-m4nute) periods. These periods

are advanced five records (10-minute) at a time so

chat each data frame is effectively reduced twice.

The T_IC dose rate is derived by interpolating

bet_een the calibration curves obtained for the

sensor before and after depioymenc to Eielson AFB.

To reduce the ten channels of LETS information,

a number of counts is first subtracted from each

channel readout. These are "background" counts

which originate in the instrtmenC from t_o sources.

The first source is internal conversion elect_oos

from the Am241 alpha source. The second source is

spurious pulses from the electronics of the instru-

ment. "Background" counts are likely to change

with time, therefore, the spectrum to be subtracted

is established by running the instrument at sea

level in the aircraft before the flight.

A red dose rate is extracted from this spectrum

usin 8 standard techniques. To obtain a ram dose

rate, the spherical shape of the sensor must be

allowed for. Roesi's triangle unfolding technique

(Ref 4) is used Co redistribute the counts in a new

spectrum from which the ram dose race can be
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obtained.

The TEIC tad dose rate is more reliable than

the LETS tad dose rate as a result of uncertainties

in the "backgrotmd" mentioned above. This "back-

ground" is concentrated in the lower channels of

the LETS readout. The TEIC rad dose rate is used

to modify the LETS re.. dose rate readout. The

lower four channels of the LETS all have a quality

factor of one and the fifth channel has a factor

of 1.2. The TEIC dose rate, minus the dose rate

for the upper five channels of the LETS, is used

as the dose rate for the lower five channels. This

method eliminates use of the less reliable chmmels

in the final rem dose rate readouts.

Data From Background Missions

Flights made during solar ambient periods

generally show re,, dose rates right at the botto..

of the effective measurement rasge of the LETS.

The error likely at this extre-_ is quite large -

as ..uch as 40 percent for the rem dose rate. The

TEIC rad measurement is mere accurate with a

probable error of 20 percent.

The average measured dose rates to date are

.45 mrad/hour and .96 ..re../hour. Considering only

measurements from November of 1968 to date, the

dose rates have varied only slightly with the solar

cycle. The lowest average dose rate measured was

"- the s'_r ^_ logo .r .&O mrad/hour and .85

mre../hour. The correct average measured rate

(January 1971) is .50 ..red/hour md 1.03 ..rea/hour.

Data From Solar Flares

HARIS data have been accumulated for solar

proton events which occured on the following dates :

25 and 27 February 1969, 30 Parch 1969, 11 - 16

April 1969, 2 November 1969, 24 January 1971. No

huge increases over background were measured for

any of these flares. However, it should be noted

that the measurements were not taken during the

ground level neutron peak of these events except

in the case of the 30 Parch 1969 flare. The

specific results from each event are listed here:

25 February 1969: Five and one-half (5 1/2)

hours after the flare the instrument measured a

red dose rate of .54 ..tad/hour and a rein dose rate

of 1.1 ..re../hour. The ambient rates at this time

were .42 ..rad/hour and .90 ..rein/hour.

27 February 1969: (No ground level increase)

Six hours after the flare the dose rate was 0.5

..tad/hour and 1.2 torero/hour.

30 Parch 1969: This is the only ease to date

where measurements were taken during the ground

level neutron peak. Here the data are presented in

graph form (Fig 4).

11 - 16 April 1969| There was no ground level

increase during this period but VELA >25 Hey proton

counts increased substantially. Measurements taken

during this period show no substantial increase.

2 November 1969: Thirteen (13) hours after

the flare the rad dose rate measured was 0.55 ..tad/

hour mad the tea dose rate was 1.25 ..re../hour.

24 January 1971: Data from this event are

presented in Figure 5. The dose rates given are

preliminary as the HAI_S instruments are still

deployed at Eielson so that post-deployumnt calibra-

tions have not been performed. Such calibrations

should not chasge the readings mere than ten per-

cent, however.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF COSMIC-RAY CHARGED

PARTICLE INTENSITY PROFILES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

W. M. Lowder, P. D. Raft, and H. L. Beck

Health and Safety Laboratory, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

New York, N. Y.

Absolute cosmic-ray free air ionization and charged particle

fluxes and dose rates throughout the atmosphere have been measured on

a series of balloon flights that commenced in 1968. Argon-filled

ionization chambers equipped with solid-state electrometers, with

different gas pressures and steel wall thicknesses, and a pair of

aluminum-wall GM counters have provided the basic data, which are sup-

plemented by measurements with air-filled and tissue equivalent

ionization chambers and a scintillation spectrometer. Detailed lab-

oratory experiments together with analyses of the theoretical aspects

of the detector responses to cosmic radiation indicate that these

profiles can be determined to an overall accuracy of _5 percent.

Data from various balloon flights at 53 oN and 42 °N geomagnetic

latitude provide ionization profiles consistent with our earlier

results in the lower atmosphere, but 20 percent lower than comparable

data obtained by the California Institute of Technology. No

explanation has yet been found for this discrepancy, although a

quantitatively similar one was previously noted by the University of

Minnesota group. Our results indicate a total charged-particle free-

air ionization (dose rate) at 53°N latitude of 6.3 I (9.5 _rad/hr),

ll4 I (170 _rad/hr), and 290 I (436 _rad/hr) at i0,000, 35,000, and

65,000 ft., respectively. These data are approximately minimum values

for the ii year solar activity cycle.

The ionization and flux data are compared with the analytical

calculations of O'Brien, with generally satisfactury agreement

between theory and experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many measurements of total ionization

and omnidirectional particle flux of

cosmic-ray secondaries in the atmosphere

have been conducted over the past four

decades, and these have contributed much

to our understanding of the properties of

the incoming primary radiation and its

interaction with the atmosphere. In

addition, the atmosphere has provided us

with a unique high energy physics labora-

tory, where experiments can be conducted

at particle energies beyond the capabili-

ties of any ground-based laboratories. An

opportunity is thus provided to design

experiments to test the predictions of

theories of high-energy radiation transport

in low-z media.

The HASL balloon program of cosmic-

ray measurements, commenced in 1968, was

designed to provide accurate data on

charged particle ionization and flux

throughout the atmosphere. Two applica-

tions were envisaged: (i) to provide basic

information relevant to the potential

exposure of aircraft crews and passengers

to ionizing radiation, and (2) to provide

critical tests for analytical calculations

of the properties of cosmic radiation

throughout the atmosphere, particularly

those being conducted here by O'Brien

(refs. 1 and 2). In this paper, we

summarize our results to date, critically

compare them with earlier data, and discuss

their relevance to theory.
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11. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Our i n i t i a l  cosmic-ray measurements 
a t  ground level ( 0  t o  12,000 f ee t )  i n  t he  
continental  United States  w e r e  made t o  
estimate th i s  source of radiat ion exposure 
of the  whole population. 
argon ionization chamber was u t i l i zed ,  and 
i ts  gamma-ray response was  corrected fo r  
by means of concurrent measurements with a 
gamma s c i n t i l l a t i o n  spectrometer. The 
r e s u l t s  obtained i n  1965, primarily i n  
Colorado,, were reported by Lowder and Beck 
(ref .  3) , and a recheck of these da ta  i n  
1968 yielded essent ia l ly  the same resu l t s .  

These ionization p ro f i l e s  w e r e  
extended t o  a l t i tudes  above 12,000 f t .  by 
a series of balloon f l i g h t s  conducted 
beginning i n  1968 with the  cooperation of 
the  United States A i r  Force balloon team 
a t  Goodfellow A i r  Force B a s e  i n  San Angelo, 
Texas, the  NCAR Sc ien t i f ic  Balloon Base i n  
Palestine,  Texas, and the  University of 
New Hampshire. The f l i g h t s  t o  be discussed 
a re  l i s t e d  i n  Table I, along with the  
instrumentation included i n  each f l i g h t  
package. The basic  instrument i n  each 
f l i g h t  was  a pressurized argon ionization 
chamber fo r  t o t a l  charged p a r t i c l e  ioniza- 
t i o n  determination. On two f l i gh t s ,  a 
spec ia l ly  designed dual Geiger tube package 
was included, t o  provide p a r t i c l e  f lux  
data. Other types of ionization chamber 
are  being flown, and the  University of New 
Hampshire s c i n t i l l a t i o n  spectrometer has 
provided much information on charged 
p a r t i c l e  and photon fluxes. However, t he  
analysis of these r e su l t s  is  not yet  
complete, and we r e s t r i c t  our a t ten t ion  
here  t o  the argon chamber and Geiger 
counter data.  

A high pressure 

TABLE I 

RASL BRLLCON FLIGHTS, 1969-70 

Ionization Chambers 
Gem. Gas wall volume Other 

Date Site Lat. (atm.) (q/ =ma) ( 11 InstruDentatlo" 

5/27/69 hlrharn, N. X. 51" 9.0 Ai- 1.1 Fe 2.8 UMI acintillation 
a p ec t z ome t e T 

11/16/69 Palestine, Tex. 42'1 (11 9.2 Ar 0.5 Fe 2.8 u" scintillation 
(2127.5 Rr 2.7 Fe 2.0 spectzmter 

4/9/70 S l m x  City, IS. 52'1 (1122.9 Ar 1.1 Fe 2.8 
(21 0 . 9 T E  0 . 5 F e  8.2 

4/16/70 s i m x  city, la. 52'1 22.9 IV 1.1 ~e 2.8 dual on c-ters 

6/7/70 Palestine, T e x .  42'1 22.9 Rr 1.1 Fe 2.8 u" scintillation 
spectrometer + 
dual GM Counters 

111. I O N I Z A T I O N  MEASUREMENTS 

The ionizat ion measure'ments were 
car r ied  out with pressurized argon ioniza- 
t i on  chambers s imi la r  t o  those used i n  the  
long se r i e s  of measurements conducted by 
t h e  group led by H. V. Neher a t  the 
Cal i fornia  I n s t i t u t e  of Technology. Bas- 
ica l ly ,  they a re  hemispheres of type 304 
s t a in l e s s  s t e e l  welded together t o  form 7 
or 10  inch diameter spherical  she l l s .  , The 
col lec t ing  electrode is  a 0.75 inch 
diameter s t e e l  sphere mounted on a r i g i d  
steel tube attached t o  a t r i a x i a l  metal-to- 
ceramic seal welded t o  the  outer shell.. 
The gas f i l l i n g  is ultra-high-purity argon. 
Chambers with various wall thicknesses and 
f i l l i n g  pressures were fabricated,  t o  
permit study of t he  e f f e c t  of these 
parameters on the  inferred f ree  a i r  ioniza- 
t ion .  Our "standard" chamber has been one 
f i l l e d  t o  23 atmospheres surrounded by 55 
m i l  (1.1 g/cma) steel walls. 

i s  measured with a HASL designed sol id-  
s t a t e  electrometer using a MOSFET (metal- 
oxide+ emiconduc t or f i eld-e f f ec t trans i s  t or) 
as the  input element. This electrometer is 
an improvement over. one described by Negro, 
Cassidy, and Graveson ' ( ref .  4) , with the  
high input impedance and low leakage 
current  capabi l i ty  required by t h i s  type 
of measurement. The voltage output of 
t h i s  electrometer is recorded on-board by 
a Rustrak s t r ip-char t  recorder. 

Figure 1 shows one of t he  ionizat ion 
chamber systems mounted i n  i t s  f l i g h t  

package. 

The output current from the  chamber 
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The absolute calibration of the

response of these chambers is complicated

by the absence of any known "standard"

cosmic radiation fields to check our lab-

oratory or armchair calibration procedures.

These procedures can be divided into four

stepsz

(_) calibration of the output of the data

recorder in terms of the output

voltage of the MOSFET electrometer,

(2) calibration of the output voltage of

the electrometer in terms of input

current from the ionization chamber,

(3) calibration of the output current of

the chamber in terms of ion pairs

produced per cm 3 of filling gas

reduced to STP,

(4) conversion of absolute ionization

(STP) within the chamber to absolute

ionization in free air.

Each of these steps is discussed in detail

by Raft, Lowder, and Beck (ref. 5), taking

into aEcount the experience gained from

previous experimental programs of a

similar nature. We concluded there that

the treatment of these ionization chambers

as essentially argon cavities in an air

medium is basically correct. Any signifi-

cant deviation from this circumstance

would manifest itself as discrepancies

among the free air ionization values

inferred from the responses of chambers

with differing wall thicknesses or gas

fillings. Our calibration is essentially

identical to that used by the Caltech grou_

and should yield comparable ionization

values.

The ionization data from the flights

listed in Table I are summarized in Table

II. The two Sioux City flights are com-

bined, as the three argon chambers yielded

essentially identical results. Also

indicated are the data fromtheColorado

ground measurements in 1965 and 1968. The

conversion factor indicated at the bottom

of the table permits the conversion of the

charged particle ionization data to free

air dose rate units. Particular note

should be taken of the fact that these

data all pertain to a period near solar

activity maximum in the ll year cycle,

when the cosmic radiation intensity is

near minimum.

Although it is always hazardous to

compare different sets of cosmic-ray

measurements displaced in space and time,

the latitude effect is clearly discernable

at altitudes above 35,000 ft., as is the

significant profile change at a single

location (Palestine) for two flights

separated by seven months. It is impossi-

ble to ascertain whether this latter

91Q

TABLE II

IONIZATION A_D AIR DOSE RATE PROFILES, 1969-70

Ionization (X)

Arm. repth Altitude Durham SiOux City

__t_cm') (_eet) I_/68) (4Do)

20 87,200 285 -

50 67,900 290 282

75 59,500 280 266

I00 53,500 254 248

150 45_i00 196 198

200 39,100 155 156

250 34,400 ii0 112

300 30,500 78 80

350 27,100 54 55

400 24,000 30 38

450 21,300 28 28

500 18,800 20 21

550 16,400 15 15

600 14,300 ii ii

700 10,400 6.5: 7.1

800 6,900 4.3: 4.9

900 3,800 3.3: 3,3:

1033 0

Palestine Colorado

(11/69) (6/70) ('651 '681

195 165

232 201

230 206

214 197

183 166

136 128

109 97

76 73

55 52

38 37

20 27

19 20

14 15 -

9.8 lO._ 12:

5.9 6.5 7,2

4.3 4.2 4.3

2.8 2.9

2.1

*"I" _ ion pairs/cm_/sec/atm, air at 5TP: IX s i. 50 _rad/hr,

phenomenon represents a long-term trend,

or is the result of particular conditions

pertaining on the dates of the flights.

The low-altitude data is in reasonable

agreement with our ground measurements,

particularly those from the June 1970

Palestine flight which we believe to be

the most reliable at great depths. The

higher values £oz the Colorado data at 600

and 700 g/cm s may be due to the latitude

effect and to the fact that the 1965 data

were obtained near cosmicradiation

intensity maximum of the II year cycle.

No significant differences between

the ionization values inferred from

chambers with different wall thicknesses

and filling gas pressures have yet been

noted. This tends to indicate that the

distortion of the free air radiation field

produced by the chamber has little effect

on the observed ionization. Future flights

should enable us to quantitate whatever

small effects that may exist.

IV. PARTICLE FLUX MEASUREMENTS

The Geiger tube package consists of

one tube mounted vertically and the other

horizontally with the ratemeter outputs

recorded by on-board Rustraks synchronized

with those indicating the ionization

chamber responses. The Geiger tubes are

7.0 cm long and 19 cm diameter, with 30

mg/cm s A1 walls. The calibration of

these counters has been described by

Keppler (ref. 6) and we have adopted his

results. The detection efficiency for



charged particles is 0.96, and for photons

is < 0.01 from 0.05 to i MeV, increasing

to 0.1 at 6 MeV. The geometry factors are

such that the geometric mean of the count

• rates of the two counters is ten times the

omnidirectional particle flux for cosn8

distributions of the incoming particles

with n ranging from 0 to 3. The detector

calibration is thus essentially independ-

ent of atmospheric depth, since the

angular distribution of the incident

particles closely satisfy these conditions

throughout the atmosphere.

The inferred particle fluxes obtained

on two flights in 1970 are given in Table

III. The Sioux City flight data (52°N)

were obtained nearly two months earlier

than the Palestine data (42°N), but the

two profiles agree closely at depths

greater than 200 g/cm s. The divergence at

lesser depths reflects the latitude effect,

The observed counting rates of the

Geiger tubes include some photon-initiated

counts that would produce an overestimate

of the charged particle flux. It is well

known that t_e photon flux in the atmos-

phere is of the order of ten times the

electron flux (e.g., see ref. 7), and that

the electrons make up the bulk of the

charged particle flux throughout most of

the atmosphere. Anderson's data (ref. 7)

indicates that most of the photons are

between 10 and 1000 key in energy,

implying a detector efficiency of less than

I percent for this component. Thus, the

photon contribution to the flux measure-

ment is < I0 percent.

We can relate the measured particle

flux data to the ionization results for

the same flights to estimate the mean

specific ionization per particle as a

function of atmospheric depth. These

figures are also shown in Table III, and

indicate a nearly constant value for this

parameter of _I00 ion pairs/cm (STP air)

between 20 and 500 g/cm a (correcting for

photons). This result is somewhat

unexpected, particularly at the highest

altitudes where a significant contribution

from high specific ionization particles

might be anticipated. There is no evidence

for this on either flight.

The sea level figures given in Table

III are derived from the flux value given

by Rossi (ref. 8) and the sea level ioniza-

tion value estimated by Lowder and Beck

(ref. 3).

TABLE III

CHARGED PARTICLE FLUX AND SPECIFIC IONIZATION, 1970

Atm. Depth

20

50

70

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

1033

Particle Flux (cm -_ sec-_) * Mean Specific Ionization

52°N 42°N _ion pairs/cm}

2.63 1.72 95

2.72 2.19 95

2.68 2.25 94

2.49 2.17 93

2.05 1.81 92

1.48 1.40 91

1.04 96

0.76 96

0.52 98

0.37 102

0.28 96

0.20 i00

0.16 93

0.13 82

(0.025} (85)

*Uncorrected for photon counts, which amount to < I0 percent

of the total (see text}.

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS

The standard data on cosmic-ray

ionization in the atmosphere have long

been the results obtained by the Caltech

group over several decades (see e.g.,

Neher, ref. 9). Our ground level results

(ref. 3) were observed to disagree with

comparable measurements by this group, and

this disagreement now extends to all

altitudes. George's data (ref. 10)_

obtained in January 1968on airplane

flights over the southwestern United

States, can be directly compared to our

Texas results in 1969 and 1970, and this

comparison indicates a 20 percent discrep-

ancy extending from 200 g/cm s depth to sea

level (ref. 5). A discrepancy of about

the same magnitude has been noted by

Winckler (ref. ll) between his results and

comparable Caltech data. There may exist

some subtle error in the ionization

chamber calibration procedures used by the

various groups, and experiments are now

planned to resolve this uncertainty.

Barring any unexpected systematic errors

of this type in our calibrations, which

the redundancy built into our procedure as

well as agreement with other data render

highly unlikely, we believe the ionization

results reported here to be accurate to N5

percent.
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The particle flux data are comparable

to those obtained by Anderson (ref. 7) and

others. However, the overall accuracy is

somewhat poorer than that estimated for

the ionization results, partly due to the

uncertainty in the correction for photon

counts as well as the poorly known angular

distributions of the incident particles.

Further balloon experiments are being

planned to provide more data at various

latitudes and near solar activity minimum.

The results from the various types of

ionization chambers, as well as the antic-

ipated laboratory interconKoarisons, should

resolve most existing uncertainties in the

data and provide additional information

on the properties of the atmospheric

radiation field.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

At this symposium, O'Brien (ref. l)

has compared his calculated ionization

values near cosmic-ray intensity maximum

with the appropriate Caltech data. More

recent calculations permit a comparison

with our data near cosmic-ray intensity

minimum. The ionization profiles at 42°N

latitude are shown in Figure 2 and the

charged particle flux profiles at the

same latitude are given in Figure 3.

Measured and calculated doserates at four

important altitudes are given in Table IV,

along with the calculated tissue dose rate

from all components. The agreement

between theory and exp. eriment is in gen-

eral surprisingly good. The observed

differences can be readily understood on

the basis of the transport approximations

introduced into the calculations, partic-

ularly the non-transport of the electro-

magnetic cascade energy from the point of

neutral pion decay and the assumption of

zero upward directed flux near the top of

the atmosphere. Both effects would tend

to pile up the absorbed energy near the

Pfotzer maximum. At great depths, where

these effects are minimal, the discrepancy

becomes small. We regard the experimental

data as providing strong evidence for the

validity of the theory, within the limita-

tions of the necessary approximations

introduced.
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Figure 2. Experimental und theoretical ionizati ,n profiles in

the atmosphere, Texas, 1970.
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Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical charged particle flux

profiles in the a_mosphere, Texas, 1970.

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED

DOSE RATES NEAR SOLAR MAXIMUM

Charged Particle Air

Dose Rates Total Tissue

Measured Calculated Dose Rates

Altitude (_rad/hr) (_rad/hr) Calculated*

Sea Level 3.1 3.0 3.0

10,000 ft. 9.5 8.7 Ii

35,000 ft. 170 180 210

65,000 ft. 436 611 800

*Dose rates calculated for 5 cm depth in tissue slab.
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SOMEGAF_A-RAYSHIELDINGMEASUREMENTSMADE
ATALTITUDESGREATERTHANi15,000FEET

USINGLARGEGe(Li)DETECTORS*

G-T. Chapman,R. P. Cumby,J. H. Gibbons
and

R. L. Macklin

OakRidgeNationalLaboratory
OakRidge,Tennessee

and

H.W.Parker

SpaceSciencesLaboratory
G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

A series of balloon-flight experiments at _Ititudes greater than i19,000 feet has been

conducted to gain information relative to the use of composite shields (passive and/or

active) for shielding large-volume, lithium-drifted, germanium (Ge(Li)) detectors used

in gamma-ray spectrometers at these altitudes. The measurements were made in the gamma-

ray energy region 60 keV _ E g 2 MeV and clearly illustrate the necessity of using a

dense gamma-ray shield prote_cted by an active aharged-particle shield for effective shielding

of these detectors in the primary cosmic-ray environment. Data showing the 2u_se-height

spectra of the environmental gamma radiation as measured at 5.3 and 3.8 gms/cm _ residual

atmosphere with an unshielded diode detector is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the work reported in this paper

was to study the effectiveness in the primary cos-

mic-ray environment of a composite gamma-ray detec-

tor shield incorporating both active and passive

shielding material to reduce the background in a

proposed gamma-ray spectrometer I for astrophysical

measurements. In addition, it was desired to as-

certain the reliability of using lithium-drifted,

_ermanium (Ge(Li)) diodes as gamma-ray detectors

in both balloon-flight and orbital experimentation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS AND SHIELDS

The required shielding for the proposed spec-

trometer was determined in itiall_ by Monte Carlo

and other computational methods at ORNL with the

assistanceo_ members of the Mathematics and Neutron

Physics Divisions. A mock-up of the calculated

shield was built for balloon-flight tests as shown

*Research _ponsored jointly by USAEC under contract

with the Union Carbide Corp., and by Marshall Space

Flight Center, NASA, Huntmville, Alabama.
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on the right in fig. !. Kasic ]_ the shield was

a composite of active and passive elements de-

signed to either detect a background-producing

event or to physically prevent undesired radia-

tion from reaching the spectrometer. The outer

shield consists of a scintillating plastic (NE-

103) region on the outside both to detect charged

particles and, by using a thickness of four inches

of this hydrogeneous material, to moderate the

high energy neutrons which born as a result of

the charged-particle interactions or which enter

the shield from the outside. The scintillations

which occur in the plastic at the time of the

interaction are detected by the photomultiplier

tubes and are used to provide signals to "gate

off" the analysis of all pulses from the gamma-

ray detector for 8 _sec after the interaction.



Thus,the gammaraysreachingthedetectorduring

this periodarenot recordedonthe supposition

= 88 key).

This mock-up of the shield was tested at ORNL

by Rodda 3 Macklin, and Gibbons 3 with a pulsed-

that they are probably the results of the inter-

action.

neutron source generated by the 3 MV Van de Graaff

accelerator. The shielded detector as shown in

Most of the neutrons which enter the shield fig. 1 was exposed to 1.7-MeV neutrons (a typical

from the outside or are born in the shield as a re- energy for evaporation neutrons) with the plastic

sult of charged-particle interactions are moderated anticoincidence shield operated in the passive

to a sufficiently low energy to be stopped in a

1/2-in.-thick layer of LiF immediately inside the

mode and then with shield operated in the active

mode. Time-of-flight techniques were used to sepa-

plastic. Low-energy neutrons are captured in the

6Li with the subsequent emission of an alpha par-

ticle (6Li(n_G)t) rather than a gamma ray as with

rate the prompt galena-ray spectra from the delayed

spectra. The results showed a reduced neutron sen-

sitivity for this detector compared to NaI(TL), a

other common thermal-neutron shielding material;

i.e.,lOB(n,_)TLi*_ 7Li + _(478keY). Fast neu-

reduction of about one order of magnitude in the ob-

served number of inelastic scattering events in the

trons, which penetrate both the lithium and

lead with little difficulty, are often elasti-

cally scattered in the plastic and produce anti'

coincidence signals by virtue of the ionizations

produced by the recoil proton. Thus gan_na-_ay

Ge(Li) detector due only to the passive plastic

shield 3 and an additional reduction of another order

of magnitud_ in these events with the plastic shield

operating in the active mede.

pulses resulting from neutron interactions in the

detector or inner shield are further reduced.

Since gaz_na rays easil_ penetrate the plastic

and lithium due to their low density 3 it is nec-

essary to include a high-Z material in _b= _ _

to attenuate this radiation. Lead was used for

the mock-up, but it is proposed that bismuth be

used in the final shield because o£ its relatively

high threshold for neutron inelastic scattering

compared to lead 2. This gamma-ray shield as well

as all other passive components of the configura-

tion are placed inside the thermal-neutr0n and

active plastic shields to reduce the neutron inter-

actions and subsequent ga_na-ray production in

these materials. A total thickness of two inches

of lead was used in the balloon measurements.

Finally, the mock-up includes a 1/4-in.-thick layer

of stainless steel to suppress the fluorescent ra-
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During the first two balloon flight of the

series, the pulse-height spectra of the environmen-

tal gamma radiation were obtained with the use of

the detector shown on the left in fig. 1. The

Ge(Li) detector in this configuration was unshielded

except for the 1/8-in.-thick aluminum of the con-
I

tainer and a i/4-in.- thick plastic anticoincidence

shield. In both configurationS, the 25-cc Ge(Li)
3

detectors were thermally coupled to a reservoir of

4

liquid nitrogen (LN2) by means of a long vacuum-

sealed cryostat. A vacuum-tight adapter collar

was used to prevent excessive boil-off of the LN 2
T_

at high altitudes and both instruments were rigidly

mounted in a stable frame for support and protec-

tion during the flights•

MEASURED PULSE-HEIGHT SPECTRA OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL

RAYS

The __lse-height spectra of natural gan_na

radiation as measured with the unshielded diode at

116.5- and 125.8 kilofeet ar_ shown in fig. 2.

The spectrum measured at 125.8 kilofeet was ob-

tained with the antieoincidence shield (A/C) in-

operative and probably includes some pulsea pro-

duced by electrons - especially in the low energy/

region. Both spectra show distributions corre-

spondin_ to E_2 (E = gamma-ray energy) below about

600 keV. Above this energy there is a strong in-

dication that the distribution changen to E "l.
Y

This is not inconsistent with the findings of

Perlow and Kissinger 4 who argue that the spectrum

of natural gamma radiation in the atmosphere is

primarily' the result of two sources: (1) bremstrah-

lung radiation resulting from electrons produced

by the decay of _-mesom_ (see also ref. 5) which

gives rise to the E -1 component, and (2) photons de-
W

graded in energy by multiple Compton scattering to
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the E_2- component. The only distinct mono-produce

energetic gamma ray present in the data is the 511-

keV annihilation photon• The values of the inten-

sities of this photon as reported by other experi-

menters 5"8 are compared to the values derived from

these data in Table i. There is a spread of a

factor of three in these reported measurements.

This variation, which is larger than would be ex-

pected from the altitude differences, may reflect

in part temporal variations in the cosmic-ray in-

tensity at the time of the measurements.

ALTITUDE DEPENDENCE C_ THE DATA

Representative of the balloon flights in this

serims is the one launched on May 12, 1969 at the

NCAR Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas• Fig• 3

shows the time-altitude profile for the flight.

The balloon ascended at an average rate of 650

to a float altitude of 224 kilofeet. I_ remained

at this altitude for about 1B hours. From about

5000 feet until termination of the flight, the

following data were recorded•

1. Pulse-height spectrum of pulses in the

Ge'(Li) diode detector not associated with pulses

in the plastic shield.

2. Integral count-rate of all pulses in the

Ge(Li) diode detector not associated with isulses

in the plastic shield•

3. Integral count-rate of all pulses in the

Ge(Li) diode detector•

A. Integral ccunt-rate of all l_klses in the

plastic shield above a bias levels at _ 500 keV.

The count rate for all data channels remained

essentially constant after reaching float altitude

as illustrated in fig• _ which shows the count

rate as a function of time for all pulses occur-

ring in the Ge(Li) detector. Each of the data

channels showed similar constancy.
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Fig. 5 shows the same data as fig. 4 except

that the count rate is now shown as a function of

atmospheric pressure. The data between about

500 gms/cm 2 and 150 gms/cm 2 is well represented by

exponential law

I(P)_ e-P/P°

with Po = 158 gms/cmSo The peak counting rate

occurs at about 50 gms/cm 2 in the atmosphere.

Rocchia 5 has shown that the production of photons

at 511 keV in lead peaks at about ojgms/cm (at-

mosphere) whereas the production of photons in air

reaches a maximum at about lO0 gms/cm 2. We specu-

late, then that the data shown in fig. 5 may re-

flect, in part, a production of photons in the

shield. " Fig. 6 shows the count rate in the RlaS-

tic shield at two bias levels - l_O keV (low bias)

and 500 keV (high bias). The analysis of pulses in

the Ge(Li) detector was gated off by all pulses

greater than the 500-keV level. These data show

maxima at lO0 gms/cm 2 and follow an exponential

law, as before, with a Po of 187 gms/cm 2 and

194 gms/em 2 for the _igh-biased aud low-biased

data respectively. There is a difference in count

rate of only about 10% at the maxima of the curves.

The anticoincidence rates between the Ge(Li) detec-

tor and the plastic shield at the two bias levels

are shown in fig. 7. There is no signlficant dif-

ference in these count rates, indicating that the

diode rate was indeed being biased by good pulses

in the plastic rather than noise pulses. Since

these data represent pulses that are not associated

with events in the shield, they must represent the

natural gamma radiation and possibly neutral par-

ticles which leak through the shield and interact

in the detector. Again, these data are described

by an exponential law with Po = 17_ gms/cm 2 and

with the maximum count rate occurring at lO0 gms/c_.
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Rocchia's 5 measurements of the atmospheric photon

count rate as a function of atmospheric pressure

shows Po = 170 gms/em 2 With the maximum count rate

at 9_ gins/cm2. Consequently, it is felt that the

pulses accepted from the Ge(Li) detector as a re-

sult of these gating pulses are indeed correlated

with true atmospheric photons and do not originate

in the shield.
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MEASURED ENERGY SPECTRA

During the series of balloon flight, measure-

ments were made of effects on the energy spectrum

when various shield parameters were changed. In

flights 68A and 68B, the spectra inside the shield

were obtained at 120.8 KFT and at 118.0 K_ respec-

tively with the anticoincidence shield inoperative.

These data are shown in fig. 8. There are promi-

nent gazmna-ray peaks through out the pulse-height

spectrum. The reaction which produce the lines aze._

138 keV 74Ge(n,7)79mGe (48 sec)

198 keV 70Ge(n,?)71mGe (20 msec)

}ii keV Annihilation

600 keV 7_Ge(n,n'7)74Ge

696 keV 72Ge(n,n'w)72Ge (422 nsec IC tran-

sition)

8_} keV 72Ge(n,n'7)72Ge

The lines at 138 keV and 198 keV have been observed

by Womack 6 in a measurement similar to these and

the lines resulting from neutron-inelas.tic-

scattering events in the detector were reported by

l_odda, et el. 3. To see the effectiveness of LiF

thermal-neutron shield, flights 67B and 68B were

_O-t
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made at approximately the same altituce with the

LiF removed from the shield during flight 67B.

The results are Shown in fig. 9. There is a con-

stant reduction in the intensity over the whole

energy range with the LiF in the shield. This is

attributable to the reduction by the Li of thermal

neutrons in the shield and the subsequent reduc-

tion of high-energy capture gan_na rays. On the

other hand, the relative intensities of the gamma-

ray peaks are not significantly reduced. This

would be expected if these peaks are the result of

fast-neutron interactions in the detector as dis-

cussed above. Although Rodda 3 did detect thermal-

neutron-capture gamma rays in the germanium at 600,

69_ and 870 keV and possibly at 967 keV, the con-

tinued prominence of these lines with the Li_

shield in and the elimination of the peaks in these

data with the anticoincidence shield active as diS-

cussed later led us to conclude that lines in these

data _re indeed the results of the interactions of

fast neutrons born during c_smic-ray events in the

plastic shield.
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The effectiveness of the total shield with

the anticoincidence shield active is presented in

the final set of data shown in fig. lO. These

data were obtained at essentially the same alti-

tude for comparison. The most distinctive dif-

ference in the two spectra is the virtual elimi-

ii nation the gamma ray peaks by the use of theof

active plastic shield. The lines at 139 keV and

198 keV, which are due to neutron capture in

germanium isotopes and the subsequent transition

from long-lived isomeric states, do appear to be

enhanced in the total-shield data. This may be

explained, at least in part, by the fact that the

life-time of both the isomers involved is suffi-

ciently long to persist beyond the 8-psec anti-

coincidence gate time. The overall reduction in

the intensity of the spectrum is due to the elimi-

nation from the gated pulse-height spectrum those

photons which are born durin_ or within 8 _sec

after a shower occurs.

C ONCLUS ICeS

The shielding of sensitive gamma-ray detec-

tors for use in gan_na-ray spectrometers in the pri-

mary cosmic-ray environment is a complex under-

taking. Calculations suffer from the lack of ade-

quate input data and the necessity of using com-

plex geometries in realistic shields. Balloon-

flight measurements, such as the one described

here, to test specific shield designs may be the

most reliable approach. The studies reported here

have indicated that the use of a sufficiently thick

external active shield such as scintillating plas-

tic is a/most essential to effectively stop charged

particles and aid in the thermalization of neutrons.

Plastic serves well in this capacity since it is

hydrogeneous and not subject to induced long-lived

activity by the neutron and charged particle in-

teractions. A high-densitymaterial of suffi-

cient thickness to overcome the effects of the

gamma-ray '%uild-up factor" in the material

must be used to attenuate the gamma radiation

which results from cosmic-ray interactions on
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which enter the shield from the outside. The use

of a thermal-neutron shield between the plastic

and the inner shield was shown to be desirable in

preventing capture gsmma rays in the shield. With

the exception of gamma rays fmom long-lived iso-

mers in germanium and annihilation radiation, the

shield described here utilizing a sufficiently

long antic,incidence gate time has reduced the un-

wanted peaks in the ?_ackground spectrum to an al-

most insignificant level. As proposed for the

final shield design but not discussed here, an

inner antic,incidence shield immediately adjacent

to the detector is desirable especially for the

suppression of Compton-scattered photons from

events in the detector. For example, it is esti-

mated that a 1-in.-thick layer of NaI(T_) inside

the shield discussed here would reduce the back-

ground continuum to less than lO "5 counts per

(sec. keV cm 2) for energies greater than 500 keV.

This is almost a factor of ten lower than the

best published, totally active shield 6 for this

energy region with which we are familiar.
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NEUTRON SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE I

W. Zobel

T. A. Love

J. T. Delorenzo

C. O. McNew

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 38930

An experiment to measure neutrons in the upper atmosphere has been

performed on a balloon flight from Palestine, Texas, at an altitude of

about 32 kin. The experimental arrangement is discussed briefly, and re-

sults of a preliminary analysis of the data for neutrons in %he energy

range 3 to 30 MeV are given.

The decay of neutrons, produced by the inter-

action of cosmic rays in the atmosphere and subse-

quently leaving it (so-called "cosmic-ray albedo

neutrons" ), was suggested initially by Singer

(ref. l) as a mechanism to explain the observed

protons in the Van Allen belt. Hess et al. (ref. 2)

had measured the spectrum of neutrons in the atmos-

phere, and these measurements were used as the basis

for subsequent calculations designed to test the

"Cosmlc-Ray Albedo Neutron Decay" (C._AND) theory

(refs. 3-5). Additional measurements of neutrons

(refs. 6-9) at high altitudes appeared to confirm

the spectrum to about 20 MeV since calculated ex-

trapolations from these measurements agreed with

the calculated leakage flux of Newkirk (ref. 4)

and Lingenfelter (ref. 5) which use the measure-

ments of Hess et al. (ref. 2). Note that the ex-

periments referenced in 6-9 arrive at the "spectrum"

by assuming a spectral shape and converting it into

the measured quantity, either pulse-height spectra

(refs. 6-8) or count rate (ref. 9).

Calculations of the proton injection into the

belt from CRAND neutrons by Dragt et al. (ref. i0)

using Lingenfelter's estimate for the neutron

source, indicated, however, that the CRAND source

is too small by a factor of 50 for particles with

energies greater than about 20 MeV. Later measure-

ments of the proton spectrum in the belt for pro-

tons above' i0 MeV appear to confirm this discrep-

ancy (refs. 11-12). While a recent paper by Farley

et al. (ref. 13) goes far toward resolving the

A Research funded by the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission under contract with Union Carbide Corpora-

tion; flight costs and telemetry support provided

by the NASA Office of Space Science and Applica-

tions and the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center.

discrepancy, it too uses Lingenfelter's spectrum

with the observation that experimental verification

of this spectrum for energies above i0 MeV is

lacking.

It is unfortunately true that the measurements

by Hess et el. were performed with counters which

had minimal sensiti-v-ity in the energy region from

roughly lO to 100 MeV. It is in this very region

that the greatest discrepancies are observed. A

program was therefore started in 1966 at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory to reduce the uncertainty

in the neutron spectrum at high altitude in the

energy region from 2 to 60 MeV, the upper limit

being chosen because of the availability of detector

calibration facilities to this energy, and the lower

limit following from the experimental scheme em-

ployed. The data-gathering program culminated in

a balloon flight on 17 June 1969 from Palestine,

Texas. The device floated at an altitude of

31,950 • 200 m (corresponding to about 9 g/am s

residual atmosphere.) for about 9-1/2 hours. This

paper will describe the instrument used and give

the results of a preliminary analysis of the data

obtained from this flight.

The heart of the spectrometer is a liquid

scintillator (Nuclear Enterprise s Inc. NE-_I3) in

which neutron interactions are detected by measuring

the light pulses produced by recoil protons. Gamma-

ray interactions in the scintillator result in

pulses which can be separated with pulse-shape

discrimination (PSD) techniques. Since incident

charged particles can give rise to pulses similar

to those from neutron interactions in the detector,

the latter is enclosed in a plastic scintillator

"mantle"_ of NE-110 (Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.,

San Carlos, California). The output from this
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“mantle“ is usually put in anticoincidence with the 
output from the liquid scintillator, thus preventing 
any counts due to events which trigger both detec- 
tors. The arrangement used is shown in figure 1. 
The NE-213 is contained in an aluminum can which is 
mounted on an RCA Type-8575 photomultiplier tube. 
The mantle is also viewed by an 8575 tube. 
bottom of the assembly can be seen the preampli- 
fier used with the NE-2l3 detector and the high- 
voltage parer supplies for both tubes. 
shown on the left is 1/16-in.-thick aluminum, used 
as a pressure vessel to maintain the assembly at 
ground pressure to eliminate high-voltage sparking. 
The aluminum can was then surrounded by about 1 4 2  

in. of foam insulation to maintain proper operating 
temperature in the assembly. 

At the 

The can 

F’IGUR3 1.- Detector Assembly. 

In order to reduce locally produced background, 
we decided to laver the detector assembly after 
launch about 90 ft below the gondola on which were 
mounted the electronics and batteries as well as 
miscellaneous support equipment. Since it was im- 
practical to retract the detector assembly to the 
gondola prior to landing, the foam insulation was 
in turn contained in a 16-gauge sheet-steel can 
designed to take the landing impact. 
effectiveness of this arrangement was obtained when 
-,recovered the equipment and it showed no de- 
terioration in performance. 

Proof of the 

A block diagram of the electronics used in 
this experiment is shown in figure 2. 
tions must be distinguished: 
crimination, and pulse-height analysis. 

As can be seen from figure 2, the pulse-height 

Two f’unc- 
pulse-shape dis- 

analysis was conventional. The major item of note 
here is that the discriminators had their thresholds 
adjusted so that the pulse height to be antdyzed 
was determined by the threshold of the zero-crossing 
discriminator. 

U 

FIGURE 2.7 qock Diagram of the Electronics. 

The pulse-shape discrimination was based on 
the difference in the base-line crossing time of 
the amplifier output pulses due to the different 
relative amounts of slow light output from proton 
and electron recoils. The crucial feature of such 
a scheme lies in the proper adjustment and stability 
of the timing involved. 
determined by the input signal to the fast dis-  

criminator connected to the NE-213 photomultiplier, 
and this signal eventually was used as the start 
signal to the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). 

The TAC stop signal was provided by the zero cross- 
ing discriminator after an arbitrary delay chosen 
so as to put the desired signals into the middle 
of the TAC range. 

The time of an event was 
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TheTACoutput was also digitized in a separate

analog-to-digital converter (ADC); in addition, a

single channel analyzer used the TAC output to set

a bit in the telemetry whenever the TAC signal ex-

ceeded a predetermined level corresponding to pulses

due to incident neutrons. For each event, then,

the output to the telemetry consisted of the output

from the two ADC's and two flags, one to identify

the PSD ADC and the other to distinguish neutrons

from gamma rays. A separate telemetry channel

carried the information from the 8-channel multi-

scaler shown; yet another telemetry channel, not

shown, carried housekeeping information such as

pressures, voltages, and temperatures.

A preliminary analysis of the data has been

performed, based on the hardware-set bias for the

pulse-shape discrimination. A pulse-height spectrum

of the events so ascribed to incident neutrons is

shown in figure 3. While a few pulses can be seen

extending to about channel 230 (corresponding to

50 MeV incident neutrons), most of the spectrum

lies below channel 130, or about 30 MeV.

The analysis performed on these data makes

use of the calibration of a similar NE-213 detector

by Verbinski et al. (ref. 14) and a spectrum un-

folding scheme due to Burrus (ref. 15 ). The cali-

bration of the detector was extended to about kO

MeV (ref. 16), and a slightly different version of

the unfolding code (i.e., FEED rather than FERDoR)

was employed. The results of this analysis are

shown in figure 4. Also shown on the figure are

the results of the group at New York University

(ref. 8) in the 2 to lO MeV energy range.

Several points must be made in connection

with this figure. The first and most important is

that it is still preliminary; for example, no

attempt has been made to estimate in any detail the

required correction for locally produced background

neutrons. A very crude, zeroth-order calculation

indicates that such a correction should not amount

to more than 25% of the total number of counts ob-

served, but no detailed calculation to determine

the spectral shape of this correction has yet been
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performed. A second point to note is that the

analysis procedure results only in the determination

of a 6_ confidence interval within which the result

can be expected to lie. It is for this reason that

no data points are shown but only the limits of

this confident interval. The width of the interval

is due not only to the statistical deviations ex-

pected from the input data but also includes the un-

certainties associated with the unfolding process

except those associated with the response matrix.

For the comparison with the NYU data it must be

remembered that their data were obtained during a

period of solar minimum, whereas our data were

taken during solar maximum. One would, therefore,

expect their results to lie above ours, by perhaps

25¢.

A comparison with the calculations of Linger-

felter is best accomplished by comparing our re-

sults with his in the form of an integral over a

common energy region. Part of his calculations

yield 0.106 neutrons-cm-e-sec-l-MeV -l for the

integrated flux from 5.16 to lO MeV at 8 g/cm 2

residual atmosphere for 40 ° geomagnetic latitude

(ref. 17). Our preliminary data, integrated from

3 to i0 MeV for 9 g/cm 2 residual atmosphere at

about 41° latitude give an upper limit of 0.155

and a lower limit of 0.142 neutrons/cm-S-sec -1-

MeV- i.

Further analysis of the data, as well as an

attempt to calculate the neutron spectrum to be

expected, is in progress.
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THE PHYSICAL THEORY OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY

PROPAGATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Keran O'Brien

Health and Safety Laboratory, U. S. Atomic Energy Commissio_

New York, N. Y.

An essentially analytical theory of atmospheric cosmic-ray prop-

agation is developed on the basis of a phenomenological model of

hadron-nucleus collisions. This model correctly predicts the sea-

level cosmic-ray nucleon, pion and muon spectra, the cosmic-ray

ionization profile in the atmosphere, and neutron flux and density

profiles in the atmosphere. It is concluded that the large scale

properties of atmospheric cosmic-rays cin be accurately predicted on

the basis of a purely nucleonic cascade as a result of which all

secondaries are mediated by pion production.

Implications for energy independence of cross sections, the

recent 70 GeV results from Serpukhov, and nucleonic relaxation rates

in the atmosphere are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

This paper attempts to establish the

physics on which the large-scale, time-

averaged, one-dimensional properties of

galactic cosmic-rays in the atmosphere

depend.

The point of departure for this

theory is a phenomenological model of

high energy nucleon-nucleus collisions

which can be applied to analytical trans-

port theory. Particle spectra, fluxes,

densities and ionization calculated from

the theory yield good agreement with

measured values indicating the adequacy of

the nuclear model and of the supporting

cosmic-ray and geophysical data. All

comparisons are on an absolute basis.

Preliminary results of this work have

already been reported comparing calcula-

tions and measurements of various

components of cosmic-ray ionization in the

lower atmosphere (<2.5 km elevation) at a

geomagnetic latitude of 510 (ref. I).

ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

The atmosphere is assumed to be a

flat slab 1033 g/cm _ thick with a constant

scale height of 6.7 km. It is assumed to

be composed of a single nuclear species

with an atomic weight of 14.48, atomic

number of 7.31, and an ionization poten-

tial of 86.8 volts. Because oxygen and

nitrogen are so close in the periodic

table, this simple assumption yields the

correct nuclear data. The density of the

atmosphere is

p = r/H (i)

where

p is the density in g/cm a,

r is the depth in the atmosphere in

g/cm s , and

H is the scale height in cm.

Since the mean free path for decay of

a charged particle is
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(P.c)

kq = _ (CTqp) (2)
(mqc)

where

kq is the mean free path for decay in

g/cm s of a particle of type q,

mq is the mass of the particle in

MeV/c _ ,

Pq is the momentum in MeV/c,

c zs the velocity of light, and

7q is the mean life in the rest frame,

in seconds,

we have the useful result that

kq = Pqcr/Cq, (3)

where

Cq = mqc_H/CTq.

THEORY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEONIC

CASCADE

The Boltzman Equations

In this paper, atmospheric cosmic-

ray fluxes will be obtained as analytic

solutions to an approximate form of the

Boltzman equations. The Boltzman equa-

tions for the nucleonic cascade in the

atmosphere are

Bq_0q (r,E,5) = S_j, (4. I)

(q = p,n,n: 3 = p,n),

aq is the total cross section for
absorption of a particle of type

q in cma/g,

Uqj is the cross section for the pro-

duction of particles of type q

from collisions with, or decay

by, particles of type j in
cm /g,

kq is the stopping power of a charged
particle of type q in air, in

MeV cma/g, and

Fqj is the number of particles per MeV
per second per steradian at E

and _ resulting from a collision

with or decay by a particle of

type j at E B and _'.

The subscript n implies application

to all pions, charged and neutral. The

subscript n _ implies application to the

charged pions, and n ° to neutral pions

only.

Nucleon-Nucleus Collisions

In eq. (4) it has been assumed that

atmospheric cosmic-rays propagate by means

of the nucleonic cascade in an exponential

atmosphere [see Fig. 1 of O'Brien (ref. i)3.

Thus all other secondaries result from

nucleon-nucleus collisions. The following

reactions are considered.

B_%0_ (r,E,_) = S_n_,

B_£0 (r,E,_) = Se_,

(_ = 7,e:_ = 7, e,_°,_),

Cq

Pqcr
(q = P,n,n,_,e7), (4.2)

p + air _ _pp + _n n + un± _e + _n0 n °

n + air - _pp + _n n + _n± ne + _no no

_± _ _ + _ (5)

n ° _ 2_ _ electromagnetic showers

Sqj

"_j (r,EB, 5') (4.3)

(qj = np,

u_ = Cp =

where

r is

E is

is

_0q is

pn, nn, np, D_, e_, 7n °, e7, ye),

C n = C e = C7 = k n = k_o = k7 = 0,

the depth in the atmosphere in

g/cm _ ,

the particle kinetic energy in

MeV,

the unit vector in the direction

of particle travel,

the particle flux of type q per

second per steradian at a depth

r with a direction _,

_ e + 2v _ electromagnetic showers

where vj are the multiplicities of j type

resulting from the collision of a nucleon

with a nucleus of air. The influence of

kaon production has earlier been shown to

have a small influence on ionization, and

it is neglected here, at a considerable

saving of computer time (ref. i).

The nucleon-nucleus reactions of eq.

(5) will be considered at high edergies

only, because the mathematical form of the

approximation to the Boltzman equation to

be obtained is only applicable at _nergies

above about 0.i GeV*.
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It is required (a foreseen mathemat-

ical result motivates the choice of the

function) that

Gqj = Iq E_ U(EB _ _q)

I2Gqj = 2n d8 sine Fqj (E B _ E, Q)

(6)

= COS@

where

Gqj is the secondary production

spectrum of type q particles

integrated over the solid angi_

Iq is an arbitrary constant depend-

ing on q,

and n are arbitrary constants

which must be the same for all

j ,q, and

U(x) is the Heaviside function

[u(x < 0) = 0, u(x -_0) = i],

_q is a lower energy limit below
which secondary particle

production is cutoff.

The formula for Gq-. is certainly veryJ
crude, however it is sultable to represent

the behavior of the partial inelasticities

and multiplicities associated with high

energy nucleon-nucleus collisions.

Inelasticities are known to vary quite

slowly with energy, and to become essenti-

ally constant at energies of a few 10's of

GeV (ref. 2). If n = _ + i, then Gqj can
be rewritten in terms of a constant

partial inelasticity, _, for the produc-

tion of a type q particl_
£

Gqj (i - _) _ E_= _ u(PB - _)
(7)

Hagedorn and Ranft (ref. 3) have

calculated ._ using the statistical model

for p-p colllsions at 12.5, 18.8, 30 and

300 GeV/c and it would be quite convenient

to use these results for Kq. However,

Alsmiller and Barish (ref. 4) have shown

that the secondary production spectrum,

*Low energy nucleon transport (<0.i GeV)

is chiefly neutron transport. Low energy

neutron and electromagnetic shower trans-

port are treated only very roughly here

due to the limitations of the transport

theory to be described. It is intended in

the near future to apply the S n method to

this problem, and treat it much more gen-

erally. The analytic theory presented

here is if less general, quite accurate at

high energies, quite simple and rather

transparent.
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Gqj, softens with increasing atomic

weight as a result of the intranuclear

cascade. This effect has been simulated

in eq. (7) by making Kq a function of

atomic weight (ref. 5). This is, unfortu-

nately, at the expense of the conservation

of energy in high atomic weight nuclei,

although for air, energy is conserved

reasonably well. The intranuclear cascade

conserves energy as Gqj softens, by the

emission of low energy particles but these

low energy particles are not important to

deep penetration calculations at high

energies. Values of Kq interpolated from

among the values obtaided earlier are

given in Table I (ref. 5).

Table I. - Partial inelasticities for

proton-air collisions.

q

p 0.211

n 0.211

n+ 0.180

n- 0.112

n ° 0.180

K ÷ 0.034

K- 0.022

0.034

Experimental values of partial in-

elasticities in the energy range 0.i to 20

TeV have been obtained in nuclear emulsion

from the Brawley and I.C.E.F. emulsion

stacks (ref. 2). The quantities measured

were; Kch, the energy that goes into new

charged particles, and hence

Kch = K_ + + K_- + KK+ + KK-; (8)

is the energy that goes into photon

production, and so

= K_0; (9)

is the energM that goes into long lived

neutral particles. It is assumed that

these are neutral kaons. This is a small

number, and any error that may arise here

is unimportant to the study. The energies

involved in the measurement are high com-

pared tQ the largestrest masses involved

and thus they may be neglected.



In Table II, the predictions of

O'Brien (ref. 5) (which in conjunction

with eq. (7) will be referred to as the

power law model hereafter) is compared

with these data, and with the predictions

of other nuclear models.

These other nuclear models have all

been compared against, and in some cases

based upon, accelerator target yields,

mostly at small angles and at high

secondary momenta. The well known CKP

model (ref. 6), the Trilling model (ref.

7), the extrapolation model (ref. 8), and

the TRB model (ref. 9) are considered.

Ranft and Borak (ref. 9) have modified the

formulae used by Trilling (ref. 7), and

this is referred to as the TRB model.

for protons (ref. 10). The power law model

yields as the multiplicity of particles

above a lower limit F

_q(EB) = [(i - _)/_]Kq[(_/r) _ - i].

Using the data of Meyer et al. (ref.

ii), the best value of _, in the least

squares sense, was chosen. The procedure

is described in a somewhat more expanded

way in O'Brien (ref. 5). In Table III,

the predictions of shower particle produc-

tion by various nuclear models are given.

The power law result is not really a

prediction but a fit. Since the statisti-

cal model and the extrapolation model

cannot be manipulated without the proper

computer codes, their reported total

charged particle production is given in

place of the shower particle multiplicities.

As the Trilling model does not give back

emitted particles correctly (ref. 7) it

has been omitted from consideration here.

Table I_. - Partial inelastlcities at very high energies.

8_atl,t_=al 8 Pour La_ TRS _

EXperi_ntal _ model model model

(0.I-20 ¢'V) (300 _V) (®) (2O OeV)

Kch 0.3i x .oh 0.3%4 0.303 O.23

Ky 0.16 0.186 0.157 0.14

go 0.03 0.035 0.029

Total 0.50±0.0_ O. 5_5 0._8_

_xtrapolatgon _ Tzilllng8

m_el mo_,l CKP 8

(2o0 oeV) {.) _oa,_

o.o84 o.09

o.ol

Q nuclear ,_ision.

B hydrogen.

a_r, kaons nQglec_ed.

a_uminum, kaona neglected.

The considerable variation is occa-

sion for surprise. The statistical model,

the power law model which is an _daption of

it, and the CEP model are in agreement with

the cosmic-ray emulsion measurements,

though all the models appear to agree

within a factor of two. This is probably

a consequence of the fact that most of the

accelerator target data, and much of the

physical interest, is at small forward

angles and at large secondary momenta, and

this does not determine _ precisely enough.

The secondary particle multiplicities

of the power law model depend on the value

chosen for $. Since eq. (7) has an "infra-

red" divergence, it it not suitable for

total particle yields. However, shower

particles in an emulsion produced by high

energy nucleons have finite lower energy

limits of 80 MeV for mesons and 500 MeV

Some of the differences in Table III

are certainly due to differences in the

target nucleus and in the lower energy

limit. But it is clear that the power law

model agrees with the experimental data as

well as the other models.

Multiplicities and inelasticities are

averaged quantities related to hadron-

nucleus collisions. Matters are different

when one considers the form of Gqj predic-

ted by the various models. Figure 1

exhibits Gn±p(EB, E) for E B equal to 10

and i00 GeV protons incident on air

calculated using the power law and TRB

prescriptions, and the CKP prescription

for protons on hydrogen. The CKP and TRB

models agree at high secondary momenta,

but differ elsewhere. The greater

sophistication of the TRBmodel can be

seen in the graph. For instance, the

inflection point at Gn_p(100, 18) corre-

sponds to the transition from energetic

pions resulting from isobar decay to low

energy pions emitted isotropically in the

center of mass. The power law model

overestimates pion production at high

secondary momenta but underestimates at

low secondary momenta.

In Fig. 2, secondary proton produc-

tion predictions Gpp(EB, E) are exhibited

for protons on air, again for E B equal to

i0 and i00 GeV. The relative crudity of

the power law model is clear. It under-

estimates proton production at high

secondary momenta and overestimates at

low secondary momenta. It is probably

more significant for the cascade
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calculations to follow t_at the power law

model should be right on the average,

than it should be right at some particular

secondary energy or angle.

The reaction cross sections used in

the calculation to follow are assumed to

be constant and geometric, i.e. _=_ L/A,

ro=l.28 A_ F, where L is Avogadro's

number. This assumption is valid for low

energy nucleon-nucleus collisions for

atomic weights from less than 12 to

greater than 64 (ref. 12), and it is used

in what follows for all energies and

hadrons.

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE

BOLTZMAN EQUATIONS

Hadrons and Muons

A solution will be obtained for a

sort of "Green's function", that is for

incident nucleons homogeneous in energy

and angle, of unit strength per steradian,

the integral of which over the cosmic-ray

primaries yields atmospheric cosmic-ray

fluxes per steradian per second.

Making the "straight-ahead"

approximation

(l •
Fqj = Gqj 6 2n

and eq. (4.3) becomes for the hadron

component

Sqj = _ dE B u Gqj(E B, E)_j(r, EB,
n)

(qj =np, pn, nn, np) (12)

(ii)

where u is the geometric reaction cross

section in cm2/g, and for the muons

(ref. 13)

m._/_, c_

(13)

where _ is the cosine of the zenith angle

of the incident radiation and Eo is the

energy of the incident nucleon.

The Boltzman operator of eq. (4.2)

for the muon component is then

C_

B_ = Q _-_ + p_ r _E k_. (14.1)

The neutron operator is

B n = n _ + _ (14.2)

The remainder are all simpl&fied by the

omission of charged particle stopping

5

: n + (14.3)

c__q__
B_ = _ _ + _ + p_ r (14.4)

This omission is not important for

secondaries above about 1 GeV (ref. 14).

Compensation for this can roughly be made

with the use of the Heaviside function of

eq. (7), as will be shown.

Separating the primary nucleons from

the secondaries produced in the atmosphere

_0q = _iq + q0sq (15)
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Table 2II. - Shower particle multtpllcitiea.

Po_r _aw _B

|_eV} Exper i_nt al a

12.5 3.8 5.0

20 5.3 5.9

30 7.3 6.8

200 12 12

300 13 13

lO00 17 17

Statiatical 8 Extrapolation c TRB _ CK_

model model model model model

3.0 5.5 3.8 4.9

3.8 4.3 5.5

4.8 5.0 6.1

6.9 10 9.8

8.5 12 11

20 15

differential equation of the form of equa-

tion (16.3) with constant cross section

for incident nucleon flux of energy Eo and

zenith direction _ is

+ Pq rl

r _ (17.2)• U(Eo - _v) [nB(_,E) "

• I x [2/_(r/n) B(E_ ,E) ]

a _clear emullion.

8 hydrogen, total charged particle yield,

aluminum, total charged particle yield, kaona neglected.

h air, kaons neglected.

$ hydrogen, total charged pion yield.

T"

B(Eo,_) = a _ (i - _)F% •

t=n,p

• {in Eo - InCEU(E - nt) + nt U(nt - E)3],

(v = p,n: q = p,n,n)

where

_iq is the flux of primary nucleons,
and

_sq is the flux of secondary nucleons.

This leads to 3 differential equations

[ -- ]
_r P_ r 5E 2_ m_

C_, m_, \ ) (16.1)
" p ± r _sn± (r, _-- EB ,

In5 ] =0+ _iq (q = p, n)

(16.2)

+o+ Cq%
P-_'_sq

: r max
• -- "E dEB _(1 - _)Kq •
3=P,n

• E_ (16.3)

El+----_ U(E - _q) (q = p,n,_)

Equation (16.1) is written in integral

form and reduced to quadratures (ref. 15).

A 51 point set was found necessary for the

integral over space and 7 for the integral

over angle.

The solution to eq. (16.2) is

_iq = exp(- r/oQ) (17.1)

Passow (ref. 16), and Alsmiller (ref. 17)

have shown that the solution to an integro-

Equation (17.2) differs slightly

from the form obtained by Passow (ref. 16)

and Alsmiller (ref. 17) by the inclusion

of the decay term in the solution. The

reason for this lies in the fact that

C n = Cp = 0, that C_j does not appear under

the integral of eq. (16.3), and that pion

production and absorption is purely local

so that the energy independence of the

cross section required by the solution can

be relaxed.

The remaining parameter, _q, is a

lower energy limit beneath which secondary

particles of type q are suppressed. Thus,

_n = Eo, and _n = 0. To compensate for

the neglect of proton stopping, Dp is set

equal to 500 MeV.

The neglect of charged particle

stopping, the straight ahead approximation,

and the constant geometric cross section

make eq. (17) increasingly shaky as

secondary particle energies go below 1 GeV

and fails completely by I00 MeV. At high

energies, eq. (17) should become and

remain quite accurate as long as L and

can be treated as constants. It may seem

that the neglect of hadron production by

incident pions should fail at high energy

since k_ (eq. 3) can become very long.

However, as argued by Adair (ref. 18), any

pion which interacts with a nucleus can be

treated as an absorption. This arises

because of the combination of the rela-

tively low pion inelasticity with the

steepness of the nucleonic energy spectrun_

Only rarely will a pion be emitted from a

pion-nucleus collision with an energy near

to that of the incident nucleon (see Fig.

1 for the predictions of CKP and TRB at

high secondary energies). The steepness
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of the energy distribution then causesthe
numberof pions resulting from pion-

nucleus collisions to be small compared

With those produced directly in nucleon-

nucleus collisions.

The restrictions on the form of Gqj

imposed by the power law model would seem

priori to be the most serious limitation

on the use of eq. (17). It is then worth

pointing out that eq. (17), suitably

modified, has been applied to accelerator

beam measurements in iron for proton

energies from 1 to 18 GeV (refs. 5, 19),

and an 8 GeV pion beam on tin (ref. 20)

with excellent results.

Once it is established that the param-

eters underlying the power law model are

correct and that the cross sections are

correct, more general methods can be used

and many of the approximations made here

to stay within the bounds of Passow's

mathematical framework (refs. 16, 17) can

be abandoned. The relative ease and

transparency of Passow's approximatio n

make it of value in itself however.

Photons and Electrons

Electromagnetic shower propagation is

not so problematic as nucleon transport.

Essentially exact Monte-Carlo treatments

exist and have been tested against experi-

mental data (ref. 21, 22). These calcula-

tions are difficult to carry out over the

range of depths and energies required, and

as the goal at this time is the establish-

ment of sufficient conditions to determine

the atmospheric flux, the propagation of

the electromagnetic cascade is treated very

primitively.

Since the mean lifeoof the neutral

pion is 0.91 x 10-Xes, _n_ is huge

compared with u(Cn ° = 3_ x 10X°Ge99 it

decays immediately into 2 photons. The

muon decay probability is very nmch less

(C_ = 1.1 GeV9 and is of significance only

below about I0 GeV. Energy deposition is

calculated from the assumption that the

total energy of the neutral pion produced

per gram of air (from eq. 17.2) is absorbed

at the point of production, and 1/3 the

total energy of the decaying muon (from

eq. 16.1) is absorbed at the point of

decay.*

*However, at this time, an attempt is being

made to apply the electromagnetic shower

code CASCADE (ref. 22) to this problem to

improve the treatment of this important com-

ponent of atmospheric cosmic rays.
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This assumption will deteriorate in-

versely as geomagnetic latitude. As the

geomagnetic cutoff rises toward 17 GV, the

neutral pion production spectrum will

become harder, and as the radiation length

of air is of the same order of magnitude as

the nucleonic collision mean free path,

neglect of transport will become increas-

ingly serious. However at higher latitude%

the error will be seen to be tolerable.

SOLAR AND TELLURIAN MODIFICATION OF THE

GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY SPECTRUM

Solar Activity and the Interplanetary

Medium

It is well known that variations of

solar activity, through the agency of the

solar wind modulates the cosmic-ray

spectrum found at the earth's orbit. This

modulation is a consequence of cosmic-ray

transport through the interplanetary medium

and it is formally the same as that which

would be produced by a heliocentric electric

field having a magnitude at the earth's

orbit of about I00 MV at solar minimum and

about I000 MV at solar maximum (ref. 23,

24).

The electric field model is a useful

Gomputational tool for representing solar

effects as the potential is the only

adjustable parameter. This representation

is for convenience only. It is not

asserted here that a heliocentric poten-

tial of this size exists and is responsible

for solar modulation.

The electric field model of the modu-

lated cosmic-ray flux is (ref. 25)

FP-- 7 Fw-- 17, c18)
n(E) = no(T) LP(T) J LW(E) J

where

no

P (x)

T=E+ ZU

= 1 _x_ + 2A mp c_ x,

w(x) = x + A mp.c_

is the unmodulated galactic

spectrum of atomic weight A,

and atomic number Z, per

steradian per cm_ per s per Me_

having an energy of E MeV, and

U is the solar potential in MV.

For the calculations to follow, the

unmodulated spectrum is taken from Freier

ahd Waddington (refs. 24, 26) below I0 GeV

per nucleon. Above that energy the



spectrum is taken from Peters (ref. 27)

with which it has a smooth overlap.

Calculations of atmospheric ioniza-

tion will be made and compared with some

of the measurements performed by Neher

(ref. 28_. These measurements have been

analyzed to yield the incident proton

cosmic-ray spectrum. This is compared to

the predictions of the electric field

model for U = 200 MeV in Fig. 3. The

measurements were performed during the

course of several months in 1965, and are

near a solar minimum, but a minimum not as

deep as that of 1954 (ref. 28), so the

value of U is reasonable. The agreement is

quite good, and this spectrum will be used

for the ionization calculations to follow.

Some neutron calculations will require

different values of U. These will be taken,

where possible, from Freier and Waddington

(ref. 26).

In Fig. 4 the cutoffs for the eastern

and western horizons and the zenith, from

Lemaitre and Vallarta (ref. 30) are shown

along with the values obtained by

Richtmeyer et al. (ref. 29) as a function

of geomagnetic latitude. It is evident

that the assumption of isotropy of the

radiation near cutoff is not justified at

latitudes below 40 ° to 45 ° .

This, in combination with the assump-

tions made with respect to electromagnetic

shower transport, Will probably cause the

calculations based on an isotropically

incident spectrum to fail at low latitudes.

Consequently, at this stage in the develop-

ment of the calculations the experimental

comparisons will be limited to higher

latitudes.
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Fi_ 3 The East-west variation of _eo_gnetic

cutoff rigidity as a function of geomagnetic

latitude co._ared with the eff_tive cutoff
rigidity for an isotropic detector.
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eig. 4. comparison of elGctrl= field model ,
calculations of the incident c_mlc-ray proton
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The Earth's Magnetic Field

The magnetic field of the earth

deflects incoming cosmic-rays depending on

their rigidity and angle of incidence, so

that for each angle of incidence there is

a critical rigidity below wkich the incom-

ing particle cannot interact with the

earth's atmosphere. In the calculations

which follow, a single cutoff rigidity will

be applied. The primary spectrum will be

assumed unchanged in angle and energy

above the cutoff, and vanish below it.

Richtmeyer et al. (ref. 29) have calculated

the effective cutoff rigidity seen by an

isotropic detector exposed to the primary

spectrum at the top of the atmosphere and

this cutoff Will be used here.
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Sea-Level Particle Spectra

The first step in producing integral

quantities such as ionization or neutron

density is the calculation of the differ-

ential energy angle particle distributions.

As a test of eq. (17), the _ertical

component of the cosmic-ray spectra has

been calculated for a geomagnetic

latitude of 57 .0. Equation (17) w_th _ = 1

and r = 1033 g/cm a, was integrated over

the source spectrum. Seventy percent of

the source spectrum was assumed to be

composed of free protons, and 30 percent

of bound neutrons and protons all having



the energy distribution given by eq. (18),

with U = 200 MV. For geomagnetic purposes

bound nuclei were treated as bound, but

for the purpose of atmospheric transport

treated as free i.e., an a particle is

assumed to behave exactly like 2 free

neutrons and 2 free protons. In Fig. 5,

the calculated vertical component of the

cosmic-ray nucleon spectrum of one charge

state (neutrons or protons) is compared

with the experimental sea level proton

spectrum of Brooke and Wolfendale (ref. 31)

and the sea level neutron spectrum of

Ashton and Coats (ref. 32).

At this atmospheric depth, eq. (17)

predicts nearly equal numbers of neutrons

and protons, and so both experimental and

theoretical data were combined. Agreement

is very good over 4 decades of energy and

i0 of intensity.

The calculated vertical component of

the sea level pion spectrum is compared

in Fig. 6 with the measurements of Brooke

et al. (ref. 33). Agreement is good over

most of the range of comparison.

The sea level muon spectrum for a

zenith angle of 0 ° is shown in Fig. 7

compared with measurements by Owen and

Wilson (ref. 34), Holmes et al. (ref. 35),

Gardener et al. (ref. 36) and Hyman and

Wolfendale (ref. 37). Agreement with

experiment is quite satisfactory over the

range from about 1 to about i000 GeV. All

measurements and calculations wore for 57 o

geomagnetic latitude.

|

!
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mi@. 5. The vertical component of the c_m/c_ray
_cle_ flux of on. charge state st sea level u

Ashton and Coats (ref. 32), and u calculated.
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Fig, 6. The vertical component of the coemic-ray

pion flux as measured by Brooke et al. (ref. 33),

and as calculated.

I

m-,
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!o"

Fig. 7. The vertical component of the cosmic-ray

muon flux as measured by Owen and Wilson (ref.

34), Holmes et al. (ref. 35), Gardener et al.

(ref. 36), and Hayman and Wolfendale (ref. 37),

and as calculated.
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In Fig. 8, the sea-level muon spectrum

is calculated for a zenith angle of 75 o and

compared with the measurements of Stefanski

et al. (ref. 38). The lowest experimental

point is above the maximum cutoff for this

latitude, 520 (see Fig. 4).

As has been observed earlier, the

assumptions that lead to eq. (17) become

increasingly shaky below about 1 GeV.

This affects all the charged particle

distribution, including the muon energy

distribution which of course depends on the

pion distribution, and can be seen clearly

in Fig. 5, 6, and 7, where the calculated

fluxes rise above the measured fluxes in

every case.

L

|

to-'

_0_

ZENITH ANGLE • 75"

-- THE_4_Y

j I I

L°-_00 lo' I0'

£ (G|V)

Fig. 8. The non spect_m at a zenith angle of

75 ° as _a_ured by Stefanskl et al. (ref. 38)

an_ a_ calculate4.

Cosmic-Ra 7 Ionization in the Atmosphere

Ionization from protons, pions and

muons is calculated by multiplying the

energy distributions by the appropriate

stopping powers as described earlier (ref.

i). The lower energy limit for the proton,

charged pion and neutral pion energy dis-

tributions is i00 MeV, below which the

theory fails. The muons are allowed to

slow down to I0 MeV, below which very

little is contributed to the ionization.

It was found necessary empirically t¢

use an upper limit of 104 GeV to include

all significant contributors to the

ionization.

In Fig. 9, the calculated ionization

(in units of I, the number of ion pairs per

cm 3 of NTP air) at a geomagnetic latitude

of 55 ° is compared with the measurements of

Neher (ref. 28), and later data as reported

by George (ref. 39) down to 600 g/cm a. To

complete the curve, the results of Lowder

and Beck (ref. 40) from 600 g/cm 2 to sea

level measured at 510 geomagnetic latitude

at about the same time are included.

z

Over-all agreement is seen to be

within 20% with the exception of the

region near 600 g/cm 2, where the disagree-

ment is nearer 40%. The comparison is

absolute it must be emphasized. The

composition of the total ionization is

shown in Fig. I0. Because the secondary

fluxes interact differently with the

atmosphere each component has a noticeably

different profile. The kink in the

electron curve about 850 g/cm _ is a con-

sequence of the transition from shower

production originating in neutral pion

decay at low depths to shower production

resulting frommuon decay at larger depths.

,0'

to,

I

,oo

\T .
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A similar comparison is shown in Fig.

ii, where the calculation is carried out

at 44 ° , and the data again are taken from

Neher (ref. 28). To complete the curve,

the data of George (ref. 39) are included

from 188 g/cm _ to sea level. The disa-

greement is typically 20% with higher

values at near 800 g/cm _ and 50 g/cm a. The

latter is probably a result of the depar-

ture of the incident primary cosmic-ray

flux from isotropy, and the hardening of

the photon production spectrum that

results from the higher average cutoff

(see Fig. 4). George's (ref. 39) measure-

ments were carried out during 1968 near a

solar maxin_m, and hence the additional

modulation, if removed, would make the

disagreement worse.

I000

O NEHEA &'44"
0 GE_ X,43"

-- C_CULATED X'44"

_00 9 o o

I o o o

lO

i

I L _ • I I I ] I I I

100 200 3Oo 4_ _0 600 700 80O SO0 I000 .00

_P_ IN AT_ERE- glcm 2

Pig. 11, _e e_mie-ray ionization profile at

44 ° as _asured by _eher ref. 28) and by George
(ref, 39) and as calculated,

Cosmic-Ray Neutrons in the Atmosphere

The lower energy limit of the cascade

calculations described above is i00 MeV,

and the agreement with measurement

indicates that this cutoff which is forced

on the calculations by the limitations of

the analytical theory, is adequately high.

This is a consequence of charged particle

stopping which limits the number of

charged particles at low energies. Neu-

trons are uncharged however, and extend

all the way down to thermal energies. In

order to account for neutron fluxes below

i00 MeV, the cosmic-ray neutron spectrum

reported by Hess et al. (ref. 41) at sea

level and 44 o geomagnetic latitude has

been patched onto the calculated differen-

tial spectrum at i00 MeV. This approach

is rather rude, and fails at small depths

as it cannot account for the diffusion

hardening which takes place near a vacuum

boundary.

This is clearly seen in Fig. 12, where

the neutron flux measurements of Boella et

al. (refs. 42, 43), and Yamashita et al.

(ref. 44) are compared with calculations.

At depths greater than 200 g/cm a the

agreement is really rather good. The lack

of isotropy of the incident flux near cut-

off and the absence of diffusion hardening

lead to an overestimate at small depths.

The measurements of Boella et al. (ref. 42)

and Yamashita et al. (ref. 44) are both

ground level measurements rather than free

air measurements, but yet are seen to fall

on the curve. The effect of the air ground

interface on the calculations has not been

evaluated.

1O l

I

_ BOELLA It Ol (X" 465")

--_ __ _ BOELLA ,, ol ( )_- 42" )

m _CA _-'II )_= 46 5" U - 4DO MV

_c°_"E°(=I,,E'.u-3oo,,

,o-,t 2
I

I00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 I000 I100

DEPTH IN ATMOSPHERE-g/cm z

In Fig. 13, the neutron density meas-

urements of Yuan (ref. 45) and Gold (ref.

46) have been compared with calculations

on the same basis. Again, the agreement

between calculations and measurements is

good except at small depths, with the

exception of the ground level value of Gold

(ref. 46). Gold (ref. 46) recognizing that

his values were quite high compared with

balloon measurements in free air (ref. 47)

attributed this to the interface with the

ground, to which the neutron density

appears much more sensitive than the neu-

tron flux.

Y_an's data appear to have a markedly •

different slope from the measurements.

This can also be seen in Boella et al.

(ref. 43) on Fig. 12. This effect may be

a consequence of operating near the

threshold of instrument sensitivity since
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the calculation is in good agreement with

the deeper measurements, all the way down

to sea level both in Fig. 5 and 12. Such

an effect will lead to rather long

reported relaxation lengths.

10-r
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O GOLD ).e 53"
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\
\
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Fig, 13 The cosmlc-ray neutron density in the

atmosphere as _ured by yuan (ref. 45), and

OoZa (_e_. 46_, and a. calcuZated.

Figure 14 shows the data of Miles

(ref. 48). In this case a general under-

estimate appears below 200 g/cm 2. The

identical calculations can be applied to

the data of Haymes (ref. 49) and Soberman

(ref. 50) which have been converted to

neutron density and adjusted by Miles

(ref. 48) for differences in latitude and

time so that comparison with his own re-

sults might be made. Above I00 g/cm a, the

data of Soberman (ref. 50) in Fig. 15 are

seen to be in excellent agreement with

calculation. At smaller depths, the

neglect of leakage, which was not taken

into account in the low energy model,

causes the calculation to be too high.

Although much more scatter appears in the

measurements of Haymes (ref. 49), agree-

ment is clearly reasonably good except

again at small depths.

DISCUSSION

Analytical calculations of the

secondary energy distribution of cosmic-

rays in the atmosphere, cosmic-ray ioniza-

tion, and neutron flux and density have

been performed. The model of nucleon-

nucleus collisions on which the calcula-

tions depend is based on the constant

partial inelasticities of Table I, and

constant geometric reaction cross section_

The transport calculations assume a purely

nucleonic cascade, and consider (eq. 5)

only protons, neutrons, pions, electrons

and photons.
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Fig. 15. The cosmic-ray neutron density in the

atmosphere as _%easured by Soberman (ref. 50),

and adapted by Miles (ref. 48)_ and as

calculated.

In particular; the muon ionization

and the high zenith angle energy distri-

butions calculated on the basis of n_ _

decay, are in agreement with measurement

(Fig. 8) and support the conclusion of

Stefanski et al. (ref. 38) that there is

no other important contribution to the

muon flux below 300 GeV such as would

account for the Utah muon measurements

_ef. 51).



Ranft and Borak (ref. 9) observe that

the measurements of negative pions at 70

GeV of Bushnin et al. (ref. 52) are in

strong disagreement with the TRB model of

hadron nucleus collisions and with the

statistical model of strong interactions

(ref. 3). The extrapolation model disagrees

by an order of magnitude with the same data

(ref. 8). If the measurements are correct,

they cannot imply a change in the appropri-

ate partial inelasticities. As has been

shown the power law model used in the

calculations of the fluxes in figs. 5-8 is

_in agreement with these models. Thus a

large error in the assigned values of _j or

__ would lead to quite large errors in the
dlfferential nucleon, pion and muon fluxes

starting somewhere between 30 and 70 GeV.

However, the measurements are only at small

angles (_ 15 milliradians) and high sec-

ondary momenta (> 45 GeV/c), and it is

possible that average quantities such as

multiplicity and inelasticity are not

much affected by what happens in this

region.

It has been suggested that nucleon-

nucleon and meson-nucleon cross sections

may vanish at infinite energy (ref. 53).

These calculations, performed with constant

cross sections, indicate that hadron-nucle-

us cross sections are essentially constant

and geometric out to 104 GeV. For instanc_

a i0_ perturbation of the nucleon-nucleus

cross section will cause a change in the

nucleonic flux in the region of 103 - 104

GeV of 150%. This would put theory and

experiment out of agreement in Fig. 5.

But, such a discrepancy could be accounted

for in terms of errors in the primary

spectrum used , or errors in the sea level

measurements. Much larger changes in the

cross section however, would lead to very

big changes in the sea-level flux which

would notbe reconcilable with the data.

I_ these calculations, all hadron-

nucleus cross sections are equal and

geometric. It is known that pion-nucleon

cross sections are 2/3 of the nucleon-

nucleon cross sections (ref. 53). As

Adair (ref. 18) points out, pion-nucleus

and nucleon-nucleus cross sections will

differ by less than this as a consequence

of the intra-nuclear cascade. He calcu-

lates the ratio to be 0.77. Ranft and

Borak (ref. 9) obtain 0.83 from published

experimental data. The effect on pion and

muon spectra of a 2_ error in the reac-

tion cross section would be much less than

in the nucleon case, as pions are locally

produced, and locally absorbed.

Apparently one-dimensional nucleonic

cascades depend only weakly on the angular

and energy behavior of the secondary

production spectra, but strongly on the

partial inelasticities, multiplicities and

cross sections. The calculation described

here which is based on a straight ahead

power law approximation to the doubly

differential production spectrum yields

good agreement with the sea level differ-

ential fluxes of nucleonsj pions and muon%

with the cosmic-ray ionization at all

depths in the atmosphere, and with the

neutron fluxes and densities in the

atmosphere.

Lastlyj it may be observed that in

Figs. 12, 13, and 14, the neutron calcula-

tions appear to relax more rapidly than

some sets of measurements. Yet in the

Fig. 5, and the sea level values of Fig.

12, this would appear to represent

experimental error, possibly a consequence

of operating near the threshold of experi-

mental sensitivity. Too rapid a relaxa-

tion rate of the nucleon spectrum would

also result in the calculated pion

spectrum of Fig. 6 to be too low, which it

is not, as the pions are produced locally

from nucleon-nucleus collisions.

The neutron attenuation is not

actually exponential although its

departure from exponentiation is not

large (ref. 54). In Table IV, relaxation

lengths obtained from the neutron density

calculations at k = 41 ° and with U = 400 MV

are compared with Miles (ref. 47). Agree-

ment is poor, but the calculated neutron

densities agree well with Haymes (ref. 49)

and Soberman (ref. 50) when they are

reduced to the same conditions and are

never less than half of Miles (ref. 49).

In addition, simionati deFritz and Cicchini

(ref. 54) have measured cosmic-ray neutron

attenuation lengths in air at 250 (ref. 55)

as a function of atmospheric depth which

are included for comparison. In this case

agreement is quite close, and this suggests

that exponential relaxation lengths are not

well determined by experimental attenuation

data, as relaxation rates are not constant

with height and the true variation is

marred by poorer quality at greater depths

and at lower intensities.
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The success of the preceding calcula-

tions rests primarily on the phenomenolog-

ical model of hadron-nucleus collisions

presented here. The description of the

exclusively nucleonic cascade combined with

the neglect of kaons is a simplification

with which more sophisticated and expensive

calculations may dispense. Other, more

obvious, approximations are being discarded

as the study progresses.

Real improvement on the forms of the

doubly differential production spectra

must probably await progress in studies

being carried out at Oak Ridge and else-

where. The adequacy of the power law

nuclear model for calculations of this type

is clear from the results shown here, and

the average properties, particularly the

partial inelasticities and cross sections,

as applied to air, appear to be well

established.

Table IV. - Comparison of calculated neutron

attenuation lengths for k = 41 ° and U = 400

MV with measurements.

Atmospheric depth Calculated Measured

(_/cm s ) (_/cm s ) (@/cm _ )

300 149 155 d

500 129 125 _, 165±20 S

1033 113 115 d

CZ k = 25 ° (ref. 54).

k = 41 ° (ref. 47).
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Fig. 16. The cosmic-ray neutron density in the

atmosphere as measured by Haymes (ref. 49) and

adapted by Miles (ref. 48), and as calculated.
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Instrumentation to measure the operatic_ally signiflc--t high energy radiations

encountered in future manned spaceflight is of fmldamental importance in ensuring

astronaut safety, system survivability, and ultimate mission success. This paper

describes advanced dosimetry systems concepts that will provide automated and instan-

taneous measurement of dose and particle spectra. Proposed are systems to measure

dose rate from cosmic radiation background to >3600 rads/hour. Charged particle

spectrometers, both internal and external to the spacecraft, to determine the mixed

field energy spectra and particle fluxes for both real time on-board and ground based

computer evaluation of the radiation hazard are described.

New and advanced automated passive doslmetry systems consisting of thermolumlnes-

cent dosimeters and activation techniques are proposed for recording the dose levels

for twelve or more crewmembers. This system will allow automatic on-board readout and

data storage of the accumulated dose and can be tr_msmitted to ground after readout or

data records recovered with each crew rotation.

The United States Space Statlon/Space Shuttle

Program to be flown in the late 1970's and early

1980's will be constrained to operate in the hostile

energetic radiation environments surrounding and con-

stantly impinging on near earth space. The very high

energies of many of these radiations and the rela-

tively thin shielding of the Space Statlon/Space

Shuttle will expose crews, critical biological and

electronic experiments and systems to a constant bom-

bardment of charged and neutral particles, and X-rays.

The real time and time historical profiles of these

radiations must be monitored on-board all spacecraft.

Special problems are associated with the monitoring

of space radiations that prohibit the use of presently

available grouhd based systems. The space hardware

must measure a much wider range of energies and par-

ticle types in operational situations that would

never be demanded of an earth based system. This

dictates that the hardware be highly complext yet due

to weight, power, volume, and recording and readout

limitations imposed by spaceflight, many additlonal

constraints will be associated with the space radia-

tion monitoring instrumentation. In addition, space

hardware must be specifically hardened to environ-

mental specifications not usually considered in earth

based operations. In this report are described a

unique family of active and passive radiation sensors

and electronics that will adequately monitor the

radiation threat to Space Station and Space Shuttle

crews and on-board systems. All instruments described

in this report can be fabricated from existing state

of the art radiation detection technology.

SUMMA_ OF EXPECTED RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS AT SPACE

STATION/SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATING ORBITS

The Space Statlon/Space Shuttle flights will

encounter two general types of radiations that will

be of dosimetrlc asd spectroscopic concern to their

operations. Classed according to origin these are:

I) Naturally Occurring Radiations
2) Manmade Radiations

The naturally occurring radiations of operation-

al interest are 1) the trapped electrons and protons

of the Van Allen Belts; 2) energetic solar flare

protons and alpha particles ; and 3) protons, alpha

partlcles, and aulticharged heavy nuclei of galactic

cosmic rays. The general geophysical characteristics

of these radiations are well known (Ref. 1 through 11).
The naturally occurring Van Allen Belt electrons have

been measured with energies from a few key to over
4.5 Mew. Protons of the Inner Van Allen Belt are

observed to extend fro,, below I0 Mew to over 600 May.

Solar flare partlcles reach near earth space With

energies from a few May to well over a Bey, depending

on the nature of the accelerating mechanisms on the

sum. Solar flare particle events are as of this

writing unpredictable and are considered by many as

the greatest hazard to manned spaceflight operations

in near earth space. Cosmic rays range from below

0.I Bey to over I0 II Bey. For the energy range of

500 Mew to 20 Bey, cosmic ray protons have been

observed to follow the spectral law:

J(E) = 0.3 p_ticles

I ÷ E 1.5 Ca 2 - Sac.

(_f.13).
The manmade radiations encountered in space-

flight are: I) the artificial fission spectrum
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trapped electrons of the Inner Van Allen Belt, 2)

potential nuclear reactor sources associated with

the Space Shuttle and Space Transport, and 3) other

on-board radioactive sources required to operate

spacecraft and on-board experimental systems. The
current fluxes of electrons in the earth's artifi-

cial radiation belts were Created in 1962 by United

States and Soviet high altitude nuclear weapons

detonations that produced high fluxes of trapped

fission spectrum electrons, (Refi IA). These were

superimposed on the natural electrons already pre-

sent in the Van Allen Belts in 1962. A typical

aeries of artificial electron spectra of the Van

Allen Belts are shown in Figure I (Ref. 14). The

flux levels of artlfically injected electrons in

the earth's radiation belts are subject to constant

decay (Ref. 15) and at this writing have become cos-

parable to the natural electron fluxes. If no

further electrons are artlfically injected into the

radiation belts, by the time that the Space Shuttle

is flown, these so called "Starfish Radiations"

will be of little concern to operations. However,

Figure 2 (Re_ 16) predicts that the flux levels at

400 Km from a nuclear weapon of 4 Hegatons will be
at least l0 s electrons/Cm_-Sec. (1.O < E < 2.0 Hey).

With electron fluxes of this magnitude possible,

hardware designed for the Space Station/Space

Shuttle must include contingency procedures to
measure artificial electron fluxes of this nature

in the event of hostile action. It is uncertain

at this time if nuclear reactors will be flown on

the Space Station or Space Shuttle. In the event

that they are flOWnp specific sensors to msnitor

the neutron and galma components of reactors must

be developed. High neutron fluxes such as produced

by reactor operations are not ordinarily encountered

in spaceflight. The intensity of neutrons produced
in the earth's albedo, in the spacecraft mass, or

directly from the sun are negligible compared to

the primary charged particle radiations or to the

neutron fluxes that would be produced in a space-

borne reactor. The flight of a nuclear reactor in

IOOO

I00

-_'l'l 1 I I

,I,I,I, , ,

MEV

Figure 1. Selected Electron Euerg F Spectre for the Starfish Slectrous.

Curve A is the Equilibrium- Ptssion Spectrua, Curve S is Measured It

L= 1 25, Curve C is Measured at L= 1.34. and Curve D is H ensured at
L = _ 57 All Measurements Dec 1962,

conjunction with any future manned space mission

would increase the radiation exposure as well as

result in the need for a larger array of radiation

monitoring instruments. The type and number of on-

board radiation sources that may be used on the

Space Platform and associated flights cannot be

accurately datermfned at this early date, howeverg

if we take the present Apollo and Skylab Programs

as representative spaceflights g there are many beta

and gamma emitters that the crew could come into

contact with. In most cases though, the on-hoard

sources on either of these present space programs

are of very low energy or activity or are located

at a great enough distance or behind sufficient

shielding that they provide negligible doses to the

crew or other critical systems. The types of on-

board sources flown to date can easily be monitored

by instruments already designed to measure the

natural space radiations.

0

IrLECTR(WWISO INTENSITY CONTOURS

Figure 2. Predicted Artificial Electron Fl_em in the South Atlantic Auamoli_
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The expected dose levels from the natural _-d

manmade trapped radiatlm_s in the V_ Allen Belts

has been calculated, (Re£ 17) for selected orbital
altitudes and inclinations using different possible

shields from 0.0001 gra_s/cm 2 to 10 grams/cm 2.

Table I summarizes these calculations.

TABLE 1

Dose Calculltiou for Selected Shielding _ptha (g/cm 2 aluliuui) and V_lou_

Orbital Pgcmmterl for the Space Plltforn, DoslB in hd/day.

Orbital Parit, r$ Shieldin| l_ickneee _uaiforu CTlindrical _

++ 00001+21i15+++_o 70" '2.._• B+ I 2.,2 ol, 06,5
320 90" 2 x 105

480 90" lOS i 2"47 i .004

480 55" 106 2.02 _ 3. .27 .O9
480 70" 106 16.7 3.10 .13 I

2.70 l .07
14.3 .12 .067

/>p,,/,<-=,-

l' _,.4. q

ELECTRON,PROTGN.ALPHA,AND MULTK:Ka_C_D PARTELE

DRECTK_L 5P_ TELF.SCO_E

n_ J

SPACE RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

Instruments described in this report are

classified as either external or internal to the

Space Platform. The external sensors measure the

flux and spectra of energetic electrons, protons

alpha particles, and higher Z multicharged particles.

Both directional and omnidirectional detectors are

required to define the physical characteristics of

space radiations. The second group of instruments

proposed are internal to the space vehicle. They

measure both dose and particle energy plus linear

energy transfer spectra. This class of instruments

are in some cases mounted in the spacecraft, or may

be when required worn on the astronauts' person for

monitoring internal or external to the spacecraft.

Directional and Omoidlrectional Charged Particle

Spe ctromo te re

It is possible with recent advances in micro

and integrated circuitry to combine both directional

electron and proton measurements into a single

system. We have flown and examined the results of

•,any other charged particle specErometers designed

since 1961. Based on performance in flight of the

various instrtm_ents, the use of multidetector solid

state sensors provides the most accurate and tell-

able Space Platform directional electron and proton

measurements. We propose the use of the multiple

charged particle telescope arrangement shown in

Figure 3, to conduct directional measurements of

charged particles both in the Van Allen Belts and

from solar flare particles. This telescope assem-

bly was modified by the authors from an original

solid state space radiation monitoring system

developed by Ref. 18. Extensive changes in detector

design were performed by the authors following

flights of the instrument on unmanned Air Force Van

Allen Belt satellites over the past several years.

The_e include new state of the art, solid state

detectors, the inclusion of an additional ant!co-

incidence scintillator to prevent unwanted particles

from entering the sides and back of the detectors,

and the replacement of the original beryllitwa elec-

tron collimator with polyethylene which is more

suitable for mmlned spaceflight. The electronics

of this system have been completely revised to

include the best available energy discriminators,

low noise power conversion system, and signal con-

ditioning amplifiers. The electronic block diagram

for this system is shown in Figure 4. This solid

state system is designed to achieve a high level of

refinement in particle type and energy analysis, a

narrow angular acceptance cone (less than 6"), and

excellent time resolution. This provides outstand-

ing charged particle resolution in any earth orbit

to be flown by the Space Station or Space Shuttle.

Readily measured are high levels of radiation

including relativistic solar flares, natural and

artificial trapped Van Allen Belt particles and

cosmic rays. In its present configuration this

system measures the following particle types and

energy ranges.

Electrons: 0.25 to 0.60, 0.70 to 0.80, 1.O to

1.2, 1.5 to 1.8, 2.5 to 3.0, 4.3

to 4.8, and greater than 4.8 Hey.

Protons: 10.5 to 15, 15 to 24 i 24 to 40,

40 to 56D 56 to 80, 80 to 113, 113

to 150, 150 to 200, 200 to 320t

and greater than 320 Mev.

Alpha 11 to 30, 30 to 70, 70 to 113, 113

Particles: to 300, and greater than 300 Mev.

Heavy Two groups with ranges in Ttmgsten

Nuclei: of 0.25 to greater than 20 g/ca 2.

The solid state directional telescope is designed

to be mounted external to the space vehicle. It

may be mounted close to the main body of the

structure or on a boom. This system will provide

the essential particle identification, energy dis-

crimination t and pitch angle distributions for

trapped partlcles, as well as solar flare and cos-

mic ray particle fluxes required for evaluation by
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DATA ANALYZER PRO(_SSOR Comte_

Protonl: 10.5-15 _V /

/15 _24 _V

24 _40 _ZV

4O _$6 _V |

56 -8O _gv

8O -113 _V

113-150 _V

--_OL[--_--_ZAT---i-- --] 150-200 _V

TELESCOPE 20O-320 _V..... _ I |

AtphUl 11- 30 t_V/NUC

30- 70 NZV/HUC

70-113 _V/NUC I

113-300 I_V/NUC

• 3oo )_V/NUC I

] _0+_' tin: .25-0.6 NV

I SPACgCgArr [ • 4.8 _v

L___± .....

o e ee

_e_rder

Ftgure4. Dtrecttor_l Mutttcharged Particle Spectr_ter Symt_ Block
Dr,gram.

on-board or gromd based computers to provide in-

ternal dose data or radiation hazard data during
extra vehicular activity.

In addition to measurements of the directional

properties of space radiations • it is required that

the o-_idirectional energy spectra and fluxes of

particles be well known to allow for a complete

evaluation of the operational hazards. The omei-

directional spectrometer has been flown extensively
in the past decade to measure the earth's Van Alien

Belt radiations. The authors propose that at least

one omeidirectional spectrometer system be flown on

the Space Platform. TWo basic systems have been

designed and either may be used depending on the

orbit flown. One omnidirectional system e_ploys

1 ""3 or 2 ._3 solid state detectors shielded by hem-

ispheres of varying thickness to provide the desired

energy cutoff. A minimum of eight (8) individual

sensors varying in thickness from 0.112 g/cm 2 to

50 g/cm 2 will define the spectral range of interest.

Typical sensors for this omnidirectional system

are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The electronic block

diagram for the omnidirectional system is displayed

in Figure 7. This system has been successfully

breadboarded in the laboratory and emPlOys the best

available state of the art integrated microcircuits

throughout. The energy and particle ranges measured

by this spectrometer are:

Electrons : Five Energy

Levels :

Protons : Eight Energy

Levels :

Alpha Eight Energy
Particles: Levels :

0.37 to 1.0, 1.0 to

2.2, 2.2 to 4.0, 4.0 to
9.5_and greatez than
9.5 _ev.

I0 to 20, 20 to 34,

34 to 50• 50 to 72,

72 to 120, 120 to

170, 170 to 200, and

greater than 200 Hey.

34 to 75, 75 to 125

125 to 190• 190 to

275• 275 to 470, 470

to 600, 600 to I000,

and greater than

1000 Mev.

TYPICAL OMNIDIRECTIONAL HIGH ENERGY

ELECTRON , PROTON, ANO ALPHA
PARTICLE SPECTROMETER SENSORS

I.:DO9 g/era 2 ............

TUNGSTEN _ :_nk_JN .vl.'_ J.

_ _ Imm3 SO.D STATE

K////////////////////////_

SENSOR TYPE 11"

38.400 g/cm 2 _ _ _ Imm3 SOLD STATE

TUNGSTEN _ OETECTOR

g//I/I//llll/I/llll/] g/i

Figures 5 and 6.

(_I_OIRECTtONAL ELECTRON, PROTON, ANO ALPHA PARTICLE SP'EC'I'ROM[TER BLOCK OtAC, RAM

_i _,__|_ _-_-_ _ _

'>---o_.
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Thiso_idirectional spectrometer functions well in

the presence of relatively high fluxes of particles

due to the small geometric factors of the sensors.

If the expected fluxes of particles are lowg sensors

such as shown in Figure 8 after a design proposed

in Ref. 19, would be more suitable. This instru-

ment employs either 0.5 cm 2 or I cm 2, 2000 micron

fully depleted silicon detectors instead of the

previously described lm 2 or 2ram2 detectors and

allows for a much larger geometric factor when low

particle fluxes are encountered. The electron

sensor for this system employs 217 small radial

collimators in the shielding material to prevent

electron saturation. Comparative weights and dimen-

sions of the two systems are approximately the same.

The omidirectional spectral range measured by this

spectrometer is also the same as previously des-

cribed. If a hemispherical shield design is em-

ployed great care must be taken to insure that the

sensors are mounted on plates whose thickness over

the 2_ solid angle at the backside considerably

exceeds the thickness of the sensor hemispherical

shielding. If a hemispherical design is flown, it

is likely to be hard-motmted to the external of the

spacecraft where the primary structure shielding

can be taken advantage of on the backsides of the

detectors. An alternative system would be the full

spherical shields over the sensors as shown in Fig-

ures 9 and I0. These may be boom mounted so that a

full 4_ steradian instead of a 2w steradian measure-

ment can be conducted. Where the spacecraft shield-

ing is very thin, the heavier 4w detectors might be

also mounted directly to the spacecraft without

notable effect on the shielding of the sensors.

This eliminates difficulties encountered with mount-

ing the heavier sensors on a boom.

OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON SPECTROMETER SENSOR

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ELECTRON SPECTROMETER SENSOR

I

TUNGSTEN i_ COLLIMATOR

INNER DOME APERTURES

Oq_ SHIELD _/ I &_SE

SPHERICAL 411" OMNIDIRECTIONAL SENSOR

POWER & SIGNAL CABLE

/
_0 POWF-R_AL _ /----'TUNGSTEN ABSORBER

ELECTRONICS_ _/ .............

MOUNTING

TAR "_ ":"

_ I_TECT_ M(X._TING
( DIELECTRIC )

Imm3 SOLID STATE

DETECTOR & HOLDER

FtSure 9.

I
I

TUNGSTEN

INNER DOME --_.___= '__%% POLYETHYLENE

01_ SHIELD -_ I BASE

Ftgure 8l.

ARPETURES_=_)_ /f-- POLYETHYLENEABSORBER

TUNGSTEN _ ._:___;_x /

A8

//////_ _-- MOUNTING
/_ TAB

DETECTOR
MOUNT DETECTOR

," _w _

I cm :_ SOLID STATE

DETECTOR

Figure 10. Spherical 4w Omnidirectional Electron Sensor
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PARTICLE WARNING SYSTEMS

Since the Space Station may operate in solar

flare environments m_d artificially injected elec-

trons external on-board warning systems to alert

the astronauts of the onset of such unexpected

radiatlons, as well as insure the turn on of other

required radiation monitoring instruments will be

very important. Such a warning system would of

necessity have two separate functions: i) to detect

the presence of energetic (E > 30 Mev) protons in

the absence of significant high energy (E > 2 Mev)

electrons and 2) detect appreciable increases in
the electron fluxes in the earth's Van Allen Belts

over the quiescent or natural backgroond levels.

Figure ii indicates a conceptual solar flare and

artificial electron enhancement detection system

for use on the space station. This system as shown

in Figure II has separate sensors from the omnidirec-

tional spectrometer. However, the cost of the

instrument could be greatly reduced by employing

several of the lower energy ommldirectional charged

particle spectrometer sensors previously described

with a separate electronics system.

Large time of flight neutron spectrometers are

under development by White, (Re_ 20). This system

uses liquid scintillation detectors in a time of

flight arrangement as shown in Figure 12 to measure

the very low primary solar and earth albedo neutron

fluxes. This system is a satellite consisting of

its own self contained signal conditioning and pro-

cessing electronics. The use of this system on the

Space Station would greatly increase the range and

resolution of particle measurements. Wlth this

type of device it may be possible to predict in

advance the arrival of solar protons by measuring the

prompt neutron spectrum from the sun. This system

is currently being developed for flight test this

year and should be fully operational for possible

use in conjunction with the Space Statlon/Space

Shuttle. This system could be attached to the Space
Platform or flown in co-orblt with it. The neutron

spectrometer would be incorporated as part of the

solar flare warning system when the flux of neutrons

reaches a pre-determined level. Such levels are as

of this writing unknown. It is hoped that flights

of this system before the Space Statlon/Space

Shuttle will establish the solar neutron flux levels

associated with proton events. If this is done, it

is likely that the shape of the proton spectrum, as

well as the particle flux emitted in a solar flare

can be determined from measurements of the neutron

fluxes in advance of the arrival of particles.

INTERNAL SPACECRAFT DOSIMETRY AND SPECTROSCOPY

Portable Radiation Monitor

The maximum allowable radiation doses to an

astronaut for a 30-day mission have been defined

for the Space Station (Ref. 21) and are presented in

Table 2. Although the unavoidable misslon-related

doses to the astronauts are expected to be more

than an order-of-magnltude below this, slt_atlons

could arise in which one or more astronauts must

receive doses near the acceptable maxima. Situa-

tions in this category include: extravehicular

activity (EVA) during passage through the magnetic

anomaly, repair or maintenance of equipment contain-

ing or in proximity to radiation sources (SNAP units,

instrument radioisotopes, possibly a nuclear reactor),

and solar flare proton events. In such cases, the

radiation safety of the astronauts who assume the

extra risk can only be assured by an "active" (i.e. ,

read-out in real time) dosimeter carried on the

astronaut's person. The criteria for such a device

are as follows: I) it must he self-contained,

small, and portable, 2) total dose should be accu-

mulated up to at least lO0 rad, 3) dose-rate should

be indicated so that the astronaut can take steps

_o minimize his exposure, 4) it should be accurate

at low dose-rates, vlz., so that it can record a

dose of only 2.5 rad accumulated over a span of 24

hours (order of O.1 tad/hour), 5) accuracy is crl-

tical at maximum dose-rates, viz., maximum dose of

75 tad reached in only a couple of minutes (order

of 2000 rad/hour), 6) can measure surface doses

(0.4 g/cm 2) , 7) relays dose and dose-rate informa-

tion to the central radiation monitoring system,

and 8) measures the true radiation absorbed dose in

a mlxed field (protons, electrons, X- and gamma

rays, neutrons, heavy charged particles).

TABLE 2

Radiation Exposure Limits* for Space Station Crew (30-Day Mission)

for Ancillary Reference Risks.

Depth Dos.____e

Skin (0.01 Ca) 75 REM

Eye (0.3 Cm) 37 REM

Marrow (5.00 Cm) 25 REM

*See Reference 21.
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Figure 13. Astronaut Radiation Monitoring Instrument (ARHT).

To satisfy the above requirements, m_ Astronaut
Radiation _onttor Instrument (ARY, I) has been

designed using presently available technology and

techniques.
The device is similar in size, weight, and

basic operating principle to the Personnel Radiation

Dosimeter (PRD) used on Apollo flights (Ref 22) but

incorporates several improvements and added fea-

tures, including advsmced circultry, better collec-

tion geometry for the ionization chamber sensor,

hmnan-engineered total dose read-out, dose-rate

indication, and telemetered output. The ARI41 device

is portrayed in Figure 13. It is intended to be

small and streamlined to easily be accomodated in a

pocket in the astronaut's spacesuit or underwear

garment. At the same time, it is large enough to

be easily held and manipulated with a gloved hand.
Accumulated dose is read out to the astronaut via a

meter having a paeudo-logarithm4c scale divided

into three color-coded sections: green, 0 to I rad;

yellow, I to 10 rad; red, I0 to 200 tad. The radia-

tion level is indicated by two solid-state lamps

whose flash frequencies are directly proportional

to dose-rate. Two flashers extend the observable

dose-rate range by having one lamp flash at only

one-tenth the rate of the other. Thus, at the upper

dose-rate limit of 3,600 tad/hour, one Imp will

pulsate at l0 pulses/second while the other lamp

appears fully on at lO0 pulses/second. On the other

hand, at a lower dose-rate, say 36 rad/hour, the

lamps will flash at rates of one-tenth and one

pulse/second, respectively. Such indications are
sufficient to enable the astronaut to minimize his

exposure through adjustment of location, position,

and/or shadow shieldin S. Monitoring of the astro-
naut's accumulated dose by other crew members mad

by ground control is accomplished by transmitting

a low-power pulse from the ARNI to suitably-located
receivers in the Space Station each time another

O.O1 tad dose has been accmeulated. Since several

ARMI's may be in use simultaneously, the pulse from

each unit will be uniquely coded in waveform for

identification. Received pulses are then processed

at the central radiation safety monitoring subsystem

and acc,_ulated dose information stored and

displayed for each ARNI in operation. The sub-

system also will contain computing circuitry for

determining dose-rate by measuring the time between

successive 0.01 rad pulses. Zt also will compute

and display the remaining permissible exposure time
from the ARHI accumulated dose and dose-rate infor-

mation plus a maximum permissible dose manually

entered by the radiation safety officer.

The radiation-sensing element in the ARHI is a

parallel-plate tissue-equivalent ionization chamber

whose gas volume is shielded from one face of the
instrument by only 0.4 s/cm 2 of material (outside

housing plus one electrode). The parallel-plate

geometry and small interelectrode gap allows a

collection efficiency of over 95Z in a field of

3,000 rad/hour with only a 10 V bias. The ioniza-

tion current from the chamber is integrated by an

electrometer circuit which operates in the arecycling

coulometer" mode. Figure 14, is the block diagram

outline of the circuit operatinn. The circuit is

accurate over 6 1/2 decades of dose-rate, covering

0.1 to 3,000 rad/hour. All circuitry is of the low-

voltage, micropower type recently developed for

battery-powered instruments. The total dose-readout

is a mechanically-advanced pointer, 8o that no standby

power is required to maintain a reading. This, the

chief power drain occurs during each recycling

pulse, when the pulse must be flashed and trans-

• itted. Sufficient long-life mercury batteries are

sealed into the unit to provide four months of

operating life. Thus, the ARHI is always "ON" and

alert. It is not required that the astronaut acti-

vate a switch for its use, although if desired, the

mechanical pointer can be reset to zero using a

screwdriver adjustment. This allows the device to

be used repeatedly by different astronauts.

Ultra-Sensitlve Dosimeter

A compact (six-inch diameter) tissue-equivalent

dosimeter has recently been developed (Ref. 23) for

measurement of dose-rates below 1 rad/hour, with

sensitivity down into the tens of microrad/hour.
Such a dosimeter could serve as an accurate monitor

of cosmic ray doses and inside levels of penetrating

Van Allen Belt protons and electron bremsstrahluns.

This instrument is light-weight, low-power, and

fully flight-qualified.
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Figure X4. Etectronic Block Dia&ram of the Astronaut Radiatton Honitoring Instrument .

Determining the Quality Factor

Assessment of radiation hazard to _,_ astronaut

requires knowledge not only of the absorbed dose,

but as well as the time course of delivery, the

distribution of dose throughout the body (especially
as pertains to the gastro-intestinal and blood

forming organs)m _d the specific ionizing power
(linear energy trmsfer, LET) of the radiation.

Proper allowance for all of the above factors is,
in itself, an exceedingly difficult task. The

physical measurements alone are quite formidable in

the space environment. Indeed, due to the many

uncertainties involved, the best policy remains to

prevent all aw>idable exposures to ionizing radia-

tion. Nonetheless, as pointed out previously, some

exposure is mlavoidable, and in addition, emergency
actions may require additional exposures. Active

and passive dosimetry and radiation ,_nitoring

systems are mandatory. The full evaluation of the

effect of an exposure likewise requires data on the

depth-dose distribution and LET spectra. Ideally,

these would be measured on-board, during exposure.

This is very iugractical, however, since depth-dose

distributions require large phantoms containing

,mltiple dosimeters and no space-qualified

instruments have as yet been flown for extended

missions in space for measuring the LET spectra in

mixed radiation fields. Concerning the latter

problem, several instruments may hold promise for

providing at least partial solutions to the LET

problem: 1) the AFWL has recently developed a LET

spectrometer for measuring proton and alpha LET

spectra (Skylab Experiment DO08), 2) the Rossi

spherical proportional counter (Refi 24) has been

ruggedized, sealed, and flown with some success on

high-altitude aircraft (Ref 25), and 3) a multiply-
ing ionization chamber with electronic analysis of

the mean square fluctuation of output has been

demonstrated (Ref.26) for semi-quantitative deter-

mination of quality factor due to I_ET differences
in mixed neutron-gamma ray fields.

Two additional co-_inatiou dose and linear

energy transfer spectrometer sensors have consider-

able promise for flight internal to the Space Plat-

form. One system consists of a triaxis solid

state detector telescope arrangement to measure the

lower energy (higher LET components) of radiation

entering the Space Station. The other system con-

sists of thin scintillating tissue equivalent

plastic plates less than 25 microns thick or small

less lO0 micron diameter spheres to measure the

linear ener_ transfer spectrum as well as the dose

rate received internal to the spacecraft.

The charged particle telescope shown in Figure

15 consists of four solid state detectors arranged

to accept protons, alpha particles, and other multi-

charged heavily ionizing particles. The system

employs a thin, less than 20 micron, planar dE/dX

detector and • 0.5 cm stacked silicon surface

barrier detector. An annular detector and a 2000

micron totally depleted surface barrier detector

are included to perform system anticoincidence.

The electronic block schematic for this system is

displayed in Figure 16. The solid state spectrom-

eter measures particles with dE/dX from 3.5 to 100

Kev/micrqn. The deployment of this system in a

tri-axis arrangement will provide an average or

omeidirectional LET spectrum interior to the space-

craft. However, spectral data are limited to

charged particles. We would propose in the interest

of cost that this system be made semi-portable for

use in any desired location in the spacecraft. The

sensor could be attached to one of a number of hard-

mounted inputs at various station locations and the

signals processed by a central electronics system

and relayed to ground and/or on-board computers for

analysis and disolay.

TUNGSTEN
POLYETHYLENE --_ /_ TELESCOPE

._"EL=.6 _ _ .ous,.G
i_ _ _TECTO._TA,_

D oa=0.5 ©=

o4=2000_

SOLID STATE DETECTOR LET SENSOR

rteure 15.
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The s c i n t i l l a t i n g  dose system has been devel- 
It cons is t s  of e i t h e r  of 

One sensor,  Figure 17 ,  employs 
oped and flown (Ref 27). 
two bas i c  sensors. 
a less than 25 micron NE-102 s c i n t i l l a t i n g  p l a t e  t o  
measure the dE/dX of a l l  p a r t i c l e s  producing ioniza- 
t i on  i n  the  p la te .  
e i t h e r  a 2n o r  hi@y collimated sh ie ld  t o  provide 
m i d i r e c t i o n a l  o r  d i r ec t iona l  d a t a  on the  radia- 
t ion  received by the crew. 
s m a l l ,  less than 100 micron, spheres t o  provide t h e  
desired LET measurements. This latter system can 
a l so  be e i t h e r  a d i r ec t iona l  o r  omnidirectional 
device depending on the degree of collimation chosen 
around the  sensor. 
by Ref 26) be employed t o  measure ce l lu l a r  h i t  fre- 
quency t o  provide addi t iona l  radiobiological d a t a  of 
i n t e r e s t  t o  the crew md b io logica l  experiments and 
on-board systems. The two s c i n t i l l a t i n g  sys t em 
share common, s igna l  conditioning e lec t ronics  shown 
i n  Figure 18. Ei ther  of the microsc in t i l l a t ing  LET 
systems can have sendportable sensors f o r  m u l t i -  

This sensor cm be used i n  

The o ther  sensor employs 

This system can (as suggested 

location Pleasurements. LET measurements are made i n  
eleven channels from .22 Kevlmicron to grea te r  than 
130 Kevlmicron. This range could be e a s i l y  extended 
on the high end by minor electrical modifications 
to the  system. The mic rosc in t i l l a to r s  are by v i r t u e  
of t h e i r  tissue equivalenty exce l len t  mixed f i e l d  
detectors but lack the  exce l len t  charged p a r t i c l e  
p u l s e  reso lu t ion  of the previous s o l i d  state de tec tor  
system. 

of phantom o r  LET spectrometers, i t  may be su f f i -  
cient f o r  protection purposes t o  conduct su i t ab le  
s tud ies  of these f ac to r s  on the ground. h e  radia- 
tion f i e l d s  from t h e  on-board rad ia t ion  sources can 
be characterized very thoroughly by appropriate 
ground s tudies .  
understood q u a l i t a t i v e l y ,  which places limits on 
possible depth-dose and LET dis t r ibu t ions .  
incorporating r e s u l t s  of the  on-board rad ia t ion  
environment spectrometers ( o m i d i r e c t i o n d  and uni- 
di rec t iona l )  as previously described, i t  may be 
possible t o  q u i t e  s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  estimate qua l i t y  
fac tors  d i r ec t ly  from a knowledge of the type of 
exposure and measured l e v e l  i n  rad. 

As an a l t e rna t ive  t o  considering the inclusion 

Space rad ia t ion  is presently w e l l  

By 

Diode 

.00003" NI P o l l  
SO( .002") Sheet 

Figure 17. Thin P l a s t i c  S c i n t i l l a t i n g  P l a t e  Linear Energy 
Spectrometer Sensor. 
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PASSIVE DOSIMETRY SYSTEMS 
Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Space Package 

The need f o r  a space r a d i a t i o n  dosimeter which 
would be s e n s i t i v e  to charged p a r t i c l e  r a d i a t i m s  
and also be  responsive t o  thermal and f a s t  neutrons 
h a s  been t h e  goal of s c i e n t i f i c  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  f o r  
t h e  p a s t  decade. 
g r e a t e r  sophis t ica t ion  of e l e c t r o n i c  instrumentat ion 
have increased t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  of secur ing  a dosim- 
eter wi th  required s e n s i t i v i t y  and adequate energy 
response. The ideal dosimeter  i s  s u i t a b l y  accura te  
o v e r  a w i d e  neutron energy spectrrrm and a t  the  same 
t i m e  responsive to r a d i a t i o n s  such as gamma, high 
energy b e t a s ,  protons, a lphas,  and X-rays of  

. v a r i o u s  energies. 

program, addi t iona l  p o i n t s  o f  i n t e r e s t  must be  con- 
s idered .  
weight, has no sharp edges or pro t ruding  connectors, 
and is small enough i n  size t o  f i t  comfortably I n t o '  
a s p e c i a l  pocket on t h e  as t ronaut ' s  space suit. , 
Astronaut i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and calendar  d a t e  coding 
dur ing  readout are n e c e s s i t i e s  f o r  accura te  d a t a  
s torage .  
t h e  TLD system, Figure 19 ,  which is proposed as a 
bio-radiat ion space package which meets t h e  require-  
ments f o r  extended dura t ions  of  planned space 
missions. 

The TLD Space Package contains  e i t h e r  two o r  
t h r e e  envelopes made of b o r o s i l i c a t e  g lass .  The 
f i laments  are nicrome ribbon which are f in i shed  and 
s p o t  welded to  the h e a t i n g  e lec t rodes .  The f i lament  
and TLD rough f i n i s h e s ,  combined wi th  t h e  r e t a i n e r  
c l i p  tens ion ,  provide a l a r g e  resistance t o  t h e  TLD 
chip (Lithium f luor ide  b a r s ) .  The g l a s s  envelopes 
shown i n  Figure 19 may be  as small as 5/16" i n  
diameter and 314" i n  length ,  which makes t h e  corn- 
p l e t e  dosimeter package less than 1 1/2" x 2" x 
314". "he f i laments  and i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  code ter- 
minals are f l u s h  mounted r e c e p t a c l e s  as shown i n  
t h e  s i n g l e  g l a s s  envelope dosimeter, Figure 20. 

New packaging techniques and 

I f  t h i s  dosimeter is to be  u t i l i z e d  i n  the  space 

This instrument is rugged b u t  l i g h t  i n  

A l l  t h e  above have been incorporated i n t o  

READ -0u1 

DOS IhlETtRS 

PORT \ 'M 

'; IDENTIFICATION TERMINALS IBlNARYl 

THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETER SPACE PACKAGE 

LITHUM FLUORIDE THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETER 

Fisure 20. 

During extended space f l i g h t s  such as those  in 
conjunct ion w i t h  t h e  use of  a space p la t form,  d a t a  
process ing  readout m d  s torage  c a p a b i l i t y  necessi-  
tates an i n t e g r a t e d  system as i n d i c a t e d  by Figure 
21. By use of t h e  bio-radiat ion packet  and on- 
board readout system, t h e  i r r a d i a t i o n  exposures 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

t 
PROCRAMMfD 

k StOLTNttR 
-- H t A l  C Y C l f  

DATA PROCESSING READOUT AND STORAGE 

FiLurc 1,. 
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caused by any of  t h e  a n t i c i p a t e d  sources  can be  
automatical ly  ca lcu la ted ,  v i s u a l l y  read o u t ,  
recorded,  da ted ,  and personal ly  coded f o r  each 
as t ronaut  by t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  coder. 
grammed Heat Cycle snd Sequencer w i l l  provide t h e  
as t ronauts  with a newly a c t i v a t e d ,  ready t o  use 
dosimeter capable of  measuring all expected radia- 
t i o n  exposures. 

Responses from both thermal and f a s t  neutrons 
have been s t u d i e d  by E. Tochi l in  and et .  al., 
(Ref 28). 
cross s e c t i o n  f o r  thermal neutrons (945 barns)  and 
7LiP h a s  a n e g l i g i b l e  c ross  section, one can mea- 
s u r e  s imultaneously gamma and neutron exposures. 
(Ref 2 p  This dosimeter  func t ions  as a s a t i s f a c t o r y  
system s i n c e  the  TLD's have a response thae'is rela- 
t i v e l y  independent of storage t i m e  ( a t  cabin or crew 
area teupera ture)  between exposure and readout. The 
accuracy f o r  dose determinat ion is g r e a t e r  than 
93%. Addit ional  dosimeters  contained wi th in  5 cent i -  
meter t h i c k  t i s s u e  ,equiva len t  s h i e l d s  could be 
placed as monitors throughout t h e  work area such 
that d a t a  need n o t  be ex t rapola ted  as one compares 
read o u t  parameters with t h e  guide l ines  expressed 
by t h e  Radiobiological  Advisory Panel  ComPnittee on 
Space Medicine 1970 (Ref 30). 

F o i l  Act ivat ion Countinn With A Liauid  S c i n t i l l a t o r  

neutron energ ies  and neutron f luxes  as descr ibed 
by H. M. Murphy (Ref 30) have been s tandard labora- 
t o r y  procedures f o r  t h e  p a s t  two decades. However, 
dur ing  the  r e c e n t  years  g r e a t  advancements have 
been made i n  t h e  equipment and instrumentat ion 
relative t o  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  counters .  Since c e r t a i n  
metallic f o i l s  are responsive t o  a s p e c i f i c  neutron 
energy rcmge, an a r r a y  of  f o i l s  i s  used to d e t e c t  
the energ ies  of interest. Two methods f o r  count ing 
are proposed; f i r s t ,  t h e  f o i l s  may be returned 
fol lowing a space f l i g h t  and courted as i n d i c a t e d  
above i n  ground based l a b o r a t o r i e s ;  o r  secondly, 
l i q u i d  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  count ing vials could be fabr i -  
cated p r i o r  t o  f l i g h t  wi th  t h e  f l u o r s  p l u s  f o i l s  
which nad been s e a l e d  and prepared f o r  counting. 
As t h e  f o i l s  are exposed to an unknown neutron f l u x  
they are read o u t  inmediately t o  give not  only an 
i n t e g r a t e d  dose b u t  a l s o  dose rate. The latter 
assumes c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  c o r a t i n g  i n  a space labora- 
t o r y  or modif icat ion of e x i s t i n g  experiments t o  
accomodate such samples by v i a l  exchange mechmisms 
a c t i v a t e d  i n  t h e  event  of a solar f l a r e ,  i n  main- 

The Pro- 

Since t h e  CLiF has  an extremely high 

F o i l  a c t i v a t i o n  analyses  f o r  determining both 

Modification of  Discharge I o n i z a t i o n  Chamber 

mentation and space suit complexity, one strives t o  
reduce t h e  s i z e  and weight f o r  t h e  e s s e n t i a l  items 
which are proposed t o  be contained on o r  w i t h i n  t h e  
astronaut 's  space suit o r  working garments. 
pocket type dosimeter ,  Figure 22, h a s  been modified 
t o  113 its o r i g i n a l  length  and weight without  l o s s  
of accuracy. 
incorporated i n t o  t h e  bench type console u n i t  wi th in  
the space labora tory  such t h a t  t h e  a s t r o n a u t s  w i l l  
have access t o  t h e  reader  on p e r i o d i c  checks. 
Since t h e  r e a d e r  system w i l l  be a n e c e s s i t y  f o r  
rad ia t ion  exposure de te rmina t ion ,  a record of  t h i s  
information w i l l  be au tomat ica l ly  s t o r e d  on tape  
with a d a t e  and a s t r o n a u t ' i d e n t i f i e r  posted dur ing  
readout. Two dosimeters  of t h i s  type should be 
included wi th in  t h e  space s u i t  a t  a l l  times. 
coabined s i z e  of cobpling two of  t h e  modified d o s i r p  
eters would b e  smaller than one of t h e  present  
units. The only changes i n  design f o r  t h e  modified 
dos ine te r  are t h e  removal o f  t h e  o p t i c s  and p l a c i n g  
t h e m  i n  t h e  console readout  system wi th  t h e  coding 
and clock mechanisms. The s e n s i t i v i t y  and m a x i m u m  
accumulated dose i n d i c a t e d  by t h e  readout system 
are comparable t o  t h e  p r e s e n t l y  used dosimeter  which 
i s  designed f o r  m a x i m u m  f u l l  scale readings t o  m a t c h  
the mission p r o f i l e .  

as t ronauts  have similar dosimeter  c a r t r i d g e s  t o  
measure not  only gauma p l u s  f a s t e r  neutrons but  also 
units to  determine thermal neutron exposures o r  
8-a p l u s  X-ray exposures. 
mits d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  among types of  r a d i a t i o n  i s  
the w a l l  material of  which t h e  i o n i z a t i o n  chamber 
is made. For example, t o  develop a dosimeter  which 
is i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  neutrons b u t  s e n s i t i v e  t o  gammas, 
one would inc lude  an i o n i z a t i o n  chauber w a l l  material 
i n  which t h e  elemental  hydrogen content  is less than 
two percent .  The i n s u l a t i n g  material surrounding 
the i o n i z a t i o n  chamber is a l s o  t o  be  nonhydrogenoue. 
The Skylab Pocket Type Dosimeters have a f u l l  scale 
reading of 5 rads  b u t  t h i s  may be redesigned t o  
read 25 r a d s ,  50 rads or h i g h e r  i f  required.  

By inc luding  t h e  two bio-radiat ion type dosim- 
e t e r s  (TLD and s m a l l  i o n i z a t i o n  chamber) p l u s  t h e  
on-board l i q u i d  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  counting system f o r  
neutron dose ana lyses ,  one has  many of t h e  parameters 
needed t o  calculate not  only t h e  r a d i a t i o n  absorbed 
dose i n  man b u t  also va luable  d a t a  t o  assess radia-  

With t h e  increased  demand f o r  biomedical i n s t r u -  

The 

A readout  system is  proposed to be 

The 

Using t h e  same r e a d e r  and charger  system, t h e  

The f e a t u r e  which per- 

t i o n  e f f e c t s  on o t h e r  s p a c e c r a f t  systems. tenance per iods  should a nuclear  r e a c t o r  malfunction, 
or f o r  extra-vehicular  activities durinn t h e  passes 
near  or through t h e  magnetic anomalies :especially 
i f  high a l t i t u d e  nuc lear  de tona t ions  were i n i t i a t e d  
dur ing  the  space f l i g h t ) .  Having t h e  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  
counting vials prepared p r i o r  to  launch has  one 
g r e a t  advantage over the  r e t u r n i n g  o f  f o i l s  to 
ground based l a b o r a t o r i e s  f o r  count ing s i n c e  one 
can r e g i s t e r  t h e  maximum number of counts from t h e  
a c t i v a t i o n  process  before  they have had a chance t o  
decay. Computer programs w i l l  have to  be a p a r t  o f  
t h e  readout  system t o  s u b t r a c t  t h e  decay events  
such t h a t  new exposures may be expressed and cur- 
r e n t  dose rates d isp layed  011 t h e  v i s u a l  screen.  
General ly ,  a f t e r  the  a c t i v a t e d  f o i l  has decayed 
g r e a t e r  than f i v e  h a l f  lives, counting e f f i c i e n c i e s  
and statistics are extremely 1pw. 

s c i n t i l l a t i o n  v ia l  one may s u b s t i t u t e  a s o l i d  scin- 
t i l l a t o r  and i n  this way give more "ruggedness" to 
t h e  system. However ,  at t h i s  t i m e ,  the  l i q u i d  scin-  
t i l l a t i o n  process  appears to be t h e  most promising. 

Rather than t h e  use of  a l i q u i d  f l u o r  i n  t h e  
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OPERATIONAL RADIATION INSTRUMENTATION AND FLIGHT CREW DoSIMETRY FOR THE SKYLAB PROGRAM

J. V. Bailey and R. E. English

NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center

A. The operational radiation instrumentation for the Skylab Program was derived from

the Apollo systems. The personnel radiation dosimeters the radiation survey meter and

the Van Allen Belt dosimeter will be used with minimum modification. A new instrument,

a proton-electron spectrometer, will be fabricated for use on the Saturn Workshop. The

instruments are fully described. The NASA management Scheme for establishment of the

operational radiation instrumentation system is described. The space environment section

of the flight mission rules are a part of the operational solution to the space radiation

problems. The Apollo rules are reviewed and preliminary considerations for Skylab mission

rules are presented.

B. Radiation Source Summary:

Astronaut space radiation exposure will originate primarily from proton and electron

components of the South Atlantic anomaly. Radiation exposure also will arise from cosmic and

solar particles with engergles above the geomagnetic cutoff, and neutrons originating from

atmospheric and spacecraft primary interactions. In addition to the space radiations, a

number of pre- and postflight experiments have been proposed which will add significantly

to astronaut exposure. Among the proposed experiments are whole body neutron activations

for body composition determinations, x-ray scanning to determine bone mineral changes, and

injections of radioisotopes for metabolic studies.

(MANUSCRIPT NOT AVAILABLE)
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EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVE AND PASSIVE DOSIMETRY

FOR THE

NASA SKYLAB PROGRAM

SYSTEMS

CAPT MARION F. SCHNEIDER, JOSEPH F. JANNI, AND GLENN C. AINSWORTH

Technology Division

Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Active and passive dosimetry instrumentation to measure absorbed dose, charged particle

spectra, and linear energy transfer spectra inside the command module and orbital workshop

on the NASA Skylab Program in 1972 have been developed and tested.

The active doslmetry system consists of one integral unit employing both a tissue

equivalent ionization chamber and silicon solld state detectors. The instrument measures

dose rates from 0.2 mi11irad/hour to 25 fads/hour, llnear energy transfer spectra from

2.8 to 42.4 Kev/mlcron, and the proton and alpha particle energy spectra from 0.5 to

75 Mev. The active dosimeter is equipped with a portable radiation sensor for use in

astronaut on-bedy and spacecraft shielding surveys during passage of the Skylab through

significant space radiations. Data are transmitted in real time or are recorded by on-

board spacecraft tape recorder for rapid evaluation of the radiation levels.

The passive doslmetry systems consist of twelve (12) hard-mounted assemblies, each

containing a variety of passive radiation sensors which are recoverable at the end of

the mission for analysis. The passive dosimeters consist of calcium and llthlum fluoride

thermolumlnescent dosimeters, speclal discharge ionization chambers, activation foils,

llford G.5 and K.2 nuclear emulsions and plastic heavy particle track dosimeters. The

passive dosimeters record the total mission dose from 5 milllrads to 5000 fads and the

linear energy transfer spectra from 0.20 to >85 Kev/mlcron.

Instrumentation to measure the radiobtologi-

cally significant high-energy radiations encoun-

tered in manned spaceflight is of fundamental im-

portance in ensuring astronaut safety and ultimate

mission success. Since the discovery of the Van

Allen Radiation Belts in 1958, and the advent of

our knowledge of solar flare charged particles, it

has been recognized that manned operations in near

earth space would require a very careful consider-

ation of these emissions. To date, manned space

operations have not encountered dangerous radia-

tion levels either because of the absence of high-

energy solar flare particles, the avoidance of the

highest fluxes of trapped particles in the earth's

magnetosphere, or the relatlvely short duration of

the missions where radiations were encountered.

However, on future long-term missions the avoid-

ante of such encounters will not always be possl-

ble and a very comprehensive measurement of radia-

tion levels received by the crew must be realized.

In this paper are described specially designed,

active and passive dosimetry systems that will mea-

sure and record the radiobiologically significant

radiations encountered in future manned spaceflight.

Described specifically are instruments to be flown

on the Skylab Programs, the first US. Space Station.

The most important radiations to be monitored

in future extended long-term missions, like Skylab

and the Orbital Space Stations, are solar flare,

Van Allen Belt and primary cosmic protons with

energies greater than 30 Mev. These particles exist

in a complex and often unpredictable array of fluxes

and spectra. For manned operations, the energy

spectra and depositions of these particles must be

measured at specific locations of astronaut activi-

ty.

Numerous ground-based experiments show "that

the degree of radiation effectiveness in impairing

the functions of biological systems is determined

principally by the two followlng parameters:
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a. the locally absorbed radiation dosage,

b. the locally delivered linear energy trans-

fer spectrum of the absorbed radiations (ref. 1).

The highly heterogeneous shielding afforded

the astronauts by spacecraft and body self-shielding

will cause high-energy protons to degrade in a very

complex manner. This produces a significant depth

dose gradient over the astronaut's whole body. The

doses will also vary from astronaut to astronaut

depending on shielding locations most frequented by

him. Figure 1, after Schneider, (ref. 2) shows a

measured variation of depth dose with shielding in

the earth's inner Van Allen Belt measured on the

Gemini 4 spacecraft.
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Idealized picture of the theoretical depth

dose behind 2.0 gra_/cm 2 shielding for the Van

Allen Belt and a typical relativistic solar flare

as a function of s number of critical organ depths

is shown In Figure 2 (Langha_ ref. 3). It is empha-

sized that such depth dose gradients as these have

not been measured for Skylab or the Apollo Command

Nodule. Adequate space radiation doeimetry systems

must lend themselves to the measurement of a large

enough number of body points so that a depth dose

gradient can be constructed. Also, dostmetry sys-

tens must record the average surface (skin) dose,

and allow for the conduct of these measurements over

short time periods to detect large changes in the

radiation field. For example, on the Gemini flights

the authors observed a rise of three orders of Nag-

nttude in the radiation levels in the spacecraft

_rlthln a few minutes as the vehicles entered the

Van Allen radiation belt.
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In order to indicate how the radiation dose is

modified for radiations of different linear energy

transfer, we exa_ne Figure 3. Here, the variation

of radiation _BE with LET values for mammalian tie-

sues and crystalline lens cellular destruction and

division is observed. We note also the recom-

mended radiation protection values of relative

biological effectiveness (RBE) as a function of LET,

as defined by _e 1967 United States National Radia-

tion Protection Subcommittee, H-4 (ref. 4). There

are vide variations in the RBE values for different

radiation effects. For mammalian tissue damage the

RBE is constant at a value of 1.0 for LET values of

_5 key/micron and less. The exper£meutal RBE curve

then shows a nonlinear rise to values of up to 5.0

for a LET of 100 key/micron. The recommended RBE

Subcommittee values of RBE vary from 1.0 at 3.5

key/micron up to 20 at 100 key/micron. The RBE Sub-

committee established radiation protection values

of RBE as _ function of LET are generally higher

and allow for larger safety factors than the ob-

served experimental values.

The best use of the RBE-LET relationships Is

made by applying them to the various radiation

effects on crltlcal centers in the body such as the

formation of cataracts in the eyes, gastrolntestl-

hal, skln and bone marrow damage, etc. As in the

case of dose, this also requires measurement or

simulated measurement of the LET at various depths.

Especially important are measurements at depths

where low-energy secondary radiations may slgnlfl-

cantly build up.
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For heterogeneous mixture of corpuscular radia-

tions such as exist in the earth's radiation belts,

in solar flares, and in galactlc cosmic radiations,

a wide spectrum of LET values may exist at various

depths. The LET spectra must be measured and com-

bined with the radiation surface doses and depth

doses to give the REMdose.* The dose measurement

problem tn its most fundamental form reduces to one

of dare.thing the fraction of the dose (ener_)

del_ered _ each energy interval at the shielding

depth of interest.

The L_ spectrum in a spacecraft, such as Sky-

lab, increases to higher dE/dX values as larger

numbers of nuclear particles have their energy re-

duced closer to zero and as the number of secondary

and recoil nuclei increases wlth increased shield-

ins. The predicted effect oflncreased LET and RBE

values wlth increasing shielding depth Is clearly

indicated in Figure 4 (Scott, ref. 5). Referring

to thls figure, the ram dose is calculated to In-

crease to a factor of two over the tad dose at less

than 50 8rame/cm 2 of shleldlng, indicating that the

LET values have increased greatly. This is a re-

sult of a wlde variety of lower ener_ radiations,

mostly secondary and degraded primary protons,

secondary neutrons, and recoil nuclel produced in

prlma_ slowdown through heavier shielding. It Is,

therefor_ important that the L_ spectrum be deter-

mined where more than a first estimate of dose Is

required.

* REH Dose = RBE X Rad Dose. Where RBE is obtslned

from observed RBE versus LET relationships.
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An adequate doslmetry system must be capable

of conducting the following minimum measurements of

the radiation field inside of the spacecraft:

a. the astronaut whole-body average surface

dose levels,

b. the depth dose gradient at critical astro-

naut body organs (gastrointestinal tract,

eyes, etc.),

c. the dose as a function of differently

shielded spacecraft Iocatlons where the

astronaut may be operating,

d. the instantaneous dose rates and depth

dose rates delivered to the astronaut,

e. the accumulated or total mission doses and

depth doses at the spacecraft shielding

and body self-shielding locations previ-

ously mentioned,

f. the LET spectra at the same locations,

where possible.

The above measurement must be conducted in the

earth's Van Allen radiation belts and during Irra-

diation from solar flare and primary cosmlc charged

particles, and from manmade trapped or onboard

radiation sources.

Not only must an idealized doslmetry system be

able to conduct these measurements, but It must

also meet the criteria of small weight and size, be

highly ruggedlzed, and have portable sensor ele-

ments. The systems must also have a wide radiation

response range and excellent long-term accuracy.

The radiation levels must further be determined

where possible in a test material that has radia-

tion reaction properties that closely match human
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muscletissue, i.e., the instrumentationmustbe
able to measure the tissue equivalent dose levels

from mixed radiation fields over an obviously wide

r_ge of energis_ The active _dpass_e doslmetry

_ste_ developed by the authors end described io

the followiog sections of thls report will be flo_

on the Skylab. They meet the above suggested cri-

terla in the _st accurate, reliable, and inexpen-

sive manner curr_tly possible with today's state

of the art radiation detection _t_ds.

Ea_ active dosimeter system contaios one tis-

sue equ_alent ionization sensor equipped for port-

able as well as fixed _ted operation combined in

close proximity wlth a low energy charged particle

spectrometer to measure LET spectra. With this in-

st_ment the astronaut can _asure the dose, depth

dose, and LET simultaneously and instantaneously

inside a _nned spacecraft. The radiation measure-

_nts are processed automtlcally by self-contaln_

slgnal-co_Itloning electronlc syst_s for record-

iog by spacecraft tel_etry.

Multisensor pass_e dosimeters at five (5)

fixed _unted locations of mlni_m to _ximum

shielding have been developed end will be flo_ in

the command modul_ Each passive dos_eter contains

the latest state of the art gro_d based system to

measure total dose end LET spectra. The electronlc

_d mechanlcal design of_ch subsyst_ is discussed

in detall in the following secti_ The spacecraft

_unting locations of the active dosimeter and the

f_e passive dos_eters are shown in Figure 5.

Fi6ure 5. Ac¢lve rand P_siw DosLsm_er Locations Xn Command Module.

ACTIVE DOSIMETER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Tissue Equlvalent Ionization Chamber System:

The active dosimeter described in this report

involves the use of ionization chambers operated on

the Bragg-Gray principle. This principle relates

the ionization of a gas in a cavity contained in a

medium to the absorbed dose in that medlun_ Ioniza-

tion current in a gas cavity contained in a medium

is related to the absorbed dose rate in the medium

by the following linear equation:

E - S W3
m m gas

where: Em = energy absorption in the medium in

electron volts/gram sec

m

Sm mass stopping power of the wall

material relative to the gas

W = average energy in ev required to form

Jgas = ionization current in ion pairs/

gram sec

According to Fano (ref. 6), if the gas and the

surrounding medium in an ionization chamber are of

identical atomic composition, the cavity may be

large without disturbing the flux of secondary

partlcles. More precisely tbls principle dictates

that in a medium of given composition exposed to a

uniform flux of primary radiation, the flux of

secondary radiation is also uniform and independent

of the density of the medium, as well as of the

density variations from point to point.

The cavity ionization principle, therefore,

permits a determination of energy absorption in a

solld medium from the measured ionization in asmall

gas-filled cavity. This principle is the basis for

the development of the advanced dosimetry system

discussed in this report.

Since the biological damage resulting from

ionizing radiation, in general, occurs in human

tissue, the wall material of the ionization chamber

that forms the medium in whlch the dose is measured

should be tissue equivalent. The tissue usually

chosen for this purpose is muscle tissue. The en-

ergy deposiClon is determined by the cross sections

of each of the many chemical constituents making up

tissue to the total radiation field encountered by

that material. The cross sections are themselves

dependeut on the energy and type of radiation

striking the tissue material. This means that the

material of the ionization chamber walls must be as
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closelymatched in atomic composition to the atomic

composition of human muscle tissue for the chamber

to be tissue equivalent to the particle flux enter-

ing the spacecraft. That is, the material making

up the walls should have cross sections and stop-

ping powers for all possible encounterable radia-

tion that are very closely matched to standard

muscle tissue. Shonka (ref. 7) has developed a

series of plastlc resins that are ideally suited

for this purpose. These are the plastics that were

chosen for the Skylab Ionization chamber sensors.

A comparison of Shonka plastic to the standard mus-

cle composition as defined by the International

Committee of Radlologlcal Units ICRU (ref. 8) is

shown in Table E To avoid the necessity for making

energy dependence corrections to the dose, it is

measured directly in our doslmetry system by using

Shonka sensor material previously described. This

allows an unperturbed tissue response to be real-

Ized at all points of interest for all possible

radiations. Fanots principle requires that to have

an ionization chamber cavity of reasonably large

volume capable of measuring the dose in a tissue

equivalent medium, the gas should be matched atomi-

cally to this madi'". A suitable nonexplosive

tissue equivalent gas comprising methane, carbon

dioxide, and nitrogen in the proportions shown in

Table II is employed inside the chamber.

Table I

ICRU MUSCLE COMPOUND AND SHONKACHEMICAL COMPOSITION

ICRU Muscle Shonka Plastlc
Atomic Percent Percent

Element Number by Weight by Weight

N 1 10.20 10.25

C 6 12.30 76.05

N 7 3.50 3.50

O 8 72.90 5.19

Na 11 0.08 0.08

Mg 12 0.02 0.02

p 15 0.20 0.20

S 16 0.50 0.50

K 19 0.30 0.30

Ca 20 0.007 0.007

Table II

TISSUE EQUIVALENT GAS COMPOSITION

Element Composition by Weight
(percent)

C 45.6

O 40.8

H I0.I

N 3.5

Observations of the gamma and neutron sensl-

tlvlty of a tissue equlvalent ionization chamber

Using this filling gas have indicated that it is

stable to ± two percent over a nine month period;

demonstrating that negligible changes tnthe filling

gas occur through diffusion or absorption losses in

the cavity wall during the period of measurement.

Since the relative mass stopping power of the wall

to gas is unity, the BraKE-Gray relation reduces to

E - WJ
gas"

The radiation produced ionization chamber cur-

rent lscondltloned by the followlng electrical sub-

systems which comprise the complete tissue equlva-

lent ionization chamber system. These systems are

manufactured in a fllght-ready configuration by the

AVCO Electronics Divlsion/Tulsa.

a. Sensor and Preampllfler

b. Operational (Signal Condttiontn_Amplifter

c. Power Supply

d. Temperature Monitor

The tissue equivalent ionization chamber sensor

consists of two electrodes. One is an O.0625-1nch-

thlck Shonka Type A-150 tissue equivalent piastle

sphere described previously with an inner diameter

of 2.188 inches. This spherical shell acts as the

high voltage electrode for the ionization chamber

system. The other ionization collecting electrode

is a thin cylindrical probe 0.05 inch in diameter

end 0.747 inch long centered within the spherical

outer electrode. The collecting electrode is con-

netted directly to the grid of a Raytheon CK 8520

electrometer. The CK 8520 preampllfler, Figure 6,

collects and amplifies the instantaneous ionization

current formed in the tissue equivalent cavity
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operates in the triode connected floating grid

mode. Experiments show that the triode connected

electrometer has the following relationship between

the grid and plate currents.

Ip - (slogl01g + q) 3/2

where: i - the plate current
P

i - the grid current
g

s - a proportlonallty constant dependent

on the cathode temperature and the

tube geometry

q - dependence of plate current on current

on cathode temperature, the tube geom-

etry, the grid to cathode potential,

the plate voltage, and amplification

factor (which is in turn dependent on

the tube geometry).

For an optimum filament current of i0 milliamperes

at 1.50 volts and a plate voltage of 6.5 volts, the

above relationship for an 8520 electrometer has the

following form:

i - (4.43 log i + 94.5)312
P Io g

The plate current of an 8520 electrometer varies

with the log of the grid current over eight decades

or orders of magnitude of the grid current. Thus,

this system can be used to measure radiation induced

currents from 5.0 x 10 -15 amperes to over 10 -7

amperes. This wide range of current values allows

for the measurement of all known levels of ionlza-

tion resulting from cosmic rays, solar flare parti-

cles, or the trapped Van Allen particles that might

be encountered on manned space missions.

Plate Current

Outer Ionization ip R2

Chamber Electrode Electrometer] _

L_vtheon_ e - Plate Voltage - 6.5V

8520 _Plate

Grid

E1C°llecting_--/t

_g • - 1.50 Volts

Fil_ent

_/V_v_+ 1.50 Volts

RI Protective Resistor
+ i00 Volts

Figure 6. Tissue Equivalent Ionization Ch_ber Sensor and Pre_plifier

The plate current, which is typically several

hundred microamperes in magnitude, is input for the

final signal conditioning amplifier that connects

with the spacecraft telemetry system.

The signal-conditionlng amplifier displayed

connected with the sensor and preamplifier is shown

in Figure _ The signal conditioning amplifier sub-

system changes the CK 8520 electrometer plate cur-

rent (typically a few hundred microamperes) to a

0.0 to 5.0 volt dc level compatible with spacecraft

telemetry_ It is a Fairchild SN 52709 hlgh-galn

operational amplifier constructed on a slngle-sill-

con chip using special planar epltaxlal processes.

It features hlgh-lnput impedance, low offset, large

input common mode range, and high output swing

under load. The system is a low power device draw-

ing less than 300 milllwatts maximum power and less

than 150 milllwatts as operated in the tlssue equi-

valent ionization chamber system. Additionally,

the operational amplifier is highly s_able with tem-

perature over the range -55°C to 125°C, as a result

of excellent internal temperature compensation.

The signal conditioning subsystem is designed

with both gain and bias adjustments. These adjust-

ments are used to set the dc level and slope of the

input current versus output voltage curves before

flight of the instrument.

÷m,

s* ml av
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Tissue Equivalent Ionization Chamber Sensor, Preamplifier and Amplifier
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The electronic conversation unit (power supply)

subsystem for the TEIC is a standard dc to de con-

verter with series input regulation and hard diode

protection. The dc to dc converter supplles high

voltage for the ionization chamber hlgh-voltage

electrode, electrometer plate and filament voltages,

and the driving voltages for the signal conditional

amplifier and temperature sensor.

The flight configuration of the tissue equiva-

lent ionization chamber sensor, Figure 8, is con-

structed of three walls. The inner wall consists

of the hlgh-voltage, tlssue-equlvalent Shonka plas-

tic 2.31-1nch outer diameter sphere covered with a

second wall of O.0625-1nch thick epoxy coating to

electrlcally isolate the inner conductive sphere

from the third or outer wall The outer wall is the

hermetic seal for the two inner walls. It consists

of a 0.025 _ O.005-1nch thick aluminum sphere.

These three concentric spheres are attached to a

cyllndrlcal (also triple walled) barrel assembly

housing the inner collecting electrode and the

Raytheon CK 8520 presmplifler electrometer. The

outer aluminum housing for the cyllndrlcal barrel

is machined in a slngle assembly with one of the

hemispheres of the sensor. This assembly is her-

metlcally sealed by press fit arrangement at the

hemispherical interface shown in Figure 8.

The tissue equivalent ionization chamber elec-

tronic subsystems exclusive of sensor and preampli-

fier are packaged in hermetlcally sealed steel con-

tainers. The signal conditioning amplifier and

temperature sensor subsystems are packaged in one

container and the power supply is housed in the

other container. Electrical interconnectlons be-

tween modules are made with special teflon insulated

wire approved for flight on the Skylab Program.

SCREW& CABL.E
CLAMP

CABLE f TUBECAP

CONNECTO_._IELD

_SOLDER TERMINAL

GUARD /

_MISPHEeE-J/ 7-'- _ SENSO_ASSEMBLY
v_...EPOXY I (NS_tATION

Fisure 8. Multiple Wall Sensor Ass_bly

LINFAR ENERGY TRANSFER (LET)

SPECTROMETER SYST_DESCRIPTION

The linear energy transfer (LET) spectra of

space radiations are in general extremely compli-

cated and difficult to measure activity. This is

evidenced by the previous lack of such devices on

manned spacecraft. Sensors have been developed in

ground-based experiments (Rossi, ref. 9) to measure

the LET spectrum employing Zow-pressure proportion-

al counters. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory de-

signed and tested similar types of space hardened

gaseous proportional counters for use on satellite

flights and hlgh altitude aircraft flights to mea-

sure the anticipated LET spectra encountered in

spaceflight. Instruments of this type have, how-

ever, had only very limited success in spacefllgbt.

Limitations were due to problems involved with

maintaining stable gas pressures and compositions

in the low-pressure environment of space for ex-

tended periods and the poor resolution of such

devices. The numerous difficulties encountered by

attempts to use proportional counters in space to

measure the LET spectrum are avoided on Skylab by

the use of solid state semiconductor detectors.

These devices are commerclally available in long

llfe, h_gb reliability versions that can be obtained

in almost any variety of detector thickness.

The LET spectrum for radiation penetrating the

wall of the spacecraft indicates the quality or the

relative blological effectiveness (RBE) of the radi-

ation. The lower energy protons have high LET and

a correspondingly high RBE. For example, protons

of energies less than 14 Mev have LET greater than

3.5 key/micron in water or muscle, and RBE greater

than 1. Assuming 2 gm/cm 2 alumlnum as representa-

tive of the spacecraft wall thickness at which the

active dosimeter will be mounted a_d tested, _apped

protons having external energies 40 < E < 46 Mev are

those which w111 have energies < 18 May inside the

spacecraft. These are most easily measured by

determining their total energy deposition in the

solid state detectors. The same detectors can also

measure alpha particles up to 75 May entering the

spacecraft. The proton and alpha partlcle counts

and energies measured by the method of total energy

deposition are coverted to LET spectra using range,

energy, and (dE/dX - LET) tables generated by the

author, Jannl (ref. 10). The relatlve _9_E_versus E
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responses for silicon and standard muscle tissue

are uniquely defined and are shown in Figure 9.

Their values for the two materials are related by

a well known mathematical function over the energy

range which will utake conversion from_xin silicon

to muscle a straightforward process. The total

counts in the intervals 0.5 to 18.5 Mev and

greater than 18.5 Hey are also normalized for the

tissue equivalent ionization chamber dose rate

readings _or baseline data in the depth dose radta-

"tion surveys with the portable tissue equivalent

ionization chamber.

The LET system described in this report coh-

sists of two lithium drifted silicon solid stat_

detectors operated as a charged particle telescope

in near proximity to the tissue equivalent ioniza-

tion chamber to record and to keasure the energy Of

protons and alpha particles entering the Spacecraft.

The LET detectors desi_med 5y the authors are manu-

factured by Nuclear Semiconductors Inc. The first

(entrance) solid state detector shown in Figure 10

is 2000 microns thick to provide the desired energy

analysis of the high linear energy transfer compo-

nents (lower) proton a_d alpha particle energies ef

the radiation environment entering the spacecraft.

The second or anticoincident detector is 1000

microns thick. These two detectors are shielded

with tungsten such that the protons and alpha

particles enter them almost entirely from one plane

so that they can be analyzed. The 2000-micron

detector of the charged particle telescope measures

the proton energies between 0.5 Mev and 18.5 Hey in

five energy increments: 0.5 to 2.0, 2.0 to 6.0,

6.0 to 10.0, 10.0 to 14.0, and 14.0 to 18.5; and

alpha particles between 18.5 and 75 _ev. The

corresponding LET ranges are protons: 16 to 42.4

key/micron, 6.8 to 16 key/micron, 4.5 to 6.8 key/

micron, 3.5 to 4.5 key/micron, 2.8 to 3.5 key/

micron, and < 2.8 key/micron alpha particles:

10.4 to 32 key/micron.

r.-'-'r- 1

b- i

:I_'_,_ ,T=_=__

tb_ t_s _ _ns_

Original design plans for this system called

for a four detector type telescope consisting of an

additional thin (less than 20 microns) planar solid

state detector and an annular solid state detector

in the telescope arrangement shown in Figure 11.

The four-detector system would extend energy mea-

surements down to 0.1 Hey for protons and would

expand the range of proton LET measurements to 93

key/micron. Additional high LET multicharged

particle measurements resulting from cosmic rays

and recoil particles are readily possible with this

lar_er system. The electronic block diagram for

the four-detector system is shown in Figure 12.

The basic electronlc subsystems for the four-

detector arrangement are analagous to those de-

scribed later for the two-detector LET system.

This system will not be flown because of telemetry

and manufacturing cost constraints. Instead the twn-

detector LET system will be employed in the Skylab

active dosimeter.

The LET electronics to shape, analyze, select,

and telemetry condition the charged particle pulses

produced in the solid state detectors, are dis-

played in block form in Figure 13. These are as

follows :
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a. Detectors, preampllfler, shaper, and

voltage amplifiers

b. Analyzer buffer ampllflers

c. Analyzers (DlscrlRinators)

d. Analyzer logic

e. Delayed strobe

f. HOSFET counters (seven-blt stair steps)

g. Rateneter

h. Telemetry buffer amplifiers

i. Power supply

The charge signals originating in the solid

state detectors are converted to voltage signals by

speclal charge loop preampllflers AI (see Figure

13). These ampliflers have a sensitivity of

approximately I0 ml11ivolts/Mev of energy loss in

the silicon solid state detectors. The voltage

pulses from the charge loops are processed by the

shaper amplifiers A2 shown in the same figure.

This amplifier develops a gain of 10 and has 0.5

x 10 .6 second equal integration and differentiation.

The signal Is finally amplified by specially

designed ](10 voltage amplifiers A3.

POtTETHYt£NE ]_L?50------,_

_IGSTI_q_/AI,A. DI_NSIONS M Ik_HF.S

_T(CTOA OET_L

FOUR DETECTOR SOLID STATE LET TELESCOPE

_Sm 11.

4 C(TECTOR _ STATE _ ENERGY _ (LET)

U_t

r,_ 12.

! r-
; 'r ' •

LIlT II_¢K

e4_ol_u

_R l).

The detailed electrical schematics for the

detectors, preamplifiers, shaper a_plifiers, and

voltage amplifiers are shown in Figure 14.

The pulse height analyzers (discriminators)

select the shape and amplified voltage pulses

according to their amplitude into distinct energy

channels. The pulse height analyzers are inte-

grated circuits, RCA type CD2203s. Electrical

schematics of the discriminators are displayed in

Figure 15.
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The MOSFET (Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect

Transistor) counters are shown in Figure 16. They

are RCA CD4004T MOSFET counters in ladder adder

R-2R networks. These counters are output for the

six energy analyses channels of LET detector.

The rat,meter for the LET system in Figure 16.

is the output of the ant,coincidence (second)

detector. It transfers particle count rate received

into a steady 0.0 to 5.0 volt dc level. It is the

only nonlinear ramp type output that the LET system

has. The ratemeter is a semilogarithmic device

that is set so that 0.0 to 4000 counts/minute are

recorded on a 0.0 to 5.0 vdc scale.

Integrated circuits A8 and A9 comprise the

delayed strobe shown in Figure 15. A9 generates

pulse inversion for the delayed strobe while A8 is

a double one-shot (the first one-shot has a 3 micro-

second delay and the second has a 7 microsecond

delay). This pulse action by the delayed strobe

resets the discriminators and logic circuitry of

the LET system so that they are in the ready-to-

count condition. Since count rates of the order of

no greater than 200 per second on the Skylab

mission are anticipated, this is satisfactory.

Figure 16. Schematic Counter end Output

The LET power supply system in Figure 17.

supplies voltages to operate all other electronic

subsystems Just described. The power supply is

designed to operate from a dc input of 28 ÷ 4 or -8

volts of unregulated spacecraft power.

The power supply regulator is the integrated

circuit component A1, a National Semiconductor

LM100 transistor.

The LET electronics described in this report

are packaged in four separate module subsystems.

Each module corresponds to one of the major .elec-

tronic systems and is hermetically sealed in steel

cannisters of the same type of design as those used

in the tissue equivalent ionization chamber elec-

tronic_.
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Ylgure !9. Active Do,!meter Module ._unt!ng Sensor Locking .*_sc=hly Side Viav;

The tissue equivalent ionization chamber and

LET electronics are mounted into a single, small

135 in 3 package with modules shown in Figures 18

and 19. The tissue equivalent ionization chamber

is locked into the mounting case but can be removed

to a length of over 6.5 feet for cabin and astro-

naut on-body surveys. During the Skylab mission

fourteen (14) selected astronaut on-body and space-

craft shielding locations will be surveyed by the

crew for Van Allen Belt, and cosmic ray encounters.

The LET detector total counts will be normalized to

a fixed location dose as base line date during the

surveys.

E
! f_

4.00

Figure 18. Active Dosimeter Module Mounting - Top View

The Skylab active dosimeter has nine electrical

output signals.

The following description of each output

channel, parameter sampled and sample rate is

given:

Channel Parameter Samples Sample Rate

TEIC 1 TEIC dose rate every 0.8 sec

LET 2 Proton energy, AE 1 every 0.8 sec

LET 3 Proton energy, AE 2 every 0.8 sec

LET 4 Proton energy, AE 3 every 0.8 sec

LET 5 Proton energy, &E 4 every 0.8 sec

LET 6 Proton energy, AE 5 every 0.8 sec

LET 7 Proton antlcolncldence every 0.8 sec

LET 8 Alpha particle count every 0.8 sec

TEIC 9 Temperature sensor every minute

The output impedances of each of these channels

ranges between 2000 and 5000 ohms for compatibility

with a greater than l-megohm spacecraft telemetry.

The nine data outputs of the active dosimeter

are deco-s-utated after transmission from the space-

craft commutator to ground and placed on magnetic

tape as a function of time. The data are in 550

blts per inch BCD format. The telemetry output

voltage cannot exceed +5.0 VDC nor drop to less

than -0.5 VDC. Continuous coverage is also employ-

ed where posslble. When full coverage by ground

stations Is not possible, the output can be stored

on an on-board tape recorder and relayed as soon as

possible thereafter to _round facilities. The use

of an on-board tape recorder having a data storage

capacity of 90 minutes is used for full coverage In

a 200-mile orbit around the earth. The data for an

entire revolution are then dumped to one ground
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station and placed on one tape. The resulting data

are continuous in time. This greatly simplifies

data processing.

ACTIVE DOSIMETER PERFORMANCE AND TEST DATA

The tlssue-equlvalent ionization chambers are

calibrated with galma radiations from the isotopes

of Cobalt-60 and Ceslum-137. Calibration is con-

ducted on NBS certified radiation ranges to ensure

the radiation response of the instruments. The

radiation response as a function of output voltage

is displayed in Figure 20. The radiation range is

0.2 mtllirad/hr to 25 rad/hr using an 0.0 to 5.0

volt telemetry range. It is possible by expanding

the telemetry range to measure dose rates of 103

rad/hr. The response times of the tissue-equivalent

ionization chambers are determined by timing their

performance under irradiation by the sources de-

scribed above. The following response tlae data

have been generated for the tissue equlvalent

ionization chamber.

Radiation Level

2.9 mrad/hr to

1.05 rad/hr

10.0 mrad/hr to

5.7 red/hr

0.5 rad/hr to

16.5 rad/hr

_S

Rise Decay

Tlme (see) Time (see)

0.525 1.40

0.480 1.50

O. 21 .45

I0 2,

I0 0

_'
S

I01 .

' ' 3'.0 ' *! .0 2.0 4.0 S .0 6.0

VOLTS

risor, zo. ?lssuo Iqutval_ lo_lutio_ Ch_bar _latlo. J,,m_e _¢a

164 L.

o.o

The rise time is defined as 90 percent of the

lowest radiation value indicated, and the fall time

Is ii0 percent of the lowest radiation level. The

instrument is stable with temperatures between 0"

and 120"F. For temperatures between -40" to 160"Y,

the /nstrument will not drift by more than 5 per-

cent from its radiation response at room tempera-

ture.

Three types of teats are employed in callbra-

ring the LET system. These are:

a. radiation sources

b. precision pulser

c. cyclotron irradiation

Amerlclum-241 alpha particles of energy 5.476

Mev are used to activate the first two LET data

channels 0.5 to 2.5 and _.5 to 6.0 Mev. The alpha

source cannot be employed after final assembly of

this system because the entire LET is hermetically

sealed. Therefore, functional and prelaunch testing

is conducted with strontlum-90 beta rays.

A precision 1 mlcro-mlcro farad capacitor is

mounted to each input of the preamplifiers to con-

duct tests with an electronic pulser. The capaci-

tors are mounted to the first input pin of the pre-

amplifier. The capacitors are connected through a

coaxial cable system to pins in the system's power

and signal connector. Pulses from a precision

pulser are applied to the preamplifier inputs. The

test pulse has a rise time of approximately 10 -e

seconds and a decay time of about 3 x 10 -_ seconds.

Each solid state detector produces approximately

4.5 x I0-_ coulombs of charge fcr each Mew liber-

ated in it. Using the simple relatlon V - Q/C the

pulse amplitude X, that is equal 45 mllllvolte.

This is easily measurable. Pulses equlvalent to

1.5, 4.0, 7.5, 12, 15, and 50 Mew are used to test

the six LET channels.

Measurements have been conducted at the Texas

A&MUnlverslty and Oak Ridge National Laboratory

cyclotrons using degraded proton beams to ensure

that the proper euer_ detection and pulse discri-

_tnation were achieved by the LET electronics. The

results of these irradiations with protons of 60,

30, 25, 20, 15, 12, 9, and 5 Mew indicated satis-

factory operation of the LET's system. The LET

electronics system is insensitive to within lZ

for temperatures between -40"F and +160"F.
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PASSIVE WSINETRY SYSTPIS 
The passive dosimetry portion of the  Skylab 

rad ia t ion  monitoring systems determine the  radia- 

t i o n  i n t e n s i t i e s  at f i v e  fixed shielding locations 

within the Apollo command module, and seven simi- 

lar locations i n  the Orbi ta l  Workshop. These 

i n t e n s i t i e s  w i l l  be a function of the  space radia- 

t i on  environment ex te r io r  t o  the  spacecraft ,  

mission length, o r b i t a l  var iab les ,  and dosimeter 

loca t ion  within the command module. The passive 

dosimetry un i t s  w i l l  be located a t  points approxi- 

mating maximum, minimum, and intermediate shielding 

each conraining the following dosimeters: 

f luor ide  and calcium f luor ide  thermoluminescent 

dosimeters, a quartz f i b e r  ionization chamber, 

nuclear emulsions, p l a s t i c  polymers, and gold and 

iridium fo i l s .  

up each Skylab passive dosimeter un i t  are discussed 

i n  the following paragraphs. 

Each dosimeter un i t  f o r  Skylab includes a 

l i thium 

The individual components making 

series of small rugged individual dosimeters 

housed i n  a sealed aluminum cannister. 

of the  aluminum mounting containers and each of 

the individual dosimeters within the  small 
cyl indr ica l  container are shown i n  Figure 21. 
Figure 22 shows the aluminum cannister construction 

te f lon  shock mounts, and the mounting arrange- 

ment of the individual dosimeters. The cannister 

and the end mounts a re  anodized aluminum. The 

O-ring is c i r cu la r  i n  shape and is constructed of 

Teflon. 

qu i re  any electrical power o r  telemetry connections 

there  a re  no electrical plugs o r  feed-throughs. 

A diagram 

Since the  passive dosimeters do not re- 

Several types of rad ia t ion  detectors are 
housed within the  aluminum container. 

t ion  of the dosimeter material waa strongly influ- 

enced by the volume and weight l imi ta t ions  which 
are associated with spaceflight.  Each passive 

dosimetry un i t ,  including a l l  contents and the  

aluminum container, w i l l  weigh only 0.37 pounds. 

The weight restrictions do not allow the  more 

standard technique of successively varied and 

increased sh ie ld  thickness about each dosimeter t o  

be used. 

p a r t i c l e  response of t he  various individual dosime- 

ters w i l l  be used t o  evaluate the p a r t i c l e  type and 

The salec- 

For t h i s  reason, the  inherent charged 
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energy cu t -of f .  

luminescent dosimeter w i l l  be shielded. 

dosimeters-aelected f o r  use are each discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 

Only one clacium f luor ide  thermo- 

The 

FIGURE 21 -late Dosiwter Unit (Graphic Anatomy) 

A. 

B .  

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

c. 

H. 

1. 

J .  

A l d n u  Dosimeter Unit mwinc 

A l d a i r m  Dosheer Unit  )laumc End Plate 

Teflon Sea1 

Ionirstion Quber. Pocket Dosimeter 

Th-1uinssc.nt Dosiwter 

Thh.mluinescsnt Dosimter Shield 

Polymr Dosimeter 

NUc1o.r Emision Dosimeters (lyps K-2 md C-5) 

t o l d  Foil  

Iridium Poll 



Thermoluminescent Dosimeters:

Several types of thermolumdnescent dosimeters

are commercially availablet but only the glass

enclosed lithium fluoride and calcium fluoride

types manufactured by EGG (Durkee, ref. 11) are

used. When a thermoluminescent material is irra-

diated, electrons become trapped at lattice imper-

fections within the crystalllne solid. This trap-

ping is relatively stable at temperatures on the

order of 70°F, hut the addition of large amounts of

thermal energy causes the electrons which were

trapped wlthln the imperfections of the solid to be

thermally agitated, allowlng them to combine wi_h

charge carriers of the opposite sign. Vlslble

light is emitted in this process which can be

correlated with the amount of absorbed energy that

has been deposited within the material. Calcium

fluorlde and two isotopes of llthlum fluorlde w$11

be flown in the Skylab passive dosimeter systems.

These materials are evenly coated on a heating

element sealed within a glass container similar in

construction to a small vacuum tube. The coating of

the powder on an ohmic heater allows a known quan-

tity of heat to be applied to this powder, and also

provides a very high degree of reproducibility in

the system. The powder must be heated in a vacuum

or a pure inert gas atmosphere to ellmlnate spurious

luminescence peaks which would otherwise occur. The

vacuum technique also ellmlnates errors caused by

inaccurate weighing, chemical change, or handling.

The emitted light is blue-green and is measured

post fllght by using a photomultlpller tube and an

associated electronics system to determine the

intensity of the light emission. This doslmetry

system is quite sensitive and can record total

doses as low as 10 milllrads approaching accuracies

of 10 percent. The percent accuracy improves rap-

Idly as the total dose increases and is about 5 per

percent at 50 mllllrads. A shield wlll be used on

one of these dosimeters in each cannister to pro-

vide charged particle cut-off points at reasonably

well defined energies.

Two different lithium isotopes will be used to

determine the contribution of secondary thermal

neutrons to the total dose. Because the Li 5 iso-

tope has a very low neutron cross section, the

difference between the readings of the Li 6 and Li 7

types of lithium fluoride is interpreted as the

thermal neutron dose. The Edgerton, Germeshausen,

and Grler thermolumlnescent dosimeters and associa-

ted shields will be used_ and have the followlng

common designation: lithium fluoride dosimeter -

EGG TL-12, calcium fluoride dosimeter - EGG TL-21,

and shield - EGG TL-32.

Nuclear Emulsions:

Practical methods of obtaining comprehensive

information on the Linear Energy Transfer (LET)

using passive dosimeters are limited to the use of

nuclear emulsions. The most severe problem associ-

ated with the use of emulsions on long duration

missions is that of track fading with time. A

variety of emulsions are available and some have

more severe fading characteristics than others.

Emulsions of the Ilford G-5 and K-2 types are very

sultable and have been chosen for use on Skylab.

The dose fading Is considerably less for the G-5

emulsion than for the K-2 types. However, thls

fading will not introduce Dartlcle losses 2rearer

than 30 percent for missions of one month.

The G-5 emulsion is conslderably more sensitive

than the K-2 emulsion. Using a combination of

these two emulsions allows resolution of proton

and alpha tracks of low energies which would be

saturated in the G-5 emulsion alone but which still

may be cleanly detected in the K-2 emulsion. This

arrangement also allows discrimination of electrons

from protons and alphas over the LET range 0.2 kev/

micron to >85 kev/mlcron. This Is accomplished by

post fllght microscopic examination of the indlvld-

ual particle tracks in the developed emulsions.

The track count and grain density are then used to

establish the atomic number of the charged particle,

and the straggling and scattering of the tracks may

be used to differentiate electrons from the heavier

protons and alphas.

After a statistically siEniflcant number of

particle tracks have been counted over a broad range

of energy deposition values, an integral spectrum

can be determined. This is then differentiated to

obtain a differential spectrum. The tissue dose is

required for comparison with active dosimeter data.

The tissue dose is establlshed by assuming the track

population in the emulsion is the same as would

have existed in an equivalent volume of tissue.
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Thetracks from protons and helium nuclei are very

similar and the majority cannot be distinguished.

However, a differential LET distribution for these

Particles can be determined, and the tissue dose

can still be found. The tissue-equivalency prob-

lems associated with the use of these emulsions are

circumvented in this manner.

A large amount of bremsstrahlung would regis-

ter in the emulsions as an increased electron popu-

lation. The greater majority of such secondary

electrons are readily identifiable.

Emulsions which have grains and grain spacing

much larger than nuclear track emulsions are not

capable of producing individual tracks. An increase

in the optical density as a function of incident

radiation intensity for those types of emulsions

allows them to be used as dosimeters. Although

this method has been widely used in health physics

applications, there are still calibration and

processing uncertainties as well as serious tissue

equivalency problems with the use of such emulsions

in unknown radiation fields. Because the LET cannot

be determined, densitometric emulsions cannot be

directly corrected to tissue response as can nuclear

track emulsions. For these reasons, densitrometric

emulsions are not Included in the Skylab passive

dosimeters, and only the Ilford G-5 and K-2 nuclear

track emulsions will be used. The nuclear emulsions

will be processed and analyzed for the authors by

Dr. Herman J. Schaefer of the Naval School of Avia-

tion Medicine.

Plastic Polymers:

Several plastic polymers are capable of re-

cording the heavy ion component of the galactic

cosmic radiation. These detectors have a number of

characteristics that make them particularly appro-

priate for this application. They are light,

rugged, compact, insensitive to temperature and

humidity changes, have no latent image fading at

ordinary temperatures, and are straightforward to

process. Since protons and electrons are not reg-

istered, the heavy ions can be detected without

being masked by an associated proton or electron

population. This method allows classification of

multicharged particles by their rate of energy loss.

The polymers as flown on Skylab consist of a

sandwich of three layers of different polymers,

each having a well-deflned sensitivity. A particle

traversing this system will leave tracks in some

polymers and not in others. Counting tracks in

each of the polymers gives the flux of particles

above some known value of LET. By subtracting the

fluxes recorded in adjacent materials, the flux of

particles in a given broad range of LET can be

obtained. The resolution of such a system depends

upon the number of polymers used, and at least

three polymers are required to provide adequate

information concerning the heavy particle contribu-

tion for mission radiation.

Activation Foils:

Dosi_etry by means of activation foils suffers

from two primary difficulties. First, activation

foils are relatively insensitive to radiations of

low level and are not capable of measuring low

doses; and second, the information contained in an

activation foil decays away with the passage of

time. Nevertheless, two types of activation foils

are suitable for use in the Skylab passive dosimeter

units to provide an evaluation of the neutron

fluences. These are small gold and iridium foils

which are being included because of their very low

volume and weight.

A small gold activation foil will be used to

provide information concerning the thermal neutron

detector having an effective cross section of 98.9

barns with a half life of 2.7 days (Murphy, ref. 13).

The large'cross sectio_ tends to offset the radio-

active decay resulting from the 2.7-day half life.

The thermal neutron detectability within one half

llfe is about 106n/cm 2. Except for the resonance

at 5 ev, gold is not an epithermal or high energy

neutron detector. With modern counting equipment

and proper care, gold activation equivalent to one

red of thermal neutron fluence can still be counted

after i0 half lives.

Iridium is the second activation foil which

will be used and is sensitive over a broader

neutron energy band than gold. Two isotopes of

iridium will be used to detect thermal as well as

higher energy neutrons; both isotopes will be con-

within the same foil. The 771r 191rained isotope

is 38.15 percent abundant and under neutron irradi-

ation goes to 771r 192 via two metastable states.

771r 193 isotope is 61.5 percent abundant andThe

has a neutron capture cross section of ii0 barns;

the product nucleus is 771r194. The effective
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neutron capturecross section for naturally occur-

ring iridium containingb0th the 77Ir 191 end

771r 193 isotopes is 453 barns, with 385 barns

(Lederer, ref. 13) being contributed by the 38.5

percent abundant 77Ir191.

Other types of activation foils are not being

included in the passive doslmetry experiment be-

cause their combination of half life and neutron

cross section make them unsuitable.

Quartz-flber Ionization Chamber:

Operation of the quartz-flber dosimeters is

well known. They consist of a sensitive chamber, a

quartz-fiber electrometer, and a charging system.

This response time is determined by the caoacitance

between the various varts of the ch_ber.

Response times of dosimeters of thls type are

generally quite rapid and are more than adequate to

record the slowly accumulating dose antlclpated on

the Skylab mission. Dose fading is usually not

negligible in such dosimeters and may be as large

as 1 percent per day; however, the dosimeters se-

lected for this flight are manufactured by the

Dosimeter Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, and have

leakages much less than this.

Analysis Considerations:

In order that the passive dosimeters record

primarily the radiation dose during the length of

the fllght, and not the background accumulation

which is caused by the galactlc cosmic radiation

which penetrates to the Earth's surface, the flight

passive dosimeters will be installed in the space-

craft three days prior to launch., The standard use

of ground control dosimeters configured identlcally

to the flight units will be used. The flight

dosimeters will berecovered as soon as possible

after splashdown and returned to the AFWL for

analysis. Prompt recovery is important because o_

the dose fading characteristics of several of the

individual dosimeters. Recovery within two days

after splashdown is programmed.
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DOSIMETRY FOR RADIOBIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM 1

W. L. Beck, T. R. Stokes, and C. C. Lushbaugh

Oak Ridge Associated Universities

INTRODUCTION

At present, physical measurements of

radiation exposure field fluxes are con-

siderably more accurate than retrospective

biologic estimates of the radiation dose

in any particular exposure incident. Row-

ever, wide individual variation in clini-

cal response to radiation exposure often

creates an apparent disagreement between

physical and biological dose estimates.

This disparity is largely caused by bio-

logic variations in radiosensitlvity and

systemic repair but is also the result of

individually different depth-dose distri-

butions owing to body size differences or

orientation geometry occurring during

otherwise equal exposures.

Medical appraisal of the range of human

biological variation in hematologic re-

sponses is needed, but has not been made

because doslmetric information about the

real depth doses to the bone marrow of in-

dividual patients is not available. The

wide spatial distribution of bone marrow

in the human skeleton makes the determina-

tion of the total averaged dose or any

local bone marrow dose difficult and at

present requires an empirical approach.

This study was performed to devise a sys-

tem for estimating individual bone marrow

doses in therapeutic radiation exposures

of leukemic patients. These measurements

are needed to make dose-response correla-

tions and to study the effect of dose pro-

traction on peripheral blood cell levels.

Such correlations are basic to medical

iResearch supported Jointly by U.S. AEC

and NASA.

management of irradiated persons since the

bone marrow is one of man's most important

radlosensitlve tissues; lethality within 60

days of acute exposures from 200 to about

i000 R usually results from hematopoletlc

failure. Some studies (refs. 1 and 2) have

shown that in selected patient populations

the human LD50/60 may approach a low of 250

fads average body-dose, but confidence in

these estimates is poor.

During extended space explorations there

may be little risk of receiving such size-

able doses acutely but there is a real

chance of accumulating doses to the marrow

that may be blologlcall# significant. True

correlation and variation of human hemato-

logic responses to total-body irradiation

(TBI) are sorely needed to help in estab-

lishing workable limits for these occupa-

tional exposures during missions in outer

space. While the studies We have made were

primarily intended for clinical uses, the

data obtained is applicable to some of the

dosimetric and shielding problems of space

medicine.

In the Oak Ridge Associated Universities

(ORAU) Medical Division program of thera-

peutic TBI, three irradiators with differ-

ent exposure rates are in use: the ORAU

low-exposure-rate total-body irradlator

(LETBI) and medlum-exposure-rate total-body

irradlator (METBI), and the University of

Tennessee-AEC Variable Dose Rate Irradia-

tion Facility (VDRIF). Each of these irra-

dlators was specifically designed to pro-

duce a uniform field of hlgh-energy-gamma

radiation for total-body exposures of large

animals and man.
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THE IRRADIATORS 

The L E T B I  f a c i l i t y  c o n s i s t s  of  a l a r g e  

o u t e r  room ( F i g .  1B) i n  w h i c h  a smal le r  e x -  

p o s u r e  room ( F i g .  1A) is c e n t r a l l y  p o s i -  ' 

t i o n e d .  E i g h t  c o b a l t - 6 0  s o u r c e s  o f  1 6  

C u r i e s  e a c h  a r e  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  o u t e r  room 

a n d  t h e y  i r r a d i a t e  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  room f r o m  

a l l  s i d e s .  T h i s  a r r a n g e m e n t  p r 0 v i d e s . a  

r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  u n i f o r m  t o  w i t h i n  2 1 0 2  i n  

t h e  l i v i n g  volume ( 1 6 ~ 1 6 x 8  f t )  o c c u p i e d  b y  

t h e  p a t i e n t .  T r e a t m e n t s  g i v e n  a t  a n  a v e r -  

a g e  e x p o s u r e  r a t e  o f  1 . 5  R / h r  h a v e  r a n g e d  

f r o m  3 t o  8 d a y s  d u r a t i o n  t o  p r o v i d e  t o t a l  

p r o t r a c t e d  e x p o s u r e s  up t o  250 R .  D u r i n g  

e x p o s u r e  t h e  p a t i e n t  i s  f r e e  t o  move a b o u t  

t h e  e x p o s u r e  room w h i l e  b e i n g  i r r a d i a t e d  

f o r  18  t o  2 2  h r  p e r  d a y .  T h i s  f a c i l i t y  is 
d e s c r i b e d  i n  more  d e t a i l  by A n d r e w s ,  e t  a l .  

( r e f .  3 ) .  

Figure l.-Curavay drawing of the I o w - e x p o s ~ r e - r ~ ~ e  total-body 

i r r a d i a t i o n  facility ( L E T B I )  showing: 

Centrally positioned radiation exposure/living room. 

Concrete shielded radiation c o n t a i n m e n t  room. 

T h e  remate coocrol r ~ o m  for operation of the h ' C o  

sources (only sources No. 1 . 2 , 5 . 6 . 7 ,  c and F are 

s h o w n ) ,  radiation exposure l e v e l  supervision, n u r s i n g  

and physiologic surveilance of t h e  patient. 

T h e  on-line and data p r o c e ~ s i n g  room. 

A m o d e l  o f  t h e  M E T B I  f a c i l i t y  is shown 

i n  F i g .  2 .  T h e  c o n t r o l  room is c o n n e c t e d  

by  a c u r v e d  h a l l w a y  t o  t h e  8 x 8 ~ 8  f o o t  

t r ea tmen t  room. E i g h t  c e s i u m - 1 3 1  s o u r c e s  

o f  5 0 0  C u r i e s  e a c h ,  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  w a l l s ,  

i r r a d i a t e  t h e  c e n t r a l l y  s u s p e n d e d  t r e a t m e n t  

b e d .  The  r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  i n  t h e  2 ~ 2 x 6  f o o t  

v o l u m e  o c c u p i e d  b y  t h e  p a t i e n t  o n  t h e  b e d  

is u n i f o r m  t o  w i t h i n  +5% o f  t h e  1 . 5  R/min  

e x p o s u r e  r a t e  i n  t h e  v o l u m e  c e n t e r .  Expo-  

s u r e  t i m e s  h e r e  r a n g e  f r o m  a f e w  m i n u t e s  t o  

a f e w  h o u r s  f o r  t o t a l  e x p o s u r e s  of 20 t o  

3 5 0  R .  A c o m p l e t e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h i s  f a -  

c i l i t y  h a s  b e e n  p u b l i s h e d  b y  B r u c e r  ( r e f .  

4 ) .  

Fipvrc I.--Cut..ray model of the .edium-axposure-r.fe coral-body 
irradiation facility ( M E I B I ) .  



The floor plan of the third irradiator

(VDRIF) used in this therapy program is

shown in Fig 3. Six cobalt-60 sources of

7700 Curies each are arranged in a rectan-

gular array with 20 ft between adjacent

sources. Exposures are done with the

patient lying on his side on a hospital

stretcher in the center of the source

array. During patient therapy five sources

are used to provide exposure over the

stretcher at a rate of 40 R/min ±5%. To

minimize the radiation hazard to hospital

attendants, who might be required to aid

the patient in case of equipment failure,

we do not use source No. i, which is near-

est the entrance to the exposure room. A

more complete description of this Irradla-

tot is given by Checka, et el. (ref. 5).

The radiation characteristics and dimen-

sions of these irradiators are summarized

in Table 1.

_zoN c_a_cr_IsTics _m _I_io_ o_ r_._ T_a:_Y._ I._mlaTOU

THE PHANTOM

VAmABLE DOSE RATE FAClLffY- FtOOR PLAN

Filurl /.--Floor pl,I of tb. U1t,,r*t_y af T,a,,***,-ato=t© Zn*rs_

C_..t*,lo/ (UT-_C) _|r_c,ltur,l le*l,rCh L,bertcor?

V,_lebl* De,* i,t* I_ra4t*_le. Yaclllty (VD_ly), |._rc*

po_i_lon, a_a £ndicl_ed b7 la, 1.6.

An Alderson Rando phantom (ref. 6) was

used as a patient analogue. This standard-

man-slzed phantom is constructed of isocya-

nets rubber, equivalent to tissue in inter-

actions with ionizing radiation. A human

skeleton and density-adjusted lungs are

contained within the otherwise solid phan-

tom. The phantom is sliced into trans-

verse sections 2.5 cm thick with holes of

5 mm diameter arranged in a 3×3-cm grid to

provide positions for thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLD). When not in use as do-

slmeter sites, the holes are filled with

removable plugs of tlssue-equivalent

material.

Each of the 137 dosimeter sites located

within the bone-marrow locl, identified

from radiographs of the 34 transverse sec-

tions of the phantom, contained an individ-

ually calibrated TLD during periods of

irradiation similar to the exposure of the

patients.
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DOSIMETERS

Extruded lithium fluoride dosimeters 2

(l.4xl.4x7 mm) were used to make all

measurements within the phantom. These

dosimeters are well suited for this appli-

cation because of their small size, energy

independence, approximately tissue equiva-

lence, sensitivity, reusability, and ease

of handling. They have a linear response

from 10 -2 to 103 reds and a slightly

supralinear response from 103 to about

5×105 reds when radiation damage becomes a

limiting factor. In our laboratory we

found the response of freshly calibrated

dosimeters to be reproducible with a stand-

ard deviation of the order of 1-2% when

exposed under calibration conditions. Re-

peated measurements in the same position in

the phantom rarely disagree by more than

5%. We have previously reported details

for calibrating, annealing (processing for

reuse), and analyzing these dosimeters

(ref. 7).

marrow had to be calculated by first deter-

mining the average dose for a specific com-

partment and then using its percentage of

total marrow as a weighting factor. Table

2 lists the average compartment dose and

its range per 100 K of exposure from each

of the three Irradlators. Table 3 summa-

rizes the average marrow dose calculations.

TABLE 2

MARROW COMPARTMENT AVERAGE DOSE IN RADS/IO0 R

IRRADIATORS

LETBI I_TBI VDRIF

Marrow Average Average Average

Compartment Dose . Range Dose Range Dose Range

Head 82 73-89 78 71-85 68 61-74

Upper Limb 69 58-75 66 58-73 78 70-82

Girdle

Sternum 75 73-77 69 65-71 77 74-77

Ribs 63 46-76 68 62-72 75 70-84

Vertebrae 58 47-75 65 59-80 70 63-78

Sacrum 45 41-46 54 50-56 75 67-83

Lower Limb 52 44-62 59 52-71 72 63-77

Girdle

MARROW DOSE CALCULATIONS

Since the active marrow is not uniformly

distributed within the body in a simple,

well-defined volume, it was necessary to

know the spatial distribution of the marrow

to determine average marrow dose. The dis-

tribution of active marrow for normal

adults as estimated by Ellis (ref. 8) is

expressed as the percent of the total

amount located in a particular anatomical

marrow compartment, e.g., the ribs or skull.

The distribution of the dosimeters in the

marrow compartments defined by Ellis was

not proportionate to the amount of marrow

therein. For example, 19% of the 137 do-

simeters were located in ribs which con-

tained only about 8% of the total active

marrow. Therefore, average total dose to

2Dosimeter available from Harshaw Chemical

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

TABLE 3

CALCLrLATIONS OF AVERAGE BONE-MARROW DOSE IN RA_/IO0 R

I_TB____I _TB___I VDRI___F
Pereen_

BoSe Marrow Active Bone Average Welghted_ Average Weighted* Average Weighted*

Compartment Marro- DO_e Factor Dvse Factor Dose Factor

Ue_d 13.I 82 1074 78 1022 68 891

Upper Limb 6.4 69 442 66 422 78 499

Glrdle

Sternum 2.3 75 173 69 159 77 177

Riba 7.9 63 498 68 537 75 593

Vertebrae 28.4 58 1647 65 1846 70 1988

Sacrum 13.9 45 626 5d 251 75 1043

Lower Limb 26.1 52 1357 59 1570 72 1879

Girdle

Totals 98.1% 5820 6277 7070

Average

Weigh%_ _t_ 59 64 72

* Weighted lictor = average dose x percent bone _rr_.

% Average weighted dose - _ weighted factors ÷ tot_l perce.t active bone marroW.

Total percent is 98.1 became 1.9Z of the marro_ is loclted in the heads of _he humeri
where .o measuremnts could he made.
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The compartment dose estimates in Table

2 indicate that the marrow dose distribu-

tion is different in each of these irradia-

tors. The most unexpected result is that

the LETBI 60Co gamma irradiator produces a

smaller marrow dose than the METBI 137Cs

gamma irradiator. The other irradiator

(VDRIF) produces the largest marrow dose as

would be expected on the basis of relative

penetrability of the gamma rays involved.

This apparent paradox between the LETBI and

METBI doses can be explained only on the

basis of the distance the radiation travels

try the length of the radiation path is 40%

greater in this geometry than it would be

for radiation incident at 90 °. Because of

this geometry, the LETBI average marrow

dose is the lowest of the three irradiators

studied.

The large dependence of average marrow

dose on the angle of incidence of radiation

is shown also by the study of Clifford (ref.

ii), who measured this average dose in a

rotating phantom first exposed at 90 ° and

then at several angles down to 15 ° with the

long axis of the body. Radiation energies

of 60, 100, 212, and 660 keV were used.

in the body to the deep-seated marrow sitaa His results indicate that average dose to

In the VDRIF about 80% of the radiation is

incident at 90 ° to the long axis of the

body and passes through the body's least

thickness, the anterior-posterior diameter.

This geometry provides the minimum radia-

tion-path length to all marrow sites and

therefore the largest average depth dose.

In the METBI facility the 137Cs gamma

rays are incident on the body's lon_ axis

at angles from 78-90 ° and they penetrate

the body at an angle of approximately 30 °

to its larger lateral (side to side) diam-

eter. The average length of radiation path

in this geometry, somewhat greater than in

the VDRIF, and the lower energy radiation

explain the smaller marrow dose from the

METBI exposures. However, other depth

dose studies (refs. 9 and i0) have shown a

less than 5% difference in average marrow

dose from 137Cs and 60Co gamma rays under

equal exposure geometries.

In the LETBI the exposure geometry is

complicated by the patient's freedom to

move about the large exposure room. We

have calculated the angle of incidence for

two typical positions of the patient; when

he is standing near the room center, the

average angle of incidence is about 70° ;

lying on the bed, the average angle of

incidence is only about 25 °. If we make

the assumption that the average angle of

the marrow is reduced by a factor of two

for exposures at 15 ° compared with 90 ° for

all radiation energies. In addition, he

also shows that marrow dose for 90 ° expo-

sures varies by only about ±10% over the

energy range from 60 to 660 keV and is max-

imum at about I00 keV.

Since the LETBI and METBI facilities

produce essentially omnidirectional fields,

we can compare the marrow dose estimates in

LETBI of 0.59 and METBI of 0.64 rads/R with

that predicted from Clifford's measurements

(integrated over the angular region of 0 °

to 90 ° ) of 0_2 rads/R. This agreement is

surprisingly good considering that his

estimates were based on measurements in

only eight positions in his phantom and

were primarily intended for evaluation of

potential hazards of radiations from atomic

weapons for civil defence planning.

The International Commission on Radio-

logical Protection (ICRP) (ref. 12) has de-

fined the active marrow dose as the appro-

priate radiation criterion for relating not

only short-term hematopoietic effects but

also certain late somatic biological

effects to radiation exposures. To simpli-

fy its calculations to estimate marrow dos_

the ICRP determined that the active marrow

is located at an average depth of 5 cm. To

test the validity of this simplification,

incidence is the average for these two pos_ we determined the average 5-cm dose to the

tlons, or about 45 ° , then by simple geome- phantom in each of the three irradiators.
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The circumferential 5-cm depth line was de-

fined in each of the 34 phantom sections

and divided by radii at every 30 ° . The

depth dose at the intercepts of the radii

and the 5-cm depth llne was determined by

interpolation of the depth-dose data ob-

tained from d oslmeters located in sur-

rounding gri_ positions. These were

averaged for each section and then weighted

by the mass of the section to obtain the

overall average 5-cm depth dose. The com-

parisons of these dose estimates wlth the

average marrow doses are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED DOSE TO BONE MARRO_

WITH AVERAGE BODY DOSE AT 5-cm DEPTH

Average Actlve Average 5-cm Ratlo5-cm Depth Dose
Bone-Marrow Dose Depth Dose Marrow Dose

(In rads/lO0 R) (In fads/100 R)

LETBI 59 68 1.15

METBI 64 66 1.03

VDRIF 72 73 1.01

These data indicate that the 5-cm dose

approximates the average marrow dose quite

closely in the 137Cs gamma-ray field

(METBI) and the hlgh-flux 60Co gamma-ray

field (VDRIF) where the incident radiation

is principally at right angles to the sta-

tionary body. The agreement, while ade-

quate, is not as good for the low-exposure-

rate cobalt irradiator (LETBI) where the

incident radiation is from both above and

below a standing patient and where the

angles change as the patient slts down,

reclines, or walksabout, changing his geo-

metric relatlonship to each source.

These results also suggest that a dosim-

eter, capable of indicating simultaneously

dose rate and total accumulated dose, lo-

cated in the center of a 5-cm radius sphere

of tlssue-equlvalent material could be used

to approximate the astronaut's average

marrow dose recelved during space flight.

The dose-rate signal from this dosimeter

could also be used to indicate when maximum

shieldlhg from unidirectional exposures,

such as solar flares, is needed and to in-

dicate what vehicle orientation provides

the maximum shielding.

This study also shows clearly that

average dose to the marrow is strongly de-

pendent on the length of the radiation path

in the body. It is therefore obvious that

for equal exposure conditions, a very large

person will receive a relatively smaller

dose to the marrow than a very small person.

To determine how large this variation

due to body size wlll be, we are extending

these studies to determine body self-

shielding factors for a particular indivi-

dual rather than the idealized 70-kg man.

The exposure rate from a small radioactive

source is first measured in air and then at

the center point of phantoms of different

sizes by a hlgh-sensltlvlty whole-body

counter containing an array of eight 5×4-in.

sodium iodide crystals. The ratio of the

counts from within the phantom to the

counts in air can be used to indicate the

body's self-shlelding factor. The results

of this study are still incomplete but the

feasibility studies indicate that this ex-

perimental approach has merit. From these

studies we should obtain correction curves

relating average marrow dose to self-

shielding factor for each of our irradlator

geometries and type of source. The self-

shielding factor for each individual or

patient could then be obtained by having

him swallow a less than 1.0-microcurle

radioactive source, then counting him in

the whole-body counter when the source is

located at the center of the patient's

body.

Accurate dosimetrlc information relevant

to the biological effects unde= study are

essential for improving the reliability of

established human dose-response relations.

This is particularly true when the effects

considered are the changes in peripheral
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blood-cell levels. These studies are

limited to medical exposures because chang_

in the blood-cell levels are related to the

preirradiation levels. For these reasons,

we are seeking to obtain truly adequate do-

simetry information from which we can de-

duce dose-response relations which will aid

in space mission planning, management of

radiation accident victims, and will im-

prove the usefulness of TBI therapy of

disseminated diseases.
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AMBIENT AND ON-BOARDRADIATION ON TRADESCANTIA DURING PROLONGED FREE FLIGHT*

A. H. Sparrow and L. A. Schairer

Biology Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York

A special clone of hybrid origin of the common roadside plant, spiderwort, or Tradescantia,

has been successfully flown in Biosatellite II. In the two-day flight, plants responded to

combined gamma radiation and weightlessness by developing abnormal nuclei (resulting from

disturbed spindle function), an increased rate of pollen abortion and increased loss of reproductive

integrity in stamen hair cells. Chromes ome aberration and somatic mutation rates showed effects

attributable to space flight factors. In order to confirm and extend th@se results and perhaps

to define the mechanisms responsible, another experiment of longer duration is being developed.

The Tradescantia test system is particularly adaptable to this type of experimentation

because it is easy to grow over a wide range of environmental conditions, flowers continuously

throughout the year, is heterozygous for flower color (thus permitting easy detection of somatic

mutations), has only 12 large chromosomes making it suitable for cytological analyses and has a

high radiosensitivity. While new clones possessing more stable pollen and more sensitive somatic

genetic markers are being developed and tested, the original Tradescantla clone 02 is being used

extensively in ground-based studies designed to establish optimal environmental conditions for

extended flights. By growing the plants at low light intensity and low temperatures (50 to 55°F)

mitotic cycle time is doubled and the resqltant increased radiation exposure per mitotic cycle doubles

the somatic mutation rates. This lower temperature and increased sensitivity have several advantages;

(1) a smaller, safer on-board radiat$on source can be used; (2) the more sensitive system would

serve as an ideal detector of ambient space radiations and further serve to establish their relative

biological effectiveness and (3) plants grpwing at lower temperatures would survlve for extended

periods of time, e.g., on deep space probes, and they would require less light, water and nutrients.

Repres@ntative dats will be given showing the response of several end points to chronic gan,na

irradiation at rates from 0.75 to 12 R/day as well as RBE values for x-rays and 13.4 and 0.43 MeV

monoenergetic neutrons. RBE values for 0.43 MeV neutrons for various end points were found to

range from about i0 to 166.

* Research supported by NASA (Purchase Order A-44246A) and by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
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HAIR RADIOACTIVITY AS A MEASURE OF EXPOSURE TO RADIOISOTOPES
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Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital

and

Case Western Reserve University
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AB ST RACT

Measurement of hair radioactivity appears to be a suitable method

for monitoring systemic exposure to radioisotopes and certain types of

manmade radiation. This concept has developed from a suggestion we

made in 1963 that the strontium-90 content of hair affords a nondestruc-

tive method of estimating the body burden of this radionuclide. Since

many radioisotopes accumulate in hair, this tropism has been investi-

gated by comparing the radioactivity of shaved with plucked hair col-

lected from rats at various time intervals up to 24 hrs. after intraven-

ous injection of ca 5 uCi of the ecologically important radioisotopes,

iodine-131, manganese-54, strontium-85, and zinc-65. The plucked hair

includes the hair follicles where important biochemical transformations

are taking place. The data indicate a slight surge of each radioisotope

into the hair immediately after injection, a variation of content of

each radionuclide in the hair, and a greater accumulation of radioactiv-

ity in plucked than in shaved hair. These results have application not

only to hair as a measure of exposure to radioisotopes, but also to tis-

sue damage and repair at the hair follicle.

In 1963, we (ref. l) suggested that the stron-

tium-90 content of hair provided a nondestructive

method of estimating the body burden of this ra-

dioactive fission product. Sternberg (ref. 2),

had previously noted that strontium-90 injected

in pregnant guinea pigs was distributed to hair

as well as to the embryos. Our results from stud-

ies on rats were quickly confirmed by Della Rosa

et al. (ref. 3), who investigated beagles. Their

data indicated that the strontium-90 content of

beagle hair could be used to estimate directly the

radionuclide concentration of the diet and plasma,
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andindirectly the remodelinglabeledportionof

the skeletons. Latein 1964,Moelleret al. (ref.

4) reportedthat the strontium-gOcontentof hu-

manhair seemedto correlatewith the levelsof

the radionuclidein thediet. Thisinitial report

wasexpandedbyMagnoet al. (ref. 5), whoshowed

that thereweresomeirregularities betweenthe
meanlevelsof strontium-90in thediet, andin

thehair collectedfromchildrenliving in five

installations participatingin U.S.PublicHealth
ServiceInstitutional DietSamplingProgram.

Theaccumulationof otherradioisotopesin the

hair of severalspecieshasbeenstudiedby vari-

ousinvestigators. Cesium-137(ref. 6) hasbeen

shownto bepresentin AlaskanEskimohair asa

result of fallout, but correlationwith bodybur-

denhasnotbeendefinitely established.Iron-59

(ref. 7), sulphur-35(ref. 8), andzinc-65(ref.

9) havealsobeenshownto accumulatein human

hair. Amongthe first radioisotopesto bestudied

in this way,wereselenium-75in doghair (ref.

I0), andiodine-131(ref. ll,12) in rat hair. Oth-

er radioisotopesinvestigatedin rat hair include
cobalt-58(ref. 13),vanadium-48(ref. 14), and
zinc-65(ref. 15,16).

Themechanismsbywhichradioisotopes,espec-

ially of traceelements,accumulatein hair and

othertissuesare importantto us. Weareinves-

tigating themetabolismof traceelementswith

radioisotopesto developnewdiagnosticprocedures,

to evaluatetissuedamagefromtoxic excesses,to

developnewtherapiesfor burnandwoundhealing,

andto studyparticulatepollutants. Accordingly,

wehaveexplicatedthetropismof variousradio-

nuclidesfor rat hair by comparingtheradioactiv-
ity of clippedwith pluckedhair at varioustime

intervals after intravenousinjection of ecologi-

cally importantradioisotopes.Thepluckedhair

includesthehair follicle whereimportantbio-

chemicaltransformationsare takingplace. The

radionuclidesemployedwereiodine-131(T/2, 8D),

manganese-54(T/2, 300D),strontium-85(T/2, 64D),

andzinc-65(T/2, 2_5D).

METHODSANDRESULTS

Theprocedureusedfor measuringthe accumula-

tion of radioisotopesin rat hair wasanelabor-

ation of apreviouslydescribedmethod(ref. 17).

Theradionuclidesstudiedincludedsodiumiodide-

1-131,manganous-Mn-54chloride,strontium-Sr-85

chloride,andzinc-Zn-65chloride. Commercial

preparationsof theseradioisotopeswith high

specific activity weredilutedwith normalsaline
sothat l.O ml of eachsolutioncontainedca5

uCi. Both young adult and old retired breeder

male Sprague-Dawley rats were used, so that age

effects could be investigated. Eight rats were

injected in a tail vein with l.O ml of each radio-

isotope, and then divided into two groups of four

animals each so that adequate quantities of hair

could be harvested. Samples of hair ranging in

weight from 0.20 to 0.50 mg were plucked with

tweezers or shaved with animal clippers from the

back of each rat at intervals of 1,2,4,6,12, or 24

hrs. These hair samples were weighed to l mgm,

counted in a deep-well gamma scintillation count-

er, and the specific activity calculated. Between

intervals of sample collection, the rats were

housed individually in stainless steel cages pro-

vided with food and water ad lib. A l.O ml ali-

quot of each radioisotope solution was diluted to

lO0 ml, and l.O ml of this diluted solution was

counted simultaneously with the hair samples to
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provideastandardthat wascorrectedfor decayto

calculateretentionof injecteddosepergramof

hair.

Theresultsareshowngraphicallyin figures

I-5, in whichthemeanvaluesandrangeof the

percentretentionof eachradioisotopepergramof

hair areplottedagainsttimeonsemilogarithmic

paper. Asis evidentfromthesegraphicrepre-

sentations,thepatternsof accumulationaresim-

ilar for all radionuclides.Thepluckedhair with

follicle alwaysretaineda higherpercentof ra-

dioisotopepergramof hair thanthe shavedhair.

Theeffect of ageis to reduceslightly therate

of accumulationof eachradioisotopein hair, as

is illustrated bythe comparisonof dataonthe

accumulationof strontium-85in shavedhair of

youngadult andold breedermalerats, in figure

5. Standarderrorsandanalysesof significance

havenotbeenincludedbecausethesevaluesprob-

ablycannotbeappliedto thehair samples,and

wouldmaskcertainpeculiarities if theywererou-

tinely used.

1311 ACCUMULATION IN HAIR
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Ftgu_ 1. Comparison of todtne-)31 retent$on in plucked and shaved rat

hair following intravenous injection of ca 5 .uCi of sodt_m

iodide-I-131 in nomal saline. The la_e differences between

the radioactivity of plucked and shaved hair suggest that

radtoiodtne accumulates rapidly In the hair follicleo and en-

ters the hair shaft slowly from the follicle.

54Mn ACCUMULATION IN. HAIR
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Figure 2. Accumulation of manganese-54 in plucked vs. shaved hair, fol-

lowing intravenous injection of ca 5 jJCi of manganous-Mn-54

chloride, shows an initial slight surge of the radioisotope

into both kinds of hair.

85Sr ACCUMULATION IN HAIR

I/ISHAVE

IZ * 6 2"4

HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure 3. After intravenous injection of ca 5 )JCi of strontium-Sr-85

chloride into rats, plucked hair shows a surge of the radio-

isotope, but shaved hatr does not. This suggests that the

radionucllde accumulates rapidly in the hair fo111cle, and

passes slowly into the hair shaft from the follicle.
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65ZnACCUMULATIONIN HAIR
DISCUSSION

Figure 4.

IOO 1

 ,lrt..
124s 2"4

HOURS AFTER INJECTION

The accumulation of radioactivity in rat hair after intra-

venous injection of ca 5 _uCi of zinc-Zn-65 chloride is slow-

er than of the other radioisotopes, and the difference in ra-

dioactivity of plucked and shaved hair is small. Although

the rate of accumulation of zinc-65 is slow initially, hair

and hone become, and remain, the tissues with the highest

specific activity after eight days.

The curves showing the large ranges and mean

values for the accumulation of the four radionu-

clides in plucked and shaved hair bring out simi-

larities and differences. The large ranges proba-

bly relate to the mixture of hair in growing, tran-

sitional, and resting stages which are obtained by

the sampling procedure. Iodine-131, manganese-54,

and strontium-85, but not zinc-65, show a surge of

radioactivity into the hair immediately after in-

jection. This surge is followed by an ebbing out

from the hair tissue which suggests that the hair

levels reflect both the rise and fall in blood lev-

els and something about the biochemistry of the

hair follicle. There are significant differences

in the retention patterns of manganese-54 (figure

2) and strontium-85 (figure 3) between plucked and

shaved hair which indicate that the rate of uptake

is much greater for strontium-85 than for mangan-

ese-54. As shown by the differences in the curves

85Sr ACCUMULATION IN HAIR (PLUCKED)

IOO--

O

x

L

_m
G.

IO.

YOUNG MALES

HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure 5. Comparison of uptake of strontiom-85 in plucked hair from

young adults and old retired male breeder rats indicates a

faster rate of accumulation of radioisotope in the hair by

the younger animals.

for the radioactivity of plucked and shaved hair

in figure l, iodine-131 seems to accumulate rapid-

ly in the hair follicle and is then slowly trans-

ferred to the hair shaft. Zinc-65, in contrast,

enters the hair follicle less rapidly than the oth-

er radioisotopes, and, apparently, is transferred

rapidly to the hair itself, as shown in figure 4.

The absence of a surge and ebb response may be re-

lated to the information of stable ligands of zinc

with the sulfhydryl groups which are abundant in

hair.

The effect of age on the uptake of radioiso-

topes is brought out in figure 5 which shows a

comparison of uptake of strontium-85 by the hair

of younger adult with that of old retired breeder

male rats. Strontium-85 is particularly suitable
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for this comparison since it is the only radionu-

clide of the four which seems to be transferred

easily from hair follicle to hair shaft. As is

evident from the two curves, the accumulation of

strontium-85 is much less in the hair of the older

than of the younger animals.

Hair growth proceeds through three stages des-

ignated as anagenesis, catagenesis, and telogene-

sis (ref. i_ T, _n_gen_is there is active

growth of hair from the follicle, but there is

little information on the biomechanisms for pro-

ducing keratin, the protein of hair which has such

a high sulfur content. Keratin synthesis presuma-

bly takes place in the hair follicle, and incorpor-

ation of labeled sulfur amino acids, such as cys-

tine-S-35, in hair is so prompt that injection of

small amounts of this radiolabeled amino acid into

an animal provides a way of measuring hair growth

(ref. 19). The incorporation of most inorganic

elements in hair is usually explained as an excre-

tion, but there is no real information on possible

mechanisms of the excretion. Presumably, the ex-

cretion takes place in the hair follicle, where

some of these elements from ligands with sulfhydryl

and other chelating groupings of keratin. The

iodine content of hair, however, is the highest of

any body tissue other than thyroid, and, apparent-

ly, the iodine is present entirely as inorganic

iodide (ref. ll,12).

Determi nation of hair radi oacti vi ty has poten-

tial as a method of diagnosing inadvertent exposure

to radioisotopes or radiation which produces radio-

isotopes in the body (ref. 20,21). Additional

investigations are needed to establish the best

methods of sampling and handling hair and related

tissues, and of developing statistical relation-

ship. Statistical analysis does not seem appro-

priate for the present studies because of the short

cycle of hair growth in the rat of about 28 days.

It is difficult to distinquish the stage of a

cycle without a biopsy of the skin which would

invalidate further work. Since the hair cycle is

very much longer in man, as much as three years,

and some head hairs persist for many years, hair

analysis seems much more appropriate for man.

Exposure to high levels of radionuclides usu-

ally produces burns and traumatic injuries. The

specialized tissues of the hair follicle and seba-

ceous glands are stimulated by injury to form

migrating epithelium which will cover the injured

surface (ref. 22). Since we (ref. 23) and others

(ref. 24,25) have found that oral zinc therapy

promotes healing of burns and wounds in man, there

is need for an understanding of the biochemistry

of hair follicles and hair formation. According-

ly, investigations on the accumulation of stable

and radioactive forms Of the elements in hair may

provide additional information for the repair of

burns, trauma, and critical injuries. These stud-

ies are sorely needed because of the lack of pro-

grams to furnish such basic information.
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The addendum consists of a special report by Dr. P. K.

Chapman, and two papers by Drs. S. B. Curtis and E. W.

Salmi which arrived too late to be included in the

main section of the Proceedings.

Dr. Chapman's remarks were delivered as part of

Session IV.I; Dr. Curtis' paper was presented in

Plenary Session V on Radiobiology; and Dr. Salmi's

paper was presented in Session IV.3.
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OBSERVATIONSOFCOSMIC-RAYINDUCEDPHOSPHENES
ONAPOLLO14

P.K.Chapman*,L.S.Pinsky*,R.E.Benson*
andT.F. Budlnger+

INTRODUCTION

Phosphenes, which may be defined as visual sen-

sations in the absence of light entering the eye,

are readily observed by dark-adapted subjects.

The flashes and streaks produced by transient

pressure on the eyeball (for example, by rubbing

the eyes in the dark) are a familiar experience.

It has been known for more than seventy years

that X-rays of the head can produce diffuse

flashes. Small pulses of electric current

through the head produce displays which have

been described as "lightning behind clouds".

Recently, the experiments of Tobias et al (which

were reported at this symposium and which have

now been confirmed by other investigators) have

shown that discrete flashes can be produced by

a variety of nuclear particles, of widely

varying energy, if they pass through the eyeball.

During a study of radiation hazards associated

with flight at high altitudes and in spacecraft,

Tobias I suggested in 1952 that "a dark adapted

person should be able to 'see' very heavily

ionizing single tracks as a small light _lash".

In the early 'Sixties, D'Arcy and Porter = carried

out experiments which demonstrated a statistical

correlation between sea-level cosmic radiation,

primarily _-mesons, and phosphenes observed by

dark-adapted subjects. Tobias' prediction was

strikingly confirmed during the flight of

Apollo ii in July, 1969, when Aldrin and Armstrong

reported seeing flashes in lunar orbit, with their

eyes closed or the spacecraft cabin darkened.

All lunar crews since then have observed these

flashes, so consistently that there can be no

doubt that they are due to external stimuli, the

obvious source being cosmic rays, rather than

to someform of physiological stress. Nearly

all the phosphenes reported by astronauts in the

vicinity of the moon have been star-like flashes

and narrow streaks, similar to those generated by

accelerated particles in terrestrial experiments.

Typically, about one flash per minute is seen

in space.

Phosphenes have never been reported by astronauts

in Earth orbit. Conrad 3 has stated that the

flashes he saw on Apollo 12 were so bright that

he could not have missed them if they had been

present during his Gemini missions, V and XI.

A possible explanation is that the phenomenon

is caused by particles of such low energy that

* NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas

+ Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.

the magnetosphere of the Earth forms an effective

shield, but this is inconsistent with at least

one proposed mechanism, Cerenkov radiation from

high-energy particles traversing the vitreous

humor. Furthermore, the effect was not observed

by the two lunar crews prior to Apollo ii. In

particular, Lovell saw flashes on Apollo 13,

but not on Apollo 8. The consensus appears to

be that the flashes are readily observable, but

only if one is alerted to look for them. The

question of their observability in Earth orbit

will be resolved at the next opportunity, which

probably will not occur during the remaining Apollo

missions, as they spend too little time in the

vicinity of the Earth.

Apart from the intrinsic interest of this

phenomenon, it is important to find the cause

in order to determine whether a hazard may be

present during long-duration (e.g., interplanetary)

missions. By conventional radiation measurement

standards, the whole-body dose due to cosmic

radiation is quite low during most space missions,

unless a major solar flare is encountered, but

the biological interactions of the high-energy,

high Z (HZE) particles common in space are not well

understood. Further investigation is required to

determine realistic human tolerance levels for

extended missions and to evaluate the need to

provide special spacecraft shielding.

The Cerenkov Hypothesis

Soon after the Apollo ii mission, Fazio and Jelley 4

suggested that the flashes observed might be due

to Cerenkov radiation generated by primary cosmic-

ray particles passing through the vitreous humor

of the astronauts' eyes. Since the electric field

of a charged particle cannot propagate faster

than the speed of light in the vitreous humor, it

emits a conical electromagnetic shock wave, quite

analogous to the sonic boom of a supersonic air-

earft, if it is moving at a velocity 8=v/c > i/n,

where n is the refractive index of the medium,

1.34 in the present case. The shock front forms

an angle

O = cos-l(nB) -I [i]

to the direction of motion of the particle. For

the fastest particles, this amounts to _ 41 ° in

the eye. If the particle has charge Ze, the number

of photons produced per centimeter, within the

visual range 0.35-0.55 _, is given by 5

N = 470 Z2sin28 [2]
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Astheparticle passesthrougha surface(e.g.,
theretina), a contractingannulusof light is
thusproduced,whichis seenasa singleflash
becausetheprocesslasts about0.i nanosecond.
Fornormalincidence,the illuminationin the
observedspot is easilyshownto be

N Z2
L 2_tan 8 = 38 -- sin 28 photons/cm2 [3]r

wherer is radial distanceawayfromthepoint
wheretheparticle impactsthesurface. Away
fromthe fovea,thehumanretina containsabout
13million rods/cm 2, so the illumination may

also be written

L = x/r photons/rod

where the characteristic distance

x = 0.03 Z2sln 28 microns

may be taken as a rough estimate of the size of

the perceived spot. For a relativistic stripped

iron nucleus (Z=26), this gives a radius of about

20_, corresponding to an apparent angular

diameter of some 4 arc minutes. According to
Ricco's Law 6, the threshold for vision should

then be independent of the size of the spot

depending only on the total number of photons

contained in it. By integration of [3], out

to a radius x, this is given by

M = Nx cot 8 = 7 x 10-4Z4sin228

The fraction of light reaching the retina which

is absorbed in dark adapted rods is 7 _0.2.

However, the Cerenkov light contained in a spot

of radius x is generated while the particle

traverses a distance x cot 8. Since this is

much less than the thickness of the retina,

any perceived small spot caused by Cerenkov

radiation is produced while the particle is

actually traversing retinal cells (the photo-

sensitive segments of the rods being on the

outer side of the retina, next to the chorold),

not while it is in the vitreous humor. The

efficiency factor, determined from optical

measurements, is therefore somewhat doubtful.

To an adequate approximation, the number of

absorbed photons is taken as

M' = 1.5xlO-4Z4sln228

For brief flashes subtending small angles,

the measured visual threshold for thoroughly

dark-adapted subjects corresponds 6 to about

i0 photons absorbed by the rods. For relativistic

particles, [7] then implies that point Cerenkov

flashes will not be observed for Z < 16. If it

is assumed that the uncertainties in the calcula-

tion produce an order of magnitude uncertainty

in the coefficient of Z 4, the lower bound on Z

becomes 9. In practice, this is not very

important, since it is known that iron group

nucleii (Z=24 to 28) predominate amongst the

heavy (Z>I0) cosmic rays 8. According to [7]

a relativistic stripped iron nucleus should

produce a star-llke flash which is of an intensity

about one order of magnitude above the scotopic

treshold.

Eq. [2] indicates that HZE particles produce

about 200Z 2 photons/cm while traversing the

vitreous humor. If the average path length

in the eye is taken as 15 _m_, a fast iron

nucleus can thus generate as many as 200,000

photons in the eyeball, but only a very small

fraction of them are concentrated in the area

of the retina around the point where the

particle penetrates. The rest are scattered

over much of the retinal surface, giving a very

faint illumination which may produce a visual

sensation, but not of the star-llke type

characteristic of observations in space. It is

possible that particles of much lower charge can

produce Cerenkov flashes, but it is expected

that these would be of the diffuse, "summer

[4] lightning" type.

This analysis allows the following conclusions

to be drawn concerning star-like Cerenkov

[5] ph°sphenes:

i) Since the photosensitive outer segments of

the rods are considerably longer than the path

length of the particle involved in generating

the flash, it can produce a percentlble sensation

even if it is coming from behind the eye, after

penetrating the pigmented epithelium forming the

outer surface of the retina. Since shielding

by the head is negligible for these high-energy

particles, there should not be a marked difference

in the frequency of these flashes, depending

on the orientation of the observer's head with

[6] respect to the source of the particles. It is
therefore doubtful whether the Cerenkov hypothesis

can be tested by looking for an anlsotrophy in the

effect in lunar orbit, where the cosmlc-ray flux

is anlsotroplc because of shielding by the moon.

2) These flashes are produced only by heavy cosmic

rays. At the top of the Earth's atmosphere, the

flux of particles having Z > i0 and sufficient

energy to produce Cerenkov radiation in tissue

is _i/m2-sterad-sec. 9 In lunar orbit, where

approximately 2n steradians are shielded by the

moon, a heavy particle should pass through one

eye or the other about once every four minutes.

The rate may dobule during transit to or from the

moon. In view of uncertainties in the actual flux,

this is in reasonable agreement with the observed

frequency.

[7] 3) Since the intensity of the spot is so small,
the flash should be observed by scotopic vision

only. The spot should therefore be colorless.

4) For the same reason, since the proportion of

rods over cones increases away from the fovea,

there should be a tendency for star-llke flashes

to concentrate in the peripheral field of vision.

A particle passing through the fovea would not

produce a percentible flash at all.

5) Since the intensity is not much more than an

order of magnitude above the scotoplc threshold,

extensive dark-adaptlon is required in order to

see these flashes. The light adapted eye would

require at least 15 minutes of total darkness

before they became visible. This is a sensitive

test of whether Cerenkov radiation is responsible

for the star-llke phosphenes observed on lunar

missions.
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Observations on Apollo 14

On previous missions, observations of phosphenes

had been entirely informal. Prior to Apollo 14,

the crew was briefed on what their predecessors

had seen, the phosphene phenomenon was discussed

in general terms, and interest in the degree of

dark adaption required to see the flashes are

expressed. These discussions with the crew led

to the development of a co_on language for

describing different types of flash and to a single

protocol for making the observations.

During trans-lunar coast, the crew looked for

flashes before each sleep period, after the

spacecraft cabin had been darkened. They reported

their observations on awakening, and described

three types of event: a) star-llke flashes,

b) streaks, and c) cloud-like flashes ("summer

lightning"). This was the first lunar mission

to report diffuse displays.

members eyes to the flashlight while Mitchell

was light-adapting.

Figure i gives a breakdown of the events by

observer, type, and eye in which the flash was

seen. "Stars" and "flashes" are similar phenomena,

"flash" denoting a spot of larger apparent size.

If "streaks" are assumed to be caused by particles

moving tangentially in the retina, they would

be expected to be relatively infrequent, and in fact

the ratio of spots to streaks observed was 3:1.

Figure 2 shows the number of events reported in

each eye by each crew member. Note that all three

are biassed towards the right eye, although Mitchell

had the impression just after the session that he

had seen more in the left than the right eye. All

the crew members felt sure of their ability to

distinguish which eye the flash occurred in.

At the beginning of one sleep period the Command

Module Pilot (Roosa) shone a flashlight in his

eyes, to ruin his dark adaption. He reported

seeing flashes "in less than a minute" after the

flashlight was turned off.

These results prompted a dedicated, formal session

of observations during trans-Earth coast, which

began at 1343 CST, February 8, 1971, when the

spacecraft was 115,000 nautical miles from Earth.

The spacecraft cabin was configured for total

darkness, although slight light leaks around the

window shades were reported when the sun shone

directly on them -- the spacecraft was in the

Passive Thermal Control ("barbecue") mode at the

time. However, each crew member tried to keep

hls eyes closed throughout the observations.

The Commander, Alan Shepard, was in the left

couch, looking up; the Lunar Module Pilot, Edgar

Mitchell, was in the right couch, looking up;

and Roosa was below them in the Lower Equipment

Bay, also looking up. The experiment was started

by having each crew member stare directly into

a flashlight until thoroughly llght-adapted.

R-IGHT EYE

L .EFT EYE

M BOTH EYES
P NOT REPORTED

TOTAL 2.2

RIGHT EYE

C LEFT EYE
D BOTH EYES

R NOT REPORTED

TOTAL 14

RIGHT EYE

C LEFT EYE

M BOTH EYES

P NOT REPORTED

TOTAL

TOTAL 4_

2 4 6
2 1 1 2

1
1 1 1

5 5 8 3 I

1 1 5 I 2

2 2

3 1 7

I 5

1

3

2 0 8

FIGURE i

1 2

1

1

1 1

5 4

For the first 16 minutes, no events were reported.

There were indications from the Aeromed sensors

that at least two crew members were becoming drowsy.

On query from the CapCom in Houston, the crew

confirmed that they had seen no events and expressed

their feeling that thls was very unusual. Very

shortly thereafter, Mitchell reported the first

event. The session was continued for a further

30 minutes and a total of 48 flashes were reported.

Observations were reported via the downlink by

saying '_ark" as soon as a flash was seen,

followed by a short description including the

type of event, which eye it was seen in, position

in the visual field, and any other pertinent

information. The 48 events in this session were

all of the previously reported type, with the

addition of some "double stars" (two stars in

one eye).

LMP 22

CDR 14

CMP 12

TOTALS 48

BlOTREPORTED

12 6 1 3

10 4 0 0

6 2 0 4-

28 12 1 7

FIGURE 2

Mitchell illdminated his eyes again at the 24-

minute mark in the session, dark-adapted for 12

minutes, and then repeated this procedure.

Care was taken to avoid exposing the other crew
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_nalysisof thetimesof occurrenceof flashes
reportedbyMitchellafter llght-adaptingyields
whatseemsto bea randomdistribution. Figure3
is a timelineplot Of theseevents. It is
clear that it is not necessary to be dark adapted

to see these phosphenes. On event (a streak)

occurred only 51 seconds after beginning dark

adaptlon.

Figure 4 Is a histogram showing the distribution

of intervals between successive events (not broken

down by observer), in ten-second bins. The

theoretical (Foisson) distribution function having

the same mean is shown for comparison. A X 2

test yields a probability of fit of the data to

the theoretical distribution of 19%, so it is con-

cluded that the flashes do in fact occur at random

times.
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Therewasonlyonereportof color in theflashes
duringtheentire mission. Thiswasa double
star seenbyMitchellduringtheformalsession,
whichhedescribedas "whitewith a bluecast",
like a bluediamond"

At theendof theobservationsession,Roosa
commentedthat boththefrequencyandbrightness
of theeventsweremuchlowerthanhehadexperienced
duringinformalobservations.His positionin the
LEBmayhavecontributedto this phenomenon.
_owever,bothMitchellandShepardfelt that the
flashestheyhadseenearlier in themissionwere
muchbrighter (especiallywhentheywokeup
duringa sleepperiod),althoughtheycouldnot
saywhethertheyhadbeenmorefrequent.

Duringdebriefingin theLunarReceivingLaboratory,
after themission,=_-11_--^_L_==crewmemberswere
positivethat it waspossibleto tell whichwaya
"streak"wasmoving.Thiswassurprising,in view
of theexceedinglybrief timetakenbya cosmic-
rayparticle to traversetheeyeball. However,
recentexperimentsI0 haverevealedsimilar
sensationsof movementin thestreaksproduced
whenacceleratedparticles are injectedtangentially.
to the retina. It seemsprobablethat the
impressionof movementis dueto a characteristic
variation in thewidthof a streak,alongits
length,dueto variation in the rate of lossof
energyof theparticle. Thismayprovideevidence
that streaks,at least, areproducedbyrelatively
lowenergyparticles, for whichCerenkovradiation
is nota factor, but the observationsare
not definite enoughasyet to allowfirm
conclusionsonthis point.
Conclusions

The observations of cosmic-ray phosphenes on

Apollo 14 were very simple, required no equip-

ment, and were carried out on a tlme-available

basis. They provided the first quantitative data

on the statistics of this phenomenon, hut by

far the most significant result was the discovery

that it is not necessary to be dark-adapted to

see flashes. This is strong evidence that some,

and probably most, of the flashes are produced

by mechanisms other than Cerenkov radiation.

It is probable that many of the flashes are

due to direct ionizing interactions in the

retina. This conclusion is supported by

experiments of Tobias and his associates, in

which flashes were observed by subjects exposed

to low-energy neutron beams. NeUtrons, being

uncharged, of course cannot produce Cerenkov

radiation directly, and the beams employed were

energetically incapable of producing charged

spallation products .of sufficient velocity.

The sensitivity of the retina to light increases

monotonically during dark adaption, with a

break in the slope corresponding to the shift

from photopic to scotopic vision. It is known II

that sensitivity to electrical phosphenes does

not follow this pattern -- in fact, there is a

peak in sensitivity within a minute after dark

adaption begins. The dark adaption curve for

particle phosphenes is quite unknown at present,

although terrestrial experiments with

accelerators should be capable of providing

this information. It would be useful to carry

out such experiments using subjects with different

degrees of dark adaption and beams of sufficiently

low intensity to provide countable numbers of

flashes. In general, the shape of the dark

adaption curve may be diagnostic of the type of

phosphene involved.

More detailed experiments are planned for upcoming

Apollo missions. Because the frequency of

flashes is relatively low compared to dark-

adaption time-constants, many trials are required

to obtain reliable information on the shape

of the dark-adaption curve. Light-tight goggles

will be carried on all future missions, to

standardize the dark adaption process.

In lunar orbit, comparison of the observed

frequency of flashes between the day and night

sides of the moon should allow determination

of the role, if any, of solar cosmic rays in

producing these phosphenes. On later missions,

the experiments may include equipment to determine

the energy, charge, direction and position of

the track relative to the head of a particle

producing a visible flash. These experiments

should produce definitive data, including con-

firmation that the flashes are produced in the

eye, rather than in the visual ganglia or

cortex. When the opportunity arises, observations

in Earth orbit may provide additional data on the

magnetic rigidity of the particles involved.
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THE HEAVY PARTICLE HAZARD - WHAT PHYSICAL DATA ARE NEEDED ?

S.B. Curtis*

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. 94720

and

M.C. Wilkinson

Space Sciences Group, The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash. 98124

It is impossible at present to evaluate adequately the radiation hazard

from heavy galactic cosmic rays to astronauts on extended missions. Both

physical and biological data are sorely needed for the proper assessment

of the risk on missions lasting a year or longer outside the earth's magnetosphere.

The physical data required fall into three main categories:

1. Spectral Characteristics. From the relative abundance of the hlgh_nuclldes

and the limited data already obtained at solar minimum in the low energy

region, it is clear that the flux of very high LET particles (above 2 x 103

MeV cm2/ g) will be predominantly low energy ions (_ 500 MeV/nucleon)

in the iron group (26__ Z_28). Thus, it is important to determine the shape

of the low energy portion of the spectrum during the next solar minimum

(_1976), when galactic fluxes reach their maximum values.

2. Nuclear Interaction Parameters. Although ionization will be the main

energy loss process for the heavy ions, a considerable fraction will also

undergo nuclear collisions, fragmenting into particles of lower charge but

perhaps greater range than the primary particle. Because the mean free

path for interaction _15 g/cm 2) is on the order of the probable shielding

available for critical body organs (the eye, brain), it is necessary to know

the secondary production characteristics in order to make a reasonable estimate

of particle fluxes within the body organs in question. Results of a computer

code are presented in which two different assumptions for the fragmentation

parameters and their _: dependence (experimentally unknown at present) have

been made.

* Presently on leave of absence at the Radioblologlcal Institute TNO, 151 Lange

Klelweg, Rijswijk Z.H., The Netherlands.
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3. Track Structure. The spatial distribution of ionlzatlon surrounding a high

energy, high _z ion plays an important role in determlng the ultimate

biological damage. Knowledge of track structure will help to predict

blologlcal effects and may be crucial in the all-lmportant extrapolation

from animals to man. A rough theory for calculating the dependence of the

energy denslty in water as a function of distance from the track trajectory

will be revlewed. Limlted blological data at much lower energies suggest

that the height of the shoulder of this curve (which is proportional to Z2/ fi2,

not total LET) may be closely correlated to biological damage.

Data in the first category above must be obtained by spacecraft flying

outside the magnetosphere during solar minimum and instrumented to measure

the low energy portion of the high _z galactic component. The data in the

second and third categories can be most rellably and readily obtained in

earth-based laboratories (along with the necessary biological data). The

requirement here is an accelerator of ions in the iron group up to the reglon

of 300-500 MeV/ nucleon.

A convincing case has been made that on re-

cent Apollo missions, astronauts have experienced

within their eyes, and probably via dlrect retinal

excitation, the effects of the passage of high ener-

gy heavy galactic cosmic rays (ref. 1). It remains

to be determined the extent of any lasting, dele-

terious effects produced by such ions over a con-

tinuous extended exposure. At the present time,

there are no data on the biological effects of such

high LET penetrating radiation on man or animals.

The reason for this, of course, is that no acceler-

ator exists at present which can produce beams of

heavy ions with sufficient penetration to attempt

the type of biological experiments necessary for

the proper evaluation of this hazard. There is

much to learn before we can be sure that astronauts

on very long mlsslons, that is, mlsslons of a year

or longer, will be safe from the continuous bom-

bardment of these high LET particles.

In this paper we will not deal with the biolo-

gical research that must be done to study the long

term effects of such radiation, but insteadwill dis-

cuss the physical data necessary for an adequate

evaluation of the problem.

The research falls into three main categorles,

each ofwhlch is interesting in its own right. These

are presented in Table I.

First, there is the radiation environment itself-

what is the flux of these high energy, heavily

ionizing ions; how many might be expected to hit
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PHYSICAL DATA REQUIRED

RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF H'IGH ENERGY HEAVY iONS

Fluxes

Energy spectra (emphasis on energies < 500 MeV/nucleon)

Solar modulation

NUCLEAR INTERACTION PROPERTIES

Cross sections in aluminium and water (tissue)

Frogmentotlon parameters

TRACK STRUCTURE

Radial energy density

Track core size

Correlation of structure to biological effects

a spacecraft on, say, a Mars mission ? Of particular

interest is the energyreglon just below 500MeV/

nucleon, where the penetration is still sufficient

to be of concern and where the ionization (that is

the LET) will also be high.* Solar modulation is

important since these lower energy particles are af-

fected more than those of higher energy by the mod-

ulation mechanlsm. Long manned missions may be

planned for solar inactive years to decrease the

probability of encountering giant solar-particle

events. If so, the galactic fluxes encountered wil l

be near maximum.

' Secondly, we must study the nuclear interaction

prope_!es of the particles involved in the materials

of t_e spacecraft and the bodies of the astronauts
F -

themselves. No data are presently available on the

cross sections of heavy ions in the 1 GeV/nucleon

range in aluminum and water or tissue. The total

non-elastlc cross sections can be estimated with

fair accuracy, but we mustalsoknow the fragmen-

tation parameters associated with the various par-

ticle reactions. The fragmentation parameter for a

given secondary particle type is either the proba-

billtyofemlssionofthe secondary, if less than unity,

or the average number of secondaries per interac-

tlon, if greater than unity. Also, how is the energy

shared as the two nuclei break up ?

Does the resulting fragment continue with the same

velocity, or isthere significant change in the energy

per nucleon of the emerging heavy particle ?

These questions must be answered before a clear

idea can emerge of the penetration characteristics

of the heavy ions. Only then will it be possible to

make accurate predictions of the fluxes of high Z

ions at organs which may be critical in that they

might accumulate enough damage to impair normal

function.

Finally, there is the field of track structure.

Here the interest is in the spatial distribution of

energy deposition by the heavy ions as they slow

down in tissue. What is the extent of the core of

such an ion ? What is its "radius of destruction" ?

Is the important physical parameter its LET or dE/dx,

or does the diffusive character of the "electron

penumbra" decrease its biological effectiveness to

less than that of a lower energy ion at the same

dE/dx 9. These are all questions which bear directly

on the biological effects of these ions. Since labora-

tory experiments may be performed with animals

which have cells or cell nuclei with different sizes

than the equivalent cells in maria it may be impor-

tant to know as much as possible about the physical

distribution of energy density around a heavy ion

track in order to extrapolate results from animals

to man.

We now review briefly some of the things we

already know in these areas.

Integral Number-LET Spectra

Considerable data have been obtained from satel-

lites and balloons on the fluxes and energy spectra

of heavy galactic particles during the last solar

minimum period; that is, during the period of maxi-

mum galactic fluxes- 1964-66 (ref.2).

* For orientation, a 500 MeV/nucleon iron nucleus has a residual range of 10 g/cm 2 of water and an LET

of 2000 MeV cm2/g (200 keV/ij ).
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In figure 1 we show the integral spectra not as

a function of the energy or energy per nucleon as

is usually presented, but asa function of the dE/dx

or LET of the particles, which has more biological

relevance. We note that the particles in the iron

group (26_<;z_(28) dominate the spectra at very

high LET (>1000 MeV cmZ/g) and also that the

data is scanty - the solid curve stops at 5000 MeV

cmZ/g corresponding to an energy of 100 MeV/

nucleon. The dashed lines at hlgh LET for each

component are just guesses which are consistent

with the low energy spectral behavior of the lighter

components we know more about - protons and

alpha particles. The dotted line at high LET was

h E
v

^

.c

u

E

c

10 6-

10 5.

10 4.

10 3 .

Z=IO

Z=I2

par t;cle/cm 2 rnln

.... I partlcle/cm 2 hr

10 2 ........ i

10 10 2 10 3 10 4

particle/

cm 2 day

L, MeV cm2/g

Figure 1. Integral number-LET spectrum for the gal-

actic cosmic rays behind no shielding at solar mlnl-

mum. The contribution of the varlous;Z groups are

also shown. The dotted line was obtained assuming a

sharp low-energy cut off of 100 MeV/nucleon to the

iron spectrum. The dashed lines represent regions where

the data are lacking.

calculated assuming a sharp low-energy cut off in

the iron spectrum at 100 MeV/nucleon. Wecon-

clude that more data are needed on the spectra of

the very heavy, i.e. iron group ions, in theenergy

region just below 300 MeV/nucleon (resldualrange

in water: 4-5 g/cm 2) during the next solar cycle

minimum (1975-77). Since these particles are

strongly affected by solar modulation mechanisms,

it would also be of interest to determine when and

to what extent the low energy fluxes of these heavy

ions decrease during the cycle.

Nuclear Fragmentation

For high energy heavy ion-nucleuslnteractlons,

we have only cosmic ray data to give us any feel-

ing for the cross sections and types of secondaries

involved. In figure 2 we show a compilation of

number of events in
parentheses

boron primlries
10% - (5)

0
carbon primaries

10%"
>_ 0
u nitrogen primaries (11)

a"_ 10%"
® 0

oxygen primaries

._ 10%-

'_ 0 fluorine primaries (2)
10%-I (I) (I)_(I) (I) (I)

ol _ i_iiiiiiii':iiii!i!ii!iiiiiiii:'i!iiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiii;i_i'_il
"_ _neon primaries _ (3) . .

oO. sodium primaries 3 4
20%, (2) ( ) ()_,0o,a nD M

0
magnesium (4)

20%" _rimaries (2)

10%"
0 2,11110_ 9 i 8_ 7_ 6 i 5 i 4 w 3 _

heavy secondary ion

Figure 2. Compilation of experimental data for frag-

mentation parameters of heavy ions on the light ele-

ments (excluding hydrogen) in nuclear emulsibn. The

data come from rather old cosmic ray studies on bal-

loons by the Bristol group (refs. 3 and 4).
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data gathered from nuclear photographic emulsion

on the fragmentation parameters in the light ele-

ments of the gelatine, i.e. carbon, nitrogen and

oxygen. This was all the emulsion data in the llte-

rature a few years ago and was taken from the old

compilations of the Bristol group (refs. 3 and 4).

Now recent balloon flights could undoubtedlyyleld

more data of relevance here, but the heavy ele-

ments in the emulsion (silver and bromlne) will al-

ways give a certain amount of contamination trouble

and considerable scanning would be required to get

good statistics on each incident ion. Of lesser im-

portance is the fragmentation in materials of which

the spacecraft itself is made, for instance aluminum.

In the Space Physics Group at Boeing, a compu_-

ter code has been developed to calculate the result-

ant fluxes and dose behind various shielding thick-

nesses for any incident galactic particle spectrum

or combination of spectra. The results and details

of the calculation have been presented earlier in

this symposium (ref.5) and will not be repeated here,

except to show the two sets of fragmentation para-

meters selected and the results of the dose rate cal-

culations using the different sets. Figure 3 shows

the two sets used. In set I, a constant probability

for emission as a function of secondary _ is assumed,

such that total charge is conserved. In set II, we

try to reflect the possibility that fragments with ;z

close to two and close to the ;z of the primary par-

ticle might be more probable than intermediate _.

secondaries. In figure 4, the results of the dose rate

as a function of depth for the iron group spectrum

using the two sets are shown as the upper solid and

dashed lines. There is a factor of two difference at

60 g/cm 2 of water. Also shown are representative

curves of the secondary dose rates from the

product secondary fragments. These are just repre-

sentative curves since there are actually twenty-

five such secondary curves plus the uncoll;ded iron

curve contributing to the total.

Set 1

.~

o
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c
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0.5-

0.1-

r- i = 3,4, ..., 26

1'
;=5
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I I I I I I h_ ] F_-TI I I I i i I i i i
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secondary Z, j

Set 2
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v
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o.5-

c

._. 0.1

__# i= 3,4 ..... 26

i= 4,5 ..... t3

2 3 4 5 10

i : 26

i-3

secondary Z, j

Figure 3. Two sets of fragmentation parameter second-

ary _ dependence assumed in the Boeing computer pro-

gram mentioned in the text. Set I assumes a constant

dependence on secondary -7 plus charge conservation.

Set II reflects the possibility that secondary ions with

_. just less than the primary ;z and secondary ions with

_: close to that of _ particles might be more probable

than intermediate ;z secondaries.
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Figure 4. Dose rates as a function of depth from galactic

cosmic rays of the iron group including secondary pro-

duction as calculated by the Boeing code. Total dose

rates as well as representative values from the second-

ary contributions are presented. The solid lin4s result

from the Set I fragmentation parameters and the dashed

result from the Set II fragmentation parameters presented

in Figure 3. Note a difference ofo factor of two in the

total dose rates at 60 g/cm 2 of water.

We conclude that a better knowledge of the

fragmentation parameters for such heavy ion break-

ups is essential. At thesame time, of course, this

will provide us with more insight into nuclear

structure and the way energy is shared in high ener-

gy nucleus-nucleus collisions, an area of interest

to the nuclear physicist.

Track Structure

The physical distribution of energy deposition

(ionization density) along the trajectory of a char-

ged particle has been an area of increasing interest

in recent years. One way of approaching this pro-

blem is by defining an average energy density

(r) as a function of distance from the track tra-

jectory. The integral of 2_r fT (r) over distance

from the trajectory yields the average dE/dx or

LET :
OO

S0 TLETao = 2"rr (r) r dr

The distance r is the perpendicular distance from

the track trajectory. It is easier to study the quan-

tity fT (r) at large distances, say greater than 50-

100_, than at small distances. At large distances,

the only electrons present have come from the so-

called "close collisions" and can be treated with

the familiar Rutherford expression for free electrons.

Two rather crude theories (refs. 6 and 7), which

will not be discussed here, yield a dependence of

(_T (r) going as / of the particle in question
;z 2 82

and falling as a function of r as 1/r 2 up to distances

which are still small compared with the range of

electrons with maximum transferable energy. As we

approach this ranges of course, the function falls

off much more rapidly. One estimation of the depen-

dence of _)T on r for an iron nucleus of energy

500 MeV/nucleon is shown in figure 5. Here the

ordinate is (OTe the "dose" in units of 100 ergs/g.

Dose is in quotes here because it is not a dose in

the strict sense of the word. It can be considered

an average dose over distances along the track large

enough so that dE/dx has meaning, that is, long

compared to distances where the fluctuation of

energy loss plays an important role. The dependence

of this quantity at small distances is an open question

at present. It is assumed to rise steeply because we

know that the total integral must equal the total

dE/dx, and subtraction of the tall contribution from

the total leaves a large portion of the energy to

be deposited in the core, at least one-half the ener-

gy. Hence the core is undoubtedly very important

in producing biological effects. This nonunlformity

of energy deposition implies that the average close

deposited by such particles or their total LET may
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density on distance from the particle trajectory of a

500 MeV/nucleon iron ion. The ordinate is not a true

dose but can be considered an average dose over dis-

tances along the track long compared to distances

where fluctuations of energy loss are important.

have little relevance to the evaluation of the hazard

from these high-energy heavy ions.

There is evidence at much lower energy that the

quantity _z2 / 132 is a more relevant quantity than

LEToo to describe biological effects (ref.8). It is

well known that hypoxlc cells are more radioresls-

tant than oxygenated cells. The Oxygen Enhance-

ment Ratio (OER) is a measure of this difference

in radlosensitlvlty for a particular type of radTatlon.

An OER of 2.7as measured in human kidney cells

for X-ray irradiations for instances means that2.7

times the dose is needed to produce the same effect

on hypoxic cells as on well-oxygenated cells. If

fora different type of radiations the difference in

radlosensitlvltyls lesss the OERis lower. For an

OER of unltys there is no difference in the radio-

sensitivity of oxygenated and hypoxlc cells.

In generals the OER is closer to unity for radiations

of high LET than for those of low LET. This is shown

for two sets of experimental data in fig. 6a for the

system of human kidney cells in t|ssue culture. The

two sets of data differ in that the solid squareswere

obtained with hlgh-energy heavy ions (_ 7 MeV/

nucleon) all at the same velocity (ref.9),and the

open circles were obtained with alpha-particles

at different velocities (ref.lO). We note that there

|s no overlap of the data. Ifs howevers we plot

the data against-7*2/B 2 instead of against LET
O0 s

we obtain the results in figure 6b. Here Z* is the

charge of the particles taking into account charge

plck-up of the ion as it slows down. The data over-

lap to a much greater extent and are consistent

with lying on the same curve. Thus we conclude

that at least for this biological system and end-

points Z'2/_2 is a more relevant physical quantity

to plot the biological results against. This corre-

lation should be checked with other endpoints ands

in particulars should be checked with hlgh-energy

heavy ions of importance in the galactic cosmic

rayss where the "electron penumbra" is greater

in extents thus diffusing part of the energy deposited

over a greater distance. The "close in" shoulder

of the curves as seen in flg.5s rises as _z2/ 132

so for high Z 2 the shoulder will also be large.

Core effects are extremely important because of

the very high energydensity in the core and it

is even possible that new inactivation processes

will come into play which are entirely absent at

lower energy densities.
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Figure 6. a. OER of human kidney cells (in vitro) from

heavy ions at ~7 MeV/nucleon (solid squares) and from

low energy alpha particles (open circles) plotted against

LEToo. b. Same data as in a. plotted instead against

Z:'2/8 2, where -7* is the effective charge of the ion

(including charge plck-up) and B is the ratio of the

velocity of the particle to that of light.

Conclusion

We have mentioned several areas where physical

data are needed in order to evaluate adequately

the potential hazard of hlgh-energy heavy ions in

the galactic cosmic radiation to long manned

missions outside our magnetosphere. The first, more

data on the lower energy portion of the differential

energy spectrum of the iron group, can be obtained

in appropriately instrumented satellites during the

next period of solar inactivity 1975-1977. The

other two areas, nuclear interaction parameters in

tissue and aluminum and the structure of the energy

deposition along the trajectory of the tracks, appear

to require an accelerator which accelerates ions of

the iron group up to at least 300-500MeV/nucleon.

This information, along with the necessary biological

information concerning the extent of damage and

functional impairment to various critical organs, is

necessary before we can confidently send manned

expeditions to explore the near planets or establish

bases for extended exploration of the moon.
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VENTING OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND SHIELDING IN THERMIONIC NUCLEAR REACTOR SYSTEMS

E. W. Salmi

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Most thermionic reactors are designed to allow the fission gases to escape

out of the emitter. There exist several design variations to allow the gas to

escape from the reactor core. The final disposition of the gas has several

interesting problems. If the gas is put into a chamber, its volume is too large

to be contained in the shield. Fortunately the fission gas do not pose a radia-

tion problem at lOO ft. Because of the long half-life the fission gases could

prevent any close approach to the reactor after it has been shut down.

The fission gases could instead be stored in an absorption trap. An ab-

sorption trap is usually assumed to require very low temperatures, however,

experimental data indicate that reservoirs at several hundred degrees C can

be useful.

Another scheme is to simply allow the fission gases to escape. Again,

because of the low activity of the fission products, this method should pose
no radiation hazards.

INTRODUCTION TABLE I. TYPICAL EMITTER OPERATING CONDITIONS

A thermionic reactor has an interesting radia-

tion problem generally not associated with other

nuclear systems, that is, the disposal of gaseous

fission products. Almost all designers of therm-

ionic reactors assume that the gaseous fission pro-

ducts must be removed from the core. This assump-

tion is due to the very high operating temperatures

of the fueled emitter in a thermionic diode. In

order to illustrate the problem an idealized (not

real) schematic of an emitter is Shown in Fig. i.

This hypothetical emitter consists of a heavy (NI-

mm-thick) tungsten cladding surrounding the fuel

which usually consists of UO 2 or UC. If UO 2 is used,
a void amounting to _ 10% of-the fuel volume is

Created in the fuel after prolonged high-temperature

operation. A typical set of operating conditions

is shown in Table I.

Fig. I. Hypothetical tungsten-clad fuel

emitter.

Emitter surface temperature, °C 1700

Emitter center-line temperature, °C 2500

Fuel power density, W/cm 3 50

Total fissions/cm 3 after iO 4 h 7.1 x lO 19

235U burnup, % _ 0.24

Final gaseous fission-product pressure,

psi _ lOOO

Time to 2.5% creep of cladding, h 10

Experiments have shown that at an operating tempera-

ture of N1700°C almost all gaseous fission products,

e.g., xenon and krypton, escape from the solid fuel

and accumulate in the central void. After 10,OOO h

of operation the gaseous fission product pressure

in the void would be _ lO00 psi. This high pressure

would induce high hoop stresses in the tungsten

cladding with resultant creep and eventual shorting

of the emitter to the collector. The required creep

time until shorting occurs is N lO h. Obviously,

this is unsatisfactory. Most emitter designs are

affected by this difficulty and therefore allow the

fission gases to escape. The design of emitters

which would permit such escape before the cladding

swells presents some problems. Solutions to these

difficulties have apparently been found, but are

not the subject of this paper.

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM THE REACTOR

The fission products from the reactor core can

be released by several methods. Two are illustrated

in Fig. 2, which shows a typical thermionic fuel

element of the flashlite design. The fission gases,

on leaving the fueled emitter, enter the emitter

support. In Method A, shown in the lower half of

*Presented at the National Symposium on Natural and Manmade Radiation in Space, Las Vegas, Nevada, Feb.

1971. Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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N GASES \ 

c, G A P J  ,,/ \\FISSION GAS 
COLLECTOR CERAMIC TO METAL SEAL 

Fig. 2. Typical thermionic f u e l  element and possi-  
b le  methods of fission-gas release.  

t he  i l l u s t r a t ion ,  vents a re  leading from the  support 
s t ruc ture  t o  the cesium gap. The cesium gaps of 
the  individual diodes a re  $hen connected by separate 
vents throughout the length of the  f u e l  rod. 

I n  Method By i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the upper ha l f  of 
Fig. 2, t he  vents bypass the  cesium gap and lead t o  
separate fission-gas passages outside the  co l lec tor  
i n  t h e  A 1  0 insulating region. These passages 
a l so  exte$d3throughout t he  full length of the  f u e l  
rod. 

Fission Gases Enter t h e  Cesium Gap - Method A 

Both methods have t h e i r  disadvantages. Experi- 
ments with Method A show t h a t  t he  gaseous f i s s ion  
products degrade the e l e c t r i c a l  power output of t he  
diode even a f t e r  only a short  operating time: t he  
presence of xenon or krypton i n  the  cesium vapor a t  
more than 10 or  20 Torr can increase the  e l e c t r i -  
c a l  r e s i s t i v i t y  across the  cesium vapor gap and 
thereby reduce t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  power output. 
t he  presence of foreign gases increases the  thermal 
conductivity across the  gap, which, i n  turn,  r e su l t s  
i n  a reduction o f t h e  emitter temperature. The 
f i n a l  r e s u l t  i s  the f a c t  t h a t  only a very small 
f rac t ion  of t he  gaseous f i s s ion  products can be 
retained i n  t h e  cesium vapor space. 

Fission Gases Bypass the  Cesium Gap - Method B 

Also, 

Method B offers t he  advantage of not r e s t r i c t -  
ing the  fission-product pressure t o  10 o r  20 Torr. 
This pressure r e s t r i c t ton  can influence t h e  f i s s ion  
gas storage problem outside the  reactor core. There 
a r e  some disadvantages t o  the  method. The s m a l l  
passages running through the  alumina outer sheath 
might contain cracks connecting the  co l lec tor  and 
the  outer sheath. The gaseous f i s s ion  products a re  
not purely xenon and krypton but a l so  contain many 
other elements. I n  pa r t i cu la r ,  cesium f i s s ion  pro- 
ducts a r e  about 7@ as  numerous as the  xenon and 
krypton products. Therefore, cesium a t  high pres- 
sure i s  present i n  any cracks i n  the  separate vent- 
ing system. With approximately 10 V possible across 
the  small passage, there  may be e l e c t r i c a l  shorting 
between the  collector and the  outer sheath resu l t ing  
i n  very low e l ec t r i ca l  power output of the f u e l  
element. 

Another disadvantage of Method B i s  t h e  pres- 
ence of many ceramic-to-metal sea ls  i n  the  fue l  
element (Fig. 2).  
high-pressure gaseous f i s s ion  products could enter 

Should any of these break, t h e  

t h e  cesium vapor gap and reduce or terminate the  
power output. 
and because of the  la rge  number of sea ls ,  the  separ- 
a t e  venting system should preferably be l imited t o  
the  10- or  20-Torr pressure regime. 
considerations, a separate fission-gas venting 
system does not appear t o  o f f e r  major advantages. 

Because of t h i s  l a t t e r  p o s s i b i l i t y  

From these 

FISSION-GAS STORAGE PROBLEMS 

Assume tha t  the  f i s s ion  products, a f t e r  vent- 
ing,  a re  f i n a l l y  stored in  an outside reservoir.  
Fission products t h a t  may be gaseous a t  an emitter 
temperature of .., 2000°C are  l i s t e d ,  together with 
t h e i r  atomic percentages, i n  Table 11. Note t h a t  
t h e  r a re  gases represent - 12$ of the f i s s ion  pro- 
ducts while t he  t o t a l  high-temperature gases amount 

TABLE 11. GASEOUS FISSION PRODUCTS AT 2O0O0C 
AND THEIR PART OF TOTAL GAS RELEASE 

Fission Products Amount of Species, A t .  % 
K r  and Xe 12.2 
B r  and I 2.5 
Rb and C s  9.0 
A s ,  Se, Te - 4.3 

Total 28.0 

t o  almost 3C%. 
gaseous products can escape from the  emitter,  some 
understanding of t he  escape,mechanism may be useful. 
A microphotograph of UO 
of hours of operation a? - 2000°C i s  shown i n  Fig. 
3; t he  dark spots a re  voids and the  gray material  
i s  U02. 
and seem t o  have developed a t r a i l  through t h e  U02. 

In  assessing whether a l l  these 

fue l  a f t e r  several  thousands 

Many dark spots have a len t icu lar  shape 

x 75 

Fig. 3. Microphotograph of UO fue l  a f t e r  
prolonged operation a% 2000°C. 

According t o  fission-product escape theory voids 
a r e  formed during operation, move up the  temperature 
gradient through t h e  fue l ,  sweep up the gaseous 
f i s s ion  products, and eventually deposit t he  gases 
i n  the  center of t he  fue l .  I n  other words, the  
f i s s ion  products do not have t o  diffuse long dis- 
tances. This would imply,that a l l  f i s s ion  products 
with a subs tan t ia l  vapor pressure a t  - 2000°C could 
be s w e p t  up by the  l en t i cu la r  voids and escape from 
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the fuel asreadilyaseither xenonor krypton.
Experimentaldataontheseproblemsat presentare
not abundant.

Thepostulatedescapemechanismout of the

emitter can be considered to have a half life,

which has been estimated to be about one week to

one month for all fission products that can escape.

The value of one week is used throughout this study.

After the high-temperature gaseous fission

products escape from the emitter they may condense

on cool surfaces both inside and outside the reactor.

The escaped products can be bled through various

filters or absorption beds, which could either react

with or condense these products into a relatively

small volume located within the reactor radiation

shield. The rare gases, however, may not be trapped

by these devices and may require some other method

of disposal. To illustrate the problem, consider

Table III which shows the results of a few simple

calculations. A lO0-kWe thermionic reactor with

TABLE III. GENERATION OF RARE GASES IN

TYPICAL FUEL E_TTERS

Reactor thermal power, MW

Fissions produced during lO 4 h

Total number of xenon and krypton atoms

Gas volume at STP, liter

Gas volume at 20 Torr and 600°C, liter

Diameter of equivalent sphere, m

1

1.1 x lO 24

2.6 x 1023

9.8
1.2 x 103

1.32

10% efficiency would have a thermal power of 1 MW.

In 10_OOO h of operation there would have been 1.1
x lO 2_ fissions. Assuming that 12_ of the fission

products are rare gases, there would be 2.6 x 1023

atoms of xenon and krypton or 0.44 mole. At stan-

dard temperature and pressure the gas volume would

be 9.8 liters. However, in most reactor system

designs a large radiator operates at N 6OO°C in the

immediate vicinity of the reactor so that a large

volume at room temperature may be difficult to

locate. Also, as mentioned earlier, a rare-gas

pressure greate r than N 20 Torr may not be accept-

able becaus_ of restrictions imposed by the therm-

ionic diodes. Assuming the two worst conditions,

i.e., a pressure of 20 Torr and a temperature of

600°C, the ga s volume becomes ll90 liters rather

than _ lO liters. A sphere of this large volume

would have a diameter pf 132 cm or of nearly 4.5 ft.

Such a g_s volum@ is almost an order of magnitude

larger than the reactor and obviously could not be

accommodated inside the reactor radiation shield.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO STORAGE PROBL_

Three solutions to the fission-product storage

problems exist:

• Remove the gaseous products from the main

shield to a special shielded tank.

• Absorb the gases in a charcoal trap.

• Let the fission gas escape to space.

Remove the Gases to a Special Shielded Tank

In examining this method, the question of the

existing radiation level arises immediately. To

investigate the problem an example was postulated.

Assume again a 1-N_g thermal reactor and a half-life

of one week for gaseous fission products to leave

the emitter and calculate the activity of the

various fission products. Decays per second as a

function of operating time are plotted in Fig. 4.

The top curve shows the fission-product activity

remaining in the reactor; the middle curve plots

the activity of the fission products which escape

fromthe emitter but are assumed to be collected in

a trap; and the bottom curve shows the activity of

the rare gases which have escaped from the emitter

and are assumed not to be caught in the trap.
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Fig. 4. Activity of various fission products

as a function of reactor operating time.

The curves show that a steady state is achieved

after two months of reactor operation. The activity

in the trap would be 1.8 x iO15 disintegrations/sec

or _ 50,000 Ci. However, this trap was assumed to

be small and located within the reactor shield. The

rare gas value is i.i x 1015 disintegrations/sec

which represents 30,000 Ci. To calculate the roent-

gens this source represents, the activity and decay

schemes of the various isotopes of xenon and krypton

were investigated. More than 90_0 of the activity

of the rare gases is due to 133Xe and 135Xe (Fig. 5).

In each case there is a metastable state; however,

a detailed investigation of the decay chain shows

that the metastable states contribute little to the

activ_y. The 133Xe is about six times more active

than A_Xe; however, the 81-keV y-ray is strongly

internally converted and because of the high absorp-

tion cross section it may be readily absorbed in a

gas container wall. The main contribution to the

outside y-radiation therefore probably comes from

135Xe. If one assumes that the _-rays do not leave

the fission-gas container, and taking into account

the internal conversion of the Y-rays, this rare-gas

source would produce about 500 R/h at one meter or

500 mR/h at 1OO ft.

In some directions around a reactor power supply

this radiation level is acceptable; however, in the

direction of the crew compartment it is excessive.

The activity calculations assumed an escape lifetime

from the emitter of one week. Because the two
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Fig. 5. Decay schemes for 13_e and 135Xe.

isotopes of greatest interest, 13_e and 135Xe, have

half-lives of 9 h and 5.3 days, respectively, the

large uncertainty in the value of the escape life-

time can significantly affect the calculated radia-

tion level. Experimental investigations of escape

rates out of emitters are required before a satis-

factory value can be assigned to the radiation

level. In any case, the storage o_ fission gases in

a lightly shielded gas chamber can pose design

problems.

Absorption in a Charcoal Trap

Normally, absorption traps are thought to

operate at very low temperatures; however, at pres-

sures of 20 Torra charcoal trap can be useful even

at moderate temperatures. For the example of a 1MW

thermal reactor, the volums of charcoal required to

store the xenon and krypton at 20 Torr can be cal-

culated as a function of temperature. 1 As shown in

Fig. 6, this charcoal volume is considerably smaller

than the original volume of 1.2 x 103 liters with-

out charcoal as shown in Table III. At a tempera-

ture of 1OO°C the charcoal volume is about 15 liters.

Although 15 liters is not a trivial volume to shield,

it may represent a compromise solution. At leO°C,

the use of heat pipes may prove feasible for con-

trolling the charcoal trap temperature.

The two methods discussed above of handling

fission gases have their disadvantages. If the

charcoal-trap temperature rose appreciably, the

fission-gas pressure could increase and pose a

hazard to reactor operation. On the other hand the

lightly shielded gas-chamber system could pose a

radiation hazard after reactor shutdown. Figure 7

Fig. 6. Amount of xenon absorbed in charcoal

as a function of temperature.
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TiME AFTER REACTOR SHUT DOWN, cloys

Fig. 7. Rare-gap activity following reactor

shutdown after 1.2 years of operation.

shows the rare-gas activity expected following

reactor shutdown after 1.2 years of operation. The

curve shows that after one month the activity has

fallen by a facto_ of leO. At this time the activity
_pis due mainly to Krwhich has a ten-year half-life.

Although this activity is small compared to the

previously cited values, it is a 5-R/h radiation

source at a distance of 1 m. With a ten-year half-

life it does not disappear suddenly. If poorly

shielded, it might pose a hazard for any crew work-

ing near the reactor after shutdown.
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Escape of Gases to Outer Space

Values for fission gases escaping to space

have been calculated, Table IV, and show that the

number of rare-gas atoms escaping per second would

be 7.5 x 1015. These escaping atoms have an acti-

vity of 1.5 x 1010 disintegrations/sec, which

represent 0.5 Ci leaving the reactor per second.

Although at first glance this value seems high,

the radiation hazard is actually small. Assume

that the gases are emitted by an orifice to form a

radioactive cloud filling 2_ radians. As the cloud

expands, the atom density at a distance of 1 m from

TABLE IV. ACTMTY OF RARE GASES RELEASED TO

SPACE

^*^- escape rate, atom/sec 7.5 x 1015uvn*

Activity of escaping atoms, 1010
disintegration/sec 1.5 x

Radiation leaving reactor, Ci/sec 0.5

Atom density at 1 m, atom/cm 3 1.5 x 107

Atom mean free path, km 200

Dose rate a 1 m from cloud, R/h _ 10 -8

Moles of 85Kr released per year,

mole/yr

1975 projection for 85Kr release,

mole/yr

7 x 10 -3

5o0

this low-denslty expanding radioactive cloud, the
radiation dose would be _ 10- R/h and certainly

should pose no radiation hazard.

Another aspect of this method of disposal of

fission gases is simply that radioactivity is being

released. _e isotope that is worrisome is the
long-lived "Kr. This lx_MW reactor would release

about 7 x lO -5 moles of OgKr per year. _is value
must be contrasted with other sources of 5Kr. At

present, the 85Kr obtained from the reprocessing of

power reactor fuel elements is allowed to escape out

of the air vents. No attempt is made, at present,

o prevent their escape. Assuming that lO0_ of the

5Kr is released, the escape rate in a few years is

projected to be about 500 moles per year. By con-

trast, the I-MW reactor is only a very small source.

Conclusions

This study led to the following conclusions:

• Release of rare-gas fission products to

space is desirable, and

• Their release does not constitute a safety

hazard.

If however, for some reason, the gases should not

be released to space, design variations are possible

to store the rare-gas fission products and to solve

the associated radiation problems.

REFERENCE:

i. "Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor," GA-9359,

Quarterly Progress Report, Feb. 1 - April 30,

1969.
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contribution to existing knowledge.
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Information receiving limited distribution

because of preliminary data, security classifica-

tion, or other reasons.

CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and

technical information generated under a NASA

contract or grant _,,,_-_'_,.,0,ol,.,_,_"_=-_'4an important

contribution to existing knowledge.

TECHNICAl. TRANSLATIONS: Information

pL!biished in a re,reign language considered

to mcrir NASA distribution in English.

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information

derived from or of value to NASA activities.

Publications include conference proceedings,

monographs, data compilations, handbooks,

sourcebooks, and special bibliographies.

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION

PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology

used by NASA that may be of particular

interest in commercial and other non-aerospace

applications. Publications include Tech Briefs,

Technology Utilization Reports and

Technology Surveys.

Details on the availability of these publications may be obtained from:

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE

NATIONAL AERONAUIICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Washington, D.C. 20546




